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"In early life, David kept his father's sheep; his was a life of industry; and though foolish men
tliink it degrading to perform any useful labour, yet in the eyes of >vise men industry is truly

honourable, and the most useful man is the happiest. A life of labour is man's natural condition,

and most favourable to mental health and bodily vigour. Bishop Hall says :
—

' Sweet is the destiny

of all trades, whether of the brow or of the mind. God never allowed any man to do nothing.' From
the ranks of industry have the world's greatest men been taken. Borne was more than once saved

by a man who was sent for from the plough. Moses had been keeping sheep for forty years before

he came forth as the deliverer of Israel. The Apostles were chosen from amongst the hardy and

laborious fishermen. From whence I infer that, when God has any great work to perform, he

telects as his instruments those who, by their previous occupation, had acquired habit? of industry,

skill, and perseverance ; and that in every department of society they are the most honourable u'ho

earn their own living by their own labotcr"—Rkv. T. Spenceb, A.M.
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STUDY AND INTELLECTUAL PURSUITS THE TRUE SOURCES OF
HONOUR AND HAPPINESS TO THE MASSES.

We have been gi'atified beyond measure that tlie articles which we penned on ** The

IVorkmg Ckisses, LanguagcSy and the Exhibition o/1851," have called forth so much

anxiety for assistance and direction in the study of French, &c. Having for years

laboured to raise the masses in every respect and in every particular, it was not a little

pleasing to find that what we have said in their favour has been so well supported

by themselves. We have before mentioned, that having stated our views to a lady

who was a proficient in French, Italian, &c., she immediately, without being re-

quested to do so, ofiered to fake a class of operatives, on the condition that they

should teach others. A little boy who could pronounce French pretty well was

admitted among them, that he might at intervals assist them in their studies. The

undertaking proceeds admirably, and we have the testimony of the lady that her

pupils are going on exceedingly well. Her many engagements prevent her from

meeting them more than once a week, but still theii' progress is such as to gratify

their benevolent preceptress. We again allude to this fact, because, in almost

every neighbourhood, there are persons who, if they chose, might greatly improve

themselves by teaching others.

We have nearly all our life been engaged in tuition of various kinds, and we can

aei.->ure our friends that we have always gained more than we have given away. The
things that we know best and feel the greatest pleasure in are those which we have

taught most. God has so constituted us, that one of our highest sources of happi-

ness is first to understand a subject, and then to communicate what we know. It

is no common relief to impart to others what we have studied ourselves. Thoughts
pent up in the soul become our tormentors. Many a man has gone mad because he
acquired so much information and communicated so little. Talking and teaching

would have saved his brain and his life. Food that is not digested and assimilated

becomes putrid, and produces disease and death ; and it is the same with know-
ledge. Keep it to yourself, and it will be your curse. Your soul will be cumbered
and injured by it. Your various ideas may grow into mental /tm^i, or some other

excrescences which will prove fatal to your intellectual health ; but give currency

to your opinions : if they are worth anything they will live, and if not they will die
;

in either case you will be benefited. The sooner our good thoughts germinate in

other hearts, and our erroneous ones are consigned to oblivion, the better.

We may thus add to our profit, increase our pleasures, and, if ambition be our
besetment, we may even gratify our pride ; for nothing wiU render an individual

more respected than the gratuitous communication of valuable instruction to the
working classes. Notwithstanding all that has been said concerning the ingrati-

tujle, rudeness, and carelessness of our operatives and peasants, there is nevertheless

a deep conviction among them that

^^ Learning is inost excellent.^*

They perfectly agree with Solomon, that " it is not good for the soul to be without
knowledge ;" and, therefore, they highly esteem any one who will try to raise them
from their present ignorance and its consequent degradation. We have always
b^ en grieved for both parties, when we have seen the rich anf' the learned stand
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aloof from the poor and the uninstructed. The former have been quite as much
injured as the latter. Mistrust, contempt, and haughtiness, are anything rather

than pleasurable feelings ; and the want of proper information in the masses is a

greater loss and scourge to their wealthier neighbours than it is to themselves. If

those who have riches and titles would lay aside the foolish pride which these too

often engender, and labour in every way in their power for the physical, mental,
political,' and moral elevation of their poorer brethren and sisters, the good effected

would be incalculable, and the honour would also be all that ambition could desire.

The working classes, when treated well, are the most grateful and generous portions

of the community, and especially so if the efforts made are directed to the cultiva-

tioii of their tastes, the enlargement of their minds, and the improvement of their

morals. Would that these hints might awaken some of those who have learning,

leisure, and talent lying fallow, to bestir themselves on behalf of tiie progress of

knowledge, and to employ their gifts for the benefit of those who are not so highly
favoured ; but who are nevertheless a most important branch of the community,
which would increase in value by every addition made to their mental and moral
resources. To our working friends we say,

I. That intellectual and moral elevation is everything.

People cannot become respectable or happy by staturey corpulency^ or beauty.

There was nothing mental or morally valuable in the obesity of Lambert, or the

gigantic stature of Goliah of Gath. The Scripture designates an obtuse intellect

and a hard heart by the word '* grossness '' or *^ fatness,'* And there is something

natural in the metaphor, because, in the merely oleaginous parts of the body, you
have neither nerve, muscle, nor bone, and therefore nothing which mind can use;

and further, it is well known that many corpulent persons are very inactive, and

very difficult to move. And as for bulkiness generally, every one will allow that

one such little man as Dr. Watts is worth a million of the sons of Anak, of Og,

King of Bashan, or the giants before the flood. And as for beauty, or handsome-

ness, some of the finest men have been the greatest scoundrels :—and history tells

us that Helena, the beauty of the Greeks, was no better than she should be ; and

Mythology attests that Venus, the loveliest of tke goddesses, was a being of the

most abandoned character. On the other hand, it has often been found that little,

deformed, ugly, sickly, pale, skin-and-bone sort of people have not imfrequently

been among the cleverest geniuses. We do not make these remarks to condemn
stout, tall, or beautiful figures and forms ; but to show that there is no talent,

intellect, or morality in these outward and bodily accidents.

Neither is there any real elevation in wealth or titles. The history of hundreds of

men and women who have had a profusion of these would not bear the light, and

could hardly be read in a pandemonium without making demons blush : and as for

pleasure, we all know that lords and millionaires have generally far less real

enjoyment than our poorest peasants and operatives. We shall never rise beyond

the philosophical declaration of Watts

—

** The mind's the stature of the man."

And it is a pleasing thought that there is no limitation to the dimensions, propor-

tions, and loveliness of mind, but those which we ourselves impose. A person

may be lame from accident, or be born with an unhealthy body, but soul deformity

is our own work. We can make ourselves mentally and morally ugly—deformed
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or miserable—but then we can also do the reverse. The poorest person can become

intelligent, amiable, honourable, and happy. We want no superior food or clothing

iOr the accomplishment of this object. Noble ancestry, princely fortunes, or royal

patents are not required ; nothing is demanded but that we should cultivate our

intellects and guard our hearts. And for these purposes God has placed at our

dL«?posal everything that wc need.

We want our working friends to reflect on the great truth that in their souls they

liave all the capabilities necessary for their elevation, and that everything depends

upon the cultivation of their minds. Here nothing is accidental, nothing is effected

without labour. Fortunes may come to us unexpectedly, and the pauper of to-day

may be the 'squire of to-morrow. But this can never be the case with respect

to mental elevation. Here the man that rises must raise himself, whether he be a

monarch, a lord, a mechanic, or a labourer. Intellectual gifts and endowments

cannot be bequeathed, nor do they drop from heaven like hailstones. When Sir

Isaac Newton died, he could bequeath his wealth to his friends; but he carried his

intellectual gifts with him. And if we would be like him, we must labour as he

did. All great men and women have toiled hard for their laurels. There is no
"royal road" to intellectual eminence. You must learn the alphabet before you
can read, and understand the notes before you can sing scientifically, and study

grammar, or you will never be an intelligent grammarian. French cannot be ac-

quired without effort, nor mathematics without travelling through the whole course

of definitions, axioms, postulates, propositions, and theorems. Bacon made him-
self ; so did Milton, Shakspere, Watt, Arkwright, Dr. Lee, and others. In fact, all

the distinguished persons who adorn the page of history became what they were
by hard labour ; and it is a pleasing thought that most of them rose, notwithstanding
the adverse circumstances which beset their path and opposed their rising. Many
of the obstacles which stood in their way are now removed ; we have no longer to

learn Greek from a Latin grammar, or to read science in a dead language, and out

of a large folio. But still, if the path is easier, we cannot reach the end without
travelling over it. Even steam does not annihilate distance. London is as far from
Edinburgh as ever, and the number ofmilesmust be passed if we go from the one city

to the other. So the mental ground must be travelled. If you would be intelli-

gent, great, and good, you must study ; and everyone who thus labours aright may
excel. Heaven is as liberal in its gifts to the child of a pauper as it is to the off-

spring of a prince ; and our age is peculiarly bountiful in the stores of learning and
science that it throws into the lap of the poor man. The mill boy and mill girl

can now surpass Solomon in knowledge, and can rise to almost any point of intel-

lectual and moral dignity ; but then they must raise themselves. -s

II. We want our working friends to see that all real and lasting good and
rLE\SUaE MUST BE IN THE MIND.

It is not the world without, but the world within, that creates our happiness or
our misery. It is not what we possess, but the view that we take of our possessions,
that pleases or torments us. Alexander is said to have wept that he had not more
worlds to conquer. His ambition was to shed blood, and desolate the earth.

Lazarus, full of sores, at the rich man's gate, and Paul and Silas in prison, were
ten thousand times more happy than the son of Philip of Macedon. We all live

on ideas. It is as true in common things as in. religion, *<Man does not live by
bread alone." His thoughts transport him with joy, or torment him with anguish

;
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they render him firm or fickle
; gentle or furious ; angry or placid ; kind or cruel

;

rude or polished ; vulgar or polite ; a savage, a barbarian, a Pagan, a Turk, a Jew,

a Mohammedan, a Christian, a scholar, a philosopher, a poet, or a divine. His
thoughts are his food, his physic, his estate, his riches, his empire, his -world. They
kill him or keep him alive. They are his poison, or his nutriment ; his muiic or

his distraction ; his angels to bless, or his fiends to curse; his joy or his sorrow ; the

wmgs by which he soars to heaven, or the millstone that sinks him to perdition.

Strange that an invisible something which we cannot see, nor touch, nor measure,

nor weigh, should be endowed with such capabilities ! It is so light that the body
is as heavy after it has fled as it was before. It is so small that it can dwell in th©

contracted frame of a dwarf, and yet it is so large that it can embrace and carry the

universe in its intellect. What treasure was hoarded up in the minds of Shakspere,

Milton, Sir Isaac Newton, and others. These men indeed had mental food that

the world knew nothing of, and lived in a paradise of their own creation. That
fellow-traveller of mine on the other seat of the railway carriage does not speak.

He sits like an inert mass of breathing flesh and blood ; often his eyes are nearly

closed, and he seems half-asleep ; the outwai'd man has no attractions, and may be

almost offensive : but what if I could look into his soul, how the scene would
change ! Perhaps, as we have often found in such persons, he has a mind well

stored with all kinds of information, so that he could converse with us on almost

any subject. He is ready to enter the mine, fathom the ocean, or soai* to the planet*

and the stars. He can discuss science, history, poetry, theology, and morality,

and scarcely a subject comes amiss to him ; and even whUe he seemed so dull, his

spirit was regaling itself in an Eden of beauty and glory. He is willing to talk,

he loves society, but he can live alone. He has such stores within, that you can-

not confine him in a prison or a dungeon. Those thoughts of his cannot be chained

;

in spite of every effort of a tormentor, they would plant theii* own paradise, and

dwell in that spiritual world which they can create at will and in an instant, out of

their mental stores,

We do not wish to be tedious, or we could enlarge on this topic indefinitely ;

but we want our readers to know that all real satisfaction and pleasure must be in

the mindy and that they can all create for themselves a world of beauty and loveli-

ness even in the midst of poverty, disease, and death. But to accomplish this,

they must read and thi7ikf and thus furnish their intellects with a good store of

ideas. We need not say that bad notions or sentiments are not worth having.

He who reads what is trashy and immoral, or associates with foolish companions^

is as silly as the man who fills his bags with common pebbles or sand when he

might load them with gold or with diamonds. But only let our operatives peruse

and study wliat will enlarge, edify, and bless their minds, and then they will

always have riches and a heaven within, of which no one can deprive them.

Uesin.—The resins are secretions of plants ; they are first in a fluid state, but become

solid, either by the evaporation of their more volatile parts, or by the absorption of

cxygen. They cannot be dissolved or mixed, except with spirits or oil; and by this they

are distinguished from gums, which may be dissolved in water. "When a large portion

of oil is present; the resins are in a fluid condition, and they are then called turpentine.
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THE YOUNG CHEViVLIEK.—Chap. HI,

Charles Edward entered Edinburgh, as

has been already stated, on Tuesday, the

17th of September. On the following
Thursday Sir John Cope disembarked his

troops at Dunbar. He had marched in all

haste from Inverness to Aberdeen, thence
sailed to Dunbar, and, being there joined
by the runaway dragoons, now proceeded,
without loss of time, to tlie neighbourhood
of the capital to give battle to the Cheva-
lier. On Friday, tlie 20th, the two armies
came within sight of each other, Cope's
beiHg then posted near the village of

Preston, and the insurgents advancing to

them. It was an anxious hour for Chiirles.

Now for the first time the undisciplined

troops were to meet, in deadly conflict, the

well-trained army of his rival, a part of

which had already distinguished itself on
the Continent. Were his fond hopes
about to be scattered like the mountciin
Hiist, or were they this day to rise higher
than ever? There was no faltering on his

part. With a proud glance over the lines

of his followers, he drew his sword,
exclaiming, " My friends, I have thrown
away the scabbard." A shout expressive
of determination equal to his own was the
significant reply. In a little while another
shout, but coming from two different

quarters, is heard. It is the stern greeting
of the opposing hosts as they come insight
of each other—man deliberately bent on
the destruction of his brother man !

At this moment both armies were in

high spirits, and apparently eager for ac-

tion. Cope's troops were protected on
nearly all sides by the villages of Preston
and Cockenxie, park walls and the sea.

It seemed a particularly secure though
confined position, but was a very bad one
for what turned out to be the principal
work of his army—running away. The
insurgents had secured, to their gi-eat

satisfaction, a gentle rising ground; but
on examination they discovered that a
morass, which it would be dangerous to
cross w-hile exposed to the fire of the
enemy, interposed between them and the
royal troops. On this account Charles
was obliged to delay the attack, which he
was eager to make that afternoon.
The Knglish general was strongly urged

by the brave and excellent Colonel (Sir-
diner to cliarge the enemy at once, and
not subject his troops to the disheartening
feeling that they were compelled to stand
on the defensive, thus betraying the fears
of their leaders. Cope was, however,
resolved not to move^ and that night both

armies bivouacked in tlie open fields,

Charles and liis ofiicers making their beds
in a field of cut peas, like tiie humblest
of their followers. To the hardy High-
landers the cold of a frosty autumn night
was a very slight inconvenience, but not
so to the more luxurious Southern soldier.

The chief difficulty of the insurgent
leaders was how to get at the enwmy.
During the night this difiiculty was ob-
viated by a young man of the name of
Anderson informing Lord George iMurraj'^

that he knew a path by which he could
conduct them to the royal army. Ac-
cordingly the troops were roused, quickly
formed in order of battle, and, under the
darkness of the early morning, swiftly and
silently marched to their awful we)rk.

Cope had provided means to prevent a
surprise, and received intelligence of the
enemy's movements in time, and only in

time, to form his lines in the direction in

which they were coming. A heavy mist,
which had hitherto prevented the two
armies seeing each other, cleared away
before they came into actual conflict.
" Some of the Prince's officers," we are
told, " afterwards acknowledged that,

when they first saw the regular lines of
the royal army, and the level rays of the
new risen sun reflected at a thousand
joints from the long-extended series of
muskets, they could not help expecting
that the wavering, unsteady clusters into
which their own line was broken would
be defeated in a moment, and swept from
the field."

It was the Prince's anxious wish to lead
on his army himself, a proposal his officers

positively refused to accede to, declaring
that, if he persisted in it, they would dis-

band their troops, and return home ; for

on his life all depended, and if that were
takeii'victory would be to his adherents as

fatal as df feat. To such reasoning Charles
yielded, and took his place, on this anxious
day, a little way in front of the second
line, in the midst of a small guard. The
right wing of his army was composed of

the various M'DonaId regiments, the left

of tliG^ Camerons and the Stuarts of Appiii,

and the centre of the Duke of Perth's
regiment and the Macgregors. The Duke
of Perth commanded the right wing. Lord
George Murray the left. The second
line, composed chiefly of other clan regi-

ments, was placed under the command of

Lord Nairne. The wliole mimbered unJer
3.000; and, as the victory was wo*i before
tne second line could come mta action.
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the number really engaged in the fig^^t on

the Chevalier's side is said not to have

exceeded 1,500. Their arms were of the

Biost motley description-muskets, bioad

.words, targets, and scythes fastened to

long poles, or aAy other offensive weapon

on which they could lay hold. ^

The royal army, which consisted piin-

cipallv of various infantry regiments, was

nearly equal to the insurgents in number,

and much better armed. The right wing

was protected by Gardiner's dragoons, the

left by Hamilton's. . . xt

"Follow me, gentlemen; and, by the

blessing of God, I will this day make you

a free and happy people !" was the Prmce s

pithy address to his troops as they were

about to charge. One moment for prayer

—ah ^ how much needed m this feartul

Iiour. Every bonnet is off—every eye

upturned—these stern men utter a short

prayer, and then rush on with the resist-

less impetuosity of their own mountain

Their mode of fighting was sufficiently

appalling even to brave troops. iney

advanced with the utmost rapiditytowards

the enemy, gave fire when withm a mus-

ket length of the object, and then,throwing

down their pieces, drew their swords,

and, holding a dii-kin their left nandalong

Avith the target, darted with fury on the

enemy through the smoke of their tire.

The battle began with the Camerons, who,

attacking the dragoons on the right of the

r«)yal army, were astonished to find that,

these doughty warriors waited to discharge

but a few shots, when party after paity

wheeled about and fled. Hamilton,

dragoons and the infantry followed the

example, without even attempting a show

^f resistance, with the exception of one

small party of infantry, ^ho redeemed

the day from utter shame. Alone they

fought, scorning to turn their backs to the

enemy. Colonel Gardiner shamefully

deserted by his own troops, placed himselt

at the head of this gallant little band, cry-

ing out, " Fire on, my lads, and fear no-

thing '" In an instant the brave and good

old man was struck by one of the terrible

scythes, followed by a blow from a

Lochaber axe. He was carried from the

field in a state of insensibility, to expire in

a neighbouring house. . ,

Cope with a few of his officers, vainly

endeavoured to rally the dragoons m am

adjoining field. At the first sound of

firing from the insurgent army, they again

took flight, and the unfortunate general

. giving up all hope, galloped off with

tJiem, bringing everywhere the tirst news

of his own defeat. i

The greater number of these cowards
\

got clear off by the roads whicli opened

from the extremities of the park walls,

but the ill-fated infantry, shut in by these

walls, were cut down and taken prisoners

in great numbers. Of nearly two thou-

sand of these poor men, scarcely two hun-

dred escaped. The slain are computed at

400, including six officers.
, ,, . ,

The rebels lost tour officers and thirty

privates, with eighty men wounded in all.

The last words of one of their officers

furnishes a singular and painful proof ot

the ruling passion strong in death, ihe

captain of a Macgregor regiment, a son ot

the celebrated Kob Roy, having fallen

covered with wounds, contrived to raise

himself on his elbow, and call out, almost

with his last breath, to his men, -l^ook

ye, my lads, I'm not dead—by 1 shall

see if any of you does not do his duty

;

The victory of the insurgents was most

sio-nal and complete. In their shameiul

flight the enemy left all behind, and

Charles's stores were not a little increased

by the spoil; the military chest ot the

royal army, containing £4,000, oesides

their cannon, baggage, and tents, having

fallen into his hands. ,

In the first flush of triumph the elation

of the Prince was great. Laughing heartily,

he repeatedly called out, " My Highlandens

have lost their plaids." A loss which his

faithful Celts took good care to repair by

unbounded plunder, extending their atten-

tions in this way even to the country peo-

ple who came to the field as spectators.

No wanton cruelty, however, can be laid

to their charge ; on the contrary, exceptm
the matter of plunder, they behaved with

great kindness and humanity to their ta lien

foes, in which their Prince and officers

showed them the most honourable example.

Charles immediately despatched a message

to Edinburgh for surgeons to assist those

already on the field, and had the wounded

on both sides most carefully tended. Many
of the sufferers in the royalist army were

carried into Colonel Gardiner's house,

which was quite neai\

On the evening of this eventful day

Charles \sTote a letter to his father, which

exhibits his character in a very amiable

light. "If I had obtained this victory, he

says, '^over foreigners, my joy would have

been complete ; but as it is over English-

men, it has thrown a damp upon It that i

little imagined. The men I have defeated

were your Majesty's enemies, it is true,

but tliey might have become your triends

and dutiful subjects when they had got

their eyes opened to see the true interest

ot their country, wliich you mean to save,

not to destroy. • . „
"'Tis hard," he observes, *'my vicioiy
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should put me under new difficulties which !

I did not feel before, and vetthis is the case.

I am charged both with the care of my
friends and enemies. Tliose who should

bury the dead are run away, as if it were
no business of theirs. My Highlanders

think it beneath them to do it, and the
I

country people are fled away. However,
I am determined to try if 1 can get people

for money to undertake it, for I cannot

bear the thought of suffering Englishmen
to rot above the ground. I am in great

difficulties how 1 shall dispose of niy

woiuided prisoners. If I make a hospital

of the church, it will be looked upon as a

great profanation, and of having violated

my manifesto, in which I promised to vio-

late no man's property. If the magistrates

would act, they would help me out of this

difficulty. Come what will, I am resolved

not to let the poor wounded men lye in

tjie streets, and if I can do no better, I will

make a hospital of the palace, and leave it

to tliem."

The next day, Sunday, the 22nd, the

streets of Edinburgh, instead ofbeingfilled,

as usual, with quiet worshippers, rang with
the sound of the bagpipes, and the tread

of armed men, as the victorious army re-

turned to the capital. With becoming
moderation, the Chevalier forbade all pub-
lic demonstrations of joy, because the vic-

tory gained had been over their fellow-

subjects.

lie had also the evening before been
considerate enough to send messages to the

ministers of the town, assuring them of his

protection, and requesting them to conduct
public worship as usual; an invitation

which they did not think proper to comply
with. They afterwards sent to him to in-

quire whether they were at liberty to pray

for the king, as before ; to which the Prince

justly replied, that to grant such a request

would be virtually to renounce the claims

he had come to establish, but that they
might rest assured they should not be
troubled for any imprudent language they
chose to use. Even this moderate reply

was not sufficient to satisfy the recreant
pastors, whom no proniises could induce to

return to their flocks during the occupation
of the capital by the rebels.

Three honourable exceptions should be
mentioned. Mr. Hay, of the Tron Church,
and Messrs. Macvicar and Pitcairn, of the
neighbouring parish of St. Cuthbert's. Mac-
vicar seemed to possess the courage which
the king's soldiers had unfortunately lost.

He stoutly asserted in his sermons the
right of King George to the throne, and
that in presence of some of the Highland
army, who were moreover edified by the

|

following curious addition to his usual

'

prayer for th€ king :
" Thou knowest what

king I mean. May the crown sit long easy
his head. And for this man that ison

come amongst us to seek an earthly croNvn,

we beseech thee in mercy to take him to

thyself and give him a crown of glory.*'

The Prince is reported to have laughed
heartily when informed of the petitions of
the worthy minister on his behalf.

The absence of their pastors was not the
only grievance the good people of Edin-
burgh had to complain of at this time. The
town was sorely disturbed and plundered
by persons wearingthe white cockade, some
of whom probably did belong to the rebel

army, but the greater number were sus-

pected to be common robbers, who had
assumed the Chevalier's badge as a means
of immunity. These irregularities Charles
exerted himself strenuously and in good
faith to suppress. His own wants, how-
ever, compelled him to burden the people
heavilj'^, exacting large sums from Edin-
burgh, Leith, Glasgow, and other places,

for the support of his troops. But the

chief ground of alarm to the harassed
citizens was the position of hostility which
the army in the town and the garrison in

the castle held to each other.

Charles forbade intercourse or traffic to

be carried on with the castle, and the
governor threatened if the blockade were
not removed, to bombard the town and lay

it in ashes. The Chevalier, though he
well knew that the citizens were no friends

to him in their hearts, was the first to

yield to their remonstrances. Another
generous and noble trait of his conduct at
this period is thus related by Sir AValter
Scott, probably from the memoir of Max-
well of Kirkconnel, where the particulars

are minutely detailed :
" When the Cheva-

lier proposed to the Court of London to

settle a cartel for prisoners, and when that
proposal was refused, he was strongly ad-
vised toconsider those English captiveswho
were in his hands as hostages for the lives

of such of his own party as might become
prisoners to the enemy. But Charles uni-

for«ily rejected this proposal, declaring
that it was beneath him as a prince to

make threats which he did not intend to

execute, and that he would never, on any
account, or under any provocation, take
away the lives of unoffending men in cold
blood, after having spared them in the
heat of action."

Once more a court graces the ancient
halls of Holyrood, and the long-deserted
palace is again gay with all the trappings

of royalty. Levees are held in the morn-^
ing, Councils in the forenoon, and balls

given in the evening. The Prince usually

dines with his officers in public, and fre-
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quently visits his camp at Duddingstone,
where he keeps up with tlie soldiers the
kind and condescending intercourse which
has so strongly bound them to him. In
tact, nothing is left undone to ingratiate
hmiself with all classes of the people. For
the ladies he dresses with studious care,
appearing at his evening entertainments
sometimes in the English court dress, and
agam with a Tartar coat of the finest silk,
and "crimson velvet breeclies." He flat-
ters the national pride by declaring that if
the British Crown were his, Scotland
should be his Hanover, and Holyrood his
Herenhausen, a reference to king George's

,
partiality to his German dominions—the
occasion of much offence to his British
subjects. The manner of the Young Che-
valier is full of grace and courtesy ; his
conversation polite and affable. And then
bis friends boast that this dignified Prince
with all his elegant accomplishments, can
make his bed of a bundle of straw, with
the open fiela for his chamber, can eat his
dinner in four minutes, and gain a battlem five. No wonder that with so rare a
combination of good qualities, he should
become a popular idol. Good honest Dun-
can Forbes laments that after the battle of
Preston, "all Jacobites, how prudent
soever, became mad; all doubtful people
became Jacobites, and all bankrupts be-
came heroes, and talked of nothing but
hereditary rights and victory; and, what
was more grievous to men of gallantry,
and if you will believe me, much more
mischievous to the public, all the fine
ladies, if you will except one or two, be-
came passionately fond of the young ad
venturer, and used all their arts and in-
dustry for him in the most intemperate
manner.'^
The character of Charles Edward, like

that of many, both better and worse men,
has been very differently represented. Ac-
cording to the extreme Jacobite, he was
the most elegant of gentlemen, the warm-
est friend, the most magnanimous enemy,
tlie bravest in fight, the wisest in council.
The extreme royalist denied him the pos-
session of anygood qualities, save an hand-
soine person, and prepossessing manners.
All else that seemed good was alleged to
be effected from motives of policy. Even
his personal courage has been most unjustly
doubted. Now that the dust of party
feeling has been completely cleared away,
most of those who take pains to inquire
into the history of the last rebellion, will
allow that, during its progress, the cha-
racter of this unfortunate Prince stands
out as that of a chivalrous, brave, honour-
able, and humane, but very rash man. It I

was no deubt his interest to appear gene-

!

rous and forgiving, but there is an unifor-
mitv in his conduct in this respect, which
leads to the conclusion that it was dictated
as mucli by inclination as policy. It is
certain tliat he gave ofienoe to many of
his friends by what they considered ex-
cessive and ill-judged lenity. To others
he seems to have given oftence from a very
different cause. There were a few amongst
his followers who hinted that his friend-
ships were not particularly warm, nor his
gratitude, &c., for services rendered him,
very ardent. Such was his overweening
idea, they said, of the claims of his family
on the devotion of its adherents, that he
thought little of all the sacrifices they
could make for it. They ought to regard
themselves as honoured and happy in lay-
ing down life and fortune, and all that is
dear to man, for the sake of their liege
sovereign. A heavy drawbiick this, if
true, on the Prince's heart as well as head.
But the most important question re-

mains. What is he as a Statesman? What
are his ideas of the relative position and
duties of kings and subjects? How does
he conduct himself at the Council Board ?
There his fitness for kingship can best be
determined. Let us hear the account of
one of his own followers. Lord Elcho.

" The Prince (he writes) formed a coun-
cil, which met regularly every morning in
his drawing-room. The gentlemen whom
he called to it were the Duke of Perth,
Lord Lewis Gordon, Lord George Mur-
ray, Lord Elcho, Lord Ogilvie, Lord Pil-
sligo, Lord Nairne, Lochiel, Keppoch,
Olanranald, Glencoe, Lochgarry, Ardshiel,
Sir Thomas Sheridan, Colonel O'Sullivan,
Glenbucket. and Secretary Murray. The
Prince, in this council, used always to de-
clare what he himself was for, and then
he asked everybody's opinion in their turn.
There was one-third of the council whose
principles were, that kings and princes can
never eifeher act or think wrong ; so, in
consequence, they always confirmed what-
ever the Prince said. The other two-
thirds, who thought that kings and princes
thought sometimes like other men, and
were not altogether infallible, and that
this Prince was no more so than others,
begged leave to differ from him when they
could give suflioient reasons for their dif-
ference of opinion. This very often was
no hard matter to do, for as the Prince
and his old governor, Sir Thomas Sheridan,
were altogether ignorant of the ways and
customs of Great Britain, and both much
for the doctrine of absolute monarchy,
they would very often, had they not been
prevented, have fallen into blunders which
might have hurt the cause. The Princo
€ould not bear to hear anybody differ in
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sentiment from him, and took a dislike to

everybody that did ; for he had a notion

of commandinnj liis army as any general
does a body of mercenaries, and so let

them know only what he pleased, and ex-

pected them to obey without inquiring
further about tlie matter. This might
have done better had his favourites been

feople of the country ; but as they were
rish, and had nothing to risk, the people

of fasliion that had their all at stake, and,
consequently, ought to be supposed pre-

pared to give the best advice of which they
were capable, thought they had a little to

know, and be consulted in, what was for

the good of the cause in which they had
90 much concern ; and if it had not been
for their insisting strongly upon it, the
Prince, when he found that his sentiments
"were not always approved of, would have
abolished this council long ere he did.

" There was a very good paper sent one
day by a gentleman in Edinburgh, to be
perused by this council. Tlie Prince, when
fie heard it read, said that it was below his

diguity to enter into such a reasoning with
subjects, and ordered the paper to be laid

aside. Tlie paper afterwards was printed,

under the title of the Prince's Declara-
tion to the People of England, and is es-

teemed tlie best manifesto published in

those times, for those that were printed

at Rome and Paris were reckoned not

well calculated for the present age."

Alas! with all his amiable qualities,

Charles Edward is a true Stuart. The
obstinate vice of his family has set its

mark on this scion also. Lot his gallant

enterprise succeed, and England shall

have to fight her battle for freedom o'er

again.

THE SPRING IS COMING.

The Spring is coming ! Through the air

The winds the welcome tidings bear,

And softly breathing on the face

—

Health-bringing is their sweet embrace

—

They murmur of the sunny time,

The flowery fields, and vernal prime ;

And as they sweep the earth along.
** Spring,

sonff.

Spring is coming !" is their

The Spring is coming ! Every tree

Gives sign of Summer pageantry.

And buoys our hope through every hour
With promise of the future flower

;

TVhile fancy hears the rustling leaves,

And garlands for the loved one weaves,

And -to the speechless lends a tongue,

And ** Spring is coming!" is their song.

The Spring is ce-ming ! Hill and plain

Echo to each the joyous strain
;

The birds, in tuneful revelry,

Hold love's soul-raising jubilee,

And fill the fragrant air around

With ear-intoxicating sound ;

And this the lay they ever sing—
<* The Spring is coming—welcome Spring !'

The Spring is coming ! Sons of toil,

Now from the city's wild turmoil

Away, away into the fields,

And taste the joy that Nature yields !

Away, and spend the leisure hours

With birds and trees, and streams

flowers

;

And with the whole in chorus sing

—

"The Spring is coming—welcome Spring !"

and

The Spring is coming ! Lord, we praise ^
Thee for the promise of tkese days.

When Nature's universal voice

Bids man wiih hope and trust rejoice

—

Ard all Thy works the life renew
Which at the first Irom Thee they drew

:

And loud in harmony we sing

—

** The Spring is coming—welcome Spring !"

John Alfred Langi?ori>

Historical Buildings.—We must not lightly yield our historical memorials. Good
modern buildings may (the authorities willing, and a proper course adopted) be obtained

at any lime ; but our ancient landmarks for history, prompters of thought, stone story-

tellers speaking the mind of earlier { eiiods— the autographs of a nation (^o to speak)

—

cannot be manufactured to order, or recovered when once suffered to fall away
;
the

value of such things to the country cannot be calculated; and they should be watched

by the country with the greatest jealousy, and maintained wiih the greatest care.— J!^,y

Builder.
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POPULAR PHYSIOLOGY.

THE LUNGS, THE ORGANS OF RESPIRATION.

All organised bodies are subject to decay, even while actively engaged in perform-
ing the functions of life. One of the chief products of that decay is carbonic acid,

the removal of which from the system is essential to health and vital action. This
removal is elffected by the agency of the lungs, which are made up of a countless

number of little air cells ; and between the atmospheric air, which is taken into

these cells at every breath Avhich we draw, and the blood, there is nothing inter-

posed but a very thin and delicate membrane. To meet the air alternately moved
into and out of the cells of the lungs, the blood is sent from the right ventricle of

the heart in slow and steady streams through the pulmonary capillaries. By this

contact of the blood and the air in the lungs, the composition of both is changed.
Not only is the atmospheric air* warmed, but its carbonic acid is increased, its

oxygen diminished, and there is more of the watery vapour. The carbon dis-

charged from the lungs of a man in good health is from eight to nine ounces in the
twenty-four hours. Let a hundred such individuals be shut up together in a room
for three hours, and during that space of time not fewer than one hundred ounces
of carbonic acid must be evolved ; and what is the consequence ? The air which is

breathed being impregnated with carbonic acid, the quantity of carbon exhaled be-

comes, with every successive respiration, less and less. It has been found by ex-

periment that, when fresh air is taken in at each inspiration, thirty-two cubic

inches of carbonic acid may be exhaled in a minute ; while, in those cases in which
the same air is breathed repeatedly, the quantity of carbonic acid emitted in the

same period may not amount to one-third. And if it be true that however often

the same air may be respired—should it be respired till it is no longer capable of

sustaining life—it never becomes charged with more than ten per cent, of carbonic

acid, we sec the necessity of a constant supply of fresh air by means of free venti-

lation. The discomfort inseparable from a crowded audience in a church, lecture-

ro9m, or theatre, which is not provided with sufficient ventilation, is due in great

part "to the continued respiration of the same air, which has become loaded with
carbonic acid. Nor can it be denied that the habitual respiration of such air in the

narrow and pent-up dwellings of the poor, or in crowded factories and Avorkshops,

has a tendency to impair health, diminish mental activity, and even deteriorate the

moral sensibilities.

Repeated experiments have brought out the fact that the blood comes to the

lungs charged with carbonic acid, which it gives up, and receives oxygen in its stead.

According to the law of mutual diiFusion, the quantity of oxygen absorbed, or

drawn from the atmospheric air, exactly replaces the quantity of carbonic acid set

•free. But for this change in the composition of the blood, all the functions of

life would soon be arrested. Put a iish in water which is impregnated with car-

bonic acid, and its death is almost instantaneous. Introduce the human being into

some crowded room, in the atmosphere of which there is wanting a due proportion

of oxygen, or in which there is the presence of carbonic acid in excess, and fainting

ensues. Let the blood be denied its contact with the atmospheric air, and life will

speedily ebb and disappear. The blood stagnates in the small capillary vessels of

the limga—the heart has not sufficient force to drive the blood through those capil-

laries—the air included in the lungs loses more of its oxygen, and becomes over-

charged with carbon, and at last the blood becomes s® venous, that the pulmonary
circulation is altogether suspended, and death follows.

" About one-third of human existence is passed in the sleeping apartment ; and,

in the case of the great majority, their circumstances are never so injurious to

health as during the hours they are shut up in their bedrooms. The room in-

habited in the day time is generally ventilated by the lire and the draught up the

chimney, and by the frequent opening of the door, and its furniture is not so preju-

dicial to the circulation of air. But the bedroom remains unopened for hours toge-

ther ; most of its vents are carefully stopped up to exclude the air, because it' is
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cold, and the space around the sleeper is often still further circumscribed, by
curtains and testers, till the couch of repose resembles a funeral catafalque. When,
the room itself is large, these ugly contrivances convert the bed into a closet. A
canary bird, suspended at the top of such a bed, within the curtains, dies suffocated

in a few hours. But the atmosphere of the whole apartment, long before morning,
becomes highly mephitic, from the consumption of its oxygen, the formation of

carbonic acid, and the exhalations from the lungs and the relaxed skin. The occu-

pant sleeps heavily, and awakes pale, languid, and unrefreshed, for the system has

been oppressed, not only by the poisons which such an atmosphere has forced it to

retain, but, most likely, by the re-admission of much that had been discharged by
the breath—for the lungs are organs of absorption as well as of exhalation. Sleep,

in such circumstances, partakes of the nature of insensibility ; it would have been
lighter, shorter, and invigorating, had there been provision for an adequate supply
of pure air, and the removal of what had become contaminated. With the present
construction of houses, some draughts into the bed-chamber should be courted, for,

if fresh air keeps coming in, foul air must be continually going out. All that need
be cared for is, to prevent a cold current from playing on the face, which can be
easily managed by choosing a good situation for the bed, or by a single curtain sus-

pended from a rod along the ceiling." * If the quantity of air that is changed in

the lungs in each act of ordinary tranquil breathing may be estimated at from
twenty to twenty-five cubic inches in the case of healthy, young, and middle-aged
men ; if each individual respire or draw his breath eighteen times every minute ; if

at each respiration a pint of air is introduced into the lungs, making eighteen pints
in a minute, or upwards of two hogsheads in an hour, or more than fifty-seven in
twenty four hours ; and, if to meet and appropriate this immense volume of air, the
heart sends to the lungs at each pulsation two ounces of blood, that is, one hundred
and forty-six ounces, or about a gallon every minute—two hundred and fifty pints
in an hour, or nearly eleven thousand pints in twenty-four hours—it follows that
nothing can be more essential to health and life than good air. The atmosphere
affects the blood with which it comes into contact, and the state of the blood con-
ditions and determines all the functions of the system. Now the atmosphere itself

may be deteriorated and poisoned. It is a fact not to be overlooked, that the for-

mation and liberation of carbonic acid goes on with great rapidity after death, both
in the plant and in the animal, and therefore all animal and vegetable substance in
a state of decomposition should be removed from the human dwelling, and not be
suffered to accumulate in the neighbourhood of living men. It gives birth to dis-
ease; and in not a few diseases to which flesh is heir the tendency to decompo-
sition in both the solids and the fluids is, to non-professional readers, almost in-
credible ; the evil spreads, and pestilence and death assert their dominion over the
habitations of men. A great deal has been said and written about Sanitary Reform.
It has been taken up by the councils, corporations, and the Government of the
country. In such hands it will be a comparative failure. It is the business of <he
people. It is the vocation and the duty of every individual man. Let each remove
himself to the farthest possible distance from all impurity and filth. Let him select
the cleanest and best- aired neighbourhood for his home. Let him encourage no
nuisance within his home, or around it, or near it. Let him daily inspire a free
atmosphere, and then the blood, freed from its excess of carbon, and supplied with
fresh oxygen from the inspired air, will bound through the system with unchecked
activity, and give such «n elasticity to the frame as shall make the man buoyant
almost as an angel.

Care should be taken that nothing be allowed to interfere with the action or tree
play of the lungs. The lungs, which are of a soft and spongy texture, and which,

QQ
01°^^ ^^^^^* ^^® possibility, duty, and means of obtaining and keeping it," pp.

83, 84.—We have made this extract purposely to recommend every one of our readers to
purchase this admirable little volume. It is published by the London Keligious Tract
Society, and may be had for a few pence. We have reason to believe that it is the pro-
duction of a man of high character, and of great professional eminence.
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with the heart between, fill up the whole cavity of the chest, as may be seen in the
annexed cut,* are composed of an in-

finite number of air cells—some &ay
six hundred millions ; at each inspir-

ation these cells become filled, and,
as a consequence, the lungs expand.
With this expansion nothing should
be allowed to interfere. Whatever
impedes it, either in dress or posi-

tion, is prejudicial to health : stays,

corsets, and tight waist-bands act

most injuriously, and, by compress-
ing the chest, or preventing its full

dilation and play, give rise to con-
sumption. *' The muscular power
of the spine, shoulders, and waist,

is sufficient of itself, if allowed its

full scope and play, to support the
figure, and preserve it as the Creator
of all good things was pleased to

fashion it. But art having intro-

duced a difierent fashion of its own,
the civilised female world (savage
nations in this matter being more
rational) have forsaken Nature for it,

and prefer foreign support to native
strength, not only at the expense of
good taste (for, Nature is by far the
most elegant modeler), but, unfortu-

nately, often also at the expense of health. This is at once clearly apparent from the

fact that the natui'al form of the cavity ofthe chest is an upright cone, the base of which
is helow, at the waist ; whilst the figure of a fashionably-cut corset, on the contrary,

is that of an inverted cone, having the base above or at the shoulders, so that the

broadest portion of the lungs within the chest is compressed into the narrowest
part of the stays—a fact which, as the most prejudiced wearer must admit, may^
and, as experience tells us, does^ embarrass the functions of respiration. As the

wearing of these appendages to dress commences in early life, they might at least

be constructed upon a more rational principle, bearing in mind that God made the

female figure what it ought to be, but that the corset-maker too often makes it what
it is,**

It is a most painful fact that in our country some sixty thousand of the popula-

tion—and these chiefly among the young and the most gifted—annually fall victims

to pulmonary consumption. It is the disease of England, and the English people

are only beginning to learn how to ward it off, or keep it in check. There can be
no doubt that the first importance is to be attached to a healthy original formation

of the lungs themselves. No fact is better established than that which proves the

hereditary transmission from parents to children of a constitutional liability to pul-

monary disease, and especially to consumption. Parties in whom it is well known
are the seeds of this disease ought never to enter into the marriage compact. It is

bad enough for one of the parties to have such a tendency ; but when both are af-

fected, the marriage bed becomes the certain grave of the offspring. The contracting

* R L, the right lobe of the lungs ; L L, the left lobe ; H, the he;irt; V, the great

arteries; D D, the diaphragm, a muscle separating the chest from the lower regions;

Liv., the liver ; Stm., the slomach ; G, the duodenum, or beginning of the small intes-

tines; III, the intesfines Or bowels
The Stomach, to bring it Into view, has been brought lower down, and the Liver is

somewhat higher, than are found in their natural position in the body.

^
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of marriages before the physical system has been fully matured and consolidated

is another frequent cause of inducing this malady and of shortening life. *' Many
young people of both sexes fall sacriiiees to early marriages, who might have with-

stood the ordinary risks of life, and lived together in happiness if they had delayed
tlieir union for a few years, and allowed time for the consolidation of their consti-

tutions."

Next to the healthy structure of the lungs themselves, are those exercises whicli

fa-vour the free expansion of the chest. If grief and fear, and other depressing

passions of the mind retard the circulation, impair respiration, lower vitality, and
render the body more susceptible of disease, then it becomes a duty to cherish all

those emotions which wdll call into exercise our physical powers and functions.

There is true j^hilosophy in a good laugh, and it contributes to health ; so does
singing, cheerful conversation, good society, and whatever can excite the more
pleasurable feelings of the soul. It is true that we cannot always be gay and
merry ; still we may give attention to health. Pure air is essential to life, and
what is more invigorating than a good walk into the open held of Nature, or, if "we

cannot always get abroad, " the lungs may be exercised indirectly by such kinds
of bodily or muscidar exertion as require quicker and deeper breathing ; and
directly, by the employment of the voice in speaking, reading aloud, crying, or

singing. In general, both ought to be conjoined. - But where the chief object is

to improve the lungs, those kinds which have a tendency to expand the chest, and
call the organs of respiration into play, are to be especially preferred. Kowing a
boat, fencing, quoits, shuttle-cock, and the proper use of the skipping-rope, dumb-
bells, and gymnastics are of this description. All of them employ actively the
muscles of the chest and trunk, and excite thelungs themselves to freer and fuller ex-

pansion. Climbing up hill is, for the same reason, an exercise of high utility in

giving tone and freedom to the pulmonary functions. Where, either from heredi-
tary predisposition or accidental causes, the chest is unusually weak, every effort

should be made from infancy uj) wards to favour the growth and strength of the
liuigs by the habitual use of such of the above-mentioned exercises as can most
easily be practised. The earlier they are resorted to, and tlie more steadily they
are pursued, the more certainly wDl their beneficial results be experienced."
The physicial education of man has been too much and too long overlooked. It

now begins to form a part of our more improved educational processes. The
gymnastic exercises through which children go, not only aid in the development
of the bodily frame, but tend very much to give an imjDulse and even an additional

force to mental activity. We would advise the working men of England to send
their children only to those schools in which physical training is combined with
mental and moral instruction. Their children will be moie healthy, more active,

and will learn more. Nor let parents overlook the simple principles we have laid

dewn for the preservation of health and the prolonging of life.

The Mahogany Trite.—From an early period this tree was used by the Spaniards
for shipbHilding. The first mention of it occurs in the letters of Cortoz to the Emperor
Charles V. of Germany. It was used by Cortez in the construction of the vessels which
were built for the expedition of discovery to the New World, between the years 1521 and
1540. In 1597, mahogany was used in the repairs of Sir Walter Raleigh's ships in the
West Indies; and Captain Dampier, in 1681, speaks of mahogany, tl^en called cedcir, as
being " very fit for building." It was first imported into England in its unmanufactured
state in 1724, a few planks being sent to Dr. Gibbons, of London, by a brother who was
a West Indian Captain. The doctor was at that time erecting a house in King-street,
Covent-garden, and gave the planks to the workmen, who rejected ihem as being too
hard. The doctor's cabinet-maker was then employed to make a caridie-box of thera,

but as he was sawing up the planks, he al^o complained of the hardness of the wood
;

but when the box was finished, it outshone in beauty all the doctor's other furniture,
and became an object of exhibi'ion and curiosity. The wood was then taken into
favour. Dr. Gibbons and the Duchess of Buckingham had bureaux inade of it, and the
despised mahogany became an article of luxury.
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THE OPPRESSED NEEDLEWOMAN.
A SKETCH FROM LIFE.

Some people seem to think that they pay-

too much for everything, and that it is a

positive duty to employ those who will work
the cheapest ; they are never satisfied with
anything that is not a bargain, and although
the money saved is very often of but little

importance to them, they rejoice in these
little acts of parsimony as commendable
domestic economy, disregarding the pri-

vations of those whom they compel to

labour for reduceel wages.
Mrs. Willoughby was a person of this

description : she lived sumptuously, her
daughters dressed elegantly ; we will not
call them extravagant, because people who
have plenty of money are not obliged to

give an account of their expenses to their

neighbours. They were, howeter, discuss-

ing the very subject themselves, when a

servant entered and presented a seam-
stress's bill. The nicely-folded paper at-

tracted the attention of the family, and,
having glanced at the amount, Mrs. Wil-
loughby exclaimed,

" Dear me, how high !"

They then proceeded to examine the con-
tents of the bundle which accompanied the

bill.

" The work is done beautifully," said

Henrietta, " how delicately it is hem-
stitched ; it is done so much better than 1

can make it look, that I will never attempt
anything of the sort again."

** But you forget," said Mrs. Willoughby,
"that it costs a large sum to pay for all the

sewing of a large family, even if it were
done at tiie cheapest rate."

** I wonder," said Sophia, a tall, graceful
girl of sixteen, to the little waiting seam-
stress in the entry, " I wonder what you
would charge to make papa ten shirts ? I have
engaged to have them done by the first of

May, hnd it is a long job and so vexatious,
I wish I could transfer them to you to

finish."

The child was sent home to inquire of
her mother what she would charge to make
ten linen shirts, with hemstitch fronts and
with nicely- stitched wristbands ? It was
not long before she returned, and in her
artless way replied,

'* Mother said she would charge two-and-
sixpence; but if the y:ung ladies would
not give that she wou Ic say two shillings

a-piece, rather than lose the job."
Amused with, the simplicity of the poor

child, Sophia pretended that two shillings

was all that she expected to give ; she had
hoped to get them done for eighteenpence.
Thus, that which ought to have excited '

sympathy was immediately seized upon as

the means of a bargain ; and as, like most
bargain-hunters, she did not scruple at

equivocation, the little child was told that

Mrs. Simpson got work done much cheaper;
forgetting to mention that Mrs. S.'s shirts

were cotton, and that very common work
was put in them. After some hesitation

the bundle was brought down and des-

patched to the seamstress, Sophia saying,
as the pale child of the needlewoman left

the room,
*' Now my poor head and eyes will be re-

lieved."

And through the busy noisy street the
child passed on to a humble court in the
south of London, where in one small room
her widowed mother and two young chil-

dren grappled with the hard fate of poverty.
They had seen " better days," and in their

poor dwelling there were still some trifling

articles that told of better fortune in the
days gone by.

** Do you think, mother," said little Ellen
as she brought in the work, " the young
lady really thoicght she ought to get the
shirts made for eighteenpence a piece ?

She said she did ; but, mother, she did not
know how hard it is to keep on sewing
every day, and all day long, and sometimes
through the night, or else she never would
have said so."

The mother brushed a tear away, saying,
" No, child, she never sewed for a limng.^*

"And, mother, she told her sister she
was 60 glad to get rid of the tiring work,
and she said her father would never know
but every stitch was done by her, and that
she should clear eighteenpence a piece by
them. What could she mean ?

"

The widowed mother had heard before of
such deception, but she refrained from tell-

ing her child that the young lady was to

receive three«<ind-sixpence for each shirt.

She felt that her business was to complete
the work as soon as possible, and at once
commenced cutting out and getting the
plainer parts ready for Ellen to hem. But
it was weary work—stitch, stitch, stitch

;

her eyes were weak from continual use, and
when the long job was patiently accom-
plished, who could tell the aches and pains

by which it was attended, and how wearily

the aching head lay down ?

Long before the promised time Ellen
carried home the shirts. Miss Sophia se-

verely scrutinised them, examining the
bosoms, looking at the gathers, next at the

stitching, finally tossing them in a heap,

saying,
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** Tell your mother they arc worth no
more than eighteenpence each, and I will

pay you that if she will receipt the bill."

The child returned with a heavy heart to

tell the sad news. The seamstress wept,

and her tears fell faster as she looked at a
small picture of her husband which hung
upon the wall. " If he were but alive,*'

she said, " I should have some protector

from wrong usage. Fifteer shillings for

ten shirts ! Here, Ellen dear, bring me
back just what Miss Willoughby pleases

to give; but say, mother has toiled very
hard, early and late, upon them."
Ellen did so, and Sophia paid her the

amount, adding, *' This is a great deal of

money for poor people to spend—it will buy
you a number of calico dresses."

** But mother's rent is due," said the

child.
'* Pshaw, rent is nothing ; make your

landlord trust you.** And so saying she
left the room.
The seamstress never closed her eyes that

night. Think you no unseen eye kept

watch ? Think you the oppressed will never
be vindicated—that the poor and the needy
have no helper ? There is a husband for
the widow, and a father for the fatherless.

Some days had passed but the ^* bargain"
had not been forgotten ; and when one
morning Miss Charlotte Wickham called in
to gossip about fashionable friends, and the
scenes of gaiety and pleasure which con-
stituted their ** world," the shirts were
exhibited by Sophia, and the story of their
cheapness told. '* And where did you get
this beautiful fan ?" asked Charlotte, " it is

really elegant ;" and she lifted from the
table a fan of very beautiful workmanship.

*' I saved it," replied Sophia, " from
money father gave me to make these shirts.

I put them out at half-price ; only think of
that ; was it not a bargain ? and he never
knows it to this day."
Poor girl ! your fan should be used as a

screen to hide the hard spot in your heart.
Prosperity never long follows i>f

THE FOOTSTEPS OF OPPRESSION.

DIGGINGS.
''small, BUT GOLDEN, GRAINS,**

A manjnay buy gold too dear.

He that will not look before him, will

have to look behind him.
A wild gosse never laid a tame e^g.
Poverty makes a man acquainted with

strange bedfellows.

The wise man knows he knows little ; the
fool thinks he knows all.

A needy man's budget is full of schemes.
To him that wills, the way is seldom

wanting.
The friar preached against stealing when

he had a pudding in his sleeves.

A hasty man never wants woe.
Of a bad paymaster get what you can,

though it be but a straw.

Eagles fly alone, but sheep flock together.
A horse is neither better nor worse for

kis trappings.
Every fool can find faults that a great

many wise men cannot mend.
Little and often fills the purse.
Trust not the praise of a friend, nor the

contempt of an enemy.
Daub yourself with honey, and you will

have plenty of flies.

All are not saints who go to church.
If you would know a bad husband, look

at his wife's countenance.
Say-well is good, but do-well is better.

The dinner over, away go the guests.
Buy what you do not want, and you will

sell what you cannot spare.
He who remains in the mill grinds, not

he who goes and comes.
When the pirate promises masses and

wax, the vessel is in a bad plight.

When a river does not make a noise, it is

either empty or very full.

Do on the hill as you would in the hall.

The way to Babylon ^^ill never bring yoa
to Jerusalem.
He that is always in the valley will never

get over the hill.

Worth has been underrated ever since
wealth was overvalued.
A nod from a lord is a breakfast for a

fool.

A little time may be enough to hatch a

great deal of mischief.

The shortest answer is doing the thing.

Accusing is proving, when malice and
power sit judges.

A soldier, fire, and water soon make room
for themselves.

He who will stop everybody's mouth must
have a great deal of meal.

If you trust before you try, you may re-

pent before you die.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

THE KAFFIR WARS.
If our readers take a map ©f Africa they
xrill see a point of land a little to the left

of its southernmost or bottom extremity
marked Cape of Good Hope, which is the

seat of the piincipaltown, or capital, of the

colony bearing that name. The inverted

triangle, forming the lower portion of the

continent, of which Cape Town may be re-

regarded as the *' apex," constitutes the
eoiintry of Hottentots, and has been for

many years under the government of Great
Britain. South Africa was, however, origi-

na ly colonised by the Dutch, and the

descendants of the fir^t settlers still form a

numerous and important part of the com-
munity. Before tae formatioa of the Euro-
pean settlements, this district was thinly

peopled by a race of savages, divided into

tribes, which were distinguished by the

names of Gonaquais, Namaquais, Tam-
bouches, Antenaquais, &c.
The Cape of Good Hope was discovered in

the year 1493, by Bartholomew Diaz, a Por-
tuguese Admiral. He first gave it the name
of Cabo dos Tormentos, or Cape of Plagues,
because of the tempestuous weather which
appeared to prevail in its vicinity ; but by
the authority of John, the King of Portugal,
that designation was changed to the

one it now bears. The first settlement of

the Dutch East India Company was effected

m the year 1650. As early as 1695
the British, in course of war, made them-
selves masters of the territories belonging
to this colony ; but it was not until the year
1814 that the whole were formally and
finally ceded to thetn by the Dutch authori-

ties. Having at length obtained permanent
possession, the English Government defined

the extent and dimensions of the province
as follows :—From Cape Point to Kaffirland

(on the east or right hand as you look at

tke map) 580 miles ; and from Cape Point
to the river Koussie, on the west coast, 520
miles ; extending into the interior some two
or three hundred miles, or further than has
ever been explored, and giving a total area
of more than 120,000 square miles.

In additioji to C ipe Town, Graham Town,
King Williain Town, and other consider-

able urban settlements, have from time to

time been made. The cultivation of the

soil, and the breeding and pasturage of

cattle, have gradually been extended into

the interior by the farmers, and at several

distant points military jjosts or forts have
been estabiishe*! for the protection of the

settlers, and missionarj stations for the in-

struction of the natives.

The population of the globe is distributed

with great inequalities. The countries of

what is popularly denominated the Old
World a.re for the most part densely peopled,
whilst in other parts large districts of fertile

territory are untrodden by the foot of any
but a few thinly-scattered and wandering
tribes. Colonisation is the great instru-

ment of Providence for the diffusion of

the human family over the surfa«^e of the
earth ; and as we hear of the rich prairies of
America, the deserts of Africa, and the
boundless plains of Australia, being gra-
dually peopled and brought under the culti-

vation of man, we should rejoice at so mani-
fest a fulfilment of the great and benevolent
purpose of God. It must, however, be
remembered that the aborigines of every
land have the first right in its soil ; and in

every eff'ort to plant new setileinents these
native rights should be respected with the
most scrupulous fidelity. The history of

colonisation has in too many instances been
a history of cruelty and fraud. The in-

stances crowd with fearful accumulation on
our memory in which civilised and Christian

men have coolly defended and resolutely

pursued the policy of ''extermination"
against harmless and helpless tribes of

aborigines.

The Hottentot nations bordering on the

Cape colony were originally mild, honest,

and inoffensive. Subjugated, and indeed
virtually enslaved by the European settlers,

they have now lost the better features of

their character, and become greatly de-
praved, being (or the most part careless,

unfaithful, and idle.

To the east of the colony, however, in-

habiting the country extending from the
boundary of the Cape of Good Hope up-
wards to Delagoa Bay, are found some
races of native inhabitants in every respect
differing from the Hottentot -tribes, being
as superior to them in point of physical
conformation as in intellectual powers and
the qualities of enterprise and courage.
We refer to the Caffres, or Kaffirs, whom
travellers desctibe as tall and robust in

person, and sober, active, and industrious

in habit. Less nomadic or wandering than
other of the native, nations, they are in-

clined to a pastoral life, and t-eidom change
their settlements unless compelled to do so

by superior force. They have manifested
a strong inclination to the pursuits of com-
merce, and are fond of barterinur the pro-

ductions of their country, which consist

chiifly of the feathers of osiriches, the

tusks of elephants, hides, and gums, for

the ornaments, the hardware, and other
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productions of Europe. The Kaffirs of

b.tth sexes are accustomed to clothe them-
selves in a leathern cloak, which they call a

kaross, the women wearing in addition a

petticoat of the same materiil, and the

men arming themselves with the spear and
musket. They present none of the features

of the negro race, their complexion being

of a bright copper hue, their ibrehead high,

and their nose aqueline. The word Kaffir

signifies an unbeliever, and the name was
originally bestowed on these tribes by the

Mussulmans.
The entire subjugation of this bold and

warlike nation, or the maintenance of

friendly relations with them, is of the

highest importince to the Cape colony itself,

but it is of yet greater consequence to the

peace and industrial development of Natal
and other infant settlements. The former
of these alternatives—in itself a policy of

injustice, and necessarily of vast expense
—has been almost uniformly the favourite

object of both the Dutch and English go-

vernors of the South African colonies.

Conciliation has been lauded in procla-

mations ; but it has been pursued fitfully,

injudiciously y. and, worse than all, insin-

cerely. Our entire treatment of the Kaffir

nation has been calculated to arouse the
suspicions, the jealousies, and the resent-

ment of a susceptioie and warlike race.

By turns we have flattered them and threat-
ened, petted and punished ; at one time ad-
dressed them as allies and friends, and at

others wounded their susceptibility by arbi-

trarily deposing their native chiefs, and
kindled their sense of injustice by forcibly

dispossessing them of their territories.

And the results we are now experiencing
in a succession of desolating wars, which
must inflict great and lasting injury upon
the British colonies, check, probably for

years, the tide of emigration, entail both
upon the mother country and its settle-

ments immense sacrifices of life and of
money, and in addition to al these conse
quences, give birth to othe.s which ought
not to be regarded as less serious by a civi-

lised people, and condemn theKaflirs them-
selves either to utter extermination or to a
prolonged and deepened condition of bar-
barism and degradation. It is a sad and
humiliating reflection, that on whatever
new land the foot of the white man has
trodden in the pursuit of commercial en-
terprise, he has done little in his treatment
of its aboriginal people but made them the
enemies of his race and his ar's.

But a few years have passed away since
a Kaffir war desolated the provinces of the
Cape but lately brought under the power
of cultivation, and inflicted on the English
people a burden of two millions sterling

;

and from the accounts which have recently
reached us, it appears but too j>robable that

for many months to oome similar scenes
will be enacting, a fresh and still more ex-

teiiSive outbreak having occurred, in M'hich

the natives display greater boldness, better

disiipline, and more skilful strategy tkan
in any of their previous warlike operations.

Let us briefly retrace the antecedents of this

struggle.

With the Dutch treatment of the Kaffirs

we have little concern, except in so far as

it laid the foundation of suspicions and
enmity toward the European settlers. In
the official correspondence of the Dutch
governor, as far back as the year 1652, we
find the ease with which the natives might
be *' deprived" of ten or eleven thousand
head of black cattle, and the way in which
*' many savages might be taken without re-

sistance, in order to be sent as siuves to

India, 05 they always come to us unarmed,'*
coolly discussed. Let our readers be satis-

fied with one further quotation, brief, pithy,

and significant, as an indication of the policy

from which the *' savages " of So'dth Africa
received their firstimpressions of the charac-
ter of the white man. Recommending that

six thousand or eight thousand beasts should
at once be taken from them, the Governor
writes, ** There is opportunity enough for it,

as they are not strong in number, and very
timid i\nd since not more than two
or three men often graze a thousand cattle

close to our cannon, who might be easily

cut off"; and, as we perceive they place great

confidence in us, we allure them still with
show of friendship to make them the more
confident.'* We have not heart to detail

the cruelties of the treatment inflicte*^ on
these poor creatures by their hard task-

masters. It may be safely fancied, when
such counsels as we have quoted were suf-

fered to prevail.

When the English obtained the posses-
sion of the colony, they unhappily followed
too closely in the footsteps of their prede-
cessors. The *' extirpation '* of the Bush-
men was the object avowedly pursued ; and
in its furtherance, parties of armed men,
denominated commandos, were sent out to

devastate their villages, seize their cattle,

and destroy their crops. It is true these
excursions were ostensibly intended to

avenge some depredation alleged to have
been committed by the natives ; but it is no
less true that provocations of this kind were
not always waited for,— that they were too

frequently but forged excuses for the indul-

gence of a spirit of lawle-s lapi ^e, and that

even in cases where offence really existed, it

was retaliated with a relish for plunder and
with an excess of cruelty that could not
fail to leave behind a rankling sense of
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wrong and a thirst for vengeance. The
natives were driven further and further

from their old haunts into the interior of the

country; andwith such cordial alacrity were
they hunted down that, at the beginning of

the present century, it was confidently pre-

dicted that their total extinction would soon
be effected.

The British claims to the Kaffir country
were founded upon a cession said to have
been made by a portion of one of the tribes,

in the absence of the chief, to the Dutch.
The enforcement of their claim was com-
menced in the year 1811, and the process
of clearing the country of the natives^ con-
ducted, it is confessed, with attendant cir-

cumstances of great and unnecessar}
cruelty. The huts were burned, the crops

overrun with herds of cattle, and 30,000
Kaffirs forced by troops over the Great Fish
Hiver (the boundary of the territory said to

have been ceded), leaving behind them
their flocks and unharvested food ; and, to

add to the horrors of the scene, many of

the women and children, the aged and in-

firm, were left behind to die of hunger, or

fall before their pursuers.

Here is a dark page in the history of

British colonisation—sins committed in the

wilfulness of power against the weak and
helpless, whose atonement is being exacted
at our hands. As only could be expected,

retaliation became a fixed idea in the Kaffir

mind. Instead of peaceable and useful

neighbours, as justice and kindly treatment
might have made them, the Kaffir hordes
became dangerous to the settlers. To
guard against their incursions, forts and
military settlements were multiplied, and
the practice resorted to of exciting disunion

and rivalries amongst the native tribes.

Chieftains were deposed by British autho-

lities, and others nominated in their stead,

amongst a nation as susceptible of the in-

dependence of its institutions as any of

the free states of Europe. Expeditions
were fitted out by English soldiers to

enforce the claims of these usurpers, and
resistance punished by new rapine and
spoliation. Such were the events which
provoked the first great Kaffir war ; the

tribes, in as great a force as they could

muster, descending and attacking the settle-

ment of Graham's-town. They were re-

pulsed and partly destroyed by British

artillery, their chiefs taken prisoners, and
30,000 head of cattle seized.

It is not our province to detail military

operations, nor do we propose to write a

history of the political administration of the

Cape and its surrounding settlements. It

will be sufficient to state that since the last

Kaffir war, the uniform cruelty that had
previously been displayed to the native

tribes has been varied by attempts to win
their confidence. Such efforts could only
have been made successful by consistency
and long perseverance, in memory of the
innumerable causes that had been given for

distrust. It is not strange that the victims
of long ill-treatment should learn to regard
even, the look and language of kindness
with suspicion. Confidence is not to be
won by caprice and fitfulness. Sir Harry
Smith, the present governor of the Cape,
has learned this lesson. Indeed, admitting
that his efforts to conciliate and benefit the
natives during the last three years, had been
everything that generosity and prudence
could dictate, it can excite no surprise
that when, at so early a period after the
commencement of this policy, measures
were taken of hasty and arbitrary severity,

bearing the look of direct interference with
the traditional and cherished privileges of
the tribes, old misgivings should be sud-
denly awakened, and the bitterness and
enmity of past days revived. Such mea-
sures were the deposition of two of the
native chiefs, Sandilli and Anta, and the
appointment of British nominees to rule in

their stead. Whatever cause of resentment
these men may have afforded to the autho-
rities, the Kaffirs were probably unable to

understand
;

perhaps they cared not to

enter into the merits of the dispute. At all

events it would seem that the feelings, which
amongst more civilised peoples are ho-
noured with the names of national suscepti-

bility and loyalty, were of paramount in-

fluence. The warriors rallied round their

deposed chiefs, the example of revolt

against the old enemy of the Kaffirs—the
white settlers—was extensively followed,

the memory of a thousand wrongs, it may
be,—which a brief season of juster treat-

ment was insufficient to efface,—was re-

vived, and a general attack on the British

forces and settlements was the result, caus-

ing a lamentable loss of life and a sad de-

struction of property. It is anticipated

that the war, hus unhappily commenced,
will be long and sanguinary, the natives

being conscious that it is their last struggle

for independence, and the colonists per-

suaded that in complete subjugation alone

can there now be any hope of security and
peace for the future. The disposition is

general to make this conflict the last.

The conviction entertained by the settlers

is perhaps correct. We fear it is too true

that the opportunity for conciliation is

passed, and that the Kaffir will now con-

tinue to be a determined enemy as long as

any remnant of power is left in his hands.
It is thus that in human policy wrong begets

the necessity of wrong, and one injustice

becomes the parent of a thousand.
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In writing thus, it has not been our pur-

pose to deny that the Kaffirs have faults.

They have had few opportunities of making

progress in the arts of civilisation. Na-
turally warlike, although not indisposed to

the peaceful pursuits of agriculture and

commerce, they have been quick to feel an

injury, and not slow to avenge it. Re-

taliation has been the first thought under

the consciousness of wron^. Considering

all the circumstances of their connection

with the white man, their enmity to his

race can excite no surprise. Their only

uniform and consistent friend has been the

missionary; and his interference for the pro-

tection and social elevation of the Bushman
has been angrily resented. We have before

ns a letter addressed to Sir Perei^rine Mait-

knd by a man of education and standing

—

a ''gentleman," as he ostentatiously an-

nounces, of ample means and good con-

nections, who signs himself ** Aug. Jos.

Tancred, D.D." One sentence will show

the animus of-the writer. It is as follows :

—

** Nothing but an entire subjugation of the

Kaffir tribes, and fall compensation for

losses, ought ever to satisfy the inhabitants.

No patched-up agreements ; no more
treaties. . . . We must guard against

future experiments. No more missionary

intermeddling ; what have they to do with

worldly or diplomatic affairs ?" *' The bane

of this colony for years was to allow mis-

sionaries to intermeddle in any matter bor-

dering on diplomacy." The only inter-

meddling thus deprecated was in protesta-

tion against the fraud and cruelty of which

the natives were the victims, and the exer-

tion of a just and merited influence with

the authorities to secure some respect for

the properties and rights of these down-
trodden tribes. That the conduct of the

missionaries in this matter should create

displeasure among a certain class is not

surprising, when we find that the small and

uncertain attempts at conciliation which

had been recently made were thus spoken

of by the same writer :—'' They who held

the destmiesof the colony perhapsimagined,

as many philanthropists imagine at this

moment, that the unsubdued^ and abject

condition of the savage is his best and
natural state ; libeling at once the justice

of God and falsifying the very intentions of

the Deity in furnishing man with intellect

and memory, and vesting him with great

responsibilities for their exercise." Sub-

jugation by fire and sword may indeed be

a means of improving memory by giving it

accumulated wrongs en which to exercise

itself; but the philanthropist may stand

excused from selecting slaughter and rapine

as the first step towards raising the savage

from his *' natural state," and fulfilling the
*' intentions of the Deity."

WORKING MAN^S GARDEN.

First Week in April.

The gardener must expect no idle hours

in April; everything demands his care and

attention, from the compost heaps in the

yard, to the fine healthy trees in the garden,

which are already clothing themselves in

beauty, and in their half-expanded foliage,

exhibiting the attractiveness of youth and

freshness.

SEEDS TO BE SOWN.

Sow turnips to succeed those sown last

month ; if possible, let the soil be sandy

or gravelly, with a proportionate mixture

of loam, for if it is either very heavy or

too rich, it imparts a rank taste to the vege-

table, and causes the flower to form too

soon. Choose showery weather for sow-
ing the seed, or immediately after rain.

Sow Cos and other large lettuces in

order to have a succession. A few dozen
grains of each kind will be sufficient, as

one-eighth of an ounce would yield be-

tween two and three hundred plants. Let
the soil be moist, but not wet nor heavy,

and when the plants have attained to the

height of five inches, thin them to four

inches apart.

Sow Radish, Rape, and Mustard
Seed ; a little of each. A bed of radishes

four feet long will require at this season

one ounce ot seed. If sown too thick ^
will run to a great height, or become
woody; and if not well and regularly

watered in dry weather, the flavour will

be injured. Rape vegetates ouickly in

almost any light soil : the seeds must be

sown thickly, and may be either left un-

covered, or be covered with about kalf

an inch of vegetable mould. Water is in-

dispensable, and a fine net, or light

branches, to protect the seeds from the

ravages of the birds. Mustard is sown
and raised in exactly the same manner as

rape ; but when the crop is being gathered

for use, care must be taken not to pull up

the plants, which should be held in one

hand, while cut to about due-half then-

length with a sharp knife. They should
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be well rinsed in clear water and made
use of as sooa as possible. When gathered
for a few hours they become tough, and if

allowed to lie in wnter they lose much of
tlieir flavour.

Sow FTiLT, Crops of Savoys, that you
may have u, sufficiency for autumu and
winter use. Let the soil be richly manured,
raked smoothly, and after the seed is put
in, be beaten with the back of the spade,
and then be lightly, but evenly strewn
over with soot.

CROPS TO BE THINNED.
The Celery sown in February and

March should now be pricked out into a
bed of rich light earth, and watered daily
till they have taken root. The large
healthy plants only are to be drawn and
transplanted ; the smaller must remain in
the seed-bed to get strength.

Radishes — Carrots — Parsnips—
Onions—and Leeks, should at once be
thinned out. Stirring the ground between
the plants promotes their growth and de-
stroys the weeds.

Use the Hoe between the rows of peas
and beans, and draw up the earth to tlieir

stems. Also between the cabbages in the
forward crops, choosing dry weather ; and
between the cauliflowers which were
planted either in autumn or early spring.
After a shower of rain draw the earth up
to their stems, taking care not to let any
fall into the hearts, as it would cause them
to decay. Let the hoe be likewise used
freely amongst the crops of winter onions,
spinach, &c.

beds which require weeding.
From every part of the garden remove

docks, dandelions, and all similar weeds,
but attend particularly to the beds in
which you have the early spring crops.

vegetables in season, and which
ought to be found in every
cottage garden.
Sprouts of brocoli, cabbages, and sa-

voys, ai^ now very good, if gathered before
they I an to seed. Yomig onions, leeks,

scalions, chives, sage, and rosemary, are fit

for use, and carrots and parsnips, which
have been preserved in sand. Young car-
rots sown in autumn are now in perfec-
tion, and so are all sorts of young salad
herbs, spinach, radishes, coleworts, pars-
ley, and beet, which were grown in shel-

tered beds of moist earth. Thjmie, winter
savory, pot-marjoram, brown-Dutch, and
cabbage lettuces, on warm borders under
shelter, are now fit for use, and early cab-
bages which have escaped the frost

Let us now see what is required in other
parts of the garden.

FRDIT-TREES.—STRAWBERRIES.

Keep the borders near the fruit-trees
free from weeds and all large-growing
plants, as they rob them of their nourish-
ment ; and in soils which are apt to bind,
loosen tlie surface well with a fork, and^
spread a light coating of rich well-rotted
manure.

Let the beds of strawberries be freed
from weeds, and the runners be taken off,

and if the season is very dry. let them bo
well and regularly watered.

INSECTS.

Look carefully to the young fruit-trees,

and if you find them infested with insects,

wash them with tobacco-stalks, or syringe
them well with tobacco-water ; this will
cure them eff'ectually, but if j'^ou have a
large garden and many trees, it is better
to adopt at once the following method :

—

Procure three large vessels, each capable
of containing a hogshead of water, place
these in a corner of the garden, and put
into one of them two pecks of fresh roach
lime, and as much soft water as will fill it.

Stir it occasionally during three days, and
©n the fourth draw off the clear water
into one of the other vessels, and again
fill with water from the stream. Repeat
this until you have one hogshead of clear

lime-water, to which add four pounds of
flour of sulphur, and four pints of tobacco-
liquor ; let it stand for two days, and then
draw it off into the third vessel, when ii

is ready for use, and will €ure trees, no
matter how badly affected either by insects

or mildew. It is applied most readily with
a syringe, or a man on a ladder may throw
it on the trees with a fine-rosed watering-
pot
As a preventive, the best time to use it

is in spring, as soon as the leaves are suffi-

ciently expanded, or when the fruits are
fairly set. A sprinkling given before the
buds burst is also a good protection against
attack ; but for this purpose the liqu®r
must be lowered in strength by adding
plain water, and should always be applied
before eight o'clock in the morning, in

order that the trees may get perfectly dry
by noon.

EVERGREENS.
If 3^ou have any evergreens in the gar-

dens or in the grass-plots in front of your
cottages, this is a fit time for removing
them, should you desire it ; only be careful

to perform the work in a cloudy or rainy

day, as the sun injures the fibres of the

I
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roots in a very sliort time. As soon as
they are transplanted water them abun-
(iantl^, and tl'.en strew litter all round, to

remain as a protection against both cold
and heat, for about a month.

HARDY ANNUALS.
You may now sow in the borders all

such annuals as do not require artificial

heat ; for instance, candy tuft, Venus's
looking-glass, lupines, sweet-peas, Tan-
gier peas, Lobel's catch-fly, convolvulus
minor, and dwarf lynchnis. AH these sliould

bo sown in patches, scattering the seed
lightly, andw hen thej'^ are come up, only
a few plants in eacli patch should be left

to flower. We shall now close this chapter
in the words of one of our favourite poets,
the good bishop Mant :

—

" Is there a heart that beats and lives,

To which no joy the spring-time gives?

Alas Ml thfit unfeeling heart

No love nor kindliness liatb j^art
;

Or chillltig want, or pining care.

Must bro«d, or comfortless despair.

Blest, wh» without profane alloy

Can revel in that blameless joy ;

More blest in every welcome hour,

If spring-time smile, or -winter lo\y-Dr,

Who round him scattered hears and sees

What still the excursive srnsc may please,

Who round him finds, perchance unsouybt

Fresh matter for improving thought

;

And more, the mo»^ he looks abroad,

Marks, owns, and loves the preseut God.

THE INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.

We are happy to announce tliat our Registration scheme is now moving on apace.

The accommodation entered in the uniform tariff department (in which, it will be

remembered, the charges are fixed at Is. rSd. per night for bed, and Is. for break-

fast) is steadily augmenting ; besides which, we have on our books a large amount
of accommodation, the charges for which have been determined on by the parties

who are providing it. The fears we at one time entertained, that no resources suffi-

ciently ample for the reception of such an influx of visitors would be found to exist,

arc being g^radually dissipated. At amy rate, we are less apprehensive than we
were, and have no doubt that, with proper forethought in making timely arrange-
ments, and availing themselves of the plans that are being put in practice to facili-

tate their proceedings, the great majority of our friends will be able to secure ac-

commsdation of a suitable and convenient kind. The Classified Register will pre-
sent an abundant field from which to make choice. Such items as the following
will be found in full force :—Bedroom and breakfast, 20s. per week. Two bed-
rooms and use of sitting-room, one guinea. Two double beds : terms for bed aad
breakfast, each person, 2s. 6d. One bedroom, and use of sitting-room, 14s. per
week. Breakfast, if required, Is. each.

On one point we must again and again repeat the caution we have already given,
on no account to leave the task of seeking lodgings to be attended to after arrival
in town ; and not less emphatically must we urge our readers not to let the choice
of accommodation go out of their own hands. If they knew, as we do, what sort of
places are beinj? fitted up in some localities, they would feel the reasonableness of
our warning. We do not hesitate to describe much of the *• accommodation" (as it is

called by courtesy) that is preparing as of the most wretched description, utterly
unsuitable for the reception of any parties who have been accustomed to a decent
home. We look Avith extreme suspicion on the proposals some speculators have
issued, to include travelling, lodging, &c., all under one general charge ; in fact,

t® undertake " to do*' for a man by wholesale. It is probably into such holes as we
have our eye upon in making the above observations, that th* unsuspecting visitor
will be pushed who thus consents to place himself in the hands of men whose first

object will be to make as much money out of him as possible.

With the means of information now within reach, and the channels of communi-
cation that have been opened, there will indeed be no necessity for adopting any
sush course. Every man can see and act for himself. Our Classified Register will
be issued in the course of the present month, and the few extracts we subjoin will
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serve to convey an idea of the nature and extent of the knowledge it svill furnish
for the guidance of our friends :

—

In the neighbourhood of Cavendish* street, Marylebone, suite of rooms : Two
bedrooms, drawing and sitting-rooms, use of kitchen, and attendance, two guineas
per week. In Holborn : Bed, Is. 6d. per night; breakfast. Is.: dinner. Is. 6d. ;

servants included. Omnibuses to the Exhibition every minute. At Chelsea ; One
sitting-room and bedroom, 16s. per week ; one ditto, 14s. Hackney-road, suite of

rooms : Sitting-room and bedroom, with attendance, 2 is. per week. At Stepney :

Two sitting-rooms and three bedrooms, 64s. per week. In the same neighbour-
hood : One sitting-room, two bedrooms, 34s. per w^ek. In Bloomsbury : Single
bedroom, 2s. per night ; beds for two persons, 2s. per night, including attendance.
All meals provided on moderate terms. Omnibus to the Exhibition, 3d. At Hol-
loway : Eour bed-rooms and three sitting-rooms. Plate and linen. No attend-
ance. Ten guineas per week. In Cheapside : Boarding, 4s. 8d. per day each
person, including boot-cleaning and attendance. Brompton : Terms for each bed-
room and use of sitting-room, 30s. per week ; with attendance, 40s. per week.
Mile-end-road : Two sitting-rooms and five bedrooms ; two kitchens. Terms as

agreed on. Kingsland-road : One bedroom and use of sitting-room, 14s. per week.
Breakfast if required. Is. each. Overlooking Surrey Zoological Gardens : Pront
parlour and bedroom, 30s. ; back parlour and bedroom, 20s., including attendance.
Within a threepenny ride to the Exhibition.

These illustrations we might multiply indefinitely ; but a few will serve as a
sample as well as many. It will be seen that every class of accommodation is

included, some scarcely exceeding in its charges the fixed tariff itself. It is evi-

dent, therefore, that forethought alone is necessary to prevent inconvenience, and
that, with a proper exercise of this, every man will be able to suit himself.

Other preparations for the Exhibition are progressing with great rapidity. The
Glass Palace, inside and out, presents a scene of amazing activity. We have
endeavoured below to give a hasty sketch of the state of things at the time we
write.

What is done, an© what is to be
DONE.—At present the progress made in the
preparations is, of all the subjects connected
with the Exhibition, by far the most impor-
tant. There can be no doubt that, whether
every pait of it is ready or not, the opening
will positively take place on the 1st of May.
There is as little question that an amount
of work remains to be accomplished in the
interval which it is quite bewildering to

think of. Still, that it can and will be
done, is not disputed ; and those who have
all along watched the progress of this gi-

gantic undertaking are looking forward with
no small interest to the spectacle which the
last days bf preliminary arrangement will

present. There will be such a race against
time as never perhaps was witnessed in

the industrial world before, and the
muscles of thousands of workmen will be
strained day and night to the uttermost,
that our reputation for punctuality may not
be tarnished. Since the beginning of Oc-
tober much has been achieved. Many
difficulties have been overcome, and vast
progress has been made. An edifice has
grown up as if by enchantment, within
which labour will find a splendid home,
and where British industry may not be

ashamed to encounter in peaceful rivalry

the rest of the world. But it is not enough
to build—we must fit up the interior, deco-
rate, and furnish it, before we can receive
our friends with becoming hospitality.

The Crystal Palace, with its eighteen acres
of space, its interminable rows of columns^
its immense avenues, its miles of counters,
and its enormous canopy of glass, is no
ordinary structure to finish off. The paint-

ing of it internally is still far from being
completed. Many of the stalls are yet lo

be fitted up, and all have to be covered with
cloth or calico. The exhibitors must
arrange their glass cases and stands^
and clear away the piles of packing-

cases in which their goods are brought
in. Covering the roof of the building is

another thing to be done. The approaches
for the public are still unfinished, and the
exterior decoration has only been begun.
A hundred different tasks call for immediate
attention, and admit of no delay. If the

plans contemplated are carried out in their

integrity, the' next few weeks will witness

an expenditure of energy and labour such
as has rarely been displayed on one under-
taking. Already the efforts made visibly

gather in intensity along the whole western
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division of the building, comprising the

East India Company's and the Colonial

specimens. Next comes the fine arts

section. Beyond, and to the western

extremity of the building, lie the allot-

ments for our diversified native industry,

and in every corner of that vast space busy
hands are ceaselessly engaged in the work
of preparation and arrangement. Stalls are

erected, goods brought in, foundations se-

curely laid. On the south side the familiar

forms of our agricultural implements, and
the staring colours in which they are painted,

are scarcely concealed by the packing which
envelopes them — scarifiers and harrows
struggle to get free from their bandages,
and to try conclusions on the floor of the
Exhibition. In the central divisions con-
tributors are taking up their allotments and
preparing them for the reception of their

goods. Oq the north side, and especially

in the department of the machinery in mo-
tion, great progress is made. Two-thirds
of the underground work, in the laying
ofjfoundations, have been completed ; and
there is every reason to believe that the
anticipations of a splendid show in this por-

tion of the Exhibition will be fully realised.

The machinery for cotton, woollen, silk,

and flax fabrics will be in every respect

worthy of our high manufacturing reputa-

tion, and will be distinguished more by its

recognised excellence and the adoption of

the latest improvements than by any start-

ling novelty of invention. The wool fabric

machinery is more divided than the rest,

and is, in consequence, rather behind-hand.

The permament way for the locomotive

department of the Exhibition is being

rapidly prepared, and will include, we hear,

engines from all the great makers, except

Mr. Stephenson. In the section of marine

steam-engines the foundations are in pro-

gress. Outside of the building the boiler-

house, for supplying steam to the machi-

nery in motion, has been commenced. Every
part of the work in this great and important

division of the Exhibition is rapidly and
satisfactorily carried forward ; and the pub-

lic will hear with pleasure that, on a point

where our industrial reputation is least ex-

posed to rivalry, and therefore most secure,

we are not likely to suffer from delays in

the preparation.

Thefollowing replies were in type last week, hut necessarily omitted thenfrom loant of

room. We now give them ; hut, according to the announcement we have already tnade,

Notices to Correspondents, on all sXibjects connected with the Exhibition, will in future he

inserted in The Standard of Freedom instead of The Working Man's Friend.

An Exhibitor.—The statement which has ap-
peared in the papers, respecting the pricing of

goo<l3 to be exhibited, is entirely without foun-
dation. The report has its origin in La Presse
newspaper of the 11th inst. ; it was there asserted

that the Royal Commissioners had authorised ex-
hibitors to affix tickets of prices to their produc-
tions : instead of this the rules state—** Prices are
not to be affixed to the articles exhibited,
although the articles may be marked as shown
for economy of production. But as the cost at

which articles can be produced will, in some
cases, enter into the question of the distribution
of rewards, the Commissioners, or the persons
intrusted with the adjudication of the rewards,
may have to make inquiries, and possibly to take
evidence, upon the subject; still they do not con-
sider it expedient to affix a note of the price to
the articles displayed. When the exhibitor con-
siders the merit of his article to consist in its

cheapness, and founds a claim on this ground, he
must state the price in the invoice sent to the
Commissioners. Should any exhibitor desire to
employ a servant of his own to preserve or keep
in order the articles he exhibits, or to explain
them to visitors, he may do so after obtaining
permission from the Commissioners. Such per-
sons, however, will in all cases be forbidden to
invite visitors to purchase the goods of their em-
ployers, the Exhibition being intended for the
purposes of display only, and not for those of

sale ; any violation of this or any other rule must
lead to their exclusion from the building."

Geoffrey.—Various and contradictory are the
reports concerning the etymology of the word
London. Camden supposes the City derived its

name from the British word Llhwn, a wood, and
dinas, a town ; others suppose that the name is

derived from Lhong^ a ship, and dinas, a town ;

the name would then signify a city or harbour for

ships. The Romans called it Londinium,
An Optician.—Yes ; in the central passage

the foundation is being laid for a monster tele-

scope, which will be erected by Mr. Ross, the

optician, who has constructed the glasses for it,

one of which will be twelve inches in diameter.

The iron work comes from the establishment of

Messrs. Ransom and May, of Ipswich.
X. Y. Z.—The great orga-n to be exhibited will

be erected at the west end of the galleries, di-

rectly facing the great central avenue; workmen
are busily engaged in rearing it. It will be of

extraordinary dimensions and great alleged

t
power. It has been constructed by Mr. Willis,

of Manchester-street, Battle-bridge, and will

weip:h more than thirty tons. It rests upon the

ordinary supports of the gallery, extending over

little more tnan one of the twenty-four feet bays,

and when finished will offer an unanswerable refu-

tation of the groundless doubts and fears in which
some persona have indulged respecting the sta-

bility of these portions of the building.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. VII.

Bring me some bread, and some wine, and some meat. I ask jMrdou.

Ajypci'iez-m&i ^U^ pain (ma.s.) {^ <Zi<^ vm {m2ii.) ^ a^viande{(em,yjed&aiajidepardon.

You are (have) wrong. There is some miHc in iny eup. Is there a' y
toiii. ZmY-(nias.) mon (mas.) tasse (fern.)

ilia (fem.)

(soroe) chocolate in the house ? Yes ; there is {of it) a little. Yes; there is {xjf

chocolat (mas.) maison (fem.) om un peit

k) a gi^eat deed. No; there is not dmy {there not is qf it not.') Tour diim^r is

bcauccnip. voire (sing.) diiier (mas
.

)

vos (plu.)

ready, but your ^fis^ are not ready. He is o. good man,
prU (mas.) conmve (s:ng.) prtts (mas. plu.) Jx>7} (mas.) hovmne (inas.)

pr^e (fem.) e<mvives (plu.) howne (fem.)

but she is not a good woman. Bring me ray hat. Bring me my good hxit.

femme (fem.) diapeau (mas.)

U is not Jiere.

i'l {Jie, tJie hat) ici.

We can here, as well as later, mention one most important rule, which may seem
strange, but at least is easy. In English, a pronoun agrees with the gender of the
possessor— in French, it always agrees with the gender of the thing possessed or

referred to, and with its number too. For instance, the masculine son means his or
her. according to what you speak of; and the feminine sa means her or his, just in

tlie like manner. Thusfemme (the French for woman), being also employed to signify

wffo, the French for *' his wife'* is " sa femme," beca;iise femme is a feminine word.
So, the French for ** her husband'* is not sa mart (the last word is pronounced
marr<?e), but son mart. **IIer father" is son pereT *'Her mother*' is sa mere;
'* his mother" is also sa mere, and "his father" is sonpere,

Souj^er (supper) is masculine ; therefore *' she has eaten her supper" would of

course be rendered in French by elle a mange son souper,
" His daughter," the reader would now immediately know, should be rendered

by saJilU, not sonjille; and '* her son,'* by son Jils (pronounced /efc or feess, as you
like, the latter being a little more usual). Thus, also, though it may be a woman
M^io speaks, she must say monfrere (brother) and ma sosur (sister, pronounced like

our "sir," but longer), quite irrespectively of the person speaking or possesvsing,

and with exclusive reference to the object possessed or spoken of. No one attend-

ing to these little points will feel the slightest difficulty in Construing the following

prcich :—
" Mon frere et sa femrae, auec (with) son fils et sa fiile, ont accompagnd le General a

I'Exposition en Hyde Pa^-k."

Vraiment means indeed, or really, &c., and is pronounced vraymong, Bien-aise is

the idiom for ** very glad," and is pronounced hee-an azo,

"Vraiment! ont ils et(^ a TExposition ? Je suisbiea aise de ceZ« (" that/' and pro-
noimced slali).

If you want to say,. "I am very glad of it,** the little word en must come into

requisition ; but be sure to put it before the verb.
" J'en suis bicn aise."

Potcrqiioi means why,and is pronounced poorqtfawe,
" Pourquoi en etes vous bien aise ?'*

Where we say, "I am very glad to see you,** the French say, " I am very glad cf
to see you ;'* and the " you" (vous) is placed immediately before the verb " to see"
(voir), instead of after it—thus : Je suis bien aise de vous voir. So in every other
case, where hien aise is used before another verb : "I am very glad to meet you
here"

—

Je suis bien aise de vous rencontrer lei. Precisely in the same way is "I am
sorry"

—

Je suisfache—em-ployed. Thus :
" I am sorry to meet you in this house"

—
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—Je suis /ache de vous renconirer dans cette maiso7i. •* I am soiTy to speak to you
thus*'

—

Jesuis fache de vous parler amsi.

The same rule holds good of a vast number of other Mords, when followed by a

verb in the infinitive ; as, "I am ashamed (have shame) to accompany you"— J'fl*

honte DE vous accompagner, "I am afraid (have fear) to meet him"

—

J'aipeur de le

rencoiitrer.
•• I beg you to speak to my father"

—

Je vous prie vtv. parler h mon pere.
** I beg you to lend ten shillings to my brother"

—

Je vous prie de preler dix shil-

lings a mon frere.
In the same way, if you are pressing a person to do something, you say, not as in

English, ' I beg you," but *' I beg you of it ;' or rather, according to the literal

construction, " I you of it beg"

—

Je vous en prie.

"Eat a little, I beg 3'ou"

—

mangez un peu, Je vous -et^ prie. Of course you might
also very properly couch the last sentence

—

Je vous prie de manger unpen,
•* Take a little more, I beg" (or, •• I beg you'*)—prenez unpeuplus, Je vous en prie.

In fact, this turn has somewhat the force of our " pray," only that we generally

place " pray" at the begimiing of the sentence. "Pray take a little more wine"

—

prenez un peu plus de vm, Je vous en prie.

The reader perceives, in the last example, that the French say, " a little more of:''

and this also is a point worthy of early attention. It applies very generally. They
say, not ** how much cheese ?" but, " how much q/* cheese ? how much q/* money r"

&c. &c.

—

comhien TiBfromagey combien d' argent, &c.

When combien is used in the sense of ** now many," the same method holds.
*' How many men?

—

cofnbien D'hommes ? '* How many women ?

—

combien DBfemmes ?

" How many men are employed at the Great Exhibition ?

—

combien -Dhommes so7it

employes a la Grand Exposition ? " How many men are there in England?"

—

CQm-
bien D*hommes y a -t-il en Angleterre ? " How much money have you in your
pocket :"

—

combien \i argent avez-vous dans voire poche ?

There is no term in French like our ** the man's." For instance, " the man's
work" must be rendered in French ** the work of the man"

—

le travail de Vhomme ;

'* the mother's duty"

—

le devoir de la mere.

When the substantive has been already mentioned in the sentence, a pronoun
does duty, instead of a repetition of the same word ; as, " the book is my mother's"
—le livre est celui de ma mere (the book is that of my mother.") " The meat is

my dog's"—/« viande est cbJjIjB de mon cJiien,

Livre, being masculine, requires celui ; viande, being feminine, is represented by
celle. tela means "that" in a different sense, indefinitely—" that thing.''

TMa horse is my brother's ; but the cw^; is my father's. Will

ee (mas.) chemL (mas.) fJi- frhre (mas.) vajche (fern,) voulez-

oette (fern.) ^^•^

you (to) accompany t/02fr SM^er to the bridge f 1 am sorry (of) to find your father so

r&us voire sosur pont (mas.) trouver voire n
sick. I

We proceed to give anotlier tense of the first conjugation—the Juture tense indi-

cadve. As the verb in which we will exhibit this tense, let us take pleurer, " to

weep, to cry ;" avoir pleur/, to have wept; pleurant, weeping, &c.

ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION

I shall weep Je pleureral Z1i£ plurriirray.

Thou shalt weep tu pleureras tu pliliT^^nah.

He shall weep il plmrera ed jMinmrrah.

We &hall weep nous plewrerom noo plurrurroang.

You shall weep vous pleurerez voo pliirrunxiy.

They shall weep its pleureront eel plurrwrvang.

Precisely similar is this tense in all

present tense infinitive ; 9.S J'accompagnerai,

erai, &c., "I shall walk;" Je mangerai, &c., -. — , - „

shall speak ;" and so on tlirough them all. It is desirable to note what is changed
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or added with respect to the present infinitive. In the future indicative, for in-

stance, ai is added for the first person singular, a^ for the second, &c. Thus,
l-inowing that hldmer (pronounced hlahmay) means *^ to blame," you would instantly

perceive what Je bidmerai signified. *' I will blame you'*

—

Je vous llamerai
** my father will blame me"

—

monpere mo biamera and "they will blame him"

—

ih le llameront^'' &c. &c.

There are many things in this lesson calculated, if the reader attentively learns them;
to forward him rapidly and materially.

We now proceed to do what want of space compelled us last week to defer. Among
several letters which we have received, two only appear to require a particular notice.

Our Liverpool correspondent will find the queries in his short note virtually answered
in the body of the last lesson.

With respect to the long, courteous, and intelligent letter of "B. H s,** we must
say a few words. He confines himself almost exci.usively to the question of pronuncia-
tion—the thing of all others most hard to convey by writing, just as perhaps other points

are best so conveyed. The rules laid down in the first lesson are the best general rules.

Afterwards, in giving the sound of special words and phrases, we merely try to offer an
approximation to the rapid tones which the learner will hear from the mouths of French-
men in conversation. Our correspondent need not term himself stupid for the pronun-
ciation he would use in general. He is substantially right ; but in actual talking, his

mode would practically prove not rapid enough. For tliat reason only> we deviaCed into

the more careless but more usual sound.

As to r being uttered at the end of words, he has misunderstood us. It is one of the

consonants that are not mute, as a rule ; but it does Rot follow that it is always sounded.
In the present infinitive of the verbs of the first conjugation, and in many other instances,

it is mute. As to *' qu'est ce questy^^ he will find we have made no omission. The pro-

nunciation no doubt ought to be Aaiss Icay ; but in the quick utterance of our neighbours,

it sounds like Tcess hay. It is the ce which causes the s-liJce sound
;
qu^est alone would

be pronounced kay. Therefore, where is the omission ? Why give the kess a second time,

when there is but one ce (which ce is virtually as though it were preceded immediately by
the e in est, the st being mute) ? In ** bien,^' the blending of the previous vowel with the
e alters the effect of the n on the latter. Voila mon texte, means ** behold my text."

We have not seen the articles about which our correspondent questions us ; but there

is too obvious and manifest a quackery in the promise to make Englishmen pronounce
French like native Frenchmen, by means of written instructions. After a dozen years'

residence in France, and continual attention during the whole period, an Englishman is

still at once detected by his utterance and accent. What we promise is to enable you to

read, to write, and to speak French, so as to understand and be understood, and with strict

correctness. We can no more drive the native accent into you all of a sudden, than we
could make you as dark as they are in Languedoc and Provence, by a correct description

of people's complexion in those sunny and delightful provinces.
Inanswer to J. R n K y, we have to say that the rule is as stated in Lesson I.

;

the € is not sounded at all, unless when marked with an accent at the end of words of two
syllables and upwards. The pronunciation of votre, quatre, and montre would perhaps
be best described thus—t^oc/r, moantr, and kattr. This is more unmistakable than
what we first gave. Seventy-one being expressed by sixty eleven {soixante-onze), seventy-
two, seventy-three, &c., are expressed by "sixty-twelve,'' ** sixty-thirteen," &c. &c.,
down to eighty, quatre-vingt*

^
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR

s. noun-substantive; a. adjective; ad, adverb; v.a. verb-active ; t;.?i. verb-neuter,

Ca'mera Lu'cida, and Ca'mera Ob-
SCU'ka, s. literally, the li^ht and dark cham-
ber ; the names given to two methods, very
like in principle, of throwing images of ex-

ternal objects upon a plane or curved sur-

face, for the purpose of drawing or amuse-
ment. In the first of these contrivances
there is no chamber—but, as it was last in-

vented, and as its predecessor had been
called Camera Obsciira, it was called

Camera Lxicida. The Camera Lucida con-
sists of a glass prism of four irregular sides,

mounted on a brass frame, supported by
telescopic brass tubes, with an eye-piece
furnished with a convex lens, through
which the paper and the points of the pen-
cil are seen, and the image traced. The
Camera Obsc^ura consists of a darkened
room or box, furnished with a convex lens,

through which the light is admitted ; at

the proper focus is placed a screen of ground
glass, or other material, upon which the ex-
ternal image falls.

Cam'let, s. stuff made of wool and silk,

or wool and cotton.

Cam'omile, s. a bitter physical herb.

Camp, s. an arrangement of tents for
soldiers or others.

Campaign', 5. the period during which
an army keeps the field.

Campan'ele, s an Italian term, signify-
ing a tower for bells, or a church steeple.

The word is derived from campana^ a bell.

Campano'logy, s. the art of ringing
bells.

Cam'phire, Camphor, s. a white resi-

nous gum, extracted from trees growing in
Japan. It has a strong and peculiar odour,
and is much used in medicine, in various
stages of what are called nervous
disorders.

Cana'ille, s. a French word, used to de-
scribe the lowest class of people.

Canal', s. an artificial channel filled with
water, usually formed in order to make a
cheap and easy means for the conveyance
of goods. Sometimes canals are formed
for the purpose of watering lands, or of
supplying towns with water; also for orna-
mental purposes in parks and large gar-
dens.

Can'cel, v,aAi blot out, destroy, make
void.

Can'cer, s. a disease of a malignant
character, which cuts away the flesh. The
word also signifies a crabfish^ and is used

to describe the Crab^ the fourth constella-
tion of the Zodiac.

Candela'brum, s, a stand mth branches
for candles or lamps.

Can'dent, a. hot, burning, fiery, shining.

Cak'dicant, a. growing white, whitish.

Can'didate, s, one who applies for a
place or situation.

Can'dle, s. the name given to a long cy-
linder of tallow, spermaceti, or wax, with
a wick, or thread of cotton passing through
the centre, used for the purpose of diffusing
light.

Can'dlemas, 5. the feast of the purifica-
"

tion of the Virgin Mary, February 2, which
was formerly celebrated with many lights
in churches.

Can'dy, v. to preserve with sugar ; to
congeal.

Ca'nine, a. having the properties of a
dog.

Can'ister, s. a tin box, in which to hold
tea or other dry articles.

Can'ker, 5. a worm, a disease, an eating^
humour ; v. to grow corrupt, to corrode, t<^

pollute.

Can'nel-coal, s. a hard fossil coal that
burns readily, and throws out a great
light.

Can'xibal, s. a man-eater.

Can'non, s. a large gun.

Cannona'de, v. a. to batter with cannon

;

s. an attack with heavy artillery.

Canoe', s. an Indian boat rowed by
paddles.

Can'on, s. a rule, a law ; the book of
Holy Scripture ; a dignitary in cathedrals.
Canon-law is a collection of ecclesiastical
decisions and rules for the regulation of the
polity and discipline of the Church. Canon
in Mathematics means a set of mathematical
tables ; in Music, it means a composition,
generally vocal, sometimes in two, but com-
monly in more parts, in which, with one ex-
ception, precisely the same melody or sub-
ject is given to every part.

Canon'ical, a. regular, ecclesiastical,
agreeing with the canons or rules.

Can'onist, s. one skilled in canon-law.

Can'opy, s. an ornament, or cloth of
state, spread over the head of a monarch or
president. In Gothic architecture a canopy
means the covering over a niche in which a
statue is placed, intended as a niche of
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honour. The same term is used to denote
the sky, as a canopy or covering over the
head of universal nature.

Cano'iious, a. musical, tuneful, loud.

Cant, s. a whining pretension to

gsodness ; affectation of superier sanctity;
the jargon of low-lived persons. In geo-
metry or building a ca?it means an angle, a
eorner.

Canta'bile s. (in music) a graceful, me-
lodious movement.

Can'talivers, 5. pL plugs to contain a
spout; brackets or projections of wood,
stone, or iron, to support cornices, bal-
conies, &c.

Canta'ta, s. an air or song ; a grave
piece of music.

Canteen^ s. sl small wooden or tin ves-
sel, in the form of a bottle, to contain liquor
for the use of soldiers on the march, or tra-

vellers ; also a place in connection with
barracki^^ where a licensed person, called a
suttler, IS allowed to sell liquors and va-

rious provisions to the soldiers, under
eertain regulations.

Cantha'rides, 5. pi. Spanish files, used
to raiee blisters.

Can'ticle, s. a song of Solomon; a pious
song.

Can'to, s. part of a poem, section, divi-

sion.

Can'ton, s. the division of a country ; a
elan.

Canton'ment, s» the situation which
soldiers occupy when quartered in different

parts of a town, or when dispersed in
villages.

Can'vas, 5, a coarse stiff sort of cloth.

Can'vass, v. to sift, to examine, to

debate, to solicit votes, to sue for honours.

Canzonet', s, (in music) a short song

;

the term is now applied chiefly to songs for

a single voice.

Caoutchouc (pronounced Jcmvtchotik)^
s. India rtibber, an elastic gum obtained
from various tropical plants, especially the
Jlciis elastica, of South America.

Capa'city, s. ability, sense, state, space^

CAP-A-ri'B, ad. (French) from head to
f®ot.

Capab'ison, s. a superb dress for a
horse.

Cape, s. literally, a head; a point of land
projecting farther into the sea than the
general line of the shore ; the neckpiece of
a coat.

Ca pek-tree, s. a shrub growing in the
south of Europe, the buis of which are ge-
nerally pickled and used as sauce.

Ca'pias, s. (legal), a writ for the arresj
of a person.

Cap'illary, s. a small blood-vessel ; a.

fine, minute, resembling a hair. This re-

mark is generally applied to delicate tubes
which have a very small bore.

Cap'illary attraction is the power
that fluids have of rising above their level

in fine tubes or pipes. By this attraction
water is sucked up in sugar, sponge, and
other porous articles.

Cap'illary vessels are blood-vessels of
the human body, so called from their hair-
like minuteness. Under the ordinary con-
dition of the* circulation, the blood floM'S

through these capillary vessels by the force
communicated to the circulating fluid by
the contraction of the heart. This is a
vital endowment, and all undue stimula-
tion, whether from sudden emotions or the
use of strong drinks, ought to be carefully
guarded against.

Capilla'ire, 5. (French) a syrup used in
summer drinks.

Cap'ital, s. a principal sum ; stock ; a
large letter ; the upper part of a column or

pillar; the chief city, as London is the
capital of England.

Cap'ital, a. chief, principle ; fine ; crimi-

nal in the highest degree, deserving death
;

hence the term *' capital punishment.'^

Capitalist, s. one who possesses much
money.

Capita'tion, s. a numbering of heads.

Cap'itol, s. a temple celebrated in the
history of Rome, dedicated to Jupiter,

where the senate assembled. The principal

buildings of the modern Capitol consist of

three palaces, the work of Michael Angelo,
forming three sides of a square, in the

middle of which stands the equestrian

statue of Marcus Aurelius.

Capit'ular, s. a body of statutes ; a

member of a cathedral chapter.

Capit'ulate, v.n. to yield, or surrender,

upon certain terms.

Ca'pricorn, s. the tenth constellation in

the Zodiac, the Goat, the Winter solstice.

Cap'sicum, s. bird-pepper; a plant the

seeds of which when dried and ground are

called cayenne pepper. The entire pods are

frequently pickled, and form a warm, sti-

mulating condiment.
Cap'size, v. a. to upset, to overttim-

Cap'stan, Cap'sterit, 5. an engine used
in drawing up great weights, as

anchors, &c.

Cap'sule, s. a vague name given by
botanists to any kind of dry seed vessel

containing many cells and^vceds. It usually

opens by valves.
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LEARNING AND THE MASSES.

You would suppose, to hear some people talk, that eyery learned man was a

villain ; for we are still met, almost everywhere, vritli the remark, that, if the

people are thoroughly instructed they will not work, but will become the pests of

society, so that we shall not be safe in our beds. And yet, at the very time that

you are cautioned against everything but a pitiful and homoeopathic education of

the poor, and are told that you must give them only infinitesimally small portions

of truth, you have at the same time a voluminous parade of prison statistics, to

show how few of the culprits can read, or read well, and that ignorance and crime

go together ! Our age is thus a marvellous one. It can blow hot and blow cold

with the same breath. When it wants to get up a Government job, that it may
lavish £16>000 or £20,000 a year on favourites, as commissioners and inspectors,

who will support Parliamentary profligacy, it hunts after all the intellectual and

moral pollution of the gaols, that it may frighten the people into acquiescence

with heavy taxation ; but you have hardly paid your money, before hundreds of

voices cry, Shame at you ! for being such an enemy of the country as to wish to

spoil cooks and housemaids, artisans and labourers, by making them learned or

righteous overmuch

!

Now, as we hear all these awful predictions against learning, you might suppose

that education was one of the most corrupting things in the land ; and that our

Bridewells would be thronged with scholars, philosophers, men of science, and
divines. Of course, if this reasoning is correct, your virtuous and pious people

will be found among those who can neither read nor write. What a wonder that

Sir Isaac Newton was not transported, and that Shakspere and Milton were not

hung ! seeing their profound learning, science, and philosophy must so far have
depraved their hearts and polluted their lives. We can hardly be said to be
jesting in these observations ; because, if learning is a bad thing to the poor, it

can scarcely be fit for the rich, for this plain reason, that the more persons are

instructed the worse they will be ! Instead, however, of the individuals who
argue against the reading and tuition of the masses, believing their own reasoning-,

they actually feel surprised that an educated man or woman should be guilty of

any breach of the laws, or be transported for their vices. They will tell us that

policemen and magistrates are not needed for the nobility, the 'squires, and the

gentry, for that these are so well educated that they can take care of themselves !

Such are some of the inconsistencies and absurdities which we are doomed to hear
in these enlightened days, concerning the effects of learning on different m^inbers
of the community ; for we are flatly told that the very tuition which elevates the
rich would be the corruption and ruin of the masses !

It is a pleasing thought that our operatives and labourers are giving to these in-
sinuations their best confutation. We have in our fields and workshops men and
women who do not eschew learning, nor trample science in the dust ? and yet they
are allowed to be among the most industrious, intelligent, economical,, respectful,
and moral of their associates and shopmates. And we believe a time is coming
when reading and study shall banish rudeness and "vice from the land, lock up our
prisons, and give our policemen, gaolers, and judges a perpetual holiday. We are
glad to know that so many of our operatives are now devoting themselves to the
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acquisition of aaguage as one of the most delightful and profitable branrfi^fstudy

;
and without at present ranging further into the varies fields ofTetTin"^ve shall finish our paper with a few remarks to encourage our working frieXtopersevere in the pursuit of this valuable branch of knowledge.

I. All languages ake full op poetey.
We are not referring to poetical works, such as Milton, Horace, Virffil or Isaiah •

but we mean to say that in almost every word there is the s^it and essence ofpoetry Nearly all the terms that are used to designate thought and mind are

rM^TTi'.w .r^'^'^'^'f^
'"''^' '" ^^^^^o. and comparisons, a^d weneed not add that these are the most extensive staple of the poet. It is tme, wecannot always, m consequence of our ignorance, trace the word to its root, and toIts original Idea

;
but there are few cases in which we can do this when we ^r" notSr •' "PP^r^r"' ""'' P^^'^P^ "^^"^y' °' *e expression? ThTterL

•me«e/ir«ot^ means, literally, ..>„.-„y^.V;iAo«.i,." and, applied to language, in-timatos that the tongue and the conversation are as sweet and delightful as the
delicious substance which is here referred to; and the expression also forciblyreminds us of the land flowing with milk and honey," and thus unfolds to us aworld of poetic sentiment.

-Man - is a very common word, but if investigated would be found to have ahost of near and mterestmg relations. « Mens,- - the mind," the Greek " men,"
indeed the Hebrew <^ amen^ which signifies what is « real, substantial, and true

»'

-the term
<^ menos, <^ mind, ardour of mind, anger, force, strength, vigour,

i:..pe.uosity ~**m..o," -I remain," and its offspring, "permanence, mansion!
manse ^^^upomene, "patience, constancy, perseverance,"-and the old Gothic
m^^^^, which means " image, and the imagining being^^and our good friend
mean, to " sigmfy,' -are only a few of the terms sprung from the same root asman and suggest to us volumes of thought, more or less related to the original

Idea of a substance which is real-the same from age to age-a thing of vigoui-
courage, constancy, thought, and imagination. We might have added that
^manus, "the hand," the most cunning, or kenning, member of the body, is
evidently from the same stock. The Latin "t,e>." a "man," the cousin-german
of " vis viresr *'feror " ffero^ and hosts of distinguished kinsmen in most of the
languages of the world, contains in itself the same essential idea as "man **

The Latin "^omo." "a man," and the French " Aomme," may seem to be of a
less noble origin, seeing both sprung from " humusr " the ground ;" but here also
we can trace a relationship with our first parent ; for " Adam,'* " the ground," and
" homo/' " hommer '' uomo;* ^* homlre^ " humus,- *' the ground," are the same in
sense if not in sound

; and then the fact that such a machine of bones, members
muscles, sinews, nerves, brain, senses, form, strength, and beauty should be con-
structed out of such a material, is not one of the least interesting subjects for
meditation, science, philosophy, poetry, and song.
Our readers will perceive that we are touching upon a subject of almost infinite

extent—one, in fact, too vast to be fully written upon, and therefore we can go no
further. Our object in these remarks has been to show our working friends that
language presents a field of thought and of study of boundless dimensions, and
that there is hardly a new word they acquire in English or French but increases
their mental resources and power, and adds vigour, or is adapted to add vigour, to
their mental and moral influence. Good thoughts and appropriate words are the
glory of man, and the only legitimate weapons and implements by which the
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human family are to be emancipated and elevated. We knew a mechanic >\ ho

often had, like his shopmates, a Saint Monday ; but then, instead of spending it in

a public-house or a bowling-green, he generally devoted it to inquiring into the

sense and roots of words : and the consequence was that he became a public

speaker, and a person of considerable influence among his own order and other

branches of the community.

II. In language you have the world of thought made visible and audible.

When a man speaks or writes, he turns his soul inside out, and sometimes the

exhibition is not over flattering, and certainly scarcely fit for the Crystal Palace.

However, what is in must come out. You cannot take a shirt from a naked man,

nor have gold from a pocket that carries nothing but copper. " Out of the

abundance" or the poverty—the piety or depravity—the elegance or the vulgarity

"of the heart, the tongue speaks," and the pen writes. Hence you have the

minds of all men in their language. Thoughts and feelings arc so marvellously

embalmed in words, as to preserve their life and spirit. Milton lives in the

"Paradise Lost," Viiigil in the " .^neid," and Homer in the "Iliad" and the

" Odyssey." Aye, the very best of these men, the very quintessence of their

greatness and goodness, is preserved in their verse. An evening with the ** Para-

dise Lost" is far more interesting than a month would have been with Milton

himself. Great men live in their writings. Neither Newton, Bacon, Isaiah, David,

nor Moses are dead. A library is a world of intellectual and spiritual pyramids, in

which the souls of the men of all nations and ages still live, and speak, and act.

Their tongue is the medium through which they still converse with ub. It matters

not that the people have left no "Iliads " or " Georgics ;" their language itself is a

literary monument, and tells how they enunciated truth and error, vice or virtue ;.

how they uttered their thoughts ; and how much science, taste, and poetry there

was among them. Their dialects are the mental and moral engines they employed,

and through which their souls are even now transparent. Hebrew, Greek, Latin,

Arabic, and all the dead and living languages in the world, are a sea as clear as

crystal, in which we behold the inmost souls of the men and women of all ages and
countries. We shall never understand the intellectual philosophy and metaphysics^

of universal man until we have studied his various modes of expression as seen in

the languages of our world. To dissect the body of an ancient Arab or Egyptian,

we must have his veritable corpse ; but we can anatomise and analyse his souly

although it has been in eternity for the last four thousand years. His buildings,

his paintings, his sculptures—^but more than all, and better than all, his language
—fully reveal to us his inner man, both intellectually, socially, morally, and reli-

giously. In studying Italian, we see the Italians ; in studying German, the Ger-
mans ; and in learning French, the French. Every word is a double reflecting

mirror, exhibiting at the same time the material and the spiritual world ; and tVus
countries, nations, people, and individuals are beheld in their speech and dialects,

III. No PERSON CAN STUDY ANOTHER LANGUAGE WITHOUT GREAT ADVANTAGE.

Hence we recom.mend our friends to be instant in season and out of season in this

employment. We should advise them never to stop. As soon as they have mas-
tered French, let them turn to German, or Italian, Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Arabic,

Hindostanee, or Chinese, not, of course, forgetting for a moment their own.
Nothing can be more profitable than to always have a language on the stocks.

Every new tongue gives us a new intellectual view of the world and truth ; and
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therefore* enlarges the mental survey and power of the student. He has more

thoughts and more words, and therefore is mentally a stronger man. It is an

advantage to see truth in an English dress, but it will be an additional one to be

able to add all the information which'may be obtained from French ; and if we can

go on from language to language, we shall find that every new dialect is a new light.

It will generally be perceived that any book read in another language beside our

own will become more impressive and interesting. This is especially the case with

the Scriptures.

We make these remarks because nothing is more common than for persons to

ask, Of what use is French, German, Latin, Greek, &c. ? They seem to imagine that

unless you are put in such a position as to require that you should speak those

tongues, they will be of very little good. We have before stated our belief that a

time is fast coming when the brotherhood of universal man shall be everywhere

recognised, and consequently intercourse with all nations will be common. We are

not always to be afflicted with ministers who, by means of standing armies and tariffs,

shall divide the human race. Men who legislate for blood, that they may find

places and pensions for their relatives and favourites, shall not always govern the

realm. " The peacemakersj*' emphatically called in the Gospel "the children of

God," are yet to have the sceptre put into their hands, and to rule the world for its

general good. But were no such time to dawn, and were mankind to remain as

divided as now, still the . study of all the languages of earth would be a most
important pursuit, as tending greatly to enlarge the intellect, purify the taste, and
increase the power of expressing every shade of thought and feeling. Volumes
might be written on the advantages which we have derived, and are yet destined to

derive, from Latin and Greek ; and we trust that our working friends will not allow

labour, or even poverty, to rob them of those advantages for mental improvement
which our age so happily presents.

The Useful more Enduring than the Beautiful.—The tomb of Moses is

unknown, but the traveller slakes his thirst at the Well of Jacob. The gorgeous palace
of the wisest and wealthiest of monarchs, with the cedar, and gold, and ivory, and even
the great temple of Jerusalem, hallowed by the visible glory of the Diety himself, are
gone, but Solomon's reservoirs are as perfect as ever. Of the ancient architecture of
the Holy City, not one stone is left upon another, but the Pool of Bethesda com-
mands the pilgrim's reverence to the present day. The columns 'of Persepolis are
mouldering into dust, but its cisterns and aqueducts remain to challenge our admira-
tion. The golden house of Nero is a mass of ruins, but the Aqua Claudia still pours
into Rome its limpid stream. The Temple of the Sun at Tadmor in the wilderness, has
fallen, but its fountain sparkles as freshly in his rays, as when thousands of worship-
pers thronged its lofty colonnades. It may be that London will share the fate of
Babylon, and nothing be left to mark its site save mounds of crumbling brick-work.
The Thames will continue to flow as it doCvS now. And if any work of art should still

rise over th^ deep ocean of time, we may well believe that it will be neither a place nor a
temple, but some vast aqueduct or reservoir, and if any name should still flash through
the mist of antiquity, it will probably be that of the man who in his day sought the
happiness of his fellow-men rather than the glory, and linked his memory to some great |
work of national utility and benevolence. This is the true glory which outlives all

others, and shines with undying lustre from generation to generation—imparting to

works something of its own immortality, and in some degree rescuing them from the •

ruin which overtakes the ordinary monuments of historical tradition, or mere magni-
ficence.

I
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THE YOUNG CHEVALIER.—Chap. IV

'^ Onward I" was the sole watchword of

Charles Edward. With a handful of men
he had done won<ler.s, and he seemed now
to believe that they could effect miracles.

No sooner liad he won the battle of Pres-

ton, or Gladsmuir, as the Highlanders
called it, than he would fain marcli at

once into England. But the project was
too wild to be listened to by his chiefs.

A considerable portion of his small army
had, according to use and wont, returned
home to deposit their spoils ; and to enter
the sister kingdom with such forces as

were now under their command would be,

his officers contended, to march to certain

destruction.
The impatient Prince was therefore

constrained to remain six weeks in Edin-
burgh, during which he received several

important accessions from amongst the low-
land nobility and gentry. The great mass of
the people of all ranks, however, continued
to regard his pretensions with anything
but favour. They were not to be deceived
by the fair promises of Stuart proclama-
tions.

In the meantime, forces were gathering
on all sides. The whole kingdom was the
scene of anxious preparations for a great
struggle. At Newcastle, Marshal Wade
was forming a large army with which to
march into Scotland. The King's second
son, the Duke of Cumberland, an able
officer, was recalled from the Continent,
with many of the best troops, to meet the
pressing danger at home. And some
weeks later, when Charles had actually
penetrated into England, a third army
assembled on Finchley Common, of which
the King was to take the command
himself. Alas ! for our little band of
brave Highlanders! How are they to
meet such an overwhelming force ? Even
in their own land enemies are rallying
against them. By the exertions of Presi-
dent Forbes, several regiments of loyal
Highlanders are raised, called Independent
Companies, and are stationed in Inverness
under the command of Lord Loudon.
These companies, however, gather but
slowly—for the hearts of the Highland
people generallyare with the daring young
Prince.
For him reinforcements are collecting at

Perth, under the command of Lord
Strathallan, and his own array in Edin-
burgh has, by the end of October, increased
to nearly six thousand men. And now
his impatience can no longer be restrained.
Come what will, he is determined to march

into England at once. His officers are
still averse to so bold a step ; but Charles
argues that, once they cross the borders,
his English friends shall certainly flock

to his standard ; that by that time the ex-
pected French descent on the English
coast may have taken place ; that the
King's troops shall fear to draw their
swords against their lawful Prince ; and
that Heaven itself will fight for his just
cause. These last considerations were
not likely to have much weight with sucli

a man as Lord George Murray. How-
ever, he proposed a compromise—that,

instead of seeking Wade, they should try
to evade him, and slip into England by
the western frontier, where there were no
preparations made to oppose them.
On the 31st of October Charles left

Edinburgh, and his army divided into
several parties, and, taking different roads,
the better to deceive the enemy as to their

real route, marched to the Border. On
the 10th of November they appeared be-
fore the fortified town of Carlisle, which
on the 15th surrendered to them. Thence
Charles sent a letter to Lord Strathallan
to join the main army in England, with all

the troops which he could collect, without
delay—an order which his lordship
thought proper to neglect, so that the
Perth reinforcements remained in their
quarters, to the great chagrin of the
Highland portion of the troops, who
burned to share the dangers and the
honours of their brethren in England.
Leaving a garrison in Carlisle, the in-

surgents marched on, passing through
Preston, Manchester, and many other
towns, till, on the 4th of December, they
reached Derby, having, by an artful ma-
noeuvre, managed to evade the Duke of
Cumberland's army, then in Staffordshire,
as they had done before to Wade's, farther
north. They were now within 127 miles
of the Metropolis, had penetrated thus far
without opposition ; and Charles and his

soldiers were in the highest spirits at the
idea of speedily possessing themselves of
the Metropolis. Not so the leaders of his

army. They had not failed to remark,
with gloomy forebodings, that, though
they had marched through the counties
represented as being most favourable to

the Stuart family, not a single person of

distinction had joined them, and, indeed,

but few recruits of any kind; wdiereas

their army had been diminished consi-

derably by desertions, a thousand having
fallen oft' "between Edinburgh and Car-
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lisle. In these circumstances, they
thought it high time to make a deter-
mined stand. At a council of war,
held on the morning of the 5th De-
cember at Derby, the members gave it as
their unanimous opinion that they should
make good their retreat to Scotland while
yet it was possible to do so. They repre-
sented to the Prince that the hopes by
which they had been induced to enter
England had not been realised—there had
been no English rising, and no French
invasion. Now their little band, number-
ing under five thousand men, were about
to be surrounded by three armies, amount-
ing in all to thirty thousand soldiers—that,

even ifthey should give the Duke of Cum-
berland battle, and obtain a victory, it

must be with such loss as to render them
utterly unfit to meet the other array ready
to oppose their approach to the capital

—

that to proceed, therefore, was to ruin
their cause and destroy themselves.
Whereas, they continued, by returning to
Scotland, where several thousand addi-
tional troops were already waiting to join
them, they could maintain themselves in
unbroken strength till such time as, by
means of French reinforcements and a
further gathering of native troops, they
might meet the enemy with a hope of
success. Nothing could be more distress-
ing to the Prince than this proposal. To
his sanguine mind nearness to his object
was in proportion to his nearness to the
capital. He reasoned with his officers,

and condescended to beseech and implore
them to advance—but all in vain. In his
view^ everything depended on going for-
ward ; in theirs there was no hope but in
retreat. At length, finding all his efiTorts

useless, he told them that this time he sub-
mitted to their decision, but henceforward
he would call no more councils.
On the morning of the 6th, while it was

yet dark, the retreat commenced. When,
at daybreak the soldiers discovered by the
surrounding objects that they were re-
treating, their chagrin was extreme. They,
much more than their officers, had shared
the sanguine anticipations of the Prince,
and now could sympathise in his disap
pointment. His dejection was visible to
every eye. The hopeful spirit which had
hitherto sustained him in the midst of
peril and fatigue, now utterly forsook him.
He seemed to think that the knell of his
fortunes liad sounded, and that effort was
useless. Ever before—the first ready, and
the most active in the march—now at one
point and then at another—walking beside
his men, and conversing in the most affable
manner with all around him—his pre-
sence as a genial and cheering spirit was

felt throughout the whole army. But
from the sad morning of the Cth all was
changed. Cliarles was the laggard of the
army, frequently detaining his guard long
waiting for him, and tlien, sadly and
silently, riding to the position assigned
him among the troops. Bitter, indeed,
must have been his reflections during these
weary marches. Five months before, he
had landed, almost alone, on a distant

part of the Kingdom, and found his enter-

prise considered so desperate by the best

friends of his house, that he was urged to

abandon it. Nevertheless, he had perse-

vered, and attained such wonderful suc-
cess, that in this short period he had
marched over Scotland as its sovereign,
possessed himself of its capital, and then
penetrated into England so far as to be
little more than a hundred miles from the
great Metropolis of the empire. A nd now.
just as he thinks that by one other bold
stroke all is gained, he is compelled, as it

appears to him, to relinquish the great ad-
vantages he has obtained—with the pri/.e

in sight, he is not permitted to put forth

his hand to grasp it.

That this retreat destroyed all chance of
success to the Chevalier, is certain. What
might have been the result, had liis own
bolder counsels been followed, it is impos-
sible to say. It might have been, as his

officers feared, total destruction, or, as is

supposed by most of those who have
written of this period, it might have been
success. That such an issue was
considered possible by those most inte-

rested in doubting it, is ascertained by the
popular rumours of the day, which relate
that the King had his most valuable
effects put on board his yachts, which
were kept in readines at the Tower
stairs to sail with him at a moment's
warning ; and that the Duke of Newcastle,
one of tlie Secretaries of State, shut him-
self up for a day, deliberating whether he
ought not at once to declare for King
James. Whatever exaggeration there may
be in these statements, it is certain that
the greatest alarm pervaded all ranks.

The Bank was saved from failure onl}^ by
the ruse of paying in sixpences to persons
in its confidence, who, going out at one
door and entering by another, were paid
over and over again with the same money,
and thus prevented others getting access.

Shops were shut, and many of those who
could retired to the country, carrying-

whatever of their property was portable
with them. Charles's cause now owed as

much to the unreasonable and excessive

fears of its enemies as it had done at the
commencement to their unreasonable
contempt. Weak in itself, liis little army
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became strong by tlie terror of tlie foe.

But the first backward step dispelled this

terror. Its audacity heretofore had secured

for it uniform success. Now the spell was
broken, and men regained the power of

reason and comparison, by which they

discovered that five thousand men—how
ever heroic and devoted—were not

sufficient to resist the will of a great

people, and force an unwelcome king upon
them.
In other ways this retreat was dis-

astrous to the cause of the Stuarts. Just
at this juncture, many of the English and
Welsh Jacobite gentry are said to have
determined to join a cause so gallantly con-

ducted, and were actually on their way to

the Prince ; and France, which had
shortly before despatched a small rein-

forcement to Scotland under the charge of

Lord John Drummond, was making prepa-

rations for an effective descent on the Eng-
lish coast, when the news of the Prince's

retrograde movements stopped all. The
British Jacobites returned home, thankful
that they had not actually committed
themselves, and the French Government
found other occupation for its men and
money.
Nor was this master grievance the only

source of anxiety and vexation to Charles.
Tliere was disunion in his camp. At an
early period jealousies had sprung up be-
tween the Duke of Perth and Lord George
Murray, which were cherished by Murray
of Broughton, the Prince's secretary, from
a dread of Lord George's superior abilities

;

and to his selfish interference is ascribed
the unfortunate circumstance of the Che-
valier's being led to entertain most unjust
suspicions of the fidelity of his ablest
oflticer. The common impression that this

little army was really "a band of
brothers," united in devotion to a cause
which they considered a just one, is quite

a mistake, soon dissipated by a closer ac-
quaintance with the real facts of the case.

That the great body of the common sol-

diers and some of their leaders were sin-

cerely and enthusiastically attached to the
Stuart interest is certain ; but the Culloden
papers prove no less conclusively that many
of the important personages who took part
in this rebellion, were prompted by no
feelings of mistaken loyalty, but by a
mistaken view of the course most likely
to promote their own interests, that being
the guiding-star on the occasion.
The retreat was admirably executed,

Lord George Murray taking the post of
danger anil of honour in the rear. Thougli
passing through a hostile country, and
pursued by the Duke of Cumberland with
his cavalry, the insurgents maixhed with

the greatest order and deliberation, and
permitted the enemy to gain no advantage
over them. Once only the foes actually
met, when a skirmish took place between
the rearguard of the Prince's army and
the advanced troops of the Duke's forces.

The Highlander's obtained the victory;
and if the Prince had sent back to Lord
George Murray the assistance he asked,
that general believed he could have made
bold William of Cumberland himself and
most of his ofiicers prisoners. This
skirmish took place on the 18th, at

Clifton, near Penrith. On the I9th the
insurgents reached Carlisle, whicli they
left the next day, and, crossing the Esk,
again trod on Scottish ground.
Edinburgh, on getting rid of its trouble-

some visitors, had gladly returned to its

allegiance to King George, and was now
occupied by a portion of Marshal Wade's
army: so the Chevalier was obliged to
look elsewhere for quarters. Passing
through Dumfries^ from which he exacted
a heavy contribution, partly in considera-
tion of his own necessities, and partly as a
punishment for its known and active
whiggery, he proceeded to Glasgow to

play the same part, for the same reasons^
there. This rising town, famed for its

dislike of the Jacobites, was now com-
pelled, very much against its inclination,

to repair the sad waste which the English
expedition had made in the habiliments of
the rebel troops. Coats and shirts, shoes
and stockings, in many thousands, were
required from the industrious citizens for
their unwelcome visitors, who found,
however, little enough of voluntary kind-
ness or encouragement in their present
quarters.
The first warlike attempt of the insur-

gents after their return to Scotland was
directed against Stirling Castle, to which
they laid seige—an ill-chosen employment
for such troops as Charles commanded.
His army was now greatly increased by
the reinforcements which had been col-

lecting in Scotland, and the arriv^als from
France, during his absence—the latter,

however, being of no great importance.
Of the new Scotch troops, a large number
consisted of Erasers, led by the eldest son
of the notorious Simon Lord Lovat. This
aged nobleman, the head of the great clan
Fi-aser, was a near neighbour of Duncan
Forbes, and was as remarkable for low
cunning and unprincipled selfishness as the
good President was for uprightness and
patriotism. Lovat, whose sole guide was
self-interest, found himself in a sore

dilemma on the present occasion. He had
given private assurances of support to the
Stuarts, for which he was to be created
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Duke of Inverness ; but such engagements
\vere nothing to him. At one ana the same
time he writes to Forbes, bewailing the
wickedness and folly of the rebels, and
loading iiim with protestations of personal
affection and respect, and to Charles with
professions of zeal for his service, and the
request that he would furnish him with a
warrant to obtain possession of the person
of the President, dead or alive. But the
most atrocious part of his conduct was his
treatment of his own son, a youth of
eighteen, whom he compelled to lead out
tlife clan for the Chevalier's service, and
then hypocritically laments his sad lot in
having an undutiful son, who, taking
advantage of his years and feebleness,
leads his vassals to rebellion. By this du-
plicity the wretched man thought he had
secured himself, whatever might be the
result. If the enterprise of Charles suc-
ceeded, he should reap the fruits of his
friendship ; if it failed, the unnatural
parent trusted that the penalty due to the
guilty father would fall on the innocent
son. Poor man ! his cunning over-reached
itself. The blow fell on the right head,
and an ignominious death closed his long
career of crime.
The Duke of Cumberland followed the

insurgents no farther than Carlisle, which
lie re -took, and then returned southwards
with a part of his army to guard against
the invasion by France, which was still

feared. The other portion of his troops
was sent forward into Scotland, under
the charge of General Hawley, to whom
was intrusted tlie command of all the forces
in that part of the kingdom. Hawley was
a brave man ; but, unlike most brave men,
af a temper at once boastful and cruel.
For the Highlanders he entertained the
most thorough contempt, and hesitated not
to^ ascribe Cope's misfortunes to his own
mismanagement. He would speedily dis-

perse the contemptible rabble ! And, to
give public proof of his confidence of
victory, as well as to illustrate his own
savage disposition, he caused gibbets to be
erected in Edinburgh, before he left that
city, on which to hang his rebel prisoners
when he returned.

Charles, being informed of Hawley's
movements, determined, with his usual
promptitude, to advance and meet him.
Both armies numbered about eight
thousand, Charles having left one thousand
of his men before Stirling Castle. Hawley's
army, of which thirteen hundred were
cavalry, was encamped near Falkirk.
The Chevalier assembled his upon
Plean Moor, aboilt seven miles distant.
The preliminary arrangements of the
Prince were worthy of the ablest

general, while Hawley failed to exer-
cise the most ordinary watchfulness.
The poor man had fallen into a snare,
little calculated, one would think, to act
on a man of his savage temperament, but
which, nevertheless, did take effect.

Callander House, the seat of the Earl of
Kilmarnock, was near his camp. The
noble owner was an officer in the Che-
valier's army, induced by the influence
of his wife, who, like most of the ladies,

was a devoted Jacobite, to join a cause
which cost him his life. To her shrewd wo-
man's head it occurred that she might do
farther service to the Prince by trying to
fascinate the opposing general. Accord-
ingly, Hawley was invited to her mansion,
and so enchanted by the attractive manners
and conversation of the countess as to for-

get that the enemy was at hand. No
doubt, his contempt for the Highlanders,
whom he believed incapable of attacking
his troops—the heroes of Dettingen and
Fontenoy—made him the more negligent.
He was destined to a rough awakening !

About noon on the 17th of January,
1746, Charles set his army in motion. A
small body was sent forward on the direct
road to Falkirk, another made as if it

would return to Stirling, while the main
body,under LordGeorge Murray, marched
rapidly bya circuitousand unobserved route
towards a rising ground about two miles
from Hawley's camp, similar to the gi-ound
from which they had charged with so
much success at Preston. The ruse suc-

ceeded. The attention of the royalists

was directed to the party on the high road,
and a message sent to Callander House,
to Hawley, to inform him of their move-
ments. He, loth to leave, simply sent
orders that the men should put on their
accoutrements, but not get under arms.
Shortly after, however, the real route of
the insurgents was discovered, when the
royal army was quickly formed into line,

'and an urgent message despatched for the
careless general, who, at last fully alarmed,
was seen galloping, bare-headed, to his

troops. Hawley at once saw that Charles's

design was to attain the heights of Falkirk
Moor, and he instantly gave orders to his

troops to march thither, and possess tliem-

selves of the ground before the High-
landers could reach it. It now became a
race between the two arniies, and very
closely run it was. The insurgents had,
however, rather the advantage, and the

royal army were obliged to take up a
position somewhat lower than that occu-

pied by the foe, with the farther disad-

vantage of having a ravine interposej

between part of their line and the enemyJ
The ground, they at once saw, was very!
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unsuitable for their movements. To add
to their misfortunes, a tremendous storm
of wind and rain blew right in their faces,

almost blinding them by its violence. In
these circumstances, about four o'clock in

the afternoon, the battle commenced, and
in less than ten minutes was decided.
The right wing of the insurgents—the

brave Macdonalds—speedily repulsed the
dragoons who commenced the engagement
by charging them. The cowards of Pres-
ton now became the cowards of Falkirk.
The third regiment of dragoons behaved
somewhat better ; but ere long gave way
likewise, and were followed by the great
body of the army, who, finding their fire-

locks rendered useless by the rain, and
quite disheartened, tledto Falkirk, carrying
poor Hawley with them. Three regi-
ments of the royalists, who outflanked tne
Prince's forces, alone stood their ground,
and manfully repulsed their pursuers. So
great was the confusion created by the
storm and the darkness which accompa-
nied it, as well as by the impetuosity and
disorder of the pursuit on the part of the
Highlanders, which their officers in vain
endeavoured to restrain, that even the vic-
tors were at first doubtful whether the day
was theirs. As the Jacobite song has it

—

Saya brave Lochiel, " Pray have we won ?
I see no troops—I hear no gun.'*
Says Drummond, *' Faith, the battle's done—

I know not how nor why, naan ;

But, my good lads, this thmg I crave—
Have we defeat these heroes brave ?'*

Says Murray, *
' I believe we have ;

If not, we're here to try, man."

But, tried they up, or tried they down.
There was nae foe in Falkirk town.
Nor yet in a' the country roun'.

To break a sword at a' man

;

They were sae bauld at break o' day,
When tow'rd the west they took their way

;

But the Highlandmen came down the brae.
And made the dogs to blaw, man.

Won they certainly had. Hawley and
his army rested not that night till thcv had
placed ten miles between them and the
insurgents ; leaving their baggage, after an
unsuccessful attempt to fire it, for spoil to
the enemy. Hawley gave his loss in all,

killed, wounded, and missing, at 280, but
it is supposed to have been much greater.
Amongst the killed was a large number
of oflficers, including the brave Sir Robert
Munro, of Fowlis. The insurgent army
had 32 men killed, and 120 wounded. As
Hawley was not so fortunate as to get rebels
to hang, he employed his gibbets for the exe-
cution of his own runaway soldiers, to the
disgust of the good people of Edinburgh.
They remarked that the hapless general,
w^hen he re-appeared amongst them, looked
even more wretched than Cope had done
after the battle of Preston. Nevertheless,
he endeavoured to represent the matter in
as favourable a light as possible, and made
out so plausible a story as to leave it doubt-
ful whether he had gained or lost. But the
public were not to be imposed upon by his

glosses. The alarm which the retreat from
Derby had allayed was now renewed. At
Court and elsewhere, all faces gathered
darkness ;—all except Sir John Cope, who
looked perfectly delighted when the news
reached London of the defeat of his suc-
cessor. He now ventured to show himself
openly in the streets of London, which he
had scarcely done before since the battle
of Preston.
The Duke of Cumberland was immedi-

ately hurried off to Scotland to command in
person, and made the journey between Lon-
don and Edinburgh in four days, which, iu
those times, was wonderfully rapid travel-
ling. Early on the morning of January
30, he reached Holyrood Palace. Three
hours for rest, and then to business with his
generals. The courtesies due to the loyal in-

habitants succeeded, and next morning the
ardent soldier hastened to pursue his loe.

The Charm of an Old House.—I love old houses best, for the sake of the odd
closets and cupboards, and good thick walls that don't let the wind blow in, and little

out-of-the-way polvangular rooms with great beams running across the ceiling—old

heart of oak, that has outlasted half a score generations—and chimney-pieces with the

date of the year carved above them, and huge fireplaces that warmed the shins of

Englishmen before the house of Hanover came over. The most delightful associations

that ever made me feel, and think, and fall a dreaming, are excited by old buildings

—

not absolute ruins, but in a state of decline. Even the clipped yews interest me ; and
if I found one in any garden that should become mine, in the shape of a peacock, I

should be as proud to keep his tail well spread as the man who first carved him.-—
Southey's Life and Correspondence.
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AN AMERICANOS DESCRIPTION OF MANCHESTER.

A FEW years since I visited the town of

Mancliester, for it had not then arrived,

large as it was, at the dignity of a city. It

is situated on the little river Iswell, and

almost in the centre of a large plain, a

wilderness of houses of all sizes and of all

dimensions, and all looking dark and
gloomy as prisons. There are colossal

buildings constructed of dark grey stone,

whose stories are piled one upon another,

mitil the upper windows are so distant

that they resemble pigeon-holes. Church
spires here and there vary the dark mo-
notonj', and immense factories or mills

loom up in all directions, while their tall

chimneys belch forth incessantly volumes

of the blackest of all possible smoke, from
which a sooty shower of flakes falls on
streets and on passengers, until they par-

take of the general dingy hue. Where-
ever you go is heard the whizzing of innu-

merable wheels, the smoking of steam-pipes

and the dull rumble of monstrous drags

and waggons. Trade there reigns lord of

the ascendant, and Commerce holds its

liead-quarters.

To form any just idea of the magnitude
of Manchester, and of the character of its

population, it should be entered towards
evening. Then every mill is illuminated

;

and as their countless windows blaze forth,

they present a brilliant spectacle. The
black walls are no longer seen, and the

canopy of smoke which overhangs all is

no longer distinguishable by the eye. At
the corners of nearly ail the principal

streets are gaudy buildings, with enormous
lamps, and into these gin palaces, as they
are called, a continual stream of living

beings enters. And, oh ! what a wretched
procession 1 Old men and little children,

drabbish v/omen and yoimg girls, youths
of besotted appearance, and men in the

very flower of life, bowed down to the

dust, energies quenched, strength pros-

trated, minds half destroyed. Just follow
me into a Manchester gin palace, and let

us watch for a moment what is going op.

Behind a bar, decorated richly with
carvings and brass-work, multiplied bv
numerous mirrors in costly frames, witn
three or four showy -looking and flashily-

attired females, occupied incessantly in

drawing from enormous casks—gaudily
painted in green and gold, and bearing se-

ducing names—glasses of spirits, which are
eagerly clutched by the trembling fingers

of those who crowd round the counter,
gasping as if for breath for the stimulus

of drink. Look at their red half-raw lips,

their glaring lack-lustre. Listen to their

ribald speech and their profane oaths ; see

how perseveringly those retailers of liquor

smile on the victims who swallow the

poisons of which they are the purveyors.

How minute are some of the glasses on
tlie counter : those are for the children's
" drops," and when the mills are out, hun-
dreds of the wretched-looking little crea-

tures will visit the gin-shop for their

farthing glass. In such places as these
fortunes are made very speedily ; for as
yet Temperance Societies have done but
very little for the factory people.*
And then stand near one of the factory

gates as the people are leaving work. It

is a horrible—nay, a revolting si«ht!

There you may see misery and wretched-
ness in their most forbiddingaspect. Gaunt
and half clad women rush, like mad crea-
tures, from the doors, and hasten home,
where their half-idiotic children have been
lying, since they left them in the morning,
half stupified with Godfrey's cordial. It

is painful to think how many children in

Manchester are annually killed off by
laudanum also. And slatternly girls take
their way to filthy houses, whilst troops of
little children, many of them maimed and
deformed, crawl painfully along to their
half-satisfying meal; children who have
never known what childhood always
should enjoy—fresh air and wholesome
food and kind treatment. Such are some
of the features of Manchester as they
strike a stranger. <.

* "We believe we are correct in stating
that the Temperance Movement in Man-
chester has, within the last twelve months,
received a new impulse. In the Teetotal
Times for this month, it is stated that
about 150 temperance meetings are now
held in Manchester weekly, which are well
supplied with local advocates, and ooca-
sioiial lecturers of eminence. Amongst
those who have been induced to adopt the
principle of total abstinence, are to be
found men and women, some of them from
sixty to seventy years of age, congregated
in the various meeting rooms, for the inir-

pose of learning to read and ivrite, and
their progress is marked by the eagerness
which they manifest to take home a vtlume
from the Temperance library. Children
once ueglected are now cared for; and
homes, once miserable, have become the
abodes of peace and comfort.
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EMMA RICHMOND.
FiVE-AND-THiRTY vears have passed away
since first I saw thy venerable pile, Netley
Abbey. I was little beyond a boy then.
My feelings were all fresh ; my imagination
was vivid ; my mind was as elastic as my
tread ; and out of the drapery supplied by
a heart overflowing \vith warm emotion, I

clothed all nature with an ideal loveliness,
which looked most charmingly in my eyes.
Happy days ! never, alas ! to return.
Happy days, in which I had no suspicion,
knew no fear, had suffered no disappoint-
ment, and believed all things and all per-
sons to be as fair and as good as they
appeared. It is a pleasing thought which
paints man's condition in heaven as a per-
petual youth.
Much as my early enthusiasm was owing

to my natural endowments, no small influ-
ence must be attributed to the outer world
in the midst of which my boyhood was
spent. Smiling then is the aspect of nature.
That fine broad sheet of ever-moving water

;

those well-wooded shores ; the handsome
mansions and pretty cottages by which
those shores are diversified and adorned

;

and then that ivy-covered ruin, nestling in
trees and brushwood, as if seeking a defence
against further dilapidation ;—these objects,
together with the rural village of Hythe for
my centre, and the New Forest, with its
fine old trees, its deer, its oxen, and its
native breed of horses, and here and there
its antique towns, full of historic memories

j

—these objects combined to stamp on my I

impressible mind a love of natural scenery,
to which I owe a large portion of the happi-
ness of my life, and, though then I knew it
not, exerted over me a refining and ex-
panding influence, which went far to fix my
choice of a profession, in which I could
indulge, and have fully indulged, my love
of all things beautiful. Of all the interest-
ing objects of that interesting locality, no
one made so deep an impression on me as
Netley Abbey. The image of those fine
ecclesiastical remains stands in my mind
now as fresh and distinct as on the evenino-
of the day when I first beheld them!
Uniting in themselves, as they pre-emi-
nently do, the beautiful and the venerable
carrying the mind back to days and scenes
which, to the young student of history,
add the poetry of fancy to the poetry of
religion, and embowered in leaves, branches,
and trunks, through which the softened
atmo^here beams sweetly, and brings shaft,
column, and arch into deep and impressive
shadow—those ruins were, and in imagina-

tion still are to me, an object at once in-
citing, soothing, and gratifying, so as to fill,

satisfy, and yet enlarge my heart. But, be
it known, the Netley of those days is not
the Netley of the present hour. Several
times since have I visited the ruin, and
every time, alas ! have I found changes to
deplore. At first those changes aff"ected to
be improvements—as if man's hand could
amend what the hand of Time had made
beautiful ! On the last occasion I found
that the spirit of cupidity had taken rude
possession of the place. The abbey was
converted into a kind of beer-shop ! Then
—oh, horrid I—I heard the creaking fiddle,
and saw a circle of half-intoxicated
dancers, and heard their noisy laugh and
their clumsy joking. Scarcely could I
believe my senses ; and, though I had come
from far to view my beloved old Netley, and
could hardly tear myself away without some
survey of nooks and corners, every inch of
which I was acquainted with, yet very soon
was my face set toward Southampton, and
truly was I glad to find my steps bearing
me from what I could not but regard as a
desecrated place. In these feelings others
probably could share to only a small extent.
There is in Netley Abbey a source of charm
peculiar to myself. There first I became
acquainted with her who was my wife, tlie

affectionate and beloved mother of my'
child—but who now, alas! is no longer at
my side. No few of the suntiy spots of a
courtship ten years in duration, are for
ever in my mind associated with Netley
Abbey as it was.
A short while since I paid a visit to those

parts. I knew that my wife's mother was
siill alive. I knew she was supported by
her youngest daughter. I wished to see
them both. I thought it likely that the
sight of places and persons that would
recall the memory of other days might
assuage the sufferings I endured from the
recent loss of one who through ramy long
years had been a lover and a friend. I
arrived late one evening in the beginning
of October. The weather was fine, and I
had preferred accomplishing the last part of
my journey on foot, in order that I might
have full leisure to survey and tarry amidst
scenes and objects which Mary and myself
had again and again looked on with young
eyes and .fond hearts. Well was I repaid,
especially as the evening shades grew longer
and deeper. How deep and mellow those
autumnal tints ! what diversity of hues, and
how beautifully blended or contrasted

!
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And then, as I came near human dwellings,

how glad was I to find and recognise old

friends—here in a farm-house, there in a

clump of cottages ; a little* further on, in a

hedge, a barn, a particular tree, a breed of

cows. *' Thanks, thanks !" said I ;
'* change

has not ventured hither—all here is as I

left it ; while the North has been turned
upside down, my own South country is as

rural and as charming as ever.'* I would
almost have believed that the men and
women I saw I had seen before. ** Surely
that young blowsy farm-servant I know
very well : those red brawny arms bare
almost to the shoulder ; that broad, ruddy,
passive-looking face ; that clumsy gait

;

that blue-striped apron, check bedgown,
and small white cap. O yes ! the same was
here thirty years and more ago ; at any
rate the genus is the same, whoever the
individual may be : names are small matters
—that aggregate of qualities I can swear I

saw in this place some six lustres

since.'*

As I stood at tbe cottage- door waiting
for permission to enter, I heard a low
moaning noise, which gave me pain, and
excited my apprehensions. Lifting the
latch, and for a second holding the door
ajar, I saw, in a small room, so sweetly clean
and bright that you could have eaten your
food on any part of it, a young woman,
about three and twenty, whom I imme-
diately recognised as my wife's sister, and
an old woman with her head bent down on
her knees, whom I took to be her mother,
Emma Richmond, neatly attired, sat at a
small round table, which had been scrubbed
till it was as white as snow. Her eyes and
hands were most intently occupied in

sewing. Every now and then there ap
peared something like a momentary pause,
as if she expected some one. Mrs. Rich-
mond continued to emit a low continuous
moaning, which was expressive of half
pleasure, half pain. Evidently my tap had
not been heard. I advanced into the room.
Emma, starting up, advanced towards me,
but immediately receded. No, I was not
the person on whom her mind was running.

*'I beg pardon," I said; "you do not
know me—how should you ? The last time
I was here you were a little girl."

The moaning in the chimney corner
stopped.

** Can it be you, Mr. Henry ?" Emma
asked.
At the mention of my name the old

"woman arose, and looking me full in the
face, exclaimed, " Yes, it is he."

" Be seated," both added at the same
moment.
While refreshments were providing, I

began to converse with my friends. One

topic, my own loss, was tacitly avoided, as
if by common consent.

** I am sorry," I said, ** to find you, Mrs.
Richmond, so low in spirits. 1 was not
aware that you were suffering under dejec-
tion."

'' Nor is she," interrupted Emma ;
*' at

least, it is only on certain occasions that
she is dovi^ncast. To-day is the anniversary
of father's death, and we always have kept
it in solitude and silence. The last two or
three years it seems to darken mother's
spirits a good deal. Ever since noon has
she sat there moaning, and never moved
until you came in. It distresses me, but
what can I do ?"

*' Nothing," interposed Mrs. Richmond
;

'* nothing, nothing," added she, in soften-
ing, melancholy tones. "No ; no one can
do anything for me on this side the grave.
I am not unhappy, for that dear girl does
everything in her power to make me happy !

and very great is thy power, Emma ! Bless
thee, my girl, for all thou hast done ! Hard
work thou hast had to keep this our old
house over our heads. Mr. Henry, except
that ten pounds a year that you send us,

Emma has done it all."
" No, no, mother ; don't forget what

father left."

"Father left thirty pounds and this cot-

tage. The thirty pounds are gone long
ago, and the cottage would have been gone
too but for thee, my dear child."

"Well, well, say no more about it.—Dear
me, how the wind blows ! I am afraid ^ve

shall have a stormy night."
Saying these words, Emma Richmond

slightly coloured. She paused for a mo-
ment, and then took her part in the con-
versation. Yet I could not but observe
that she seemed uneasy. More than once
her words failed her. Twice she snuffed

out the candle. Her ear from time to time
was turned towards the door.

" You, Mr. Henry," said Mrs. Richmond,
after a long and involved speech about her
deceased husband, which seemed to give

her feelings relief—" you can tell us all

about this great affair that Prince Albert
has put forward—what do you call it ?"

" The Great Exhibition ?"

"Yes, that is it; well, now, 1 want
Emma to go up to London on the occasion

;

poor thing, she wants a change; she has
hard work, William,—Mr. Henry, I

mean."
" No, no, mother, William it must be:

old names bring back old days."
" Well, William, Emma has a hard lot

:

not that she thinlcs it hard, dear girl, but
still it is hard : she is up by five in the

morning ; winter and summer 'tis all alike ;

and never, save on Sunday nights, is she
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in bed till twelve, and when work presses

she has no bed at all. You see she has

the household business, washing and all,

as well as her sewing. And now, I say,

she shall go to London. It will not cost

much. We have one pound three- and-

sixpence in store, and I reckon that we caii

save sixpence a week or more between this

and then.**
" I wish," I interposed, **that it was in

my power to contribute to so desirable an
object ; but you know, mother, how small

is my income, and my expenses have of late

been rery great. Dear me, what a gust of

wind."
*' Aye, aye, the old cottage has stood

many such a gust ; but we had the thatch
repaired last summer, and we're in no
danger."

*' Would there was no danger anywhere
else," interrupted Emma.
" Well, my child, there's a God over all;

he will do what is best, and the wind as

well as the sea is in his keeping.—But, as

I was saying, William, I want Emma to go
to this Exhibition. She is not what she
was. I don't mean in character, for she
is kinder and more attentive than ever.

But she is worn down, and her spirits are

not so good as they were ; I am afraid her
health has suffered, and I am sure she can-
not go on this way long without a change

;

but there it's no use my talking ; I've said

these things to her again and again, and
she won't promise ; do you try what you
can do, William."

I had a long conversation with Emma,
in which evey position I took was well sup-

ported by her mother. At length, towards
midnight, Emma was talked into surrender,

and gave a promise that she would make
preparations for visiting London some time
m the ensuing summer. The promise gave
Mrs. Richmond great satisfaction ; and
we ail retired to bed well pleased with the
result.

' It has been a dreadful night, Emma,"
I said, as I sat down to the breakfast table.

"Yes," she replied: "the storm has
kept me awake from the moment I lay
down."
At that moment a loud knock was heard at

the door. Immediately after entered a young
girl, her eyes staring wildly, and her com-
plexion pale as death.

'' Brother"—she gasped out.
" Lost ?" asked Emma, and fell back

lifeless on the floor.

The scene, at first an enigma to me, soon
icv^aled itself. And now Emma's agita-
tion the previous evening, as well as her
sleeplessness, was explained.
Kichard Shaw, to whom, as I learnt,

Emma was betrothed, had (he was a ferry-

man) gone the day before to convey a
party of holiday-keepers from Hyihe to
Netley Abbey. Festiviiy threw their return
late. In the evening a violent storm came
on. On the passage back, the party perished.
Next morning the boat was found stranded
on the shore.
For three days Emma uttered no word.

So quiet did she lie on her bed that she
scarcely seemed to live. Meanwhile, her
mother appeared as if endowed wiih a new
life. She became active and almost cheer-
ful. Whatever was required in the way of
domestic duty she promptly and effectually

accomplished. Down stairs early in the
morning, she got breakfast ready, and made
the room clean and neat. When dinner-
time came, there was on the table a frugal,

well-cooked meal. The evening fireside

retained its full share of comfort.
At length Emma asked for a cup of tea.

Encouraged by this token of returning
activity, I inquired after her health.

*' Well," she simply replied.

I again asked whether I could procure
her anything, and received in answer a bare
but earnest " No !"

I found that it was in vain to try to en-
gage her in conversation, and left her room.
The next morning, to my great surprise, I

found Emma, and not her mother, busy with
household cares.

" How glad I am to see you here, Emma,"
I said.
" It was full time ; at last I grew ashamed

of my selfishness, and God gave me strength
to rise and relieve mother of labours to
which she is quite unequal."

" You have suffered a painful bereave-
ment : I deeply feel for you."

** I know you do, and I thank you from
my heart ; but excuse me if I ask you not
to mention the subject again. I cannot
talk on it, and it will spare my feelings if

others are so kind as to avoid the topic.

One thing, I may add, I have in my solitude
reflected on the future ; I see what my
course is, and what my duty is ; it is God's
will that I should live exclusively for dear
mother, and I hope I shall have grace given
me so that I may fulfil my part."

" Does this mean that you decline all re-

creation ?"

*' It means that I do not leave this village

so long as mother is alive."

"But you now want a change more than
ever."

" Mr. Henry, do not urge me ; I cannot
leave her. I should not have a moment's
happiness during my absence."

*' Purely you might find a neighbour—

"

" O yes, more than one thj^t^ would do
their best ; but their best will no longer

satisfy me. The night you came I thought
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the matter could be easily arranged ; but 1
have changed my mind."

" Take time for consideration."
"Mr. Henry," replied she, in a tone of

deepened earnestness, " words are useless,
it's a matter of feeling with me : no power
could take me alive from under this roof, so
long as my dearly beloved mother is here.
And, believe me, it is in no spirit of self-

will, still less of heavy dejection—and yet
it is a loss," she suddenly sobbed out,
bursting into tears ;

—" but in a few days I
shall be more calm."

Since the time when these words were
uttered, I have received several letters from
an old and respected friend, who lives
within a few doors of Mrs. Richmond.
Emma, I learn, is no less diligent than
before, but more placid. It would seem as
if a source of solicitude had been removed.
Her whole manner gives the idea 'of a
contented, happy person. The stream of
her life, which was before divided, has be-
come one again. Her whole soul is bent
on ministering to her mother. Not that
she does not feel and deplore the loss of
one who was full worthy of her; but
Emma's is a religious as well as affection ate
soul. She is, therefore, well assured that
her bereavement has good in it; that good
she is anxious to discover, and make her
own. Bowing, therefore, in reverent love
to the great Disposer of Events, she gives
all her heart to her duties, in the discharge
of which she has found a blessing, the
greatest blessing on earth—namely, a mind
rapidly coming into harmony with the will
of God.
Many, very many, will be the disappoint-

ments connected with the " Great Exhi-
bition." Some may be as severe as that
endured by Emma Richmond. Few, if any,
can be more severe than hers. But none
of those disappointments will be without a
beneficial result, if they are borne in the
spirit in which Emma is living day by day.
The happiness of life depends not on Ex-
hibitions, nor on extraordinary things of
any kind, but on a proper regulation of the
affections, and on the full engagement of
all our faculties in some course of duty.
*' Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace whose
mind is stayed on Thee." So declares the
Scripture

; experience says, "Amen."
Good in this world is never unaccom-

panied by evil. This Exhibition, viseful as
i; is sure to be, may have bad effects on ill-

balanced mmds. Many it will set a longing
for what they cannot attain

; the disappoint-
ment of others it will sharpen. It may
produce in our people a general unrest and
craving. Therefore have we told the story
of Emma Richmond. Happy those who
can be happy in their duties, the every day
routine of life; who are happy without
thinkmg about it; who are happy in the
discharge of their duties almost without
knowing why or wherefore—like the child
in the following lines, taken from a very
interesting and instructive little volume
(" Poems for my Children, by Mrs.Hav^-k-
shard.") * ~

She was a simple village child,
Meanly but cleanly clad

;A pitcher of the rudest kind
Within her hands she had.

" I've come," she said, " for many amile.
To seek St. Ronan's well,

Because it hath a healing power,
The country people tell.

" My mother hath been ill long time
;

But if she drink, they say,
Of this good water, it will take
Her sickness quite away."

She filled her pitcher at the well

;

Then, at the old man's knee,
She knelt, and said, "A blessing grant.
Good father, unto me."

** And art thou happy, little maid ?"

The aged hermit said.
As on her curling locks his hands
To bless her forth he spread.

*^ Happy," she said: "what does itmean?
I labour all the day

;

But wdien the old tree's shadow falls
I run abroad to play.

" I work for mother ; when I'm good.
At night she gives a kiss

;

I know not what the * happv* means,
Unless that it be this."

The old man sighed :
" Sir Knight," said he,

"We've sought in different ways

—

I in this forest's solitude,
Thou ^midstthe great world's praise—

" For happiness, but found it not.
But without search or thought,

This little child hath found her bliss
In doing what she ought."

* Simpkin and Marshall, London.

Finger Nails.—Experiments have shown that a man's nails grow their complete
length in four months and a half. A man living seventy years renews his nails 186
times. Allowing each nail to be half-an-inch long, he has grown seven feet and nine
inches of finger nail on each finger, and on fingers and thumbs an aggregate of seventy-
seven feet and six inches.
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WORKING MAN'S GARDEN.

Second Week in April.

BOWING SEEDS.

All seed-sowing must be completed within

this week or the next, otherwise onions,

carrots, and the earlier kinds of peas, cab-

bages, brocoli, &c., will prove failures

Two sowings of peas, and the same ot broad

beans, sl.ould be made in the course of this

month, and at intervals of ten days small

quantities of lettuce, spinach, radishes, and

onions should be sown, and also a little

Normandy cress, to be used as salad, may be

made to occupy any shaded spare corner.

CELERY.

The main crop of celery may now be

sown, though some gardeners will wait for

the summer months : whichever time, how-

ever, is made choice of, the following

method of cultivation will be found worth

attention:

—

.

First choose a piece of warm rich ground,

and clear it carefully from all rubbish; then

mark it with a line into beds six feet broad,

and havin? alleys between them of about

eighteen inches. Let good rotten dung be

then laid on the beds, and let them be

trenched one spade deep, putting the dung

in thick layers under each spit as the work

advances, by which means it will be kept

near the surface, and will be found in every

direction by the fibres in their search for

nourishment.
This done, let deep drills be formed from

east to west, or across the beds, with the

drawing hoe, at the distance of sixteen

inches asunder, the earth from which should

be raised into as high ridges as possible in

- the distances. This serves two purposes;

in the one case by acting as a soi t of shade

that would contribute to promote the

retentiveness of moisture to the newly-

established plants ; and of the other mention

shall be made by and bye.

So much having been completed, let the

plants be set iii the ordinary way, when

they require no more care, except abundant

watering, and frequent weeding with the

hoe, until the plants are almost fully grown.

At that time procure a quantity of litter or

damaged hay, or any other compact weedy

rubbish that is not too succulent, and hav-

ing bound up each plant separately but

loosely with strands of bass, let the litter

or hay be put up to the sides, as in the way

of earthing, »o the depth of about twelve

inches. This will exclude the lights which

is all that is required, particularly if pressed •

closely round the plants ; and the facility

with which this can be done, and preserved

so, will be in proportion to the height to

which the ridges between the drills arc

raised, which is the second reason alluded

to above.
Additions of materials must be repeated

as the stuff sinks, or the plants elevate

themselves, un il the spaces between the

rows are completely filled to a considerable

height. After the lapse of the u>ual time,

the result of this method will be a fine crop

of well blanched celery.

SCARLET-RUNNER.

The scarlet-runner should now be sown
;

it is both an ornament to the garden, and

affords a favourite vegetable. This kind

of bean may be planted in any soil which is

not very damp. Each bean should be set

three or four inches asunder, in diills two

inches deep, and have a covering of earth

of the same depth. Some gardeners sow

them along by a wall, and train them on

strong pack-thread; others set thent beside

the gravel walks, and train them up sticks

six or seven feet high, bent so as to form

an arch ; and many plant them in double

rows in beds, and train them to poles. They

are a very profitable cr> p, and will bear

both flowrer and fruit all through the season,

until killed by the autumn frosts.

THE DAVARF KIDNEY-BKAN.

One of the best kind of beans is the

*' dwarf prolific kidney-bean.*' It should

now be sown in drills, not too near each

other, or near those of peas or beans, to

avoid the shading which they would occasion

to, or would receive from, other rows. A
light rich soil is ind spensable, and to have

them in perfection it will be necessary to

open trenches about four inches deep, to

divr in some good manure, to draw back the

earth over it, and then to open drills with

the hoe two inches and a-half deep, and set

the beans in them. For the first crop j-ow

the " Speckled Dwarf;" for the second, the
** Negro;" and for the last, which should

be put in the ground in the middle of July,

the " Dun-coloured" and the '* White
Canterbury."

CARROTS.

Sow during this week the ** orange" and

the "long red" carrot seed. Let the ground

be pariicularly well dug, and have every

lump broken, that the roots may have full

libeTty to run down long aud straight, and

not be turned aside, or caused to fork by

the clods. Sow the seeds evenly with the

hand, and rake them in, but previously to
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raking, if the ground be very dry and light,

the seed may be trodden in evenly and
regularly. Carrot seeds have numerous
little forked hairs on their borders, by which
they adhere ; and therefore they should be
well rubbed between the hands and mixed
with sand before they are sown.
The plants as they rise should be kept

clear of weeds, and when three or four
inches in height they should be thinned out
to intervals of four inches, and again at
different thinnings to distances of six,

eight or ten inches. The produce of these
IsLtter thinnings will supply the table until
the main crop is fit for use in September.

PARSNIPS.

This is the time for sowing a full crop of
parsnips, the last that can be put in until

next February. They require more room
than carrots, but in all other respects they
may be cultivated in the same manner. In
thinning, they should be first left in pairs,

and when six inches high, the weakest of
each pair ought to be drawn. The *' hollow
crowned*' and the " Guernsey" are the
best kinds.

FRUITS.

Finish grafting fruit-trees this week if

possible, and if you have any tender wall-
fruit, protect the opening blossoms from
the frost by sticking small branches of
spruce fir about the trees. These answer
quite as well as netting or canvas ; but what-
ever protection is used should be removed
daily, and replaced at night.
All fruit-trees inoculated the last summer,

and which have succeeded, should now have
the stocks cut down to three or four inches
above the bud. If this is neglected the
buds will die away as the season advances

;

or if, perchante, they send forth shoots,
they will be so weakened by the growth of
the stock as to be of little account.

If you have any young fruit-trees, observe
to water them in dry weather, and if the
leaves are at all curled, pour water all over
the branches ; this may also be practised to
great advantage on old trees, but it must'
never be done in the heat of the day, lest

the sun scorch the leaves, nor late in the
evening, for fear of frost.

:FL0WERS.—PERENNIALS—BIENNIALS.

During this week, if the weather con-
tinues dry, sow hardy perennials and bien-
nials—for instance, Canterbury bells, sweet
Williams, pinks, carnations, hollyhocks,
French honeysuckles, stock gillinowers,
wallflowers, centaureas, everlasting pea,
with many others of which the seed mer-
chant will offer you a choice. In sowing
these be careful, to avoid the two very com-

mon errors, of sowing too thickly, and
covering too deep. The largest require
not more than an inch of fine mould as a
protection from the atmosphere, and a
stimulant to vegetation, and the smaller
should be merely covered.

TULIPS—AURICULAS—RANUNCULUSES

—

CARNATIONS—ANEMONIES.
Tulips require protection from the light

frosts j^f April, which may be easily afforded

them by forming an awning of flexible sticks

and matting or oiled paper. There are
endless varieties of tulips, but they are all

propagated, either by sowing the seeds, or
planting the off-sets. They look very pretty
in cottage gardens when arranged in
clumps in the borders, but those who have
large gardens generally prepare separate
beds for their reception. There are many
instances on record of a bed of these flowers
being valued at a thousand pounds.

Auriculas are now coming into bloom,
and as they are well worthy of care, we
would advise our friends to bestow a little

on them ungrudgingly. If the weather is

dry, they must be well watered every second
day ; but if it is cold and wet, they must be
sheltered by a little awning. If more than
one flower stem appear to each plant, they
should be removed, and on the one allowed
to remain, only eight or ten flowers ought
to be left. Auriculas grown in the open
border must be taken up and parted every
third year.

RANUNCULUSES.
The soil about the necks of Ranunculuses

should now be pressed firmly down with
the hand ; and where worms are trouble-
some, the beds may be sprinkled with lime-
water.

CARNATIONS.

The Carnations are now beginning to

shoot up their long slender stalks, and
require to be fastened to slight straight
sticks to prevent their being broken by the
wind. There are three chief divisions of
this flower—the *' Flakes,*' the '* Bizares,"
and the '* Picotees." The " Flakes" have
two colours only ; the ** Bizares" have two
upon a white ground; and the ''Picotee"
is white, edged with red, purple, or some
other colour. Much of the beauty of a

carnation depends on its opening regularly;

and in order to insure this, some slit the
bud gently with a needle on the opposite
side to that which has begun to open natu-
rally ; others tie a piece of silk round the

bud as far down as it ought to open ; and
others cut a hole in a card and slip it over
the bud before it expands, drawing it up as

the flower opens. This latter method is

the best, as the petals conceal the card.
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which perfectly preserves the shape of the

flower.
ANEMONIES.

Press the earth firmly round them, and

if the weather is very severe, protect them
from its effects. They look beautiful in

clumps ; even the commonest single ones

are worthy of care.

THE DOUBLE FAULT.
A Tale for Children.

"Why Arthur!" exclaimed Mrs. Mason,

on coming imo the room where she had left

her two boys playing, and findmg one ot

them there with a bunch of flowers in his

hand. ** How came you to pull my flowers.

Hav'nt I positively forbidden you to do

*• I did not do it, mother ! I did not do it.

It was John."
" Where is John ?"

*' He's in the yard."
" Call him in," said Mrs. Mason.

While Arthur was at the window, calhng

to his brother, Mr. Mason, the father, came

into the room.
*' John has been pulling my flowers.

Isn't it too bad, that a boy so large as he is

should have so little consideration ? They

were coming out into bloom beautifully.

Just then John entered, with a bunch of

flowers also in his hand.
'• John, how came you to pull my

flowers?" said Mrs. Mason. "You knew

it was wrong." ^ ^^ t rr

"I did not think, when I pulled oti a

rosebud and two or three larkspurs," re-

plied John. ,

" Two or three larkspurs and a rosebud.

Why, your hand is full of flowers."

*' O, but William Jones gave me all but

the larkspurs and the rosebud. Indeed,

mother, I didn't touch any more ;
and I am

sorry I took them; but I forgot it was

wrong when I did so."
*• But Arthur says you pulled that large

bunch in his hand.**
'« Arthur knows I didn't. He knows he

pulled them himself, and that I told him

he'd better not do it ; but he said he had as

much right to the flowers as i had.''

Mr. and Mrs. Mason both looked at Ar-

thur in surprise and displeasure. His

countenance showed that he had been guilty

of wrongly accusing his brother.
" Is it true that you did pull the flowers,

Arthur ?" asked his mother.

But Arthur was silent.
" Speak, sir !" said his father, sternly,

** did you pull the flowers ?"

** Yes, sir."
** And then falsely accused your brother

of the wrong you had done. That niy boy

should be guilty of an evil act like this ! I

could not have believed it ! It is a wicked

thing to lie, to hide a fault, simply ; but

falsely to accuse another of what we have
ourselves done, is far more wicked still.

Can it be possible that a son of mine has

fallen so low ? It grieves me to the heart."

Mr. Mason spoke as he felt. He was
deeply grieved. Nothing had occurred for

along time that so hurt him. He loved

honesty and truth—but how opposite to

both had been the conduct of his boy !

" Go to your chamber and stay there un-

til I see you or send for you," he said ; and
Arthur retired in shame from the presence

of his parents and the brother he had so

meanly attempted to injure. Of course he

felt very unhappy. How could he feel other-

wise ? The rebuking words of his father

fell like heavy blows upon his heart, and
the pain they occasioned was for a long

lime severely felt.

What punishment the parents thought it

right to inflict upon Arthur we do not

know. But, no doubt, he was punished in

some way as he deserved. And, besides

this, he had the still severer punishment

which always follows that meanest fault of

which any one can be guilty—that of accus-

ing another, and innocent person, of what
we have ourselves done.
Bad as this fault is, it is, alas ! too com-

mon. But no manly, honest, truthful boy
will be betrayed into it. To the better im-

pulses of our young readers, who have been

so wicked as to fall into the sin, either from

sudden impulse or deliberate purpose, we
would earnestly appeal, and beg of them to

think more wisely and act more justly in

the future. No cause is ever made better,

but always worse, by a falsehood. Even
where detection does not follow, suspicion

is almost always created. For it is impos-

sible for a boy to tell a lie without betray-

ing it in the face or voice, and causing a

doubt to pass through the minds of his pa-

rents, and set them to make inquiry into

the truth or falsehood of what he has

stated.

Truth—the open, bold, honest truth, is

always the best, always the wisest, always

the safest, for every one, in any and all cir-

cumstances. Let no boy deviate from it a

line, even though he have been guilty of a

fault. Better, a thousand times better, is

it to own the wrong and keep a clear con-

science.
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THE PORTFOLIO.

Bo:)Ks.—In the year 1471, when Louis
XI., of France, wanted to borrow the works
of the Arabian pliysician, Rhasis, from the
Faculty cf Medicine, at Paris, he was com-
pelled to deposit, by way of pledge, a large
quantity of valuable plate, and he was also
obi ged to procure a nobleman to join with
him in a security or deed, by which he was
bound to return it under a very considerable
penalty. About the commencement of the
fourteenth century there were only four
classics in the Royal library at Paris ; there
was one copy of ** Cicero." '* Ovid," " Lu-
can," and '' Boethius." So late as the
reign of Henry VI. it was ordered by one
of the statutes of St. Mary, Oxford, that
no student should occupy in that library
above one hour at most.

Dagger Money.—When the judges
enter the town of Newcastle upon-Tyne to
hold the assizes for the County of Northum-
berland, they are each presented with
£1 10s., that being the value of a gold coin
of James II., and which is called '' daggei
money." This custom had its origin in the
necessity of presenting the judges with
daggers and other weapons, in order that
they might protect themselves from the
attacks of the moss-troopers who infested
the borders during that reign. When there
are no capital convictions, the judges are
presented with white kid gloves.

IlrRELlNG.—This term is usually em-
ployed in an opprobrious sense ; but why?
We are all, or nearly so, hirelings

; hire-
ling lawyers, hireling Prime Ministers,
hireling doctors, hireling lords of the Ad-
miralty. Few things worth mentioning are
now done gratuicously. Hireling does not
impose dependence ; the obligation is re-
ciprocal. If I receive your money, you re-
ceive my services ; and one may be as ne-
cessary and indispensable as the other.

Power over the direction of Bal-
LOONs.—A respectable political refui/ec,
who was professor in one of the principal
Universities of Europe, professes to have
found, upon mathematical calculations, the
solution of the problem of air navigation.A model of his invention has alreadv
beeu constructed, and it will soon be ex-
posed to the public. When executed,
his plan, even for the simple material di-
mensions of the contrivance, wiU throw
into .shade all previous attempts of the kind.
His flying machine will be eighteen times
larger than the celebrated Sotomayer's bal-
loon. "^

Money, Weights, and Measures.—
Pound is derived from the latin word,
pondus. Ounce, from U7icia, or twelfth,
being the twelfth of a pound troy. Inch,
from the same word, being the twelfth of a
foot. Yard, from the Saxon word, ffijrd,
or girth, being originally the circumference
of the body, until Henry I. decreed that it
should be the length of his arm. The

I

Penny, or Sterling, was cast with a deep
ei-oss in the beginning of the reign of Wil-
liam the Conqueror, so that it might be
broken in half, as a HALP-penny, or in
quarters, for Fozir-thiugs, or i^w-things as
we now call them.

Centipedes.—The grass land at Cyrene
is much infested by a dark coloured centi-
pede, almost black, with red feelers and red
legs. In taking up the mats in the tents
several of them are sure to be found, and
there is great difficulty in killing them.
Any part which may be separated from the
rest of the body will continue to run about
as if nothing had happened ; and were the
animal divided into twenty pieces, each
part would travel about as if in search of
the others, without any one of them seeming
to be injured. The only way by which they
can be killed is by crushing the head, which

'

effectually destroys life in every other part
instantaneously.

SPANISH ETiaUETTE.
The etiquette or the rules to be observed

in the royal palaces is necessary, writes
Baron Bienfield, for keeping order at Court.

I

In Spain it was carried to such lengths as
to make martyrs of their kings. Here is an
instance, at which, in spite of the fatal con-
sequences it produced, one cannot refrain
from smiling :

—

** Philip III. was gravely seated by the
fire-side. The fire-maker of the Court had
kindled so great a quantity of wood that the
Monarch was nearly suffocated with heat,
and his grandeur would not suffer him to
rise from the chair; the domestics could
not presume to enter the apartment, be-
cause it'was against the etiquette. At length
the Marquis de Pota appeared, and the
King ordered him to damp the fire ; but he
excused himself, alleging that he was for-
bidden by the etiquette to perform such a
function, for which the Duke d'Usadda
ought to be called upon, as it was his busi-
n(:ss. The duke was gone out; the ^re
burnt fiercer, and the" King endured it

rather than derogate from his dignity. But
his blood was heated to such a degree, that
an erysipelas of the head appeared the nexc
day, which, succeeded by a violent fever,
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carried him otfiii 1621, in the twenty-fourth

year of his age.
** The Palace was once on fire ; a soldier

who knew the King's sister was in her apart-

ment, and must inevitably be consumed in

a few moments by the flames, at the risk ot

his life, rushed in and brought her highness

safe out in his arms; but the Spanish

etiquette was here wofully broken into

!

The loyal soldier was brought to trial, and,

as it was impossible to deny that he had

entered her apartment, the judges con-

demned him to die 1 The Spanish Princess,

however, condescended in consideration ot

circumstances \o pardon the soldier, and

very benevolently saved his life !"

PROCESS OF ENGRAVING UPON IVORY.

The Revm Scientifique of Paris gives the

following exposition of the interesting pro-

cesses oi ivory engraving :

—

The process used to cover ivory with or-

naments and designs in black, consists in

engraving in the ivory itself, and then

fillmg in the designs with a black hard

vamfsh. To obtain finer and more regular

designs, the ivory is to be CDvered with the

common ground,'andby means of the point

the designs are engraved upon it. They
arc then eaten in by a solution formed as

follows :

—

Fine Silver 6 grammes.
Nitric Acid 30 ,,

Distilled Water 125 „

At the end of about a half-hour, accord-

ino" to the depth to be given, it is to be

washed with distilled water, and dried with

bibulous paper. The design is then ex-

posed for au hour to the solar light, and

the layer of wax is removed by essence of

turpentine.
The design has then a black colour or a

dark brown, which blackens entirely at the

end of one or two days. Other colours may
be produced, by replacing the solution of

nitrate of silver by a solution of gold or

platina in aqua regia, or of copper in nitric

acid.

FLEXIBLE IVORY.

It has lately been made apparent that

ivory, hitherto considered the hardest kind

of bone, may be rendered perfectly flexible

by subjecting it to the action of hydro-

chloric acid. By steeping ivory instru-

ments, toys, tubes, &c. in acid partially

diluted with water, the phosphate of lime,

which forms one of the component parts of

all bony structures, is extracted ; and thus,

while reclaiming their shape and texture,

the ivory becomes perfectly flexible and

elastic. This flexibility, however, only

remains for a shoit time, and it may be

restored by wetting the ivory, either by

immersion in water or by surrounding it

with damp linen or sponge, as frequently

as may be required.

PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE

There is a grand philosophy
In every little thing,

Which doth, though iww we cannot see,

Some hidden lesson bring.

The little rain-drop from the cloud,

The light and fickle air,

Are preachers both, who speak aloud

Of some mysterious care.

The little nut, the tiny seed.

The bud upon the tree

;

Are tongues that tell the tender heed
Of One we cannot see.

Yet who can read those things aright

With man's Philosophy ?

Who tell how bursts the seed to light,

To make the glorious tree ?

0, he alone reads all aright

Who knows these things w^ere given,

To teach us, by the sense of sight,

The change from earth to heaven.
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THE INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.

The past week or two has been a more than usually busy period. Large numbers
ot the loreign exhibitors have arrived, and have been actively engaged in makiii*^
their arrangements, and in some instances settling their differences, both with the
Commissioners and among themselves.

Great apprehensions have been entertained of the possibility of rendering the
rool of the Glass Palace waterproof. During the heavy storms that marked the
latter part of the month of March, the whole was very severely tested, and the
leakage that prevailed very considerable. This was in great measure owing to thenumber of broken panes, through which the rain fell freely ; but it was also partly
occasioned by the want of tightness m the putty work, and the failure of thePaxton gutter to act as efficiently as had been anticipated. We are happy to sav

^firi
doubts of the practicability of remedying these defects may now be disl

^Zf'.' T .•'*''?
^i^''

''- ^^^"^ repaired
;
and, for the rest, a new and thick

substantial coatmg of white pamt is expected to bid defiance to all the efforts of themost violent rain to find an entrance.
In the interior arrangements very much has still to be done. It has, however,been hnally determined that nothing shall prevail to delay the opening beyond thetime originally appointed, the first day of next month. It is exceedingly difficult

ll f^ %'^ y.^"""^
""^^S' ??^^' ^"^^""^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^'^^^^ this time and then

;
but

as the thing has been decided on by men who are not accustomed to fail, we lookwith confidence to its being done. The Commissioners, we know, ai'e of opi-nion that however difficult It may be to bring that vast assemblage of objectsand commodities mto shape and order within the ensuing month, any hiconvenience
IS preferable to a postponement of the Exhibition and an apparent breach of faith,however involuntary, with the exhibitors and the public. This definitive resolul

IxTerninroa^d^^^^^^^
'^^" ^"""^^^^' ^^ ^'^''^^^ - -^ ^^"- - ^^-

rr.9r^Yrl7^''^ f^t"^
V

""/ ^^S^^^ration is proceeding admirably. Great additions are

^Wvi ^1 .
^ Y^ ^''. °"'' ^''''^'' ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^i^ty of accommodation welUustrated last week continues to prevail. With the results of the enterprise so

far, we are wholly satisfied. We feel more and more convinced that it will prove
a great public convenience, and save some thousands of our friends a large amount
of anxiety, trouble, and disappointment.

fn'^,?/^^''
^""^^^^^ ^""'"^^ °^

^t^
enormous labour of the Executive Committee, andto give a greater variety to the Exhibition, different courts or quadrangular spaces

ftiTnlhT
'^> '^^^^^ of exhibitors. The Austrian s are about to

^l^fr. ^Jt'^''
''?'^'

^ ^ cotton-spinner, from Lancashire, will exhibit the

^ven to Mp!lfP '""^^T
^^^"^^^^ure in another; and a similar space has beengiven to Messrs. Pugm, Hardman, of Birmingham; Grace, Minton, and Potter, to

Sf,fvf^l!""!^
''°''''*' ""^

. ^^^^J^e^> in which one side wiU be hung with church

in thP T^ln^^r.l
remaining sides with domestic furniture of the same era, and

wMch w fl vpv^n'''.r^^-
^^ ^ "''''^^'? ^^ flowerpots, fonts, arm-chairs, tables, &c.,

ril^Ki.?

'

°^^ ^^^ impression of a strictly ecclesiastical character in a secularexhibition.

inJnh^^^J^} 11?^^^^^ ^^^^ determined to appropriate their rooms

^i thp r vi f T7^^K?.^''
^° ^^^ hospitable duties which the international character

plcpd^fffo ^ ^
^^T.'""^^'^^^^

^^^ fi^^t ^t^P in ^at direction, they have

hZn^
^lUh g^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^ countries at the Exhibition honorary mem-

rnnL«>nv .If
^^^^'/"^ they have decided on the formation of reading and writing

forT. Z '''^ fT '''^'^V
^^°^ ^^^°^^- They consider that their offices will

h^fw.nf^^^'''Tl^^''^
'^^''^'^^^ 'P^^*' *^ ^^i^^ the letters of foreign exhibitors may

vf.ftnrc l.m' ^"^ ^1^^ ^''''P^'^ ^? ^^^^ "^^^^^y conversaziones, at which many of our

So nrti^'""^^!^^^
As the Exhibition is, to a certain extent, fhe off-

tfonsofthPwnr^^^^^^ ^P agreeably the gaps which the attractions of the world s fair may still leave unsupplied cannot be too hic^hly praised.
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THE REPRESENTATION OF BRITISH

INDUSTRY.

At an early period of the proceedings con-

nected with this undertaking some fears

were entertained that the great manufac-

turing branches of our industry would not

be 80 fuUv represented at the Exhibition

as its friends might wish, and that our

manufacturers would decline to respond to

the inviration which had been given to

send their productions to the Exhibition.

Whatever might have been the grounds for

entertaining such an opinion at that period,

there are certainly none for supposing

that that important branch of our national

industry, manufactures, will be inadequately

reoreseiited. The cotton manufactures will

occupy, of floor and hanging space 7,175

square feet ; woollen and wors ed 13,0p9

;

silk 4 119 ; flax and hemp, 17,128 ;
mixed

fabrics'. 20.239; shawls, 16,818; P^^nted f^-

brics, 16,679 ; and clothing, 3,o77. ihe

total amount of space, therefore, occupied

by these eight classes of textile manufac-

tures is not les^ than 103,744 feet.

In Class XI., cotton manufactures, the

towns which exhibit to the largest extent are

—the Metropolis, occupying 1,652; Glas-

gow, 1,648; Manchester, 1,431 feet ;
and

Bolton and Carlisle each occupying about

1.000 square feet. The fittings in this class

are in an extremely forward state, and ma
very short lime the arrangements will be

fully completed ; and a considerable amount

of space in its neighbourhood is devoted to

a supplementary allotment for hnens and

damasks, the space required for those arti-

cles being greater than can be given in the

flax and hemp department.

In the woollen and worsted manufacture*

the town of Galashiels is the largest contri-

butor, occupying 2,016 feet of hanging space.

The towns next in order are Stroud, Elgin,

Kendal, Stirling, Paisley, the Metropohs, and

Oxford. The fittings in this class, also, are

in a forward state. The arrangement for the

display of the Galashiels tartans is of a very

superior character. In Class XIII., silk

manufactures, the Metropolis contributes the

largest amount; the Spitalfields stall will be

highly attractive. Manchester also sends

very largely, as does Macclesfield. The

show of ribbons from Coventry will be on a

very extensive scale ; and the case for their

reception is now completed. Class XV.,

that of shawls, has been added to the silk

class ; the space required for Paisley shawls

being 11,030 feet, for those of the Metro-

polis, 5,788 feet. The effect of the whole

arrangement of these two classes will be

extremely elegant. A magnificent sign

trophy of a novel character has been ar-

ranged by Mr. Wallis for the central avenue,

in connection with articles to be exhibited in

these classes. .

In the flax and hemp class Belfast is the

largest contributor, the next in order being

Leeds, the Metropolis, Dunfermline, Barns-

ley, Dundee, and Bridport.

The preparations for the Belfast exhibi-

tors are on a large scale, as the size ot some

of the damask table-linen required such an

arrangement. The Dundee fittings are very

complete, and the Knaresborough arrange-

ment, though small, will be very eff^ective.

The Barnsley manufacturers unite to illus-

trate their trade. ,^ ,,. r '^
The cities of Glasgow and Dublin furnish

the largest proportions of exhibitors in the

class of mixed fabrics; andahighly-interest-

ing display, in which Irish poplins will oc-

cupy a distinguished position, will be made.

It is intended to show a loom at work, in

this class, weaving poplins with gold tissue,

by the side of which vvill be placed a beau-

tiful statue of Hibernia.
^

Of printed fabrics, Manchester furnishes

sufficient to occupy, 7,276 ; Glasgow, 5,152 ;

and the Metropolis, 4,108 feet. The printed

fabrics will be generally of the usual cha-

racter of British prints, though m some in-

stances it is expected that a decided supe-

riority to previous productions will be dis-

played. Nearly the whole of the fittings

are completed in this class.

The largest portion of space m Class

XX., clothing, is devoted to the Metropohs,

the space occupied being 1,700 feet. Lei-

cester and Nottingham are the next largest

contributors. The counters in this class

have been chiefly erected by the Commis-

sioners, owing to the miscellaneous charac-

ter of the contributions.

The hosiery trade will be well represented

by Nottingham and Leicester ; and the glove

trade by Worcester, Limerick, and Yeovil.

An interesting exhibition of hats will also

iform a marked feature, together with a

beautiful display of the products of the

highlands of Scotland.

The whole of the arrangement of the

space in the eight classes of textile manu-

factures is under the superintendence of Mr.

Wallis, assisted by Mr. W. Hawkins. Owmg
to the large amount of hanging space Avhich

was required for the display of these abides,

it was found a matter of extreme difficulty

so to arrange the space allotted lo the classes

as to aff'ord the required convenience. The

ingenuity and great practical knowledge ot

Mr. Wallis have, however, enabled hmi

most successfully to overcome the ditii-

culty, and to insure that the textile manu-

,

factures of the country shall be worthuy

!

represented in this great gathering of tne

i industry of all nations.
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LESSONS Ix\ FllENCH.—Xo. YIII.

FRENCH INTO ENGLISH.

_^
(Note—m. will denote Tnascaline

; f. feminine
; s. singular; p. plural.)

^*&igrnnd ap2?€tU{m.). Un grand appetit est une ijm«i-e {f.)qu' on
'

estbi.i^.
appetite

^,,.^0/ ' ^/inrf o;i€ (a person^ iccU

mlieatth. some sJie even mie hoy eaten
toute (f.) la viando (f.) giie vous Zm avez denize. Ma petite Jf/Z^ (f.) n'a pas encore mang^
aii whwh to him given. girl yet

son souper. Qn^est ceqii^ vous avez la? C'est la fmitvm^ legon (f.) /m/^^a^.e (f.) J'aime
7^7^«iw 2^^M^ ^/^re «>yMt lesson French. I like

^«es ,p.) le9ons francaises (f. p.). De quel (m.) pays (m.) etes vous ? Je vous aime.
-^ wlwt country

Je ne vous aime pas. Mon pere m' aime. Aimez vous votre peUt (m.) cmudn (m.) Henri f
^^^ your cousin Henry f

Aimez vous votre petite (f.) cotisine (f.) Marie? J'aime Henri ; et j'aime Marie : i'aime
cousin Mary

Marie plii^ que vous. J'aime a travailler, qmnd je suis;7«^6' pour mon (m.) ^mmz7 (m )^^-eth^m to ivork when paid for work '

L'homme g?a* ^«?/e We^i est bien sei^i,

who pays well served.

We will say a word presently about the various meanings which one French
terni, especially '* que," often has. First, however, let us give the counterpart, or
pendant, of the preceding Exercise, and pay attention to some

ENGLISH INTO FRENCH.
(Ikirns like those wegive in brackets must he used in French^ instead ofour idioms.)

The man who likes to work is the only mart who deset^es [of] to eat. If you work
Qui seul (m.) merite de Si

'

setd6 (f.)

you are sure to have an appetite [of the apj^etite], and also tvherewithal to satisfy it. Be-
^^''' (i^^-) ccussi de quoi le conzenter. En

sides, you loill gain [of tJiel l-nowledge ; and [the] k!;iowl6dge is cajjable of effecting [of to effect]
outre vov^ga^jnerez savoir{m.) capable d*effectuer

many things [much of things']. Since you were here,

heaucoup de choses. De2)U'is Q,VE ' id.

The reader will have perceived thatg'we or qu\ standing for ^we, which is pronounced
like the first two letters in cur^ means "a variety of things." This being so, he must
alw\iys apply the rule we have so often laid down—that is, to consider which of
the various significations of any given word will make sense in the place where it

occurs. Here, as we see, que has the force of our English *' since." In other
cases, it means '* that," 3is, Jepense que—*' I think that," &c. Sometimes, again, it

means *' which," not the interrogative "which," not the "which" in asking
questions, but the relative ** which," as, le cheval que fai, " the horse which I
have." Finally, it may mean ** than ;" as, vous etes phis riche que moiy "you are
more wealthy than I;" Je suis moi7is riche que vous^ " I am less wealthy than you."
(Here we may remark in a parenthesis, though it relates more to the English
grammar than to French, that it is entirely wrong to say, as many people do, " than
w«e," ''than him," &c. "Than" does not govern the accusative case in English;
and therefore you should say " than I," " than he," &c.)
Although que is good French for " than " in most cases, a different word is used

when "than" immediately precedes a number. In that case the word is de,

which more usually, as the reader knows, signifies "of." But the rule of asking
oneself which meaning inakes sense, will always and quickly guide one out of such
perplexities, Moins de huit moisy " Less than eight months ;'" plus d'un an, " more
than a year," &c.
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\s wc have been questioned, in a priva.e letter from one °f °""'"^,«"f
„'f^'vl

ipfthe apparently discrepant manner in which ^ve have used the word ?«^. »^
kvp thouilit it necessary thus to explain at once its various meanings. Ihcie is

onrothn^st U of avxr/remarkabli kind. It has the force, in certain eircuin-

stances of our "kow.'' We say the force of our " how," for it is eviden that the

«Cse is biU an id om, in which other words are omitted uhich would onabie

?'\': ••
to ^L the mea'ning of tkal, without altering the general ---^^ ^^^ -

an example of what we allude to :-" How good you are ! „^°^.
.^^f^ *f. ^^ '^

snv, Que vous ele, bon" (literally, "that you are good ). No v it J^ems as U this

idiom were but an abridgement or shortening of some such ancient lorra ot expres

stris'' most true is i° that you are goodr or. " one may see <Aa< you are good.

T^^: ..How beautiful this country is !" must be translated Que ce pays ptec^

Pthli this country is beautiful" ) . " How pretty slie is !' Q« elk es genUlle-ov

L;;pr..th It she is pretty"). " How agreeable it is !" Qu' il est agre'able (literally,

'.' th^U U aoreeaWe'^'). ''How you annoy me !" Que vous .n'importur^ez (" that you

"To"a"l'iu you would of course say, for .'Howgo^d you are!" Que .ous eies

BONNE-not 4o«! as that is masculine. Always attend to the genders.

Even a 1 this does not exhaust the seemingly endless sigmhcations of ?««; We

have seen that it has two meanings in the single phrase au' est ce g«e first sign fj-

in<r" what -'and in the second instance " that." It also signifies ivhat when this

word Ts u^ed as an exclamation, at the end of which exclamation there is a verb ;

T'. What a fine man he is !" QV il est un bel homme ! (literally, " that he is a fine

m^n"V " Wh"t a fine woman she is !" Qu' elle est une bellef^rne .' (" that she is a

«^?P or beautiful woman") ;
" What a fine horse he has bought !" Qu' il a acheteun

r«°:r?t"thatheh __boiiglitafineh^^^^^^^^^

(" that you
vo-' have o-ivenme Koiv^vowi m uve^ uu/^iv^ ^'^ *.«.---.——• -

s ^W gh^n Tpresent charming") ; " What an ugly face yo-^ ^ave vvhen you are in a

po^sion !" Que vous avez un vilain visage, quand vous etes en colore ! (" that l^Mh.x.L

a^ugly face when you are in passion"); "What a troub esome «^»n ,y?",.«'?
^

Q-cv^Ls etes un homme importo.' ('' that you are a man tiwblesome )
\V h^

7 stormv ni.'ht it was !" Qu' elle etait une nmt orageuse ! ("that it was
f
jniM

stoW '

) "Vhat slaves the Russians are !" Que les Busses sont desesclaves .'
(

'

that

he Russkns are some slaves"); "What clever people the French are ' Que les

Frmirais sonl des gem habiles ! (" that the Trench are some people clevei ).

K CveverfnoCb be in the exclamation, then que may be dismissed from duty ;

andtirerenoughitoughttobe. Thus: "What a fine horse ! Quel (m
) 6««« cA..«|

rCrallv" what fine horse!") " What a beautiful woman !" Quelle (f.) belle{i.)

£mr'i"wSbeauti "What fiiie horses!" Quels (m p.) to
(m.T.) chZaux (m.p.) .' " What fine women !" Quelles (f. p.) belles (f. p.)/e«me.

^^?",^ay'nowbe well to say something about *« ™«»?«^: °f..«^^,"]S.^i^^?f
^fe

"

French.' In questions we make contmual use of '' do and '^^d d, is, are

" was," and ''were." " Are you coming ? " Do you like it

.^'^e blKi
thine'" &c., are phrases of momently recurrence among us. As we beloie le

3d, the French in such cases are obliged to say, "Come you?" '' L^^youUr

'. Said he anything ? " &c. But there is an additional pecuharity of construction

into which they a?e drawn by the nature »/ their language They do not say,

far instance " Is vour brother the inventor of that design ? but, ' Xour orotner,

ifhe tSento7oTAat design ? " or else, " Is it that your brother is the inventor

°'Ttform!r tirm ('' your brother, is he," &c.,) is the one on which we
^^^^^^^

wish to fix the reader.'s attention ; for it is absolutely necessary to fani '»"»« ""^^

self completely with it, if one desires to converse in French, Remembei, therefore^

that you must always alter such an English form f^this, "Is Prince Albert m
London?" into the French form, "The Prince Albert, is he m London.
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** Will the Queen go to Scotland ?
" must in French run, " The Queen, will she go

to Scotland?"—"When will the Premier return?" must be changed to "The
Premier, when will he return ?

" and in all such sentences a similar rule must be
observed. It is seldom, except when the pronouns *' you," **I," ** he," "they,"
are the subject of the question, that the latter preserves the direct shape which it

bears in English. " Is he in England? " would literally run in the same order in
French ; that is. Est il en Anyleterre ?

" Has the Emperor of Russia been in England?" VEmpereur de Ricssie, a-t-il

eteen Angleferre ? (literally, " the Emperor of Russia, has he been in England r ")
" Has your father dined ?" Voire ph^e, a-t-il dine ? (" your father, has he ?" &c.)
"Has your little sister studied the French language?" Voire petite sceiir^ a-i-elle

etudie la langue Fran^aise ? (" your little sister, has she ?" &c.) "Is your little boy
well advanced in his studies ?" Voire petit gargon, est il Men avance dans ses etudes ?

(" your little boy, is he ?" &c.)
" At home,'* in French, if referring to a man, is chez lui ; if referring to a woman,

is chez elle ; if referring to several individuals, some of whom are males, is chezeux ;

if referring to several, all of whom are females, is chez elles; if referring to peoj^le

in general, is chez soi.

"Is your father at home?" Voire p^re, est il chez lui?'' "Is the lady at

home?" La dame, est elle chez elle? "Are your sisters at home ?*' Vos scaurs,

sont elles chez elles ? "Are your brothers and sisters at home?" Vos freres et vos
sosurs, sont ils chez eux !

" People are at home at this hour." On est chez soi a
cette heure.

You may also use tl;e term« lamaison (literally, " at the house ") ; for a means
" at," as well as " to," just as de means " from," as well as "of."

Another point worth noting, is, that where a town is mentioned by name, it is

better in French to use the word at than the word in ; for example, an English-
man would say, " Such a one is in London," whereas a Frenchman would express
it, " Such a one is at London." The French for at is, we have already said, the same
as for to (a, pronounced oA^ ; and the general meaning of the sentence, or what is

called the " context," must reveal in which sense theword is applied. We have abun-
dance of the same ambiguity in English. To ^^ repairy' may, for instance, imply loco-^

motion, or it may imply amendment, just according to what follows. The cobbler^
after repairing your boot, repairs vrith it to your house,

"Will the Americans come to the Great Exhibition ?" Les Americains, vieri-

droni'ils a la Grande Exposition ? "Where is your husband?" Voire mari^ ou
est il ? " He is in Liverpool." // est a Liverpool.

We now continue our conjugations. Here is the present tense, conditional
mood, as it is called, oi danser (to dance), dansant (dancing), cfaywe (danced) :

—

English. French. Pronunciation.

I should or would dance Je danserais zJie dongsurray. *

Thou shouldst or wouldst dance tu danserais tu dongsurray.

He should or would dance ildanserait e^l dongsurray.

She „ ,,
eUe danserait el dongsurray.

We ,, ,,
iwus danserions noo dongsurree-oang.

You J, ,, vous dansdriez voo dongsurree-ay.

They „ ,, ils (or) elles danseraient eel, el, dongvurray.

Every other regular verb ending in er in its present infinitive, forms its " con-

ditional" like the sample we havejust given ; and every other ten^eoidatiser is formed
lik(? those of the other verbs alluded to. The reader now knows all the tenses of tlia

indicative mood—present, imperfect, perfect definite, perfect indefinite, and future,

with one tense more of another mood, the conditional. This last mood has only

two tenses, that just given, and one that need not be given, because it is formed

* Remember what we have said already : in pronunciation the " g " has but a very

faint sound.
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from avoir, and the past participle of whatever other verb you may be u^iing. Let

us then look at some more tenses of avoir. The future is—
FRENCH.

tTaiwai

tu auras

il aivra

eUe aura
nous aurortji

t^ous aurez

ils (or) elles ams»\t

ENGLISH.
I shall or will have

Thou shalt or wilt have

He shall or will have

She ,1 M
We „ »»

You ,, n
They „ ,i

The * Conditional" is

—

ENGLISH.
I should or would have
Thou shouldst or wouldst have

He should or would have
She

PR0NUNCIA.TI0N.
i^horay.

tu OI^K
eel orah.

el orah.

noos oroany.

voos oray.

eels^ els, oroctmi.

)}

We
Y'ou

They

raONUNCIATION.
zhoray.

tuoray
eel oray.

el oray.

twos oixeoang.

I'oos oj^ee-ay.

eels oixiy.

els oray.

FRENCH.
J'aurais

tu aurais

il await
elle aurait

nous aurio}is

vous auriez

{Us auraieM
elles ,,

Now the reader will perceive why we said it was useless to give the other tense

of the conditional mood of darner, or of any similar verb. That tense is, for

instance, " I would have danced." Now, is it not quite clear that the French mmt

ho J aurais danse, &c. &c. ?
, . ^ ^ t » / \

^'If I had been at the ball, I would have danced.' Si j avais ete au bal (m.j,

J aurais dame, "He would have danced, but he was ashamed." // aurait dame,

rnais il avait honte (had shame). And so on.

The present participle of avoir (to have) is ayant (having), pronounced a-yoi)4) ;

the past participle is eu (had), pronounced somewhat like the i in sir, only with a

faint mixture of win it. The present participle of etre (to be) is etmii (being),

pronounced ayttQng\ and the past participle is eVe (been), pronounced ayttay.

PRIZE EXERCISES.

By the publication of our Lessons in French, we may be said to have opened a

class for the study of that language ; and as that class bids fair to be the largest

that was ever undertaken, we are anxious that our curriculum, or course, shall have

everv possible stimulus to honourable emulation, and especially that stimulus which

the good old custom of awarding Prizes to merit is sure to impart. Our scholars

are a very large proportion of the reading people of the three kingdoms; and as we

are sincerely and zealously anxious that this large body of pupils should be truly

benefited by our labours, we lose no time in making the present announcement. We
propose to give, at the end of some future lessons, some Exercises of English to be

turned into French, and of French to be turned into English, strictly based upon the

instructions we may have previously given. These exercises will not be interlined

with such helps as we give in the lessons ; but we have, as we believe, made our

teachings so simple and so gradual, that few persons who study them, with even

ordinary care, will have any difficulty in understanding them, and in insuring to

themselves the most valuable results. As the success of the student depends much

on the instructor, so the pleasure, and even the success of the instructor, depends

much on the pupil. We will aim to do our part—let each student be anxious to

do his.

As to the Prizes, they will consist of valuable French works, which will be awarded,

on certain conditions, to those who shall send us the best translations of the exer-

cises we may furnish. The principal condition is, that the translator shall be one

who knew nothing of French till he met with our lessons, and who has acquired his

knowledge of the language by his study of those lessons. He must truly and honestly

satisfy us upon this head, after we have declared his translation to be the best. The

translation must, if sent by post, be prepaid.
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We shall shortly furnish a more detailed account of our plan. For the presentwe shall be glad to see how many of those who began with us can manao-e fthouch
not for a prize) to put into English the following :— ^ v ^

^

Le grand general Francjais, Turenne, etait un homme qui aimait ses soldats
{soldiers)

;
et ses soldats Tairaaient. II donnait de Fargent aux pauvres (les pauvres-^

the poor) : et il ne desirait pas manger, quand il n^ avait pas du pain pour les autres
{wi autre-^another). II y a ucc» ..ommes d'un caractere {character) bien plus mau-
vais. II y a des rois qui n^aiment pas leurs {their) sujets {subjects) ; des maitres
{masters) qui n'aiment pas leurs serviteurs {sermnts) ; des maris qui n^aiment pas
leurs femmes

;
des peres qui n'aiment pas leurs fils ; et des fils qui n'aiment pas leurs

peres. Mais Turenne etait bon fils, bon sujet, bon maitre, et bon general.

In answer to Le Petit Gargon^ who has written to us (and who must not write
himself petite garcon^ for gar^on is masculine, and petite is feminine)^ we give the
pronunciations of y a-t-il, y avait ily and ily ena: they sound, ee-aht eel, ee avvayt
eely and eel ee ong ah.

Want of space compels us to defer our answer to J. C e, of Manchester.
Erratum,—In Lesson VII., read *'la g^rawJe Exposition'* for " la ^rane? Expo-

TiiE Bee.—The bee affords us a moral, though it benot that which worldly wisdom
commonly assigns to it. We 'have, in the first place, cause of thankfulness in the
delicate food with which it supplies us. " The bee is little amongst such as fly ; but her
fruit is the chief of sweet things." (Eccles. ii. 3.) And the Alm/ghty has, in many senses
and in no common cases, supplied the houseless and wanderer with " wild honey and a
piece of honeycomb, and honey out of the stony rock." And ** a land flowing with
milk and honey," has been from the first a type of another and better country. And
the little honey-maker is itself, indeed, one of the most wonderful proofs of the goodness
and power of GoD. That within so small a body should be contained apparatus for con-
verting the " virtuous sweets" into one kind of nourishment for itself, another for the
common brood, a third for the royal, glue for its carpentry, wax for its cells, poison for
its enemies, honey for its master, with a proboscis almost as large as the body itself
microscopic in its several parts, telescopic in its mode of action, with a sting so infinitely
sharp, that were it magnified by the same glass that makes a needle's point seem k
quarter of an inch, it would yet itself be invisible ; and this, too, a hollow tube that all
these varied operations and contrivances should be inclosedwithin half an inch of length
and two grains of matter, while in the same '* small room" the ** large heart" of at least ^
thirty distinct insects is contained—is surely enough to crush all thought of Atheism'
and Materialism.

Be Quiet.—1. Because fretting, fuming, bluster, and noise, will not help you out of
your present vexation, or aid you to gain one of your purposes.—2. Because with
quietness and composure, you will be in possession of your temper, and can calmly use
your own judgment, two of the best agencies for helping any man out of trouble. 3.
Because if you fume, and fret, and snap, you will certainly set the same things agoinc^
all about you. A fretful temper is a firebrand, and it seldom fails to find combustibles".
As a dozen will gape when one sets the example, so a dozen will growl with impatience
when one sets the tune. If you do not want a concert of such music as people in a
snappish mood make, don't be a leader of the choir.—4. Be quiet, because so many
people are not so. There are so many things to disturb people's composure, and so
many to justify giving way to the temptation, that we can find lots of fretful people in
all directions. Now it is a comfort to find a fair flower in the desert. Be one, reader
by taking everything pleasantly. Be it that the wind is east—the roof leaky—the side-
walk slippery—the door was left open—the debtor refused you, and the creditor
oppressed you—the villain slandered you, and so on ; the more the storms, the nobler
the oak that stands firm amidst them all.— 5. Quietness, in opposition to a restless and
complaining spirit, is a very beautiful ornament of character. An eminent judge of
such^ matters has said, '* a meek and quiet spirit is of great price." We had better
fall in with that opinion, and add this beautiful and precious jewel to the other
excellencies which may be now shining in our characterjs.
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

s. noun-substantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adver

Cap'tain, s, ahead; the commander of

a ship of war, a troop of horse, or a com-

pany of foot.

Cap'tion, s. the act of taking any person.

Cap'tious, a. catching at mere trifles;

peevish, cross, surly.

Cap'tive, s. one taken in war ; a pri-

soner, a slave.

Cap'tor, s. one who takes prizes or pri-

soners.

Cap'ture, s. a prize ; v, the act of taking

a prize.

Capuchin', s. a friar ; a woman*s cloak
with a hood.

Car'at, *. a small weight used for gold

and jewels. In the sense in which the

word is most used, it means the twenty-

fourth part of any weight of gold or gold
alloy. If such a weight be all gold, it is

said to be twenty-four carats fine ; if one-
third only be gold, it is said to be eight
carats fine.

Caravan', s, a large carriage ; also, a
travelling body of merchants, or pilgrims,
who join in company for the purposes of
convenience or safety. In Eastern countries
caravans have both a commercial and reli-

gious character.

Caravan'sera, s. a public building
erected for the conveniency of eastern tra-

vellers, where they may lodge and board.

Car'avel, Car'vel, s. a light old-fash-
ioned ship.

Car'bine, s, a short musket.

Car'bon, s» the pure part of charcoal

;

that is, of ,wood burnt without contact with
the air. Carbon, in its purest crystallised

state, is known as the diamond. Ivory
black is the carbon of bones, lamp black of
oil, and soot is the carbon of coals. It is

found, in a more or less pure state, in several
vegetable, animal, and mineral bodies.

Carbona'ceous. a. containing carbon.

Car'bonate, s. a compound formed by
the union of carbonic acid with different
bases : thus are produced carbonate of lime
and carbonate of soda.

Carbon'ic Acid, s. an acid compound,
formed by the union of carbon with oxygen.
It gives pungency to malt and other liquors.
It is found also in spring and well water.
An atmosphere containing more than its
natural quantity of this gas is unfit for re-
spiration. When accumulated in mines,
wells, confined rooms, or brewers' vats, it is

b ; V. verb ; v.a. verb-active ; v.ii. verb-neuter.

called foul air; it extinguislies combus-
tion, and has often proved fatal to life.

Car'boy, s. a large foreign vessel for

holding coarse liquors, oils, &c.

Car'buncle, s. a precious stone ; a
pimple, or boil.

Car'buret, s. a substance formed by the
combination of carbon with earth, metals,

or alkali.

Car'buretted-Hy'drogen,s. gas formed
of hydrogen and carbon ; fire-damp ; in

certain forms used for gas-lights.

Car'damom, s. a medicinal seed brought
from the East Indies.

Car'diac, a, cordial, strengthening,
cheering.

Car'dinal, s. a dignitary of the Romish
Church, next in rank to the Pope ; also,

the name of a woman's cloak.

Car'dinal points y s. east, west, north,
south.

Car'dinal virtues, s. chief virtues ; as

faith, hope, charity, prudence, temperance,
justice, fortitude, &c.

Card'ing, s. the dressing of wool.

Cardi'tes, s. inflammation of the heart.
Cardoon', s. a species of wild artichoke.

Careen', r. to stop leaks by caulking.

Ca'ret, s. a mark in writing, thus (a),

to denote that something written above, or
in the margin, is wanting.

Car'go, s, a ship's lading, or freight.

Caricature', s. a ludicrous, satirical, or
extravagant representation, in which the
features of the physiognomy, the expression
of the passions, the natural defects and
habits of the body of the person represented
are exaggerated, so as to produce a gro-
tesque figure.

Car'inated, a. like the keel of a ship.

Ca'rious, a. rotten, decayed, putrified.

Carl, s. a mean, rude man ; a clown, a
churl,

Car'lings, 5. timber lying fore and aft in
a ship and framed into the beams.

Car'man, s, one who drives or keeps
carts.

Car'melite, s, a begging friar.

Carmin'ative, s. medicine having the
property of expelling wind from the stomach,
or relieving spasms.

Car'mine, s. a beautiful red or crimson
colour, obtained from cochineal.

Car'nipy, v.n. to form flesh.
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Ca-R'nival, s. (from the Italian CarnevaUy
or •' farewell to flesh.") It is a season of

feasting, dancing, masquerading, and buf-

foonery, which begins on the Feast of the

Epiphany, or Twelfth-day, and ends on
Ash Wednesday, when it is succeeded by
the austerities of Lent.

Carniv'orous, a. (in zoology) a term
;;enerally applicable to any creatures that

feed on flesh or animal substances, but
more frequently applied to that order of

quadrupeds which prey upon other animals.

Carnos'ity, s. a fleshy excrescence.

Caro'che, s. a carriage for pleasure.

Car'ol, s. a song of joy, praise, or ex-
ultation. The term is now applied chiefly

to the religious songs in celebration of the

season called Christmas.

Car'omel, s. the smell exhaled by sugar
\rhen at a calcining heat.

Caroi/id, a. belonging to the two arteries

in the neck, which convey the blood from
the heart to the brain.

Carou sal, 5. a feast, festi\'a.l, drinking

bouc.

Carpa'thian, a. belonging to a range of

mountains called the Carpates ^ bordering
on Poland.

Car'pentbr, 5. an artificer in wood; a
builder.

Car'pet, s. a covering for a floor, made
of various materials.

Carpol'ogy, s. a description of fruits.

Carronade', s. a short iron cannon.

Car'te-blanche, s. (French) a blank
form, to be filled up with conditions entirely

at the option of the person to whom it is

sent ; the phrase is used to denote uncondi-
tional or unqualified terms.

Cartel', s. an agreement between nations
at war relative to the exchange of prisoners.

Carte's IAN, a. relating to the philo-

sophical system of Descartes.

Carthu'sian, s. a monk of the Chartreux
(in England corruptly called Charterhoiise)

.

The Carthusian Order of Monks was one of

the most strict of the religious orders.

Car TiLAGE, s. commonly called gristle^

a tough substance, in closeness and com-
pactness something between the mem-
branous and bony structures of the body.

Cartoon' s. literally a large paper. The
word is used by artists to signify the fuU-
yized drawiuja^s or studies, made in chalks
or body-colours, upon stiff paper, prepara-
tory to executing any large work, either in

oil colour or fresco. The finest specimens
of cartoons are those executed by RafFaell

d'Urbino, seven of which are to be seen in

Hampton Court.

Cartou'ch, 5. a case to hold musket and
other balls,

Car'tridge, s. a paper case to hold gun-
powder. Cartridge paper is the name
given to certain stiff, whited-brown papers.

{

Carv'er, s. a sculptor ; one who cuts
either marble or wood ; one who cuts up^
meat at the table.

Carya'tes,. Caryat'ides, s. pi. female
figures in long robes, used in place oj

columns, to support entablatures and other]

parts of ancient buildings.

Cascade', s. a cataract, a waterfall.

Cascaril'la, s. the bark of a tree, called

croton Cascarilla, growing in the equinoctial'

parts of America ; it is used medicinally as]

a valuable aromatic and tonic.

Case'-harden, v.a. to give a surface
steel to pieces of iron, by which they ai

rendered capable of receiving great exterm
hardness, whilst the interior portion retail

all the toughness of good wrought iron.

Ca'seic-acid. s. the acid substance ex-

tracted from cheese.-

Case'mate, s. a kind of vault or aicK in|

stone or brick work.

Case'ment, s. a window opening upon]
hinges.

Case'-shot, s. balls, stones, iron, &c.^

put into cases to be discharged from cannon.

Cashier', s, a cash-keeper ; v.a. to dis-

card.

Cash'mere shawls, s, shawls manufac-
tured from Thibet wool at Cashmere, the-

chief of the Alpine valleys of the Himalaya
range of mountains.

Casque, s, a helmet, a head-piece.

Cas'ket, s. a small box or chest for

jewels.

Cas'pian, a. pertaining to the Caspian
sea, a large lake between Persia and
Astracan.

Cassa'tion, s. a legal term, denoting the

annulling or reversal of a judicial sentence.

Cas'sava, or CAS SAVI, 5. an American
plant, from the roots of which Ihpioca is

prepared, and other nutritious pastes.

Cas'sia, s. a fragrant aromatic spice,

greatly resembling cinnamon, and com-
monly substituted for that article.

Cas'sidony, s. a precious stone ; also^

the name of a plant.

Cassi'no, s. a room for dancing, &c,
also, a game at cards.

Cass'ock, s. the under vestment of a
priest.

Cast, s. that which is cast in a mould;
usually applied to works in plaster of Paris.

The art of casting in meials is termed
foimding. i

10,

I
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HEAVEN HELPS THOSE WHO HELP THEMSELVES.

One of the fabulists of old introduces a wagoner, with his wheels fast in the ruts and

the mire. The poor fellow, frightened out of his wits, falls down on his knees, and

beseeches Hercules to come to his aid. He was going to do nothing himself^ and

hoped that an instant miracle would rescue him from his difficulty. But the tale

goes on to narrate, that the god thundered out of Heaven, and said, " Thou fool,

iirst whip thy horses, thyself try at the wheels, and then Hercules, being invoked,

will be present to aid thee." We have hosts of miracle-mongers now, who want

heaven and earth to combine to help them out of troubles from which they could

soon escape, if they would only use a little exertion. We wish our working friends

to feel that, if ever they rise, they must raise themselves ; and further, that they can

better their condition if they will. Man is a being with ten thousand resources at

command. In rescuing himself from his perplexities, he can beat the conjuror

hollow, only that there will be no legerdemain in his achievements. All will be

••fair and above board.** Myriads are ruined by their dependence upon others.

They look to almost everybody and everything except to themselves ; and, as a

consequence, never do anything for themselves, and at last die in despair.

" Siomething will turn up,*' says one, *' and then I shall be better off." What the

** something*' is to be, nobody can tell ; nor has even the dreamer himself imagined,

only it is sure to be something very good which will relieve him from all his

difficulties. Hundreds wait for these happy turns of fortune, and ruin themselves

by their false hopes. We And Infidel and Believer, Pagan and Christian, equally

duped by this folly. The one trusts in fate, and the other in Providence ; but both

without any foundation. It would be well for these idlers to reflect that the days of

fortune-telling, astrology, and miracles are gone by. Pitchers full of guineas are now
rarely found in old cupboards, holes in the wall, or buried in the garden. Most
of these have already been discovered, and the cash spent. You might now dig till

doomsday without finding a Queen Anne*s sixpence, so that you can earn ten

thousand sooner than you will pick up one. It is said that in the former times

when an old gentleman, who had several lazy sons, was dying, he told them that

all his property was hidden in a field, and if they would obtain it, they must dig

deeply. No sooner was he buried than they procured spades and went to work ;

but all in vain, for they found no urns filled with gold. But there was one advan-

tage,—the land, from being so well worked, yielded more than double its usual

produce, and amply repaid them for their labour, and taught them a golden lesson

into the bargain ; for now they perceived that industry was better than a legacy, and
that muscle and mind were the best fortunes. So we say to all our friends, " Go
to work ; never spend an idle hour ; body and soul will be all the healthier and
stronger for plenty of exercise ; and if you only use them properly, you may make
for yourself as good a fortune as heart can wish, and all the more precious for being
of home manufacture.*'

Hundreds have gone barefooted to the workhouse in consequence of waiting for

dead men's shoes. They have an uncle, or a sixth or seventh cousin of the same
name, who is vastly rich, has no children, and perhaps will put them in his will.

Already in imagination they ride in their carriages, and have all the good things of
this world at command. They build castles all the day long, and have golden
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dreams at night. We once knew a man who had ruled his planet, and was so sure

from astrology that all was right, that he asked us to lend him a considerable sum
on his lucky stars, and promised very large interest. However, we were not so

sanguine as he, nor had we any money to spare ; and events proved that there was
some flaw in the calculations, for the relation died, and was so little affected by
Mars, Jupiter, or Venus, that he left his property away from the family of our

prophet. Only the other day we received a letter by post from a working man,
complaining bitterly of a wealthy relation, a rich spinster, who was enormously

opulent, and as parsimonious as she was opulent, but at her death forgot all her

poor kinsfolk, and bequeathed large sums to build or endow churches. We also

were not long since at a funeral, attended by miserable mourners, who had never

worked because they expected large riches from their relations, and now were

disappointed and sunk into the depths of poverty. The Bible says, ** Cursec^^is the

man that trusteth in man ;** and the text is fulfilled every day, and in the case of

none more thoroughly than of those who wait for legacies, and msh their relations

in heaven that they may enjoy a heaven upon earth in eating and drinking the

money of their glorified friends. Depend upon it, that it is a thousand times better

to make a fortune than to inherit one. We like home-baked bread, home-fed pork,

home-spun flannel, home-gTOwn potatoes, and, among all the rest, there is nothing-

sweeter or dearer than a home-made fortune. It is always taken more care of,

and spent a great deal better. And then if Cousin Thomas should put us into his

will, well and good ; and if he does not, we shall not cry over it, nor load his

memory with curses for neglecting to give us a portion of his wealth.

Girls are said to have exuberant fancies, especially if they have pretty faces and

tolerably good figures. They never look in the glass without foretelling that some

gentleman or 'squire will be sure to marry them. Every penny is spent on ribbons

and outside garniture, so that they have more flashy gowns than useful garments.

They have often very high expectations, and dress to the tip-top of their means,

and sometimes a good deal beyond, and along, with all, perhaps, become ratlier

idle. They are too pretty to work. Alas ! alas ! what tales could be told of the

results of this folly. We have seen some without a character, some go to the

TJnion, and some to an early grave, in consequence of this absurd dreaming.

Somehow or other, gentlemen in our time do not often fall in love with factory-

girls, milliners, or ladies' -maids. One Duchess of St. Alban's sprung from the

daughter of an apple-woman, is a fact whi«h hardly occurs once in a couple of

centuries. A fortune generally goes further than features or figuie in gaining a

husband.

We have often wished that half of our noyseh were burnt. We believe that they

have been the ruin of thousands. The love tales and romantic matches of poor

girls with rich 'squires have turned many a woman's head. Hopes have been

raised, not one in a thousand of which have ever been realised, while the poor

deluded victims have become quite useless to their families and to society. We
must banish such sickly trash and such deceptive hopes from the world before we

shall make much progress. Women as weU as men should resolve to rise hy their

oivn efforts, intelligence, and character. Nothing can be more ruinous than for

girls to look to a husband to make their fortunes. Such females are generally not

worth having, and often ruin their husbands and beggar their children. We trust

that a time will come when no young man will think of marrying a wife who is not

distinguished for intelligence, industry, and economy, and who has not laid by a
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little money in the savings' bank ; or, at any rate, has given ample proofs that she

would have done so if she had not been hindered by events beyond her control.

Our readers know that we want every one to rise, and especially our female friends.

Society cannot make progress without the co-operation of women ; while on the

other hand, when their assistance and influence shall be secured, we shall go on at

a railroad speed. We are not of those who say to the operative or mechanic, to

the factory girl, or the housemaid. Be content with your lot. Our exhortation to

all is, Mend your circumstances if you can—use all honest, rational, and honourable

means to become independent of the smiles or frowns of the world ; but don't

expect miracles : make your fortunes with your own hands, and then you will have

no one to thank but Providence, and will enjoy the fruits of your industry, though

comparatively small, far more than you would ten times as much which had cost

you no labour.

As a people, we have suffered enormously from our dependence upon Parliament.

We have crowds among us who expect to be enriched by the Government.
** What will Parliament do ?

'* is a common question ; although the experience of

ages shows that it will do as little as possible. So that here we have no ground of

hope, and never perhaps less than at the present time. It is rare to hear a sound

principle of justice enunciated in our Houses of Parliament. The popular voice has

done more for us than any just appreciation of sound political economy. Whigs
and Tones have bid for popularity by redressing grievances which they loved, and

whose injustice they were too blind to perceive. But even if our statesmen were

angels, they could do little for us, unless we resolved to raise and elevate ourselves.

We have in our hands the lever, the fulcrum, the weight, and the power ; and, if

we determine to benefit ourselves, we can. It is said of Sir Robert Peel's father,

that he determined to rise, and he ^id so. There is a great lesson taught us by
this resolve. We may not, it is true, become baronets, great capitalists, or land-

Gwners, nor is it at all desirable that we should ; but we can increase our intel-

ligence, become sound in our morals, economical in our habits, industrious in our

occupations, skilful in our trades or callings, and thus secure a good character, and
make provision for the future, so as never to be suppliants to the relieving officer,

nor the inmates of a Union.

To our young men and young women we say again. Resolve to rise. You have
at command all the means of intellectual, social, political, and moral elevation.

You, if you choose, maj^ surpass even the nobility in intelligence, independence,
and morality ; and having this pre-eminence, you may look on coronets as mere
baubles. Good men need no other nobility than that which goodness confers

;

intelligent and honourable women require no titles. Weighed in the balances of
common sense, these empty names are of no value. No man can have his mind,
his morals, or even his property improved by being made a lord. What if the
Queen used her prerogative, and elevated to the peerage all the operatives of both
sexes in our factories ! The dignity would be nothing worth : it would make them
neither wiser, more wealthy, happy, nor religious. But when men and women
increase in intelligence, in industry, and economy, they benefit themselves and
society, and thus become their own benefactors and the benefactors of the world.

We might have enforced the subject of this paper by showing that in our country
there is no rank, except that of the monarch, but may be eventually obtained by
the children of the poorest inhabitant of the land. It was the boast of one of our
I^rd Chancellors that his father's house was a most ** illustriovy* one, for it was
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SO poor and dilapidated that the sun shone into all the rooms, through the chinks

in the walls. The sons of other poor men have risen to the most elevated posts,

and may rise again. But we dwell not on this point. We should consider it a

crime to hold out such hopes as a motive for study, diligence, oi* good behaviour,

or to lay any stress on the dignities to which we have referred, in our estimation,

an honest, intelligent, industrious, and trustworthy operative is a thousand times

more honourable, and far more valuable to the country, than any mere man of title

can be. We have titles in profusion, and have had them for centuries without

their conferring any advantage on the country which might not have been enjoyed

to as great an extent if these honours had never existed. The Queen can make
peers, but she cannot make intelligent, honourable, and happy citizens. We must
create these ourselves. The patent for these dignities is in our own hands^ and
we must resolve to raise ourselves, or be for ever fallen.

THANKSGIVING FOE SP^ilNG.

Lord, we bless thee for the spring,

In its gladness gladly sing
;

Opening buds, and lengthening days,
Join with man to utter praise.

Tree, and bird, and stream unite,

Earth to grace, and man delight

;

Song and beauty now combine,
Hourly chanting " We are thine !**

Let the fulness of thy love,

Every soul to bless thee move
;

Let thy gladdening spirji^ flow

Through the hearts of all below.

Spring-time let it be to all-
Wise and simple, great and small;
Man and Nature then shall be.

Lord, in fellowship with thee

!

John Alpiibd Lanqford.

ON SEEING CHILDKEN AT PLAY.
BY WILLIS, AN AMEllICAN POET.

I love to look on a scene like this,

Of wild and careless play,

And persuade myself that I am not old.

And my looks are not yet gray
;

For it stirs the blood in an old man's heart.

And it makes his pulses fly,

To catch the thrill of a happy voice,

And the light of a pleasant eye.

I have >valkedthe world for fourscore years,
And they say that I am old

;

And my heart is ripe for the reaper, Death,
And my years are well nigh told.

It is very true-^it is very true,

I'm old, and '' I bide my time !"

But my heart will leap at a scene like this,

And I half renew my prime.

Play on, play on, I am with you there,

In the midst of your merry ring

;

I can feel the thrill of the daring jump.
And the rush of the breathless swing.

I hide with you in the fragrant hay,
And I whoop the smothered call,

And my feet slip up on the seedy floor,

And I eare not for the fall.

I am willing to diewhenmy timeshall come,
And I shall be glad to go

;

For the world, at best, is a weary place,

And my pulse is getting low
;

But the grave is dark, and the heart will fail

In treading its gloomy way;
Yet it wiles my heart from its dreariness,

To see the young so gay.
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THE YOUNG CHEVALIER.—Ciia p. V.

After the battle of Falkirk^ the insur-

gents resumed tlie siege of Stirlinj;j; and,

while thus engaged, heard of the ex-

pected arrival of the Duke of Cumberland.
Charles and his officers were again at issue

as to the course which it was proper to

take. The Prince, to whom bold measures
were over the most welcome, wished to

remain and fight the royal arm3\ The
chiefs advised a speedy retreat to the

Highlands, whither the Duke could not
follow them at this season of the year.

Their army, they represented to Charles,

had suffered greatly from desertion, and
it would be impossible for them to assem-
ble more than 5,0(K) men to meet a force

double that number which accompanied
Cumberland. In spring they believed they

could muster 10,000 brave fighting men,
independently of any foreign supplies ; and
meanwhile they could employ the troops

they had in taking the Government forts

in the Highlands. The Prince's secretary

relates, that when his master received the
document which contained this opinion of
his officers, his rage exceeded all bounds,
and he knocked his head on the wall till

he staggered, bitterly inveighing against
Lord George Murray.

It was peculiarly unfortunate that
Charles Edward felt least disposed to con-
fide in those who had risked most for him,
and were every way best qualified to give
him sound advice. He was fully endowed
with the kingly propensity of making fa-

veurites of sycophants: hence his former
tutor, Sir Thomas Sheridan, and the Irish

officers belonging to the French service,

who were in the army, were privileged to

hold that place in the Prince's confidence
which, for the sake of his own cause, had
better have been bestowed on the Scottish
leaders. This time, however, he was
obliged to submit.
On the 31st of January it was deter-

mined that the retreat should commence
next morning, and an order given that the
array should muster at nine o'clock.
Though the reason for this mustering w^as
not made public, a suspicion of the design
arose in the minds of the soldiers, and with
a fear very unusual to them, they waited
not for the appointed hour, but just as they
could, before daybreak, set their faces
northward, making a disorderly flight
rather than a deliberate retreat. At Cri<!;ff

they were re-assembled, and the route de-
termined on. The clans were to proceed
through Athol, by the direct Highland
road, under the command of the Prince,

and the low country regiments and horse
to take the coast road by Aberdeen, under
the charge of Lord George Murray—both
parties to meet in the neighbourhood of
Inverne.'rs as their final destination. The
Highla/id capital itself was not open te
them. Lord Loudon having occupied it

with the Independent Companies, amount-
ing to 2,000 men.
On the Gtli of February the Duke of

Cumberland reached Perth, and finding
both parties of the rebels several days'
march before him, he gave up the pursuit
in the meantime. A lew days after, the
royal army in Scotland was reinforced by
the arrival of the Prince of Hesse, King
George's son-in law, with five thousand
troops from the Continent. Cumberland
marched to Aberdeen by the same road
which Lord George Murray had taken.
He reached that city on the 25th of Feb-
ruary, and there he quartered his troops-

for six weeks.
This time was not passed idly by his op-

ponents in the Highlands. The fame they
had already earned was well sustained by
various successful attacks on the forts and
strongholds of the Government all around
the country. Lord Loudon was frightened
out of Inverness under circumstances
which must have afi'orded many a good
laugh to his enemies. On the 16tli of
February Charles reached Moy-hall, six-

teen miles from Inverness, the seat of the
Laird of Mackintosh. This gentleman
took the Government side, and was at this
time from home in its service; but his
lady, a most devoted Jacobite, had raised
the clan on behalf of the Chevalier ; and
though she provided them a colonel in
the person of Macgillvray of Drumna-
glass, she herself rode frequently at their
head with a man's bonn«t on, and pistols

at hei* saddle bow, and well deserved
the title by which she is still known in
the neighbournood. Colonel Anne. While
Charles was this lady's guest. Lord Lou-
don conceived the design of ending the
war by taking the Chevalier prisoner. For
this purpose, at nightfall of the 16th, he
left Inverness with 1,500 of his loyal
Highlanders, and proceeded as quietly as
possible on the road to Moy. His inten-

tion had transpired, however ; and at five

the next morning, a messenger, all breath-
less with haste, reached the castle with
the intelligence that the Earl of Loudon
was not more than a mile distant. The
Prince was instantly roused and sent off

to a place of safety. But his enemy was
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not destined to reach Moy-hall. Lady
Mackintosh, with true soldierly vigilance,
liad the night before sent five men^, iieaded
by the blacksmith, to guard the road to
Inverness. The blacksmith was a clever
fellow ; and hearing of Lord Loudon's ap-
proach, determined to try if he could not
out-manoeuvre him. He directed his men
to place themselves at short distances
from each other near the road, to fire sepa-
rately when the enemy was near, and
tlien raise the war-cries of the Camerons
and M 'Donalds, calling on the clans to
iTish on and oppose the villains who were
coming to seize their Prince. The trick
was completely successful. The advancing
party hearing the names of Lochiel, Kep-
poch, and other chiefs called out, and
bagpipes playing the various clan gather-
ings, thought that the whole insurgent
army was upon them, and fled in the ut-
most confusion. The Master of Ross, who
afterwards spent many years in military
service, used to declare that in all the
dangers he had passed through, he never
found himself in so sad a plight as at the
rout of Moy. Even when the panic-
struck party got to Inverness, they did
not consider themselves safe ; and hastened,
by crossing Kessoch Ferry into Ross-shire,
to place an arm of the sea between them-
selves and the enemy. On the 18th the
Prince having assembled a considerable
force, marched to Inverness, to return
Lord Loudon's intended visit, but to his
surprise, he found an unoccupied town, of
which he ^vas permitted to take quiet
possession.

No doubt the able generalship of the
;^lacksmith was well rewarded by his
ibrave mistress. Manj^ amusing anecdotes
are related of the curious position in
which this lady and her husband now
stood to each other. On one occasion
Mackintosh, being taken prisoner, w^as
brought into the presence of his wife in
her military capacity, when she saluted
him with, *' Your servant, captain!" To
which he immediately replied, " Your
servant, colonel!" The Prince consider-
ately placed him in her custody, assuring
him, ^' that he could not be in better se-
curity, or more honourably treated."
This Amazon was not the only Highland

lady who could resort to extreme measures
for the beloved Prince. General Stewart,
in his sketches of the Highlands, referring
to President Forbes's complaints of the
violent Jacobitism of the ladies, says

—

*' One of the ladies noticed by the Presi-
dent, finding she could not prevail upon her
husband to join the rebels, though his men
were ready, and perceiving one morning
ihsLt he intended to set oft for CuUodeu

with the offers of his service as a loyal
subject, contrived, while making tea for
breakfast, to pour, as if by accident, a
quantity of scalding hot water on his

knees and legs, and thus eifectually put an
end to all active movements on his part for
that season, while she despatched his men
to join the rebels under a commander more
obedient to her wishes."
From February to April the rival

cousins kept their respective quarters at
Aberdeen and Inverness—the fiery Duke
waiting impatiently for such weather as
should render it prudent to seek his enemy
amonpjst the Highland hills. On the 8th
of April he marched his army northwards

;

and that nothing might be wanting which
could contribute to their comfort or
strength, a number of victual ships sailed
alon^ the coast beside them, ready to send
provisions on shore whenever they were
needed. The 15th the army spent at
Nairn, a small town about twenty miles
from Inverness, holding a feast in honour
of their royal commander's birthday.
That day Charles was anxiously review-

ing his troops on Culloden Moor, five miles
from Inverness. They were not in good
condition to meet the enemy. Many large
parties were absent, and though messengers
were despatched for them, some days must
elapse before they could all be assembled.
And still more grievous, those regiments
which were on the spot, were much
weakened from want of sufiicient food.
This seems to have been the result of
strange mismanagement in the commis-
sariat department ; for it is afiirmed that in
Inverness there was meal sufiicient for
a fortnight's consumption, while on this

important day the insurgent soldiers' en-
tire allowancew as one small loaf each ofthe
worst description of bread. On the pre-
ceding day Charles had drawn oflT his

forces to this moor, which was now fixed
on as the field of battle. Hitherto, the
Highlanders had been particularly fortu-

nate in their ground, but on this occasion
their usual sagacity failed them. Culloden,
or Drummossie Moor,though boggy in some
parts, and with slight hollows, was still

enough ofa plainto permitcavalryand regu-
lar troops to act with effect, and thus the
Highlanders were deprived of the great
advantage they should have had if drawn
up on the hilly ground on the neighbour-
hood, where they could attack without
difficulty an enemy nearly helpless in such
a situation. Lord George Murray ob-
jected to the ground chosen, it is said, by

'Sullivan, but was over-ruled, chiefly as
he thought by the influence of Sheridan
and the French officers. The reason as-

signed for choosing Culloden was, that
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thus Inverness would bo protected. On
this busy day a I aring step, but one which,
if it could be carried out, was likely to be
successful, was proposed and agreed to,

—

a niffht attack on the Duke of Cumber-
land's camp. The insurgent's army, of
whom only about half could be assembled,
the others having wandered off in search of
food, was divided into two columns

—

Lord George Murray leading the first,

Charles, the second. They set out at
eight o'clock in the evening, hoping to

reach the camp about midnight, as only
nine miles lay between ^hem. But for

the sake of secrecy they were obliged to

leave the high road and take difficult

boggy paths, which, with an extremely
dark night, made their progress so slow,
that at two in the morning they were yet
three miles from their destmation. It was
now evident that their attack could not
be made before daylight, and the sound
of drums from' the distant camp warned
them that its tenants were not off their

guard.
To proceed in such circumstances would

have been the extreme of rashness; and
Lord George, whose column was far in
advance of the other, ordered a retreat.

Disheartened and mortified, the poor fel-

lows retraced their steps, and at seven
o'clock reached their former position on
Culloden Moor, quite exhausted from want
of food, want of sleep, and the fatigue of
their difficult march. Some went to sleep,

others wandered off in search ofprovisions,
while Charles and his officers went to
Culloden, where they were glad to get a
little bread and whisKey.
Thus dawned the eventful 16th of April,

1746, whose sun was destined to see the
hopes of the Stuarts for ever extinguished.
Lord George Murray, fully impressed with
the folly ot meeting the enemy in the pre-
sent condition of the insurgent army, made
a last attempt on this morning to persuade
the Prince to avoid an immediate engage-
ment. He proposed that they should cross
a small river near, called the Water of
Nairn, and post themselves on ground be-
yond, which he had sent two officers to
examine the day before, and which they
reported to be most favourable for the
operations of Highland troops, and there
wait for the Duke. Tims they should
have a great advantage of ground ; should
gain time for the army to rest; and, if they
chose, might avoid a battle for some days,
when they were certain of large reinforce-
ments, v/liich were now hastening to join
the main body. Cluny Macplierson with
his clan, and the Master of Lovat with an
additional party of Frasers, were on their
way to them ; and it was hoped that the

;
Earl of Cromarty with the Mackonzies

I
would soon be up.

j

But Charles was deaf to all remon-
j

strance; and encouraged by the concurring
opinion of his favourite advisers, he was
resolved that fight, then and there, they
should. The reasons ho assigned were,
that a retrograde movement would dis-

courage his troops, who might perhaps
disband ; and that, by a change of position^

Inverness, where his stores and baggage
lay, would be exposed to the enemy. An
over sanguine disposition, and a blind and
unreasonable confidence in the power of
his troops, whatever strength was brought
against them, led the Chevalier into the
fatal mistake of forcing on an engagement
at this unpropitious moment.
Meanwhile, the duke's army was delibe-

rately advancing, and messengers were
despatched to Inverness to recall the
parties who had wandered thither for
provisions, and who, just as they were
about to satisfy the cravings of hunger,
were obliged to return to very different
work. The weary sleepers were dis-

turbed as unceremoniously, and the wholo
available host was speedily formed into
order of battle. The right of the front
line was composed of the Athol men and
Camerons; in the centre were the Frasers,
Mackintoshes, and various other clans ; on
the left the three Macdonald regiments of
Clanranald, Glengarry, and Keppoch. The
second line, which was completed with
difficulty, was formed of the low country
and foreign regiments. Four pieces of
cannon were placed in the centre, and the
same number at each extremity of the
front.

This arrangement, which was a good
one for bearing an attack, had one un-
fortunate circumstance connected with it.

The great clan of the Macdonalds in
former battles composed the right-wing
of the insurgent army, an honour which
they asserted was their right since the
daj'^s of Robert Bruce. And now they
were filled with indignation and resent-

ment at being placed on the left, which
they regarded as not only an insult to

themselves, but also an ill omen to the fate

of the day.
Opposite this exhausted army of 5,000

men stood Cumberland's host, composed of
various English and Scottish regiments,
numbering in all 9,000 strong, fresh, and
vigorous men, with an admirably-served
artillery. This is not the place to give

minute descriptions of military dispositions

—suffice it to state, that the duke's arrange-

ment showed him to be a most able^ gene-

ral. Aware of the danger of having h'w,

front line broken by the impetuosity of a
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Highland onset, he so arranged that the
centres of the regiments of the second line

were behind the vacant spaces which di-

vided the regiments forming the first line,

and the third line stood in the same posi-

ti©n to the second ; so that if the enemy
succeeded in breaking any one regiment
there were two ready to supply its place.

Two canon were placed between every
tv/o regiments of the first line.

Thus the armies stood facing each other.

The insurgents,whose good fortune seemed
to desert them entirely on this important
day, were annoyed by the wind blowing
in their faces, and spent some time in vain
attempts to change their position. Just at

this point an aflPecting incident occurred,
exhibiting strongly the devotion to the
cause for which he fought, which animated
tho Highland soldier. It is thus related
by Brown, in his " History of the High-
land Clans :"—" Conceiving that by assas-

sinating the Duke of Cumberland he would
confer an essential service to the Prince, a
Highlander resolved, at the certain sacrifice

of his own life, to make the attempt. With
this intention he entered the English lines

as a deserter ; and being gi'anted quarter,

was allowed to go through the ranks. He
wandered about with apparent indiffer-

ence, eyeing the ofiicers as he passed along

;

and it was not long till an opportunity oc-

curred, as he conceived, for executing his

fell purpose.
" The duke having ordered Lord Bury,

one of his aides-de-camp, to reconnoitre,
his lordship crossed the path of the High-
lander, who, mistaking him from his dress

for the duke (the regimentals of both being
similar), instantly seized a musket which
lay on the ground, and discharged it at his

lordship. Fortunately, he missed his aim,
and a soldier who was standing by imme-
diately shot him dead upon the spot."

Charles rode along his lines, animating
the spirits of the troops, and reminding
them of the glorious days of Preston and
Falkirk, and then retired, attended by a
small guard, to a slight eminence in the
rear. Duke William also remembered
those days, though he inentioned them not;
but he gave the significant order, that if

any felt reluctant to fight they should im-
mediately retire. He told his men to
trust chiefly to their bayonets,and allow the
Highlanders to mingle with them that they
might ^' know the men they had to deal
with.'^ It was amoment ofintense anxiety to
both the young leaders (the two princes
were about the same age). A father's
crown trembled in the balance !

The battle commenced by the High-
landers firing their canon, but it was so
wretchedly ineffective that no execution

was done. The royal artillery returned a
tremendous fire, to which the Prince
nearly fell a victim. A man holding a led
horse was killed at his side, and Charles
was bespattered by the mud which the
balls raised. With frightful impatience
the Highlanders stood under this fire,

eagerly waiting the order to advance. At
length Lord George determined to charge,
seeing it was evident that the duke's army
would not move; but ere the command
could be given, the Mackintosh's burst
from the line and rushed forward. The
other clans followed, all but the Mac-
donalds, and the charge became general,
except at the left wing. " The action and
event of the onset were," says Mr. Cham-
bers, " throughout quite as dreadful as the
mental emotion which urged it. Notwith-
standing that the three files of the front
line of English poured forth their incessant
fire of musketry— notwithstanding that
the cannon, now loaded with grape-shot,
swept the field as with a hail-storm-—not-
withstanding the flank fire of Wolfe's regi-

ment—onward, onward went the headlong
Highlanders, flinging themselves into,

rather than rushing upon, the lines of the
enemy, which indeed they did not see for
smoke till involved among their weapons.
All that courage, all that despaii* could do,

was done.
** Itwasa moment ofdreadfuland agonis-

ing suspense ; but only a moment—for the
Whirlwind does not reap the forest with
greater rapidity than the Highlanders
cleared the line. Nevertheless, almost
every man in their fi'ont rank, chief and
gentleman, fell before the deadly weapons
which they had braved ; and although the
enemy gave way, it was not till every
bayonet was bent and bloody with the
strife.

"When the firi>t line had been thus
swept aside, the assailants continued their

impetuous advance till thc^y came near the

second, when being almost annihilated by
a profuse and well-directed fire, the shat-

tered remains of what had been but an
hour before a numerous and confident

force, began to give way. Still a few
rushed on, resolved rather to die than for-

feit their well acquired and dearly esti-

mated honour. They rushed on, but not
a man ever came in contact with the
enemy. The last survivor perished as he
reached the points of the bayonets.

" The persevering and desperate valour
displayed by the Highlanders on this

occasion is proved by the circumstance,
that at one part of the plain, where a very
vigorous attack had been made, their

bodies were afterwards found in layers

three and four deep ; so many it would
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appear having in succession mounted even
a, prostrate friend, to share in the same
inevitable fate. The slaughter was par-

ticularly great among the Brave Mackin-
toshes, insomuch, that the heroic ladv who
sent them to tlie field, afterwards told the

party by whom she was taken prisoner,

that only threcof her officers had escaped."

The oftended Macdonalds, nieanwliile,

sullenly kept their ground, and refused to

advance. The Duke of Perth implored
them to follow their companions, telling

them that if they fought with their usual
bravery, they would turn the left into a
right, and he would change liis name for

that of Macdonald. But in vain. One
of their own chiefs, the brave Keppoch,
was not more successful, and with a cry
©f agony, that the children of his clan had
forsaken him, he rushed ou almost alone
to his death. There the proud clansmen
stood, bearing the fire of the enemy with-
out flinching, but making no movement
till they saw their army routed,when they
marched offthe field in an orderly manner.
It has been supposed that ifthey hadjoined
in the first attack, thus making the onset
simultaneous along the whole line, the
fate of the day might have been reversed.

'^ It was indeed," continues Mr. Cham-
bers, " a complete rout. The mountaineers
had done all that their system of warfare
taught them, and all that their natural
strength enabled them to perform. They
had found this vain ; and all that then re-

mained was to withdraw. Charles saw
the condition of his troops with the despair
of a ruined gamester. He lingered on the
field in the fond hope that all was not yet
lost. lie even moved to charge the enemy,
as if his own single person could have
availed against so big a destiny. Con-
founded, bewildered, and in tears, it

required the utmost efforts of his attend-
ants to make him forego his once splendid
hopes by a reti-eat ; and he at last only left

the field, when to have remained would
have but added his own destruction to
that of the many brave men who had
alreadv spilt their hearts' blood in his
cause."
The r€ti*eating army divided into two

parties : one, which included the Prince,
crossed the water of Nairn and took the
road to Badenoch ; while the other fled in
th« direction of Inverness. The pursuit,
principally directed against the latter
party, from the facility which the gi-ound
afforded, was merciless. Four of the five
miles which intervene between the battle-
field and Inverness, were strewn with the
bodies of the slain. The total loss on the
insurgents' side was never exactly ascer-
tained, but it is agreed that it could not be
less than a thousand—a fifth of the whole
army. Of these, many were ofiicers, in-
cluding amongst the distinguished persons,
Lord Strathallan, Macgillvriay of Drumna-
glass, and, as already mentioned, Macdo-
nald of Keppoch. On tlie other side, the
whole loss, killed, wounded, and missing,
was 310.

The^ cruelties of this day, and of the
following months, have gained for Cum-
berland the unenviable name of ^' the
butcher." The third day after the battle,
soldiers were sent to the field, to kill any
of^ the few wounded creatures in whom
life might still b6 found. While on this
brutal mission, they discovered a hut with
a number of the wounded in it ; and witli
a cruelty passing belief, these monsters set
fire to the place, planting themselves ash

a guard round it, to prevent the possibility
of any poor wretch escaping the flames^
To excuse these atrocities, it was pretended
that an order was found, signed by Lord
George Murraj^, commandmg the insur-
gents to give no quarter. But there is uo
evidence that such an order was ever
given : it is all but certain that the whole
story was a fabrication.

H ' Mjl'

Influence of a SMiLE.-^It is related in the life of the celebrated mathematician,
William Huiton, that a respectable country woman called on him one day, anxious to
speak to him. She told him, with an air of serenity, that her husband behaved unkind
to her, and sought other company, frequently passing the evenings from home, which
made her feel extremely unhappy, and knowing Mr. Hutton to be a wise man, she thought
he might be able to tell her how she could manage to cure her husband. The case was
a common one, and he thought he could prefscribe for it without losing his character as a
conjurer. " The remedy is a simple one," said he, *' and 1 have never known it to fail.

Always treat your husband with a smile.*' The woman expressed her thanks, dropped
a courtesy, an d went away. A few months afterwards she waited on Mr. Huti on with a
couple of fine fowls, which she begged him to accept. She told him, while a tear of joy
and gratitude glistened in her eye, that she had followed his advice, and her husband
was cured. H e no longer sought the company of others, but treated her with constant
love and kindness.
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GLEANINGS FKOM MY COMMON-PLACE BOOK.

For many years I have been in tlie habit of keeping a common-place book, and
every evening entering therein, in my own style, an account of any remarkable
fact that had excited my observation throughout the day. I have thus accumulated

several volumes, and it is now a great pleasure to me, when any particular fact

attracts attention, to run over my collection and find a parallel one in days gone by.

It occurred to me that your working men might be pleased to have some of these

gleanings presented to them. They are multifarious : facts from history and every-

day life ; traditions, remarkable superstitions ; singular occurrences, &c., &c.,

that cannot fail to amuse and to instruct. You are welcome to them.

No. I.—INCIDENTS IN THE HISTORY OF CRIMINAL LAW.
Those who delight to trace the gradual steps of civilisation, have an interesting-

field of inquiry opened up to them by the history of our criminal code. At one
time it was the most severe and the most sanguinary in Europe, fully deserving what
was said of it by Sir Samuel Romilly :

" The laws of my country are written in

blood." It was not only severe, but indiscriminate, extending the punishment of

death to nearly two hundred offences, giving in fact the same punishment to the
man who destroyed the lives of a whole family, as to the one who stole a spoon or

a pocket handkerchief. Women have been executed during the present century
for stealing to the value of forty shillings in a dwelling house, and boys of fourteen
for picking pockets. The statute-book retained so many capital crimes, that the
public mind sickened at the weekly exhibition of cruelty and death. Juries at

length would not convict ; and judges were not unwilling to seize upon any
weak point in the evidence, and recommend it as a ground of acquittal. This
barbarity was th&Avork of comparatively modern times. In the reigns of the
Flantaganets, four offences were made capital ; in the time of the Tudors there
were twenty-seven; under the Stuarts thirty-six, and under the sovereigns of the
house of Brunswick, no less than one hundred and fifty-six. Between the acces-

sion of William III. and the death of George II., many thousands perished by the

hands of the public executioner, and this, too, for offences which are now visited

by a few weeks' imprisonment. We have seen, within a comparatively short

space of time, a great amelioration of our criminal law ; men have lost faith in the

efficacy of punishment, as a deterrent from crime, and are learnmg to depend upon
preventive measures, instead of the old, clumsy, bungling system founded upon the
fear of death and physical pain.

During the time that executions were common every Monday morning ai

N ewgate, and demoralised crowds were invited to witness the dying agonies of a
fellow creature, there was necessarily much haste and confusion in the trials, and
we need not be surprised that many innocent men and women suffered. All
human judgment Is liable to err; and, under the very best of circumstances, an
awful responsibility rests upon those who have to decide upon mere circiunstantial

proof. A question naturally arises, whether any fallible tribunal ought to have the
power of sending a fellow creature to an irrevocable doom. There is a solemn
importance attached to this question, when we look at the number of instances

recorded of men having been executed whose innocence has afterwards been made
apparent. Sir Fitzroy Kelly says, that ** in fifty years forty-one innocent persons
had been executed ;" and, it is said, during the present century no less than forty

innocent persons have perished on the scaffold. Some of the cases are of a painfully

interesting character. When looked at in all their details, they far exceed in

horror anything that the imagination of the romance writer can produce. They
prove that "truth is strange—stranger than fiction.'* Some few of the more
striking ones will be laid before the reader. They will satisfy the candid mind
that all human evidence is liable to error and mistake.

The first instance is that supplied in the case of Mr. Barber, who was convicted
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of forgery, sentenced to be ^rZ^^^f^ontonio.^^
tion. tJ ..ho was afu.rvvards P^^^^fjl^l^j^^t^, °, , pamp.uer. remark-
proved. Sir George Stephens lias g ven i

^ossessin" as mucli interest as a

able for its perspicuity and fJ".^f"f»: .ff- fXr and%omplicated case. "It
novel. He enters into all the details of t^^'s s"^gular ana comp

is," Sir George says, " pregnant ^vith msaruction to all

«f!f^-
.^\7^ ^„d show

briefly to explain the who e case, and '^^" ^ake
ff

t

%^^^^^
irom It on J.at a ^^^-'^''^^.^'^^^^

?°:^f'^^^^^^
this

"n^eai"^ tC^lS: amount of dividends and principal stock -
J.,

un;

claimed from time to time in the Bank of Ensland, a?^ alter an > ^^

is carried over to the interest of the national debt. Mr. 1 le^^^^^^
^^^

apparent wealth and respectability residmg at Camberwell, was aw are o

and resolved to turn his knowledge to a^f°'"^'-
^'aPPears that^^^^^^^^^^

Mr. Christmas, who was employed in the Bank, and «ho had usen ir v^

tion of an inspector to an office of considerable trust, h^smlmm ^^^J

important particulars respectmg the
""^''"SfreS" the req-Ss « inform atioP.,

standing in their nam^^^ ano^
to mal^c- Where the owner was found to be in total

^,^n.Jranc? or inTats ther^ no ?wner could be found, Fletcher proceeded to get

ds-t^ffc^oL^rn\ifa?^.=^^^^^

wL the dupfof he m^^^^^ now admit of reasonable doubt One of

^Tnine cases upon which Mr. Barber was tried broke down from a trivial but

remarkable circumstance that is worthy of note.
o.^^,... „ thp amount

TTnolaimed Stock stood at the Bank in the name of John Stewart, to the amount

of^" 200 C Fletcher represented that John Stewart had died intes ate and he

Siduced one of his accomplices to personate Miss Stewart, ^^^o was entitled to the

aCfnUt?ation. The deceased had died at Great Marlow. and Fletcher tad gone

thSe W make nquiries in the month of May, 1844. Mr. Barber was m^f>icted by

him to nrosecute further inquiries five months after. Fletcher had gone to Marlow

1^ May and BarbeThad gone in the following October. Tlie attempt was made by

theS'seTution to show' that Mr. Barber was a<=ting with a guilty knowl^edgeo^

the fraud ; that he, in fact, was an accomphce It was ^aid that Mr. Barber had

gone to Marlow within a fortnight of the time that Fletcher had ^een there. 1 his

made out a strong case, as it justified a suspicion of privity to the concoction oi

Te fraud, as tWs' would prov'e that Mr. Barber had been there before he f^^^^^^^

bond had been executed, instead of after, as he alleged. Mr. Hyatt, the landlora

of the inn at whichhe stayed, and at which he conducted his inquiries, swore stoutly

?hat Mr. Barber was there in May or early in June and at no other time, and that

would be within a fortnight of the time that Fletcher had been there, ^his was a

Tital point in the evidence. The rest must be told in the words of Su George

SteDhens " Happily for Mr. Barber, he had in Baron Gurney the most keen-

Xted jadge th^at Jyer adorned the bench, and in Mr WUkins one 9^ t^^Cav.
able couicil who ever addressed it. More happUy stUl, he had on principle always
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nor did he
even amid

retained every scrap of paper connected with his professional duties •

X^J^'^^^f^^-^^otmind, sustained as it M^as by conscious innocence; even amia^e breathless and a^vful anxiety, shared, perhaps, by the prosecutors themsereswhen this astounding evidence came out.
"^ ^ * -^ ^ "*'' uiemseives,

to*th^ wUnes^^^^
^^^'''' ^'^^ '^^' ^^^ '"'' ^^^ ^'^' ^^'"^^^ ^^^'^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^

" * Is that your bill ?'

ih^lwJ'J.V^
in my handwriting

;
the charges are correct: one of them is for

fw ^•i'L^
horse to the railway station, five miles off.'

.. . S'"^..^^^-
-^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ yo^ ^oj^e than once :*

* No I

Plet'cWsr''
"^"''^ '"'^ ^^'* ^^"- ^*'^'"'''' ^''" ^^ within a fortnight after

"
' Yes : of that I am quite certain.'

" '^am t^itiv'eTfTar '" ^°"' ^"""^ '"' °"°'' ""'' *'^='' '"^<=« "''^ ^'^ 0''*°''« •''

'
'
Then look at the date of the bill in your own hand-writins.' "

It was dated the 13th October,
From the mere accident of having kept his tavern bill, which is in itself an ex-traordmary instance of carefulness; heVas able to show that the landlord 4asmistaken, and that, too, by the landlord's own bill

^anaiora was

Sir G. Stephen says :—"It makes the blood freeze to think on what nettv cir-

t'aTmtirCB ^h"'? •''"^•rlf,
before a jury, but for the preseTSn ofthe

XTpon another of the charges Mr. Barber was convicted, but, as it since turns

Za.ir"
unsatisfactory evidence. In this case the prisoner was "lawyer: he

The ac s Tm^t^Zi'^A^r^'"' ™t discerning judge, and yet he was cTvicted!

•Tllf^!.
° J f^'^

^l'^ '^''^T,
^"""^ '^ "^^^ °^ suspicion about him, that, aided byall these advantages, he could not extricate himself. How must the difficulties

Sfand withT" i'
'8"°"^^'^* °f f legal technicalities and forms having noiriends, and withal very poor, so that he can neither fee counsel nor nav the ex-penses of witnesses. It is impossible to go over the case of Wimanflloss i^b^

rnf'terhe' w ^?*{.^"i^r '"''"^^ *^^* hadieTosllid'trafcS^
favour* o? ht Li.. °"^^ ^^"^ ^"^'^ acquitted. The presumptive evidence in

ofT« °:2 •?"?''^"<;^ ^s much stronger than that which was produced in proof

A singular case occurred at the Lancaster Assizess, about 15 rears affo which
Ttrep:r:o;rS''Rll^""?'i'^^^^"Serofrely^^i-niee persons-.-raul Kigby, John Grimes, and Mary Grimes, traveliino^ npdlar<j

St^leVofthetblictifh"'^"'%'^
with 'attempt lo kill aAd murfe ^nt' Johi:

saidToUsflrfl^J^f ^^7^y- They were bharged also with having robbed the

e^dence Af~ several pounds of money. The following is a summary of the

re^urnta; ft^?!jT^^^ l^^* ^ ^^^ night named in the indictmei/he was
sS"nl IvZ/; "Trfi"

= ^heif'tout two miles on the road his horse shied at

SundVSrJobn ql , \ ^"^
presently he heard a moan. He dismounted,

wi?h a p4e^f wfre to . o..?» ^'^N ^PPIT^*^ *° ^^ ^^"^ '""^^ ^^"^^'^- ^e was tied

Ws neck WhPn It
8=ite. and was unable to speak. The wire was fastened round

bv two men who titL
'°''^'"'''^' ^^ ^°^^ ^^'"^^^ *^' ^« ^^^ been robbed and iU-used

been cone about h^U IT""*" '" company, had overtaken him on the road, and had
a^ce Ind then rodiht^t?''/' ^^ supposed. The witness rendered him assist-

tTe Tandlord of a i^.thl^^L*" ^^'^T^^'
t° 8^" the alarm. The next witness was

r>rffinn»ro ii, ^ ,?
^°'^^® "^ *^^ neighbourhood, who deposed that the three

Th™.'J^° '^'"^
fv

^'^angers to him, called at hi^s house on ths night named
men RLbrandT-*^"'" t-

*"• *'"»"• ^^'^^ ^' ^''^ left, he observed the two

A^TX^ZL?tT^n7f'^^^'''''A^^^^''^'\ """^ *^^y ^""-^ after left and tooktne road to l^ancaster. He followed them to the door, as he suspected from their
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,„.. fi,c^ wprp aftor somethincrbad. The constable of the parish said that the pro-

S^1 U^rSblance Lmistakable. Th-onstable said how^^-er^^^^^^^

found only four shillings and some copper upon th'^ P"BOners A you„ lady,m
^onirlitpr nf one of the county coroners, deposed that on the atteinoon oi uie

tr! fhl female prisoner called at her father's hou»e, and on purchasing some

couo'n balls she Sd some wire which exactly corresponded with that found

ab"ut th^ nockof^: prosecutor. Upon the prisoners l^^mg called upon for^h^^.r

Alfonce one of them requested the prosecutor to be re-called. He askea mm a

number of quesUons, but nothing was elicited to shake the evidence. The pro-

se^cutor statergTn that his nami was Stanley that he was^a jomer and resided

II Market Dra-vton, in Shropsh re, and that he was gomg to Kendal in scarcn oi

wofk" The jur7r:"urned a ve?dict of guilty, and -ntenceo death was prono^^^^^^^

upon them, the judge holding out no hope of mercy. They
P?;°'!X/^-^'^ '^ for

cence and one of 3iem replied to the solemn wammg of the judge to ask lor

TaXn of Go"! saying, indignantly, " Do you want me to teU a he^^^^^^

should I ask pardon for a crime I never committed i They were Jelt

^'TiTe'ry after the judge left Lancaster, the chaplain of the castle gaol

received an anonymous litter declaring the prisoners to be mnocent and

that no robbery had taken place at all. No notice was taken of this

nntil «ie following Sundayf when the condemned prisoners received

Te sacrament wTth great ^devotion, but still protested their mnocence.

This moved the prison au^thorities, and next morning the letter was f
en °ver to

Preston to the sheriff. Some circumstance induced him to compare the hand-

writing with the receipt given by Stanley to the borough treasurer fo/^is expenses

and the handwriting was%ronounced to be the same. A ge^itl^'^^-l^^^fXn U
to Market Drayton to make inquiries concernmg the character of Stanley, when u

was discovered that no person was known there of that name or S«f»««*- ^^ P^Jd
tion was then sent to Mr. Justice Park, the judge who had tried the <=ase. He said.

"K these men are innocent, there is no reliance to be placed on human testimony.
u tnese mj-u are

;„,„„*:„„ „„* tn ^arrv the sentence into executio
iTe'SrTher^ff s7;t;d"hislnrenti;n^^^^^ carry \he sentence into execution

untaT had had a communication with the Home-office. A respite was then

dven : and the following day. in consequence of a letter from the judge an uncon-

lilSJikl reprieve was received. So great was the joy of the public, who had been

Jeatiy «Sted by the circumstance?, that they testified it by an Ulummation and

'^&°eSns were made to apprehend Stanley. After a lapse of two years

h«was apprehended at Barnet, in Hertfordshire, 'while attemptmg to practise

another crime of the same character. He was tried for the perjury at Lancaster,

anSenced to transportation for seven years. .
Tbe other evidence wa^ never

explained. It admits, however, of several explanations compatible with the mno-

cence of the accused.

^M—^.^—.^.^—^—^>—^

British Coinage,—Long before the Roman invasion, coined money circulated in

Britain. The Eebert silver coins, used at the beginning of the ninth centurjr, were

shiiUngs, thrismas, pennies, halflings, and feorthlings. Alfred corned ^^^^^^r pennies and

copper sticas or half farthings ; but Athelstan was the first to establish uniform coin m
England; and after that time, the kings became the bullion merchants and comers

Gold coin was introduced by Edward III. in six-shilling pieces, nearly equal m size to

a modern sovereign. Nobles followed at 6s. 8d., hence the lawyers fee
;
afterwaras

there were half and quarter nobles. Edward IV. coined angels, with a figure ot
^^^^^^^}-

and the dragon. Henry VIII. issued sovereigns and half-sovereigns of the nioaern

value. Guineas were the same size j but, being made of superior gold, were valued at

21s., and in 1798 at 30s.
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GOLD.
ITS HISTORY.

This metal appears to have been known
at a very early period. Moses speaks as if

the art of working both in gold and silver

had reached a very considerable degree of
advancement—** Speak now in the ears of
the people, and let every man borrow of his
neighbour, and every woman borrow of her
neighbour, jewels of silver and jewels of
gold." This must have been about 3300
years ago. The chief supply of gold in
ancient times was from Asia. Herodotus
speaks of people living near the source of
the Indus searching for gold. The amount
of the precious metal brought by Alexander
the Great from the East appears to have
been very great, and the coins of that
period are executed with considerable
ability, and are of great purity. The
gold mines of Thrace were in operation in
A.D. 378 ; and although there are passages
in the old writers, some of which are ob-
viously fabulous—such as the story related

by Diodorus of Semvramis having erected
statues of Jupiter, Juno, and R-hea, of

beaten gold, forty feet high—there is no
doubt that it was used in great quantities,

such being evidently the case from the nu-
merous allusions, both in sacred and pro-
fane history, to treasures, vessels, and orna-
ments of gold.

ITS SOURCES.

The chief supply of gold for the last two
centuries and a half has been from South
America and Mexico. Upon an average of
the latter years of the last century, the
annual produce of gold is estimated at

517,775 ounces, or about £200,000 in value.
The annual produce of the gold mines of
South America is valued at £1,133,716. In
Peru gold is as abundant as silver, but for

want of capital it is obtained chiefly from
the sand of the streams, but sometimes in

the mountains, in lumps, as one of 60 lbs.

The mines of Hungary, including those of
Transylvania, and of the Bannat of Temes-
war, compose four great districts producing
3250 lbs. troy of gold. The obtaining of
gold in mining countries costs about fifteen

times as much as silver. The Californian
gold discoveries have already produced a
most extensive emigration, not only from
the United States of America, but from
nearly every part of the world. The gold
was first discovered by the cutting of a mill-

dam by a gentleman named Sutter. Gold
to a very large amount has been found in

the valley of the Sacramento ; the mountain
streams wash down golden sands, and it is

found in every liitle dried-up creek and
ravine. The mines run at the foot of the

j
Snowy Mountains, and they alone produce
about one million and a half sterling an-

I

nually.

Gold has been found in many of the tin

stream works of Cornwall, and the slate

mountains which run across the southern
part of Scotland have afforded stream gold
in several places; it has also been dis-

covered in some of the Wicklow streams.
Sir R. J. Murchison, in a paper read to the
Royal Institution, has successfully dwelt
upon Russia and Siberia as exhibiting on
the grandest scale that gold occurs in quan-
tity only in the upper part of vein-stones,,

and that when the latter are worked down-
ward they gradually yield less metal.

ITS VALUE.

Fine gold is about £3 17s. an ounce;
silver only 5s. .^

DUCTILITY OP GOLD.

Gold is too ductile or soft in its natural
state to be used pure, and, to harden it, the
metal is alloyed or mixed withcopper or silver.

The hardest alloy with copper is composed
of eleven parts of gold and one of copper,,

and this has been adopted as the standard
of our coinage. The effect of some other

metals in changing the properties of gold isi

remarkable. If one-twelfth part lead be
added, the metal is as brittle as glass ; if a
quarter of a grain of bismuth be added to an
ounce of gold, the mixture, although, in

colour and texture resembling gold, is per-
fectly brittle ; if a like quantity of antimony ^
be added, the mixture is not only brittle, i^
but has hardly any metallic lustre. Gold
plate is about one-fourth copper.

The hundred-thousaHdth part of a grain

of gold may be seen by the naked eye ; and
a cube of gold, whose side is but the hun-
dredth of an inch, has 2,433,000,000 of

visible parts. If a silver wire be covered
with gold, it may be drawn out into wire ef

still greater fineness, and still retain this

coating of gold ; and one grain of gold will

in this way coat a surface ©f wire about two
miles and three-quarters in length.

THE MALLEABILITY OF GOLD

exceeds that of all other metals. Gold leaf

can be reduced to the 300,000th of an incb,

and gilding to the 10,000,000th- Lace gild-

ing is 1,000,000th of an inch thick, tin-

foil 1,000th of an inch, and gold leaf the

200,000th ; so that 200 gold leaves are only

equal in thickne-s to one of tin-foil. One
grain of gold will cover 7i inches each way,

or 52 square inches ; or be 1,500 times

thinner than ordinary writing-paper.
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THE TENACITY OP GOLD
ts greatly inferior to that of other metals.

A wire one-thirteenth of an inch thick will

ftot support a greater weight than 150 lbs.

;

wpereas an iron wire of the same diameter
will sustain a weight of 560 lbs. It is not an
opaque body, like all other metals, for gold
leaf transmits a green light, as may be con-

veniently observed by laying a leaf between
two thin plates of colourless glass, and
holding it between the eye and a strong
light. It is less fusible than silver, and
more so than copper. It is the most per-
fect conductor of heat—that is to say, if

heat be applied to one end of a rod of gold,

it will be transmitted from particle to par-

ticle, and become sensible at the other ex-

tremity of the rod more quickly than through
any other substance in nature. Gold may
be exposed for ages to air and moisture

without undergoing any alteration ; and a

quantity of it has been kept for thirty weeks
in a melted stat© in a glass-house furnace

without the loss of a single grain, and with-

out any change in its nature. But if a small

portion of it be intensely heated by elec-

tricity, or by the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, it

burns with a greenish blue name, and is dis-

sipated in the form of a purple powder.

THE DEATH WATCH.

There are many persons of weak minds
who are in a continual state of alarm in

consequence of prognosticating that evil

is to befal them, from what they term signs

and tokens. Among the most prevalent of

these tokens is the noise made by what
they call the *• Death-Watch."

^
But these

fears will be dissipated when it is explained

that the singular noise. in question proceeds
from natural causes, being produced by two
different insects, one a caleopterous insect

of a dark colour, about a quarter of an inch

in length—the anobium tessellatum. Not-
withstanding its smallness of size, how-
ever, this creature is often the cause of

serious alarm from the noise that it makes
;

and which is considered as portentous of

death to some one of the family in whose
house it is heard. The philosopher and
naturalist may smile at a superstition thus

absurd; yet the celebrated Sir Thomas
Brown has remarked with great earnest-

ness, that the man "who could eradicate

this error from the minds of the people
might prevent the fearful passions of the

heart, and many cold sweats, taking place

in grandmothers and nurses." It is chiefly

in the advanced period of spring that the
insects in question commence their noise,

and v/hich is no more than the call or sig-

nal by which they are mutually attracted to

each other, and may be considered as ana-
logous to the call of birds. This noise does
not aiise from their voice, but from the in-

sect's beating on hard substances with the
shield or fore-part of its head. The general
number of successive distinct strokes is

from seven to nine or eleven. These are
given in pretty quick succession, and are

repeated at uncertain intervals : in old
houses, where the insects are numrrous,
they may be heard, if the weather be warm,
almost every hour in tho day. The noise

exactly resembles that made by beating
moderately hard with the finger-nail on a
table. Mr. Stackhouse carefully observed
the manner of its beating. He says, the

insect raises itself upon its hinder legs, and
with the body somewhat inclined, beats its

head with great force and agility against

the place on which it stands.

This insect, which is the real death-

watch of the vulgar, emphatically se called,

must not, however, be confounded with
another minuter insect, not much unlike a
louse, that makes a ticking noise like a
watch ; but, instead ot seating at intervals,

it continues its noise for a considerable

length of time without intermission. This
latter insect belongs to a very different

tribe, and is thv^. iermes puhatorium of
Linnaeus. It is usually found in old wood,
decayed furniture, museums, and neglected

books ; and both the male and the female
have the power of making this ticking

noise, in order to attract each other.

These insects are excellent anatomists;

The writer of this having had many fine

cabinet specimens of insects destroyed liy

their operations, the thought occurred that

it was possible to render them useful, by
making them effect some delicate dissec-

tions for the microscope. In order to try

this experiment, a few were placed in a
pill-box, in which were also put the heads
of three dead flies. On examining the box
some time afterwards, in order to see how
they had proceeded with their anatomicid

dissections, he found they had cleared the

interior of some of the eyes completely from
all the blood-vessels, leaving the lenses in

the cornea most beautifully transparent,

and so infinitely superior to any prepara-

tions of his own, that he had them pre-

served as a natural curiosity.
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OMNIANA.—BY PARSON FRANK.

n 1 )__lt is always cheering to meet with signs of (zsthetical sensibility among

the poor and ill-instructed. Little tokens of art, in their close, dark, dingy rooms,

are oases, i;reen and refreshing in their rude way. By all means encourage the

poorest to procure some object on which the eye, dull and bleared m hte s other-

wise desert route, may rest with a sense of refreshment ; assured thereby that the

world has something bright in it, of which this memorial is afragmentary symbol—

8omething which may suggest to the beholder that enjoyment to which Words-

wortli alludes in the line

** Her beauty made me glad."

Beautiful things, as Mr. Lynch says, in his " Memorials of Tlieophilus Trinal," are

sucTgestive of a purer and higher life, and fill us with a mingled love and fear
;
they

have a ^raciousness that wins us, and an excellence to which we involuntarily do

reverence. On this account he recommends those who are poor, "yet pure and

modestly aspiring," to keep a vase of flowers on their table, which will help to

maintain their dignity, and secure for them consideration and delicacy «.f behaviour.

So true is it, as he contends, that a beautiful external life symbolises a beautiful

internal life, even if such life be absent. It standsfor a reality that exists somewhere,

(§ 2 )—Phalaris invented, as his voluntary subscription to the science of torture,

a certain brazen bull ; within which, when duly heated to a degi'ee quite unpro-

vided for in the metre of Farenheit, human flesh and blood were roasted to a turn.

One day, however, he was favoured with an inside place, and his ** accounts

cooked" forever. A similar sUvy of retribution is told, of some inventors of

ItaUan torture. The Regent Morton, too, who introduced the so-called «• Maiden

into Scotland, lost his own head by means of his protege. Now, as Dr. OruiUotm,

the famous French deputy, invented the grim machine which bears his name—by
the aid of wlach, aCd he to the laughing Assembly of 1790, " I will make your

head spring ofi" ir: the twinkling of an eye, and you will mf^ex nothing,' -—people

must needs apply the theory of retribution to the doctor also ; and accordingly it

is a comnion belief that he'did lose his head liy that which his head had found ;

and not only so, but thnt he was actually the first of many thousands who so

suff'ered. The fact is, however, as Mr. G. H. Lewes tells us, in his ** Life of Robe-

spierre," Guillotin was alive in 1812, and died in his bed.

a 3.)—Of our familiar superstitions, few seem more tenacious of life than that

which makes Friday an unlucky day for undertakmg any enterprise. Sailors,

especially, retain this peculiarity. It is curious—and it should be dinned into the

ear of every sensitive mariner—that Friday was the day on which Christopher

Columbus sailed from the shores of Spain, on his hnmortal voyage of discovery,

Friday the day in which he discovered land, and Friday the day on wnich he

re-entered the Spanish port, flushed with the triumph of successful enterprise. Q
mariners ! this is not a thing to be told to the marines,

J
4.)—"What a noble attitude is that of the " stoic," when the slings and arrows of

outrageous fortune whistle around him : provided his stoicism is not of a dogged,

cynical, stubborn kind. The spirit of magnanimous and generous endurance to

which I refer, is that intended in Campbell's fine line,

**To bear is to conquer our fate."

Mr. W. S. Landor paraphrases the sentiment in one of his admirable *' Imaginary

Conversations," where he says, '* We cannot conquer fate and necessity, yet we

can yield to them in such a manner as to be greater than if we could."
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THE LITTLE GIRL AND THE RAIN.
By Mrs. Sigouhney.

make a visit to

twice before, but
is raining hard

** Mother, it rains," said a little girl who
was looking out of the window. ** I am
sorry not to be able to

Emma. She invited me
it rained; and now it

again."
" I hope you will not be unhappy, my

dear," said her mother. " I think I notice

tears upon your cheeks. I will not say it

is a little thing, for the troubles of children
seem great to them ; but I trust you will be
patient, and wait patiently for good weather. '

'

" Mother, you toid me that God knows
everything, and that he is always good.
Then he certainly must know that there is

but one Saturday afternoon in the week,
and that is all the time I have to play with
my little friends. He must know that it

has rained now these three holidays, when
I wished so much to go abroad. Andean
he not make sunshine whenever he pleases ? '

'

" We cannot understand all the ways of

God, my child ; but the Bible tells us he is

wise and good. Look out into your little

garden, and see how happy the rosebuds
are to catch the soft rain in their bosoms,
and how the violets lift up their sweet faces

to meet it, and as the drop falls into the
quiet stream how it dimples with gladness
and gratitude. The cattle will drink at the
stream and be refreshed. Should it be
dried up, they would be troubled, and were
the green grass to grow brown and die,

they would be troubled still more, and some
of them might perish for want of food."
Then the kind mother told her daughter

of the sandy deserts in the East, and of the

camel which patiently bears thirst for many
days, and how th« fainting traveller watched
for the rain-cloud, and blessed God when
he found water ; and she showed her the
picture of the camel and the caravan, and
told her how they were sometimes buried
under the sands of the desert. And she
told her a story of the mother who wan-
dered into the wilderness with her son, and
when the water was spent in the battle, she
laid him under the shade to die, and went
and prayed in her anguish to God ; then
how an angel brought the water from
heaven ; and her son lived. She told her
another story from the Bible, how there fell

no rain in Israel for more than three years^

and the grass dried up, and the brooks
wasted away, and the cattle died ; and how
the great prophet prayed earnestly to God,
and the skies sent their blessed rain, and
the earth gave forth her fruit. Many other
things this good mother said to her child^

to teach and entertain her. Then they
sang together a sweet hymn or two, and
the little girl was surprised to find the
afternoon so swiftly spent, for the time
passed pleasantly.

So she thanked her kind mother for the
stories she had told, and the pictures she
had shown her. And she smiled and said,
*' What God pleases is best."

Her mother kissed her child and said:
'* Carry this sweet spirit with you, my dear
daughter, as long as you live, and you will

have gathered more wisdom from the storoi

than from the sunshine."

A Taxed Animal.—John Bull often grumbles surlily about the number and the

weight of the taxes that are levied upon him ; and yet, perhaps, he is hardly aware ef

the number or the weight of 'the taxes of which he complains. Consider;—There are

taxes upon every article which enters into the mouth, or covers the back, or is placed

under the foot ; taxes upon everything which is pleasant to hear, see, feel, smell, and
taste ; taxes upon warmth, light, and locomotion ; taxes on everything on earth or the

waters under the earth, on everything that comes from abroad, or is grown at home;
taxes on the raw material ; taxes on every fresh value that is added to it by the industry

of man ; taxes on the sauce that pampers the rich man's appetite, and the drug that

restores him to health ; on the ermine that decorates the judge and the rope that hangs
the criminal; on the poor man's salt, the rich man's spice; on the brass nails of the
coffin and the ribands of the bride ; at bed or board, couchant or /eran^, we must pay.

The school-boy whips his taxed top, the beardless youth manages his taxed horse with a
taxed bridle on a taxed.road ; the dying Englishman, pouring his medicine which has
paid seven per cent, into a spoon which has paid fifteen per cent., flings himself back on
his chintz bed which has paid twenty-two per cent., makes his will on an eight pound
stamp, and expires in the arms of an apothecary who has paid a license of £100 for the

privilege of putting him to death. His whole property is then taxed inwnediately, from
two to ten per cent. Besides the probate of his will, large fees are demanded for bury-

ng him in the chancel; his virtues are handed down to posterity on taxed marble, and
e is gathered to his fathers—to be taxed no more.
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WORKING MAN'S GAEDEN.

Third Week in April.

You must not haxe one uaoccupied spot in

your garden at this important season—look
around you, and wherever you see one, fill

it up with some of the vegetables which
shall be mentioned in this paper.

ONIONS.

Sow the white Spanish onion, and early

purple. If you sow the seed, the bulbs
will be about the size of beans by October,
when they must be taken up and kept for

planting next March or April; butifyouhave
had some of these bulbs by you since last

year, you may, by setting them now, have
a splendid crop of onions next autumn. Set
the bulbs in drills a foot apart every
way, press them slightly with the finger into

the ground, but do not let any earth cover
them. While they are growing, let them be
kept perfectly free from weeds with a carrot
hoe, and let care be taken that during the

operation the earth is not raised around
them.
For principal crops of onions the Stras-

burg, Deptford, and Globe are preferred

—

for early crops, the Spanish and purple are
made choice of—for keeping, James's and
pale red are considered the best—and for

flavour, the blood red is most esteomed.

POTATOES.

Sow a few ridges of potatoes this week,
if you mean to sow at all. Between each
row of potatoes leave a distance of three

feet, and in this space plant beans. If

you try this plan once you will be sure to

adopt it again.

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES.
Plant Jerusalem artichokes in rows two

feet apart : the poorest soil will do for them,
but it ought to be well manured. They
resemble potatoes in appearance, and are
propagated and cultiyated in the same
manner. They should be kept perfectly
free from weeds.

TURNIPS.

Hoe turnips when the second rough leaf

is seen, and if any of the crops sown during
the previous months are coming up irregu-

larly, sow fresh seed in the vacant spots, or

transplant from places which are too
thick.

CAULIFLOWERS.
The cauliflowers sown in early spring, if

they have been carefully tended, will now
be fit to transplant. They should be set in

warm rich bed, and at night and on cold
days be covered with flower-pots until they

have taken fresh root. In dry weather, it

is necessary to water cauliflower plants
abundantly.

PEAS AND BEANS.

All advancing crops of peas and beans
should be carefully earthed up, and sticks

placed to any of the former which are a few
inches above ground. The sticks should
be from four to seven inches high, accord-
ing to the growth of the different sorts of
peas, and should be furnished with many
small lateral branches in order that the
tendrils may find ready support. Beech
branches are the best to use, and they should
be neatly prepared in a fanned manner
before they are set along the rows of peas.
" Some gardeners advise that they be
placed on the most sunny side of the rows,
at least, towards the east or midday sun,
where the posiion or range of the rows
admits ; for the sun will naturally incline

the plants that way, and they will more
readily catch the sticks, which should be
placed at such distances that the branches
of each may meet." At this season you
need only sow a little of each of the three
following kinds :

—

1st. '' Bishop's Dwarf," which does not
need any support, and may be sown in rows
two feet and a half asunder, and at two
inches distant in each row.
•2nd. The** Early Frame," in rows four

feet apart, and about two inches distant in
the row.

3rd. " Fairbeard's Champion of Eng-
land," at a distance offrom four to five feet

between the rows, and three inches in the
rows,

BORECOLE BROCCOLI.

Sow the seed of borecole in the rich well-
manured soil, and if you have plants, set
them in a bed of the same description, at a
distance of about two feet every way. As
they rise, earth them up, and water them
before sunrise in dry weather.
Of broccoli there are two distinct

species—the purple and the white. This
is the time for sowing the former, in rich
soil, to which, from time to time, additional
stimulus must be given by watering with
liquid manure. Rows of broccoli ought to

be three feet apart, and between each plant
in the rows there should be a distance of
two feet and a half. As the stems lengthen,
the earth should be drawn up to them, not
only because it keeps them upright, but
because it materially assists in imparting
size and strength to the-plants.
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POT-HERBS.

Make new plantations of pot-herbs,

eithfr by dividing old root^s l>y sowing

seed, or by slips.

W ' Mint is easily propagated by parting the

roots. "The best method is to piocure a

few old ones, and, having parted them

carefully, &et them in drills. Let each

stand six inches apart every way, cover

them wiih lich fine mould, and water every

mornini; till they have the appearance ot

being fully established.

RosEMARif is increased at this season by

callings of the young shoots. They shoula

be from fi^e to eight inches in length, and

ranged closely in rows which lie twelve or

fifteen inches asunder.

Sage is propagated by slips during this

month ; it thrives best in light dry soil,

thoui'h it will take root in any kind that is

not very wet. A few slips will be sufficient if

it is intended to use it only in a green state
;

but if it be wanted to dry for winter use, a

greater number will be required.

SwoRY.—Sow the seed of the annual

savory, and propagate the perennial by

slips. Yery small patches will be sufii-

cicnt.

Tarragon may be increased either by

sowing seeds or planting the off sets. Its

youHg and tender tops only are used.

Thyme.—There are two kinds of this

fragrant l.erb—the common thyme and the

lemon. Both may be propagated either

frora seed or by parting the roots. It

should be planted in a sheltered part of the

garden—f<'r, though hardy, a severe n-i^ter

not un frequently destroys a whole piui:ia-

tion of it.

GRAVEL WALKS.—GRASS BEDS.

Gravel walks should be cleared of all

weeds and grass, be raked and rolled, and

their borders neatly trimmed. Grass-beds

ought to be mowed, if there are any in

front of our friends' cottages ; for if this

work is much longer neglected, the grass

will become so coarse and rank, that it will

require much care and time before it

recover.

WINDOW PLANTS.

If we neglect our window plants now, we

shall find but little to admire in them

through the summer ; and, instead of seeing

them " smiling like hope, and cheering the

glad eye,'* we shall be forced to look upon

the wreck of their loveliness, caused by our

own carelessness.

Geraniums, Fuchsias, Myrtles, and

others of similar habits, ought now to have

the points of the growing shoots pinched

out. This is called '* stopping,*' and causes

them to become bushy, instead of tall.

Cactuses must have a sunny positien

and plenty of water.

China Roses are beautiful window orna-

ments, and give but little trouble. They

may be kept in any height required by ju-

dicious management, without m the least

impairing their health or beauty.

Mignionette must now be thinned so

as to leave the plants three inches apart.

This beautiful fragrant little flower is a na-

tive of Egypt, and was brought from thence

to France about one hundred years ago.

Its original name was ''reseda odorato,

or " fragrant restorative," it being used by

the Eo-yptians to allay the irritation accom-

panying wounds ; but the French, as soon

as they beheld it, changed the name for the

more appropriate one of '* migmonetle, or

'* little darling."

The Tree Mignionette is a variety of

the little annual, and may be possessed by

any one who will take the trouble of adopt-

ing the following simple plan :—During

this month take a vigorous plant from one

of the boxes, and set it in a small pot. JNip

off all the flowers and buds, and water it

well, but gently. Put a small straight

stick in the pot, and attach the plant to it.

i Then place it in the open air, where it is to

remain till Autumn. As soon as a flower-

bud appears, nip it off; and when Septem-

ber comes, strip off all the lower shoots and

leaves, so as to give the plant the appear-

ance of a miniature tree. Eemove it then

into your sitting-roora, and as the winter

advances the stem will become more and

more woody ; and if the plant be allowed to

remain in the open air during the next

summer also, it will continue to grow and

bloom for several years.

Tenacity of Live.—Dr. Franklin gives a singular story of a fly, which, having taken

up its quarters in a pipe of Madeira, lay torpid there, perhaps for years, and ultimately

came to life when taken out of the wine and placed in the rays of Philadelphia sun. A
still more marvellous instance of resuscitation occurred lately m the British Museum

An Egyptian snail which had been glued down to a card for four years, conhnea ma
closp gla\>s.case, actually came to life, and was found crawling about his narrow uomicue

to the great astonishment of his curator
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THE INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.

It is still to be feared that the arrangements in the foreign departments of the-

Building will not be fully completed by the 1st of May ; but the Commissioners
have unalterably determined, whether our continental friends are ready or not,

that the Exhibition shall be opened on the day originally appointed. A grand day
the London folks are anticipating—a state pageant graced by Royalty to inaugurate
the festival, and render the world-homage to Industry the more significant and
striking—and civic hospitalities extended on a liberal scale to the various repre-

sentatives of foreign manufacture.
It has at last been determined to remove the trees from the interior of the Crystal

Palace, and on the receipt of the orders to that effect from the proper authorities^

they were at once carried into effect. Great differences of opinion prevail as to
the appearance these trees would have presented when in full foliage. Many
think that the effect would have been very fine, and quite in harmony with tha
character of the Glass Palace, and on this ground regret their removal. It is

however, right to state that the majority of suffrages on this point are at

variance with this opinion. It was chiefly considerations of another kind that
prevailed to the condemnation of the trees, about whose fate there has been so
much discussion. Serious apprehensions were entertained that they would harbour
insects which might injure some of the more delicate and costly of the articles ex-
hibited ; and that results yet more disastrous would follow from the fall of leaves,

and the consequent dispersion of decayed vegetable matter in the building. We
are glad that the final decision we now announce was not arrived at before—that
the difficulty which presented itself in this quarter to Mr. Paxton was not cut dowrif
but has been literally overcome. It has elicited one more proof of the resources of
modern British ingenuity and skill.

Those of our readers who purpose making use of the system of registration
we have instituted, should lose no time in taking the necessary steps. The
period fixed for the Exhibition is now so near that most persons are anxious to
complete their arrangements as speedily as possible, that they may be able to look
forward to their anticipated visit to town without any anxiety and misgiving. They
ai-e wise in taking time by the forelock ; and those who neglect to do so Avill, in
very many cases, find themselves driven to great inconvenience, and obliged at
last to submit to a much inferior class of accommodation. We have now ample^
room at our disposal. In another fortnight the case may be very different. Ap-
plications already begin to grow numerous, an/^ we have had to make arrangements
for several large parties ; some, for instance, oetween two and three hundred strong
—some proceeding from our own great seats of industry, and others about to cross
the Channel from the neighbouring continent. One of these last consists of a body
of two hundred Frenchmen. We may add, as an interesting item, that 3s. each
for bed and breakfast seems about the rate of expenditure most extensively fixed on,

^
We beg, therefore, earnestly to remind such of our friends as may think of avail*

ing themselves of our assistance, to communicate with the Central Office, 8, Exeter-
change, Catherine-street, Strand, without loss of time. They must be particular in
stating their requirements fully and unambiguously, so as to avoid the delay and
unnecessary correspondence which will otherwise be occasioned. The published
*[ Register " will be seen to contain the addresses of the various lodgings. It will,
however, greatly facilitate the progress of satisfactory arrangements if they com-
municate with us directly. In that case we will undertake to make the necessary
arrangements, according to our previous announcement, with the parties in to\ATi.

If the agency of the office is made use of in all instances, it will save great confusion,
and prevent much possible disappointment. Our readers will understand that the
published •* Classified Register " will enable them to make their ovm selection ; and
they can then intimate to us the particular accommodation they wish to secure, and
the time for which they will require it.

An undertaking of great magnitude and responsibility has been the preparation
of the " Ofiicial Catalogues '*—a help which will be found indispensable to enable
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visitors to traverse mtellicently those long passages and galleries ©neither side of

S'the ^c^of the^^rfd's industry are to be disposed and^^^^^^^^^^

Aff pr t^P disnlav has terminated, the most authentic and the luilest recora oi ub

^Wct'rtfL component parts. To them those -l^° -f *« ™-^ fhti^tHrf
trial nrof^ress of the world in our day will turn for information, and trom their eriei

bu s^rnificanfentrirs the pathwa/s along which i--^^-
,f-"/„,^,teV "cer'

v»^-elftH or mav advantageously be directed hereafter, can be accurately ascer

tailed Ever^e^xploring party will of course be armed at the entrance with this

giSid essentTaran^dTiSa^ bJ intoresting to know the price at which it will be

cr^iri Qnrl tViP Icind of information it will contam,

"the Bo^al c"mm°S, having determined to have this work Pefrmed by con-

tract accented the iomt terms offered them by Spicer, Brothers, the wholesale sta

1 onekaKessrs Clowes, the well known printers. The contractors paid a ).ajnd-

res^rL trpkviege thus conceded to them »"o-<l^)--f j;- lu^Ln^
conditions, which sufficiently protected the rights ?ad "Uerests of the pubi c ana

of exhibitors against the virtual monopoly thus obtamed. Among these condiUons

one was, that the small catalogues, adapted ior general
"«^' f^°"i^ '^^^ '°;Vs w^^^^

huildine for Is and should contain the name and address of each exhibitor, as wen

L a «hort description of his contributions in the precise order m which they w^re
as a short ''escription oi i

f f „g y^„ letters and numbers that would enable

Sfstotodlny^xlS'spS^^ This work will extend

1^320 pa«es and wiU contain the names of about 15,000 exhibitors, and the price

s to be^o'nly Is An immense sale of this " 0^"^! Catabgue,' as it is cal ed, -

anticipated and the first edition to be thrown off extends to ^60,000 copies.

Tranrtions oTtlil work in French and German will appea^^^^^

1st of Mav when the contractors are, under a heavy penalty, bound to bring it out.

Besides there publications, an "Official
^^f

Crated Cataloguers aU^^^^^^^

^.ontaininff more detailed notices of the articles exhibited, embellished with engrav-

ingTnSedbvse^^^^^^ of scientific eminence, and accompanied by a great

affety ofInteisliir^^atter connected with the Exhibition. This wf ,
o^vhich

thf <,Tnaller cataloaue is, in point of fact, a very condensed abstract, will be oi

StremfvLe to airiho wis^ to avail themselves^ ^

mised displav in Hyde Park offers for study and information. The matter, coming

S it doeS man'y thousand contributors has been found. - the
^^^^LtT;

aion to require an immense amount of " cutting down, as all sell la^aatory

remarks are "emorselessly excluded, and contributors debarred m every way from

extoltoff the s^eral articles they exhibit. As to the mode of annotatmg adopted

those oblects wUl be selected for the purpose which are m themselves the most

interestig Mid suggestive. Thenotes we to be as short, clear, and definite as pos-

"nTto have ^fference chiefly to the uses, history, consumption or produ^^^^^^^^^

^f tVio nvHclPi to the description of which they are appended. All critical oDserv a

Uo^sarf'o be avoided, and every precaution'is to be taken to preserve the impartia

chrracter of the wirk, at the same time that it is rendered a worthv n^emorial o

Srtt occasion which has called it forth. Many persons will ast-^^^^^^^

consider the management of this work, and remember that the particulars embr^^^^^^

in it cannot be fully collected until almost the last
"f
^^ "t^e worid of wonders

by the 1st of May, be enabled to buy a handbook to the little world of wonders

tfien thrown open to their long pent-up curiosity ? A visit to the F"'ti^i

establishment of the Messrs. Clowes will explain the "^y^^ery ^ithm hat . a^^

establishment there »re no less than twenty-five steam P""ting niachmes. u

these, two are large enough to throw off at f«V''' !tff?i WUh su h lacilUies
catalogue, five to throw off 32 pages, and eight to throw "^ 24. With such tacim

at their disposal, the contractors entertain no fears as to the accomplishment oi

what hey have undertaken. The number of printing-presses, however, at their

command, gives a very imperfect idea of those resources. They hjem ope auon

a stereotvpin" process, by which they can af once secure duplicates of any i"[°^es

aboSXch they are particularly hurried ; and this becomes extremely valuable

where engravings of any kind are introduced.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. IX.

FUENCH INTO ENGLISH.

(Note.—m, will denote masculine; f. feminine; s. singular; p. plural.)

Jevous invite (invitery the present infinitive, means "to invite;''* therefore the reader
knows the other parts of the verb) a diner chez moi. Mais j'ai honte de vous doniier

to dine at my home to give
with me

un rejKts (m.) de ce (m.) genre (m.) Quel genre ? Le repas est excellent ; il est meme
repast this kind

iUlicievx (m.) La volaille (f.) est non settlement tres bonne pmir un homme nidladif ; mais
delicious. not only very for sidcly

atissi elle est deiicieuse (f.), quaiid elle est appretee ainsi. Apr^s avoir din^ (the French
also when dressed thus

never say, ^'apres ayant"), j'aime & rester tout-a-fait (pronounced toot ah fay) tranqittUe,

to remain altogether quiet

Ce^r? aide (fromowfor, " to help") \?i digestion (f.) (pronounced dee-zhes-tee-oangj it being an
that helps digestion.

exception to the sound of ** t" in such cases). Que vous etespnwZe^*.' Que votre sys-

prudent

teme est bon powr la sant^! (f.) Oui; il est bon—tres bon mhne. La mtme chose. C'est.

for health. even same thing it

Ce n'est pas vrai. Ce (m.) chapeau (m.) est le meme. Cette (f.) vache (f.) n'est pas
it true, this hat smne this

ccUe (f.) qui appartient a mon frfere. Je vous demande (from demander, **to ask") pardon;
that one which belongs

elle est la 7ni.me vache mAme. '

same even.

The reader perceives that meme has two meanings ; he must take w^hichever
makes sense. He also perceives that ce, which generally signifies " this," is some-
times employed where we employ the word *'«Y." *' It is disagreeable"

—

c'est

facheux : " it is he"

—

cest lui , '*it is not he"

—

ce n^est pas lui. Ce is also thus
employed in a way which, if we did not mention it, would completely puzzle the
intelligent and grammatical learner ; and the more intelligent and grammatical
he was, the more he would be puzzled, for the expression is against principles.

We, for example, say, "it is these persons who"—but the French say, "it are

these persons," &c.

—

ce sont ses personnes. Now there is no defending this ; but
usage, all-powerful when it is the usage of the educated portion of society, has
settled the point in defiance of philosophic grammar, and the phrase is therefore

excellent French. The Geimans have a similar turn—they also say, **it are these

men,*' &c.

—

essind, &c. &c.

With respect to another turn occurring in the foregoing exercise fque vous etes

prudent, &c.), we fully explained everything connected with it in the eighth lesson.

In that lesson, also, we pointed out the immense variety of meanings (determined
by the general sense or context of the passage) which the word que has. Accord-
ing to the manner in which it is used, it may express that, or which, or since, or

how, or what, or than. It is to be remembered that it never means how in the sense
in which comment means it—that is, in a question or interrogation—but only in an
exclamation— as, ** How he loves his children !"

—

Quit aime ses enfanis !'* '* How
does he love his children ?" would be. Comment aime-t-il ses enfanis ?

It remains to call attention to another meaning of que, which, like all the pre-

ceding, is easily distinguished by the circumstances of the case. Qwe may mean
"as," but only in comparing two things, and after the word aussi has been used
already. For example : "He is as learned as you"

—

II est aussi savant que vous.'*

" He is as good as his father"—// est aussi bon que son pere, " He is as silent as his

mother"—// est aussi silencieux que sa mere. The w^ord aussi, if not serving in this
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I am
way along with que, means also, *'He is good also"—// est bon aussi.

Yiunsry dlso"^J'ai faint aussi. „ ,. , . -n. i. i * • ^ *i

Bifore proceeding to our exercise of English into French let us remind th^

reader of what we mentioned very early -that where an Englishman talks ot

*« honour." or ^Mustice," or •« diligence," &c., a Frenchman employs the dehmte

article before the substantive, and talks of ^^ the honour, the justice, the dili-

gence," &c. .

Another thing is, that our neighbours have no idiom corresponding to our it ts

said, it is thought, it is intended, and the like. They have a word, on (pronounced

ENGLISH INTO FRENCH.
*

T^ i^ tboiiaht that the town of London will be more full

on pe^ise (fiom pemer, - to think") que mlk (f.) Lo^ulres phi^ ^ jm.)

during the Exhibition than it (sJte) has ever been (in the French you must say, - not has

pendant que jatmls
^ , . i

ever been*'—N'a &c.) "What an advantage it is for the proprietors of houses to lee
'

avantage [m.) pour les propnetaires mais&ns a louer

•

(*' That it is an advantage,'' S^c, See last lesson.) How quickly you walk !
(•' that you," &c.)

^ "
vtte

My brother intends to show an invention at the Exhibition. Is the

compter (*' TO intend") niontrer invention (f.)

invertion eood ? (" the invention, is she good f ') (Tlu;) diligence is sure (of) to succeed,
^ ^

diligence (f.) sur (m.) mi-^sw\

sure (J.)

It is the same thing.

clmse (f.) .-,... ^ £ ^^

We resume our conjugations. The future tense, indicative mood, of etre is :—

English Fuench. Pronunciation.

I shall or will be Je serai ^he mtToy

thou Shalt or wilt be tuseras ti^su/rrah

he shall or will be ilsera eel surrah

she shall or will be elle sera d surrah

we shall or will be nous serous mo sun-oang

you shall or will be vous serez voo sicirag
^

^ilsseront eel surroang
they shall or will be

\elles sejvnt el surroang

present tense, conditional mood.

English.

I should or would be
thou shouldst or wouldst be

he should or would be

we should or would be

you should or would be

they should or would be

French.
Je serais

tu serais

il sei^ait

nous serions

vous seriez

{ils seraient

elks seraient

Pronunciation.
zhe surray

tu sun'ay

eel surray

noo surreeoang

voo surree-ay

eel surray

el surray

In a former chapter we spoke of the idiom by which to translate " there

is," " there are," &c., into French. But il y «, though it is used in the sense of

our " there is," &c., is also used in other senses. It expresses our idiom *Vago,
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In this phrase the de is used in the sense of " from," as it often is. Loin means
**far,** and id, pronounced eesee, means **here."

" Le Prince Albert, est il en Ecoss4 f*

Ecosse (pronounced akoass) is the French for ** Scotland ;" and en, coming before
a substantive, means "in"—not " some," or ** of it," or ** of them," as when pre-
ceding most forms of verb.

** Non, II est a Londres.^*

Non means "no," and is pronounced very similarly, only that there is a slight

nasal twang.
'' Quelaffea-t-iir*

Qmc/ (pronounced kell) means " what ;" and a(je (pronounced ahzJie) means ** age."
"// a trente et tin ans,"

In the above question and answer the reader will perceive, according to a rule
already explained, that instead of " what is his age?" the French ask, *' what age
has he?" and that instead of saying ** he is 31 years old,'" they say, **he kas 31

years."
" Et la Reine, quel age a t-elle ?"
** Elle a trente deux ans,^*

Et means "and," and is pronounced eh,

" Voire pere, ou est HP*
" II est a V Exposition f*

Foifre means " your ;" jyere (pronounced jyair) means "father." Oil with the
accent means " where ;" ou without the accent means " either " and " or." Ou
vous ou nioi—" either you or I." Here the reader will netice that, although Je is

used in the first person of a verb to express <<I"—as je suis, "Iam,"/ai, ".I

have," &c.—yet when " I " stands alone it is expressed by woe, " me." In English
it would be a solecism,—or, in other words, it would be vulgarly and grossly
incorrect and ignorant to say " it is me." The phrase should be " it is I," because
the verb " to be " governs not, as it is called, the accusative case, and must be
followed by the nominative case, which in this instance is "I."

" Qui est VarchitecteV*

Qui (pronounced kee) means " who." Architecte (pronounced ar-sheeteet^ means
" architect."

" Qui est Varchitecte du hatiment de VExposition en Hyde Park ?"

" Qui EN est VarchitecteV*

The reader knows what du means ; it is the genitive case of the definite article.

It is only where " of the" will not make sense that du means " some." Batiment
signifies "building." Exposition is the French for " exhibition ;" and ?n coming
in the first sentence before the substantive, " Hyde-park," and in the second,
before the verb, esty it is clear what it conveys in both cases.

** Monsieur Paxton en est Varchitecte.^*

Mo7isieur, pronounced, mos-yeu, means either " mister " or **sir."—Which makes
sense here? En precedes a verb {est) \ and therefore must mean " of it " (of the
building referred to in the previous question).

" Combien de temps? " means ** how long ;" literally, " how much of time."
" Combien de temps y a-t-il que ?" means " How long is it since ?" literally, " How

much of time is there since ?"

" Etiez vous A VExposition hierf*
We need not give the meaning of etiez vous ; it is the second person plural of

the second or imperfect tense of eVre, the whole of which tense is ia the fourth
lesson. Hier means " yesterday," and is pronounced hee-air,

" Oui. J'y 4iais,"
" Out. J'etais la.**

Both y and la mean " there ;" but their place in a French sentence the reader
perceives to be different, the one preceding, the other following, the verb. The
two sentences signify precisely the same thing.
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*' Et votre sceur y etait clkV j ,, • .#

Soeur means ** sister," and is pronounced, as we before said, like our word sir,

only longer.

*' Qui; elle avail tellementfroid qu'elle iremblait.

Tenement is vrononnced tehnou!;, and means - to such a degree
J^^^^^^^^^^^

pronounced tromblay, and is the third person singular of the second, or imperfect,

TenseTtl^mbler, - ti tremble ;" which word, like five or six out of every dozen m
ouTlanUag^, is iaken from the French. Trembler belongs to the first conjugation,

and forms all its parts exactly like marcher and parler, &c.
, ,. „

- Combien de temps y a-t-il, qu^elle a ce mat aux dents r (Mai aux denta-hi^x^Wy

,

" evil to the teeth"—tuoih-ache.

When we ask »* how long is it since ?" we add some verb in the past tense, but

as the sentence above shows, the French use the present tense, thus :« how long

is it since he works at this building ?" (meamng " smce he has been xoorhxng at it)
,

*'how long is it since she has this toothache ?" &c.

" Combien de temps y a-t-il que la Reine parte la couronne ^"
.

Porte means «* wears " or " carries," and is of course the third person singular

of the present tense of the verb porter, - to wear," conjugated like marcher (je

porUy tuportes, &c.) Couronne means *' crown.

" II y a long temps que vous me blamez." „ , -.^ , ,

Vous blamez means - you blame." The me, signifying - me, the French place

before the verb, instead of after it iii our way. In the imperative mood, moi is

used, and comes after the verb.

" Donnez moi dupain ?"—*' give me some bread ?"
k «.^ >.»*

'< Voulez vous me donner dii pain ?"-" will you (to) me to give some bread ?

" Varehitecte du batiineiit de VExposition, a-t-il peuri

(Pewr, "fear.")
" A't-il peur quHl nefinirapas swi oiivrage V*

Finira, " will finish," son, "his," ouvrage, "work," Ouvrage is pronounced

ooxrdazhe,

" No7i; il n^en a pas peur.''

(What does en mean in this instance ?)

' Combien d'hommes sont employes a VExposition V*

Employes means " employed." It is the past participle (in the plural) of

employer, " to employ," and is pronounced omplo-yay,

" Combien de femmes y sont employeesV
Combien means " how many " as well as " how much," and always requires the

flp ftftPT* it •

Read this lesson carefully over more than once; for you will thus acquire

familiarity with several principles of the utmost utHity m the study on which you

have entered.

In the last lesson we drew up a French passage for the student to turn into

F^glish. Here is an English passage for him to turn mto French. We give all

the^ords that have not occurred in the lessons :

—

Theie was a woman who spoke thus to her husband :—" What an ugly face you have !

it is not agreeable to see." And he spoke thus to his wife :—*' What an ugly rj^^^m m.

;

vUabie, f.) tongue (Jangue, f.) you have ! it is still (encore) less (imms) agreeable to hear

(h entendre). And the appearance (Vapparence) of my face is not my work (outage, m.)

;

but the words (les parole) of your tongue are the work of your temper (humeur).

Among a multitude of letters, we have received one which contains a valuable

hint for those who are studying our French lessons; and, as we cannot better

explain the process than in the words of our correspondent, we wiU merely re-

produce r*\em for the benefit of others ;-—
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** I must add my best thanks for your valuable French lessons. I find by my own

practice that to make a few notes of the imormatiini given, and a little table of the

words in columns, he&ded ^' En.glish—French—Pronunciation.^' puttitip^ the same over

the mantel-piece, is a capital way of becoming m ster of ihe lesson. By this i ractiee,

we (three in number) know it in a day. Then we use the words as much as possible."

We shall now endeavour to remove the difficulties stated by *• J. C—e,** who
writes to us from Manchester. His first perplexity, about the pronunciation of

g4neral^ is precisely the same as that with which we dealt in the answers appended

to Lesson VII. Zhaynayral is perfectly correct, if it can be given rapidly enough.

Once for all, the rules of promi tion are given in the first lesson ; the sound^j

which we afterwards endeavour to convey are those heard in the quick and some-

what careless interchange of conversation.

His next puzzle is in construing quest ce qu'est la route ? (" what Is the way ?
*')

He says he cannot account for qti^est ce commencing the sentence : he thinks

qu'est la route ? would do. The sentence, as it stands, literally means ** what is it

(or, which is it) that is the way?'* Quelle est la route? is also good French.

But, though qu'est la route? would be allowable, if the French ever used such a

term, yet, as they do not, it is inadmissible. It is not in our power to reconstruct

the French language according to what we think it ought to be : we must use it as

it is, English also swarms with inconsistencies and superfluous terms
;

yet to

speak English effectively—to speak it so as to make it the successful and impres-

sive vehicle of our thoughts and feelings on the minds of others, we must speak it

just as it happens actually to exist.

Our correspondent is further at a loss to conceive how mo» can mean " my,"
since he finds that in mes freres, mes has that meaning. Mon is the singular (mas-
culine), and mes is the plural : monfrere ('*my brother'*), mesfreres ("my brothers,

or brethren"). The French have a great advantage ovt^r us in the precision and
clearness with which they can always mark gender and number, and in which
they are forced to mark them.
The chief difficulty of our correspondent is in it 1/ a ("there is"). As y means

"there," he asks whether 1/ a un hornme would not express " there is a man" ?

He forgets that a does not mean " is," but " has,*' and y a un homme would not be
French at all. II y a literally means " it there has." The phrase is an idiom, and
a man who endeavours to substitute any new turns or forms of speech of his own
for the idioms of a language, cannot hope to be unders ood, however superior in

intrinsic rationality the proposed change might be. When we say, " it wants a

quarter to five," avhat wants the quarter? *'It** wants the quarter. Well, in

il y ff, "it " has the man : il y a un homme (" it has a man there ; there is a man.*'

It should not be forgotten that we are not making a new language, nor even making
an old language better, but endeavouring to learn, as it is, a widely-spoken and
beautiful tongue, already full-grown and completely formed. Once more let us
look at the intrinsic absurdities that overlay our own mother tongue. It is good
English to say " many a one is lost by over-caution ;

** but a Frenchman might
remark, that if any word be singular, " one" is sc, for singular means one ; and if

any word be plural, " many '*
is that word : yet you put them together, and say

"many a one," Now, ought it not to be " fwa/iy ones are lost,*' &c. ? If that

Frenchman were to persist in saying " many ones,*' the phrase would not sound
half so absurd in your ears as your y a un hornme would sound in his.

A correspondent from Tweedmouth, who signs himself " French," says that i%

has struck him " that in French the adjective always follows the noun—not pre-

ceding it, as in English." Here he is completely mistaken. The adjective doe&
very frequently indeed follow the substantive ; his error is precisely in supposing
that it always does so. In Lesson III. we say in the anecdote, " un jeune pre-m,.

dicdteur'* (a young preacher). Our correspondent asks, "Should not * young'
come after * preacher *

?
" No, it should not ; it is far better as it stands in the

particular instance.

Later we shall treat these points fully. .
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

'Br. noun- substantive ; or. adjective ; ad. adverb

Casta lian, a. pertaining to a cool spring
on Mount Parnassus, called by the poets
Castalia, or Castaley.

Cas'tanets, s. pi. small shells of ivory,

bone, or hardwood, which dancers hang on
their foiefinger and thumb, and strike toge-
ther in musical time while they are dancing.

Caste, s. a name by which each tribe or
class of Hindoos is distinguished.

. Cas tellan, s. the governor of a castle.

Cas'tellated, a. adorned with battle-

ments ; made to look like a castle.

Cas'tigate, v. a. to chastise, to punish,
to beat.

Cast'ing-net, s. a net thrown by the
hand.

Cast'ing-vote, s. the vote of a chairman
or presiding officer, which decides a ques-
tion when the votes of the members on each
side are equal.

Cas'tle builder, s. a name given, figur-

atively, to one who forms wild, visionary,

and impracticable schemes.

Cas'tor-oil, 8. an oil extracted from the
palma christi in the West Indies, chiefly

used as a purgative.

CasVist, s. one who studies and settles

cases of conscience.

Catachre'sis, s. (in rhetoric) an abuse,
or forced use, of a trophe, or figure.

Cat'acomB; s, a cavern for burial of the
dead.

Catadrop'tic, «. reflecting light; be-

longing to a reflecting telescope.

Catalec/tic, a, wanting a syllable in

metrical measure.

Cat'alepsy, s. a disease of the nervous
system, occasioning a great disturbance, or

an absolute suspension of the functions of

the animal life, while the processes of the

organic life go on with but little change; a

trance ; a lighter species of apoplexy, or

epilepsy.

Cat'alogue, s, a list of names, articles,

&c.

Catamaran', s. a name given to a sort of

raft, or float.

Catapho'nics, 5. pi. the doctrine of re-

flected sounds.

Cat'aphract, s, a horseman in armour.

Cat'aplasm, 5. a poultice, a soft plaster.

Cat'apult, s. (in artillery) an engine
with which to throw stones, &c.

Cat'aract, s, in its most common sense,

; V. verb ; r.a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neuter.

a fall of water over steep rocks ; also, a bar-
rier, or obstruction ; the name is given to a
disease of the eye, or of its crystalline
humour, which obstructs the transmission
of light to the retina, and, according to its

degree, impairs or destroys the sight.

Catarrh', s. commonly called cold, a dis-
ease of the head and throat, including in-
flammation, running at the nostrils, diffi-

culty of breathing, sneezing, &c.

Catas'trophe, s. the close of any event,
or course of events ; the term is generally
applied to those conclusions or windings up
of events which are unhappy.

Cat'call, s. a small squeaking instru-
ment.

Catch, s. (in music) a composition of the
humorous kind for three or four voices.

Catch'word, s. the word sometimes put
at the bottom of a page, and which is the
first in the page succeeding ; it is now rarely
used.

^
Catechet'ical, a. consisting of ques-

tions and answers ; catechising.

Cai^echism, s. strictly speaking, this
word should describe only instruction com-
municated through the medium of the voice,
or oral instruction ; it has come, however, to
be applied to any form of instruction by
means of question and answer.

Cat'echu, s. an astringent substance ex-
tracted from an Indian plant ; called, also,
terrajaponica.

Catechu'men, s, one who is learning the
first rudiments of Christianity.

Cateqor'ical, a. absolute, positive, ex-
press.

Cat'egory, s. a class, an order of ideas

;

things concerning which some one common
assertion may be made.

Catena'ria, s. the curve which a rope
forms by its own weight when extended.

Catena'tion, s, regular connection, a
link.

Ca'ter, v. n. to provide food, to lay in
victuals.

Cat'gut, s. a strong kind of string made
from the membranes of animals, used chiefly
for musical instruments.

Cathar'tic, s. a purgative medicine.

Cat'head, s, (in marine architecture) a
piece of timber which trices up the anchor
from the hawse.

Cathed'ra, 8, a pulpit, a seat appropri-
ated to an archbishop, a bishop, ot a pro-
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fessor. The term ex cathedra is used in
reference to any dictum or edict pronounced
from such a seat.

Cathe'dral, s. certain churches are
called cathedrals in consequence of having
a seat of dignity appropriated to a bishop or
archbishop.

Cathe'ter, s. a surgical instrument.

Cath'olic, a. universal ; 3. a member of
the Chui'ch of Rome.
Cathol'icon, s. an universal remedy.
Gatop'sis, s. dimness at sight.

Catop^trics, s. that part of the science
of optics which treats of vision by reflection.

Catop'tromancy, s. divination per-
formed by means of a mirror dipped in
water.

Cauca'sian, a. pertaining to the Cau-
casus, a chain of mountains in Asia.

Causal'ity, s. the agency of a cause
Causa'tion, s. the action of a cause in

producing an effect.

Cause'WAY, s. a raised paved way.
Caus'tic, s. any burning application ; a.

burning, hot, pungent.

Cau'terize, v.a. to burn with irons, to
sear.

Cau'tery, s. an iron for burning with; a
caustic.

Cavalcade', s. a procession of persons
on horseback.

Cavalier , s, a partisan, knight, royalist

;

a. gay, brave, haughty, proud.

Cav'alry, s, horse troops, horse soldiers.

Cavati'na, 5. (Italian) a short air in
music, without a return or second part.

Ca'veat, s. a law term, denoting a formal
notice er caution given, by a party inter-
ested, to a court, judge, or public officer,
against^ the performance of certain Judicial
or ministerial acts j a cj^ution, an admoni-
tion.

Caviar', Caviare', s. the roes of certain
fisii, generally the sturgeon, prepared and
salted.

Cav'il, V, n. to raise false or frivolous
objections

; to wrangle ; to dispute.

Cay'enne, &. a very strong pepper, pre-
pared from the seeds of the capsicum.
CAZi'auE, s. a title given to the petty

kings of several countries in South ^Vmerica,

Ce'city, s. blindness, loss or want of
sight.

Cb drine, a. belonging to the cedar tree.

Cede, v. a. to yield or surrender up.

Cedil'la, *. a mark put under the French
e thus (9}, to show that it is to be sounded
like s

Ced'uous, a. fit to be felled.

Ceil, r. a. to overlay or cover the inner
part of the roof of a room.

Celes'tial, s. an inhabitant of heaven

,

a. heavenly, supremely happy.
Cel'ibacy, s, the state of single life.

Celidog'raphy, s. a description of the
spots in the sun or planets.

Cel'laret, s. a case for holding bottles.

Callif'erous, a. bearing or producing
cells.

Cell'ular, a. made up of cavities,
hollow.

^
Cell'ular Tissue, s. the membrane, or

mtegument, which connects the various
parts of the human body. In plants, it is
that kind of elementary organic matter
which answers to the flesh in animals.

Cel'tic, a. relating to the Celts, or Gauls,
an ancient race which occupied a great part
of Central and Western Europe.
Cement, s, any substance used to unite

surfaces, or to cover and defend them ; as
glues, lutes, mastich, mortar, and solder. ^

Cem'etery, 5. a burial-place, a church-
yard.

Cen'obite, s. a monk, a recluse.

Cen'otaph, s. a monument or tomb
erected in honour of a deceased person, but
not containing the remains.

Cen'ser, s. a pan or vessel used for
burning or wafting incense.

Cen'sor, s. a magistrate of Eome, who
had the power of correcting public manners

;

one addicted to censuring others; an ex-
aminer or reprover.

Cen'sus, s. a numbering of the popula-
tion, including particulars as to sex, age,
condition, employment, &c.
Cent, s. an abbreviation of the Latin

word centutn, a hundred ; the name of a
small American coin, value the hundredth
part of a dollar.

Cent'age, s. rate by the hundred
; thus.

Jive per cent, is one shilling for every pound
in a hundred pounds.
Cen'taur, s. in fabulous history an

imaginary being, represented as half man
and half horse; Saggitarius, the archer, a
sign in the zodiac.

Cen'tenary, s. the number of a hun-
dred.

Centen'nial, a. consisting of a hundred
years.

Centes'imal, a. belonging to the hun-
aredlh part.

Centesima'tion, s. a military punish-
ment, where one person in a hundred is
selected for execution.
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THE INFLUENCE OF INDIRECT TAXATION ON DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

Economy comes from two Greek words which signify the *' govermnent " or

« management of a house " or " family." The term among us has several signifi-

cations ; and is applied to a judicious and frugal use of one's means, time, money,

&c. ; to a dispensation of rites and ceremonies, as the ** Jewish economy;" to the

irovernment of a state, as ** political economij T and, from the beautiful order,

regularity, munificence, and frugality of the physical world, we often speak of the

'' economy of Nature:' We need not say that '' domestic economy'' reier^ to the

good management of a house or family, and therefore is a matter of very deep

concern to working men and working women ; and consequently ought^ to be

studied by all. Indeed, both political and domestic economy should be diligently

attended to by every subject of the British sceptre, for the two are very closely

connected together. It is a grand mistake to suppose that the working classes

have nothing to do with political economy. The larger portion of the taxes is

produced and paid by the masses ; and surely the people ought to inquire how

their earnings are spent. We have sometimes known of a haughty master or priest

saying to an operative, ** What have you to do with politics ?" '' Why don't you

keep to your work, and mind your own business?"

Now, there is a great deal of ignorance and hard-heartedness in these remarks.

For, first, the man could mind his work and attend to politics also
;

and,

secondly, it is the business of every mechanic, labourer, and pauper to inquire into

the management of our public affairs and expenditure. As long as people live

under the British Sceptre, it is a matter of importance for them to know what kind

of laws are made. Lord John Russell's argument at Stroud against the ballot was,

that *' the non-electors ought to know how the electors vote, because the latter are

trustees for the former." Of course his lordship meant that the masses should

express in some intelligible way Iheir approbation or disapprobation of the manner

in which the franchise is employed, or else their knowledge would be of very little

use to them. And why should they have this power, if the doings of Parliament

were a matter of no consequence to them ? Of course the people are happy or

miserable, prosperous or not, according as the laws are equitable or unjust,

patriotic or selfish, humane or cruel ; and, therefore, the gentleman or the minister

of religion who tells the artisan or peasant to let politics alone, is more of a Russian

than an Englishman, or of a Turk than a Christian.

Political Economy has to do not only with the laws, but with the revenues. It

raises and spends the taxes ; and consequently can make them heavy or light at

pleasure. The Commons, as we lately showed, preside over the Exchequer. They

hold the purse-strings of the nation. They can cause the mode of levying the taxes

to be burdensome or light,—they can be extravagant or economical ;
and thus can

not only make the impost as galling as possible, but they can increase or diminish

the burden at pleasure. Hitherto, it is well known that they have never paid the

best attention to render taxation easy. If six hundred men had sat in conclave for

a century, and studied all the time liow to irritate and alienate a people by the

most offensive and exasperating impositions, they could not have chosen a better
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way to accomplish their purpose than that which is at present followed by our pro-

fessed representatives.

The man who asks, •' What has a weaver or day labourer to do "with politics ?

"

would wish us to believe that these matters can be safely trusted to the gentry and
aristocracy. But facts, stubborn facts, show that this is a great delusion. We are

truly sorry to say, that the Commons have not as yet proved themselves worthy of

implicit confidence. They have taxed almost everything that belongs to the poor
man's prosperity, comfort, and advancement. They have injured his trade, kept

down his wages, and then taken an enormous sum out of his earnings. They have
contrived to lighten the burdens of the rich, and to increase the burdens of the

poor. They have delighted in a sliding scale, but it has been formed to benefit

themselves and oppress the operative. And then, there has been no economy in

reference to expenditure. Sinecures have been created for the sons of the nobility

and gentry ; commissionerships, useless places, and infamous pensions have been
called into existence to bribe a host of dependents to do the bidding of those in

power. Foreign diplomacy has been an extravagant eystem of jobbing ; reckless

wars have first been provoked by injustice, nnd then carried on without any regard

to expense, and treasure and blood wasted aS if neither were worth a thought. The
history of taxation in Britain is one of our blackest pages. It is a sink of iniquity

and cruelty. Talk of the political economy of the House of Commons : why, to

read the conduct oT" our legislators, you might suppose that they had never heard of

such a term, or of any science which it designates ; and, therefore, we say to the

working men and women in our fields and workshops, " It remains for you to be-

come Political Economists, and teach our senators wisdom ; or both yourselves

and your children will have still to groan under the most galling and ruinous

burdens."

The affair is to be corrected, not by violence or anarchy, not by disturbing public

meetings, or abusing the Queen or the nobles—not by setting fire to property, or

purchasing pistols or pikes,—but by plain common sense and reason. Let the

injustice and tyranny of the business be in every one's mouth ; expose the selfish-

ness and cruelty of these doings, and then public opinion, duly enlightened, will

sweep the abomination from the earth. Kemember it does not require a college

education to be a Political Economist. The text, **Thou shalt love thy neighbour

as thyself," embodies all that an archangel could teach—all that the Eternal himself

deemed necessary to reveal on this point. Volumes could not say more, nor put

the matter in a plainer light. Here he *' who runs may read." "The wayfaring

man, though a fool, need not err," if he adopt this divine precept as his motto.

Every mill-boy and mill-girl can become as enlightened on this subject as a phi-

losopher, a divine, or an angel. The sun shines as brightly on the clown as on the

sage ; and just so is it with rectitude, whether viewed in political economy or

in any other department of life. ** Do unto others as ye would that they should

do unto you," is ** all the law and the prophets," and is all that is necessary to

render laws righteoiis and taxation equitable.

Political economy and domestic economy, though not identical, are intimately

related. The former affects our incomes, the latter our manner of spending them.

Without good political econotny we shall have our trade and wages injured ;
and

without good domestic economy we shall waste the fruits of our labour. The latter,

therefore, has chiefly to do with what we receive and what we lay out. Hence
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every child, every man, every woman, should study domestic economy, and none

so much so as the poor. To spend every penny well, and never to waste a penny, is

the road to comfort, independence, and wealth. Economy has raised *' the poor

from the dust and the needy from the dung-hill, and set them among princes ;"

while extravagance and waste have brought men and women of princely fortunes

to beggary and the Union. We cannot refer to this subject without saying one

word in favour of many of our female friends. Were we to select models of

domestic economy for the Exhibition, we should go to the cottages of the poor.

The labourer's wife is, in thousands of instances, a prodigy of foresight, frugality,

and providence. To use the words of a king, ** she looketh well to the ways of

her household." Only think of the smallness of the income, the number of persons

to be fed, clothed, and educated, and the comfort and happiness which are often

enjoyed under her management. We have sometimes heard the man who gives

all his earnings to his provident wife, jocosely refer to her as the "chancellor of his

exchequer;'' and we could not help thinking what a glorious era it would be for

England, if some of our titled and learned chancellors were dismissed to that ob-

scurity which Nature designed them to occupy, and a few of these despised women
placed in their stead.

It is one of the foul stains on our present history that, possessing, as we do, so

vast a multitude of industrious and economical artisans and labourers, we should

so enact laws and so regulate taxation as to do almost everything we can to lessen

their income and increase their expenditure. There is not, we are proud to say,

on the face of the earth a race of men and women so independent in their feeling,

so peaceable in conduct, so willing to toil, and so disposed ** to provide things

honest in the sight of all men," as the generality of the operatives of England ; and

yet these are the persons on which tyranny and injustice, in the form of iniquitous

imposts and legislation, have fastened like vampires. Indirect taxation is the

labourer's curse. It is the political demon which follows him everywhere, and

presides over all his pursuits. It lessens his employment, and dooms him to be

often out of work ; it decreases his wages, and thus prevents his benefiting himself

or his country by the large purchases which he would make, were his income

greater ; and then it taxes a large proportion of what he buys and sells, and conse-

quently robs him of hundreds of the blessings which Providence intended him to

enjoy.

It is said that taxation costs each individual on an average at least £2 12s a-year ;

and yet there is very little of this sum which is directly levied. The impost is placed

on our tea, sugar, coffee, soap, &c. ; and the grocer is made the taxpayer, that we
may not perceive the rapacity of men in power and affluence. The necessaries of

life, or the luxuries that are in daily use among the operatives, have been selected

to bear the chief burdens. The tradesmen who pay the duty in ready cash have not

only to demand it again of their customers, by raising the price of articles, but have

to make an addition for interest of money. And then the system is so complicated

that some millions are wasted annually in the expensive andjobbing mode oi collecting

the revenues. Were taxation direct, and were it proportioned according to every

one's real income and the property he has at stake, then we should know what we
have to pay, and the money could easily be brought to the Exchequer with very

little of the present cost of collection. We want our working men, and especially

their wives and daughters, to feel that taxation, in its present unjust form, in-
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jures them and their children to an incalculable extent, and therefore that they are

enemies to themselves and their families until they become Financial Reformers.
We have had "Church and King!" ** No Popery!" *'No Poor Law!" and a
host of other cries invented to take up the attention of the people, and divert them
from real abuses ; but we trust the masses will resolve to be duped no longer.

** DiuECT Taxation" must be the universal demand, and we must raise the cry
until we obtain this most important reform. Taxes on the articles we consume
or use ; taxes on horses, vehicles, windows, paper, advertisements, legacies, stamps,
&c. &c., all tend to injure trade. We feel confident that if all our customs, excise,

and indirect duties were immediately abolished, we should have an increase of

home trade equal to all the orders we receive from foreigners. The price of articles

wouUl be lowered ; more of everything would then be purchased ; there would be
employment for all ; wages would necessarily rise ; money and goods would have a

free and rapid circulation ; the hours of labour would be shortened ; more time for

recreation would be obtained ; and the wives of the artisan and the peasant would
liave an ample sum every week for all the exigencies of their household, and a little

to spare to be laid up for sickness and old age. Direct Taxation^ then, is not only

a question of political, but of domestic economy. Every family, every wife, every

mother, every child is interested in it, and must become political agitators. It is

treason to our country and ourselves, and a crying sin in the sight of heaven, to be

silent. To allow this abomination to exist, is a libel upon our patriotism, our

humanity, and religion. We must let the Commons know that they are the source

of all this injustice and oppression; that there is not a man among them who votes

for indirect taxation^ but is an enemy to his country and his species.

We must set about this reform earnestly but rationally. No violence must be

used. Physical force should never be dreamt of nor mentioned. Not a whisper

against the Queen should be heard. The monarch is innocent in this matter. The
Commons alone are guilty. Swords are impotent ; but words inspired with truth

and justice are omnipotent. Let us have faith in our tongues and in the press, and
see that both are guided by rectitude, and our power will be invincible and
triumphant. The evil of which we complain has hardly been assailed. Direct

Taxation has scarcely been advocated in the House. Financial Reformers have few

representatives as yet in the Senate. But public opinion out of doors can soon

obtain a majority of tongues in the legislature. The Tories bow to the voice of the

people, and generally with a good grace. A thorough intelligent and moral

agitation on this point throughout the country would cause it to be mentioned in

the next Royal Speech ; and therefore, we trust, that all our operatives, for the

sake of their domestic prosperity, as well as for the sake of the country and the

world, will demand, in the name of humanity, justice, and religion, the entirCj

abolition of all Indirect Taxation.

Measures of Lengths.—The smallest measure is the hairbreadth, of which 48 are

an inch. Four barley corns laid breadthways, are | of an inch, called a digit ; and
3 barley corns lengthways are an inch. A nail used in cloth measure, is 2^ itiches, or the

16th of a ynrd. A hand in horse measure is four inches, a palm 3 inches, and a span 9.i

The fathom is 6 feet, and is derived from the length of a lull grown man. The gyrd,'

girth, or yard, 3 feet A geometrical pace is 4 feet, 4-8 inches. A statute mile is 1,760

yards, or 5,280 feet, or 63,360 inches. An Irish mile is 2,240 yards, and a Scotch

mile 1,984 yards.
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I
THE YOUxNG CHEVALIER.—Chap. VI.

(Concludedfrom page Qto.)

On tlio tJSrd of May Cumberland left In-
|

Lovat and tlie young Prince met,—a short

veniess ror Fort Augustus, to devastate tlie

country of the insurgents in that neigh-

bourhood. And well was the task as-

signed to his troops executed by them.
TS ot only the castles of the chiefs, but also

the huts of the peasants were laid in ruins,

and a populous region speedily turned into

a desolate and uninhabited waste. Haw-
ley and some other officers are said to

have outstripped their master in cruelty
;

but many of the officers, as well as other
loyalists, both in and and out of the army,
detested these deeds of oppression and
cruelty, and deeply lamented that a just

cause should be so dishonoured. The pa-

triotic Forbes earnestly remonstrated
against the outrages perpetrated by the

troops, and the very severe measures
adopted, but without effect. Cold looks

and contemptuous sneers were the replies

he obtained. Now that the danger w^as

over, his great services were forgotten, and
" the powers that w^ere" seemed to think
that his cry for mercy in behalf of the
fallen and the wretched cancelled all their

obligations to him. Cumberland had£25,000
a 3'^ea.r added to his income for his reward.
But what, meantime, of the fugitive

Prince ? The party with which Charles
left the field of battle, consisted of the
chief men of his army; and having crossed
the water of Nairn, they stopped to hold
a brief council, when Charles appointed a
rendezvous at Ruthven in Badenoch.
Though appointing a rendezvous, the
Prince had no intention of being there
himself ; but this he concealed from his

chiefs. He and they had now changed
places as to tlie boldness of their councils.

They were for continuing the war ', his one
object was to escape to France, with a
profession, indeed, and probably a hope,
of obtaining succours for a farther struggle;
but too much, there is reason to suppose,
from a regard to his personal safety, which
now for tlie first time ho appeared anxious
about. At the water of Nairn he sepa-
rated from the party with which he had
fled, retaining with him only Sheridan,
O'Sullivan, O'Neal, Edward Burke, and a
few others. Burke was a poor High-
lander, who had formerly been a sedan-
chair carrier in Edinburgh. It was he
who led Charles oft' the field of battle,
and he was of much service to the fallen
Prince in the first stage of his wanderings.
Riding on they arrived at Gortuleg House,
whercj for the first and last time, the a.e:ed

and bitter interview. Having taken a
slight refreshment they again rode on, and
rested not till they reached the deserted
mansion of Invergarry, at two o'clock in

the morning, when, completely exhausted
by their forty miles' ride, they threw them-
selves on the floor and slept till noon. It

was no doubt a bitter awakening which
restored them to consciousness of the mis-
fortune which had befallen them. There
was now, however, little time for other
thoughts than those which- concerned their

personal safety. At Invergarry Charles
again divided his little party, keeping only
three attendants, O'Sullivan, O'Neal, and
Edward Burke. Here he dressed himself
in the clothes of the latter for a disguise.

Onward they went, but in a few days were
obliged to dispense with their horses, and
wath extreme fatigue and pain, climb over
steep and rugged mountains. On Sunday,
the 20th, they reached Glenbiasdale, very
near the place where Charles had first

landed. Here he received a letter from
Lord George Murray, written at Ruthven
on the 17th, in which his lordship very
plainlyblamed Charles's counsellors for the
issue of the battle of the preceding day,
and now begged to tender his own resig-

nation of the command, but intimating no
apprehension that the war was at an end.
At that time between one and two thou-
sand had assembled at Ruthven. Charles
immediatelj' replied, declaring his inten-

tion of going to France, where he might
get assistance, he said, to prosecute the war
vigorously, or at any rate obtain such
terms for his followers as they could not
otherwise expect. He directed his adhe-
rents to follow the advices of Lord George
Murray and the Duke of Perth. On the
receipt of this letter the insurgents, who
were assembled at Ruthven, immediately
disbanded, each man to look after his own
safety. Afew chiefs afterwards entered into
an agreement to continue in arms and de-
fend themselves, which they were the moro
encouraged to do by the receipt of a large
sum of money from France, one of various
such subsidies despatched bj'^ this power
to Charles within the last few months,
most of which fell into the enemy's hands.
But this confederacy was soon broken up..

At Glenbiasdale Charles received the
grievous intelligence that the western seas
were so crowded with English vessels that
escape was almost impossible. And now
whither was he to turn ? Danger was on
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every side—the quick step of the pursuer
might instantly be heard. At this time he
was joined by several of his friends, who
brought to him a faithful old man, Donald
Macleod, well acquainted with all tliat

country, and likely to be useful to him.
This man, Charles implored to carry him
to one of the islands, as he thought he
would be safer there than on the mainland.
Donald at once agreed, but assuring tlie

Prince that a storm was at hand, proposed
that they should delay their voyage till it

had passed over. The poor fugitive, how-
ever, fearing the wrath of man more than
the fury of the elements, insisted on going
at once, and the partv set oiF in an open
boat. As Macleod had predicted, the
storm quickly burst upon them with tre-

mendous fury. All night they were
tossed about on the foaming billows, quite
ignorant of where they were driving to,

and in terror lest, should they escape the
dangers of the deep, it might be only to
b^ thrown upon some shore guarded by
the enemy. At daybreak they were de-
lighted to find themselves coasting the
Long Island, and were soon able to land
safely on Benbecula. As this locality is

frequently mentioned in the story of
Charles's wanderings, we may inform such
readers as are not acquainted with the
geography of the district, that the very
remote group of tlie Hebrides or Western
Isles, comprising Uist, Lewis, Benbecula,
and other smaller isles, is called the Long
Island, from the fact of its appearing at a
distance to form one Continent. Macdo-
nald, of Clanranald, whose eldest son was
one of the first to join the Chevalier, had
large property in these islands, so Charles
anight hope to find friends there.

The first concern of the storm-beaten
Xiud hungry voyagers, on landing, was to

procure themselves some food. Old Donald
had been considerate enough to carry oat-

meal with him., and a pot wherein to boil

iheir provisions, and having procured and
killed a cow, they congratulated them-
selves on their comfortable circumstances.
Their accommodation was not, indeed, su-

perb. The scion of a royal house had
fallen on strange quarters. " A cow-
house, destitute of a door, was his palace

;

his couch of state was formed of filthy

straw and a sailcloth ; and the regal ban-
quet, composed of oatmeal and boiled
flesh, was served up in the homely pot in

which it was prepared."
A voyage to Stornoway, in Lewis, in

the hope of being able to procure there a
ship to carry nim to France, was the
Prince's next movement. The journey, per-
formed under the care of old Donald, was
unsuccessful, and attended with many

perils and hardships. Being landed at a
wrong point, Charles and some of his
friends had to walk a whole dreary night
over a wet moor, with the farther incon-
venience of wanting food eighteen hours.
Returning from Lewis they put into a
small island near Harris, where to their

great joy they found fish drying on the
beach. Edward Burke, assisted by his

royal master, set to cooking them, and
produced what appeared to the sad little

party a delightful repast. Burke was
usually the cook on these occasions : but
when the Prince undertook the task him-
self, all allowed his superioritj'' in the art.

In the course of his v/anderings he had
frequent occasion to give practical proof
of his culinary skill, and always submitted
to such labour with the utmost cheerful-
ness. Four days were spent in the island
where the fish were found, and then the
hunted party committed themselves once
more to the waves, where, as well as on
land, they encountered perils at every
turning. Intending to land at one point,

they found a party waiting to seize their

boat, and were obliged to set oft' in the
greatest haste. Then they were pursued
by a man of-war, from which they escaped
by means of a storm which parted them

;

but ere they had much time to rejoice at

their deliverance, they found themselves
chased by another ship. This danger they
were saved from also ; and after enduring
almost incredible fatigues and hardships,
with no food but oatmeal stirred in a little

of the salt-water on which they were
sailing, they once more set their feet on
Benbecula.
Poor Charles was now to enjoy a brief

rest and some comfort. The elder Clan-
ranald was fortunately at this time on the
Long Island, and he suggested that the
Prince might be hid in a forester's hut in

a secluded spot of South Uist, called Glen-
coradale. This mansion was prepared for

the reception of royalty by having two
cow-hides stretched out on four sticks for

a protection above from the weather.
But humble as it was, poor Charles en-

joyed in this hut comforts to which he had
been a stranger since the fatal 16th of
April. Lady Clanranald sent him changes
of linen, an unspeakable luxury, of which
he was most deplorably in want. She also

supplied the tattered wanderer with shoes
and stockings, and other veiy desirable

articles for his wardrobe and his table.

Her husband, as considerate in his own
department, assigned Charles twelve stout

gillies to attend him, and supplied him
with the means of amusing himself, by
fishing and shooting. And now and then
the aged chief, with other friendly gentle-
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men, contrived to enliven the Prince's re-

treat by their visits—visits which, accord-

ing to the wretclied custom tlien prevailing

in the Highlands, tliey frequently turnea
into regular drinking bouts.

The poor hunted Chevalier was not per-

mitted to enjoy his lowly refuge long.

Cumberland's men were everywhere eager
to gain the great prize of £30,0(X) offered

for Charles's capture. When their master
dismissed them, his orders were, " No
prisoners, gentlemen

;
you understand me."

And with right good will many of them
would have executed his orders, had not
Providence denied them the opportunity.
It was at length ascertained that their
prey was lurking somewhere in the Long
Island, and it was speedily surrounded by
a numerous and watchful guard. Two
thousand armed men, militia and regular
soldiers, traversed the group from end to

end, and at every ferry and point of egress

towards the sea vessels were placed to

examine all the boats which appeared. It

seemed as if the crisis of Charles's fate

had come ; as if escape were impossible.
Just at this critical moment, when the
hearts of his friends had fainted for fear,

an unexpected deliverer appeared— the
heroic Flora Macdonald. Whatever may
be thought of the Amazonian qualities of
a Lady Mackintosh, few will deny the
meed of their ardent admiration to the
brave but gentle woman, who risked her
own life to save that of a distressed and
sorely-hunted fellow-creature. Flora was
the daughter of Macdonald of Milton, in

South Uist, and the step-daughter ofMac-
donald of Armadale in the Isle of Skye,
whose residence was her home. She hap-
pened at this time to be on a visit to her
brother in Uist, and, no doubt, with the
devoted enthusiasm of a young Highland
maiden for the brave and noble Chevalier,
she saw the preparations for his capture
strengthening and completing, with an in-

dignant and agonised spirit. Yet it was
not without much terror and misgiving
that she was persuaded to attempt his

rescue. Her devotion shines all the more
conspicuously when we mark the quailings
of her true woman's heart in undertaking
this perilous mission. The plan fixed on
was that Flora should return to her
mother's house in Skj^e, with Charles,
disguised as a maid-servant. Her step-
father happened at this very moment to
be in Uist, commanding a partj'^ of militia
who were in search of the Prince. From
him Flora obtained a passport for herself,
one male attendant—Neil Mackechan—
and a maid servant—Betty Burke. Mac-
donald, who is suspected of guessing who
Betty Burke was, further forwarded " his

daughter's views by furnishing her with
a letter to her mother, recommending the

Irish Betty as a good spinner.

All being ready. Lady Clanranald and
Flora proceeded to a hut by the sea-side

to equip the Chevalier in his new attire,

which consisted of '^a flowered linen

gown, a light coloured quilted petticoat, a
white apron, and a mantle of dun camlet,

made, after the Irish fashion, with a
hood." They afterwards sat down to

supper, according to one accoimt—to
dinner according to another—when they
received a most unwelcome interruption

by a message to inform the elder lady
that General Campbell and Captain
Ferguson, with a large party of soldiers

in search of the Prince, had arrived at her

house. She immediately hurried home,
though with no good will, to entertain

tliem, and bore the close questioning to

which they subjected her, as to where she

had been, so firmly and composedly, that

their suspicions were allayed, and the

fugitives sailed without interruption-

from this party. Yet they had perils

enough to encounter. Just before leaving

the shore, they were approached by
several boats, and were obliged to fly and
hide themselves. Then, when they got

fairly out to sea, a storm came on ; and,

in the dark cold night, their open boat

—

drifting they knew not where—was not

the most comfortable or safe retreat. As
usual, the Prince was the most cheerful

of the party, endeavouring to sustain the

drooping spirits of his companions by
singing lively songs and telling cheerful

stories. In the morning they approached
the coast of Skye, and were about to land,

when, to their terror, they found they
were just on a party of armed militia.

They instantly rowed oft' with all their

might in the opposite direction, amidst
the cries of the soldiers to land, and the

bullets which they sent after the boat to
enforce their request. The fugitive party
happily escaped uninjured, and succeeded
in effecting a landing at another point

twelve miles distant. They were now in

the near vicinity of Mugstat, the seat of

Sir Alexander Macdonald, whose defec-

tion had disappointed the Chevalier so

much. This gentleman was at present on
the mainland in the Government service ;

and Flora resolved to pay a visit to his

v/ife, Lady Margaret Macdonald, whom
she knew to be well affected to the

Prince. Leaving her fellow-voyagers on
the beach, she proceeded to Mugstat, and,

on being ushered into the drawing-room,
found, amongst other visitors, the ofticer

in command at this very point. The gen-

tleman, as in duty bound, questioned the
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now coiner as to her route and destination,
nnd, slie answering with the utmost cool-

ness and composure—those Highland
ladies seem to have had wonderful nerve
and self command—he permitted her boat
to pass unexamined—a most unusual cir-

cumstance.
There was another face in that drawl-

ing room on wliich the generous Flora's
eyes rested with intense delight, for
she knew tlie old man to be as true
and devoted a Jacobite as the land
contained, though he had remained
quiet in these troublous times. She man-
aged to approach him ere long, and whis-
per her secret. As she expected, he was
prepared to do or suffer anything for his

beloved Prince. But first it was deemed
best to apprise Lady Margaret of wliat
was going on. For this purpose our aged
friend, Macdonald of Kingsburgh, with-
drew her from the party to another room,
and gave her the important information,
wliich so alarmed her that she screamed
aloud, and exclaimed tliat they were ruined.
She had performed many friendly acts for
Charles through her messengers w^hen he
was in Uist, but she was not prepared to

have so dangerous a personage in her house.
Kingsburgli quieted her alarm by inform-
ing her that he would conduct the unfor-
tunate Prince to his own home. Little
time was to be lost; and that afternoon
Kingsburgli and Betty Burke set oft' first,

followed in a little while bj'' Flora, who
quickly overtook her friends. Betty's ex-
traordinary gait attracted more attention
on the w^ay than was agreeable to the party,
and they were very thankful to find them-
selves at Kingsburgh House an hour before
midnight.
There Betty excited as much astonish-

ment as elsewhere. A little girl, a daughter
of Kingsburgh, ran to her mother, telling
her that her father had brought home the
most " odd, muckle, ill-shaken-up wife she
had ever seen, and taken her into the hall,

loo !" When the mamma saw her guest she
•was much of her daughter's opinion, but
instantly suspected that she had one of the
outlawed rebels in disguise. On withdraw-
ing her husband, and communicating her
suspicions to him, inquiring at the same
time if this person knew anything of the
Prince, Kingsburgh replied: "My dear,
the person in the hall is the Prince him-
self.' Poor Mrs. M 'Donald, greatly
alarmed, cried out, " The Prince ! then
we are all ruined : we will all be hanged
now !" To which she received the some-
what equivocal comfort from her enthusi-
astic husband :

'• Ilout, we can die but
once ; and if w'e are liunged for this we
sliall die in a good cause, doing only an

;
act of humanity and charity." That night

;

Charles enjoyed a luxury long unknow^n

—

1
a good bed. Mrs. Macdonald, who was a

i

true Jacobite, though a timid one, folded
up the sheets in which the Prince had
slept, jdoclaring they should be used again
only as her winding-sheet. She was after-

wards prevailed upon to give one of them
to Flora Macdonald, who, like the elder
lady, determined that it should be wrapped
round her in her coffin ; and both had this

wish gratified. It w^as not thought safe

for Charles to remain longer than one
night in Kingsburgh House, and therefore
he was conducted tlie next day by his host
to Portree, changing his dress on the way
for male attire, which Macdonald had pro-
vided for him.

A-t Portree Flora gave the Prince over
in chiirge to one of the captains in his own
army, ]\Ialcolm Macleod, a faithful and de-
voted man ; and there the young lady took
leave of the person whom she had delivered
from his enemies in so romantic and heroic
a manner. The Prince's thanks were
abundant, and we may believe sincere:

whether the expressed hopes with which
they were accompanied, of being able to

repay her one day in St. James's, were
equally sincere, it is not for us to deter-

mine. If Charles still hoped ever to wear
the crown of Great Britain, his temper was
sanguine indeed.
From Skye, Charles w^as carried to the

small island of Raaza, thence back to

Skye, and shortly after, at his own urgent
request, to the mainland. Here privations
and dangers thickened around .him. To-
wards the end of July it seemed as if

all hope of escape must be given up. It

was ascertained that Charles was within a
certain district in the West Highlaads,
and a cordon was formed, completely shut-
ting him in. ^' The cordon consisted of sin-

gle sentinels, planted within sight of each
other, who permitted no one to pass un-
challenged. By night large fires were
lighted, between wdiich themen continually
passed to and fro, so as to leave no place
for more than a few minutes at a time un-
visited."

Within this cordon the Prince and his

few faithful friends—who were clianged, it

is well to remark, almost w'ith every district

to which he resorted—had to fly from one
dreary and rugged height to another, as the
alarm w^as brought of the enemy's approach.
Twice the hill on which he rested was en-

:

tercd by a number of the King's men. The '

first time Charles received intelligence of
[

their approach in time to fly to another
,

place; the second time he lay in a hidden
!

corner of the mountain, whicli fortunately
\

escaped their notice. His sufferings about i
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this time were intense. For four days lie

subsisted on a very small quantity of oat-

meal, which was subjected to no kin<l oC

cooking. And once he was compelled to

fast for forty-eight hours, and at the same
time walk, a great distance over tlie most
difficult ground.
Gradually the guard placed over the

Prince's retreat were drawing their limits

closer and closer ; and if he remained he
must speedily be hemmed in beyond all

hope. Desperate as was the attempt to

break through the cordon, it seemed the
only alternative left to the miserable wan-
derer; audit was at length resolved on.

Having carefully watched their opportu-
nity, they chose a spot where the bed of a
mountain torrent ran between tw^o posts

;

and at the moment when the backs of the
guards were to them, as they marched to

and from their fires, tlie adventurous party
crept on all fours up this narrow defile, and
in a few minutes were out of sight. It

was indeed a marvellous escape. It is not
to be wondered at that Charles should con-
sider his life guarded by a special Provi-
dence, which would not permit him to fall

into his enemy's hands. " The bounds of
his habitation were fixed, so that he could
not pass them ;" as were those of his hum-
blest follower ; for not as the heir of a royal
house, or the doer of great things in the
future, as he vainly imagined, but as a man,
lie was the object of divine care.

His next protectors were a band of seven
Glenmorrison men, usually called robbers.
They had been in the rebellion, and now
united to rob the soldiers of the spoil they
were wresting from the miserable people
of their districts. When, in desperation,
Charles's friends besought their protection
for him, they eagerly undertook the charge,
swearing a fearful oath that they should
not betray him—the first privy council, the
Prince playfully remarked, he had sworn
in Great Britain. For nearly three weeks
he resided in one or other of tneir romantic
caves, hushed to sleep on his bed of broom
by the music of a mountain rill which ran
through his chamber.

In the end of August, to his great joy,
Charles accomplished what he had long
desired, a juncture with his true friends,
Lochiel and Cluny Macpherson, who had
managed to secret themselves on the pro-
perty of the latter, in the hiding-places of
the great mountain, Benalder. The meet-
ing of the friends in such circumstances
was most affecting. Poor Lochiel was
still a cripple from wounds received in his
ancles at Culloden. Thev were living in a
miserable hovel, but W/ell supplied by their
friends with food. The first day Charles
dined with them they had minced collops

dressed with butter, which .so pleased his
royal highness, tliat he gaily exclaimed

—

"Now, gentlemen, I live like a prince;"
although his table service consisted of the
saucepan in which the collops were cooked.
Thus the first half of September was spent,

wandering about from one hiding-place to

another in tliis wild mountain. Tlie last,

called the Cage, was the most curious ; a
retreat formed within a thick bush of
wood, by means of twigs tied to stakes
fixed in the earth.

The w^eary wanderings of the once gal-

lant Chevalier at length drew to a close.

Early in September two French ships

reached Lochnannagh, in the hope of

being able to carry off the Prince ; and
word being sent to him, he repaired as

quickly as prudence permitted to the long-

desired refuge. The journev was per-

formed safely; and on the 20th of Septem-
ber Charles Edward, accompanied by
Lochiel and a number of other gentlemen,
set sail in the ship Ij'Hereux, and nine
days after landed on the coast of France.
Twenty-three gentlemen, and more than
a hundred privates escaped by these tw^o

vessels.

The privations, fatigues, perils, and
hair-breadth escapes of this descendant of
a long line of kings, during the five months
of his wanderings, form a story, a true one,

more strange than fiction could invent.

Clothed in filthy rags, and sometimes
nearly famished, not seldom making his

bed in an open boat on a stormy sea, or a
bare rock, with the boat's sail for a cover-
ing, and afflicted with a disease which want
and filth induce, and which is considered the
peculiar portion of the squalid beggar, poor
Charles never lost his cheerfulness, or at

least the appearance of it, but was always
ready to sustain the drooping fipirits

of his companions. And not less wonder-
ful than the cheerfulness of the chief actor

in this melancholy scene was the fidelity of

his attendants. Hundreds of persons of
both sexes, and all ranks and ages, were
at different times acquainted with the se-

cret of his retreat* and though, by one
word, they could have secured what in

their country was enormous wealth, that
\vord remain L'd for ever unsaid.

It is a singular circumstance, that most
of those who assisted the Prince in his

flight, fell into the hands of the Govern-
ment officers almost immediately after ho
had left them. Some ten days after her
daring adventure. Flora JIacdonald was
apprehended and retained in a gentle and
honourable captivity in London, till the

Act of Indemnitj^ passed in 1747- A few
years after she married a son of Kings-
burgh's, with whom she went to America,
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whence they returned again to Skj'e, wliere
this remarkable lady died at an advanced
age, leaving several brave sons, officers in

King George's army. Poor Kingsburgh
did not meet with such gentle usage. He,
too, was quickly apprehended, and thrown
into a dungeon in Fort Augustus, loaded
with irons. He was afterwards removed
to Edinburgh, and there kept a close pri-

soner, till the act already referred to re-

leased him.
Of tlie leading insurgents, the majority

escaped to the Continent, notwithstanding
the strictness of the search made for them.
At an early period the Duke of Perth,
Lord John Drummond, Lords Elch and
Nairn, and Sir Thomas Sheridan, got an
opportunity of sailing in French vessels.

The Duke died on the passage to the Con-
tinent. The Marquis of TuUibardine, un-
able to bear the fatigues of flying from

place to place, delivered himself up, and
died in confinement before he could be tried.

Lord George Murray wandered about for

some months, and then escaped to France.
The Earl of Kilmarnoch was taken pri-

soner on the field of CuUoden, tried by his

peers, and condemned to death, along with
the Earl of Cromarty and Lord Belmerino.
Cromarty received a pardon ; but the other

two unfortunate noblemen suffered the last

penalty of the law on Tower-hiil, on the

18th of August. Lord Lovat met the same
fate at the same place, on the 9th April of

the following year. These distinguished
men were not the only victims. A great
number of the insurgents, high and low,
were tried and executed in various places.

Thus bloodily terminated the last attempt
of the Stuarts to regain the throne of their

ancestors !

DESULTORY SKETCHES.
By a Pedestrian.

There is no more observable feature of

European society than the universal love of

all classes for sports in the open air. .

In England one cannot pass through a
village or city without finding the green
cricket-ground, and be it remembered not
with hoys at play on it, but men—men often

of the first rank and position.

Later in the season come the boat races,

and the whole population seem to pour out
to them

;
gentlemen of the highest rank

preside over them, and the nobleman and
student will be found tugging away at the

oar as eagerly as the mechanic or the

waterman. In September, particularly if

one happens to be in the Highlands of Scot-

land at that time, as I was this last year, he
will think the whole people of England,
who have a week's leisure, are out shooting,

or pedestrianisiiig f or riding, and with the

zest and eagerness of boys let out of school.

On the Continent there is not the same
love for exciting sports, but there is de-

cidedly the same fondness for being in the

open air. In Paris a bright day will fill the

Champs Elysees with cheerful parties,

sitting under the shade or sipping their

cofi'ee, while many of the most favourite

amusements of the lower classes, circuses,

concerts, jugglery, are going on continually

around them, all in open assemblies. In
Southern Germany I have often been struck

as I walked by the pleasant country seats,

with this same tendency to '' out-door liv-

ing." The houses have a look of openness
;

the windows all lead out to pleasant spots

without, and there are all kinds of balconies
and harbours, and summer-houses around,
for coffee parties, and musical parties, and
smoking parties, in the free air. Every
city, too, has its public gardens or shaded
*' squares," where the people promenade,
and where the "burgher," on a sunny after-

noon, brings out his family, with their sew-
ing-work and coffee, and they all sit, he in
the calm satisfaction of his pipe, enjoying
the bright weather and the crowds of cheer-
ful people.

This is a social feature peculiar to this side
of the Atlantic. In America, for instance,
sociality—the gregarious tendency, as it

may be called—manifests itself in a dif-

ferent direction. The Americans like being
together well enough, but it is usually for

more serious objects. For a political meet-
ing, or a lecture, or a society anniversary,
they pour forth in crowds ; but as to this

public, open-air enjoyment in common,
there is little of it ; and for out-door sports
one cannot say there is any national taste

whatever. There seems to be, too, a kind
of—we will not say prejudice—but a feeling

of its impropriety, against men of years and
position in society going into field-sports,

such as does not exist at all in Europe ; and
I have wondered sometimes whether the
almost unversally better health— a fact ap-
parently well established— of the North-
European nations, and especially of the
learned classes, might not be accounted for

from this difference of custom.
But if one would enjoy- an inspiriting,
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open-air amusement, he could never find a
pleasanter than by walking out in Berlin
some bright winter afternoon, about a mile
through the Thiergarten, to what is called

the *' Wiesen." These are meadows where
the water has overflown and frozen, so that
it makes an admirable skating place. I

know no more animating, cheerful exercise,

than a few hours' skating on those Wiesen.
The clear stimulating air, the rays of the
sun, low-sunk in the south, falling with rich

light over the groups, and just tinging with
rose-colour the while columns of smoke and
steam around ; the cold grey sky of the east,

against which every bud and twig of the old

trees near by stand in clear, beautiful
tracery ; the labyrinth of whirling, gaily-

dressed groups over the ice—there a man
cutting the most intricate figures of the
science, there two ladies skating off most
gracefully together, there a lady and gen-
tleman hand in hand; and in another part,

seated in one of these sledge chairs, a lady,

pushed on at a most fearful rate by the gen-
tleman behind her—all make out such a
beautiful, inspiring scene as one does not
often see. Then, on the bank are other
groups—men lending out skates, women
with coffee-tables and refreshments, boys
with fresh flowers from the conservatories,
and crowds of hacks and carriages waiting
to take the skaters back, and scattered
about everywhere the invariable attendants
of all Berlin amusement, the helmeted po-
licemen.
An immense number of people come out

from Berlin to this sport, from ail classes,

young and old, ladies and gentlemen, and
the ladies all in their prettiest dresses,

much as if for a fashionable promenade. In
fact, it makes a most graceful, pleasant
exercise for them ; and, as far as I saw,
they seem very well accomplished in the
science. They tell me it has only been
tried among the ladies for a few years, since

one of the princesses commenced it, though
already it has become '' all the mode."
But what is most surprising is to see

elderly men joining in the sport, and men,
too, of rank and influence—the professor
with his students, or the old, worn-out,
business men coming out to have one of the
free sports of their youth over again.
But thus pleasant as social life in Ger-

many undoubtedly is, one cannot but be
struck with many signs of decay; and I

cannot resist the belief that, within the next
quarter of a century, it will be found that
the vigour of the German stem has very
nearly died out. Such things happen in
history, and not always caused by any re-

markable inroad of luxury. Let any one
compare the vigorous intellectual republics
of Italy in the middle ages, or the proud

monarchy of Spain, or the warlike adven-
turous Hollanders, with the peoples in-

habiting those countries at the present day,
and he will acknowledge that other things
beside luxury can unman a national cha-
racter. Bad institutions can do it ; a long
course of oppression can do it ; a perverted
religion, a false philosophy, or a growth of
impractical and inefficient ideas.

As I attempt to penetrate this confused
mass of political affairs for the last five years
—as I see the utter want of all practical effi-

ciency in the nation, the vague ideas they
have of their own rights, and their little

steadiness in defending those rights when
they do understand them—as I observe now
the supineness or indifference of the Cham-
bers under attacks from government, which
are aimed at the very heart of their liberties,

and the want of all firm, spirited opposition

from the nominally popular press, and com-
pare with it all the easy, good-natured
laissez-faire disposition of the people, I am
constrained to come to the conclusion I

have stated.

Germany may still lead in learning and
art, for success in these does not seem to be
connected necessarily with vigour of na-

tional character. Her home-life may still

present those simple, beautiful traits which
make it so lovely now, and we may yet find

among her people the open, pleasant,

kindly dispositions which meet us every-

where now ; still, for efficient, energetic

action, as a nation on the stage of the

world's affairs, we very much incline to

think her part is ended

!

There may be a "resurrection of Ger-
many," as after the years of stupor and
disgrace in Napoleon's times, butatprese:;t
there are very few signs of it ; and even if

it should come, one can see nothing in the

future but the incessant bickerings of petty

rival states—ever the prelude, if the past is

any analogy, to an oppression and degra-
dation even worse than before.

Among the influences which at present
are affecting the German people, and work-
ing out the political future of the nation,

must never be forgotten the influence of the
Christian priesthood. But here, alas ! there

is not so much that is hopeful as might be
supposed. The whole circumstances of the

clergy, who are either chosen or approved by
the Government, with their pay and position

depending on the higher authorities, remove
them too generally from any sympathy with
popular aspirations. Red Republicanism,
Socialism, Infidelity, stalk before them as

fearful phantoms whenever freedom is men-
tioned. One hears often enough from them
of the horrors of revolution, of the godless

nature of these attempts to reform society

on Socialistic principles, of the reverence
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and obedience due to "the powers that be;"
but the bold, manly speech agaiovSt these
infamous encroachments of power, the
word of encouragement only for these pain-

ful efibrts for freedom, the mere expression
of sympathy for the thousands of sufferers

around them, whose wrongs are crying to

Heaven, one very seldom hears. I do not
mean that they are bad men, or necessarily

hypocritical men, in all this. I know the
contrary ; but all their circumstances and
position naturally carry them to that par-
ticular point of view, and under judgments
thus formed they act. The only exception
to this, as far as I have had an opportunity
of judging, is among the preachers of one
sect—a sect so remarkable in its origin, and
perhaps destined to such peculiar influence
in Germany, that it may be worth while to

give a more particular account of it. I

speak of the'Freien Catholischen Gemeinden,
or the German Catholics, as they are often
called. Many will remember the interest

excited some years back by the news of
Ronge's movement in the heart of Ger-
many, and the formation of the new sect of

the German Catholics. But not many pro-
bably know the singularly different direction
the whole movement has taken since that
time. However, to particulars ; and for the
better understanding of the subject, it will

be necessary to go back somewhat.
It will be remembered that, after the

Congress of 1815, the general position of

Roman Catholicism in Germany became,
from the reaction of the French Revolution,
as Avell as the measures of the Congress and
various other causes, firmer than ever. The
Catholic faith gained a footing even in Pro-
testant spates, and the church was con-
firmed in the enjoyment of powers and
immunities such as it had not possessed in
modern times. The attempt to prohibit the
marriage of Catholics with Protestants was
perhaps one of the immediate causes of the
public excitement, which reached its climax
upon the exhibition of the holy coat at

Treves. The notice attracted by that mira-
culous object brought out an obscure priest

in Upper Silesia, who addressed and pub-
lished a letter to the bishop. The name of
this priest was Ronge, and the medium of his

stirring appeal was a letter, whose thrilling

eff'ects through the German nations we can-
not understand without appreciating the
preparation of the people for it, caused by
these various movements. Within twenty
days a congregation had separated itself

from the Catholic Church at Schneidemiihl,
and their priest was to be heard celebrating
the mass in the German language. In a
little longer time, Ronge himself was sum-
moned to assist in the formation of a large
and influential church in Breslau, com-

^posed altogether of those who had been
Catholics, and based on the freest Protestant
principles ; while the idea spread itself with
more and more power, that a new and
glorious church was to be formed, freed
from the defects of the Romanist Church,
and yet so independent of the Protestant
as to attract those from the Romanist body
who would otherwise find many prejudices
in their way. Such was the first influence
of the " Laurahiitte Letter.*'

To Ronge himself this does not appear to

have been any sudden movement. Ac-
cording to his own account, and what other
evidence one can get access to, he had been
for four years deeply dissatisfied with the
Church which he had once so filially trusted,

and with doubts of the whole soundness of
its system. It was during a period of sus-

pension, in consequence of a communication
he wrote, reflecting on the practices of the
Cathedral Chapter at Breslau, that he
wrote his celebrated ^' Letter." In regard
to the subsequent career of Ronge not
much can be said. He appears to have
assisted for a while in the formation of the
new churches among the German-Catholics,
and to have given his impassioned, spirited

style of writing heartily to the aid of the
new movement. Men hailed him for a
time as a second Luther. But gradually,

whether from the fact that in cultivation

and general learning he did not correspond
to the place he was taking, or because, so

long in a cloistered life, he had lost his

practical power over men, it is certain his

influence became less and less. Then oc-

curred some events in his private life, in

respect to which there are very different

opinions. In fact, in regard to these, as

well as the general character of the man, it

is very difficult to get any definite informa-
tion.

But to our account again of the Freien-
Gemeinden, The first important church,
as I have said before, was formed at Breslau,
and under the freest Protestant and con-

gregational principles. The Scripture was
to be opened to all, the church services to

be performed in the German language, and
entire freedom of conscience and belief to

be secured to each man. Every Gememde
or " congregation" was to be entirely inde-

pendent, and to have the power of choosing
its own pastor ; and if synods met, they
were to be endowed with no power other

than advisatory.

This was followed by the founding of

numerous other churches through Germany
on a similar basis, and in 1845 the first

synod of the new sect assembled in Leipsic.

The principles declared by this synod were
similar to those stated above, except that,

after great discussion, a new form of creed
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^^he Apostles' Creed, with the exception that

nothing is said of " Chuist being the Son
Hsi God," or of his " dying for our sins."

^^nd now began to appear the great direction

of the sect. It was not so much in the

maintaining of the doctrine of faith as op-

posed to works, nor in the opposition to

the Roman Church, that the movement
found its life. It was a struggle for ^^er-

fectly xmtrammeled belief. All the freest,

most ultra thinkers through Germany
joined it—all those most filled with enthu-
siasm, and not always most judicious in

their efforts for the progress of freedom
and liberal ideas among men. Its basis

soon appeared not so much ti religious one
as simply the desire of freedom. The wild-

est forms of religious belief started up in

the sect. The personality of God and the
existence of a future life were denied. Men
were mere emanations of the great Weltgeist

(world-spirit), to return and be absorbed by
him at death. The divine authority of the
Scriptures was only a dogma of Jewish tra-

dition, and any other character of Chuist
than that of a pm'e and benevolent philo-

sopher could never be maintained ; and
there arose a wing of the party who could
not rank otherwise than as utter infidels

and atheists. The sect naturally attracted
the attention of Government, and it was
supposed most truly to be a nursery of de-
mocratic ideas and dangerous political sen-
timents. In Austria, where the Gemeinden
had numbered some 10,000, the whole so-

ciety, in the reaction of '49, was utterly sup-
pressed. In Prussia they have had many
difficulties, but have succeeded in keeping
their foothold. By the Constitution of last

year, all religious societies are allowed
their legal place in the State ; but it re-
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mains a question whether this is a religious
society or a corporation— an important
question for the Gemeinde ; for if the pastor
is not a legal pastor, no child baptized by
him can have a citizen's rights—can hold
property, or peddle goods, or shoot an
enemy of Prussia, that is, legally ! I have
heard the preachers of the sect, and have
mingled somewhat with a few of its mem-
bers, and I am bound to say, that in hearty,
practical benevolence, and in free political

sentiments, and in deep sympathies with the
people, I find more community of feeling

with them than with many other sects here.
There are many individuals, too, among
them v/hose views are not very dissimilar

from my own. But, as a whole, one can
find but little religious character in the
sect. The wildest and most vague dreams
of German philosophy appear to constitute

their religious belief, and to be the object
of their faith. In practical sympathies they
are eminently Christian. Theirs are the
only pulpits where a man dares to get up
and speak a word of sympathy for the im-
mense masses of oppressed and crushed
men under these governments—almost the
only place where one hears of a love which
shall at length extend itself over authorities

as well as subjects, and bring on the time
of freedom for which humanity is intended.

However, it is not as a religious party that

the existence of the German Catholics is

important under any aspect. In that cha-

racter the sect will soon die out. But it is

as a party cherishing the freest principles,

as a combination where sympathies may be
nursed and plans formed affecting the poli-

tical future of Germany, that it is worthy of

attentive consideration ; and it is as such
that I shall watch with deep interest its

future operations.

SPPtlNG.

The bursting buds look up
To greet the sunlight, while it lingers yet
On the warm hill-side ; and the violet

Opens its azure cup
Meekly, and countless wild flowers wake to fling

Their earliest incense on the gales of Spring.

Continual songs arise

From universal Nature ; bird and streams
Mingle their voices, and the glad earth seems

A second Paradise !

Thrice blessed Spring ! thou bearest gifts divine—
Sunshine, and song, and fragrance,—al] are thine.

Nor unto earth alone

:

Thou hast a blessing for the human heart,
Balm for its wounds, and healing for its smart

;

Telling of winter flown,
And bringing hope upon thy rainbow wing,

—

Type of eternal life—thrice blessed Spring.
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GLEANINGS FROM MY COMMON-PLACE BOOK.

NO. II.—REMARKABLE CASES OF POISONING.
On the 25th of March Sarah Chesham was executed at Chelmsford for poisoning her

husband. The case reminds the reader of the atrocities committed by celebrated

poisoners in the middle ages—with this diiFerence', that the woman in this case moved in

the lower ranks of life, while in the others the criminals occupied a very high rank.

The most extraordinary part of this woman's case is, that it is marked by great deter-

mination and perseverance in a wicked course. In 1847 she was tried for the murder of

two of her children, and although the evidence was very strong against her, she was
acquitted. After this she was again charged with a crime of the like nature, and again

acquitted ; and in 1851 she was condemned and executed for the murder of her husband.

The evidence on all the three occasions went to show that the woman was regarded as a

professed murderess by her neighbours, and that mothers used very great precautions to

keep their children out of her way. She was accused of carrying about with her poisoned

lozene;es, which she was in the habit of giving to children ; and it was sworn by one
mother that she had saved her child by plucking the poisoned lozenge from its mouth.
She not only pursued this course, but she was anxious to make proselytes among the

women of her acquaintance. She encouraged them to try the effects of poison upon
their offending husbands, and reproached them as chicken-hearted and faint-spirited if

they did not follow her advice. There is another startling and remarkable incident in

her history. On her first trial, a medical witness during examination described at

length the properties of arsenic, and its effects under different modes of administration.

It appears that she adopted some of the plans which had been suggested to her mind by
the descriptions of the witness. The method she adopted to poison her husband was
after this fashion. She put tlie arsenic into a bag of rice, and shook the whole so as to

cover every grain of rice \^ith a portion of the mineral poison. She afterwards gave it to her

husband now and then, so that the poor man was six months dying ; and when he was
dead, there was so little arsenic in his body as almost to defeat the usual chemical tests.

This woman seems to have had a passion for murder. In most cases she had no
apparent motive. Until lately, such cases of poisoning have been rare in this country.

The Norfolk murders were horrible, as also those which took place in Essex, some
twenty lives having been sacrificed in the two cases. An appalling case also occun-ed in

Wiltshire in 1849. Rebecca Smith was convicted at the Wiltshire summer assizes of

the murder of her infant, a child one month old. She confessed to having previously

murdered seven others, all her own children, in the same manner. There was something
tragical in the whole story. She was religious and decorous in her outward deportment;
she attended divine service with great regularity, and was particularly careful about
domestic prayer. She said that she had destroyed the children because she feared that

they might come to want. She had always borne the character of being an inoffensive

and industrious woman. It appeared that she had suffered great privations, as her
husband was an habitual drunkard. Her father, who was a market-gardener, had left

her £100 at his death ; her husband had squandered it all. She had one surviving child,

for which she manifested great affection. She was executed. The impression upon the

minds of many was this—that the intemperance of her husband, together with the waste
of her little property, and the poverty in which she lived, had deranged her intellects, and
in a state of religious melancholy she had murdered her children. If, in this state, she

destroyed herself, it would have been pronounced insanity ; as she destroyed her children,

it was pronounced murder.
There are some parallel cases in the history of the middle ages, but they occurred

among persons of rank. The first case I shall mention is that of Hieronyma Spara,

who carried on a flourishing trade of murder in Rome, under the government of Pope
Alexander VII. She was detected as follows : It had been noticed for some time that

many young blooming married women became widows. It was observed, too, that when
husbands became disagreeable to their wives, they after a brief period died. The secrets

of the confessional were also made known to the authorities, and it was disclosed that

several women had confessed to being privy to the murder of their husbands by poison.
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Suspicion at length fell upon a society of married women, who had a connection with an

old woman who professed to tell fortunes. A female was employed, who? assuming the

air and carriage of a lady of rank, went to the old woman, and consulted with her as to

the best means of disposing of a disagreeable and tyrannical husband. The fortune-teller

fell into the plot, the whole scheme was discovered, and many of the women implicated

confessed and were hanged ; others were whipped, and some banished. Spara herself did

not confess. This woman had learnt her dreadful art from Toffania. This Toffania had

invented and sold certain drops, which were, on examination, found to be composed of

crystallised arsenic dissolved in water, mixed with a certain herb called cymbalaria. It

was known as "aqua Toffania," and it was said that there was scarcely a lady at

Naples who did not keep it upon her dressing-table. Upon discovery, Toffania took

refuge in a convent, but was apprehended, and put to the rack, when she confessed to

having murdered, or having aided and assisted in murdering, no less than six hundred

persons. She was afterwards hanged.

The historian Livy relates some very frightful cases—one I will quote. A great many

persons of distinction in Rome died suddenly, about the same time, and apparently of

the same disorder. The deaths were attributed to an unknown form of pestilence, until

a ffemale slave made some revelations which led to the discovery of a system of poisoning

carried on by the ladies of Rome. The slave stipulated for pardon for herself, and then

conducted the officers to a place where, in a secret chamber, they found twenty ladies

compounding poison in a large cauldron. They were at once accused of the crime, when

they asserted that they were preparing medicines for the poor and the sick. The offi-

cers then insisted upon their taking a draught, which, after a consultation among them-

selves, they did. The result was, they all died. The confession of the slave implicated

more than a hundred and fifty of the noblest ladies of Rome.
It appears that Italy has always been celebrated for crimes of this character. It i&

related that Pope Alexander VI., and his son, Caesar Borgia, prepared poison for nine

Cardinals who were to dine with them. They were, by some accident, served with the

liquor themselves. The son narrowly escaped with his life, but the father died. The
Cardinals, for whom the liquor was designed, escaped entirely, as they drank the

unpoisoned wine which was designed for the Pope and his still more depraved son.

The history of France gives us several instances of scientific poisoning. Many of the

cases were first made known through the confessional ; and it is asserted by historians

that many Italians resorted to Paris to practise the art, or to teach the art of poisoning.

The Marchioness de Brinvilliers and her paramour, Sainte Croix, learnt this dreadful

mystery ; and the former, after having done so, assumed the garb of a sister of charity,

procured admission into the hospitals, and tried the strength of her poisons upon the

unfortunate patients. Succeeding in this, she afterwards poisoned her own father, to

gratify a feeling of revenge against him for having put Sainte Croix in the Bastile. She

afterwards destroyed her own brother. The guilty pair were at length discovered. Sainte

Croix was suffocated by the fumes of some strong poison he was preparing, and upon his

person was found a packet containing parcels of poisons, with directions for use and other

papers, addressed to the Marchioness. She could not obtain possession of the packet^

which fell into the hands of the officers of justice. She fled to a convent, but a stratagem

was used to decoy her from it. She was arrested and sent to Paris, and before her

execution, confessed to several murders. Her history was strange enough. Sainte Croix

had been a friend of her husband, and after the death of the latter she kept up an infa-

mous intimacy with the former. Her father, to destroy the intimacy and check the

scandal, caused Sainte Croix to be put in the Bastile. This roused the revengeful feel-

ings of the guilty pair, and led to their becoming adepts in poisoning.

Poisoning has more generally been adopted by the higher than the lower ranks. Our
own history discloses many atrocious cases. Sir Thomas Overbury died of poison in

the Tower of London, in the reign of James I. Anne Turner and four of her accom-
plices were e.\:ecuted, although the Earl and Countess of Somerset, who were equally

guilty, were pardoned. The profligate Leicester, the favourite of Elizabeth, is sus-

pected of having used these means to get rid of the unfortunate Amy Robsart ; and
Camden tells us that he (the Earl of Leicester) proposed in open Council to poison Mary,.

Queen of Scots, in prison. The crime was no doubt practised in numbers of cases
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where detection did not follow. Medical men in a former age—the tools of princes and

favourites—coftld drug the food or the medicines of the suspected or hated—the trouble-

some or the injured—as Lady Macbeth drugged the possets of the grooms. There is

one thini^ certain, that detection now more generally follows crime. Tawell fled from the

scene of his guilt, but a description of his person outstript the railway train, and flew on

the wings of the electric telegraph. How true the words of the great poet

—

" Foul deeds will rise,

Though all the earth o'erwhelms them, to men's eyes."

THE INTRODUCTION OF LACE INTO ENGLAND.
a chapter for our female friends.

By Mrs. Costelloe.

This is our second chapter on lace ;* and
if the first was considered interesting, we
trust that this one will be found still

more so, being connected with our own
country—its cheerful cottage homes—uni-

versal prosperity—and its dependence for

both on the intelligence and industry of the

working classes.

We must go back to the year 1626, a

period when the inhabitants of many parts

of England were as idle, and consequently
«s poor, as the wretched yet warm-hearted
beings who now drag on their existence in

the bogs and wastes of the West of Ireland.

Many of the great landowners of that day
expressed regret at the extreme destitution

of their tenantry, yet made no effort to alle-

viate it, because, by some means or other,

they were able to obtain their rent; but
others really compassionated their con-

dition, and, understanding the source of

the evil, resolved on removing it if pos-

sible. Amongst these latter was Sir Henry
Borlace, a man whose name should be
written in our chronicles in letters of gold.

He possessed a fine estate in Buckingham-
shire, but his broad acres brouglit him in no
broad pieces : the idle and thriftless beings
who called themselves his tenants declared
they wete unable to make any return for the
lands they held, and he forbore to press
them, though the consequence to himself
was a state of poverty but little removed
from their own. Many different plans for

the improvement of their condition occu-
pied his mind, but none appeared fully to

meet the requirements of the circumstances,
until he thought of having the women in-

structed in some remunerative domestic
employment.

" That will do," he exclaimed ;
*' I know

at last what is required to bring happiness
and prosperity into the cottage homes.
When wives and mothers become indus-
trious, the men will find helps where now

* For Chap. I., see Vol. V., p. 323.

they feel burthens, and the children will be
set examples of good and not of evil." For
many months he thought ated reasoned thus

;

and when we look on the results of his plan,
we may believe that he had sought and re-

ceived wisdom from Him who can make the
crooked paths straight and the rough places
smooth for those who ask his guidance.
At length Sir Henry decided on the trade

to be introduced ; it was the manufacture of
lace. He knew that thousands of pounds
were annually sent out of the kingdom to

purchase the fabrics of Brussels, France,
and Germany ; and he felt sure that the
wretched yet intelligent-looking girls v.'hom

he met hourly wandering about in idleness
and sorrow could iearn it, and would per-
haps after a time excel in its manufacture.
Accordingly he induced two lace-makers to

come over from the Continent and settle in

the village of Marlow, where he had already
endowed a school for the instruction of
twenty-four girls. It was a small begin-
ning for the glorious results which followed,
and should teach us that we
to withhold our hands from doing
because the power at the present in our
hands seems small.

Sir Henry lived to see mighty changes
arise out of his humble school. In 16 years
the lace makers were no longer counted by
units but by thousands; and this, not only
in Buckinghamshire, but in Northampton
and Bedford also. Poverty gave place to

plenty in every lace-maker's home, and
neatness and cleanliness to untidiness and
filth. The women and children, all occu-
pied profitably, were all happy, and the men
no longer laboured with breaking hearts
and saddened brows ; for their strength
and energies were not now overtaxed, and
the thought of the cheerful home that
awaited each at the close of the day made
him forgetful of present toil. ** Brussels
point " was the name given to the lace then
manufactured in England, thougli it was in
fact the same as that invented by Barbara

ought never
good,
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Uttman, being made by bone or wooden
bobbins on a pillow, and the pattern being

afterwards worked with the needle. As years

rolled by, many improvements were effected

in pillow-lace making and working, but

none of any very extraordinary consequence
until 1800, when a new design was intro-

duced at Honiton, in Devonshire, so deli-

cate and beautiful as not to be exceeded by
the finest specimens of Brussels lace.

"During the continental wars of the early

part of the nineteenth century veils of this

lace were sold in London at from twenty to

one hundred guineas ; now they are sold at

from three to ten."
Thirty years previous to this success of

the Honiton pillow-lace, another new de-

scription of manufacture was invented by a
poor man, whose motive to the attempt was
the same as that which stimulated the ex-

ertions of Barbara Uttman—a desire to

amend the circumstances of his family.

His name was Hammond : he was a frame-
work knitter or stocking weaver, and re-

sided at Nottingham. His loom was a hired

one, and consequently he had but a small

share of his earnings for himself. One day
his wife sat near him while he worked ; she
held a baby in her bosom, and as she stooped
over it in all a mother's deep love, Ham-
mond ceased his work to gaze on them both.

The young mother wore a small muslin cap
with borders of pillow lace, which, as she
bent her head, partly shaded her face from
her husband, and attracted his attention.

A thought suddenly occurred to him that

by a modified action of his stocking frame
he could imitate the border, and he knew if

he did so independence was at once secured
to the objects of his love. He imparted
the idea to his wife, and asked for the cap,

that he might more particularly examine
the lace, fehe gave it cheerfully, but not
without many cautions ; for she had not
much hopes of his success, and she would
be sorry if he spoiled her pretty cap, as she
had not a second with lace borders.
Hammond bid her not fear, for he was

determined to succeed. ** It may take
some fime," he said, '*but I will persevere^
and try again and again.''

Days and weeks passed, and still he toiled

on cheerfully till his frame had assumed a
quite new form, and produced neat quilling-

net instead of coarse stockings. The first-

fruits of his labours were bestowed on his

good wife, who had never once uttered a
word of discouragement; but evenwhen her
own heart felt but little hope, bid him be of
good courage, and ** try again.'*

As he had anticipated, a fortune was
secured to him by his invention ; and not to
him alone, but to all the manufacturers in
Nottingham and its vicinity. Every frame-

work knitter forsook the trade of stocking-

making ; and, by degrees, the retail shops
exhibited specimens of machine-made lace,

which were immeasurably cheaper than any
which had ever been produced by hand,
and were as beautiful as the choicest which
arrived from the continent.

After some time a gentleman named
Heathcoat constructed a new lace machine,
which, from the peculiar arrangement of

its parts, was called a " bobbin frame."
This was capable of being made to produce
a much greater quantity of material in a

given time than the stocking loom as modi-
fied by Hammond ; but as Mr. Heathcoat
took out a patent for it, and thus excluded
his fellow-townsmen from the benefit of his

invention, he found popular opinion so

much against him that he was obliged to

remove to Devonshire, where the *' bobbin
net" (as the production of his loom was
termed) attained in a short time a high
degree of eminence. For fourteen years he
retained the patent in his own hands ; it

then expired, and at once a most extra-

ordinary impulse was given to the trade.
" Prosperity," writes Mr. M'CuUoch,
" shone upon it, and numerous individuals

readily embarked capital in so tempting a

speculatioUc Prices fell, however, in pro-

portion as production increased ; but the

demand was immense, and the ^ Notting-

ham lace frame ' became the organ of

supply, rivaling and supplanting in plain

nets the most finished productions of

France and the Netherlands."
The earnings of workmen during that

time were extraordinary. Dr. Ure informs

us '* that it was no uncommon thing for an.

artisan to leave his usual calling, and, be-

taking himself to a lace frame, of which he
was the part proprietor, realise, by working
upon it, 20s., 303., or even 40s, per day.

In consequence of such wonderful gains,

Nottingham, Loughborough, and the ad-

joining villages, became the scene of an
epidemic mania. Many, though nearly

devoid of mechanical genius or the con-

structive talent, tormented themselves

night and day Avith projects of bobbins,

pushers, lockers, point-bars, and needles

of every various form, till.their minds got

permanently bewildered. Several lost their

senses altogether ; and some, after cherish-

ing visions of wealth, as in old time of al-

chemy, finding their schemes abortive, sank

into despondency, and committed suicide."

Such examples of covetousness and over-

anxiety for this world's goods afford a fear-

ful lesson, and illustrate with painful truth

the words of the Bible, that *' he that hateth

covetousness shall prolong his days." May
we lay to heart the wisdom which we are

' thus taught, and while we strive honestly,
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but moderately, for success in our worldly

business, pray that our chief wealth may be

in heaven, where neither moth nor rust

doth corrupt, and where thieves do not

break through nor steal.

"By degrees this furor subsided, and
the bobbin-net manufacture took its place

among those which are of national im-
portance, but not pre-eminent for lucrative

gains." In 1816 steam-power was made use
of in its production, and caused most won-
derful changes in its value, or perhaps we
should say, in the prices of the finished

articles, lace being sold for eighteen-pence
a. yard for the same of which Mr. Heathcoat
received five guineas, and the same quantity

of a wider description being amply paid for

by seven shillings, for which he would have
received £27. There are at present in

Nottingham and its vicinity various bobbin-
net manufactories ; in some of these plain

net only is made, in others the machines
are employed in producing fancy net only

;

while in others they are engaged at silk-

edgings, a great many widths of which are

made at one time, and then separated, by
drawing out threads from between them.
A thousand yards of this edging can be
readily worked out in a day. The machines
used in fabricating all these various kinds
of lace are similar in form and in the mode
in which they act, but it would be utterly

impossible by a written description to con-
vey an idea of even the most simple of

them, as the bobbin-net machine is one of

the most complicated which the imagina-
tion of man has ever devised.

After a piece of plain net is taken from
the loom, it undergoes the process of

"singing" or "gassing," that is, it is

exposed to the action of a large number of

minute blazes of gas, which remove the
little downy filaments without scorching
the net. It is then brought to the " de-

signer, and stamped," who after slightly

printing on it the pattern to be embroidered
with the needle, hands it over to the "pattern
setter." The business of this individual
is to decide on the manner in which the
design is to be filled up, and to give plain
directions to the humble embroiderers, who
then take pieces of the net to their lowly
homes, where for twelve or fourteen hours
a day they ply their needles cheerfully, fre-

quently singing the whole time they are at
work.
A modern writer observes " that it is sad

to witness how continuously these poor
females must labour before they can earn
a small pittance. Little do those who see
in the attractive shop-windows of London
the beautiful veils and capes which Notting-
ham now produces, imagine how much
wearisome and ill-paid labour has been
concerned in their production. The earn-

ings of the lace-runners do not, on an
average, much exceed a half-penny an hour,
for the v/eekly earnings for long days*

work are seldom much above Ss., and are

sometimes below it." It is not unfrequent
for themselves to remark—" If the great
ladies of London knew how much work we
have to do to their veils and capes for Is.,

they would pay better."

After the collars, capes, and veils are

embroidered, they are taken to the manu-
facturer of the net, who then employs
" lace menders " to examine every article,

and mend with a needle and thread any
mesh which may have been accidentally
broken. This task they accomplish so
skilfully, that none but a practised eye
could discover the darn ; and they receive

in return much higher wages than the
poor embroiderers. By this time the net
is something of the colour of brown hol-

land, and is of course submitted to the pro-

cesses of scouring, bleaching, and drying.

It is then again examined, and mended if

necessary, and afterwards it is sent to the
"lace-dressing rooms" to be stiffened.

This is done by dipping it in a mixture of

gum, paste, and water, then wringing it

out, and stretching it upon a frame by
means of pins or studs. While in the

frame it is rubbed with flannels, and then
left to dry in a warm room. It is to the

nature of the solution used that the dif-

ferent kinds of net owe their different

degrees of stiffness. The next processes
are "rolling," "pressing," and "ticket-

ing," and when these are accomplished the
articles are fit for the London market.
In 1831 it was estimated that the capital

employed in Manchester in spinning thread
for the bobbin-net manufacturers amounted
to nearly one million sterling; and that the
capital employed in various ways exceeded
two millions sterling ; that the numbers
employed in spinning, making, windiiig,

embroidering, mending, bleaching, stiffen-

ing, and dressing, amounted to more than
two hundred thousand ; that the raw ma-
terial (cotton and silk) used was worth
about £150,000 annually in the state as

imported ; that this value was increased to

£450,000 when spun into thread ; and that
the final value when manufactured into net
and ready for sale was nearly two millions

annually ; or, including the wages of em-
broiderers employed in different parts of

England, more than three millions sterling I

Such are the results of Sir Henry Bor-
lace*s scheme for the improvement of the
condition of his poor tenantry. Since that
^period numerous other improvements have
been introduced. Let them teach us never
to despise the day of *' small things," but to

hope that God will give the increase to our
humble labours.
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SIX GllADES OF IDLENESS. ^

As there are many grades of idleness, and

veins of it run through the most industrious

life, some descriptions may be furnished,

leaving the reader, if he be an indolent man,

to judge to which c'ass he belongs.

First, there is the Downright Idler.

He is of a very ancient pedigree, for his

family is minutely desciibed by Solomon :

*'How long wilt thou sleep, O sluggard?

when wilt thou awake out of sleepV This

is the language of impatience. Trie speaker

has been trying to awaken him—pulling,

pushing, rolling him over, and sliouiing in

his ear—but all to no purpose. He solilo-

quizes, whether it is possible for the man
ever to wake up ! At length the sleeper

drawls out a dozing petition to be let alone :

** Yet a little sleep, a little slumber, a little

folding of the hands to sleep ;" and the last

words confusedly break into a snore—that

somnolent lullaby of repose. Long ago the

birds have finished their matins ; the sun

has advanced full high, the dew has gone

from the grass, and the labours of industry

are far in progress, when our sluggard,

awakenedby his very efforts to maintain sleep,

slowly emerges to perform life's great duty

of feeding—with him, second only in impor-

tance to sleep. And now, well rested arid

suitably nourished, surely he will abound in

labour. Nay; ** the sluggard will not plough

by reason of the cold." It is yet early

spring ; there is ice at the north, and the

winds are hearty ; his tender skin shrinks

from exposure, and he waits for milder days,

envying the residents of tropical climes,

where cold never comes, and harvests wave
spontaneously. He is valiant at sleeping

and at the trencher ; but, for other courage,

**the slothful man saith, There is a lion

without ; I shall be slain in the street." He
has not been out to see, but he heard a

noise, and resolutely betakes him to pru-

dence. Under so thriving a manager, so

alert in the morning, so busy through the

day, and so enterprising, we might antici-

pate the thrift of his husbandry !
'* I went

by the field of the slothful, and by the vine-

yard of the man void of understanding

;

and, lo ! it was all grown over with thorns,

and nettles had covered the face of it, and
its stone wall was broken down." To coni-

plete the picture only one thing more is

wanting—a description of his house—and
then we should have, at one view, the lazy

man, his farm, and his house. Solomon
has given us that also :

*' By much slothful-

ness the building decayeth; and through
idleness of the hands the house dropped
through." Let all this be put together, and
probably some reader may find an unpleasant

resemblance to his own afi"airs.

He sleeps long and late ; he wakes to

stupidity, with indolent eyes sleepily roiling

over neglected work—neglected because it

is too cold in spring, and too hot in sum-

mer, and too laborious at all times : a great

coward in danger, and therefore very blus-

tering in safety. His lands run to waste,

his fences are dilapidated, his crops chiefly

of weeds and brambles; a shattered house,

the side leaning over, as if wishing, like its

owner, to lie down to sleep ;
the chimney

tumbling down, the roof breaking in, with

moss and grass sprouting in its crevices

;

the well, without pump or windlass, a trap

for the children : this is the very Castle of

Indolence.
Seco?idly, the Busy, Bustling Idler—

as useless, but far more active than the

first, attending closely to every one's busi-

ness except his own. His wife earns the

children's bread and his—procures her own
raiment and his. She procures the wood,

she procures the water, while he, with hands

in his pocket, is busy watching the building

uf a neighbour's barn, or advising another

how to trim or train his trees ;
or he has

heard of sickness in a friend's family, and

is there, to suggest a hundred cures, and to

do everything but help. He is a spectator

of shooting-matches and races, and a stickler

for a ring and fair play at every fight. He
knows all the stories of the families that

live in the town. If he can catch a stranger

at the tavern on a rainy day, he pours out a

strain of information, a pattering of words,

as thick as the rain-drops out of doors. He
has good advice to everybody, how to mvake,

how to save, money ; how to do everything.

He can tell the saddler about his trade ; he

gives advice to the smith about his work,

and goes over with him, when it is forged,

to see the carriage-maker put it on, suggests

improvements, advises this paint or that

varnish, criticises the finish, or praises the

trimmings. He is a violent reader of news-

papers, almanacks, and receipt-books ; and,

with scraps of history and mutilated anec-

dotes, he faces the very schoolmaster, and

gives up only to the volubility of the oily

village lawyer ; few have the hardihood to

match him.
And thus every day he bustles through

his multifarious idleness, and completes his

circle of visits, as regularly as the pointers

of a clock visit each figure on the dial-plate ;

but, alas ! the clock for ever tells man the

useful lesson of time passing steadily away,

and returning never; but what useful thing

do these busy, buzzing idlers perform ?

Thirdly, the Disgusting Idler. He
follows no vocation ; he only follows those

who do. Sometimes he sweeps along the
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srett with consevquential gait—sometimes
perfumes it with wasted odours of tobacco.

He alj^o haunts fjunny benches or breezy
piazzas. His business is to see—his desire,

to be seen ; and no one fails to see him, so

gaudily dressed, his hat silting somewhat
.1 slant upon a wilderness of hair, every

thread arranged to provoke attention. He
is a man of honour—not that he keeps his

Avord or shrinks from meanness ; he de-

frauds his laundress, his tailor, and his land-

lord ; he drinks and smokes at other men's
expense ; he gambles, and swears, and
fights (when he is too drunk to be afraid !)

—
but still he is a man of honour, for he has
whiskers, and looks fierce, wears mous-
t^chios, and says, '* Upon my honour, sir"

—

" Do you doubt my honour, sir ?"

Thus he appears by day ; by night he does
not appear. He may be dimly seen flit-

ting ; his voice may be heard loud in the

cirousal of some drinking saloon, or above
the songs and uproar of a midnight return
and home-staggering.

Foiirtkhj, the Desponding Idler. This
man excites our pity. He began life most
thriftily ; for his rising family he was gather-

ing an ample subsistence ; but, involved in

other men's affairs, h3 v/ent down in their

ruin. Late in life he begins once more ; and
at length, just secure of an easy compe-
tence, his ruin is compassed again. He sits

down quietly under it, complains of no one,

envies no one—refuseth the cup, and is even
more pure in morals than in better days.

He moves on from day to day, as one who
walks under a spell ; it is the spell of de-

spondency, which nothing can disenchant
or arouse. He neither seeks work nor re-

fuses it. He wanders among men a dream-
ing gazer, poorly clad, always kind, always
irresolute,abletoplannothingforhimself, nor

to execute what others have planned for him.

He lives and he dies a dit-couraged man, and
the most harmless and excusable of all idlers.

Fifthly^ the Fashionaele Idler. The
riches of this man defeat every object for

which God gave him birth. He has a fine

form, and manly beauty, and the chief end
of life with him is to display the nri. With
notable diligence, he ransacks the market
for rare and curious fabrics—for costly seals,

and chains, and rings. A coat poorly fii ted

is the unpardonable sin of his creed. He
meditates upon cravats, employs a profound
discrimination in selecting a hat or a vest,

and adopts his conclusions on the tasteful-

ness of a button or a collar, with the deli-

beration of a statesman. Thus caparisoned;

he saunters in fashionable galleries, or

flaunts in stylish equipage, or parades the

street with simpering belles, or delights

tlicir itching ears with compliments of fiat-

toiy, or with choicely-culled scandal. He is

a reader of fictions, if they be not too sub-
stantial— a writer of cards and billets-doux

—

and is especially conspicuous in albums.
Gay and frivolous, rich and useless, polished
till the enamel is worn off, his whole life

serves only to make him an animated pup-
pet of pleasure. He is as corrupt in ima-
gination as he is refined in manners; he is

as selfish in private as he is generous iu

public ; and even what he gives to another
is given for his own sake. He worships
where fashion worships— to-day at the
theatre, to-morrow at the church ; at either

exhibits the whitest hand or the mosc
polished actor. A gaudy, active, and indo-
lent butterfly, he flutters without industry
from flower to flower, till summer closes,

and frosts sting him. and he sinks down and
dies, unthought of and unremembered.
Sixthly, the Thoughtless, Improvident

Idler. He is a business man, who wishes to

subsist by his occupation while he attends
to everything else. If a sporting club goes
to the fields, he must go. He has angled in

every hole in the river, and dozed in a sum-
mer day under every tree along its bank.
He rejoices in an excursion by land or by
water, a summer's frolic, a winter's glee.

He is everybody's friend— universally good-
natured—for ever busy where it will do him
no good, and remiss where his interests re-

quire activity. He takes amusement for his

main business, which other men employ as

a relaxation; and the serious labour of life,

which other men are mainly employed in,

he knows only as a relaxation. After a- few
years, he fails; his good nature is something
clouded ; and as age sobers his buoyancy
without repairing his profitless habits, he
soon sinks to a lower grade of laziness

—

and to RUIN !

It would be endless to describe the loiles

of idleness—how it creeps upon men—how
secretly it mingles with their pursuits—how
much time it purloins from the scholar,

from the professional man, and from the

ariizan. It steals minutes, it clips off the

edge of hours, and at length takes posses-

sion of days. Where it has its will, it sinks

and drowns employment ; but where neces-

sity, or duty, or ambition, resists such vio-

lence, there' indolence makes labour heavy

—

scatters the attention—puts us to our tasks

with wandering thoughts, with irresolute

purpose, and with dreamy visions. Thus,
when it may, it plucks out hours and rules

over them ; and where this may not be,^ it

lurks round them to impede the sway of in-

dustry, and turn her seeming toils to subtle

idleness. Against so mischievous an en-

iHantment every human being should be

duly armed.

—

Beecher.

In a future Number vvill be described the

advantai2ces of Industry.
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THE INDUSTllIAL F.XHllUTION.

Within a few days after our present number reaches our readers, the great event of the

year—the operung of the Exhibition of the Industry of all Nations—will have been

accomplished, and a curious world will have gained admission to its accumulated wonders.

The holders of season tickets alone are to enjoy the privilege of entrance on the first day

;

high prices will then prevail for a brief period, to exact the contributions of those whose

impatience overrides their economy ; and by the 22nd day the charges will be reduced

for four days of the week, to Is. for each person on each admission. If any of our

friends are tempted to feel regret that they are not amongst the few whose curiosity will

be the first gratified, they may comfort themselves with the reflection that the show will

not be seen in its greatest perfection during the first week or two. In the first place,

all the goods will not have been received. Large consignments from Russia, consisting

of its most valuable specimens of production and manufacture, have been detained so

long on their way, through the navigation having been closed, that they will inevitably

arrive ** late at the fair." It is pretty certain, moreover, that the goods already received

cannot all be put in perfect order by the day appointed ; and, in addition to all this, the

attendants will at the outset be new to their duties. The whole will not fall immediately,

as if by the stroke of a magician's wand, into comfortable, regular working order ; so

that there will be nothing lost by having to wait a little.

The streets of London have already begun to show signs of a larger number than usual

of foreign visitors in town. The strange costumes of other lands—strange to us because

so unlike our own—are sprinkling our native crowds more thickly. But these, of course,

are but a fraction of the multitudes that are to come—connected, generally speaking, in

some official capacity with the Exhibition. In another month they will be more plentiful

;

and right welcome to them all, we say. There are some foolish people who fancy we are

going to be overrun with democracy and socialism. Cries of *' Vive la republique

democratique et sociale," are ringing in their frightened ears ; and noble peers and right

honourable commoners are anxious to invoke some large powers of legislation to prevent

a revolution. Happily English good sense has refused to countenance these ridiculous

fears. Having invited the world to come and see, it would never do to arm ourselves

cap-a-pie before w-e ventured to shake hands with it. Instead of republicans doing us

any harm, let them be as republican as they please, they will probably get good them-

selves by observing the many features worthy of imitation that distinguish free, constitu-

tional England, and by contrasting the substantial achievements her people have gained

by peaceful means, with the delusive and unsatisfactory triumphs of armed revolutions.

As the 1st of May is now close upon us, our readers will most likely be glad to be

furnished with some idea of the aspect presented by the interior of the Crystal Palace.

Entering at the south end of the transept, the visitor finds himself suddenly in the centre

of the building, with China close upon his right and India on the left. In front are

scQTi the allotments of Turkey, Greece, and other sunny regions of the South. But the

first thing that strikes the eye are the brilliant decorations of Mr. Owen Jones and the

light aritl fairy-like effect of his colouring, now displayed to full advantage.

Passing down the eastern nave, through a half- open door, on the left-hand side, you

catch a glimpse of Spain and her diminished possessions. Still holding on and leaving

the southern states of Europe behind, the visitor crosses Belgium, half warlike from the

display of artillery and arms, and enters the territory of La belle France. Here, active-

looking workmen, bearded and bloused, ply with assiduity and an air of intelligence the

tasks severally assigned to them. While they have adopted the general system of distribution

recommended by the Commissioners, the showy character of their display will enable

them to give it increased effect. The silks of Lyons, the tapestry of Gobelins, the

carpets of Aubusson, the porcelain of Sevres, and the fancy cabinet-work, bronzes, and

jewellery of Paris, will show magnificently when concentrated on either side of the nave.

From France, passing into Holland, some magnificent candelabra and flower vases and a

fine chime of bells claim admiration. ^The four rooms fitting up in the Austrian

compartment promise to be leading attractions in the Exhibition. The whole suite,

when completed, will give the natives of this country a high idea of the taste and

elegance of the Viennese. We next pass on to the States of the ZoUverein. Two objects
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Stand out in the centre aisle between the northern and southern sections of the Zollverein

allotment, which must attract an immense amount of public attention and admiration.

One represents a mounted Amazon, javelin in hand, which she is preparing to hurl at a

tia-er fastened upon the shoulders and neck of her affrighted horse. The shock of the

salvage animal's spring is given by the artist with energy, and the figure and expression or

the rider, half feminine, yet still w^arlike, are very fine. An immense bronze hon from

Bavaria is the other object which the German States have placed in the nave ;
and this is

really a grand production. The king of beasts is represented with marvellous fidelity,

and even to the light, half stealthy, velvetty tread, the likeness is complete. The great

massive bones, the muscular development, and huge chest and mane, are brought out

with effect. We now enter upon the department of Russian industry—small, compara-

tively, when the extent of the Czar's dominions are remembered, and with nothing at

present to characterise it. But great expectations are formed of the goods to be exhibited

therein, and it is said that the Emperor takes a deep interest in the matter. Frona the

despotic rule of the Autocrat to the republican industry of the United States the visitor

makes but one step. The articles displayed here are chiefly distinguished by utility,

such as ploughs and other agricultural implements.

And now let the reader follow us into the western division of the building, and observe

the energy and labour. The goods generally will partake less of an artistic and more of a

practical and utilitarian character. There will be statues and fountains, but the prominent

objects will be the models of our great public works, the gigantic telescope of Rosse, the

Colebrook Dale dome, the display of crystals formed from chemical substances, of Spital-

fields silk, of featliers by Adcock, of cutlery by Rodgers, of Canadian timber, and suchlike.

Proceeding westward from the transept on the south or left-hand side, the East India Com-

pany are rapidly putting up their stalls and sending in their goods from Leadenhall-

street. They have some specimens of artillery to exhibit, in sign of the tenure by which

their vast empire is held. By a circuitous route we penetrate into the Sculpture Court on

the extreme south, and amid groups and statues find artists busily at work completing their

contributions. Between the sculpture court and the centre aisle Pugin's mediaeval display

intervenes. From what is yet seen, it promises to be an interesting part of the general

display , not the less curious as a step backward upon the arts and tastes of times gone

by, when all around is progress and reliance upon the future. The Fine Arts Court, on the

north side of the transept, is filling with a great variety of beautiful contributions, among

which are models of different styles of architecture, specimens of carving, and such like.

The collection contains, among other things, a 'model of Shakspere's birthplace ;
nor

here should we neglect to notice that an admirable statue of the great poet has been

erected in the nave. Such is an imperfect sketch of the spectacle which the interior of the

Crystal Palace exhibits. Every day changes and heightens the effect.

All is bustle and activity in the preparation of lodgings. The accommodations pro-

vided embrace every variety of style, and of course every variety of cost. We have from time

to time given specimens of our. Register entries. One more will perhaps amuse, as well

as interest, many of our readers. It refers to an establishment near Vauxhall-bridge,

within a few minutes' walk of the Gardens and other attractions at the West End.

Accommodation is provided for 200 men at one time. The sleeping apartments are

fitted up in the same style as emigrants' ships. Each man has a berth to himself, a

flock bed, pillow, one blanket, two sheets, coverlet—all clean. The apartments are

large, dry, clean, well ventilated, and lighted by gas. A night watchman is engaged to

assist the men, and to prevent disputes. Accommodation for washing, with towels, and

other conveniences ; and the use of plates, knives and forks, together with attendance,

will be supplied. The charge for the above will be Is. per head per night. Breakfast,

including meat, will be supplied in a separate room, at the charge of 9d. per head ;
and

refreshments may be obtained at any time on a similar scale for those who desire it. But

as many may bring up cheese, biscuits, coffee, &c., a store room is also found, in which

these may be kept. No smoking will be allowed in the building or on the wharf, but

upon a ship now lying alongside the whar^ The decks of this vessel afford a good

promenade ; and from them a beautiful view is obtained of the river and its traffic. Such

are some of the many preparations that are making for the reception of the toming

visitors to London town. We hope they will manifest a corresponding forethought.
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LESSONS IX FRENCH.—No. X.

FRENCH INTO ENGLISH.

Yotre petite cousine on est cllc ? Ma foi! (literally, "my faith"-&y my Jcrth)

where .

ere est a VhdpitaJ. Pourquoi est elle la ? Parceque sa janibe est cassee, Je suis bicn

hospital taJn/ hecmise leg broken very

fi-lv- i)>ntemlre cela. Et moi aussi. Comment est ce que. le mameur est arnvi

somj toliear I
. , _ is it that m/./o;Y.7,. /^W^^^^^^

mtrdiWy arrived)^ Je ne sais pas; mais c'est terrible. La pauvre petite fiLe ! y a-t-ii

^
A*?jo?f' terrible poor

du r7<??w<?r pour sa mef Non ; JV.si^^^rc que non. Mais rct^ontez rtuy'i comment Vacdde^H

ilanqer life J^pe relate to me acadent

est arrive. Hier, en passant a travers la nie, elle avait le malheur de tomber (of to fall), et

in passing across street

ime voiture lui a ecrase la jambe. Elle souffre beaucoup.

vehicle crushed suffers

Wc must keep the reader upon this exercise a few moments. The first few

sentences contain nothing which has not been fully explained. The form of

Queries the use often made by the Erench of the de between two verbs, the secona

of which is in the infinitive : as, '' I am sorry of to hear," ** I am ashamed of to

say " &c. The point to which we now would first call attention is the ^Erencn

phrase in the exercise for " how is it that the misfortune has happened ?" Itou

will have noticed that the Erench is not ''has happened," but '* i^ happened.

To us this sounds harsh ; but there are, nevertheless, in very familiar use English

verbs which take to have or to be for their auxiliary with equal correctness and

frequency. Eor example, it matters not whether we say, "he is come,^ or »'he

has come ;" '* they are gone," or *' they have gone ;" *' your sister is arrived, or

*' your sister has arrived"—both forms are admissible. But m Erench there is

more precision. Where avoir is used as the auxiliary of any verb, eire cannot, m
almost any case, be so used with the same verb—at least, without changing the

sense; and where etre is employed, avoir must be avoided in like manner. \\e

should add that the number of verbs in which etre is an auxiliary m Erench is far

iaro-er than the number of those in which to be is an auxiliary m English. ±rom

this it follov/s that there are a great many instances indeed in which the practice

of the two lanf^uages meet, as it were, and clash. Among the verbs which require

etre in Erench°as \heir auxiliary, and with which nevertheless to have is so em-

ployed in English, are the following :—

English. Erench. PRONtiNriArtoir.

to fall tomber toambay

to arrive arriver arreevay

to remain rester restay

to die decider dasaday

to enter eiitrer ontray

to come venir venneer

Too-ether with the verbs that are com.posed of venir and some preposition : as

parvenir (to attain), devenir (to become), disconvenir (to disagree), intervenir (to

intervene), revenir (to come back), survenir (to occur), convenir (to agree). These

all require to be conjugated with etre (to be), though we use ** to have'* with the

corresponding verbs : as

—

English. French. Pronunciation.

he Ms fallen U EST tomU - eel ay toambay

I have entered Je suis entre zhe sweezontray

she has arrived elle est arrivee el ate arreevay

they have died Us sont dicedds eel soang daysayday

you have come roiis etes venu vooz ate i^ennu

« Has your sister been to the Exhibition r" Votre sceiir a-t-eUe ^te a VExposi-
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lion? *' Yes, but she has not remained long." Ouiy mats elle ?i'est pas restee

longtemps.

The reader will have noticed another peculiarity in the sentences just given ;

we mean the way in which we have spelt the past participle of arriver and of

rester—coming as they do after elle, which is feminine, and therefore being
written in the feminine form. Of rester (to remain), for instance, the past
participle ("remained") is reste^ and in the feminine restee^ both pronounced
like the infinitive. Now we say " she has remained," but the Prench say
"she is remained." In the same manner we more generally say "he has
gone," the French always say "he is gone." And whenever, as in this case,

is, or any other part of the verb to he, is used with another verb as its auxiliary

(instead of the parts of to have), the past participle of the second verb must agree
in gender and number with the thing which is spoken of, and which, in gram-
matical language, is the nominative of the verb etre in the sentence ; as

" He has gone,"

—

il est alU.
" She has gone,"

—

elle est alUt.
" The men have gone,"

—

les hojnmes sont allis.

" The women have gone,"

—

lesfemmes sont alkes.

Where the parts of avoir are used with verbs it is not so ; the past participle of
the seond verb then remains the same.
" He has struck,"

—

il afrapp6.
" She has struck,"

—

elle a frappe.
" The men have struck,"

—

les hommes out frappe.
" The women have struck,"

—

les femmes out frappe.

The unchangeable character, however, of the participle of the second verb, when
used with avoir, has this exception : that if the object to which the second verb
refers comes before it in French, then the participle must agree with that object in

gender and number. An example will make our meaning quite clear. "He has
struck the girl." II a frappe la fille.—Here you see fille, the object referred to,

coming after frappe, the latter changes not. " The girl w^hom he has struck."
La fille quHl a frappee. Here the object struck is mentioned first in French

—

que (" whom," for, of course, que may mean "whom" as well as " w^hich") ; and
therefore frappe takes the feminine form. Again :

—" He has struck the Avomen."
II a frappe lesfemmes. " The women whom he has struck." Les femmes qii'il a
frappees. Here the participle is plural as well as feminine, because the "whom"
refers to " women." Thus also : Les hommes quHl a frappes (m. p).
"He has struck them,'' if you speak of women, or any feminine objects, would

be, // les a frappees ; if referring to masculine, or partly masculine, objects,
would be—// les a frappes.

" He has struck Mm.'' II V a frappe.
" She has struck 7iim." Elle V a frappe,
" He has struck /i<3r." /^ Z' a frappee.
" She has struck Tier." EUe V a frappee.

Whether, in fine, it be les, or le, or la, or V, the short for either of the latter, or que
(meaning " whom" or " which"), whenever the object referred to, or governed by,
the second verb, used with avoir, precedes that verb in the French, its past parti-
ciple must be made to agree in gender and number with the said object. But
when that object follows the second verb, the participle remains invariable, ending
in e. Such are the rules to be observed when and where the parts of avoir are used
in conjugating the second verb. When the parts of etre are so used, the participle
of the second verb alwaijs agrees with its nominative, he, or she, or they, or what-
ever else that nominative may be.

Observe, that whether the participle end in e, or in ee, it is pronounced the same,
always ay.

The next point that we have to notice in the exercise is the expression ** fespere
avT^non (literally, I hope that not, or that no)." The French never say " I hope
not," or " I fear not," or " I think not," but " I fear that not"--/e crains auE notij
^* I think that uol'*—Jepe?ise que non, &c.
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The las^ peculiarity in the exercise is une voilnre hii a ecrase la jaw^e—literally,

'* a vehicle to her has crushed the leg," instead of our way, - a vehicle has crushed

her leg " Thus, for * I will wash my hands," the French say, '* I to me wul wash

the hands." X«»er means "to wash," /flt?fltn/ (washing), lave (washed). Je me

lapet^ai les mains (les mains, *' the hands').
, ,. -r i • 7

Brosser (to brush), brossant (brushing), //ro55e' (brushed). Je me brosserai /^5

cheveva;. Les cheveux (p.) means "the hair." Do not confound this word with

hschevaux, "the horses." The latter is pronounced shuvvo. The last syllable ol

the former is pronounced somewhat like the first two letters in " trwlgar.

ENGLISH INTO rHENCH.

/The French put my before papa, mamma, brother, sister, cousin, friend. Sec, in

addressing them. Use it, theref .re, but use it in the right gender and number—

jnon (m.), m«(f.), mes (m. and f. plural.)

Papa, listen! Mamma h&s bought (acMer, '' to hMf) some engraviiigs for

tf^^yf^Papa\m ) ecoiitez Hainan (f.)
gravures (f. p.) pmiv

my brother Henry^;\nd he {nie) turns into ridicule {tmirner, " to turn"-en 7idi^ule, " mto

Henri mt

ridicule,*') feemw^e yoxxhvise i\ot )i^\-^- v.iQ (you not me have not given) zipr^ent What

Wceg«6 cadeau\m.) <^^i^)^

kijid of present do you desire ? A hook. Very iveU; l(y<nOm\\gi\e & hook when

genre {m.) Uvre (m.) trhshien; qmnd

you shall ash it (it asJc) in French,

{demander, " to ask") en Francais.

We resume our conjugations. Having gone through all the tenses of the

indicative and conditional moods of the first conjugation, we now come to the

subjunctive, the present tense of which in, for instance, the verb cimnter (to sing),

chantant (singing), c^«/i^e (sung), is

—

[We must denote the pronunciation of que in a very peculiar manner. It sounds

exactly as the first two letters sound in our English word " cur ;" and therefore

we will use those two letters, requesting the reader to pronounce them as he would

in that word.]

English. French. Pronunciation.

That I may sing que je chante '' cu^' zlie shaunt.

That thou raayst sing que tn cimnter " cu'* tu shaunt.

That he may sing qu' H chante keel sJiaunt.

That she may sing qn' elle chante kel shaunt.

That we may sing que nous clmntions ^^cu'" noo shauntee-oang

.

That you may sing me vous chantie.z " c?<" voo shaimteeay.

. f qiC ils cMntent keel shaunt.
That they may sing

| ^^^, ^^ chantent kel sJmunt.

We have already told the reader how to render " I must" in French, but we will

explain it more fully now. " I myxsl^'—ilfaut que je (literally, " it needs that I").

" You must"—e7/aw^ que vous. " He must"—ilfaut qu il. " They must"—i7/aw/

qu ilsy or qu* elles. Turn the following passage into English:—

; II faut que vous chantiez, parceque vous avez une tres belle voix {voice) ;
et j'aime a

vous ecouter. II faut que nous marchions, parceque nous avons froid. Etenmarchant,

nous chanterons. Chantez, dansez, marchez ; et vous aurez une vie longue. Je suis

heureux (happy) de voir {to see) mes amis (friejuh) chez moi
;
j'en ai beaucoup ; et j'aime

u les amuser.

Errata.—In lesson viii., p. 54, read "that you me have given," for " that you

we have," &c. Moreover, there should be no accents in the tense of darner given

in that lesson ; and page 53, tenth line from the bottom, for "depends," read

" depend."
- We are much obliged to "/e«w," and to several other correspondents, for the

praise they give to our labours, and for their kind and cordial thanks, which reward

us very agreeably. As to ''Jean's'' translation of the French passage appended to
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Lesson YIII., it is on the whole excellent—the French not only being almost all
rendered correctly, but (which is a great matter), in elegant English. Did '< Jean'
heginwithus? His mistakes are only two, and they are slight. ** He gave his
jnoney " is wrong, and so is '' the others." Les autres of course may have that
rneanmg

;
but, in the place where it occurs in the passage, it signifies *' others.''We iiave already mentioned how frequently the Prench employ the definite article

where we do not.

In compliance with the request of another correspondent, we subjoin what he
wants, and something more :

—

ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.
-A-^^^.6

^
Anne Ann

Annie (a diminutive or pet name) Annette AnmU
Frances (or Fanny) Fraimise Frongsoo-aws
^S^^s Agn£s An-y^z or An-ye
i^^y Lucie Lvn^ee
Francis (or Frank) Francois Frmtgsoo-aw
^^"jes Jacques Zkadk
VValter Gautier Gotee-yay

In Lesson IV., page 304, near the bottom, when endeavouring to convev the
sound oij in je, or in any other word which that letter may begin, we used the
sign zh, and explained in a note the manner in which that sign was to be under-
stood. In the same note we remarked that no such sound existed in English. On
this head we have received a letter from W. P., of Glasgow, referring to the soft
dental English sound in the first syllable of *< vision," and many other words. We
beg, all this notwithstanding, to reiterate our original remark, that the sound of
Vviuch we were then speaking does not exist in our tongue ; for though the " soft
dental sound " he cites be English, it commences no English word; and we \verc
speaking of a sound which did open and begin a particular French word, and many
fcuch. Besides, where it even occurs at the end of a syllable, how could we repre*-
sent it by letters otherwise than we did ? The incomplete sentence qu' est ce qu est
must not be confounded with the finished sentence, qu' est ce que cest

^

Next week for some of our other correspondents.

?

Kindness Reciprocated.—Nearly half a century ago, when a coach ran daily
between Glasgow and Greenock, by Paisley, on a forenoon, when a Httle past Bishopton,
a lady in a coach noticed a boy walking barefooted, seemingly tired and struggling with
tender feet. She desired the coachman to take him up, give him a seat, and she would
pay for it. When they arrived at the inn in Greenock she inquired of the boy what was
his object of coming there. He said he wished to be a sailor, and hoped some of the
captains would engage him. She gave him half-a-crown, wished him success, and charged
hitn to behave well. Twenty years after this, the coach returning to Glasgow in the
afternoon, on the same road, when near Bishopton, a sea-captain observed an old lady
on the road walking very slow, fatigued, and weary.—He ordered the coachman to put
her in the coach, as there was an empty seat, and he would pay for her.—Immediately
after, when changing horses at Bishopton, the passengers were sauntering about, except
the captain and old lady, who remained in the coach. The lady thanked him for his
kindly feeling towards her, as she was now unable to pay for her seat. He said " he
had always sympathy for the weary pedestrians, since he himself was in that state when
a boy, twenty years ago, near this very place, when a tender-hearted lady ordered the
coachman to take him up, and paid for his seat." ** Well, I can remember that
incident," said she ;

** I am that lady, but my lot in hfe has changed. I was then inde-
pendent

; now I am reduced to poverty by a prodigal son." *' How happy am I," said
the captain, ** that I have been successful in my enterprises, and am returning home to

live on my fortune
; and from this day I shall bind myself and heirs to supply you with

twenty-five pounds per annum till your death."
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

s. noun-substantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb

Centrifo'lious, a. having a hundred
leaves.

Cen'tigrade, a. consisting of a hundred
degrees.

Cen'tipede, s. a poisonous insect with

many feet, sometimes called hundredfeet,

Cen'to, s. a composition consisting of

scraps and fragments from various authors.

Centrif'ugal, a. flying from the centre,

or repulsive force.

Centrip'etal, a. tending to the centre,

or attractive force.

Cen'tuvoir, s. a judge among the

Romans, appointedto decide inferior causes.

Cen'tuple, a. a hundred fold; v. a. to

multiply a hundred fold.

Centu'rion, s. a Roman military officer

who commanded a hundred men.

Cen'tury, s. a hundred years.

Cephal'ic, a. medicinal for the head.

Ce'rate, s. a salve made of wax and oil.

Cer'beruS; s. the name given to an
imaginary being in the ancient mythology,
the watchdog of the infernal regions, and
said to have three heads.

Cere, v. a. to cover or smear with wax.

Ce'real, a. pertaining to corn.

Cerebel'lum, s. that part of the brain in

the back of the skull ; an injury to which
causes the power of volition to cease.

Cer'ebral, a belonging to the brain.

Cer'ebrum, s. that part of the brain
which occupies the front and top of the

skull, the removal or injury of which de-
prives of sensation.

Cere'cloth, Cere'ment, s. cloth dipped
in melted wax, in which dead bodies are

wrapped.

Ceremo'nial, s. outward form, external
rite.

Cerin'thians, s. an ancient sect of
heretics, the followers of Cerinthus.

Cerog'rapky, s. a writing or painting in

wax.

Cer'tes, ad. certainly, verily, in truth.

Certif'icate, s. a testimony in writing.

Certiora'ri, s. a writ or precept, issued
by a superior court, to bring up the records
of a cause from an inferior one, in order
that it may be more carefully investigated.

; V, verb ; v.a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neuter.

Ceru'lean, a. blue.

Ce'ruse, s. white lead reduced to powder
by means of burning.

Cer'vical, a. belonging to the neck.

Cesa'rean, a. belonging to that opera-

tion by which a child is taken from the

womb. This, it is said, first gave the name
of Cesar to the Roman family so called.

Cess, s. a levy upon the inhabitants of a

place, according to their property ; v. act of

laying rates, bounds, or limits.

Cess'ment, s, an assessment, or tax.

Cess^pool, s. a receptacle for liquid filth.

Cest, Ces'tus, s. the girdle of Venus»
the fabled goddess of love, beauty, and
marriage.

Ceta'ctous, a. fishes of the whale kind,

which retain their heat in the water, and
are surrounded by a thick coat of fat, or

blubber.

Cet'eris Pa'ribus, other things being

equal.

Ce'tic, a. pertaining to the whale kind
Cetic acid is obtained from spermaceti.

Cetol'ogy, s. the doctrine of cetaceous
animals.

Ce'tus, s. the whale ; a large constella-

tion of the southern atmosphere.

Chaf'ingdish, s. a portable grate for

coals or charcoal.

Chain, s. (in surveying) is a measuring
chain of 100 links, or 66 feet, or 22 yards in

length, so that ten square chains make an
acre. It is commonly called " Guntcr*s
chain."

Chain'shot, s. two iron balls linked
together by a chain eight or ten inches
long.

Chain'pump, s. this consists of an endless
chain which passes round a wheel; the
chain carries a number of pistons, by the
working of which a large and continuous
supply of water is obtained.

Chalcog'raphy, s. the art of engraving
on brass.

Chal'cedony, s. a fine variegated stone.

Chal'dron, s. a coal measure, consisting

of twelve sacks, or thirty-six bushels. But
coals are now sold chiefly by weight.

Chal'icb, s, a cup standing on a foot.

Chalk, s. a white fossil earth, composed
of 44 parts of carbonic acid, and 56 of lime.
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It is extensively used in agriculture to im-
prove various soils, especially strong wet
clays. There are large solid masses of
chalk in several parts of England.

Chalye'ean, a. pertaining to steel.

Chalyb'eate, a, impregnated with iron
or steel.

Cham, Khan, s, the sovereign of Tartary.

Cham'ijerlain, 5-. a keeper of the cham-
ber; the sixth officer of the crown.

Cham'ber practice, s. the practice of
barristers who give opinions in their rooms.

Cham'paign, Cham'pain, 5. a flat, open
country.

Chan'cel, s. the east of a Church,

Chan'cellor, s. a great officer cf State.
The Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain
is, by virtue of his office, the King's prin-
cipal adviser in matters of law, and a privy
counsellor ; speaker and prolocutor of the
House of Lords, Chief Judge in the Court
of Chancery, the head of the profession of
the law, the guardian of infants and their
property, and also of lunatics and idiots,

&c. The Chancellor of a Church, or Bishop,
is vicar-general to the bishop, holds his
courts, and directs and assists him in mat-
ters of law. The Chancellor of a Cathedral
superintends the regularity of religious ser-
vices. The Chancellor of the Duchy of
Lancaster presides in the court of that
duchy concerning all matters of equity re-
lating to lands holden of the King in right
of the duchy. The Chancellors of the Uni-
versities of Oxford aiid Carribridge exercise
exclusive jurisdiction in all civil actions and
suits where a member of the university, or
privileged person, is one of the parties. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer is under trea-
surer, and holds the keys of the Exchequer.
He is the principal finance minister of the
Crown. The office is generally held by the
Prime Minister when he is a member of the
House of Commons.

Chance-medley, s. in English l%vv this
expression is now limited to a particular
kind of homicide, namely, the killing ano-
ther in self-defence upon 'a sudden and un-
premeditated encounter.

Chan'cery, s. the court where the Chief
Judge, or Lord Chancellor, exercises his
functions. The principal part of the busi-
ness of this court consists in the adminis-
tration of equity^ a name which, in this
country, comprehends a particular set of
rules, applicable to such matters as belong
to the jurisdiction of that court.

Chand'ler, s. one who deals in general
wares, as grocery, candles, &c.

Chan'nel, s. the bed of running waters,
a narrow sea ; a furrow or groove in a pillar.

_
Chant, .s. cathedral service ; v. a. to

sing cathedral service.

Chan'try, s. a chapel, or part of a
church, for priests and choristers to sing
the services in.

Cha'os, s. a confused mass of matter,
confusion

; the state of matter at the com
mencement of the creation.

Chaot'ic, a. confused, indigested, mixed.

Chap, s. a cleft, an opening, a cut; a
beast's jaw.

Chapeau' (French) d,\dX, cap, or bonnet.
Chap'el, s. a building appropriated to

religious worship. The term is generally
applied to buildings of lower rank than
those called Churches. It is most com-
monly used to denote places of worship
erected by Dissenters, though some of them
object to the use of the word. Cliapels of
Ease are places erected for the convenience
of the inhabitants when they have become
too numerous for the limits of their parish
church. Domestic Chapels are those more
private places of worship in the dwelling-
houses of distinguished persons.

Chap'eron, 5. a kind of hood or cap
worn by the knights of the garter ; the
gentleman who attends on a lady in public.

Chap'iter, s. the capital of a pillar..

Chap'lain, 5. properly, a minister offici-

ating in a chapel, but usually applied either
to one performing religious services in a
family, or in the army or navy.

Chap'let, s, a wreath, or ornament for
the head.

Chap'man, s. a dealer in goods ; a cheap-
en er.

Chap'ter, s. a division of a book ; an as-
sembly of the clergy of a cathedral.

Chapiter-house, s. a house where the
clergy meet.

Chap'trel, 5. the capital of a pillar
which serves to support an arch.

Char, v. to burn wood to a black cinder.

Char'woman, s, one who works by the
day without being a hired servant.

^
Cha'racter, s. a mark, a letter, reputa-

tion
; that which distinguishes each species

of being in each genus, and each individual
of each species.

Characteris'tig, a. peculiar to, distin-
guishing

; s. that which constitutes the
character.

Charade', s. (French) a riddle, usually
in verse.

Char'coal, s. coal made by burning
• wood under turf or earth.
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SELF-IMPOSED TAXES AND TAXATION.

The word " Commons " refers to two classes of individuals : the " House of Parlia.

merit
" and the "People " generally. We have lately shown that, as far as legisla-

tion, taxation, and Government are concerned, the prosperity of the country as in

the hands of the former ; and we now add that the destiny of by far the largest

portion of the community is left in the power of the latter. Princes, nobles, and

parliaments may do a great deal to impede the progress of the nations they govern ;

but it is not possible for any ruler, however benevolent-of any senators, however just

and kind—to help a people who will not help themsehes. There is a common saying

:

' How small, of all that human hearts endure,
_

The part that fatt'« or Ami?* can cause or cure!"
^^

OurbeUef isthat they can '' cause " a great many more ills than they can " cure, and

that much more depends upon the subjects themselves than is generally imagined.

If the masses refused to do any of the dirty work of rulers, why there would be an

end of injustice at once, mat a poor pitiable creature the Emperor of Austria

or of Russia would be, if he had no operative tyi-ants and despots to acconiplish

his will If the masses refused to fight the battles of their governors, we should

soon have universal peace. If there was no one base enough to sell himselt to be

a hangman, the Sheriff must do the work ; we should soon have Parliament con-

sulting whether there might not be a more humane kind of punishment and bir

George Grey would unite with Charles Gilpin in advocating the abolition of

capital punishments. . .^ ,

We begin at the wrong end, when we look to the Government, the nobiluj, the

clergy, or the gentry to reform the nation. The work must coiTJiience with the

masses. Let them resolve to rise, to improve themselves, to be industrious,. mteU>

gent, and economical; to do no injustice, and never to be hired out to practise

cruelty or iniquity for others, and we shall soon have a new country. The worst

part of the business is, that princes and legislators can obtain creatures who are

willing to commit anv abomination, provided they will pay them for their deeds.

If they want men to cut throats, ten thousand individuals stand ready to be

enga-ed, and to work for lower wages than they would ask of any other master

;

if Sie°y want spies, wretches are found who will engage in this execrable trade
;

it

they want inhuman assassins to hang, burn, or break on the rack, patriotic or

Christian men who plead for truth, liberty, and religion, men may be found,

willing to be employed in the torture and massacre of their fellows.

The question of Pikancial Refokm has lately occupied a good deal of attention.

It has been found that we are taxed more heavily than any other people under

heaven ; and that we owe these iniquitous imposts to the decisions of the Commons.

But it may be well to inquire whether the taxes which we voluntarily impose upon

ourselves are not far more burdensome and oppressive than any which our rulers

take from our pockets. It is stated that we spend in

British and Colonial spirits ^^9'oo?'.^?n
Brandy i,£t>v,io<j

Beer, exclusive of that brewed in private families, 25,383,16o

Tobacco and snuff l,o?»,Wl

Total •-. £57,063,230

Here we have fifty-seven millions op money literally wasted, because it can
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be shown that neither of these articles is necessary, either as food or medicine ;

but, on the contrary, that they are all of them positively injurious to our bodies,

our minds, and our morals. The statistics we have given are from Mr. Porter's

'* Progress of the Nation," a work to which all economists appeal, as containing

the most correct calculations on all these matters. The following is a condensed

epitome of his paper, entitled "The Self-imposed Taxation of the Working
Classes "

:

—

*' Mr. Porter states that the quantity of spirits of home production, consumed
in 1849, was

In England , , 9,053,676 imperial gallons.
lu Scotland 6,935,003 „
In Ireland 6,973,333 „

Total 22,962,012

the duty upon wdiich amounted to £5,793,381. The wholesale cost, including the

duty, would i^robably amount to about £8,000,000 ; but to this must be added the

profits of those through whose hands the article passes before reaching the

consumer. The consumption of rum amounted to 3,044,758 imperial gallons, the

duty paid on which was £1,142,855. It may then fairly be assumed that the whole

outlay of the people for these two descriptions of ardent spirits was £20,810,208,

thus locally divided

—

England £8,205,242
Scotland 6,285,114
Ireland 6,319,852

Total £20,810,208

Dividing the quantity consumed among all the adult males in all ranks of life, as

they were ascertained in 1841, nearly tne following portions would fall to the share

of each person

—

In England ««»».*« ••««i«^ • 2^ gallons.

In Scotland • 11 l-6th ,,

In Ireland x 3.^ „
Of brandy, for the most part drunk by persons not of the working classes, as that

term is generally, but somewhat arbitrarily, understood, the quantity consumed
in 1849 was 2,187,500 imperial gallons

—

The first cost of ^Yhich was about . , , , £546,875
And the duty 1,640,282

Total 2,187,157

Assuming that each gallon costs, on the average, to the consumers, 30s. or 50s. per

cent, advance upon the import cost and duty, the expenditure for brandy would
be £3,281,250, which, added to the sum formerly stated, gives a total expenditure

"within the year for ardent spirits, of the enormous sum of £24,091,458."

**The number of gallons of beer brewed in the licensed breweries- alone is

estimated at 435,125,965 ; and it is calculated that £25,383,165 are annually spent

by the population of this kingdom, and chieliy by the working portion, for beer.

The number of persons engaged as producers and distributors of beer in England

and Wales is—
Brewers , . 2,507
Victuallers 88,496
Persons licensed tTo keep beer-houses ,.,.•.....* 38,070

Total 129,073
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IflsTen lbs., and of manufactured tobacco and snuff 205,066 lbs., yielding a

iinue of £M08,017 Us. lid. An addition being made of otUer^^^
the processes of manufacture, the quantity of tobacco and s.iuff foi >^hK.l the

,,? . „, ,., ooo lbs and the amount paid by them is estimated to be

I'i 8;ToV%09 Sr ;ersot;\rtL^^^^^^

f;ico anTsnu^in addition tJ 6.2 persons licensed to -nufa^t^^^^^^

•irticles
" "It must be remembered that, with regard to two of the three art.clts

he expenditure for which ^Ir. Porter had endeavoured to estimate, an indehnite

umXuldb^d owed for the quantities illicitly produced and imported but a

o «i amount of which it is impossible to form any ^-tworthy esuma e.Je
know however, frona the seizures and discoveries that are contmually made, that a

terTl'arraMiUonal amount must be drawn from the pockets of the people, m

order to compensate for the risksof the smuggler and ilhcit distiller.

Thus as we have said before, the people of these realms impose on themselves

t.' to tl amount of upwards of //..-..... millions ^^
P^^^f^^ ^̂JJ, f^^

therefore burden themselves enormously, unnecessarily, and most destructively

Per If we iook at the chemical character of either of the articles given above, and

;t he human constitution, we shall find that they are all injurious to hie. All

worUs on chemistry show us that spirits are a poison, and theretore cannot be akeu

; : tirbod; withL mjuring it. The only thing for which ^-r o-me is drunk

is its spirit ; and the spirit in beer is the same as thatm gm, rum, or biandy, except

in thos'e oa es in which adulteration is carried on,_and poisonous ^-S^ -?
^fj;

produce strength and intoxication; but in each instance
f« ;^«^^^^' "

fj ^1;
and the health of the recipient is injured. The supposed bodily

°^ ^
"J^^

;^°"^

said to be obtained from these liquors is a delusion, because corporeal ^igom can

only arise from nutriment; but spirit is a poison, and th-ef-^e ot „"tritiou^^

A proof of their deadly character has lately appeared m the death of an o tier

i Lewes in Sussex. A medical man treated him with two pints of gm. and he

becametsensible soon after he drank it, was carried out and laid on some sti.w in

the stable, and the next day ke died .' Venous, or black
tf^'''''^^^ T'^^^^f^Z

his heart, where there ought to have been living arterial blood, ^"^ ^^e \"y
«^f

^

.ippearance as had been seen in the heart of a rabbit which was poisoned with gm.

We may therefore, confidently assert, that every penny spent in ,«toT>catrn^

llLTis 'worse tha; wasted, for it actually decreases the health, dim.mshes the

Strength, and sliorten.s tlie lives of those wiio use them.
^ ^

The same may be affirmed of tobacco. This is ranked among our poisons m all

<.hemical works on toxicology. A friend, the other day, gave us an mstance of

thi. He stated that he had left a young companion but a few hours, when he was

sent for, and found him dying, raving mad ; and the cause of Ms death was that

his mother had given him as a medicine a small decoction of tobacco. AYe once

knew a minister who became imbecile from smoking, and we lately heard ot an

eminent minister of the gospel, who suffered the most excruciating pams, and died

a comparatively young man, from the daily use of tobacco ;
and hundreds are dis-

abled from the same cause.

Smif, of course, is of the same character as tobacco, because it is made out ot it.

Several persons have died of apoplexy from using this filthy narcotic. In the

* good time coming "
it will be deemed incredible that any persons endowed witH
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reason were ever so foolish or so filthy as thus to waste their money, pollute their

noses, and injure their health, without obtaining one single advantage in return.

There is generally, also, a deal oi selfishness in these practices, for it has been com-
puted that many men spend from two-thirds to one-lialf of their wages in articles

in which the other members of their family have no part. Thousands of wives are

not only never allowed to taste strong drinks, but are actually deprived of food

and clothing, and doomed to the hardest labour, because the husband spends so

large a proportion of his wages in intoxicating liquors, tobacco, and snuff. Very
few women smoke ; and those who never touch a pinch of snuff are all the better.

The man generally is the consumer of these vile luxuries ; and to procure them
perhaps beggars his family. Now, if we are all under an obligation " to love our

neighbours as we love ourselves," it is most certainly the duty of a man to love his

wife as he loves himself ; and he who is not prepared to exercise this virtue, ought

never to be married. But if hardworking, sickly, nervous women can abstain from

these poisons, then the strong athletic husband ought not to call himself a man if

he cannot be as abstemious as his wife.

But there is another evil arising from these self-imposed taxes. We have shown
in former articles that all reforms depend upon the Commons ; and that we shall never

have a healthy House of Commons imtil we have a healthy constituency from the

working classes : but to obtain these our operatives must have votes ; and the money
wasted in strong drinks, tobacco, and snuff would be ample to purchase very nearly

two millions 0/ fueeholds at £30 each, which would not only outnumber, but

actually double^ the constituency of 1849-50. The Registrar for that period reported

1,050,187 electors. Supposing, then, that all who now have the franchise were the

enemies of the people, and determined to choose none for members of Parliament

but those who will vote away our money and our liberties
;
yet, if the masses would

resolve to have liberty rather than poisons, to be freemen rather than smokers of

tobacco and snuff-takers, they might actuall}- , in a veryfew years, return a Parliament

as pure and as trustworthy as they could wish, and thus remove from the country

every burden under which it groans. We never see a man with a pipe or cigar in

his mouth, but we say, " There goes a slave, unwilling to sacrifice apoison to benefit

himself, his country and his species."

Depend upon it the Government will laugh at all our applications for the aboli-

tion of taxes on knowledge, and other taxes, so long as they see us so prodigal in

taxing ourselves. Beform must begin at home ; we must determine to raise

ourselves, to improve our own minds, morals, and condition, or no legislative mea-

sures will benefit us. We fear that, to many, a reduction of the financial burdens

imposed by the Government would only be hailed as affording them an opportunity

of taxing themselves more heavily, and plunging into all the depths of dissipation

and sensuality.

A master once, told us that he could not raise his men's wages, because, if he did»

they wasted their time in drinking, and injured his trade. He who repeals the

taxes with which he has foolishly robbed himself, will soon aid in giving us a re-

formed Parliament which will abolish our fiscal burdens and all the restrictions on

trade which oppress the countr5\

WonKiNG Men, consider these remarks, and resolve to be free, and to liberate

your fatherland and your children from the incubus of selfish senators,and all the

other evils which prevent us enjoying that abundant prosperity which Providence

has placed at our disposal.
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THE OVERLAND ROUTE TO INDIA.

(Continuedfrom page 295)

.

The traveller who for t\Yeiity-six hours
has been irnmured in a hot and dirty little

steamboat, with none of the comforts and
few of the necessities of life, will hail with
pleasure his arrival at any place which
offers the excitement of novelty and suffi-

cient space for locomotion ; but Cairo
needs no such previous training to render
it inviting to the stranger. The first view
of the city from the river is very imposing
—for the eye embraces an extensive mass
of white buildings, thickly interspersed
Avith tall minarets, stretching upwards to a
ridge of yellow sandstone hills, and sur-

mounted by a noble citadel. The place of
our landing is about two miles from the
city, at a small port, the white buildings of

which stretch for a considerable distance
along the river-shore. There is nothing of
much interest in the village, and we were
hurried into the omnibuses waitinj? to con-
duct us to the capital. We had a cool and
pleasant ride under an overarching avenue
of trees, and through fields of the most
vivid verdure ; the very bumping which we
endured from our crazy vehicles, as they
passed over the inequalities of the road,
seeming to add to the enjoyment of their
occupants, if a judgment might be formed
from the shouts of laughter which foUovved
every jolt. Notwitli standing that our car-
riages threatened to fall in pieces with the
effort, we went at a rattling pace along the
crowded road. Our half-naked coachmen
and syces {i.e., conductors) shouted and
whipped, donkeys and drivers fled to right
and left to make way for us, and we
reached the hotel door in a perfect torrent

of screams and the most unintelligible

jabbering that I had ever heard.

The hotel is very pleasantly situated
opposite the public gardens, and I was im-
mediately conducted to a handsome apart-

ment paved with white marble, having
divans or couches round the walls, and a
fountain in the centre, fitted to be used as
a bath. Heated as I was by the drive and
the miseries of the preceding night,
nothing could have been more agreeable.
The hotel is a large builcling, containing
two interior courts and accommodation for

a great number of guests, and it professes
to be conducted in the English style.

There are English servants and waiting-
maids—a very unusual sight in an oriental
city. The table d'hote is decidedly inferior
to that of, Alexandria.

Our first question was—Can we visit the

Pyramids ? This we found impossible.
One division of the passengers was destined
to take the Desert vans at six in the even-
ing, and the journey to the great Pyramid,
which must be performed on donkeys or
camels, H too long and fatiguing to occupy
less than a whole day. We were, there-
fore, obliged most reluctantly to content
ourselves with the distant view we had
already obtained, and to turn our attention
to the objects of interest in Cairo itself.

We had considerable difficulty in procuring
a carriage ; for though Cairo is every fort-

night overrun with impatient sight-seers,
there are, I believe, only four available
vehicles in the place, and those who will

not accept the very questionable assistance
of donkeys, which invariably fall down,
must nurse their disappointment as they
best can. Walking is at all times impos-
sible, from the great heat and the entire
absence of side-walks and pavements.
After waiting till we began to fear we must
leave the city without seeing anything, we
obtained the use of a carriage which had
been hired by another party, and drove as
rapidly as the wearied cattle could take us,

to the Pasha's palace at Shubrah. We
passed the walls of the city, and continued
for about three miles along the bank of the
river till we reached the gardens. The
gates were invitingly open ; and on looking
in we saw four portly Turks seated on the
ground, twirling their moustachios in
solemn silence ; but, seeing a party of un-
believers about, with irreverent haste, to
cross the threshold, their indifference
vanished, and they made signs for us to
retire, explaining to our dragoman that the
Pasha's orders were strict to sufter no
strangers to enter the sacred precincts
without an order from the Government.
The palace had been closed since the deaih
of Mehemet Ali. A firman to this effect;

was produced; and, notwithstanding all our
eloquence, which was apparently mo't
effectively rendered by our interpreter, we
could not move them, while they asserted
they should lose their places, if not their
beads, by disobedience. Possibly a little

buckshish would have prevailed; but this,

as we had little time to spare, w'e were not
inclined to give. From the glimpse we had
on advancing a few yards, the gardens are

laid out in the European style, with very
broad walks, and conduits for the purpose
of irrigation. They are very extensive,

and are regarded by the Egyptians with
great admiration. We were informed that
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the Palace greatly resembles the one we
had seen in Alexandria.
As soon as we could procure another

carriage, we drove to the citadel. The
streets which lead to it arc extremely nar-

row and winding, and so steep, that at

times it seemed not unlikely we might be

thrown out behind, and left in the road

;

and, as it would be impossible for two car-

riages to pass each other, except at occa-

sional openings of the cross streets, we
were preceded by a body of wild and savage-
looking Egyptians, who gave notice of our
approach with deafening shrieks and fierce

gesticulations. We at last arrived at the

gate of the citadel, where we met a superb
carriage, in which were two very handsome
boys, who, we were told, were the Pasha's
sonS; attended by a multitude of outriders.

On entering the gateway, we were admitted
into a large square, on three sides of which
were lofty arcades, sheltering a wide extent
of pavement, and on the fourth side the

beautiful fagade of the grand mosque, deco-

rated with Theban alabaster, and flanked
with two tovvers, or minarets, which rise to

the height of nearly 300 feet, and are of

most admirable proportions. We passed
through the square to that part of the ram-
parts called **The Mameluke's Leap," and
were amply repaid for all our fatigues by
the magnificent scene before us. The wall
of the rampart is nearly 40 feet above the
sloping sides of the rock. Below is an im-
mense parade ground, where several squad-
rons of cavalry were attempting some unsuc-
cessful evolutions. Beyond, Cairo lay spread
out at our feet, with its innumerable white
domes and minarets glittering in the
evening sunshine. To the right is a range
of desolate-looking hills, and, in the dis-

tance, winds the glistening Nile, with green
banks and clustering date trees. Further
on still the desert sands appear, with the
clear outline of loaded camels faintly seen ;

while close against the glowing sky stand
the pyramids, still and stately, without a
vestige of tree or living creature near them.
It is not easy to account for the effect pro-
duced by even a distant view of these
mighty monuments of olden time. There
appears to me, apart from association and
from the knowledge of their history, and
that of the men who reared them, something
in their simplicity of form, their solemn
loneliness, and their durability, which
** mocks at Time's effacing fingers," that
fills the beholder with awe and reverence.
The contrasts offered by the scene are also

sufficiently-impressive : here, the bustle of
life, the river covered with vessels, and the
crowded city; there, the stillness of the
tomb, and the shadowy presence of a mys-
terious and almost forgotten antiquity.

We were next conducted through a small
garden, and a fragrant avenue of limes, to

the great banqueting-hall, where, a few
years ago, the massacre of the Mamelukes
took place, by the command of Mehcmet
Ali. The whole of this formidable body of

men was invited by the Pasha to feast with
him, -under every assurance of peace and
safety. But no sooner were they all as-

sembled and seated at the repast, than the
signal was given, and an indiscriminate
massacre began. Fearful was the struggle !

The marble floors of the hall and its

avenues ran with blood, and only one
man escaped to tell the tale. Politicil

necessity is often pleaded in extenuation
of similar crimes, and it may have existed
in this instance ; but it is impossible to

tread those halls without a shudder, or to

gaze on the precipice we had just left

—

down which the horse and his rider took
their fearful leap, and, as if by a miracle,
escaped across the plain—without a glow of
indignation and horror thrilling the whole
frame. On leaving these exciting precincts,

we entered the Grand Mosque, which is

close at hand. The exterior is finished, but
the interior is filled with workmen, and
vast blocks of marble, and only a faint idea
can be formed of its future magnificence

;

but there can be no doubt that, when com-
pleted, it will be exquisitely beautiful. It

is faced entirely with marble, some of which
is of a brilliant green colour, and the
greater part strongly resembles oriental

alabaster. The polished shafts rise in

graceful clusters to the dome-shaped roof,

apparently 100 feet above the pavement, and
richly ornamented, and painted in green and
gold. In one corner of the vast area is the
tomb of Mehemet Ali, over which a tempo-
rary frame-work is erected, and covered with
magnificent Cashmere shawls. Alongside
of the railing that encloses it, a large

carpet was spread, around which a number
of Turks were seated, and engaged in

chanting prayers for the benefit of the de-

parted Pasha. Our dragoman informed us
that a certain number are hired for this ex-

press purpose. They are all Sheikhs, and
relieve each other, so that the prayers may
not cease night or day. This man, who was
of mixed Italian and Egyptian birth, and a

pupil of Mr. Leader, the English missionary
at Cairo, laughed at them and said that they
were merely repeating, ** God is great, and
Mahomet is his prophet;" and that they
were all great rogues, and Mahomet a devil.

I cannot say much in favour of the

melody of their performance, or of the

reverence of theit behaviour ; any hurdy-
gurdy would have been sweet music com-
pared with the nasal sounds they emitted,

while the majority were laughing and chat-
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ting, leaving one or two gentlemen ama-

teurs at a time to sustain the burden of

their song.
The next place to be visited is Joseph's

well. We crossed a large square, in which

a market for fruit and vegetables is held,

and where we were assailed by a crowd of

claimants for buckshish, and knocked at a

heavy postern door, which was opened by a

dirty old Turk. He immediately lighted a

small taper, and led the way down a narrow,

unwholesome passage, winding and slip-

pery, and descending into the very bowels

of the earth. As we crept timidly on, fol-

lowing the feeble light, we could hear the

dashing of water, though we could see

none, and I began to doubt the wisdom of

proceeding, when our guide stopped, and
told us to look through a small opening in

the wall. On doing so, we found that our

path had led us round the well, and that we
had not descended more than half way, as

the surface of the water was just visible at

a great depth below the spot on which we
were standing. It is raised for the use "'of

the citadel, by a succession of buckets

passing over a large wheel, the machinery
of which is worked by bullocks outside.

On our return to the city we wished to visit

the different mosques; but, though very

numerous, they have, in general, nothing

attractive in their appearance, and most cf

them-are inaccessible to unbelievers. That
which is usually shown to strangers is

called Sultan Hassan's, and is very ancient.

On crossing the outer court, we came to a

barrier, where sat a number of the faithful^

who seized on us and compelled us to put

on large slippers, made of coarse matting.

They are so large, and of such an unwieldy

shape, that I had the greatest difficulty m
keeping mine on, and felt very much as I

suppose a cat does when shod with walnut-

shells. Visitors were formerly compelled

to take off their shoes, which I should

think a preferable practice. This mosque

contains the usual large area, without

ornament of any kind, or anything of par-

ticular interest, except some old copies of

the Koran. The walls are covered with in-

scriptions ; and on the floor are small

carpets, on which the true believers pros-

trate themselves, and mutter their prayers.

The odours of both place and people were

so disagreeable, that we were glad to

escape from these sacred precincts, and still

more glad to release our feet from their im-

prisonment. Our dragoman said that a fee

of sixpence would be ample remuneration

for the use of them ; but, thinking to be

liberal, we gave a shilling. The hubbub

that ensued was immense. "We were sur-

rounded by a dozen of the dirty creatures,

who shouted and pushed, trying to prevent

our leaving the place. No sum appears to

satisfy these intolerable beggars ;
and the

more you give, the more noisy are they in

demanding a larger gift. One man in par-

ticular, who, by his green turban, professed

to be a descendant of the prophet, was so

clamorous, that, notwithstanding his ancient

pedigree, the dragoman was obliged to

drive him back with his stick; and we

actually fought our way back to the car-

riage.

There now remained only the bazaars to

visit, and we drove slowly down the narrow,

crowded streets, the better to observe the

novel sights that everywhere presented

themselves.

A Cup of WATER.-That which is too frequently despised m the hour of high

festivity, is sought as a priceless boon when distress is on us. This is Particularly true

of watir, simpll and common as it is. We have known individuals who,
^^^^^^^^J^f.^^^^^^

sneered at the use of this free beverage, on the bed of sickness, burning with fever-thirst,

offered all they possessed for a generous draught of that they ?^ce^espised There was

nothing that would answer as well. The once tempting cordial then had no charm for

S^em. ^Here is another instance. Agentleman who arrived at California, after makmg

the journey thither overland, relates the following incident which took place by the way^--

'* The sand was knee-deep, the sun broiling hot ; not a tree was to be seen
;
there was

no water, and their provisions all gone. Fortunately, after passing ^vej 100 miles of

this hideous desert, they came across a man who had gone forty miles f^^^h^r found a good

spring, and returned with two barrels of water This water he first ^^^^ (or 4s per

gallon then 4s. per quart, then £2 per pint; and, as the emigrants came along, each

choked almostto death and completely exhausted,his P/^ee was raised, and no sum he c^^^^^^

name within the power of the poor emigrant, was refused to be paid When the water

was nearly all gone, a man came along, who for three whole days
^^^i^f^f^^f.^f̂ ^^^,^

but half a pint of fluid. He was almost dead, and begged for some water, ^e answer

was, ' I have enough to last mjself and animals back to the sprmg £2 10s i^, iou

were offered in succession for one littlelcupful of ^^^^^^ . <^nd the dealer refilled!UiQ

wretched emigrant threw down £50, all he had in the world, and by main force grasped

the cup and quenched his thirst."
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BEAUTIFUL PIIOVISIONS OF NATURE.

THE AURORA BOREALIS.
One of the most subtle and yet unexplained elements with which we can deal Is

ELECTRICITY. This term, which is employed to express a thing of whose ultimate nature
we are profoundly ignorant, is derived from the Greek, and answers to our word amber

;

and to all bodies possessing the same peculiar property, we give the name of electrics.
If we take a stick of sealing-wax or a glass rod, and rub it with a dry woollen cloth, or a
silk handkerchief, or the fur skin of a rabbit, or any similar quadruped, the body so
rubbed is said to be excited, and every substance which is capable of this excitation is

termed an electric. In other words, it has in it the povver of attraction, as may be proved
by strewing a few feathers, or slips of paper, or pieces of cork, on a table, when these

lighter substances will immediately move to the body that has been rubbed, and adhere to

it. After a little while, the power which held them together ceases to operate, and the

bodies separate from each other. In other v/ords, the light substance may be said to

recede from the electric ; and if the electric be again presented to the receding substance,

it will be found that instead of attracting, it will repel or drive it off. To such an extent

is this property possessed by some bodies, especially metallic, that no sooner are they
brought into contact with the electric than they are almost immediately repelled. Or if

two substances have been in contact with the same electric, they are found to repel each
other. On the contrary, if we take a body which has not been in contact with an electric,

and bring it near to another body which has been in communication with one, we shall

find that the two bodies will attract each other, and actually come together. This expe-
riment may be repeated and multiplied so long as a single degree of electricity remains,
which is a clear proof that electricity has the power of being diffused, distributed, or
transferred.

It is to the fact that this element is universally present with light and heat, and is

diffused throughout the globe, that we owe the existence of that beautiful and impressive

phenomenon

—

the aurora borealis, or northern light. It is admitted to be in some
way connected with the magnetic poles, but the learned and the scientific are still

divided as to its real producing cause. It was at one time supposed that the earth w^as

hollow, having within it a magnetical sphere, which corresponded in virtue with all the

magnets on the surface, and that the aurora was the magnetic fluid, rendered by some
means visible, passing through or beyond the atmosphere from the north pole of the

central magnet to that of the south. What was fatal to this theory was the fact, that

the fluid, whatever it is, was found to dart upward toward the zenith in the southern as

well as in the northern hemisphere. This fact led to the supposition that the electric

equilibrium of the earth is restored by the aurora conveying the electricity from the poles

to the equator, or rather that the electricity in its passage from the poles to the equator
constitutes what has been named the Aurora Borealis.

Its general appearance is that of a luminous white cloud on the top of one that is pitch

dark—low down in the horizon, and running east and west of due north. It is to be

seen in the northern part of the heavens, and is most frequent as well as most brilliant

during the winter months, and after sunset. There is a dark segment of a circle, sur-

sounded by a splendid arch of white or fiery light. This arch is sometimes separated into

several concentric arches, from which, in the higher latitudes, columns of light of the

most variegated and beautiful colours shoot up towards the zenith, or, as it sometimes
happens, these columns of light assume the form of sheaves, and are seen scattered in all

directions. In Siberia we are told that " these northern lights begin with single bright

pillars, rising in the north, and almost at the same time in the north-east, which,

gradually increasing, comprehend a large space of the heavens, rush about from place to

place with incredible velocity, and finally almost cover the whole sky, up to the zenith.

The streams a^e then seen meeting together in the zenith, and produce an appearance as

if a vast tent was expanded in the heavens, glittering v/ith gold, rubies, and sapphires.

A more beautiful spectacle cannot be painted ; but whoever should see such a northern

light for the first time, could not behold it without terror ; for, however fine the illumi-

DAtion may be, it is attended with such a hissing, cracking, and rushing noise throughout
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the air, as if the largest fireworks were playing off. The hunters who pursue the white

and blue foxes in the confines of the Icy Sea are often overtaken in their course by these

northern lights. Their dogs are then so much frightened that they will not move, but lie

obstinately on the ground till the noise has passed.''

Another writer informs us that to him ** the whole mass of light suddenly appeared in

motion, and, sweeping round on each side, was gathered toward the soutiiward of the

zenith. Immediately thereafter, a large portion of it was seen in the S.E. assuming an

exact resemblance to a curtain suspended in a circular form in the air, and hanging

perpeudi-cularly to the earth's surface. The lower edge of this curtain was very

luminous, and hud a waving motion ; and the illusion was farther heightened by the

momentous appearance of perpendicular dark lines or breaks in the light, in rapid

succession round the circle, exactly as the waving of the curtain would cause the dark

shades of its folds to move along it. This beautiful curtain of light was about forty

degrees high, and of a pale yellowish colour, and sent forth on the one side a process

which approached the S.E. by E. point of the horizon, and the other was connected with

a long regular arch, terminating in the N.W. horizon, similarly constructed, and having

the same waving motion with the curtain itself. All this time the sky was perfectly clear,

except in the st)uthern quarter, which, to the hei^t of four or five degrees, was occupied

by dark clouds."

The following description is not more beautiful than it is correct :
— '* In the Shetland

Islands, the merry dancers, aa they are there called, are the constant attendants of clear

evenings, and prove great reliefs amidst the gloom of the long winter nights. They com-
monly appear at twilight near the horizon, of a dun colour, approaching to yellow

;

sometimes continuing in that state for several hours without any sensible motion ; after

which they break out into streams of stronger light, spreading into columns, and altering

slowly into ten thousand different shapes, varying their colours from all the tints of yellow

to the obscurest russet. They often cover the whole hemisphere, and then make the

most brilliant appearance. Their motions at these times are most amazingly quick, and
they astonish the spectator with the rapid change of their form. They break out in

places where none were seen before, skimming briskly along the heavens ; are suddenly

extinguished, and leave behind an uniform dusky tract. This again is brilliantly illu-

minated in the same manner, and as suddenly left a dull blank. In certain nights they

assume the appearance of vast columns, on one side, of the deepest yellow ; on the other,

declining away till it becomes undistinguished from the sky. They have generally a

strong tremulous motion from end to end, which continues till the whole vanishes. In a

word, we, who only see the extremities of these northern phenomena, have but a faint

idea of their splendour and their motions.'^

The variety in the colours which this phenomena exhibits is to be accounted for by the

electric fluid passing through air of different densities. When there is a very rarified

state of the atmosphere, the light partakes most of the white ;—if the air be very dry, it

is more of the red ;—and if very damp, it is rather of a yellowish streak. Sometimes the

streaks are blue, or green, or purple. At other times the light flashes across the horizon

with a rapidity and a grandeur which beggars all description.

It is nearly three hundred years since the aurora was first observed in England, and
for forty years its appearance was not very uncommon. In the seventeenth century it

was scarcely observed at all. In the century following, and in the present, its visits in

this and other northern latitudes have been frequent but capricious. Several years have

intervened during which these lights have apparently been intermitted altogether, or have

been of such a nature as to attract little observation. In 1848 it appeared in England,

when the sky seemed in flames, and bands of various colours rose from the horizon to

the north star, forming a luminous gothic arch. This magnificent sight lasted three

whole hours. If the meteor was ever seen by the ancients or known to them, they have

left us no distinct or satisfactory record of the great phenomenon. Nor have modern
observations been sufficiently many or sufficiently accurate to determine how far the

meteor is from the earth. It is still a question whether the distance be five miles or five

hundred, or even as many thousand. All that has been ascertained is, that in the higher

latitudes and nearer the Pole, its proximity to the earth is comparatively close. AVhen
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its coruscations are very bright, its appearance is generally followed by unsettled

weather.

This beautiful phenomenon may be imitated by performing the previous experiments

in a dark room, only the stick of wax or the glass cylinder must be about two feet in

length and an inch and a half in diameter, and care taken that it is thoroughly dry before

being used. The wax or cylinder so excited will be found to be possessed not only of

the power of attraction, but of emitting light, which, passing through rarified air,

exhibits the same variety of colour and intensity—the same undulating motions and
coruscations as are to be seen within the magnetic poles. At one moment the streams

are eminently divided, and at another they flow out in one concentrated body of light.

According to the degree of rarefaction the colour becomes intenser and more glowing,

and gives to the atmosphere that appearance which excites the fear no less than the

astonishment of the ignorant and uninformed.
The aurora is one of the most beautiful provisions of Nature. Those countries which

lie within the frigid zone, such as Greenland, Lapland, and other places, have but two
seasons—winter and summer—twilight or perpetual sunshine for months together. In
such regions, where the sun never appears for such a length of time above the horizon,

the long night of winter is intensely cold and severe. The most rapid rivers are frozen

many feet deep—the ice upon the lakes and bays will bear almost any amount of weight,

while the very rocks are known to rend by the intensity of the frost. Yet for this long
and severe winter the inhabitants can sufficiently provide during that shorter summer
whose weeks are one continual sunshine under which everything rapidly vegetates, and
ripens, and matures. Nor is the darkness which broods for months over these regions

altogether unbroken. There the stars are more brilliant. There the queen of night
never quits her lofty throne or retires from view. There the twilight lingers as if the

last reflected ray of the setting orb would long to meet and kiss the first beam of the

coming morn. Above all, there the aurora sends up its streams and pillars of light

until it cover the whole hemisphere, and convert it into one grand scene of brilliancy and
splendour.

Such is the beneficent arrangement of that Blessed One whose tender mercies are over
all his works, and the end of all whose procedure is the happiness of his creatures. If

diversity mark the distributions of his bounty—if one portion of his dependent universe
be less favoured than another, there ever comes into view in all these cases the principle

of compensation. In physical strength man is inferior to many of the lower animals, but
the deficit is more than made up in that intelligence with which man^ is endowed, and in

the exercise of which he leaves all the lower orders of creation at au immeasurable
distance. If the rich and sunny soil of the East can yield a thousand delicacies and a
thousand luxuries not to be gathered from English ground, it is yet something more to

say that England can cover every sea with her ships, and fill every continent with her
commerce and her manufactures. God is good to all. As the Father of his universal
family, he so distributed his gifts as happily to equalise the condition of his children,

and thus inspire their hearts with confidence and praise. The inequalities which exist in

the world are rather ideal than real. We are not in a situation to balance the circum-
stances of nations or of individuals, but we maybe quite sure that the all-wise Benefactor
has so disposed everything in the great economy of Nature as to produce the largest

amount of happiness, and has opened up a channel in which that goodness may flow to

the dwelling and the bosom of every man.

Depth of the Ocean in the South Atlantic.—Lieut. John R. Goldsborough,
writing from the Cape of Good Hope, says :

** During our passage from Rio de Janeiro to
Saldanha Bay, Cape of Good Hope, being in lat. 28 21 S., and long. 29 17 W., we
sounded and obtained bottom at the depth of 3,100 fathoms, or three and a half miles.
Our sounding apparatus was a 321b shot, slung with wire, and attached to a small line
of »5000 fathoms long, and sufficiently strong to bear a weight of 601b. The soundings
were as good and fair as any I have ever seen obtained, the line up and down, and as taut
as it could be ; and when attempting to haul it on board, after procuring soundings, it

parted about fifty fathoms from the surface.
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THE CHESS TOURNAMENT.

It is probable that many of our friends

who have read the announcement, m a

late number of The Working Man s

Friend, of the chess tournament wliicH

is to be held during the Exhibition, may

be anxious to learn something concerning

the origin of a game which is one ot the

most celebrated ever invented. We
shall, therefore, devote this paper to the

subject.
, r. ^1 ^r^i

At the commencement ot the tittU cen-

tury of the Christian era, India was

governed by a young and powerful mo-

narch of an excellent disposition, but who
w^as greatly corrupted by his flatterers,

prince soon forgot that

rht to be the fathers of their

le love of the people for their

only solid support of the

that they constitute all his

This young
monarchs ou.

people, thatt
king is the

throne, and
strength and power. It was in vam that

the Bramins and the llajahs repeated to

him these important maxims. Intoxicated

by his greatness, which he imagined to be

unalterable, he despised their wis.e re^

monstrances. Then a Bramm named

Sissa undertook, in an indirect manner,

to open the eyes of tV^ prince. W ith this

view he invented ttv.* game of chess, m
which the king, though the most im-

portant of t\ie pieces, is powerless to

attack and even to defend himself against

his enemies without the assistance ot nis

The iiew game speedily became cele-

brated. The young king heard it spoken

of, and wished to learn it. Sissa came

ioyfuUy to instruct him ; and, while ex-

plaining the rules of it, gave him a taste

for those momentous truths to which till

then he had refused to listen.
^ . ..

The prince, who possessed both teelmg

and gratitude, changed his conduct, and

gave Sissa the choice of a recompense.

TheBramin said that he would only re-

quire to have delivered to him the number

of grains of wheat which would be pro-

duced by all the squares of the chess-board,

one being given for the first square, two

for the second, four for the third, and so

on, still doubling the amount, till the

sixty-fourth square. The king, without

hesitation, acceded to a request ot such

apparent moderation; but when his trea-

surers had calculated the quantity, they

found that the king had engaged to per-

form a thing to which not all his I'lfhes

nor his vast states would suffice, ihey

found in realitv that the amount of these

grains of wheat would bo equal to sixteen

thousand three hundred and eighty-four

cities, each containing one thousand and

twenty-four granaries, each granary con-

taining one hundred and seventy-four

thousand seven hundred and sixty-two

measures, and each measure consisting

of thirty-two thousand seven hundred

and sixty-eight grains. Of this circum-

stance the wise Sissa then availed

himself to make the king sensible how
much sovereigns ought to be on their

guard against those who surround them,

and how much they ought to fear, lest

even their best intentions should be per-

verted to sinister ends.

In the sixth century this game was

brought from India to Persia, whence it

was spread by the Arabians and the Cru-

saders all over the civilised world. 1 he

Chinese, however, pretend to have been

acquainted with it in the second century

of tlic Christian era ; and, by a paper pub-

lished in the " Transactions of the Royal

Irish Academy," we find that Mr. Irwm,

when at Canton, was one morning m
company with a young mandarin, who,

on seeing the English chess-board, recog-

nised its similarity with that used for a

Chinese game, and brought his board and

equipage for Mr. Irwin's inspection.

Soon after he gave him a manuscript ex-

tract from a book, relating the invention

of the game, which was called Ohong-

he," or the royal game, attributing it to a

Chinese general, who by its means recon-

ciled his soldiers to passing the winter

quarters in the country of Shensi, the cold

and inconvenience of which were likely

to have occasioned a mutiny among

One of the greatest charms of chess lies

in the exercise it affords for the judgment.

It is not a game of chance, and, therefore,

in playing it there is scope for calculation,

opportunities to exhibit foresight and

penetration, and trials of patience and cir-

cumspection. In Sanscrit it is called

'' Schthraulsh," a word which indicates the

most important component parts of an

ancient Eastern army—elephants, in^ntry,

scythed wagons, and horses. In Persia

it is called " shah," or king, a name which

it retains, more or less corrupted, m all

languages.
, , , x

Generally, chess is played by two pei-

sons upon aboard—the same as that used m
draughts—containing sixty-four squares.

The board m.ust be placed so that each

player has a white square at his right

hand. The squares are named from the
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pieces—namely, that on which the king is
placed IS called tlie king's square, that on
which the king's pawn is placed the second
kings square, tliat before the pawn the
King s tliird square, and so on Avith all the
pieces of each side. Each player has
eight pieces and eight pawns. In placingtm pieces the antiient rule must be fol-
lowed—the queen maintains the colour-
that is, the dark queen is to be placed on
the black square, and the white queen on
the Avhite square, each exactly in the
middle ot the lines next the players The
king stands beside the queen—on either
side of them the bishops are placed : then
follow the two knights, and last the rooks
or castles. The object .of the game is to
bring the king into such a situation that
he cannot move, which is called " check-
mating. The king can never be taken—

when hois checkmated the game ends. It
IS related of Dr. Franklin, that once, phay-mg chess in Paris, and being checkmated,
le said-" Take the king. I am a repub-
lican, and don't care for him."
Don John of Austria had a room th6

floor of wluch was made like a chess-
board, and on this he played with livino-
beings. There is a village in German?
named fetropke, or Strobeck, of which the
peasantry have been celebrated chess-
players during the last three hundred
years The reason for this is doubtful-
but It IS said that a prince once lived
amongst them who, being disgusted at the
Idle manner in which they passed the
greater part of their time, taught them
tins game, and remitted a heavy tax on
condition that they played it frequently,
a7ia 7ieverJor money, "^

LABOUR AND BEST.

\\hen earth m its early beauty stood,And the eye of Jehovah beheld it good •

When man, the image of God Most High,
Kejoiced m his favour constantly •

His hand was busy, his heart was hght.
In Eden s garden of pure delight

;

Happiness followed God's perfect plan —
Labour and Kest were His gifts to man.

And still in our fallen world appears
Ihat rule Divine for our changing years;
All Nature bows to her Master's swavShowmg His glory from day to day

;

^ hile shadows of heavenly joy are sent,
10 brighten her present banishment

:

Content to follow hef Maker's plan
Nature is glad in Hisjgifts to man.

'

But Pride, humanity's deadly foe,A better svstem pretends to show •

Wishin;r lijese ancient friends to part,

qT 1 1 IJ'^i'^
*^^ P^^^^ of the trusting heart.

Shall Pride succeed in his fatal aimf
Cheating the soul with a flattering Aame >
Will not GOD'8 anger attend the plan *

Which severs His precious gifts to man.

But Labour is often a weary thing,
When mind or body is suffering

;And Rest to the heart is a gift°too rare
Since sin infected this tainted air •

iSut soon there cometh a brighter day,When the former things shall pass away

;

And the higher Service of Heaven shall be,Ihe Rest divine of Eternity.

Whoso loves happiness, let him seeHow in full harmony these agree •

Labour, which own'd a rule Divine,
His law. His care, and His blessing thine

;

te d
'^^ ^^^ knowledge that all things

Ever unto a most glorious end.
Thus Heaven doth smile on this perfect plan.
Blessing the Labour and Rest of man.

No more, beloved, attempt in vain
Thy joy in another path to gain

:

Ihat law which in Paradise first was givenWas surely a lesson of love from Heaven :

'

And if the burden of mortal care
Seemeth too heavy for thee to bear

;Ask for His aid who ordained the plan.Who giveth both Labour and Rest to man.

Even Love Divine hath a work severe,
And a life of sorrow to pass through here

;And wilt THOU murmur the path to tread.
In which Omnipotence for thee bled ?

Firmly resolve, and promptly do
Whatever His wisdom ordaineth you -

Rejoice, rejoice to fulfil His plan '

Who giveth both Labour and^Rest to man.
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NAPOLEON AND PIUS YIL

[The materials for this sketch are taken

mostly from Alfred de Yigny's volume, en-

titled, *' Servitude etGrandeur Militaires"].

In the autumn
I'ontainebleau.

of 1804, the Court was at

The Consulate had but

recently merged in the empire, with the

consent of all the orders of the State. The

Senate, by a decree, had declared the Fn-st

Consul to be Emperor of the French ;
and

the people, to whom the question of succes-

Bion had been deferred, had, by a majority

of three millions to three thousand, decided

that the imperial dignity should be here-

ditary in his family. History, as Alison

observes when recording the fact, affords

no instance of a nation having so unani-

mously taken refuge from the ills of agita-

tion and .anarchy under the cold shade of

despotism.
Ainew order of things having commenced,

all, 'as may be easily imagined, was in a

state of transformation and change in the

composition of the court, as well as in the

arrangements of the imperial household.

Under the Republican regime, a great de-

gree of simplicity had prevailed in the ap-

pointments of the various departments of

the State, as well as in the domestic economy

of family circles. It could not, however, be

called unpretending; there was a certain

affectation in it, evidently assumed with a

view to contrast, even in minute particulars,

the system of the Republic with that of the

old Monarchy—the plainness of the one with

the profuseness of the other. But this was

not fated to last long ; it had already been

giving way under the Consulate, and was

now disappearing altogether in accordance

with the views of the new monarch. Titles

and dignities were to be restored; Court

formalities and ceremonials were being re-

vived, and new ones instituted. The old

nobility sprung from the feudal system, and

dating, as some of them did, from the Cru-

sades, having been swept away by the revo-

lutionary storm, their places were to be

supplied, as supporters of the throne, by a

new race of men. During this period of

transition and change the movement of the

chateau was unceasing. Arrivals and de-

partures were taking place almost every

hour, to which very different degrees of

importance were attached. One arrival,

however, was spoken of as having a more
than ordinary interest ; it was that of the

dignitary, who, as it was then understood,

v/as to place the imperial crown on the brow
of the "new sovereign. '*To recall," ob-

serves Alison, '* as Napoleon was anxious

to do on every occasion, the memory of

Charlemagne, the first French Emperor of

the west," the Pope had been invited, with

an urgency which it would not have been

prudent to resist, to be present at the con-

secration, and had accordingly crossed the

Alps for the purpose.

Whatever may have been the views which

originally prompted the invention—whether

it was to play a mere secondary part >n 3

Court pageant, or a leading one, as the

public at first supposed—or whether all

such notions were swept away by some new

deluge of ideas, as Chateaubriand some-

wher'e says: " It is now pretty clear that

the presence of the pontiff at the ceremony

was a minor consideration, and that the real

motive was that which came- out in their

interview, as will appear in the sequel."

Be this as it may, it was evident to all that

the Emperor awaited his coming with im-

patience ; and when his approach was an-

nounced—though preparations had been

carefully made for their first meeting—the

arrangements were such as to give it an air

of 2iu%nprevu. It was on the road at some

distance from Fontainebleau that the Em-
peror met the Pope. The potentate alighted

from his horse, the pontiff from his travel-

ling chaise, and a coach being at hand, as if

accidentally, they ascended its steps at the

same moment from opposite sides,^ so that

precedence was neither taken nor given.

They had not ridden long together, when
Bonaparte, quitting the coach, got on horse-

back, and returned to the chateau at a

gallop, with scarcely an attendant. The
drum beat to arms, the guard turned out,

but before they had time to fall in and salute

he had alighted, and was mounting the

steps of the vestibule.

It was always so with him; he gave such

vivacity to all his movements, such energy

to all his actions, that speed seemed a

necessary condition of his existence. Still

so natural was it to him, that it did not wear

the semblance of hurry. Scarcely had the

beat of the drum been heard at the gate,

before the clatter of his heels resounded in

the hall, as the flash of a cannon precedes the

report.

This time, however, he seemed artful,

and even agitated. On entering the saloon,

he paced it like one who waited with im-

patience. Having taken a few turns from

one end to the other, he moved to a window,

and began beating a march with his fingers

on the window frame. The rolling of a

carriage was heard in the court, he ceased

to beat, and, after a short pause, stamped

on the floor, as if impatient at seeing some-

done too slowly ; then steppingthing
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hastily to the door, opened it—it was for
the Pope.
Pius VII. entered alone ; Bonaparte

closed the door after him. TheP&pe was tail,
but stooped somewhat; his countenance,
elongated and sallow, wore an expression
of suffering, which seemed to have been
induced upon a habitual tone of elevation
and courtesy. His eyes were black and
large, and on his lips, which were slightly
opened, played a smile indicative at once of
urbanity and benevolence. He wore on
his head a white calotte or headpeace, par-
tially covering his hair, which was naturally
black, but now blended with some silver
locks. On his shoulders he had a camail or
cape of red velvet, and his long robe reached
to his feet. Those who have seen his por-
trait by Laurence, though taken ten or
eleven years later, will recognise at once
the correctness of this description. As he
entered the room, he moved slowly, with a
calm and measured step, like that of an
aged female

; and having taken his seat in
an arm chair, he turned his eyes towards
the floor, and seemed to wait for what the
other was going to say.
Bonaparte, as all know, was short in

stature, being below the middle height;
but^ in all other respects he was, at the
period here referred to, very different in
personal appearance from what he became
subsequently. Far from having that fulness
which approached to corpulence—that sal-
low puffiness of cheek which verged on the
unhealthy—or that heaviness of limb, or
general obesity which threatened infirmity
—he was slender in frame, but firm and
well-proportioned; yet there was something
which indicated premature wear, by hard-
ship in the field and toil in the cabinet. He
was quick and nervous in every movement,
rapid and almost convulsive in his gestures
when excited. Still he could be at any time
graceful in attitude and elegant in manner.
Even then he stooped a little, so that his
shoulders inclined forwards, which gave
something of flatness to his chest. His
face was thin and elongated ; but what a
forehead

! What eyes ! What beauty in
the contour of his intellectual visage ! In
repose, its habitual expression was reflective
and concentrated, with a strong tinge of
melancholy.
Bonaparte ceased not to pace the room

after the Pope had entered. After a while,
altering his curve somewhat, and having
taken a turn round the chair, as if making a
recomiaissance, he stopped short, and re-
sumed the thread of the conversation which
had been commenced in the carriage, and
abruptly broken off.

"I repeat, holy father, I am not an esprit
fortf nor do I like word-spinners or idea-

niongers. I assure you, that in spite of my
old republicans, I will go to mass."
These words he tossed off tOAvards the

Pope as if he were giving him a dash of the
mcense box ; then paused to observe their
effect. He seemed to imagine tJkat, after
the impieties of the Republican regime,
such an avowal ought to produce a decided
effect.

Pius, however, remained unmoved ; he
continued as before to look steadily down-
wards, and pressing firmly with his hands
the eagle-heads that tipped the arms of his
chair, seemed, in thus assuming the fixity
of a statue, to say, *' I must submit to listen
to all the profane things which it may plecse
him to say to me."

Seeing this, Bonaparte took a turn round
the room, and another round the chair,
which stood in the middle of it, appearing
but little satisfied with his adversary, and
still less with himself for the tone of levity
with which he had resumed the conversation.
He at once changed his manner, and began
to speak more composedly, still continuing
to pace the room. As he passed to and
fro, he glanced at the mirrors which orna-
niented the walls, and reflected the grave
visage of the pontiff", eyeing him now and
then in profile, never in front, to avoid
appearing anxious as to the impression his
words may make.
''One thing I must say, holy father,

hangs heavily upon me: it is that you
seem to consent to the coronation by con
straint, as you did formerly to the con-
cordat. As you sit there before me, you
have the air of a martyr, and assume an
attitude of resignation, as if you were
making an offering of your sorrows up to
heaven. But surety you are not a prisoner

;

such is not your position in any sense

:

grand Dieu! you are free as air."
Pius smiled and looked him full in the

face. He seemed to feel how enormous
was the exigence of that despotic character,
which requires—and all such natures do the
hke—not only obedience, but submission,
absolute submission, and that, too, wearing
the air of devotion to their will.

'*Yes," continued Bonaparte, with in-
creasing energy, ''you are free, per-
fectly free : you may return to Rome :

the road is open to you ; no one detains
you."

Pius sighed, and slowly inclined his head
downwards, seemed to look attentively at a
golden cross which hung from his neck.
Bonaparte continued speaking; but his
steps became slow, and at the same time he
gave a marked degree of mildness to his
tone, and of courtesy to his expression.

J'
Holy father," said he, '< if the gravity

of your character did not forbid me, I would
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say that you are somewhat ungrateful.
You do not seem to retain a sufficient re-

collection of the services which France has
rendered to you. If I am not much mis-
taken, the Conclave of Venice, which
elected you, appeared to have taken its in-

spiration from my Italian campaign, and
from some words which I let fall with re-

gard to you. It cannot be said that Austria
behaved well to you ; far from it ; and I

was really sorry for it. If my memory does
not deceive me, you were obliged to return
to Home by sea, as you could not have
ventured to cross the Austrian territories."

He stopped short, as if waiting for a reply
from his silent guest. Pius, however, but
silently inclined his head, and then sunk
back into a sort of apathy, which seemed
inconsistent with even listening ; whilst

Bonaparte, putting his ftet on the rim of a

stool, pushed it near the Pope's chair, and
thus continued :

" It was, in good truth, as

a Catholic that such an incident gave me
pain; for though I have never had time to

study theology, I have great confidence in

the power of the church ; it has a prodigious
vitality. Now see, you and I may do many
things in common by and by, if you wish
it." Then with an air at once juvenile and
careless, he continued : "For my part I do
not see—I am weary of conjecturing—what
objection you can have to establish your
see in Paris, as it formerly was in Avignon.
I will cede to you the palace of the Tuileries

;

I seldom occupy it. You will find there
your apartments prepared for you, as at

Monte Cavallo. Do you not see, padre,
that Paris is the capital of the world .^ As
for me I shall do whatever you desire. You
will find in me more docility than people
give me credit for. Provided that war and
politics, with their fatigues* be left to me,
you may settle the church as you please : I

shall be a soldier at your orders. Do but
consider what effect it would have, and how
brilliant it would be, were- we to hold our
councils as Constantine and Charlemagne
did in their time ! I should merely open
and close them, leaving the keys of the
world in your hands. Az- with the eword I

came, the sword I should retain, and with
it the privilege of bringing it back for your
benediction after every victory achieved by
our arms." And in saying these words he
slightly bowed.

Pius, who up to that moment had re-
mained motionless as a statue, slowly raised
his head, smiled pensively, and drawing a
deep sigh, breathed out one by one the
syllables of the word, ** Com-me-di-an-te !"

{'' Comedian, eh ?")

The word was scarcely half out, when
Bonaparte made a bound on the floor like a
wounded leopard. A towering passion

seized him ; he became yellow with ire ?

He bit his lips almost to bleeding as he
strode to the end of the room. He no
longer paced round in circles ; he went
straight from end to end without uttering a
word, stamping with his feet as he swept
along, and-making the room resound as he
struck the floor with his spurred heels.

Everything around him seemed to vibrate
;

the very curtains waved like trees in a
storm. At length the pent-up rage found
vent, and burst forth like a bomb shell
which explodes:— "Comedian, say you .^

Ah, hal I am he that will play you come-
dies to make you weep like women and
children. Comedian, indeed! But you are
greatly mistaken if you think you can play
off with me, with impunity, your cool-

blooded insolence. Comedian ! Where is

my theatre, pray, and what ? 'Tis the world,
and the part which I play is that of master
and author; whilst for actors I have the
whole of you—popes, kings, and people;
and the cord by which I move you all is

—

fear ! Comedian, say you } But he w ho
would dare to. hiss me or applaud, should
be made of different stuff from you, Signer
Chiaramonti ! Know you not wall that you
would still be merely a poor cur(5 but for

me, and that if I did not wear a serious air

when I saluted you, France would laugh
to scorn yourself and your tiara .? Three
or four years ago, who would pronounce
aloud the name of the founder of your
system ? Pray, then, who would have
spoken of the Pope ? Comedian, eh ! Sire,

ye take footing rather quickly amongst us.

And so, forsooth, you are in ill humor with
me because I am not doU. enough to sign
away the liberties of the Gallican church, as
Louis XIV. did. But i am not to be duped
in that fashion. In my grasp I hold you

;

by A nod I make you flit from north to
south, from east to west, like so many pup-
pets. , And now, when it suits me to make-
believe that I count you for something,
merely because you represent an antiquated
idea which I wish to revive, you have not
the wit to see my drift, or affect not to per-
ceive it. Seeing, then, that I must speak
out my whole mind, and put the matter just
under your nose, in order that you may see
it—more particularly as you seem to think
yourself indispensable to me, and lift up
your head in consequence, as you drape
yourself in your old dame's robe—I'll have
you to know that such airs do not in the
least impose upon me; and if you persist in
that course, I'll deal with your robe as
Charles XII. did with that of the grand
vizier—I'll rend it for you with a dash of my
spur !"

He ceased,, Throughout this tirade Pius'
maintained the same immobility of attitude,
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the same calm on his visage. At its close,
however, lie just looked" up, smiled with
something of bitterness, and sighed as he
slowly articulated the word, '' Tra-je'di-an-
ter' (" Tragedian, eh?")
Bonaparte at that moment was at the

further end of the room, leaning on the
chimney-piece. Suddenly starting at the
woid, and turning round, his whole person
seemed to dilate, and his features to ex-
pand as passion rose within him. His look
became fixed, and his eyes flared ; then
with the swiftness of an arrow he rushed
towards the old man, as if Avith some fell

purpose. Euthe stopped short, snatched
from the table a porcelain vase, dashed it to
pieces against the andirons, and stamped on
its fragments as they flc-w abng the floor !

Then pausing for an instant, as if to catch
breath, he flung himself on a seat in utter
exhaustion. it would be diflicult to say
which was the more awful—his sudden out-
burst of rage, or his immobility and silence
after it.

In some minutes the storm seemed grad-
ually to subside, and a calm to succeed.
His look and bearing changed ; something
of depression seemed to steal over him;
his voice became deep and melancholy, and
the firot syllable Avhicdi he uttered showed
this Proteus recalled to himself, and tamed
by two w^ords. " Hupkss existence !

" he
ex£l.aiD.icd; then pausing, setmed to muse,
and after a while continued—" 'Tis but too
true ; comedian or tragedian, all for me is

an affair of acting and costume ; so it has
been hitherto, and such it is likely to con-
tinue. How fatiguing and petty it is to
pose— always to pose, in profile for this
party, in full face for that, according to their
notions ! To guess at the imaginings of
drivellers, and seem to be wdiat they think
one ought to be. To study how to place
them between hope and fear—dazzle them
with the prestige of names and distances, of
dates and bulletins—be the master of all,

and not know what to do with them ; and
after all this to be as weary as I am—'tis

too bad ! The moment I sit down "—he
crossed his legs, and leaned back in his
chair—*' ennui seizes me. To be obliged
to hunt for three days in yonder forest
would throw me into a mortal languor. Ac-
tivity is to me a necessity ; I must keep
moving myself, and make others move, but
I'll be hanged if I know whither. You see,
then, I disclose my inmost thoughts to you.
Plans I have, enough and to spare, for the
lives of a score of emperors. I make one
every morning, and another every evening;
my imagination wearies not; but before
some three or four of my plans could be
carried out, I should be used up, body and
mind : our little lamp of life burns not long

before it begins to flicker. And now, to
speak with entire frankness, am I sure
that the world would be happier even if all

my plans w^re put into execution ? It
would certainly be a somewhat finer thing
than it is, for a magnificent uniformity
would reign throughout it. \ am not a
philosopher

; and in the aftair of common
sense, I am bound to own that the Floren-
tine secretary was a master to us all. I am
no proficient in theories ; with me reflection
precedes decision, and execution imme-
diately follows. The shortness of life for-
bids us to stand still. When I sl;iall have
passed away, there will be comm.ents enough
on my actions to exalt me if I succeed, to
disparage me if I fail. Paradoxes are al-
ready rife, they are never wanting in France;
but I shall still them to silence while I live :

when I am gone, no matter. My object is to
succeed ; for that I have some capacity.
My Iliad I compose in action ; every day
adds an episode."
As he spoke these latter words he ro?e

from his seat with a light elastic movement,
and seemed altogether another person.
When relieved from the turmoil of passion^
he became gay, cheerful, and at the same
time unaflected and natural. He made no
effort to disguise, nor did he seek to idealise ,

himself as he did afterwards in the conver-
sations at St. Helena, to meet some philo-
sophic conception, or to fi.ll up the poi trait

of himself which he desired to bequeath to

posterity. He was far from anything of
this sort ; in simple reality, he was himself,
as it were, turned inside out. After a slight

j

pause, he advanced a step or two towards
the Pope, who had not moved, and smiling
with an expression half serious, half
ironical, proceeded in a new vein, in which
were blended something of the elevated and
the petty, of the pompous and the trivial—as
was often his usage—all the time speaking
with the volubility so often exhibited by
this most versatile genius.

" Birth is everything ; those who appear
,

on this world's stage poor and friendless
!

have a desperate struggle to maintain,
j

According to the quality of their minds,
|

they turn to action or to self-destruction.
;

When they have resolution to set to work,
as I have done, they often play the winning

;

game. A man must live ; he must conquer i

a position, and make for himself an abiding-
'

place. I have made mine as a cannon ball

does; so much the worse for those who
stood in my way,* Some are content with

:

little, others never have enough : men ea$
i

* As witnesses of which truth may be cited
Moreau and his army, Pichegru and his set, the
Due d'Eng^hein—all the havoc he had made when
aspiring to the empire.
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according to their appetites, and I have a

large one. Mark me, when I was at Toulon,

I had not the price of a pair of epaulettes

;

but instead of them I had on my shoulders

my mother, and I know not how many
brothers. All these are now tolerably

well provided for ; and as to Josephine, who,
it was said, married me from pity, we are

about to crown her in the very teeth of

Raguedeau, her notary, who once told her
that I had lost my commission and my
sword, and was not worth a ducat; and,
faith, he was not far wrong ! But now,
what is it that rises up in perspective before
me ? An imperial mantle and a crown.
To me what are such things ?—a costume,
a mere actor's costume. I shall wear them
for the occasion, that's enough ; then re-

suming my military frock, I'll get on horse-
back. On horseback, said 1 ?—yes, and
perhaps for life ; but scarcely shall I have
taken up my new position when I shall run
the risk of being pushed off my pedestal.

Is that a state to be envied ? There are

but two classes of men—those who have
something, and those who have nothing.
The first take their rest, the others remain
awake. As I perceived this when starting
in the race of life, I have reached the goal
thus early. I know of but two men who
attained it after having set out at the age of
forty, and they were Cromwell and Rousseau.
Had the one had but a farm, and the other
a few hundred francs and a domestic, they
would neither have commanded, preached,
nor written. There are various sorts of

artists—in building, in forms, in colours,

in phrases. I am an artist in battles ; I had
executed eighteen of what are called victo-

ries before the age of thirty-five. I have a
right to be paid for my work, and if paid
with a throne, it cannot be called dear.

[But, after all, a throne, what is it ? Two
or three boards fashioned in this form or in

that, and nailed together, with a strip of

red velvet to cover them. By itself it is

nothing ; 'tis the man who sits upon it that

makes its force, f] Still, throne or no
throne, I shall follow my vocation : you
shall sec some more of my doings. You
shall see dynasties date from mine, ' parvenu'

(upstart) though I be ; and elected, yea,

elected like yourself, and chosen from the

crowd. On that point, at all events, we
may shake hands."

So saying, he advanced and held out his

hand. The Pope did not decline the cour-

tesy ; but there was an evident constraint

in his manner as he almost tremblingly

reached to him the tips of his fingers. He
seemed under the influence of a complex
tide of emotion. He was moved somewhat,
perhaps, by the tone of bonhomie that per-

vaded the latter remaks, and by the frank-

ness of the advance that concluded them
;

but the dominant feeling was evidently of a

sombre cast, arising from a reflection on
his own position, and still more on that of

so many Christian communities abandoned
to the caprices of selfishness and hazard.

These movements of the inner man did

not escape the scrutinising glance of Bona-
parte. A light and shadow passed rapidly

across his face. He had carried ons point

—the coronation was tacitly conceded ; the

rest may be left to time. It was evident

that, though not entirely without alloy, the

feeling of satisfaction was uppermost as he

strode from the room ^vith all the bnisqucrie

with which he had entered it.

t The passage between brackets is not given

by De Vigny. Chateaubriand makes him say the

same thing towards the close of his career, when
throne and all were going to pieces. It was
cited as part of his last speech to the senate,

which was very remarkable. The first speech of

the Emperor, as regent, was called the ganache
speech, from the strange use he made of the

word in applying it to Cambaceres. Bonaparte's

conversationoften presented this sort of jumble.

He used to call Joseph and Murat " des rois de

theatre ;" he compared Louis to King Log, and

himself to King Stork, &;c. In his boutades there

Avas no end of that sort of thing.

Silent Influence.—It is the bubbling spring which flows gently, the little rivulet

which runs along, day and night, by the farm house, that is useful, rather than the

swollen flood, or the warring cataract. Niagara excites our wonder, and we stand

amazed at the power and the greatness of God there, as he '* pours it from the hollow of

his hand." But one Niagara is enough for the continent, or the world—while the same
world requires thousands and tens of thousands of silver fountains and gentle flowing

rivulets, that water every farm and meadow, and every garden, and that shall flow every

day, and every night, with their gentle, quiet beauty. So with the acts of our lives. It

is not by great deeds, like those of the martyrs, that good is to be done : it is by the daily

and quiet virtues of life—the christian temper, the meek forbearance, the spirit of

forgiveness, in the husband, the wife, the father, the mother, the brother, the sister, the

friend, the neighbour, that good is to be done.
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A GERMAN FESTIVAL.

_

'Ihe v^crmn.n ]Veihnachtsfest ! A merry
time It is through .^11 Deutschland, in the
riays before the Christmas-eve festival
Here, in licrlin, for weeks before, the city
has been alive with preparations—Christ-
ma'? presents everywhere, from the gay
booth, where every article is sold for two and
a ha.f f/roschen up to the splendid shops,
where the kmg hmiself is choosing gifts for
the prmcesses. The markt by the Schloss
IS almost green with the Christmas trees.
Children, in the highest state of excitement,
are hurrying about; gigantic dolls, and
glittering trees of wood and paper meet one
everywhere

;
the pfcffer-kiichen—(ihe im-

memorial cake for Christmas) are sellinp-
ott by the loads; and the walls are all
covered with advertisements of books
songs, exhibitions, concerts, dioramas, cir-
cuses, and all imaginable amusements for
Christmas. I have been astonished at the
hold the festival has on the whole popula-
tion. It IS peculiarly a family rejoicing—and
there are probably not a dozen families in
the city so poor as not to have their Christ-mas tree and pfefter-kuchen on the Weihn^
ac/its eve. I noticed one family in my
neighbourhood, who live almost in a cellar
and who from appearances must have the
greatest trouble to get through the year
without real suffering, still putting up their
tree and getting ready for one gay, happy
evening, at least, in the dull year.
Even the preachers alluded to it for

weeks oeforehand, and though by analogies,
which to us would be merelv pretty ora-
torical turns, still it was evident that tothem and their audiences they were all
real The people were reminded of howmuch reason there was for being happy;
that for a time now, they should put away
their cares, and think of the great Gift ofwinch this -Fesr was the memorial.
1 hat, as those were the unhappy childrenwho have no home and no presents on this
joyful evening, so were the men pitiablewho had not received the greatest of pre-
sents from above. And, as the child who
IS unhappy or discontented, while receivino-
on these Christmas days so many marki
of love from his father, is most ungrateful
so are they, if they are gloomy now, while
celebrating this festival in memory of their
father's love.

Through the kind attentions of my
friends, 1 enjoyed several of these festivals
and I cannot look back for many years on
brighter and pleasanter hours, than thes?m the old German homes on Weihnacht's
eve. The glee of the children, as this the

long-wished for and dreamed of evenin'r
had come; their happy trustful looks, as it
whatever were the storms and troubles
without, they were safe there, and all the
world for them was in their home ; the
coming together of absent brothers and
sisters, and the letters and gifts from those
who were too far to come, and the' expres-
sion through all of that,—which, after all,
IS the glory of the Germans, and which they
have the manliness not to conceal !~thedeep family-love-it was all this that made
It so beautiful to look upon.
And though itmight be said for a moment

to the stranger, who could look back inmemory on bright fire-side circles which
are scattered, and dear, cheerful faces,
which he should see no more on earth, yet
one could not but be warmed and carriedaway by the genial flow of feeling. It was
not that they were merely gay—no, there
was a seriousness about their happiness, as
If m memory of the evening~and in one
family in the midst of the merry-making,
they all stopped to join in a simple pleasant
hymn, speaking of gratitude to Him who
had given them all this ;-and in another—
what was extremely striking—they readsome of Luther's touching and beautiful let-
ters m^itfen at Christmas and at other times t o
his wifeand child, such letters as would start
the tear and reach the heart of the oldest and
youngest in the room. It was not, either,
a<* If they thought it a beautiful and de-
sirable thing to have a family festival.;,

jIhe whole was merely a simple, natural '

expression of their love to one another
In some parts of the world families,

bleak up early. It is very seldom that thehome which sheltered one^s boyhood, is
still open to him in after years. And it
IS not unfrequently the fact, that the ob.:

•'t^i^^'u
.P^^''^''^^* ^^^^gs which brightened

w^ji !f i^^T'
'''?^'^ are joined in memory

with dearly-loved faces, with hours of ioy

'n!llr'?;' ?u '^^^^ ^^^ ^^^* is best and.
puiest about home, are not around us even
J?. y^V-t^^v Pe^^^^Ps this is necessary.

^

1 hough I am inclined to think, if men"would content themselves with less, and

.^U^.i^^'^''^''^',?''"^^^^^^^
°f their display.:and their sensuality, they might have, each-

one, a home, which, though simple, would .

be a central point, a shelter, a pleasant^
place for meeting for them and for their
children, all their days. God has made !no place where character is so molded by ,influence as m home. Therefore it is that
anything which will cultivate love for it—
the family festivals, Christmas presents
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birth day feasts, or pleasant things about
it,—are such really important matters.

Therefore it is that I like so this German
lVcih7iach(sfest. I know among all these
families they all loved one another and
home better for their efforts to please and
surprise each other on that evening.

It would have warmed the man of the
coldest heart, that night to have seen the

delighted rush of children, as the bell rung,
into the gaily-lighted room, where stood
the Christmas tree, in all its glory of lights,

and gilt, and tinsel, while on every side of

the room were the various presents, from
** the father's," down to the baby-house of
the youngest child. After a merry evening,
comes the great Christmas-eve supper, with
the immemorial Berlin dish for the festival,

ca7'ps stewed in beer, and followed by the
Christmas cake, the ^^ pfeffer-Jcuchen,'"—
which to the uninitiated may be described
as a mild form of

^' ffinf-ferbread,'^ sweetened
with honey. Then Aviih friendly parting,
and warm wishes for the future, closes the
Weihnachtsfest.

WONDERS OF VEGETATION.

VESSELS OF PLANTS.
If we would look for one of the simplest
forms of vegetation, \\e shall find it in very
singular circumstances. When vegetable*

juices are produced, as in the process of

brewing, a substance rises partly to the

surface as a frothy matter, which gradually
putrefies in a warm air. It is called yeast,

and strange to say, there is the object of

which we are in pursuit.

When a small quantity of yeast is ex-

amined under a good microscope, it appears
to be one structure of cells. But, if after

1 time, we look at it again, each of these
little cells will be seen putting forth a still

smaller cell. The minute one grows, and
becomes just like its parent. And so does
this singular increase go on, until within a

f«w hours, each single cell, as seen at first,

has become multiplied into a row of four,

five, or six ! How marvellously rapid is

this vegetation !

As we continue to observe, another
curious fact appears. For the cells already
beheld, burst, and discharge a number of

small grains, all of which form themselves
into new cells. Extraordinary indeed, is

this multiplication, far surpassing that of

vegetables commonly. In due time, the
brewer comes in and stops this wonderful
process, of which, most probably, he has
not the slightest idea. But were a careful

examination made, it would prove to be
above five or six cells are formed in each
group. Now the groups separate into indi-

viduals, like those which first formed the
yeast, and thus the brewer actp.ally takes
out of his vats much more yeast than he
put into the fluid !

A cell-like structure often appears, and
hence botanists, in describing plants, speak
of the cellular tissue. If, for instance, you
take a thin slice cut across the stem of any
plant, and it be then put into a drop of pure
water, and placed under a microscope, it

will be seen to consist chiefly of cells, more

or less regular. It looks like a net-work of

cobweb, or the cells of a honeycomb. Their
size varies in different plants, and also in

different parts of the same plant ; and
sometimes they are so minute as to require

a million to cover a single square inch of

surface ! Through it the sap is diffused,

and many changes occur in the juices that
fill the cells. This cell-like structure is full

of wonders.
Another set of small vessels may *be dis-

covered, and to this has been given the name
of the vascular system. To take an instance

:

if a branch be cut transversely early in the
spring the sap will ooze out from numerous
points of the cut surface. But it will not
thus issue from the part which the pith and
the bark occupy. If, too, a twig, on which
the leaves are already unfolded, be cut from
the tree and placed with its cut end in a
red fluid, formed from Brazil wood, the
fluid will rise into the leaves and to the top
of the twig.

The microscope shows that the sap oozes
from the divided portion of the stem, while
the fluid rises to the top of the twig through
real tubes. These are the sap or conducting
vessels of the plant. But if we examine a
transverse section of the vine, or of any
other tree, at a later period of the season,
we find that the wood is apparently dry,

whilst the bark, and particularly the part
next the wood, is swelled with fluid. This
is contained in vessels which differ from
those in which the sap rises. They are
formed only in the bark of trees, and may be
called returning vessels, from their carrying
the sap downwards after its perforation in
the leaf. It is thought t'sat the passage of
the sap takes place like that of the blood in

the human frame, from the regular expan-
sion and contraction of the vessels. But to

be certain is almost impossible, because of
their extreme minuteness. They seldom
exceed the 3,000th part of an inch in diame-
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tcr. In a morsr^ of oak, about one-nine-
tceiith of an inch square, no fewer than
20,000 vessels were reckoned !

Thus, on minutely examining the struc-

ture of every living body, we discover an
union of solids and fluids. The solid parts
consist of minute particles, so arranged as

to form various fibres and tissues. Through-
out these solids circulates a fluid, from
\\hich the particles comprising them ure
formed, and by means of which the struc-
ture is nourished. But when we pursue
our inquiry beyond a certain point we are
utterly foiled. No eye can scan, no instru-

ment fathom, the secrets of such structures
or their circulating fluids.

The simplest texture of vegetables some-
what resembles that which exists in animals.
The first trace of the latter that can be ob-

served consists of a very soft and pulpy
celhilar tissue, which is now loaded with
fluid. It looks entire ; but it may easily be
made to show small cells, and it may like-

wise be drawn out into glutinous threads.

And how amazingly minute are these

!

The white glistening threads may be dis-

cerned by the naked eye ; but so far from
being single, they are actually bundles of

fibres, any one of which requires a micro-
scope to distinguish. It is probable that

those forming the cellular tissue are the

most minute. A line is the twelfth part of

an inch, and they are said to vary from one
3,000 to one 1,430th of a line in diameter.
Their edges are quite omootli, they are
transparent, and appear to be composed of

gelatine

!

A HUMAN WONDER—A CHILD.

A CPiiLD is a man in a small letter, yet the
best copy of Adam before he tasted of Eve,
or the apple

; and he is happy, whose small
practice in the world can only write his

character. He is nature's fresh picture
newly drawn in oil, which time and much
handling dims and defaces. His soul is

yet ^ white paper, unscribbled with obser-
vations of the world, wherewith at length it

becomes a blurred note-book. He is purely

^^VVJy because he knows no evil, nor hath
made means by sin to be acquainted with
misery. He arrives not at the mischief of
being wise, nor endures evils to come by
foreseeing them. He kisses and loves all,

and when the smart of the rod is past,
smiles on his beater. Nature and his pa-
rents alike dandle him, and tice him on
with a bait of sugar to a draught of worm-
wood. He plays yet like a young prentice
the first day, and is not come to his task
of melancholy. All the language he speaks
yet is tears, and they serve him'well enough
to express his necessity. His hardest
labour is his tongue, as if he w^ere loth to
use so deceitful an organ ; and he is best
company with it when "he can but prattle.
We laugh at his foolish sports, but his game
is our earnest ; and his drums, rattles, and
hobby-horses, but the emblems and mockery

of men's business. His father hath writ

him as his own little story, wherein he reads
those days of his life which he cannot re-

member, and sighs to see what innocence
he has outlived. The older he grows he is

a stair lower from God, and, like his first

father, much worse in his breeches. He is

the Christian's example, and the old man's
relapse : the one imitates his purity, and
the other falls into his simplicity. Could
he put off his body with his little coat, he
had got eternity without a burthen, and
exchanged but one heaven for another.
[The above pithy sentences are extracted

from a curious volume by Bishop Earle,
entitled, •' Microsmograph'y, or a Piece of
the World, discovered in Essays and Cha-
racters." Dr. John Earle was born at
York in 1601. He took his degrees at Mer-
ton College, Oxford, and by the appoint-
ment of Bishop Dreppa, became sub-tutor to
Priace Charles. On the breaking out of
the civil war he went abroad, and attended
Charles II. as his chaplain. At the re-

storation he was made Dean of Westmin-
ster, and in 1662, Bishop of Worcester,
whence he was the next year removed to

the see of Salisbury. He died at Oxford in

1665}.

Population of the World.-—The population of the earth amounts to one thousand
millions. Then, reckoning a generation at 33 years, in that space of time a thousand
millions must die throughout the world—each year, about 63,300,000 ; each week,
381,000; each day, 83,300; each hour, 3,450; each minute, 57. Some of our fellow-
creatures are at this moment departing out of the world ; and before an hour has elapsed,
more than three thousand souls, who are as yet the inhabitants of time, will have passed
into eternity.
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OMNIANA.—BY PAKSON FKANK.

(^^ 5.)—Augustus Xearjfler, wliose death last year caused such a blank in the

list of church historians, had peculiarities of person and manner which remind one

of our own "judicious'^ Hooker. When the learned author of the ''Ecclesiastical

Polity " was a secluded parson, living near Canterbury, on the Dover road, pas-

sengers would turn aside to behold the man whose renown was so widely spread.

Whereat good master Izaak Walton, his biographer, saith, *' What went they out

to see ? A man clothed in purple and fine linen ? No, indeed ; but an obscure,

harmless man, in poor clothes, his loins usually girt in a coarse gown, of a mean
stature, and stooping,—and yet more lowly in the thoughts of his soul ; his body
worn, not with age, but study and fasting ; his face full of heat-pimples, caused by
his sedentary habits." Izaak adds, that " God and nature blessed him with so

blessed a bashfulness, that as in his younger days his pupils might easily look him
.out of countenance, so neither then nor in his age did he ever willingly look any
man in the face ; and was of so mild and humble a nature that his poor parish

clerk and he did never talk but with their hats on, or both off, at the same time."

Neander was blessed with rather a similar blessed bashfulness, if the gentle angler

will beatify that very uncomfortable quality. Neander, too, was a close student, and
ill at ease in society. He would come in his '* blessed" absence of mind, half-

dressed (or an improper fraction less than half) into the university lecture-

room, stand at his desk there with an awkward bending gesture, and indus-

triously tear to pieces a quill, which v/as put into his iiand for that very pur-

pose, and on the demolition of which some considerate and good-natured student

would present the professor with another, devoted to the same end. (Some
persons cannot '* get on '' in public without some little safety-valve for their ex-

citement of this kind. Well-known is the story of Scott's schoolfellow, who
could never say his lessons without fumbling at a particular waistcoat button,

and when the button was gone, gone too was the poor fellow's scholarship. It is

said that Mr. Butt, the eminent Irish counsel, can never ** get on" without a cer-

tain clasp-knife in his hand, the blade of which he keeps opening and shutting

throughout his orations). Neander, we are told, would promenade along the

gutters, irr involuntary preference to the genteeler route. Also, that after he had
changed his residence, he would always go from his lecture to the old house, unless

some one was at hand to teach him better. It is alleged that the worthy man
would continue to write on the desk before him, long after he had come to the end
of his paper. Surely the force of German subjectivity could no farther go. Dominie
Sampson had here met his match, and must have shouted, **Pro-di-gi-ous !"

(J 6.)—Pew things, perhaps, are more affecting than to read of the youthful
aspirations and rapturous ambitions of those literary careers to which destiny ap-

pointed cold neglect and bitter failure. We pity, with quite painful sorrow, the

thwarted spirits that aimed so high and fell so low. But we are often mistaken in

supposing that they endured, during their probation hour, those pangs which we,
who know the fatal issue, attribute to them. They did not as yet know that issue,

and, therefore, the pangs were to them as yet unknown. They were flushed with
buoyant hope ; whereas we, who are sighing over their remains, assume them to

have been already crushed with a burthen of overwhelming disappointment. There
aresome truthfulremarks on this topic in *'Ilanthorpe," the observing author of which
justly contends that we who see the struggling boy, and calmly measure the im-
mensity of the barriers which shut him out from success, may deem him unhappy,
because we foresee that he will be so ; but we do not feel the rapture of his reveries

—the delight in creation—the transports of anticipated success.

This is but another example of the equitable provisions of that great law of

compensation which pervades our Cosmos.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XL

FRENCH INTO ENGLISH.
Ma petite fille, qui est le proprUtaire de cette maison ? Mon pere, monsieur, en est ie

owner

proprietaire. Ehhicn! Je vcm qu'il y a ici des chambres (f.) a louer. Oui, monsieur.
Well! see

c'cst vrai
;

il y en a chez 9wu3 plmieurs a louer. Soat elles garnies, Oui, ellea sont ires
tf^<('(i in our home several furnisliecl.

at Jiome

proprmwnt garnies, Mais, moi, Je ne parle pas anglais. Celrf ne fait riea (lite-
'"^^^2/ (parler^ to speak) English is no matter

rally, *' does nothing")
; mr, moi, je parle francais. Et votre pere, parle-t-il frannais
for

aussi? TJn peu—tres peu. Et vous, inademoiselle (pronounced maddemiwazell), etes vous
also little miss

Anolaise ? Mais oui. Et votre pere, de quel pays est il ? II est Anglais, lui aussi.
l^.nglishwoman country Jie

Est il chez lui ? II Test. J'aime a lire—a\ez vous des livres a la maison ? Nous en
to read 1

avons beaucoup. Mais ils sont peutetre (pronounced put-atr) tous (m. p.) en Anglais. -

2)erJiaps

Non, monsieur, pas tous: nous en avons ENrran9ais aussi ; et je vous en prUerai,

(priter, to lend)
\

^yec 2)laisir. Je vous rdmerde, Avez-vous quelques uns de nos (p.) grands (m. p.)
pleasure {rimerder, to thank) some ones

auteurs (m. p.) ? Si; si vous admlrez Chateaubriand ; nous avons son ouvrage
authors Yes if (admirer, to^ admire) ^

'

magnifique, ''le Genie, (m. s.) du Christiunismer Ah! vous avez raison de Vappel&r mag-
'

mmjnificent genius Christianity it to call

nifique. Je vous en remercie, milU fois. Qu'il est beau, cet (m. s.) ouvrage (m. s.)

!

a thousand times

Now let us linger a while here. In the openmg sentences there is, we suspect, i

little or nothing to explain. The first phrase requiring cojnment is mats, moi,
'

je, &c. You perceive that the Erench here employ two different words, both
meaning /—the second, as a matter of course, with the verb, but the first as if to
take you by the button, and call your particular attention to the speaker's ca&e.
lake notice of this, and avail yourself courageously of the idiom on all possible
occasions. Such little niceties will, if we may be permitted to use the expression,
give a French character to your French. We have known manv highly instructed
i^^nghshmen, but who unluckily had learned French according to the usual stereo-

'

typed methods of schools, and masters, and' the books in vogue, and who in truth
were considered to be not a little versed in the language, vet talk and write, as it

:

were, a kind of English-Erench. Correct enough it generally is, yet heavy,
;

cumbrous, and harsh
;
and not only always betraying a forced kind of knowledge,

but sounding very strange in the ears of a^Frenchman, even though he may under-
stand every word. This can hardly be called speaking or writing French. It is, at
best, only speaking and writing something which a Frenchman will comprehend,
but at which he would be tempted every moment to smile, were he not in such

i

matters the best bred and the politest human animal in existence.
|This moi, when used in the manner alluded to, possesses the drift of our ** as for

me
; though sometimes, if greater emphasis be required, our neighbours also say,

jjour moi. .

The next expression worth our attention is cela ne fait rien^ a phrase of hourly I

frequency. It is the idiom for our "no matter for that." You might also very
jproperly say, cela ne signifierient (signifier, pronounced seen-yeefee-ay, to signify)
\

'* that signifies nothing, does not signify, is of no consequence,'' &c. In common
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~
' ,. *»„,. " wl,o„ hv itself, a rrcnchman would very often

jarlance, to express 'no "i^^"=.
r/^t if mDortanL^ &c.). ^vithout the second

,ay, «'-i'»'•'^(?T,J?»^f';;,;l°^^° f br°rrater, for there was nothing

Proceeding onwards ^itl^*«„^^J"^?irb7?heb^e you sll that «^ indefinite

An,laise and An,ais «-
-^^^^^t^^'-^jtmtehe 'e Jol-Z^^^^ places. Etes vous

article is not placed. It w ouia never uo lu
question indeed, for it would mean

Anylais ? addressed to a woman wou^^^^^^^^
^lS,Thnddressing a man, would be

"are you an Englishman?
'^-V^//^* t ,:^7'" -p-iMUhwoman Observe, that we

equally absurd, asking him whether he was
«;".^^"f^^;^ TJ^"^ ^ ,„,all «, contrary

have written elsewhere frm^au and
''^Sl^llXl^JTx\(<, beginning of kll proper

to the English custom. We employ capital letters lor t^^^^^ be^ „ P
^

?^T TateTfluStits'
"^^^^^^^ ^4«^f anl \.ne Frar^aise, but they

in the case of substantives ine)
^ (needle-woman) frangaise ; and if

write «« g^eral fran^ais, and wnk coutumeki. i,

^ ^ previously
we did not do this in the exercise appended to Lesson vm-. it J^s , P

^^^

40 this little explanation, we should l^a;^^P^XeXc*^^eis bestowed as a
meaning of the adjective. Of course, .^^^^"^^ *^„f^X'^J^l^e! and is written

S;iSJ??as?irr; I r„T\i5^1"a£ t*" reat) ;' «.e . B.

r^^fo'jraS^h'^ffsZte^^cU^^^^ exquisite ifttle turn, in

S°rrS'W^^aTe sible.advan^e over - J
-3ndI?Jhe:t ^n^^dit^S- wbic^^^^^^^^^^J^^
Tas iniplied, though not P-j-^^^ff^^- l,tg ^hit e' has ^t expressed and
some doubt in his mind, or, in ^^ct, something wnic

exercise :-"And
which you seek to remove and correct. Take ^be instance mine «

^ ,

how much better-how P>^ettily-how very bn^^^^^
^^ ^^^^

this/»me, as it is e^Uf.-t^'^^^^elicacy, ^^^^^^f^^^^.'^ acquaintance with such
French language one of its many ^ha ms^

far outstri?the stilted, barbarised, and

e^i^^s kTiwirgiisTd rn^np^^^^^

4tat' l^^atTfgrot suX^oirs:1S:^'^e re^i^ri^d in vain

looTinrhebools professing to teach French for some account of these uses and

driU wLth^of Cl oro'f many similar turns, *-Sl^ ,^^ey be niceties so im-

^^Sf%:Vrrt^e»:r=ng; it is of a kin to the .0. of which we he
snoken In il Vest, the reader wUl remember what we said, at the end ot tne

second page of the second lesson, concerning the meaning
°fJ^'. '<?; f ' ^r,'

-

before verbs The meaning in the present instance is evidently " he is it, or so

"'^LaTertihe exercise. In examVe illustrates two several -e^nrng o^-.^^t

1 ,^««o << if " hnt it mav mean *' ves ; and, inaeed, it may meaii ou.

-ToTS' :S; ''^sXlirTl^T, .' I giod," k ion ; " so bad," si mauvau.
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lor it." Je Vai recu, etje vous en remerciCf &c.
In the expression, du Christianisme, the reason why du is used instead of de iswhat we formerly mentioned, that the French do not say ''Christianity,'' but " the

Uiristianity;'; therefore they must say, ''0/ the {du) Christianity," and not '^ of
{de) Christianity. Ihe French for ** of virtue" would thus be de la veriu.
ihe last peculiarity to notice is, quit est magnifique—cet ouvrage ! The opcTiin-member of this sentence has been made abundantly clear by former remarks and

explanations, y How magnificent !
" It is the recapitulatory member at. the end

,which now claims notice. Familiarise yourself with the idiom, for it is extremelycommon, liepeat it, applying it to any other objects. For example : paysarje

L
s nieaning ''landscape," you could say, qu'il est beau, ce paysage .' "IIow

beautiful this landscape is !
" Qu'elle est bonne cette dame ! &c.

41.
\^

ir
^^ spoken of the many meanings of que : there is yet another. Used with

thehalfnegativewe, it maymean "only," or "but;" as, Je nai qu'un seuUivrc.
1 nave but one book. —// n'a que trois shillings. " He has but three shillings."

ENGLISH INTO TUENCH.
Jinuf the hell. Hun (my) cMld, and bring me my 2mrse. I must pay (ofsonnez chcM (f.) cmrez evfant bourse (f.) (paye^topay)

course, use the present tense, subjumtive mood of '' payerr after " U fauV') five shillings to the
^voman who (to us) has sold the butter and eggs,

nous vemlre beurre (m. s.) mifs
With regard to this brief little theme, we have only one bit of information (and

tnat very simple) to add to previous instructions, in order to enable you to make
the i;rench perfect. Where the French use the definite article before the first of
a series of substantives, they repeat it before each. We do not—at least, it is not
necessary. "The butter and eggs," "the men and women," " the horses and
Clogs "-such expressions are good English ; but the like terms would be bad
French. It must run, le beurre et les cevfs; les hommes et les femmes ; les chevaux
et Li^schzens, &c. A similar rule holds good with respect to prepositions. The
French repeat these before the nam^ of each several object—before each several
word to which they refer. They do not say, '^ at Paris and Vienna,^' but " at
±'aris and at Vienna (a Paris et a Vienne) ; not "for vou and me," but "for you
and for me (pour vous et pour moij, &c. &c.We go on with our conjugations, taking our example from crrowJer (to scold),
grondant (scolding), gronde (scolded). The next tense which we have to give is
the imperfect subjunctive. For the " cu" see Lesson X. :—

ENGLISH. PRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.
that I might scold queje g^wida.'^se " m " zhe groandass
tha hou mightest scold que tu grondasses "m " tu groandass
that he might scold guHl grondasse M groandass
that she might scold gu^elle gro7idasse kel groandasswar we might scold que 7ious grondassimis ''cu''noogroandassec-oang
inai > ou might scold qm vous grondassiez '' cu'' voo g?vandasseeay
that they might scold ^ qu'ils grondassent Uel groandass

Xqu'eJks grondassent M groandass
In all regular verbs of the first conjugation, the tense is, of course, the same :

as queje parlasse (that I might speak), &c.

.'^^^f.i^-rf^"* f]?5
1^'^^

'Y^
^^^ against one another in a comparison either expressed

the following
est mauvais.—
e, mais ce livre

. ^ . ., „ witty, and that woman is pretty." Cette femme
ci est spiriiuelle, et cette femme la est jolie.—^^ This one [of some masculine object]
is agreeable, but that one is not so." Celui-ci est agreable, mais celui-Yk ne Vest pas.

ml .
°^'J^^^ ^^ feminine), cclle-ci est -agrcable, mais celle-Xk ne Vest pas,

iiiere is now something to occupy our students until our next lecture-day.
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TO OUR "FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.
It is not easy to express the gratification with which we this week address that

numerous and increasing body in whose education we are assisting under novel

and peculiar circumstances. Indeed it cannot be otherwise than pleasant to us to

receive daily notes and letters furnishing the most unequivocal evidences of pro-

gress, such as have never, perhaps, before greeted the eye of an instructor. We
believed from the first that we were rendering essential service to a great number
of our readers ; but, even in our most sanguine moments, we had hardly trusted

that success so marked, and withal so rapid, would have attended our anxious

labours. The communications, however, w^hich now lie piled upon our table,

have put every doubt to flight, and more than realised our warmest hopes. After

having furnished seven short written lessons, we ventured to lay before our readers

a passage in French, containing several idioms ; and a very large number of trans-

lations, astonishingly correct, have at once been forwarded from persons who
seven weeks before knew not an iota of the language. This is ** a great fact."

Henceforth, therefore, we may well believe that our efforts are neith(?r frnitless

nor thankless. They are appreciated, and acknowledged in the kindliest and most
generous spirit. The exceeding difficulty of making our lessons simple, clear, and
practical, seems to be thoroughly understood ; and though some of our pupils may
find it hard to learn, they evidently know and feel also that it is a still harder

task for us to simplify our instructions in the manner we have done.

* We proceed to reply specifically to certain correspondents ; and to tell some
of our pupils certain little rules which we intend to adopt, and others which we
wish them to observe.

((
J. S—'

—

fe" fails only in Men plus mauvais^ which words mean '* much more
bad, or much worse," Men not only signifying *'well," but sometimes "very,"
and sometimes " much.'*

** A. A." makes the same mistake. In compliance with his request, we give the

meaning of the Latin quotation in our First Lesson— '* The gods have in sooth not

bestowed all qualities on all persons."
" Ath K."

—

De Vargenty "some money," or "money;" il ny avail pas,
" there was not, &c."
"J. B."—Not Francis, but French. "Francois" is the proper name, Francis,

Ses soldats Vai^naient, " his soldiers loved him."
"Jn. II—d—d."—II ny avail paSy "there was not." Yes ; the French most

frequently omit the article before adjectives expressing quality ; as, il est JEcossais,

*' he is « Scotchman."
" J. F. K." makes one of the errors specified above.
*'Une Jeune*' (not ^^ serviteur/' if you please, .but *^ servante ;^' for une is

feminine, and you are feminine, and servitewTy on the other hand, is masculine,

and means a male servant).—Look above for your errors. The final s is not

sounded unless a vowel commence the next word.
" A Nurse."—// y a, '' there are," not " there were."

fij^ " Andrew L r."—Very glowing ; but rather too free." " J. Mat."—Too literal. When once you know the sense, put it into English
by means of expressions as current and customary among us as the corresponding
expressions are among our neighbours.
"J. B—TER."— See above. We sav the same to <'J. B. N," " T. W. E.,"

**E. Y.," "T. A—M—E.," "R. F." (engineer.)
*' M. B." (Rochfort.)—Decidedly, the fair sex may compete for the prizes ; and

we suspect that many a brother will possibly be surpassed by his sister.

* It. is to he regretted thatwe are uncMe to inchule in tJiese spedaX notices sofew only of tJie answers

we could have loished to give ; hut it is physically impossible to do inore than select for reply some

of the queries addressed to us, wlien their total number is so enot^inous. Onepoint which immediately

demands our oMention is this : we have seen so many correct f or very nearly coj^ect, versions by

persons wJio began French tvith t/iese lessons, that ive thinJc it time to enf€r on further metJiods for
their culvantage. On this head toe ivlll explain ourselves next weeJc,
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'' E. P—NS."

—

Les autres may indeed signify " the others ;" here it is better
rendered *< others."

* Uxx PiiOLETAiRE."—** ^^oo<? *ow," &c. ; not "good son," &c. The French in
such cases omit the article, while we do not.

**Artic."—Most admirably translated. We would suggest that your version
only wants *' much" before *' worse character," to make it quite perfect.
Ux Pauvre Gaboon.—We hope you may yet become un homme riche. You

make one mistake, *' there were." Look again, and you will find that we have
not employed the imperfect, but the present tense.
"Un DisciPLE.^—Capital ! no mistake of importance.
"J. L. L E.''—Yours appears to us the best version given. It is faultless.

lou may translate "that will do, thank you," by ga (the short for cela) ira
Qiterallj, ^^will ffo'),je vozis remerciej" or simply '^merci."

" J. H."—See above.
" K. S." would be equal to any if " others" were substituted for another. The

seemmgiy superfluous a before travailler, when the latter already means " to work,"
will be treated in future lessons.

" W. G L." See above. C sounds like 5.
** Stu. a N."—How can you say " there is some men ?'* You have attended

more to the French than to the English. See above.

I^P. W. C." (Yorkshire), and " S h A."—See above.
"^'- ^'-7;—H."—Not " would give ;" for tlie rest, read our answers to others.
"T. H." (Oxford.)—Very good, but that you have erred in " quand il ny avail

pas de pain pour les autres." This means " when there was not bread for others."
<« Rt. P N.''—Read what precedes. " Wm. S r."—Ditto.
" G. H R."—Ditto. We are glad you find our lessons so much more

profitable than Cobbett's old and famous work. That, you know, is only a
grammar, and you and your fellow-readers require far more. For your version,
look at our answers to others. We hardly know what dictionary to recommend

;

for a beginning, get the cheapest second-hand one on a book-stall.
" Z'"—You state your age in bad French. You should say, *'mi gargon aye de

SEIZE ans" and not " age dix six." Can you have read our lesson about the
numbers ? Our French phrase, which " you suspect" is wrong, is right. It does
not follow that an expression is erroneous because there maybe synonymous terms.

" Un Proletaire qui a du soif pour le savoir."—Bravo ! bravissimo ! how
well you can describe yourself in French ! The date of your letter, too, is perfectly
rendered.

" G. L e."—Look at what precedes.
" Jn. H- R."—-Excellent, all but " mucJi:'
"J. McC."—Your attempt to put the exercise in the Ninth Lesson into

French is very creditable. You shall see later.

"T. R." (Seaton Delaval.)—Very nearly perfect.
" J. S D."—An error already specified.
"Jn. W N."—Your thanks, " in conjunction with thousands of others," as

you say, are welcome. We think our method, if you pay it close attention, will
enable you to pronounce as well as any written instructions can. In all except
pronunciation, wTitten instructions are of course the best, for you can refer to them
again and again,* whenever need may be.

" Joseph something" (we cannot read the surname) has sent us a version of the
French passage in very feeling and spirited English verse.

The translations of all other correspondents are either wholly correct, or err in points
which we have specified in the foregoing replies.

In future, until our Prize Exercise, whatever theme we give we will translate in
the succeeding Lesson, so that the versions need not be sent to us. We now seCj
how far we have progressed, and where we stand.
Above all, we entreat our correspondents to remember that we have not time to

answer them by private letters.

Erratum,-—In Lesson IX., first page, read CBspersomes for SEs personnes.
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.noun-substantive; a. adjective; ad. adverb

Charge, s. an accusation ;
expense

;

rust ; onset ; command. In the practice

.f artillery, a charge denotes the qnantity

.f powder placed in a gun, howitzer, or

aortar, for the purpose of expelling the shot

)r shell by its explosion.

Chau'iot, s. a light sort of coach ;
also

t car in which men of arms were placed to

ight.

Char'latan, s. an ignorant pretender,

I mountebank, a quack, a cheat.

Charles's-Wain', s. the northern con-

jtellation, called Ursa Major, or the Great

Bear, sometimes also called the Wagon, or

harles's Wagon.
Charm, s. a spell or enchantment; a

ahilter, an attraction.

Char'nel-house, s. a receptacle for the

jones of the dead, a vault for dead bodies.

Chart, s. a delineation of coasts, &c,
;

% map.

Char'ter, s. literally a ^^«;?er, or any

material to write upon, as charta pergamena,

parchment; as now used, it signifies, a pri-

vilege, immunity, or exemption, by royal

grant, in writing.

Charyb'dis, s.awhirlpool at the entrance

of the Sicilian Straits, formerly an object of

great terror, and in avoiding which mariners

were in danger of running upon the rock

Scylla. The terms '' Scylla " and " Charyb-

dis " are now employed figuratively to

describe circumstances of perplexity and

danger.

Chase, s. a piece of ground for hunting,

larger than a park ; hunting itself ;
pursuit

of an enemy ; the bore of a gun.

Chasm, s. a cleft, an opening, a gratuity.

Chasseurs^ s. (French) a select body of

light infantry.

Chat'eau, s. (French) a castle, a coun-

try seat.

Chat^elet, s. (French) a little castle,

or fortress.

Chat'tel, s. any property moveable or

immoveable, which is not freehold. Real

chattels relate to, or are interested in,

land
;
personal chattels are moveable goods,

as horses, plate, money, &c.

Check, s. a kind of ornamented linen ;
a

countermark.

Check'mate, s. the term used at chess

When the king is made prisoner.

Cheek, s. a name with mechanics for

; V. verb ; v. a. verb-active ; v.n. vcrb-neuet

those parts of their machines that are

double.

Cheese, 5. food made from the curds of

milk.

Cheese'-vat, 5. the wooden case in

which the curds are pressed into shapes.

Chef-d'oeuvre, s. (^French) a work of the

highest excellence in itself, or in relation

to other works of the same artist.

Chel'iform, a. having the form of a

claw.

Chem'istry, Chym'istry, s. the science

which investigates the liature of material

substances, and their compositions and

properties, together with the changes they

undergo.

Cheque, s. an order to pay money on

demand.

Chequ'eu, v. a. to variegate, to diversify.

CHEa^j'ERS, s. the game commonly called

** draughts.
^^

Chert, s, a kind of flint ; flint in strata.

Cheu'ub, 5. an angelic being, a celestial

spirit.

Cher'ubim, s,pl, an order of angels ot

surpassing brightness and glory ; the word

signifies the plenitude of knowledge and

wisdom.

ChesSj 5. an interesting game, in which

two sets of figures, called men, are moved
in opposition to each other.

Ches^som, s. mellow earth.

Chevalier', s. a knight ; a horseman
armed at all points; a gallant young man.

Chevaux-de-Frise, 5. (French) a mili-

tary fence, composed of a piece of timber

pierced by iron rods or wooden pickets,

with sharp points at each end.

Cpiev'eiiil, s. a kid, kid leather.

Chev'relte, s. an instrument for raising

guns or mortars into their carriages.

Chiar'o-oscu'ro, s, (Italian) that im-
portant part of painting which relates to

light and shade; also, to the permanent
differences in brightness and darkness.

Chicane', Chica'nery, s. mean and vm-

fair artifices to prevent, to perplex, and to

obscure the truth.

Childermas-day', s. December 28, the

day on which is commemorated the
" Slaughter of the Innocents," the children

who sufiered from Herod's cruelty.

Chil'iad, 5. a ihousand in number.

CniL'iAiiCH, s. a commander of a thou-

sand.
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Chil iast, 5 a chillenariaii
; one who

believes that Christ will literally reign on
the earth a thousand years.

Chiltern hundreds, s. certain Crown
lands, the acceptance of the stewardship of
which enables a member of the House of
Commons to vacate his seat. No pay is
attached to the office ; it is in the gift of
the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Chime, a sound of bells : a concord of

sounds.

Chime'ha, 5. an odd, or vain and idle
fancy

;
a misshapen monster of Grecian

myth, having a lion's head, a goat's body
and the tail of a dragon. In ari, the
chimera appears as a lion, out of the back
of which grows the head and neck of a
goat. In. Christian art^ the chimera is a
symbol of cunning.

Ciiim'neypiece, 5. an ornamental frame
of marble, stone, or other materials, round
a fire-place.

CniMPAN'zEA, s. an animal of the ape
species, which in form approaches the
nearest to man. The term is most properly
applied to the black, or African, Orang or
Pygmij.

Chin'chilla, s. a small animal of the
gnawing family, highly valued for its beau-
tiful fur.

Chine, s. the backbone ; v, a. to cut in
chines.

Chin'gle, s. gravel free from dirt.

Chink, s. a small opening longwise.
,

Chintz, s. a fine-printed calico.

Chi'iioghaph, 5. an instrument for
writings

Chiroc/raphy, s. the art of writing.
Chirol'ogy, s. the art of talking by the

hand. ° -'

Chi'romancy, s. a pretended art, by
which persons profess to ascertain the dis-
positions, or to determine the fortunes of
individuals by examining certain marks and
lines m the hand.

Chirope'dist, s. one who extracts corns
from the feet, &c.

Chirur'geon, s. a surgeon; an operator.
Chis'el, 5. a carpenter's tool to pare

with
; V. a. to cut with a chisel.

Chis'len, s. the ninth month of the
Jewish year.

Chit'terlings, ^'s. the entrails of an
animal.

Chiv'alrous, a, warlike ; adventurous.

Chives, s. (in botany) the threads or
tilaments rising in flowers with seeds at the
end.

Chlo'rate, s. chloric acid with a base.
|

Chlo'ride, a compound of chlorine with
a combustible body.

Chlorine, s. a gaseous body ; oxy
muriatic acid ; a bleaching liquid.

Chlo'rite, s. a grass-green mineral,
composed of little spangles and scales. ,

Chlo'rophane, s. a kind of fluer spar,'
which, if placed on a heated iron, gives a
brilliant green light.

Chloro'sis, s. the green sickness. i

Choc'olate, s. a composition made
from the kernels of cocoa, beaten up with
sugar and cinnamon into a paste.

Choir, s a body of singers
; the part of

a church, &c., in which singers are placed.
Choke' damp, s. carbonic acid gas: a

noxious vapour in coal mines.
Choke' pear, s. a rough, harsh, unpalat-

able pear. The term is wsedjlguratively in
reference to an unanswerable sarcasm.
Chol'agogue, s. a medicine for the bile.

Chol'er, s. the bile ; anger, rage, iras
cibility.

Chol'era morbus, s. (from two Greek
words, signifying bile flux) a disease which
acts powerfally on the bowels, supposed to
arise from an unnatural quantity and a
morbid quality of the biliary secretion.
Cho'ral, a. belonging to or singine- in a

choir.
^

^
Chord, s. (in music) the string of an

instrument; the harmonious combination
of three or more musical sounds. lu
mathematics^ a right line, connecting the
extremes of an arc.

Chor'ea, 5. commonly called '* St. Vitus's
Dance ;" a disease affecting with irreo-ular
movements the muscles of voluntary
motion. ^

Choriam'bic, 5. belonging to a verse of
four syllables, two being long at each end
of the word, and two short in the middle.
Chorog'raphy, s., the art of descriMnj|

particular regions or countries, eiiher in
words or on maps. Its object is more con-
fined than that of geography, and more ex-
tensive than that of topography.

Cho'roid, s, (in anatomy) a membrane.
Cho'rus, s. (in music) a composition

sung by many voices ; the whole body of
singers performing a chorus. The chorus
among the Greeks was a number of persons,
male or female, who sang melodies, accom-
panied with dancing.

Chrism, s, in the Romish and Greek
churches, the consecrated oil used in bap-
tism, confirmation, ordination, and extreme
unction.

s.
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OUR COUNTRY AND ITS CLIMATE.

It is said that one of tlie favourite occupations of John Bull is grumblmg :
and you

c.n hardly take a railway ticket for twenty miles without being forcibly reminded of

this accusation. The clerks, the porters, the stations, the carnages, the hue itself,

the directors, the engine, and then the miserable >yeather, afford to some people

matter for fifty or a hundred miles of murmuring. Everything, t^^y^fJ""' '1^°

much better managed abroad, on the Continent, or m America, ll^^weather is

finer, the second-class carriages are cushioned, and the porters so much more

volite ' We have wondered that these people do not renounce their fatheriana

alto-ether Why dwell in such a hateful country, and among such dull, thought-

less,%lownish people ? AVhy not go to France, Germany, or America, and become

"l^en fearing all these complaints of Old England, and these eulogies of foreign

nations, we have sometimes been led to inquire a little into the matter
;
and the

result has always been, that we have spontaneously exolaimed,

" England, with all thy faults we love thee stiU !

No ; we would not change our little isle for any other country upon the fece of the

earth. Not but that we like foreign travel, and probably, if we had the means,

should visit a large portion of the world ; but still we have no expectation, if we

ca.1 rely upon wh^at travellers have written, that we should ever find any countiy

which, taken as a whole, would eclipse the land of our nativity. We shall m this

paper confine our remarks to

OUR CLIMATE AND AVEATHER.

These, you would suppose, to hear some people talk, are almost execrable.

Indeed, we have known individuals so profane as to curse both. Now we have

Ions; felt pursuaded that there is scarcely a spot under heaven more adapted to

produce a hardy race. The average of human life among us is actually onger

?han in any other nation. Take the bills of morality of Europe or America, and

the comparison will be in our favour. It is stated, on very good authority, tha

life in America is much shorter than in England. Indeed, we have known severa

who had emigrated, very soon return, because they were frightened at the fearful

niimher of deaths in the new world. We are told that m America females are

wrenat//^..», but then they begin to fade at thirty We might pursu this

subject in reference to other nations, and the result of 7.--1™ --\^^,^:
favourable to England. And there is no mystery m the affair. Our changeab e

climate is really advantageous to health. When a man becomes worth a little

independency, he spends no small portion of his income m chang^ng the air. To-

dly he runs'^own to Brighton for a little change of air: to-morrow he is away, off

to Scarborough ; the eastern breeze there is so much more refreshing than the

fultry coast of Sussex. In a few weeks he flees to the Co"tine"t and^^^^^^^^^^^

broiling himself returns to Old England, and perhaps goes to

^^f
^

g^^^f^ J"
°„'

cooled. He declares that he cannot live without change ofmr;.t is the only thing

that makes him enjoy his astonishing good health ; and yet m the next bie»th he

falls foul of Old England, because the climate is so changeable!

It is often said that it hardly matters how you do it, provided
y'^l^^Xo^^ll

the ab-r you will almost be sure to regain your health. You may alter from good

bad or from bad to good, and the effect will be the same. We have heard mar-
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vollous tales of recoveries from disease occasioned by persons going from an ele»
vated district into a swampy one ; and from the clear atmosphere of the country
into the smoke of London. Indeed, we once knew a case of *' bronchitis," which
had baffled medicine, and threatened to end in consumption, entirely removed by
a few days' change of air from the open fields to a foul and smoky city. Somehow
or other, then, change of climate seems to work wonders ; so many, indeed, that
every one wishes to run away from home. Still there are thousands who cannot
accomplish this, and what are these poor creatures to do ? It is evident they must
trust to Providence ; and it is further very certain that they will not confide in
vain

; for every one tells us that our climate and temperature are continually vary-
ing

; and thus we have a " change ofair " almost daily, sometimes three or four
times a day, without moving an inch from our own doors. In the morning, per-
haps, we have Highland breezes from the North; before mid- day Scarborough
pays us a visit ; Hastings comes to us at twelve o'clock ; and ere the sun sets we
are fanned with the zephyrs of Devonshire ; and thus, if poor people cannot go
to our watering places, the watering places come to them,

"We once saw a book, written by a scientific medical man, to show that we need
not go out of England to cure coughs, consumptions, and other diseases, because
we have on our various coasts, and in our different watering places, all the change
of climate which might be obtained by visiting Madeira, Prance, or Switzerland,
and such like places of resort. But he might have gone a little further, and have
shown that our atmosphere travels from town to town, and from village to village,

and that every one knows this, seeing w^e hear hardly anything so much talked of
as this constant *' change of air^' and this variable climate of our much-abused
country. And there is nothing so penetrating and permeating as this insinuating

compound of oxygen and hydrogen on which we live. You may paste up the fire-

place, and put sand-bags on the tops of the sashes, and stuff old rags into every
crevice, but enter it will. It is a remarkable fact, that go where you may, you find
vital air ; and if you analyse it, the component parts are the same. Examine it on
the top of Mont Blanc, on the table lands of Asia, in the filthiest street of Str
Giles's, or at the bottom of the shaft of the tunnel, and it is the same. It is true it

may have its wings contaminated with other vapours or gases, but the vital air i»

not changed, nor its ratio of ingredients altered.

And then what blessed benefactors our winds and storms are. The best thing on
earth to purify the air is water. Chloride of lime is much talked of, but there is no
purifiant equal to water. If there is any bad air in the room it is sure to attract it and
swallow it. In cases of fever, a few plates with water in them, and the room well
washed, or even wiped over with a damp cloth, is better than all the vinegar in
London. Only imagine, then, what an ablution and purification goes on at every
storm that falls from heaven ! How often the skies send down their healthful and
cleansing streams I Perhaps, among other thoughts, the Psalmist had his eye on
this truth when he said, **Thy mercy, O Lord, is in the heavens, and thy faith-

fulness in the clouds !'* Every drop of dew, every shower, every tempest, is sent
in compassion, to give health to mankind, and absorb and carry away pestiferous^

gases.

And then the winds, blowing from every point of the compass, and playing all

sorts of tunes on our windows and doors, and sporting with the sand, the waves,
the trees, and the flowers—only think what health they bring, and what disease*
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they sweep away ! how they wind round the corners of our ^'-^t^'
""YJPj;^.

11 ,<.»na whittle their wild notes in our ears wherever we go !
Theie is hardl>

fcrac'k but th send their musie into it. while they attempt to blow out all the

;ronous Vapour Ihat may be nestling there. One r^^S\;'^J^^::\Z
•r.o fnwnc villacres and cottages as so many rude organs, of various sizes, niiea

: h foTat a^d that the wind°eomes to cleanse theirpipes, and charm them with
witn loui air, a

providence there is in every gale—what
the I'-f^ °^.^^;^^ ;;;f,,^ r/e , Some iind fault because we have not the regular

;riTofthrwh:i::o nearer the eauator ;
but we ^^^ ^^^^^^;2:Z

. 4. „„j TAiirifipd bv every breeze oC heaven. Yonaer asinmduu

iTelfXXnt w'al^st tS moiJng. that the wind is in the east and c^s

frhis re^Dirator before he comes down stairs. He has 'tried all sorts of art, but

li'^TmenL his apartment, and tell from what point o^*e compa^.

came, and seems to amuse itself with his larynx and h- lung
•

^^^^^J^J^^

trs,e"h?nrhS:rs t^:T.^::.^^fL.^. ..^

:~r:^

././-../ Tt is a remarkable fact, that we have m this island a hardy race, wno

„„cli.l region nmr think, ot ™itmg the north » ''""'^'.^^^^ ^i
„e,.h„tfot . phn...h..pi.t I' *«»«»

j;; LThTS'^unii

«

s~i\r.™.".»r=orS:sro%r,,es,.n..he„...h.„t.™^^^^^^

Sber'a whUe the other traverse! the plains of India ;
yea. it is sometimes the case

Siberia. ™';^ . ^^^ ^^^^ Ue temperatures. We have con-

that the «^""^"^^"" 7/^;7,hants who have trafficked and spent large portions of

versed with sailorb and ^^r.'ian
^^^ _ ^^^ ^^ ^^^.^

""

Wetfer'to these facts, because of late there has been ^ g--*/^P°f^S-"
"^^^S^^T^ it^SgtentrSbo^tr— o

is very evident that Providence intended us to be the ^^^^^^7^^^'"' , ,
^^^is^eryeviae

^ ^ our abode in a portion of the world where
human family, ana tnereiore grtvc i^

nffrnRia and snows—
there are plenty of rains and storms~of winds and tempests-of frosts and snows
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of teinperate and almost torrid heats—and that these varied circumstances should
be subject to almost perpetual vicissitude, so that our constitutions would become
healthy and vigorous from incessant change of air and climate.

It is a pleasing reflection, that England, with all her selfishness, does not live for
Ixerself alone. In some shape or other, most of the nations are deriving benefits
from us. An Englishman is especially adapted, both in body and mind, to be a
universal philanthropist. He can live anywhere and everywhere. His country is

the land of history, oratory, poetry, and romance. Learning in almost every form,,
ancient and modern, has taken up its abode here. Here we have science in every
shape and department of study. Mathematics, mechanics, and the arts flourish
among us

;
philosophy and divinity have had our profoundest consideration. The

health, the liberties, the rights, and the elevation of man have long awakened our
most benevolent sympathies. He looks with the eyes of brethren and sisters on
all the inhabitants of the world, and has already spent millions to do them good.
Nor have we laboured in vain. Almost in every land there are monuments of our
philanthropy. It is true we have among us those who delight in war and blood-
shed, and our cruelty has too many monuments in the east and the west. But it

is gratifying to reflect that a new raca is arising, determined *' to beat the sword
into the ploughshare, and the spear into the pruning-hook"—to disband the ai'my,
and abolish rapine and slaughter. Very soon our operatives will obtain the
suffrage, and refuse either to sell themselves 'to be the slaughtermen of barbarian
rulers, or have their money voted away for the desolation of the nations. Our
intercourse with other countries is yet to be that of friendship, science, merchandise,
philanthropy, and religion

; and thus we shall fit ourselves, mentally and morally,
for the high mission for which our country and climate have so eminently
adapted us.

Should any imagine that v^^e have said too much concerning the salubrious
character of our island, especially as so many diseases stare us in the face, we beg
to remind them that hardly one complaint in a hundred can be traced to our
country or its atmosphere. Window duties, want of ventilation, cleanliness,
good drainage, education, and proper exercise, are our most fatal sources of bodily
suffering and premature death. Our use of stimulants, and especially of strong
drinks, slays its thousands annually. Our absurd and oppressive system of
taxation, by which many are robbed of trade and the necessaries of life, brings
myriads every year to an early grave, iiut let science, let reason, let pure
morality and religion guide all our affairs, both public and private, and we
confidently assert, that a spot more adapted to produce a noble type of humanity,
both in body and in mind, cannot be found on the face of the earth.

SIGNS OF PROSPERITY.

Where spades grow bright, and idle swords grow dull

;

Where gaols are empty, and where barns are full

;

Where cliurch-paths arc with frequent feet outworn

;

Law court-yards weedy, silent, and forlorn
;

Where doctor's foot it, and where farmers ride ;

Where age abounds, and youth is multiplied
;

Where these signs are, they clearly indicate
A happy people, and well-governed state.
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THE OVERLAND ROUTE TO INDIA.

(Contimiedfrom par/e 119).

I SHALL not attempt to give any minute de-

scription of Cairo, this most oriental of orien-

tal cities, for I should fail in giving a correct

idea to those who have never seen anything

of the kind ; and, to those who have, one city,

is a tolerably fair specimen of the rest. They
^vho have read the "Arabian Nights" will

not find it difficult to picture to themselves

Avhat Cairo really is ; and, for myself, I

confess that, having my mind stored with

those most fascinating of all eastern tales,

I was not surprised at anything I sa'.y, and

could almost have imagined I was revisiting

a place I had seen long before. In the dim,

dirty cafes, are rows of Turks reclining on

cushions, smoking, sipping coifee, and

telling tales, as of yore. There are veiled

ladies on mules, attended by slaves with

baskets on their heads, going to make pur-

chases of rich stuffs and trinkets, or of per-

fumes, spices, and ambergris. There are

the very^ barbers who had such extraordi-

nary adventures; and winding in pro-

cession with loaded camels down that

crowded line are the merchants just re-

turned from Bagdad or Balsora. Every-

thing and everybody looked exactly as I

expected, and I should have been tempted

to linger, but for the intolerable filth and

vile odours, whi-;h surpass all imagination,

and soon put one's romance to flight.

Surely nothing is ever cleaned in those

stifling, dingy shops, the owners of which,

notwithstanding the ablutions prescribed

by their religion, have the same unwhole-

some look ; while the streets, which have

no side- walks, and into which every kind of

oflal is thrown, have no other scavengers

than the packs of wretched dogs, half-wolf

half-hound, which constantly obstruct the

passengers, and are quarrelling at every

corner. All the bazaars are exactly alike :

as at Alexandria, they are narro^y lanes,

with small dark shops on each side, the

goods being exposed as in the booths of a

fair, while the turbaned owner, who gene-

rallv has a long pipe in his mouth, sits on

the 'counter in the midst of his wares, and

incites the passer-by to purchase.

Everything, whether of home or foreign

manufacture"^, appeared very dear, especially

fans, parasols, and veils, with which some

of our party were unprovided, and which

the increasing heat rendered necessary.

These were treble the price asked in Eng-
land. Whoever intends to make purchases

at any of these cities should not only know
the value of the articles, but should be well

skilled in the art of cheapening, as the

dealers invariably ask double what they in-

tend to take.

But we have lingered too long. The
Hassans and Abdallahs are closing their

shops ; the ladies—among whom may pos-

sibly be a lovely Amine or Zobeide, though
the glimpses we obtain of their faces arc

not very inviting—are adjusting their yash-

maks to return homewards ; and we must
hasten back to the hotel, where we shall

barely have time to take some refreshment

and prepare ourselves for a night's journey

across the Desert. We were very unwilling

to leave this singular city so soon, and not

a little annoyed at being compelled, by the

orders of the Transit Company, to depart

without a closer acquaintance with objects

of such high interest ; but the virtues of

patience and submission must ever accom-

pany the traveller by the overland route,

who soon learns to consider himself as a

bale of goods, booked in Southampton, to

be delivered at Suez or Calcutta, as it may
be, and too happy if he arrive at his desti-

nation without serious injury.

There is, however, one constant source

of complaint against the administration in

the amount of baggage allowed to each

passenger. Two cwt. is not sufficient for

the Indian traveller ; and, considering that

the cost of the transit is litt rally nothing,

as that amount is only one-third of a camel's

load, the extra charge of 14s. per cwt. is

intolerable. The steam-ships allow three

cwt., which, liberal as it appears, is always

necessarily exceeded ; and the excuse of

the English Company for their enormous
overcharge—that their ships have not ac-

commodation for a larger quantity—is

proved to be untrue by the fact that every

voyage they carry at least £1,000 worth of

freight, in the shape of opium, besides trea-

sure and other merchandise.
Our caravan for the Desert consisted of

four vans, each containing six passengers,

and drawn by four half-starved little Arabs,

while the coachmen and syces, who had
apparently brought forth their whole wards

robe to protect their naked limbs from the

chill night air, looked more like fluttering

buiidles of rags than human beings. The
vans are constructed so as to give the least

possible accommodation. They are neces-

sarily raised high from the ground, and

there is but one step, which is pUced only

a few inches below the floor of the carriage.

After several united efforts and struggles,

we succeeded in getting on this step, only

t<? receive a severe blow in creeping through
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the small door, the entrance of each suf-

ferer being followed by a laugh, or, in very
irritable subjects, by certain not very good
^vishes for the coachmaker. The next diffi-

culty is to seat six persons in a machine
barely large enough to hold four, and to

arrange the carpet-bags which we thought
so small, but which now appear so large and
obtrusive ; for though we had all been tole-

rably attentive to orders in this particular,

there is sure to be some unmanageable
extra, in the shape of a lady's basket or a
gentleman's bundle of canes, which is voted
a nuisance by the rest. The very judicious
arrangements which took place on board
the Ripon had been attended with consider-

able excitement; but notwithstanding the

utmost care, it soon became clear that some
carriages were more tightly packed than
others, and it was a long time before our
party succeeded in arranging themselves.
However, as we had not the baby which we
heard screaming from No. — , our prevailing
feeling was that of satisfaction. The short
twilight of these eastern climes had faded
ere we were fairly started ; and by the time
we had passed the bounds of the city, the
moonless night had spread her mantle over
the scene, and we were alone with wastes of
sand and the starry sky. The vans are not
provided with lamps, and we were consigned
to almost total darkness. One gentleman
had brought a small paper lantern, such as
is used in Cairo, where it is forbidden to

be seen in the streets on a dark night with-
out a light ; but as our driver led us into

every hole, and over every stone and sand-
hill, it was found impossible to keep its

equilibrium ; and as its presence destroyed
the little chance we had of seeing what
passed outside, we soon threw it away. Not
so the occupants of another van, who
managed to secure theirs better, and, with
a plaid spread over their knees, were seen
playing whist till an advanced hour of the
night. We soon found that the cushions
were singularly devoid of elasticity, and that

a bar of wood, which ran along the sides of
the carriage, was placed so as to prevent our
leaning back with comfort, while the roof
was so low that every jolt brought the
taller heads into violent contact with it.

When once seated, it was impossible to

change position, or to move any part of the
body. Add to this the extremely cold air,

felt the more acutely after the heat of the
preceding day, and some idea of our suffer-

ings may be formed.
There are sixteen station-houses be-

tween Cairo and Suez, each about five

miles distant from the other, and having
a semaphore attached. It takes half
an hour to reach each station, and pre-
cisely the same time is consumed in chang-

ing horses ; and in the noise and confusion
with which it pleases these people to accom-
pany every act they perform, and which
gives the stranger the idea that there is a
perpetual quarrel going on, or that some
dire misfortune has happened, we were at

first disposed to grumble at these delays
;

but we soon found the desirableness of hav-
ing time to alight and stretch our cramped
limbs. The frequent recurrence of the sta-

tions greatly lightened the tedium of the

journey, while the opportunity for a cigar

soothed many a ruffled spirit, exhausted
with urging speed upon the sleepy driver,

who takes no heed of any argument except
a promise of buckshish, or a threat of re-

porting him to the Pasha. The respectable
pace at which we had left Cairo soon began
to flag ; the caravan, which had started so

merrily and in such compact order, soon
became scattered, and it was little use for

any single van, even if it had better horses,

to hasten on, as it was only condemned to

wait till the stragglers came up. Some-
times we all drew up to repair a broken
trace ; sometimes to unharness and set

adrift a wretched animal totally unable to

proceed, and which was left to crawl back
to the station alone. The idea of fresh

horses was soon found to be a delusion.

The wearied creatures who had served one
caravan were walked about till ours came
up ; and not unfrequently they were merely
taken from one van and put into another,
without food or water, and thus com-
pelled to proceed, till it appeared not un-
likely they would fail altogether. Nothing
can be more painful than to witness such
cruelty, and to be obliged to use these
jaded animals, whose very appearance made
a mute appeal for mercy

;
yet their genuine

Arab blood was singularly developed in

the willingness and spirit they displayed.

Though there is literally nothing to be
seen in crossing the Desert, a^far as regards
natural scenery—no vestige of vegetation,

no token of human existence, nothing but
wastes of sand, without any other elevation
than a few heaps blown up by the whirl-
wind—yet the journey is not without interest.
Fancy pictures the weary bands who have
crossed that pathless wild, beneath the
scorching sunshine, or in the driving sand-
storm, when they went down into Egypt to

buy corn, or to find pasturage ; and, above
all, the spirit journeys with the children of
Israel, when they went out with haste and
came to the Red Sea, at perhaps the very
same spot towards which we were hasten-
ing ; and the same stars that shone on that
eventful night climb up the clear sky—so
clear, to the utmost verge, that they may
be seen the moment they touch the horizon
—and guide us as they guided them.
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We reached the central station about

midnight, very cold, sleepy, and miserable.

Here a longer period of rest is granted, and

in some instances a couple of hours* sleep

is allowed, if you can venture to court

"tired nature's sweet restorer" in a place

that swarms with cockroaches and vermm.

They have an arrangement here with regard

to meals which has sometimes a droll eftect.

All parties who arrive between the hours ot

six and twelve at night find supper pre-

pared for them ; between twelve and six in

the morning, breakfast ; and for the re-

mainder of the day, dinner. And it so hap-

pened, that we, arriving at midnight, were

seated at supper when the vans from Suez

came in, bringing the passengers from India,

when the disordered table was immediately

made ready for their breakfast. There was

a singular contrast in the appearance of the

two sets of travellers, thus crossing each

other in the Desert. Notwithstanding our

fatigues, which made two or three of the

ladies of our party look rather pale, we all

seemed robust and hearty, full of activity

and merriment, compared with the worn

and sallow countenances of the strangers
;

nor was it very encouraging to think, *' to

this complexion must we come at last.

They of course, were eager to know the

news 'from England, and our opinion of the

**Ripon:" we thought only of India and

the "Haddington," in which the longest

part of our voyage was still to be performed.

But our brief intercourse was soon finished

by our being summoned to re- enter the

vans, and we went our different \va.ys, theij

to the bracing frosts and snows of an iing-

lish winter, we to the scorching suns ot a

perpetual summer.
. , . -u i <•*

The remainder of the night has left

no impression on our mind but a general

feeling of misery-of being excessively

stiff and cold-of falling asleep for a

few minutes, and being waked by knock-

ing the head against the hard frame-

work of the van ; and the only event that

roused us from a sullen contemplation ot

our sufferings was the application of the

bastinado to one unlucky fellow among our

conductors ; and as this truly oriental mode

of punishment completed the picture ot

eastern manners, it was probably more m-

teresting to the spectator than to the sut-

ferer. Almost every hour during the nigtit

was enlivened by the passing of endless

strings of camels, bearing our f^^ght and

luggage. They passed us repeatedly at the

station-houses, and their noiseless steps

and gigantic forms, dimly seen m the star-

light,made them appear like the spectres and

ginii of the Arabian tales. At length the

day dawned, and discovered to us the bare

features of the landscape, and also the tact

that one of the vans was missing ; and we
had to wait a full hour at a station whicdi

was merely a stable enclosed by a bare white

wall, the most desolate-iooking place ima-

ginable. When our friends re -appeared,

we found that they had lost us through the

slowness of their horses, and had been

wandering about the Desert. Wc reached

the breakfast station at sunrise, and soon

afterwards came in sight of the magnificent

range of dark sandstone hills which con-

tinue down to the shore of the lied Sea.

From this point our journey became full of

interest, and our fatigue was forgotten, or

merged in the excitement of drawing near

its close. The effect of the mirage, which

we now saw for the first time, was most sin-

gular. Everywhere in the distance was the

delusive appearance of water. Shining

streams appeared to flow across the path we

had come, and in places which we knew

were only arid sands. Lakes glistened

among the bold bare rocks, vanishing as we

approached ; and the blue waters of the

Gulf, with the town of Suez, and the ships

at anchor, were distinctly visible long before

they really came in sight. The skeletons

of camels, which we had occasionally seen

hitherto, now became very numerous, the

poor animals, who are cruelly overladen,

having fallen from exhaustion when m sight

of relief. Cruelty, both to man and beast,

seems the rule in Egypt. The men em-

ployed in the various public works die by

hundreds; and it has become a common
practice to put out the right eye, to avoid

impressment in the army ;
while all the

beasts of burden give the idea of being

about to die from starvation. Whether our

last relay of horses was in better condition

than the others, or, like us, was animated

by a desire to reach Suez, I know not ;
but

certainly the concluding stage, which is on

a gradual decline, was performed in good

style. The old desire of securing the best

rooms at the only hotel, led to an exciting

race, to unlimited promises of buckshish,

and to shouts of ''Dav(5! Dav(5 !" which,

whatever it meant, seemed to have the eftect

of increasing the efforts of the drivers. We,

in particular, had a good chance of out-

stripping all our opponents, but for the ill

luck of our very rotten harness, which com-

pelled us to stop to repair a broken strap

on every occasion of our gaining the slight-

est advantage. We, however, all reached

the hotel at nearly the same time, but soon

found our exertions had been of little

benefit to any one, as every rooni was al-

ready enjraged by those who had arrived

the preceding evening. Among the many

delusions which, like the mirage, melt away

as the traveller approaches, is tliat ol the

comfort and accommodation to be found m
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the ** very excellent and spacious" hotel at

Suez. Its spaciousness is the only part of

the representation that is true ; but even
this is a delusion, for, in consequence of

the dimensions of the larger apartments,
there is not sleeping room for one half of

the visitors by the mails, and only one bath
in the building. The servants, who are

Arabs and Egyptians, with one or two who
speak a little Italian, pay not the slightest

attention to your requests, and even a glass
of water cannot be obtained without bribery.
Having been so arbitrarily hurried on after

leaving Alexandria, we had hoped for a
night's rest at Suez, but were doomed to

disappointment. Not only were the few
beds occupied, but even the couches in the
X)ublic rooms were secured, and we were
informed that the '^ Haddington," having
arrived so lately, could not be ready for her
passengers before the morrow. This fear

was soon removed by a notice to the effect

that all the ladies and married gentlemen
would be received on board that night, but
*-' was requested that the single gentlemen

would remain on shore. This announce-
ment was of course gladly hailed by the
favoured parties, who were cruel enough to

laugh at the unlucky bachelors, whose pro-

spect was not very agreeable, as every kind
of pro vision in the town had been purchased,
without producing one respectable meal for

so many claimants, and it was evident that

for the remainder of the day the Barme-
cide's feast would be their only resource.

Suez is the most wretched of places, and
totally barren of interest. There is lite-

rally nothing to be seen, and the blinding
glare and heat make it impossible even to

look out of the windows without pain. On
one side, beyond the walls, is the Desert,
with its plains of sand and arid rocks ; and
on the other, the blue waters of the Red
Sea, and the mountains of the Sinai Penin-
sula. All was glowing in the heat of the

burning sun, which made the low white
houses look like heaps of molten metal. We
thought Suez, even in November, must be
the hottest place in the world j but we had
not then visited Aden.

CTo he continued.)

THE WANDERER AMONG THE GRAVES OF THE SLAIN ON
THE BATTLE-FIELD OF CULLODEN.

"When thou criest, let thy companies deliver thee: but the wind shall carry them all away;
vanity shall take them."—Isaiah Ivii. 13.

CuLLODEN, still the angry blast
Is singing o'er thy desert waste :

Nor bee is here, nor beast is nigh,
Nor wild bird with her wailing cry.

Ben-Nevis, with his stormy face,

Still frowns upon his giant race

—

Still fitful from his icy crown
The desert blast comes howling down

;

It sweeps along the blasted heath.
And here upon this bed of death
It chills my blood.—
Human hearts by glory led

—

This, this is honour's gory bed.
Yet, o'er the dark heath all around,

To you no monument is found,*
Save, fertilised by blood of men,
The green turf marks the ranks of slain,

Where, underneath, the bones still lie

Of those who wandered here to die ;

—

Human hearts by glory led,

This, this is honour's gory bed

!

And still, and thus beneath the suh,
Are kingdoms lost and kiagdoms won.
Still men and midges dance and play.
And thus they spend their little day

;

And thus, and thus the cold wind moans
And whistles o'er their moulder'd bone^.

Seagate, Dundee, April 28, 1851. R. Gilbert.

* Culloden monument : the foundation stone was laid September 19, 1849.
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CONFESSIONS OF A DAY-DREAMER.

It matters not how full of desires to do good a man may be, if he cannot shape his

desires into actual deeds ; nor how clever, nor profoundly learned, if he does not turn

his cleverness and learning to good account ; if, in fact, they are not a sort of ready

change, at hand for all occasions. My learning, unfortunately, and all my benevolence

and cleverness, lie, as it were, locked up in bills which have never been discounted ;
and

thus I am no richer, as far as their actual use goes, than if I had not an intellectual doit

in the world.

The great secret of my want of success is, that I have been a day-dreamer. Whil&t

yet a child, I employed my mind in building castles. ISIy first achievements in this way

i well remember. By a slight pressure upon my closed eyelids, when in the dark, I saw,

by a sort of internal vision, gorgeous escutcheons of the most intense colours—blue,

orange, red, cmerald-greeo, and the divinest amethyst, encircled always by a golden

glory.

For many an hour would I thus amuse myself, varying incessantly these superb shield.-^.

At other times, I would imagine whatever scene or object I pleased—landscapes, fan-

tastic and beautiful beyond the art of the painter, or grotesque combinations of the most

whimsical or motley character—always, however, in a cimmerian twilight ; for, strango

to say, no power of fancy could ever give a sun to this inner world, though all was dis-

tinct as the most palpable reality. The great charm of these scenes was, that they were

shifted by the hidden power of the imagination, presenting perpetual novelty. Some-

times a vision of human faces would rise—old men, with solemn visages, gazed silently

upon mCj and then, slowly passing through a course of grotesque and sometimes horrid

mutation, frequently expanded tillthey became as large as a shield.

Immense was the gratification I derived from this faculty. But as life passed on, and

the passions developed themselves, my excursions into fairy-land had a more ambitious

and diversified character. What wonderful adventures I passed through—what fortunes I

achieved—in this pleasant land ! The wanderings of Spenser's and Ariosto's knights

were nothing to mine. I created the most bewitching and amiable beauties, with whom
I fell desperately, but never hopelessly, in love. I built halls more glorious than the

genii-slaves of Aladdin raised for the Princess of China. I laid out gardens, and pos-

sessed vast territories ; nay, I was king, emperor, whatever I pleased. I accompUshed

the most magnificent and magnanimous schemes of universal benevolence ; I have re-

ceived the applause of nations, in wonder at my eloquence and wisdom.

And what have all these fertile fancies done for me ? I woke from when a child with

a vague astonishment and an incapacity for the common realities that surrounded me.

I was active to imagine, but slow to perform. With the best desires in the world, nmX a

wish to please every one, I invariably missed my object, because, unlike the inhabitants

of my ideal world, people would be pleased in their own way. I was too indolent, as

every day-dreamer is, to give myself much trouble about anything ; and however desir-

able an object might appear, as soon as I found that it required labour, I ceased to re-

gard it with interest. The most common-place plodder, without a particle of imagina-

tion, or without any heroic aspirations after greatness, has a better chance of becoming

a benefactor to mankind than he who, though overflowing with virtuous sentiment, in-

dulges that most refined and subtle of all selfishness—day-dreaming.

My cousin Michael is a proof of this. He, with less than half my natural ability or

acquired knowledge, plain in person, and without any external circumstance in his favour,

has yet achieved fortune, made innumerable friends, become the head of a family, a man
of undoubted consequence within a large sphere. He was no day-dreamer !

He and I were brought up together from the time M^e were ten years old. Let ms
recall two or three particular occasions in our lives, and the difference between Michael

and myself will be instantly seen.

I had lived with my uncle as his adopted son for some years when Michael first made

his appearance amongst us, to be henceforth my associate in my uncle's family. On the

evening of his arrival I remember being struck with the coarse, common style of his

person ; for the day-dreamer is always sensitive on points of taste and refinement. I
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remember thinking, as I walked alone in the garden, with my hands behind me, that

Michael was a boy greatly to be pitied—that I was very sorry for him, because he was
awkward in person and manner, common-looking, and unintellectual. It grieved me to

think how his feelings must be wounded by seeing the difference which my uncle would
feel between us, for that T, being so vastly superior, must be greatly the favourite. I

determined, therefore, to be particularly generous to him in every way—to consider him
first in all things. I made a compact with myself to call forth every better trait in his

character, and to bespeak the good-will of every one for him ; I would say to all who
looked coldly upon him, ** Michael must not be judged by his exterior ; he has sterling

qualities ; all is not gold that glitters ; he is pure gold, for he did so and so.'* In short,

I resolved to become a sort of knight-errant to his modest merit—to patronise him—to

intellectualise him—and, in return, he was to become my devoted friend for ever. I

wove the web of a very pleasant romance, in which I figured as the dispenser, and he as

the receiver, of benefits.

"wWrkedup to a pitch of romantic heroism, and full of visions of modest merit suffering

under a sense of its own deficiencies, I returned to the house, and was not a little

chagrined to find Michael and my uncle seated at perfect ease over a supper of straw-

berries and cream, seeming totally to have forgotten that there was such a being as myself
in existence. My uncle was evidently much amused by something which Michael was
telling, the last words of which I heard on entering, and which seemed to me poor and
ill-spoken. With clumsy, sunburnt hands, Michael laid down his spoon awkwardly, and
my uncle made a joke about the small portion of the meal that was left for my share. I

felt humiliated and offended ; and small as the portion was, it more than sufficed.

Eight years later, and->Michael was still the same—an awkward, common-place look-

ing youth, whilst I had grown tall and slim, with a soft, sentimental air, which I believed

to be graceful and interesting. It was long since I had felt any pity for Michael, for I very

soon saw that Michael could take care of himself ; that he needed nobody's pity ; and
that, notwithstanding his intellectual and exterior inferiority, he was the general favourite ;

lor while there were very few who could understand or value me, he had something in

common with everybody.

Whilst I was busy dreaming of ideal beauty and universal benevolence, Michael's

hands (for it seemed to me that his head had very little to do in the business) were per-

forming a hundred acts of good-will and service which left me completely in the back-
ground. I was still ever desiring to do right and to perform good service to my fellows

;

but while I was thinking, Michael stepped in and did. At length, tired by my unavailing

efforts, I gave up the field, and devoted myself witli greater ardour than ever to my ideal

world. There it was that I could be alert ; there it was that I came in at the right mo-
ment to do som« noble deed, which won for me everlasting gratitude ; there it was that

I could outdo Howard in philanthropy. I made discoveries more valuable than those of

Newton and Davy ; I engaged in the most romantic adventures, endured the most un-
heard of hardships, won the love of the mostjbeautiful and high-souled women, or found
myself heir to immense fortunes, which I bestowed with the most unexamplea liberality

on whole families, whom I raised from misery to bliss. Whilst I would be thus absorbed
in this idle dream-land, Michael—the unimaginative, plodding Michael—was performing
many an act, trivial in itself, yet, in its effect upon himself and others, worth a thousand
of my visions.

One incident of our lives I must mention. My uncle was fond of boating, and vve

were his constant companions. I loved my uncle extremely. He had been all to me
that the most indulgent of fathers could be. I loved Michael also, but rather from that

sentiment of universal charity which was a part of my character than from unity of

spirit or any stronger motive. Whilst we were both the constant companions of my
uncle, Michael was unquestionably the favourite. They were both realists, and could
find pleasure and intei'est in any passing humour or circumstance. Michael, too, had
that manual dexterity—that ready ability to do common things well—which made him
in perpetual demand. It was but natural, therefore, that the preference should be given

to him.

I remember that on the particular occasion to which I allude, my uncle repeatedly

rallied me on my abstraction as I sat, helm in hand, steering rather from instinct than
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j;;d7meut. The facT^aT, my selfl^h^d been piqued by a pointless joke of M^*;';^?^';^

ihich, with bad taste as I thought, my ""cle turned ''g»\»/'
">^J/"<itJ^; ^^ ^'bta

fhprefore to leave them to their witticisms and betake myself to my abstractions
,

Due

tm S^ese absTractious 1 was perpetually roused by the reproaches 0/ "y/^----
=nT»Mpn„tl. whether bv accident or inattention I know not, I brought the boat mto a

itlrJarrofthe'L:" I re-nember being aroused, - ^--^.trhe'rIh^ow.!
*. Z- ^ „«^ fh^ nPYf moment, bv a sudden movement or the boat, ne \\ah uiiuwu

rrard'
' 1 1'seeLTunSSM^^^^^ me at the ti.e , the wildest agony took ,,o.os-

sionof me and 1 wrung my hands in despair, for I could not swim. In a fe^v mmu.es,

however? though Ty feem'^d to me an age, Michael, who. cool
''f

5=°1 «'='«^/"'^;"*

aliurfacultief read/for immediate use. was an expert swmmer had plunged mto the

river and had borne the exhausted body of my uncle to the near bank.
"

Kevex did hero of romance seem to my mind more godhke %*" ^x^lj

f„

at that mo-

rm'ed eltTCnTbl^r h^ZS^an^T w^aftSrn to^fe-^vL^^^^^^

thoTnW ctst his cold eye upon me, knew that the serpent of self- reproach w.,

Xe threw me back again upon myself ; and from that time I became a more confirmed

ntmTofaw:,;TordidIever suspect, that Michael took ^^^f:^:^
me • but from this time forth there was no comparison between us. The tide ot success

flowed wi&Sm-with me it either stood still or ebbed altogether. ^^V-^^'^Xl^^
the hopeless incapacity of my character, scarcely "^ged me to phoose a P'otession

Michael at five-and-twenty, was engaged m commerce, to which, trom ms ««
'J ,,"'

,

he had been brought up. He was buried twelve hours each day over " led-lmed

accounts," in a small room looking through iron barred windows into a dggy ^-et of

London. The capital advanced by my uncle had bee^n wisely employed
J!\houl of

« Tallpv slave but his heart was in his business; he read, he talked, he thought ot

notht/ else He had clerks, warehousemen, porters : fifty different individuals, before

^Affo*!-' mZu1he"patrimony which I also received from my generous uncle remained

^^ ol mipart "^He w^^^^ fo^this time of trial, and at length
f
-me

;
it was

n facHhe only time I ever seriously thought of marrymg. The lady that I loved was

""rio'fno time in declaring my passion, making use of/hernost fervent lai^uage^ I

spoke from the sincerity of my soul, for I loved her to idolatry. It

f'^
"°; 7^J°

derful to me that I was rejected, because I was humble m my own eyes, and sfte ap

peared to me a divinity.
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The cruellest blow I ever received—the most humiliating and agonising experience I

ever passed through—was, when two days afterward I heard that she had that morn-
ing accepted the offer of Michael's hand, and that ere long she would be his wife ; for

that Michael, though he had been less prompt than myself in declaring hisioassion, would
not lose unnecessary time in courtship.

Twenty years have passed since then, and I look back to that passion as to a delusion

and a folly ; for I have long seen how unfit for me would Michael's wife have been

Thank God ! this conviction soon came, and on it I based my peace of mind.

Michael, however, is wealthy ; and his wealth and the influence which it gives him
-Snable him to do more good in one day, without any exercise of benevolence or philau-

Ihropy than I have done in months, with all my tender sympathy for the unfortunate

acd the unhappy. This is not as it should be. My one talent lies yet wrapped in

(he napkin ; but it is now too late for me to place it in the hands of the usurer, whilst

Michael, putting out his two talents to use, has made of them other two talents, for

which, even in this world, he has received his abundant reward.

Thou who art a young day-dreamer, be warned in time ! Become rather the merest
plodder in every-day duties, so that thou do good to some one, rather than a visionary,

a theorist—an aimless, useless theorist, as I have been. The heart's noblest intentions,

and the divinest faculties of the soul, produce by mere theory no results ; they are em-
phatically the talent which, v/rapped in the napkin, is buried in the earth. For such
the Great Master has no reward, no commendation.

AN AMERICAN UPON ENGLISH REFORMS.
By H. B. Staunton.

THE REFORM BILL.—LORD BROUGHAM.
In connection with the passage of the
Heform Bill, it is proper to notice one of
the foremost Englishmen of this century

—

Henry Brougham. Nothing strikes one
more forcibly in the life of this extraordi-
nary person than the number and variety
of the subjects upon which he has exerted
his powers. His published speeches and
writings on any one of several of the politi-

cal measures he has advocated, if viewed
merely as intellectual efforts, might satisfy

the ambition of an honourable aspirant
after forensic or literary fame. The aggre-
gate constitutes hardly a tithe of his achieve-
ments in the cognate department of public
affairs. From his entrance into the House
of Commons down to the present time, his
name glows on every page of England's
parliamentary history; and his posterity
will perniit but few of the myriad rays that
encircle it to be effaced or obscured. As
an advocate and a jurist, many of his
speeches at the bar and opinions on the
bench will live long after the law of libel

and the Court of Chancery cease to oppress
and vex mankind. His services in the
cause of popular education, whether we
regard the time expended, the ability dis-

played, or the results attained, surpass the
labours of many persons who have been
assigned to a foremost place among the
eminent benefactors of their age. His con-

tributions to the '* Edinburgh Review,"
covering its whole existence, and a large

circle of literary, scientific, political, social,

legal, and historical subjects, would class

him with the highest rank of periodical

essayists. His more substantial works, as
" Sketches of Eminent Statesmen," '* His-
tory of the French Hevolution," *' Lives of

Men of Letters a^d Science," "Discotirse
on Natural Theology," " Political Philoso-
phy," &c., composed amidst the cares of
public official station, would suffice to give
him an enduring name in the republic of
letters.

Great as are his mental achievements, it

is as the early advocate of social progress
and political reform—the champion of
liberty and peace, the friend of man—that
he is worthy of all his contemporaneous
fame, and 'all the applause which coming
generations will bestow on his memory.
Inconsistency, the common infirmity of
mortals, has checked his course—eccen-
tricity, " the twin brother of genius," has
been his frequent companion— indepen-
dence, whose adjacent province is obsti-

nacy, he has largely exhibited ; but, while
the history of England, during the first

third of the nineteenth century, remains,
it will display to the impartial eye few
names to excite more grateful admiration
in every lover of his race than that which,
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from the abolition of the slave trade in

180G to the abolition of slavery in 1831,

was synonymous with intelligent progress

and useful reform.

t believe Brouu;harn was born about the

year 1779. AVe^fir:3t hear of him, when

twenty years old, in Edinburgh, comraum-

catinu: some papers on geometry to the

Koyal Society in London, which were

hi^^'My applauded, and translated into

foreign tongues. In 1808, he appeared as

counsel at the bar of Parliament, m behalt

of the commercial and manufacturing in-

terests, against the celebrated Orders in

Council which followed the Berlin Decree

of Napoleon, and preceded the American

Embargo. His examination of witnesses,

extending through several weeks, and his

closing argument, gave him a high reputa-

tion in England, and a name both m Eu-

rope and the United States. In 1809-10,

he entered the theatre where, for forty

years, he has displayed his extraordinary

iifts His first published speech in Par-

liament, delivered in 1810, was a poweriiil

appeal in favour of addressing the Throne

for more effectual measures to suppress

the slave trade. His next great effort was

in 1812, when, assisted by Mr. Baring

(Lord Ashburton), he examined witnesses

for several weeks before the House of

Commons, to prove that the still unre-

scinded (Jiders were ruining the trade and

manufactures of the country, and provoking

a war with the United States. At the close,

he supported an address to the Throne for

their repeal, in a speech replete with infor-

mation, ably defending the policy of unre-

stricted comm-erce, and eloquently vinai-

caiing the superiority of the arts of peace

over the glories of war. The motion pre-

vailed—but too late to avert hostihties.

Congress declared war the very day the

speedi was delivered.

His services in the cause of the people

from this time downward, have been re-

ferred to in these chapters, as various sub-

jects have passed under consideration".

iDurini? the long and almost hopeless

struggle of Liberty with Power, from 1810

to 1830, when he was removed from the

theatre of his greatest fame, he led the forlorn

hope in the House of Commons. Unlike

his great prototype, Fox, he never for a

moment retired from the field in disgust

and despair, but was ever at his post,

stimulatinc: the drooping spirits of his

friend:^, hurling defiance at his foes, and

risino- from every defeat with renewed

courage and strength. Though classified

amotig the heads of the opposition m the

House, he never was—he never would be,

in the strict sense, a party •* leader." Nor,

on the contrary, did he surround himself

with a "clique" or "interest," whose

oracle he was. Supporting the measures^

of the Whigs he was ever in advance of

them, cheering on the masses, as the

tribune of the people, and fighting the par-

tisan battles of Reform, as the guerrilla

chief of liberty.

In an evil hour, he was transplanted from

his "native heath" to the conservatory of

the aristocracy. Though surrounded by

uncongenial spirits, and haunted with the

nightmare of conservatism, the soul of

Brougham retained for years much of its

original fire in a place whose chilling at-

mosphere made the lion blood of a Chatham

to stagnate and curdle. Some of his

mif'htiest efforts in the good cause were put

forth after he descended to the upper House

of Parliament. . , . ,

Had Brougham coveted and obtained

"leadership" in its party sense, in either

House, he must have failed. Too original,

independent, wayward, and dogmatical, to

be implicitly trusted and obeyed by his

equals; too incautious and pushing; too

impatient of dullness; too much of a

genius, to be always appreciated and con-

fided in by his inferiors, though he Avould

have been applauded by the masses; yet

his premiership, had he accepted the ofi^er

of King William, could not have long sur-

vived \he passage of the Reform Biii.

With the exception of taking the great seal,

he has chosen to be what he is—a rare

comet, created to move in no orbit bat its

own—beautiful and lustrous in the distance,

but grand and terrible in proximity.

Tlie public measures with which he is

most closely identified are—the advocacy

of the manufacturing and commercial in-

terests, as opposed to Orders in Council

and other restrictions on trade ;
hostihty

to the continental combinations of the suc-

cessors of Pitt and their legitimate off-

spring, exhausting wars and the Holy Alli-

ance ; the vindication of Queen Carohne,

in the struggle with her libertine husband;

the freedom of the press, attempted to be

overawed by prosecutions for libels on the

Government and the Church ; the educa-

tion of the middle and the lower orders

;

religious toleration for dissenters and

catholics; reform in the civil and criminal

law ;
parliamentary reform ; municipal

reform
;
poor laws reform ; the abolition of

the slave trade and slavery ;
retrenchment

in Government expenditures; the inde-

pendence of the Canadian Legislature ;
and

the repeal of the Corn-laws. What a cata-

loo-ue have we here ! Upon all these

measures, each of which was an era m
British history, Brougham has acted a lead-,

ing, and, upon many, a controlling part.

His speeches upon most of them surpassed
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those of any other of their advocates,
whether we consider the extent of the in-
formation displayed, the depth and energy
of the reasoning, the scope and vigour
of the style, the eloquence of the appeals
to justice and humanity, or the majesty and
splendour of the higher passages.
Lord Brougham's fame, as an orator, has

filled two hemispheres. AVe will look at
him in the two aspects of matter and man-
ner.

The four volumes of his speeches, with
others gleaned from the Parliamentary re-
ports, prove that his reputation is well
founded. Their leading characteristic is

power—crushing power— as distinguished
from beauty and grace. They are not so
gorgeous as Burke's nor so compact as
Webster's.* But they contain more in-

formation and argument, and less philo-
sophy and fancy, than the former's—more
versatility and vigour, and less staid gran-
deur and studied method, than the latter's.

As speeches^ rather than ora^io^w, addressed
to a deliberate body of friends and foes, who
are to act upon the subject of discussion,
they are more practical and to the matter
in hand than Burke's ; more hearty and
soul-siirring than Webster's. The style is

a mixture of Burke and Webster—less ex-
travagant anywhere than some passages of
the former ; frequently more slovenly than
any passage of the latter ; with more of
bitter personal taunt and lofty rebuke of
fraud, meanness, and oppression, than
either. Viewed as literary productions,
regardless of the immediate fruits
they produced, they will hardly stand the
test of posthumous fame like Burke's. Less
universal in their application, less pene-
trated with principles adapted alike to all

times, they often betray the advocate instead
of the statesman, the partisan rather than
the philosopher, the leader and champion
of contemporaries rather than the instructor
and mentor of posterity. But it still re-
mains a question, whether they were not
the more valuable on that very account.
Their immediate effect in moving masses of
men, and moulding public measures, far
surpassed that of Burke's. And though
the words of the latter may outlive those of
the former, we have the highest authority
for saying. Blessed are those whose works
survive them.
Lord Brougham's speeches deal little in

mere declamation, even of the highest
order, but are pregnant with apposite facts
and arguments, giving the reader or hearer
an unusual amount of information upon the
matters under discussion. He excels, when

* An eminent Ametican statesman and orator.

he tries, In a plain, lucid statement of his
subject; as witness, his speech on law re-
form, in 1828, when, for seven hours, he
held the close attention of the unprofes-
sional House of Commons, whilehe sketched
the absurdities and abuses of every branch
of the common law, and detailed the amend-
ments he proposed in its principle and ad-
ministraiion. But this is not his forte^ and
for that very reason his dexterity and self-

control excite our admiration the more. If
you would see him in his greatest moods,
you must give him a person or a party to
attack, which shall arouse his combative
propensities, and bring his invective and
sarcasm into full play ; or some giant abuse
to anathematise and demolish, which shall
inflame his indignation and abhorrence.
We gather from his own statements that

the garb and colours in which he attires the
niain body of a speech—the mere style and
diction—are the impulse of the occasion

;

as most of the sarcasm and rebukes are
flung out in the heat of delivery. But,
where time for preparation is afforded, no
speaker is more careful in arranging the
general drift of the argument, and digesting
the facts to illustrate and sustain it ; whilst
certain passages, such as the exordium or
peroration, are the result of the most pains-
taking labours of the closet. He has re-
corded that the peroration of his speech in
the Queen's case was written no less than
ten times before he thought it fit for so
august an occasion. The same is probably
true of similar passages in Webster's
speeches

; it is known to be so of Burke's.
No orator of our times is more successful

in embalming phrases, full of meaning, in
the popular memory. The well-known
talismanic sentiment, *' The schoolmaster
is abroad,'' is an instance. In a speech on
the elevation of Wellington, a mere ** mili-
tary chieftain," to the premiership, after
the death of Canning, Brougham said

:

*' Field Marshal the Duke of Wellington
may take the army—he may take th^
navy—he may take the great seal—-he may
take the mitre. I make him a present of
them all. Let him come on with his whole
force, sword in hand, against the Consti-
tution, and the English people will not only-
beat him back, but laugh at his assaults.
In other times the country may have heard
with dismay that ' the soldier was abroad."
It will not be so now. Let the soldier be
abroad if he will ; he can do nothing in
this age. There is another personage
abroad—a personage less imposing—in the
eye of some, perhaps, insignificant. The
schoolmaster is abroad; and I trust to
him, armed with his primer, against the
soldier in full military array."
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GLEANINGS FROM MY COMMON-PLACE BOOK.

NO. III.—CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.
Two or three cases have recently occurred, which show in a remarkable manner Ihe

danger of relying upon circumstantial evidence, and the unsatisfactory nature of all

presumptive proof. It will be recollected that in tlie case of the Frimley murderers, Levi

Harwood and Samuel Jones, who were executed at Horsemonger-lane Gaol on Tuesday,

the I5th of April, a very strong opinion prevailed that the fatal shot was not iired by either

of the men who suffered, but by the approver, Hiram Smith. Mrs. Holiest, in court,

gave it as her opinion that Smith was the man. The jury were unanimously of that

opinion, and petitioned the Queen for a reprieve in consequence. Other efforts were

made to save them, from the general conviction that, though concerned in the burglary,

they were not the actual perpetrators of the murder. It appears, however, by the con-

fession of Jones, that Mrs. Holiest was mistaken, and that the jury and the judge had

arrived at an erroneous conclusion. Jones states that Levi Harwood was '* the man who
Iired the shot." Harwood was more obdurate, and made no detailed confession. About

eight on the morning of the execution, however, he sent for the governor, and said,

** the truth was spoken by Smith. What was done was never intended to be done.'*

The governor said, ** You mean that the murder was not contemplated.*' Harwood

said, " That is what I mean.'* Mrs. Holiest was mistaken in other points, and those of

no slight importance, in the evidence. She expressed her belief that Harwood held her.

Jones says he^ not Harwood, held her. Another important point in the evidence was

that of Mrs. Holiest swearing to a copper token, which was found upon the prisoner

Jones. He says that he received it in change for a pint of beer, some days after the

murder and robbery had been committed. This was one of the strongest features in the

evidence, and it turns out to be worthless. What admonition is given to us in facts like

these ! These men were guilty, as their own confession proves ; but how many innocent

men have been the victims of similar mistakes ?

Another striking case has just occurred on the Oxford circuit. The circumstances are

as follow : On the 28th December, 1849, Mary Ann Bennett, who was a farm servant,

preferred a charge of rape against two young men, named Shadrach Lewis and Isaac

Hopkins. The young men were found guilty, aad sentenced to be transported for life.

The verdict did not give satisfaction in the neighbourhood where the parties lived;

inquiries were made, and the result was, that an indictment for perjury was preferred

against Mary Ann Bennett at the last assizes. It was proved that she had said, after the

alleged offence had been committed, that she was sorry she had sent the young men to

gaol—that she would not have done it had she not been over-persuaded—that she liked

Shadrach very well, and that she wished a letter to be written to him to comfort him.

It was further proved that a man of the name of Williams had written a letter, which
was produced. In addition to all this, it was proved that she had offered to contradict,

at the trial of the young men, the evidence she had given at the examination before the

magistrates, providing Lewis's father and Hopkins's mother would sign a memorandum
to give her £5 each. She was convicted of perjury, and it is said that additional

evidence is forthcoming, which tends to exonerate the young men from the charge she

made against them. The general impression is strong in favour of their innocence.

Twenty years ago, these young men would have been executed, and no proof of the

wickedness of the woman—no extenuating circumstances—could have availed. They
would have been added to the many other victims of judicial error.

Another case has been brought before the police courts, A man is robbed, and he
swears positively that a man who is taken into custody is the robber. The accused
satisfactorily proves his innocence, and the person robbed subsequently swears as

positively to the identity of another person, who it appears did commit the robbery.
Had not the person charged with the offence been able to prove his innocence—a matter
at all times difficult, and sometimes impossible—he might have been subjected to a long
and ignominious imprisonment, or even to transportation. These things, occurring with
such frequency, when it must be admitted there is much more care exercised in the trials,

and much more scrutiny over the evidence, carry back the mind to that period when all
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offences were punishable by death, and when the grave excluded all chance of compensa-

tion or atonement to the unhappy victim of i)resumptive proof.
^

. , ,

In a former paper I gave an instance of three innocent persons havmg been saved on

the eve of execution. All have not been so fortunate, as the foliowmg will show :—On

the afternoon of Saturday, 2Gth April, 1817, a murder was committed at the house of

Mr. Littlewood, grocer, at Pendleton, in Lancashire. The victims were Margaret

Alarsden, the housekeeper, aged 75, and Hannah Partington, the servant, aged 20. The

object was robbery. Five men, James Ashcroft, Daniel Ashcroft, James Ashcroft tne

younger, William Holden, and John Robinson, were apprehended and tried. Ihe jury

found the three Ashcrofts and Holden guilty, but acquitted Robinson. On the tollowing

Mondav, September 9, these four men were executed. At the trial they all solemn y

declared their innocence, and the elder Ashcroft exclaimed, "This is murder in cold

blood. God will reveal this injustice. I pray earnestly that he would now send two

angels to declare who had committed this murder. We are innocent
'

James Asli-

croft the younger said to the judge, - If I must suffer for a crime I have not coni-

mitted, I implore your honour to look in mercy upon my poor wife and children.

Here the prisoner's wife, being in court, shrieked, and was carried famtmg out ot court.

The exclamations of innocence were stopped by the judge. The sentence was passed.

At the place of execution David Ashcroft said, '*I am glad to see so many persons

lockinff on, as I testify to them that we are all innocent of this crime ;
and i do protest

to you all before God, as I am now going as I trust to glory, I would not for the whole

world die with a lie ia my mouth." They all joined in singmg a hymn, T.hcn tae

drop fell. , . cc A

When the circumstance had been almost forgotten, full twenty-six years attenvards,

Feb. 6, 1843, an old man named John Holden, living at a very disreputaole place, hndnig

himself at the point of death, confessed to two persons whom he called to his bedside tiiac

he was the real perpetrator of the murder, but that he did not commit the robbery.

The following is a most affecting case :—A few years back a German went to JNevv

York, and took lodgings, where he was allowed to do his cooking in the same rooin with

the family. The husband and wife were perpetually quarrelling. One day the German

came int6 the kitchen with a clasp-knife and some potatoes, and began to pare them ior

his dinner. The husband and wife began to quarrel, and a violent altercation ensued.

The German, being ignorant of their language, sat still and took no part in the dispute.

The woman, with a sudden and unexpected movement, snatched the knife out ot ins

hand, and with it stabbed her husband to the heart. She ran out and screamed murder.

The poor foreigner, seeing the man wounded, sprang forward to catch him m his arms,

and then drew out the knife. The people from the streets rushed m, and found the dying

man in the arms of the German, the bloody knife in his hand, and blood upon his clothes.

The wicked woman swore in the most positive terms that he had been fighting vvith her

liusband, and had stabbed him with a knife he always carried. The unfortunate German

knew too little Enghsh to understand the accusation, or tell his own story—he was

dragged off to prison. He was enabled, through an interpreter, to state his case, but

it was not believed. The circumstantial evidence was strong against him, and the

woman swore that she saw him commit the murder. He was executed, notwithstanamg

the most strenuous efitbrts on the part of his lawyer, John Anthon, Esq., to save hira,

and who ever after refused to have anything to do with a capital case, bome years

after this the woman died, and confessed her agency in the horrible crime, bhc was

guilty of a double murder, the second the most dreadful.
, ^

In Galignanis Messenffer of February 1, 1845, there appears a letter giving an

account of the escape of a girl who had been condemned to death by the tribunal ot

Vechelde on a charge of having wilfully set fire to a farm of her master's. Ihe poor

girl asserted her innocence, upon which she was flogged, until, under the intensity ot her

sufferings, she confessed herself guilty. According to the law of Brunswick, the trial

took place in secret, and upon documentary evidence only. While the clergymen ot the,

parish were preparing her for execution, two men w^ere arrested, and confessed that the^yi

eommitted the crime for which the girl was about to suffer. Her execution was post-

poned, and the men, having been proved to be the real criminals, were condemned an^i

executed.
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There are several remarkable cases of mistaken identity on record I have only room

,r two anretent On an inquest which was held in London m the month of Apnl

345 before Mr William Carter, the coroner, one of the witnesses objected to view the

odv' The coroner ur^ed very strongly that she must do so, or her evidence could not

"l-eieived as she mkht be mistaken in the identity. The witness having .^tired for

I'at uTrpo'^e the ^oi^ner related to the jury the following extraordinary case, which

^e'Sre" histther while he held the office H^^^^f.^fo ^oTTh; ri"e It'l'S
f Kli-kfiiars on the body of a woman who had been taken out of the aver, it oemg

Lno ed that she had committed suicide. The mother and father swore positively that

^r.kreased was their dau-hter ; the master in whose service she had been was also

unlCosiUveL to hei being the individual. The inquest was about to close, when

?ie of Cdaj's draymen, pasting by the house and seeing a crowd round the door

ked whaUt was about ? The answer was, " Why, have not you heard of the death of
.ked what ;t,'"'f/^'^°"^^,^^

, ^.j I ^^„ 1,,,. ^ little while ago," replied the drayman.

lydrayman went to look for the girl, -"d ^0°^ <=-™«, 1^"'=''

-f/JX:? wTsTS
lw> father and mother saw at once was their aaughter. The daughtei 'J°'^« ^^"""S

e'^emblance to the deceased person, and the jury.
-^TttlTuZ^^ZetiVl^l

o^^h of the dauffhter who ^vas present before them, had the only alteinatiye or oeciumg

i:;;t the body uS whom the inUst was held wa found dead in the water, and there

jac nn pvidpTipo to show how she Came there.
, ,. , . -^r ^ i

The other case is as follows :-Hannah Williams kept a publ.c-house at York and

liomas Geddelv ived with her as waiter. The house did much business, and the

flt tress was reputed to be in wealthy circum.stances. One mornmg her escrutoire was

°roLn o»ei and its contents removed; and as Geddely had disappeared, there was no

oub'as'^to the perpetrator of the robbery. About a twelvemonth after this, a man

dt; himself James Crow went to York and worked at precarious emp oyments mostly

fa pi:r. Many persons accosted him as Thomas Gedde^ He deehu:^d tnat h h d

.ever been in York before, and that his name was James
,<^™7;, ,^^!;'''^'„f3''^'t,e.s

mpudent trick, to save himself from the consequences of the '"'^'^^'^y-
,
'^''J"";''

'

;s sent for, aAd she at once singled him out from a crowd of persons, '^^IM him by his

!'ime and char-ed him with ingratitude and faithlessness, m robbmg hei% He was hurried

; ; a mtgiltra^^^^ but stron'gly affirmed that I'e -- "°*
JX^^olb^y 'ie c u d

lad never been in York before, and that he knew nothmg of the lobbeij. ^ie cou a

ot however give a good account of himself, but admitted that he was a petty rogue

nd vagabond
^
Mrs. Williams and another person swore positively to iis person, and

'ifwrstrleffor trial. At his^.ai^v^^^^^':^/:sx:^:::z
rtL'SivtrmtTat Thorn :V^^^^^^^^^ The^servant-girl deposed that she had

: him onlh'try morning of the robbery in tl. -om where ^he esa-u oire was broken

,pen, with a poker in his hand. He was unable to prove an ahh, was toand guilty, ana

DuWin, f^r I rj: of the same stamp, and there condemned and executed H^ sUt d

'hit he was the man who had lived with and robbed Mrs. Williams, attei ^
'"<="'»•

tl fled to Dublin, for which robbery James Crow had been executed ^ gentle^nan of

York who saw the man at Dublin, said the resemblance was so great hat it would have

be^iJnossUTe to distinguish one from the other when apart, especially after a apse of

tfme " Th s ii one moi/example," as Mr. Livingstone remarks in another case, of the

Z;- thlttave prLeded it, ot' the danger of using this^ attribute of the Divine power

witliout the infallibility that can alone properly direct it.

A PnnATTc;!. —A nromise should be given with caution and kept with care. A Pfo^^s^

shlfarSe hi. rCrfand reme^.bored by the^head^

of intention, and should be nurtured hy recollec on A promise ^ A promise
should, l,ke the scales of a true balance, '''"ays p.esent a mutual adjus^ I

_^^^^^

„ delayed is justice defeired. A promise neglected is an untruth told. pu m

to is a debt paid.
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THE OPENING OF THE GRExiT EXHIBITION.
A LETTER FROM JOHN SMITH, IN LONDON, TO HIS COUSIN, IN THE COUNTRY.

May 1, 1851.

Dear Jessie,—I wish you had been with me to-day; for I think I never saA\

anything so grand in all my life before. Late last night the rain came down in

slow drizzling shower, that appeared to set all future fine weather at defiance.

Everybody who said anything about the morrow's procession appeared full oj

boding anticipations, and we—that is to say, the seventy-five young men in the
warehouse—went to bed quite sadly. But the morning came, and with it came the

sun. We have a saying in the City, that whenever the Queen goes out in public
«he is sure to have fine weather. And here, as if in honour of the great occasion,
the sun came out in more than May-day splendour, to glance on the windowed
palace m. the park, and greet the Queen, God bless her ! as she rode in all her state

to open the World's Fair at the Crystal Palace. I am a loyal subject, Jessie, and I

think I should bless the Queen, even? were she a second Mary ; but if you had
lizard the shouts of welcome that rent the sky when she and her husband entered
Hyde Park through Rotten-row, you would never believe in the existence ol

disaffection any more. I am so full of the sight, that I have forgotten altogether to

tell you how I came to be present. Well, at eight this morning news came down
thiat the governors—the liberal-minded Messrs. Tape and Dowlas—^meant to close

the warehouse to-day, and give all the assistants a holiday ; and jusi as we were going
to commence our day's work, the heads of the different departments gave out the
pleasing news that we were at liberty till to-morrow morning. You may be sure

we ivere not long in making up our minds as to what we should do ; so, half a

dozen in a knot, all our young fellows made their way towards the park. If you
iiad «een the crowds of people in the streets, the long rows of omnibuses, cabs,

•carnages, carts, and so forth, all going west ; and if you had noticed, as I did, that
sM the large establishments in the City and West-end had closed their shops for

the day ; and if you had gone as fast as I did towards the park, you would have
heen surprised indeed. But there, it is no use talking to you about what you
'mould have seen—the fact is, I am so bewildered with the recollection of what I

Mv€ seen, that now it is all over, I can scarcely separate the different events of the
different hours of the day from each other.

Through the busy streets, up Piccadilly in a crowd, past Apsley House, and into

Hyde Park. I have a confused recollection of seeing tens of thousands of people

—

of being almost crushed and battened down—of looking still hopefully and
pleasantly—of being free once more, and wondering at the immense rush oi

people—of looking wistfully at the fair occupants of hundreds of carriages, and
thinking of Somebody in the country—of hearing the ringing of bells, and the
booming of cannon, and the joyous shouts of the people above them all—oi

standing close to the east door, among the lookers on—when, I don't know how it

was, nor ever shall, I think, I found myself carried forward by the stream, and,
after some pushing and crowding, actally discovered myself, with a well-dressed
mob, inside the Crystal Palace

!

Oh, Jessie ! I never can describe the sight—never. If I had the power of the
ifinest writer who ever handled a pen, I couldn't describe my sensations as I gazed
<jn the noble proportions of this fine building, all filled with the choicest produc-
tions of the industry of man, and in which I don't know how many thousand
elegantly-dressed ladies and gallant gentlemen were seated, in nave and galleries,'

all waiting for the coming of Great Britain's Queen.
It was quite bewildering to see the continual stream of persons pouring into the

I

palace from every door and avenue, from nine to half-past eleven. From this

inoment, however, there was a partial hush. The sun shone out brilliantly, and
tinted the glass roof and sides of the giant building with gorgeous colours. The!
Archbishop of Canterbury, the Queen's Ministers, and other great officers of State,

•q-uietly took their places beside the throne in the transept, followed by the Execu-
j

tive Committee and the Foreign Commissioners, all in full dress—^when, just as

the clock struck twelve, the great organ in the gallery swelled out the anthem, i
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God save the Queen," joined by the thousand voices of the choir; and then

ime the grand procession which was to open the building.

I cannot describe it for the life of me. There were so many grand people--so

any heralds, and Commissioners, and Mmisters, and Chamberlams—all m fine

resses, and pleasant, though rather solemn, faces. A great shout resounded above

le anthem ; and then the Prince Albert, the Queen, and the whole royal family,

ime up the central avenue, and took their places amid the enthusiasm of the

.yful multitude. To tell you, my dear Jessie, how the procession moved up the

mtral aisle, so that all could see their beloved Queen ; how the organs played

iccessively as she approached ; how the Archbishop of Canterbury spoke a few

ords of blessing on the great undertaking ; and how, at last, the Exhibition was

reclaimed, by sound of trumpet, to be opened—would take more time and a better

en than mine. But I can tell you I looked at the rows of fair ladies, seated in

ont on the crimson-covered seats, and that I discovered no fairer face than that

a which I have so often gazed ; I can say that the enthusiasm of the vast multi-

ide, both within and without the beautiful building, exceeded anything of which I

ad any previous conception ; I can tell you that, gazing around, my dreams of

lastem splendour and magnificence were more than realised; and I c<in also tell

ou that one visit to this wonderful place gives you only a faint idea of its vast-

ess and magnificent resources. To obtain anything like a knowledge of its con-

3nts, one must visit it a dozen times at least. A mere outline of the nmltitudinouji

ollection would fill a good-sized book ; for what with machinery in motion,

arriages, furniture, statues, carpets, silks, satins, toys, watches, clocks, carvings,

irs, models, minerals, raw produce of all the countries of the world, tools, agri-

ultural instruments, telescopes, fountains, wood, lead, gold, silver, iron, and

tone—from England, Scotland, Ireland, America, Erance, the East Indies, the^

olonies, Persia, Austria, Holland, Germany, and New Holland, besides lots of

ther things from places I cannot call to mind—why, it is quite bewildering !

And then, when the people moved about after the Queen's procession had de-

•arted, to see the curious crowds who gazed on the fine things exhibited ; to watch

LOW the different dispositions of the people carried them into various parts of the

•uilding, some to one place and some to another, and not a few to the refreshment

ourts—it was really quite a curious sight of itself. But you must persuade your

aother to bring you to London to see all these things for yourself.

All London just now is in a ferment of loyalty and happiness ; and yesterday

Ir. W. M. Thackeray published a '' May-day Ode" in the Times, which took up a

;olumn. It was not very good poetry—nothing like the ** Great Hoggarty

Diamond," Jessie ;
you recollect how we read it together last summer. I don't

,hink the author of ** Pendennis " will ever make a rhymer. As I came home I

jould not help feeling proud of my countrymen ; they had behaved so well, all

classes joining in and taking part in the great event of this glorious May-day. I

wouldn't help thinking of the old May-days we have read about, when Queen

Elizabeth and the maidens went out early in the morning to gather flowers in the

ields. But that was in the Old Style ; twelve days later than May-day is now.

Do you know, Jessie, it was my intention, when I sat down to my desk—the

iesk you gave me—to have written you a sober, full, true, and particular account

Df the opening of the Great Exhibition, just as if I had been a reporter for a

newspaper instead of a wholesale draper's assistant ; but no, I could only write

that which came uppermost, and I felt sure that you would rather have my own
impressions than any laboured description, however good it might have been.

The clock has just struck twelve ; my candle is burning dimly ; my head is still

in a whirl of recollections—silks and machinery, statues and flowers, green trees

and pretty faces—so, taking a last look at Somebody's portrait before I seal my
letter, I make a finish at last, and in another five minutes I shall have put the

missive in the letter-box, and confided all my gossipings of this glorious day to

the care of the Postmaster-General and his red-coated officials.

Even as I write these last words my candle sinks down in the socket, and dies

out like the close of a good man's life,—^Believe me, yours, J. >5.
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THE TEMPEST PROGNOSTICATOE.

Animal instinct is one of the most won-
derful phenomena of nature. The atten-
tion of the learned of all nations has been
directed to the subject, but as yet no prac-
tical use has been made of their discoveries.

Animals act upon instinct, infallibly,

without guide or direction. They are as
.expert the first hour of their lives as when
they have long been engaged in the practice
of iheir instincts. This has been well said
seventeen hundred years ago. " Take,"
says Galen, ''three eggs—one of an eagle,
another of a goose, and the third of a
viper—and place them favourably for haf ch-
ing. When the shells are broken, the
eagle and the gosling will attempt to fly,

while the young viper will coil and twisc
along the ground. If the experiment be
protracted to a later period, the eagle will

soar to the highest regions of the air, the
goose betake itself to the marshy pool, and
the viper w'ill bury itself in the ground."
The bee is guided in her wonderful

operatio^is by an acquaintance with those
principles of science which man has re-
quired time and reflection to discover. She
is .-4 geometrician, a chemist, a philosopher.
The operations of reason are very different
from her instinct. Keason is of slow growth:
it is dormant in the infant ; it is progressive
in its character, awakening, and asserting
its claim to be heard, when the passions of
youth require direction and control ; but
instinct is the same yesterday, to-day, and
for ever : all the powers the animal pos-
sesses are given to it at once.
Bishop Heber gives in his " Journal" a

most extraordinary account of animal in-
stinct. He states that the monkeys forsake
the woods at the foot of the Himalaya
Mountains during the unwholesome months—that " the tigers go up to the hills, the
antelopes and wild hogs make incmvions
into the cultivated plain, and those persons
(such as dak-bearers or military officers)

who are obliged to traverse the forests in
the intervening months, agree that not so
much as a bird can be heard or seen in the
frightful solitude. Yet during the time of
the heaviest rains, while the water falls in
torrents from the cloudy sky, the forest
may be passed with tolerable safety."
The idea of turning animal instinct to

practical use has occurred to Dr. Merry-
weather. For the first idea, he says, he is

indebted to the illustrious Jenner, who, in

a rhyming excuse for not accepting the
invitation of a friend to join in a country
excursion, enumerates various animc^l signs
of rain :

—

** The soot falls down, the spaniels sleep.

And spiders from their C)b\vebs -creep.

Loud quack the ducks, the peacocks cry,

The distant hills are looking- nigh.

How restleis are the snorting swine !

The busy flies disturb the kine.

Lo ! o'er the grass the swallow wings;
The cricket, too, how loud he sings !

* * * *

The leech, disturbed, has newly risen

Quite to the summit of his prison."

From this category of animal instinct

Dr. Merryweather has selected the last; and.

the LEECH, for its wonderful powers of

observation, becomes his Tempest Fro/-
nosticator, the best barometer in the world.

In his first experiment, the Doctor had
twelve leeches kept separately, to see

whether they would simultaneously give
indications of thunder. This he found not
to be the case. Some appeared to be more
sensitive and more prophetic than others,

and some absolutely stupid. He dis-

covered, however, with respect to thunder,
that although no thunder might be heard
where the leeches were kept, they would
still take cognisance of it, showing that it

is not thunder, but the electric state of the

atmosphere preceding thunder, which affects

the leeches. The leeches were kept in pint

bottles of white glass, and a metallic tube of

a particular form was inserted into the neck
of the bottle, which, though somewhat diffi-

cult to accomplish, the leech would enter if

a storm was approaching. In order to dis-

cover if the leeches entered the tubes in his

absence. Dr. Merryweather made use of a
simple contrivance, by placing a belt upon a

pedestal erected in the centre of a circular

platform, which bell was surrounded by
twelve hammers ; from each of these ham-
mers a gilt chain being suspended, attached
to a small piece of whalebone placed iii the
metallic tube of each glass bottle, the

whalebone, by the rising of the leech, would
be dislodged, and cause the beli to ring.

The leeches would ascend into their belfry

to give notice of an approaching storm.
The great bell of St. Paul's Cathedral
might, by this simple agency, be sounded as

a Tempest Prognosticator.
The skin of the common leech is very

thin. It has a row of eight or ten simply-

constructed eyes, seen as a semicircle of

black points, just above the mouth ; and
the surface of the sucker, in which the mouih
is placed, seems to possess a delicate sense
of touch. The leech has several modes of

.progression. On land it sometimes crawls
like the earthworm ; in water it moves by
swimming. The greater number of thf
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sech tribe are inhabitants of fresh water

;

orne, however, are only found in the sea

;

.nd there is one species, a native of Ceylon,

vliich -appears to be more \oracious than
ny other.

The meteorological power of the leech is

he most remarkable circumstance connectet}

vith its history. There is little doubt
)Ut that the discovery of new facts will still

urther add to the utility of the Prognosti-

lator. Dr. Merryweathcr has made no small
(flfort in endeavouring to accomplish that

vhich is calculated to be a great good to the

)ublic.

A *' Tempest Prugnosticato7^'* will he
placed in the Crystal Palace, in the form
of a Lilliputian revolving temple, surrouidcd
and crowned with the germ of the British

oak, the work of a few clever artisans at

Whitby, in Yorkshire.
An essay, by Dr. Merryweathcr, explana-

tory of the invention, containing many
curious particulars concerning animal in-

stinct and the gradual progress and result

of a long series of experiments, has been
published, and will amply repay an atten-

tive perusal.

HUMOROUS SELECTIONS.

Children's Questions.—Children are

aiquisitive bodies : for instance, " AVhat
ices cleave moan, papa ?"— '^ It means to

stick together."

—

'' Does John stick wood
together when he cleaves it?"

—"Hem;
vvell, it means to separate."

—
" Well, then,

pa, does a man separate from his wife when
lie cleaves to her."—"Hem, hem; don't

ask so many foolish questions, child."

A Servant's Rights.—A gentleman at

Boston having engaged a farm-servant,

found him very satisfactory in all respects,

except that lie invariably came into the

house, and into his master's room, with
liis hat on. " John," he said to him one

day, " you ahvays keep your hat on when
you come into the house."

—
" Well, sir,

haven't I a right to?"—"Yes, I suppose

you have."—" Well, if I have a right to,

why shouldn't I ?"—This was a poser from
one man to another, \vhere all have equal

rights. So, after a few moment's reflec-

tion, he shrewdly asked, "Now, John,

what'll you take : how much more wages
will you ask to take off your hat when
you come in?"—Well, that requires con-

sideration, I guess."—" Take the thing

into consideration, then, and tell me to-

morrow morning."—The morrow comes.

—

" Well, John, have you considered what
additional wages you are to have for tak-

ing your hat off?"—" Well, sir, I guess

it's worth a dollar a month."— '' It's set-

tled then, John- you shall have another

dollar a month;" and the gentleman
retained a good servant, while J ohn's hat

was always in his hand when he entered

the house in future.

ACQUAINTANCE TABLE.

2 Glances make 1 Bow.
2 Bows 1 How dye do.

G How d'ye do's 1 Conversation.

4 Conversations 1 Acciuaintance.

A Sharp Reply.— '' How do you feel

with such a shocking-looking coat on ?"

said a young clerk of some pretensions one
morning to old Roger." " I feel," said

old Roger, looking at him steadily with one
eye half closed, as if taking aim at the vic-

tim ;
*' I feel, young man, as if I had a coat

on which has been paid for ; a luxury of

feeling which I think you will never expe-
rience."

A Model Editor.—A correspondent of

the Boston Museimi thus speaks of Mr.
Wright, the editor of the Chronotype :—
"He has been known to write with a pen
in each hand on two different subjects,

rock the cradle with his feet, and whistle
^ Hail, Columbia' for the twin babies, while
intently perusing one of Parker's sermons
—all at the same time."

Pithy Epitaph.—The history of a cer-

tain William Smith, who once lived at

Penrhyn, is thus summed up on a tomb-

stone ill the churchyard of that place :

—

" Here lies William Smith, and, wliat is

Somewhat rarish,

He was born, bred, and hang'd in

This here parish."

A Caution.—Never nod to an acquaint-

ance at an auction. We did so once, and

vdien the sale closed we found four broken

chairs, six cracked flower-pots, and a

knock-kneed bedstead knocked down to

us. What v/e intended as nods to a

friend had been taken by the auctioneer

as bids for the kitchen furniture.

Stamps.—PwncA says :—" You may pur-

chase any stamp at the Stamp-office, ex-

cept the stamp of a gentleman.

A ClUALiFicATioN.—A merchant, lately

advertising for a clerk "who could bear

confinement;' received an answer from one

who had been seven years in ^aoL
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XII.

We have now arrived at a point at which we think it will be well to establish sucli

little signs between our readers and ourselves as will facilitate both the compre-

hension and the pronunciation of the French exercises and passages we shall hav(

to introduce. The extraordinary, and by us unlooked for, amount of progress—
though we had expected great things—which has been achieved by the students o:

these lessons, warns us that the time is approaching when a large number of tht,

working classes will be able to read French in a current manner. If a letter oi'

note in the French language were, even now, addressed to nine out of any ten o:

those who have really and earnestly commenced with us a study once deemed sc

far beyond the reach of their opportunities, their means, and their capacity, butj

which has nevertheless been found to be so attainable and so essentially within

scope, they would, with the help of any second-hand old dictionary, picked up a1

a book-stall, be capable of mastering the whole meaning of such a communication,
And yet, in dictionaries, only one part of words possessing many parts, each witl;

its proper and peculiar meaning, is given ; and besides, nothing is to be learned

there of idioms, of construction, of syntax, and of a variety of matters which now
are gradually and almost imperceptibly growing familiar to the minds of oui

students. The greatest genius that ever lived could make nothing of the simplest

i

every-day sentences of a language, the structure of which was quite new to himjj

even if he had the use of the most voluminous and elaborate lexicon that th€j

industry of man has compiled. Much more would this be the case with our good
friends, to whom the inherent and universal principles of grammar (universal

because based on philosophy) are as yet, in many instances, not at all familiar.

Yet their progress has been such as we have indicated. Suppose that the little'

anecdote which appeared in our third lesson, with the light of a minute analysijj

appended to it, had been presented to them in the manner in which we gave thci

historical passage in Lesson VIII., would a single one of them have been able tc;

translate it correctly ? And yet we know how, in five weeks afterwards, the passage

in question, without any such analysis, was mastered at once by hundreds upor'

hundreds. Since it is therefore quite clear that our ** French Class for the Unitec
Kingdom," as one of our correspondents calls it, will soon be able to read Frendij

currently, we shall adopt, for the promotion of their pleasure and their interests'

certain arrangements which at the end of this lesson we will proceed to explain,
j

But though the greatest point is gained in being able to read French, yet ii

would be very desirable if we could also put our friends in the way of conversing!

in that language. Many years ago, we ourselves, then perfectly versed in th(

grammar and the principles of the French tongue, and having read most of th(

best works of that splendid literature of which France may be justly proud-^
having, moreover, frequently written in French—found ourselves for the first tim('

in the country itself. Here, to our humiliation, we discovered that for severa
days it was with the utmost difficulty we could bear our share in conversation'

The French appeared to speak so very rapidly, we could not follow the pace oj

their words, and all seemed confusion. This wore off in about ten days or j!

fortnight, but it impressed us with some things which we will endeavour to make
useful to our present ** disciples, " in at least laying the foundations of future

facility.

We have already mentioned the signs which, all through our lessons, wil
indicate masculine, feminine, singular, plu7'al (m., f., s., p.). When the fina,

consonant of a word is sounded, and as it were carried on to the next word, ii

consequence of the vowel or h mute with which the latter begins, we will it

future indicate such a juncture by a double hyphen, thus =. For instance
" vous=avez*' (pronounced vooz-avvay, the s sounding, in such circumstances
almost like z) ; **plusieurs=hommes" {-^xorvouncQdi pluzee-uz-um), &c. Thestroki
over the u will indicate that it must be drawlingiy pronounced. When it happens
in our exercise of English into French, that the definite article must be used in th(

latter language, though it be not used in the former, the sign which we will emploi.
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-fore the proper French word will be {art. d.). On the other hand, where the

idefinite article is used in English, but not in French, we will, underneath the

ngUsh, and just before the French word, place the mark {no art.) Finally, as

le order in which words follow each other is somewhat, though not very, different

L the two languages, we will, in all our exercises, whether of English into French
• of French into English, wherever the two orders differ, mark the words with figures

• denote their place of first, second, third, &c., in French (1, 2, 3, and so on). In

,ie exercise of French into English, this will be merely a reminder ;
m the English

tto French it will be more—it will be a guide. These little additional arrange-

lents, we trust, will render our lessons still more profitable.

FRENCH INTO ENGLISH.

, Celui qui donne aux pauvres, lui, il prete au Seigneur. Celui qui

[e (tJiat one, or person) he he the Lord

travaille, lui, il prie. C'est bien. C'est bien vrai. C'est bien plus

ravailler, to work) {prler, to pray.) well. very much

•ai. C'est faux. On dit qu'il y a a Londres presque deux million

false. It is said (people say) London almost two milhon

habitants (p.) Qui a dessine {dessin^r, to draw) ce portrait-la? C'est=une jeune

•habitants portrait

ime (1) fran9aise (2). Ilfaut qu'elle possede {poss^er, to possess) un talent (l)=extra.
J talent extra-

rdinaire (2) pour le dessin. Vous=avez raison, monsieur,

rdinary drawing

In the first and second sentences of this exercise, the lui is employed in the

tanner described and explained in Lesson XI., on the subject of mot, Orreat

rnphasis is thus obtained. With regard to the three meanings of hen, as exem-

lified in the three succeeding sentences, nothing can be practicaUy easier than to

itisfy yourself on all occasions which of the several significations of any given

roid should be taken in a particular passage. It must be whichever your common

3nse tells you agrees best with the general meaning. In English there are

mltitudes of words with each many meanings. Take '* to draw : you may draw

portrait, or draw a barrow, or draw water, or, better still, draw a cheque, &c.

)n. the other hand, there are in French not only many words with several meanings

ach, but also many several words all with one meaning.
. ^ -.

Ce portrait-la (literally, "that portrait there'')—ce portrait-ct ("this portrait

ere")—would be the counterpart, the corresponding term, and so on. Innally,

iie student will have noticed that sometimes we have placed the adjective before

,tie substantive, as Jeune dame, and sometimes after it, as talent extraordinaire
.

In

lur next lesson we shall perhaps have space to say all that is needful on this head,

leantime we may remark, that perhaps the best practical way of acquiring the

ii^ht method is to read very carefully the French sentences we give, ihus the

Sr and the mind will grow imperceptibly familiar with the true French style, and

iou will become versed in the proper order, hardly knowing how you have gamed

;, and choose the correct terms, hardly knowing why you use them.

ENGLISH INTO FRENCH.

My dear sir, I have received your friendly (2) letter, and

Cher (m.) monsieur (m.) re9U amical (m
, 2) lettre (f., i)

chere (f.)
amicale (f.)

(1) thank (4) you (2) for it (of it) (3). How long is it since {how much of

{remercier, to thank) ct*

;me is there since) you have been {you are) at Brighton ? Is your friend (your frleiid, is he, ^c.)

ami{m.)
amie (f.)

a Frenchman? Diligence is his strong point. When he works, he

no art.) i?'mnf«e5 (m.) (art. d.) dili^/ence {{.) fort (m.) Zorsque

Frangaise (f.)

/orks well.
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To resumo now our verbs. The only part of the first conjugation which

remains to be learned is the Imijerative. Taking the verb honorer (to honour),

honorant (honouring), honore (honoured), as our example, the whole Impera-

tive is

—

ENGLISH. TRENCH. ' PR0NUNCIA.TI0N.

Honour tliou (thy parents) limore {tes parents) oanore (tay paliroivj)

Let him honour (his parents) qu'il Jio)wre (ses parents) Jceel oanore (saypahronrft

Let us honour (our parents) honorons (ms parents) oanoaroang (no pahromj^

Ilontjv.r you (your parents) Iwnorez (vos parents) oamaray (vojMlirong)

Let them honour (their parents) quHls Iwnorent (Icurs parents) keels oanore (lur paliron

We proceed now to give a French paragraph, of which, in our next lesson, ^\i

will furnish a translation ; so that each student may see, without sending us the

exercise, where his errors, if any, lie, and hov/ nearly he approaches to a perfect

version. We will premise that the French frequently use the expression '* to you"

(a vous), "to him" {a lui), &c., to express " yours," ' his," or *' belongs to you—
\'y\rrs . -fz-M' iTiofannn <'t>ii<i hnnlf is •minf''' ^np linvfi pfit a onoi) . Anc

belongs to the Lord;" Le del est=a Vhomme {I) c^«n«fa^/e (2)—** heaven belongs

to the charitable man," &c. &;c.

monde ci Napoleon etait maitre. ^ .

Napoleon une medaille sur laquelle il y avait la gravure d'un dos (1) (a bade) nu (2)

(nalced) tt d'un fouet (whip), avec ces mots: " a vous le dos, a moi le fouet." {Un mot

means " a word.")

. Now of this paragraph we would recommend each person to make and have ready

a little translation of his or her own, which can be compared to ours, as it will

appear in the ensuing lesson.

A question here presents itself. We haye brought our students very nearly to the

point of being able (at all events as beginners) to read French. A vast deal, oi

course, remains to be acquired ; but they have already made no little progress.

Thev will very naturally desire not to let the bright steel rust, or the new leaf wither.

They will wish to exercise their talent. How is this to be done ? By reading,

forsooth, French books. But there would be here a serious expense, even if the

purchasers were likely to know how to choose aright. What they would wish

would be to enjoy a course of French readhig which would consort and amalgamate

with the lessons we have given ; w^hich v/ould furnish in due order the illustrations

of our remarks, and which would lead the student on, in the same simple and

cheery manner, to a perfect mastery of the object of his scholarly ambition. We
are prepared to do in this matter what ^Ye did in the matter of the lessons,

There were no works to meet the precise case, and we therefore undertook it, anc'

shall persist in it, ourselves. So, in the present instance, if our pupils were lefi

to provide themselves henceforth with the necessary reading library to continut

their advance, the expense would be out of proportion, and, after all, mighi

procure very ill-suited wares.

We purpose, therefore, to issue distinct works, at an exceedingly cheap rate

containing skilfully chosen extracts from the best French authors, as well a;'

articles expressly composed in French, to meet all the circumstances and wishes Oi

our pupils. The -^vork will of course contain as much English as will be jiecessar^;

to make the French the more useful and the more interesting.
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TO OUR '' FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.
As letters continue to pour in upon us in quite a torrent, it is now out of our power
cotnuiand space for more than a few specific or individual replies. We must pick out

cli communications only as require answers which will benefit not only the inquirers

smselves, but our students in general.

Eph. W,—With respect to quest ce qu est, read our answers to correspondents at

e end of Lesson VII. and at the end of Lesson IX. The former will explain the

onunciation, and the latter the exact meaning.

L. L.—In our first lesson we alluded to the remark of certain teachers respecting the

and of the double liquid consonant //, as being most careless and slovenly, when they

y, in an unqualified manner, that // preceded by i always sound like y in English. Is

is the way to write upon a subject ? For want of the most ordinary precision, or of

mmon reflection, or perhaps to save themselves trouble, persons who profess to give

ople useful information merely mislead, and charge money for doing so. We adduced
amples in Lesson I. to show the falsity of the rule as thus stated, and we moreover
ve the right rule instead. As for the particular word fille, which we cited among
hers, the // are no doubt more liquid than in villej milley Lillet &c. ; but it is now
owing common to pronounce it like those words.

A. B—LL.—You ask us whether the present tense. Conditional mood, be exactly like

e imperfect tense. Indicative mood, in the first conjugation ? and if not, where the

fference lies ? The difference is quite obvious, if you will but look again. The first of

ese tenses is given in Lesson VI. ; the second of them occurs in Lesson VIII. Je

'sirais, &c., is the imperfect Indicative; Je desirerals, &c., is the present Conditional.

)je damaiSf &c,, and je danserais^ &c. You must use your eyes or your wits more
porously.

J. H. R.—Can only operatives compete for our prizes } All may compete who heijan-

til us, be they operatives, or be they v/hat they may.
S. B ^R. wishes to know whether there be not as much ignorance of French'
ammai' amon^ the working classes of France as of English grammar among the

irking classes of England ?—No, not nearly.

I Jean has again sent us an able version in French of the English exercise in

3sson IX., and in English of the French passage in Lesson X. He moreover began,

seems, with us. Of his plan in studying our lessons, more hereafter.

W. W.—Next lesson for your pronouncing difficulties.

According to promise, we now furnish the translation of the exercises in the ninth and
nth lessons. The English of the former should run thus in French :

—

*^ II y avait=une femme qui parla ainsi a son mari." *' Que vou?=avez=mi vilain

sage ! Iln'estpas=agreable avoir." Etil parla ainsi a sa femme :
—" Que vous=:avez=

le vilaine langue ! Elle est=encore moins=agreable a entendre. Et I'apparance de
on visage n'est pas mon=ouvrage ; mais les paroles de votre langue sont I'ouvrage
: votre humeur."

The translation of the other is

—

You must sing, because you have a very fine voice, and I like to listen tn you, We
ust walk, because we are cold. Sing, dance, walk, and you will have a long life. I am
Lppy to see my friends at my house. I have many of them, and I like to amuse tliem.

All our other correspondents are thus implicitely, though not explicitely, answered.

!iy difficulties or queries of real importance we shall be always happy to attend to in a

;uilar manner.

Eiii^ATA.—At the bottom of the first page of Lesson XI. read ne signifie rien for ne

yni/ierient; and in the first line of the note to the *' Answers to * French' Correspon-

nits," at the foot of page 137, for unable read able.

Through our correspondence with the widely-scattered host of students who are studying

«se lessons, we find that there exists a very marked wish that during the period

' the Exhibition they, or at least as many of them as may be in London, or may be able to

)me, should have an opportunity of meeting together at some appointed place
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atid time. The first point for consideration is, what will be the best time for such

gathering ? and we think that probably in the month of August the greatest number

the persons interested will be in town. Accordingly, some time in that month a roc

will be taken at the expense of the proprietor of this Journal. Each person attendi

will be charged 6d., which will be returned in refreshments. The prizes will then

distributed to as many of those entitled to them as may be present. And ^e w

begin with twelve prizes, to consist of as many copies of the Holy Scnptures in Frenc

which books will be delivered to the twelve 'most successful translators of our pre

exercise. On the same occasion a lecture will be delivered on the French sounds, so tl

the hearers may carry away with them the means of subsequently applying with succ<

our written directions.

THE SUNSHINE OF LIFE.

Oh glorious sunshine, through the heavens far spreading,

And on the earth with radiant footsteps treading,

How lovely, how divine a beam art thou

!

Lighting up beauty with more beauteous light.

Shedding the splendour of thy presence bright.

Where all was gloom and darkness until now.

Behold ! with what surpassing lustre shining,

—

The everlasting hills and vales reclining.

Are bathed in floods of golden streaming rays ;

And in man*s home, where patient labour toils.

Sickness lifts up its languid head and smiles

Beneath the influence of thy cheering blaze.

Siich is fair virtue— o'er the wide earth beaming,

Her sacred light of love for ever streaming !

From land to land the heavenly spirit flies.

Bids grace and beauty shine with deeper glow,

And o'er the common paths of life below
Sheds down a hallowed glory from the skies.

TftE New AEHiAii Bridge.—^Mr. Remington, whose aerial bridge attracted mi
^attention at the Surrey Zoological Gardens, and whose remarkable inventions hi

raised him from a state of poverty to comparative affluence, has just crowned^
]

ingenious efforts in America by a signal practical triumph, which will secure for hir

-world-wide celebrity. He has constructed, at his own expense, one of his celebra

'bridges in the city of Montgomery, Alabama. It is thrown across a deep ravine, int

•cepting the thoroughfare directly between the city and its wharf, and the railroad depot s

the ferry. Its span is four hundred and thirty-sixfeet y from abutment to abutment

—

longest wooden span, perhaps, in the world. The supporters of this structure, exc

•close to the abutments, are nothing more than two layers of inch or inch and a quai

of ordinary pine plank, eight or ten inches wide, and about twenty feet long, secur

^fastened together by means of a certain glue (also the invention of Mr. Remington), j

:sheet-iron firmly nailed on where the extremities meet. These pieces, thus fastei

together, are extended lengthways from one abutment to the other, to each of whj

they are securely attached by means of large iron bolts. These form a platform^ eij

or ten feet wide, across which planks are laid for the floorway upon which

travel. The abutments are constructed of the strongest materials, skilfully put togetb

Upon the completion of the building, such was the apparently frail structure, tj

•every one was anxious to see it suspended. Notice had been given through the c:;

and a great crowd assembled to witness the triumph of mechanical skill. As the S]^

gradually widened, the doubting began to speak as if the thing would succeed ; !

-incredulous stood aghast. Finally, the last prop was cut from under it, and with a hi

Tibration it remained suspended in the air. The success was perfect

!
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

oun-substantive
; a. adjective ; ad. adverb ; v. verb ; v. a. verb-active ; v.n. vetb-neu'er

iiris'tendom, s. the whole body of
istians ; the whole of the countries in

h Christianity is professed.

kris'tenino, s. the act of baptising in-

ts.

hris'tianity, s. the system of religion
ght by Jesus Christ.

hristianog'raphy, s. a general de-
ption of the nations professing Chris-
,ity.

hrist'mas (Christmas-day), S.December
the festival of the Nativity of Christ.

hro'mate, s. chromic acid with a base.

hromat'ic, a. relating to colours or
>ic

; in the first case, it is that part of
^cs which explains the several properties
(ght and colour ; in the latter, it is that
1 cf music that proceeds by a succession
emitones.

HROMB, or Chrome Yellow, s. a beau-
I yellow paint ; a metal.

hron'ic, a. a term applied to anything
; has been of long duration.

iiron'icle, s. history, register, record.

hron'ogram, s. a kind of verse or de-
ption, the numeral letters of which
:e up the date of the action mentioned.
hronog'raphy, s. the description ofpast
o
\^ •

hronol'ogy, s. the art of computing
? ; events related according to the order
me.

hroxom'eter, or Chron'oscope, s. an
rument for the exact mensuration of

a superior watch for determining
graphical longitudes.

hrys'alis, s. the aurelia, or pupa ; the
ind state of an insect, into which it

!es from the caterpillar, or reptile form,
^ious to i s becoming a butterfly or
h.

hrys'oberyl, s. a precious stone.

hrys'olite, s. a precious stone of a
iy green, with a yellow cast.

hrys'oprasus, 5. a precious stone of a
)w colour, approaching to green.
HUM, s. a chamber fellow ; a messmate.
hurchwar'den, s. a parish officer ; two
'chwardens are annually elected for
I parish church ; usually, one is chosen
:he minister, the other by the parish-
rs.

HURN, s. a vessel in which cream is
ated for the purpose of praducing butter.

Chyle, s. a white milky fluid in the
stomach, a product of digestion, which is
absorbed by certain vessels called lacteals,
and converted into nutriment.

Chyme, s. chyle in a state of preparation,

Cic'atrice, s. a scar left by a wound.

Cto'atrize, v. a, to heal a wound ; in
skin over.

Cicero'ne, s, {Italian) a guide, a con-
ductor.

CiCERO^NiAX, a. like Cicero
;

pure, ele*
gant.

Cioisbe'o, s. {Italian) a male attendant
on ladies.

CiD, s. (Spanish) a valiant chief, a com-
mander.

Ci'DER, or Cy'der, 5. a liquor consisting
of the juice of apples expressed and fer-
mented.

Ci'derkin, s. an inferior kind of cider.

Cigar', s. tobacco leaves rolled up for
the purpose of smoking.

Cili'cious, a. made of hair, hairy, rough,
Cimme'rian, a. dark, gloomy ; the term

is derived from a town that formerly sto^
at the mouth of the Black Sea, and which
the ancients pretended was involved iix

darkness.

Cincho'na, s. the Peruvian bark, quin-
quina,

Cincho'nia, s. a vegetable alkali, coa-
tained especially in pale bark.

Cinc'ture, s. a belt, sash, girdle, ring.

Cin'der, s. coal burnt till the sulphur is
gone.

Cinefac/tion, s, reduction to the state- of
ashes.

Cin'nabar, s. an ore of quicksilver, vety
heavy, of a red colour ; vermillion.

Cin'namon, s, an aromatic spice, the
inner bark, or rind, of the Cinnampmum
Zeijlanicum, a. hesiuiiful tree, growing chiefly
in Ceylon, about the size, and having the
appearance, of a moderately-large pear tree.
To produce the finest bark, however, the
tree must be cut down, and from the straight:
and smooth shoots which spring up from
the roots, like the English willow osiers, the
best cinnamon is obtained. Cassia is very
often substituted for cinnamon.
Cinque, s. five.

Cinque-foil, s, a kind of fire-leaved
clover.

iTJ^-^
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CiNauE-PoiiTS, 5. five havens on the

eastern coast ofEngland ;
namely, Hastings,

Dover, Hythe, Roinaey, and Sandwich.

Ci'oN, s. a sprout, the shoot of a plant.

Cl'PilER, s. the character (0) in num-
bers ; the initial letters of a person's name
interwoven ; a secret manner of writing

;

V. a. to cast accounts.

Ciit'crxATE, V. a. to make a ch'cle ;
to

malie round ; to turn round.

Cir'cle, 5. (from circus, a ring) the

figure formed by a point which revolves in

a°plain surface, and always preserves the

same distance from a given point ;
a round

body; anoib.

CiR^CLET, s. a small circle or orb.

Cir'cuit, s. space, extent ; act of moving

round anything, or place ; the district

marked out for visitation by judges, or

others.

CiRCu'iTOUS, a. going round in a circuit.

Cir'cular, s. a letter or paper sent

round.

Circumambient, a. surrounding.

Circumduct', v. a. to nullify, to contra-

vene ; to carry or convey round.

Circum'ference, s. the line which goes

round a figure ; a compass, a circle. i

Circumferen'tor, s. an instrument

used in surveying, to measure angles.

Civil'ian, 5. a professor of civil law.

Clamp, 5. a piece of wood joined to ano-

ther ; a piece of iron used to join stones

together; v. to strengthen by means of a

clamp.

Clan, s. a family ; a sect of persons ; a

race.

Clap'per, s. the tongue of a bell.

Clar'encieux, s. the name of one of the

king's-at-arms in the Herald's College ; so

named from the duchy of Clarence.

Clare-obscu're, Cla'ro-obscu'ro {Ital-

ian) light and shade in painting.

Clar'ichord, s. a musical instrument.''

Clar'ify, v. a. to make clear, to purify.

Clar'inet, s. a musical instrument made
of wood.

Clar'ion, s. a kind of trumpet^ ' very

shrill, not now in use.

Clas'sic, Clas'sioal, a. relating to au-

thors of the first class or rank; learned,

elegant.

Clas'sics, s. pi. the term applied to the

^vriting3 of the ancients in the La' in or

Greek.

Clause, s. a sentence, a stipulation.

CLAt^iCHOBD, s, a musical stringed in-

struraentt

the scientific name for thClat'icle, s

shoulder blade.

Claymore', 5. a .large sword formerl

use'd by the Highlanders.

Clef, Cliff, 5. (in music) a mark whicl

determines the name of each line, accordin

to the key in which it is to begin.
j

Clepsam'mia, s. a time-keeper, or hou!

glass.

Cler'gy, s. a collective term, compn
bending persons who are in holy orders

;

is used in contradistinction to laiti/, whic

comprehends all other persons.

Cler'omancy, s. divination by castii

lots.

Clew, s. a ball of thread ; a guide ; v.

to draw up the sails of a ship to be furled,

Clew'-lines, s. pi, ropes fastened to tl

sails.

Click'er, 5.*a caller in at a shop;

servant ; the term is most commonly ei

ployed to describe a man who cuts

leather for shoes, &c.

Cli'ent, s. a person who employs

lawyer, attorney, or counsel.

Climac'ter, s. every seventh or nin

year.

Climac'teric, a. a certain number
years, at the end of which some gr(

change is supposed to take place in thehum
constitution. The most important is si

posed to be the 63rd year, but the 81st

what is called the grand climacteric.

Cli'mate, Qlime, 5. a tract of conn

differing from another in the temperati

of the air.

Cli'max, s. gradation, ascent; a figi

in rhetoric, by which the sentence gradu

rises till the' affirmative is completed

some unanswerable argument ; a mode
expression by which the writer m.ounts,,

it were, from one clause to another, as if

were climbing a series of steps.

Climom'eter, 5. an instrument for m
suring the dip in mineral strata.

Clinch'er, s. a cramp, a holdfa

figuratively, a full answer.

Clin'ic, Clin'ical, a. pertaining V.

bed ; thus, a clinical lecture is a discoi

founded on a physician's observation

diseases by the bedside of his patient.

Clink'er, s. a paving-brick ; bad cind

Clip'pEr, s. one who debases coin

clipping it.

Clique, s, {French) a party, gJ

or set.

Clock, 5. an instrument to show time

Clois'ter, s. a place of religious ret

ment ; a squats with piazzas.
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THE TOIL AND FOLLY OF DISHONESTY.

The English are naturally an industrious people ; work of some kind or other is their

element. O ur little island exhibits ten thousand thousand evidences and monuments

of skill and almost incredible labour. Our countrymen toil and fag at nearly everything

within their reach ; and often attempt to perform impossibilities. So fond are they

of being occupied, that, when they have nothing useful or profitable to, do, they

will set about folly or mischief. Some call the thief a lazy fellow ; and yet this poor

wretch hardly ever has a sound night's rest. He spends the hours of general

repose in prowling about the streets, or breaking into the houses of other people
;

and does so at the risk of his life. He bears all kinds of hardships, faces every sort

of weather, and is continually in danger of being seized by the police, or shot by

the 'squire whose property he is attempting to purloin. Reader, how should you

like to be apprenticed to a thief, or to have your son brought up to that slavish

trade ? Call the robber and housebreaker anything you like, but never say that he

is la^.y. ^Vhy, those gentlemen swindlers, the swell mob, have, after all, no sine-

cures. They are always on the alert, and must perpetually have their wits about

them,--first to steal, and then to elude detection ; and, worse than all, to carry in

their inmost souls the conviction that they are self-made villains-—wretches un-

worthy of society—miscreants who walk abroad only to do mischief, who seldom

sleepwithouthaving "Stop thief!'' ringing in their ears, and dream all night of

the treadmill and the penal colonies. The dishonest scoundrel feels that he has

not a friend in the universe, nor a rag nor a penny to call his own. His whole

dress, from his hat to his shoes, from his paletot to his shirt, was stolen
;
every

morsel he eats, and every penny he spends, were obtained dishonourably. His

companions are villains ; all honest, honourable people shun his society
;
God

looks down upon him with a frown, and demons long to be his tormentors. Never

call this man idle ; he works harder than any day labourer, and has always to carry

in his conscience a load of infamy heavier to bear than the largest weight ever

saddled on the back of any over-burdened donkey or pack-horse.
.

^

Depend upon it, that it is a bad business when a human being starts as a thief.

He must then bid farewell to ease, to repose, to independence, and to honour. As to

ease, he has to work by night while others sleep, and to revel by day that he may

as soon as possible dispossess himself of his ill-gotten property. Here, indeed, is

hard toil with a witness. The common labourer goes through his day's employ-

ment, of ten, twelve, or fourteen hours, and then comes home, eats his supper, goes

to bed, and sleeps like a top. He cares not a fig for all the policemen in the

universe. They may search his person or his house, but will never find a farthing's

worth of anythn g that belongs to other people. Gaols, treadmills, judges, assizes,

and Botany Bay have no terror for him. He may have but little ; but it was

obtained honestly, and will spend well. Not so the poor thief. He works more

hours ; and the sorry wages he obtains are such a burden to him that he runs into

all manner of excesses to spend them.

And, then, as to independency, there i» no hope for him. He does not, dares not

save. Men of nearly all occupations have risen to ride in their carriages, not ex-

cepting the chimney sweeper ; but the thief has no chance of mending his circum-

stances by his profession. He works harder than his brother who is on the tread*
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mill ; he sometimes obtains large booty, but it all goes. He buys no liouso ; has^

no money in the funds or the savings' banks, and never expects to be wealthy.

Perhaps no one has yet calculated the amount of property which every year passes

through the hands of thieves ; and yet none of them is permanently enriched. No
Sir Robert Peel comes out of their ranks ; no rich commoner, who could buy up

half-a-dozen lords, rises up from house-breaking, pocket-picking, or swindling,

liven those more dignified tricksters of the gaming-table, the betting-ring, or rail-

way speculation, rarely prosper in the end. The curse of heaven pervades all pro-

Dcrty which has not been obtained by righteous and honourable means. The thief,

therefore, is worse than a dead weight upon society. He is a general destroyer of

the wealth of a nation ; he wastes thousands, robs others, impoverishes himself, and

dies a pauper in the union, a felon in the gaol, or perhaps a murderer on the drop.

And as he has no hope of independency^ so he has no prospect of honour. His

occupation is stamped with infamy, even in his own estimation. All useful trades

are respectable. The supposed pre-eminence of the professional man over the

mechanic or labourer is a conventional delusion. The scavenger has a more noble

post than a barrister who undertakes to whitewash thieves, murderers, and all

sorts of villains, and to ** justify the wicked for a reward." The occupations of

the medical man are not the most pleasant or cleanly imaginable ; the clergyman

has to do with that polluted thing, the human heart,—moral corruption and its

removal are his calling ; as to the lieutenant-colonel or general, his life is almost

a continual scene of blood or idleness. None of these professions, therefore, have

any very great reason to carry their heads so very high above the operative or the

labourer. We make not these remarks with the intention of casting a stigma on

any useful profession ; but merely to show that the idea of one honest occupation

being more respectable than another is a deception. We are alike the enemies of

pride and servility. We would bring down haughty looks, and lift up the head of

the dejected labourer, by making him feel that he also is a man, and as honour-

able as other men, so long as he earns his bread by an honest calling.

Perhaps most of our readers are aware that the terms " honest " and " honour'* are

from the same classical root, and in Latin have the same signification ; so that

among the Romans an honest man was an honourable man ; and as courage was

their highest virtue, so honesty was the chief dignity among them. This arose

from the fact that it was a rare thing to find an individual who could be trusted

with property without any fear of committing some fraud if an opportunity for

so doing presented itself. We introduce this remark here for two reasons :

—

First,

to show our readers, that if they are industrious and honest, they need not be

dejected because their trades or callings are those which the world may term low or

degrading—remembering that no occupation can be a disgrace to us, unless its

principles and pursuits are immoral ; and, secondly, that it is impossible for a dis-

honest individual to be honourable ; and, therefore, a thief can never rise. We
grant that he may repent and change his conduct ; but if he has once been publicly

convicted of dishonesty, there is a stain resting upon his reputation which years of

honourable conduct can hardly remove : and if repentance and reformation are

insufficient to erase the old blot, then there is no hope whatever for him who per-

severes in acts of fraud or robbery. A dishonest person, therefore, is a man lost—

»

lost in his own estimation, lost to the present world, and left without a hopebeyond

the grave.
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Dishonesty often begins very early. Too much indulgence or too much strictness

may induce the crime. Some children are pinched in food, and thus rendered

dishonest. ** Hunger will break through stone walls." Hence drunken parents

give to the world hosts of dishonest characters. Intemperance is not merely a

crime in itself, but the parent of multitudes of crimes. Not only property and
health are swallowed, but the morals, and both the present and eternal prospects of

the children are sacrificed. Destroy this vile love of strong drink, banish the

desolating poison from our land, and we do much towards the closing of our prisons.

Por numbers steal or are dishonest for the sole purpose of having the money
to waste in drink ; and many are reduced to beggary by this practice, and steal that

they may have bread to eat. But if niggardliness and starvation on the one hand
may induce dishonesty, on the other hand indulgence has often led to crime.

Children have been treated with every kind of dainty, have had a vitiated taste

produced, and to gratify it, have not unfrequently stolen the property of others.

Many a youth, who is now in the penal colonies, began his career of theft by pur-

loining his master's goods, that he might have pence to spend at the pastrycook's,

the cigar shop, or the tavern. The deed once committed without detection, there

was a great temptation to repeat the offence. The French have a saying that, ** It

is the first step which costs us anything ;
" only summon caurage to begin, and it

is easy to go on.

We fear that theft is committed on a much larger scale than is gene ally sup-

posed. Many a man robs behind the counter, in the mart, or on the exchange.

He who sells an article for more than its value, or wishes to buy goods for less than

they are worth, is a thief in heart, and will be one in practice if an opportunity

presents itself. He who in any way cheats another is more guilty of dishonesty

than the highwayman who boldly tells you his errand, and risks the consequence.

The pharisees of old were great thieves ; they robbed " widows of their houses, and

for a pretence made long prayers," and an infallible judge declared that they

should " receive the greater damnation." Any man who wishes to receive pay for

doing nothing ; to enjoy sinecures ; to have offices in the state, the church, the army,

or the navy, with large emoluments and few duties, can scarcely be regarded as an

honest man. Alas ! that we can point to families among us who, w^hile they boast

that no plebeian blood flows in their yeins, and would be shocked at the idea of

having to labour for an honest penny, are yet always employing their wits to put

their liands into the national purse.

We have a strong conviction that before a few years have rolled on, war and
standing armies will be looked upon as criiel robberies. What is spoil or prize-money

but plunder, and plunder very frequently taken from the innocent, who have not

done one single injury to the plunderers ? There are many other acts of public

dishonesty which must soon be brought to light. It would not require much pro-

found reasoning to show that our present system of Indirect Taxation is little better

than the plunder of the working man to enrich those who live in indolence ; and
this injustice will continue until the operatives resolve to raise themselves, to obtain

the sufirage, and exert their legitimate influence in the House of Commons.

We have, however, said enough to prove that no dishonest individual can be a
really honourable or independent person ; that the generality of thieves work
harder than other people, and have miserable pay for their pains, and therefore we
should all labour to put down all kinds of pilfering, theft, dishonesty, fraud, and
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robbery. No one must be spared. Both rich and poor, young and old, thieves

must be put down. We must raise up a moral police who will spare none, whether

they live in the kitchen, the workshop, or the parlour ; and whether they reside in

St. Giles's or St. James's—remembering that no nation can be great or honourable

so long as it harbours dishonest citizens.

THE OVERLAND ROUTE TO INDIA.

(Continuedfrom page 148).

We were not sorry to leave Suez.
Scorched, blinded, unable to procure any
accommodation, and enraged at the pert-

ness and extortion of the hotel-keeper, we
regarded the Haddington, which was moored
at a mile's distance, as a haven of rest

which could not too soon be reached ; and
no sooner had the fierce sun began to de-

cline, than several boats filled with ladies

and carpet bags, and a sprinkling of such
gentlemen as had a sufficient excuse for ac-

companying them, dropped down the clean
bay. The water is very shallow at the
quay ; and the Arabs, who are a sort of

amphibious animal, and more at home in

the water than out of it, divested them-
selves of their scanty clothing, and spring-

into the sea, pushed us out for some dis-

tance, while others followed with baskets of

oranges and pomegranates for sale. Like
many other things that are "by distance
made more sweet," Suez looked pictur-

esque as it receded from our view, its white
houses clustered along the shore, contrast-
ing well with the intense blue of the gulf,

and with the rich red colour of the graceful
hills, rising behind it ; but the inhospitable
reception it had given us, made it impos-
sible we should have any regrets at part-

ing, and we were only too glad to step on
board the steamer. So much had been
said on the relative merits of the Ripon
and the Haddington, thatwe were naturally
very curious, and at once commenced a
vigorous scrutiny ofcabins and stewardesses.
The first cause of complaint that arose, was
the fact that the plan of the vessel ex-
hibited in London was very incorrect, so
that some who rejoiced in the prospect of a
saloon cabin, found themselves doomed to
the close, unwholesome berths of the lower
deck, and vice versa—and this was of no
small importance in the prospect of a
month's voyage, beneath the broiling sun
of the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean.
The ship was in the utmost confusion;

the whole body of stewards having deserted
on arriving at Suez, on account of a reduc-
tion of wages, and having been replaced
by another set who could find nothing, and

at first did not appear disposed to seek.

The scene that ensued when we retired to

rest baffles description. The cabins had not
been swept since they had been vacated;
in some berths there were no mattresses,

in others, if there was one, it was thrown
carelessly down without any attempt at bed-
making

;
pillows and sheets were deficient,

and towels were promised in the morning,
though they did not suppose there would be
one for each passenger. In one cabin a

skirmish for a pillow would be going on

;

in another a struggle for a solitary washing
basin which, when obtained, was useless, ao

not a drop of water could be found ; while

such remarks as these came from all parts

—

" Steward ! I should feel more com-
fortable if I had a mattress."
"Yes, sir."
" Steward ! I don't generally sleep with-

out a pillow."
" No, sir."

"Steward! have they got any dean
sheets in this ship ?"

" I'll ask the purser, sir."
" By George ! do you call this making a

gentleman's bed?"
" Coming, sir," faintly heard in the dis-

tance ; while the ladies were not behind in

the vehemence of their cries for the un-
happy stewardess, who should have been
something more than what these function-

aries usually are, to satisfy all the demands
made upon her. In the midst of all this

confusion, the quarter-master appeared
with orders to put out lights in the

cabins, which of course was followed by a

burst of useless indignation.—Some of these

deficiencies were supplied on the morrow,
but until we arrived at Aden, the supply of

linen and pillows fell far short of our

necessities. Yet, notwithstanding all these

disadvantages, we passed a better night

than our friends on shore, who, when they

joined us in the morning, gave a wretched
account of their experiences of bad food

and worse accommodations, and for which
they were charged at a very high rate. We
did not leave Suez finally till the evening

of the 7th November, having to wait for the
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arrival of the commander-in-chief, Sir Wm.
Gomm ; but as soon as his excellency and
suite stepped on board, the welcome signal

was given for our departure.
The scenery of the Red Sea is remarkably

bold and striking, but with little variety.

There is a constant succession of jagged
rocks, full of deep chasms and sharp pro-

jections, causing the lights and shadows to

be very strongly marked. Their colour is

a rich red brown, giving to them more of

the appearance of metal than of stone ; no
idea of the scenery can be given in a pencil

sketch, all its beauty consisting in the con-

trast between the colour of the rocks and
yelloAV sands, and the intense blue of the
water, lit up by an unclouded sun to a

degree of brilliance which the artist's

brightest colours will but faintly represent.

There is not a vestige of vegetation, or trace

of life, except in one or two small towns on
the shore, which we passed with a shudder,
so arid and fiery did they look. Neither
dew nor rainfalls in these burning regions,

but the simoom comes from the Desert
with fierce blasts, as from a furnace, to

smite and destroy. All the elements appear
to have a powerful influence, and the light

that rules by night is as much to be dreaded
as that which governs the day. None of
the gentle terms by which the poets cele-

brate the praises of the moon would be ap-
plicable here, where her disc looks like a
shield of metal at a white heat, and her
beams falling on the unwary sleeper are
productive of violent diseases, and some-
times of madness. Though the cool season
had commenced, the thermometer soon
ranged from 95 to 98 out of the slight breeze
occasioned by the ship's motion, the tem-
perature of the sea being 84. What the
passage must be during the hot months
may be imagined from the fearful accounts
given by the medical officers. Men have
been seen driven to madness by the heat,
and cases of apoplexy are frequent. The
utmost care is requisite, both as to diet

and exposure, and however painful it may
be to be immured in the stifling dungeons
called lower cabins, they areinfinitely pre-
ferable to the deck, where the thickest
awning is but a slight protection from the
direct rays of the sun, and where violent
headaches are unavoidable.
On the morning of the 8th we passed a

spot on the eastern shore called Moses'
well. A spring of water is there, and a
few trees, the only signs of verdure we were
destined to see between Cairo and Ceylon.
It is supposed to be one of the first halting
places of the Israelites after the miraculous
crossing of the sea—perhaps the Elim
recorded in the book of Exodus. The next
point of interest are the peaks of Horeb and

Sina-, which are said to be visible through
a gorge in the range of rocky hills which
divide the Desert from the waters of th«
gu'f. The scenery of the shore continua*
unvaried till we reach the promontory ol

Sinai and the Cape, which is the point of
separation of the two gulfs into which the
northern part of the lied Sea is divided.
The sea here attains its average width of
nearly 100 miles, and our course lies for

some distance along the coast of Egypt,
and afterwards for several days within sight
of the mountains of Nubia and Abyssinia.
The Arabian coast is almost lost to'us, but
we still have a distant view of the harlDeur
of Jiddah, and the hills which close the
horizon behind the sacred cities of Medina
and Mecca. The heat in the middle region
of this sea becomes insuff"erable ; not a
breath of air stirs, not a cloud passes over
the blazing sky. Our ship was very slow,
and none of the alleviations so necessary in
such a climate were attainable. Soda water
there was none, ice long since exhausted,
and water at a temperature of eighty was
served as a cooling drink. The danger of
remaining on deck during the day kept the
crowds of passengers below, till the heat
in the saloon was sufl'ocating, notwithstand-
ing the presence of wind-sails, and the con-
stant action of punkahs. These are long
narrow frames, painted white, and hung
from the ceiling down the middle of the
tables, and are finished off" with frills to in-

crease the current of air. The men who
pull the ropes sit on deck, and not seldom
fall asleep at their work, and are waked by
the very cessation of the punkah, and some-
times by a gentle admonition fix)m thoT-

hand of the stewards. The word is used to
signify any kind of fan, whether large or
small. In the lower saloon the state of
things was much worse. There were no
punkahs, and the port-holes being in the
slope of the ship's side, and near the w^ater

line, were, of course, constantly closed.

At night two windsails were put down, but
these gave no sensible relief in the cabins,
and were frequently collapsed from the
absence of a breeze. The crowded state of
the vessel added to our miseries ; there was
no sleeping accommodation for the Euro-
pean servants and the steerage passengers,
who endeavoured to find a refuge on the
tables and settles, while the stewards and
stewardesses lay on the stairs and the floor

and one night no fewer than 72 persons
slept in this small space, and the very air we
inhaled became a positive poison. Thougli
warned by the medical men of the extreme
danger of sleeping in the open air, yet it is

not to be wondered at that many preferred

this alternative, and the deck WV,s soon
strewed with mattresses and recumb::nt.
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forms. But rest was not to be found on
board the Haddington. Precisely at four
o'clock, the sleepers were aroused by an
outcry of ** Wash decks ! please to go be-
low, gentlemen"—quickly followed by
streams of water from the engine. Dizzy
with sleep and fatigue, they had to take up
their beds and to grope their way in total

darkness to their cabins, where the purser
was rousing the unwilling stewards, for
what purpose I never could imagine, as
neither water nor coffee could be obtained
till six o'clock. Two hours of the most
deafening noise from scraping the deck suc-
ceeded, then came the rattle of cups and
saucers, and the din of voices, the servants
seeming always to be quarrelling. Sick-
ness soon made its appearance amongst us.
Many strong men familiar with the dangers
of a tropical sun, hid themselves in the hold
during nearly the whole of the voyage, but
even these did not escape, while some of
the younger and more careless of our body
were attacked with fevers, which entirely
prostrated their strength, and from which
they did not recover till we landed in
India. On Sunday divine service was per-
formed on deck, beneath a thick double
awning saturated with water, but even with
these precautions the heat was so oppres-
sive, that it was found necessary to abridge
the service, which was entirely given up in
the evening. A very admirable sermon was
preached by a Wesleyan minister, who
was one of the passengers. At seven a.m.
on the seventh day after leaving Suez, we
passed the town of Mocha, so celebrated for

its coffee. The interior of the country is here
said to be green and fertile, and to deserve
the name of Arabia Felix, but none of this

verdure can be seen from the sea, and the
white town lies in a concave of barren hills

glowing like a furnace. We then passed
several rocky islands, and at noon lost

sight of the splendid mountain range of
Abyssinia and entered the Straits of Babel-
man- deb. There are many islands in the
straits, some of picturesque shapes—^but it

is a dreary region, and like the rest, bears
evident traces of volcanic origin, the rocks
being merely confused masses of scoria.

Well might the ancients call it the Gate of
Death, for in those days of imperfect navi-
gation, the voyage, amidst almost a perpe-
tual calm, must have been a long and very
dangerous one.
We all felt extremely thankful when we

rounded the promontory, and were fairly

escaped from the terrors of the Red Sea.
We anchored in the harbour of Aden at

midnight on the 13th November, and found
the Sesostris steam-frigate waiting toreceive
the Bonfbay mails and passengers. About
twenty persons left us here, and though

we were sorry to part with some of them,
yet it cannot be denied that their vacant
berths were received with great satisfaction
by those who remained.
The entrance to the harbour is very

easy, and our captain, notwithstanding the
immense size of his ship, piloted her him-
self through the darkness to the vicinity of
the lightship, which is moored off the town.
As the day dawned we found ourselves in
a bay which appears nearly circular, and
perhaps two or three miles in diameter. It

seems entirely land-locked, the passage
from the sea being shut out of view by a
projecting rock. On one side opposite the
town is a tract of open country, dry and
sandy, but with a few signs of vegetation,
and said to shelter abundance of game, for

which it is sometimes visited by Europeans,
at the imminent risk of being captured or
shot by the ever hostile tribes of Bedouins
encamped in the neighbourhood. Seaward
is a jagged promontory of black rocks,

several hundred feet in height, which pro-
tects the harbour from the ocean. At the
foot of these are situated the few buildings
which form the town, and on the crest of
the hills there are several bungalows for

the unfortunate European residents, afford-

ing a fine prospect of the bay and moun-
tains of the interior on the one side, and
looking down a deep precipice into the
Indian ocean on the other. This range of

hills is continued into the country, becom-
ing more precipitous and elevated as they
leave the coast. At about two miles' dis-

tance from the town they are traversed by a

succession of ravines and gorges, which
make the promontory of Aden one of the

most easily defensible spots in the world.
At this point are the celebrated lines de-

fended by a portion ofthe Indian army, and
forming, like Gibraltar, but with still

greater natural advantages, an absolutely

impregnable fortress. It is almost impos'-

sible to give any description of the place

which will convey an adequate impression
of its singular character ; but sucn of our
readers as have visited the wildest part of

the west of Scotland, and can imagine the

hills on the coast broken and shattered into

forms a thousand times wilder and more
precipitous, may conceive something like

an idea of the strange scene which is here

presented. But he would look in vain for

the life-giving breezes, the fragrant heather,

or the rains and mists of the northern
mountains. Here it never rains, the winds
are hot and debilitating, and the sun's rays,

rarely intercepted by a cloud, are like

beams of liquid fire. The face of the moun-
tains is a mass of black scoria, incapable of

supporting vegetable life, the only speci-

mens of which are seen in the too-well
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tenanted graveyard, where grow several

species of mignonette, not sweet-scented,

like her European sister, but with the

odour of assafoetida. Situated as it is, twelve

degrees within the tropics, Aden is of

course an unhealthy place to Europeans,

although to those who are careful in avoid-

ing exposure to the sun it is less so than

might have been expected. The climate is,

however, not more fatal than any other spot

in Southern Arabia, and is many degrees

better than that of any part of the Red Sea.

When the establishment of the overland

route rendered a station in the Straits ne-

cessary, the attention of the East India

Company's surveyor was directed first to

the islands at the entrance, which have

been preferred as occasioning no deviation

from the direct route ; but not a drop of

water could be discovered among the

masses of lava and sandstone of which they

are composed. Aden possesses the advan-

tage of a good supply of this necessary of

life, but is utterly destitute of the means of

supporting its inhabitants in any other

respect. Except fish, which is abundant,

and the casual aid derived from coasting

vessels, it depends for its provisions on the

Arabs of the neighbouring country. Singu-

larly enough, the supply has hitherto, even

in time of war, been tolerably regular,

though with occasional exceptions, in

which the residents have been glad to re-

ceive help from the steamer, instead of

giving the assistance it almost always re-

quires. No Arab is allowed to enter the

passes armed, and such is the reluctance of

these people to part with their favourite

weapons, that instances of violent resist-

ance and even bloodshed have frequently

occurred. They appear to be more recon-

ciled than heretofore to the intrusion of the

infidel into their sacred country, never

before so long profaned since the days of

Mahomet ; but their peaceful attitude is no

doubt from a conviction of the hopelessness

of any attempt at expulsion. There is no

other European settlement within 1,500

miles in any direction, and the value of this

position depends entirely on the aid it is

enabled to render to the steamships as a

depot for coals, and a place where fowls,

eggs, and vegetables can sometimes be pro-

cured. There is no internal commerce, and,

from the character of the population in the

vicinity, little hope that any will arise in

future. ,

The town itself is a wretched place, with

a single store or warehouse for the supply

of all commodities, and a single hotel which

affords shelter at least for the transient

visitor. There is one carriage, a sort of

hackney-coach with blinds, several ponies,

and multitudes of donkeys, the services of

all of which were put in requisition by such

of our passengers as chose to disregard the

doctor's warnings, and to leave the com-

paratively cool ship for the burning strand.

Those who remained were sufficiently

amused by the strange scenes on boaxd.

On one side of the ship were boats laden

with coals, and swarming with black naked

forms, who transferred the bags to the ship

with yells and frantic gestures, two gigantic

Nubians being employed solely to clap their

hands and shout as loudly as possible, with-

out which accompaniment the work would

cease from the absence of excitement. On
the side next to the shore the wa.ter was

full of Arabs, who continued swimming

about and diving for buckshish for several

hours without cessation or the least appear-

ance of weariness. If a sixpence was

thrown into the sea, instantly a dozen heads

disappeared, and in a few seconds came

spluttering to the surface, one of them

holding the coin in his uplifted hand. This

was generally a very old man, who was the

most expert, and who dived under the ship,

coming up on the other side with the

greatest ease. Many remarkable feats of

these divers and their success were told us.

They were the ugliest creatures, and the

least like human beings of any we had seen.

They are great admirers of red or yellow

hair, and to obtain this ornament they wash

it with lime water. It hangs in long ragged

locks, and their heads have the appeara^ice

of dirty mops.

{To he conlinued.J

PERSEVERANCE.-The Chincse have the best illustration of the principle we have

fvol seen One of their countrymen who had been making strenuous eff-orts to acquire

literary information, discouraged by difficulties, at last gave up his ^^okm despair.

As he returned to manual employment he saw a woman rubbing a crowbar on a store

on inquiring the reason, she replied she was m want of ^^l^^^l^;.
^^^^Vnf the a^^^^

would rub down the crowbar till she got it small enough T^^e Patience o^ thtaged

female provoked him to make another trial, and he succeeded in obtaining the rank ot

one of the first three in the empire.
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GLEANINGS FKOM MY COMMON-PLACE BOOK.

NO. IV.—POPULAR SUPERSTITIONS.
I iiA\^ noted down the particulars of many instances of vulgar superstition whichhave fallen under my own observation. The first I have on record was a case ofextreme cvneltj An aged crone lived some twenty years ago in one of the villages
of the north of Yorkshire; she had acquired an evil celebrity among her neilh-
bours.^ Almost all treated her with distrust, and avoided her, althouoh afraid ofmcurrmg, by any appearance of dislike, her ill-will. The children were not only
silent when they saw her, but trembled to pass her cottage after dusk. She hadwon this reputation by her strangeness of manner and bitterness of disposition.

n!'^.lT^•n'^''^''^.^ ^^'™fT^ ^''T
''''^ intemperate man-had the whole of his

cattle ill; and this added to other misfortunes falUng upon him at the time,soured his temper. Under the influence of this humour, his ignorant and becloudedmind was readily mduced to believe that the poor infirm old woman referred tohad ill-wished him and his." It was talked over at the village foree, where allsuch mattters, from time immemorial, had been discussed dally ; and one man,more skilled m the subject of witchcraft than the others, argued strongly that, inOlder to break the charm, immediate action was necessary. He recommended inthe hrst instance, that they should proceed to the woman's cottage, and scratchher person with a nail, m order to ascertain if she was really a witch-ihis being an
established test among the ignorant and superstitious. If blood followed, the sus-pected person was acquitted of the charge

; if the wounds did not bleed, it was
considered indisputable evidence of dealings with the devil. They adiourned tothe alehouse, and, m the course of a very protracted and noisy debate, every acci-
dent, every sudden death, every mysterious circumstance-whether it was the de-
struction of life to a human being, the abstraction of a fowl from a hen-roost, orthe upsetting of a basket of eggs from the perverseness of some iU-conditioneddonkey—all were enteredm the bill of indictment preferred against the poor feeble oldwoman. After warming thernselves with exciting tale, of devilry, and, what wasequally potent potations of the landlord's best, they marched off in a body for thepurpose of applying the test-of drawing blood and breaking the charm. They

t^'IJ^tTl^rL^'^'^n'^ ^?^**^^ ^^^^^^ '^^ P^°^ ^'^''"^ screeched, resisted, andscratched with her nails-all which was attributed to the influence of the evil one,and only infuriated her persecutors the more. They succeeded in inflicting severalwounds, from which the blood flowed freely ; but the rough usage, the fright, andthe struggles of violent passion into which the poor old creature was thrown, droveher into delirium, and she died the next day. The men were taken before themagistrates, committed to trial, but escaped with some slight punishment.
In the year 1849 I noticed that several inquests were held upon persons who dieddurmg the performance ot incantations for breaking a charm. One was a girl in

Somersetshire, who was taken out in the last stage of consumption, on a moonliaht

''.'ft
' %l S^'f ^}l^^ ^'^'l'

^7^^ *^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ ^°^^k^y «t a point where four roads

?.icf ^^n • "" ^^
"^""J

^^''^' ^^^^^^^ superstitious observances remain in the
forest of Dean, in cases of persons sufi'ering under the effects of fire, among which
IS the pronouncing of an exorcism in these words :—

» &

'* There came three angels from the whust,
The one cried fire ! the other post

!

To Father, Son, and Holy Ghost."

This is supposed to effect a cure. These superstitions still linger among the agri-
cultural population, but are, happily, on the decline.

^ ^

A curious case has recently occurred in Kent, at a place called Ashford. A man
nil. 'l^'^.%'>{^}^^'^^ Cotton, aged sixty-five, was brought before the magistrates,charged with having fraudulently obtained the sum of twelve shillings "from ai^elderly woman, Jemima Maxted, of Belting, near Godmersham. The defendant,
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who had the appearance of an agricultural labourer, resided at Kolvendon, where
he enjoyed the reputation of being " a cunning man," able to cure diseases, to ex-

plain dreams, to foretell events, to tell fortunes, and to recover lost property. He
was resorted to as a wizard by the people for miles round, principally by the igno-

rant, but also by parties who might have been expected to know better ; and for

many years he had made a good harvest from their credulity. He went by the
name of Dr. Cotton ; and hosts of silly girls have given him fees to induce him to

aid them in securing the affections of the youth of their choice. Letters were
found upon him, soliciting his magical aid, some of which betrayed an amount of

ignorance and credulity which could not have been expected to exist in any part of

England in the present day. The cause of his apprehension was as follows :—An
elderly woman, who is considered as slightly deranged, feeling herself ill, believed
herself labouring under a ** spell" put iipon her by Mr. Tallest, of Tenham-heath,
who enjoys the reputation of being a witch. She was persuaded, by a woman
called ** the widow Fenn," at Ashford, and a Mrs. Hines, of Hathfield, to consult

Dr. Cotton, as the only person who could " drive the evil spirit out of her." She
saw him twice, and felt herself better after each visit, but relapsed again. She then

believed that Cotton only '* drove the devil out of her for a time, and let him in

again," in order that she might be called upon to pay fees for every visit. She
applied then to the police cfiicer, and asked him eithej* to " take the devil out of

her, or compel Cotton to do so. The police-officer, Gifford, told her that he believed

that he should have no difficulty in protecting her from that dreaded personage ii'

she would exactly follow his directions. Having obtained her promise to that

effect, he next got Mrs. Hines to write far Cotton to come to her residence at

Belting. He came, but he refused to make the devil move until he had been regu-
larly called in—until she had given him twelve shillings. She gave him two, and
promised to pay the remainder if he would call upon her at Ashford. The police-

officer then marked the coin with which he was to be paid, and a receipt was ob-
tained for the amount, stating what it was paid for, the paper stating *' that the
spell will be removed for ever and ever, and never trouble you any more,*' telling

her, at the same time, to read Proverbs, Chapters xv. and xvi. He was then appre-
hended and committed as a rogue and a vagabond—the magistrates thus laying a
spell upon him that all his cunning would not enable him to remove.
What must have been the state of society when laws existed against witchcraft

—

when the people generally believed in its existence, and when thousands of poor
creatures were put to death, by hanging, drowning, and burning, as witches.

Judges condemned and juries convicted on charges so absurd, that it is almost
beyond belief. It is stated by historians that 30,000 persons suffered death in this

country for the crime of witchcraft. In 1712, Judge Powell condemned Jane
Wenham, of Walherm, in Hertfordshire, for witchcraft. The witnesses swore to

her vomiting pins, &c. The jury found her guilty ; and the most singular part of
the history is, that she confessed herself guilty. The judge condemned her, but
saved her life ; and a gentleman of the town, to save her from an infuriated mob,
took her under his protection, and gave her a house to live in near his own. She
afterwards led an inoffensive life, went to church regularly, and the whole country
became convinced of her innocence. A clergyman published a detailed account of
this case, which went through four editions. The same judge, in 1716, at Hun-
tingdon, condemned Mary Wickes and her daughter Elizabeth, a girl of eleven
years of age, for the same offence, and they were executed on Saturday, the 17th July,
1716. It is strange that Sir Mathew Hale, in many respects a great and good man,
should have condemned for the crime of witchcraft, and that Sir Thomas Brown,
who was devoting his life to a confutation of what he called common and vulgar
errors, should have approved of the condemnation of witches. Anny Dunny and
Rose Callender were tried at Bury St. Edmunds by Baron Hale. They were
arraigned upon thirteen several indictments, the charge being that of bewitching
the children of a Mr. Pacey, and causing them to have fits. Sir Thomas Brown
Was in court, and gave his judgment :—*'He was clearly of opinion that the fits

were natural, but heightened by the devil co-operating with the malice of the
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witches, at whose instance he (the devil) did the villanies." He added ** that in

Denmark there had lately been a great discovery of witches, who used the very

same way of afflicting persons by conveying pins into them.*' On the strength of

this, although the judge would not sum up, the jury brought in a verdict of guilty

upon all the indictments. The prisoners were executed, and died protesting their

innocence.
Huntingdon was remarkable for the number of witches it gave birth to, or rather

for the number of trials for witchcraft. A singular trial took place there in 1593.

Three persons, a man named Samuel, and his wife and their daughter, a girl of

eighteen, were charged with bewitching the lady Cromwell, five children of another

family, seven servants, and the gaoler's man. The evidence was of this nature ;

—

One of the girls had fits, and had a strong fancy that the woman had bewitched
her. After this the other children had the same fits and fancies. Lady Cromwell
sent for the woman, abused her, called her a witch, and cut off" some of her hair,

which was burnt for a charm. At night the lady dreamt of the woman she had
accused of being a witch, and this was urged as proof.

The father and daughter maintained their innocence to the last, but the mother,
abused and insulted, and separated from her family, lost her reason, and at last

consented to repeat certain words, and to beseech the evil spirits to depart. The
old man declared his innocence, but Judge Fenner told him, ** that if he would not
speak the words of the charm, the court would hold him guilty of the crime of

which he was accused;" whereupon the man said: " As I am a witch, and did

consent to the death of the Lady Cromwell, so I charge thee, devil, to sufier Mrs. Jane
to come out of her fits at present/' Upon this, she came out of her fit, when the

judge said :
** You all see she is now well, but not by the music of David's harp."

Upon these confessions the wretched creatures were condenmed. The daughter

^vds charged with being pregnant, and it was suggested to her by some htimane
persons that if she pleaded this her life might be saved. She said ;

** Nay, they

have said I am a witch, they shall not say I am a strumpet." These people were
executed. Their goods were escheated to Sir Samuel Cromwell, as Lord of the

Manor, and the value of £40 was given by him to the mayor and alderman for an
annual lecture upon witchcraft, to be preached every Lady-day. This lecture was
continued up to the beginning of the present century.

It will be seen from the conduct of the judge, and the nature of the evidence in

this case, that the chances of escape for an accused person were very few. Tortures
of various kinds were often employed to wring confesssion from the supposed guilty

parties, to escape from which they frequently adopted any confession put into their

mouth. Many, no doubt, under the fearful excitement that prevailed, fancied they
possessed supernatural power, and the ignorant multitude were ready to believe

any tale, however monstrous. In Lord Mansfield's time, an old woman was charged
with being a witch, and riding through the air upon a broomstick. He cooly told

the jury that there was no law in England to punish a woman for so riding, if she
chose that means of conveyance. At a trial of a witch at York, in 1686, the sen-

tinel of the gaol declared *' that he saw a scroll of paper creep from under the prison

door, and then change itself into a monkey, and then into a turnkey ;" and the

under-keeper confirmed the statement. The following instance, related by Sir

Walter Scott, shows the character of the people of that age in a most striking

manner. It occurred at Oakley, near Bedford, in July, 1707 :
—

*' There was one
woman, upwards of sixty years of age, who, being under an imputation of witch-

craft, was desirous to escape from so foul a suspicion, and to conciliate the good
will of her neigbours by allowing them to duck her. The parish officers so far

consented to their humane experiment as to promise the poor woman a guinea if

she should clear herself by sinking.* The unfortunate object was tied in a wet
sheet, her thumbs and great toes were bound together, her cap torn ofi", and all her

* This was the approved mode of trying a witch. If the poor creature sank, and was drowned, she
was declared innocent ; if she swam, she was taken to the stake and burnt. This was an experiment
worthy of the barbarous age in which it was made.

d
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aunarel searched for pins ; for there i3 an idea that a single pin spoils a chann.

She" as then dragged in iriumph through the river Ouse by a rope tied round the

middle Uidiapplly for the poor woman, her body floated, thou.^h her head re-

mained under wLr. The experiment was made three times with the same effect

The cry to hang or dro^^•n the witeh then became general ;
and as she lay half dead

on the bank they loaded her with reproaches, and hardly forebore blows. A
"rn^e humane bystander took her part, and exposed himself to rough usage for

doing so. , , ^ r • 1

" LuckQv one of the mob themselves at length suggested the experiment of weigh-

in- the witch against the Bible. The friend of humanity caught at this means of

escape rupporttng the proposal by the staggering argument that the Scripture

TeinK work of God himself must outweigh necessarily all the operations or

vassfls of the devil. The reasoning was received as conclusive-the more readily

uTt promised a new species of amusement. The woman was then weighed against

a Church Bible of twelve pounds jockey weight, and as she was greatly prepon-

derant wal dismissed with honour. But many of the mob counted her acquittal

as i^regillar. and would have had the poor dame drowned or hanged on the result

of her ducking, as the more authentic species of trial.

A similar case occurred shortly afterwards. A mob broke into a house where

thfparTsh officers had secured a man and his wife, who had fallen under suspicion,

IiidEedTo the abolition of the law against witchcraft. In this case the poor

woman was dragged through a pond and lost her life, and the ringleader was

Wed. Since then, cases^of witchcraft have been very rare. Some traces remain

in the darker parts of England, but they are fading before the light of knowledge.

Nor were these persecutions confined to the Old World. In the first volum? of

thf" Transactions of the Vilglnia Historical and Philosophical Society, we had

the following :

—

" The Record of Grace Sherwood's Trial is a curious relic of antiquity, deserving

a conspicuous place among the annals of Salem witchcraft. By the record it ap-

^arTtharGra^was sum^moned to appeal before the Co^rt .of P-cess Anne

bounty, on the 3rd of January, 1705, on suspicion °f^?t«l^eraft; but the said

Grace having failed to appear, the court ordered the sheriff ' to attack her bodj,

fortitaralthe next sessin. At the session (in February), the court, after a long

debate ordered the said Grace to be present at the next court, to be searched by a

furv of women. It seems to have been expected that some external marks of a

whch wild be found upon her person, as the enemy of souls was said to put some

rnecial mark upon those who had sold themselves to his semce. She was of

course searched, and the jury of women, of whom Eliza Barnes was forevromaxv

gavelherverdict at the court in March. This conftrmed the suspicion
;
but a*

fhev could not charge her with any act of a witch, she was not condemned. Thb

Sicion still resting on her the Jourt, in May. ordered her to '^^^^^'^^^^-^^-^^

also her house, to see if she had ' Images, and such like things. Ihe progress ot

the evidence wa^such, that in June, the court declared that the charge against her

'doth very likeTy appear.' At the July term, in order to come to the truth of the

matter the cot«t directed the sheriff to take men and boats ' at John Harper s

Xta ion, ar^ there put the said Grace into water above man's d^/A, and try her

how she swiras^therein ; always having care of her life to preserve her from drowi-

inT' and he was then to request ' as many ancient and knowmg women as possible

he'cann' to'sITch her*careUy for all ' sjots and marks,' and ^ir.W* d.e/. ' ffive

antient women' who examined her, declared she was not like them or other

women T And in view of this evidence of her guilt, the court ordered the sheriff

ToTommitherto the jail, and thereto secure her by 'irons or oth"^;^^^^,
f

a«^'

1 future trial Mr Taylor, who communicated this record, remarks that he thuiKS

an order w^ made subsequent to that in July, directing Grace Sherwood to be sent

on to the General Court for further trial."
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INFORMATION FOR YOUTH.

The Crab.—The most singular fact in
the history of the crab, is that of its breaking
its own limbs, whieh it occasionally does.
The creature is able to do this in any posi-
tion

; but the most advantageous way of ob-
serving its operations is by laying it on its

back. When the animal is wounded, it

bleeds, and shows signs of pain by moving
about the claw that has been hurt ; after-
wards it holds it quite still in a direct and
natural position, without touching any part
of its body or other legs with it; then, on
a sudden, with a gentle crack it lets it drop
off. When the leg has fallen, a mucous
overspreads the wound and stops the bleed-
ing:, and a small leg is by degrees pro-
duced, which afterwards attains the size of
the former.

^
Nature has given this singular

power to this creature for the preservation
of its life, in the mutual quarrels with others
of its own species. In these, one crab lays
hold of the claws of another, and crushes
it so that it would bleed to death, had it

not the power of giving up the limb and
healing the \fo\xndi.--Philosophical Trans-
actions.

The House FLY.—The foot of the house-
fly is a most curious object, but it requires
the aid of a powerful microscope to observe
clearly its beautiful structure. It was de-
signed by Him who made everything per-
fect after its kind, to serve as an instrument
of cleaning, and to enable the animal to
walk on perpendicular glass, and even to
support itself when walking on a ceiling
with its back downwards. Its chief feature
is its resemblance to a currycomb, and there
are few people who have not remarked the
assiduity with which it makes use of it in
cleaning its eyes, head, and wings. The
brushes on the fore legs are employed in
rubbing off the dust from the head, and
those on the hind legs for cleaning the
•wings, and the operation is completed by
brushing the feet one upon another. In
the common blow-fly there are two rounded
combs on each foot, the inner surface of
which is covered with down, to serve the
double purpose of a fine brush, and to
assist in forming a vacuum when the crea-
ture walks on glass or on a ceiling.

The Glow-worm.—The glow-worm is a
carnivorous feeder, and has been often seen
to thrust its head into a snail, half to the
bottom of the shell, and remain almost im-
movable until it had devoured its victim.
After such repasts the skin is of course
soiled with slime, and accordingly the little

animal, who seems a great enemy to un-
cleanliness, goes carefully over its head.

neck, and sides with an instrument with
which its tail is provided, until its skin is
agaia perfectly pure and glossy. This
instrument consists of rays in a circle, one
row within another, which the animal can
draw in as the snail does its horns. A soft,
moist membrane unites them, and in the
centre there is a sort of funnel-shaped
pocket into which it collects all the impuri-
ties it detaches from the body. When this
is quite full, the accumulated pellet is ex-
tended by means of the rays, and deposited
in some place where it may be ouf of the
way of again sullying the skin of the ani-
mal. This same ** candal instrument," as
naturalists term it, also assists the glow-
worm in walking, and enables it to maintain
a position against gravity, which its feet
are not calculated to effect.

The Robin.-—It is a remarkable fact
that the female robins never approach our
dwellings in winter, the males only showing
their confidence in us by becoming pen-
sioners on our bounty. This circumstance
has led many naturalists to suppose that
the females are migratory ; otherwise why
not come with their mates to partake of
the feasts of crumbs so ungrudgingly scat-
tered for them ? In Germany robins are
frequently caged, but they quickly lose
their beauty and their sprightliness when
deprived of their liberty, and one can
hardly recognise in the spiritless little pri-
soners, with ruffled feathers and dull eye,
the beautiful, gay, and familiar favourites,
whose wild and plaintive songs are heard
in our gardens in summer, and whose visits
to our windows, and even to our rooms,
fill us with so much pleasure in winter.

KiNG-PISHER, OR HALCYON BiRD.

—

The bird known to the ancients as the
halycon is now named the king-fisher. The
following account of it may not be unin-
teresting. It is a sea-fowl, feeding on fish,
and builds its nest on rocks adjacent to the
brink of the ocean, or, as some say, on the
surface of the sea itself. In shape the nest
resembles a long necked gourd, hollow
without, and so narrow at the entrance,
that even if it overset, the water could not
enter. Medicinal virtues were ascribed to
it by the ancients, who also believed that
during the fourteen days which the bird
occupied it, the mariner might sail in full
security in the frailest vessel. These were
termed "Halcyon days," and denoted a
time of peace and tranquillity : they were
the seven days before, and as many after
the winter solstice, which was the period of
the king-fisher's incubation, and as the

I
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weather is then usually sliU and calm, the

heathens acribed it to the
">^/"=«,f ^^^J

Kirrl The legs of this animal are yer>

shor't and are black before andred behind ;

the coLurs of its body, particularly the

Ireen and blue, which are the gene al

?nes? are extremely bright and beautifuL

?n t'aking its prey it balances uself at a

certain distance over the water for a con

siderable time, and then Parting be ow the

surface brings up the P^'^X
/.?;^^^?/;^'^a

While it remains suspended in the air on a

bri-ht day, the plumage exhibits a most

beautiful variety of very dazzling and bril-

liant colours.

THE PLOllAL CALENDAH. •

Lmnffius, the great naturalist, has enume

rated forty.six flowers which possess the

Troperty of opening and closing under

peculiar circumstances, and, these he ha.

divided into three classes—viz. ;' meteoric

flowers,'' which expand and fold according

fothe clearness, moisture or Vres^^^'^

the atmosphere; 'Uropical flowers, that

open in the morning and close be ore even-

ing the hours being earlier or later as the

days increase or decrease m length ;
and

-equinoctial flowers," which open at a

certain and exact hour of the day, and, for

the most part, close at another determinate

hour. From these classes we shall select a

few well-known plants for illustration.
,

Chickweed.—The flowers of the chick-

weed are of the meteoric class, and, betore

calendars or barometers were invented,

warned the traveller and the husbandman

of the approach of ram When these

flowers are fully expanded no ram will fa

U

for at least four hours ; when they are halt

closed the day is showery; and when they

are completely folded up, ram may be

expected to come heavily at intervals dur-

ing twenty-four hours.

Tttf Wild Bind-weep was once gene-

rilTv known as the - Poor Man's Weather-
rally Known a

t^e meteoric

day, but the slate of the atmosphere.

Tup Fvenivg Primrose belongs to the

tJp^:K:rs%peuing at su.u.se a^^^

closing before sunset It shu s

^^^^^ ^^^
popping noise, and is caiieu i^

''flowers' evening gun.
.-u- .i Macia

The Goat's-be.vrd is of the third class

and c'ioses%o regularly at. tvv^lveo clock

that it is familiarly known in the country

by the name of -go to bed at noon.

The Flower of the Garden Lettuce

opis at sevTn o'clock in the mormng and

shuts at ten. „ .

The Princess's Leaf opens at four in

JXr^noon and closes at the sar.e , .^^.u

the morning, and so /?g^'^"^ ,

moment does it expand Us white lea^e>.

Aat it is generally termed the foui

°' snmewhit'connected with this subject is

the statement made by Dr. Sigmond before

the Med^o-Botanical Society, May 2o.n

iR^fi resnectin" the effect on a crocus

eerTtr-^Vular eclipse of t^^^^

Ta^yr""doctor^'itSd, that

wh^n the rays of the sun were most ob-

^^ANWPATHY IN PLANTS.-The vine is

wottti catch hold of anything nearesex--

Tept the cabbage, from which it mil turn

,= if in strong aversion, and trail on tne
^^

'V.?.,Ter than seek support from such
grouuu tM,v^^*^

a neighbour. . ,

.i^^s^i^^^^^^^^^r^iSB
happTness. Cut this out, and carry it about in your waistcoat pocket, ye who idle at the

corners of the streets !
, . t „i „f

Decision of CHABACTER.-Decision of character is one of the most ^P"^*^^* «

which with shame they do not find in themselves.
^.'7.?.,^^M^^^?rp; "instantly the

multitude " who will step forward and take the responsibihty He ^s mstanuy

Z the lord and the kiifg among them. He then, who wou^^^^^^^^^^^

fellows must excel them more in energy of will thanm power of intellect.
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INEZ AND VINCENT.

By Miss H. M. Rathbone.
In c1 small suburban villa, close to the
river Tliames,there dwelt, in the year 1775,
Victor Storace, an eminent player of
double bass, belonging to the tfiiymarket
Theatre. One fine autumnal afternoon,
Inez, his little dark-eyed daughter, then
only seven years old, had established her-
selt in the garden, from which a flight of
steps descended to the water's-edgc, from
the top of which the child was busily
occupied in feeding five or six tame Mus-
covy ducks. Occasionally, she would
pause and sing a few bars of some popular
air, with a precision and melody of tone,
which caused the owners of passing
wnerries to look wonderingly round at the
juvenile songstress; but more frequently
she stopped to interchange laughing re-
marks with a fair-haired companion, who,
somewhat her senior, sat quietly on the
steps, holding the basket from which they
kept flinging handsful of grain to her
leathered favourites. An exclamation of
Inez, Inez ! where are you ? I want you

directly,'' made her spring aside and con-
ceal herself behind an adjoining summer-
house, while a manly boy, who' had, per-
haps, witnessed a dozen winters, ran
down the broad terrace w^alk, and not
hnding his sister, said, hurriedly, "Oh,
Amy, f am glad you are here ; now do try
aud persuade that mad creature to come
into the parlour for a few minutes. I
want you both to sing over the last duet inmy opera ; tell Inez I will give her one of
those rosy apples which Mr. Kelly gave
me this morning; and Amy, you shall
have whatever you like, if you will only
do as I wish you.^'

'
""

With a blush, Amy Hall ran off to seek
hcjr triend, who, knowing what Vincent's
tew minutes" generally extended to, was

not to be bribed by the rosy-cheeked
apple ; and stoutly refused to comply with
his request; but Amy, gentle as she
appeared, also possessed a strong will of
her own, and by a judicious exertion of it,
contrived to lure Inez into the parlour,
vhere Vincent impatiently awaited them,

J ""ff
'•s aaubed all over with ink, and

the table before him covered with books
and music paper. Inez would only skip
round the room, refusing to sing, until her

i^5 j?*"',^^®*^"^^ angry, menaced her with
a hddle-bow, and at last struck her on the

^^I'l ^"^ *^^^"* vexed at seeing the mark
which he had made, flung his arms round
her, and begged her pardon. The eyes of
the little one had flashed fire, but exces-

sively fond of her father and brother, tlic
first word of regret procured her instant
forgiveness, and coming up to the harpsi-
chord, she sang and played the first part of
the duet oflf at sight, in her very best
style—Amy Hall taking the second in her
usual sweet tenor voice, which was all she
was equal to.

Deeply immersed in the new opera, the
children did not perceive the entrance of
their orderlv duenna, who, while she
dearly loved them, was always teazing
them by her punctuality and neatness, and
who now began to clear the table for
dinner. The noise she made by moving
the rustling papers roused Vincent, who
angrily demanded how she dared to touch
his compositions, and a struggle ensued,
in which he would probably have con-
quered, but for the appearance of Victor
Storace, who, bestowing a box on both the
ears of his son, more, however, in play
than in earnest, bade him let Nancy do
her duty, and told him to repeat the duet,
which he had heard but indistinctly in
the next room. Inez began by sinking two
or three false notes, greatly 'to Vincent's
annoyance, who knew she was doing so
purposely: and her spirits would have
prompted her to further deeds of naughti-
ness, had not a well-known knock at the
outer door suddenly changed her mood;
and again she sang so charmingly that her
father called out *^Capital, my children ;"

and the new comer, who was no other
than the celebrated singing-master, Sac-
chini, exclaimed, "Bravo, bravissimo,
oignora Inez!" The performers then
sat down to their meal, and when
Sacchini found this pretty duet was
composed by the young Vincent, he vehe-
mently urged his father to send him to
Italy, where he might receive the best
instructions.

"I am thinking of doing so," Victor
quietly replied ; an announcement which
brought tears into the eyes of Amy Hall,
while the impetuous Inez exclaimed—
"If you go, my Vincent, I will go too;

we will not be separated, will we ?"
" Ah, no ! Signora ; I will teach you ;

and den, dere is Signer Ranzizini, he can
give you what you call polish ; and after
you have studied, say tree or four years,
den you go to Italy."

Sacchini filled his glass as he spoke,
without seeing that tlie little girl clenclied
her small hand at him in defiance, at which
Vincent laughed heartily, and prophesie

J
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she would perform the part of his female
fur 3* to adniiriition.

" Oh ! I can do tliat, now," Inez
called out, as throwing down her spoon,
she bounded away to a bow-window,
where she exhibited the most extravagant
gestures, as she commenced the part her
brother had mentioned, not a little to his
astonishment, for he had no idea that she
had seen the score ; and even the older
musicians listened in surprise and delight
to the wonderful performance of so diffi-

cult a piece by such a young child. It
only served to seal the destiny of the
brother and sister, who, to their mutual
dismay, were separated in less than a
month after this striking display of their
respective powers.
Perhaps Amy Hall, the only daughter

of the well-known engraver of that name,
suffered even more than Inez, who, after
her first violent burst of grief at Vincent's
departure to the sunny South, consoled
lierself by remembering she would have
felt still more grieved to part from her
father, who remained with ner ; while her
friend, who exercised far greater control
over herself, long continued to miss Vin-
cent. Like other children, they had ex-
changed betrothing gifts : and partially
comforted by the silver amulet which
young Storace had given her, Amy roused
lerself, in spite of her ow-n son*ow% to
minister to her widowed father, whose
health had been grievously impaired by
the loss of his wife.
Six years rolled away, and again the

two friends walked hand in hand up and
down the broad terrace walk ; but Amy
was now a graceful maiden of fifteen,

whose modest dignity would most likely
have abated the fondness for her, had not
Amy possessed a depth of sensibility not
often displayed, but which charmed Inez,
and continued to bind the tw^o girls

together, unlike as they were in other
respects.

" Have you nothing to send poor Vin-
cent, Amy, who writes you such long
letters, without getting a word in reply?"
asked Inez.
" Tell him, I have never forgotten our

last parting agreement, and that his long
and welcome letters are not the less safely
treasured, because I deem it not well to
answer them. And, Inez, if he asks much
about me, and you feel sure that his senti-
ments for me remain michanged, then you
may give him this likeness of my clear

father ; I know he will value it." And as
she spoke. Amy drew out a small minia-
ture, which she had painted for her absent
lover.
" All these behests will I faithfully per-

form : and, oh! most wise Amy, hast tlioii

aught besides of sage counsel to bestow
on thy giddy friend ^"

"Ah. Inez ! if I dared to advise you, it

w^ould be to caution you against that ]Mr.
Fisher; I like him not, and do not think
me prejudiced when I say that he is not a
fitting associate for you, sweet one !"

Inez coloured, as disclaiming any
acquaintance with the intemperate violin
player whom her friend so much dreaded

:

she darted oft' to her flowers, while warb-
ling those trills and roulades which were
hereafter to establish her reputation as no
everyday singer.

The next morning the friends separated,
and Inez joined Vincent at Naples, where
they w^ere both astonished at each other's
growth

;
yet Vincent still retained his

bo3^ish appearance, and had not abandoned
the short jacket, which certainly set off
his rather elegant figure to great advan-
tage ; and his sister even yet was only a
slight-made, lively-looking girl, just bud-
ding into w^omanhood. She found her
brother at work on the " Pirates," the first

of his compositions which attracted public
attention •, and Inez,^ in one of the stage
boxes, enjoyed the privilege of witnessing
its representation wath the truest sisterly
pride, before she left Naples. At this city
she stayed about twelve months, studying
diligently, and singing, during Lent, in the
oratorios which took place at the theatre
of San Carlos. Florence was her next
destination, accompanied by her father and
Vincent, and soon after tlieir arrival she
was engaged to sing in operas as second,
in the same company with the cele-
brated Marchesi. It so happened that,
one evening, a miscellaneous concert of
original pieces had been announced, and
the first part of the performance had ac-
tually commenced, when it was discovered
that one of the composers had omitted to
send in a plaintive duet, w^hich was to
conclude the first act. In this dilemma
Vincent oflTered to w^rite a fresh one in
time, if words could be provided; and
Inez, springing to his side, instantly volun-
teered this part of the task. The ofter
was accepted, all the performers and spec-
tators in the green-room looking on in
silent wonder, or doubtful contempt, at
the young people's presumption.
" Inez," Vincent whispered,*' these words

will never do, for they must have a bravura
accompaniment, and you forget that they
are to succeed Marchesi's solo of the same
kind"

'' Oh ! if you love me, Vincent," said
the ardent girl, kneeling down beside him,
" ^Yritc something, if you can, difi*erent to
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be in the sameMarcliesi's; but do let it

bravura style.''

There was no time for further discus-

sion, and A'incont, with some misgiving,

complied with his sister's earnest desire
;

and to the surprise of the band, a brilliant

hunting duet was in a few minutes placed

in their hands. The young composer then

took his place in the orchestra, rather

afraid that Inez was meditating some ab-

surdity, while wondering w^hat the mana-
ger would say to his novel and rapid com-
position. The anxious moment soon came !

Slarchesi had retired amidst shouts of

reiterated applause, after executing a
remarkable passage of difficult semi-tones,

and finishing off, with a single note of such
singular power, that he had to appear
three times on the stage, before the de-

lighted audience were satisfied. He w^as

succeeded by the mlma donna and Inez,

the latter giving Vincent a saucy look as

she passed, whicli did not tend to re-assure

him.
His amazement was great, when Inez,

seizing her opportunity, imitated and even
surpassed Marchesi\s extraordinary feat,

by repeating the same passage with even
increased brilliancy, to the utter discomfi-

ture of the mortified singer, and the com-
plete triumph of Vincent and Inez. The
originality of his hunter's melody had
delighted the listeners, and the brother and
sister were called for together at the con-
clusion of the concert, when their youth-
ful appearance caused them to be received
with unbounded enthusiasm. The fame
ofboth was now confirmed ; but the mana-
ger of the Pergola Theatre, who would
gladly have retained Inez, was compelled
to dismiss her because she would not give
up her right to introduce Marchesi's
flourish, an innovation to which the ma-
nager could not consent. Accordingly
she and Vincent left J'lorence, proceeding
on a musical tour to Lucca, Leghorn, and
Vienna. At this last place she sang before
the Emperor Joseph, who was so well
pleased with her, that he appointed her a
salary of five hundred pounds per annum.
In this city so highly was she esteemed,
that Bianclii composed expressly for her
the charming opera of " Castor e Polluce."
She had been performing at Vienna for

three years, and attracting much notice by
her singing in public and her excessive
vivacity and animated manners in society,
when V incent returned to London, and,
having married the devoted Amy Hall,
prevailed on her to accompany him to
Vienna during the remainder of his stay.
Greatly to the delight of Inez and her
new sister, their old friend, Mr. Kelly,
also joined them, and the whole party led

a gay exciting course of life, until one un-
lucky night, when Inez was waltzing with
a Polish officer whose heels were adorned
with long spurs, the flounce of her dress

caught upon these sharp instruments, just

as Victor, who had taken rather too niucli

champagne, entered the imperial ball-

room. The same vehement temper vrhicli

had often manifested itself in childhood
towards old Nancy and his sister now
made him fancy the officer had purposely
insulted Inez ; and, without remembering
the presence of the Emperor, or the

courtly precincts in which the scene occur-

red, he struck the Polish officer, and was
immediately arrested and conveyed to

prison.
Fortunately, Mr. Kelly was much liked

by Joseph II., and his powerful interces-

sion, joined to the tearful, passionate en-

treaties of Inez, procured her brother's re-

lease, after a month's incarceration ; upon
condition, however, of his quitting Vienna
immediatelj-. Amy's anxiety to return

to her father, and Vincent's to live

in England again, made this rather a wel-
come command, except on the part of Inez,

who, idolised by her father, who could re-

fuse her nothing, still continued the^ same
uncontrolled impulsive being as in former
years. Mr. Kelly promised to watch over

her ; and protesting her intention of soon

following them, Inez bade adieu to her

best friends, grieved to lose them, biit un-

happily, also glad to be released from the

constraint which they caused her. Vin-
cent and Amy did not find it easy to meet
with employment on their arrival in Lon*
don; and soon afterwards they went to
Bath, where Mr. Hall was drinking the
mineral waters, and under whose roof Vin-
cent contrived to ek« out a scanty main-
tenance by etching designs for illustrated

books, an employment he had always been
fond of. Three years went by, and two
little children were added to the famil}^
w^hen news came that the elder Linley had
undertaken the management of Drury-
lane Theatre, followed by an invitation to
young Storace to become composer to the
theatre. He gladly accepted this offer,

and was delighted to be able to return to

town just at the time when Inez was ex-
pected ; the more so, indeed, that her
nighty letters had for some time rendered
her English friends uneasy about her. It

soon seemed that this new engagement
aftbrded the best sphere for young Storace's
peculiar powers which he had yet enjoyed,
and he rapidly produced a succession of
capital operas, which so charmed the pub-
lic, {hat he received higher prices for them
than had ever before been paid. At last

Inez arrived, and in the green-room one
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evening the brother and sister met once
more. She was greatly changed, and, as

he thought, not altogether for the better.

More beautiful and more womanly—her
voice and acting exquisite—she yet looked
careworn and ill at ease ; and before many
weeks had elapsed Vincent learnt that she

had been privately married to the very
Mr. Fisher against whom Amy had warned
her.

It was difficult to determine why she

had taken tliis step, for the violin-player

was in all respects unworthy of her, and
her life was evidently making her wretched.
She avoided Amy and Vincent as much as
possible ; and being much occupied by her
musical duties as prima donna at the
Italian Opera House, they met but seldom

;

and her excitable temperament and vivid
fancy appeared to find relief in acting
comic operas, which established her repu-
tation as a lively and intelligent actress
and charming singer—" who never sacri-

ficed feeluig to display."

(To be concluded in our next Number,)

THE WEDDING-RING.
" Think well on it."

REASONS FOR THE USE OF THE WEDDING-RING IN THE MARRIAGE CEREMONY.

1. As by turning a ring for ever, no end can
be found, so the friendship cemented by
marriage union should be endless and per-
petual ; not even broken off finally by the
interruption of death, but the marriage party
separating merely during the night of the
grave, in sure and certain hope of meeting
again on the following morning of a glorious
resurrection, when all that was pure and
lovely iii the union, shall be more so still,

with the high additional perfection of con-
tinuing uninterrupted through the endless
round of a blessed immortality.

2. As the marriage ring should be made
of pure goldf which is the most pure or
simple of all metals, so the marriage union,
cementedby that impressive pledge given and
received, should \3e pure in its origin, joe^re

in its continuance, pure in all its motives
;

and as nearly as possible resemble the love

of Christ for His Spouse, the church, who
so loved the church, that he gave himself
for it.

3. As gold, of which the marriage ring
should be made, is esteemed the most
valuable of all metals, so the love and
friendship implied, in the marriage ring
should ever be considered as infinitely more
valuable than any other of which human
nature is capable.

4. As gold is the most compact^ or least

porous, of all metals, so the marriage love
and friendship should be so closely ce-
mented, by the blending into each other of
all the kind and good affections of the par-
ties, as to leave no possible aperture or
opening for the introduction of any strange
or forbidden affection. Each party should
always be prepared to say of the other,

*• Thy loveliness my heart hath prepossest,
And left no room for any other guest."

5. As gold, by the action of the most in-
tense heat, even in a crucible, caiiiiot lose

any particle of its original weight and worth,
but comes out of the crucible as heavy and
valuable as when it was put in ; losing
nothing in consequence of the fiery ordeal,
except whatever portion of dross, or alloy,

may have been incorporated with the pure
metal, so the most severe afflictions, intense
troubles, and fiery persecutions, which may
be the portion of the married parties,
during the changes and chances of this
mortal life, should never be able to dete-
riorate or take from the marriage union
any part of its intrinsic worth or beauty,
but the parties should rise from the furnace
of affliction, and dishonours of the grave,
without having lost any thing, except the
grosser particles of earth and sin which
may unhappily have attached themselves to
the mystic union which was intended to
secure their felicity,

6. The marriage ring is perfectly plain^
that is, no chased, raised, or artificial
work appears on its surface, implying
that the marriage union should not be
the result of any artifice on account
of wealth, equipage, honours, or the undue
influence offriends, but the plain result
of an honourable and religious affection
between the contracting parties and that
God who first instituted the " holy estate
of matrimony."

7. As gold is an incorruptible metal, tkat
is, if thrown into the mire, or embedded in
the most impure soil, it will never become
corrupt, corrode, or imbibe, one speck of
rust or impurity ; so should the marriage
love and friendship, however it may some-
times be obliged to descend from the eleva-

tion of affluence into the deep valley of

penury or distress, be doomed— '* to waste
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its sweetness on the desert air "~to be

incarcerated within the gloomy confines ot

the prison cell, or associate with the poor,

the mean, or the illiterate, still, like its

incorruptible emblem, should it continue

as bright and beautiful as ever.

8. As gold is the most ductile of all

metals, so that an ounce can be beaten out

to cover an acre of ground, or gild a finely

attenuated thread to embrace the circum-

ference of the world's surface, so should

tlie result of the marriage union fulfil the

oris^inal command, to increase, multiply,

and cover the earth, with " the precious

sons of Zion comparable to fine gold."

9. As the marriage ring exhibits nothing

to im-^Xy pre eminence of the one party over

anotlicr, notwithstanding that the word
*' obey " is applied to the lady rather than

the gentleman, yet the gentleman should

ever recollect, that as in forensic court^s,

especially courts of equity, the plaintiff"

must appear with what are called "clean

hands ;" so before he can claim any right

to com?nandy or the wife be under obliga-

tion to obey, he must remember the test of

his love and sincerity, which is given in

Holy Scripture—viz., " Husbands love your

wives as Christ loved the church ;** but

hov/ did Christ prove his love for the

church ?—by dying for it. AVhen a love,

of which this is a model, predominates in

the husband's heart, he can require no

obedience from his wife, but she will feel it

to be her honour, pride, and privilege to

render.
When a lady reads, marks, learns, and

inwardly digests the foregoing, with all its

implied s-uggestions and endearments, and

then glances at the honoured finger which

bears the pure insignia of such yoluminous

delights and serious responsibility; how
inexpressibly happy she must feel, that she

can be at all times, and under all circum-

stances, the bearer of so dear and portable

a pledge of all that constitutes real terres-

trial felicity, and she may often recur to the

title or motto, and—*' think well on it."

" This alone is worth commending,
Still beginning, never ending."

ON SOUND.

Sound is produced by the swart colhsion

of two bodies, and is louder as the bodies

increase in hardness, or as more of their

surfaces or particles come into contact.

This collision produces, it is supposed, a

rapid undulation in the air, which imme-

diately spreads from the point of collision on

all sides, upwards, downwards, and side-

ways ; and wheresoever these undulations

take place, and how far soever they ex-

tend, sound is heard, louder or weaker,

as the undulations are greater or less. It

has been discovered by experiment, that

fjound travels at the rate of 1,142 feet in a

second ; this is, however, much inferior to

the speed of light, which travels at the rate

of nearly 200~,000 miles in the same time.

Some persons might perhaps think, that

when an accident had happened to cause

sound, they would hear that sound imme-
diately. This certainly is a mistake, as is

readily proved by a game at shuttle-cock.

We may often perceive a battledore to

stiike before the sound is heard, even if

the distance is not very great. We also

see a flash of lightning before we hear the

thunder, although there is every reason to

believe they were both produced at the

same moment. If we take notice how
many seconds elapse between the lightning

and the thunder, we may easily find out the

distance of the cloud from which they pro-

ceed, by reckoning 4^ seconds, or six pulsa-

tions to a mile.

Sound in the night may be heard more

distinctly than in the day, on account of

there being few interruptions. Sound in

the night often alarms fearful people. The
death-watch, as it is vulgarly called, is an

insect found in old wooden furniture, and

sometimes in bedsteads. When the ticking

of this insect is heard, some people think

that it portends death in the family.

The absurdity of this supposition was re-

marked in an article in a late number.

Wood conducts sound. If we put our

ear to a plank of wood, and a person only

scratches the plank with a pin at the other

end, (even if the plank be eight or ten

yards long,) it may be heard very dis-

tinctly. Wind always conveys sound. We
may observe the effects of it on church

bells ; the sound of which seems to swell

out, and then again to become lower, and

at last die away. And having mentioned

wind, we may also allude to the JEolian

Harp, which is a stringed instrument, that

needs no performer but the varying un^-

dulating breeze. Campbell, in his poem on
" The Pleasures of Hope," speaks of the

effects of sound as conveyed in a circuitous

course ; where he represents a person on a

walk,

*' As pausing oft, when winding rocks convey

The still aweet fall of music far away."
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THE EXHIBITION OPENED.

^^^ JOHN SMITH, IN TOY/N, TO HIS COUSIN, IN THE COUNTRY.

Dear Jessie,—I am glad that you were pleased with my last letter respecting the

opening of the Great Exhibition ; and, in accordance with your desire, I proceed to

gossip on about it in another epistle. You wish to know what I saw after the Queen

and her suite had left the place. Well, then, I will tell you ; but you must expect

nothing more than the most faint idea ; for so vast and sublime is the building, and so

many are the thoughts engendered by its magnificence and the beauty and variety of its

contents^ that I find it difficult to analyse and arrange my ideas respecting it. You

know, of course, that it is 1,851 feet lorig, 458 feet wide, and G6 feet high at its greatest

elevation—that is, under the transept; but how shall I convey to you the idea of its

actual enormous dimensions ? Well, then, you recollect, when you were in London last

summer, we visited the Bank of England. Allowing for the difference of shape, the

Bank of England might stand within the glass walls of the Crystal Palace
!

I walked

from end to end of the principal avenue, and 1 found it just 719 of my steps ;
you, being

a short, natty little body, may perhaps make about thirty more steps than I should

:

therefore, if you walk about 750 paces across the meadow at the back of the cottage, and

look at the spot whence you started, you will get at the length of the building. But

then, being entirely covered in, and having a double row of galleries, which increases the

walking space by more than half, and being filled in every part with splendid specimens

of the world's industry, it appears even larger than it actually is ;
and so great is the

distance from one end to the other, that all pre-formed ideas of distance and perspective

are quite at fault. Sound, too, is apparently lost and oblivionised in this giant building ;

for when, at six o^clock, the great bell at the western end of the palace tolled for the

departure of the visitors, though it almost cracked your ears when standing beside it, the

sound of its giant tongue was not heard at the other end of the eastern gallery. In fact,

the more I try to give you an idea of the appearance of the interior, the more am I

perplexed, so totally is it unlike anything of which we have had previous knowledge or

acquaintance. The lights, too, and the varied effects of sunshine and shade upon the

covered glass roof and elegantly painted iron ribs which span and arch the fairy -like

construction, are quite magical in their beauty and novelty. Never was Aladdin palace

of Eastern story equal, in magnificence and variety of outline, to this great conservatory in

Hyde Park.
. .

But if I go on in this strain of praise, you will take me for a novel writer instead ot

a plain draper's shopman ; so, putting aside all hyperbolical expressions,—two rather

long words—I will endeavour to tell you a few of the thmgs which I saw, in as plain

prose as the nature of the subject will allow. And, for the matter of that, Jessie, I

think there is more real, earnest, downright poetry in this meeting of the nations—in this

peaceful contest of industry and pleasant rivalry of trade—in this neutral ground, where

peer and peasant, prince and mechanic, Queen and people, tneet and fraternise—than m
all the love-verses which you and I have ever read together under the elm tree in the

garden.

What with trees and flowers, fountains and statues, music, models, furniture, lookmg-

glasses, groups of rare things in nature and art, incongruous yet accordant, in transept,

nave, and galleries—what with bright colours and graceful forms, in iron, and wood, and

stone, and silk and cotton, of many-shaped fancy and varied contour—what, too, with

the gaiety which the thousand visitors throw upon the scene, enlivened by many a bright

glance and laughter-loving face filled with curious, wondering expression—one is fairly

in a waking dream of magnificence and grandeur. But don't be jealous, Jessie. I

thought, in all this splendid show, bow much more I should have enjoyed it had Some-

body I know been leaning on my arm.

Entering the transept from the south door, opposite the Prince's Gate at Knights-

bridge, you come at once upon the grandest sight conceivable. Right "before you,

overshadowed by giant trees at either end, are statues, and elegant iron gates, and pal^js

and flowers in rich profusion ; while in the centre of the whole, right in the front of the

throne on which sat the Majesty of the empire on which the sun never sets, the great
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crystal fountain bubbles, and splashes, and shines, and glitters, and throv/s about and

around it rays of living light, like nothing ever seen before in wildest dreams of night

or phantasies of most luxuriant imagination. Turn which way you will, new wonders

meet the eye, and newer forms of beauty greet the astonished senses. On the right are

the treasures of the Celestial Empire, China, and Greece, and Turkey, and Persia, and

Egypt, and Tunis. Further on, in the same direction, the industry of France, and Austria,

and Italy, and Germany, and Russia, and Belgium, and the great nation of the West, the

yet half-peopled New World of America, takes palpable shape and substance in a myriad

strange and varied ways,—in natural productions and the fruits of national handiwork

—

in gorgeous statues aud simple handicraft—in mineral treasures and striking contrasts ;

while on the left the great kingdom of India, and the yet greater, because more civilised

and powerful, home of the all-conquering Briton, shows forth in ten thousand forms the

utility of labour and the triumph of mind.

As the eye is incapable of taking in the whole scene before it, so is the mind unable to

grasp and comprehend the entire value and importance of the magnificent show within

these walls. Contrasts accumulate—beauty grows more beautiful—rare sights and
unfamiliar objects give new ideas to the mind—the hum and bustle of the moving throng

—

the sounds of music ever and anon floating through the air—the distant whirr of moving
wheels and flyuig spindles, no more observable than the burr of the bees in the old

garden at home—and the newness, freshness, activity, and order of all around, contribute

each in its own way to give to this great industrial hive a character and similitude never

before witnessed perhaps in the whole world.

As you pass through the great central avenue, the stamp of the genius of the people of

each country contributing is plainly visible. On the British side are articles of utility

—

great sections of trees, giant looking-glasses, stone fountains, heaps of rich silk woven
at Spitalfields, machines, models of tov/ns, bridges, and tunnels, and the wonderful iron

dome from Colebrook-dale ; on the east, or foreign side, on the contrary, are to be seen

beautiful statues, an elegant painted window, exquisite specimens of workmanship in

gold and silver, and the great Indian diamond, called thg Mountain of Light, enclosed in

an iron-gilt cage, and secured by Chubbs' patent lock. This exquisite jewel is as large

as a pigeon's e§gy and is said to be worth a million of money. In the same cage are two
others, about half the size, but quite as bright and sparkling. Oh, the eyes that twinkled

round this spot—you can have no idea, Jessie

!

As the eye gets accustomed to the wonders all around, it has leisure soon to examine
more particularly the contents of certain compartments, and I will endeavour, ere I close

my letter, to give a faint idea of one section of the building—the north-western—that

containing the carriages, railway trains, locomotives, and machines in motion. I know not
whether you will be quite so interested as I was in this portion of the show ; but as I

shall write again on other things to be seen, you will not be uninterested in the descrip-

tion of some few of the wonders observable in this department.

Besides carriages of all descriptions,—from the aristocratic satin-lined chariot of a queen
to the humble gig of the tradesman—there are here railway carriages on iron rails, steam-
engines and boilers, and various working models of new and patent inventions in the

useful arts. Here I saw what I have often read about, and once examined in a factory

at Manchester—large machines for making cotton cloth. These are wonderful indeed,

and serve to show what may be accomplished by the union of mind and industry. The
whole process of cotton-spinning is here shown in motion ; and though I despair of

giving you a description of even one machine, I will endeavour to tell you something of

the contents of this, to me, most interesting of all the sights in the Crystal Palace.

As soon as you enter the room, your ears are greeted with strange noises of whirling

wheels, and for some minutes you are lost in wonder and amazement ; but soon your
attention is fixed on, perhaps, one machine. It is what is called a power-loom. This,

you are aware, is used for the manufacture of cotton-yam. Beside it is an old dirty-

looking machine, made fifty years since ; and the contrast between it and the plain

though elegantly fitted machine of modern times is great indeed. And then in this end
of the room are self-acting mules, carding engines, spindles and flyers, roving frames,

looms for weaving, throstle frames, and, in fact, a number of machines used in the

manufacture of cotton, with such curious names -as would puzzle you if I were to give
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them. All these, and various other like instruments, are driven by machinery ; the boiler

for the numerous large and small steam-engines having its home in a building all to

itself, outside the walls of the Exhibition Palace. You would be interested in observing

the dexterity with which the little girls, imported from Manchester for the express pur-

pose, join the broken ends of the cotton together, as they walk to and fro before the

ever-twisting mules ; but probably you like better to see the stocking-frame, and the

stockinger from Nottingham at work before it ; or the patent sewing-machine, which

works with two threads, and bids fair to supersede in some measure the labours of the

needlewoman.

Passing from the region of cotton-spinning, flax-preparing, weaving, winding, and

throwing, I come to where the wonderful printing machine (invented by Applegarth for

the proprietor of the Times) ^ attracts its crowd of spectators. Differing from all the

other machines exhibited for steam printing, in the fact of its being capable of throwing

off ten thousand copies an hour, and in the more curious fact of the type being fixed

round a vertical cylinder instead of lying on a horizontal metal bed, as in the others, this

clever contrivance promises to supersede all other contrivances for rapid newspaper

printing.

Then there is a machine for [cutting card-boards into cards for printing, and another

which cuts, prints, numbers, and packs tickets in an orderly and regular style quite

pleasant to behold. You have heard, no doubt, of the envelope folding machine, in-

vented by Mr. Hill, the brother of the Post- office Reformer. It is a clever contrivance,

which folds and gums the sides of the envelopes as fast as a boy can place the paper in

its proper position. But there is an even more clever contrivance still, in which the

labour of the boy is superseded, for the machine only requires a heap of open envelopes

to be placed in a certain position, and it feeds itself ; and not only does it gum and fold

the envelope, but it actually embosses the coloured die or stamp, so that nothing is left

but to dry and pack them ready for use.

To give you a» idea of the number of engines and tools, pumps and mills, lathes and
cylinders, sugar-cane crushers, centrifugal pumps, planing, boring, drilling, and cutting

apparatus, which cuts, smooths, bends, twists, and turns about iron and brass as though

they were cheese ; to talk to you of machines for making ropes, biscuits, and soda water

;

for roasting coffee, corking bottles, grinding corn, cutting blocks of stone, blasting mines,

drawing water from mines, rolling iron and leadjnto'thia^ilates, or dressing flour, would
be sheer madness : you must come and see them for yourself. Neither can I explain to

you the strength and magnificence of beam engines, hydraulic machines, disc and oscil-

lating steam-engines, railway bars, sawing, paper-making, gas-measuring, and brick-

making contrivances—much less convey to you a clear idea of the immensity and power
exhibited in these varied and curious products of genius. You must come to London
yourself. And besides, I am forgetting that you, like most other young ladies, will

prefer the bright colour of flowers and the rustle of rich dresses, to the whirr and inces-

sant buzz of a great machine-room like this—eight hundred feet long, and nearly two
hundred wide ; so I will, till next week, conclude by hoping I have not tired your
patience.

By the way, I understand that there were thirty thousand persons in the Exhibition on
the opening day : it looked as if it would hold four times as many, and not inconvenience

a single person. At a later visit I ':7as enabled to make, I was informed that the building

would hold, in galleries and avenues, about eighty thousand people. London is full,

folks say ; but I do not observe that the streets are more crowded t^an usual in May, or

that any one is inconvenienced in the least. If any of our friends in the country are

coming to London and want lodgings, I should advise them to consult the classified list

kept in the office of No. 8, Exeter Change, in which they will not only ascertain the

situation of the best private lodgings, but also discover the prices they will have to pay.

Believe me, yours, J. S.

DAis'GEROirs Pleasures.—Indulging in dangerous pleasure, says a Burmese proverb,

is like licking hoaey from a Inife, and cutting the tongue with the edge.
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OMNIANA.—BY PARSON FRANK.

( § 7.)—Clever and hard-headed people are often met with, who talk in the most
logical way imaginable, with a clear, dry, straightforward method, and a severe,

consecutive chain of argument, which you feel to be almost irrefutable (by you at.

least) and yet quite unsatisfactory. Their reasoning seems perfect, but their con-

j

elusions you somehow reject altogether. They never seem to trip in their argu-[

nient, but nevertheless it leaves you thoroughly unconvinced. These are persons]

who cultivate understanding, or the logical faculty, with extreme assiduity, but to

the exclusion, more or less, of what is distinctively called reason. The fact is,

when we listen to them in this unconvinced sort of way, that the intuitive convic-

tions of our reason reject the formal processes and syllogisms of their understanding.

Accordingly we often hear M., who may be an uncultivated, insignificant creature
Y/ithal, say of N., who may be proverbially subtle, intellectual, and highly edu-
cated,— ** I can't refute what N has so acutely demonstrated, nor discover a flaw in

his logic, yet I feel that it is not true ; disprove it I cannot, yet reject it I must."
Ultra-utilitarians are apt to give the logic of the understanding this factitious

superiority to the intuitions of the reason. There is much truth in what Hazlitt
f-ays,—alluding, I believe, to Bentham himself—that strict logicians are licensed
visionaries.

( § 8.)—Certain anti-progressionists, in their devotion to effete and marrowless
usages, adopt means to secure the permanence of their idol-worship which may
remind us of those ancient Greek States which, in time of war, chained their god^
by the leg with golden fetters. (This was done, as Mr. De Quincy tells us, from
a notion that in war-time the tutelary deities of the place were susceptible to
bribery by secret offers of more splendid temples, and more imposing worship, from
the enemy ; so that a standing danger existed, lest these local divinities should
desert to the hostile camp.)

ADVERTISEMENT OF A LOST DAY.
BY MRS. L. H. SIGOURNEY.

Lost ! losf ! lost

!

• A gem of counties* price,
Cut from the living rock.
And graved in Paradise

;

Set round with three times eight
Large diamonds, clear and bright,

And each with sixty smaller ones,
All changeful as the light.

Lost !—where the thoughtless throng
In fashion's mazes wind.

Where thrilleth folly's song,
Leaving a sting behind

;

Yet to my hand 'twas given
A golden harp to buy,

Such as the white robed choir attune
To deathless minstrelsy.

Lost! lost! lost!

I feel all search is vain
;

That gem of countless cost
Can ne'er be mine again

:

I offer no reward.
For till these heart-strings sever,

I know that heaven-intrusted gift

Is reft away for ever !

But when the sea and land
Like burning scroll have fled,

I'll see it in His hand
Who judgeth quick and dead;

And when of scath and loss

That man can ne'er repair.

The dread inquiry meets my soul,

What shall it answer there ?

To Shake off Trouble.—Set about doing good to somebody
;
put on your hat, and

go and visit the poor and sick ; inquire into their wants and relieve them ; seek out the
desolate and oppressed, and tell them of the consolations of religion. I have often tried
this method, and have always found it the best medicine for a heavy heart.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XIII.

We will in this leRSon say something about the place of adjectives with reference

to substantives in French. We English almost always put the adjective first
:

as,

"an extraordinary day;" but the French very frequently indeed reverse this

order, thus : un jour extraordinaire.
' We must endeavour to condense and abridge our present remarks ; for we have re-

ceived, among other letters, one or two the answers to which will partake largely

of the character and instructiveness of a lesson in themselves.

FRENCH INTO ENGLISH.

Les saintes=Ecritures (f. p.). Le texte (m., 1) sacre (2). Une belle perspective (f ).

holy Scriptures text (2) sacred (1) view

Une perspective (1) mignifique (2). Un bon=homme. Un==homme (1) droit (2).
upright

Un chcr=ami. Une robe (f., 1) chfere (f., 2). Un bon mariage (m.) Un mariage (1)

dear gonn marriage

prudent (2). Une jolie hlle. Une fille (1) aimable (2).

prudent

Here are a few instances of the different places which the adjective occupies in

French. And, as the reader sees that it is not always after the substantive, we

will proceed to give him some general guiding rules, by which he may be able uii-

erringly to adopt the proper construction. The greater latitude which exists in this

respect in French gives to that language not only yariety and richness, but at

times furnishes a French writer or orator with the means of producing very

striking effects, by a peculiarly emphatic and impressive construction. In English

we have the same principle admitted, but to only about one-twentieth of the ex-

tent enjoyed by the French language ; and the Rev. Dr. Blair, in his masterly

work on •* Rhetoric " and the art of public speaking, takes occasion to notice,

incidentally, how much more vivid, for instance, the effect is of " Great is Diana

of the Ephesians," than it would be if the more usual English construction

had been observed. So we sometimes introvert, with the happiest force, the

common order of adjective and substantive. It is finer and more striking, or, in

other words, it is more eloquent, to say, *' Csesar Borgia met the machinations of

his enemies by a policy subtle, inscrutable, and profound," than to say that he
** met those machinations by a subtle, inscrutable, and profound policy." But, to

be brief, it is evident that the more pliable the construction of a language is, the

more means and opportunity does it afford for strong and vivid turns and forms of

expression.

Now for the rules by which we beg our readers to be guided in this matter :—

First.
—^The general principle is, that more adjectives follow the substantive than

precede it in French.

Secondly.—Adjectives denoting material or physical qualities, such as form or

colour, or any species of corporal condition and attiibute, are almost invariably

placed after the substantive. For instance : une salle (f.) ronde (f.)
j

" a round

hall." Vn salon (m.) rond (m.) ;
** a round drawing-room or parlour." Un temjs

chaud : " a hot season, or hot weather" (literally *" time.") Un jour humide :
** a

wet day." De la viande (f.) froide (f.) ;
** some cold meat." Un chapeau (m.)

blanc (m.) ; "a white hat." Un ieint (m.) vermeil (m.) ;
" a rosy complexion."

Thirdly.—Adjectives denoting the nationality of anything personal, corporate,

or material are also placed after the substantive : as, la Republique (f.) amet^icaine

(f.) ; **the American Republic." Un negociant (m.) franfais ;
** a French mer-

chant." Un general russe ; " a Russian general," &c.

jFowrM/y,—When more than one adjective belong to the same substantive, they

are far better after it than before : as, une femme ires jolie et tres spiriluelle ; "a
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thevery pretty and a very witty woman." La volonte auguste et adorable;
august and adorable will" {de Dieu ;

" of God,") &c.

Fifthly,—If the adjective be a long word, and the substantive be a short one, it

sounds extremely ill in French not to place the former first : thus

—

unfait deplorable.
** a deplorable fact." Uii crime epouvaniable ; *' a frightful crime," &c.

Such are the general rules. Peremptory exceptions exist to these rules in the
following adjectives, which (if they be used singly, and not two or more together)
are placed before the substantives to which they belong :

—
ENGLISH.

young
wicked
fine, beautiful, &c.
ugly
good
bad
great
big
little

old

FRENCH.
jeune (m. and f.)

mechant (mj
beau (m.)
vilain (m.)
bon (m.)
niauvais {th.)

grand (m.)
gros (m.)
petit (m.)

vieux (m.)

holy
less (the adjective)

PRONUNCIATIOX.
zhun
mayshong
ho

veelan(g)

boang
movay
graicng

gro

ptee

fTo pronounce this, ima-

I
gine there is a v before

^ the first letter of our word

I
young, and that the iig are

Lleft out.

sah(ng)

mwandr
saint

moiiulre

Of course, the adjectives follow the same rule when in the feminine as when in
the masculine.

Besides these exceptions, it remains that we should give a list of adjectives
which have positively a different meaning, according as they precede or follow the
substantive. This we will do in the next lesson ; for though the list be not long,
we shall have no room for it here.

Filially, we must remark, that generally and currently a change has of late come
dver the French language—a change unnoticed by the grammar's and French
instruction books of the most recent date, and, as it were, of yesterday's publica-
tion. The change refers to the very point under discussion, and we now adjourn
the subject till our next lecture.

ENGLISH INTO PliENCH.

My friend, do you know how many (how much of) people there were inside the building
savez vous monde dedans

of the Great Exhibition on, (not used here in French) the first of May ? (See Lesson III.)

There were twenty-five thousand persons.
personnes (p)

Here is the translation of the French historical passage in Lesson XII, :

—

When Napoleon was in Russia, he sent a letter to a Russian general, with a medal,
on which were engraved these words—"to you belongs the sky (the heaven), to me the
earth."

^
That meant, that in this world Napoleon was master. The Russian general

gave this reply : he sent to Napoleon a medal, on which there was an engraving of a
naked back and a whip, with these words—"to you belongs the back, to me the whip."

By the time our next lesson appears, endeavour to haye in your possession (and
your o-Nvn work) a translation of the following :

—

Charles the First was killed {tuer, " to kill") (on) the thirtieth (of) January, 1649 ; it is

two hundred years ago (see Lesson IX.). How beautiful the first of May is, this year, by
comparison with (par comparison A—they say, to) that day of blood ! Bloody in French, is

sang (m.), pronounced song.

The last parts we gave of avoir and of etre were the future Indicative and the
present Conditional, which appeared in the eighth and ninth lessons. As we have
finished the whole of the first regular conjugation, let us proceed with those twc
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auxiliaries. It were useless to give at largo the past tense, Conditional mood,
of either of them, for it is formed out of the present tense of that mood, and out of

the past participle, thus

—

J'aurais ew, <^'c., " I should have had," &c. ; J^aurais

e/e, <^c., *' I should have been," &c.

The present tense, Subjunctiye mood, of avoir, is—-

ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATIOX.
That I may have que fcUe *'cm" zJiay

That thou mayst have que tu aies *'cu" tit ay
That he may have qu'il ait keel ay
That she may have quelle ait kelay
That we may have qiie 7WUS ayoiis *'ct«" nous a-yoang

That you may have que voiis ayez *' cu" voos a-yay

That they may have
iqiCils aicnt

\ qiCelles aient

Iceels ay
kels ay

The same tense in eire is

—

That I may be que je sois *' cu*\'zhe soo-aw
That thou mayst be qiie tu sois *^ cu*^ tu soo-aio

That he may be quHl soit keel soo aw
That she may be quelle soit kel soo aw
That we may be que nous soyons ** c?t" noo swa yoang

That you may be que vous soyez *^cu^^ voo sum-yay

That they may be
(qu'ils soient

\ qu'elles soient

keel soo-aio

kel soo-aw

It wiU gratify several of our correspondents, and no doubt many others, if we
give them the Lord's Prayer in French. It runs thus :

—

'' Notre Pere qui etes aux Cieux, votre nom soit sanctifie, votre regne nous avienne,
votre volonte soit faite en la terre comme au Ciel. Donnez-nous aujourd'hui notre j)ain

quotidian ; et pardonnez-nous nos offenses comme nous les pardonnons a ceux qui nous
out offenses ; et ne nous induisez point en tentation, mais delivrez-nous du mal. Ainsi
soit-il."

The last three words mean *' so be it," or '* amen." Point has the same significa-

tion as pas, only a little stronger.

TO OUR ''FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.
W. W,—In pere, the second e, though itself not sounded, influences the first,

and makes it longer. You will discover, ,on second thoughts, and by a second
perusal, that there is no contradiction where we speak, in our first lesson, of the
sound of e in words. We stated it was mute at the end of words of two syllables

and upwards, unless it was marked with an accent. Our correspondent cannot
have noticed that our next sentence began thus— *' When it is pronounced,^' that

is to say, when the e is not circumstanced as just described.
S. A N.—The French say a un, a une, &c., in spite of the two vowels*

because, in leaving out the first they would have to leave out a whole word, and in

leaving out the second they would produce a sound the same either as their word
for "year," an, or as their word for "donkey," ane ; and if they amalgamated
both, the sound would be like aune, "an ell"). With regard to George Deux, le

premier Avril, le deux Mai, &c., you ask us, did we say what we meant r Yes, and
we meant what we said. Du may signify "out of the" as well as " of the" and
"from the."
Beaucoup means " much ;" and since " much" means " a great deal," we suppose

there was no violence done to the sense in our so rendering the French. Un
beaucoup would be a barbarism.
WTiy, you ask, could not the u, as well as the e, be cut off in jusque, when a vowel

begins the ensuing word ? The sound, you say, would be the same. Yes ; but the

etymology would be lost. Try to be content with what is French, and do not

trouble yourself at present with what ought, in your opinion, to be French.
With regard to the a used before the infinitive, thus seemingly producing too

" to"s in the French, several other correspondents have stated the same perplexity.
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AVe will make it all clear by and bye. Meantime, familiarise yourself with the

sound and form of the phrases we introduce. Many things that now appear
difiiculties will make you smile hereafter, to think you ever were baulked by such
matters. Apportez-moi quelque pairiy instead of du pain, would be bad French.
Quelques pains, in the plural, would be as good as des pains ^ and both would mean
some loaves of bread. The French do not, like us, use a word for ** loaf."

Tropi when followed by de^ means ** too much ;" when followed by an adjective,

it means •* too." "Too happy," trop heureux^ &c. When we said that cela

(*' that") was an indefinite word, we meant that it was used about some object

already particularised, and not needing further particularisation. Celui-la desig-

nates, but cela refers to something already designated. It may also be well termed
indefinite, since it is used without regard to the gender, &c., of what precedes.

A little consideration w^ould have restrained you from making so untenable an
objection.

Donnee, in Lesson VIII., instead of donne, is quite right, and the reason is fully

explained in Lesson X,
On is not plural, though it is used by the French where we sometimes use the

plural word ** people."

Celle (f.) means ** that one," and means " that" only where the latter term is

used for the former.

Your next criticism shows a sad neglect of your own eyes. You complain that

in Lesson VIII. we say that it is better to use a than c», and then afterwards that

we say en Ecosse, In Lesson VIII. we said a was better than en in speaking of

towns. Now, is Scotland a town r

Lui means all that we make it mean. We shall come to its declension in due
time.

''Do vowels sometimes come together" in consecutive 'vvords ? Yes ; but as in

certain instances the French endeavour to avoid it, we gave those instances. Moi
according to where it comes, may mean ** I," or ** to me." You have discovered
that in non seulement there are not two negatives, and you remind us that we have
said they are always used. If you will look again (Lesson II.) you will see we
said ** almost always."

Alf. D.—The days sound thus :

—

Lundee^ Mardee^ MerJcr-deCy Zhud-deCt Vondr-
dee, Salm-dee, Deemongsh, Fran^ais is pronounced frongsay, and the feminine
(fran^aise) frongsaze^ &c. Try for the prize, by all means. Nothing ventiue,
nothing win.

G— s H— T.—When you want the French word for "to," why do you use that
which means "to the?'' You should say, a son, a m, &c. You also have for-

gotten your two negatives.

Gr. H B.—You think a French dictionary would be of use to you in studying
our lessons. No doubt. The cheapest you can find will serve your turn.

XJn qui aime ses lemons francaises.—You must not say quaime ; for though que
loses its final vowel before another, qui^ as the custom is, remains always in-
variable. You ask whether the circumstance of your knowing bon jouvy monsifur^
and a few of the like phrases, disqualifies you from competing for a prize r Your
having happened to hear people casually utter odds and ends of French
terms can of itself be no disqualification ; for you could not thus have attained
any real knowledge of the language. Provided you have never made a regular
study of French, except with us in these lessons, our prizes are open to your
emulation.

You are perfectly right about the pronouns, which, in such circumstances,
precede, while substances follow, the verb : thus—^*c Vaime,faime Henri, &c.
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

J. noun-substantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb

Cir'cumflex, s. an accent used to regu-

ate the pronunciation of syllables, marked
:lius (")

J
a. bent, turned round.

Circum'fluent, a. flowing round any-

!,hing.

Circum'gyrate, r. a, to roll or wheel
round.

Circumja'cent, a. lying round anything.

CiRCUMT ocl'tion, s. the use of indirect

cxpressious ; a circuit of words.

CiRCUMNAyiGATB, V. a to Sail round.

Circumscribe', v. a. to enclose, limit,

confine.

CiRCUMSTAJi'TiAL, fl. minute, founded on

little particulars.

Circumvalla'tion, s. 2l fortification sur-

rounding a besieged place.

Circumvent', v. a. to overreach, to de-

ceive ; vulgarly, to <* get round a person."

Circdmvolye', v. a. to roll round about.

Cir'cus, s. a large enclosed space for

sports, with circular seats.

Ciu'rous, a. terminating in a curl, or

tendril.

Cjsal'pine, a. lying south of the Alps.

Cister'cian, s. a monk of an order so

named ; a reformed Benedictine.

Cis'tern, s. a vessel to catch or hold

water.

Cit'adel, s. a fortress, a castle, a place

of arms.

Cita'tion, s. a summons to appear before

a judge ; a quotation from another author.

Cit'rates, s. salts formed of the citric

acid and the bases.

Cit'ric-acip, s. the acid contained in

several fruits, but chiefly in limes and
lemons.

Cit'rine, s, a species of pure crystal,

often mistaken lor topaz.

Cit'ron, s, a fruit resembling a lemon.

Civ'et, s. a perfume obtained from the

civet cat, a fierce quadruped somewhat re-

sembling a fox, found in China and the

East and West Indies.

Civ'iL, a. political ; civilized ; kind

;

polite. Civil law is the national law of a

country ; civil war is an intestine war

—

a war between the inhabitants of the sam«
country.

Clon'ic, a. convulsive, irregular.

Clouds, s. a collection of vapours sus-

pended in the atmosphere. When the

; V, verb ; v. a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neuter.

balance is destroyed by the collision o^

clouds, or by a cold stratum of air, they fall

in rain. Massive round clouds are called

cumulics ; flat, long clouds, ciVro stratus;

feathery or hairy clouds are called cirrus

;

and when the cirro stratum intersects the

cumulus^ the combination is called nimbus^
from its producing rain.

Club, s. an assembly, or association of

persons, meeting under certain conditions

or rules.

Clur'-law, s. the law of arms, lav,' of

force^

Clunch, -5, a kind of calcareous CJirta,

Coadju'tor, s. an assistant, a helper, an
ally.

Coagula'tion, s. a body formed by curd-

ling milk, &c. ; a liquid changed into a

jelly.

Coal, s. a mineral used for firing, con-

sisting of bitumen and wood, in the state of

charcoal. It forms in the earth in masses
of various depths.

Coal'-fields, 5. a term used to express

those extensive deposits of coal which are

found in many parts of the world, and espe-

cially in the United Kingdom.

Coast, s, an edge, bank, side, shore.

Coast'ing-trade, s, trade carried on
between different ports of the same state.

Cob, s. a strong pony.

Co'balt, s. a semi-metal, nearly resem-
bling fine hardened steel. It is used to

give a permanent blue colour to glass, and
to enamels on metals, porcelain, and earth-

' enware.

Cob'iron, s. an iron with a knob at

one end.

Cob'le, s. a small open fishing-boat.

Coc'culusIn'dicus,s. a poisonous Indian
berry, often used unlawfully to adulterate

malt liquors.

Cochineal', s. the drug from which a

fine rich red colour, and especially carmine,

is obtained. It is the body of a small in-

sect found in South America, chiefly on the

Indian fig-tree.

Cock'et, s, a warrant certifying that the

duties on goods have been paid.

Co'coA, s. the roasted nuts of the cacao,

or chocolate bean, reduced to powder ; also

the liquor made from it.

Cocoon', s, the fibrous weo round a

chrysalis.
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Coc'tion, s. the act of boiling ; digestion.

Code, s. a book, or tablet ; a collection

of laws, "whether commercial, political, or

penal.

Cod'icil, s. an addition or supplement to

a will, to alter or explain something con-
tained in the previous pait.

Cce'liac, a. pertaining to the intestinal

canal.

Coemp'tion, s, the act of buying up the
whole.

Cof'fee, s. the berry of an Arabian tree
;

the liquor prepared from that berry.

Cof'fer, s. a money chest, a treasure.

Cof'ferdam, s. a bank made of piles and
clay in the middle of a stream, to keep the
water from a spot where the foundation of

a bridge is to be laid, or where repairs are

carried on. -.

Cof'fin, s. a chest in which to inclose a
dead body.

Cog, s. the tooth of a wheel by which it

acts.

Cog'nate, a. born together, alike, allied.

Cog'niac, s. the name given to the best
kind of brandy.

Cogni'tion, s. knowledge, conviction,
trial.

Cog'nomen, 5. i^Latin) a surname, a
family name.

Cognoscen'te, s, a connoisseur, a critic,

a judge of anything.

CoGNo'viT, s. a document by which the
defendant to a suit admits the judgment
against him.

Cog'>yheel, s. a wheel with cogs or
teeth.

Co'heir, s. a joint heir with other
persons.

Co'here, v. 71. to stick together, to
adhere, to fit.

Cohe'sion, s. a state of union.

Cohib'it, v. a. to restrain, to hinder.

Co^HOBATE, V. a. to distil a second time.

Co'hort, s. a troop of soldiers, a division
of the Roman legion, consisting of about
500 men.
Coif, s. a head-dress, a woman's cap.

Coil, s. rope wound in the form of a
ring.

Coin, s, metal stamped by authority for
currency.

Coi'tion, 5. the act by which two bodies
come together.

Coke, s. burnt coal from which the gas
has been extracted.

Col'ander, s, a vessel in which to strain
various articles ; a sort of sieve.

Col'cothar, s. burnt or calcined vitriol.

Coleop'tera, 5. (in Entomology) one oC

the orders into which insects are divided,

the species of which order are commonly
known by the name of beetles.

Collapse', v. n. to fall close, or together
to wither.

Col'lar-day, s. a day on which the
knights of various orders appear at court in

their collars, or badges.

Coll'ate, v. a. to compare things similar
;

to examine that nothing be wanting ; to

place in an ecclesiastical benefice.

Collat'eral, a. side by side ; not direct.

Colla'tion, s, a repast, or cold meal;
a gift ; comparison.

Colleague', s. sl partner in office ; i\ a,

to unite with.

Col'lect, s, a short, comprehensive
prayer.

Col'lege, s. (from the Latin collegia, to

collect or bring together.) Literally, the
word signifies any association or body of

men ; the term is usually employed to de-

scribe a house or school for learning, sup-
ported by charitable contributions ; but a
college is not necessarily a place of learning.

Col'let, s. the part of an ornamental
ring in which the stone is set ; anything
worn round the neck.

Collide', v. a. to clash, to^ strike to-

gether.

Col'lier, s. a digger of coals ; a coal-

ship.

Collima'tion, 5. the art of aiming at a

mark.
Colltma'tion, line of, s. the line of

sight in any astronomical instrument.

Colli'quiant, a. having the power of

melting.

CoLLis'iON, s. the act of striking toge-

ther, a clash.

Col'locate, v. a. to place, to station,

to fix.

Collocu'tion, s. a conference; a con-
versation.

Collo'gue, V, a. to wheedle, to flatter.

Col'lop, s. a small slice or cut of meat.

Col'loquy, s. a conversation, a confer-

ence; talk.

Coll'ude, v. to conspire in a fraud.

CoLLu'siON, s. a deceitful agreement.

Colly'rium, 5. a wash or ointment for

the eyes.

Co'lon, s. a point thus (;), used to mark
a pause in reading greater than that of a
semicolon, and less than that of a period;
the name also of the greatest and widest of

the intestines.
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EXHIBITING OURSELVES AT THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

Everyone talks about " The Great Industrial Exhibition y* and it is expected that

everything is there exhibited to the best advantage. All the works of art, all

the manufactures there displayed are finished to the utmost, and placed in the

most advantageous light. The Commissioners have of course rejected common

and uninteresting articles. We presume that no niche has been reserved for any

of the rags of St. Giles's ; there are none of the pauper dresses of the Unions,

nor the gaol garbs of our criminals. Rough and unfinished pieces of machinery,

coarse cloths, and blanketing, and such-like productions, are, of course, ex-

cluded. It is a collection of the lest of everything which England and the world

can produce.

It may be objected that in all this there will be a great fallacy—a splendid de-

ception, because the visitors will have an impression that the world, and especially

our own country, are far better than they are. We do not sympathise in these

remarks. It is not necessary that what is offensive should be publicly paraded in

the light of day. The object of the Exhibition is, to show what human art and

skill have done, and can do, to minister to the wants, the comfort, the taste, and

the pleasure of mankind. The Crystal Palace will, therefore, show what we can

and ought to be, instead of what we are. We believe that the world universally is

to be made better by the Exhibition. Thousands will return from the scene re-

solved to be more expert in their trades or callings, to have their houses better fur-

nished, and to possess more of the comforts and laudable luxuries of life. Now,

this end would never be answered by hanging the stalls with the varied stores of

Rosemary-lane. It would benefit no one to have a general gaol, workhouse, or

prison delivery, and to bring all the living and dead materials to Hyde-park. No

one would be benefited by such a procedure. Plenty of such exhibitions are found

almost everywhere, and can be seen without costing us a penny.

Besides, the objects we have named are a disgrace to us all, and we ought to be

asliamed, and not only try to hide them, but set our hearts on their removal. Every-

one should be well clothed and fed ; and every house well stored with furniture

and books. The want of these comforts may be traced to bad government on the

part of the rulers ; to a neglect of duty on the part of many of the clergy
j

*^- \^_

dift'erence on the part of many of the wealthy ; and to idleness, ignorance, improvi-

dence, and intemperance on the part of a large portion of the people. We must
give to all their share of blame ; and feel assured that the ills of the nations cannot

be removed until all ranks, classes, and orders shall put their shoulders to the work.

To complain of our national woes is, in a majority of cases, to proclaim our own
criminality ; and, therefore, we must be more shameless than most culprits are, to

wish that the Crystal Palace should be an arena for the display of our cruelty and

wickedness. We may also add, that when we wish our children to improve in

drawing or music, we do not send for Greek pictures of the Virgin, nor call in the

*'>^.Mr%-^wr<?y " boys to give them lessons. We rather select the best specimens

and masters we can find, as the most rational method of promoting their im-

provement. Now, we are firm believers in progress. We anticipate a time when
the wttage shall be the palace in miniature ; when the scholar and philosopher
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shall have their counterparts in the workshop and the kitchen ; and when the

mechanic shall be as polite as the lord, as intelligent as the man of letters, as sound

a divine as the doctor in divinity, and as pious as the minister of religion. We
also have a strong impression that the Exhibition of 1851 will do wonders towards

hastening the day when these anticipations shall be fully realised.

We are anxious, then, that the best of everything should appear in the Crystal

Palace. The Commissioners have done what they could to exclude worthless,

rough, uncouth, and useless articles from the building, but there is one thing

beyond their power. They cannot make a law to shut out rude and vulgar })eople.

The most they can do in this matter is to provide a strong police. The subject

of manners and behaviour is an affair of our own—is a question of taste, propriety,

morals, and national honour. Here we are all commissioners, and as it were

trustees, of our country's respectability. Our individual duty is not to sit in

judgment on silks, satins, fine cloths, pictures, machines, and other inventions

;

but to look after ourselves, and take care that if we have any vulgarity, incivility,

or bad manners left, they shall never be permitted to enter the Great Exhibition.

Attention to this business, which is, indeed, the proper business of every one of

us, will be a personal service done to ourselves, and a great addition to the credit

and dignity of our country. Foreigners have heard all kinds of tales about our

roughness and vandalism. They have an impression that John Bull has earned

his name by exhibiting himself as a species of humanity which is deeply imbued

with the rudeness of the brute. They have not yet learned that under this veiy

bluntness there is often a rich mine of sincerity, candour, and benevolence, which

cannot be surpassed by any of the polish or politeness of the Continent. What-
-^ver may be said to the contrary, the English, with all their reputed bad manners,

are a generous and hospitable people, and of this the Great Exhibition is an ample

proof. We have thrown open our country to all the inhabitants of the world.

We demand no passport from the foreigner. He may traverse our island from one

end to the other without anyone asking him a question, and in every place, if lie

will make himself known, he shall have a kind reception. We admit him every-

where without mistrust or suspicion. No police will watch his movements—no
gend'armes will follow his footsteps. A nation which can do this may not bo^w

so gracefully as the French, but still cannot be justly termed a vulgar or unpolitc

people. However, as doubtless many strangers, from the reports they have heard
'

F onr uiiCr^^*^
manners, will come over with the expectation of being insulted,

we shall be happy to find that they have been agreeably disappointed ; and,

therefore, as good manners are as cheap as rudeness, we trust that there will be no

lack of these within or without the Crystal Palace.

Many foreigners have as great a curiosity to see the English peopU as they have

10 examine any of the articles stored in the Exhibition. They have heard that our

poor are so ill fed and clad, and so badly educated, that not a few of them will

come expecting to be greeted with poverty and ignorance everywhere. A noble

lord, distinguished for his philanthropy, has, not long since, proclaimed that our

manufacturing districts abound with ''untutored savages,'' although a careful

examination of the labourers on his own estates would have shown that they are

not very far in advance of the operatives of Birmingham and Manchester. Indeed,

it has been fashionable of late for Englishmen to decry the land of their fathers,

and cover it with infamy in the estimation of strangers. We know that these
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representations are fdlse ; that they are got up with a political object in view, and

perhaps with a design to make a job of government education. We also believe

that, with all our faults and poverty, we are still on a par with any other nation

under Heaven,—and we are anxious that this truth should be fully manifested

during the coming months, so that the foreigners who visit us may depart with

correct views concerning our country, and its social, intellectual, and moral con-

dition. The following thoughts may serve as hints on this important subject.

I. Dress ought to be attended to. We know that pride in clothing is a great

folly, and that the individual who carries his respectability en his back, his head,

or his finger, is one of the poorest of paupers. Slill there is a decency in apparel

which is becoming, and is an index of something within superior to the outward

man. Perhaps there is hardly anything that forms a more correct index of character

than dress ; because, after all, the clothing and the mode of putting it on is the

work of the mind. You can generally tell whether a woman has any taste by her

attire, and the same thing is true concerning men. Dirty, slovenly, and gaudy, or

neat, becoming, well-made vestments, are typical representations of the inner

man. Foreigners, and especially the French, are very particular concerning these

things. There is a careless gracefulness about the apparel of Frenchwomen which

is seen even in the poorest ; and no small advantage would be gained by the

Exhibition if an improvement in taste respecting clothing was one of its results.

"We know that many attach no importance to this subject, and treat it as one of

the vanities of life. We are not of this opinion, nor do the Scriptures warrant

•such a sentiment. One of the sins charged upon Aaron for making the golden

calf was, that he had stripped the people of their jewels or ornaments, and thus

had degraded them in the sight of their enemies. The dress of the Jewish higk

priest was of divine suggestion, and was perhaps the most becoming and graceful

that was ever seen ; and while the Apostle forbids extravagance, pride, and show,

he yet commands that women should '* adorn " themselves.^ The apparel was not

to disfigure, but to improve the appearance. It is a crime against our Maker to

render our bodies repulsive by the ofiensive or vulgar character of our clothing.

We never knew a man or woman improved in mind and morals who did not also

improve in dress. When an individual is reclaimed from drunkenness, or any
other vice, almost the first thing he does is to order a new suit for himself, and for

his wife and family if he has any. Most persons, if they choose, can dress respect-

ably. The money wasted in drink, and other foolish and baneful indulgences, is

an evidence of this. We do not wish any false impression of wealth or rank to be
made upon the mkids of foreigners, and should be sorry to find that our dress was
a disguise and a falsehood by making us appear richer than we are ; still it would,
on the other hand, be a shame if we debased ourselves and our country in their

eyes, by our unsightly or poverty-looking apparel. By a little industry, economy,
and abstinence, all may obtain becoming and respectable clothing ; and, therefore,

need not disgrace themselves or the Exhibition by their poor and slovenly ap-

pearance.

II. Manners. As we have said; all who go to the Crystal Palace will exhibit

themselves ; and perhaps we might add that the people who will assemble will be

the most pleasing portion of the spectacle. It would be a miserable affair to go

there alone. It would be like looking at a lifeless painting. The moving mass of

fellow-beings dr?.wn from all parts of our country and the world to view and review
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the arts of peace, will produce the most delightful sensations, and leave the most
grateful reminiscences. The sight will never be forgotten, and therefore everyone

should be concerned to do credit to himself and his native land. Many have

foreboded that almost every crime and nuisance will be the consequence of so vast

an assembly. The men who have uttered these predictions are no friends to the

masses, but are the enemies of progress, and would be glad to have their forebodings

verified. Some of them will doubtless be there to mark every defect, and to register

every supposed deviation from propriety which their jaundiced eyes may construe

into an offence ; and further, they will use them as a proof that the people ought

not to be left to themselves, or be trusted with their rights. Should the Exhibition

pass off well, it will do more for our future progress than has ever been achieved

in former years. The erection of the building without State revenues or Govern-
ment interference is a glorious exhibition of the power of the people, and the efficacy

of the voluntary principle. And then, if the multitudes assemble and depart

peaceably, as we confidently expect they will, we shall have one of the grandest

moral demonstrations that has ever been witnessed. We trust that not a smgle
policeman will be needed to preserve the peace and order of the visitors.

Foreigners, it is well known, are noted for politeness, and therefore nothing but

good manners should be seen. Let them return to France, Germany, &c., and tell

their countrymen that the noblest sight of all was the kindness and order of the

people. It should be remembered that it does not require a master of assemblies to

teach politeness. Kindness and good temper are the best instructors. A bene-

volent heart cannot be rude to friends or foes. The Greeks used the same word for

morals Sind manners ; they evidently thought that justice could inflict no injury;

that purity of mind could not be indelicate ; and that love must be obliging.

Depend upon it, there is more morality in genuine good manners than many
suppose. All can behave well if they please. Most persons guard their tempers
and conduct in the presence of superiors ; and, if ever there was a time when this

control was especially called for, it is at the present period. The presence of so

many foreigners, who will keenly observe our proceedings and the great object of

the Exhibition, should induce all so to demean themselves both in the Crystal
Palace and everywhere else, that when the strangers return home, their report may
reflect no dishonour on the land of our birth.-

The Art op Thinking.—One of the best modes of improvmg in the art of thinking
is, to think over some subject before you read upon it, and then to observe after what
manner it has occurred to the mind of some great master

;
you will then observe whether

you have been too rash or too timid ; what you have omitted, and what you have exceeded

;

and by this process you will insensibly catch the manner in which a great mind views a
question. It is right to study

; not only to ihink when anv extraordinary incident pro-
vokes you to think, but from time to time review what has'passed, to dwell upon it, and
to see what trains of thought voluntarily present themselves to your mind. It is a most
superior habit in some minds, to refer-to all the particular truths which strike them to
other truths more general, so that their knowledge is beautifully methodised, and the
general truth at any time suggesting all the particular exemplifications, or any parti-
cular exemplification, at once leads to the general truth. This kind of understanding
has an immense and decided superiority over those confused heads in which one fact is
piled upon another without any attempt at classification or arrangement. Some men
always read with a pen in their hand, and commit to paper any new thought which
strikes them; others trust to chance for its appearance. Which of these is the best
method in the conduct of tlie understanding, must, I should suppose, depend a great
deal upon the particular understanding in question. Some men can do nothing without
preparationv others little with it ; some are fountains, others reservoirs.—Sy«?ney Smith,

ii
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THE OVERLAND ROUTE TO INDIA.

(Concludedfrom page 1 7o)

.

We left Aden at sunset, and soon lost

sight of its barren but pictuiesque outlines

in the swift descending shades of night.

No one had been refreshed by the trip on
shore, but on the contrary all returned to

the ship heated and feverish, and ill-pre-

pared for the long fatiguing voyage before

them. Some of the ladies had found the

heat so great, that they had remained in

the hotel all day, and all admitted that they

had been ill repaid for their disregard of the

doctor's advice. Our passage across the

Indian Ocean was exceedingly tedious, and
devoid of interest or excitement. After
passing two barren islands called the Bro-
thers, and the distant outlines of Socotra

on the one hand, and of Cape Guardafui on
the other, we took our final leave of the

African coast, and saw nothing but a waste
of sea and sky for the next ten days. Not
a single sail came in sight, nor bird, nor
fish, as we crept along at the average rate

of eight miles an hour against the gentle

breeze of the north-east monsoon.
Though the thermometer gradually de-

scended to an average of 85, yet our suffer-

ings from the heat and closeness did not
mucli diminish. The sick list, which at

length included the doctor, became alarm-
ing. Fever increased, and effectually

quenched all the little remains of activity

and cheerfulness which had survived the

Arabian Gulf. Those nights of thirst and
oppression, of tossing to and fro, and steal-

ing to the mouth of a windsail, or the foot

of the companion-way for a breath of air,

cannot easily be forgotten ; or those days
of lanijuor and headache which always suc-

ceeded. The only luxury was the morning
bath, and this was obtained with difficulty,

there uot being more than one for the ladies,

and two for the gentlemen, and among so

many claimants it v.'as impossible that all

could be satisfied at the early hour when
the bath is most needed. Nor was the sea-

water very refreshing. Its temperature was
high, and it was of a glutinous nature,
probably from being full of animalcula.
The provisions on board the Haddington,

were, with the exception of bread and
mutton, intolerably bad, and the complaints
incessant. It is difficult to understand how
stores so entirely the refuse of better days
could have been purchased for such a pur-
pose. A very strong remonstrance, signed
by nearly all the passengers, was addressed
to the London directors on the subject.

'How rejoiced we all were when on the

of the beautiful island of Ceylon, ana
anchnred close to the coC')a groves of Point
de Galle, and feasted our eyes on the
verdure and loveliness of this most perfect
specimen of tropical vegetation. Here the
passengers for Hong Kong, Singapore,
Manilla, &c., left us in the steamer Aohilles,
which was waiting to receive them, together
wiih about twenty for different parts of the
island itself. The heat during the early
morning was so oppressive that Ave deferred
going on shore till noon, when a breeze
invariably springs up and makes exertion
more endurable. While we waited for this

welcome visitant we were not in want of
amusement. Boats filled with Cingalese
having cocoa nuts, plantains, and oranges
for sale, crowded round the ship, and the
deck was soon covered with native jewellers,
displaying their brilliant stores at our feet.

These men are great rogues, and generally
succeed in deceiving the most wary into
some purchase, which is soon found to be
utterly worthless ; but they are so amusing
that it is almost pleasant to be cheated by
them, provided the sum is not very large.

They bring Trichinopoli chains, which are
rarely without an admixture of brass

—

brooches, rings, and other ornaments, of the
various precious stones found on the island,
principally the opal, amethyst, topaz, and
sapphire. The cat's eye, moonstone, and
cinnamon stone are peculiar to this island,
and are found in such abundance that it

would be supposed scarcely worth their
while to deceive ; but the love of cheating
is evidently their second nature, and cannot
be resisted, and many of the tempting
little packets spread out before us contained
more glass than gems. They laugh when
the fraud is discovered, fold up the paper,
and open another with the greatest cool-
ness. They will bear any amount of
banter, and even of abuse, you may choose
to heap on them, and are never in the least
improved by admonition or punishment.
Their appearance is very singular, as the
men have long hair like the women, which
they twist into a knot behind, and sur-
mount with a large square tortoiseshell
comb. It is almost impossible to distin-

guish the sexes, and we were quite uncer-
tain whether, during our stay in the island,

we had seen all men, or all women, or an
admixture of both. They speak broken
English, adding the letter e to the begin-
ning and end of almost every word as,

—

** e moone stone, e cinnamon^ stone;" and
morning of the 26th Nov. ^Ye came in sight unless you talk to them in the same man-
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ner, they cannot understand you : conse-

quently, our conversations with them had a

very droll effect. They value European
apparel, and will gladly exchange their

jewels for an old gown or bonnet.

As soon as the heat had subsided we
went on shore, and, after some search,

found a small carriage, large enough for

two persons, but into which our party of

five contrived to insinuate themselves. The
driver always runs at the side of the horse,

and you are generally followed by a number
of natives, chattering and laughing, and
adding greatly to the amusement of the

journey. Our road lay along the sea shore,

through groves of lofty and beautiful trees,

not one of Avhich was familiar to our eyes,

and the ground was covered with the bright

blossoms of a plant resemblicg the con-

volvulus, and with lemon-grass, which, when
crushed, yields a most delicious odour.

Through the gracefully bending stems and
plumed heads of the cocoa-nut trees on one
side of the road, we had glimpses of the
blue sea, and of the white surf dashing on
the coral reefs, or sparkling sands of the

shore ; on the other side, the eye rested

with equal delight on masses of green
foliage and gorgeous blossoms, while every
leaf we plucked yielded some agreeable
odour. The cinnamon garden in which our
drive terminated was a wilderness of sweets,

and we were soon loaded with branches of
different spice-trees, and with bouquets of

the most lovely flowers. Never was a
merrier or a happier party than ourselves.

We opened green cocoa-nuts, and drank the

cool, sweet liquid which they yield in such
abundance; we gathered ripe plantains as

we passed, while the dark crowd that fol-

lowed us shouted for buckshish, and laughed
with us as though they understood the
xjause of our merriment. The Cingalese do
not appear to distinguish between the sexes,

-and give to every one indiscriminately the
title of Sir. One of them, to whom a lady
of our party had given a small silver coin,

addressed her thus—" Sir, you very good
man—you my mother !" They had an
infinite variety of articles for sale—green
parrots, small monkeys, combs and brace-
lets of tortoiseshell, models in ivory, boxes
of ebony, &c., all made with great inge-
nuity ; and as they cannot resist the sight

of money, they will take almost any sum
offered them, though they are sure to ask a

very exorbitant price at first. At length
the sun set, and warned us to return to the
hotel; but long before we reached it, the
short twilight gav3 place to the light of a
brilliant moon, and to myriads of fire-flies.

The streets of the town are narrow, and
without sidewalks, but ar« clean ; the popu-
lation appeared quiet and orderly, and the

i

low white houses looked neat and cheerful.
Altogether, Galle made a very favourable
impression upon us, and we envied such of
our passengers as remained behind for the
purpose of visiting other parts of the island.

Ceylon is one of the most valuable of our
eastern possessions. In extent it is about
half the size of Ireland, and it is rich i

every variety of animal, vegetable, an
mineral productions. The south and east

portions are mountainous, containing scenes
of marvellous beauty, and affording a choice
of every kind of climate, according to the
elevation. There are four sea-ports

—

Colombo the capital, Trincomalee with its

splendid harbour, Jaffna, and Galle. It has
been for a long period virtually in our hands,
and in 1817 the capture of Handy, the
native capital, destroyed the last remains of

native government, and the whole island

became a colony of Great Britain. The
history of the last wretched tyrant who
ruled the interior, his fiendish cruelties, and
well-merited fate, is full of interest. Since
that period the island has rapidly advanced
to its present state of prosperity. The
coffee and spice plantations of the interior

are about 360 in number already, and the
remaining jungle and waste land is being
gradually encroached upon and brought into

a state of cultivation. At present these

jungles or forests abound with wild ele-

phants and other savage animals, with
deadly serpents, and with birds of brilliant

plumage. Though the Cingalese are Bud-
dhists, yet they observe caste with great
strictness. They are mild in their man-
ners, and among them are some converts to

Christianity. Compulsory labour, nearly
akin to slavery, formerly existed in the
island, but has been entirely abolished.

We had lingered on shore till gunfire in

the evening, and then hurried back to the
ship, which in a few minutes more was again
under weigh. The south-east coast of the

island continued in sight during the whole
of the next day ; the bold, rocky shore,

and the lofty ranges of the interior, were
distinctly visible to us at a great distance.

Towards evening heavy storms came on,

with a boisterous sea, which again con-

demned us to the misery of closed windows
and skylights. This foul weather lasted

during the remainder of the week, and as

we approached Madras great fears were
entertained that we should be unable to

hold any communication with the shore.

The whole of this coast is covered with
reefs, and opposite Madras there is a ter-

rific surf, which is often impassable, even
to the peculiarly safe boats and skilful

crews employed there. It was about one
o'clock a.m. of Sunday, December 1, when
we came to anchor in the roadstead. The

^1
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rain descended in torrents, the wind blew
j

violently, and we were all in despair ;
but 1

as day dawned the surf-flag was hoisted on
|

shore*^as a signal for communication, and i

immediately afterwards boats were seen I

pushing off to the ship, and struggling

through the surf. An indescribable scene

of bustle and excitement succeeded. The
rain continued to fall with unabated fury,

against which even a thick awning formed

but a slight protection ; and as it was im-

possible to bring the boats close to the

ship's side, the ladder was useless as a

means of egress. But to meet this diffi-

culty, which frequently arises, a wine-cask

is converted into a temporary throne, in

Avhich the individual is seated, and, by

means of a pulley, is swung over and

lowered into the boat below. This mode of

exit is certainly not very dignified, but it

is safe. The passage to the shore—a dis-

tance of ab(»ut a mile—was terrific. There

are three successive reefs, over each of

which the sea beats violently ; and as the

pros;ress of the boats is necessarily very

slow, each v/as watched with great anxiety,

Till its passengers were observed to be safely

landed on the beach. No other boats in

existence could perform the service. They
are very large and deep, but constructed of

thin planking, sewed together with cocoa-

nut fibre, and well caulked. No iron is

used, as nails or bolts would be started on

every occasion of the boats striking the

reefs or dashing broadside on the beach, in

the usual mode of discharging the living

freight.

Each vessel is manned by from twelve to

twenty rowers, who certainly perform their

hazardous duties with wonderful skill.

They seem as much at home in the water

as out of it. An accident occurred to one

of the boats during our stay, by its getting

foul of the chain of our ship in a heavy sea.

In an instant, the crew, with every mov-

able article in the boat, were seen swimming
in the waves, and the vessel, which had

been neaily capsized, and, as we thought,

da>hed to pieces, had righted herself, and

was floating off with the current. No con-

cern was expressed by any of the hundreds

of spectators, nor any aid rendered by the

other boats, though it was nearly an hour

before all the crew succeeded in regaining

their craft. Messages and letters from the

ship to the shore are conveyed by aiiother

class of boatmen, whose only clothing is

an oilskin cap, worn on the head as a sort

of letter-bag, and whose primitive craft is

a catamaran, which consists of two logs of

wood tied together, and furnished with an

outrigger to keep it upright. The steers-

man is the only passenger, and he is con-

stantly washed from his post if the wave

happens to be higher than expected, or to

take him unexpectedly. His equanimity

is, however, never disturbed ; the vessel

cannot be injured, and, fearless of sharks,

which abound here, the owner sv/ims about

till he recovers his position. Madras looks

well from the sea, with its ranges of white

houses extending nearly two miles along

the beach, and terminating in the renowned
Fort St. George.
From this place a voyage of four days

brought us to the Sondheads, as the shoals

at the head of the Bay of Bengal are deno-

minated; and on the morning of the 5th

we entered the western bank of the sacred

Ganges, which the Europeans, without any
warrant from the native custom, have

chosen to call the Hooghly. The entrance

is very wide, and the shores are low and

swampy.
Sangur Island, at the mouth, stretches

off for many miles into the district called

the Sunderbunds, which was said at one
time to have had a population of 50,000

souls, who were all destroyed by a fearful

irruption of the sea during a hurricane.

At present, like the rest of the district for

hundreds of miles, it is a jungle, inhabited

by serpents and tigers.

Our pilot took us safely up the river till

we arrived at Moyapore, about 25 miles

below Calcutta. Here, to our great dis-

tress, the approach of night made it neces-

sary to anchor, and we were tortured by

myriads of mosquitos till the morning.

With the early dawn we were again on our

way, the river now, from the varied foliage

of the trees on its banks, becoming more
picturesque, till we passed the superb man-
sions of Garden Reach, and, at nine o'clock

on the morning of the 6th December, reached

Calcutta.

The approach to the city is very imposing.

On the right, for the distance of three miles,

are the country houses of the aristocracy

of the place, each almost deserving the title

of palace, from its extent and the character

of its architecture. The gardens are filled

with splendid flowers and shrubs, the effect

of which, to our unaccustomed eyes, was
singularly brilliant. On the left are the

Botanical Gardens of the East India Com-
pany, and the Bishop's Cottage. Looking
up the river, before us is a fleet of magnifi-

cent ships ; on the right, the vast fortress of

Fort William, occupying the centre of aplain

greater in extent than Hyde Park, and

almost equal to it in beauty ; and beyond

irtid around this the innumerable mansions

which compose the English part of this

city of palaces. The effect of the scene

was heightened by the approach to our
'

vessel of the Government barges, arrivmg

in state, with a large suite of officers in full
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uniform, and a multituJe of native atten-

dants in gorgeous scarlet liveries, and.

equipped in Oriental splendour, to receive

the Commander-in-Chief. The disembarka-
tion of our troop of passengers then com-
menced, and in a few hours the ship which
had brought us from the shores of Africa
was deserted. Our voyage had terminated,
i.nd in !orty-si.^ days after leaving the docks
ft Southampton, we were being carried
; long the bank of the Ganges in a palan-
t.uin.

Thankful for the establishment of the
oAerland route, which has reduced the four
( r five months* voyage round the Cape to a

:^'x weeks' journey through Egypt, we are

not disposed to criticise too severely the
liicde in which the service is performed.
Still there are many particulars in which
an endment is urgently required. The vast
in portance of this great Eastern empire can
so; rcely be comprehended by those who
h:.ve not set foot on its shores, and rapidity
of communication with the home Govern-
in(nt is become an absolute necessity. The

six weeks might be materially reduced. The
distance from Souihamptoa to Alexandria
is less than that from Liverpool to New
York, and there is no reason why it should
not be performed (allowing twelve hours
for delay at Malta and Gibraltar) in eleven
or twelve days. The four days lost in

Egypt might be reduced to one by a rail-

way ; but this at present is hopeless. The
distance of 4,700 miles between Suez and
Calcutta, including the necessary stop-

pages, should not take more than eighteen
days. But to do this, steamers equal to

those on the Atlantic must be employed

;

and in any new constructions, the accom-
modation and ease of the passengers might
be a little more attended to. The Penin-
sular and Oriental Company are advancing,
it is true, but at a rate which keeps them
far behind the age ; and it is to be regretted
that the enormous cost of establishing so

important a line of communication should
virtually leave the public of England and
India at the mercy of a monopoly.

THE HISTORY OF A LIFE.
Ey Barry Cornwall.

Day daian^d—within a curtained room,
Filled to faintness with perfume,
A lady lay, at point of doom.

Day clos'd—a child had seen the light,

But for the lady fair and bright.
She rested in undreaming night.

Spring came—the lady's grave was green.
And near it oftentimes was seen
A gentle boy, with thoughtful mien.

Yearsfled—he wore a manly face,

And struggled in the world's rough race,
And won, at last, a lofty place.

And then

—

he died! Behold, before ye.
Humanity's poor sum and story :

Life—Death—and ail that is of Glory !

Time ! Precious Time !—XJrsinus, a professor in the University of Heidelberg, and
a diligent scholar, to prevent gossips and idlers from interrupting him in his hours of
study, wrote over the door of his library the following lines :

—

*' Amice, quisquis, hue veiiis,

Aut ag-ito paucis, aut abi."

"Friend, whoever you are, that are coming hither, either briefly do your business, or be
gone."

Dr. Cotton Mather (who was a man of uncommon despatch and activity in the manage-
ment of his numerous affairs), that he might not sufi"er by silly, impertinent, and tedious
visitors, wrote over his study door, in large letters, '• Be shwt !"

** Ever hold time too precious to be spent
With babblers."

The society even of our friends must be enjoyed with caution. " Amici fures temporis,"
says Lord Bacon. *' Friends are robber.s of our time,"
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INEZ AND V I N C E N T.

By Miss H. M. Rath bone.

(Concluded fr

In 1789 Vincent met her more fre-

quently, as she then attached herself to

J>rury-lane, and made her first appearance
there in his comic opera of " The Haunted
ToweiV which met with brilliant success,

in consequence of her superior histrionic

and vocal powers, and the excellence of

the composition. On the death of Victor
Storacc, her too-indulgent father, she

withdrew herself still more from Mr.
Hall's house, in which Vincent and Amy
resided, and in 17i^> set off for Vienna,
accompanied by her brutal husband, who
depended entirely upon her for his sup-

port. When at Paris, she heard that

Vincent had been taken dangerously ill,

and, every early feeling of sisterly affec-

tion aroused, she instantly retraced her
steps, and entered his house, in Percy

-

street, in an agony of fear.
" ^ly brother—does he yet live V she

asked, eagerly ; and old Nancy, hurrying
her up stairs, exclaimed

—

"Yes, Signora; yes, Miss Inez—you are
just in time. Only be composed ; for he
knows every one, feeble as he is."

Inez pressed forwards, and beheld Vin-
cent, breathing short and quick, propped
up in bed, and attempting to finish a beau-
tiful song, called " When the robber
his victim has noted." His old friend,

Michael Kelly, who afterwards sang
it in the character of Captain Arm-
strong, was sitting beside him, waiting
for the scores, which Vincent could not
bear to leave unfinished. When he per-

ceived his sister, who knelt down, weep-
ing bitterly as she pressed his left hand
to both of hers, a flush of pleasure crim-
soned his pale brow ; but he took no fur-

ther notice of her until the last bar was
completed that his weak, trembling
fingers could accomplish. Then he said to
his friend, in low, mournful tones, which
Inez never forgot

—

" My dear Mick, I have tried to finish

your song, but find myself unable to ac-
complish it. I must be ill indeed when I

can't write for you, who have given so
much energy to my compositions. I beg
you will finish it yourself—no one can do
it better ; and my last request is, that you
will let no one else meddle with it."

He sank back exhausted, and Amy's
arms supported him, while three or four
little children stood around, feeling that
something was wrong, but totally uncon-
scious of the bereavement which awaited

om page 185.)

them. When Vincent recovered a little,

he kindly welcomed his sister, and ear-
nestly implored her to leave Mr. Fisher,
as she valued her soul's welfare in this
world and the next, nor would he be
satisfied until Inez promised to do so.

But the much-desired words had hardly
passed her lips, when he murmured, while
a sudden change passed over his counte-
nance

—

" My dear Amy—my good, dear Amy,
—farewell!" and the young composer,
w ho had not completed his thirtj^-fom-th

year, breathed his last.

The aflrliction of Inez showed itself, as
usual, in passionate outbursts of excessive
gi-ief, and utter abandonment to her own
feelings, without any regard to those of
the widow and her orphaned children. But
Amy tried to put aside her anguish to
attend Vincent's misguided and dearly-
loved sister, though much beside had now
devolved on her, in the care of her aged
father, w^ho, devotedly attached to his son-

in-law, refused to be comforted under his

loss, and seemed too likely to pine away as
Vincent had done.
After a w^eek's sharp illness, Inez arose

from her sick-bed, and embracing Amy
and the children many times, told the
former she mightdepend upon her keeping
the promise she had made to her dying
brother, but that positive engagements
compelled her to return to Vienna in the

meantime. With a sad heart, Amy was
obliged to let her go ; and Inez left the
house, deeply impressed with the sw^eet

picture which, even in their present
melancholy circumstances, her brother's

family had presented to her of the peace-
ful pleasures of domestic life, and the

high minded enjoyments arising from a
conscientious discharge of every duty.

She contrasted it forcibly with her own
desolate, childless, disorderly home—and
the desire was at last implanted to lead a
more worthy course of existence. She
looked back with shame and regret upon
her wasted powers, and felt bitterly how
futile was the greatest worldly success to

insure happiness. Never had she so

reverenced Amy's superior character, or

so deeply loved her lost brother ; and the

fruits of her changed feelings were shown
in her immediate separation from the

intemperate husband wliom she had
selected, in all the triumph of youthful

self-will, to become her guide for life. She
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went alone to Vienna, and gi-adually her

letters to Amy grew more affectionate and
confidential, and tlie improved tone of her

moral being showed itself in the increasing

brilliancy and effectiveness of her powers
as a singer and actress. A year after-

wards she heard, with bitter sorrow, that

Amy had lost her excellent father, who
liad never recovered the effects of his son-

in-law's decease. These tidings made her
heart yearn to return to England ; but,

aware tiiat she could benefit her brother's

children better hy remaining in Vienna,
she continued to reside there till 1801,

when she came back to her native country
to fulfil an engagement made with Mr.
Harris on the Covent-garden stage. Hav-
ing been delayed by a contrary wind, she

only landed on the evening she was to

sing, and was obliged to drive straight to

the theatre, without calling in Percy-
street. A note having informed Amy of
her arrival in London, her sister-in-law

instantly came to Covent-garden, hoping
to have a peep of Inez in the green-room.
She was not to be seen, however; and
one of the performers, on hearing who she
was asking for, said

—

" Signora Storace is in the orchestra,

madam, where she has kindly undertaken
to perform the part of a kettle drummer;
for, just as Mr. Braham was going on to

singParke's ' Spirit of my sainted sire,' we
found there was no one to beat the kettle-

drums, and the audience must have been
disappointed but for the signora's good
nature."
Although this anecdote of Inez was in

strict accordance with her spirit and
readiness to oblige, it disappointed Amy,
who feared that slie had been expecting
too much change in one still so easily acted
upon by external circumstances. But
these misgivings vanished when she saw
the sweet countenance of her early friend,
far more engaging in its chastened loveli-

ness than it had ever been before, and fur-
ther intercourse only confirmed this first

fleasant impression. It is related by Mr.
*arke that when the story got about, of

the precision and effect with which the
Signora had beat the kettle-drums on this
occasion, an old Irish captain exclaimed,
on hearing of it, " By the powers, she is

a nate lass, and I should only have one
objection to such a wife, which is, that,
being so ready at a bating, she might one
day feel an inclination, as Mr. Mulroony
says, to bate a coat with a man in it."

Dearly was aunt Inez loved by her
young nephews and nieces; and to the
eldest of the former, who greatly resem-
bled his father, she became so much
attached, that her wish to superintend his

education hastened her determination to
leave the stage, which she did in 1808,
when little Vincent was twelve years old.

She then retired to Heme Hill, a pretty
cottage near Dulwich, respected by all

wlio knew her, and where she dispensed
munificent charities in the neighbourhood.
Herunabated ardourof disposition showed
itself in her setting to work to learn Latin
and Greek, in order to teach them to her
nephew, whose fine abilities repaid the
fostering care which she bestowed on him.
and this arduous sacrifice of her time.

Thus quietly and busily employed,
several years rolled on, and when he
had attained his eighteenth year Vincent
took leave of his kind aunt, and went to
college to study for the bar, in which pro-
fession he afterwards rose to considerable
eminence. Inez felt so lonely on her
departure, that her eldest niece, Selina,
came over to Dulwich to spend some time
with her, but her low spirits prevented
her being a good companion ; and her aunt,
after a few days had elapsed, induced a
reluctant confession that a gentleman of
the name of Folingsby and Selina had
been long attached to each other, but
that their marriage could not take place,

because Mr. Folingsby's father insisted

on the latter's having a thousand pounds
settled upon her, as his son's income
was wholly derived from an inferior

oflSce under Government. Pleased to hear
of her niece's engagement to one so esti-

mable as she knew this Mr. Folingsby to

be, and regretting Amy's limited means,
her aunt made no comment on the com-
munication, beyond a cordial expression
of her sympathy ; and a fortnight after-

wards Selinawas surprised to hear Signora
Storace say that she was going to per-
form three nights at Covent-garden for

the benefit of a friend. Amy, too, was
much surprised at the announcement, for

her friend was nearly fifty years old, and
she thought Inez hardly equal to such an
exertion, as her health had been failing for

some time. Her acting proved, however,
as spirited and delightful as in former days,
and she was welcomed with acclamations
by the public; but she did not come to

Percy-street until the following week after

her performances, when she early one
morning made her appearance, and after

sitting some time conversing with Amy
upon various matters, she rose to go, and
calling Selina aside, said :

" Here is a little packet for you, my dear
child, which I hope will set all to rights,

and I shall leave you to spend the day with
your mother ; and then to-morrow, if you
like, come back to me for a while at Dul-
wicn."
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AVhen her aunt had departed, Seliiia
!

opened the small parcel, which she found
contained a cheque tor a thousand pounds,
with a few lines from the Signora, begging
her dear niece's acceptance of the proceeds
of her three nights' re-appearance in public.

This was the last time Inez called on 2\my
and her children ; the excitement of acting
had aggravated the internal disease under
which she had long laboured ; and on the
27th of August, 1817, her subdued and
purified spirit rejoined the father and
brother whom she had mourned so deeply.
Many generous bequests to different chari-
ties were recorded in her will, and several
for the benefit of aged and infirm stage

performers, while the large legacy of a
thousand pounds was left to tne Royal
Society of Musicians.
Amy was alone with her at the moment

of her decease, and her last audible words
were :

" It is good for me that I have been
afliicted ;" for prosperous as her worldly
career had been throughout, Inez possessed
a soul full of ardent afi'ections, which had
never known the gratification of being
loved by a noble-hearted husbandj or che-
rished by afl^ectionate children; and for

many years she had been deprived of the
father and brother who had constituted the
happiness of her childhood.

MORNING INVITATION TO A SON OF TOIL.

By Thomas Beggs.

Awake ! there's gladness on the hills,

Morn brightens over field and flood ;

There's music in a thousand rills,

And sunshine on the bright green wood.
Aiise ! poor child of toil,—awake !

And see the cloudless morning break
;

Come, let the wearied spirit rise,

To scan the glories of the skies.

Why should thy cheek be cold and pale,

When earth is gay with sun and flowers ?

Come, scent the fragrance of the gale,

And hear the song the woodlark pours.

Why should thy face be dim with grief,

When joy is seen on stem and leaf ?

Come, chase the slumber from thine eyes

—

Poor child of toil, awake ! arise

!

What makes thee mourn when streams re-

joice ?

Wert thou then born to toil and tears ?

Canst thou not join the welcome voice

That wakes the earth when day appears ?

Is that dull eye, that sickly frame,

The fruit of early guilt or shame ?

Or is it lust of other's gold
Hath made thee prematurely old ?

It is not age—it is not crime

—

Hath marked thy manhood with decay
;

Fierce passion hath not stained thy prime.

Nor dashed the hues of health away
;

Thine eyes have no suspicious gleam,

Like that betrays the usurer's scheme
;

Thou art too poor to crouch or crave

For wealth to buy a pompous grave.

And yet thy lot is hard ; the sun
Awakes thee from thy wretched bed.

And when his glorious race is run,

Will scarcely leave thee fire and bread.

And thus it is—to toil to live.

To gasp in weariness—to give

For life alone thine every hour,

To feed the pride of saucy power.

That sun, which speaks of joy to all,

Speaks with a tyrant's voice to thee
;

It wakes thee to thy dismal thrall

From dreams in which the heart was free.

The curse hath crushed thee, heart and
frame—

Where all is buoyant thou art tame
;

They do not call thee serf or slave

—

What art thou then?—a living grave.

A living grave, whereon the light

May fall to day, but cannot raise

Thy buried hopes from sorrow's night,

Nor leave one gleam of brighter days.

What to the children of despair

Is God's fair earth and wholesome air,

Whilst thousands writhe beneath the ban
Which selfish man hath made for man ?

Yet, child of woe, they cannot bind
The wings that scatter wreck and wrath

;

Can they form dungeons for the mind,
Or keep the avenger from their path ?

No ! by thy wrongs, thou wretched one

—

And thousands like thyself undone

—

The day of retribution lours

:

Count ye oppression's life by hours.

Then wake thee,—o'er the rock*s wild brow
The sun peeps up o'er cot and hall

;

Come share the breezes as they flow,

The free glad streams that flow for all.

Leave on thy bed the care and pain
^

Of last week's toil ; the mind unchaki,

And let the wearied spirit rise,

To scan the glories of the skies.
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SELF-RELIANCE.*

One of the finest maxims of ancient philo-

sophy was comprised in two words

—

" Know Thyself," and it became so cele-

brated that it acquired the authority of a
divine oracle, and was written in lettei'S

of gold in the temple of Apollo. Cicero
said, " that it had such a weight of sense
and wisdom in it, that it appeared too
great to be attributed toany man." Modern
philosophy has given us another maxim

—

" Trust Tliyself^^—a maxim that is worthy
of inscription on every temple, and ought
to be written on every faculty and power
of man. A man who knows himself, and
trusts himself, is fit for any duty that his

abilities adapt him for, and that circum-
stances devolve on him ; and while the ig-

norant and vacillating man trusts to any-
body's opinion but his own, the man of self-

reliance knows what to do, and how to do,
and when to do it. In the world which
we inhabit we have our part to act, and
as the time allotted to us is brief and fleet-

ing, it is very important that we should
perform it honourably and well. We ai-e

endowed with faculties of the highest
order;—intellect, conscience, reason, ima-
gination. For the improvement of these
noble powers, and for their right appro-
priation and use, we are not only amenable
to the bar of heaven, but are responsible
to the societv in which vie move, and the
nation in which we live. And this fact
furnishes us with one of the strongest ar-
guments in favour of self-reliance, because
responsibility is individual, not vicarious.
A man stands or falls by his own actions.
Those who have no confidence in them-
selves—no reliance on their powers, may
seem to act their part on the stage of life

;

but when the keen eye of discrimination
analyses their pretensions, it will be de-
tected that they are dressed in borrowed
costume, and only utter or echo the words
of some prompter behind the scene. A
man of no originality—of no independence
of principle or action, who runs at the
beck and trembles at the nod of a fellow
man, whether in reason or out of it, gives
up all claim to the rights and honours of
manhood, and classes himself with loco-
motive engines, which can only work well
when they are stimulated and guided by
the hand of another.

Self-reliance is the doctrine of reason.We have hands and feet; the sense of
sight, of hearing, of smell, of touch, of taste.We are endowed with the power of

thought and the faculty of speech; and
we arc entrusted with these gifts for
our own especial use. It was never in-
tended that we should listen with another
person's ears, nor walk with another per-
son's feet, nor talk with another person's
tongue. We are sent into the world en-
dowed with every faculty to make us
independent and self-reliant. Instinct
teaches us to eat our own bread and but-
ter; and reason teaches that we should
think and act for ourselves. 1 1 requires no
book, no vision, no revelation to tell us
that self-preservation is the first law of
nature, and self-help is the best adminis-
trator of that law.
Children are fondled aiid caressed while

they hang on the bosom, or recline on the
arm, incapable of self-support ; but when
does the child become the father's pride
and the mother's joy ? The day on which
it walks alone! The tendril instincts of
the child become weaker and weaker as
time rolls on; and when childhood changes
into youth, and youth into manhood, they
are superseded by the impulses and resolves
of manly independence. It is, however, a
lamentable fact, that there are but few
families without one parasite member

—

one hanger on, who thinks that relation-
ship gives him a right to feed at their
table, and finger their money. Whenever
this pauper feeling gains an ascendancy in
the mind of a man, however gifted and
respectable he may be, he will gradually
become a mean and odious member of so-
ciety, and in the last stage of his existence
he will probably be a Lazarus trembling
at the gate of a rich man, desiring to be
fed with the crumbs that fall from his
table. Charles Lamb describes this class
of intolerant danglers in his quaint and
humorous stj^le. He says, "A poor rela-
tion is the most irrelevant thing in nature :

an unwelcome remembrancer, a perpetual
mortification, a drawback upon success, a
stain in your blood, a blot in your es-
cutcheon, a rent in your garment, a
death's head at your banquet, a Mordecai
at your gate, a Lazarus at your door, a
lion in your path, a frog in your chamber,
a fly in your ointment, a mote in your eye,
a triumph to your enemj^, an apology to
your friends, the one thing not needful,
the hail in harvest, the ounce of sour in a
pound of sweet"
The application of the principle of self-

trust to the cultivation of the intellect, is

Rrw'lfi!.^T«?wf^^-'"*^^^'^^''P^"''^ ^-^ Mr. Councillor Wilkinson, delivered at the Retford Literary andBCientmc institution, and since printed and published by Messrs. Simpkin and Marshall.
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attended with tlie greatest advantages. It

is the dignity and glory of man that he is

so constituted that he is enabled to reflect,

reason, judge, and determine. He is ca-

pable of being actuated bv motives and

reasons ; and it is only when he forgets

the nobility of his nature tliat he sutlers

himself to be led away by impulse or mere

instinct. Man is pre-eminently an intel-

lectual and moral being ; it is when he de-

grades himself by subserving reason to

passion that he neglects the cultivation ot

those things that are lovely and virtuous,

beautiful and true. The improvement ot

the mind, and the unfolding of its noble

powers, is one of the most pleasing and

important duties of life. Reason, selt-

love, interest, and patriotism, not only

.suggest, but require the cultivation of the

intellectual faculties. If a man has any

self-respect, he wishes to be intelligent ; it

he desires to do good, he knows that in-

tellectual grace gives beauty to the

plainest action ; if he wishes to be great

and honoured, and stand conspicuous

amongst his fellow-men, he knows that^ it

is the mind that makes the man, and ig-

norance ought not to sit in high places.

Beauty is a fine thing, and especially so

when it is associated with a sensitive

heart, and irradiated with a sun-bright

eye. Money is a precious thing—it gives

charms to ngliness, grace to awkwardn^ess,

and works a thousand magical wonders on

the feelings and passions of men. An ex-

tensive state or domain is a good thing

;

and it is a proud privilege to stand on an

eminence and survey mountain and river.

hill and dale, woodlands and meadows, and

call the delightful scenery all our own.

But neither beauty, nor gold, nor land, is

worthy of being placed in competition

with knowledge or wisdom. One of the

best and most intelligent authors of ancient

times advises us " to receive instruction

rather than silver, and knowledge rather

than gold." To give efficacy to this advice,

he says, " for wisdom is better than rubies,

and all things that may be desired are not to

be compared with it."

There is no royal road to knowledge,

but knowledge is a royal road to honour

and true dignity. Bulwer, who now
writes with surpassing fluency and grace,

worked his way to eminence—worked it

through failure, through ridicule. In one

of the . articles of Bentley's Miscellany

we are told, " that this facility is only the

result of practice and study, lie wrote at

first very slowly, and with great difficulty
;

but he resolved to master the stubborn

instrument of thought, and mastered it.

He has practised writing as an art, and has
re-written some of his essays nine or ten

times over. Courage, industrjr, and per-

severance are qualities which he has

brought to bear upon high aims and distin-

guished abilities. The results have been
adequate. His career is honourable to

himself, and a lesson to men of letters."

Many write and speak after a model

:

they are imitators, and imitators are

always behind. Words are the pictures

of thought ; and iz is pleasant to have a
few pictures with tlie traces of our own
genius. Many respectable people, who
would be ashamed of appearing in bor-

rowed costume, make a great parade with

borrowed ideas and opinions. They find

adoption easier than creation, and repeti-

tion more convenient than invention. Like

the celebrated echo of Luiiey, they can

repeat the words or music of another in

such clear and varied sounds, that wonder-

ing credulity has given them a genius

and fame ; but when they are brouglit to

the test of true philosophy it is discovered

that they are mere natural or mechanical

arrangements to imitate what they do not

possess.
, ^ . .

In the formation and avowal of princi-

ples we should be self-reliant. What is a

man without principle ? He may be rich

and gifted, polished and polite, but with-

out probity he is only a gay trifler or a dex-

trous knave. He may clothe himself in

purple and fine linen, or wear a coronet

;

but without a moral character he is

meaner than the humblest peasant who
walks in tlie paths of truth and rectitude.

The greatest compliment that we can pay

any man is, not that he is talented or clever,

but truthful and honest, and in any matter

of agreement or duty we can trust him.

Integrity is superior to brilliant parts, and

plain honesty to splendid fraud. A crown
may make a king, but it requires virtue to

make a king a man. floral principles are

formed and maintained the most ettec-

tually by simplicity and sincerity. It is

one of the greatest attainments m moral

science to be able to say '' Yes" or "No
I

without equivocation or reserve. How
I

many have ruined their characters and lost

I their fortunes for want of courage to use

one of these little words. Thousands at

this moment hang in doubt and torture,

crucifying themselves between these two
monosyllables. Self-reliance is essential

to success in commercial and professional

pursuitts. If two young men start in life

with the same advantages and equal faci-

lities for progress, and one depends on his

friends, and not on himself, and the other

relies on his own skill and energy, time

will soon bring the intelligence that the

latter has gained the prize or won the

laurel. Most people are too much engaged
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with their own concerns to attend to those

of others ; and yet there are men iu society

who vainly imagine that their friends

should be continually doing something for

them. How many authors pine and weep
in their lonely garrets^ and try to brighten
tlie dark cloud that hangs over their pros-

pects with the illusive hope of patronage ?

How many tradesmen eat the bread of
sorrow, or figure in the Gazette, because
they trusted to the favours of a fickle aris-

tocracy or a few summer-day friends, and
not to their own tact, energy, and econo-
my ? Many men in professions and busi-

ness, who are continually looking out for

the patronage of others, would play a
much safer game if they would patronise
themselves. Dr. Johnson made the candid
avowal, that he owed all his success in life

to confidence in his own powers. In the
preface to his celebrated dictionary, he
declares " that it was written with little

assistance of the learned, and without any
patronage of the great."

If we were to ^o to the mart or the ex-
change, to the university or the church, to
the bar or the senate, to the ocean's wave
or the battle-field, and select the names
that are marked with distinction in their
respective annals, we should discover
that fortime and fame had encircled their
choicest honours around the heads of those
men who were distinguished for self-

denial and self-dependence. Franklin,
the model tradesman, was a man of self-

reliance. Demosthenes, the ancient oi*a-

tor, Cromwell, the founder of the com-
monwealth, Luther, the great reformer,
were men of self-reliance. The Duke of
Wellington and Sir Charles Napier are
remarkable for habits of self-direction

and self-dependence. The distinctions
amongst men are not natural and compul-
sory ; they are in a great measure volun-
tary and self-determined. Fate does not
bind us in fetters that cannot be broken,
nor place us in the bondage of uncontrol-
lable circumstances. We are slaves or
men by an act of our own will.

On the first day a young man commences
life he should write in his journal these
words :

" The way to get help in this
world is to help yourself." '* Show that
you need aid, and all will turn a cold
shoulder ; but prove that you can do with-
out depending on people, and they will
beg to give you a lift." We are glad that
this feeling exists in society, and nope that
it will soon pervade every part of it. It
would lead men to prefer independence to
vassalage, honesty to trick, straightfor-

wardness to sycophancy, industry to pau-
perism, and principle to expediency. In-
stead of looking for the favours of patron-
age, or the gales of fortune, or the prizes

of chance, we should be devout believers

in the doctrine of Gibbon, " that the winds
and the waves are always on the side of
the able.st navigators."

A Simile.—A day was born. The eastern sky was marked with cold, dim light.

Anon the faint, gray lines diffused ; then they grew bright, and brighter, and brighter
still, until they filled the horizon ; then they climbed the unfolding sky, and lit the world
with radiance. The glorious sun burst on the view, and heaven and earth lay bathed in
gorgeous dyes. The new-born|morning smiled in blushing loveliness, and nature drank in
the beauty of the scen^. Thus came into existence a virgin morn. Erelong a tiny speck
of shade hung far, far away in the ethereal fields. Soon it grew darker, and occupied a
more extended space, whilst a mournful sigh came floating through the vale. Anon the
feeble sighing of the afflicted wind increased into a blast, a gale, a hurricane, and then
it swept over the world, roaring like a mighty cataract of leaping, boiling, angry,
hissing waters ; while that lately tiny speck spread wider, wider and darker, till it hung
like midnight's mysterious glpom, a world of blackness between the earth and sky.
Then the lightning's blazing serpents fired the surcharged clouds, and the slumbering
thunder woke, and split the heavens with ire, and rain and hail in torrents tumbled down.
Revelling in his savage freedom, the storm rushed around the earth, dealing destruction
in its course. The world shrank beneath the direful change, and tottered in her fear.

So the storm came. It passed. The golden sunlight pierced the clouds again, and
smiled once more upon the world below. It soon chased the warring elements from the
azure fields, and ere the day had waned, it was robed in all her former brightness. So it

is with this life. The morning dawns, and in childhood's hours our way is bright and
blest. The day wears on, and as we older grow, the storm-speck rises in our horizon, and
clouds obscure our sky. Yet, still life's sunshine beams above the storm, and though we
bend beneath the fury of the blast, those glorious rays will dissipate the gloom, and shed
their cheerfidness again around our checkered way.

1
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NOTES UPON EUROPEAN ART.
By An American.

Nothing during my experience of Europe,
perhaps, has given me greater pleasure

than its art, and yet about nothing can less

be said. The feelings which one has before

great works of art are so vague and sha-

dowy—so made up from quick associations

and longings and memories—that it is al-

most impossible to analyse them, and very
difficult in any way to describe them. Then
the whole language which the connoisseurs
use with reference to art, and the princi-

ples on which they judge it, are so utterly

different from what a man educated alone

in nature would employ, that one feels diffi-

dent about expressing his emotions.
In all the ancient art, nothingr will be

more striking to

religious tendency*
here, especially the

a stranger than its

I mean by ancient art

painting of the middle
ages.

The hopes and fears of religion, the

legends of monkish tradition, the stories of

the Bible, the ideals which religion helps

to form, are expressed and worked over in

all conceivable shapes.
The face of Him whom the painters of

that age regarded as the Perfect One of

humanity, and the sufferer for men, is pic-

tured in all the forms which affection and
imagination could invent—from the sweet
face of the child playing with its mother

—

yet ever with an expression of deep un-
earthly feeling—to the pale, exhausted
features of the man, looking towards
heaven with that expression of almost
superhuman agony which the painters

borrowed from the old sculptured face of

Niobe among the Greeks. The " Holy
Family" too are again and again repre-

sented, with Mary—who was often to the
religious of those times the medium be-

tween God and humanity—the woman
with the passions and feelings of mankind,
ai>d at the same time the mother of the
** b^n of God." About her the painters
havethrown all that they could idealise in
femak beauty—all which expresses the
most Winning and kindly and the deepest
feelings if woman ; and at the same time
they have >iven her circumstances of ma-
jesty, all beating one so highly honoured of
heaven. The martyrs," too—the good men
whom in early li^ristian history suffering had
never turned fro.

^^i^-^^ f^i^j^^ and the men
also whose laboui ^f kindness in a rude
age, and whose sell ^.^unciation had gained
them the reputatl^

^,f ''saints," are
pictured with pious h^^j^ ^j^ the eye grows
tired of the unvarying ip^. But it is as we

approach the early painters of the Christian
era that we most strongly perceive the reli-

gious tendency.
There is a gallery in Berlin which, though

not containing any very great works of art^

gives, perhaps, the best historical exhibition
of paintings that can be found in Europe. I

have often interested myself there in notic-
ing the change of style from period to

period, and especially in contrasting the
religious conceptions of the earlier painters
with those of the later.

In the very earliest one finds little beauty
of colouring or gracefulness of outline ; but
there is an intensity of fervour, an earnest-

ness in their conceptions, for instance, of

the unseen, which puts at defiance all the
more refined spiritualisings of later mas-
ters. You are very sure they meant what
they painted. And when a drunkard in the
future world is pictured as tied to two
hideous devils, and having liquid fire

pumped into his mouth by another devil,

you are quite sure the artist's idea of

punishment was an earnest one, to say the
least. They are very material, all of them

;

and I have often thought, in walking among
these works of theirs, that it would almost
make a man sceptical to think of them
much. Still it is a terrible materialism,
the materialism of a Dante or of Job, in these
pictures of the Deity, Every form or image
which can convey a disagreeable or painful

idea is used to represent the sufferings of
the wicked in the future world. Hideous
toads are swallowing them—serpents with
disgusting human features are winding
themselves round them—creatures for

which there is no countertype, except in the

creations of nightmare, are crawling over
them. The revellers are having their

orgies over again with lizards and worms
and scorpions. The gluttons are crammed
with loathsome substances. Others are

sawed and turned on wheels, and crushed
and roasted.

In their conceptions of future happiness
they are not so striking. Perhaps it is less

revolting to give material representations

of pain than of pleasure. One is shocked^
too, to see Deity itself pictured. Their
only heaven is an assemblage of immense
numbers of winged beings with harps and
violins, and sometimes with organs, or rows
of happy monks who are saved by angels

from the abyss below. Still with all their

stiffness, and bareness of colouring often,

and material conceptions, there is such an
evident fervour about those old masters.
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f.uch a devotion, and such an affection^ that

they must ever be dear to the student of

art.

"SVhen one gets down as far as Rubens,
the representations are not so much of

material torture as of expressions of pain,

and of faces with demoniac malice. Beauti-

ful female forms are clasped and hurried

away by demons, who look back with that

terrible' scowl of malignity which Rubens
alone can fully give ; or faces are just seen
through the darkness, fearful in their con-
tortions of pain.

In nothing have all the painters made
so many attempts as in their picturing of the
t?piritual world, and in nothing have they
shown thenselves so inferior in the genius
of expression to the great artists of lan-

guage. Angels have again and again been
attempted, from the beautiful, intellectual-

looking youths of the Dusseldorf school

;

and the winged Cupid-like children for

which all the painters, religious and pro-
fane, have such a strange affection, up to

the abnormal creatures of the earlier mas-
ters, composed only of round heads and
large wings, but never scarcely in a single in-

stance do they give one the idea of a spiritual
being, of a higher existence under dif-

ferent laws. Perhaps the very appearance
of wings immediately forces on us the idea
of animals ; or it may be their own highest
ideal of angels was of pure, happy children.
Raphael has perhaps ascended very high in
his ideal when he merely paints children
with a look of unearthly intelligence, and
an expression of love too deep to be natural
to such beings in life. But of all pictures
which have attempted to express anything
spiritual, and indeed of all in any age for
grandeur of conception, one of the most
wonderful is a modern painting, at present
in Berlin in a private gallery, '* Kaulbach's
Battle of the Huns."
There has always been a tradition among

various nations that those who perished in
some great world-battle, in the very mo-
ment of fierce conflict, met again in fiercer
fight after death. There is such a tradi-

tion in regard to a spirit-battle between
Attila's army and the Romans. The pic-
ture I am speaking of, takes its idea from
that tradition. The scene is a battle-field,
with corpses strewn about, and beyond,
the towers and battlements of Rome rising
in the distance. The light is a strange,
cold, unnatural glare, like that of very early
morning. From the battle-field the forms
of the dead are rising. They are stupified,
half-unconscious at first; but as they com-
prehend the strange scene 'above them they
seem to hurst from the earth as if into a
new existence. Imagination never pictured
or scarcely dreamed of such a conception of

motion. They do not fly, nor are they wafted,

but they rise with such a free, eager move-
ment, as if their spirits and passions pressed
them up; as if they had powers of moving
not pos^essed by man, or were creatures

of a new element. They all have human
features ; but there are strange, fearful ex-

pressions on them, and there is something
bloodless and unnatural about them all.

They are faces such as when once seen we
cannot easily forget ; such as one sees

sometimes in disturbed dreams.
Above is passing a strange, terrible scene.

On one side, moving swiftly on through
the air, is a host of wild forms—the army
of the Huns. At their head, supported by
four slaves on a shield, stands Attila. He
holds a scourge in his hand, and drives on
before him a crowd of fugitives, who are

grappling in fierce fight among themselves,
or are fleeing before him, and on whose
faces are all the most terrible expressions
which the mind ever dreamed of ; looks of

unearthly wrath, and fear, and malice, and
revenge. On the other side are seen the
warriors of the Romans, with noble and
dignified faces, but saddened and almost;

fearful. They do not move so swiftly ; and
they look and point at the cross which is

borne in their centre. Before them is their

king, leading them on as if to desperate
battle

;
yet still with confidence apparently

in that cross. Two timid, youthful forma
are clinging to his sides. Far in the
heights of the air other forms are strug-
gling, seemingly in fierce conflict, but ^o
mist-like and uncertain that one can hardly
tell whether they are shapes only of the
morning clouds, or these spirits of the
dead. Both armies appear to have risen

from the field of battle, and others are con-
tinually rising to join passionately in the

strife.

There is scarcely any colouring in the
picture except a faint yellow. Yet are the
outlines and expressions bold beyond any-
thing I have ever seen in painting. The
forms seem as if they might melt away with
the first morning light, and yet they are
animated with a passion which is almo^Jt

superhuman. The first sensation wl^ich

the spectator experiences is almop- of

shuddering. He connects the whole scene

with the awful course of that '* Sc'^f'^S^^ of
God;'' with his own belief tha' |ie was
commissioned by the Almighty with^ the

strange connexion which ?^ tradition

asserts him to have had witH^^ unseen :

and as one gazes at the 7^^"> dream like

picture, a strange feelins'^^'^^PS over the

mind, which cannot be w^^^^scribed or ac-

counted for, as if a glim^® ^^d been had for

amoment of someihii> ".'^^ known in life.

In many of its feat}'^^ *^ ^s certainly the
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Jiiiost wi ndeiful picture of either ancient or

iiiodern art.

It is a very fortunaie thing that the

modern school, especially among the Ger-
mans, turns so mnch towards historical

subjects. It is a difficult department, and
demands wide preparation; but it is new,
and may perhaps, if fairly used, be one of

the most beautiful means of transmitting
the history of our times. I am disposed to

think ihat, at the present time, art has
reached a higher grade of cultivation among
the Germans than among any other people.

In minuteness and elaborateness of exe-

cution the school of Dusseldorf has no
equal ; though it may be doubted whether
in boldness and grandeur it can compete so

well with other artists in Germany. There
is one picture of that school—the greatest
It has produced, and one of the greatest of

modern times—Lessing's painting of *'Huss
before the Council of Constance." But it

seems to me there are no artists now in

Germany, or in Europe, whose works can
equal in genius and boldness those of

> Kaulbach's and Cornelius'. They nre the
reactions against the frippery and super-
ficiality which w^as beginning to appear in

modern painting. Deficient often in beauty
: of colouring, or in minute execution, they
are grand as the bare and strong expression
of great thoughts. They come to us like

the first works of genius from an unculti-

vated people, almost awful from their in-

tensity of thought and their contempt of

form.
The French school I for one do not like.

There is throughout a too constant seeking
for effect. As one studies the collections

of modern paintingsinthe Luxembourg and
the Louvre, one cannot butbe struck with the
number of dramatic terrible scenes ; with
the delight of the artists in striking con-
trasts and vivid colouring ; with the bril-

liance and luxuriance of the painting, show-
ing apparently a want of the severe and pure
taste which must belong to the highest art.

Yet despite all this, every one must acknow-
ledge a tone through them all of that won-
derlul genius which characterises nearly
everything the French people undertake.
Ihe pictures of Paul de la Roche, and
Ca'iam and Biard, may well rank very
high^'n modern art. There is one painting
in the Gallery of the Louvre, by a modern
artist wi^se name I have forgotton, which
has left a 'ery deep impression upon me.

It is a ni onlight scene, with a murderer
escaping froi, his victim, and the Angel of
Justice above him. The whole execution
and beauty of he painting, as well as the
idea, are so wo-jg^f^H r^v^^

^^l^j^ p^^l^
moonhght, so diti^^jt ^o give, falls over
the face and unstrui, ^^^^ of ^he dead, and

gleaming on the muscular shoulders of the
murderer as he tries to escape, produces an
eftVct of life which has rarely been surpassed
in painting—the muscles seem to strain out
of the picture. His face is turned away
from the light as if it almost reproach^ d
him

;
yet you can see in the shadow that it

is writhing with agony. He is straining

every nerve to escape—perhaps thinks he
is almost safe ; but above him, with sure
and steady sweep, moves the minister of

Justice ; a being of lofty and solemn
beauty, with no expression on his face of

cruelty or of vengeance ; but calm, almost
pitying, yet fixed in its purpose of inexor-
able justice.

As it is said, mere execution and beauty
is wonderful. The management of tl)e

lights and shadows ; the most difficult but
almost perfect shading of colour which
could so bring out the murderer's form;
the softness and beauty of the moonlight,
just lighting up the distant landscape, and
perhaps throughout giving so much the
effect ofpeace, and thus bringing out mere
strongly the fierce passion of the deed ; and
the helpless, beseeching look which the
pale face and loosened muscles of the dead
so naturally give— all this is well worth
our study. But the great ideas which all

these details harmonise with, and perhaps
aid to express, are most wonderfully
brought forth. The certainty of Justice
pursuing Guilt—the contrast between the
wild p'dssion below, and the calm, unerring-

Government above. It seems as if for a
moment one could see in contrast the
visible and *' the invisible"—man in his

petty plans, his ungovernable wrath, his

imagined independence; and ihe awful
power above, which ever watches and
governs.
When in England I thought I should see

no more beautiful landscape painting in

Europe than Turner's, at least than his ear-

lier efforts. Yet it seems strange that one so
eccentric, so dlmost perverted in his private
life, could produce anything truly great in
art. Indeed, in his latter pictures, we
must allow that that eccentricity has at

length reached his pencil, and * he has
('rawn scenes which no one would venture
to explain or even to criticise, so utterly
unintelligible are they. He has always
been the boldest of modern painters, the
least governed by rule or example. In
these, however, he has altogether leaped
out ofeither the region ofcommon sen se or re-

ality. Though the most ideal of composers,
we seldom, in his earlier works, lose the

impression of reality. He is almost the

only landscape painter before whose works
a man who has gathered his ideals from
Nature alone, can lose himself with those
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vague feelings, and thoughts, and dreams
of beauty, which fills the mind before the

colouring of the sunset, or the wide, spark-
ling water, or the glimmering of sunlight
on the forest leaves, or the shadows and
dreamj' far-off views of the landscape ; feel-

ings which in their subtle nature elude all

analysis, and which, in their half-sad and
solemn tone, speak of the higher element,
that gives to beauty its power.
There is an artist of the French school

whose landscapes, in grandeur of con-
ception, seem to me beyond Turner's or
those of any other artist. I have seen
nothing like them in all painting—in truth
to nature, and at the same time in won-
derful idealising. I speak of Calam. The
only works I have seen of his were in Ger-
many. The Dusseldorf school in bright
and truthful picturing, and Landseer in

occasional strokes, which have all the more
power from their being " aside" from his

main subject, must rank high as landscape
painters. Yet it seems to me there is

now in New York a youthful landscape
painter whose works, if they be perfected
as wonderfully as they have begun, may
<*qual those of the first masters of Europe

;

an artist who has not feared to render back
the peculiar tone of our own landscapes,
which differs as much from that ot the
ideal landscapes, handed down in the
European schools, as the Western climate
does from the European. I speak of Mr.
Church.

I cannot close this hasty sketch of my
impressions from works of art, without
speaking of a certain painting in the Ant-
werp Gallery. A painting, perhaps, not
widely known, and one which in colouring
and grouping is not remarkable, but which
in the.pictzD'ijig of expression is Avonderful.
The artist's name, I think, is Boermaas.
The subject is partly symbolical

—

^^ Christ
giving the water of life to men.'* A motley
crowd is represented, in the midst of which,
by a fountain, stands Christ, offering with
kind, pitying look and gesture, the water.
Above, an angel is flying over, holding the
inscription, " Ho every one that thirsteth /'*

The power of the picture is in the expres-
sions on the faces of those thirsting for the
water. The idea once conceived that in that
company is symbolised the longing and
hope of humanity for forgiveness, and
the representati( n is most heart-touching.
We see man with his weary and guilty
heart as no picturing in language could
show him, throwing himself down be-
fore Christ, and some faint realisation
comes over the mind of what that peace,
that purity, must be ; and that love which
bestows it.

The most prominent figure in tne group

is a woman, one who has fallen through
passion. She is not pictured as such gene-
rally are, voluptuous and almost disgusting,
but with a fine, noble face. Yet every line

of those beautiful and pallid features speaks
of agony, of remorse, of longing unspeak-
able toward Christ. There is no frippery,

no superficiality in it, as is usual in such
picturing ; all idea of the mere beauty is

lost in the intensity of her suffering and
desire of rest. Around her are various
figures. A weary, old man, who reaches
out faintly, almost hopelessly, for the water

;

a wrinkled, dark-faced wretch, who seems
to feel himself too guilty to touch it, and
throws himself down before it. There is the
captive, bending down in delight to taste it,

and sad, *' heavy laden " forms—and those
dusty and worn from long journeying— nd
children who have suffered—and the blind
and the sick ;— all with different expressions,
yet all with such looks of intense longing !

On the right of Christ, two common-
looking servants are bringing in a sick
man; and the expression of suffering and-
exhaustion, as his head sinks on one side,

is wonderful.
The picture cannot be considered great,

as a composition—as a poem. There is

little of the highest art in it; yet it is a
most earnest painting ; and it is much to
say, that there is nothing in it to disturb
the effect from this picturing of feeling. As
we gaze at it, we lose ourselves in the
emotions speaking from the faces. We
realise, as we seldom do, what it is to

have lost peace and purity ; what it is, when
weary and hopeless with sin, to taste at
length ** the water" of forgiveness and
life.

Still, with all the enjoyment which I have
derived from European art, I must say, I
turn from it with a sense of disappointment.
It is not alone because our ideal is always
30 much beyond the reality, but I had no
thought that painting, as an art of express-
ing human feeling, was so much below the
power of expression in words. Beside the
great painters in language, the most gifted
artists are poor. In all the range of paint-
ing there are no lines of passion such as

Shakspere draws ; no such absorbiiig,

hopeless sorrow ; no such fierce, sweeping
passion. There are no faces on the-anvas
which are half as noble as those wKch look
upon us from the pages of Sch^er or of

Scott. There is so much, too of super-
ficiality, of want of earnestn'**s about the
best painting.

^

Men paint repentiiig jogdalens^ and
forget all idea of the " r^^^^^ance *» in the
beauty. Scenes of sot r'^ ^redrawn, and
the eye is caught and p^'^o^'^ed in beautiful

costume and gracef^ posture, and the
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great idea disappears. Then the greatest i

of ai lists have devoted 'heir talents to such

ignoble subjects; to ccncept'oi s which could

only have arisen from a people altogether

unmanned and ^itiated by luxury. It

seems strange—I can hardly understand

it—that a painter so gifted as Correggio

could employ his wonderful conceptions of

beauty, and his power of soft, dreamy
colouring, to consecrate subjects which

would disgrace the foulest page of Grecian

mythology, or of modern French literature.
' llubens, too, of grosser and stronger nature,

has given too often his life-like colouring

and power of vivid expression to scenes

which should have passed away with the

perverted imagination that gave them
bii th. In truth, I have sometimes thought

that these old Grecian conceptions, how-
ever much they have embodied themselves

in the most beautiful forms of art, have

done almost as much evil as good in the

complete charm they have thrown over

painting, and more especially o\er modern
sculpture, and all the forms of monumental
record.

But it is not alone mythology which is

searched for in its most debasing dreams.

Everything in the Jewish Hi-tory, which

was the fruit of a w;ld age—every deed of

lust and blood and unnatural crime which

the Bible has recorded as a warning, is

worked over and over again with delighted

pencil I ill the mind sickens of the art which

could so revel in such scenes.

I am aware that for all this a partial ex-

cuse can be found in the fact, that in most

of these paintings it is the conception of
beautij with which the painter is absorbed,

and not the apparent idea of the scene ;
and

that considering painting alone as the art

of embodying the beautiful, many of these

objections would fall to the ground. I

would not certainly make painting a merely

hieroglyphic art, and I do not deny that

beauty has its own expression—a wonderful

language, and telling of the highest and

most solemn thoughts ; but srt can only

reach its highest point—can only compete

with its kindred poetry and oratory, when
the language from beauty of line and colour

and shading all unites in expressing in-

tensely and directly the one grerit idea of

the painter, and that idea is such as can

thrill the noblest and purest feelings of the

human heart.

COLUMNS FOR THE YOUNG.

I CAN.
Of course you can. You show it in your

looks, in your motion, in your speech, and
everything else. Every attitude shows that

your body has a soul, and is inhabited by
resolution and moral sense. / can! A
"brave, hearty, soulful, manly expression !

There is character, force, vigour, determina-

tion, and will in it. The words have a spirit,

sparkle, and pungency about them, not to

be resisted nor forgotten. There is a world

of meaning expressed, nailed down, epi-

gramraized, and crammed, so to speak,

into those few letters. Whole lectures are

there, and sermons of mighty grandeur and
eloquence, on the stern and solid virtues.

We like to hear the young man speak it out

bravely, boldly, determined, as though it

was an outstretching of his entire nature

—

a reflection of his inner soul. It tells of

sonaething that is earnest, sober, serious

—

of something that will race and battle with
the world, when the way is open for it.

I can I What a spirit, purpose, intensity,

reality, in the phrase ! It is a strong arm,
a stout heart, a bold eye, a firm spirit, an
indomitable V\\\. We never knew of a man
possessed of its energy, vitality, unsubdued
and energetic fire, that did not attain a
place of some distinction among his fellows.

How should—w« may say how could, it

have been otherwise ? Take Franklin,

Washington, Wilberforce, Ferguson, La
Place, and all the master spirits that have

found a name and a place on the page of

history, and where is the nation, where is

the people, among whom they would not be

distinguished ? It could not be otherwise.

It is the nature, constitution, order, neces-

sity, the very inevitability of things and
events, that it should be so. lean ! rightly

and truly said, and then clenched and
riveted by the manly and heroic deed, is the

real secret, the true philosophy, of all great

men's lives. They took I can for a motto,

and then went forth and made of themselves

and the world exactly what they pleased.

Then, young man, hear us, if it be only

this once. If*>'Ou would be something rnore

than a common, prosy wayfarer in life, just

put these magic words on your lips, and
their musing, hopeful, expanding philo-

sophy into your heart and arms. Say, /
can! and do it, and you are a man whose
fortune will soon be made, and you blessed

with the recollection of making it yourself.

WHAT THE END WILL BE ?

When I see a boy angry with his parents,

disobedient and obstinate, determined to

pursue his ov\n course, to be his own
master, setting at nought the experioncc of
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age, and disreearding admonition and re-

proof—unless nis course of conduct is

changed, I need not inquire '* what will his

end be ?" He not only disobeys his pare ni s

and insults his friends, but he di- regards
the voice of God, and is pursuing ihat path
which leads directly down to the gates of
death and woe.

CRANBERRY TARTS.

Which of our young readers has not seen
cranberry tarts in the pastry-cook's windows ?

and which of them has not felt a strong de-
sire to spend a penny in purchasing one of
them ? They look so tempting, that appe-
tite gets the better of economy. Juveniles,
however, do not stop to inquire anything
about the growth and cultivation of the
cranberry ; and yet there are a great many
particulars respecting the fruit which are
worth attention and inquiry.

There are two kinds or species of this
fruit—the common cranberry, or, as it is

called by learned folks, oxycocus palustris,
and the American cranberry, or oxycocus
macrocarpus. The €rst is found growing
wild in the turf-bogs and upland marshes o(

England and Scotland, and in many of the
northern parts of Europe. By the side of
little rills its red berries glisten in the sun-
shine; its small leaves, its sleiider shrubby
shoots, flourii^h among the snows of Russia,
and in some parts of that great empire are
so plentiful, that the snow is stained crimson
by the berries crushed to pieces by the
sledges passing over them. In those cold
parts of the world cranberries are not
gathered until after the winter is past, and
the fresh arrivals in England are the crop
of the preceding year. Before our own
mosses and bogs were so perfectly drained
as they have lately been, cranberries were
gathered in large quantities in England;
and it is stated that at Langston, on the
borders of Cumberland, they were once so
plentiful, that during the season from £20 to
£30 worth were sold by the poor people
each market-day, for five or six weeks to-
gether.

^
Sir Joseph Banks recommended the cul-

tivation of the American cranberry in our
own country. It is a larger and finer fruit,
but closely resembles the common species,
and is sent over from the United Slates in
large quantities. It grows wild, and with
little expense barren wastes, meadows, and
coarse herbage are converted into cranberry
fields. Any meadow, it is said, will answer
for their growth. They grow well on sandy
bogs, and if these are covered wi(h brufrh-
wood, the brushes should be cleared away,
as they would impede the growth of the
plant; but rushes are soon overpowered by

the strong roots of the cranberry. Scm©
old cultivators plough the land previous to

planting—the latter process being performed
by digging holes, four feet distant each
way, to receive the roots of the young
plants. In three years the ground is alto-

gether covered with the vines, and an acre,

will often produce two hundred bushels,

'

worth about forty pounds, or four shillings

a bushel.
The extensive growth of the cranberry in

America induced several English gardeners
to adopt the suggestion of Sir Joseph Banks,
and to make that which was formerly a
wild fruit an article of culdvation. Mr.
Neill says :

" Wherever there is a pond, the
margin may, at a trifling cost, be fitted for

the cultivation of the cranberry, and it will

continue productive for many years. All
that is necessary is to drive in a few stakes,
two or three feet from the margin of the
pond, and to place some old boards within
these, so as to prevent the soil of the cran-
berry-bed from falling into the water ; then
to lay a parcel of small stones or rubbish at

the bottom, and over it peat or bog-earth, to

the depth of about three inches above, and
seven inches below, the usual surface of the
water. In such a situation the plants
grow readily ; and if a few be put in, they
entirely cover the bed in a year or two by
means of their long runners, which take
root at different points. From a very small
space a very large quantity of cranberries
may be gathered, and they prove a remark-
ably regular crop, scarcely affected by the
state of the weather, and not subject to the
attacks of insects."
The Scotch cranberry is said to be quite

as fit as any other kind for tarts or mar-
malade. Every variety has its own pecu-
liar flavour, but the foreign kinds are liked
best. We go to the northern and the
southern regions to fetch our cranberries,
nearly 40,000 gallons of which are brought
every year into England. How much

;

labour and mutual help is required be-
fore our dainty pastry can be sold for a
penny over the counter ! How the people
in America, or Russia, or New South
Wales, must cultivate the fruit—how it

must be packed, and shipped, and battle

with the winds and waves, and be sold and
resold, and finally cooked by an li'nglish

baker. Help one another, is the way to

succeed in all things—aye, even in making
a Cranberry Tart.

PUSH ALONG, •

Keep striving and striving,

Lose nought by delay,

And something is certain

To be caincd ever/ clay.
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THE JUBILEE OF INDUSTRY.

JOHN SMITH, IN- TOWN, TO HIS COUSIN, IN THE COUNTRY

May 22.

Dear Jessie,—It has struck me since posting my 'last to you—and I don't alto-

gether understand why my letters should get into print ; I hope you have nothing

to do with it, Jessie—that the working men ought to be proud of their o\vn

Exposition in Hyde-park. They should be, certainly ; for, of all the rich and rare

commodities—all the splendid, sparkling, dazzling, bewildering beauty here

spread out for admiration, there is not a single article which has not m some way or

other been indebted to the horny hand of the^workman. Here are exquisite statues

the workman dug the stone and marble from out the rough hill-side. Here is

a creat glass fountain—the workman toiled and sweated in a hot room before a

blazing *furnace-door, before its separate parts were moulded into form. Great

iron gates, of exquisite design and cunning handicraft, grace each side of the noble

building—what do they not owe to labour ? Deep down in daik mines, where

Danger waits stealthily in shape of foul gas, and hanging masses which a blow

brings crushint^ down—have workmen lain upon their backs, and toiled with pick

and mattock for the coal which lit the furnace-fire, to melt the crude metal into

merchantable guise. With great sledge hammers, which you or I could

scarcely lift, and working hard before a blazing forge, with litan blows upon the

white-hot metal, has that rough iron been brought by labour into shapes which

beauty's self may wish to imitate ; and so at no step of the progress of those great

" beautiful gates of the Temple," has the workman been for a single moment

absent. A trophy of Spitalfield's silk—around which the lady visitors linger with

a sort of fondness peculiar to them—graces the eastern nave ; think, Jessie, how-

many workmen must have sat, hour after hour, before the monotonous, clicking

loom, ere the wonderful mass of rainbow colours came to look as it does now !

Great blocks of wood and stumps of trees are erected into a heap, to show us the

staple produce of our colonial brothers—was not the workman wanted, think you,

in the depths of drear Canadian forests, ere the huge oaks and giant elms have

yielded to the woodman's axe ? And so, through all the beautiful Glass Palace

gold, silver, and precious stones have been brought by rough workmen's hands

from out the bowels of the dark, barren earh, and by w^orknaen's hands come bright

and beautiful to us. The chemist's art and the painter's wondrous power are

indebted to the workman for the salts and acids and the dyes and pigments which

enable them to show the world the triumphs of mind over material. And no less

in the page you read is the product of hard-fisted labour apparent ;
for, without

thelabourer and the poor, whence would have come the rags and the industry which

produced the paper on which I write ? There are furs here, Jessie, from Hudson s

Bay, and a series of boots and shoes, w^hich give us the history of the trade m
Britain from the earliest times, with specimens of the various kinds of leather

employed in the manufacture ;—the hand of the workman is apparent here, as

elsewhere, unmistakably ; for the cheaper and more common the original material,

the higher the value which labour bestows upon it. The labour bestowed on gold

seldom more than doubles its original value ; but when an ounce of iron is made

into steel, and the steel into watch springs, the cost of the original metal is multi-

plied I don't know how many thousand times.

Now all this, you know, should not tend to make the w^orkman proud : quite

the contrary ; for he need only go into the western gallery of the Exhibition to see

how far science and mind triumph over mere physical force. There he will dis-

cover—as I did, Jessie, with pleasure—musical instruments, philosophical appara-

tus, electrical machines, electro-magnetic engines for the working of telegraphs,

galvanic batteries, daguerreotypes, and the things necessary to their proper devel-

opment—calotypes, photographs, orreries, and mathematical inventions—all ot

which teach him that, though labour is paramount in everything, without mmd it

is nothing.
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But I fear you will think ray letter getting too dull for a lady's reading. You
would rath(>r hear, I dare say, of the triumphs of labour in more courtly guise.
AVell then, I may tell you that in the gallery north of the transept there is a bed
and hangings, the whole of which is the performance of the needle. It is the
most splendid thing in the world, representing, in various parts, well-known
pictures and statuary in all manner of colours, all in the stitch known as crotchet

;

and I may also say, that in the Central North Gallery there is hanging a carpet
worked in Berlin wool by the I.ady Mayoress and a hundred and fifty ladies, and
presented by them to Her Most Gracious Majesty—whom again I say, God bless !

But in this specimen of ladies' work, no less than in the bed and hangings exhibited
by Messrs. Faudell and Phillips, there is a higher purpose and more enduring
moral than at first appears, for it is shown that a branch of manufacture hitherto
unpractised except for amusement, may be made profitable as well as beautiful.
In the South Gallery are comprised an extraordinary number of needlework

specimens. Exquisite pieces of needlework from Limerick and other parts of
Ireland, many of them the labour of poor children ; counterpanes of knitted cotton
and netted children's dresses ; carpets, table-covers, and sofa-covers—anti-
macassars I think they call them—and other articles of female industry abound.
In one counterpane there are said to be no fewer than one million four hundred
and sixty-four thousand and fifty-one stitches, and to have required six thousand
three hundred and fifty yards of cotton : a sufficient proof, if any were needed,
that the fair sex have not been idle in this Industrial Bazaar.

It is curious to note the various expressions of the people. You may detect a
new visitor by the look of wonder and amazement which sits on the face of him
who for the first time gazes upwards and around upon that magic transept. The
season-ticket holder, on the contrary, has become used to the wonderful effect ; and,
thinking nothing of seeing a couple of giant elm-trees in a glass case, makes his
way quickly through the crowd towards the spot he has selected for his morning's
entertainment. And I assure you, strange as it may sound, there are solitary
places and quiet, unused nooks in this great palace, which few but the scientific
and the searchers after truth in strange disguises, care to visit, even though
fifty thousand people pass daily through its doors ! There is no bustle, Jessie ; no
crowding, except in the refreshment rooms ; and even there it is quite of a genteel
kind

; and as for anything like noise, the words of admiration heard upon the lips
of scores, hundreds, ofpassers-by, gives just the sort of eclat necessary to the
realisation of the wondrfus scene. A solitary walk in the Exhibition, splendid as
is everything around, would be a dull aff'air.

I would enlarge, Jessie, on this part of my letter, but that time fails me ; and if
you were with me in the Exhibition, as I hope you shortly will be, I could point
out many things of which I can scarcely speak on paper. There is about to be
published, I understand, a cheap book in numbers, to be called *< The Illustrated
Exhibitor," which will give you a far better idea of the contents of the Crystal
Palace th^n anything I can say here. It will be published at two-pence a number,
the first of which will appear next week. I shall regularly send you a copy. Till
then, adieu. j^ g^

P.S. I know ladies love postscripts, so I append one. I have just been informed
by a well-known artist that he has a commission from the proprietor of the new
work I mentioned, to make a drawing of the Crystal Palace from the south
door of the transept, which will include all the sights to be seen in that grand
avenue. I assure you I look with impatience to the appearance of the first number,
I he governors are very kind

; they have given us all tickets of admission for to

-

moiTow. This graceful act makes me think better of rich men than ever I thought
before,—an admission of some weight for such a Radical as Yours, J. S.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XIV.

^^^ FRENCH INTO ENGLISH.

M^ere ! racontez moi quelque petite historiette (f.) s'il vous (1) plait (2)

racoiiter—to relate story

if it ym plectses-^f you please). Trfes bien , ma fille ; mais I'historiette, la (1) desirez yous

raieff^ou feinte (f) ^ Oh! qu'elle soit vraie ! Volontiers—Je vous (1) raconterai (2)
*'

fictitious
willingly

une anecdote (f.) a Vegard de Louis Quatorze, ce (m.) grand (m.) roi (m.) que 1 on

regarding

appelle <* Louis le Magnifique." De quel (m.) pays (m.) etait=il roi? II elait

appeler—to call magniacent

roi de France, ma fille. Mais je parle a present d'une epoque (f.) qui precedait

at present epoch preceder—to precede

son=avenement. II avait=alors a pen pres votre age. Son pere Louis Treize avait=ete

accession then about

tres malade ; mais il commencait=a^ se (1) retablir (2) ('' Mmself to re-establish' '—th^^t

sick commencer—to begin

is to recover). Eh! Men! son petit fils etant permis cZ'entrer dans sa (f.) chambre (f.) le
'

well permitted into

roilui ri) demanda (2) avec=un sourire (m ) ''qui Ues vousf L'enfant apres=avoir
^

smile child

m^dite un=in8tant, donna a son pere le roi cette (f.) reponse (f.) :—"Je suis

indditer—to meditate instant this reply

Louis Quatorzer Certainement,=apr^3 la (f.) mort (f.) de son pere, il etait destine

certainly after death destiner—to destine

u etre *' Louis Quatorze"; mais pendant la vie (f.) de ce roi, l'enfant n'avait pas le

during

droit (m ) de porter un tel (1) titre (2). Eh ! bien ! lorsque le roi avait entendu cette

right to wear title when heard

reponse (1) extraordinaire (2) il est tombe (see the list of verbs in the first page of Lesson X.)

mal?dec?e iiouveau, C*^tait co/wme si son successeur (m.) lui (1) commandait

afresh, anew as if successor commander—to comimnd

D'abandonner le trone (m.). Et en effet il 1' (U abandonna ; car, il mourut

lo ahamlmi—to give up throne in fact for died

incessamment.
very quickly

Now ill this exercise the reader has one of the most curious little incidents in

French history, and an incident of which several historians make no mention

whatever, probably deeming it of too little importance. Nevertheless, it will

repay perusal, and we will proceed at once to obviate any little difficulties which

our friends may find in that task.

In Lesson Xtl. they will find, under the example of the verb Aoworer,* what'part

of the verb raconter—ov as the grammarians would say, what *'part of speech"—*

racontez is. The absence of vous shows that it cannot belong to the present tense,

Indicative mood, and that it must therefore be that part of the verb which, by its

own nature, implies a command or a request.

Next, you will perceive that the French do not say, as we do, ** if you please,"

but "if it pleases you," or, more literally still, according to construction, ** if it

you pleases." As the term is of course in hourly use, it is well to know it quite

familiarly. The pronunciation is seel voo play ; and when very rapidly spoken, it

sounds like see voo play.

In the interrogation which almost immediately succeeds, there can be no

difficulty, after our complete explanation, of the method of putting a question in

French.
With regard to qu^elle soil, it might seem to belong to a tense already given ot

elre, the present Subjunctive; and even so it would make sense— ** I de.'^ire"
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(uttaersfood) * that it (the story—/em.) may be true." But in tins lesson we ^ha\\
give another part of (^Ire ; and the reader will at once perceive that the expression
may, more properly still, be referred to that part. Here, therefore, we must repeat
a great guidnig rule, on which we have already emphatically insisted—that where aterm has more than one signification, you should consider which of its me?nino-s
makes sense in the place, or makes the best sense.

°

1
As to raconteraiy and other such words, it is observed that we never write

beneath them more than the present Infinitive
; for, in truth, if our "exercises"

be useful at all, one of their uses is that they thus keep fresh in the reader's mindwhat he has previously learned of the several parts of a verb, with their equallu
several imports

;
that he, in fact, grows by this means imperceptibly familiar with

the most essential points of grammar, while at the same time he practises au
iesthetic or mentally improving drill of method, order, and lucidityAl egard de-\itexBl\j, ''at the re-ard of "-that is, - in regard of," is another
ot those daily and hourly recurring phrases with wdiich one cannot be too famili?v
It has the force of our * concerning," *' respecting," " about," &c &c
Louis Quatorze speaks for itself, after what we said in Lesson'lII.* about num-

bers.

The little word immediately following shows that the French very often say
** this where we say " that."

"^ -^

Now we come to what of the whole exercise must prove the greatest difficulty
because we have hitherto given it no mention or notice. And yet it is but one
word, and that word consisting of but one letter. We allude to the V before on
It means nothing whatever, nor is it grammatically necessary : and it is placed
there merely lor euphony's sake. There are six words in French which, if they
be fol owed immediately by on, give to it this l\ Those words are que, si, on, ol
et, and qm. This is merely, as we have said, for harmony. And for the 4me
reason, the rule, or rather custom, does not hold ^ood if 07i, thouo-h preceded byany of the words enumerated, be followed by le, ov\ or les ; for then tbe /, instead
ot conducing to the euphony of the sentence, would sound unpleasantly so clo^^eupon the / which succeeded. ^

EXAMPLES.
cyst vrai que Von dIt it is true that people say
eest tvmquo?i le (1) dit (2) it is true that people say it
SI I on dit cela if people sav that
sionle{\)dit{2)

if people say it
on dime ou Von admire la veriu neonlp Iovp nr ^n^nr^^a o/?,^,-,.^ , • *

on V (1) aimc (2) o. on V (1) «.,..>e (2) reople lov'e'i? o'^a^l^i^fr''
'"'^'

ou I on ^^du^i where people drink wine
on on le {I) ho^t 2) ,^here people drink it
on danse etlonchante people dance and sing rthemCCS vers sont charnzants, et on les (1) chante (2) those verses are charming, and people ^fn^lepauvre a qxa Von donne ces vUements thepoormanto whompeoplegivetheseclotheslepaunre a qm on les (1) donne (2) the poor man to whoL people give them
Here we may repeat what we have said in answer to a correspondent that onthough we often translate it by a word which is plural (people),^ye?is itseff s'n-'gular and therefore requires the verb of which it is the nominatL t^be in th^singular. You must say on parte not on parlent, &c.
With regard to se retaldir, it is a reflective verb, of which kind there are i ^moflmany in French. We shall speak of them in due time.

^
JDmis, as it will be observed, may mean "into," as well as " in

"
Ihe next point on which we will detain the reader is aprk avoir medifp" "-iftPvhavmg (literally, Rafter to ^«^;e') meditated." It is not\r Te sake of ^ointir^^

ciple, but m Older to make our readers, more clearly than some of them anneir

Among the more imperfect translations sent to us of the English nasaaoe intoFrench, many erred m the using of the past participle ^-here the perfec??ndfcat"ve
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ought to have been eniployed-^t7;ya?'/e, instead of il parla, and so on. We can see

how this error has arisen in the minds of persons who have not been grammalically
taught. It so chances that in English (and it is a defect in the language) there

are multitudes of verbs of which the past participle and the perfect Indicative are

written and pronounced precisely alike. For instance : "he killed^*' and *' he was
killed;" ** they meditated this change," and ** this change is meditated, was
meditated, will be meditated," &c. Now a person who was tricked and cheated
by his ear, and by want of a little thought, into supposing that there could be no
essential difference of meaning where there was similarity of orthography and of
sound, and who met with this similarity, or rather this identity, at almost every
turn in his own language, might through carelessness imagine that he could use
the words of another language with equal indiscriminateness. He would find, for

example, that medite signitied meditated; he would recollect that in English,
whether an action or an effect were expressed, the word which conveyed the one
would convey the other. We not only say, ** this project has been meditated,"
but we say, " people have meditated this project;" and so in a thousand other

instances. Very well ; you find, perhaps, that the former sentence would, in

Frenf^h, be correctly given thus

—

ce projet a ete medite ; you accordingly snatch

up medite^ to make it do duty wherever meditated can be used in English. This
will never do. The past participle has a meaning and force quite distinct from
those of the perfect tense, Indicative mood, whatever accidental identity of sound or

spelling may exist between them in English. The perfect Indicative conveys the idea

of action ; the past participle conveys the idea of an effect undergone, at least in the
*' voice'' with which we have now to do ; and in no '* voice" can it alone be made
equivalent to the other tense.

An exceedingly simple process will make all this entirely clear. That process

is, to select some English verb in which the past participle and the perfect

Indicative happen to be as different in sound and spelling as they are in sense
;

and it is a pity the former difference does not everywhere exist. Take, for instance,

the verb "to go." The perfect Indicative is '^ wenty* ^' I went,' &c. Islow, if

there be no difference of real intrinsic meaning between this tense and the past

participle, it would be perfectly unexceptionable English to say, " he has went to

Paris." So would it be, on the other, a charming and correct expression to say,
** when he eaten his dinner, he gone." The fruit and profit of these remarks are,

that when you. are in any hesitation as to which of these parts of a verb you must
use in French, you should call to mind some English verb of which the two parts

are differently pronounced, and reflect which of them you would employ in a

parallel circumstance. As for il parley it means ** he spoken*^—that is, it is

nonsense.
In order to impress our readers still more with this necessary distinction, which

will not be useless to them even in the grammar of their own tongue, we will ask
them what they would think of so exquisite a passage as the following ?

—

" My dear Sir,—I written the letter which was wrote by me last week, just after your
friend was went, and before your second message was came. The thing you spoken of

was so old that it was knew already. I never been so vexed as I have was on this

occasion ; indeed, I thrown away hope, for I was threw down in spirit. I was lay

prostrate by the event. I seen what was never saw before. I fallen lower than I had
ever fell in my life. My prospects are slew, and he who slain them is one whom I have
drew out of poverty. But I shall be took by you for a madman if I continue in this

strain, so I will finish with the subject. I have strove in every way, I have did my best,

I have bore many inconveniences, and, now that I am took at a disadvantage, I will have
did with those that have so took me,'* &c.

People say that one example is worth a thousand precepts, and therefore wc
have deliberately chosen this method of disgusting our readers with an error into

which they might otherwise easily fall when writing French. In the passage we
have given there is no defect except this confounding of the participle and the

perfect ; and if they so confound them in French, what they say or write will

sound just like our warning-specimen.
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In the remainder of our exercise there is little

— — Vv

v^llich needs commentary.

Imperative of avoir :—
FRENCH.

aie

quil ait

qu'elk ait

ENGLISH.
have thou
let him have
let her have

PRONUNCIATION.
eh

Jceel eh

lei eh

ayons

ayez

qu'ils aient

quelles aient

let us have
have ye

Wet them have

a-yoang
a-yay

( keels eh

\ Ms eh

1

ImiDerative of etre

:

—
FRENCH.

sois

qu'il soit

quelle soit

ENGLISH.
be thou
let him be
let her be

PRONUNCIATION.
soo-awe

keel soo awe
kel soo awe

soyo?is

soyez

qu'ils soient

qu'elles soient

let us be
be you

let them be

Siva-yoang

sway yay

^ keel soo awe

\ kel soo-awe

We will now give the translation of the passage in Lesson XIII., premising that

the Prench very frequently indeed employ the perfect tense indefinite where we use

the perfect definite. For instance, instead of " I dined yesterday with your father,"

they would say, ** I have dined yesterday with your father"—thus: faidinehier
chez voire ph'Bf kc.

•' Charles Premier a ete tue le trente Janvier, 1649 (selze'"cent quarante neuf) ; il y a
deux cents ans. Que le premier Mai est beau, cette annee ci, par comparaison a ce jour
de sang I

"

Observe here that in talking of a succession of years, the French use the word
ans (p. m.), but in alluding to some particular and distinct twelvemonth, they
employ «wwee (f. s.). This lesson is already so long that we must defer the intended
continuation of our remarks about the place of adjectives and substantives.

As usual, we furnish a passage, which our readers can translate for themselves
at their leisure. (N.B. The French say *' the week," " the year," &c., where Ave

say '' a week," " per year," &c.)
** Combien gagnez {gagner—to gain) vous, la semaine, par voire travail ? Je gagne

quarante quatre schellings (sMllings) la semaine ; et ma femme en (of them) gagne dix-

huit. Ainsi nous==:avons tout ce qu'il nous (1) faut (2). Lorsque mon fils aura quatorze
ans, il en gagnera dix ou douze."

We must beg of our correspondents, when we do not specifically reply to them,
to conclude that either we consider their questions virtually answered in past
.lessons, would they but examine again, or that we shall embody all that they re-

quire in our future instructions. Any other mode of dealing with our numerous
correspondents is becoming incompatible with the space and time we can com-
mand.
Having been pressed by several correspondents to recommend them a French

dictionary, we should think Nugent' s, which they will no doubt be able to get
from any bookseller, would serve their purpose.
AVe are obliged to defer some special answers till next week.

Iron Railings round St. Paul's.—As it is now in contemplation to remove the
iron railings which surround St. Paul's, the following particulars respecting them may
be interesting. They were cast at tlie Gloucester Furnace, in the county of Kent, and
compose, pernaps, the most magnificent balustrade in the world, being five feet six

inches in height, and having at intervals seven gates of beautiful workmanship,
which, together with the rails, weigh tw^o hundred tons and eighty-one pounds.
They cost 6d per pounds which, with other expenses amounted to the sum o
£11;202 Os. 6d.
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

. noun-substantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb ; v. verb; v. o. verb-active ; u.n. verb-neuter.

Col'onel, s. the commander of a regi-

iient or battalion of troops.

Colonna'de, s. a range of pillars or

;olumns ; a piazza.

Colony, s. a number of persons drawn
rem the mother country to inhabit and
ultivate some distant place ; the meaning
tf the word is also extended to signify the

ountry or place where the colonists settle.

Col'ophoNjS. the end,conclusion, achieve-

nent.

Coloquin'tida, s. (in medicine) the

»itter apple.

CoLORii^ic, a. that is able to produce
lolour.

CoLOs'SAL, Colosse'an, a. beyond the

isual proportion, gigantic.

Colosse'um, s. a spacious amphitheatre

it Rome ; the name given to a building in-

ended for the exhibition of panoramic
iews in the Regent's-park.

CoLOs'sus, s. a very large statue ; a giant.

Che '' Colossus of Rhodes,'* regarded as

)ne of the ** seven wonders of the world,"
vas about one hundred feet in height.

Col'our, s. hue, dye, tint. The**pri-
naiy" colours are red, yellow, and blue;

he " secondary" colours are those produced
)y the union of any two ; thus red and
>ellow produce orange ; red and blue,

ncrple ; and yellow and blue, ^ree?i. Figu-
'atively, the word colour laednis pretence.

Col'oues, 5. a banner, flag, or streamer.

CoL^TER, s. the sharp-iron of a plough
ihat cuts perpendicularly to the share.

Colum'bian, a. pertaining to America

;

Columbia being a name given to America in

honour of Columbus, the discoverer.

Col'umbine, s. a plant ; the name given

to a principal female performer in a panto-

mime.

Col'umn, s. a round pillar, or shaft, of

wood, stone, or iron. Columns are divided

into five orders : the Corinthian, Ionic,

Composite, Doric, and Tuscan. The word
column is used also to describe a body of

troops, drawn up so as to present a narrow
front to the enemy.

Colu'res, s. pi. two imaginary circles

passing through the poles of the world.

Co'ma, s. a morbid disposition to sleep

;

(in astronomy) the hairy appearance that

surrounds a comet.

Co'mate, s. a companion, an associate

;

a. hairy in appearance.

CoMATO'SE, a. lethargic, inclined to sleep.

Comb, s. an instrument for the hair ; a

valley surrounded with hills ; the crest of a

cock ; the cavities of a hive in which bees
lodge their honey ; v. a. to divide, to dress,

to smooth.

Combus'tible, s. that which easily takes
fire.

Combus'tion, s. the process of burning

;

(in chemistry) a term which denotes the

decomposition of certain substances accom-
panied by light and heat.

Com'edy, s. a laughable dramatic piece.

Comes'tible, a. eatable, fit to be eaten.

CoM'ET, s, a heavenly body of a luminous
and hazy appearance ; its revolution round
the sun is eccentric, and its appearance
varies according to its position with respect

to the sun.

Cometa'rium, s. a machine showing the

motion of a comet about the sun.

Com/pit, s. a dry sweetmeat.

Comi'tial, a. relating to the comiiia, or

popular assemblies of the Romans.

Com'ma, s. a point marked thus (,). In
miisiCf a comma, practically considered, is

the nirth part of a major tone.

Commandant', s. a chief in command.

Commate'rial, a. consisting of the same
matter.

Commat'ic, a. brief, concise.

Commemora'tion, s. an act of public cele-

bration,

Commend'am, s. a void church benefice^

held by some person till a pastor is pro-

vided.

Com'ment, 5. an annotation ; note, re-

mark.

Commenti'tious, a. invented, feigned.

Com'merce, s. trade, traffic.

Commer'cial, a. relating to trade,

trading.

Com'migrate,^. to remove in a body from
one country to another.

Commina'tion, s. a threatening, or

cursing; the ** Office of Commination" in

the Liturgy of the Church of England is

called ** a commination, or denunciation of

God's anger andjudgments against sinners."

Comminu'tion, s. the act of grinding to

small parts
;
pulverisation, reduction.

Commis'erate, v. a.t pity, to compas-

sionate.
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Com'missauy, s. an officer who has the

charge of furnishing provit^ions, &c., lor

the army.

CoMMib'MOX, s. a trust; a warrant; a

charge made by an agent for transacting

business.

Committment, s. an order for imprison-

ment.
Commit'tee, s. 21. certain number of

persons to whom is committed the manage-

ment or examination of any matter.

Commix', v. a. to mix with, to blend, to

unite.

CoMMO'Dious, a. convenient, suitable,

useful.

CoMMOD'iTY, s. interest, profit, merchan-

dise.

Com'modoiie, s. in the Royal Navy, an

officer commanding a small number of ships

of war,

Com'mon, s. an open country, public

ground.

Com'mon-Coun'cil, s. the council of a

city or corporate town, consisting of certain

inhabitants elected to assist the mayor and

aldermen.

Com'mon-law, s. the ordinary law of any

couhtry ; it is called common, as prevailing

geneially over a whole country, iu contra-

distiiiction to particular laws, the operation

of which is confined to a limited district, or

to a ceitain class of the inhabitants.

Com'Mon Pleas, s. the name given to a

superior Court of record, having jurisdiction

over England and Wales in all common
pleas and civil actions commenced by sub-

ject against subject.

Com'monage, s. the right of feeding on a

common.
Com'monalty, s. the common people.

Com'moner, *. a member of Parliament

;

a student of the second rank at the uni-

versities.

Com'mon-hall, s. the bui'ding in which

citizens meet to transact public business.

CoM'MONrLACE, a. ordinary ; the term is

usually employed in. literature in reference

to subjects which are generally known, or

in the manner of treating which no origi-

nality is manifested. A Common-place Book
is a book in which things to be remembered
are ranged under general heads.

Com'mons, s. the common people ; the

lower House of Parliament, the as embled
represtntatives of the boroughs, cities, and
counties of England ; food, or allowance,

on equal pay.

Commonwealth', Commonweal', s. an
established form of civil life; a republic.

The term is employed in reference to that

peiiod in the history of England occurring

between the death of Charles I. and the

restoration of Charles II.

Com'worant, a. resident, dwelling.

Commo'iuent, a. dyii'g at the same time.

Commo'tion, s. a tumult, a disturbance.

Commu'nity, 5. the common^yealth ; the

body politic ; a common possession.

Commuta'tion, s. change of one thing for

another; alteration, ransom.

Com'pact, 5. a contract, a mutual agree-

ment.

Compact', a. firm, close.

Compa'ginate, v. a. to set together that

which is broken.

Com'pany, s. a number of persons as-

sembled together ; fellowship ; a corpora-

tion ; a body of merchants; a small body of

foot-soldiers.

Com'pass, V, a. to surround, to grasp,

to obtain.

Com'pass, s. a circle, space, limits; power

of the voice ; the '* mariner's compass" is

an instrument composed of a card on which

are named the points of the compass, in the

middle of which is placed a pivot, on which

a magnetic needle is balanced, for the pur-

pose of pointing out the true direction of

north and south.

Com'passes, s.an instrument for dividing,

measuring, or drawing circles.

Compater'nity, s. the relation of god-

father.

Compa'tkiot,s. or^e of the same country.

CoMPEEii', s. an equal, a companion, a

colleague.

CompejS'dium, s. an epitome, an abridg-

ment.

Competi'tion, 5. a contest, rivalry, strife.

Compila'tion, s. a collection, an assem-

blage ; a compiled work is one in which the

author, or artist, has put together, from the

works of others, what he conceives to be

most excellent or best adapted to his pur-

pose ; a compilation in this respect differs

from an original work.

Com'plement, s. the full number.

Com'plex, a, compounded of many parts.

Complex'ion, 5. the colour of the face

;

metaphorically, the outward appearance of

an object or event.

Com'plicate, Com'plicated, a. com-
pounded of many parts.

Compo'nent, a. constituting, forming.

Compos'ite, a. in civil architecUire, the
composite order is the last of the five orders
of columns, so named because its capital is

composed out of those of the other orders.

i
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THE OPERATIYE CLASSES :

THEIR TRIALS, SUFFERINGS, AND VIRTUES.

COLLIERS AND COAL MINING.
By G^ Whakton Simpson.

** If not the single element of our mercantile and political superiority, Coal is at least absolutely
essential; and could we suppose such an event as the exhaustion of our beds, it would be the final
and utter catastrophe of our greatness. England would immediately sink into a third-rate power.
Her population would have to fly from her empty pits, her drowned mines, her frozen furnaces, her
lifeless railways, her paralysed manufactures, with the same wild despair that drives the starving
Irish peasantry from their blighted food."

CHAPTER I.-

A COLLIERYVILLAGE.
The tale of human suffering reiterated every day in a thousand varying forms hath yet
some untold chapters. Deep dow^n in the bowels of the earth, many hundred feet from
the light of day, yet all around us, and not more than a few hours' ride from any portion of

these British Isles, exists a race of men unknown, almost unrecognised, in the land
;
yet

are these men the bulwarks of England's greatness. Unseen themselves, the result of
their labours is everywhere observed ; they delve and hew the fuel from which is derived

the power which drives our machinery by day, and the gas which lights our streets by
night : and whilst they thus furnish that which cheers our homes, which provides at once
for our domestic comfort and our national greatness ; what, it may naturally be asked, is

their own condition .'' They are in hourly danger of death in all its most dreaded forms :

the explosive and devastating fire-damp may in a moment send them by hundreds into

eternity ; the scarcely less terrible choke-damp may, without warning, overwhelm them by
its suffocating breath ; the bursting waters may suddenly rush in, and, inundating their

subterranean workshop, leave not one to tell the sad story. Falling stones, breaking

ropes, and a hundred other casualties, open death's doors at every turning.

In the narrative we are about to present, we happily have not to tell of the times when
the collier was d chattel to be sold with the estate;* or of the scenes, revolting to

humanity, when females, young and old, performed the work of brutes in the pit : these

things have happily passed away. Nor shall we seek to comprehend in our story a com-
bination of all the harrowing details incidental to a collier*s life in the present day. We
rather seek to give a few scenes from the every-day history of a pitman's life, sketched

chiefly from personal observation of actual occurrences. These will present some suffi-

ciently touching phases in the condition of this neglected portion of our countrymen.
It is unimportant to the interest of our narrative to describe exactly in what portion

of the great northern coal field the colliery village of Terevale is situated : suffice it to

say, that it forms part of a tract of country described in a Government document, com-
piled between two and three hundred years ago, as *^ waste; " and that it now fills no
unimportant position in that field of mineral riches which annually produces, as is ascer-

tained from the latest statistics, not less than ten million tons of coal, which is in itself

nearly one third of the entire annual production of the coal-fields of Great Britain.f la

* "North Brtish Review," November, 1817, p. 53.

•f This must be taken as an approximation, as it is difficult to ascertain the precise amount of coal

worked in each district. E. Cowling Taylor, Esq., F.G.S., in his recently-published "Statistics of
Coal," calculates the total production of coal in Great Britain in the year 1845 as nearly 35,000,000
tons. We learn from the same authority that the number of persons engaged in coal-mining in Great
Britain is upwards of 110,000 ; of these, about 32,000 are employed in the collieries in the district of

the Tyne, \Vear, and Tees. It will thus be seen that the northern coal-field, notwithstanding that it

is superficially less than some others in the empire, yields annually nearly one-third of the gross

production of the whole island. The area of the British coal-fields is 8,139 square miles ; that of the

United States of America 133,132 square miles : the annual produce of the latter is about 4,400,009

tons, or less tbdh one-eighth of that of Great Britain. Our annual exports are calculated at upwards
of 2,000,000 tons.
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its appearance and characteristics it fur-

nishes no exception to the hundreds of col-

liery villages with which the northern coal-

field abounds. It consists principally of

tvfo long rows of rou^hly-built pitmen's

cottages, so low that the outer doors reach

the eaves of the slanting red-tiled roofs.

One of these rows is distinguished as

*' Back-row," and the other, being nearest

the working shaft of the pit, as ** Pit-row."

The remainder of the village consists of

some straggling and ill-arranged clusters

of houses, occupied by a fev/ petty trades-

men and beer-shop keepers. There is,

besides, a public-house known as the

"Green Dragon," and another distin-

guished as the ''Pitman's Rest;" and,

standing at a little distance from the village,

are the residences of the agent and clerks

of the colliery. Notwithstanding that the

population is somewhere about eight hun-

dred, one-fourth of whom are men and boys

actually engaged in the pit, there is no

school, and but one place of worship-
namely, a small Methodist chapel, the

nearest church being at another colliery

village called Bilbeck, about three miles

distant.

By day the village presents an appearance

grim and cheerless enough ; almost every-

thing seeming to partake of the hue of the

coals, or to be covered with black dust : by

night the scene to any one unaccustomed to

such sights is somewhat grand and fearful

;

the huge heap of small coal, the accu-

mulated deposit from the wasteful process

of screening,* known as the *' pit heap,"

which during the day only seemed to

smoulder, now gives forth a red, angry
glare, lighting the village with a strange

and dismal glow. These heaps of coal, hav-

ing first spontaneously ignited, have burnt

without interruption for upwards of a

hundred years. Their combustion is scarcely

seen by day, but at nightfall, especially

when wind prevails, they present a startling

illumination. In some collieries, where
the quality of the coal is suitable, this waste

is avoided by the small ooal being used in

the manufacture of coke ; but here, as in

many more cases, it is incapable of this con-

version, and is not considered worth the

expense of transit to any place where it

might be of use.

In immediate contiguity to this heap is

erected one of those ungainly-looking as-

semblages of buildings which so frequently

meet the eye of the traveller in the north

of England, consisting of a massive-looking

* It is calculated that about one-fourth of the

entire produce of the pits is thus wasted ; but of

late years much of the small coal lias been col-

lected for sale, it being- well lulspted for certain

Kinds of furnace fires.

engine-house, constructed of the roughest

masonry, and some stages and elevated

wooden beams, with one or more large

wheels revolving at the top. One end of

the engine-house is partially open, and

from it protrudes the extremity of a

gigantic engine-beam, whose slow and re-

gular strokes are indicative of the ease with

which it brings to the surface the immense
quantities of water constantly accumulating

in the workings ; and which, thus pumpec
from the pit, feeds the brook which runs

hard by. Immediately contiguous to
^
this

is a square platform covered with sheet irony'

having in the centre the mouth of the pit,

which is bratticed into three portions, two

of which are used for working the mine ; the

other is the ventilating shaft, near the

bottom of which is a large furnace, kept

constantly burning, to secure a current of

air through the pit, to supply the place of

the vitiated atmosphere ever accumulatmg
in the workings, and to carry off the foul

mephitic gases which are given off from the

face of the coal in large quantities. Over

the shaft is erected a stout timber frame-

work or scaffold, supporting the two wheels

over which pass wire ropes connected with

the raachinerv of the engine, and employed

in drawing up the coal. The platform on

the side opposite to the engine-house is

bounded by the slanting screens upon
which the coal is thrown immediately on its

arrival at the '* bank-head," and by which

the large coal is separated and thrown into

one train of railway wagons, whilst the

small falls into another set, placed beneath

;

the slaty and ** foul " pieces being carefully

picked out by boys, and afterwards con-

veyed to the pit-heap to be burnt. From
hence lines of railway stretch in various

directions ; one to a lime-kiln, in which is

prepared limestone obtained in making the
'' drifts ;

" another to kilns where the clay-

similarly obtained is converted into bricks

and draining-tiles ; whilst a third descends

an inclined plane to a public railway con-

necting the coal district with the sea-port.

At a little distance are the colliery offices;

nearer are the workshops in which the pit-

men's tools are sharpened and repaired,

and stables for the horses used in the above-

ground portion of the works ; whilst above

all towers a lofty chimney, whence roll the

dense masses of smoke generated by the

engine fires. All around is black and
dreary; the air is loaded with steam,

smoke, and finely-powdered coal ; whilst

the measured beat of machinery, the roar-

ing of the fires, the clang of hammers and
bells by which the ''onsetters" below

signal to the " banksmen" above, the loud

concussiou with which each *'cage" is-

landed at the surface, the rapidity and.
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noise with which the " tubs " of coal are

dragged from one cage, tipped over the

screens, and sent back empty to descend by

another, and ihe loud .and uncouth cries of

the men, combine to render the scene one
of the most deafening and bewildering of

which the mind can conceive.

We must now request the reader to ac-

company us to the bank-head, and thence

to descend with us into the liuddyburn pit.

Having entered the cage and taken a seat in

a crouching position, notice is given to the

engineman, and on a signal from below we
descend in total darkness and with fearful

/apidity. Though we see nothing, we hear
the dropping of water, and are oppressed

\by a close, unhealthy smell. At first we
experience a painful sensation of sickness

and oppression, caused by the blood and
fluids of the body rushing to the head.

Presently the feeling is changed to that of

a rapid ascent, and ere we become assured

that we are not ascending, we have sunk to

a depth of between one and two hundred
fathoms, and reach the bottom with a violent

jerk. Hastily quitting the cage, we follow our

guide, who is "overman" of the pit, to the

stables, where we see, with some surprise,

about twenty small horses, or "galloways,"
and are informed that as many more are

now engaged in the various workings of the

pit. Some of them have been foaled in the

pit, and none of them will ever again see

the light of day. We now proceed through
a vaulted passage, about six feet wide and
seven high, cut through the solid rock. On
the bottom is laid a tram-way, on which are

constantly passing and re-passing, at a

rapid rate, full tubs to, and empty ones

from, the shaft, drawn by horses, attended

and sometimes assisted by boys denomi-
nated "drivers" and "patters." Having
passed through this drift to a distance of

two or three hundred yards, we take one of

the numerous turnings which present them-
selves, and shortly arrive at the actual

workings. Here, in a state of almost per-

fect nudity (being clothed, as are all the

men and boys in the mine, only in a scant

and loose flannel shirt and drawers), and
begrimed with coal and earth, the poor

hewer, in a stooping and sometimes a re-

clining posture, by the glimmering light of

a " Davy,"* and in an atmosphere polluted

with the gases arising from the coal, day by
day or night by night, pursues his dreary

and laborious occupation. His working
tools are few and simple, consisting chiefly

of picks or mattocks, iron hammers, wedges
or mandrils. Having first loosened a large

The safety-lamp invented by Sir H. Davy, in

which the flame 13 surrounded by a net-work of

fine wire to prevent the ignition of gas.

i
block of coal, forming the end of the narrow
cell in which he is "cribbed, cabined, and con-

fined," by cutting away the bottom and one
of the sides to a depth of about two feet, he
brings down the mass by means of wedges.
The constant and imminent danger of such
an occupation must be apparent. Besides

the risk always attendant upon ignition of

gases, the miner is liable to fatal casualties,t

owing to the sudden and unexpected sepa-

ration of the block of coal during the re-

moval of the under portion. AVhen the

mass is brought down, it is broken into

smaller pieces, with which the tubs are

filled and quickly hurried away to the shaft.

Leaving this part of the mine, we ascend

an inclined passage, and passing through
several doors, used for regulating the cur-

rent of air, and which are attended by boys

called " trappers," we find ourselves in

another seam much thinner than that

below, and called from its measurement the
" five-quarter seam." Here we are obliged

almost to creep on hands and knees ; and
the avocation of the collier is still more ar-

duous and trying. Very small ponies are

here used for hurrying the tubs, and the

hewer is constantly in a recumbent position.

In another portion of the pit we see carried

on the dangf.ron^ work of cutting away the

pillars of coal which had been left to sup-

port the roof. In the first process of " get-

ting " the coal the miners are compelled to

excavate only parallel passages, about six

or eight feet wide, having between them
walls of coal twenty-four feet thick, which
are intersected at right angles by other pas-

sages; by which means massive square

blocks or pillars of coal are left at regular

distances to support the roof. When these

passages have been carried to the extreme
distance considered compatible with safety,

they are abandoned; and in process of time,

from the weight of the superincumbent
mass, the pillars sink and the floor bursts

up so as completely to fill the passages.

How greatly must the danger to the pitman
be increased when he proceeds to work out

the blocks of coal which are thus locked up
and which frequently form fifty or sixty per

»— —
+ In a report of a select committee of the

House of Lords, appointed to inquire into this

subject, it is stated that from the 1st of January,
1848, to the 30th June, 1819, not less than 346

lives were lost by explosions of fire-damp. In
addition to these, 93 were killed in the same period

of ti>ne by the breakage of ropes and chains ; 99,

by falling down shafts ; 221, by the falling- of por-

tions of roofs ; 16, by suffocation or drowning

;

and 23, through accidents with the wagons or

trams; thus giving a total of 798 human lives

sacrificed in this employment in eighteen months.
It is stated in the same report, that very many of

these accidents are traceable to the selftshneas,

negligence, and indifference of coal-owners.
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cent, of the whole seam ! In doing this the

first process is to dig through the rubbish,

the roof being propped up with posts ol tim-

ber, and the coal is then taken out in the

same manner as in the original workings

This method is pursued until the whole ot

the coal is extracted, when the props are

removed, and the super-strata break down

mmasse, in what is called a " goaf, and

completely fill the space previously occu-

pied by the seam of coal. The " thrust or

do\vnfall of the strata, which takes place m
a district where the seam has thus been en-

tirely worked out frequently causes a con-

siderable subsidence of the surface, by

which buildings of all kinds are greatly in-

jured and occasionally thrown down.

In addition to the classes of men already

named as engaged in the pits, there are the

viewer and under-viewers, generally men
of education and experience, whose duties

are to survey the pit and indicate the di-

rection of the workings. Under these is

the overman, who has the sole manas:ement

of the underground economy of the pit,

and who keeps a daily account of the

labours of the men ; he is generally a man
of tried experience and practical know-

ledge of every department of the working

of a colliery. Under him are the deputy-

overmen, who, in addition to exercising a

sub-inspectorship, attend, assisted by the

pit joiners and masons, to the roofing of

the workings anji the laying of the tram-

ways.
The rate of re\nunera*aon of these men,

whilst not insufficient for the necessities of

life, is, considering the hazardous and un-

healthy nature of their employment, ex-

tremely low, averaging for common work-

men from sixteen to twenty-four shillings

per week of forty-eight hours' labour. The
usual mode of payment is by piece, calcu-

lating by the tub, which is of a standard

measurement, the price varying at different

collieries. In addition to their wages they

are allowed a certain quantity of coal for

their own use. They are subject, however,
to the infliction of numerous drawbacks
and fines, which in some instances consi-

derably reduce the amount of their wages,
and are often felt by the pitmen to be of a

very galling character. We may instance

the fact, that, whenever any tub is incom-
pletely filled, or contains " foul coal'* (that

is, splint, slate, &c.), which in working by
the dim light of a Davy it is sometimes
difficult to avoid, the whole contents are

forfeited. These, and other oppressive

regulations, are the prolific causes of dis-

content and strikes amongst the men.
The terms of engagement entered into

by pitmen are generally prescribed by a
"bond," containing full particulars for

their guidance in all matters connected

with the working. Itis a somewhat lengthy,

printed document, and is hung up in some

prominent place for ready reference at all

times by the men. The usual mode of pay-

ment is by the ''score," which varies in

different districts : in the collieries on the

Tyne the score usually consists of twenty-

one " tubs ;" on the Wear, of twenty tubs
;

and in some others, of thirty tubs ;
each

containing twenty pecks. The price per

score for hewing is from 5s. 9d. to 8s. 6d.

;

varying as the hardness or softness of the

coal increases or lessens the difficulty of

" getting" it. An average price is about

6s. or 63. 6d. There is considerable differ-

ence at times in the difficulty of gettirig

out the coal even in the same collieries ;
in

such cases the men "cavil" or ballot for

the choice of places, " caviling day" occur-

ring once a quarter.

Stretched on a bed of pain, in one of the

cottages of the before-named Pit-row, lay a

middle-aged man.

The apartment was the chief room in the

dwelling, and was used as kitchen, sitting-

room, and bed-room. The walls were

coloured with a mixture of yellow clay and

lime ; and the floor, scrupulously clean,

consisted of a concrete of lime and gravel.

In one corner of the room stood a large

mahogany four-post bedstead, with faded

chintz hangings. A tall chest of mahogany
drawers, a clock in mahogany case, half a

dozen tolerably well polished birch chairs,

a ** squab" or settle, covered with chintz

similar to the bed-hangings, and a large

deal table, were the chief portion of the

furniture of the room. In reference to the

three first-named articles, we ought to re-

mark that pitmen have a peculiar liking for

mahogany furniture, which they make great

sacrifices to procure. There was some
attempt at ornament and decoration. In

the centre of the wall, over the fire-place,

was a coarse engraving, representing a

kneeling child, in a loose bright blue gown,
intended for the youthful Samuel engaged
in prayer ; a yellow halo, or shekinah,

streaming through the window beneath

which he kneeled, indicating the divine

acknowledgment. At each side of this, in

somewhat antiquated type, were suspended,

in narrow black frames, the texts, *' Thou
God seest me," and " He hath done all

things well." At opposite sides of the

room, in similar frames, were^ two other

pieces, one representing Daniel in the lion's

den, and the other, Joseph sold by his

brethren, both done in very bright colours,

of which the prevailing were red, yellow,

and blue. A tea-board, with a bunch of

flowers of equally gaudy hues, stood upon
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the drawers, and, together with a pair of

highly-polished brass candlesticks on the

chimneypiece, completed the adornment of

the apartment. The remaining portion of

the cottage consisted of two small back
rooms, one of which served as a bed-room,
and the other as a scullery.

Andrew Anderson, whose home we have
just sketched, was a little more than forty

years of age, but to appearance upwards of

fifty. In person he was rather short and
square-built, with legs slightly bowed in a

manner peculiar to pitmen. His counten-
ance, dark, heavy, and sallow, had a thought-
ful expression. He had worked in the pit

from a period as early as he could remember,
progressively as trapper, putter, hewer, and
deputy overman. His father had been
killed, whilst onsetting, by the breaking of

a rope, which precipitated the cage, laden
Avith a tub full of coal, on to his head, and
killed him on the spot, at the time when
Andrew was a mere youth. He had from
that time supported his mother, who had
now, however, been dead some years. From
her he had received the only education he
possessed, which enabled him to read tole-

rably, and to write imperfectly. She had
imparted to him, however, sound moral
instruction, and a love for religious study,
which had preserved him from mingling in

the various debasing pursuits followed by
those with whom he was surrounded. His^
family now consisted of his wife, a delicate,

gentle woman, but a clean, careful house-
wife, and twoRon^, aged respectively twenty
and seventeen, of whom George, the elder,

was in every respect like his father, whilst

Joseph, the younger, though a lad of fine

disposition, was still of rambling habits and
irresolute character. Both were engaged
in the pit. His family originally was much
larger ; some had died in infancy ; a boy,
about eight years of age, had been killed by
a wagon, whilst playing on the inclined
plane ; and a daughter, a delicate girl, had
died just as she was approaching woman-
hood, of what was called a " decline," chiefly

induced by the damp, unhealthy character

of the cottage.

Andrew Anderson was now in a restless

ioverish sleep. He had lain two days
suffering the effects of an accident occurring
in the discharge of his duty as deputy-
overman of the pit, a large stone having
dropped on him as he was roofing one of the

workings, breaking his collar-bone, and
seriously bruising other parts of his body.
The pit doctor apprehended no serious

results from the injuries, but the patient
was now in an excited and nervous state.

Circumstances were occurring in connexion
with the pit which caused him considerable

anxiety, and greatly added to the fever

caused by the wounds.
A late mild autumn, and a general stag-

nation of trade, had caused a long slack-

ness in the coal market.* The pitmen of

Ruddyburn Colliery had for some months
been working half time, and the privations

attendant on these circumstances had ma-
terially contributed to the fostering of a

spirit of discontent which had prevailed in

regard to many of the regulations of the

pit. During the last few weeks a general

revival of trade in the country, and the

setting in of severe frosty weather, had
caused a sudden demand for coal, and all

hands were required to work long hours.

This, then, was deemed a favourable time

for the enforcing of the long-talked- of

claims of the men upon the owners
;
and

delegates sent out by the Pitmen's Unionf
were now visiting all the collieries, desiring

their co-operation in securing the demands
of the men in those cases in which the

regulations were deemed most oppressive.

A meeting was to be held that night at the

Green Dragon Inn, two delegates from
Newcastle being present to point out their

grievances and the redress they required.

The old man turned uneasily on his bed,

and, looking up, inquired the hour.

"Whisht, honey, and lie still," replied

his wife ;
*' it's near nine."

*' Isn't t' lads yam yit ?"

" No, honey, it's t' union meeting, thou
knaws

;
gan te sleep."

* The coal trade has, for the last few years,

been peculiarly liable to be depressed or affected

by the slightest dulhiess of trade, in consequence
of the large number of collieries opened during
the existence of the great combination of owners
to limit the vend of each pit, and thus keep up
the prices. On the breaking-up of this combi-
nation by Lord Londonderry, some years ago,

each colliery being free to work to its fullest

cap:ibilities, the competition was suddenly in-

creased, and the market has ever since been
overstocked, and the prices low ; another illus-

tration of the natural reaction following on every
attempt to limit the freedom of trade, and keep
up prices by restrictive laws.

+ The •' Association of Colliers on the Rivers
Tyne and Wear,"—a union, supported by the

weekly contributions of its members, the osten-
sible objects of which are to make provision for

themselves and their families in case of death
or sickness, to obtain suitable recompense for

and to regulate the hours of labour. Some of

the enactments of this union are ridiculous

enough, although precisely the same in character

as those of the combination of masters. Such,

for instance, are the attempts to keep up the

price of labour by limiting the amount to be per-

formed by each man. We need hardly add, that

however oppressive are 5ome of the regulations

which this association attempts to remove, the

mode of doing so by strikes has invariably re-

sulted in the reduction of wages to the working
man.
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Andrews turned on his bed with a sigh,

adding, " Ah 's sare feared they'll mak a

He remembered too well the sad story

of a strike which his mother had often told

him, and of the miseries which had ensued

the beggary and starvation, the ejectment

from their homes, the assaults on new

comers, and the murder of an overman.

Faithfully had she related all these par-

ticulars, and earnestly had she entreated

Andrew never to be a party to a turn-out

;

and now, when the danger Avas so immi-

nent, and when his voice might have been

raised in warning, he was laid on a sickbed.

As these reflections passed through his

mind, he groaned in spirit, and for a mo-

ment repined at his fate.

The latch was now raised, and George,

the eldest son, entered, and sat down with-

out speaking.
* Ah doot it '11 be a job," he at length

said in a moody tone ;
*' they're gawin te

turn oot."

He then proceeded to describe the meet-

ing : it was but a repetition of what had

often been told. The delegates froni New-
castle were men not chosen for their pru-

dence or sound judgment, or knowledge cf

the subject; in many cases they were not

pitmen at all, but men who, with some
shrewdness and oratorical ability, v/cie des-

titute of principle, contriving to excite and

fan the flame of discontent in order that

their occupation as paid lect-irers might be

continued. They had declaimed, in the

usual manner, of the tyra-ciny and large

profits of the owners, and of the imposts

hardships, and injuries, inflicted on ttie

men ; they had pointed to the present de-

mand for labour as a circumstance pecu-

liarly in their favour, as bringing the mas-

ters entirely into their power; wmdmg up

with a rhetorical flourish, urging the mc:i

to " strike a decisive blow, and for ever

free themselves from the iron grasp of des-

potism." The meeting had subsequently

resolved that a deputation of the men

should wait the following day on Mr. Dean-

ham, the agent—Sir Heselden Wharton, the

own- r of the pit, never by any chance

coming in contact with the workmen. An
increase of wages, the removal of the ob-

noxious drawbacks, and some other alte-

rations were to be demanded ; and, in case

of refusal, the whole colliery was to turn

out. . , .

Georf^e's account of the meetmg havmg

terminated, the absence of the other son

was for the first time noticed.
'' But what's getten Joe ?" exclamied his

mother.
George was silent for some moments,

being unwilling to grieve his mother. lie

at length said

—

'' Why, the way on't is, that them fellows

fra Newcassel ofi'ered to stan' treat, and

he's stopping to get a glass, and hear news

aboot 't Union."
The old man sighed, and tlie mother

bitterly blamed '' the fellows that had comed

to make them miserable, and fill their heads

wi' their fulery."

HEFORMEIIS ENCOURAGED.

The true Reformer—like the pioneer

Who hews the ancient forest—must throw by

All thought of ease or resting till he die;

Nor in his noble breast admit the fear

Of ill, although through life he may not hear

The voice of friend, nor see one loving eye

To ch.er him on his way of duty high.

And warn him when his foes are lurking near !

Yet fields of beauty, by his dduntless hand,

Shall rise in loveliness, where now the gloom
Of Error doth the light of Truth withstand

:

The lonely wilderness he fells shall bloom
Throughout all after-time ; and these who now
Scowl with mad hate, before his tomb shall bow.

rsss:

r'ROsrEiUTY AND SUCCESS.—While they in one man call forth contentment, gratitude,

and happiness, lead another into the indulgence of every sensual pleasure, to' the

destruction of his bodily health, and the subversion of all the nobler powers of his mind;

in a third, they call forth pride, and all the maddening principles and feelings of an

intoxicated spirit. Enough of this takes place in the world, to show us that were not

our circumstances and conditions in life restrained by an over-ruling Providence, there

would not be the amount of happiness, which mankind even at present enjoy.
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GLEANINGS FROM MY COMMON-PLACE BOOK.

__^_ NO. v.—SPECTRAL ILLUSIONS.

Jn the year 18 12, a foreigner of the name of La Fontaine exhibited to public audiences

in several of the 'large towns of this kingdom a young lady, whom he represented as

being susceptible of mesmeric influence, and capable of enduring in that state incisions

by needle and lancet on the most tender parts of the body, without any sensation of pain.

Several other parties after this lectured on the subject, while public curiosity was most

excited. I happened to be in a manufacturing town of some importance in the midland

counties, and at the ti:ne that a popular lecturer was drawing crowded audiences to

witness his experiments. I was taking tea one evening with a select party, and the con-

versation turned upon the all-engrossing subject of mesmerism. A gentleman in

company Arongly contended that the phenomena were the results of illusion, and

explainable on the same principles as other popular delusions. He held that they were

opposed to all the known laws of nature, and that it was a mere charlatanism to make

public exhibitions of experiments which ought to be confined to the study of the

scientific investigator. I ventured to give my own opinion, that all such effects as were

alleged to be produced were of no higher order than the ghost-stones and stories of

apparitions and supernatural appearances which had once been matters of popular belief.

Another grave -looking gentleman, who had hitherto taken very little part in the

conversation, said that some persons had the gift of seeing appartions, and he offered

himself as an example. The curiosity of the party was turned at once to the new

speaker, who offered his opinions in a quiet and intelligent manner. He said that

he had the power of making himself ho^; or cold by a mere exertion of the w^ill—that he

couid, by the same means, command the presence of any distant friend at any time,

although he could not converse with him—and that only very lately, in the mid-day, he

was walking in the public street, and felt a strong desire to sec a friend who was at that

time in the East Indies, and, at the moment, he beheld him coming down the street

;

but on meeting, the spectre separated in two parts, and disappeared. These things were

related with an immense amount of detail, without any excitement, and with a correctness

of speech and coUectedness of manner that riveted the attention of the party upon the

speaker. I found afterwards that he was a man possessing a great fund of information,

and on all other subjects considered very sensible and practical. I observed that his

head, over that part where the phrenologists allocate the organ of wonder, was very like

that of the busts and portraits of Swedenborg.

It is my purpose to state facts, and not account for them ; but the re-appearance of

deceased persons to relatives and friends, and sometimes to indifferent persons, has formed

a favourite topic for the lovers of the marvellous in all ages and all countries. The

philosopher Brutus was haunted by the ghost of the murdered Csesar, and the incident

has been improved by Shakspere in his '* Julius Caesar." In these days of utilitarian-

ism there are few accounts of supernatural appearances, and therefore we have to draw

upon the past. One of the most singular accounts of spectral illusions is that related

by the Pvev. Dr. Rudge. The father of Dr. Blomberg, deputy-clerk of the King's

Closet (George III.) and vicar of St. Giles's, Cripplegate, was captain in the army, and

was killed in America. Five or six of his brother officers were dining together on the

day on which his death occurred, three hundred miles away from the place where it

happened. After dinner, while the conversation and the wine flowed freely, they were

astonished to see Captain Blomberg enter and take a vacant chair in the room. Several

questions were addressed to him, to which he returned no answer. At length one of the

officers said, '* Blomberg, are you mad ?" Turning at once to the speaker, the spectre

said, *' When you go to London, take my son to the Queen, and ask Her Majesty to

be his protector." He then arose from his chair, walked very deliberately across the

room, opened the door, and walked out. His friends afterwards heard of his death, and

from inquiries they made, found that he was slain on the very day and at the very hour

at which he abruptly appeared in the midst of the dinner-party.

S*ir Walter Scott relates an instance of a young man of fortune, who had led a

dissipated life, and was obliged at last to consult a physician as to the best means of
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recruiting his ruined health. He complained that he was haunted by a set of

apparitions, dressed in green, who performed in his drawing-room a singular dance, and

that lie could not rid himself of the spectres. The physician ordered him to go into the

country, to live temperately, and to take exercise. In a month the patient wrote saying

that the visions had disappeared. After a time he returned to London, and on entering

his drawing-room the green goblins made their appearance and commenced their dance.

They appeared to welcome him with great glee— '' Here we all are ; here we all are."

He was so shocked that he retired from Great Britain, and took shelter abroad. This

host of spectres were no doubt the creations of a diseased imagination.

A curious account is given in the Edinburgh Journal of Science, in a letter to the

editor. *' On the 26th of December, 1829," says the writer, ''about half-past four in

the afternoon, Mr?, was standing in the hall, near the fire, and on the point of going

up stairs to dress, when she heard, as she supposed, my voice, calling 'her by name,
*

, come here ; come to me.' She imagined that I was calling at the door, to have

it opened. She went to it, and was surprised, on opening it, to find no one. She

returned towards the fire, and again heard the same voice, still calling ' Come to me

—

come, come away,' this time in a loud, plaintive, but somewhat impatient tone. She

answered as loudly, * Where are you ? I don't know where you are'—still imagining

that I was somewhere in search of her ; but receiving no answer, shortly went up stairs.

On my return to the house, about half an hour afterwards, she inquired why I had

called to her so often, and where 1 was ; and was of course surprised to hear I had not

been near the house at the time. On the 30th of the same month, at about four o'clock

p.m., Mrs. came down stairs into the drawing-room, which she had quitted a few

minutes before, and on entering saw me, as she supposed, standing with my back to the fire.

She addressed me, asking how it was I had returned so soon 1 (I had left the house for a

walk half an hour before.) She said I looked fixedly at her, with a thoughtful and
serious expression of countenance, but did not speak. She supposed I was buried in

thought, and sat down in an arm-chair near the fire, and close, within a couple of feet at

most, of the figure she still saw standing there. As, however, the eye still continued to

be fixed upon her, she said, * Why don't you speak to me ?' The figure, upon this,

moved off towards the window at the further end of the room, the eyes still gazing on
lier, and passed so very close to her in doing so, that she was struck by the circumstance
of hearing no step nor sound, nor feeling her clothes brushed against, nor even any
agitation in the air. The idea then arose in her mind for the first time that it was no
reality, but a spectral illusion."

There are many instances of this kind, where spectral appearances have been seen by
persons labouring under depression of spirits, or affected by disease, to which I may return
in subsequent articles. I have before me several instances where persons guilty of
murder have been haunted by apparitions of the murdered persons. Sir Walter Scott
relates a singular instance of a man of the name of Jarvis Matcham, who was visited by
the ghost of a boy whom he had murdered. The hero of the story was the pay-sergeant of
a regiment, and was much esteemed for his good conduct. It appears, however, that he
was tempted to embezzle part of the money entrusted to his charge. On being sum-
moned from the town where he had been engaged on the recruiting service, he saw that
he could no longer avoid discovery, and the idea of deserting occurred to him. He had
a little drummer-boy with him, and he was afraid that this boy would make some
revelations that would lead to his detection, and in a feeling of desperation he murdered
the boy, and made his escape with a balance of money. He changed his dress, and
crossed the country to a roadside inn on the Portsmouth road, where he slept, instructing
the waiter that he wanted to go by the Portsmouth coach early in the morning. The
waiter called him, and remembered that he said, on being awakened, *' My God ! I did
not kill him."
Matcham went on to Portsmouth, and entered the service as a sailor or marine, and

managed to maintain a good character for many years. At length, on being paid ofi" at
Plymouth, he resolved, with another seaman, to walk to town. They took the route
through Salisbury. When within two or three miles of that city, they were overtaken by
a storm of unusual violence. Matcham was horror-struck, and manifested more terror
than seemed natural to one who had been at sea for many years. At length he
began to talk very incoherently, and to complain that the stones from the road pursued
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him. At last he cried out, *' Who is that drummer-boy that is following us so closely ?*'

It was in vain that his companion assured him he saw nothing—he still cried out about
the drummer-boy keeping pace with them. He then made a confession of the fact of
his desertion, and of the murder, and urged his companion to deliver him up to the
magistrates. This was done ; but with the return of day came the love of life and the

dread of punishment, and he protested his innocence ; but a few days brought evidence
proving his identity, and the waiter recalled the remarkable expression he made use of

when awakened at tlie inn. He was convicted, and under sentence of death declared
that his first confession was true.

The following remarkable case has appeared in many publications, but from whence
1 have obtained it does not appear. The captain of a slave-vessel, who was known as

possessing a violent and ungovernable temper, had taken a strong dislike to one of his

men, called Jones. On one occasion the captain used some strong abuse and threats to

the seaman, to which the other replied very freely and coarsely ; upon which the captain

fetched a loaded blunderbuss, and calling him a mutineer, fired, and mortally

wounded him. The man fixed his eyes upon the murderer, and said, *' You have done
for me, but I will never leave you." The story goes on to relate that the body was
thrown into the slave-kettle and used as food for the negroes.

The captain then swore the crew to secrecy, and coerced a refractory mate until he
solemnly promised not to relate the circumstance. He could not subdue the terror of

the crew ; seamen are generally superstitious, and they imagined that the ghost of the

murdered man was in the vessel, invariably making his appearance after dusk. The men
were afraid to speak of it to the captain, although they saw from his altered manner that

he was aware of the apparition- One day the captain took the mate into his cabin, and
after taking two or three glasses of grog he began to be communicative. He said, *' You
know what sort of a hand we have got on board. He is always by my side ; he never

leaves me ; he told me he would never leave me, and he has kept his word ; there he is

now." After this he spoke of leaving the ship. The mate went on deck to attend to

his duties, and after a while heard a splash in the water. On running to the side he saw
the captain in the water. At the moment, he sprang out of the water, and cried, ^* By

, Jones is with me now !" and sunk to rise no more.

These cases may be explained by the sense of guilt weighing upon the conscience of

the murderer, and may be the appointed means by which Providence reveals deeds of

guilt, Shakspere has made use of this terrible machinery to make known the secret

murder of Hamlet's father, and the ** buried Majesty of Denmark" is brought to relate

the history of his *' foul and most unnatural murder," by the*' glimpses of the moon,"
to his appalled son. In " Macbeth," the shade of Banquo occupies the vacant chair at

the feast, appals Macbeth, and is the means by which the assembly is broken up in most
admired disorder. On Bosworth field, before the decisive battle, the conscience of the

crook-backed tyrant is stung by the apparitions, although in a dream, of those he had
murdered, and Richard III., who, albeit, is in the eyes of the impartial reader of

history a very different person to that which figures through the five acts of the poet's

drama, is stricken with terror. In many authenticated instances, dreams and visions

have been instrumental in the discovery of guilty persons, and here they may have an
object ; but when we meet with stories where a ghost could have no mission but that of

frightening women or children, or rambling in discontent and gloom over the scenes it

made wretched in life, we must set them down as foolish spirits, as the creatures of vulgar

fancy or distempered imagination.

Many others may be explained on scientific principles. I knew an instance of a whole

family being frightened from its propriety by a variety of noises that defied all investiga-

tion. They could not be accounted for. At last, on some alteration being made in the

house, and a partition-wall having been taken down, the ghost suddenly departed, and

was never afterwards heard of. It was supposed by the servants that the perturbed

spirit had objected to the partition, and that he had on many occasions manifested his

displeasure by a series of indescribable noises. Nothing was discovered, and how the

removal could appease a ghost is a branch of philosophy that can only meet with satis-

factory treatment in the kitchen. I remember on that occasion the cook was especially

learned on the subject, and treated all who would listen to a great many stories, proving,

it any rate, that ghosts are quite as eccentric and unintelligible as the living.
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ODE TO INDUSTKY.

By John Gibson, Kilmarnock.

There is a bravery dyed not in the blood

Of human sacrifice ; and nobler far

The arduous fight is with the boisterous flood

Of earth's unequal trials, than when War
Calls forth the fiercer passions to the field,

The grim and ghost-like edifice to build,

For empty hero-worship. They alone

Are heroes, worthy of the name, who yield

To arguments of Peace, and kneel at Reason's Ihrouo.

The triumphs that we sing are those of Art,

Achieved not by the might of arms that gleam

Through lightning fury, when the feelings part

'Mid thunder of a false ambition's dream.

We sini? the triumphs of all-glorious Mind,

Leagued but to aid the progress of Mankind

—

To harbinger the glory to the earth

Of better times—when, with the lowliest hind.

Shall intermix the haughty sons of loftiest birth.

There is a music more inspiring far.

In sound of Art's machinery, whirling round,

Than in the hurried noise of victor's car.

Careering o'er the blood-besprinkled ground
;

And Commerce fairer banners hath unfurled.

Before the wondering gaze of half the world,

Than e'er has laureled prince to followers shown,

The news of gory game's success to herald.

The wild embattled plain of spectral Death upon.

"Whilom rude man a painted savage roved

Where now the smoke-wreathed city's hum is heard
;

And woman (angel of the hearth beloved)

Followed the chase—from gentler joys debarred

—

To hunt wild game far o'er uncultured hills,

Or pluck red berries by meandering rills.

Till shines the sun of busy Arts around.

And Industry her cornucopia fills

With plenteous stores that spring forth from the fruitful ground.

Wild and unlettered, then, barbaric bands
Swept beauty from the smiling face of earth

—

Leveling, by ruthless and untutored hands,

Creation's trophies, with a maniac mirth.

Cheerless the savage state—till giant mind
^

Blessed Science taught to helpless human kind,—
Till bright Intelligence lit up the eye.

And Industry with graceful Art combined,
To drag dull man beyond a bare necessity.

Spirit of Universal Power ! extend
Thy sway as far as wind and waters roar

;

See ! to thy sceptre numerous nations bend,
And, poised upright on yonder distant shore,

Thy balance of exchange so justly hung

!

While mutual concord drops from every tongue !

These are thy symbols, Queen of heavenly Peace

!

I hear thy anthems in the distance rung.

And bless thy joyous jubilee—when wars shall cease.
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AN AMERICAN UPON ENGLISH REFORMS.
By H. B. Staunton.

THE REFORM BILL.
(Concludedfr

Turning from the matter to the manner

of the orator, (if we have not already passed

the boundary,) Brougham stood unrivalled

as a debater in the House of Commons.

For twenty vears he swayed the intellect

and passions of the House by his muscular

and courageous eloquence, whilst Castle-

reagh, Canning, and Peel controlled its

majorities and dictated its measures by

the wave of the official wand. Castlereagh

was more self-possessed and matter-of-fact

than he ; Canning more brilliant and classi-

cal ; Peel more dextrous and plausible.

But, in weight of metal he surpassed them

all. His oratory was not the brawl and foam

of a dashing mountain torrent, but the

steady roar of the deep, broad cataract.

In ability to inflame friends and foes, and

shake the House till it quaked, he equalled

either Chatham or Fox. When thoroughly

roused, with all his elements in full play,

he thundered and lightened till the knights

of the shires clung to the benches for sup-

port, the Ministers cowered behind the

Speaker's chair for shelter, and the voting

members started from their slumbers in the

side galleries, as if the last trump were ring-

ing in their ears.

Chatham introduced the style of the

House of Commons into the debates of the

House of Lords. Brougham's appearance

there constituted almost as new an era in

its oratory as the advent of Chatham. It

was our good fortune to hear him two or

three times in the Lords, several years

ago—once when his best powers were put

in action for a brief hour.

We enter the House of Peers. The

lions—Brougham, Grey, Wellington, Lynd-

hurst, Melbourne—are in their places. An
exciting debate is going forward, which has

taken rather a personal turn. Yonder is

Brougham, stretched out half his length on

one of the Ministerial benches ; now listen-

ing to a clumsy Earl on the floor, whom he

eyes with a portentous scowl ; anon whis-

pering a hurried word to the peer at his

elbow. What an ungainly figure !
Those

long legs and arms, loosely hung in then-

sockets, give him a slouching air. Human
face could hardly look more ugly or in-

tellectual. His iron-grey hair bristles over

his forehead like *' quills upon the fretful

porcupine." His restless eye peers through

eyebrows that seem alive with nerves. He
must be agitated with the debate, for he

writhes as though his red cushion was a

—LORD BROUGHAM.
om jmfjie 154.)

sheet of hot iron. He suddenly starts up,

(who ever knew him to sit still live

minutes ?) walks with long strides towards

the door, and while chatting with the ladies,

his tormentor stops, and the ex-Chancellor

cries, with startling emphasis, lest some

one gets the floor before him,—" My
Lords !" and slowly advances to the table

in front of the woolsack. An audible hush

runs round the chamber ; for they had bc<?n

anticipating a reply from the mercurial

lord. Every whisper ceases, and all eyes

are fixed on the towering intellect before

them. The Peeresses leave their damask

chairs, and approach the bar, to get a better

view of the oiator. Members of the House

of Commons, till now chatting round

the bar, lean forward in silence. The

loungers in the lobbies enter the hall,

the word having passed out, ** Brougham
is up!" The untitled spectators rise

from their seats on the carpet, w^here

fatigue had sunk them, and stand on

tiptoe, to catch every glance of the eye

and wave of the hand of the scholar and

statesman, whilst the crowded galleries

forget their lassitude in listening to one

whose name and fame are the property of

mankind.
^i. i. ^ i.

But to the speech. Listen to that tirst

sentence ! How it plunges into the very cen-

tre of the subject. Every word is an argu-

nj^ent—every period a demonstration. The

first blow knocks the keystone from his

last antagonist's speech, and tumbles the

whole structure on his affrighted head and

shoulders. And the dandy young lord

over in the corner, who, in the puny ora-

tion he recited so prettily an hour ago,

went out of his way to sneer at Brougham

—see the blood fly from his cheeks when

his nice little piece of rhetoric comes ratt-

ling in bits round his ears. As the hon

fixes his eye on him, he would give his

coronet and his curls if he could shrink

into a nutshell. A fiery glance or two

having withered him, the monarch of the

debate grapples with worthier antagonists.

What a sweep does he give to the argu-

Kient—what redundancy of ^^cts—what

fertility of illustration. How large the tieid

ofhis comprehension—how exhaustless and

varied his resources. What execution is

done by those long-drawn sentences, witli

parenthesis within parenthesis, each a logi-

cal syllogism, or a home-thrust fact, or a

blighting sarcasm, wound round and round
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his victims, till they are crushed m their

folds! Great in matter, his speech is

equally powerful in manner; violating

every law of rhetoric and oratory promul-

gated by the schools, he is a law unto him-

self—original, commanding, majestic.

Brougliam, having demolished his anta-

gonists, took a seat at the clerk's table,

and began to write a letter, when the Chan-

cellor '(Cottenham) rose and commenced a

conciUatory speech. His calm, slow, cool

manner contrasted strongly with the tem-

pest which hadjust passed over our heads,

reminding us of those dewy shadows which

follow smilingly in the trail of a dark cloud,

after its thunder and lightning and torrent

have raged and blazed and poured, and

passed away.
I have spoken of the versatility of

Brougham's talents and acquirements.

Sir E. B. Sugden was arguing a cause be-

fore him in Chancery. The Chancellor was
not very attentive to the argument, employ-

ing part of the time in writing letters. This

greatly piqued Sugden ; and on retiring

from the court, he drily said to a friend,
*' If Brougham only knew a little about

Chancery law, he would know a little of

everything." Undoubtedly he knows some-
thing about everything, and much about

most things. Somebody has compared him
to a Scotch Encyclopa)dia without alpha-

betical arrangement. If he has not reached
the highest place in any department of

knowledge, it is because, in traversing so

vast a held, he must here and there be
necessarily only a gleaner. His success in

so many departments proves that had he
cultivated but one or two, he might have
surpassed all contemporary competition.

Looking to the variety and extent of his

acquisitions and labours, posterity will re-

gard him as one of the most extraordinary
men of his time. He reached his eminent
position by no royal road. He is among
the most laborious and diligent men.
Well known facts attest his wonderful
activity.

His able work, *' Practical Observations
upon the Education of the People," pub-
lished in 1825, was composed, he says,

during hours stolen from sleep. Combe
states of him, that he was once engaged in

a court of law all day, from which he went
to the House of Commons, and mingled in

the debate till two o'clock in the morning
;

he then retired to his house, and wrote
upon an article for the Edinburgh Review
till it was time to go to the court, where he
was actively employed till the hour for the
assembling of the Commons ; thither he
went and participated in the discussion as

vigorously as usual till long after mid-
night—taking no rest till the morning of i

the third day ! The witty Hazlitt, alluding,

at the time, to his speeches on commercial
and manufacturing distress, said, " He is

apprised of the exact state of our exports

and imports, and scarce a ship clears out its

cargo from Liverpool or Hull, but he has a

copy of the bill of lading." It will be re-

membered that, while performing his poli-

tical and miscellaneous labours, he was
surrounded by a large circle of professional

clients. His inaugural discourse, as Lord
Rector of the University of Glasgow, thickly

strown with Greek and Latin quotations,

was, as the preface informs us, written dur-
ing the business of the Northern Circuit.

Sydney Smith says, in one of his graphic
Reform Speeches, " See the gigantic

Brougham, sworn in at twelve o'clock, [as

Chancellor,] and before six, has a bill on
the table abolishing the abuses of a court

which has been the curse of the people of

England for centuries."

A full share of the preparation and de-

fence of the measures of Earl Grey's Ad-
ministration devolved on him ; while at the

same time he did the work of an ordinary

man in writing rudimentary articles for the

Penny Magazine, and scientific tracts for

the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge, lecturing to Mechanics' Insti-

tutes, and contributing essays to the Edin-
burgh Review. An English friend informed
me that during one of the busiest periods

of his official life, a fatal accident happened
to some labourers in excavating a deep
well. Forthwith, out came a tract from
the Lord Chancellor, on the best and safest

mode of digging wells ! Though his nume-
rous publications and addresses on learned
subjects, and his participation in the pro-

ceedings of the Royal Society and French
Institute, showed their author to be a sci-

entific man, his later Lives of Men of

Letters and Science exhibited an acquain-
tance with the sciences in his old age, for

which his friends were hardly prepared.
The great political error of his life was his

acceptance of the Chancellorship, and con-
sequent removal from the House of Com-
mons. It may be remarked, in passing,
that it is a mistake to suppose he dimin-
ished his reputation as a lawyer by his

judicial administration. He was never a
first-rate technical lawyer. Ltis mind was
too broad, his ambition too high, to be a
mere lawyer, tied down with red tape to

nisiprius precedents and the dicta of cases.

The profession to him was not an end, as it

was to Scarlett and his school, but a sub-
sidiary means to attain political eminence
and influence. A great cause, like that of
Queen Caroline, or of Williams, indicted
for a libel on the Durham clergy, showed
what he could accomplish when he bent
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his powers to professional work. His

speeches on Law Reform prove his minute

acquaintance with and utter contempt for

the great body of the common law, as ad-

ministered by tlie courts ; and when pre-

siding in a tribunal whose currents had

been brought to a dead stand by the ' ever-

lasting doubts" of Lord Eldon, the best

service he could render suitors and the

country was to clear out ihc channel and

set the streams flowing, even though he

n)ight make mistakes in acting on the ex-

pedient maxim, that *' it is better to have

a case decided wrong than not at all.

No man laments his removal to the

Upper House more keenly than himself.

Speaking of Chatham's removal, he s.iys,

'' No one ever did it voluntarily without

bitterly riieing the step, when he found the

price paid to be the loss of all real power.

Grey first offered him the gown of Attorney-

General. Feeling it to be beneath his posi-

tion in the lleform party, he contemptuosly

rejected it. The great seal was then placed

in his hand. He should rather have taken

the pen of one of the Secretaries of

State, and remained on his " native heath :"

there he would have been at home, andthere

he would have been now. By superiority

of intellect, or his *' managing" or " push-

ing" propensity, the chief defence of the

mmistry in the peers devolved on him in-

stead of the Premier. He was in a false

position. His native element was opposi-

tion. He was unequalled at tearing down
;

he had no skill for building up. The Re-

formers expected much from the new

Administration, and everything from

Brougham, All went smoothly till the Reform

bill passed. Large quantities of ripe fruit

were expected thereupon to be immediately

gathered. Sydney Smith foreshadowed

this, in his droll way. Said he, in a speech

during the struggle, ''All young ladies will

imagine as soon as this bill is carried, that

they will be instantly married. Schoolboys

» believe that gerunds and supines will be

abolished, and that currant tarts must ulti-

mately come down in price ; the corporal

and sergeant are sure of double pay; bad

poets will expect a demand for their epics

;

fools will be disappointed, as they always

are; reasonable men, who know what to

expect, will find that a very serious good

has been obtained."

Much was done for Reform by the Grey

ministry after the passage of the bill. In

less than two years, West India slavery

was abolished—the East India Company's

monopoly destroyed—the poor-laws amend-

ed—the criminal code softened—the ad-

linistration of the Courts essentially im-

Voved—the Scotch municipal corporations

^^>lly reformed—and man- abuses cor-

rected in the Irish Church Establishment.

But young ladies, bad poets, and fools of

all sorts, clamoured for more ;
and many

reasonable men were disappointed. ihe

dead weights on advance movements were

the Melbournes, the Palmerstons, the

Grants, who, having bitterly opposed Re-

form all their days, were converted at the

eleventh hour of the recent struggle, and

brought into the cabinet. The fatal mea-

sure of the administration was an attempt

to suppress agitation in Ireland by_ a

Coercion Bill, which excited a quarrel with

O'Connell, made divisions in the cabinet,

and finally led to the resignation of Grey.

Glad to escape from an uneasy position,

Brougham soon followed. Would that he

could have got rid of his title, like Mirabeau,

by opening a shop, and gone back to the

Commons 1 But it stuck to him hke Nessus

poisoned shirt. Though consigned to per-

petual membership in a body possessing no

original infiuence in the State, and hemmed
in by the usages of a mere revisional

council, he has now and then shown him-

self " Harry Brougham ".still. His speeches

in the Lords on Parliamentary, legal,

municipal, and poor laws reform ;
on popu-

lar education ;
abolishing subscription in

the universities; retrenchment; .
aboation

of negro apprenticeship, and the African

and Eastern slave trade ;
Canadian inde-

pendence ; repeal of the Corn-laws ;
and

other topics, exhibit no abatement of in-

tellectual power, or, so far as concerns

those subjects, of regard for popular rights

and social improvement. Indeed, some ot

them rank among his greatest and best

forensic displays. The speech on the edu-

cation of the people, in 1835, contains as

much valuable information, and that on

negro apprenticeship, in 1838, as many
eloquent passages, as any he ever de-

livered.

The conflict with Melbourne, in 1837-8,

which threw him out of Court and Whig
favour, was a matter of course, if not pre-

meditated. In a speech at Liverpool, just

after his resignation in 1835, he declared

that '* his position of absolute political in-

dependence " would not be abandoned to

join or sustain any ministry that did not

stand by the people, and go for large mea-

sures of reform. In 1837-8, on the Canada

question, he first assailed the Melbourne

Cabinet ; he being for restoring peace to

the colony, by granting the petition of its

legislature for an elective council, they for

crushing disaffection by a dictator and the

sword. His defence of the Canadian re-

formers was generous, bold, radical, and

eloquent—worthy of the times when the

young Commoner shook the Tory chiefs

from the point of his lance, and fulminated
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living thunders at the crowned despots of

the Holy Alliance. Pointing his long

finger at the quailing Melbourne, he said,

**Dj the ministers desire to know what will

restore mo to their support, and make me
once mord fight zealously in their ranks, as

I once fought with them against the majo-
rity of your lordships ? I will tell them
here ! Let them retract their declaration

against reform, delivered the first night of

this session ; and their second declaration,

by which, to use the noble viscount's phrase,

they exacerbated the first ; or let them,
witiiout any retraction, only bring forward
liberal and constitutional measures, and
they will have no more zealous supporter
than my myself. But, in the ipeantime, I

now hurl my defiance at their heads !"

But the trur.h of history requires that

another view be taken of these transactions

of 1835-8, and a far less eulogistic

strain be employed in noticing the course
of Lord Brougham for the last ten or twelve
years. Early taught to admire him as the
gallant leader of English reformers, it is

painful to say, that during this period his

conduct has been frequently such as to

forfeit the esteem and confidence of his

friends on both sides of the Atlantic, and
to give currency to the charge that his

line of action has been caused by chagrin at

being left out of the Melbourne ministry,
and to strengthen the suspicion that his

denunciations of that Administration for

faltering in the work of reform were dic-

tated by mortified pride and thwarted
ambition. For five or six years subsequent
to 1835, he frequently attacked men and
principles which he had won all his fame
by previously advocating. But, it must not
be forgwtten, that, though supported by
neither party and assailed by both, and set
upon by Tory terriers and Whig whipsters,
which betrayed him into losses of temper
and dignity, it was in these years that he
carried through Parliament several valuable
reforms ; whilst his writings—those records
for the perusal of posterity—exhibited no
marked change in his regard for liberal

institutions.

On the return of the Tories to power, in

1841, he made a still wider departure from
his early path. He has since shown much
acerbity of temper, given his vote nearly as
often to the opponents as to the friends of
reform, and has succeeded in alienating
the affections of many who adhered to him
during the Melbourne Administration. He
has been alternately wayward, sour, vin-

dictive, bold, brilliant, noble ; exciting the
contempt and fears of his enemies, and the
disgust and admiration of his friends ; now
cracking a joke on the Duke of Wellington,
that set the House in a roar, and then
pounding the head of Melbourne till its

chambers rang again
;

playing ofi eccen-
tricities on some railway bill for the amuse-
ment of Pwich, while sending to press a
work on Voltaire and Rousseau that aston-
ished Paris

;
giving his cheering voice to

the repeal of the corn-laws, and his growling
''non-content*' against the repeal of the
navigation laws ; making himself ridiculous

by trying to force his way into the French
National Convention, and being received
with loud plaudits as he entered the hall of

the French National Institute ; now losing

and then winning the favour of the people
;

and ever and anon silencing the cry that
" his powers were failing" by pronouncing
a speech that startled the walls of St.

Stephen's, and made every hill-top and
valley in the land echo back the shout,
" Brougham is himself again!

"

It was a remark of Madame de Stael,that
*' foreigners are a kind of cotemporaneous
posterity." Americans may therefore pass

an unbiased judgment upon the character
of Lord Brougham. When his imperfec-
tions are forgotten in the grave, and the

mists of prejudice and party are cleared

away, posterity, which generously throws a
veil over the follies and frailties of genius,

will not willingly withhold from his tomb
the epitaph he coveted in one of his earliest

speeches—" Here lies the Defender of
Liberty, the Advoca.te of Peace, the
Friend of the People !"

The Huma5i Body.—The number of bones in the framework of a human body is

260, 108 of which are in the feet and hands, there being in each 27. The quantity of

blood in adults is, on an average, al*out 30 lbs., which passes through the heart once in

four minutes. Only one-tenth of the human body is solid matter. A dead body,

Aveighing 120 lbs., was dried in an oven until the moisture was expelled, and its weight
^

was reduced to 12 lbs. Egyptian mummies usually weigh about 7 lbs. The lungs of an

adult ordinarily inhale 40 cubic inches, or 48,000 inches, in an hour, and l,152,00r

inches in a day, which is equal to 86 hogsheads.
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XATURALISATION OF THE FUCHSIA IN BRITAIN.

Many of tlio most highly-prized orna-

inciits of our gardens and conservatories
are ainont^ the commonest hedge row
Howers of the lands of their birth. The
cactus, tliat beautiful red blossom hang-
ing out of green tlesh-like leaves, is a mere
weed in India, no more valued than the
hiarsk-malluw is witli ns. Again, the
liower called the Fuchsia, that blushing
pendant like a ladj^'s eardrop, was a
stranger amongst us lifty years ago : and
yet it was so well known in tlie West
Indies and opposite coasts, as scarcely to

attract attention. Indeed^ there is scarcely
a weed which grows in the hedges, which

.

has not been, or might not be, transformed
by cultivation and knowledge, into some-
thing on which the eye of youth and beauty
may fondly linger. The thousand varieties

of heath-blossoms, the golden gorse and
the crimson furze, may be discovered side

by side in the conservatories of the
wealthy ; while the modest little blue bell

of the hedges, which sends out its tiny
arms and twines itself around wliatever
in its way is stouter and more hardy than
it, becomes the beautiful convolvulus of
the window garden, and helps to shade the
occupiint of the rustic summer-house.

The flowering shrub, known as the
Fuchsia, of which there are now nume-
rous varieties, was originallj'' an inhabitant
of the tropics. Its introduction to this

country is said to have been owing to ac-
cident, and its cultivation is accounted for
in tlie following anecdote, for which the
world is indebted to Mr. Shepherd, the
conservator of the Liverpool Botanical
Gardens :

—

Old Mr. Lee, a well-known nurseryman
and gardener, living in London about fifty

years since, was once exhibiting his floral

treasures to a friend, and expatiating on
tlic beauty and rarity of certain new
plants, when he was interrupted by an
exclamation from his visitor

—

'' Well ! you have not in your collection
a prettier flower than I saw tliis morning
at Wapping."
'indeed 1" said the old gentleman,

"and what may be the name of this
wonder—what was it like ?"

" Why,'' returned the other, " the plant
is elegant, and flowers of the richest crim-
son, witli a centre fold of deep purple,
lianging like tassels from its pendant
branches."
This description was sufficient to excite

the old man's attention; and, particular
descriptions being given and received of

the whereabouts of this wonderful flower?
Mr. Lee posted off" to Wapping at once.
Ardent in pursuit, he was not long in dis-

covering the owner of the flower, nor
slow in admiring its then new and beauti-
ful form.
Entering the house, " My good woman,"

said he, " that is a nice plant of yours ; 1

should like to buy it of you."
"Oh! but sir, I could not part with it

on any account, for it was a present from
my poor dear husband, dead and gone, who
brought it home from the West Indies for

me ; and I mean to keep it for his sake."
.l\Ir. Lee put his hand in his pocket, and

taking out a guinea, laid it on the table
beside the widow.

*' There," said he, ^' letme have the little

plant, and that coin is yours."
No; the temptation was too small, and

the widow determined to keep the flower.
'^ Well," said the old gardener, " if that

is not enough, I will double it;" at the
same time laying another guinea on the
table.

The widow eyed it anxiouslj', for she
was very poor, but she still resisted.

" I must have the plant," thought Mr.
Lee, " cost what it may." ^' My good crea-
ture," said he, kindly, " I admire you for

wishing to keep your husband's present;
but I have a great desire to be possessed
of that little plant ; and if you will let me
have it, I promise you the first and
healthiest ofthej^oungones I rear, to keep
for your husband's sake." AVitli that he
turned out the contents of his pocket on
the table—gold, silver, and copper—before
the astonisliedeyesof the widow.
" W^ell-a-day," said the poor woman,

"that is a j^ower of money, sureZ?/."

"Give me the flower, and 'tis yours,"
exclaimed the gardener.
But it was not till she was assured again

and again that she should have a plant of
the same description, that the widow con-
sented to make the exchange. Once in his

possession, the fuchsia did not long remain
in the neighbourhood of Wapping; but,

calling a coach, Mr. Lee got quickly inside,

and taking the plant as tenderly and care-

fully in his hands as tliough it had been a
diamond crown or a sick baby, made |his

way as speedily as possible towards his

own home.
His first action as soon as he arrived

there, was to strip oif every bud and blos-

som from the fragile plant, and cut it intd

small slips. These being duly buried in

the earth, and forced in hotbeds, and di-

vided and subdivided further to multiply
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of time,tlie plant, came forth in process

3'onng, frosh, and beautiful.

It wius a proud day for old Mr. Lee when
the first bud of his tiny fuchsia unfolded

its delicate crimson petals. Another day
succeeded, and another little plant put

forth its blushing flowers, till at last old

Mr. Lee had the pleasure of possessing up-

wards of tlirec hundred fuchsia plants, all

giving promise of blossom. One of the

best was sent to the poor widow, and two
others removed into the conservatory.

A lady came, as ladies will, to see the

flowers growing tliere.
" Why, Mr. Lee, where did you get this

charming blossom?" she inquired.
" Hem!" said the old gentleman, ^^it's a

new thing, my lady. Pretty, is it not?"

"Pretty! it is lovely. What is its

price ?"

" A guinea. Thank your ladyship ;" and
one of the two fuchsias was removed from
the conservatory to the carriage, and from
the carriage to my lady's boudoir.

"My dear Charlotte, where did you
procure that beautiful flower?" inquired
one of her ladyship's friends.

"Oh I it is a new thing. I got it from
old Mr. Lee's. Pretty, is it not ?"

" Beautiful ! what is its price ?"

" Only a guinea." There was another
left.

The visitor's horses soon smoked off to

the dirty suburbs. A third flowering plant
stood on the spot whence the first had been
taken. The second guinea was paid, and
the second chosen fuchsia adorned the
drawing-room of her second ladyship. The
scene was repeated as new comers saw
and were attracted by the beauty of the
plant. New chariots flew to the gates of

old Lee's nursery-ground. Two fuchsias,
young, graceful, and bursting into healthy
flower, were constantly seen on the same
spot in his repository. He neglected not
to visit the poor sailor's widow, and even
to add to her little comforts : so that ere

the flower season closed, three hundred
golden guineas chinked in his purse, the
produce of the single shrub of the widow
of Wapping, the reward of the taste, deci-

sion, skill, and perseverance of old Mr.
Lee, the gardener.
Of tlie fuchsia, thus fortuitously intro-

duced into the horticultural world, there
are now upwards of a hundred varieties,

besides several hybrids, procured by cross
impregnation of Fuchsia fulgens, F. glo-

hens, F. conica, and F, gracilis ; and ' va-
rieties of considerable value and beauty
are expected to result from the inter-

mixture of the fuchsias cordata superba
and corymhiflora. Though originally a
stove plant, it isnow so hardy thatsome sorts

may be left in the ground all winter. The
writer of this account saw specimens of
the Fuchsia fulgens (the original plant
bought by old Mr. Lee) growing in the open
air in the Isle of Man, which looked like

little trees, being upwards of five feet in

height. They had remained in the ground
continually, both winter and summer.
The fuchsia is so called inhonour ofLeonard
Fuchs, a German botanist and author of

celebrity who lived in the sixteenth cen-

tury. It is placed by botanists in the na-
tural order, Onagraceoii and in the eighth
class (Octandria), and in the first order
(Monogynia) of the Linnsean System. It is

easily cultivated in pots of light rich soil,

and is propagated by cuttings.

THE SERENADE.
(from the GERMAN OF UHLAND.)

** What wakens me from slumber now,
With music's sweetest power ?

O, mother, see who it may be y

At such an early hour I"

" I nothing hear, I nothing see,

—

slumber on, so mild

;

No serenade is brought thee now,
My poor, my suff'ring child I"

** It is not music of the earth,

That thrills me with its might

;

But angels call my soul with song

—

O mother, now— '•' good night.'*
John Alfred Langford.
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JAMAICA—ITS PHYSICAL AND INDUSTRIAL RESOURCES.

Jamaica embraces about 4,000,000 acres of

land, of which there are not probably any
ten lying adjacent to each other which are

not susceptible of the highest cultivation,

whilst of this immense area not more than
500,000 acres have ever been reclaimed or

even appropriated.
The quality and productiveness of the

soil can scarcely be described too favour-

ably. Very little of it has ever been
manured, or indeed requires to be, and an
exhausted estate is hardly known. The
negroes sometimes exhaust little plots of

three or four acres, of which they have
become proprietors, by injudiciously cover-

ing the ground with too many kinds of

fruit and vegetables, and without giving
the soil either rest or restoratives, but these
exceptions are of trifling importance. Vege-
tation is not suspended here by the ap-

proach of winter, which averages a tem-
per ;ture of only ten or fifteen degrees lower
than that of summer. Planting and har-

vesting go on throughout the year.

The richness of the soil may be inferred

from a usage which has existed gince Jong

previous to the abolition of slavery, of setting

apart to the negroes one day in seven for

the cultivation of their own little grounds,
from which they gather nearly their entire

support. On Saturdays they are never
expected to work for anyone but them-
selves. They devote that day to tilling

their grounds and marketing their produce.
This one day's labour in each week is all

they require to keep up to the highest power
of production from three to five, and some-
times ten, acres of provision grounds.
The fruits of the island are of infinite

variety, and most of thei^ grow spontane-
ously, or with very little culture ; each
month having its own peculiar harvest.
Among those fruits which grow in greatest
abundance and perfection are the pineaple,
shadduck, orange, pomegranate, fig, grene-
dillo, cashew apple, banana, star apple,

cherimoya, tamarind, cocoa nut, olive, date,

plantain, mulberry, akee, jack fruit, and
every variety of melons, grapes, pears,
plums, mangos, &c.
AmoTig vegetables most easy of cultiva-

tion are potatoes, yams, cassava, peas and
beans of every variety, all the common table

vegetables of the United States, ochro,
choco, calalue, and a curious variety of

I
salads. Maize and Indian corn grow here

luxuriantly. The ^Guinea grass, which is

superior for grass purposes to any other,

grows wild to the height of five or six feet.

The island also abounds in dye stuffs,

drugs, and spices of greatest value; to these

may be added the aloe, ginger, cochineal,

spikenard, liquorice-root, castor oil nut,

vanilla, peppers of every variety, arrow-
root, ippecacuanha, jalap, cassia, senna,
and many others. Immense crops of pi-

mento also used to be gathered here, and
in the year 1848, in spite of general agri-

cultural depression in the island, the pro-

duction of this spice amounted to more
than five millions of pounds. A curious

fact in connection with pimento is stated.

Jamaica furnishes nine-tenths of the whole
of the spice supplied to the world's mar-
kets. Yet there is not a pimento walk on
the island which has been cultivated from
seed planted by human hands. The seed
is all dropped by birds, and when it comes
up the bushes and shrubbery by which it

happens to be surrounded are cut away
from about it, and thus, their pimento walk
is laid out. The same thing is true of the

guava. A proper analysis of the soil in

which the seed germinates would probably

reveal the secret, hitherto inviolate, by the

aid of which the pimento could be culti-

vated from its seed in the manner of other

plants.

This statement becomes the more asto-

nishing when the fact is considered that

Jamaica has exported over three millions

of pounds of this spice in a single year.

The forests of Jamaica abound with the

rarest cabinet woods in wonderful variety.

Arriong the trees of most value, in various

ways, may be mentioned the bread-fruit

tree, which takes a fine polish ; the satin

wood ; the cedar, which grows to an im-

mens-^ size ; the cotton tree, the body of

which is cut out by the negroes for canoes

;

the bamboo, one of the most useful trees

on the island ; the trumpet tree, the bark

of which is used for cordage, and the body
for other purposes ; the black and green

ebony ; lignumvitse ; the palmetto, which
sometimes grows one hund[red and forty feet

in height ; and others. The mahogany is

native to Jamaica, but is now getting quite

scarce, so extensively has it been cut and
exported during the last forty years.

Success.—Every element of success is, in its «wn place and degree, equally important

;

but the very starting-point is the adjustment of the reformer to his work; and the next
after that is the adjustment of his work to those conditions of the times which he seeks

to influence.
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OMNIANA.—BY PARSON PRANK.

rs 9 ^—In the employment of mixed metaphors in oratory, Lord Castlereagh

rpncrallv his the credit of standing at the top of his class. One of the best speci-

Ss We4 of tht^^ composite lloquence 'that I remember to have seen, is that

Sed oaleirned counsel, who, in addressing a jury, used the foUovymg ox-

TtdS harmonious figures, while alluding to the tactics of the opposmg bai-

S:-- Gentlemen of the jury, I smell a rat ; I see itbrewmg- m the storm
;
but,

please God, I will crush it in the bud !"

(z 10)—Writers of genius, whose mannerism and innovations in style or lan-

aage become fashionable, must often be sorely vexed at the ^xcessess of the.r

mitators, who, in many instances, seem to aim at a reputation for o^gmality, simp y

bToutdoing and exaggerating the peculiarities of their original. One comioit

there is in surveying the extravagances of these second-hand copies :
the more

io en the rage of imitation, the shorter will be its existence. Once upon a time

e erybody affe^cted the plethoric style of Johnson Byron was worshiped by a

host of fLntic devotees-some of them we may call unclean ^P^'^^^^^^^.f^^^
was Legion. Wordsworth's weak points became law and gospel to pe.ty poets and

rhymesters without number, who, striving to be, like their m^e.^ro, very simple,

wen a nttle farther and proved themselves very silly. At Pje^^nt there is an epidem c

m Great Britain and America, the sufferers ^^^^7^ ^^liich babble broken

with delirious vehemence, some of them interspersmg ^^ with ejaculatory tiagn^^^^^^^^

traceable to Emerson and our present poet-laureate. That these acute diseases ao

not become chronic, is, we repeat, a subject of gratulation.

rs 11 )—A notable chapter midit be written in the " Curiosities of Literature,''

upon the mutual compliments paid by literary men to one another, "^vhen personal

good feeling has warped their critical judgment. They like one anothei, and

forthwith proceed to say civU things extraordinary of each other s writings. Oac

is startled at finding Sir Egerton Brydges using the followmg hyperbohcal pane-

gyrics towards Mr R. P. Gillies~-(as recorded by the latter gentleman in his

- Memoirs of a Literary Veteran") :-'* It (Mr. G.'s poetry) is perfect inspiration .

It is as far superior to any the best composition of any living poet,* as fehakspeare,

and Milton, and Spenser, are to the dead. ... All the compositions of other

living poet's will (henceforth) appear comparatively as nothing to me. . ... >i

You have fixed yourself on my mind, beyond competition, the greatest genius o tlie to

age, &c., &c., &c." Think of that, Master Brook.

* This Avas in the year a.d., 1813. " The prognostics of poets with regard to each

other," says Hartley Coleridge, •* are as fallible as their political vaticinations. —
- t(

Introduction to Massi7iger.

I

Glass.—When or how the art of glass-making was first discovered is unknown; but

that it must be of great antiquity is proved from glass beads and other ornaments being

found wiih the bodies of Egyptian mummies. Pliny says, that the art of glass-

making was discovered by some shipwrecked Phoenician mariners, whose vessel was

laden with fossil alkah, a component part of glass ; that kindling a fire on the shore, to

prepare some food, and placing their cooking-vessel on pieces of the substance just

named, the same by the agency of the fire, and its union with the alkali, became

vitrified ; and hence, according' to this authority, the discovery of the art of glass-

making. The first manufactories of glass mentioned in history, were at Tyre, an

ancient Phoenician city, on the coast of 'Syria. In the reign of Tiberius, a company of

glass-makers established themselves at Home. At what time glass was introduced into

England is uncertain, but in 1557 the finest sort of flint glass was manufactured^ at

Crutched Friars in London. From a recent return it appears that in the year ending

January, 1850, the quantities of British glass exported, amounted to 208,778 cwt. ; besides

50,920 square feet of plate glass.
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A LADTS VIEW OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

CN A LETTEU FROM JESSIE PRIMROSE, A VISITOR IN TOWN, TO HER FRIEND AND

SCHOOLFELLOW, IN THE COUNTRY.
May 29t]i.

Oh, Annie, you never could conceive the beauty and splendour of this wonderful

xhibition 1 We went there yesterday, John and I, and I think I never saw anything a

larter so fine in all my life. We went in uncle's chaise—John drives so nicely, quite

style ; and I assure you I felt quite proud—that is, if you can imagine your old friend

>ssie feeling proud. But, bless me, the trouble We had in getting up to the door

!

3licemen directing you this way—constables taking hold of the horse's head—I never

as so frightened ! But at last we got in, and very glad I was to do so. John bought

catalogue ; but, law ! it is not a bit of use ; for what with classes, and sections,

id all that, you are quite puzzled to find anything you want. I cannot describe

> you what sort of building the Crystal Palace is, though of course you have

iscovered that long ago from the newspapers—they are all full of it ; all I can recollect

, that wherever you look there are beautiful statues, fine carpets, and hanging draperies,

id, oh, such delightful fountains! And the flowers, Annie! You recollect last

imnier, when we went over to Greenside to see the horticultural fete, don't you ?

/ell, then, the flowers and fountains we saw there are nothing—positively nothing, to

hat they are in the Crystal Palace. As soon as we had done admiring the transept,

e got through the crowd (there are crowds of people everywhere, except among the

ihierals and the natural productions, as John calls them—and of course, you know, I

idn't want to see them), and then we went to look at the great Koh-i-noor diamond.

)h, it is so beautiful! about as large as a good-sized ball of cotton, only shaped

ifferently. I don't see, however, why they should cage it up so strongly ;
I'm sure one

oliceman could guard it well enough. You recollect the tale we read about the adven-

ires of this famous jev/el, which they say is worth more than two million pounds. I'm

are I feel quite sorry for poor Runjeet Singh. What curious names all those Indian

rinces have ! What should they have taken him prisoner for, and stolen his beautiful

ian-iond ? I could have stayed admiring the great Mountain of Light (you know that

J what they call the diamond in the Eastern language), and the two little hills of light

y its side, only John—you know his disagreeable ways—would make me move away to

ee the Egyptian things, telling me it was only a lump of charcoal after all. Well, we

aw the Queen of Spain's jewels. Oh, they are beautiful! You never did see

nything like them, I'm certain. And then we went right up the great central avenue,

/hich extends through the whole length of the building, from east to west
;
and I'm

ure, if I were to attempt to tell you of half the lovely things we saw, I should never go

bed to-night. The fountains, Annie, and the statues, and the models of bridges and

owns, and all that, John was kind enough to point out to me, explaining the way they

vere made, and so on. They were all very beautiful and very useful, I dare say ;
but

•h, if you had seen the lovely silks and satins, and the dear darlings of little watches, and

he sweet pianos ! John did not like it, but I tvould sit down and play upon one of

3roadwood's horizontal grands. He said it drew the attention of the people to us
;
but

[ said I was sure it was no use bringing beautiful pianos there, if "we must not play

hem ; besides, what did they put music-stools before them for, and why didn't they lock

hem up, if they were not to be used, I should like to know ? and so I did play, very

nuch to my gentleman's annoyance. I could see that, though he pretended to be

ooking at the chandeliers and the glass roof of the building.

You know, Annie, how fond I am of old-fashioned furniture. Well, John, like a good

'ellow as he is, took me into what they call the Mediseval Court ; and, oh my ! I think I

lever was so delighted. What a dear man that Mr. Pugin must be ! and what taste he

nustliave, to arrange all those elegant chairs, and ottomans, and stained glass windows,

ind oratories, and draperies, so beautifully! They say he is quite an old man; I'm

Bure you-would never think so, if you may judge from his lively imagination in designmg

this elegant place.

And then, do you know, we saw such a sweet little room, fitted up, John told me,
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like the boudoir of a bride , all in blue and white satin and gold. I wish I was a bride ^

Annie, and you were my maid.

But besides the heaps of elegant things to be seen in the grand avenue, I was delightee?

with the silks, and jewellery, and musical instruments in the gallery. John would have
me go with him among a lot of seeds and blocks of wood, and insisted on my undep.j
standing all about sandstone formations, limestone concretes, bituminous shale, plumbago,
anthracite coal, and all such uninteresting stuff ; for he said (you know what a grare wa\
he has sometimes) that upon a right comprehension of the worth of these various articles
depended the real use of the Exhibition ; and that, but for the increase of actual kno^|
ledge which must necessarily ensue from this gathering together of the peoples anil
productions of all nations, the Crystal Palace might have remained unbuilt, and Princei
Albert and Mr. Paxton given their exertions to a better cause. And then, when I

laughed—for do you know, Annie, I couldn't help it, though I wanted so much to look
serious—he looked so pained that I felt quite annoyed with myself. But in a minute
more he took me by the hand, and said quite kindly, '' Look you, Jessie ; there is know-
ledge to be obtained in this place, and a moral to be gained even from carbon in the
shape of diamonds.^'

After this, nothing could exceed his attention. He showed me, in the East Indian
collection, specimens of those beautiful jewels, and rich gold and silver ornaments of
which you and I have read so much. And then we had such a laugh at the edible birds'-
nests ! But dear me, if you only saw the exquisite furniture and the rich dresses la
various ]iarts of the building ! I really cannot describe them. Just imagine, dear, that
all the fine things in the Pantheon, Soho Bazaar, Buckingham Palace, Windsor Castle
and the Tower, were collected together in one grand summer-house, large enough to
hold seventy thousand people—more than all the inhabitants of Greenside—and then try
to realise to yourself the effect. John says that it is impossible for any one to attempt a
description of the Exhibition that will at all approach perfection ; and you know that
John is always right.

yiy dear Annie, I have not an inch of paper left on which I may say another word.
Adieu, then, till next week. j, p

P.S.—I take another half-sheet just to tell you that as we were coming out we met the
Queen and Prince Albert, with the Prince of Wales, and two or three foreign-looking gen-
tlemen, with large moustachios, coming in. The Queen looked very nice, only rather stouter
than I expected to have seen her. She was dressed quite plainly, in a dark coloured satin
gown, and a great white shawl ; but the Prince, he is a fine-looking fellow, only rather
thin. John says that he has been so busy with the preparations for the opening of the
Crystal Palace, in which he has taken so much interest, that he has sat up night and
day, that he was almost making himself ill, poor fellow. Oh, I forgot to tell you that
there is a delightful little fountain here, playing real eau de Cologne ! I dipped my
handkerchief into it—and, would you believe, if that John didn't want his scented, too !

so I just gave him a little, and, in return, he showed me some of the most splendid
shawls, and the finest lace, I ever saw in all my life. The Queen appeared very much
pleased with all she saw, and I could see that she and her dear husband had their heartsm the success of the Exhibition. John says that anything like the kindly feeling existing
between all classes of people was never witnessed in all the world before. I don't
understand such things myself, but 1 daresay he is right, for everybody seems in a good
humour, and every smgle person you meet, no matter in what company, is pleased and
gratified with the results of Prince Albert's beautiful idea. Oh, the crowds of grand
folks in carriages, the ladies and gentlemen on horseback, and the people everywhere on
foot—you would be astonished, Annie ! In the evening John and I took a quiet walk in
the park—not Hyde Park, but Victoria-and then he explained to me a great many
things of which I had before been very ignorant ; and I do begin to think, Annie,' that I
don t know half so much as John does, though I went to a boarding-school for five
years, and learnt French and music, while John toiled through a weary apprenticeship in
Ijondon, and slept every night under the counter.
P.P.S.—Burn this letter as soon as you have read it. I wouldn't have it seen for

anything.
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JUVENILE CABINET

ANCIENT CROWNS OF ENGLAND.

The kings of the Saxon race in England
had a crown like that of other European
nations—namely, a plain fillet bound round
the forehead ; but king Egbert fixed on
the fillet points or rays, resembling the

crown worn by the emperors of the East,

and king Edmond Ironside topped these
points with pearls. William the Con-
queror next made an alteration in it, his

fillet " being surrounded wiih points and
leaves, the points being much higlier than
the leaves, and each of them topped with a

cross pattee." The crown of Henry I.

was adorned with fl-: nrs-de-lis only, and his

successors to king Edward III. had their

crowns variously ornamented with points

and leaves, or points and fleurs-de-lis

placed alternately.

Edward III. enriched his crown with
fleurs-de-lis and crosses pattee, arching it

with four bars. His successors to Henry
VII. bore the same.
Henry YII. and VIII. had their crowns

composed of fleurs-de-lis and crosses pat-

tee, with two arches embellished with
pearls.

The crown, which is placed upon the
head of a British monarch at the time of
his coronation, is called " St. Edward's
crown," because it is one made in imitation

of the ancient crown, said to have been
worn b)' that monarch, and kept in the
Abbey Church of Westminster till the be-
ginning of the civil wars in England, when,
with the rest of the regalia, it was stolen

and sold in 1642.

At the restoration, the crown made for

Charles II. was formed as nearly as pos-

sible like the lost one. It is richly orna-

mented with diamonds, emeralds, rubies,

and sapphires, and has a mound of gold on
the top enriched with a fillet of gold, which
is covered with precious stones.

FILIAL DUTY.

There is no virtue that adds so noble a

charm to the finest traits of beauty as that

which exerts itself in watching over the

tranquillity of an aged parent. There are

no tears that give so noble a lustre to the
cheek of innocence as the tears of filial sor-

row. Those sons and daughters who are

destitute of filial respect rarely become good
men and women.

SPEAKING THE ^TRUTH.

Petrarch, the celebrated Italian poet, who
flourished above four hundred years ago,

recommended himself to the confidence and

'! alfettioTi 'jf Cardinal Colcnna, in whose
family he resided, by his candour, and strict

regard to tru'Ji. A violent quarrel occurred
in the household of this nobleman, which
was carried so far that recourse was had to

arms. The Cardinal wished to know the
foundation of this afiair ; and, that he
might be able to decide with justice, he
assembled all his people, and obliged them
to bind themselves by the most soleinn oath
to declare the whole truth. Every one,
without exception, submitted to this de-

termination ; even the Bishop of Lima,
brother to the Cardinal, was not excused.
Petrarch, in his turn, presented himself to

take the oath. The Cardinal closed the

book, saying, "As to you, Petrarch, your
word is sufficient.'*

THE stea:m engine.

What a wonderful machine is the steam
engine!—how many things it can efi'ect;

how much labour it can perform ; it

Agitates
Beats
Blows
Bolts
Bores
Brings
Brushes
Cards
Carries
Coins
Collects

Condenses
Confines
Crushes
Cuts
Digs
Drains
Draws

Drills

Drives
Elevates
Excavates
Files

Grinds
Hammers
Heads
Hews
Irrigates

Kneads
Lifts

Lowers
ISlixes

Mortices
Moulds
Opens
Picks

Plans
Ploughs
Polishes
Presses
Prints
Propels
Pulls
Pumps
Punches
Pushes
Rasps
Rivets
Rolls
Rows
Saws
Screws
Sculls

Separates

Sifts

Shaves
Shears
Shovels
Slits

Sows
Spins
Splits

Stamps
Throws
Thrashes
Turns
Twists
Warps
Washes
Weaves
Winnows
Winds

TO JESSY.

The world as yet is young to thee.

Its cares unknown, its paths untried,
Whose happy lot it is to be
In safety by a mother's side

;

But clouds may come, tho' sunshine now
Gives smiles to light the maiden cheek,

And sorrow casts a shade of woe
On eyes that now but gladness speak.

There's One who knows the lot of all,

And who Himself the earth has trod
;

On Him thou canst with safety call.

Since, linked to man, He yet is God.
And still, in pleasure or in pain,
Apply to Him to guide thee right,

And though the world be dark to some,
To thee 'twill be supremely bright.
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HUMOROUS SELECTIONS.

Use or Ijetters.—A sclioolmastcr;

\vroto to a lady

—

"How comes it, tliis delightful weather,
That U and 1 cannot dine together? "

i

Slie answered

—

** iMy worthy friend, it cannot be

—

U do not come till after T.

The DocTOii Posed.—An old physi-
cian v»'as declaiming, the other day, upon
the proponsitj" which a majority of people
display for eating unripe fruit and vege-
tables, and said— -" There is not a vegetable
growing in our gardens that is not best

when arrived at maturity, and most of
t!iem arc positi\''cly injurious unless fully

ripe."
—

" I know one thing that aint so

good when it\s ripe as when 'tis green/'
interrupted a little boy, in a very conii-

<lential but modest manner.—" What's
tiiat f sliarply said the physician, vexed
at having his principle disputed by a mere
boy.—"A cucumber!" responded tlie lad.

—The doctor winked at a gentleman near
him, but said nothing.

The Milleu and the Painter.—

A

miller at Lynn, who lately quitted his
mill to keep ix public-house, sent to a

painter to paint him a sign, on which he
would have a mill.

—"I must have the

milU;r looking out of the window."—" It

shall be done," said the painter.—"But,"
replied the miller, '^as I never was seen

to be idle, you must make him pop in his

head if any one looks at him."—This was
promised, and in due time the sign was
finished, and brought home.—" It is well

done," said mine host ;
" but where is the

miller ?'—" Oh," replied the painter, " ho

popped in his head when you looked."

Is there any word which contains all the

vowels ?— Unquestionably

.

A Ready Writer.— ^' You labour too

hard on j^our composition, doctor," said a

ilippant clergyman to a venerable divine ;

'• 1 write a sermon in three hours, and
think nothing of it,^^

—"So do,your congre-

gation" quoth the doctor.

The Letter H.—Rftwlaffd Kill made
a good remark upon hearing the power of

the letter H discussed, whether it were a
letter or not. If it w^ere not, he said, it

would be a very serious affair for him, for it

would nuike him ill all the days of his life.

DIGGINGS.
'' Small, rx:t Golden, Grains.'

Compc\e not with persons who have means
beyond thy reach.

# A man who knows how to speak knows
also when to be silent.

Errors in religion may claim our pity,

but should excite no anger.
Generosity of manner ohen imposes upon

us for generosity of heart.

He is idle who mighi be better employed.
Labour is preferable to idleness, as

brightness is to rust.

Pride may climb high, but its fall will be
the grt ater.

llcfoim those things in yourself that you
blame in others.

Ji-i itous livers can never know the plea-
sures of Temperance.
Peace flourishes where lieason rules.
Little men and Utile minds are seldom

conscious of their diminutivcness.
Learning is wealth to the poor, and an

ornament to the rich.

Kindness is lost upon an ungrateful man.
Decide not by authoritative rules when

tliey are inconsistent with leason.
Courage ought to have eyes as well as

arms.

Few things are impossible to skill and
industry.

Flattery is like an empty tomb, on which
friendship is inscribed.

He who sows brambles must not go bare-

foot.

That is a happy memory which forgets

nothing so soon as injuries.

If we subdue not our passions they will

subdue us.

Indulge not desire at the expense of

virtue.

Jealousy is a proof of self-love, but it is

no proof of social love.

Leave not that to cliance, which fore-

sight might provide for, or care prevtnt.

Men who are too apt to promise are not
less apt to forget.

Not he that has little, but he that desires

much, is poor.

Of all prodigality, that of time is the worst.

Conscience and covetousness can never
coalesce.

Content in the ^lumblest dwelling is bet-

ter ihan care in the most splendid palace.

We increase in wealth by lessening^ our
desires.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XV.

rRENCH INTO ENGLISH.

[The figures with which we have marked certain words should merely remind you of

the order of French ; for we do not employ those signs except where the orders of the

two languages difter.]

En considcraiit le sujet (m.) des gages (m. p.) de ceux qui travaillent, il y a

consUUrcr—to consider ivages those

deux choscs (p ) qui se (1) presentent (2) k I'esprit (m.). En premier (m.)

themselves j^r^en^er

—

to present mind

lieu (m.) ce que demande (1) la justice (2) [we reverse this order in such an instance,

place that which

and say " that which justice (1) demands'' (2)]. En second lieu, ce que pent (I):zrzobtcnir

cany is cd)lc to obtain

le maitre (2). Car (the conjunction) tres souvent le maitre peut=obtcnir du travail pour

for often for

(the preposition) des gages (p.) bien plus .
modiques (p.) que le serviteur N*en (1, of

scanty, moderate than

t/iejii-^fthG waives) merite (2). II y a des services (m. p.) que I'on ne peut

miriter-^to merit^ to deserve services which one

pas rendrc sans beaucoup d'ans de preparation et d'etudes (p). Pendant ees ans

to render preparation studies these years

la, il faut avoir depense (past participle) des sommes (l,p.) tres considerables (2, p.).

there depenser—to spend sums

He! bien! Si Ton ne considere pas cette circonstance (m^^yo^nt (present particixyh)\Q^

gages, on est eoupable du crime (1, m.) epouvantable (2) qui s' (l)=appelle (2)

culpable, guilty crime itself calls

" l'oppression des pauvres," crime centre le Saint Esprit,

oppression against Holy Ghost.

Let us go through this exercise together. Something new will be acquired
;
but

more still will previous acquisitions be strengthened and stabilitated.

The en in the first sentence, though coming immediately before a verb, still

means ** iii
;" because the verb is in the present participle, which long ago we spe-

cified as the only exception to the general rule laid down by us at the time.

The rule, it will be remembered, is, that en is a preposition, and has its more natu-

ral meaning of *'in" if immediately preceding adjectives and substantives ;
but, if

immediately preceding a verb, it becom.es a pronoun, signifying ** of it, of him, of

them," or ' some," as the circumstances may be. Should the verb, however, bo

in the present participle, en relapses into a preposition, and again means '*in."

The three positions are thus exemplified -.—en Italie (in Italy) : il en parle (*' he

speaks of"—whatever is referred to) : en parlant (in speaking).

In the second place, by the way il y a is used you ere reminded again that

this idiom remains always singular, whether it refers to plural objects or not.

Next, we come to se presenter (**to present themselves," or, literally, "them-

selves to present"). You see how it is used, and may quietly grov/ familiar with

reflective verbs in French. By the by, we may observe here that se is unchange-

able, whether ** itself," or " himself," or " herself," or '' themselves," or " oneself"

be meant. The sense is of course always made clear by the context, the general

import and drift of the sentence. Further, 5<?, when thus preceding a verb, may
also signify ** to itself, to himself, to herself, to themselves, to oneself." Here arc

examples :—se chargery *' to load oneself ;" Use charge^ " he loads him.self ;" elle se

charge, *<she loads herself ;"
ils, elles se chargent, " they load themselves : on se 2>ro^

pose, "one proposes to oneself" (or people propose to themselves) ; Use propose, elle

se propose, ils^ elles proposenty &c.
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1

Most verbs can be made reflective in this manner. There is another instance

lower clown in the lesson '.—Qui sappelle^ *' which calls itself," or as vi^e English

prefer to express it, ** which is called." Now, *' to call" (appeler) is in French
naturally a plain active verb, and is made reflective only by the manner of using it.

In the particular idiom under discussion, custom is so powerful that, though qid

est appelc (** which is called ") would be strictly and grammatically correct, yet it

would sound to our neighbours* ears almost like a barbarism. Their phrase for
*' what is your name ?" is comment vous appelez-vous ? {^^ how yourself call you ?")

What is his name ?" would be comment s aj^pelle-t-il ? (** how himself calls he ?")

As to the point of ascertaining when the se thus preceding the verb means ** him-
self," &c., or " to himself," &c., our old receipt is the most practical—that is,

think which makes sense, or makes the best sense.

With respect to the inverted construction in the phrase, ce que demands la justice

(" that which justice demands"), >ve have no remark to make, except that it is

rendered necessary now by long custom. Obscurity is prevented by que being the

form of the ** which ;" for que is not the nominative case preceding a verb, but
the objective case governed by the verb. In connection with verbs, qui is the nomi-
native for our "which" or ** who," and que the accusative for "which" or
** whom ;" thus, le fusil avi part, " the gun which goes off;" Vhomme aui frappe,
** the man who strikes ;" le fusil que fai achete, " the gun which I have bought ;"

Vhomme que j aifrappe, "the man whom I have struck."

Another expression shows you that the French, contrary to their general rule,

have the custom of leaving out the definite article in at least one instance of daily

recurrence. They sav, " in first place, in second place, in thii'd place," instead of

"in Me first," &c.

You have also the means of distinguishing between car, the conjunction, and
pour, the preposition—both commonly translated by " for." But "for" may mean
" because ;" and to confound car and pour would be as absurd in French as to say,

for instance, in English, " this letter is not because you, it is because your brother,"
(meaning "ybryou," &c.)

The chief peculiarity of the exercise comes next. It is the expression, " que le

sei^iteur ^*en merite,'* " than the servant deserves." The n is the short before a
following vowel for ne, the half negative. In comparing one thing with another, if

there be a verb used about the second object as well as about the first, then the
second verb is accompanied by this half-negative in French. But if only one verb
be employed—that which connects itself more immediately with the first ©bjectof
the comparison—then the sentence runs as in English. Thus : elle est plus sage que
sa s(eur; " she is more wise (well-conducted) than her sister." But suppose you had
a verb also connected with the second member of the comparison, besides having

I

the first verb (est), then you w^ould employ the half-negative ; thus :
" she is more

wise than her sister thinks "

—

elle estplus sage que sa soeur ne pense.

As we are not explaining the why of the terms used in the language now the
object of our study, but merely stating the how to use those terms, it is not necessary
to give any reasons for this curious and peculiar turn. W^e will therefore for the
present pass on, though we think it would be in our power to show that there is

much elegance and beauty in what may appear, at best, an arbitrary and eccentric
custom, if not an intrinsic blunder.

The /' before on we have fully treated of already.

We have no observation to offer on any other part of the exercise, except In

the fifth last word. You will notice that crime is not preceded by the inde- \i\

finite article, which nevertheless must be used in translating it into English. The p
French always omit this article in such recapiulatory members. T^us : Londresest
une grande cite; (no art.) cite oil— ** London is a great city ; a city where." fc

lea

51

)i

le
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ENGLISH INTO I-RENCH.

A!n Englishman who was at Itome, one day asked a celebrated (2) painter (1) [of]

cdUbre (m. and i.)pemtre (m)
9owji his portrait. In two or three days the portrait was Jinished (past participle) ;

7idre portrait (m.)
*

achever—to finisJi

t the price asked (past part.) yvas yery large. ^^WIuUl*' excldiimed (s^ecria, from
prix (m.) demand^r—to ask guoi

yriei'—to exclaim) the Englishman, ^'such (2) a (1) price (3) for the work of two or
tel (m ) pour
telle (f.)

ree days !
" " You forget, Sir," replied the artist, '' that it (I) has (3)

outlier—to forget artiste il

ijost (4) me (2) twenty-five years of work in order to gain the art of finishing (of
iter—to cost pour art {m,) achever

Inish) such (2) a (1) task (3) in two days."
tel (m.) tdche (f.)

telle (f.)

We now return to the subject of adjectives and substantives, and their relative

ice. The first thing we have to do at present is to give a list of some of the
jectives the very meaning of which changes according as they are placed before
after the substantive. Still that list shall be shorter than certain instructors

ve made it ; because, in truth, a change is coming over the French tongue—

a

ange which narrows the application of all rules on this point. Study and ob-
rvation of the phrases used will prove the safest guide in a matter in which
rdly one universal law continues to prevail.

Nevertheless, we may venture to lay it down that a decided difference of mean-
g results from the different place of the adjective in the following instances :

—

t brave homme may be translated ** a capital fellow ;" un homme brave, " a brave
an." Uh grand soldat means '* a great soldier" (such as Cromwell) ; and un soldat

and, *' a tall soldier " (such as may be seen any day at the Horse Guards). Une
osse femme, ** a big woman ;

" unefemme grosse, " a woman enciente near confine-

ent." Une pauvre race, "an ungifted race" (of people) ; une race pauvre, "an
digent race." Une seule personne, " one single person ;" une personne seule, " a
rson (who is) alone."

There are several other instances ; but really they will be best learned by prac-

;al attention to French phrases as they come under your notice in the course of

iidy. The main point is gained when you are made aware that the difference

>es exist, and when, as here, you are enabled to appreciate by a few examples
e way in which it operates.

Now, with respect to the change to which we have more than once made allusion

;

is that, now-a-days, it is growing common among the most polished authors and
e most eloquent speakers of France to place the adjective before the substantive

circumstances in which the old writers and orators would have made it follow.

'Whether this arise £vomAnglomanie (a rage for everything English), or whatever else

may come from, so it is. We have at this moment lying before us a work written

the very first style, by an accomplished author, and there is not a page of it that

)es not contain examples of this partial departure from the rigour of the old

:ench style. Within a few lines of each other we find, after opening the book at

ndom, such phrases as these :

—

Cet admirable recit—Veloquent patriarche—Vinepui-

hie bonte—les tendres claries, &c. &c., respectively signifying "this admirable
cital"—"the eloquent patriarch*'—"the inexhaustible goodness"—"the ten-

jr beams," &c. &c. (We could multiply such samples without end.) Thus, you
jrceive, it will never do to tie yourself too rigorously by the rules given on this

jad by some, even of the most standard authorities.

Since we are on this subject, we may mention that saint (holy), which in Lesson
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^XIII. was given among the adjectives that ought to be placed lefore the subst

tive, follows it in the well-known name of the Holy Land

—

la Terre Sainie,

Try to master the following little exercise :
—

Unr=homme avail deux fiUes ;
1' une otait=avare (miserly) mais pr^voyante (provident^

r autre dtail iiberulc (houniifuDv^iZiis dtpensihro(thriftlcss,2Jrofuse). Etant.-=en coUre (jxu^fnon

cclle qui ($tait=avare di<ait=u sa sccur :
" vous n'aurcz jamais do quoi (whertwithc

donner=aux pauvres ; vaus=etes si depensiere." " Et vous," repondit (replied) ell

*' vous en aurez tonjours, de quoi donner, mais cependant (nevertheless) vous ne donner*

jamais ; vous Otes si avare."

TO OUR "FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.

D, G—^THS.—Where, in Lesson VIII., we refer to the vulgar error of ^* than hiti

than me,'' &c., our meaning requires no elucidation. All that our remark implies i*

that '• than'* cannot govern the objective case, " me," ** him,'' &c. Of course, if son|

word is used which does govern it, the regimen will take place.
^

i

You are right in the general rule, concerning the correctness of which you inquir

that ^2 (in the sense of yes) is used **as an affirmative reply to a negative assertioa

You might add, " or to an assertion evidently implying negation or incredulity,'^ thouj

not decisively couched in the form of positive denial. Such is the case -where an inqui

is made, in the affirntative of which the questioner evidently does not believe ; and th

is what we intended should be the sense of the Frenchman's query addressed to the g
at the lodging-house (Lesson XL) We ought to add, that si, used in this meaning,

\cry familiar style. It is not elegant in any circumstance.

Jn. Pl •.—Boyer's dictionary is rather old.

A Working Man.—We will take an opportunity of giving the sound of the Lord

Prayer in French.

Jn. T.—Oo» is too broad and full a sound for ** une ;" and ?/«7ie, though neart

requires that the y be very faintly pronounced. Eu sounds not unlike the i in " flirt

Chretien is pronounced krateeaun (g) ; in&igue sounds antreeg ; and the g is har

when followed by ue.

We must beg others to have patience with us, and we will endeavour to embody wh
they require in our lessons, as we proceed.

Next week we propose to give our prize exercise.

TO COHRESPONDENTS.
*'Capsulaiiem Opifex" is desirous of

obtaining a knowledge of drawing and de-

signing; to do so in the least expensive
manner, and after seven o'clock in the

evening. The classes formed at Mechanics'
Institutions are admirably adapted to meet
his wants—a thorough acquaintance with
drawing may thus be gained by any perse

-

Tering working man. We are glad, by the

by, to find our correspondent is somewhat
of a latinist.

P. F. W.—Register your new gas burner
before you seek any one to help you in

making it public.

Abram Ashv.'Orth might acquire the
languages he appears so earnestly desirous

to understand, by joining the classes which
are usually formed at Literary or Mechanics'
Institutions—but much may be gained by
patient private study. Buy a cheap gram-
mar and lexicon; as for time, your very

hours of labour may be employed in stuc

Eliha Burritt wielded the anvil in '

smithy and worked a proposition at :

same time. A little at a time and go >

is the great secret of success.

P. A. R.—Water boiled by gas-heat
7iot prejudicial. The second question
only one of theological facilities which {

common in the schaols. Something like

finds its way into every treatise on log

Merely as exercises for ingenuity su

questions are good enough; otherwii

they are valueless,

E. Sackett.—We do not think the n;

rative you propose would be either ** ui

ful" or " entertaining." The ** horrors

war" have been already depicted in coloi

sufficiently glowing and sufficiently disgu

ing.

John Baxter.—The present Numl
contains a reply to your inquiry.
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOll.

V ttoun-substantlve ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb

Composi'tiox, s. a mixture of several in-

gredients ; a written work, or piece of music
;

the act of discharging a debt by paying
part thereof.

CoMPo'siTOR, s. one who arranges the

types for printing.

Com'post, Compost'ure, s. manure

;

hiixture for enriching soil.

Compota'tion, s. the act of drinking
together.

Com'poxjnd, s. a mass of ingredients ; a
word formed from two or more words, as
** coach-horse.'*

Compress', v, a, to squeeze much into a
small compass; to embrace.

CoMPRi'SE, V. a. to contain, to include.

Com'promise, s. a compact, or bargain
;

V. a. to settle a dispute by mutual conces-
sions.

CoMPT, s. account, computation.

Comptrol'ler, s. a superintendent, a
supervisor, a director.

Compurga'tor, s. one who bears testi-

mony to the innocence of another.

Computa'tion, s. a calculation, an esti-

mate.

Com'rade, s. a companion, an associate.

Con, v» a. to study, to think over.

Con amo're, a. with love of a subject.

Concam'brate, v. a. to arch over, to

vault.

Conca'tenate, v. a. to link or join to-

gciher.

Con'caye, a. hollow ; s. a regular cavity.

CoNCA'VO con'cave, «. concave on both
sides.

Conca'vo con'vex, a. concave one way>
r^nd convex the other.

Concen'tric, a. having one common
centre.

CoNCEN^TUAL, a. harmonlous, accordant.

Con''cert, s. music in various parts,

harmony.

Concer'to, s. {Italian) in music, a com-
position in which many performers play in

concert—that is, in unison, but in which
some one or two instruments take rather a
more prominent part than the others.

Con'choid, s. the name of a curve.

Coxchol'ogy, s. the science or natural
history of testaceous animals, such as have
a covering of shell.

CoNCi'sE, a, brief, short, contracted.

; V. verb; v. a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neuter.

CoNCis'iON, s. a cutting off, excision.

Con'clave, s. a private room ; the name
given to an ajjsembly of cardinals, especially

when meeting for the purpose of electing a

pope.

Concoa'gulate, v. a. to congeal together.

Concoct', v. a. to digest by the stomach;
a ** well-concocted plan" means a plan that

has been digested, that is, carefully con-

sidered and well arranged.

Concom'itant, a, accompanying, joined

to.

Con'coud, s. agreement, union, har-

mony ; in musiCf two combined sounds
which are universally agreeable to the ear.

Concord'ance, 5. a dictionary, or index
in which every word in the Bible, or other

book, is given in reference to the book,
chapter, page, or verse in which it occurs.

Concor'dat, 5. a covenant or agreement
with the Pope concerning ecclesiastical

affairs.

Concrema'tion, s. the burning many
things together ; a conflagration.

Concre'te, Concre'tion, s, different

matters or substances formed into one
mass ; in philology and mathematics, it is

an epithet applied to the conception or ex-

pression of a quality which refers to, or

implies, some particular subject in which
the quality exists. In this sense it is

directly opposed to the term abstract.

Conden'se, v. to compress, to bring
within a small space ; to grow thick or

close.

CoNDEK'bER, s. a pump or vessel by
which a volume of air may be reduced into

a much smaller space.

Con'diment, 5. seasoning, sauce, zest.

CoNDUC^TOR, s. a leader, a director, a
chief. In electrical science, a conductor is

a substance which transmits the electrical

fluid readily. Non-conductors are bodies
which have the opposite quality. Most
metals are good conductors, and glass is a
good specimen of a non-conducting sub-

stance.

Con'duit, 5. a water-pipe, a canal, a
duct.

Condxj'plicate, v. a. to double ; a,

doubled over, or folded together.

Con'dyl, s. a protuberance, a jcint.

Cone, s. a solid body, broad at the base^

and small at the point, like a sugar-loaf.

CONFEC'xiON, s, a sweetmeat, a mixture.
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Confec'tioner, 5. one who makes sweet-

meats.

Confedeua'tion, s. a close alliance, a

union.

Con'ference, 5. a meeting for taking

counsel or conversing together ; a dis-

course ; a parley.

Confes'sional, s, the box in which, in

the Ilomish Church, the priest or confessor

sits to hear confessions.

CoNFi'ciENT, a, that which causes or

procures.

Confidant', s. a person trusted with a
secret, a bosom friend.

Config'urate, v. to show like the
aspects of the planets towards each other,

Confirma'tion, 5. a Church rite by
which baptized persons are said to be
'* confirmed" in the Christian faith.

Confisca'tion, s. the act of seizing
private property when forfeited by real or
alleged crime, &c.

Conflagra'tion, s. a general fire, or
burning.

Confla'tion, 5. the act of blowing many
instruments together ; a melting of metal.

CONFLEX'URE, s.*VL bending or turning.

Con'fluence, s. a multitude of people
;

a junction or union of several streams.

Confrater'nitY; s, a religious brother-
hood.

Confrica'tion, s, rubbing against any-
thing.

Congee', Conge', s. a bow, an act of
reverence.

Conge'-d'elir'e, s. literally, ** leave to
elect ;" the monarch's permission to a dean
and chapter to choose a bishop.

Congeal', v. to freeze, harden, grow
stiff.

Conge'ner, s. one sprung from the same
original ; one of the same kind.

CoN'GERiES, s. a mass of small bodies.

Conges'tion, s. a collection of humours
;

a preternatural accumulation of blood in
the capillary vessels of the blood system,
attended with disordered function of the
organs in which such an accumulation
takes place.

CoNGLA'ciATE, V. a. to tum into ice, &c.

Conglo'bate, Conolob'ulate, v. to
gather together into a round mass.

Conglom'erate, V, a. to gather into one
mass ; a. gathered into a round mass.
Conglu'tinate, v. a. to cement.
Congrega'tion, s. an assembly; most

commonly, an assembly of persons for the

purpose of public worship and religious edi-

fication.

Congrega'tionalism, s. independent

Church government,

Con'gress, 5. a meeting ; an assembly of

various parties who meet to concoct mea-
sures for the community, or for the accom-
plishment of some object supposed to be
important to the welfare of the people.

CoNGRu'iTY, s. fitness, consistency.

Con'ical, a. like a cone.

Conif'erous, a. having seed vessels of a

conical figure.

Co'niform, a. shaped like a cone.

Con'jugate, v. a. to join, to unite ; to

vary a verb according to its tenses, &c.

Conjunc'tion, s. a union, meeting to-

gether ; in English grammar the sixth part

of speech.

Conjunc'ture, s. a critical or peculiar

time.

Conna'te, a. born with another.

Connoisseur', s. (French) a critic, a
judge of the arts, &c.

Connota'tion, s. an inference, implica-
tion.

Connu'bial, a. relating to marriage.

Con'oid, s. a figure like a cone.

Conquad'rate, v. a. to bring into a
square.

Consanguin'ity, a. relationship by
blood.

Con'science, s. the faculty by which we
judge of the goodness or wickedness of our
own actions ; veracity, justice, honesty.

Con'script, s. one enrolled to serve in
the army ; the term is more particularly
^plied to soldiers drawn by lot for the
French army.

CoNSEc'uTiVE, a. following in order, suc-
ceeding each other interruptedly.

Consenta'neous, a, agreeable to, ac-

cordant.

Conserv'ancy, s, courts held for the
preservation of the fishery in the river
Thames.

Conserv'atory, s, a place where any-
thing is kept ; a building in which plants
are preserved.

Con'serve, s. a sweetmeat, preserved
fruit ; V. a, to preserve or candy fruit.

Consignee', s. a person with whom
goods are deposited for sale, or who is de-
puted to dispose of them.
Consign'ment, s. the act of making over

merchandise by one to another.
Consis'tence, Consis'tency, s. the

natural state of bodies j agreement ; sub-
stance ; form.
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EXHIBITING OUESELVES AT THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

In a recent number we endeavoured to impress upon the minds of our readers,

tliat the most remarkable being in this world is max. He is a wonder to himself and

to every one else. There never has been an individual who has taken the trouble to

reflect a little upon his own body, or to turn his thoughts inward, and attend to the

operations of his mind, who has not stood amazed at himself. We are often

astonished at the various instruments and machines which are invented by the

art and device of man, but the most marvellous of all mechanism with which we
are acquainted, is the human body, and the most wonderful of all powers by which

any machine can be moved, is the human soxil. Comparative anatomy and meta-

physical inquiries have shown the truth of these observations. There has never

been found among any of the bodies which Ave have discected any one so *' fear-

fidly and wonderfully" formed as the frame of man; and of all instinctive or

sagacious beings in this world which have come under the notice of our philoso-

phers, there has been nothing discovered that would bear one moment's compari-

son with the intellect of the race of Adam, And hence the human family have

always been to the human family the most interesting objects. The catalogue of

• The Great Ea^hibition" contains an overwhelming number of curious inventions of
* almost every description, so that those who have travelled from America or China

to see them, will return satisfied that they have been amply repaid for their labour

and expense ; and yet we feel assured that all will be most interested in the mass

of human beings which from day to day will be gathered together. It will, there-

fore, be especially an Exhibition of ourselves.

We have already referred to *^ dress*' and ** manner /* but there are several

other matters which will be closely scrutinised by our visitors, and which ought to

have our careful attention, and to some of these we now direct the thoughts of

our working friends.

Intelligence.—We are often spoken of as an uneducated and an unthinking

people. This lias arisen from the fact that we have rarely, as a people, been
anxious to make more of ourselves than we really are. A mechanic who was
rather plainly dressed once said to us, " Mi/ principle is to be a little better than I
appear to be.'* There was something truly English in this expression ; for while

we have plenty of upstarts who wish to make a ** fair show in the flesh," and try

to seem what they really are not ; whose speech is feigned ; whose gait is a piece

of afiectation ; whose dress is a visible falsehood ; and whose whole outward man
is one mass of hypocrisies

;
yet, we have myriads among us who scorn such ofien-

sive ostentations ; and who are a thousand times better than they appear to be.
From their habits of display ; from the timidity of modesty ; from having placed a
high standard of excellency before them ; and from a deep consciousness of feeling
far short of it ; we have known numbers who have never taken their proper posi-
tion in society, have never done themselves and the country justice, and have
passed to the grave without being duly appreciated, except by a few who have been
their intimate acquaintances. This is what our French neighbours call " maumise
Ao«^e/' a kind of *<bad taste" or " condemnahle shame," which has prevente4
thousaiKis of men and women from doing their duty to themselves oc their genera
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tion. It is said that some of our continental friends are never guilty of this

fault ; and tliat while you may add fifty ;;er cent, to the appear-^nce of an English-

man, you must often deduct quite as large an amount from the politeness, polish,

and pretence of many a foreigner. Now, we do not wish our working friends to

be aping the learned, or the nobility ; but we would say that if they are conscious

of having any bad manners, or ignorance, it will be as well to leave them at home,

and i:otbiing them to the Great Exhibition ; and if they part with them for ever,

they will be none the worse.

As rudeness will not be at all in character with the Crystal Palace, so ignorance

and folly will not by any means harmonise with the intelligence which will every-

where greet us from its various exhibitions of skill and ingenuity ; and as we
should like to have our character completely cleared from the charge of vulgarity,

so we shall be happy to find that the intelligence which most of the visitoi*3

possess may in no case be obscured by folly. We may have some follies, but we
are, notwithstanding, an intelligent and intellectual people, and no good end will

be answered by putting our light under a bushel. The best way to prevent this

disgTace will be to goto the Exhibition with a full determination to see all that we
can ; to understand as much as we can ; and to bring away the largest possible

amount of knowledge and improvement. We are happy to say, that of late years

nothing has done so much to remove the reproach which has been cast upon the

masses, sls the throwing open of galleries, museums, polytechnics, zoological gar-

dens, and such-like institutions, to the public. The order, good behaviour, and

intelligence, which in every case have been observed, has done more than anything

else to raise the people in the estimation of those who have too ofcen viewed them
with susi^icion. We trust that the Great Exhibition will not only unfold th&

intellect of the nation in the variety of its inventions, but also the intelligence ot

the people by the propriety of their behaviour and the deep interest which they

will take in the various productions of art and taste which are presented for their

consideration and instruction.

Honesty.—We lately showed that the words **honour^* and *^ honesti/*' are from

the same root, and were by the Romans called by the same name. The fact is, you
cannot make a dishonest man honourable. He may have his thousands of acres

or his ten thousands vested in the funds or the railways; he may wear a coronet or

a crown, but still dishonesty is a blot which nothing can remove or cover. On the

other hand, a truly honest man wants neither titles nor wealth to make him
honourable. London thieves have advertised themselves throughout the world*

and have thus disgraced their country in the estimation of strangers. We fear

that many of these are sunk so low beyond any sense of shame, and have so

thoroughly lost every vestige of conscience, that there is hardly a moral feeling

left to which we could appeal ; but we would earnestly entreat those who are

growing up into life, not to allow any temptation to beguile them into a single act

of dishonesty, and let everything be done that we can do, to show strangers that

we may be safely trusted with their property, and that they can trust themselves

in our presence without any fear of being robbed and injured.

But there is a race of thieves on whom the law can have no hold, and which a3»

as numerous on the continent as here—we mean those polite but designing knaves

who rob us behind the counter, or who take advantage of our ignorance snd our

wants to rob us of our money, It should be remembered that the man or the
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woman who asks for an. article more than its real valuf^, is as great a thief as he

^v'ho comes and picks our pockets outright. Most Englishmen have been thus

robbed when they have visited the continent-, and some have thought that this

would be a fair time for making reprisals. But it should be considered, that it is

never justifiable to steal because others steal; that to imitate a swindler can never

.be reputable ; and that ill-gotten treasure never will spend well. And further, that

vWe cannot do our neighbours a greater benefit than by exhibiting to them a good

example. To give a practical proof that we scorn everything dishonourable in our

selling, as well as in our buying, will be one of the best rebukes we can administer

to any foreign swindler who may visit our country or enter our shops. We have

heard that some intend, by extortion, to make their fortunes out of the pockets of

those who visit the Exhibition; but we warn these thieves against dishonouring

their country, and cursing themselves with the gains of unrighteousness.

Kindness.-—One of the most touching appeals of Scripture is contained in the

words, "Ye know the heart of a stranger." A stranger is in a peculiar position,

and has peculiar £?r4ings ; and perhaps there is not a being on the face of the earth

whose heart is more susceptible of a kind look, word, or action. Our Lord intends,

at the judgment day, to lay great stress on this species of philanthropy, when
exercised towards his followers. ** I was a stranger, and ye took me in,'' will be

one of his first words of approbation to those who have been kind to his people.

In fact, by addressing this sentence to all on his right hand, there is an intimation

that none will be there of those who acted unkindly to strangers. Now, as we
boast aloud of being the most Christian people upon the face of the earth, and as

we all hope to go to heaven when we die, it is very important that we should attend

to the apostle's advice, and be not unmindful ** to entertain strangers, knowing that

some have entertained angels unawares." It is of no use to attempt to avoid the

text, by saying that it alludes to real Christians and not to irreligious foreigners ;

because one article of our faith is, that we should ** do good to all men." And
not only Christianity, but our common humanity teaches that we should be kind

to strangers. Were we in their condition, we should deeply feel every act of

benevolence ; and it -is a dictate of nature as well as of Christianity, that we should

**do unto all men as we would that they should do unto us." Sound policy also

would suggest the same kind of conduct. We have had enough of enmity, national

antipathy, and wars ; and now we ought to begin the arts of peace and goodwill,

and the Crystal Palace should be made the Temple of Concord. Every foreigner

that lands on our shores, and visits our country, should be greeted by benevolent

looks, addressed with kind words, and cheered with friendly actions. When they

return, let tliem go home loaded with proofs of cur good wishes ; and thus let us

give for ever the death-blow to that jealousy and ill-will by which we have for

ages injured each other, which has cost us the national debt, and robbed us of a

revenue from the reciprocities of trade, equal to treble the amount of our taxa-

tion ; and, therefore^ it is high time that we should abandon such madness and
roalignity, and resolve hereafter, by every act of kindness and loye, to promote the

reign of universal peace, brotherhood, and love,

Tbiiperance.—In the estimation of most foreign nations we are a drunken

people ; and it is well known that we are the most drinking race on the face of the

earth. There is more drunkenness among us than in any other country. Our
wines must be brandied so as to be rendered as poisonous as possible ; even our

gia must be doctored to mako it burning hot; our brandy must be almost proof;
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and our beer be mixed with all sorts of drugs to render it heady. On the Continent

there is a "-ood deal of drinking, but the liquors are not so strong, and there is less

drunkenness. Besides, they use much more cofic'e, and thus are far more sober.

AVe fear that total abstinence has done but little amongst us to check the evil ; and

that our visitors will have all the reports they have heard verified by our dissipa-

tion ; and thus we shall disgrace ourselves in their esteem. We talk about con-

vertiiT'- them, and send them Bibles to lead them into the way of truth ; but what

use is all this, while we encourage drunkenness ? They cannot understand dissi-

pation and Christianity. A drunken religion is to them not only no religion, but

gross profanity and presumption. Now they pretty well know that our drinking

customs are kept up by our religious people ; hence strong drink is not only our

national blot, but it is the ruin of other nations , by producing in them a prejudice

against all our philanthropic and religious movements. If for the next three months

we would but abstain, what a deal of crime we might prevent ! what a large sum of

money we might save ! how many more might visit the Crystal Palace ! and what

a reproach we might at once roll away from the nation, and especially from our

religion ! We would advise all who come to the Exhibition to be total abstainers
;

and we would call upon our patriots and philanthropists, if they value the honour

of their country, or the welfare of strangers, to exert themselves, by example and

precept, to put an end to the national disgrace which our drinkmg habits have

produced.

Morals Generally.— Quai^reling, swearing
, profanity , Sahiath-ireaking, and

sensuality are actions which degrade a people. Men that do not reverence the Deity

have no great thoughts, and must sink and be immoral ; hence no truly moral

person ever swears or takes the name of God in vain. Perhaps there is no sin

in the world which has in it so much of the "superfluity of naughtiness " as

profanity. It does no one any good, and can harm no one but the individual

himself who thus debases his tongue. To call on the Creator, or Saviour, on every

trivial occasion; to change every sacred term into an interjection; or to utter the

most horrible execrations on friend or foes, is so irrational, cruel, and profane, that

no individual who reflects, or regards his own respectability, will be guilty of it.

Sabbath-breaking also is a crime which shortens our days ; to work on that day
is too much for our physical frame. Hence all Sabbath-breakers die before their

time. To spend the day in mere pleasure and dissipation is too exciting, and must
lead to the same result. Philosophy teaches that there is nothing so good for

health of body and mind, as one day in seven devoted to resty to soothing medita-
tions, or divine love and works of benevolence. The daughter of a working man
hasjustly called the Sabbath the " Pearl of days'* We are delighted to think how
many of our working friends have shown their esteem for the Sabbath by writing so

admirably upon it. Those sceptics and philosophical radicals who advocate labour
or dissipation on the seventh day, are the enemies of the poor man, and more fit for

West Indian slave-drivers, or the bacchanalian debauchery of paganism, than to

influence an intelligent, free, and moral people. We need not dwell on sensuality.

The life of a street walker, on an average, is five years, and her course is always
downward. Seduction is worse than murder ; and those who support the
debauchery of the land, are the desolators of the fairest portion of God's creation.

They are filthy Goths and Vandals in the midst of civilisation and Christian purity.
As to quarreling, we need not say that there is so much of the snarling beast in it,

that no one who regards himself as a rational and ciyilised person will thus debase
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himself. If the points ineiitioned under this head were only attended to, and th*

crimes we have noticed carefully avoided, we should give to our visitors a moral

exhibition which would be ten thousand times more valuable than any of tho

scientific wonders of the *' Crystal Palace,'" and would confer on them spiritual

benefits which would be realised in time and eternity. ^

"VVe trust that our operatives and tradesmen will feel that the glory of the country

is mainly in their hands, and by their good manners, intelligence, honesty, J.indness,

temperance, avoidance of quarreling, sahbath-lreaking, profanity, and debauchery,

will give to our neighbours and visitors an intellectual and raoral spectacle, which
will prove the new alliance of science, religion, liberty, and happiness.

THE OPERATIVE CLASSES :

THEIR TRIALS, SUFFERINGS, AND VIRTUES,

COLLIERS AND COAL MINING.
By G. Wharton Simpson.

(Coniimiedfrom i^age 230.)

CHAPTER II.

THE CONSULTATION—THE FATAL SHOT.

At the Green Dragon the talk was all of the

union, its present strength, the prospects

of their success, and their determination
not to yield.

*' A poor man's labour is his capital,"

exclaimed one of the delegates, who, having
acquired a smattering of poUtical economy,
was fond of parading it ;

** and if the capital

of one is too small to compete with that of

the owners, then poor men must unite,

combine their capital, and stand by one
another to resist the grinding and oppres-
sion of the masters. They can do no better

without us than we can do without them
and no man with the spirit of a mouse
would put up with the tyranny pitmen have
been for some time enduring."

*' Aye, aye ; that's all varry true," re-

turned an old pitman ;
" but how if t' niais-

ters stan' oot ? T' union brass '11 hev an
end, and then whea'll be ony better ? Fresh
men '11 come te t' pits ; and then what 'Jl

come of us ? Besides, if they dean't get
new hands, t' maisters '11 be nta richer, and
we'll be mickle poorer for a few months'
stick ; and seah there'll be a clean loss o*

money."
A chorus of voices declared these re-

marks to be cowardly. The union was at

present rich, and could support them for

some time: besides, the masters had en-
tered into contracts that must be carried

out. Then, as to any fresh hands, *' rats,"

coming, why, only let them try it on ; they

would rue it, depend on that. Such were
the remarks that were clamorously Z**^

pressed by a dozen voices.
In the midst of some further talk, which

Avas getting of an angry character, a song
was loudly called for, and Joe Anderson
volunteered a favourite, known as " The
Poacher's Song," the burden of which was
the ''delight" experienced "on a shiny
night, in ihe seizure of the hare."
This having been rapturously applauded,

the talk ran on stories of poaching; deeds
of address and daring were related ; and
some bitter V and fierce denunciations were
uttered against one Richard Trotter, a
game-watcher on Sir Heselden's estate,
who having formerly been an inveterate
poacher, awis now a thorn in the sides of his
former companions, his knowledge of their
habits and resorts often enabling him to
surprise them ; the consequence of which
was that many had undergone punishment
owing to his informations.
Joe Anderson was one of the keenest in

these poaching expeditions, but had hitherto
eluded the vigilance of Trotter, who had,,
however, repeatedly expressed his resolve
to "nab" him. Joe and he were also riva-s

for the affections of a girl of some per-
sonal attractions, Alice Moore, who, with
girlish vanity, kept both in suspense, not-
withstanding that, whatever her feelings in
regard to Joe might be, sne really despised
Trotter.
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In the midst of the conversation, one of

the men commenced " chaffii>g," or rallying

Joe on this rivalsiiip, iniimaling that if

Trotter could "drop on'' Joe, and secure

his imirisoi.ment, the field would be clear,

and he. Troiter, would mairy Alice before

Joe was liberated.

A mu'ttrid threat to the effect that it

would be dangerous for Trotter to come in

contact with him, was all Joe's reply. His
tormentor, who possessed abundance of that

coarse ptingent wit, which often distin-

guishes the pitman, was about to pursue
the subject further, when one of the dele-

gates, anxious to cht ck anythinir like qu'ar-

rels amongst the men, which might prove
fatal to thir-ir pi ms at the present junctuie,

adroitly changed the subject by volunteer-

ing to sing " I he Bonnie Fit Laddie."
Doiik- y-racinj» and cock-fighting, both

sports in favour amongst pitmen, were then

discusse<<, the conversation being continu-

ally interlaided with allusions to the con-

templated siriue, ille resu ts of which, all

seemed to agree, must be favourable.

It was nt>w ne>r midnight: nwny were
in a state of parti-il intoxication, and one
or two stupidly drunk, when the boisterous

conversation was interrupted by the en-

trance of the landlord, exclaiming:
** Noo, mv lads, iis time to bar up; ye

mun toddle."

Aft« r some remonstrance the house "was

cleared. Some staggered home; otheis,

the more seriuus and sober, stood in groups
talking of the prospects of the morrow.
Joe ha tened home, where his mother sat

with anxious heart awaiting his comini<.

The old man was, fortunately, asleep when
he arrived.

**0h, ma lad, ma lad, thou'U breck thy
mother's heart; thy fayther's been near
ranty 'at thou d.dii't come."

Joe saw that his mother had been in

tears, and he could not bear tha' ; so with a
brief excu>e, and a hasty good night, he
retired to bed.

The following day was pay-d^y, when a
fortnight's wages were to be received. It

was a bright frosty morning, and all were
in the higuest spirits as to the results of
the prcseiu application, a few only autiti-

pa^iotr refu al. At the appointed lime the
deputation waited on Mr. Deanham. They
handed in a list of their di mauds, which
Mr. Deanham jilncing o\er, britfly in-

formed them fliat he had that morning con-
sulted with Sir Ilcseldcn AVhai ton, whose
res Ive was n t to accede to the slightest

change ; adding

:

'* And now. my lads, let me advise you to

pro eed to work without furtiicr bother.
Sir He eldcn wi,l close the pit altog^-iher

rather ih .n yiehl : he is willing, however,

to give you a fortnight to consider. If,

af er that time, you do not enter upon your
work as usual, why, then, every man will be
ejected from his cottage without further
notice, to make room fo? new hands."
The deputation thanked Mr. Deanhara,

who was always civil, and on that account
somewhat a tavourite. They knew, how
ever, that he would suppr»rt Sir Ileselden
in all matters, and, therefore, did not trusC

bim. They told him that the ir resolve was
to turn out at once, and. Avith less buoy-
ancy of spirits than when they entered,
th» y left him.
Ihe news was received by the pitmen,

who had assembled at the Green Dragon for

the purpose, with varied feelings. Some
were anxious to return at once to work;
others would consent t'o do so on receiving
part only of their former demands. The
delegates, however, exhorted them to re-

main staunch, assuring them that the
threats were merely to try them, and that
if they were only firm- they could not pos-
sibly fail. It was resolved therefore to
carry out the strike. A committee was to

be organised to conduct matters, and a cau-
tion was to be issued to men of other col-

lieries, warning them not to accept work at

the pit.

Many a wift-'s heart ached that morning
on learning the issue of the application,

and many a wife's remonstrance was met
with the ready answer, *' What do women
know about these matters ?" How often,

alas, in. such mat'ers would woman, with
less knowledge and more heart-wisdom, be
a safer guide

!

The fiist week of the strike passed plea-
santly etiough ; money was not scarce, and
the weather was fine, and poaching became
more prevalent than ever. As the second
Wtck, howiver, was drawing rapidly to a
close, and tjectinns from their cottages
stated many in the faco^ Onxious groups
cutigiegaicu logch't to ask \\hat should be
done with their famiiies and furniture.
A meeting was called and harangued by

the delegates, who urged them not to waver.
Variou3 proposals were made, the landlords
of the public-houses offeiing to accommo-
date as many as they CvRild possibly shelter,
whilst they ctaiM stow away the furniture
in Some outbuildings. Tents were to be
erected for those who could do nothing
better; whilst others would accept shelter
whicti hac^ been offered in Ei beck. Under
any circumstHnces the strike was to be con-
tinued, and (.n the whole the men left the
meeting in better spit its. Not so was it

with tne wives of many who had hoped that
the prospect of the ejectment of themselves
and liille ones, and the knocking about and
perhaps loss or des',rui;lion of the furniture
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?n which they had felt so much pride, would

have put an end to the siiike. But it was

not so. ** What did women knuw about

these matters ?"
, i

•

Meanwhile, Andrew Anderson kept bis

bed: the aikxieiy had induced a low fever,

and as little as possible of the proceedmgs

of the pi men were talked of, the docto. s

peremptory inslructioiis being that he should

be kept quiet. George had a' tended all the

meetings, and used his little influence in en-

deavouring to oppose the strike, bat the

only effect of sucti eff -rts was^^that he was

jeered as a coward and a " rat."

Joe Anderson, as we have before stated,

was very fond ot his gun and much giveii

to poaching. Daring the last week or two

he had frequently availed himself of the op-

portunities which leisure afforded him to

follow his favourite pursuit. He had made

an agreement with one of his companion^

to meet him on the Tuesday morning oT the

second week of the strike, to proceed to

Hursellton Folly, a plantation aboundmg

with hares. At five o'cl )ck in the morning

Joe was at the place of meeting, his gun

loaded, and his equipment complete, Oaii.^,

however, to some misunderstandmg, his

companion was not there, and Joe pro-

ceeded alone.
.

Arrived at the wood, the morning: still

dusk, Joe quickly bounded over the fence,

and in a few minutes a hare started within

a few yards of hi-^ feet: his gua was ju>t

raised to his shoulder when he saw a figure

stealthily moviuij from behind a tr; e in the

direction in which he was about to fire. On

looking intently, he saw what appeared in

the grey dawn to be the lea her legging of

a game-watcher, whose person was con-

cealed behind the tree. As he paused to

consider what course he should pursue, the

hare, which had ran in the direction of the

tree suddenly turned and passed Joe at

about twelve yards distant: the wood was

quite clear in the direction in which it ran,

and in the temptation of so exetUent a

chance, Joe forgot everything else, and

fired. He had scare ely doi>e so when a man

rushed from behind the tree, and at the

same moment demanded his gun. Joe at

once turned to escape, and clearing the

fence at a bound, ran down the lane : he

had not proceeded many steps, however,

when the report of a gun behind him caused

him suddenly to turn.
, ,. .

A groan of h'^rror burst from him, on be-

holding^ Richard Troiter, fallen backwards

into the wood, shot in the head, and quite

dead. In his ha^te he had rest 3d the stock

of his gua 00 the ground as he leaped the

fence, and the trigger having been caught

by a twig, the comeuts of the piece vere

lodged i.i his brain. For a few moments

Joe stood stupified and motionless. Gra-

dually, however, a vague sense of terroi

and gailt stole over him, and he felt himself

iuiplcated, as it were, in Trotter's death.

A sudden and vivid sense of his danger,

and of the cer aini-y of being charged with

the murder then seized him, and he at once

fled in terror.

The body of Trotter was not discovered

until next duy, when, as he had not returned

home, a search was instituted. When the

bo.'iy was found, the news spread rapidly

that Richard Trotter had been murdered,

.\nd conjectare was at once afloat as to the

probable murderer. The rivalship which

had existed between Joe Anierson and

Trotter was t-ilked of, and the threats of

each were recalled to mind : and then,

ominous looks or low whisperings were ex-

changed, in which all suspicions regarding

Joe were expr'Ssed. As is of en the case,

such matters came last to the persons they

mo^t concerned, and nothing of the affair

was at pre-entktiown in Anderson's family.

During the day a coroner's inquest was

held, when sufficient was divulged to cause

strong suspicion, but not sulhdent in the

eyes of the cautious coroner to fix tho

guilt on Joe, and the jury by his direction

returned a verdict of wilful niu der against

some person or persons unknown. On the

issue of the inquest being made known to

Sir Heselden Wharton, he at once issued

his wa rant, as a county magistrate, for the

apprehcision of Joe on suspicion. Aimed
with this power, an officer at once proceeded

to Anderson's house to apprehend the un-

fununate young man.
" What! what !" exclaimed his mother,

who opened the door, *' my Joe 1 my Joe a

murderer ! Niver, niver !" and fainted.

George had now rushed to the door and

on learning the object of the visit, begged

the officer for mercy's sake not to make a

noise to alarm his father, who now lay

asleep. He assured him that Joe had been

out all day, and begged him quietly to

search the house, whilst he restored his

motl)er, whom he tenderly raised and laid

on the settle, bathing her lips with water.

She stiil lay unconscious when the officer

returned, and George accompanied him to

the door, when at the same juncture Joe

came up. He started for a moujent, but

immediately surrendered himseif to the

officer, at the same time assuring his bro-

ther that he was not guilty. Having as-

certained from the officer that he would not

appear before the magistrates that night, he

bade his brother good by, begging him to

break it gently to his mother, and then

went with the officer. Ge. r^re n-^eded no

charge to deal gently with his mother,

wiioin, on his return to the house, he found
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just recovering. He endeavoured to assure

her that Joe was safe, and avoided giving

her direct answers as to whether the officer

would find him, adding that whether he did

so or not, there could be no doubt of Joe's

innocence. He then related to her such

of the circumstances as he had heard from

the officer. With bitter tears she ex-

claimed :

" Ah always said that nea good could

come o' this shooting ; but ah didn't think

it wad come to this. My Joe a murderer !

Niver, niver !"

After much more similar bewailing,

George prevailed on his mother to go to

bed. He remained up to consider what
should be done for his brother.

Early in the morning he hastened to the

police station at Wolston, a small market
town about seven miles distant, where, the

petty sessions being held that day, Joe
would be examined. He then called on Mr.
Witchem, an attorney in great favour
among the pitmen, always retained by them
when involved in poaching cases. Having
taken a memoranda of such particulars as

George could communicate, they hastened
to the magistrates' room.
The examination commenced soon after

their arrival, Joe, of course, pleading not
guilty. The various witnesses were ex-
amined, and to the facts which were given
in eviiience before the coroner, there was
now added the testimony of the companion
witli whom Joe had made the appointment
for the fatal morning, and of two persons
who had seen him soon after the event,
running in disorderly haste from the place,
with his gun in his hand. Mr. Witchem
cross-examined the witnesses with much
acuteness, and took some technical objec-
tions

;
but the case was overpoweringly

strong, and Joe was committed to take his
trial at the next assizes for wilful murder.

Two months after the events we. have
recorded, the quiet little village of Tere-
vale, never very attractive, presented a
sadly changed and deserted aspect. The
ejectments from the cottages had been
carried out with the most uncompromising
rigour, and the pitmen and their families
had found themselves houseless at the
commencement of a severe winter. The
prospect before them was most unpromis-
ing; they well knew that none of them
would be employed at any pit in the dis-
trict, for, in addition to the fact that many
of them were closed by the strike, in those
still at work, even did vacancies exist, the
character of a man on strike was no recom-
mendation to employers in the choice of
new hands.
For a time many of them hung about the

village, in the hope that the demands of the
men would be at least partially met, and
the working of the pit resumed. Some
lodged at the Green Dragon and the Pit-

man's Rest, and others at the beer-houses
;

some of the more hardy encamped like

gipsies, in the tents, whilst others found
shelter in the neighbouring villages.

As time elapsed, however, their privations

increased. The allowance from the union,
small at first, had been, owing to the exten-
sion of the strike to many other pits, reduced
after the first month. The weather also

continued unusually severe. Frequent
meetings had been held, at which an imme-
diate return to work had been advocated by
the most prudent, and as strenuously op-
posed by the more obstinate and boister-

ous ; and it had invariably happened that the
latter prevailed.

But little effort had been made by the
owner to carry on the working of the pit.

Sir Heselden Wharton was not a man de-
pendent to any extent on the proceeds of
his collieiies; they formed an inconsiderable
portion of his estate. He fully expected
that the men would have returned to their

work, and was unwilling tiiat the families,

who had lived in the village ai:id worked in

the pit for generations, should be driven off

for what he deemed a temporary obstinacy,
chiefly attributable to the instigations of the
paid agents of the union. The cottages,
therefore, remained empty. To this extent
Sir Heselden had interested himself in the
matter. He had never, perhaps, given
himself so much thought about the men
engaged in his mines before;

On the first announcement of the- strike
gaining publicity, a slight influx of
labourers, with a view to obiain work in the
pit, had arrived in the village. These had
been waylaid by some of the pitmen, jind a
serious affray had ensued, in which several
severe injuries were sustained, although
happily no lives were lost. A strong body-
of police, which had arrived in the village

a few days after the strike, in anticiijation

of outrages, had quickly arrived at the scene
of action, and the majority of the pitmen
taking part in the assault were secured, and
afterwards committed for trial at the ensu-
ing quarter sessions, where they were sen-
tenced to various periods of imprisonment,
proportioned to their degrees of guiit.

It was now just three months since the
commencement of the strike, and Christ-
mas was at hand. The recoUecu.nis which
crowded on their minds, associated with"
ihis happy time—with pitmen always" a
peculi riy happy time—made many a sad
heart still sadder. It is diificult to convey,
within the limits of a brief paragraph

—

and^
perhaps few who read these pages can fuiiy
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realise—any adequate idea of the sufferings

and trials tliar tiow wegan to crowd upon the

families of the pitmen. Accasiomed as

they had been for a long peiiod to the pos-

session of oil the necessaries of life—accus-

tomed as ihey had et^pecially been to ah the

co'Tifort which unlimited use of coal can

bring during *' chill November's surly

^lasf"— the scanty meal, eaten by the

cimp fire, around which the majority of

then, now crowded, brought only the recol-

lections of past comforts. In many families

ao-ues and fevers had ensued from exposure

r-nd want. The workhoui^e of the licarest

Union was already crowded with tl>c wives

and children taken ill. In one case, a wife,

and mother of a large family, as well as

children in sever il other familr s, had died

from the accumulated effecis of these priva-

tions. In some cases, prown-up daughters

had gone off to neighbouring towns, in the

hope of entering into service, or of meeting

with employment in the factories; a few

were successful, whilst in too many in-

stances, removed from that preserving m-

liuence which home, even in the humblest

walks of life, possesses, devoid of the checks

imposed by a sound education, and exposed

at once to want and to the various tempta-

tions which, in many of the towns sought—

chiefly sea-ports—abounded on every hand,

they became the prey of these adverse cir-

cumstances, and entered on that abandoned

life accounted by the virtuous to be far

worse than death.

The position of the men, although some-

what different, was not better. " Quiet, to

quick bosoms, is a hell," says the poet;

a;nd forcib>7 does the remark apply to men

who from infancy almost have been accus-

tomed to active and arduous duties.
^

With

the -pitmen, quiet or inaction was impos

sible : restless and mercurial, they must be

active, and their case formed no excepuon

to theproverb, "Idleness is the parent of

mischief." For tlie most pan uneducated,

altogether undi^ciplined, and entirely desti-

tute of mental resources to beguile the

dreary time, drinking, one of their prevail-

ing vices, was still resorted to by many;

poaching, notwithstanding the fatal warn-

ing, was still largely practised. Some had

formed themselves into companies to tra-

yerse the neighbouring towns, soliciting

sympathy and pecuniary aid ;
others as-

soi^ted themselves into bands, to perambu-

late the towns during Christmas week as

"sword-dancers;"* whilst a few, whose

* It is cnstsniary in the north of England for

bands of men, fcrot8?quely attired, and having

swords, to perambulate the towns at Chrisvmas,

performing a rude dance, to the music of drum and

pandean uipts, knosyn as the "sword dawCe,"

whilst one of their number, distinguished as the

clown, *' goes round with the liat."

large families had from the fir-t led them" to

deprt'caic the strike, as they now looked on

the blanohod and shrunken cheeks of their

wives, and listened to the wailing of their

little ones, sat down a.mongst them, aban-

doning thernselve^s to "helpless, hopeless

brokenncbs of heart."

We must now rctuni to Andrew Anderson,

whom we left; on a sick bed, in total igno-

rance of the fate of his son. When George

iefc home to be present at Joe's examina-

tion at Walston, he had hoped that all

rai^ht be cleared up, and that his brothjer

•would return with him; and he had not

therefore said unyihiiig to his mother of his

destination, or of his brother's detention^

On awaking in the morning, a muNerable

vacTue s"nse of trouble and ui-.rest tirst

reininded the mother of the events of the

previous evening. Rachel Anderson was a

Christian, and her first impulse was to baw

her knee and lav her troubles before hnn to

whom she looked for succour. She arose

refreshed, and with more calmness of puar-

pose than she had felt before, resolvt-d to

bear a stout heart, and cheer her husband

under the blow which she feared was tm-

pendiiig. ^
With womanly tact and wife-like tender-

ness, she seized the most appropriate mo-

ment to break to her husband what she

knew of the matter, and prepare him for

the worst. The old man heard all, but

could not realise it: it was a calamity too

great and overwhelming to be possible ; and

he preserved a strange complacency. He
awaited the arrival \)f George to assure

hirn that all was well. Joe had on some

occasions, since the strike, been j;.bscnt from

home a day or two, when he had stayed at

the house of of an acquaintace in Woiston,

and his father had no doubt that such was

the case now.
During the afternoon George arrived,

and his looks quickly prepared his mother

for what his tongue knew not how to tell.

" Tell me all, George, honey ;
tell me all;

dinna keep me in suspense," she exclaimed

as George hesitated to speak out.

With heavy heart then, George related

all 5hat Joe had told him of the facts, and

all that he had seen and heard at the exa-

miaation before the magistrates ;
and

finally, of his committal.

A burst of smothered anguish burst from

his mother as he concluded. She thought

she had prepared herself for the worst; but

nature gave w^iy, and she wept bitterly.

Their cup of sorrow seemed full :
her hus-

band lay on a sick bed, from which she

knew not that he would ever arise ;
their

means of living were cut off by the strike ;

ejectment from their cottage was impeno.-
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ng ; and at present she knew not where her

sick husband or herself would find shelter

from the winter winds ; and now her son,

her darling Joe, lay in a felon's cell, await-

ing his trial as a murderer.
*' And he's gan without me seeing on him,

ma poor bairn. Oh, Andrew, our Joe can-

not be a murderer. No, niver ! Oh I canna.

I canna bear't," she exclaimed in piteous

tones.

The old man had listened to George's

relation with fixed gaze and bated breath.

He spoke no word : but the struggle for a

few moments was teirible ; his whole frame

seemed convulsed, and quivered with an-

guish. After some momenis, he said slowly,

and with a husky voice, *' God's will be

done."
As his mother sat weeping, George en-

deavoured to soothe her by calliii^ to her

mind the lessons of paiience she had often

taught him when he had been subjected to

the jeers of his pit companions lor not
joining in their idle sports.

*• Mother," he said, " how oftfn hev ye
said to mc, * Wait as wrel as work, h ney,

God's will mun be suffered as weel as

dune.* "

He then reached the well-worn family

bible, and commenced reading aloud. As
the Saviour's touchitig words, '* Let not
your heart be troubled," &c., fell on the

ear, they reached hearts readily open to

scriptural consolation ; and that volume so

rich in words of comfort for every phase of

human sorrow, and whose wonderful adap-
tation to every feeling of the liumnn heart,

and ready response to every worthy want ol

man, so surely indicates its divine origin,

brought a solemn, chasened peace to thuse
mourners. " Peace be unto you, my peace I

leave with you; not as the woiLi giveth,

give I unto you:" the words fell on their

ears and at unce seemed to become a living

power in their hearts.
** He hath done all things well," said the

old mm in saddened tones, pointing to the
printed text on the wall. *' Our Joe canna
be a muriierer ; and a greaur power than
ours will protect him and open his way
out."
With subdued sadness, yet perfect confi-

dence, they now conveiscd on the subject.
A hallowed, chastened letlii)g, veiy mar
akin to gladness, filled tVv ir minds ; they
felt there was something " higher than hap-
piness ; 'twas blessedness." We will not
attempt further to lift the veil, or to dt scribe
their peace : it '* passeth all understanding."
The ejectment still awdiied them ; but a

friend of whom they lit le thought now was
at hand. We have already s{)oken of Alice
Moore as the girl for who e affections a
rivalship had subsisted between Joe and the

unfortunate Trotter. She was the only
daughter of an old resident in the village,

to whom we will now introduce the reader.

Adam Moore was one of those rare cha-
racters in the world, an original genius :

wholly self-educated, he had acquired a
knowledge of mathematics and a pra-ctical

skill in mechanics, that might have beei

envied by many of our first engineers.* Hf"

made thirty-hours and eight-days' clocks on
various plans of construciion, as well a^
models of both locomotive and standing;

engines of various kiwds. He had a lathe
of his own construction, and the production,

of ingenious pieces of mechanism was his-

sole delight. Many men with not a tithe of

his talent attain to fortune in the pursuit of

the same objects ; but Moore, although a
man of much shrewdness and good sense,

was of singularly unobtrusive and retiring

character, and at the same lime slightly

disposed to be cynical : he had scrupulously
avoided anything which might have led him.

to publicity beyond his own village. He-
had, when a youth, worked in the pit; but-

had early taken to the cleaning of clocks'

and watches, and subsequeiitly to the mak-
ing of the former, and maintained himself
by these and similar pursuits. He rented a

piece of ground on which he had built a
cottage, and cultivated a useful garden.
He lived much alone, his daughter being his

only companion, and seldom mingled with
the villagers.

He and Andrew Anderson had been close

friends and companions in youth ; but as

each began to form decided opinions, their

difference in religious views and feelings

had gradually produced a col iness, which
had grown into entire estrangement. An-
drew was educated by his mother in the
doctrines of Calvinism ; and when he be-
gan to think for himself, he embraced these
views with a sinceriiy almost approaching
to severity. When the youths began to

talk of these things, Moore, without being
deeply impressed with any religious opinions^
expressed a strong dislike to Calvinism.

I

Instances are n.^t rare of men of great genius
springing fronn the pits. Without referring to

the histories of George Stephenson, Dr. Hutton,
and others of a past generation, we may remark
that iliere is at this day, in the village of Wylara,
in Northumberland, a pitman named Isaac Jack-
son, ot extraordinary mechanical genius. Some
years before iStephetisoii had made the " Rocket,**
Jackson had drawn plans of a locomotive with
nearly ail the quali ies of those at present in use;
and iourteen \tars afterward,-! he produced a
model, weighing i^iib. l2oz., with four eccentrics,
and capatdeof reversing itself alter making tour-
teen i-trokes. He is eniirciy self-educated, his
powers of memory and calculation are exceedingly
great. His plans and u»odels are equal in neat-
nes's and correctness to those of the best work-
men. He works ia the pit twelve hours daily.
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hence the separation arose which continued
in after life.

As soon as Adam Moore had heard from
his daughter the news of the misfortunes of

the Anderson family, which had rapidly

spread in the village, he at once resolved to

call. It was on Friday morning, and on
raising the latch he found them engaged in

talk a« to their course on the following Mon-
day, when they must leave their cottage.

A somewhat awkward and distant greeting
between the old fiiends over, and some
words of sympathy and consolation ex-

pressed by Moore, he heard from them their

strait as to a home. This was a fortunate
opening for Moore : he could practise sym-
pathy, but he did not like to speak it; he
now, in few and blunt, but cordial words,
offered them a share of his cottage as a
home until they could do better. The first

impulse of Anderson was, to refuse the

offer: he stillfelt the coldness, and he shrunk
from being placed under an obligation to his

old friend. A second thought, however,
induced him to regard the offer as a kind
providence ; and with a jjrateful heart and
a warm grasp of the hand he accepted it.

New life seemed to be given to the Ander-
son family ; and after some further consul-
tation, it was arranged that, as Andrew was
much better, and now able to lise, they
should remove on the morrow. With active

hands and buoyant spirits, George assisted

in the moving, and in the course of the next
day, their furniture was packed in such
places as were convenient in Moore's cot-

tage, and the Anderson family were fntireiy

removed thither. The clouJs which had
hung over theai seemed to be clearing

away: the old man speedily regained his

health, and they looked forward with hope
to the future.

Time rapidly wore on, and the assizes

were now at hand. The approaching tridl

of Joe had often been talked of, and by the

assistance of Moore, arrangements had been
made to secure him counsel in order that

nothing might be wanting to make good his

defence. It had been lesohed, too, that

the whole of the inmates of the cottage

should be present, Andrew would gladly

have prevailed on his wife to remain be-

hind, but she seemed so anxiously bent on
accompanyino: them that he could not refuse

her. Alice Moore, too, who had not before

ventured to express such a wish, when she
ascertained that Joe'> mother was to attend,

pleaded hard and obtained permission to

accompany them. We have befoie s dd
that Alice was a vain girl, but she was not a
heartless girl ; and since the event which
had terminated so fatally, a great change
had come over her. She deeply felt how
much sho was to blame in accepting the

attentions of both lovers, and thus giving
rise to the rumours which might have a ma-
leiial influence in bringing about Joe*8
conviction. She had also di>covered, what
before she had not owned even to herself,
how deeply she loved Joe Anderson.

Ecirly on a February morning they were
all on the way to the assize town, which was
distant about eight miles. An anxious
heart throbbed in each breast ; it was the
morning of the trial.

The court was just opening when they
arrived. The appearance of the judge in
his robes, of the b trristers in gown and wig,
and of the formal opening of the court, all

seemed to appal them, and to strike coldly
to their achi g hearts.

The case was called, and the clerk in a
formal tone read the indictmerit charging
Joseph Anderson with the wilful murder of
Richard Trotter; and the prisoner was
called on to plead. " How say you; guilty,

or not guilty ?'*

'J here is something peculiarly solemn to
those unaccu>tomed to such scenes, in this

part, of a trial for murder ; and in the few-

seconds which intervene between the ques-
tion and the prisoner's answer, all eyes
are turned toward the dock, and ai agoniz-
ing suspense prevails, as though on this

answ. r the issue of the tiial defended. Joe
looked extremely pale : his fine open coun-
tenance bore the impress of the agony he
had undergone. He had met the eyes of
his mother on first entering the dock, and
had tried to look cheerful: he had met
o hf r eyes also, which sent the red blood
through his blanched cheek; he had en-
countered a look from Alice, expressing in-

terest and affection he had never seen
before; and even in his present fearful posi-
tion it cheered his heart.

*' Not guilty, my lord," he said, in a low
voice, in answer to the indictment.
The counsel for the prosecution, Mr.

Sergeant Nicholls, now rose to state the
case to the jury; and all eyes were turned
towards him. Afier a few remarks on the
painful nature of the important inquiry
upon which they were about to enter, he
cautioned them to dismiss from their minds
everything they had heard of the case before
them, directing them to look only to the
evidence to which he should call tht^ir atten-
tion. He then, with remarkable clearness,
and brevity, detailed the whole of the cir-

cumstances as they stood against the pri-

soner. He dwelt on the rivalship and the
threats which had been expressed on both
sides ; on the eaily hour on a dark mora
ing ; and the appointment which Joe had
made to be at the place where the mtirder
was committed ; on the fact that the paper
forming the wadding of the gun by which
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the fatal deed had been pcrpetratf d was part

of a copy of the poaching soiij; nhioh Joe

had sung the night when he Avas heard to

threaten the deceased; and, finally, on the

guilty flight of the prisoner. He then pro

cecded io enlarge in forcible terms on the

importance to society of enforcing those

laws whicli rendered sacred human life.

His speech was a masterly specimen of fo-

rensic eloquence, and produced a marked
impressi'.n against the pfisoner.

The witnesses were now called and ex-

amined by the jui.'ior counsel for the prose-

cution. They substantially confirmed and
enforced all that the learned sergeant had
stated. Ihe case had been carefully pre-

pared ; and not a link was wanting to com-
plele the chain of circumstantial evidence

;

not a loop broken in the complicated net-

work of circumstances in the meshes of

which his life was involved.

As fart after fact was proved, each one
making the c^se bl.icher, the hearts of liis

friends sunk within them, and hope almoot
fled.

The gentleman who had been regained
for the defence, Mr. MaUhewson, used all

his ability aiid ingenuity ; but liis hawk-
like glance failed to discover any flaw in the

case for the pro->ccution, for which he had
anxiously hoped, as the case on its merits
seemed to present not a single point for de-
fence. With admirable tact he cross-exa-
mined the wirnesses, to endeavour to elicit

the possibility that she gun might have been
fired by accident by the prisoner, or even by
the unfortuuate deceased himself; and he
so far succeeded as to gain an admission
from the surgeon that the position of the
wound parti.i'ly justified such a supposition.
The trial had. been proceeding for nearly

five hours, when Mr. Mathewson rose to

address the jury for the defence. The in-

terest in the court had now grown to a pain-
ful pitch. With great solemnity and
earnestness he dwelt on the awful responsi-
bility of sending an innocent man into
eternity, and the still mote awful responsi-
bility of sending that man into the presence
of his judge with but that preparation for

death to which he was impelled by the sight
of the impending scafibld ; of sending a
fellow-creature into the eternal w-.rld thus
** unhouselled, unanointed, unann&alled."
It was not a question merely of whether the
prisoner should be deprived of his liberty,
of whether he should return to his farm or
his merchandize ; but it was a question
whether he should forfeit that of which it

had been said, '* Skin for skin, yea, all that

I a man hath will ho give for his life." He'
then couimcnted forci{)ly on those parts of
the evidence which showed the possibility

of death having resulted from accidental
cau-es ; c(mclu»iing by an eloquent appeal,
urging them by everything they held dear,

by their present peace and future hopes, by
every domestic tie and every manly sympa-
thy ; and in the name of that justice which
v/as the glory of the nation, and which they
were that day to uphold, to give the prisoner
the benefit of the doubt.
The appeal was pov/erful and effective,

and had evidently produced a sensation on
the minds of the jury ; but still the alterna--

tioMS between hope and fear were so nearly
balanced, that his most sanguine friends
dared not anticipate the result.

The learned counsel for the defence had
scarcely been seated, Avhen he again arose,

and said it was not his intention to call v;it-

nessoo, but he wished to have the gun of the
dece-ised, which he understood was in court,

examined.
The gnn was then produced : it was a

double-barrelled fowlin-? piece, one barrel
of which was discharged, the other loaded,
as when found laid beside the deceased.
Mr. Matthewson now desired an officer of the
court to draw tlie charge, which being done
he examined the contents. Unfolding the
shriveiled-up paper with which the gun was
wadded, he ibund that it exactly corres-

ponded with the piece of the song which
hod adhered to the w'ound in Trotter's
head. A loud buzz of applause ran through
the court immediately on the announce-
ment of this discovery, and was succeeded
by a shriek and a heavy fall. Both Alice
and Joe's mothei- had fainted on compre-
h ending the influence of this vmexpected
discovery, and they were carried lifeless

from the court.

The judge now carefully summed up the
evidence, dwelling on the circumstance so
decidedly in favour of the prisoner, and
adding that if the evidence had left the
slightest doubt on their minds of the pri-

soner's guilt, it would be their duty to give
the prisoner the benefit of that doubt, and
return a verdict of acquittal.

The jury then retired, and returned m
about half an hour with a verdict of not
guil-y.

We will not describe the sensations with
w'hich Joe was welcomed by his frit-nds, nor
the exultation of the band that returned
that night to Terevale. We hasten to bring
the re cider to another event of more "vital

import.
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THE CRYSTAL PALACE EEVISITED.

JOHN SMITH, IN- TOWS, TO HIS- lillOTIIEB, IN THE KOBTH.

June 2;id, 185L

Dear Ciiaui-es -I have been so occupied that I have not hitherto had leisure to

TrriteYOU London at this moment presents an appearance such as was never before

^ tnessed Uis usually full, but now it is crowded. You recollect the look of the

rtreetsatthistime of year. Well, just imagine them twice as full, xvith a much larger

™rtion than usual of carriages, omnibuses, cabs, and working nien, and you will

SeXps real "t leir actuality. Just now the lixhibition is a 1 in al . From the papers

you w^ll, of course, have obtained a general idea of the buildmg and its contents; but of

Ihc influence of the meeting of the nations on the good folks in London you <:«" have no

conception. The liotel and lodging-house keepers are all alive with anticipation, and

every publication in London finds readers for whatever may be said of «>«
f''^'/^-^'^-,

. .,

On Mav-dav morning, writes one of the most acute observers of the age, amidst

the roar of'cannon, the voice of trumpets, and the PO-P -^ l-|X7of ^e'Torks' of
raonial the ereat fact of the year was announced-the Exh bition of the worKs ot

rdust^y of aU Nations was opened in Hyde Park. It is hardly a figure- of speech to

say t^tlll tl"; world was repi^esented at the ceremony. Royalty was there
;
the delegates

of kto^s were there; the deputies of foreign nations were there. Much of all that

FumnfboSts as most distingiushed in rank and gen-ius, m weal h and fashion, was

Sed wUh n thrSy^ Palace ; and the hundred thousand, votaries of Laoour, proud

of «^ir temp e- prouder still of the event which for years to come will l*°d ^ new
ot tmr tempie V"

toils—crowded round the wondrous work, and echoed

ffihe^ ;o":i:n;lt"ofntse within the building, when the Koyal Ups uttered

*'S;;h hS'^atr:;^ L^^L^i^i^^pi^sSlf their palace; and it is Wonderful

to s^ how well tl e/behave i it. Various police regulations were promulgated, but

Ihevtave been found useless, for the people-the working men and women of England

-iXl no monitors, and 'required 'no^urveillance. There never was so great an

unaertaldng.carried out with such entire success
^ ... ,

, „tf„„li tn a sratherina-

Apart, from the scientific and philosoj^uc u^.eres which must ='"ao^i o a 8alherin|

of the works of art and industry-the applied and reabsed
'<'''lll°^'l'l™JZ

Prvotil Palace is to us (says the writer before mentioned), the express on of a gieat social

feet The CO 1 ;iion of materials is as nothing compared with the collection of men A,

powerful monarch might at any time^ collect ^-^ specimens of industry and^s^^^^^^^^

now on view in- Hyde Park—the Emperor of China, or the United biates ixmgress,

mav e° Aei oTthem buy uo a duplicate of the whole Exhibition-a Pencles, a Ptolemy.

Tl C^car with grea^'cost and difficulty, might have formed a «-.useum of the industry

of Aeir times bu?inr,o age except the present-in no country, perhaps, saveEngland-

^ould LheLdustry and th/industJials-the conceiving mind and the
^-^f^^J^Ln

the world-have been brought together under the same «°"^^''?"l,°f, ^'"V^^^Xsi
What has antiquity to show in cornparison with the =<=<=n^ - Hf^/^^ '

xl' Jot ^
/.n,.<rrpsse3 of the ancient world look narrow, insular, and local by its side, ine giory oi

thfoivrnpUm fames pales in contrast with the Festival of Industry. Pericles could not

have cllkS he'pToduo^ers of the world together, because Greeks could not associate on

eqltl terms with foreigners. At the Olympian games the stranger had no place Itw^
thmiclit enoueh to allow him to be present as a spectator. In tneu exclusive piioe oi

She a"et recognised only the 'man of their own blood. Kings -^ princes begged

in v^in to exhibit at ?heir games and contend lor their oaken crowns. That t as old and

formkiable barrier between nation and nation is thrown ^own for the futu e, he Cryst^

Palace is a pledge. It is the work of nations, performed in their 'ny^^";!/
.^ „",'

^f
their corporate capacities. While looking down the eastern nave

"'"'If
*™j°;

American'and Continental art. the memory reverts to the So.«*^°"P'°"
^fXr hav

W

non. armed war- ships of Turkey and of the United States nde at anchor
^J^^^ ^^^^l

poured out of their holds, instead of missiles of war, the trophies ''"''
„*;^

"
'"'r!j^e

peace. On this common ground are united nearly all the prmces of the world the
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energies of governments and of people; and nothing less than this combination could
have acliieved the object in vievv'. In this co-operation on equal terms, for a common
end, and in the success which has attended it so far in its progress, the future historian
will remark the first settled sign of the coming fraternity of nations. The Crystal
Palace knows no difference between Jew and Greek, Frank and Saxon. In that arena,
for the first time in the annals of mankind, the Negro, the Malay, the Sclave, and the
American, will stand together on equal terms, and merit of its kind will carry'away the
honours of genius and industry, without reference to questions of blood, type, or colour.
This is a starting-point for a true theory of equality of nations—a new era in the history
of progress. The absence of Naples seems to make her a self-doomed outcast among
the communities of the world.

Of the mere contents of the Exhibition, you will have had enough elsewhere; and,
tlierefore, Charles, I should feel more pleasure in gossipping on about its anticipated
results. They are those of peace and goodwill all over the world. India makes a fine
show—perhaps the most complete of any except Great Britain. In machinery and
hardware we are pre-eminent, but in the fine arts, we are confessedly beaten by Austria,
and the artists of central Europe. It is curious to note the characteristics of each
country as we pass through the various portions of space allotted to them. In the
transept all is light, airy, and beautiful ; turn a moment into China, and we have the
quiet precise manners of the people exhibited in their utensils, their pictures, their mats,
and then- proverbs. One of these is no less characteristic than cosmopolitan— Clear
away the snow from your own door before you think of brushing the frost from your
neighbour's roof. A real Chinaman attends this department : he is just now learning
English from a child's primer. A step further and we are among the curiosities of
lunis-the mats and furniture, the dresses and utensils of a half civilised peoole.
Another half dozen strides brings us into view of the bronzes, jewellery, vases, perfu-
mery, household wares, and textile maDufactures of France. Belgium, the quietest
kingdom in Europe, exhibits arms and artillery. They are made for foreign service
though. Austria is great m furniture, papier mache, glass, toys, automata, and stained
glass; but she owns her fine show to Italian hands, and from Milan come some of the
finest specimens In the Zollverein (pronounced Solverine), by which word is to be under-
stood all those German states in which commodities pass duty free, I noticed the bestshow taken altogether, of which continental Europe can boast. It comprises the real
wealth and industrial resources of more than a dozen states ; and the Saxon courage,
independence, and activity are observable in every state and in every article exhibitedAs for Russia, her show is not yet quite ready ; but she is great in ornamental glass-ware!and raw produce

;
while for America, the 'cute children of the West have for oncemistaken their resources. The show which the States make in the Exhibition has pro-voked various opinions. Jules Janin calls it the - most complete," while the Times

rather sneers at it as unworthy a great nation. Great gaps occur in the eastern, orAmerican department. As in her geographical states, she has in the Exhibition, widewastes extensive prairies, and thinly covered '* locations." A French writer tells us, inhis letter to his own paper, the Journal des Bebats, that the Americans have sent,among other productions a great number of wigs and beaver hats ; among other hat^

hi/hJ n'''
''•^ '^^ ^""'""' ^^"^^'' ^^^"^"' celebrated for having purchased at thehighest possible price the first ticket for the first concert of Jenny Lind. Such is

AnnfhT, f;'"^^^^"^^^,
«f ^

"'-"V^
I To purchase a great name for £^60- such is happiness.Anoth.i writer speaking on the same subject, says that the United States part of the

bomW ?1? f'\
"'"'"}'

f'^^T""
^"

'^r^^' '*'°"S^^ ^^^^^^ ^« ^ ^°i^ t« ^^^^ «f the neigh-

inS. t^-'f; T^'"''
^""^

^I'^'^f^
^^"^'^ ^^^ ^^^^^ g»-^«Pi"S disposition here,

tio^. nip f .r'; .!^^^''' ^'
H'

'^"'' at home with his Texas and Oregon annexa-

Jlined nn M ." •
1

'^^'
'f "."" '^'!'''^ '^ '^^^ ^'^''^^ St^t^s ^o^ld easily have con.

whetbP. Itlnf ,

'' ^\'^}''^'': ^"d yet I could not help fancying that, after all,

Deontd rnn u r"''' '^'T ^^^^"^^^^""S exceedingly characteristic of a young half-'

fookin. te^ orv'n
y'^^''/"''''-

M^'"
"'.^'^^^ throughout the extensive,'but waste,

arlv if
' C ^ of lankcedom. Many of the articles ihey have sent are also singu-

Lverrool'^ r ^^^'^ °^^'^^ cotton, just as it arrivefinl^iverpool
;
samples of leaf tobacco ; barrels of Gennessee buckwheat and flour ; maple
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sugar ; heaps of Indian corn, on stalk, in the ear, and after its conversion into homminy
and corn meal ;—these, with a host of other farm products, fill one large section

of the Union. In a neighbouring division 1 found a number of samples of manufac-

tured goods, but nothing deserving of any spacial notice. It certainly is not from that

quarter of the world th-it Lancashire and Yorkshire have anything to fear in the mean-
time. I must confess, however, that I felt considerably disappointed at the very poor

display they have made; nor can they be half pleased themselves. It is certain that our
cousins across the Atlantic do not altogether *' whip the world" even in rocking chairs-,

and least of all in statuary. Their single marble figure, the Greek Slave of Hiram
Powers, is indeed a beautiful conception, but it is not, nevertheless, the most " capital

statue in Europe," as I heard the gentleman attending it observe. Altogether, how-
ever, it is surprising that peoples of countries far distant from England, should have
had confidence enough to have sent us their contributions in such immense numbers and
variety. It is no small compliment to the Government and people of this country.

You tell me that many folks will be coming to London by the excursion trains, and
you ask for information about lodgings. Well, I may just say that there is excellent

accommodation for single men, to be obtained at a building called the Ranelagh Club, in

the Ranelagh -road, Vauxhall-bridge. Here, for about 12s. a week, artizans are pro-

vided with bed and breakfast, and all the newspapers of the day for their perusal. The
ride fe-om London to Vauxhall, by the river, is very pleasant, and, what is better, cheap.

As I have a lady,—a young lady, and a pretty lady,—looking over my shoulder at this

moment, with her bonnet on, waiting for me to accompany her to Hyde-park, I con-
clude by signing myself, yours truly, J. S.

OLIVER GOLDSMITH.
By Parson Fhank.

The biography of
"Poet Goldsmi'bjforshnrfness caUed Noll,

"Who wrote like an angel, but talked like poor Poll,*'

has been made interesting by the labours of three distinct and contemporary writers

—

James Prior, the industrious; John Forster, the graphic; and Washington Irving, the
graceful. One can read all three with zest, provided Mr. Prior does not come last. The-
biography of Goldsmith has the peculiar charm of being a kind of commentary upon his

writings;—a system of illustrations and elucidations of familiar passages in the "Tra-
veller," and the "Vicar of Wakefield," and the *' Good-nauired Man." This is not
often the case with other authors. In reading ** Irene," or " Rasselas," we do not find

much connexion with Johnson's career in Bolt-court, or his tour to the Hebrides.
When we undertake Cowper's *' Task," his poetical essays, or any but his directly per--

sonal writings, we are not conscious of their affinity to the scanty but sad-coloured events
of his gentle life. Byron projects himself upon the paper, but hardly his adventures or
incidents of experience. Scott leaves traces of his habits, sympathies, and acquaintances,

but does not transcribe into his prose and verse large extracts from his own journal.
Southey does not obtrude into " Thalaba" and " Roderick" his own doings and suffer-

ings, his own past and present tenses, his own active and passive moods, while at Bristol

or Lisbon, Keswick or Amsterdam. But Goldsmith of the " Dt^serted Village,'* is

Goldsmith of Lissoy, sweet " Auburn" being a real name—his brother Henry, the

village minister *• passing rich with forty pounds a year"—and the poesn at large a true
reflection of Oliver's early days, like as when, in the words of Thomas Moore

—

** The spirit of our youth
Returns in alecp, sparkling ^vith all the truth
Aud innocence once ours ; aiid leads us bnck,
In mournful mockery, o'er the shiuing track
Of ouryoiinij li'e."*

*' Lalla Ruokh."
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So again the ** Traveller" is Oliver himself, in his two years' tour on the Continent,
** pursuing novelty and losing content,*' with- his one spare shirt, a flute, and a single

guinea—the veritable ** Philosophic Vagabond''' of his own unequalled tale, buying

Flemish hospitality by his skill on the flute, leading^ sportive choirs beside the murmur-
ing streams of France,

—

*' And haply, though his harsh note falt'ring, still,

But mocked, all tune, and marr'd the dancer's skill,.

Yet would the village praise his wondrous power,
And dance forgetful of the noontide hour."*"

Is not Mr. Honeywoodf a copy of the author, audi the scene with the bailiffs no idea

affair? And does not ** She Stoops to Conquer" turn on, a mistake wliick actually

occurred in Goldsmith.'s youth, and introduce company at tiie *' Three Jolly Pigeons"

with which this volatile, reckless, open-handed Irishman had been only too-familiar ?

So many are the allusions in his various writings to the accidents of his life-history, that

without a biography those writings seem incomplete. A-nd apart from> the. interest

attached to a man so conspicuous in English literature, the narratives of such masters of

style as Forster and Irving cannot but teem with, amusement, describing as they do the

poet's boyhood,. with a Doctor Primrose for his father, and an Auburn, '' loveliest village

of the plain," for his home; and for pedagogues, Mistress Delap and the romantic,

travelled, verse-making Paddy Byrne. And then his university course at Trinity College,

Dublin, where we see him. in a sizar s co&rse gown, waiting, on the Fellows in hall, sing-

ing comic songs in private- with his boon companions, scribbling street-ballads for the

booksellers at the rate of five shillings each, and hearing them, sung in the thoroughfares

at night with a joy doubled by the accompanying eulogies of listening strangers ; incur-

ring the wrath of the Dons by giving a supper and dance at his rooms to a curiously-

mixed company, leaving the university in consequent disgrace, and subsisting for three

days on a shiUing, and saved from starvation by a handful of grey pease given him by a

girl at a wake ;—and then his loitering purposeless life at Lissoy, greedy of miscellaneous

reading, joining the villagers at their games and bearing away the palm of victory, auii

acting Tony Lumpkin at the little inn of Ballymahon ;—and then his doings, at Edin-
burgh as a wild medical student, his continental excursion, his launch- upon the weltering

whirlpool of London life, wandering the streets of the great metropolis on winter nights

with only a few coppers in his pockets-—or acting as usher to a scliooL whei^ he was up
early and late, browbeat by the master, hated for his '* ugly face'' by the mistress,

worried by the turbulent boys—or playing the M.D. in a tarnished second-hand suitJ
among the unpaying poor of Bankside—or becomings a bookseller's, hack, the serf of

ignorant Griffiths and his wife, or cultivating the good-will ofc' Mr. John Newberry, of

St. Paul's Churchyard—passing hours of dejection in a garret, writing.for bread, and
expecting to. be dunned for a milk score—plucked at his examination at Surgeon's Hall,

and brooding over the disgrace beside a '* rusty grate unconscious of a fire"—quarrel-

ling with the snappish Kenrick, a manT-

—

"All furious and replete

With brandy, malice, pertness, and conceit,"

—

bandying personalities with the high and mighty David Garrick—consorting with John-
eon, and Foote, and Smollett, and Hogarth, and Reynolds^—staving olF' famine by the

mediation of that benevolent personage the Vicar of Wakefield—encouraged to write

'*The Traveller" (for which Mr. Newberry gave him ^20 only), and thejveracious "His-
tory of Little Goody Two-Shoes," and his first comedy, " The Good-natured Man,"
and the " Deserted Village," and his classical and natural histories ;—and then we have
his trip to Paris with the " Jessamy Bride" (Miss Horneck) and her family, his retreat

* " The Traveller." f In '' The Good-natured Man."

J "The coat," says one of his biographers. '* v/as a second-hand one, of rusty velvet,
with a patch on the left breast, which he adroitly covered with his three-cornered hat
during his medical visits; and we have an amusing anecdote of his contest of courtesy
with a patient who persisted in endeavouring to relieve him from the hat, which only
made him press it more devoutly to his heart."
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at the pretty village of Hendon, where he wrote *' She Stoops to Conquer ;"—his dissi-

pation and difficulties in tawn again, and so on to the period of his decline, sickr.ess, and

rieath. When the last and worst was known, unfeigned was the sorrow of those who

were to see his face no more—and " Poor Goldsmith !" was no mere conventional ^os^

mortem phrase in their mouths. Johnson mourned as for a real friend and brother

;

for the big heart of the tburly beoi'ish philosopher yearned towards his vivacious Irish

comrade, with whom, if he readily flew into a passion, he wa^as readily reconciled. Sir

Joshua Reynolds could paint.no more the day that the death was announced, and felt, for

the time, as though his occupat;ion were gone. Burke—fond of his club-associate and

proud of his countryman—burst into tears. Kelly (the newspaper assailant of the

dead man), who for years, it is said,

—

'*' Wrthout honour or shame.
Had been stickmg his bodkin in Oliver's fame,*'

also wept when the obituary was recorded, and attended the funeral of the author he bad

so long and bitterly reviled.

The poetry of Goldsmith maintains its hold upon public sympathy and favour. He
does not indeed arouse us to any high pitch of fervid sentiment, nor fire a train of burn-

ing thoughts which kindle our whole being, and illuminate the deepest and most secret

recesses of our nature. He has much that is beautiful, but nothing that is sublime.

He is a poet, yet—if that wa?/ be— rvanting the vision and the faculty divine, while

skilled in the accomplishment of verse. He is a lover of nature, but not, like Words-

worth, overpowered by nature ; not subdued in this respect by the turbulence of his

own mind, *' by mystery and hope, and the first virgin passion of a soul communing with

the glorious universe." Perhaps there is no one, however, of his tuneful brethren, who

surpasses him in sweetness of natural description and rural imagery. Campbell remarks

that he throws a charm of Claude-like softness over his descriptions of homely objects

that would seem only fit to be the subjects of Dutch painting. " His descriptions and

sentiments have the pure zest of nature. He is refined without false delicacy, and cor-

rect without insipidity." He dwells with no pretended or faded pleasure on the external

attractions of the different countries wherein he was once the ** Traveller"—those stupen-

dous mountains where the •** bleak Swiss" force a churlish soil for scanty bread, but

which are so dear to every patriot soul in that land of patriots

—

*^Dear is that hill which lifts him to the storms
;

And as a child, when scariuL^j sounds molest,

Clings close and closer to the mother's breast,

Su ihe loud torrent, and the whirlwind's roar,

But bind him to his native mountains more:"

—

and again, the kinder skies and smoother plains of France,—and Holland, embosomed in

the deep, with her slow canals, and jellow-blossomed vales, and willow- tufted banks,

—

nd England, beloved for

—

** The shelter'd cot, the cultivated farjn.

The never-failing brook, the busy mill.

The decent church that tops the neighbouring hill,

The hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the stiade,

For talking age and v/hispeiing lovers made."

The English, as Washington Irving observes in his picturesque ** Sketch Book,''.are

strongly imbued with a rural taste ; they possess a quick sensibility to the beauties of

nature, and a keen relish for the pleasures and enjoyment of the country ; witness those

'incomparable descriptions of nature that abound in the British poets, that have con-

tinued down from the * Flower and the Leaf of Chaucer, and have brought into our

closets all the freshness and fragrance of the dewy landscape. The pastoral writers of other

countries appear as if they had paid nature an occasional visit, and become acquainted

with her .general channs; hut the British poets have lived and revelled with her

—

they have wooed her in her -most secret haunts—they have watched her minutest caprices.

A spray could not tremble in the breeze—^a leaf could not rustle to the ground—*a

diamond 'drop could not patter in the stTeam—a fragrance cottld not exhale from the

humble violet, nor a daisy unfold its crimson tints to the mornmg, but it has been noticed
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by these impassioned and delicate observers, and wrought up into some beautiful

morality." Goldsmith, without being one of our professed pastoral poets, has a keen

eye and quick ear for the objects thus described. Sweet to him at the pensive gloaminff^

was the village muimur thatrcse up the hill on whickhis infant eyes were wont to rest, the

dwain responsive as the milkmaid sung, the lowing of the sober herd, the gabbling even

of noisy geese, the hoarse voice of the watch-dog baying the wind. He exulted in what

he calls, with abnost Keatsian diction, " the bloomy flush of life,"—and his spirit sank

within him when he marked the departure of rural virtues from the land, to be succeeded

by the gloss of art, and the pomp of fashion, and the midnight masquerade. ** Rural

life," says another eminent American, " has never found a sweeter eulogist. . . .Pilgrims

to the supposed scene of the Deserted Village have long since carried away every

vestige of the hawthorn at Lissoy ; but the laurels of Goldsmith will never be garnered

by the hand of time, or blighted by the frost of neglect, so long as there are minds to

appreciate or hearts to reverence the household lore of English literature."

The style of Goldsmith is pure and simple, yet elegant and refined. His clearness

is not shallowness. His simplicity is not of what Campbell calls the *' gaunt and

famished school." He by no means takes the first word that turns up, because that

word happens to be simple. It may also happen to be vulgar, and Goldsmith is never

vulgar. One of his longer poems is said to have been so carefully and entirely altered

and re -written, that we have not a single line of the original copy remaining.* He
may have composed the first draft with seeming or real carelessness—witness the story of

Sir Joshua Reynolds opening his door one day, and finding him in the double occupation

of turning a couplet and teaching a petdog to sit upon his haunches—at one moment
'lancing his eye at his desk, and at another shaking his finger at the dog to make him
play biped a little longer :

—
'* The last lines on the page were still wet ; they form a part

of the description of Italy :

—

* By sports like these are all their cares beguiled.

The sports of children satisfy the child.'

Goldsmith, with his usual good-humour, joined in the laugh caused by his whimsical
employment, and acknowledged that his boyish sport with the dog suggested the stanza. ''f
But what he wrote with fluency he corrected with precision, A fastidious poet of our
times ascribes to him, beyond any modern bard, a chaste economy and choice of words.
None is less frequently harsh or out of tune. Never startling or abrupt, he is often

vigorous and emphatic. Perhaps he is unreasonably chary of epithets ; but in neat and
condensed expressions few rival him—few can smoothe a versicle so tunefully, or point a
line with equal eff'ect.

His humour is genuine— a pleasant fusion of the Irish and English—the rollicking
mirth of the one tempered and toned down by the quiet fun of the other. With what
lively merriment he sits and carves.the *^ Haunch of Venison !" What a genial shrewd-
ness in his ** Retaliation," with its characteristic portraitures of philosophic Burke, and
Cumberland, and Gar rick, and Reynolds ! Among his miscellanies. Goldsmith has left

some scattered intimations of his rich comic vein—such as the " Elegy on Madame
Blaize," the "Description of a Poor Author's Bedchamber," &c. Need we do more
than name the names of Doctor Primrose, and Tony Lumpkin, and Mrs. Hardcastle ?

When will the " \ icar of Wakefield" be discarded ? Only when Shakspere is unread
and Scott obsolete. That very imaginary personage, ''The Last Man" will surely have
taste enough to carry a copy in his pocket.
As a man, Goldsmith had many attractive qualities, and some of an opposite kind,

although, in the words of Mr. Irving, his very errors ** were so blended with humorous
and even afl'ecting circumstances as to disarm anger and conciHate kindness." He M^as
diffident, yet vain ; shy, yet fussy and obtrusive. Mr. Forster shrewdly remarks, that
too little self-confidence begets the forms of vanity. Goldsmith, says an Edinburgh
reviewer, was always in Goldsmith's way. He was ** constantly possessed with the sense

*** Nothing i-* more deceitful than the apparent facility observable in poetrv. No poet
exhibits more < f this clinracteristic than Ariosto, and yet his manuscripts are filled with
erasures and repeti ions." — //. T. Tuckerman.

t Irving's *' Life of Goldsmith,"
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of his own individuality." He carried this morbid '* consciousness of self witVr him
into all societies ; and forgetfulness of self is the only secret of social ease."* His
companions were amused by his sensitive egotism, and played tricks upon a jealousy that

was never far removed from the amiable, never akin to the vindictive. Burke was
especially on the alert to extract mirth from his countryman's weak points, while the resi

of the club delighted in the sport, and egged on the victim. CraSbe alludes to Gold-
smith when he says, in his '* Tale of the Patron :"

—

" Genius is jealous : I have heard of some
* Who, if unnoticed, grew perversely dumb

;

Nay, different tahnts would their envy raise,

Poets have sicken'd at a dmcer's praise
;

And one, the hapiiest writf r of his lime,

Grew pale at hearing R-ynolds* was sublime
;

That Kutland's duchess wore a heavenly smile,
* And I,* said he, * neglected all the while !'

'*

He is not without his section in the calamities of authors. *' The world did not

ask him to write, but lie wrote and paid the penalty. His existence was a continued

privation. The days were few in which he had resources for the night, or dared to look

forward to the morrow. There was not one miserable want in the long and sordid cata-

logue which, in its turn and all its bitterness, he did not feel.^'t With great admiration

for the man Oliver, we y^t listen approvingly to the philosophy of George Warrington

in ** Pendennis"—to wit, that if a lawyer, or a soldier, or a tradesman, outruns his

income, and does not pay his bills, he must go to gaol, and why not an author, too ?

** If an author fuddles himself, I don't know why he should be let off a headache the

next morning ; if he orders a coat from the tailor's, why he sh;)uldn't pay for it. . . .

A deal of undeserved compassion has been thrown away upon what you call your book-

seller's drudge. Let us give him the benefit of our sympathy, and the pity that is due

to his weakness ; though I fear that sort of kindness would be resented as contempt by
a more high-minded man."
We have cited this suggestive passage, because to this, as to most other questions,

there are two sides—and the other is the side usually argued when poor Goldsmith is

brought up for judgment.

* •* Edinburgh Review," July, 1848.

t Forster's '' Life of Goldsmith."

LUCY GORDON.
a ballad founded on an incident in "the black dwabp.'

By Miss H. M. Rathbone.

Bright dewdrops hung on flow'r and tree,

While wrapt in mist the upland lea
;

The heather-bells were still unclos'd,

And timid deer in peace repos'd
;

When Norman, Lord of Liddpsdale,

.With hasty steps souiiht out the vale,

'Where dwelt in her secluded t<;w'r.

Of all that border land the flow'r.

The eastern heav'ns were ting'd with grey,

Ere rose the monarch of the day
;

But when the glorious s-un awoke,

And light o'er every mountain broke,

When each small bludc was gemm'd with

dew
Beneath the sky's ench^^nting blue

;

The scene and hour both seem'd so fair.

Young Norman paus'd in grateful pray'r I

Arriv'd at length—the signal giv'n

—

Almost he deem'd himself in heav'n I

Since Lucy's speed no coyness stay'd.

She heard his call, ar^d swift obey'd,

For daring not to make him wait.

She join'd him at the warder's gate
;

Knowing too well the momen's few
Ete they again must say adieu.

How sweet their converge, none may tell !

'Till trampling horse rung out the knell.

Which bade ti-em pait, as up thp glen

Too soon filed ^past young Norman's
men.

One low farewell—hand lock'd in hand

—

One last embrace— then with his band,

lo Cheviot side he led the way
To meet the foe in fair array I
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To save a child from father torn

By English foe^ he fought that morn.
The conflict, short and sharp and keen—
And longer it perchance had been,

But Norman, foremost in the strife,

Forc'd Dacre's lord to sue for life
;

And conquerors then, with haughty pace,

His dauntless men their steps retrace.

But when he near'd the broad domain
Belonging to Lord Thirlestane,

He saw approach, at fiery speed,

A yeoman on a bleeding steed !

He came Lord Norman's band to seek:
His breath so scanr, he scarce could spenk,
"When he bad gain'd the troop he sought,
And direful was the tale he brought

!

** Haste Norman ha^-te ! Not long had thou
Lost sight of Hawick's craggy brow.
When Elliott reached the Go; den glen.

Accompanied by some forty men !

We greeted him with sturdy blows,
But were to few his course t' oppose

;

And thus he forc'd the maid'-^n's tow'r,

And Lucy now is in his pov/'r 1"

Young Norman spurred his gallant horse,
And mustering his strongest force,

Without refreshment or delay,

To Elliott's hold then rode away

:

Swearing the robber should be hung,
Or in the Solway Frith be flung.

While over mountain, moss^ and stream,
His stalwart; troopers' helmets gleam!

Soon other bands to meet them came,
Commanded by red Walter Graeme
(Fresh seemed they from some deadly

scene).

A foster-brother, Wat, I ween,
To the young chief of Liddesdale.
Both parties spur across the vale

—

Then halt—for fain would Norman know
Was he too late .to meet the foe ?

Red Walter hasten'd to unfold
How he had met the villain bold.
And having fought a battle stern,
Forc'd him the maiden to return

;

Who now in guardian care repos'd.
While Elliott's course in death was clos'd
And long his clan would rue the day
When he had caus'd this fatal fray.

'Thanks, Walter, thanks !" did Norma
shout,

Wheeling his charger round about
;

That noble steed, who wearied sore, "

Yet still his master proudly bore ;

Atid just as evening's shadows fell

Young Norman gain'd the Gordon dell.
But who can speak his mute despair?

—

For Lucy -was no longer there !

Ke marveU'd if some herdsman's cot
She'd fondly deem'd a safer spot

;

Feeling afraid to seek the tow'r.
Where she had learnt the robber's pow'r.
Sadiy he took his homewnrd course,
Dismounted from his jaded horse.
And bade the grey-hair'd seneschal
Head Mm to the banquet hall.

There noble dames, with stately air,

And young knights, with his sisters fair^
Gaily;to greirt him each advance.
And mectlii-m with triumphant glance.
But Norman by their smiles dispieas'd,
With no caress would be appeas'd

;

And sternly ask'd how they could deem
That morning's deed for mirth a theme ?

' Look round, my son," said Lady Grace
'^ Look on each well known form and face
'fis shame thou hast no greeting paid
To our young guest, the Gordon maid."
Then gravely smiling, she withdrew
Th-^ fplaid which Lucy hid from view

:

And Norman, stariing to her side,
Clasp'd to his breast his lovely bride.

COLUMNS FOR THE YOUNG.
I

PBUSEVERANCE.
Charles Granbrook sat byhis little work-
bench, busily employed in making a small
box, or trunk, as he chose to call it. Its

form was peculiar, his tools were blunt, and
the hard wood made his work no easy task.
The perspiration stood in drops on his fore-

head, and the quick motion of his hands
showed that he was very tired. '* My son,"
said Mrs. Cranbrook, who happened to see
him thus engaged, *' you look very weary.
Lay aside youy tools for a time, and rest!

yourself."
** I wish to finish jny trunk very much,

and I am not tired," Charles answered, but

a moment's thought told him that he had!
not uttered the exact truth; so he added
the words *'not very." As these words
were not spoken until Mrs. .Cranbrook had
gone into the house, they did not affect his
expressions, so far as she was concerned.
How careful young people should be, aye,
and old people too, to speak the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth.
After sunset, Charles brought in his trunk,

and placed it on the table near where his
father was sitting.

** What have you there?" said Mr. Cran-
brook.

*' My newly-invented tffunk," said Oharlesj
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and he bt gan to point out all its advan- •

Hages.
'* It is very well done," said his father,

handing it to Mr. Stone, a neighbour, who
had come in to spend ihe evening.

** Did you invent this, Charles ?*' he
asked.

*« Yes, sir."
*' How long did it take you to. make it ?"

" I have been at work upon it since break-

fast."

"Yes," said Mrs. Cranbrook, ** the poor
boy has been at work upon it all day long.

He must be very tired.'*
*' He must be a persevering boy. That is

a good sign. When I see a smart boy who
is persevering, I am sure he will make a
man."

" I was very tired," said Charles, ** before
I got through with it, but I thought I would
not stop till I finished it.*'

'* That was right," said Mr. Stone, '* al-

ways make it a rule to finish whatever you
undertake." *

** Charles undertakes too many things to

finish them all."

" That is unwise, but it is a habit that is

easily corrected. When you take a fancy

to do a thing, think it over before you begin
it, think whether you will be able to finish

it, and whether it is worth finishing. By
this means, you. will engage in fewer plans,
and will be able to execute them all. Let
this be your motto, * A persevering boy will

surely make a man.' "

Charles was pleased with the praise be-
stowed upon his perseverance by Mr. Stone.
Let U5 st e how well he deserved it.

On the next Mondny school began, and
as usual, Charleswas in his place. If you
had entered the school-room about ten
o^clock in the forenoon:, you might have
seen him sitting; at his desk, gazing with a
vacant look about the room, iiefore him
lay a slate, with a large sum in division
upon it.

'* What is the matter, Charles ?" said the
teacher, ** have- you nothing to do ?"

'* I cannot get the answer to this sum,"
said Charles, in a tone that would leave one
to suppose that- he was a greatly injured
boy.

** Have you tried to get it ?"

"Yes sir."

"How hard.?"
" I have done it all over."
" How many times?"
"Once."

" 1 do not call that trying hard. Give
your whole attention to it, and go over it

ag in, step by step, with great care, aiidyou
will, 1 doubt not, get the answer."

Charles was accustomed to follow the di-

rections of the teacher, or rather he had no
idea of disobeying his teacher. He went
over his sum again, and though not with
fixed attention, he defected several mis-
takes, but the result was that he did not
come so near getting the answer as he did
before. He turned over his slate as though
the case was a hopeless one. At length the

teacher, seeing him unemployed, said,
" Charles, have you got the answer to that

sum ?"

" No, sir, I cannot get it."
" Bring it here,"
Charles did so. Th-e teacher ran his eye

over it^ and then said, *' Charles, there is no'

difficulty whatever about this sum. Y'ou
know how to do it. All that is wanted is \

a

little attention and perseverance,"
" I have been over it twice."
" That matters not. You must koep at it

till you get it right, if you have to go over

it ten timers, or a hundred times. You will

never make a scholar unless you acquire
more perseverance."

Charles went to his seat, but did not seem
disposed to concentrate his efforts on the

sum. The teacher observing it, told him in

a kind but decided tone, that he would not
be permitted to leave the school- house till

the sum was done. Charles, being thus
compelled to work, succeeded in getting the

answer before twelve o'clock.

In the afternoon a similar scene was
enacted in connexion with a L»atin sen^

tence.

Was Charles a persevering boy ? Was
Mr. Stone's commendation just ? Like a

great many boys, he was persevering i'.i his

play ; he was persevering so long as the

object in which he engaged was pleasant to

himself. There is really no true perse-
verance in this. True perseverance will

lead one to hold on to a thing, though it be
not interesting—to finish whatever we un-
dertake, whether we get weary of it or not.

Ture perseverance will prevent one from
growing weary in well-doing. It will lead

us to hold en to the right, whatever tempta-
tions we may meet wiih. Perseverance is

important everywhere ; it is very important
here. Those only succeed, who persevere

to the end, and those only will obtain the

crown.

Youthful Instruction,—Instruct your son well, or others.will instruct him ill. No-
'<jhild goes altogether untaught. Send him lo the school of Wisdom, or he will go himself

toahe rival academy kept by the lady with the cap and bells. There is. always teaching

-gcjing on ol-some sort, just as in fields vegetation is never idle.
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LESSONS IN FUENCH.—No. XVI. ,1

(The Prize Exercise will be given at the end of this chapter, which, with the lessonq
that will follow it, should be carefully studied.)

FIIEXCII INTO EXGLISH.
II y a beaucoup de genres (m. p.) de soif. II y a une (f.) soif (f.) pour la boisson ff ^

Kinds thirst ^^.-.^j^
^

''

il y a une soif pour I'honneur
; et il y a une soif pour le savoir. La soif de la boissonhonour

^"^"^
^^L.-/'"'!*'' ^^l ^ . ^V'^'^ ^"H^ ("^-^

' ^^ s°i^ ^^ I'honneur et du savoir
excder—to excite to become brutal

^^avvu

vous (1) rmpeche (2) de devenir indigne.
em/phcher—to Idnder unworthy

_
From th^ short exercise a correspondent (a " ProUtaire") whom we answered

in Lesson XI. may take notice that soif is not masculine, and that he was guiltv ofa solecism in saymg •' y«i a DU «o./.'' It should have been qui a de laW.' or,

endM of th!woX ''° '"^''"^' P^'^^^'^ly- a^ **' '^'rae of knowing the

We now come to the explanation of a point on which we have been questionedby a great many of our correspondent*. And we may observe that the very manne-m which they have put this and other queries to us show* how closely they have

Th^,!l;n K r"'- ^V^^lbeen with many of them a truly microscopic study.They will be sure to reap the benefit of this, if they but show perseverance, andQontinue to exercise courage and attention.
i'

»
i-c, auu

The point to be cleared up is the use of the preposition h, meaning " to,'' beihrethe present infinitive oi a verb, that present infinitive signifying of it^self alone -ro
nf wWh'7' i '"'^ "'®"^*° ^r^ managed to place two words together, bothot which have the same sound and the same sense. Such is the difficultv. An
J^/ar^'^thrthLl ?fT''r-'"''

^"''"-^« '"if^^ '« ''oi^^on vovs excite a devenir6rutal; the thirst of drmk excites you to become brutal." Here we mav beasked, would not a literal and a proper construction of the Fretich gi^e vox!nonsense ?-viz " the thirst of dri.,k excites you to to become brutal.''
^ ^

V. Jh
*!}.'\P"'P>^'ty arises from the narrowness of considering one lan'^ua.'e solelv

r.Li .
'"''' "'

T'^'\'- ^^^ ^^^""'"S absurdity here ., ould°not be rl^Uy greater

Fonot?^!... \^ P'^'^"* '"fi!^""-e- F">-. even considered abstractly, "to to"

tT. l^ZltCTTT^ .'T'"'''''-'
*"'' "^'-'"" '"•• " «"'^' '•^°"8h it il far from

knnin V^^ f .
parallel instance, yet we must remind our readers of the well-

'^Z^:^f^Zr ""'^^^'
"^ BnsUsh-.'hadhad: "I had halmV

i,i"in!'ltff'""Ji''"'\u"'' 'r^^'^^
^^"^ already observed that frequently where we

custom oHhrF^'w *' fesent participle or the perfect infinitive, ifIs the

XlrFo, L;mnl^ "Tr''H-'"'^"'^"'^^'"i'^ P^'-^^^^^ '^"^«) -^th just the same

-luLlIv .' X?to L.^ -^ , l'

>'"C "^
"r""^'^'

^^^'"g '^^^'^'"
'^P'-e^- "voir dine

compamd the vorrk nvt " • .^T **"". ^''"'^' according as you choose to

orh^e auxi .arv vPrh 'fnL ^T^'T "'""' ^'''^^ ^"-^ «'"''« '^^^ P^^'^ent infinitive

feet infh U ?f t le Uul7i ^^ '^'' ^/'' participle of the verb rfi».r, or the per-

nnrl WV, 1 11
'

'^"''"Cd, of course, in part by means of its auxUiarv •and both equally answer to our " dining," or -' having dined."
a"^"iary

,

for'^hl't m:S'^-^:;:t"^^^^^^ .I';:
P-nt infini^tlve of a French (and,

SS:^o-t^^-hii!ir~5"r^-^
(if' an artistic 'r»?hoJr'''°"'^

'^''^ *^° P'*^^-^"' i"'i'"tive is the head of the verb, or 4(It an aitisuc, rather than an animal, metaphor be preferred) that it is its founda'
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tion. If it means " /o," &c., it means it in a potential manner—that is, it means

it whenever convenience and necessity so require. The infinitive is to the other

parts of the verb what the queen, in the beautiful game of chess, is to the. other

pieces : it has its own peculiar move and power, and the move and power of some

of the neighbourinj^ pieces also.

As, therefore, we have found that the infinitive of a French verb may be fre-

quently translated by the participle of an English verb, see whether the difficulty

will not vanish in the present instance by the same mode of construction \—La soif

de la hoisson vous excite a devenir brutal; " the thirst of drink excites you to be-

coming (that is, ' towards becomin.o:') brutal." Again : La soif de Vhonneur et du

savoir vous empeche de devenir indigne ; *' the thirst of honour and j)f knowledge

hinders vou from fdej becoming (instead of * to become ') worthless."

Of the meanings of de we select that which evidently makes the best sense.

The time, in fact, is now come when the remark fully applies which we made in

our first lesson of all. These apparent anomalies must not deter the student.

Remember what we then said :
*' execution, whether in music or in languages, is

to be acquired onlv by fearless confidence. Take two men ; one of them is afraid

to speak till he can speak without an error (or what he suspects for an error)
;

the other is determined to express himself, even though he should make several

blunders. The latter is certainly the one who will make the quicker progress."

Well, from the remarks we have made, and from numerous examples previously

introduced, it appears that there are some verbs in French which, if they require

another verb to follow them, require also that this second verb should be in the

present infinitive, and that this present infinitive should be preceded by a or by

de. Now, as there are only two or three instances in which the a or de may be

indifferently used, we must give a classified list of the more important of the

respective verbs. Such a classification enters most legitimately into the scope of

these instructions. Remember that we speak of verbs which require to be followed

by other verbs in the present infinitive, or in any part that might be altered into the

present infinitive, without detriment to the seme. For instance, you might say, ''My

brother intends going to Ascot." Is it not evident that here the ''going'' might,

without the slightest injury to,the meaning, be changed into " to go ?'"

We have already mentioned some instances in which de is thus required before

the infinitive of the second verb; as, "I am very glad to find;" Je suis bieti aise

DE trouver. " I am sorry to speak thus ;" Je suis fache de parler ainsi, &c. &c.

We will now give a few more of the verbs that require de to be thus employed

before the second verb which they cause to succeed them. Let us premise that

the second verb which we will insert in our list might be any other you please ; it

is the first verb that governs the de ; and further, in order to show that, no matter

what part of the first verb be used, it equally governs the second in the infinitive—

that is, causes it to be in tho infinitive—we will put the first verb in a different mood

;

we will put it in the first person singular of the present tense, Indicative mood :—

ENGLISH. TRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

I finish speaking Tacheve de j?x«Ver zliali-sliave dup arlay

I accuse (you) of lying Je (voils) accuse de mentlr zhuv voo zakkme dum-onteer

I blame (you) for lighting Je(cous) blame D'allaimr zhuv-voo blahm dalhmay

1 burn to speak Je bnUe y>\^ parler zkuh-rale dap arlay

I cease to work Je cesse de travailler zkus-ess datravvaheeyay

I charge (you) to cease Je (vous) charge de ces^.er zlmv-voo sliarzh diis essay

I conjure (you) to go Je (cous) conjure D\dler zlinv voo koanzhiire dallay

, , ^ , ^ , 7 ^ .77 f ^'^^^^^ '^00 Icoammaund dut-
I command (you) to work Je (vans) comnumde de travaillei^

| ,,^^.^^7^ ee-yay

I counsel (you) to study Je (vous) conseille B'eiudier zhuv'vool'oamay ec dcdiuleeyay

I dissuade (you) from spf^aking Je (vous) dissuade di: i^arler zhuvvoo disiuad dap-arlay

I dispense with proving that Je dispense de prouver cela zhud-isponse dap roomy slah

I avoid listening J'dvite u'ecouter zluiv-eet {lakootay

Now here you have twelve verbs, each of which, if followed by any other verb

whatever in the present Infinitive (a thing, you see, which often happens, though in
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n . I T 1
-*'' "^ "-'-. ^v^oi^iii.^ ciii\u. ciuiiLinue our little list itfuture >8sons. In the meantime, we must next give at present some of the Yerb«which m hke circumstances require a, not de, before the subsequent infinite:—

ENGLISH.

I hke to study
I aspire to learn
I have to learn
I consent to go
I seek to make
I condescend to listen
I contribute towards making
I hesitate to speak
I invite (you) to speak
I persevere in speaking
I think of making
I gain by remaining

FRENCH.
J'aime a etudier

jraspire a apprendre
tTai a apprendre
Je consens a oiler

Je cherche a faire
Je condescends a Scolder
Je contribue a faire
Jliesite a pmier
Je (vous) invite a pavler
Je persevere a parler
Jepense h, faire
Je gagne a demeurer

This list, also, we will enlarge in future lessons

:

PRONUNCIATION.
kJtame ah atudeeay
zlimjieer ah approndr
zhay ah apprcmdr
zhuJcoansons ah allay
zhush ersh ahfare
zhuk oandes sons ah alcootay
zhuTc oantredm ah fare
zlm-zeet ah parlay
zhtwvooz anveet ah parlay
zhicp er-suvvare ah parlay
zhiiponss ah fare
zhugan-yah djumraur-ay

« . • 1 ' 1 ' " "V -"'o^ '^^ AciLUit; j.v^»suiis ,- unci when we have cnm-nlpfpr!a triple catalogue, given as above, with pronunciation and allTthXh thelatter can be hut an approximation), first of verbs requirint \zF before Spnext Infinitive
;
secondly, of those requii-ing a ; and, thirdly" of those notrequiring any preposition at ail-when we have completed thS^triple cSo^ewe wi 1 reproduce it m full, only with this diiFerence, that we wUl '^e the we!entInfinitive of the various verbs in question. Meantime let us observHn mssW

and n^orcSTtent^^iTSsr^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ '-^ -^
it governs the latter irthp itfi .^^ '^ ' .^"^ ^f^ requiring another to follow

paft U m^yte^^ ^^^^^^^^ '' '^ "^^ - '^^ I-^-tive), whatever

In due time we shall show our readers also how to form the rilural of arliPrf^'Pa

t?trorrr^^^s:& -if,:^-'^
^^- given m dictntiel),ia^

^The translations of the French passages in Lessons XIV. and XV. respectively

r^^i^^b sS!;°-f^?-^°"'^"-^^^^^^^^ -
ne'vertheless-youireSam'ser'^o^seri;^ ^'''' ""' ""'''' ^^"' ^^^ ^iVe.

J^j olllirTIlfTe P^^fi^l^'^hye gave was the Imperative Mood respec-

sL^.^I'l^tl^rSk't^i^'''''^'-^''' "" ^""''^"^•" but'" building"

The "nrpvpi-if -t-a-itcn T-.,^i:««a:_-_ n/r t .The present tense, Indicative Mood, is—
^^'^^^^'"- French.

I build

thou buildest
he builds
she builds
wc build
you build

they build

Je hdtis

til hdtis

it hdtit

elle hdtit

7ioi(s bdtlssons

vous hdtissez

^ils hdtlssent

\eUes hdtissent

Pronunciation.
zhe battee.

tu hattee

eel hattee

el hattee

TWO haiieess-oang

voo hatteessay
eel baiteess

el bailees?
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Imperfect tense, Indicative :

—

English.
I did build, or was building

thou didst build, or wast building

he did build, or was building

she did build, or was building

we did build, or were building

you did build, or were building

they did build, or were building

Now to proceed with avoir and etre.

the former is

—

English.
That I might have
that thou mightst have
that he might have
that she might have
that we might have
that you might have

that they might have

French.
Je hiUlsmis

tu bdtissafs

il bdtlssait

elle hdtissait

nous MtHssions

voiis bdtissiez

{Us bdtissaient

elks bdtisscdeftU

PUONUNCIATION.
zJie batteessoflj

tu battcessay

eel batteessay

el batteessay

noo batteess ee oang

voo batteess-eecry

eel batteessay

el batioessay

The imperfect tense, Subjunctive Mood, of

Fkench.
qiie J'eusse

que tu eussss

qiCil eut

qiCelk eM
que nous eussioiis

que vous eussiez

PllONUNCTATION.
'
' cu ' zhuss

'^ cu" tu uss

keel uss

kel uss

*'ca'' noos assce-ocmg

*^cu'^ voos tisseeay

Jce/:ls uss

kels uss
^ qu'ils eussent

Iqzi'elles eussent

In turning back to look at tliis same tense in the first regular conjugatioji; we

perceive an error. It is in the third page of Lesson XL The third person singular

should there be gronddt, not grondasse, and it ^should be pronounced groandah.

The imperfect tense, Subjunctive Mood, of eVre, is—

English.

That I might be

that thou mightst be

that he might be

that she might be
that we might be

that you might be

that they might be

FUENCH.
quejefusse

que tu fosses

qu'il fUt

qu'elle fut

que nous fussions

que vou3fussiez

Us fiisseat

elles fiossent

(qu'

PHONDNCIATION.
** cw" zlie fuuss (the oo would be

too full a sound)
"cw" tu fuuss

keel fa
kel fu
*' cm" two fussee-oann
** c»" voofussee ay

keel fmiss

kel fuuss

k
"that I

e., Qlue

As for the perfect and pluperfect Subjunctive of ^irre and amir, they need not be

given in full, because they are formed out of tenses already learned, and out ot the

past participle, thus :—" That I may have had," &c., Qus fate eih &c.
;

might have had," &c., Quefeusse eu, &c. ; 'Hhat I may have been,

faie ete, &c. ; *' that I might have been," &c., Quefeusse ete\ &c.

We now have gone through the whole of the two auxiliary or helping verbs (so

called because used in conjugating other verbs), as well as of the first regular

conjugation. The second conj ugation is, besides, commenced m the present lesson ;

and all these things will be found to grow easier as we advance.

ENGLISH INTO FUENCH.

That hat has co3t more than this hat (se^ Lesson XL for the proper

chapeau (m.) coMer, to cost

tnode ofusing
'' tlm'' and '' that;' wlim compared or opposed). How much has your coat

ficuyiz ( ui«
I

cost (your coat, Jmo mucli has he, S^c) I like to buy (rermrk the list of verU in this lesson) an

article which will last, even (2) though {I) it may be dear {may be, here

article, (m.) durer, to last quoique

evidently requires the present subjunctive of ^^re—the *' tlwt;' which is only understood

in English, being often expressed in French before '' rmtnj be,'' &c.). It is a good
, C C ST/

system,
systfeme (ra.)

.

We shall now give our proof exercise—a double trial, first of English into Frencli»
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Becondly, of French into English—and for the twelve best translations of thj
twofold task, the proprietor of this periodical will give twelve respective copies i

the Holy Scriptures in French.
For the benefit of those who may not possess dictionaries, we will furnish

glossary of every necessary word, exactly in the manner in which a dictionai
would give it.

The versions must be sent to us (postage free) before the end of the first week in Jul
The lessons whicli will appear in the interim will afford every reasonable facility

'

a general nature in aiding the purposes of the competitors. To a certain exten
we must rely on the honour of the class for whom we labour. They will feel thai
the work of each ought to be his own ; and we are sure it will be. Truthfulness
does not belong to rank, but to the individual. In the meantime, anything noi
perfectly understood in the lessons our readers can continue to indicate, and wt
will, as heretofore, endeavour to remove the difficultv.

For the exercise of French into English we will take part of an exceedini^ly ii'i€
passage from Chateaubriand :—

J
NIDS DES OISEAUX. '

Une admirable Providence se fait remarquer dans les nids des aiseaux. On ne
peut contempler sans etre attendri cette bonte divine qui donne I'industrie au faible^
et la prevoyance a Tinsoucient.

Aussitot que les arbres ont developpc leurs fleurs, mille ouvriers commencent leurs
travaux. Ceux-ci portent de longues pailles dans le trou d'un vieux mur, ceux-la
ma(,'onnent des batiments aux fenetres d'une c^lise, d'autres derobent uu crin a une
cavale, ou le brin de laine que la brebis a laisse suspendu a la ronce. II y a des
biuherons qui croisent des branches dans la cime d'un arbre ; il y a des filandieres
qui recueillent la soie sur un chardon. Mille palais s'elevent, et chaque palais est
un nid

; chaque nid volt des rae'tamorphoses charmantes : un oeuf brillant, ensuite un
petit convert de duvet. Ce nourrisson prend des plumes ; sa mere lui apprend a se
soulever sur sa couche. Bientot il se perche sur le bord de son berceau, d'oii il jettQ
un premier coup d'oeil sur la nature.
For the English into French, the following few sentences will be enough. They

are slightly altered from Lord Bacon :

—

It is a miserable state of the soul when rne has few things to desire, and many things
to fear

;
and yet that is the common lot of kings. Moreover, they are surrounded by

shadows and perils. The Holy Scriptur s declare that <* the king's heiirt is inscrutablr^.'
in fact, he lumseif knows not his own heart.

GLOSSARY
of some of the words (for those who may have no dictionary by them.)

N.B.—Such words as we omit arc either the same in English as in French, or they are
already famili irly known to our readers ; and our glossary is arranged, not alphabetically,
but according as the terms occur ia the passage.

GLOSSARY FOR THE FRENCH PASSAGE,
86—For this word see Lesson XV. It pre-

cedes the word which, with us, it would
f»)llow.

Fait, third person singular, present tense,
indicative, of fcUre, to make, to cause.

Semarquer (present infinitive), to remark,
&c. ; often used (and so are many other
such words) for •' to be remarked"—just
as in English we say, *' there is nothirtg
t0 dOy*' for ** there is nothing bQ dont.'"
Nid, m. a nest; plural, nids.

Oiseau, m. a bird
; plural, oiseatix.

Peui can, is able, from the irregular verb
poiwoir, "to be able.'*—N.B. Only one
negative is necessai^ with this verb.

Contempkry present infinitive, to contem-
plate.

Sam (preposition), witViout. — N.B. It
governs the present Infinitive, and not.
as in English, the present participle, or
any verb with which it is used.

AtteTidri (past participle), softened, moved,
aff'ected ; from aitendrir, to soften.

Ce and cetj m. ; ce^e,/. ; ces, m, and/, p. this,
these

Dormer^ to give.
Bonte, f. goodness.
Iiidiistne, f. industry.
Divine, divine.

i^baWe, weak, feeble.
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Pr^voyancey / foresight.

Jns<ntciaiUt careless.

Atissiidt quCy as soon as.

Arbi-e, m. tiee
;
plural, arhres.

Zhiveloppe (past participle), from dcvdopper,

to develope, to put forth.

Leur, s. leurs, p. their.

Fleur, s.fleurs, p. flower (s.)

Mille, a thous.»nd.

OuvrieTj s. workman.
Chmmencer, to commence.
JYavaU, 8. work ; iravaux, p. works.

Ceux c», th( se. It is the plural for celuici,

\

concerning which, &c., see Lesson XI.

Portend, from porter, to carry.

Zxmguesf. p. long.

PoiWc,/. s. astraw. The plural merely takes

an 8.

Dans, in, into, &c.
Trou, m. a hole.

Viezix and vieil, m. vleille,/, old.

Mur, m, a wall.

Ceux-l^i, Ihe plural for celid-B. (See Lesson

,. XI.)
' MagonneTitt from magoimeTf to mason, to

build, &c.
Bdtiment, s. a building, either big or little, Scq.

FenUre, s. a window.
Eglise,f. a church.
D'aiUres, some others, others.

IMrobent, from derober, to steal, &c.—N.B.

The French say "to bteal anything to,"

or " at" an object, instead o^ from t\\>it

object. So " to borrow at^" and not from.

Crin, m. a horsehair.

Cktvale, f. a mare.
Brin, m. bit, scrap, piece, lock, &c.

Lame, wool.

Br€bis,f. sheep.

Lcdss6f past participle, from, hi^er, to ieav"c,

Buspendu, suspended—past participle, from
suspendre, to suspend, hang \ap, &c.

Bonce, f thorn, thorn-bush.

Budieron, s. woodcutter.

Cianef f. summit, top, &C.

Croiscnt, from croiser, to cross, to place

transversely, &c.
Filandib-e, s. spinner.

liecueillent, from reciieiller, to gather.

Soie, f silk.

Cliardoii, m, thistle.

Palais, 8171. Siiidp. palace, palaces.

S'elhvent, frotn s'diver, to arise—literally,

"oneself," or "themselves," or "him-
self," or "herself," or " itseif to raise."

Chaque, each.

Voit, see?, beholds—from voir, to see.

MttamorpJiose, s. change, metamorphosis.

CMrnmntes, f p. charming.

Ocuf m. egg.
,. . «.

Brillant, m. s. brilliant, glistenmg, &c.

Ensuite, then.

Un petit (idiom), a little one.

Convert, past participle, from couvrir, to

cover.—N.B. The French say, " to cover

0/," and not " to cover with:'

Duvet, down, thin young hair.

Nourrisson, m. nursling.

Pre7id, takes, assumes—from prendr-e, to

take, &c.
P,\me, s. a feather, &c.

Mere/f mother.
Apprend, teaches, from apprendre, to teach,

&c. (The object taught, if a pronoun,

precedes the verb).

Se soulever, to raise (itself, himself, or what-

ever is spoken of).

Sur, upon.
Cmichcf bed, couch, &c.

Bieiitot, soon.

Se perdier (pres. infin.) to perch (himself

itself, &c).
Bord, m. brink, edge.

Beixeau, m. cradle.

D'mlf from where, whence.

Jette, present tense, indicative, of jeter, to

throw, to cast.

Premier first

Coupdceil, literally, " stroke of eye," glance.

Nature, f, nature.

OLOS^AHY FOB. TftB ENGLISH PASSAGE.

Mserable, malheureux (m.), malheureu^se (f.)

State, etat (m.), or condition (f.)

Sold, ame (f.)

iVlien, quand, lorsque.

One (in the sense ot people) On.

To have to, avoir a (these twd Words are

separated in French, just as in English).

F^o, peu de.

Thing, chose (takes 6 in the plural).

Desire (pres. infin.), d(Jsirer.

Maivy, beauconp de.

i^«r(pres. infin.) craindre.

Yet (in the sense of nevertJidess) pourtant,

Cowimon, ordinaire (m. andf.)

Lot, sort (m.)
Moycwer^ de plus, en outre.

To surround, entourer.

Bij, par, or de.
Shadmos, ombres (p.)
PeHls, perils (p.), dangers (p.)

Holy, saint (m.) sainte (f.) Both genaera

take an s in the plural.

Scriptures, ecritures (f. p.)

To declare, declarer.

Heart, coeur (m.)
Iiiscrutable, inscrutable.

In fact, en effet.

Himself lui-mame. (In French, rever&e the

order of " he himself*

Kn(nvs, connait, from connaftre, to know.

Own, propre (m. and f.)
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TO OUR '' FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.

Kappa.—We hare to thank you for the long letter which you have been at the pains

of writing, on the subject of our French Lessons ; and we proceed to deal seriatim with

the points you raise. First, our object and aim have been to give some idea of French

to those who knew nothing of it previously ; and we judged that we could not effect this

by merely filling our pages at the outset with specimens of the purest style, no regard

being had to leading the student point by point, and to making him firmly master one

thing before perplexing him with another. As well might we at once have transcribed

whole chapters from Vertot; and then (bidding our students construe them) have

enlarged upon their beauties. This would have been a method of lecturing scholars, not

of teaching beginners. Until we have explained a French idiom, we avoid, as much as

possible, introducing it ; from which it necessarily follows that, in points previously not

explained, some English-French, at the best, is blended (in smaller and smaller propor-

tions as we advance) with the purer idioms. This, on system. And as a tree is known
by its fruits, there must be some virtue in a system v/hich, after a few weeks, has enabled

hundreds upon hundreds who knew nothing previously of the language, to construe

whole passages. There is a profound meaning in what the Italian poet says :

—

" Cosl all 'egro fanciul porgiamo aspersi

Di soave licor gli oili del vaso."

As to zh, the sign we use to indicate the sound of the French j, it is understood, and

that is enough. It is, besides, employed by standard authorities. We may say the

same of the (/ at the end of words which really have no g in their sound, but only a

nasal effect such as we were at a loss how otherwise to indicate, even remotely.

The phrase quelle est la routes page 82, Les. IX., is the natural and simple mode of asking

ivhich is the right road. The other phrases, given also (page 82), would have a different

import ; and should be answered not by pointing out the right road, but by explaining

its nature, that it was a macadamized way, &c. If Kappa will look again, he will

observe that we have used the word '' what,^' and not the word *' whichV In endea-
vouring to be very accurate, he is not accurate enough. Lefon francaise is only just as

incorrect in French as ** French lesson,^' logically speaking, is in English : for these are
not French lessons, but lessons of French : and yet any one who is not a purist, would
say ** French lesson," without fearing to be misunderstood. There is here less latitude

in French than in English.

With regard to bel komme, which every school-boy knows to be correct, instead of
"wi bel homme," let Kappa look at the exercise given towards the close of the same
8th Lesson, and he will see that the right idiom is purposely introduced in the exercise,
four times running. Had it been prematurely given in the former phrase, it would have
distracted the attention of those on whom the writer was then trying to impress the use
of que, and that point only. Even as it is, a similar difficulty has occurred more than once.
Of plc'ine, Lesson IX., Kappa remarks that it ** means in the family^way as

applied to animals." It is applied to London, which is not an animal. But
even so, it is a very poor phrase, introduced merely as a practice in gender,
&c. The pretty phrases he suggests have this disadvantage, that they would not
in any way have served to illustrate the preceding instructions. Better to help in a
homely and even lame manner, than to puzzle in the very purest and choicest style.

In Lesson X. (opening exercise), elle avait le malheur is most unquestionably npt
half so good as v/ould have been the tense suggested by Kappa, elle eut, &c. Unluckily,
our readers had not yet learned that tense. We have had to play our instrument without
all its strings.

In the same lesson, in giving a list of the domestic words before which the French
put mg, we inadvertently, as Kappa notices, included in that list ** papa,'' and
** mamma:" it ought to have been •* father"" and mother." On account of the advan-
tage of being reminded to correct this one erratwn^ we are obliged to Kappa for his long

Erratum.—In the third page of the 11th Lesson, in the imperfect tense, subjunctive,
of the first regular conjugation, third person singular, read gronddt, instead of grondasse.
The pronunciation is groandah*

i

II
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THE GREAT EXHIBITION AND ITS CATALOGUE.

When we came to London, as a preUminary to our visiting the Crystal Palace,

we purchased and perused the Catalogue ; and we can assure our readers, that great

as our expectations had been, we perceived that the half had not been told or con-

ceived ; and we allude to the subject here because we want our working friends to

know that they will derive considerable advantage from imitating our example.

We feel assured that if we had come up from the country, and gone at once into the

Exhibition without some idea of its form and of its contents, we should have lost

by far the greater part of the advantage. The catalogue is one of the most wonder-

ful works ever published. There never has been, there never could have been,

such another volume issued by the press from the Creation down to the present day.

To our friends who cannot come to London we say, buy and read the «' Catalogue.

Our novel writers have given us the most fanciful descriptions of mansions and

palaces, and have depicted them in all the gorgeousness of their exuberant fancy
;

but here is a building which makes aU Arabian tales of enchantment appear par-

ticularly dull and prosy. And what is more, here is a reality. After sitting up

half the night to peruse a volume of oriental fiction, who has ever dreamt of having

his vision realised? but here, he not merely has all verified, but his loftiest con.

ceptions of the power ofhuman art and elegance completely surpassed.

The building has been justly called the «* Palace of Industry y*' for it contains

exhibitions of human art and skill collected from all parts of the globe. We have

lieard of summer palaces and winter palaces, of royal and ducal palaces, but here

we have for the first time an ** Industrial Palace,'* in which we have represented

the taste, the ingenuity, the toil, and the wealth, of the whole woiU. Versailles, St.

Cloud, and all the other costly buildings of the monarchs of ancient or more modern

times, must now give place to the Palace of Industry. The '' Sovereignty of the

people " has always been a favourite phrase in the lips of our patriots, but perhaps

few of them ever dreamt that the working classes would have a palace
;
but here

is the thing itself, sprung up as by magic, and furnished from all the world with a

rapidity that makes 'the whole appear like a dream. The old adage, " No sooner said

than done," has been fulfilled; and what is more, it has been done by the people.

W^e grant that all due honour should be given to the Prince who suggested the

thought, and we believe that he has clothed himself with immortality beyond all

the heroes that have ever lived. When wars shall have ceased, and warriors be

consigned to their just oblivion or execration as the enemies of man, of trade, of art,

and of liberty, the name of Albert shall be associated with peace and industry,

and the prosperity of the nations. And not only this illustrious prince, but the

people who caught the idea as it fell from his lips, and more than realised his

loftiest conception, shall receive their due meed of praise. We feel persuaded tliat

the Crystal Palace, both as a building and as to its contents, very far exceeds any-

thing that the consort of our sovereign imagined. And, indeed, what use would it

have been for any other royal person in the woild to have promulgated such a

thought ? Only in England could it have been c&.rried out. America is as yet a

new empire, and too far away. France and the ot^er countries are so fettered by

Government restrictions, that they could not send cards of invitation to the whole

earth. Had the matter been made a Government concern, it must have failed for
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want of skill and funds. The Industrial Palace is a monument of the toluntanj

principle^ of the art, industry, and wealth of our tradesmen and merchants, and of

the talent of the working classes. We say tlien to all, Read the " Catalogue ;" it

-

surpasses any novel, poem, or history, that has ever appeared ; and be sure youl
read it before you go to the Exhibition. |
We cannot better exhibit the industry and skill of our countrymen than by just

quoting the classification of the various productions given in the table of contents.

After the articles exhibited by Her Majesty the Queen, His Royal Highness Prince

Albert, and His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, we have:— 1. Mining and

Mineral Productions. 2. Chemical and Pharmaceutical Products. 3. Substances

used as Food. 4. Vegetable and Animal Substances used in Manufactures. 5.

Machines for direct use, including Carriages, Railway and Marine Mechanism.

6. Manufacturing Machines and Tools. 7. Civil Engineering, Ai'chitecture, and

Building Contrivances. 8. Naval Architecture, >Iilitary Engineering, Guns,

Weapons, &c. 9. Agricultural and Horticultural Machines and Implements. 10.

Philosophical, Musical, Horological, and Surgical Instruments. 11. Cotton. 12.

Woollen and Worsted. 13. Silk and Velvet. 14. Flax and Hemp. 15. Mixed
Fabrics. 16. Leather, Saddlery and Harness, Skins, Furs, and Hair. 17. Paper,

Printing, and Bookbinding. 18. Woven, Felted, and Laid Fabrics, Dyed and

Printed. 19. Tapestry, Carpets, Floor Cloths, Lace, Embroidery, &c. 20. Articles

of clothing, for immediate, i)ersonal, or domestic use. 21. Cutlery, Edge, and

Hand Tools. 22. General Hardware, including Locks and Grates. 23. Works in

Precious Metals, Jewellery, &c. 24. Glass. 2o. China, Porcelain, Earthenware,

&c. 26. Furniture, Upholstery, Paper Hangings, Papier Mache, and Japanned

Goods. 27. Manufactures in Mineral Substances for Building or Decorating,

28. Manufactures from Animal and Vegetable Substances not being woven or

felted. 29. Miscellaneous Manufactures and Small Wares. 30. Sculptui'cs,

Models, and Plastic Art, Mosaics and Enamels.

Besides these productions of the United Kingdom, the Colonies have sent home
a large number of articles manufactured chiefly by our own countrymen. And
there are large contributions from foreign states, including evcrj'- quarter of the

Globe.

If we had but space to describe, under each head, the numerous articles which

have been sent, our readers would be still more astonished; and yet the Crystal

Palace has received but a small portion of the productions of our British and

Anglo-Saxon manufacturing skill. There is not a house in the country but con-

tains various examples of our arts ; nor is there an individual, from infancj'- to

hoary hairs—from the pauper to the Queen, but has in his clothing, &c., more or

less of these productions. A catalogue of the different articles which from time to

time have been invented and manufactured by our countrymen would extend to

many closely printed folios—so exuberant has been the genius of Englishmen.

But to return to the Exhibition—which can, of course, notwithstanding its vast

dimensions, hold but a very few of them—yet in this building there are enough to,

occupy our attention for months, although we did nothing else, through the twelve

hours of every day, but study them. It will not be uninteresting to our readers

just to glance again at the contents of the " Catalogue" which wc have given above.

Under Class I., embracing *' Mining and Mineral Products," we have five hundred

and seventy-seven exhibitors presenting articles differing from one another, but all

in some way or other connected with the comfort, the luxury, or the instruction of

I
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man. Some of these numbers also include a great many things. Take, for example,
No. 125: " Oxland, R., Buckland-strcct, Plymouth, inventor and manufacturer.
A series of specimens illustrative of an improved process for dressing ores of tin,

containing wolfram, the tungstate of iron, and manganese. A series of specimens
of sugar, produced by the process of refining by the acetate of alumina, patented
by R. and J. Oxland, of Plymouth. Specimens of Dartmoor peat, and the pro-

ducts obtained by its destructive distillation in cast-iron retorts, peat charcoal,

pyroxylic spirit, chloroform, &c." We have taken this illustration at random

;

but if we had room and space to go through the whole of the specimens of science

and art included in this first class, we should find here alone some thousands of

objects wliich have demanded an almost incredible amount of mental and physical

labour, research, and ingenuity, to bring them to their present importance, either

as matters of science and curiosity, or as inventions which may minister to our
wants. And we make these remarks to show that going through the Exhibition

and reading such names as " Wolfram," •* Tungstate of iron and manganese,'*
" Pyroxylic spirit," &c. &c., and thus passing on from name to name and thing to

thing, will not impart to us a very large degree of edification. We must proceed a

little further to have our intellects instructed and enlarged. We should look at

everything as a specimen of human art and industry, or of divine munificence*

adapted either to minister to our necessities or to elevate our mind.?. Everyone
who intends visiting the Exhibition should, if possible, obtain a catalogue before-

hand, and well study its contents, that he may thus be mentally prepared to appre-

ciate this grand collection of objects illustrative of the skill of man and the bounty

of the Creator. Here he will have science and metaphysics on a large scale, not

expressed, or rather concealed, in the dark phraseology of the schools, but taught

as Nature teaches, by the exhibition of interesting facts, which have required for

their existence the operation of powerful intellectual agents or causes.

In Class II. we have *' Chemical and Pharmaceutical Products," and 07ie hundred

andforty-six exhibitors, many of whom place before us several objects. One, for

example, gives us ** Stains for wood ;" ** Patent ever-pointed pencils ;" ** Fountain

inkholders ;" ** Ink powders ;" *' Patent Fountain pens;"—another, " Colours for

oil-painting and paper-staining ;
" " White oxychloride of lead ;

" *' White

zinc paint;" **New drying oil;" •* Anti-corrosion and stucco paint;" *• Patent

dryer;" *• Composition for ships' bottoms ;"
*' Oils, black lead, and varnishes;"

"Patent hydraulic presses." These various articles are presented by only two of

the chemical and pharmaceutical exhibitors, and therefore our readers may form

some idea of the vast number produced by the whole of this class. They w^ill also

observe that all these things not only required a large degree of science and art to

discover them and bring them to their present state, but that all of them, in some

way or other, minister to the wants of mankind. If we had been created as inde-

pendent as the brute creation, we should never have thought of entering on these

researches and inventions. If our bodies had been covered with hair, wool,

feathers, or scales, beautifully dyed, dressed, painted, and varnished, as are the

hide of the leopard, the body of the serpent, the wings of the birds, or the skins of

the finny tribes, we should never have manufactured any of the productions given

above. Hence, an intelligent mind would be a superfluity to the lower creation.

They are born with all their needs supplied, or else their wants are easily gratified.

They nevex require to invent anything.
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'* Their little all flows in at once ;

In ages they no more could know, or do,

Or covet, or enjoy."

But man requires an intellect which can observe, search, reason, and invent, llh

necessities are such that, without this divine power, he wouldbe hardly able to exist;

jr, if he contrived to live, it would be more like a brute than a human being,

Hence what an almost infinite distance intervenesbetween savage and civilised nations
!

The former have scarcely a comfort, and are sunk so low that many have actually

ranked them with the beasts that perish. It is a striking fact that, in trying tc

minister to our necessities, we improve ourselves in every particular, by calling intc

exercise all our powers. The barbarian has done little for himself or others, and.

therefore, he is a barbarian. He has naturally and essentially the same soul as we.

There is in him, and near him, the same physics and metaphysics, and his wants are

as great as ours. He has as much chemistry in his own body, and the bodies

around him, as we. The air he breathes is of the same composition as ours ; and

the water he drinks produced out of the same proportions of oxygen and hydrogen,

The botany of his country is perhaps more inviting than that of ours ; his mines are

richer, his skies more clear and sublime ; his mind, also, has the same natural powers

and susceptibilities ; and yet what an immeasurable contrast between the wigwam
of the North American Indian and St. Paul's Cathedral, Buckingham House, or the

Crystal Palace ! What difference, too, betweeil the appearance, the manners, and

the moral character of the New Hollander and the inhabitants of England ! And
why r The former are idle, and have never employed themselves in searching into

the resources of their own country, or in ministering to their own wants. England

is great in art, because she has exerted herself to supply her own physical, mental,

and moral necessities, either by using her own riches, or by trading with other

countries ; and thus we owe our elevation to our necessities. These have prompted
us to labour, to contrive, to reason, to trade, and traffic. Had we been as listless as

the aborigines of Australia, we should now have been as degraded; and our history

would have recorded no Bede, Alfred, Bacon, Shakspere, Milton, Newton, Davy,
Stephenson, Herschell, Watt, Lord Rosse, Howard, Sir Christopher Wren, Stewart,

Brown, or Robert Hall. We are what we are because we have gone to work, and
determined to supply our wants ; and consequently we have risen, because Heaven
lias ordained that all shall rise who will properly exert themselves to do so by fol-

lowing the dictates of science, wisdom, and religion.

In Class III. we have ** Substances used as Food," and one Jmndred and sixty-ihi-ee

exhibitors. One of these, who is a lady, introduces to our notice " Specimens of

gluten from wheat, potato-flour," &c. ;
** Specimens of vegito-animal substances

for long voyages ;" " Specimens of chocolate, biscuits, starch, tapioca, arrow-root,
and imitation of sago." In fact, in this department we have a large variety of

fruit, grain, and vegetables, made into a vast number of new substances by the art

of the baker, the confectioner, the chemist, &c. We have "Patent crystallised

malt made into sugar;" and a " Loaf of su^ar produced from sugar-cane grown in

the county of Surrey," &c. &c. &c. And yet the Crystal Palace will hardly give us
a bird's-eye view of the culinary and confectionery skill of England. Here we have
a history of almost boundless extent, in which science and art have united their

powers to minister to our wants, or gratify our taste, or pamper our luxury ; and
alas ! that in so many instances it should destroy our health, debase our intellects,

corrupt our morals, and shorten our days ! Still, whether the substance be

i
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nutritious or poison, the ingenuity called forth to produce it is the same. Ani-

mals neither analyse, cook, bake, distil, brew, nor manufacture wines, cigars,

tobacco, snuff, or confectionery. They have no skill for such efforts. The savage

allows his mind to be dormant, while he tears his prey to pieces with his teeth,

devours it raw, or subsists upon the roots which he digs out of the earth, or the animal

food or carrion which chance throws in his way. Such had been our mode of life

until the present time, had not science and art cherished our industry and ministered

to our wants.

Class IV., containing ** Vegetable and Animal Substances used in Manufactures,"

is a rich display of chemistry and ingenuity presented by one hundred and thirty-

four exhibitors from all parts of the United Kingdom, showing how extensively

science and art are cultivated among us. Almost everything now is done mathe-

matically, mechanically, and chemically. The pure and the physical sciences, as

well as the arts, are everywhere practised in our workshops and our manufactories,

and thus thousands of our operatives are becoming theoretical and practical

philosophers and artizans. A short analysis of the class before us would be a

delightful example of the benefit we owe to the researches and invention of our

countrymen.

In Class V. we have a large number of " machines for direct use^ including rail-

way and marine mechanism;^' and in Class VI. we have ^^manufacturing machines

and toolsy" or, in other words, machines for producing machines, and tools for

making tools ; and in Class VII. we have " civil engineering and building contriv^

ancesy In the fifth Class there are nine hundred and seventysix exhibitors ; in the

sixth, six hundred and thirty-one ,- and in the seventh, upwards of two hundred and

fifty. A machine or an engine is nothing less than a simple or complicated associa-

tion of thoughts. There is no part of it but must have been contrived before in the

intellect of the inventor. Every wheel, cog, crank, piston, &c., is only a thought

made visible ; for as the whole material universe is but an embodiment of the

grand and sublime idea which previously existed in the Divine mind, so the

various machines which aid the weakness of man and minister to his necessities

were at first only notions and conceptions in the imaginations of their authors.

Most of our readers are doubtless aware that there are only five mechanical

powers. These are, ** the lever," *Hhe wheel and axle," "the pulley," "the

wedge," and "the screw;" and to these some add the "funicular," or "rope

machine." Now, if music has astonished us because of the variety of harmony

or discord which may be produced from seven notes, and light, in the almost

countless hues which it can assume, we are certainly no less surprised at the

myriad of machines which have sprung from these few mechanical powers. We
can hardly imagine a higher treat for our ingenious countrymen than the perusal of

those advertisements of the " Catalogue" which are contained in Classes V., VI., and

VII. ; and not only our scientific and inventive friends, but we imagine that every

reader will be improved, every patriot enchanted, and every lover of his species

cheered, by merely glancing at the^various productions of art and mechanism

which are brought before us in these pages. To read them, without seeing them,

is a luxury, and we can hardly suppose a greater scientific feast than to be per-

mitted to enter the Crystal Palace and actually behold them. We should much
like to classify them, and record a few of their names and uses ; but really they

are so numerous and so various, that the task Avould be almost insurmountable.

The ^'indirect machines" here are not less marvellous than the *' direct.'* By
the latter, of course, we mean those which are employed in the manufacture of the
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loimer, so that wc have machine producing machine, instrument making instru-
ment, and tool forming tool.

If the reader has ever entered tlie workshop of a smith, carpenter, cabinet-
maker, watchmaker, &c. &c., he must have been no less struck with the skill of the
meclianic than with the ingenuity of the implements which he employs in his
v/ork. An enumeration of the myriads of these that exist in England at the
present time would be a magnificent display of art, which would cause us to cease
to M'onder at anything which our countrymen may achieve. Hundreds of these
v.'ill be seen in the Exhibition ; but still the number which will be there placed
before us will bear very .little proportion to the multitudes of tools that are found
in our various workshops and manufactories. A building which could contain and
unfold all to view must be larger than the mind of the architect has over yet
impgincd, and than the power ofman can possibly execute.

It is probable that we shall return to this subject, for we feel assured that we
cannot do our working friends a greater service than by inducing them to study
the ** Catalogue" before they visit the Industrial Palace ; and even if they cannot go,

its perusal will be of considerable advantage.

THE VOICE OF LABOUR.

I LOVE the ploughman's whistle,

The reaper's cheerful song,
The drover's oft-repeated shout,
As he drives the flock along

;

The bustle of the market man,
As he hies him through the town

;

The halloo from the tree top,

As the ripe fruit tumbles down
;

The rude noise of the lab'rrrs,

As they thrash the ripened grain,
And the dancers' joke and mirUi and glee

'Neath the moonlight on the plain
;

The kind voice of the dairyman,
The shepherd's gentle call

—

These sounds of active industry,
I love, I love them all.

Oh ! there is a good in labour.
If we labour but aright

;

It gives vigour to the day time
And a sweeter sleep at night;

'Tis a good that bringeth pleasure,
E'en to the toiling hours

—

For duty cheers the spirit,

As the dew revives the flowers.

Domestic IlArrixi-ss.—Our safest way of coming into corftmunion with mankind 's

through our own household, for there our sorrow and regret at the failings of the bad is

in proportion to our love, while our familiar intercourse with the good has a secretu'
assimilHiing influence upon our characters. The^omestic man has an independence of
tho- ght which puts him at ease in society, and a clierrfulness and benevolence of feeling
which seems to come from him like a soft bright day. As domestic life strengthens a
man's virtue, so does it help to a sound judgment and a right balancing of things, and
gives an integrity and propriety to the whole character. God, in his goodness, has
ordained that virtue should make its own enjoyment, and that wherever vice and frailty
are looted out something should spring up to be a beauty and delight in the mind. But
a man of character, rightly cast, has pleasures at home, which, though fitted to his
highest nature, are common to him as daily food. He moves about his house uodcr
continued s^nse of them, and is happy almos': without heeding if.
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THE OPERATIVE CLASSES :

T H E ill i U I A L S, SUFFERINGS, AND V I K T U E S.

COLLIERS AND COAL MINING.
By G. Wharton Simpsox.

{Continuedfrom page 264.)

CHAPTER III.

A CATASTROPHE—IMPROVEMENTS.

The strike had now continued five months

;

and the prospects of tlic pitmen and their

families had become desperate. Andrew
Anderson, before the trial of his son, had
neither health nor spirits to attempt, by
expostulation or advice, to bring the strike

to an end. Aided by his son and one or

two others, he now, however, managed to

muster a large meeting of the men.
The meeting assembled. Andrew pointed

out to them how severely they had suffered

for the past few months, and that they were
now further from gaining their object than
ever ; the only effect produced by the strike

had been the injury of themselves and their

employer ; for whilst their labour had been
idle, the capital of their employer had been
unproductive. He reminded them that the

strike had originated not with themselves,

but with the mischievous men who lived upon
their contributions, and whose labours as

lecturers only stirred up a spirit of discon-

tent and repining. They had never knowa,
he said, a strike have the effect of raising

wages; their depression, however, being
often the result. In his own plain manner,
but with much earnestness, he endeavoured
to set these things before his fellow-work-

men. Some others spoke to the same end :

the experience of the last few months had
prepared the men fully to enter into such
views; and it was agreed at the meeting that

a deputation should wait on Mr. Deanham,
the following day, to acquaint him with
tht ir determination to return to their work.
Not more than two-thirds of the pitmen

or their families were now in the village :

some had acquired a vagrant habit of lifr,

which thev never forsook ; a few had gone
to the Staffordshire collieries and obtained
engagements there, whilst the remainder
had continued in and about the village in a

pitiable plight, barely supporting life by the

pittance still allowed by the Union. Many
were the glad hearts that night when ttie

news was spread of the probability of a

return to their homes and work.
Mr. Deanham had received instructions

at once to allow the men to return to their

old duties on the old terms ; and on the
following Monday about one hundred and
thirty of the men and b )ys entered the pit

for the first time for five months.
It was on a bright, cheerful, morning in

February that, with glad hearts, they once
more descended the pit. Strange thousih it

may appear, they welcomed its begrimed
machinery and dusky galleries after their
long absence as they would the face of an
old friend. But the day which opened so
auspiciously was to close on the saddest
event which had occurred in the history of
the village.

It was between eight and nine o'clock in
the morning, when the men entered the pit

;

in about an hour afterwards, the whole
village was alarmed by the sound of aa ex-
plosion, which was succeeded in a feu-

seconds by another ; a s'ight trembling of
the ground, as of an earthquake, agitati'g
the village at the same time. Imraediatcly
were seen immense quantities of dust and
small coal covering the \illiige as with a
cloud, completely darkening the atmosphere,
and over the shaft of the pit assuming the
form of an inverted cone. la the imme-
diate vicinity of the pit fell a shower of
broken tubs, pieces of wood and coal, which

j
had been throw^n up the shaft by the blast.

The bank-head and machinery at the nioHtli
of the pit were completely shattered.
The sound of the explosion struck the

villagers with alarm ; and the wives and
children of the pitmen rushed in wild terror
to the mouth of the pit, around which a
crowd of some hundreds was soon collected.
The nature and extent of the catastrophe
were unknown, but the most frantic anxiety
was depicted on every countenance, and the
most touching cries were uttered. One
cried for a husband, another for a son, and
a third for both. The michinery having
been rendered useless, it was some time
before a descent could be made into the pit.

V/ith all speed, however, tXe whetd was ad-

justed, and a rope with a tub attached was let

down. The men who had remained at the

surface supplied the place of engine-power
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and a man at once descended. Quickly,

liowever, was the signal given from below

t') draw up ; and on the tub again reaching

the mouth, its occupant was found to have

sunk down inanimate, the carbonic acid gas,

or after-damp, succeeding the explosion,

having overpowered him. On reaching the

atmosphere, however, he speedily recovered,

and stated the impossibility of proceeding

into the pit at present.

It is impossible to describe the agony of

grief with which this statement was received.

Shrieks, howlings, and bitter moanings pre-

vailed on every hand; and that unreasonable

impatience which often characterises grief in

undisciplined breasts, found violent utter-

ance. After the lapseof some hours, the de-

scent was again ventured upon, and two per-

sons entered the tub andwere lowered into the

pit. They had not proceeded far when the

bodies of a boy and a horse were found
lying in the drift, quite dead, although with-

out a bruise : they had been suffocated by
the choke-damp. As they felt the air again
becoming very foul, they returned, and,

shortly after again descended, accompanied
by two others. They now proceeded to the

south-west point of the workings, where it

was anticipated a number of the men might
be, and where they would have been least

exposed to the effects of the explosion. On
arriving at the door or trap by which it was
expected this portion of the workings would
be cut off from the more serious effects of

the explosion, they found a man leaning
againsr, it, pressing his hand spasmodically
on his breast as if from faintness. He was
quite dead : the influence of the choke-
damp had destroyed life before he could
reach the point of safety to which he was
hastening. Further on they found about
twenty of the ^men, faint, and completely
prostrated by the effects of terror and foul

air : they were sitting together, not daring
to make their way to the shaft on account
of the after-damp, which they feared filled

the passages. These, with several others
in a similar condition, having been con-
veyed to a place of safety, the party in

search bent their steps toward the probable
source of the explosion, a part of the work-
ings where " blowers," or discharges of pent-
up gas, were frequent. On their way thither,

numbers of dead bodies were found : in one
place, v/here the way had been blocked up by
a horse, behind which was a number of tubs,

five men were leaning against each other

;

they had been sufibcated whilst hastening
to escape, not having been able to pass the
tubs and horse in time to avoid the influ-

ence of the foul air. Further on were several
bodies severely scorched and blackened.
The men had now conveyed to the pit's

moulii about seventy or eighty of their

companions, who, though suffering in vari-

ous degrees, had escaped with life : thej

had also recovered fifteen dead bodies.'

They had again returned with the intention

of pursuing their search still further in the
direction in which it was now evident the
explosion had been : they had not proceeded
far when another, and in rapid succession

another, explosion was heard in the distant

workings. Each shock, however, was slight.

On the first sound they all threw themselves
on their faces, and, although they felt the

fierceness of the blast, it passed over them
in safety. As soon as they were able to rise,

they became assured of what they had be-

fore suspected, that the pit was on fire

:

and they hastened without further delay to

the pit's mouth.
As these few brave men, who had now

spent two hours in bringing up their com-
rades, ** the quick and dead," now pro-

claimed the startling fact, and the utter

hopelessness of there remaining in the pit

any more to be found alive, the cheerful-

ness which excitement and hope had tem-
porarily induced, gave way, and the pit-

mouth presented a most heart-rending
scene. Those who had recovered their

friends had hastened home in joyous exal-

tation : many, however, had still remained,
awaiting in fearful suspense the recovery of

husbands and sons, fathers and brothers

;

and the announcement that no more would
be brought out of the pit alive was too

terrible to be believed. There were not
wanting those, either, who loudly expressed
their conviction that it was cowardice which
prevented the men from continui ng the search.

As this idea gained ground, the grief of tht

villagers began to assume a tone of gloomy
and dogged irritability ; and the proposition
to exclude the air from the pit in order to

extinguish the fire, was at once received
with cries of "Murder," and a determina-
tion was expressed to stop any attempt of!

the kind. During the night, the approach
of which had stayed all further proceedings,
the mouth of the pit was still crowded with
women, who lingered in the hope of hear-
ing the voice of a husband or a son calling

for help. On the following morning num-
bers of pitmen and others from the sur-

rounding villages were congregated around
the fatal scene, and were profuse in their i

reproachesbecause nothing more was done to,

recover those still missing. Each was eager
i

in propounding some plan, but none were
sufficiently hardy to enter the inflammable'
jaws of the pit. Sir Heselden Wharton

i

himself had arrived, and offered a large re-j

ward to any one who should devise means
whereby the remaining sufierers could be
recovered; but it was the unanimous opi-

nion of the viewers that it would be certain
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destruction to any one who attempted to

descend.
After another ineffectual attempt; there-

fore, the idea of a further attempt to descend
was abancloned, and it was now resolved to

exclude the air from the pit, in order to ex-

tinguish the fire, of the existence of which
there was abundant evidence. A scaffold

was then suspended in the pit, a few fathoms
from the surface, and the remainmg por-

tion of the shaft was filled up by piling on
the scaffold alternate layers of clay and
strvaw, until it was rendered completely air-

tight. This suspended mass in about a

week fell into the pit ; and the absence of

any smoke ascending the shaft, indicated

the subsidence of the fire. It was thought
safer, however, to construct another, and
alloNv it to remain nearly a fortnight more
before attempting to enter. During this

interval, many idle rumours were afloat in

the neighbourhood to the effect that several

of the men had found their way to the shaft,

and were recovered in the interval between
the falling of the first lot, and the suspen-
sion of the second. Their number was
told ; and how they fed on oats, beans, and
candles ; and how they had heard the men
who first went in search, but could not shout
to make themselves heard. Another group
were spoken of as having eaten their shoes
and other parts of their clothing, and drunk
the drops of water which oozed through the
roof. Tales of horror like these were plen-

tiful, and served to keep the sorrow of the

village in a state of alternate agonizing
hope and gloomy irritability.

On the 10th day of March, about three
weeks after the occurrence of the explosion,

the pit having been re-opened some days,

was again to be entered, and every prepa-
ration having been made, and precaution
taken likely to secure safety, four men were
ready to descend. An anxious crowd was
collected round the pit-mouth that morning,
some out of curiosity, but the greater part
with streaming eyes and throbbing hearts,

for there was scarcely a house in the village
** in which there was not one dead." The
four men now descended, and happily, were
able to proceed, though with some difficulty,

on their doleful and unwholesome search.

They proceeded in the direction whence the

explosion had originated, and found that

the efforts which had been made during the
preceding few days, to obtain some ventila-

tion in the pit, had succeeded better than
they had anticipated. The first body they
found was that of a hewer, with his mattock
in his hand. They stood over the body in

speechless horror ; it was in such a state of

decomposition they feared it would fall to

pieces in their hands. After some hesita-

tion, however, they raised it and placed it

in one of the shells which had been sent

down for the purpose. Another and another

body was found in similar condition, and
they thus continued their search for about

three hours, during which time they had
discovered thirteen bodies, some of which
were in a frightfully mangled and scorched

condition. They then ascended to the pit's

mouth, and detailed the state of things they

had met with. Shortly after, accompanied
by some others, they again descended, and
the search was prosecuted during the re-

mainder of the day, at the close of which
they had discovered, in all, the bodies of

twenty-eight men and boys, the majority of

whom, it was apparent, had been killed in-

stantly by the blast. Some were scorched

and blackened in a frightful manner, several

being literally reduced to cinders. The
bodies of several horses were also found,

considerably scorched and bruised.

The following morning witnessed a mourn-
ful and touching scene : the relatives of the

sufferers arrived to identify and claim their

own. The bodies were arranged in coffins

which had been prepared previously ; and
as parents, children, and sisters passed from

one to another, endeavouring to recognize,

in the blackened, formless corpses before

them, some traces of their lost relatives,

the scene was heart-rending beyond descrip-

tion. It was generally intended, at first,

that the relatives of each should convey
the bodies home to their own residences,

and afterwards bury them in their own
manner ; but a strong opinion having been

expressed by the medical man on the

danger and impropriety of such a course, it

was resolved to bury them altogether in the

churchyard of Bilbeck, whither they were

followed by a procession consisting of the

whole of the villagers.

We will not pursue further these harrow-

ing details, nor seek to lay bare the sorrows

which hung, like a funeral pall, over those

desolated homes and bereaved families.

Suffice it to say that the number of bodies

found was forty-three, whilst one of the

missing men was never discovered. Twenty-
four of these sufferers were husbands and
fathers, the remainder being young men
and bovs. Andrew Anderson was amongst
the sufferers, whilst his two sons escaped.

Coroners' inquests were held on the bodies

;

the inquiry was unavailing, however, in

throwing any light upon the cause of the

explosion, as all the men in its immediate
vicinity were killed, and all traces of the

cause were removed by the shock and sub-

sequent fire. The general opinion was,

that it had been the result of an accumula-

tion of foul air generated during the strike.

The jury accompanied their verdict by an

expression of their opinion that the gene-
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ral ventilation of the mine was in an ex-

ceedingly defective state.

Our narrative is well-nigli concluded : we
}iave endeavoured, feebly, but faithfully, to

pourtray the charucteiistics, vicissitudes,

and present position of many thousands of

this neglected portion of our countrymen.
Many of their vices are the results of the

system to which the}^have been exposed,
and are indicative of that impressibility of
character which, properly managed, fur-

nishes the surest facilities for their improve-
ment and elevation. Their social position
and education have been most fearfully

neglected ; and it is to education and the
amelioration of this social position that we
would look for the source of their moral
elevation. Selfishness and thoughtlessness
in colliery owners have prevaiUd to a la-

mentable extent ; but there are symptoms
of the dawning of a better state of things.
It is surely a disgrace to a nation like

Britain, that thousands of those to whose
iuduous labours we owe so much of our
domesiic comfort and our national great-
nes.^, should be left totally uncared for, in a
state of danger and degradation, both phy-
sical and moral, almost unparalleled in the
history of the civilised world.

Ten years have passed since the events
recorded, and Terevale now presents a
widely different appearance. In place of
the ill-constructed, inconvenient, and grim-
looking dwellings described in the first

chapter, there are several neat rows of
convenient cottages, each with a small gar-
den in front. In the centre of one of these
rows is a handsome building, loftier than
the rest, in which are baths and wash-
liouses for the pitmen and their families.
In place of the one shaft bratticed into
three portions, there are three shafts, one
of which is used for working the pit, the
other two are sunk at convenient points,
and are employed entirely for the purposes
of ventilation. In one of these the steam-
jet of Mr. Goldsworthy Gurney is used, and
by the discharge of a jet of steam up the
shaft, creates a vacuum, and supersedes the
use of a blast furnace in creating an up-
ward current of air. The entire ventila-
tion and general management of the wo ^'-

ing of the mine is, so far as the applicat.on
of the vast discoveries can make it so, quiie
perfect. In connexion with the working
shaft, is used the apparatus recently in-
vented by Mr. Fuurdrinier, for arresting the
descent of the cage in the shaft in case of a
breakage of the rope. The system of draw-
back and fines for imperfect measure, foul
coal, &c., has undergone considerable mo-

(To he concluded by an App

dification, so as to render it much less like
an impost than formerly: the proceeds of
such fines being added to a fund for relief
in cases of sick i. ess, accident, &c. To this
fund tlie owners also contribute a handsome
sum annually. There are novr two Urge
and flourishing schools, one for boys, and
the other for girls, to which all the children
under ten years of age are sent ; it being
one of the conditions on which the pitmen
are employed, that their families shall be
thus cared for. To the support of these
establishments the owner contdbutes £2C
annually.

^
There is an excellent Mechanics*

Institute in vii?orous operation, of which
many of the pitmen are members : here, in
addition to a well selected library, there are,
in tlie winter season, courses of popular and
instructive lectures, which are well attended
by the pitmen and their families. "TL'here is

also an active Total Abstinence Society
J
which

is rapidly gaining ground amongst the men,
its influence on their drinking habits having
already been such as to give occasion to tlie

closing of the majority of the beer-shops in
the village, their occupation being gone.
A Freehold Land Society is just in course
of formation; the money saved from the beer-
shops being henceforth devoted to the pur-
chase of freeholds. There is in course of
erection another place of worship which
will shortly be completed; the Wesieyan
chapel is now generally full ; and a consi-
derable numl^er of the villagers regularly
attend the church at Bilbeck. In very few
of its characteristics would Terevale be re-
cognized as the same village it was ten
years ago. These changes have been
mainly brought about by the efforts of one
individual, Mr. Grainger, the new agent,
who entered into office when the pit was
first opened after the direful explosion. One
of his first attempts was, assisted by a few
others, to establish a Total Abstinence So-
ciety, which was the means of reforming
two or three drunkards, who afterwards
became zealous co-operators in the work of
reform. The temperance movement, how-
ever, made small progress until the mecha-
nics' institute was established ; it has since
then been in a flourishing condition. George
Anderson, who now supports his mother,
is one of the most active in these ameliora-
tive movements ; his brother Joe, who,
with his young wife Alice, resides with his
father-in-law, also cordially engages in the
movements. Adam, too, to the extent his
energies will permit, takes part in the ma-
nagement of the Mechanics* Institute. He
has constructed a model colliery, with all

its workings and other apparatus, now
shown, in complete working order, at. \the
Great Industrial Exhibition.

ci\dix in our next Number.)
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FOUR ADVANTAGES OF INDUSTRY.

The bread which we ask of God, he gives

us throujjjh our own industry. Prayer sows
it, and Industry reaps it. Industry is

habitual activity in some useful pursuit.

Let me describe some of its advantages.

1. A Hearty Ixdxjsthy promotes Hap-
piness.—Some men of the greatest industry

are unhappy from infelicity of disposition
;

they are morose, or suspicious, or envious.

Such qualities make happiness impossible
under any circumstances.
Health is the platform on which all hap-

piness must be built. Good appetite, good
digestion, and good sleep are the elements
of health, and industry confers them. As
use polishes metals, so labour the faculties,

until the body performs its unimpeded
functions with elastic cheerfulness and
hearty enjoyment.
Buoyant spirits are an element of happi-

ness, and activity produces .them; but they
fly away from sluggishness, as fixed air from
open wine. Men's spirits are like water,

•which sparkles when it runs, but stagnates
in still pools, and is mantled with green,
and breeds corruption and filth. The ap-
plause of conscience, the self-respect of

pride, the consciousness of independence,
a manly joy of usefulness, the consent of

every faculty of the mind to one's occupa-
tion, and the gratification in it, these con-
stitute a happiness superior to the fever

flashes of vice in its brightest moments.
After an experience of ages, which has
taught nothing from this, men should have
learned chat satisfaction is not the product
of process, or of indolence, or of riches

;

b'jit of industry, temperance, and usefulness.

Every town and village has instances which
ought to teach young men that he who goes
aside from the simplicity of nature and the
purity of virtue, to wallow in excesses,
carousal, and surfeits, at length misses the
errand of his life ; and sinking with shat-

tered body promaturely to a dishonoured
grave, mourns that he mistook exhilaration

for satisfaction, and abandoned the very
home of happiness, when he forsook the
labours of useful industry.

The poor man with industry, is happier
than the rich man in idleness ; for labour
makes the one more manly, and riches

unmans the other. The slave is often

happier than the master, who is nearer un-
done by leisure than his vassal by toil.

Luxurious couches, plushy carpets from
oriental looms, pillows of eider down, car-

riages -contrived with cushions and springs
to make motion imperceptible ;—is the in-

dolent master of these as happy as the

slave that wove the carpet, the Indian who
hunted the northern flock, or the servant
who drives the pampered steeds ? Let those
who envy the gay revels of the city idlers,

and pine for their masquerades, their routes,
and their operas, experience for a week the
lassitude of their satiety, the unarousable
torpor of their life when not under a fiery

stimulus, their desperate ennui, and restless

somnolency, they would gladly flee from
their haunts as from a land of cursed en-
chantment.

2. Industry is the Parent of Thrift.
—In free countries. Industry is prosperity.

Although God has stored the world with
an endless variety of riches for • man's
wants, He has made them all accessible

only to Industry. The food we eat, the
raiment which covers us, the house which
protects, must be secured by diligence. To
tempt man yet more to Industry, every
product of the earth has a susceptibility of

improvement ; so that man not only obtains
the gifts of nature at the price of labour,

but these gifts become more precious as we
bestow upon them greater skill and cultiva-

tion.* Some of the seeds which now crown
ample fields, were food fit but for birds,

before man perfected them by labour. The
fruits of the forest and the hedge, scarcely

tempting to the extremest hunger, after

skill has dealt with them, and transplanted
them to the orchard and the garden, allure

every sense with the richest colours, odours,
and flavours. The world is full of germs
which man is set to develop ; and there is

scarcely an assignable limit to which the

hand of skill and labour may not bear the
powers of nature.
The scheming speculations of the last ten

yearshave produced an aversion amongmany
young persons to the slow accumulations
of ordinary industry, and fired them with
an idea that shrewdness, cunning, and
bold ventures, are a more manly way to

wealth. There is a swarm of men, bred in

the heats of adventurous times, whose
thoughts scorn pence and farthings, and
who think they humble themselves to speak
even of pounds—hundreds and thousands
are their words. They are men of great
operations. Five hundred, or a thousand
pounds is, with them, a moderate profit of

* Illustrations of this, at once beautiful and
instructive, are furnished in abundance in the

Crystal Palace. It is there seen, in innumerable
instances, that in proportion as human industry
and ingenuity are bestowed upon raw materials

is their beauty and their relative and intrinsic

value increased.
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a single speculation. They mean to own
the Bank, and to look down, before they

die, upon Hudson and Rothschild. The
young farmer or tradesman becomes almost
ashamed to meet his schoolmate, whose
warehouses line whole streets, whose stocks

are in every bank and company, and whose
increasing money is already well nigh in-

estimable. But if the butterfly derides the
bee in summer, he was never known to do
it in the lowering days of autumn.
Every few years, Commerce has its earth-

quakes ; and the tall and toppling ware-
houses which haste ran up, are first shaken
down. The hearts of men fail them for

fear ; and the suddenly rich, made more
suddenly poor, fill the land with their loud
laments. But nothing strange has hap-
pened. When the whole story of commer-
cial disasters is told, it is only found out
that they who slowly amassed the gains of
useful industry built upon a rock ; and they
who flung together the imaginary millions
of commercial speculations built upon the
sand. When times grew dark, and the
winds came, and the floods descended and
beat upon them both, the rock sustained
the one, and the shifting sand let down
the other. If a young man has no higher
ambition in life than riches, industry—

\

plain, rugged, brown-faced, homely-clad,
old fashioned industry—must be courted.
Young men, now-a-days, are pressed with
a most unprofitable haste. They wish to
reap before they have ploughed or sown.
Everything is driving at such a rate that
they have become giddy. Laborious occupa-
tions are avoided. Money is to be earned in
genteel leisure, with the help of fine clothes,
and by the soft seductions of smooth hair
and luxuriant whiskers.

Parents, equally wild, foster the delusion.
What

! shall the promising lad be appren-
ticed to his uncle, the blacksmith ? The
sisters think the blacksmith so very smutty

;

the mother shrinks from the ungentility of
his swarthy labour; the father, weighing
the matter prudentially deeper, finds that
a ichole life had been spent in earning the
uncle's property. These sagacious parents,
wishing the tree to bear, its fruit before it
has ever blossomed, regard the long delay
of industrious trades as a fatal objection to
them. The son then must be a rich mer-
chant, or a popular lawyer, or a money
broker ; and these only as the openings to
speculation.
Young business men are often educated

in two very unthrifty species of contempt

;

a contempt for small gains, and a contempt
for hard labour. To do one's own errands,
to wheel one's own barrow, to be seen with
a bundle, bag, or burden is disreputable.
Men are so sharp now-a-days, that they can

compass by their shrewd heads what their
fathers used to do with their heads and
hands.

3. Industry gives Character and
Credit to the Young.—The reputable
portions ofsociety have maxims ofprudence,
by which the young are judged and admitted
to their good opinion. Does he regard his
wordf Is he industrious? Is he econo-
mical? Is he free from immoral habits /

The answer which a young man's conduct
gives to these questions settles his reception
among good men. Experience has shown
that the other good qualities of veracity,
frugality, and modesty are apt to be asso-
ciated with industry. A prudent man
would scarcely be persuaded that a listless,

lounging fellow would be economical or
trustworthy. An employer would judge
wisely, that where there was little regard for
time or for occupation, there would be as
little, upon temptation, for honesty or vera-
city. Pilferings of the till, and robberies,
are fit deeds for idle clerks and lazy appren-
tices. Industry and knavery are sometimes
found associated ; but men wonder at it, as
at a strange thing. The epithets of society,
which betoken its experience, are all in
favour of industry. Thus the terms, *'a
hard-working man," " an industrious man,"
** a laborious artisan " are employed to
mean, an honest man, a trustworthy man.

I may here impart the secret of what
some call good and bad luck. There are
men who, supposing Providence to have
an implacable spite against them, bemoan
in the poverty of a wretched old age the
misfortunes of their lives. Luck for ever
ran against them, and for others. One,
with a good profession, lost his luck in the
river, where he idled away his time in rowing
and fishing, when he should have been in
the office. Another, with a good trade
perpetually burnt up his luck by his hot
temper, which provoked all his employers
to leave him. Another, with a lucrative
business, lost his luck by amazing diligence
at everything but his business. Another,
who steadily followed his trade during the
day, as steadily followed his bottle in the
evening. Another, who was honest and
constant to his work, erred by perpetual
misjudgments ; he lacked discretion. A
man has never good luck who has a bad
wife. I never knew an early-rising, hard-
working, sober, prudent man, careful of
his earnings, and strictly honest, who
complained of bad luck. A good character,
good habits, and iron industry, are impreg-
nable to the assaults of all the ill luck that
fools ever dreamed of. But when I sec
an untidy, shabby fellow, creeping out of a
tavern or dram-shop in the forenoon^ with
his hands stuck into his pockets, the rim of
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his hat broken, and the crown knocked in, 1

know he has had bad luck ; for the worst of

all luck is to be a sluggard, a tippler, or a

knave.
4. Industry is a Substitute for Ge-

nius.—Where one or more faculties exist

ia the highest state of development and

activity—as the faculty of music in Mozart,

invention in Watt, ideality in Milton—we

call their possessor a genius. But a genius

is xisually understood to be a creature of

such rare facility of mind, that he can do

anything without labour. According to the

popular notion, he learns without study,

and knows without learning. He is elo-

quent without preparation ; exact without

calculation, and profound without reflection.

While ordinary men toil for knowledge by

reading, by comparison, and by minute re-

search, a genius is supposed to receive it as

the mind receives dreams. His mind is

like a vast cathedral, through whose co-

loured windows the sunlight streams, paint-

ing the aisles with the varied colours of

brilliant pictures. Such minds may exist.

So far as my observations have ascer-

tained the species, they abound in sorne

academies, among amateur theatricals, in

discussion societies, in coteries of young

artists, authors, and professional as-

pirants. They are to be known by a

reserved air, excessive sensitiveness, and

u ter indolence; by long bushy hair, and

very open shirt collars ; by the reading of

much wretched poetry, and the writing of

much yet more wretched; by being very

conceited, very afiected, very disagreeable,

and very useless—beinga whom no man
wants for friend, pupil, or companion.

The occupations of the great nian

and of the common man are necessarily,

for the most part, the same; for the

business of life is made up of minute

aifairs, requiring only judgment and dili-

gence. A high order of intellect is re-

quired for the discovery and defence of

truth; but this is an unfrequent task.

Where the ordinary wants of life once re-

quire recondite principles, they will need

the application of familiar truths a thou-

sand times. Those who enlarge the bounds

of knowledge must push out with bold ad-

venture beyond the common walks of men.

But only a few pioneers are needed for the

largest armies, and a few profound men in

each occupation may herald the advance of

all the business of society. The vast bulk

of men are required to discharge the

homely duties of life ; and they have less

need of genius than of intellectual industry

and patient enterprise. Young men should

observe, that those who take the honours

and emoluments of mechanical crafts, of

commerce, and of professional life, are

rather distinguished for a sound judgment
and a close application, than for a brilliant

genius. In the ordinary business of life,

industry can do anything that genius can

do ; and very many things which it cannot.

Genius is usually impatient of application,

irritable, scornful of men's dullness, squeam-

ish at petty disgusts ; it loves a conspi-

cuous place, short work, and a large re-

ward. It loathes the sweat of toil, the

vexations of life, and the dull burden of

care.

Industry has a firmer muscle, is less

annoyed by delays and repulses, and, like

water, bends itself to the shape of the soil

over which it flows; and if checked, will not

rest, but accumulates, and mines a passage

beneath, or seeks a side race, or rises above

and overflows the obstruction.
^
What

genius performs at one impulse, industry

gains by a succession of blows. In ordi-

nary matters they differ only in rapidity of

execution, and are upon one level before

men who see the result but not the pro-

cess.

It is admirable to know that those things

which in skill, in art, and in learning, the

world has been unwilling to let die, have

not only been the conceptions of genius,

but the products of toil. The masterpieces

of antiquity, as well in literature as in art,

are known to have received their extreme

finish from an almost incredible continuance

of labour upon them. I do not remember a

book in all the departments of learning,

nor a scrap in literature, nor a work in all

the schools of art, from which its author has

derived a permanent renown, that is not

known to have been long and patiently ela-

borated. Genius needs industry as much
as industry needs genius. If only Milton's

imagination could have conceived his

visions, his consummate industry only could

have carved the immortal lines which en-

shrine them. If only Newton's mind could

reach out to the secrets of nature, even his

could only do it by the homeliest toil. The
words of Bacon are not Midsummer-night
dreams ; but, like coral islands, they have

risen from the depths of truth, and formed

their broad surfaces above the ocean by the

minutest accretions of persevering labour.

The conceptions of Michael Angelo would

have perished like a night's phantasy, had

not his industry given them permanence.—
Adapted from Dr. H. W. Beecher.
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GLEANINGS FROM MY COMMON-PLACE BOOK.

Ko. VI.-EXT11A0RDINAUY INSTANCES OF RECOVEKY FROM APPARF\
DEATH. ^ivi-^>

I.N ancient works there are many extraordinary instances of recovery from annarent
death. Plutarch relates one case; several are quoted by Celsus; Plinv tells us of
several who returned to life when they were about to belaid in the grave- andon the testimony of Varro, he records the history of a man who, beini carried aconsiderable way to be interred, recovered, and returned home on foot Theseamong many other mstances, have induced writers to inculcate great cau'ion ii'pronouncing upon the signs of death, and on the subject of interment Both tl eGreek and Roman writers firmly believed that many people were buried alive andeven modern writers have asserted the same thing. Maximilian Neisson, .il hi.Travels in Italy," informs us that the number of those buried alive is very ..reat itcomparison with those who are rescued. He gives the following case :-" Some-years ago, the wife of one M. Mervache. a goldsmith, of Poictiers, being buriedwith some rings upon her fanger, as she had desired when on her dea h-bed? a poorman o the neighbourhood, being apprised of the circumstance, opened the glnvlthe following night, for the purpose of possessing himself of the rinss • but Is hecould not not pull them off without some violence, he awaked the woma^ in theattempt, who spoke distinctly, and complained of the injury done to h^r, u,^awhich the robber made his escape; and the woman was roused from her apople^c

fit, rose from her coffin, which, for her. was thus luckily opened, returned home andm a few days recovered her perfect health. She not only surv ved Ws Sortunemany years, but also gave birth to many children."
misiortune

This writer describes a painting which he saw in the Church of the Holy Apostle

vL,,^5f;, f pamted to commemorate the following circumstance :_!„ theyear 15/1. the wife of one of the magistrates of Cologne having been buried with avery valuable ring on her finger, the gravedigger opened the grave the fouTwins

tA^^ f",
P7P°1 1°^ abstracting it

;
but whit was his surprisi when, on mak nfthe attempt, he found his hand squeezed by the supposed defunct, who, besides, laidfiimly hold of lam to raise herself from her coffin ! The nocturnal marauder however, effected his escape with all possible expedition, and the lady. extricaSers^fm the best manner she could, went home and knocked at the door, in ordfr to tetthe readier admission; and, to prevent herself from being longer tlwnnecessarvexposed to the cold, she called to one of the servants by his name to w^om Z

fwr.]"? rM°'°^^^"'^''''^**''^"Pl*««! "^"^ '!>« servant, wh^was not a little

nhd full of 'p "^'^ an apparition, and ran with all possible expedition, and anmd full of .erroi-. to relate the circumstance to his master, who. being a^ incre

shWeH„rin'w'^'h"'"ffn 'T i"'
^'^ ^""^^ ^^"^ '''"^ '» the meantoe stood

«ft.\. ^^^ . 1

f"^' *'" *''^ ^''°'' "' l«"g'h ^"s opened for her admission -

after which having been warmed and treated with cordials and other restoraUvrs'she resumed as perfect a state of health as if nothing had happened
"''^°'"'^''^''

fhese cases are so similar, that they favour the idea of ha«ng been derived from

relatedt Uit '"iTZt ^^'^''y^y *'- «'•«' "--'0-. Thefe is. however a casereiatea in the " Causes Celebres et luteressantes." of which the date is not e-iver,

11^^ geneT.Tide:'^ °' -«-nt-ity. There can be no doubt that Leigh Hun't had

re'idTng n the S -'-'^^'^'' " ''"'''^^"
•

" "'""^ °^ Florence." Two merchants,

sa«ed Ind nviflnhl r "f?°""''.?'
^«"^' ^"^ ^'O'^nd *« each other by the most

the sa„u"h,r.i f 'f T °f f"endship. possessed of equal fortune, and concerned in

of the same a.e Th?/' f
°°!°^ "'''",'^"? " ^°"' ^»'* "'« "'l^er a daughter, nearly

was capable ofinvItoM I «\»'7!"'^ '^W<=h ""ade the daughter sensible that she

"ttichment Tn if!, ' ] \ "''" '* '?' ^°' '°« ^°" °^ I'er father's friend, whose

Sr"nas^=m, fn/.nTJ'"' T' "" T ^""^ '^"'^ reciprocal. This mutual andeurteaung passion, founded on the most honourable intentions, was sanctioned and
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encouraged by the parents, who with pleasure watched the dispositions of their

children exactly adapted to the views tliey entertained of uniting them. A marriai^e

was consequently proposed, and was on the point of being consummated, when a
rich collector of the king's revenues paid his addresses to the betrothed lady. The
delusive charms of superior fortune soon induced her parents to waver in the resolu-

tion they had previously formed with respect to their neighbour's son ; and the lady's

aversion to her new lover being surmounted by the duty she owed to the will of her

parents, she married the collector, and, like a virtuous woman, rejected her iirst lover,,

with a determination, notwithstanding her predilection, not to see him again. This^

painful alternative threw her into a state of despondency, which ultimately so dis-

ordered her senses that she to all appearance died, and as such was interred.

In this state of things it may readily be supposed that her first lover was not the last

person to whom these melancholy tidings were communicated. The excess of his grief,

however, was somewhat alleviated by the recollection that she before had been seized

Avith a lethargic paroxysm resembling death, and he flattered himself that her present

inanimation might be produced by the same cause. Actuated by this impression, he
was induced to bribe the grave-digger, who assisted him in opening the grave, whenee
they removed the corpse to a proper place, where, by using every expedient tkat^

could possibly suggest itself, she was restored to life.

The lady's surprise on finding herself in a strange house, in the presence of her
first lover, who related everything to her, may be better conceived than described.

Volumes of gratitude swelled her breast—her former love was recalled, and proved a
moving and pathetic orator in his behalf. As soon as she was perfectly recovered,,

she concluded that her life belonged to him who had so miraculously preserved it,

and, to convince him of her unalterable love, she accompanied her deliverer to

England, where they lived together for many years.

About ten years after this they returned to Paris, where they lived without the

least care to conceal themselves, imagining that no one could suspect what had really

occurred. Fortune, however, threw the lady's husband in her way as slie was.

walking in the street. The sight of her person made a strong impression upon him.
He accosted her, and parted with her labouring under the strong conviction that she
was his wife, for whom he had gone into mourning. He made inquiry after her, and
discovered her address, and claimed her as his spouse. In vain did her lover insist

upon the right he had to her—in vain did he represent that, but for him, she would
have been rotting in the grave to which she had been consigned. Perceiving that

the Count was not likely to be won by his arguments, he made his escape with the

lady to a foreign country.

In the various works on medical jurisprudence there are many curious cases^

related, shov/ing how persons may be deceived by the appearance of death, and that,

i]?, fact, persons may live several hours without breathing. Bhonius relates the fol-

lowing case :—In the year 1619 a young woman, who was no model of chastity, had
the misfortune to bring a daughter into the world, in a meadow near Torgan. In
order to conceal the infamy and scandal thus brought upon her character, she buried
the fruit of her body alive ; but the knowledge of her crime coming to the ears of
the authorities, the grave was opened and the child taken out alive. The fact is

strongly vouched for, having been extracted from the criminal process instituted

against the inhuman mother on that account. Another instance of the like kind is

related as happening in 1674. Two young persons, whose amours had given birth

to a daughter, in order to hide their shame had wrapped up the infant in woollen
cloth, and buried it in a hole. They threw a quantity of earth over the body, and
then piled upon the earth several bundles of straw. By some accident, the parti-

culars of which are not related, the child was discovered and taken out, seven hours
after its interment, alive—a circumstance which saved the guilty couple from the
charge of murder. We are not informed how long the infant was interred in the first

case. These are the only tvro instances, beside the recent one of Maria Clarke, which
have come to my knowledge, of parents burying a child alive.

Many of the old authors deal largely in cases of this kind. When disea e and
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disturbed action of the systetu were less understood, appearances of death would
excite less attention, and be more likely to deceive the relatives or friends. Many
singular cases of recovery from hanging and drowning are upon record, but the

limits of this paper will not allow us to enter upon them. It would require much
space to dilate upon the remarkable speculations of ancient writers upon these sub-

jects. Cases of lethargy were accounted for on the most singular grounds. Queen-
stadt says, " That the soul sometimes remains in the body when Ahe senses are so

fettered, and as it were locked up, that it is hard to determine whether the person is

dead or alive." Incisions have sometimes been the means of restoring the apparently

dead to life. Vessalius, the eminent anatomist, and physician to Charles V. of Spain,

on hearing of the death of a gentleman whom he had under treatment, went to view the

body. He applied his knife, and immediately on opening the thorax he saw the

heart palpitating before him. The friends dragged him before the Inquisition, and
he would have suffered death>but for the intercession of Charles, who procured his

pardon on condition of his undertaking a pilgrimage to the Holy Land. His
subsequent history is disastrous and melancholy. He was cast away upon the island

of Zante, and died of hunger. The advance which has been made in medical science

renders such mistakes all but impossible.

CASHMERE SHAWLS.

The shawls are brought to the village

T4ie following particulars respecting the ceremonies attendant on the sale of Cashmere

shawls in the East, are collected from the account of an eye-witness.

of merchant, a lot of the shawls is sold without
ever being seen. The brokers, who have
paid dearly both in trouble and purse foi

the catalogue, ask, as may be supposed, a
high price for it, charging for a single copy
in proportion to the value of the lot, from
two hundred to six hundred rubles.

The buyer enters with the witnesses and
his brokers (for sometimes he has two), and
they sit down. Not a word is uttered by
the buyer ; the whole treaty is carried on by
the brokers, who are perpetually going from
him to the seller, whispering to each other
alternately, and at every conference taking
them separately to the farthest corner of

the room. Matters go on thus till there is

sufficient reduction in the first price named
to give some hope of final agreement be-

tweeen the parties, though, as the demands

Makarief once a year, in great bales, by the

merchants of Cashmere. Makarief is a

village on the river Volga, in the centre of

the Russian empire, to which, at one period,

merchants thronged from every part of

Europe and Asia, to purchase these shawls
and sell the productions of th^ir respective

countries. The sale is carried on before
vvitnesses ; and the traveller bf^fore alluded
to having been, as he informs us, invited

to attend, repaired to the fair with the buyer
and his broker.

" We entered," he writes, " an unfinished
stone building without a roof, and were
introduced into a kind of cellar or vault.

Though the abode of a Hindoo millionaire,

the only furniture of the cellar was eighty-

four chests, ranged one above the other
along the walls." The most costly lots are

sold without the purchaser being allowed to

see more than the mark on the shawls. He
is not sufferc'l either to unfold or examine
them, and yet he knows every shawl, even
to tlie most minute particular, from a cata-

logue procured by his broker with great
difficulty, which, according to a mark woven
in the shawls themselves, describes with the
most scrupulous accuracy the quality and
defects, the beauty and the flaws, in each
shawl—tells the name of the manufacturer,
that of the master who has completed it,

its dimensions, the kind and number of the

flowers or palms, the colour, &c. With
this official document in the pocket of the

of the seller are exorbitant, the diff"erence

between them is still very great. The shawls
are now brought, and the two parties begin
to communicate directly. The seller extols

his merchandise, and appraises it highly

;

the buyer casts on it a contemptuous glance,

and deigns not to unfold it, while rapidly

comparing the marks and numbers.
This part of the proceedings over, the

scene becomes more animated. The buyer
makes a direct offer ; the seller gets up and
walks away ; the brokers follow him, re-

monstrating, and bring him back by force
;

they push and drive him back and forward,
hustling him in every direction, and a
clamour ensues, baffling all description.
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The Hindoo merchant is perfectly passive

in their hands, allowing himseirto be pulled

about, and even bruised and beaten.

When the tumult and conflict have
lasted a certain time, and they think

the Hindoo is yielding to the force of per-

suasion, they proceed to the third stage of

the business, which consists of striking

hands in token that the bargain is closed.

The brokers have now a great part to play.

Tiiey seize on the seller, and seek to force

his hatid into that of the buyer, who holds

out his hand, repeating his offer with loud

shouts. The Hindoo resists, struggles,

escapes from their hold, wraps his hand
in the wide sleeve of his robe, and repeats,

\vith a whine, his first price.

Now an interlude comes on. They part,

break off the contest, and pause—but only

to get breath for a fresh onset. The
tumult, the shouts, the struggles, begin
again, till at length the two brokers again
seize the hand of the seller, which this time,

notwithstanding his resistance and clamor-
ous lamentations, they succeed in forcing

him to put into that of the buyer.
Suddenly succeeds the most perfect quiet.

The Hindoo appears ready to shed tears,

muttering his regrets for having been too

hasty in closing the bargain, while the

brokers congratulate the buyer. They now
sit down again, and proceed to the delivery

of the goods.
It is needless to say, that in all that has

been described the parties were only play-

ing a part; but that part must be enacted
as a matter of course ; for the Hindoo must
appear to have been forcibly assailed and
defrauded. If it should appear that he has
not been dragged about and bruised—that

he has not received a certain number of

blows in the ribs and on the head—that his

right arm is not black and blue from being
squeezed in the endeavour to^orce his hand
into that of the buyer—he spends the
interval to the next fair in repenting of his

bargain, and it henceforth becomes still

more difficult to make him hear reason.
Hence the most esteemed broker amongst
buyers is the one who possesses talent

enough to maintain the conflict for three
hours—to torture, shake, and pommel the
Hindoo, till, quite out of breath, he at

length yields his hand to the grasp of the
buyer's.
The price first named always undergoes a

great reduction. In the bargain to which I

acted as witness, the Hindoo had asked
two hundred and thirty thousand roubles,

and he not only agreed to take one hundred
and eighty thousand roubles, but to pay the

broker tMo per cent.

The bargain concluded, they all sit down
g-buyer, seller, brokers, interpreters, and

I

witnesses—cross-legged, on a handsome
carpet with broad fringe, spread purposely
on the floor. Sherbet is brought in in pretty
porcelain cups, and^ instead of spoons, little

spatulas of mother of-pearl, with a silver
handle, fastened on by a ruby, an emerald,
or some other precious stone. It is not till

after partaking of refreshments that they
proceed to the delivery of the goods.
" Whilst the broker and the interpreter,"
says our traveller, *' were notifying aloud
the bargain that had just been concluded, a
Hindoo again brought the bales, opened
them, and held up each shawl successively.
The marks were ratified a second time, and,
everything being found to agree with the
catalogue, new debates arose as to the term
of payment. At length, as everything under
the sun must have an end, the discussion
terminated, and all present fell on their
knees and betook themselves to prayer.

*' Great was the diversity of creed between
the men thus assembled together in prayer.
There were Hindoos, worshippers of liramah
and of multiplied idols ; Tartars, who be-
lieved their fate to depend on the will of
Allah and Mahomet his prophet ; two
Parsees, fire worshippers ; a Kalmuck
officer, who honoured in the Dalia-Lama
the living image of the Deity ; a Moor,
who reverenced I know not what unknown
god ; and besides these, an Armenian, a
Georgian, and myself, all three Christians,

but of different communions. While ardently
desiring that unity of spirit which is the
true bond of peace, and uplifting a fervent
prayer for the light of truth to be given to
all, yet I could not help admiring this

remarkable instance of toleration, all simul-
taneously offering up, each in his own lan-

guage, and according to his own mode of
worship, the tribute of adoration to the
Deity.

'* Prayer over, the shawls were delivered
to the buyer in due form, and the bills of

exchange, after undergoing the strict scru-
tiny of everyone present, were handed to

the seller, and then a huge silver vessel,

something like our large coffee-pot, was
brought in by a servant. It was nearly two
feet high, richly chased, and inlaid with
pearls and precious stones. A cup was
placed before each of us, and filled from the
large vessel with a beverage made of sugar
and water, the juice of sweet oranges, vari-

ous kinds of spices, and a little rum. Salu-
tations were exchanged, and the cups
emptied, and I do not think I ever tasted a

more delicious drink.
** And now the assembly broke up, and I

returned to my lodging indulging in spec-

ulations upon the impulse given to multi-

tudes by this splendid production of the

Eastern loom ; and as, in my mind's eye, 1
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beheld the shepherd in the momitains of

Lahore keeping watch over the liinghesian
cjoats, whose costly fleece furnishes so soft

ii down, and the slave, learning the art of

dying, 8})inning, weaving, and forming the

most beautiful and the most varied pi.t-

terns ; and then the Hindoo merchant,
selling at Makarief the shawls to other
merchants, who in their turn bear them to

every capital, in Europe— -^is thus I beheld
in fancy the countless nuaibers employed,
the various toils endured, the industrial
resources developed—I could not help re-

garding with complacency the extravagant
luxury which makes this costly article

almost a necessary to some of our fine

ladies."

AN AMERICAN'S DESClilPTION OF LOWELL.

In a recent number* of The Woiiking Man's Friend "vve presented our readers
with ** An American's Description of Manchester." As a contrast to that descrip-

tion, wc now present them with some particuhirs, from the same author, respecting

Lowell, the Manchester of America :

—

It was a clear, bright morning when
I alighted from the railway car; and as I

walked up the wide street I could scarcelj'

persuade myself that I was in a busy and
flourishing manufacturing city—so cleanly,

so fresh-looking, so new did everything
iippear. The sky above was clear, and
the atmosphere was so transparent, that
-objects at the greatest distance were
plainly discernible. I, all at once as I

gazed, became conscious of a great absence
of a something, and I could not exactly
make out what it was. It could not be
the factories, for there they were all

iiround me, with their little bell turrets,

their ladders running up the sides and
over the roofs; nor churches, for I saw
auany white and glittering in the sunshine.
I at last discovered what it was not.

There was no smoke; and so used had I

been to see the columns of sootj'^ vapours
€urling up, and expanding into a dense
cloud, that now I almost wished for it as a
finish to the picture before me.
A pretty city is Lowell ; and when

one considers that but a very few years
since—scarcely a quarter of a century

—

the place on which it stands was a leafy
wilderness, through which the picturesque
Merrimack wound its way, it is really
wonderful to observe what the energy and
enterprise of man have done. Where the
boughs of tall trees, laden with verdure,
cast flickering shadows, paving, as with
mosaic gold, the grass beneath, factories
stand, and spindles almost continually
revolve. The water nymphs have been
scared from their haunts by water wheels,
and the sound of the loom is heard where
once the Indian rose up at the voice of the
bird.

Of course I was soon .attracted to the
mills, but I did not visit their interiors

until the following Monday. Instead of
their being situated, as in England, in

dingy suburbs, surrounded by low and
miserable dwellings, where the work-
people lived, huddled together by hun-
dreds, they were placed in healthful situa-

tions, and gardens or grass plats around
them imparted to them quite a cheerful
aspect. The ladders, which I just now
alluded to, were intended, I afterwards
discovered, as fire escapes, in case of the
staircases becoming too crowded in the
event of an accident. They were all plen-
tifully protected, too, by lightning con-
ductors, which stood as sentries over
every chimney and angle.

I am not aware, by the way, whether
any column or memorial of any kind has
been erected in this country to the me-
mory of him who drew lightning from
the skies and rendered it harmless. It is,

however, of little matter, for, as I stood
upon the plain flat stone which marks his
grave in Philadelphia, and looked at the
roofs of the houses around, I could not but
think that the philosopher had. more living
monuments than any living man, for every
little lightning rod which tapered up from
house, tower, and steeple, was a more
suitable memorial than tiie proudest pro-
duction of the sculptor could possibly be

;

and there can be but one opinion as to the
usefulness of these iron testimonials to the
genius of Franklin.
Having seen, and with considerable

pleasure, too, the "Lowell Offering,'^ I

was of course curious to see the class of
persons who contributed to, and supported
a periodical produced under suc\ peculiar
circumstances. Accordingly, in the com-
pany of a friend, I watched the operatives
of one of the mills as they left it in the
evening. As I have alluded to the ap-

* No. 67.
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pearance of the Mancliestcr people under
a similar aspect, 1 need not, for the sake

of contr.'ist, again refer to them, and "vvill

only observe that if the Lowell girls had
belonged to another race of beings, the

difterencc between them and those I had
hitherto seen, could scarcely have been
more marked. All tlie J^owell operatives

were neatly dressed, and of the iinndreds

vho passed by us I did not notice, although
1 looked with very inquisitive eyes, one
whose appearance was slatternly or repul-

sive. Tlie countenances of most were in-

telligent, and those of some indicated a
degree of refinement, wliich in Mancliester
I should have no more looked for than for

tlie appearance of the sun at midnight.
I was quite pleased during my evening

perambulation of the streets of Lowell, to

observe the good order and general quiet
which pervaded everywhere. Many of

the factory girls were taking their walks
in pairs or in little groups, and many were
busily employed in going from shop to shop
—but there were no loiterers (except my-
self), no coarse language was heard any-
where ; and at a very earlj^hour the streets

were as quiet as those of a country village.

The following day being the Sabbath, I

attended one of the churclies, and was not
altogether surprised to find that the greater
proportion of the congregation consisted
of females. The building was quite filled,

and tlie utmost attention was paid to the
services. A great deal has been written
and said abroad of the attire of the Lowell
operatives ; and therefore I looked about,

perhaps a little more than I ouglit to have
done, during the sermon ; but really I did
not observe anything at all out of tlie way.
I have seldom indeed seen a better-dressed

set of girls in ever}' respect, and their de-

portment was far more becoming than that

of many Vs'ho I know would turn up their

pretty noses at the idea of a factory girl

wearing silk stockings.

As I looked at these girls I could not
help feeling respect and admiration for

their many sterling qualities. I was told,

too, anecdotes of some of them, which
abundantly proved their self-denying

virtues, and their true nobility of cha-

racter. Tales of privation endured, and
toils encountered, in order that the em-
barrassments of a family might be swept
away, or the education of a beloved rela-

tive be afforded. For obvious reasons I

forbear to mention particulars of cases like

these—it is enough to know that there are

such, and many such, to confirm us in our
good opinion and high estimate of tlie

working classes of tlie mills.

Towards the close of the Sabbath I

took a quiet walk along the banks of the

river, and returning to mj^ hotel, as I

passed by one of the corporation board-
ing-houses, I heard the music of a piiiuo-

forte. Several female voices united in a
hymn tune, which was very sweetly sung

—

a tune learned, perhaps, in some iSev/

England village home, and now sung by
the far-away factory girls, whose toils

were cheered by the sw^eet hope of a re-

turn to it.

HOME EDUCATION.

From the dawn of being to its close, the process of education is continually going on.

Circumstances are the moulds in which the mind is cast. Education, says Lord Bacon,

is nothing more than custom—good custom. The object of the public instructor is not,

therefore, so much to supply facts, as to form habits—habits of observation, reflection,

and comparison, that will render the mind capable of rightly using the information which

in after years it may acquire, or, in other words, of educaimg itself. Indeed, to attempt

more, during the short and precarious period allotted to the schoolmaster, would be

altogether vain. Even this he cannot accomplish without the co-operation of the parent.

His best efforts will in a great measure be rendered nugatory, unless home training

accompany school education. How is it possible that during six hours he should succeed

in creating habits that the next six are to be spent in destroying ? Even if there were no

obstruction, no interruption— if there were no previously-acquired habits to be uprooted

—the task would be difficult in the extreme ; but when these are thrown into the balance,

where is the remotest chance of success ?

There is nothing more easily affected by external influences than the infant mind.

Early impressions are, generally speaking, indelible. During mati's second childhood,

when ** the grasshopper becomes a burden,'' and the memory refuses to retain the events

of yesterday, the occurrences of early life are ever present. Hence, therefore, arises the

necessity for commencing well. The first step of the parent will either prove a material

asi'stance or serious detriment to the future labours of the public instructor, and to the
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well-being of the chiUI It may soar his temper, and give his disposition a bent thatmay never be eradicated. The father must maintain his authority. How ' Bv takWcare that his demands are based upon justice; and they will then seldom,' if ever needcompulsory enforcement. It is the abuse of authoritv that commonly engenders disobedionee. It IS because the government of the parent' does not appeal to the under'standmg of the child, that the child refuses to submit. It is true parents may 1;superior physical force, compel mere mechanical obedience; but the will they can onlvinfluence by convincing the reason, and that they can only do when love is the basis oftheir government. Cuffs, blows and hard beatings, may make slaves and trran s h

rennrHi^lT^r P'-°'>"<=« """"ff obedience, wd that which is not wming-ende, ed is not worthy of the name. Good government, then, is one way in which parentsmay essentially promote the formation of right habits in their childrenExample is another. Children are eminently imitative. The future man will hp a
fair embodiment of the influences which were brought to bear upon him during theformation of his character

; and of all influences, that of example is the i^ost powerfulIf the father, m the hearing of his child, permits his lips to'^be polluted b/unceanlanguage what can we expect but that the faculty which enables the child so e^Uy toacquire the use of his mother-tongue will also le^d him to acquire its abuse? If thefather and mother are contmually at variance, can we expect thl brother and sister to bemore peaceably inclined? While the parentis spending his Sabbath In tLSr'shopmust we go to the house of prayer to find the son ? It may be so. God's free sra?eIS as omnipotent as h.s mercy is unbounded
; but arguing from human probabilitf asreasonably might we expect to find figs on thistles. The son's conduct would nauraHvbe the correlative of the father's. The child watches, and, more or less im" ates evervaction that he sees performed. Even when his hands are Tst act vdrengaged h?

Zl^^rLTlL^r
"'

f""'^' '""^'^r'-
^°'' «»-i-Portant does it therefore bc?come thathe parent shoula perform none other actions than those that he could with pleasure seeexerting their influence upon the character of his ofi-spring, and afterwards befngprr!petuated in tlie manifestations of its mind !

c.w«iu» ucuig per-

CoNVKRSATioN forms an important portion of home education. The mind is affectedin proportion as sentiments either of pleasure or of pain are produced Hence •nstruc

withtS tL"hif)?°l""'(,.'"i*
'" *^ "'^'«"'" "^ comLnicatL, and the Scwith winch the child is taught to connect it, be associated with pleasure What socapable of being rendered agreeably instructive as intelligent fire sWrconvTrsationStowe was well aware of its power when he framed his training system The nirer?he

w ""be "his suet::" The rT'T'l?' '^ •^^""Sht to appVximate to ft thfgreate
J^ J / .

^'"'<=^?5- The freedom it allows, the variety it introduces the facilities it

^S^mTudTilfit'trfn' ^"' *^ •"''^"''y ' «"'°-- for the'exerdon of Mividua, mind, lender it one of the most powerful, interesting, and agreeable mediumsthrough which a parent can exert his mfluence. He who sits n moodrsoUtudrsmok

nfe ruS 'can hiv^Ttt/'" "«"P^P- - »'- book, annoyed at and'resentrng ever^

nm,^enl H. i 1 ,
' .''^S^'-'l.^^er for the moral or intellectual growth of hispiogeny. He is a mental miser, who injures himself not less than he iniures othei-s forthought, hke money, increases most when it is most used

^ '

emtloy""' Hatntlv'n?.'' '"""T "'''^- """"'^'"y ^"'='*'*« P'^«"t ^^Y advantageously

IZfenll larS^ium^, ^l\Tl T ^°^i%
"^ ^ government which, while it annually

taxes upon knoXJe do. T I""!,
°^ «'^"'=«t'?"- «' *e same time places restrictive

J i"'^ , -ij . P' °°^^ "°' wholly prevent the working man from orovidirir him^flfand his children with proper mental nutriment. The effort^ of Chambers Kng^^^^Cas KLL -<! others have placed instructive and really valuab^ wo!ks with"' fhrre'ho. all. There ,s no aristocracy in the world of letters." The labourer has now A«

=g"?;tuts,'tsLed^ 'v hllTwn^^Si:! Zl^^^tTt^f^"^^ ^
footprints of the d^rTtrltt?'™"? """""'^ "^ " Columbus or a Cook, tread in .he

as S^ the course nfKr^' °'
yT^^'""

*e vicissitudes of his father land. And,

upon the erea stale h^cfnT Tf' !•'*• ^''' °"' ''"^ '^^'^ ""o*" Prominent acto;upon the great stage, he can turn to his dictionary, and, lo ! the individual lives again.

I
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Thus may the evenings of the operative be enlivened—himself and his family instructed,

and his home rendered happy. And this at the expense of what ? Of sin 1 The bless-

ing—knowledge, happiness, plenty ; the forfeit—ignorance, misery, want ! The

drunkard cannot afford to buy knowledge, cheap as it is : the sober man can and does.

Brethren, we none of us live to ourselves. We all expect some influence either for good

or evil upon our day and generation. Our destiny, individually, and as a class, is in

our own hands. There are those standing by who are ready to help us ; but if we are to

rise, we must help ourselves. If we are to ascend in the scalj of moral elevation, it

mus't be by our own efforts. All eyes are directed towards us. Never yet in the

history of the human race did the well-being of the working classes excite so much

attention as it does now. The aristocracy are learning that the base cannot suffer with-

out the superstructure feelmg the shock. The dawn of a brighter day already appears.

Let us, therefore, see to it, that we and our children are ready for the "good time

coming !"
i_-ii_^:^

Spilsby. !>• E. L.

STRAY JOTTINGS.

WASTE.
Few of us when using the word, waste, consider how very extensive is its appli-

cation. We read of waste, as waste- cotton, waste- paper, and think little of it; or

if we do, that it is something gone. How seldom do we apply the word and its

significance to ourselves, but how ready we are to apply it to our neighbour.

Again, we consider it as a defined something, instead of being indefinable. In
trying to account for some applications of waste, only see what it will open to

our view.
We begin life, and continue living, by a continual wasting ; we do nothing

without wastefulness. Say we awake in the morning, who can catcli and save the

wasted thoughts, themselves immortal, passing through the brain ere the body has
partaken of its first meal to supply the waste of night ?

You may well-order your household, but still you waste. Look to it well, it

ever is so. Many will say we watch every item, of cost, we grudge oui'selves every
little indulgence, we spend our time in calculating cost, for the main purpose of

saving—are we wasting ? Yes
;
you are wasting still. You are taking too much

thought for a morrow that may never arise
;
you are training your immortal soul to

wear and waste the body on ignoble things.

What ! says another, do you consider I am wasteful, when I have plenty of

means, and spend my time in all the enjoyments of life, and can with difficulty

spend, by how I will, my yearly income r do I not do good by encouraging trade

and manufactures ? does not my taste set many busy hands to work ? and will you
now say I am wasteful ? Yes ; more wasteful than you think of. What use are

you if you can simply take credit for what you say ; to what nobler and better pur-
pose were you born ? think, think again, and then admit that you are wasteful.

Man, the special care of the Almighty, is the greatest abused of his gifts : all

things in nature tend to good, but man in the using of the blessings that are be-
stowed upon him, throws them wastefuUy away, and seems to luxuriate in shov/ing
how little he values them, and how little he thinks them gifts, as if he himself
created all things instead of being the dependent creature.
Look where we will, everything proves that Nature wastes nothing, and all that

is bestowed is well appropriated. Man makes a large fire merely to warm himself,

and sends the surplus heat in smoke away. But Nature takes the wasted product,

assimilates it to her own pure purpose, and by and by the flower springs from that

so recklessly thrown by.
Oh, man ! think, think again, how every step thou takest is accompanied by

waste. Think how often famine would be there, too, if an over-ruling power
did not kindly interpose, and turn your sinful actions into good.
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AVe could go on
;
but enough has been said to make a man look well into himself^I.emember, every idle thought is >yaste, every excess is waste, and even ri-hes in'Jmore conduce tosmlul waste than biting poverty

; though biting poverty is anything

3,
^
«ia^ uftAijg, wimout aDusmg,

V •
^

• 1-1 n -,.
.

— ^"^ --^ distribution of the fruit of th(^bnun, sonie m liberally dispensing the goods of this life ; the humblest in kindKoihccs to his neighbour
; and all in praying Gcd to help 'them inToing good ^

SYSTEM.
-By this we mean such an arrangement of parts in the conduct of any enterDriseousiness, or o her mattei% as will form a perfect check and counter-check so th'tnot only are all parts actively at work, but no part can cease to work without be :<.at once detected, and disarranging the whole. ^

It matters little that a man rises early and goes to rest late if his efforts are ever

tl^n wilh u!
^^

'
'' ' ''" ''^^ ''''''''''^ ^'''''^^'^ '^ ^'^' ^"^^^*^^^' ^^^ in combfna.

Every man be he master or servant, should Avell consider the end before he com-mences anythmg, and must be himself as much subject as those he hasL tuideAlthough we cannot nphold the idea of war, vet we are bound to admit tba
'

of;armies aftord a striking proof of the effect of System. Wh)^ then, not Lp^those occupations which are decidedly peaceful ?
^

Now, fellow-workers, we exhort you to acquire system We will ^iirr,n«o

^vnct to set about. At once commence by taking notes of evervthine in vour narticular department and reduce what you 'well know to order. '^Kld it hXnyour master has li tie leisure to reduce his share of the labour to order take yourpportumty quietly and respectfully-suggest where a matter could be'eond/cn
It I'. T ' °"^'' " '''°''^'? ^'''^ >"" ™"^'^ Pe^-^o^al trouble. Never mind trou-

a kiXorHri ntTtn^'h'""
""'' '^^. ^PP!-.-'"!. Who cannot tell how vllned

trXllZvrZJ^ul^h^f^ n°'''^''
"'''""''

'i
'^Siven in return for simply andiiui> peiioiming our duty.- On no account be induced to consider it no affair

fie:tSrcor^1i'e?^potrMt:irrntI°rV" "'""" the wealth of f

not in disgust and you would be left among a wreck of things that were

Sr^St^!!;fs=^^
how many noble minds have attempted more than ?hev coifld mt^gl for^ wa°fof
low maiw ln"focf T' "•

'
™"'?''- T- ''^ ^'^""g *°° "«1- bus^essfbut too much

was drifting wia the Hdf"'.f^ f
'°^ m poverty, well knowing that the sole cause
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COLUMNS FOR THE YOUNG.

FORGETFULNESS.
^•' Henry, did you bring that book

down?"
"No, sir; I forgot it."

"Forgot it! This is the third time.

You are, indeed, a heedless boy ; and if I

liad time I wouhl preach you a homily on

forgetfulness. When a person begins to

forget, there is no knowing where he will

end. Why you need not forget. You can

tie a string round your finger—put a paper
in your hat. Place it in j^our mind, my
boy, and there's no danger. Do you ever

forget to eat? Never. W^hen you are

promised an excursion of pleasure, do you
ever forget it? Never. You engrave it

on your mind. So it should be with any-
tliing you wish to recall. Be determined
to do whatever you are told, and you will

never come to me with the excuse, * I for-

got it.' / dislike those words.''

CAUTION TO YOUTH.

Sir Walter Scott, in a narrative of his

personal history, gives the following cau-
tion to youth :

—
" If it should ever fall to

the lot of youth to peruse these pages, let

such a reader remember that it is with the
deepest regret that I recollect in my man-
Iiood the opportunities of learning which
I neglected in my youth ; that through
every part of my literary career I have felt

pinched and hampered by my own igno-

rance ; and I would at this moment give
half the reputation I have had the good
fortune to acquire, if by doing so I could
rest the remaining part upon a sound
foundation of learning and science."

CARRY A THING THROUGH.
Carry a thing through. Ifyou are satis-

fied that a thing is right, and that it

ought to be done, and once begin it, let

it be carried tlirough, though it cost you
your best comfort, time, energies, and all

that you can command. We heartily
abominate turning backward, wearying
and fainting of soul and purpose. It be-
speaks imbecility of mind, want of cha-
racter, courage, and true manliness.
Carry a thing through. Don't begin till

you are fuily prepared for its accom-
plishment. Think, study, dig, till you
know your ground, and see your way. This
done, launcli out with all j^our soul, life,

heart, and fire, neither turning to the right
nor left. Push on giantly— push as though,
you were born for the very work you are
about beginning ; as though creation had
been waiting through all time for your

especial hand and spirit. Then you'll do
something worthy of yourself and your
kind.
Carry a thing through. Don't leap and

dall)^ from one thing to another. No man
ever did anything great that way—you
can't. Be strong-minded, patient, consis-

tent. Be hopeful, stern, manly. When once
fairly in a work, don't give it up. Don't
disgrace yourself by being on this thing

to-day, on that to-morrow, and on another
next day. We don't care if you are tlie

most active mortal living ; we don't care if

you labour night and day, in season and
out; be sure the end of your life will

show nothing, it* you perpetually change
from object to object. Fortune,^ success,

fame, and position are never gained but
by piously, determinedly, bravely stick-

ing, growing, living to a thing till it is

fairly accomplished.
In short, you must carry a thing

through if you would be anybod}' or any-
thing. No matter if it is hard. No mat-
ter if it does cost you the pleasure, the

society, the thousand pearly gratifications

of life. No matter for these. Stick to

the thing and carry it through. Believe

you were made for tlie matter, and that

no one else can do it at all. Put forth

your whole undivided energies. Stir,

wake, electrify yourself, and go forth to

the task ; only once learn to carry a thing
througli in all its completeness and pro-

portion, and you will become a hero. You
will think better of yourself; others will

think better of you. The world in its

ver}^ heart admires the stern, determined
doer. It sees in him its best sight, its

highest object, its richest treasure. Drive
right along then, w'liatever you undertake.
Consider yourself amply sufficient for the

deed. You'll besuccessful, never fear.

IMPORTANT PRECEPTS.
Follow God. Obey the law. Reverence

thy parents. Understand what thou learn-

2st. Know v/hat thou hearest. Command
thyself. Relieve thy friends. Govern thy
anger. Exercise prudence. Honour Pro-
vidence. Disparage none. Do what is

just. Practise generosity. Speak words of

good omen. Redeem time. Regard the

future. Hate injury. Fear deceit. Con-
verse with the wise. Envy none. Hate
calumny. Return benefits.

DIFFICULTIES.
The greater the difficulties, the more

glory in surmounting them. Skilful pilots

gain their reputation from stornis and tem-
pests.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XVII.

FRENCH INTO ENGLISH.

MoN pure, quelle (f.) distance (f.) y a-t-il de la lerre (f.) au (m.) soleil (m.) ? Quelle
earth sun

distance, mon fils, pensez vous qu'il y ait? J'ai out dire (idiom) que reloignement (m.)
heard say remoteness

du soleil est prodigieux (m.). Mais, papa, dites-moi, je vous en prie, quelle est
prodigious tell

precisement la distance? Maman, dites done a papa, de m' (1) eclairer (2) (present

precisely therefore enlighten

infiidtive) hi-dessus. He bien ! Croyez-Tous qu'il y a plus loin de la terre au soleil, que

on that head believe than

de Londres a Peking, la capitale de la Chine ? Oui, je le (1) sais (2). Ce que
capital China know that which (what)

je veux apprendre, c'est, combien il y a de milles (p.) d'ici au soleil. Bon : il y en (of

wish to learn miles

i]i(,fn—of miles) a quatre vingt quinze millions. Oh! ma foi! quelle (f.) prodigieuse (f.)

millions

distance (f.) ! quel (m.) prodigieux (m.) dloignement (m.) ! quel eloignement efFroyable •

awful

Mais, comment done est ce que nous pouvons voir \in=objet (m.) si recule ? C'est=
is it that are able object for—placed

a cause dc la grosseur (f. 1) ^norme (2) du soleil que nous pouvons le (1) voir (2),

on account bigness enormous that

Le .soleil done, p'^pa, est=i.l plus gros (m.) que la terre? Cela ne serait gueres
big than scarcely

possible ! Si, si ; il est bicn plus gros que la terre, mon=enfant. Deuce fois plus gros ?

yes, yes child. twice

Deux fois (literally, "two times'') ! Ah ! s'il n'etait que ('* if it was but," or " only") (see

if hut

Lesson XL) deux fois fjlus grand, il ne nous (1) serait (2) paa visible. II est treize cent

to us visible

tretite mille fois plus gros que la terre. Quelles (f. p.) merveilles (f, p.) papa ! Que les

wonders

cieux (m. p.) sent enigmes (f. p.) ! (what enigmas the heavens are !). See Lesson YIII.
heavens enigmas

Here are some astronomical facts for us to ponder together in French—the distance of

the sun, his size.

First, you would say in English, <* Father;" but you observe you must put** my"
before this appellative in French, as well as before "friend," "cousin,*^ ** brother,"
• sister," *' uncle," ** aunt,'* and in general before all terms of relationship. Nay, even

soldiers, in addressing their officers, say, ** W20W capitaine," " mow colonel," * mow
general," &c. Of course a civilian in common society could not employ this term, and

that which he would substitute for it is curious : he would say, '* Mr, the captain," &c. ;

Monsieur le capitaine, Monsieur le general, &c. So, " Monsieur le vi-comte" (to a

viscount), &c. If very intimate and familiar, you would drop the monsieur. As we
have since remarked, in answer to a correspondent, the enumeration, in Lesson X., of

persons before whose generic names the French put my, should have contahied ** father"

and ** mother," in lieu of papa and mamma, which latter terms you will see by the fore-

going exercise are used in Freuch as in English.

In the second sentence of the exercise the word ait is used instead of a ,- the subjunc-

tive of avoir, instead of the indicative. The construction, therefore, is, ** What dis-

tance, think you, there mat/ be," not ^^ there is" (literally, *^ it there may have," not
*' has'^). Dites is the imperative of the irregular verb dire (to tell, to say, &c.), disunt

(telling, 8cc.),dit (told, said, &c.) In the second instance where it occurs, you perceive that

when it has the sense of ** tell such a one to do anything,'^ it is one of the verbs which,
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require de to be used before the present infinitive which follows it, and which it governs.
La-densus—literally, '* thereupon/'

The next point to which we would call attention is in the sentence, Ce que je veuXf
&c. (what I wish, &c.) In English we say, '• what I wish is/' &cc. ; but it is necessary in

French to repeat the ce when it has commenced the sentence. Thus: *' What do you
think on that head ?" que pensez-vous la-deasus ? (or quest ce que vous pe7isez.) " What
I think is that," &c. ; ce que je pense c'est que, &c. This is necessary when ce que
begins the expression. There are other instances where it is allowable to make the

same superaddition or pleonasm, even though there be no ce at the opening of the phrase.

These will be learned by observation as we proceed.

Mille may mean ** a thousand," or it may mean ** a mile." But if it means
** thousand" it never takes the '* s," no matter how many thousand may be specified.

Therefore, that it means miles is quite clear where it occurs in the exercise, *^ Thirty
thousand miles," trente mille milles ; "thirty thousand women," trente mille femmes,
&c. The only cardinal numbers which take an s in the plural are, not as M. de Fivas
says, in his grammar, vm^y^ and cent, \i\x\. vinyt^ cent, million^ and millier. "Eighty
boys," quatre vingts gatyons ;

" three hundred sheep," irois cents moutons ; " ninety-five

million of miles," quatre vingt quinze millions de nlilles ,• " thousands of flies," des

milliers de mouches. Nevertheless, M. Fivas is right in what he meant, though not in

what he has expressed ; for millier and million are numerical substantives, and he was
evidently speaking of numerical adjectives. In the three exclamations which follow ths

words ** Ah 1 ma foi /" you again perceive how unfixed is the place of the adjective with
respect to the substantive. Bearing in mind what we said on the subject in Lessons
XIII. and XV., beyond what we there said, the best rule is to consider which order
sounds the better, the finer, the easier.

The last point is que les cieux sont enigmes I " What enigmas the heavens are !" Here
you perceive, there is no article before enigmes, no des. Where, in Lesson VIII., we
first introduced this mode of using the que, it was that alone which we made it our business
to impress ; employing (of set purpose) in the remainder of the sentence terms which
previous remarks made the reader expect, and which would be used if custom had not
ruled in favour of an idiom. So in* the case of qiiilest un bel homme, *' What a fine

man he is !" it is quite evident that, grammatically, this is correct French ; but cus-

tom, and custom alone, requires the omission of the un, if you desire not merely to speak
with strict abstract correctness, but according to idiom. Therefore, you should say
qu^il est bel homme I In other instances, of course, the un would be employed

;

" What 2> a fine man," qu^est ce qu'un bel homme, or qii' est ce que &est, qiCun bel

homme? '* What is an eloquent discourse ?" qu'est ce qu'un discours eloquent ? &c., &c.

ENGLISH INTO FRENCH.

God has placed (past participle) i\iQ ^un in the firmament for the advantage of the
Dieu placer—to place soleil (m..) firmanent (m..) pour avantage

earth. He has interposed (joast-participle) between the heat of the sun and the things
terre (f.) interposer—to interpose entre clialeur(L)

which it preserves such (2) a (1) proportion that it (l) is (3) always (4) salutary (5)
que tel (m

)

proportion (f.) que toujours(4)salutaire(m.&f.)
telle (f.)

to (2) them (2). A greater Cmore great) remoteness would leave (pres. conditional) the
leur {2) e'oignement (m ) laisser—to leave

earth frozen {past partidpje) ; and the earth would he hiirnt (past participle) if the remote

-

glacer—to freeze serait hruler—to hum
ness was less.

moindre.

In translating this exercise into French, observe the figures with which we have marked
the words according as they should occur in that language. The exercise will not be

found difficult, though it will prove exceedingly profitable.

Now to return to the conjugations, the perfect tense definite of the indicative mood,
of the second conjugation, taking the verb choisir (to choose), choisissant (choosing)-

choisi (m.) choisie (f.) (chosen), is as follows :—
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liNGLlssir.

T chose
thou chosedst
he chose

she chose
•\ve chose
you chose

thev chose

niONUNCIATION.
zJte sJloo aw see

tu shoo-aw-see

eel shoo-aw-see

el shoo-aw-see

noo sJwo-aw-seem

voo sJwo-aw-seet

eel sJioo-OiW-seer

el shoo-aw-seer

FRENCH.
je choisls

tii clioisis

il choisit

eUe choisit

tioiis choislines

vous choisites

{Us clioisirent

elle schoislreitt

It seems scarcely^ necessary to repeat that the s and the / closing the respective per-

poiis of the tenses cease to be mute, if a vowel, or h not pronounced, follow imme-
diately.

The perfect iadefinite, *' I have finished," need not be given, as it is formed from
avoir, and from the past participle of the second verb, J'ai^m, &c. The same may-

be said of the other tenses, as '* I had finished," Sec, Tavals fini^ &c. ;
** I shall have

finished,'* J'aarai fini, &,c. We pass over these, therefore, to come to the future indi-

cative :

—

ENGLISH.
I shall finish

thou sbalt finish

he shall, or will, finish

she shall, or will, finish

we shall, or will, finish

you shall, or will, finish

they shall, or will, finish

FRENCH.
jejinirai

tu finiras

ilfinira

eUeJinira

nous finiroiis

vous finirez

^ilsfinlront

rRONUNCIATION.
zJie feeiieeray

ta feeneerdli

eelfeeneerah,

elfeeneerah

noo feenecroan

voofeeneeray

eelfeeneeroan

el Jeeneerocm.( eUesfiniront

Remember that the terminations ons and ontj &c., must be pronounced nasally, to

which the nearest approximation that a written sign can afford (if any can be employed)
is the

ff,
used as we sometimes have used it.

As we find that a very strong wish is felt by some of our correspondents to be able to

})ronounce the Lord's Prayer in French, we will try (and it is with reluctance, because
only an approach can be so accomplished) to indicate the sound of it as closely as Eng-
hsh letters may :

—*' Noatr pair kee ates o sieu voatr noam sooaw saunkteefeeay—voatr
raeen noos avvyenn—voatr voloantay sooaw fate on lah tair kum o see-el. Dunnay
noos osiourdwee noatr pah(n) koteedeeon—eh pardunnay noo no-soafFonse kum noo lay

pardunnoan-s-ah seukee noo-soant oaffonsay—ehne noos andweesay pwant ontontassee-
oan—may daleevray noo du raal. Ansee soo-awt eel.''

In some respects the French itself of the Lord's Prayer is of course not the French of
every-day life

;
particularly in en la terre ; dans being generally used before the definite

article, and en in a more indeterminate sense, as en France^ en 'oilier &c.

Errata.—Lesson XV., p. 248, for qui frappe^x^dA, of course, qui frappe ; and
p. 249, for enciente, read enceinte. Page 250, for disait (imperfect tense) read dif
(perfect tense) in the exercise ; and for tonjours, read toirjours.—hesson XVI., page
274, for apres avoir dine, read apices avoir dine. Page 277, in the pronunciation of the
third person singular of the imperfect subjunctive of avoir ^ read w and u instead of uss
and uss. We have still to give the perfect tense definite (of the Indicative mood) of
avoir and of etre, the conjugation of which will then be completed.

N.B.—Before any of the competitors can receive a prize, he must sign a declaration
which we will send him, to the efitect not only that he began the study of French in these
lessons, but that his performance in the matter of the prize exercise has been entirely his
own work.
We must defer some answers to correspondents until next week.
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

s. noua-substantive ; a. adjective ;
ad. adverb

CoNSis'ToiiY, s. a spiritual court.
;

Coxsoi/in.VNT, s, ibat Avhich has the :

(1 lality of uniting wounds ; a. healing
j

Avounds ^
i

CoysoT.'in.vTK, v. to harden, to combine,
j

tc form iuio a compact body.
|

Con'sols, 5. a term familiarly used to de-

note a consi'lerable portion of the public

debt of this kiogc[om,more correctly known

as the three per cent, consolidated an-

nuities.

Con sonance, s. an accord of sound ;
con-

sistency, agreement, friendship, concord.

Con'sonant, a. agreeable, suitable, fit

;

5. a letter not sounded by itself.

CoN^soRT, s. a wife or husband, a com-

panion.

Consort', v. to associate with, to marry.

CoNSPEc'TiON, s. a seeing, a beholding.

CoNsric'uous, a. easy to be seen, emi-

nent.

CoxspiR'ACY, s. a plot, a lawless combi-

nation.

Conspissa'tion, s. the act of thickening.

Con 'stable, s. a subordinate peace-

ofiicer.

Con'starlewick, s. the district over

which the authority of a constable extends.

Coxstab'ulary, «. relating to the civil

force.

Constella'tion, 5-. a group or cluster of

fixed stars.

Constipa'tion, s. an obstruction occa-

sioned by over fullness ; condensation.

Constit'uent, s, one who deputes ano-

iher ; an elector ; a. essential, composing, or

forming.

CoxsTiTu'riON, 5. the frame of body or

mind ; law of a country ; form of govern-

ment.

Constitu'tional, a, legal, according to

\he established government.

Constric'tion, a. contraction, force.

Constrin'gent, a. of a binding quality.

Construc'tion, 5. the act of building,

fabrication; meaning, interpretation; the

syntax.

Con'strue, v. a. to explain, to translate.

Consubstan'tial, a. of {he same sub-

stance.

Consubstantia'tion, s. the union of the

body of our Saviour with the Sicramental

element, according to the no. ion of the

Luthei ans.

; c. verb ; v. a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neuter.

Coi^uetu'dixary, a. customary.

Cox'suL, s the title of the highest ordi-

nary magistrate in the Roman Republic

;

an officer appointed by a government to

reside in some foreign country, in order to

give protection to such subjects of the go-

vernment by whom he is appointed as may

have commercial dealings in the country

where the consul resides ; and also to keep

his employers informed concerning any

matters relating to trade which it may be

interesting or advantageous for them to

know.
Consump'tiox, s. (in political economy)

the end of production; iheuse, the expendi-

ture, of articles produced.

Contab'ulate, v. a. to floor with boards.

CoNTA Giox, 5. an infection, a pestilence.

Coxtem'porary, s. one who lives at the

same time with another.

CoxTESSERA tion, s, an assemblage; a

collection.

Con'text, s. the succession, order, or

connection of a discourse, the consideration

of which is often necessary to ascertain the

meaning of the text.

CoNTiGu'iTY, s. actual contact.

Con'tinext, s. land not disjoined by the

sea from other lands.

Coxtin'gexce, Coxtix'gexcv, s. a

casualty or event which happens by what is

called chance.

CoNTiN"u'iTY, s, uninterrupted connec-

tion.

Coxtor'tion, s, a twist, a strain, a

flexure.

Contour', s. th6 outline of a figure.

Con'tra, a Latin preposition used in

composition, which signifies against.

Cox'traband, a. unlawful, forbidden^

illegal.

Cox'tract, s. a bargain, an agreement.

Contract'ible, a, capable of contraction,,

shortening, or abridgment.

Coxtractil'ity, s. the inherent quality

by which bodies shrink or contract.

Coxtradistixc'tion, s, a distinction by
opposite qualities.

Contrafis'suee, s. a fraction or fissu' e

opposite to that side which received the

blow.

Coxtraix'dicaxt, s. a symptom forbid-

ding the usual treatment of a disorder.

Con'traries, 5. pi propositions that

oppose.
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CoNTKAVALL.v'YiON, s, a fortification

thrown up to prevent sallies from a gar-

rison,

CoNTiii'TioN, s. deep sorrow on cccount

of sin; penitence.

Contuol'ler, s. one who has power to

govern, restrain, or confute.

Con'tuoversy, s. a dispute, a debate, a

quarrel ; enmity.

Contuma'cious, a. obstinate, perverse,

stubborn.

Contuxd', v. a. to bruise by beating.

Co.NTu'SE, V. a. to bruise, to beat to-

gctlier.

Conun'drum,'*. a riddle, a quibble.

CoNVALEs'cENT, a. rccovering, getting

health.

Conve'ne, V, to call together, to as-

semble.

Con'vent, s. a corporation or community
of religious, whether Monks or Nuns; the

house, abbey, monastery, or nunnery, in

which such Monks or Nuns dwell.

Coxven'ticle, s. an assembly for reli-

gious worship ; a secret assembly ; a meet-
ing-house.

Conven'tion, s. an union ; an assembly
;

a contract or agreement for a limited time.

A viilitary convejition is a treaty made be-

tween the commanders of two opposing
armies concerning the terms on which a

temporary cessation of hostilities shall take
place between them.

Conver'ge, v. n, to tend to one point.

Conversazio'ne, s. (Italian) a meeting
cr company for the purpose of conversation.

Con'veuse, a. contrary, opposite ; s. con-
versation.

Conver'sion, s. a change from one state

into another ; transmutation ; change from
one religion to another ; change of life.

Con'vrx, a. rising in a circular form, as

the outside of a globe ; opposite to concave.

CoNVEx'o con'cave, tt. having the hollow
on nno side, corresponding to the outward
rising.

Convey'ance, s. (in law) a deed or in-

strument in writing by means of which real

or personal property is transferred from one
person to another.

Convic'tion, s. a detection of guilt ; full

proof.

CoNViv'iAL, a. (literally, "with life")

social, festive, gay, pleasing.

Convoca'tion, s. an assembly; the term
is generally applied to an assembly of the
clergy in form of Parliament, under the
authv^rity of the King's writ.

Conyol've, v. a» to roll together, wind,
turn.

Con'voluted,
twisted.

a, rolled upon itselfj

I

Con'voy, s. in the military service,

detachment of troops appointed to guar
supplies of money, ammunition, provisions

&c., while bt?ing conveyed to a distan

town, or to an army in the field, through
country in which such supplies might
carried off by the peasantry, or by partie

of the enemy. In the Navy, the name
applied to one or more ships of war whicl

are ordered to protect a fleet of merchan
vessels on their voyage.

Coo'ly, s. an India road porter.

CooM, s. soot, dust, grease for wheels

Coomb, s. a corn measure of four busheli

Coop, s, a wooden or wicker cage f(

poultry.

Coop'er, s. a maker of barrels, &c.

Co-or'dinate, a. holding, the same ran

Co'PAL, s. hard resin, the juice of a tre

growing in India and Africa, from which
fine varnish is made.

Copart'ner, s. a joint partner in a busi-

ness.

Coper'NICAN, a. relating to the as*rono
mical system of Copernicus.

Co'PHOSis, s. dullness of hearing.

Co'piNG, s. the covering of a wall.

Co'pious, a. abundant, plentiful, full.

Cop'pel, s. an instrument used in che
mistry to purify gold and silver.

Cop'per, s. a valuable metal found ii

various parts of the world; a large boiler.

Cop'PERAS, s. a species of metallic salts

including sulphate of copper (blue cop
peras), sulphate of iron (green copperas)
and sulphate of zinc (white copperas).

Cop'pice, s, a wood or plantation" o
various kinds of trees, which shoot u
from the root after the parent stem has
been cut down, and which are periodically

cut down before they acquire any consider-

able size.

Cop'pled, a. rising in a conic form.

Cop'PLEDUST, s. powder for purifying
metals.

Copse, s. a small wood of low trees.

Cop'tic, 5. the language of the Copts, the
Christian descendants of the ancient Egyp-
tians.

Cop'ULA, s. in yram7nary the verb which
joins words in a sentence. In loyic, the.

term which connects the subject with its

predicate, or the thing which is affirmed.

Cop'uLATJYE, a. joining or mixing tcge!

ther.

Cop'yhold, s. a tenure under the lord o

a manor, held by the copy of a court roll.

1
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^

HUMAN PROGRESS, BY MEANS OF LABOUR^THE WILL oFxHE
CREATOR.

At the back of the title of the " OfiiciJ^alogue of the Great Exhibition," is the

following motto, in Latin and English :—

«* HUMANI GENERIS PROGBESSUS,

EX COMMUNI OMNIUM LABORS ORTUS,

UNIUSCUJUSaUE INDUSTRIE DEBET ESSE FINIS I

HOC ADJUVANDO,
^^

DEI OPTIMI MAXIMI VOLUNTATEM EXSEQUIMUB,

" THE PROGRESS OF THE HUMAN RACE,

RESULTING FROM THE COMMON LABOUR OF ALL MEN,
T^mTVTT»TrAT

OUGHT TO BE THE FINAL OBJECT OF THE EXERTION OF EACH INDRIBUAL.

IN PROMOTING THIS END, ,,

AVE AM CAKRTING OVT THE AVILL OP THE GREAT AND BLE.SSED GOD.
.

AS we read these words we could not help thmking that they contained a^ text

which might be expanded into a xiseful sermon. A gentleman in orders would

perhaps call the attention of his audience to ..> prominent ideas which he on its

"fFKoaEESS-We need hardly tell our readers that the word
Y,^^^^^;^^^

etymologically and conventionally, means " to step on. or forwards. We mi ht

say that this is the end of walking generally, and of the legs ^yl^^''^

^^fl'jgjy
has given to us. Man was not made to move backwards. I^^^^^*

^Jf^^^^^^/^
walks backwards, and therefore the ancients placed that animal o"}^^

^f^^^
tropic, because the sun on attaining that height began to «turn Man is a more

noble being than the sun, and for his race there is no Tropic °^^f^'^ ^'^^^^^^
Even death is no bound to his advancement , for if he has ^--^^^d' his genera on

according to the will of God." he then rises to a higher sphere, where his spirit,

from the contemplation of the Deity without a veil, may increase '".''"""'l^'^g^

and bliss for ever. Those who wUl read history attentively ^viU percexve that we

have made ,vonderful progress. One of the greatest proofs of this e^"
J'^^S^^

together into one place, is the Industrial Palace, and its variety of inventions. A

Crystal Palace in Eden was a human impossibility. How far art and s-en e may

.

have proceeded before the flood we cannot tell; but there is reason to fear that as

the whole earth was filled with violence, there was hardly ""a«™"y
/"^l''

among them to allow of such an exhibition of the arts of peace. It would be idle

to talk of such a Palace of Industry in Babylon, Persia, Greece, Rome, Mecca.

Constantinople, or any other of the cities of the olden time. There was not science

art, or morality enough to produce or allow of a universal collection "f^he people

and productions of all countries. Its existence in our day is a proof that we have

made wonderful progress ; and therefore it is one of the greatest evidences we ha>e

had of the capacities and powers of the human mind for improvement and advance-

"*Man is born the most helpless and indigent of all creatures. He comes i-^to the

world " naked." He has nothing, and for several years he can "J" °°*^"S-
J^f"/

imagine, then, what a miserable wretch he would be if he made
J^"

PJ^-^^^';

Everything depends upon his physical, mental, and moral growth. Babies at inxe«
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score years and ten ! a world of babies ! would be the most pitiable scene of

wretchedness that the mind can imagine. To increase in ivisdom and stature is

essential to our liappiness ; and even, we might say, to our very existence. Growth

ordc-ath is the law of existence. *' To forget the things which are behind, to

reach forth to those which are before, and press towards the mark for the prize of

our high calling," is as necessary in physics, in science and the arts, as in religion.

Our wants are endless, but our material and mental resources for ministering to

them are just as extensive ; so that though we are born the poorest, the weakest,

and the most dependent of all creatures, yet we can become, by means of our inge-

nuity and industry, the strongest, the richest, the noblest, and the happiest of all

beings on the face of our globe. Could we only impress on all our working friends,,

of both sexes, that p^gress is the great law of humanity, and that we all can ad-

vance if w^e choose, we should teach them the greatest, the most profitable, and

the best lesson that man can impart to his fellow-man.

II. Labour.—Everything in the constitution of man shows that he was made for

labour. His erect position, v/hich enables him to have his hands at liberty, while

he supports himself, and moves along on his feet, is admirably adapted for toil.

Hence, he can stand at the bench, follow the plough, drive the truck, or grasp and

carry a large weight upon his shoulders. Were he compelled to walk on all fours,

by far the greater part of his mechanical power would be lost. His spine also is

a marvellous piece of mechanism. We saw a man, the other day, carry a package

on his back, which weighed three hundredweight and a-half ; and we have known
three men stand erect on each other's shoulders. Now when we take into considera-

tion that the back-bone is capable of supporting these burdens, and that this part

of the human body is a tube, and consists of a number of joints fastened together

by cartilages, we behold in its formation and muscle a most remarkable implement
for labour. And then the hands and the arms, especially, are beautifully adapted

for works of art. Their great use, and almost infinite skill, will appear in a mo-
ment, if we consider that not a single production in the Industrial Palace, nor the

Palace itself, could have been formed or manufactured without the hand of man.
The human body, therefore, is the most stupendous working machine on our globe.

Our best engines and instruments, our most ingenious contrivances, are childish,

and mere toys, compared with this divine piece of mechanism.

But the material engine without the mind would be as useless as the locomotive

without steam. The soul also is something more than a mere power, or an instinct.

It can of itself reason, calculate, contrive, and invent. The words of Paul, ** We
are His offspring," are capable of almost mathematical demonstration. We argue
that bees are bees, and belong to the same species, because they all make cells and
fill them with honey. The drone in appearance is very much like a bee, but then
it elaborates no honey, and therefore belongs to a different order. This mode of
argument applies to all the creatures with which we are acquainted. Similarity of
talent, instinct, or whatever else you choose to call it, is sufficient to constitute a
relationship. When we used to go birds' -nesting, the form of the nest was suffi-

cient to satisfy us respecting the animal that had built it. We distinguished the-

architecture of the thrush from that of tne blackbird, and the cell of the wren from,
the house of the sparrow. Now, the universe is a great and glorious invention,,
and the watch, or ihe steam-engine, is also an invention; both required-
mind and intellect, or rational, calculating, and contriving faculties. It is
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true that the one is finite, and the other infinite, hut this makes no difference

to our argument. A drop of water from the Atlantic or Pacific is only a

drop, and yet its analysis would show that it possesses all the essential attri-

butes of the ocean ; so mind may be infinite or finite, and its i:>roductions

may be the starry heavens, the body of a bee, an elephant, a man, a spinning;

jenny, a wheel-barrow, or an eight-day chronometer; but there was mind re-

quired in each case, whether the work be the vast creation of the Almighty,

or the imperfect machines and manufactures of man. Human beings are the

children of the Most High, and their bodies and spirits, by their immense

capacity of adaptation for almost cver^- kind of occupation, show that they

were made to labour. ^
ni. The motto speaks of " The Labour or All."—From what we have said,

it is evident that all were made to labour. The Almighty has not given us any

superfluous members or faculties ; and as all bodies and souls are alike, we may be

sure that there was a work for all of us to do. Those persons who merely eat,

drink, sleep, and decorate their persons, seem to have no use for those vast powers

of mind and body with which they are endued ; and almost intimate that the

Creator has been redundantly benevolent in giving them human bodies and

rational souls. It is lamentable to think wh^t numbers of persons pass through

life w^ithout doing anything to advance society, or benefit their fellow-creatures. As

we have such a variety of talents, there is a loud imperative call that we should

exert ourselves for the good of our species. All are not designed or qualified to fill

the same stations, or work at the same trades. One may labour with his hands
;

anotller, Avith his feet ; a third, with his head; a fourth, with his heart; and a

fifth, with his tongue ; and it matters little as to the employment, provided it be

useful, and adapted to move on the world. The relative respectability of labour,

trades, and professions, will soon be viewed as an idle fiction, and be discarded by

every reasonable individual in the land. One of the great ends of life is to work at

something that will benefit our age and generation. Gob made us to work
;
worK

is one of the greatest sweeteners of our existence, for even pleasure becomes irksome

when carried too far. Recreation and toil must be mingled both for health and

happiness. Hence, the operative often tastes more bliss in his one day o[

freedom from labour, than the 'squire in his six months of successive ease and

indolence.

IV. Proghess should ke the end of Labour.—We have seen that man is

capable of interminable improvement, and, therefore, that he was made to advance.

Other creatures are not thus distinguished. How little can be taught to tne m.ost

sagacious of our animals ! Who thinks of taking dogs, horses, elephants, or

parrots to the Crystal Palace tc^ improve their minds ? But man is always at

school, and can learn from everything he sees, hears, tastes, smells, or touches.

He can take in a world of thought at a glance, and go away from a landscape, a

lecture, an Exhibition, or a Museum, inconceivably enriched. Good and useful

ideas are to him worth all the gold, diamonds, and jewels in the world. Hence,

the price of wisdom is " far above rubies." How many Kings and Queens mi-lit

have saved themselves their crowns and their empires, and have blessed their sub-

jects with all that heart could wish, if they had been as rich in wisdom as they

were in precious stones ? As man is made to labour, so he is made to advance ;
and

progress should be the end of every effort. The needle should move, the hammoif
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Strike, the adze be uplifted, the shuttle ply, the wheel turn, the oar be plied, the

pen be used, the tongue plead, the feet run, and the engine propel, for the glorious

t]ie noble, the benevolent object of advancing society. Hence, when followed

from a right motive, all secular pursuits become religious exercises, and toil no

small portion of our worship. As the chimney-sweeper or the smith washes away
the soot from his body in the evening, he may congratulate himself that he has done

something to advance the comfort of his fellows ; and the weary spinner, operative,

or day labourer, may rejoice that, though he has exhausted himself at his calling, I

yet he has added to the improvement of the world. Ourmechanics and peasants are

among the mainsprings of universal progress ; and every occupation, employment,

and even recreation Which has not this object in view, should be abandoned as an

abuse of our talents, a waste of our time, and, consequently, a crime against our-

selves, our country, our species generally, and the Great Being who presides over

us all.

y. We can All Aid in this Labour and Progress.—Here is a task which

all may undertake. Women can do as much as men to accelerate the world's pro-

gress. There are some stations which they may never fill ; there are occupations

for which they are not fitted ; there are honours which may never encircle their

brow ; but to be useful in advancing society is a work for which females are just

as competent as the other sex. Here, too, the poor may do as much as the rich.

There is not a farthing in the country, but has been obtained by industry. Money
does not grow on hedge-rows. You cannot collect tithes, rent, and revenues, like

blackberries ; even the peach will not drop into your mouth, nor the grapes quench

your thirst of their own accord, ** All things," says Solomon, " are full of labour."

Without toil our earth would be a wilderness. Its present riches have all been

produced by the hand of the labourer. But the rich can also occupy themselves in

the notable work. We are no enemies to an aristocracy. We have no idea that

oppression and injustice are inseparable from the nobility and gentry, any more

than we believe that dishonesty is an essential quality of poverty. On both sides

we have had illustrious examples of the contrary. Many peers and princes have

ennobled nobility by their virtues, and we anticipate a time when there shall be

more than one Lord Rosse, Carlisle, or Ducie. And a glorious day it shall be

when the aristocracy of the land shall put forth all their energies to advance in

every possible way the intelligence and happiness of the world. Let all the talents

of men and women, of young and old, of rich and poor, of princes, nobles, opera-

tives, and peasants be properly and usefully employed, and the progress of the

world will exceed the hopes of the most sanguine philanthropist.

YI. Progress from Labour is the Will of the Most High.—All our re-

sources come from Him. He created the mines, the grass, the corn, the vine, the

oak, the cedar, and all the various races of animals, and gave them to man. He
also formed our bodies, and breathed into them the breath of a living and a rational

soul. Ho made us weaker, poorer, and more defenceless than any creatures ; and

he also gave us all the powers, and faculties, and resources necessary to raise us to

the highest eminence in comfort, intelligence, and morality. Everything in man
and around man show us that labour, and progress from labour, and from labour

alone, are His will. Where there is no toil, there everything is under a blight ; the

land is a wilderness ; thehorse and the ox are wild ; the human face is that of a savage;

and the soul the counterpart of a malignant fiend. But art, labour, invention,
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education, and morals everywhere succeed. Cities rise, trade increases, the wants

of the people are supplied, riches abound, property is secure, peace prevails, and

earth promises to be the reflection of heaven. Human progress is the will of God,

and as soon as it shall become the will of man, and lead to all necessary effort, the

world shall appear in all the beauties and glories of truth, liberty, equity, and bene-

volence—a scene of happiness, cheered with the perpetual smile of our universal

Father and Friend.

COLLIERS AND COAL MINING.
(Concluded frotn page 2^^,) •

APPENDIX.
GENERAL STATISTICS.

There are 3,000 coal mines in Great Britain, which employ nearly 250,000 men,
women, and boys, underground and above. The capital invested in working stock,

tramways, shafts, and harbours, altogether exceeds £30,000,000 in value. The
** get of coals " amounts to about 34,000,000 tons annually, the estimated value of

wiiich at the pit's mouth is ^10,000,000. One third of this is worked from the

Northern Coal Field, in the counties of Northumberland and Durham, from whence by
the rivers Tyne, Wear, and Tees the chief shipments of coals are made, both foreign

and coastwise. The chief points of home consumption are in the iron works of

Staffordshire, South Wales, and the West of Scotland ; which, with the lesser works
of North Wales, Shropshire, Yorkshire, and Derbyshire, consume nearly one-third

of the whole. The Lancashire coal field produces about 4,000,000 tons annually
;

Wigan, 2,000,000 tons annually; Bolton, 1,000,000 tons annually; St. Helens,

1,000,000 tons annually. The cost of " getting'' the coals appears to average much
the same in Lancashire as in Durham and Northumberland; the reason of the latter

obtaining such a heavy preponderance in exporting appears to arise from the increased
vigour with Vvhich the trade has been pushed there, and the increased facilities that
have been created in railways, staiths, &c. ; the operation of loading a vessel with
coal at Newcastle, Sunderland, Shields, Hartlepool, Middlesbro', &c. being per-
formed in about as many hours as it takes days for the same task in Liverpool.

—

(From a ** Report of the Coal Traffic of the Country," by Braithwaite Poole, Esq.,
in Mining Journal.)

EXPORTS OF COAL, CINDERS, CULM, ETC.

In a recently-published return of the comparative exportation of coal, cinders, and
culm during the years 1848 and 1849, it is stated that:—In 1848 the total exports
of these articles to foreign countries and British settlements amounted to 2,785,300
tons, the declared value of which was ^1,088,221 ; and 1849, to 2,828,039 tons, the
declared value ^£1,087,122. The amount of duty on the last mentioned quantity
was ^3,233 13s. 2d. ; the charge being made only in the case of foreign ships not
entitled to the privileges conferred by treaties of reciprocity ; the duty levied is 4s.

per ton. The total quantity of coal, cinder, and culm shipped at the several ports of
the United Kingdom coastwise to other ports of the kingdom amounted, in 1848, to

9,074,079 tons ; in 1849, to 8,552,706 tons. The quantities of coal brought coast-

wise, and by inland navigation to London, into the port of London during 1848 was
3,479,189 tons ; in 1849 it was 3,380,786 tons.

EXPLOSIONS AND DEATHS.

In a report on the Great Northern Coal Field, by Mr. Phillips, up to the year

1849, the following tabular statement is given :

—
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I'rom 17t56 to 1765

„ 1766 1775

„ 1776 1785

„ 1786 1795

„ 1796 1805

„ 1806 1815

inclusive
Explosions.

5 ...

298
344

328
31

(Davy Lamp introduced).
From 1816 to 1825 inclusive 20

„ 1826 1835 „ 23
(Parliamentary Inquiry).

From 1836«to 1815 inclusive 15

„ 18i6 1849. „ 1

In a consideration of this table it must always be borne in mind that in the cen-
tury over v/hich the inquiry extends, the extension of the coal trade has pro-
gressed in a greater ratio than the number of accidents. And, further, that in

those decades presenting the most frightful array of deaths, occurred some of the
niO!st disastrous accidents recorded in the annals of the coal trade. The table

itself furnishes another ground for hope that accidents will decrease. AVhilst the
average loss of life between 1806 and 1815 was 30'2

; between 1816 and 1825, 29*6
;

between 1826 and 1835, 34*4 ; and between 1836 and 1845, 32*8
; the average of

the last four years recorded was only 7*75. These figures refer to fatalities from
gas in the counties of Durham and Northumberland only.

Ayeuage Phice of Coal.

Bituminous.
General Hange.

25s. 6d.

23s. Od.

21s. Od.

20s. Od.

23s. 9d.

20s. Od.

20?,. Od.

Anthfacite,
and Steam.

£ s. d.

1 7
1 6

1

1

19

1 1
1

1 6

Since tiic last date prices generally have declined, and the average has not ex-
ceeded 14s per ton.

By far the greatest proportion of the coal brought into London is from the pit
of the Great Northern Coal Field. The following statement of the ordinary
charges which arise on this coal in its passage from the pit's mouth to the consumer
lias been handed to us by a coal merchant of considerable experience ;

—

'

Per Ton.
Freight from any of the northern ports, varying from 53. 6d. to 7s. 6d, £ s. d.

but recently averaging ,..,. 6
City dues in the Thames 1 1
Factorage *.*.*.

9

Certain expenses to the coal owner ,

The following expenses generally accrue to the coal merchant :—
Per

Barge hire .'
^. ,

Landing
JScreening q
Loss by ditto , q
Cartage within a circle of three miles
Wharfage 3d. and weighing Id .'..!..'

7 19

Ton.
6

1

3
3

2 6

4

12 8
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Tdd to this sum of 12s. 8d. a further sum of 6s. Gd., as the price of the coals on

botd the vessel™t the p ace of shipment; being about 3s. 6d. or Is. for the coal at

.1 ..:;»'. Jm.th a nricewhich generally remunerates the owners for good houscliold

coal^andX remaiX The cosfof transmission from the pifs mouth to the place o

XnmTnt and we hav^^ 19^- 2d. per ton to the merchant for household

coarrostfn^ the consumer something like 21s. per ton. 6s. 6d. is named as the

v°lue of the coal on board at the place of shipment, but owing to a variety of causes

The owner often receives a much less sum. The prices of coal have been gradually

^ rjr! fnr thri-ist few vears, a circumstance which may be attributed mainly, if

n^fent^fely, to tl undue stfmul^s given to the opening of pits during the time of

the ''"imitation of the vend." and the attempt to keep up the price of coals by means

o artS estrictions. A new source of competition has recen ly been opened in

iLrnn in the efforts made by the Great Northern Railway Company, who have

r";::'".; be"en brS ^e SilkLne coal to I-<1-
.f
-
|td^^]- ^fn

^ iKo"!
and selling it at their station in town at something like 13s. 6d. per ton. Ihis coal

is, however, inferior to the coal from Northumberland and Durham.

A COMPAKATIVE VIE^y OF TKE PKODXTCTS OF THE LARGEST COAL-PRODUCING COUNTRIES.

The following Statistics are selected and condensed from a valuable and compre-

hensive work, entitled " Statistics of Coal," by Richard Cowling Taylor, F.G.S., &c.,

"^"BElGiuM-Zn 1844-5 there were in full operation 212 mines, and rot in work 97

others making 309 mines, comprising 540 coal pits in operation and construction

e nployii^38,500 miners, and 500 steam engines, of «" aggregate force of 22,841

Zse power. The product of their labour was 4,445,240 tons, which were returned

at the value of 39,844,191 francs at the place of extraction :
equal to £1,660,000

sterlina- In 1845 the quantity raised was 4,960,077 tons.
, t • -,

ParlsiA -In the vear 1840 there were about 752 mines, Anthracite and Lignite,

• f^r T^pL emnloved 24 024 miners, and produced 3,245,607 tons, the

rufofXh InZ orc?Kurns'is'givSi as 19,687,7^ francs equal to £793,860

sterlhi- In 1844 the four coal provinces of Prussia produced .3,650,000 tons, value

22 ^kToOO francs Three German States of the ZoUverem yielded 250 000, of the

value o?2!25"francs! The Prussian colUeries in 1844 employed 25,000 miners.

These returns, remarks Mr. Taylor, appear to be incomplete.

FRANCE.-I)uring the year 1845 there were, according to official documents 449

eoal mines, worked and unworked, employing 30-778 miners and producing 4,m 61

,

tons of mineral fuel. Value, at the pit's mouth, 39,705,432 francs, equal ta

^
GR^E^i'^BRiTAiN^-As the details of production and distribution are not all

officfaUv regTstered as in Uie Continental States, we can only ascertain that about

m5-6 the current estimate of the total production of coal in the British mines was

31,500,000 tons ; the value of which at the place of extraction was considered to be

£9 100 000. Another statement for the year 1845 gives the production as 34,754,750

ton's, of which one-third was shipped coastwise of
^^^JS"' ^"^

the
^•^"}^'"f|,^4'=°S;

sumed in the interior. The value here is assigned at £9,450,000. In 1844 the

niimher of nersons employed in coal mines was 118,233.

United &s of AMERicA.-Little can be said with certainty of the coal

statistics here, owing to the repugnance which prevails in a repub ican country to

s^einformlt on of In official character on matters touching their business under-

?aktn"s The returns made to Congress, under the census act of 1840, were known

to be°very much understated, while in many instances no returns whatever were made.

The followhig, however, are the facts then obtained :-Annua production of Anthra-

cite 863 489 ons ; of Bituminous coal, 985,828 tons. Total number of workmen

eSloyed. 6,811 ; capital invested. 6,224,464 dols. Proportion of capital to pro-

ducS for' Anthracite, five dollars per ton. Bituminous, two doUars per ton In

1845, the production of Anthracite in Pennsylvania was 2,023,0o2 tons
,
in l»4b,

2,343.992 tons; in 1847, 2,982,309 tons.
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PROGRESS OF THE TRADE.
Increase per cent.

in 20 years.

Pennsylvania :—Anthracite only, Bituminous unknown, 5,654

Great Britain:—Production and consumption not
registered, exports 713
General shipments at the mines for exportation and

home consumption 97
Brought into the port of London 83

Prussia :—Indigenous production 124
France, do do 181
Belgium, do do Ill

It is to be regretted that no accurate data exist for computing the general increase

of production in Great Britain, the inland consumption being so great—calculated

at 23,500,000.^tons—in South Wales alone not less than 5,000,000—that the amounts
shipped furnm but slender criteria for basing a comparison upon,

COAL FIELDS.

The following general arrangement of the coal-fields in England and Wales seems to

be as good and natural a classification as can be adopted :— 1. The Great Northern dis-

trict, including all the coal-fields north of the Trent. 2. The central districts, includ-

ing Leicester, Warwick, Stafford, and Shropshire. 3. The western districts, which may
be subdivided into North-Western, including North Wales, and South-Western,

including South Wales, Gloucestershire, and Somersetshire.

Coal is found in these fields in strata of various thicknesses, and alternating with slate,

clay, and sandstone; the alternations being frequently and indefinitely repeated. The-coal-

beds, which are of various qualities, are principally distinguished by the proportion of

bitumen in the coal. Three species are enumerated, in each of which the quantity of

bitumen has been ascertained:—1. The caking coal, likewise distinguished by many
other provincial names, yields about forty per cent r^l bitumen : this is the prevailing

kind in the Northumberland and Durham mines. 2. The cannel coal—called parrot

coal in Scotland—contains about twenty per cent, of bitumen : this coal occurs in Lan-

cashire also. 3. The stone coal, likewise known under many other names, contains

little or no bitumen : this is the ordinary coal of the Staffordshire and Scotch collieries.

The coal seams, together with their alternating strata, called the coal measures, usually

lie on beds of millstone grit and shale (hard coarse-grained sandstone and slate clay),

which sometimes exceeds 120 fathoms in thickness. • Under this species is the moun-
tain or carboniferous limestone, an assemblage of calcareous strata of variable thickness,

sometimes exceeding nine hundred feet. This limestone is frequently characterised by

caverns and fissures. The carboniferous limestone rests on a bed of old red sandstone,

varying in thickness from 200 to 2,000 feet. These four different series of strata are

usually comprehended under the term *' coal formation,'^ Though in general the coal

measures lie above the three beds just enumerated, these beds do not form an essential

part of the coal formation ; for sometimes the coal measures occur without these inter-

mediate series, and repose immediately on the transition rock. Such is the case in the

coal fields of Coalbrook Dale and of Dudley.
A general resemblance in structure appears in all the English coal-fields, but still

with considerable local varieties. The phenomena by which dykes or faults are produced
have sometimes uplifted the strata on one side of the dyke many fathoms above those

on the other side, and occasioned irregularities extremely perplexing to the miner.

These dykes are fissures which traverse the strata, often extending several miles, and
penetrating generally to an unknown depth. These fissures are usually filled with clay,

with portions of the dislocated strata, or sometimes by basaltic rocks.

Anthracite coal is found in considerable quantities in South Wales. This coal

contains no bitumen, or gives out no gas or smoke, but requires a uniform temperature

to prevent explosion. It does not need the use of a poker, but will smother for hours

with intense heat. For generating steam it is invaluable.
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Relative Amounts of Production of Mineral Combustibles in the Sn
PRINCIPAL Coal-producing Countries of the World in the year 1846.

Tons.

Great Britain :—Annual production 31,500,000

Belgium 4,960,077

France 4, 141 ,61?

United States of America :

—

Anthracite 2,650,000

Bituminous 1,750,000

Prussia 3,500,000

Austria 700,000

The Superficial Coal Areas of various Countries.
(From Taylor's " Statistics of Coal.")

United States of America:

—

Square miles.

Bituminous coal area •••• 133,132

Anthracite coal of Pennsylvania • • 437

British America :

—

Bituminous coal area 18,000

France,Do 1,719

Belgium, Do 518

Spain, Do 3,408

Great Britain and Ireland :

—

Anthracite and culm coal area 3,720

Bituminous 8,139

ventilation of mines.

The causes which most frequently vitiate the air in pits are these—the respiration of

the workmen, the combustion of lamps, the explosions of powder, the spontaneous

decomposition of certain mineral substances, such as the sulphurets, which change into

sulphates ; the coal, which heats and burns spontaneously ; the corruption of the wood

;

tlie striking of the tools against rocks which contain ores of arsenic or mercury ; in

addition to which is the natural disengagement of deleterious gases, which penetrate the

i-ocks, or are accumulated, in the crevices and natural cavities, and sometimes in old

workings. The proto-carbonated hydrogen, or inflammable air, which is generated in

larger or smaller quantities in almost all coal mines, is the most dangerous enemy of the

miner. Its presence is indicated to the miner by the flame of the lamp elongating and
taking a bluish tint ; upon perceiving which, he should immediately lower his lamp, or

extinguish it at once. It has been ascertained that the most violent explosions take

place on the admixture of one volume of proto-carbonated hydrogen with seven or eight

of atmospheric air. Whilst the greatest number of accidents occur from explosions of
fire-damp, it frequently happens that the largest number of fatalities connected with these

accidents result from the alter-damp which succeeds. Its chemical composition is eight

parts of nitrogen, with a specific gravity of 0*9722, two parts of aqueous vapour, and
one part of carbonic acid gas, of specific gravity 1'5277. Its effect on the system is at

first partial insensibility, which is rapidly followed by asphyxia. The only efficient

safeguard to the miner against the effects of these gases is sufficient ventilation, to pre-

vent their accumulation in deleterious quantities. The careful use of the safety-lamp

will always be prudent, and prevent many accidents ; but, even with its use, care should

be taken not to place undue confidence in it. As to the most efficient modes of ventila-

tion, it is a subject which would require volumes to discuss ; but it is certain that

none can be deemed trustworthy which does not insist on the presence of a sufficient

number of shafts or outlets from the pit.

mining casualties in great BRITAIN.

The Mining Journal, January, 1844, published a list of 483 deaths and accidents

noted in its columns during the previous eight months. The editor conceives that tlie

number of lives sacrificed annually cannot be less than 2,500, exclusive of numerous
cases of severe injuries, ultimately resulting in death.

A table of deaths of miners in the Dudley coal field during five and a half years, from
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July, 1837. to December, ]842, as returned to the Registrar General, gives the following
rc'bultd :

—

Deaths of minors, of 1^; years and upwards during 51 years .... 1,122
Of tliesc, I:illed by accidents GJO
Proportion per cent, killed 54 ' 3
Average age at death , 35 i

Tiie following table refers to the Northern coal field alone, of which statistics appear
most accessible and detailed :

—

iVom 1803 to 1821, From Explosion "lOo
Inundated by Water \ 75
Choke Damp 9
Boiler-bursting and other causes

.'.'.'
40

18J1 to 1843, Explosions 733
Falling Stones, Choke Damp, and other causes 89

1844 to 1845, Explosions in two cases only, exclusive of
deaths from other causes 134

Total killed in 42 years in one district, besides numerous omitted 1,184
Appalling as these facts appear, they fall short of the fatalities in some of the conti-

nental coal helds. A statement of miners killed during 15 j^ears in the basin of the
Loire, France, gives a proportion of 1 in 100 employed; that of Belgium averages
1 in 327 ; whilst in the Newcastle coal field it averages 1 in 508.

Startling as are the statistics of mining accidents and fatalities, it is somewhat sur-
prising that remarks like the following, which appear in the Mining Journal, should bo
true:— '* England is justly proud of her numerous charities, her hospitals for the sick
and maimed, her asylums for aged and decayed members of society, and her institutions
for the protection of the widow and orphan. But, with shame be it spoken, a country
indebted, in a great measure, for her position to her mineral riches, cannot reckon,
amongst her numerous charitable establishments, one which is devoted to the maimed or
aged collier or miner, nor a [public] fund wherewith to support the widow and the
fatherless who may be bereaved of their natural protector by accidents in the mines.''
The only associations which have at all had for their aim the relief of the needy or

disabled mmer, appear to be in the form of benefit clubs, the majority of which, from
various causes, it would appear have failed in their object ; whilst some combining
arrangements for im.posing or attempting to impose artificial checks to the freedom of
labour have proved worse than useless.

ROYALTIES, RENT, ETC.

Very few of the English coal mines are worked by the owners. In the majority of
instances they are let to one or more persons on leases of from 21 to 40 years. The
I)roprietor of the soil receives a rent to which the name of Royalty has been given, and
which IS determined on the following principle :—The probable profit is calculated as
accurately as possible. This profit is regarded as a sum resulting from the accumula-
tion ot capital and its interest during the period of the lease. They then calculate the
annuity which it ought to pay to completely reimburse this capital and interest at the end
ot a term a little shorter than that to which the lease extends, 19 or 20 years, for instance.
It the lease is 21 years. This annuity constitutes the rent which the proprietaiy ouebt
to i^ceive. The royalty is not a fixed sura; it varies with the products of the mine.
VV ita regard to coals, it is now fixed at so much per ton worked, varying from 5d. to 18d.
per Newcastle chaldron of 2 tons 13 cwt. The mean royalties on the Tyne, AVear,
and lees are 5d. or Cd. per ton. .

fiJ'*.*,;?"^'^
foregoing Narrative having been selected for pubHcation by the adjudicators,

t le wiiters ot the non-accepted narratives may have their manuscripts by applying for

ffTL ,T' .?'
""' ^^'^

"^'f
^' '""^ *^ ^"y P^^^'« ^^cifitd, pn our receving postage,

fctdrajis to cover the expense of transmission. ^ K ^
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THE ALHAMBRA.

*' Lonelv and still arc now thy marble halls,

Thou fair Alhambra ! there the feast is o'er ;

And, with the murmur of thy fountain falls.

Blend the wild tones of minstrelsy no more.

" Unshed are the voices that, in years gone by.

Have mourned, exulted, menaced, through thy towers ;

Within thy pillar'd courts the grass waves high,

And all uncultured bloom thy fairy bowers."—IIemans.

A "VVOiiD of preface, dear reader, and a

word only. Tlie Note-book from which this

sketchis selected is a medley of strange com-
pounds—a magazine of scraps, strung to-

gether in many lands, and indifferent hu-

mouis. Sketches of men, things, and places

are all jumbled together, mixed here and
there with fragmentary tales—the whole an
odd farrago ofscattered memories and fancies.

After this fair warning, then, if you will

bear me company, I'll open at random and
run through a pnge, though " the ghostly

hour of midnight" is striking as I begin.
'* Ancient city of the Moorish kings

!

well might the unfortunate Boabdil weep as

he gazed for the last time on thy stately

palaces and fertile vineyards, and saw the

victorious banners of Ferdinand float from
thy walls!"
Some such magniloquent exclamation as

this, I think it was, escaped me as I entered

the tower of Comares, and looked down
upon Granada from the ruined battlements

of the Alhambra. I had come to sunny
Spain in search of health, as many had
done before me, and in the course of my
wanderings had reached the old Moorish
capital the evening before. Wearied with

toiling through dangerous roads and over

bleak mountains, I approached the narrow
defile which led down into the Vega, not in

the most enviable state of mind. The chat-

tering tongue of my muleteer had become
silent when he founi that I no longer paid

attention to his traditional wonders, nor
praised his songs. But the splendour of

the prospect which opened upon us as we
emerged from the pass, speedily revived my
spirits, and once more let loose the tongue
of my companion. A noble expanse of fer-

tile plain opened before us, and far off,

against the horizon, lay the white domes
and turrets of Granada. On the left, the

majestic towers of the Moorish palace

crowned the long ridge of hills, and on the

right rose the woods of the Soto and the

lofty Sierra Elvira. The grandest feature

in the whole, however, was the city itself,

which extended, in the form of a half-moon,

from the river, up the side of the hill, with

its tall white spires and gilded cupolas, piled,

as it were, one upon the other.

A quickened pace soon brought us to the

bridge over the Darro, which we crossed,

and entered the city. Once within, much,
of the splendid illusion created by the dis-

tant view was destroyed. The streets were
narrow and dirty, instead of being wide and,

at least, tolerably clean, like those which I

have met with in Seville and some other

cities of the peninsula. The only exception

was the Ilambla, which we entered after

winding through a long labyrinth little more
than wide enough to let two mules pass.

At the opposite end of the Ilambla we drew
up before a comfortable posada, close by the

church of San Jeronimus. Weary as I was
with our long jog-trot journey over the

worst roads in Europe, bright visions of rest

and refreshment rose up before me as I

dismounted and entered. Mine host wel-

comed me with countless assurances of the

comforts which awaited me within, to be

found nowhere else in such perfection in

the whole of Granada. To do him justice,

the sight of my scanty luggage in no degree

damped the ardour of his welcome.
As the internal economy of a Spanish inn

is known almost all the world over, I shall

not swell out these reminiscences by adding

another to the descriptions of it which
everybody has seen. Enough to chronicle

the fact, that the one to which I found my-
self consigned was of the true orthodox
class.

After a sound night's sleep, notwithstand-

ing the companionship of sundry bedfellows,

to whose wakeful activity my outer man bore

witness in the morning, I rose late, and
found myself all but entirely free from the

fatigues of my uncomfortable journey. It

was a glorious day that greeted me as I left

the posada to begin my peregrinations

through Granada—such a day as can be

seen only in the south. Not a cloud stained

the purity of the azure firmament, from
high up in which heaven's great diamond
sent down its scorching rays, tempered on
their course by the cool breezes which blew

from the Sierra Nevada, whose snowy sum-
mits gleamed in the distance like a long

ridge of silver clouds against the clear blue

sky.

The greater part of the day I spent, in

visiting some of the archirectuval beauues

of this last stronghold of Moorish chivalry.
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Chief amongst them is the cathedral, with
its profuse and exquisite ornaments ofjasper
and marble, and its magnificent dome rest-

ing on twelve arches, and supported by as
irariy marble pilasters. Near to it is the
Capilla de las Jieyes (Chapel of the Epi-
phany), wliere lie the ashes of Ferdinand
and Isabella. There I visited the Alca-
liiccria, or Moorish bazaar, where two hun-
dred small shops still offer their wares, as
in the days of Abu Abdalla. The colleges,
squares, and fountains afforded more than
enough to engage and delight nfe till the
afternoon; their fuller examination after-
wards occupied many a well-spent hour,
whose pleasant memories come full upon
me as I pen down these fragmentary notes.
On my return to the hostelry, a repast of
tea and delicious cheesecakes appeased my
sharpened appetite. I had purposely de-
layed visiting Granada's chief glory, the
Alhambra, the abiding memorial of its

Arabian grandeur, till sunset, when both it

and the adjoining palace of the Generalife,
robed in the shadows of a southern twi-
light, are seen to the greatest advantage.
Never fond, at the best of times, of the

company of officious ciceroni^ I determined
to make my evening ramble alone, trusting
to my own knowledge, scanty though it was,
of the history and traditions of the place,
for all that was necessary to enable nie to
wander intelligently and pleasurably over
these relics of a brave and noble people,
who had rolled like a living, resistless wave
into Spain, from their desert homes in Asia,
conquered, flourished, and then passed
away for ever.

The streets were nearly deserted as I
sallied forth from the inn. Passing along the
Calle de los Go?neles, or Street of the Go-
meles, I went cut at the Puerta de los Gra-
nadas, or Pomegranate Gate, and took the
middle of the three paths into which the
road divides itself. 1 his soon brought me
to a thick grove of elm trees, which clothed
the side ot the rugged hill nearly up to the
walls of the fortress. Following the wind-
ing path, I soon found myself, on emerging
from the wood, close by the fountain of
Charles V., which plays upon a kind of
natural terrace, the view from which amply
repaid me for the short fatigue of the
ascent. Continuing the rugged walk, I
reached the Puerta de la Justiciar or Gate
of Judgment, where, in the palmy days of
Arab power, justice was administered after
the custom of the East. It is an old square
tower, the horseshoe arch of which, though
built more than five centuries ago (as an
Arabic inscription upon it tells), remains a
perfect specimen of this style of architec-
ture. Once through this gate, I was within
the boundaries of the Alhambra. Passing

round the barbican, I entered the Plaza de
los Algibes (Square of the Cisterns), whence
I crossed into the I'^atio delos Leones (Court
of the Lions), from which a narrow stair-
case on the left brought me to the summit
of the Tower of Comaces.
Grand, rather than lovely, was tTie view

which burst upon me as I approached the
battlements, and cast ray eves over the scene
below. The pencil of Claude Lorraine alone
could do justice to it. Far off" lay the glo-
rious pile of the Sierra Nevada, their snowy
summits now tinged with, a golden hue by
the rays of the setting sun. From this
aerial treasury of snow, stretched out a
long chain of fertile and sequestered val-
leys, joining in the Vega, and forming one
huge garden, studdedatintecvalswith groves
of olive trees, and blooming in perpetual
verdure up to the very walls of Granada.
Mountain, wood, and river combined to form
a landscape of transcendant grandeur. Be-
low me lay the city, spread out like a map

;

high above its white palaces rose the Gothic
dome of the Cathedral, hovering like a
guardian angel over castles, towers,
churches, and all around. The evening
bustle in the Almeda had not yet begun,
and the only sounds which broke in upon
the silence of the scene v*'ere the silver voice
of a convent bell, summoning to vespers,
and the tinkle of a solitary guitar, keeping
time, as it were, with the rippling of the
Darro, as it wound its narrow course through
the plain below. To my right were the tall

white towers of the Generalife, the old
summer palace of the Moorish kings, rising
up from the groves of fig-trees and aloes
which clothed the mountain side. At their
base flowed the quiet waters of the Jer-
ril, on their course to the Guadalquiver

;

and the murmurings of the stream,
broken at intervals by huge stones in its

channel, were borne like soft music on the
perfumed air, and filled my mind with the
most delicious feelings. Around and above
-me rose the other towers of the Alhambra,
piled one on the other in fantastic array.
Portions of the pile were crumbling to ruins,
from the eff'ects of those earthquakes by
which Granada has been so often visited;
but the massive battlements which had
escaped seemed strong and firm as when
first raised in 1273. But I cannot note each
feature in the magnificent picture ; the
wholo formed one grand panorama of rocky
mountain, fertile valley, Moorish towers,
blooming groves, and Gothic domes, not to
be equalled in beauty from Gibraltar to the
Pyrenees.

I sat down on the broken wall—for the
tower of the Arabian architect had not
escapedaltogether uninjured—andremained
gazing and listening to the quiet music of
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nature which rose up soothingly around me,

till I almost fell into a trance of exquisite

rapture. A kind of pleasure-cloud fell over

my senses, and I was carried back into the

past, and heard, in imagination, the ancient

halls below me echo the heavy tread of

mailed warriors and the clamour of drums

and trumpets, as the Moslem host prepared

to do battle for the integrity of their last pro-

vince in Spain. I saw the last monarch of a

dynasty which had ruled for seven centuries,

in full divan, sending forth his scornful de-

fiance to the investing myriads of Ferdinand

and Isabella, and was present, in fancy, atthe

long ten years' siege during which the sons

of Islam held out against overpowering

numbers, and were rent by the broils of

contending factions. I saw the crescent

float for the last time over the towers of

Granada, and beheld the Moslem king

pass out with his mournful cortege through

the Punia de los Molinos (Gate of the

Mills), and wending his slow and melan-

choly way across the Vega to the Hill of

Tears. There I saw them halt. Every eye

was turned back upon the beloved scene

around which so many tender memories

clustered. Loud was the wail which burst

from the exiles, as they took their last look

and bid farewell to Granada. Then gushed

the tears from the eyes of the ill-starred

king. The place is still called " El ultimo

suspico del il/oro,"—the last sigh of

THE Moor. How long this illusion might

have lasted I know not, had it not been

dispelled by the heavy footfall of some one

behind me. On turning round somewhat
in alarm—for it was now late in the^ even-

ing, and the moon was far up in the

heavens—I recognised, in the disturber of

my reverie, one of the old invalids by whom
the fortress is nominally garrisoned.

*' Dios giiarde ci usted, caballero," (God
preserve you, cavalier), said the veteran,

accompanying this usual greeting of a

stranger in Spain with a military salute.
'* Va listed con Dios," (God be with you),

said I, making the customary reply.

. As I spoke Spanish with tolerable faci-

lity, I was soon tUe-a-iUe with the old

soldier, and found him endowed with all a

Spaniard's belief in, and love for, the mar-

vellous. He was a native of Granada, and
was profoundly versed in the legendary lore

of the Alhambra. Like an orthodox Anda-
lusian, he had tales of wonder and horror

about almost every cliff, hall, and tower

within its boundaries. Pointing to a small

tower which had been a Moorish ataloya,

or watch tower, perched upon a cliff half-

way up the hill of the Generalife, he told

how the tiger-hearted Aben Hassam, in a

fit of frenzied jealousy, had confined his

queen and her infant son, Boabdil, whom

he would have sacrificed to his fury, had
not the wronged mother lowered the child

from the tower in the night, and sent him
in the care of a trusty slave to Guadix

;

purchasing the safety of her son at the ex-

pense of aggravated cruelties to herself.

Coming back to the tower in which we
were, he told how the same Boabdil, after

the death of his father and his own acces-

sion to the vacant throne, in a transport of

passion, murdered with his own hand, his

sister and her two children, in the dungeons

beneath where we sat—both of which tales

being, as were nearly all he related, en-

tirely destitute of historical basis.

The old warrior's cigarillo, which I had

given him, being smoked out, we each

lighted a second, and prepared to descend,

after I had taken another look at Granada,

whose white palaces and convents seemed

sleeping as it were, in the silvery moon-

light, 'passing across the Court of Lions,

we entered the Sala de los Abencerrages

(the Hall of the Abencerrages), where my
credulous conductor pointed out the blood

of these murdered warriors upon the white

marble of the still playing fountain. From
this scene of traditional massacre, we passed

into the Hall of the Two Sisters, beneath

the floor of which vast piles of Moorish

gold lies buried under a magic spell—at

least so said my companion. Few places

in this once favourite abode of the Moorish

sovereigns, give a more complete idea of its

original magnificence than this. The pale

moonlight which entered through the cupola

above, showed me the beauty of its inter-

nal adornments. The upper part of the

walls was faced with fine stucco work and

fanciful arabesques of the most exquisite

workmanship, and richly painted with the

most brilliant and enduring colours ;
whilst

the lower part was incrusted with beautiful

Moorish tiles, on which were emblazoned

the escutcheons of the Moorish kings—

these remain, but their owners, alas ! have

passed away for ever !

"A noble and a great people were the

Moors," I soliloquized, the early associa-

tions of Arabian romance coming full upon

me, as I gazed upon these glorious relics of

the past, and forgot, for the time, that I

was not alone.
*< Ah, senor, butthe infldels were leagued

with Satan," interposed the superstitious

invalid disapprovingly, and devoutly cross-

ing himself as he spoke. *' I have often

heard Padre Miguel tell my father how the

Evil One, mounted upon a black war-steed,

went before their armies when they con-

quered Spain, routing the Christian warriors

by his own invisible legions, and not by

the courage of his infidel aUies Santa

Maria ! a great people like the Spaniards
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could never have been beaten otherwise
Whether the holy father was right, senor*

Dios sabc (God knows), but I am inclined

.o think he was, for Zo.'A Ferrol, the most
honest and trutli-loving muleteer in Gra-
nada, sav/ what proved it to be true; but
you would laugh, senor, and would say he
only fancied it, if I told you what he did
see.

*' De ming'An mddo, amigo mio*' (by no
means, my friend) ;

'* but your cigarillo is

done, take another and proceed," said I,

offering him a third.
" Well, senor, it was about this time of

the year, long ago, when I was a boy, that
Joze Ferrol led his mule, after sunset, to

the mountains, for ice and snow, just as
his successors in the trade do now

;
you

can see their fires from where you sit," said
the old soldier, pointing through the narrow
casement to some lights twinkling in the
distance along the dark base of the Sierra
Nevada. " When he had filled the panniers
of his mule, he sat down by one of the iires,

for it was cold work, and the night air was
chill. Wearied by his toil, he soon fell

asleep, leaving the burthened mule brows-
ing beside him, with those of the other
carriers who had come with him. When he
awoke he was alone. His companions had
gone, taking his mule in their train. The
moon was still shining brightly, but he
knew that it must be far on in the night,
so, gathering his cloak tightlyround him, he
set off for Granada, the tall spires of which
he saw gleaming far off in the moonlight.
He had crossed the Vega, and was turning
round the cliff, on the top of which you see
yon ruined tower, when, Santa Maria ! a
great army came winding along the ravine
before him. He rubbed his eyes, fancying
that he was mistaken, but no, on came the
glittering spears and pennants of the
spectre vanguard. He tried to turn and
fly, but his legs refused to carry him ; he
felt as if chained to the spot by some UDseen
power. Well, senor, the Moslem warriors,
cased in their bright shining armour, drew
nigh, and at their head rode a mailed knight,
with closed vizor, on a jet-black war-horse,
whose eyes gleamed like coals of fire, and

from his wide nostrils rolled forth columns
of hot, sulphurous smoke. Close behind
waved the royal banner of the keys and
crescent, and the king himself, surrounded
by his guards, came on, mounted on his
cream-coloured charger, which was covered
with trappings of cloth of gold, that
glittered brightly in the moonshine. Then
passed on whole squadrons of prancing
cavalry, armed with lance and scymitar,
some seeming to clash the zell or sound
the clarion, others to beat drums or strike
cymbals, yet making no sound ; next fol-

lowed the foot-soldiers, moving slowly past
in thick, serried lines, column after column,
without noise, and all looking pale as death.
Joze Ferrol gave himself up for lost. When
the last of the hobgoblin army had disap-
peared behind the cliiT, he fainted. How
long he continued insensible he knew not,
for when he came to himself the sun was
far up in the heavens. When he reached
Granada, still suffering from the effects of
his fright, and told what he had seen, nearly
everybody laughed at him ; some said he
had fallen asleep a second time and dreamed
it, others thought it was a wilful fabrica-
tion; only a few believed him, but Padre
Miguel was one of them, and I am satis-

fied in my own mind that Joze Ferrol saw*
all that he told,—but, btienas nocheSy se7ior

(good night, sir), I am keeping you," for I
looked at my watch and found that it was
near midnight, as the veteran threatened
to treat me to his own inferences from the
muleteer's adventure. So, asking him to
meet me in the same place on the morrow,
when I hoped to visit the other parts of the
fortress and hear more of his legendary
wonders, I returned to Granada, and
drearned of nothing but Boabdil El Chico
and his warriors till morning.

It is fortunate that I have come to a
stopping-point, for, after many asthmatic
premonitions, my candle has shot up its

last glimmer out of the socket, and the grey
d:.iyvn is breaking in upon me amongst the
chimneypots; so, with many thanks for
your patience, gentle reader, it, Dios ! till we
meet again.

RENOVATION.
The flowers that seem to perish
When storms of winter come,

Returning spring will cherish,
Again to life and bloom ;

And gentle hopes that lighted
The heart of many a pain,

Though for a season blighted.
May live and cheer again.
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AN AMF.RICAN UPON ENGLISH REFORMS AND REFORMERS.
By H. B. Staunton.

LIFE, SERVICES, AND CHARACTER OF DANIEL O'CONNELL.
Every page of Ireland's history during
the present century bears the name of

Daniel O'Connell. He occupied a first

place among the persons Avho have re-

cently figured in European affairs, and
was one of the most celebrated ora-

tors of our times. His death produced a
profound sensation in two hemispheres.
Though his character, like that of all men
who leave a deep impress on their age,

has been variously estimated by those
who, on the one hand, received his warm
sympathy and powerful support, or, on the
other, encountered his fierce reprobation
and vigorous opposition, yet all classes of

friends and foes concurred in the senti-

timent that a master spirit had ceased to

influence human affairs.

Mr. O'Connell was born August 4, 1774.

He was admitted to the Dublin bar at a

time when Curran, one of the most witty,

graceful, and brilliant advocates that ever

swayed a jury, and Plunkett, one of

the most eloquent lawyers that ever ad-

dressed a bench, were in the zenith of

their fame. It is sufficient proof of the

ability and skill of young O'Connell to say,

that he had been at the bf.r but a year or

two before he was surrounded by a large

circle of clients, and had won victories over

each of the eminent barristers I have
named. Butitwas not possible for a mind
composed of such fervid elements as his

to be confined within the purlieus of the

courts, looking after the minor interests

of John Doe and Richard Roe ; and it soon
became evident that he was to mingle with
the sober duties of the lawyer the more ex-

citing and less profitable toils of the poli-

tician. He came to the bar at one of the

most memorable periods of Irish history

—

the jear ninety-eight—when the '* United
Irishmen" struck an unsuccessful, blow for

the independence of their country. The
leaders of the rebellion were arrested for

high treason. The life-blood of the chival-

rous Robert Emmet was poured out on the
t5caffold. Several of his compatriots, after

suffering cruel imprisonments, and wander-
ing, as exiles, through Europe, reached
America, where they were received with
open arms by the friends of freedom. The
rebellion of ninety-eight resulted in the

legislative union between Great Britain

and Ireland. Against this measure Mr.
O'Connell, in company with a majority of

his countrymen, uttered a solemn protest.

His first political speech was made in op-

position to the proposed act, the repeal of
which occupied so prominent a place in the
efforts of his declining years. His speech,
pronounced before the congregated thou-
sands of Dublin, is said not to have been
surpassed for power of argument, severity
of invective, and splendour of declamation,
by any of his later displays on the same
subject. His young soul welled up from
full fountains as he pourtrayed this final de-
gradation which England was about to in-

flict upon Ireland; and when the deed was
done, and he saw the emblems of national
independence born away by the conqueror,
Hannibal-like, he swore eternal hostility

to the oppressor. And most religiously

did he perform his vow !

Mr. O'Connell now turned his attention
to the civil and ecclesiastical disabilities of
the Roman Catholics of the kingdom. To
this work he gave up twenty-five of
the prime years of his life. To him, not
the Catholics only, but the Dissenters of
every name in Great Britain, are much in-

debted for the enlargement of their privi-

leges during the last thirty years. This
endeared him to large bodies of Christian
men, who widely differed from him in re-

ligious opinion, giving him a strong hold.
Catholic and agitator though he was, upon
liberal Baptists, Congregationalists, and
Quakers, who, while repudiating his creed,
cherished the principle of toleration for

which he contended. Mr. O'Connell re-
garded Catholic Emancipation as the great
achievement of his life ; and it was that
which won for him the title of " The
Liberator of Ireland.'*

During the Catholic controversy, Mr.
O'Connell for once departed from the paci-
fic policy which was the guiding principle
of his excited life. Dublin was the central
heart whence he sent out agitating pulsa-
tions through every artery of the Irish
body. The corporation of that city was a
high Tory municipality, of the most bigoted
and vindictive class. The leader of the
emancipationists was often in collision with
its members, many of whom encountered
his severest attacks. In 1815, Mr.
D'Esterre, a member of the corpora-
tion, at the instigation of its leading officers,

challenged Mr. O'Connell to personal
combat. The parties met, and at the first

fire D'Esterre fell, mortally wounded. The
successful duellist saw his antagonist

stretched on the grass at his feet, gasping
in death. The awful spectacle left an abid-
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ing abhorrence of blood on the sensitive

miad of O'Connell. Twenty-five years later

he inscribed on the Repeal banner his me-
morable saying, " No political change is

worth the shedding of one drop of human
blood." His remoise for the D'Esterre

tragedy brought forth fruits meet for re-

pentance. During their lives, he contributed

liberally to the support of the widow and
children of the man whom he had slain.

After the death of Grattan, Ireland had
no champion in the British Senate, to give

utterance to the emotions that swelled her
full heart. The Emancipation Act of 1829

opened the doors of the House of Commons
to Mr. O'Connell. Born and cradled in

Ireland, he had grown up with her people,

an Irishman of the Irishmen. He landed
on the eastern shore of St. George's Chan-
nel the same man as when the spires of

Dublin faded from his eye in the western
horizon. He carried with him a name
endeared in every cabin from Coleraine to

Cork, and familiar to statesmen in England
and throughout Europe. Widely as he was
known, he was known only as an Irishman

;

and his reputation was, in its kind, purely
Irish. To his dying day he gloried in the

epithet early bestowed upon him in Parlia-

ment, and which, though intended as a re-

proach, he converted into atalisman^—'' The
member for all Ireland."

A new field was now opened before him.
Grattan, alluding to Flood's failure in the
English Parliament, said :

*' An oak of the
forest is too old to be transplanted at fifty."

Though O'Connell was fifty-four when he
entered that body, his parliamentary career,

covering eighteen years, was of the most
sturdy growth. His speeches in support of

the Reform Bill rank with the ablest which
that controversy called forth. He threw
his soul into the cause of Negro Emanci-
pation, fighting side by side, in and out of
Parliament, with Wilberforce, Clarkson,
Buxton, Brougham, Lushington, till the
slave became a man. He early embraced
the doctrine of immediate and uncondi-
tional emancipation, and was amoKg the
few members who voted against the delusive
scheme of apprenti'";eship. He united with
Sturge, Wardlaw, and Scoble, in the sub-
sequent movement that restored to the ap-
prentices the full rights of British subjects.
At the outset of the enterprise, he gave his

voice and vote in favour of the leading
principles of the Chartists, and was among
the earliest advocates of Rowland Hill's

plan of cheap postage. He joined George
Thompson in pourtraying the wrengs of

British India and denouncing the crimes of

its oppressors, and was an able supporter of

the doctrines and measures of the Anti-
Corn-Law League.

The member for all Ireland gave a large

share of his thoughts to Irish aft'airs.' Rev.

garding the abolition of the Irish Parlia-i

ment as one of the chief sources of thei

national suffering, he consecrated the last

ten years of his life to efforts for the Repeal
of the Union. The means employed were the

same as those by which he obtained Eman-
cipation—Popular Agitation. The Repeal
excitement, which was soothed for a time

by the conciliatory course of the Melbourne
Government, broke out with increased in-

tensity when Sir Robert Peel rose to power
in 1841-2. In the latter year '' Repeal !"

resounded from ever) parish in the island.

Thenextyearsawthe "Monster Meetings,"
when the assembled populace, which swayed
to the inspiring eloquence of the Liberator,

was measured by acres. The Government
was alarmed. Just previous to a grand de-

monstration at Clontarf, O'Connell, and
five others, were arrested for conspiring to

change the laws of the realm by intimida-

tion. The trials, which consumed nearly

the whole of January, 1844, resulted in the

conviction of most of the defendants.

O'Connell, when brought up for sentence,

pronounced an able and dignified protest

against the proceedings. He was adjudged
to pay a fine of £2,000, be imprisoned one
year, and give sureties to keep the peace for

seven. He brought a writ of error to the

House of Lords. In the meantime he was
sent to the Richmond Penitentiary. The
Lords reversed the judgment. After spend-
ing three months in prison, where his "cell"

was fitted up and filled like the presence-

chamber of a king, and his " confinement"
consisted in walking among arbours and
parterres that " a Shenstone might have
envied," he was released, and, mounted on
a triumphal car, rode in state to his resi-

dence in Dublin, attended by uncounted
thousands of his shouting countrymen. In
the frenzy of its joy, Conciliation-hall de-

clared that " The Liberator had driven the

car of Repeal through the Monster Indict-

ment."
Darker skies were gathering over O'Con-

nell. The pacific tenor of his agitations

had thwarted the Government. The magic
of his name had prevented any overt act of

violence by vast assemblies of his excited

countrymen. The sub-leaders became im-
patient of delay, assumed a defiant tone,

and demanded that the non-resistant doc-
trines of O'Connell be repudiated by the
National Repeal Association. Then arose

"Young Ireland." Then came strife and
division, one party clinging to, the other
separating from, the great leader. The
alienation of large numbers of his friencs

overtaking him when his powers were iiL-

paired by years of exhausting toil, broke.
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the spirit of the old man, undermined his

constitution, and compelled him to repair

to the Continent to resuscitate his waning

health and drooping heart. But he left the

field of exertion too late. His energies

rapidly declined ; death overtook him while

on his weary pilgrimage ;
his eye saw the

sun for the last time in a foreign sky ;
and

he slept his final sleep far from the land

which gave him birth, and from that ocean

by whose side his cradle was rocked. He
died at Genoa, on his way to Rome, May
16, 1847, in the 63rd year of his age. The
stroke that felled him to the earth sent

a pang through many a heart in every

country where humanity has a dwelling-

place ; for his sympathies, like his reputa-

tion, were world-wide. He had delivered

his own countrymen from the bonds of ec-

clesiastical tyranny, and had pleaded for the

victims of a hellish traffic on the shores of

Africa, for the swarthy serfs of British

cupidity on the banks of the Ganges, for the

persecuted Jews of ancient Damascus, and

for the stricken slaves in the isles of the

Caribbean Sea and in the distant States of

America.
In respect to Mr. O'Connell's general

course as a public man, it may be said that

he did not belong to the ascetic school of

politicians. He was not exempt from trick

and artifice in attaining his ends, and was

lavish in promisir>g to do for his followers

what he must have known he could not

perform. Indeed, he was something of a

demagogue. In honesty of purpose, he

ranks with the better class of great public

leaders ; and if this be not saying much, it

is saying more than can be uttered of the

body. He is a rare man who is worthy

to be ranked among the exceptions to bad

general rules. The objects to which he

devoted his-political life were the noblest

that can move the hearts of men. He that

has never employed questionable moans to

secure even such ends may cast the first

stone at Daniel O'Connell.

Mr. O'Connell had a massive frame,

capable of enduring great fatigue, and he

was- one of the most industrious and

laborious of men. His manners were cor-

dial and frank ; his social qualities genial

and winning ; and he was singularly affec-

tionate as a husband and a father. It was

only in the fierce conflicts of partisan strife,

when challenged by some strong provoca-

tion, that the unlovely and almost vindictive

traits of his nature were displayed. Then,

the man who, an hour before, had been all

gentleness andgoodhumour—caressing his

grandchildren with womanly fervour, or,

in his seat in the Commons, affectionately

holding the hand of his son for a half hour
together—now opened that terrible battery

of invective which he so well knew how to

employ, and covered his foe svith a storm of

fire.

He possessed a mind of uncommon native

vigour, trained by a complete education,

and enlarged with a knowledge of men an<i

things varied and ample. The versatility

of his genius, his extensive information,

and his capacity to ad\pt himself to the

matter under discussion t^r the audience

before him, were surprising.

As a popular orator, before mixed .as-

semblies, our age has rarely seen his equal.

So good a judge as John Randolph pro-

nounced him the first orator in Europe.

Everv chord of the human bosom lay open

to his touch, and he played upon its pas-

sions and emotions with a master's hand.

He could subdue his hearers to tears by his

pathos, or toss them into laughter by his

humour. His imagination could bear them
to a giddy height on its elastic wing, or he

could enchain their judgment by the strong

links of his logic. He could blanch their

cheek as he painted before their eyes some
atrocity red with blood, or he could make
them hold their sides as he related some

broad Irish anecdotes fresh from Cork. He
could excoriate an antagonist with invec-

tive, or roast him alive before a slow fire of

sarcasm. When his indignation was fully

roused, he boiled like a volcano
;
yet there

was no excess of action or noise, but an

eruption whose lava consumed all before it.

His recital of facts charmed like a romance,

and his appeals to the sympathies, uttered

in a musical voice and the richest brogue

of his native island, were tender and sub-

duing.
No actor ever excelled him in reflecting

the workings of the mind through the

windows of the countenance. He looked

every sentiment as it fell from his lips.

Like most other rare men who have acted

conspicuous parts in turbulent times, he

had great faults, eminent virtues, crowds of

enemies, troops of friends. His flatterers

have rarely called him a statesman. In

truth, he was neither a good statesman,

nor a bad statesman, but simply a bold and
generally successful political agitator. He
grappled with questions that shook em-
pires ; led the van in many acontest against

despotism ; was indebted in no small de-

gree for his victories to the rottenness of

the institutions he assailed. All right-

minded and liberal-hearted men will ascribe

his defects partly to the evil times in which

he lived, partly to a hasty temper and an

indomitable pride of opinion, while to a

large extent they will be attributed to a

generous and impulsive nature, impatient

of unmeasured abuse and unreasonable op-

position. Impartial history will record that
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his fury was usually poured out on the
heads of meanness, fraud, injustice, and
oppiession; that he was the friend, the
champion, the brother, of depressed and
outraged manhood, irrespective of clime,

colour, or creed; and that wherever

humanity writhed under the heel of tyranny,
there were found the glowing heart and
trumpet voice of Daniel O'Gonncll, symp.i-
thising with the victim and rebuking the
tyrant.

ELEVEN TRIADS

I.

Three Furies are there—Fear, Remorse, and Hate,
That vex, with iron hands, our mortal state.

Yet are they guardians of a heavenly gate.

II.

Three Graces are our stars—Love, Beauty, Truth-
Primeval sisters bright in endless youth.
That cheer man's slavish toils with peace and ruth.

III.

Young Abel lies a wreck in childless death
;

Cain withers in his own envenomed breath
;

Yet hopeful Eve is yearning still for Seth.

IV.

Faith, Hope, and Love together work in gloom
;

What Faith believes, Hope shapes in form and bloom,
And Love sends forth to daylight from the tomb.

To hide the life of man in leprous crust.

Three Gorgons are there, bred from Hell's dark lust,

Potent of death—Despair, Self-scorn, Distrust.

VI.

The rain that wets the summer leaves,
The beam that dries, the wind that heaves,
Each gives a charm, and each receives.

VII.

Three Destinies are throned o'er all supreme

—

Life, Death, and Growth. Wide shapes of cloud they seem,
Yet rule each starry age and moment's dream.

VIII.

Thought, Feeling, "Will—by these myself I know
;

Not some thin vision's transitory show

—

Not slave, but subject of all joy and woe.

IX.

Three Nations are there in the world of old.

Who, from their graves, all earth's dominions hold-
The Jew devout, wise Greek, and Roman bold.

X.

Three Growths from seeds, without man's call, appear
Grain, Flower, and Tree : one gives his body's cheer,
One decks his bride, one yields his roof and bier.

XI.

Prose, Song, and Gabble, are three modes of speech.
The only ones on earth for all and each.
Sense, Essence, Nonsense, as they can, to teach.
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OMNIANA.—BY PAHSON FUANK.

rH2.)-Didtlie aucients know anything about the cn-ulation of the blood?

There arc certainly passages in some of their extant - remains, which point to

such knowledge, Knd which must sound curious to those who identity the doctrine

solely and exdusively with Harvey. For instance ;
Hipprocrates taught, two

thousand years ago, that the heart is the source ot the arteries, which carry hood

into ail parts of the body, communicating to them ife and heat
;
and that the> aie

the rivulets, always in motion, which cherish the human body, and convey life to

every part of man. He compared the '' course of rivers which return to their

sources in an unaccountable and extraordinary manner, to the circulation of the

blood (haimatosperiodon)r-ixnd remarked that, " when the bile ^enters mto the

blood, it breaks its consistence and disorders its regular course. .flato, again,

said, that " from the heart sprang the veins and blood, which, with rapidity,

carries itself into all parts," adding, that when the blood thickens, it flows with

more difficulty through the veins. Similar passages are to be found in Aristotle,

Julius Pollux, and other venerable gentlemen, who are ordmarily presumed to bo

guiltless of all or any implication in knowledge of this sort. Ihe authorities are

cited from the original, in that curious book, Dutens' Inquiry into the Origin of (he

Discoveries attributed to the Moderns, (Part III. chap. 3)-a book which, with all

its one-8idedness, crotchets, and all its special pleadings, contains information of an

always interesting and frequently startling character.

(§13.)—A very favourite quotation from Shakspere is that in Macbeth on

ambition :

—

*' Vaulting ambition overleaps itself,

And falls on the other side."

But what does this mean? What kind of figure is presented to our fancy in

these ^^ ords ? Ambition personified is seen performing a rather smgular^evolution, to

imitate which might puzzle the gymnasiasts on Primrose-hill—that is to say, over-

leaping its own proper self, and falling on the other side of itself—a feat as curious

as if a man were to play at leap-frog over his own back, and in so doing tumble

and roll a yard or two from his own person. Can this have been Shakspere s

meaning? If not, what is the correct interpretation, or, better still, the true

reading ? One of our most learned critics has proposed the following very

plausible emendation, the extent of which is confined to a single letter :—

*' Vaulting ambition overleaps its selly

And falls on the other side"

—

sellham^; the s-Lxne as saddle. The figure is then clear and consistent—(though

one mus°t not say ^e//"-consistent, remembering the ordinary reading.)

(jl4).__Very few readers have a system of reading—and this is especially true

of those who have not been privileged to pass through a system of education.

They do not studvline upon line and precept upon precept—but only here a little

and there a little.' As Bentley said of Warburton, they have a large appetite, but a

very bad digestion. They accumulate facts, but do not arrange them. An in-

genious write^r (in ''Guesses at Truth") illustrates the difference between ^e-

tultory reading and a course of study by comparing the former to a number of mirrors

set in a straight line, so that every one of them reflects a different object, the latter

to the same mirror so skilfully arranged as to perpetuate one set of objects m an

endless series of reflections.

('jl5.)_Ifwe were each and all constrained to select a dozen authors, and con-

fine ourselves to them for life, what a perplexity most ofus would be in !
The act

of selection could not but be distressing in proportion to our love of literature.

Southey, with that sharp, definite, decided spirit which so distinguished him, had
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made up his mind what twelve authors to choose—had he been compelled to ex-
change for thatnumber tlie fourteen thousand volumes which composed his Keswick fl
library. These twelve were as follows :—Shakspere, Chaucer, Spenser, Milton, ™
Lord Clarendon, Jackson, Jeremy Taylor, South, Isaac Walton, Sidney's Arcadia,
Puller's Church History, and Sir Thomas Brown. A man's own intellectual and
moral characteristics might be pretty fairly judged by his choice in this matter, if
that choice were candidly and deliberately made. It seems probable, as well as
possible, that no two men would draw up exactly the same list. One would like
to compare the lists of such genuises as Charles Lamb and Stuart Mill, Tennyson
the poet and Macaulay the historian, Wordsworth the unbookish and Jeffrey the
helluo librorum, Leigh Hunt the cheerful and Carlyle the saturnine. Were Mr.
Speaker to call upon sundry M.P.'s, to compare notes in the same way, what an
amusing discrepancy of choice would be the result ! Fancy examining the list of
Mr. Roebuck after that of Mr. Newdegate—or collating those of Messrs. Plumptie
and W. J. Fox, or Cobden and Disraeli, or Osborne and Sibthorp, or Lord Arundel
andMr. Brotherton, or George Hudson and Sir W. Molesworth. Half-a-dozen pairs
of this sort would select rather more than twelve names amongst them. Twelve
times twelve would be much nearer the mark.

THE GREAT EXHIBITION UNVISITED.
A LETTER TROM DANIEL WINTERCOUGH, YEOMAN, TO JOHN SMITH, BRArER's

ASSISTANT.

My drar Grandnephew,—I have this day completed my eighty-seventh year, and
I am proud to say that the opinions I started in life with I retain to this day."^ I have
read your fooUsh letters to your cousin, and I regret to see that a young fellow hke you,
who should and ought to know better, is carried away by the popular rage for that great ugly
hothouse in Hyde-park. I hav'n't seen it myself, I am glad to say, and I don't mean. At
my age a man despises such gewgaws. Why, even down here, if everybody is not mad
about getting up to London, inquiring about the cheap trains and return-tickets ; as if
they couldn't go, if they must go, by the wagon or the stage-coach ! Ah, John, these are
sad times we live in, and the country is going to the dogs ! In my time, when I was a
young man, farmers used to be content to till their land in a good old-fashioned way, as
their forefathers did before them

; but, now-a-days, here's nothing will do for them but
they must have foreign manure, and all manner of chemical rubbish, about the place,
besides steam-engines and new-fangled contrivances to supersede the plough and the
spade. And these are the men who go up to the Great Exhibition. Great Exhibition
indeed

!
great humbug

! I»m sick and tired of hearing about the Ghrystal Palace, as
people down here call it ; and as for the newspapers, you can't take up one but you are
bored to death about the Koh-i-noor diamond and the Greek Slave. Why, if I had
my way, women should n't be allowed to look at such things ; it only gives them expensive
notions. Better they'd be thinking about making butter and cheese, and mending their
husbands' stockings. There's the Independent Spectator, published in the next town-
why, it they don't employ a man to report all the goings-on in London ; and every week
we have about three columns wasted in froth about the '* Great Industrial Bazaar " and
the "Festival of Labour." I should like to know what they, or the people who go
th€re to see and be seen, care about labourers ? If they did, our poor-rates would n't
be so high. And, at the same, they neglect all mention of the meetmg of the parish
guardians, or the commutation of tithes hereabouts. And so it is with the folk everv-
where you go. They've all got their heads full o' nonsense about the good the Exhi-
bition will do to trade

; and one young fellow here, a clerk to a lawyer and a 'cute chapm the mam, has actually made a calculation that if ten million people go to London this
summer, and they spend fifty shillings each in riding, and three pound ten in eating and
drinking, that there will be a clear profit to the railway companies and the London
traaesmen of upwards of twenty-three million five hundred thousand pounds. And he
stated all this so positively at the Club, that some of the oldest frequenters began to be
of his opinion. Well, of course I was not going to give up in that way to a young

I
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fellow who had only been about twelve months in the village ; so down I went to the club
the next night. There was ray gentleman, spoutmg away about the grand results of the
meeting of the nations, and the fine things that were to come about from the fusion of
interests between foreigners and Englishmen, and a lot of nonsense of that sort. But I

was prepared for him, for I carried down with me a copy of the Old English Gentle-
tnan^ one of the best and most consistent newspapers of the day.
"Gentlemen," said I, as soon as my opinion was asked, "I always said that * the

Great Exhibition of the Industry of all Nations,' as folks call it, would prove a failure,

and it has." " Hear, hear," cried several of my old friends and tenants; and then I

went on, and I think in about half an hour I silenced them pretty well. I told them,
John, what I now tell you—that instead of all this fuss and bother about filling a laro-e

glass house with silks, and cottons, and machinery, and furniture, and what not, doing
us any good as a nation, the inevitable effect will be, that the foreigners will come over
and copy all there is worth copying, and so we shall lose the little trade that we hav6

;

while, on the other hand, they will bring over a parcel of finery and statues^ for which
we shall pay in hard cash, and so find another outlet for our gold—as if it was not bad
enough already to have our markets flooded with foreign corn, to the depression of our
home manufactures, and the total ruin of that fine sample of breeding, the Britisli

farmer. But look at the thing in the proper light, and you will soon discover that I am
right. How can it benefit us to have a lot of foreigners prying into our afi'airs, and
finding out how we spin our cotton and weave our silk ? It's quite madness altogether

;

and I wonder how any thinking people can countenance it. Of course, I don't go
altogether the length of Colonel Sibthorp, and wish the place to fall about the ears of
the visitors ; but this I do believe, that no good will come of it. It can't—it isn't

natural.

And then, John, as to the expectations of the London people, why my paper tells me
that everybody is disappointed, and that though London is full of people, there is no
business doing ; and that all the money that is spent is spent in living and lodging. Of
course it is, I knew it would be so. There never was a madder thing than this Exhi-
bition. Fifty thousand people a day go to the Crystal Palace, you tell me ; well, suppose
they do, don't you think they would be better at home minding their own business ? /
don't mean to come to London, so don't ask me. I hav' n't patience with folks, they
are so carried away by trifles.

Your cousin Jessie tells me that T should like to see the specimens of agricultural
implements exhibited, and that I should be pleased with the raw produce—as if 1 had
not enough of both at home ;

but women will talk. Once more, John, mark mv words
;

if the whole affair does not turn out a failure, my name is not

Daniel Wintercough.
P.S.—By-the-bye, neighbour Giles has just called in to say that he saw a new clod

crusher, which was intended for the show. Our clods here, in Wiltshire, want a good
deal of attention ; I wish you would look at it, if you should go again, and let me know
what it is like.

Oatlands Farm, Wilts, June 25th, O.S.

INDORSEMENT ON THE ABOVE BY TFIE RECEIVER.

Read Uncle's letter. Dear old gentleman, I am sure he would be pleased if he could
only be induced to come up to London. Write to Jessie to persuade him. I think,
together, we might change his opinion a little. Like Dr. Johnson, all uncle's roughness
is outside. Nothing of the bear in him but the skin. J. S.

Secrets op Comfort.—Though sometimes small evils, like invisible insects, inflict

pain, and a single hair may stop a vast machine, yet the chief secret of comfort lies in

not suffering trifles to vex one, and in prudently cultivating an undergrowth of small

pleasures, since very few great ones, alas! are let on long leases.
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REFRESHING BEVERAGES FOR SUMMER.

First, Water, good and cheap.—Put
a gallon of clear, sweet, cold water into a

jar, pitcher, or stone bottle, and wrap the

ve«3sel well round with a towel or coarse

cotton, two or three folds thick, to be kept
constantly wet with cold water. The eva-

poration of the w-ater contained in the
wrapping will carry oif the heat from the
inside, and reduce it almost to a freezing
point. In India, and other tropical climes,

%Yhere ice cannot be procured, this mode of

cooling wine, water, &c. is commonly em-
ployed. If mechanics and labourers can
contrive to have at their places of employ-
ment two pitchers thus provided, and with
lids and covers, one to contain water for

drinking, the other for evaporation, they
might always have a supply of cold water in

warm weather.

Cheap Imperial Drink. — Peel two
lemons, squeeze the juice well out into a
gallon pitcher, and put in the rinds. Put
in also two ounces of cream of tartar, and
six ounces, or perhaps half a pound, of
coarse sugar. Then fill the pitcher with
water, boiling hot, and set it by. When
cold, it will be fit to drink. This is a
refreshing drink for invalids also.

Good Ginger Beer.—One ounce and a
half of strong broion ginger, bruised ; one
pound and a half of moist sugar ; one ounce
of cream of tartar ; one good-sized lemon,
sliced. Boil the bruised ginger and the
sugar in two gallons of water for half an
hour ; then put the sliced lemon and the
cream of tartar into a large pan, and pour
the hot liquor over them. Stir the whole
well round several times, and when it is

about bloodwarm put in two table spoonfuls
of good yeast. Cover the pan over with a
thick cloth, and let it ferment for three or

four days, according to the weather, fre-

quently taking off the scum. Strain through
a cloth into a two-gallon keg, or stone
barrel, and bung it down close. In about a

fortnight bottle and cork, tying the corks
well down with packthread. This will fill

about thirty bottles of the usual size. It

will be good for many months. For present
use the above is frequently bottled at once
from the pan, care being taken to strain it

well, and to tie the corks well down. An
inferior sort may be made by sweetening
with treacle instead of sugar. In that case

one pound of treacle will suffice.

Treacle Beer.—Many country people

make a refreshing drink, to use at hay and
harvest time, as follows :—Boil one ounce of

good hops and one ounce of bruised ginger,

in two gallons of water for about an hour

;

strain the liquor off, and sweeten with two
pounds of treacle. When cold, put it into

a stone bottle. It should be made in the

evening, and it will befit for use the next
morning. It should be made every three,

days. The strength of the hop must be
suited to the taste. The ginger may be
omitted if desired.

Draught Lemonade.—To one gallon of
boiling water put one ounce of cream of

tartar, one ounce of tartaric acid, the juice

and peel of two lemons, and three quarters
of a pound of moist sugar. Strain through
flannel or muslin, and when cool add two-
pennyworth of essence of lemon. A supe-
rior article may be made by using citric acid

instead of tartaric, and loaf sugar instead of
moist. The sweetening is a matter of taste.

A beautiful light colouring may be given to

the above by a little of an infusion of hay
saffron, or powdered cochineal—the former
yellow, the latter pink.

COLUMNS FOR THE YOUNG.

FRUGALITY.
Feltham says :—^' In expense I would

be neither pinching nor prodigal—yet, if

my means allow it not, rather thought too
sparing than a little profuse. 'Tis no dis-
grace lo make my ability my compass of
sail and line to walk by. I see what I may
do ; others but what 1 do. They look to
what 1 spend as they think me able ; I
must look to what my estate will bear

;

nor can it be safe to strain it at all. 'Tis
fit I should respect my own ability before
their forward expectation. He that, when
he should not, spends too much, shall,

when he would not, have too little to
spend."

generous revenge.
It is certain that no revenge cuts more

keenly than kindness, and acts of kindness
and soft words have an irresistible power.
" Wlien I was a small boy," says Southey,
"there was a black boy in the neighbour-
hoodby thename of Jim Dick. Myselfand
anumber of my playfellowswere one even-
ing collected together at our sports, and
began by tormenting the poor black, by
calling liim negro, blackamoor, and other
degrading epitliets. The poor fellow ap-
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'J

an
peared excessively grieved at our conduct

and soon left us. vVc soon after made at

appointment to go to a skating m the neigh-

bourhood, and on the day of the apponit

mentl had the misfortune to break my
skates, and I could not go without bor-

rowing Jim's skates. J went to hmi,and

asked him for them. ' Oh, yes, John ;
you

may have them, and welcome, was Ins

answer. When I went to return them,

I found Jim sitting by the fire in the

kitchen, reading the Bible. I told him 1

had returned his skates, and was under

freat obligations to him for his kindness.

le looked at me as he took his sliatcs,

and. with tears in his eyes, said to me,

'John, don't never call mc blackamoor

again,' and immediately left the room.

The words pierced my heart, and I burst

into tears, and from that time resolved

not to abuse a poor black in future,'

What a noble example is here I VV ho

wall not imitate this black youth, and

oblige those who have unkindly treated

them ?

GOOD HABITS.

There were four habits which the late

excellent Dr. Waugh recommended
earnestly in his counsels and by his own
example, and which he stated to be essen-

tial to the proper management of temporal

concerns. These were punctuality, accu-

racy, steadiness, and despatch. Without

the first, time is wasted, and nothing is

done in its proper time and place ;
witliout

the second, mistakes the most hurttul to

our own credit and interest, or those ot

others, may be committed ; without tlic

third, nothing can be well done ;
and

witliout the fourth, opportunities ot ad-

vantage are lost which it is impossible to

recall.

A WELSHMAN S ADVICE.

Cativy, called 'Hhe Wise,'' gave the

foUowmg counsel to Tallissin, the chiet ot

bards, when he was his scholar. Cativy

was the principal of a college in South

Wales that flourished about the ntth

century :

—

Think before thou speakest—

1st. What thou shalt speak.

2nd. Why thou shouldst speak.

3rd.* To whom thou mayesfe have to

4th.* About whom thou art going to

5th. What will become of what thou

mayest speak.

6th. What may be the benefit ot what

thou shalt speak.
^

7th. Who may be listening to what thou

shalt speak.

Put thy w-ords on thy fingers, and betore

thou speakest, turn these seven ways,

and there never willjcome any harm from

what thou shalt say.
, ,, . ^ m ir

Cativy the Wise delivered thisto 'ialiis-

sin on giving him his blessing.

LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XVIII.

Ce qui se (1) fait

makes

FRENCH INTO ENGLISH.

remarquer (pres. infin.) d'abord, dans les villes (1> f.p.) artghiiseg-

ioxQni^xl^ (to he rcTnarked) at once towns

(2 fp^ ce sont les belles clim^s6es. AussitOt que vous etes arrive (past part.) en

^ ^ '^ '
2Kcved roads As soon as

An„ete„e vous voyez ,«e tout ce .ui
^

peut^ -^^^^:^J^ ^JSl^,
n m ^ materiel (2 m.) est tad-a-fait d la portee (idiom) des classes (1, f.p.) doyennes
^^' ""'^ niS physTcal coxnple(ely ^mm reack

_

classes ™.dd e

rf p ) Qu'est ce qL c'eet que cela ? Qu'est ce que le bien-Stre materiel ? • Qu es ce

1 V..5 OuV^t re Qu'il veut dire? Ce que je veux dire c est

que vous voulez dire ? Qu est ce qu ii
^^[^^

^ \ .^.jsl,

wish to say—mean iie wisnes ^

qu'on pent jouir (pres. infin.) du bien-6tre materiel sans se (1) trouv« (pres. infin., 2)

heureux. t^Z'o. que c'est que cette institution (f.) la? C'est «ne^ec^ole^(f.) de

happy

grammaire, oiil'on donnc des lemons de Latm, &c.

grammar dormer—to awe

In the first sentence of this exercise there is an exempUfication ot *c rule, a rea^^

mentioned, that .vhen ce qui ox ce que begin the sentence, c '"';*\['°
^Xni.iK In

U vpnrivpd to nre'-ede the ed afterwards used in reference to that Dcgimunj,. wi

::;Ll;rarH^/you perceive an exception to the principle laid down by us, that
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past participles used with etre as their auxiliary must agree in number and gender
with the nominative of that auxiliary. In the instance before us, vous is the
nominative of the auxiliary etes—vous etes-; and vous is the second person plural.
Thus strictly speaking, arrives ought to follow, and not arrive. But as vous and
** you," though plural in French and English, are used in both languages with the
meaning of the singular, the phrase becomes an exception to the rule ; and there-
fore the participle, in such instances, is used in the singular, just as if tu (thou)
were the nominative.

Qiiest ce que c'est que cela ? literally, *' what is it that it is, that that " {is under-
stood). In other words, **what is that?" Complicated and far-fetched as the
idiom may sound to our ears, it is in constant use. So is the somewhat similar
turn which io\\oyf&—qiC est ce que le hien-etre materiel ? " what is material well-
being?" or, litera%, <'what is it that material well-being (is)?" the last word
being ^mderstood. Thus you would say, Clu'est ce qu'nn cheval ? "what is a
horse r^'' &c.

It is important to distinguish between this term and the other in which quel and
quelle are employed. The former always implies a question of what^ whereas which
is gcnei^ally the gist of the question implied by the latter. *' What is a horse ?

"

quest ce qiiun cheval? *' Which is the horse ?
" quel est le cheval? Now observe

the two expressions : first, quel est le courage le plus sublime ? and, secondly, quest
ce que le courage le plus sublime ? or, qu'est ce que c est que le courage le plus sublime ?
The two latter questions mean the same thing, but the former has a distinct and
different meaning. The former means **W^^c/^ is the sublimest courage ?

" The
latter signify, " whatv?> the sublimest courage ?" In the one case, we ask which,
of various kinds of courage, is the most sublime ? but, in the latter case, we seem
to have already determined which it is, and to be sneering at its merit, or at least
questioning its real character and quality. '' What is it, after all ?

"

Qiuest ce que vous voulez dire? "what do you wish to say ?
" Que voulez-vous

dire? would be the same. Vouloir-dire is the French term for " to mean," &c.
Cela veut dire, '' that means," &c. ; Je veux dire, il veut dire, '* I mean, he means."
Jouir, **to enjoy," requires de, or its equivalent, to precede the thing enjoyed:

jouir de la felicite, <* to enjoy felicity ;" en jouir, 'Ho enjoy it." Thus, jouir du
bien-elre, &c.

Ecole de grammaire. Custom, in such phrases, requires the omission of the
definite article ; so in the last phrase in the exercise. The /' before on means
nothing, as has been fully explained already : it is introduced, for the sake of
euphony, after certain words already enumerated.

ENGLISH INTO FRENCH.
It is very annoying, when one imshes to sleep, to be obliged (past part.) to listen to the
c'est facheux on veut dormir dbliger—to oblige ^confer

absurdities of this nutdman. But it is always my lot.

fou (m.) c'est mm (m.) sort (m.)
ma (f.)

mes (m. and f., p.)
Take notice here, that in the plu'ase it is, &c., if the it do not refer to some

specified matter preceding, but be used in the indeterminate way so common, it is
rendered in French by ce :

*' it is w-ell," c' est bien.
We resume the list of verbs begun in Lesson XVI. The first verb in each of the

following examples requires a de to be placed before the Infinitive of the second,
no matter what verb the latter may be :

—

^. , ,
?^.^^S"-

,,, ,
FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

I am afflicted (afflict myself) to learn Je m' afflige d'apprendre zhemaffleezh dapprondr
I refrain from weeping Je m'ahstiens de lyleurer zhemabsteean duj^lurray
1 affect to be gay Jaffecte d'etre gai zlmffect daytr gay
I take heed to go Je m'avke d'dller zUmavveez dallay
I agree to lend Je conviens de prtter zhe koanvcean dupreUay

T f^^^A ^^ ^''^"^ ^^ regardcr zTie krali(n) dmgardmj
1 forbid you to come Je vous defends de renir zltvoo dafond dvenneer
I challenge him to speak Je le d^Jie de parler zhe le dafee dupparUy
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The following verbs, on the contrary, require a to precede the Infinitive of the

second verb with which they may each be used :

—

ENGLISH.

I learn to sing
I make myself ready to travel

I expect to see

I authorise you to say
I amuse myself with drawing
I excite him to try

I encourage him to say
I apply myself to do
\ hesitate to believe

PRENCir.

J'apprends a cluxnter

Je la'appHtc a voyager

Je m^attends a voir

Je vous autorise a dire

Je m^amiuse a dessmer

Je Vexcite a essayer

Je Vanime a dire

Je 7n^opplique a. /aire

PRONUNCIATION.

zhapprons ah shauntay

zhcmmapjyrate ah voee-ah zhay

::he mattons ah voo-or

zhuvvoos otoixez ah deer

zheminamn^e ah desseenay

zhel exceet ah essay-yay
zhellannecin ah deer

zhemmappleek ah fair

zhebballoiice ah avo-orJe balance a cwire

The perfect tense, definite, of the Indicative mood, of avoir is :—

FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

J'eus -^'«

tueus <^ «*

a eut €^ w

eUe eut <'^

"

nous eiimes '^oos ume

vous eiUes ^"^^^ ^*^^

{Us eurent eeh ure

elks eiirent els %ire

ENGLISH.

I had
thou hadst
he had
she had
we had
you had

they had

The same tense in ^tre is :—
I was
thou wast
he was
she was
we were
you were

they were

Je fus zhefa

tufus tufa

ilfut eelfii

ellefut ^If'^

nousfumes noofume

vousfutes voofute

{ilsfurent eM fare

ellesfurent elfare

The next tense we have to give of the second conjugation of regular verbs is the

present tense, conditional mood—taking the verb avertir (to admonish), avertissant

(admonishing), avertif m., avertiCf f. (admonished) :

—

ENGLISH.

I should or would admonish
thou shouldst or wouldst admonish
he should or would admonish
she should or would admonish
we should or would admonish
you should or would admonish

they should or would admonish

FRENCH.
Javertirais

tu avertirais

il OA^eHirait

eUe avertirait

nous avertirions

vous avertinez

PRONUNCIATION.
zhavverteeray

tu avverte^ray

eel avverteeray

el avverteeray

noos avverteereeoan

voos avverteereeay

eels avverteeray

els avverteeray
^ils avertiraient

\ elles aveHiraient

Many people are frightened by grammar, or rather by grammars. It appears as

if so much were necessary to be learned by heart. Por instance, in the indicative

and conditional moods of the second conjugation, through the whole of which

moods (for all practical intents) we have now gone, there are five other tenses,

which we have not given, and need not give. Observe their names : perfect in-

definite, pluperfect, perfect anterior, and future anterior (all four belonging to the

indicative mood), and the perfect tense of the conditional mood. Now, these tenses

the reader knows already without having seen them, for they are formed of the past

participle of the verb he wishes to use, combined with the respective parts of the

auxiliary verb already learned. Thus (in the order of the tenses just enum.erated) :

J'ai averti, tu as averii, &c. (I have admonished, &c.) ; J'avais averii, &c. (I had

admonished, &c.) ; J'eus averU, &c. (I had admonished, &c.) ; J' aural aterli, &c.

(I shall have admonished, &c). ; and /'awrazs averti, &c, (I should have admon-

ished, &c).

The Imperative mood of the same conjugation is :—
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ENGLISH. TRENCH. l^llONUNCIATiON.
admonish (thy son)

^

avcrtis (ton fih) avvertee torni fee
Jet him admonish (his son) quil avejiisse (sonfils^ heel amerteess soanfee
let us admonish (our son) avertissons (notrefls) avveHeessoan noatr fee
admonish (your son)

^
avert'mez (voire fils) avverteessay voatrfce

let them admonish (their son) qii'ils avertissent (leurfhj heels avveHeess liir fte

TO OUR "FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.
X' P.—To prevent delay, our students will do well, when they address to us anv

communication respecting these lessons, to write in small characters in the corner
of the envelope or cover of their letter, « French department." We shall thus be
enabled to give earlier replies than those which have seemed to betoken dilatoriness
on our part. The fact is, we have not seen some letters till very considerablv
after their date.

Bessie.—If, as you say, you have taken this periodical since the French Lessons
began, you ought to be under no necessity of asking the question whether females may
compete for the prizes ; for we have already answered it in the affirmative.

A Pupil.—You are under an unaccountable illusion in imagining that proper names are
Che same in all languages. We can give you no general rule. You must learn such
v/ords like any others. They are, however, many of them, common, and many of them
similar.

W. H.—You ask us to explain what we have already explained ; and so fully. The
figures we use in the exercises denote the proper order in which the words should occur
in French. In the French into EngUsh, these figures serve no purpose but that of
reminder

; because the words are already there in the right sequence. But in the
Enghsh into French, the meaning is this,--that whatever English word is marked with a
figure, the corresponding French word should come in the relative place denoted by the
figure, as regards the other *' figured" words.

Jn. P~t.—Yes
: in translating the exercise of No. X. of the Lessons, as we did in

No. XII., there is an omission : it is, " and in walking we will sing."

Y. Y. Y.—We have received your prize exercise ; and, to prevent mistakes, let
each person who sends his attempt to us, watch for a similar acknowledgment of
Its receipt

; otherwise, some onC; whose exercise may possibly not have reached us,
might hereafter say that he had been deprived of his fair chance of a prize.

Etudiant.—You wish to put into <• absolutely correct French" the following
words :

" These French lessons are not only very useful, but very agreeable." You
may say, ces lecons defrancais sent nan seulement trh utiles, mats ires agreahles,

^- P.—How to say, *' the town is full of people," and whether la ville est pleine
de monde would, as ** * Kappa ' seems to imply," mean some absurdity, such as
" the town is in the family-way ?

" No ; it is ''Kappa" himself who is absurd,
.tnd not the expression. The phrase is wholly and perfectly correct. Be at ease
on that head. Indeed, we just chance to light upon some instances in point in the
writings of Alexandre Dumas, who, whatever faults he may have on the side of
morality, has none in matter of style. He is not only a Frenchman, but one of the
most brilliant French writers now living. Well, we find that he says, " les salons
sont pleins de grands seigneurs'' (the drawing-rooms are full of great lords) ; *' un
poisson plein d'aretes " (a fish full of bones). Observe here, Dumas speaks actually
of an anhnal. Now, *« Kappa" would have us believe that plein, with reference to
animals, necessarily conveys the idea of '* pregnant," &c. ; and, moreover, he makes
this valuable remark in allusion to London. Till then we were not aware that
London was an animal

: we shall be glad to hear to what genus it belongs-—
whether it be oviparous, &c. ; and, further, whether *' Kappa " would trans-
late the words we have just quoted from Dumas thus—** a fish in the family wav
with bones?" "^
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

«. noun-substantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb

Cop'yrtght, s. llie sole right to print and
publish a book.

CoQUET^TE, s. a gay, vain woman, who, by
various arts, endeavours to gain admirers

;

a jilt.

Cor'acle, s. a kind of boat, made by
placing painted or oiled leather, or cloth,

upon a frame of wicker-work.

Cor'acoid, s. a sharp part of the scapula,

or shoulder blade; a. shaped like a beak.
Cor'al, s. a hard, shell-like, marine

production ; the shells, or cells, of a genus
of marine animals, or insects (polypi).

There are three kinds of coral, red, white,

and black ; the red is the most valued.

Cor'alltne, s. a sea plant formed by in-

sects.

CoRB, s. a basket used in collieries.

Cor'ban, s. an alms basket ; a gift ; an
alms.

Cor'beils, s. in fortification ^ baskets of

earth.

Cor'bbl, s. in architecture, the represent-

ation of a basket ; a short piece of timber
projecting from a wall ; a niche for figures.

Cordelie'r, s. a Franciscan, or grey
friar.

Cor'dial, s, in medicine^ any warm
stimulant that tends to raise the 'spirits

and promote the circulation. The principal

cordial medicines are the aromatised tinc-

tures. The use of most of these, except in

extreme cases, is insidious and destructive.

Cor'dox, 5. {French) in fortification, a

row of stones jutting out before the rampart

;

a military term to denote a line of posts and
•sentries placed around a district or town to

prevent any communication between it and
the rest of the country. A cordon sanitary
is a line drawn round any place in which an
infectious or contagious disease is prevalent,

for the purpose of preventing its spread by
ineans of visitors.

Cordova'n, s. a kind of Spanish leather.

CoRDURCi'', s. stout cordcd cotton cloth.

Cord'wainer, Cor'diner, s. a shoe-

maker. The word is derived from Cordo-

van, the soft tanned leather used for the

upper part of shoes, which was firot brought
from Cordova, in Spain, where it was manu-
factured by the Moors.

Cord'wood, s. wood tied up for firing.

Core'a, s. a large peninsula on the

eastern coast of Asia, whose sovereign is

tributary to the Emperors of China and
^apan, but otherwise independent. *

; V. verb ; v. a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neuter.

Corin'tiiian, a. relating to the Corin-

thian order, or to the dissolute manners of

ancient Corinth. The Corinthian Order is

the name of the fourth order in architec-

ture.

Cork, s. the soft, elastic bark, of a kind
of oak (Quercus) growing in Spain and
Portugal.

Cor'nea, s. the transparent membrane
on the forepart of the ball of the eye.

Corne'lian, s. a precious stone.

Cor'neous, a. horny, resembling horn.

Cor'xet, s. a musical instrument ; the

officer who bears the standard of a troop of

horse.
Cor'nice, s. the uppermost ornament of

a wall or wainscoat ; the top of a column.

Cor'nicle, s. a small horn.

Cor'niform, a. having the shape of

horns.
Corn'ing-house, s. a house where gun-

powder is granulated.

CoRNUCO'PTA, s. a large horn, introduced
in sculpture and painting, filled with flowers

and fruits. The use of this horn arose from
a Greek fable, to the effect that in Lybia
there was a fruitful little territory in shape
like a bullock's horn, which Ammon the

King gave to his daughter. Poets and
painters employ it as an emblem of abun-
dance and happiness ; hence its present ap-

pellation, " The Horn of Plenty."

CoROL^LA, s. the coloured petals or leaves

of a flower.

Corol'lary, s. an inference from certain

given premises ; deduction; surplus.

Coro'na, s. (Latin) a crown; one of the
constellations ; the flat part of a cornice ; a

crown, or circlet, suspended from the roof

or vaulting of churches to hold tapere*,

lighted on solemn occasions.

Cor'onal, s. a chaplet, a garland ; a. re-

lating to the top of the head.

Corona'tiox, s. the act of crowning or
consecrating a monarch.

Cor'oner, s. a civil officer, who, with a
jury, inquires into casual or violent deaths.

Cor'onet, s. an inferior kind of crown
worn by the nobility.

Cor'onoid, a, pertaining to the lower jaw.

Cor'poral, s. the lowest officer in a bat-

talion of Infantry.

Corpora'tion, s. a body politic, autho-

rised by common consent to grant in law
anything within the co pass of their

charter.
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Cor'posant, 5. a sort of volatile meteor,

often seen in tempestuous nights about the

rigging of ships.

Corps, s. a body cf soldiers, a regiment.

CoK'ruLENT, a. fleshy, bulky, gross.

Coii'PUSCLE, s. a minute particle, a small

body, a physical atom; a constituent of

animal bodies.

CoiiREG'iDOR, s, a chief magistrate in

Spain.

Correl'Ative, s. that which has a mutual
relation.

Cor'ridor, s. a gallery round a building,

leading to several chambers at a distance

from each other.

CoRRiGEN'DA, s. pi, (Latin) words to be

altered or corrected.

Corrob'orant, s. a strengthening medi-

cine.

Corr'ode, v. a. to eat away by degrees.

CoRRo'sioN, s. the act of eating away.

Corruga'tion, 5. contraction into

wrinkles.

Cor'sair, s. a pirate, a plunderer on

the sea.

Cor'selet, s. a light armour for the fore-

part of the body.

Cors'et, s. (French) a pair of stays, or

boddice ; an article of dress which, under

the pretext of supporting the chest, waist,

&c., compresses them, and produces many
serious evils, hindering the lungs and
heart in their proper action, displacing the

liver, causing unhealthy secretions, and
often producing distortion of the spine and
chest.

Corte'ge, s. (French) a train of attend-

ants.

Cor'tes, s. the name of the assembly of

representatives of the Spanish nation.

Cor'tical, a. anything belonging to the

bark, rind, husk, or outer covering of bodies.

Corvet^te, s. any vessel of war not car-

rying more than twenty guns.

Corusca'tion, s. a quick vibration of

light.

Corymbif'erous, a, bearing berries in

bunches.

Coryphe'us, s. the chief, or leader of a

chorus. Metaphorically, the leader or

mouthpiece of a party.

Cos, s. a species of the lettuce plant.

Cosi'ne, 5. (in trigonometry) the right

sine of an arch.

Cosmet'ic, s. a ^Yash used under the idea

of improving or beautifying the skin.

Cosmog'ony, s. the science of the birth or

creation of the world.

Cosmog'raphy, s, the science of th(

general system of the world, distinct froi

geography^ which describes the situatioi

and boundaries of particular countries.

Cosmopol'itan, Cosmop'olite, 5.

citizen of the world.

Cosmora'ma, s. an extensive view, a
painting ; the name given to an exhi-
bition consisting of several distinct paint-
ings (seen through a magnifying glass)
of different places in each quarter of the
world. Cosmos signifies *' the world."

Cos'sACKS, s, a people inhabiting those-
parts of the Russian empire which border|
on the northern dominions of Turkey,
Poland, and Tartary, as well as the southernj
parts of Siberia.

Cos^TAL, a. relating to the ribs.

Cos'termonger, St properly a dealer ii

apples ; but the term is generally appliedj
to those who carry fruit, vegetables, &c.,

about for sale.

Costu'me, s. the strict observance of]

proper character in dress; the peculiar or,

characteristic dress of any nation, or class

of persons.

Costs, s. (in law) the expenses incurred

by parties in proceedings at law or in

equity.

Cotan'gent, 5. the tangent of an arch

which is the complement of another to

ninety degrees.

Cotem'porary, s. one who lives at the

same time with another; a. living at the

same time.

Coterie', s. a select party or society
;

club.

Cotil'lon, 5. a light brisk dance.

CoT'auEAN, s. a man who busies himself.]

about affairs which belong properly to-

women.
CoTS'woLD, s. sheepcotes in an open

country.

Cot'ton, s. a plant ; a soft downy sub-

stance, resembling fine vvool, obtained from
the cotton tree ; cloth or stuff made of
cotton.

Co'tyle, s. that cavity of a bone which
receives in it the end of another.

Cotyi/edon, s. the lobe or leaf that

nourishes the seeds of plants, and then

perishes.

Cou'chant, a. squatting, lying down.

Cough, s. a violent expulsion of air from^

the lungs, attended with noise, and during

the effort of which a much greater quantity

of air is expelled from the lungs than is re-

turned by the corresponding act of inspira-

tion. It is a symptom of disease.



THi'? WORKING MAN'S FRIEND AND FAMILY INSTRUCTOR.
[VOT.. VI.—No. 78.—SATURDAY, JUNE 28, 1851.]

THL^^ SECOND MOTTO ON THE CATALOGUE OF THE GREAT
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.

Last week^ at the request of a friend of the working classes, we called attention to

one of the quotations on the margin of the cover of the " Official Catalogue,"

showing thaf* Progress is the end oflalour, and the will of the great Creator, and

that everyone? can do something to aid in this glorious object;" the same

individual has intimated to us that the other motto is not less worthy of attention.

Like the formv»»r, it is given in Latin and English, and the words are :—

"NE NOSTRA, ISTA QUJE INVENIMUS, DIXERIS

INStTA, SUNT NOBIS OMNIUM ARTIUM SEMINA,

MAG.WTERQUE EX OCCULTO DEUS PRODUCIT INGENIA,"

** SAY NOT TJJAT THE DISCOVERIES WHICH WE MAKE ARE OUR OWN

THE GERMS OF EVERY ART ARE IMPLANTED WITHIN US,

AND GOD OUU INSTRUCTOR, OUT OF THAT WHICH IS CONCEALED,

DEVELOPS THi"^. FACULTIES OF INVENTION."

This is a very beautifi^l passage, and we trust will perfectly satisfy those who

predicted that the Great' Exhibition of the works of nature, and especially of

human industry, would be the downfall of religion. Here the existence of the

Deity is not only recognised, but all art and industry are traced to Ilim as the

creator. The paragraph indicates :—

I. That there are the Germs of all the Arts in Man.—Of course, this

meansinhisrwm^or^oz^/: because the body is nothing more than an animal, and

is only the tabernacle in which the intellectual power resides, and its various

members are the implements which it uses in operating upon the material world. We
j

cannot tell what a spirit may be able to effect without corporeal organs, but we

know that, generally speaking, it employs instruments of some kind or other in

producing changes upon the visible world ; and yet we have no instances of mere

animalism exhibiting inventions which will bear any comparison with the works of

man. Instinct is not ingenuity, but mere animal mechanism, in which there

appears no more voluntary art than in the movements of a clock or a steam-engine.

The skill of the bee is often spoken of, because its cell is a far greater architectural

prodigy than the Crystal Palace, and its wax and honey are chemical wonders which

throw all our science into the shade : but then the bee is born what it is. It learns

nothing, it teaches nothing, it invents nothing. The little creature that has just

burst forth from its shell is as wise a mathematician and chemist as its progenitor

in the days of Adam, and the oldest of its tribe is no wiser. Experience anA

observation do nothing for instinct. There is in animals no " omnium artium

Mmina;' no '* seeds of all the arts " which you can develop. These lie hid in the

liuman soul. Mind is their matrix, and a glorious progeny has already been

hrought forth ; and yet we have reason to believe that we are only, as it were, at

the birth of its firstborn. As the family of the first pair is only an insignificant

group, if compared with the teeming myriads which since their time have peopled

our world; so our inventions are few indeed, if estimated with what is to be,

invented and discovered in future years.
^

i

We are charmed with the thought that we have <*the germs of all the arts in

man:'* that is, in every man and woman; for the word ''man'' here is used

generically, and includes all the species. No one has yet ventured to gauge, to
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sound, to mcasurp, or estimate, the powers, faculties, and capabilities of th ^ ^timun
soul. We have done much to fathom the ocean, to ascertain the dist ^nc^ ^nd
gravities of the planets and the stars, but have too often neglected tr

, pause and
look at the prying, calculating, measuring, and weighing principle -which has
prompted us to engage in these enterprises, and to pursue them - ^jth so much
patience and precision. It is not unfrequently the case that the ] jhilosopher is
more ignorant of himself, and of his mental and moral powers, than of almost any
otlier object of inquiry. He can tell you all about the double and . triple stars in
constellations, which aTe trillions of leagues distant, but he knows : tioX himself, lie
has analysed all sorts of substances, and has arranged and classitiec \ them natiirallv
and logically, but his own intellectual being is unexplored. "We have a <^reat
charge to bring against our philosophical and inquisitive age, th at it has too much
passed by the most wonderful of all created objects. Some sr^y that the study of
mind would bring us too near to the study of Deity, and,, would remind us of
neglected powers, of blighted faculties, of irrevocable respo Asibilities-, and conse-
quently of neglect, ingratitude, and criminality, and therefore mens shsu^dder at the
subject, and prefer the external to the internal world. W^nether thas ajccusation be
just or not, the fiict is the same, that men and women have not n^jet estimated
themselves nor their fellows around them.

What an unworthy opinion, in numerous instances, the poor ha^e- of the rich,
and the rich of the poor. The mechanic laughs at the 'squire, the lord, and the
lady, because they invent nothing, and do nothing ; and the wealthy^in not a fe^v
cases, look down with almost sovereign contempt upo.n all operatives- and labourers.
What an object the duchess would be at the state hall but for th« dressmaker I

and what a pitiable plight the marquis would be ia at the levee if Hb had to make
his own habiliments ! And on the other hand, if there were none >vho wore purple
and fine linen, what myriads would be out of -work ! Society is benefited by the
'squire and the artisan

; by the nobleman and the peasant, ^o human beino- is
despicable. Men or women may be proud, ignorant, criminal, culpable, and, the're-
fore, pitiable, but where there is a soul there is greatness which, if duly contem-
plated, fills us with awe, notwithstanding its follies orviciousness. In that lord who
wastes his days in sleep, and his nights in gambling or in revelry ; in that lady who
rises after the sun has passed his meridian, whose life evaporatesin sighs over novels,
or in flitting like a butterfly from amusement to amusement ; in that scaveno^er
with his broom, in that sweep with his bag of soot, in that young thief and street-
walker, in that cringing pauper, to whatever order he may belong, in that regro
slave, and copper-coloured savage ; in a word, in every man and every woman in
every boy and every girl, of everyrank and of every clime, there has been deposited
by the God of nature, the germ of all the arts ; and therefore there is in every human
being a natural nobility, and, we had almost said, a divinity, which makes him an ^

object worthy of the regard, and sympathy, and admiration of his fellow man.
II. All Ingenuity and Inventions proceed fuom these Seeds of Art

WHICH ARE WITHIN tJS.--The Crystal Palace is a kind of spiritual reservoir, in ^

which we have a glorious collection of these samples of human skill and industry.We say <« a spiritual reservoir"—for though we see no spirit there—though all the
productions are solid matter, and are visible and tangible-yet there is not one of -

them but tells of the latent mind M'hich called them into existence, and gave them.-*
their various forms and uses or motions. The steam in the engine is invisible, and-/^
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yet no one doubt3 its existence or its incalculable powers ;
for steam has but just

commenced its race of utility and wonder. The spirit of man cannot be seen, but

who doubts its presence or its boundless capacities ; for it also has hardly begun

Us course of glorvaud benevolence. What it has effected, however, augurs well

for its future deeds and progress. The Industrial Palace tells a talc of enchant-

ment respecting its past achievements which v/ould require not only days and

months but years of listening amazement, before the whole could be heard
;
and

yet what is the Great Exhibition but as a drop to the ocean ? There were arts

before the Flood. Jabal was the father or inventor of tents ;
Jubal originated the

!iarp and the organ ; Tubal Cain taught men to work in brass and iron; Cain

built a city, and Noah a marvellous ship. What art and invention there must

have been in the old world, in Egypt, in Babylon, in Nineveh, in Tyre and Sidon,

Greece, Kome, Persia, India, China, and Japan ! Europe, too, has been the cradlo

Qf the arts, and no part more so than our native land. Time has driven his ijlough-

share over ruin after ruin, under which magnificent inventions have been buried

for ever.

The proofs of art that now exist in almost every portion of the globe, are in our

own day a glorious revelation of the germs of invention which are naturally im-

planted in the soul. In the book of Genesis we are told that *' God made every

plant before it was in the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew." This

was doubtless wonderful; but when it is added that the grass and the trees had

each th- seed within itself from which others vegetated and sprung up, and if we

consider that some of them were so prolific that ten thousand could arise out of

one, the first miracle seems to be eclipsed by the second. And yet, after all, what

is the f.^rtility of nature, compared with the almost endless inventive powers of

mind ? The former is physical, chemical, and, perhaps, to some extent mechanical,

but the latter is intellectual and voluntary. Man seems to possess the power of

creating all things new. What was England four thousand years ago, and what is

it now ? Perhaps at that distant period some of our mines were worked, and the

Phoenician traded on our shores ; but where were our cities, our towns, our villages,

our mansions, our palaces, our cultivated fields, our parks, our botanical gardens,

our machinery, our factories, our shipping, our literature, and our fine arts? To

all our readers we would say, Look at the fruits of English skill and industry,

and of the skill and industry of the world, and there behold the development and

growth of those germs of art which the Creator has implanted within as.

III. The GiiEAT Spirit who DErosiTED these Germs within us causes

THEM TO be developed IN OUR VARIOUS INVENTIONS.—That ''there is no end of

invention," is now a household sentence. Scientific men believe things whicli in

former years would only have been credited by reputed simpletons, and yet tliey

cannot be charged with credulity. Their deep knowledge of the -^venders of nature

and art has enlarged their iaith and their anticipations. It is the will of the

Almighty that our talents should develop themselves. He created them not to be

laid up in a napkin, or buried in the earth. Those Avho impose any limit on the

cultivation of mind, or who neglect to exercise their own powers, sin against God,

against society, and do themselves a personal injury. The man who maims him-

self is looked upon as a maniac, and he who maims another is amenable to the

law ; but what shall we say of the mental maiming that has been carried on for

ages, and is still practised in many of our schools, churcheS; and domestic establish-
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nients? The old practice of cutting off thumbs and great toes, of slitting noses, am-
putating ears, boring out eyes, and clipping tongues, in which the kings and rulers

of antiquity bore such an ignoble pre*eminence, is now abandoned, and we con-

gratulate ourselves on having arrived at a more civilised age ; but, alas ! the same
cruelty is still perpetrated, only that the mind is the victim. What do we see

almost everywhere but maimed souls? What is the result of mere secular educa-

tion but to shut the soul out from the most glorious and inspiring of all studies ?

It is the will of our Creator that the *' ingenia/' the ingenuities, the capacities, the

inventive powers of every human being should be called forth. Already has he in

various ways inteq^osed for this purpose. In the Bible we are told that Jehovah,
•• called by name Bezaleel, smd filled kirn with the spirit of Gocly in wisdom and in

understanding and in knowledge, and in all manner of workmanship ; to devise

•cunning works, to work in gold, in silver, and in brass, and in cutting of stones ;

to set them, and in carving of timber, to work in all manner of workmanship/'
"And with him Jehovah gave also Aholiab; and in the hearts of all that were

wise-hearted did God put wisdom, that they might make all the things which were

•commanded for the tabernacle and its furniture.*' And in the same book we are

told by Isaiah, that God *' instructs the ploughman to discretion, and teaches him**

to break the clods, to plough, and to sow '' the principal wheat, the appointed

barley, and the rye in their place."

The pagans attributed their agriculture and mechanics to their gods. Some-
times the thought has come direct from heaven, sometimes our wants, sometimes

a mere accident, and sometimes close study, have been the parents of our inven-

tions ; but in each case we see the hand of Providence—^r*^, in creating us with

such powers, and, secondly^ in calling them forth. To *'e-ducate" or " lead out*'

the noble powers of the human soul, is the end of all proper tuition. Alas ! that so

much genius and so much mental and moral power have remained fallow for ages !

What a rich harvest shall be reaped when these intellectual and spiritual wastes

shall be brought under app ropriate culture !

THE SPIRIT OF PROGRESS.

The gloomy night is breaking

;

E'en now the sunbeams rest,

With a faint yet cheering radiance.

On the hill- tops of the West.

The mists are slowly risiug

From the valley and the plain,

And a spirit is awakening
That shall never sleep again.

And ye may hear that listen,

The spirit's stirring song.
That surges like the ocean
With its solemn bliss along.

" Ho ! can we stay the rivers,

Or bind the wings of' light.

Or bring back to the morning
The old departed night ?

** Nor shall ye check its impulse,
Nor stay it for an hour,

Until earth's groaning millions

Have felt its healing power !

"

That spirit is Progression
In the vigour of its youth,

The foeman of Oppression,
And its armour is the Truth.

Old Error, with his legions.

Must fall beneath its wrath

;

Nor blood, nor tears, nor anguish,
Will mark its brilliant patYi.

But onward, upward, heavenward,
The spirit still will soar,

Till peace and love shall triumph,
And falsehood reign no more.
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THE ASCOT RACES.
By Miss H. M. Rathbone.

A LA.RGE agreeable party were one evening
collected at Carslake Priory, the hospitable

mansion of Horace Grenville, Esq., then
high-shcrift* for the county of Kent, and
the assembly comprised many of the neigh-

bouring gentry, besides several visitors

from the north, who had come to attend

the Midsummer meeting on Ascot-heath
;

a circumstance which naturally • caused the

conversation to turn chiefly on the subject

of racing. Many anecdotes of the turf were
related, and many discussions arose on the
merits of the celebrated horses which were
to run on the following day, while anxious
inquiries were made of the more knowing-
ones by those who, having already betted
more deeply than their fortunes warranted,
were nervously agitated about the result of

the forthcoming contest. In a bay window
filled with beautiful tropical plants, and
illuminated by the rays of the setting sun,

Julia Grenville was seated on a low otto-

man, engaged in an animated argument
with her brother Marmaduke respecting the

propriety of his going to the course with a
party of newly-made college friends, in

preference to accompanying his mother and
sister. A little apart from the disputants
stood a rising young barrister, who, though
ostensibly occupied in turning over a port-

folio of prints, was evidently listening to

the conversation with considerable interest.

At last, upon Miss Grenville's appealing to

him to confirm her side of the question, he
did so with an emphasis which j.rovoked
Marmaduke to exclaim :

"What's the use of asking Whitmore
about races, Ju. ? Don't you know he dis-

approves of them altogether, as well as

reviews, and most other rational enjoy-
ments."

'* Nay," said Whitmore laughingly, '' I

hope I am not so prejudiced as to condemn
innocent recreation for all classes, though
I certainly plead guilty to disliking the two
kinds you have mentioned."
At this moment dinner was announced,

and, Miss Grenville gravely accepting Mr.
Whitmore's escort, the discussion ceased
until the party were seated at table, when
'it was renewed by the batricter saying to

his fair companion :

" I am afraid you are annoyed at my free

speaking, and consequently that you c^.o

not agree with me."
"Perhaps," she replied, somewhat em-

barrassed, "I do not quite understand xvhy

you think as you do about amusements
which I have always been brought up to

look upon as harmless. Do you seriously

mean to say you would never allow ladies
to attend either races or reviews ?

"

"I will answer you with perfect frank-
ness," he replied, ** because I cannot
otherwise explain my meaning, and would
fain convince all the gentler sex of the
justice of my opinions. I look upon races
as the plague-spot of English society, and
sorrowfully believe that their unholy in-
fluence extends from the highest to the
lowest ranks with fatal effect upon tho
morals of those who frequent them. And
then also believing, as I firmly do, that
ladies—by which term I mean all women of
cultivated minds—possess a fearful amount
of responsibility in matters of morality, I
am more vexed than I can tell you to see
them sanctioning such scenes by their
presence ; and you must excuse my going
still further, and saying, that I am sur-
prised how those who are really refined and
lady-like in their feelings can choose to
attend promiscuous meetings, which can be
productive of little pleasure to t/ie)7i beyond
the unhealthy excitement of a moment, and
which entail such fearful consequences
upon others. Are you ignorant of the
misery which is occasioned yearly to families
formerly accustomed to every luxury, but
who arc ruined by the failure of the
enormous bets laid by fathers, uncles, and
brothers, upon the mere chance of a horse's
speed ? Do you not know that thousands
of pickpockets look to races as their annual
harvest ^ that the amount of drimkenncss
is fearfully increased at these seasons ? and
that hundreds of miserable mothers and un-
happy sisters date the downfall of sons and
brothers to their attendance upon the
course .^"

Miss Grenville sighed deeply, and she
glanced towards Marmaduke with an uneasy
conviction that she could not deny the
truth of Mr. Whitmore's remarks ; and
then, feeling annoyed at the possible con-
sequences to herself of adopting his singular
opinions, she tried to shift the argument,
by reminding him that ladies did not think
about such matters, and only went to races
because it was the fashion, and to see and
be seen.

Mr. Whitmore smiled gravely, as he re-
plied :

" That is partly what I complain of,

and I will not allow your plea to stand, be-
cause there are thousands of other places
possessing the same privileges, but which
yet do not entail such uniVornily bad re-
sults. Can you tell me of any good that is

fostered by races ?
"

" I have always fancied ^Vcm useful as
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affording people—poor people especially

—

needful relaxation ; and that they were

manly in their nature because held in the

open air."
*' In that last respect only," said Whit-

more, *' do I think they have any advantage

;

but you must ailo\y me to say, that the

. training of jockies, the low society which
its details lead young men into partaking,

and the spirit of gambling which the meet-
ings stimulate in all classes, have the re-

verse of a healthy effect upon the masses of

the working people, or the so called gentle-

men of the turf. Cricket and archery,

quoits and boating, are all fine manly
national sports, exercising skill conducive
to health, and capable of being conducted
without the demoralising tendencies wdiich

inevitably degrade the barbaric custom of

horse-racing."
** I suppose, Whitmore," said Captain

Fitzmorrij?, who overheard this last tirade,
** you would not allow your wi(e any option

in these matters ?"

The barrister seemed pained by the ques-
tion, which he did not answer until it had
been rather jeeringly repeated, when he
quietly said, in a voice that betrayed sup-

pressed emotion, "I should rather hope to

marry one whose own delicacy would make
her averse to attending places unvrorthy of

being so highly honoured."
The conversation now took another turn,

although, before the evening concluded,
Miss Grenville again, and still more
closely, questioned Mr. Whitmore about
his opinions, until she became so nearly

convinced of the justice of his views, that

she vclimtarily declared her intention of

keeping away from temptation, and spoke
with real feeling about her brother Mar-
madukc, who, she told Whitmore, had
only recently left school, and whose pliancy

of temper rendered him peculiarly liable to

fall into evil courses. It was with great
difliculty that the young barrister com-
manded himself that right to take leave of

one in whom he had been long deeply in-

terested, without allowing her to perceive

how much his feelings were implicated. It

was not, however, that he had decided to

give up a young lady whom he admired
because they might differ in opinion, but
that he plainly perceived the races had
already become a question of reason and
conscience to Miss Grenville ; and he thp.pght

if she now allowed herself to be won over
to break her resolution by mere considera-

tions of etiquette, or fear of ridicule, she

could not possess the rectitude of mind
which he desired to find in a companion
for life. The next day he returned to his

chamber in London, and for a few days re-

mained in no enviable frame of mind, and

without the means of gaining any informa-
tion respecting the movements of his friends,

the Grenvilles. The newspaper reports of

the fashionables upon the course only
casually mentioned the attendance of the
High Sheriff and his family ; and the first

news he heard of those about whom he felt

so anxious was conveyed in a police report.

This document set forth, that the Petty
Sessions of D town having met, a case
had been brought up of a young man of
some note, which had excited considerable
attention, inconsequence of the unexpected
verdict which had been pronounced by the
chairman. It stated that Marmaduke
Grenville, belonging to the respected family
of Carslake Priory, had been arrested on
the serious charge of wantonly destroying
the iron gate of Morton Lodge, and flinging

the same upon a line of railway at the mo-
ment when a train w-as coming up, which
had been thereby thrown down a steep bank,
and several of the passengers seriously

injured. The young gentleman, the report
stated, had pleaded guilty, and expressed
great contrition for his lawless conduct,
which he declared had been brought about
by attending Ascot races for the first time,
where he had got into bad company, and
that he was intoxicated when he committed
the deed. But the Court refused to bail

the prisoner, considering that his being of

a good family only made the matter worse,
by rendering him more responsible, and
finally he was sentenced to ten months con-
finement, with three months of hard labour.

*'Poor Julia," said AVhitmcre to himself,
*' this sad event will do more to open her
eyes to the iniquities of this unfeminine
degrading resort than any argimients of

mine. I wonder whether she went to Ascot
after all ; I must know."
Half an hour later Whitmore started for

Carslake Priory, and on his arrival was shown
into an empty sitting room, where he re-

mained alone a long time, until Miss Gren-
ville entering accidentally, he tried to per-
suade her to sit down and talk with him,
though her eyes, swollen with excessive
weeping, and her repeated relusals, showed
how painfully she 1\ It the interview. But
there was a tenderness in his manner which
the softened heart of } oor Julia was little

able to resist ; and when he learnt that she
had indeed gone to the races, and how
utterly miserable she had been ever since
under the idea that her refusal might possi-
bly have been the means of saving Marma-
duke from his present disgrace, ho felt a
thorough conviciion of her future firmness
upon such occasions, which swept away all

his remaining prudential considerations, and
he no longer kept silence, but succeeded in
gaining her ha'f reluctant and fearful con-
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Bent to be his. Fearful, because she now
better understood the nature, and estimated

the force of his opinions, and modestly

doubted her capability of becoming as high-

minded a wife in all the details of social

life as she knew he required.

These doubts proved her strength, and

Mr. Justice Whitniore and his aristocratic

lady were the first in the fashionable

circle to which they belonged to dis-

regard the pernicious example of royalty,

and to set the fashion of staying away from

Ascot races. Indeed, to the credit of Mrs.

AVhitmore's captivating manners, firmness

of purpose, and judicious efforts to render

her singular opinions more a la mode, the

elegant dejeuner which she gave on the

opening day of the last grand turf meeting

was attended by many of the reigning ele-

gants and eminent dandies, and occupied a

distinguishing paragraph in the next day's

Morning Post; though we hope the gala

which she announces for next summer will,

lor the credit of the English ladies, be still

better attended than the small though satis-

factory dejeuner wliich made the first com-
mencement in a right direction, liut it is

the great body of artisans who will most
benefit by a change of fashion respecting

races, though they should not be expected

lo be wiser than the apparently better edu-

cated; and the ladies first, and then the

benevolent portion of the aristocracy, must
come forward in the good cause, and thus

greatly aid in suppressing vices, diminishing

temptations to rich and poor, and set at

liberty time and money, now disgracefully

lavished on the lowest pleasures, to be ex-

pended in ennobling purposes, and in fos-

tering 7nore truly gentlemanly recreations.

THE DREAM OF AN EASTERN MERCHANT.

* Some people are rich who deserve to be

poor, their only aim in life being the enjoy-

ment of selfish indulgences. Sonae people

who have power exercise it for evil instead

of good ; while others, who, though misers,

oppressors of the poor, and extortioners,

are yet happy and prosperous. Oh 1 would

that I could open their coffers before ano-

ther coin is added, that I might distribute

their ill-gotten wealth amongst the unwary

whom they deceived, the widows whom they

oppressed, the orphans whom they de-

frauded. Naked wou'd I drive them from

their houses to beg their bread, or to bray

amongst the nettles."*

Thus murmuring against the dispensations

of Providence, a young Persian merchant

lay on his couch ; for it was the hour when
the inhabitants of the East retire to their

secret chambers.f At length sleep stole

* In many countries of the East these weeds grow

to an enormous size. We read of them in the Bible

in the 30th chapter of Job, 5—7, where the pa-

triarch describes the former humble condition of

those who were forward to insult hira in his time

of trial. " They were driven," he says, " forth

from among men—under the nettles they were

gathered together." One species of this weed is

called " Urtiga gigas" or " gigantic nettle ;" it is

in fact a tree, having a trunk of from eighteen to

twenty-two feet in circumference, and heart-

shaped leaves, measuring six inches across, whose

fiting is as painful as that of a wasp. There is ano-

ther variety of a smaller size, whose sting is still

more severe; it is called the '•Devil's leaf," and

the Asiatics extract a powerful poison from it.

t The habit of early rising in the East, and the

heat of the weather during the afternoons, render

a short repose between breakfast and dinner abso-

over his senses, and he dreamt. "What his

vision was is given in his own words :

—

'* I fancied myself," said he, " transported

into a vast but highly cultivated solitude,

where the colossal trees were gracefully

united by festoons of parasites, and climbers

beaiing flowers of the most brilliant and

beautifully-blended colours. Wherever I

gazed upwards there were endless variety

and loveliness, while beneath there was

an everlasting vegetation covering^ the

ground, and concealing, by the luxuriance

of living plants, the decay and death of

those which had given them place. This

beautiful solitude was enlivened by the

presence of hundreds of the feathered tribe
;

and as I watched them flying, soaring,

hovering, or fluttering, according to their

different habits and inclinations, I felt my
heart filled with a tranquil joy, and I

breathed forth a prayer of gratitude to the

Great Being that I was no longer near the

habitations of man, obliged to witness evils

which I had not the power to remove,

and to suffer from follies which I was unable

to correct.
'' The sun had risen over the horizon ;

his rays gilded the verdure over my head

and gave transparency to the foliage ;
the

birds at once burst forth into song, and

amazed me by the diversity of their accents,

their forms, their plumage, and their flight.

While I yet looked and listened, methought

lately necessary. This sleep is called a " siesta ;"

and we read in the Bible that Ishbosheth, the son

of Saul, was slain by the sons of llimmon when he
•* lay on a bed at noon."
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I was endowed with the power of under-

standing their language.
" The eagle was perched on the topmost

branch of a magnificent palm, and was utter-

ing words of reproach and disdain against

all the smaller birds, while they, though
they feared to reply to him, reviled each

other. The thrush proclaimed himself the
* herald of spring,' and uttering notes of

rich melody to convince his auditory of his

excellence, called on a little hedge-sparrow
to say ' Why he, who had but a few notes,

and yet nothing beautiful in his appearance,

should presume to cumber the earth with
his presence ?'

'* The little bird, though in general re-

markably gentle in its manners, replied

with bitterness. * My voice,' said he, * is

by no means so contemptible ; and besides

the pleasure I afford by my song, I am use-

ful in assisting to free the earth from those

insects which would overrun and destroy it

in summer, by feeding on the larvae in

winter, and seeking for them in the crevices

of the bark of trees, where man could not
discover them.*

''Having so said, he flew off, without
waiting to hear the thrush boast that he
also was useful to man, inasmuch as he
lived during the summer on those large

troublesome insects which eat up the

choicest fruits and vegetables, and flowers.
* For intance,' said he, ' I may be often seen
busily employed in destroying noxious
snails and worms, or beating against the

stones the hard shell of the snail and mak-
ing a meal of the occupant ; my usefulness,

indeed, is immense.' The sparrow did not
hear this boast ; he had flown off to a

branch on which a pretty robin had just

alighted, and was calling to his mate in

mild and plaintive notes. The irritated

little sparrow turned on him harshly and bid

him * be silent or begone;' but the sprightly

and elegant little creature continued his

carol, as if unconscious of the unkind words
of his neighbour.
"Amazed at the want of harmony

amongst the birds, and the consequent ab-

sence of all individual happiness, I thought
I saw a very extraordinary figure descend
from the clouds and alight on a plane
tree,* which rose in majestic beauty above
all the cedars of the forest. It was that of

* The name given to this tree, the "pZawe," sig-

nifies ample or broad. The ancient Greeks valued
it so highly that they poured wine instead of water
on its roots. Two great poets, Virgil and Homer,
wrote in its praise. And our young friends are, no
doubt, familiar with the description g-iven of it in

he Bible :—*• Thus was he fair in his greatness, in

a young man, whose body had tlie appear-
ance of newly driven snow over which rose-

leaves had been scattered ; he had large

blue wings edged with gold; his hair was
black as ebony ; his eyes were dark and
piercing, and his whole appearance majestic
in the extreme. He looked round for a
moment, and then called to him aU the
birds. They perched around him on the
branches of the cedars ; and having com-
manded silence, he spoke. Methought his

language was a strange dialect, and yet I

understood it as well as his feathered au-
ditory.

** * What wranglings do I hear ?' he said.
* What revilings are those uttered by
brother against brother ? Know you not
that in my eyes you are all alike, mean;
becoming estimable only in proportion as

you fulfil your duties faithfully and cheer-
fully ? Go to ! let each one of you learn to

esteem his brother better than himself, and
to consider, in his species, differences and
not defects. Have I not bestowed a variety

of qualities, yet whom have I made ruler

over the rest } The eagle, it is true, be-
cause of his strength, assumes lordship, and
his loud inharmonious cry proclaims his

pride
;
yet before me is one little fringilla,

which points the w^eary traveller to the well-

spring in the desert, of more worth than all

the eagles on the earth.'
" He ceased, and I thought he looked

earnestly at me for a moment. He then
imfolded his magnificent wings, and
flew towards the clouds. "—** I awoke
and found myself stretched on my couch,
my heart filled with the heavenly vi-

sion. I arose, and falling on my knees,
I besought the Giver of all Good to

engrave on my heart the lesson 1 had
learned in my sleep, to teach me evermore
to seek to do all the good in my power, to

discover the virtues and not the vices of my
neighbours, and the good instead of the
evil arising from their several positions. I

prayed also to be given such wisdom as

would enable me, when I saw abuses, to

correct them prudently, and rather by pre-

cept and example than by force and coer-

cion ; inasmuch, as the former would
strengthen the bonds of universal brother-
hood, while the latter would only serve to

break them and tear them asunder."
Thus ends the dream of the Persian.

the length of his branches ; for his root was by
great waters. The cedars in the garden of God
could not hide him. The fir trees were not liice

his boughs, and the chesnut trees were not like

his branches ; nor any tree in the garden of God
was like unto him in his beauty."
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GLEANINGS FilOM MY COMxMON-rLACE BOOK.

No. Vil.-SIiNGULAR CASES OF CONVICTION ON rilESUMPTIYE PllOOF.

In a ^vork publislied at New York in 1837, entitled, " Sketches of the Life and

Character of the Kev. Samuel llaynes, A.M.," there is a remarkable case given

of conviction upon circumstantial evidence, of which the toilowing is au

abridgment :

—

. . • x * r <.„?

r)n° llussel Colvin, who had been for some time insane, or m a state ot mental

incapicity in Manchester, Vermont, left home on the 7th of May 1813, and was not

seen afterwards. Many surmised that he had been murdered, and many observa-

tions were made by Stephen and Jesse Boom, which cast suspicion on them as the

mu -derers, but nothing sufficiently definite was known to warrant proceedmgii

aoaiust them. The matter was frequently talked of in the neighbourhood ;
but m

1820 a remarkable dream revived the whole matter, and invested it with pecuhar

interest An uncle of the Booms dreamed that Russel Colvm came to his bed-

side and told him that he had been murdered, and he must follow him, and ho

would lead him to the spot where he was buried ; this dream was repeated three

times. The place indicated was that talked of previous to the dream, w'hich was

where a house had formerly stood, under which was a hole about four feet square,

which was made for the purpose of burying potatoes and now filled up. This pit

was opened and nothing discovered but a large knife, a pen-kmfe, and a button

Mrs. Colvin, previous to their being presented to her, described them accurately,

and on seeing them said they belonged to her husband, except the small knife.

Another circumstance which occurred soon after also aroused the attention ot

the community. A lad was walking from Mr. Barna Boorn s, at a small distance,

with his dog, when a hollow stump, standing near the path, engaged the notice of

the spaniel, which ran to the place and back again several times, liitmg up his leet

on the boy with whining notes, as though he would draw the attention of his little

master to the place, and he finally succeeded in doing so.^ A cluster of bones was

drawn from the roots of the stump by the paws of the animal. Further examuia.-

tion was made, and in the cavity of the stump were found two toe nwh, to appear.,

ance belonging to a human foot : others were discovered m a crumbled state, which

had apparently passed through the fire. They were exammed by a number of

physicians, who thought them human. Others said the bones were not human,

but that the toe nails were. The bones were in a degree pulverised, but some

pieces were in a tolerable state of preservation. Suspicions were excited

that the body of Colvin had been burnt, some part not consumed cast into the

stump, and other bones put among them for deception.
, , . ^ _. ^

Some time after the disappearance of Colvin, a barn belonging to Barna Boorn

^'as consumed by fire accidentally; it was conjectured that the body was taken

up and concealed under the fioor of the barn and mostly consumed. About that

time the Boorns burned a log heap near the place where the body vyas supposed

to be deposited ; it was thought that it was consumed there. These circumstances,

together with evidence which was adduced, that previous to Colvin s disappear-

•mce a quarrel had occurred between himself and the Booms, induced the magis-

trates to apprehend them. For several days nothing sufficiently definite appeared

to warrant a committal, and the examining court were on the eye of dismissing the

complaint, when, on Saturday, about twelve o'clock, Jesse, with a trembhng voice,

observed, that the first time he had an idea that his brother had murdered Colvin

was when he was here last winter. He then stated that he and Russel were

hoeino- in the Glazier lot, that there was a quarrel between them, and Kussel

Colvin attempted to run away ; that he struck him with a club or stone on the

back part of his head or neck, and had fractured his skull, and supposed he ws dead

He said he could not tell what had become of the body. Lewis, the son of Lussd

Colvin, testified that he saw his uncle Stephen knock
^^l^J^^^^, [f'^^^^^

frightened, and ran home. Other evidence was mti'uduced, and the pnsoncis

were committed for trial.
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In due time they were brought up for trial, and after a protracted inquiry were
sentenced to be hanged. It is impossible to describe the confusion and anguish

into which the prisoners were cast on hearing their doom. They requested, by the

council, liberty to speak, and it was granted. In sighs, and br'jken accents, they

asserted their innocence. The convulsions of Stephen's frame were so great that

he >vas unable to walk ; he was supported by others, and carried to prison.

The sentence of death was commuted, in the case of Jesse, to imprisonment for

life ; but Stephen was left for execution. The minister frequently visited him in

his cell, and endeavoured to turn his mind to things of another world, telling him
that as all other means failed, he must look to Gon as the only way of deliverance.

He was at times calm, and at others impatient. One of the last interviews was very
affecting ; he said, " Mr. Haynes, I seo no way but I must die ; everything works
n<][ainst me ; but I am an innocent man ; this you will know after I am dead."
He burst into a flood of tears, and said, '* What will become of my poor wife and
children ; they are in needy circumstances, and I love them better than life

itself."

-Mr. Haynes said, " God will take care of them.'*

Stephen replied, ''I don't want to die : I wish they would let me live some time
longer, even in tliis situation. Perhaps something will take place that will con-

vince people that I am innocent." As the clergyman was about to leave the cell,

he said " Will you pray with me?" He rose with his heavy chains on his hands
and legs, being also chained down to the floor, and stood on his feet during prayer,

with deep and bitter sighings. A few days after this, a man of the name of Chad-
wick wrote to the clergyman of Manchester that he had seen the account of the

trial of the Booms, and that he believed the man who was alleged to have been mur-
dered was yet alive, in the vicinity of his residence. This letter was carried to the

gaol, and read to Stephen. The news was so overwhelming that, to use his ov,'n

language, '* nature could scarcely sustain the shock ; but as there was some doubt
as to the truth of the report, it tended to prevent an immediate dissolution." He
then told the minister that " he believed that had Colvin made his appearance at

that moment, it v/ould have caused immediate death." Even now a faintness was
produced which was painful to be endured ! A special message was sent to ascertain

the truth of the report. At length the long-expected stage was seen approaching,
and the cry Avas raised, '' Colvin has come !"

The village was all alive ; all ran to catch a sight of the man whom they supposed
dead, and who had come at the last moment to save the condemned from the gal-

lows. Some, like Thomas, would not believe in that tangible evidence. Almost all

his old acquaintances he recognised at once, and called them by name. Guns were
\Hscharged for joy, and people ran to diflerent parts of the town to give notice. Tfee

prison-door was unbolted, and the news proclaimed to Stephen that Colvin had
come. The chains on his arms were taken ofl" whilst those on his legs remained.
Colvin looked iipon the chains and said, ** What are these for?" Stephen said,
** They were going to hang me for having murdered you." Colvin replied, *' You
never hurt me."
The prisoners were released ; and thus a judicial murder was prevented.
The following parallel, case is well known, and has been dramatised under the

titie of Ambrose Gwynnett,
In the year 1723 a young man, who was serving his apprenticeship in London

to a master sailmaker, got leave to visit his mother to spend the Christmas holidays.
She lived a few miles beyond Deal, in Kent. He walked the journey, and on his

arrival at Deal, in the evening, being much fatigued, and also troubled with a
bowel complaint, he applied to the landlady of a public-house, who was acquainted
with his mother, for a night's lodging. Her house was full and every bed occu-
pied ; but she told him that if he would sleep with her uncle, who had lately

come ashore, and was boatswain of an Indiaman, he should be welcome. He ^vas

glad to accept the offer, and after spending tjie evening with his ncAV comrade, they
retired to rest. In the middle of the night he was attacked with his complaint, and
wakmg his bedfellow he asked hiw the way to the garden, The boatswain told

i
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him to go tlirough the kitchen ; but, as he would find it difhcult to open the door

into the yard, the latch being out of order, he desired him to take a knife out of his

pocket, Avith ^vhich he could raise the latch. The young man did as he was

directed, and, after remaining near halfanliour in the yard, he returned to his^bed,

but was much surprised to find that his companion had risen and gone. Being

impatient to visit his mother and friends, he also arose before day, and pursued his

journey and arrived at home at noon. The landlady, who hud been_ told of his

intention to depart early, was not surprised ; but not seeing her uncle in the morn-

ing, she went to call him. She was dreadfully shocked to find the bed stained

Mviih blood, and every inquiry after her imcle was in vain. The alarm now became

general, and on further examination marks of blood were traced from^ the bed-

room into the street, and at intervals down to the pier-head. Humour was imme-

diately busy, and suspicion fell, of course, on the young man who slept with him,

that he had committed the murder, and thrown the body over the pier into the

sea. A warrant was issued against him, and he was taken that evening at his

mother's house. On his being examined and searched, marks of blood were dis-

covered on liis shirt and trousers, and in his pocket were a knife and a remarkable

silver coin, both of Avhich the landlady swore positively were her uncle's property,

and that she saw them in his possession on the evening he retired to rest with the

young man. On these strong circumstances the unfortunate youth was found

guilty. He related all the above particulars in his defence ; but as he could not

account for the marks of blood on his person, unless that he got them when he re-

turned to the bed, nor for the silver coin being in his possession, his story was not

credited. The certainty of the boatswaiij's disappearance, and the blood at the

pier, traced from his bed-room, were too evident signs of his being murdered ;
and

even the judge was so convinced of his guilt that he ordered the execution to take

place in three davs. At the fatal tree the youth declared his innocence, and per-

sisted in it with 'such affecting asseverations, that many pitied him, though none

doubted the justness of his sentence.

The boatswain, however, who Avas supposed to have been murdered, reap-

peared some years afterwards, and related the following story :—That he had

been bled for a pain in the side by the barber, unknown to his niece, on

the day of the young man's arrival at Deal; that when the young man
awoke him, and retired to the yard, he found the bandage had come off his

arm during the night, and that the blood was flowing afresh. Being alarmed, he

rose to go to the barber, who lived across the street ; but a press-gang laid hold of

liim just as he left the public-house. They hurried him to the pier, where their

boat was waiting ; a few minutes brought him on board a frigate, then under weigh

for the East Indies, and he omitted ever writing home to account for his sudden

disappearance. The silver coin being found in the possession of the young man
could only be explained by the conjecture, that when the boatswain gave him the

knife in the dark, it is probable, as the coin was in the same pocket, it stuck be-

tween the blades of the knife, and in this manner became the strongest proof against

him.

Knowledge.—OW^ina^ knowledge is that kind of knowledge which was first dis-

covered by its possessor. Historical, or communicated knowledge is that whichJs.

derived from books, manuscripts, paintings, &c. Practical knowledge can onlr be|

acquired by actual performance. Personal knowledge is the result of observation:

experience, reasoning, and calculation. Practical and personal knowledge are the most

certain. All other kinds of knowledge are more connected with belief or opinion

than with fact ; for we may, and do, believe many things wo do not know, but what

we hioiv we must lelicve ; or when anything is verified by practical or personal know-

ledge, it is then fact, and therefore ceases to be opinion or belief.
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THE LITTLE HERO OF HAERLEM.

At an early period in the history of Hol-
land, a boy was born in Hacrlem, a town
remarkablG for its variety of fortune in war,
but happily still more so for its manufac-
tures and inventions in peace. His father
was a sluiccr—that is, one whose employ-
ment it was to open and shut the sluices, or
larj^e oak-gates, which, placed at certain re-

gular distances, close the entrances of the
canals, and secure Holland from the danger,
to which it seems exposed, of finding itself

under water. When water is wanted, the
sluicer raises the gates more or less, as
required, In the same manner as the cock
of a fountain is turned, and closes them
again carefully at night ; otherwise the
water would flow into the canals, then over-
flow them, and inundate the whole country;
so that even the children in Holland are
fully aware of the importance of a punctual
discharge of the sluicer's duties. The boy
was about eight years old, when, one day, he
asked permission to take some cakes to a
poor old blind man, who lived at the other
side of the dyke. His father gave him
leave, but charged him not to stay too late.

The child promised, and set off on his little

journey. The blind man thankfully par-
took of his young friend's cakes, and the
boy, mindful of his father's orders, did not
wait, as usual, to hear one of the old man's
stories, but as soon as he had seen him
eat one muffin, took leave of him to return
home.
As he went along by the canals, then

quite full'—for it was in October, and the
autumn rains had swelled the waters—the
boy now stopped to pull the little blue
flowers which his mother loved so well,
now, in childish gaiety, hummed some merry
song. The road gradually became more
solitary, and soon neither the joyous shouts
of the villager returning to his cottage-
home, nor the rough voice of the carter
grumbling at his lazy horses, was any
longer to be heard. The little fellow now per-
ceived that the blue of the flowers in his hand
was scarcely distinguishable from the green
of the surrounding herbage, and he looked
up in some dismay. The night was falling

;

not, however, a dark, wintry night, but one
of those beautiful, clear, moonlight nights,
in which every object is perceptible, though
not so distinctly as by day. The child
thought of his father, of his injunction, and
was preparing to quit the ravine, in which
he was almost buried, and to regain the
beach, when suddenly a slight noise, like
trickling of water upon pebbles, atiracted
his attention. He was near one of the

I

large sluices ; and he now carefully examines
I it, and soon discovers a hole in the wood,
1
through which the water was flowing.
With the instant perception which every child
in Holland would have, the boy saw that the
water must soon enlarge the hole through
which it was now dropping, and that utter
and general ruin would be the consequence
of the inundation which must follow. To
see, to throw away the flowers, to climb
from stone to stone till he reached the hole,
and to put his finger into it, was the w ork
of a moment, and, to his delight, he finds
that he has succeeded in stopping the flow
of the water.
This was all very well for a little .while,

and the child thought only of the success
of his device. But the night was closing
in, and with the night came the cold. The
little boy looked round in vain. No one
came. He shouted—he called loudly—no
one answered. He resolved to stay there all

night ; but alas ! the cold was biting, and
the poor finger began to feel benumbed,
and the numbness soon extended to the
hand, and thence through the whole arm.
The pain became still greater, still harder
to bear, but still the . boy moved not.
Tears rolled down his cheeks as he thought
of his father, of his mother, ofhis little bed,
where he might now be sleeping soundly

;

but still the little fellow stirred not, for he
knew that did he but remove the small slen-
der finger which he had opposed to the
escape of the water, not only would he him-
selfbe drowned, but his father, his brothers,
his neighbours—nay, the whole village.
We know not what faltering of purpose,
what momentary failures of courage there
might have been during that long terrible
night, but certain it is, that at daybreak he
was found in the same painful position by
a clergyman returning from attendance on
a death-bed, who, as he advanced, thought
he heard groans, and bending over the dyke,
discovered a child sitting on a stone, writh-
ing with pain, and with tearful eyes.

'* In the name of wonder, boy," he ex-
claimed, ** what are you doing there ?'*

** I am hindering the water from running
out/' was the answer, in perfect simplicity,
of the child, who during that whole night
had been evincing such heroic fortitude and
undaunted courage.
The Muse of History, too often blind to

(true) glory, has handed down to posterity
many a warrior, the destroyer of thousands
of his fcUow-men—she has left us in igno-
rance of the name of this real little hero of
Ilaerlem.
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HOME.
Home is ii genuine Saxon word—a word
kindred to Saxon speech;, bnt with an im-
port common to the race ot" man. Perhaps
there is no other word in language that
clusters within it so many and so stirring
meanings, that calls into play and power-
fully excites so many feelings, so many
faculties of our being. Home—say but
the word, and the child that Avas your
jnerry guest begins to weep. Home—play
but its tunes, and the bearded soldier that
blenched not in the breach, droops, and
sickens, and dies. Home—murmur but
its name, and memories start around it that
put lire into the l^rain, and affections that
almost suftbcate or break the heart, and
pictures the bewildered fancy with scenes
ill which joy and sorrow wrestle with de-
lirious strife for possession of the spirit.
Home — what does it not stand for of
strongest and most moving associations!
For childhood's grief and gladness, for
youth's sports, and hopes, and sufferings,
and passions, and sins ; for all that bright-
ened and tranquillised the breast; for a
father's embrace, or his deathbed; for a

, mother's kiss, or for a grave ; for a sis-

t n-a love, or a brother's friendship ; for
lu mrs wasted, and for hours blest ; for

peace in the light of life, and fear in the
sliadows of perdition. Home, when it has
all that nature and grace can make it, has
a blessedness and beauty of reality that
imagination in its fairest pictures would
find nothing to excel. But in many a spot
called home neither nature nor grace is.

found. A collection of home liistories,
honestly set down, would be a rich contri-
bution to materials for the philosophy of
character. Neither gay, innocent, nor
pleasant would all these home histories be.
Many of them would be sad, dreary, and
wretched tragedies of life.

And yet nothing can humanity worse
spare than pleasant, gracious memories of"

home. So fervently does humanity cling
to what nature owes it, that those who
have no home will make one for them-
selves in vision. Those who have an evil
one will soften down its many vices, and
out of the scantiest affections bring forth
rays of the heart to brighten their retro-
spect. It is the miracle of the five loaves
performed spiritually for the soul, lest the
instincts of our humanity should faint and.
perish by the way. The visi tings of earlyp
home thoughts are the last that quit us..

TRANSPLANTING SHRUBS.

In ti'L nsplanting shrubs, as well as very
small ti ees, a common error is to place them
too deep in the earth. This has arisen from
the fact, that by receiving more moisture,
they often succeed best the first summer ; at
the expeL'se, however, of their subsequent
healthy growth. It is much better to plant
shallow, im parting the necessary moisture
by means of .a deep, mellow soil beneath, and
mulching above. The material for the lat-

ter may be sho rt litter, manure, moss, spent
tan, inverted turf or leaves and leaf mould.
A raised surface consisiling of these mate-
rials, to the height of six inches, will oc-
casion no injury whatever for a year or two,
and admirably equalise the moisture of the
soil. Manure used in this way operates
beneficially not only in preserving the
moisture, but in incro-asing the fertility

by the liquid manure carried down in
solution by rains, espe( dally if applied in
autumn or winter. The contrast between
the hard and baked surfiice too often wit-
nessed when the ground is left bare, and the
moist and softened eartii. beneath a coat of
manure or litter, can be only bufiiciently

understood by actual experiment. Its ad-
vantages were strikingly exemplified a year
or two since, in planting out a bed of straw-
berries in the middle of an excessively dry
summer. The roots, after being fixed by
water in transplanting, were protected iromj
drouth by a coat of manure three inches
thick, and although they were watered but
once, not a plant perished.
Staking may be in some instances neces-

sary to prevent swaying by the wind, or a
one-sided growth where there are imperfect
or unequal roots. But usually, if the
shrub is furnished with good roots, and if

care is taken while the earth is shovelled in,,

to spread them all out like the arms of an
umbrella, they will serve to brace it evenly,
and prevent a one-sided growth. Fixing by
water, as it is termed, is often suflicient
alone to preclude the necessity of staking.
It is most conveniently done by three per-
sons, one spreading out the roots with hia
fingers, a second sifting in the earth, while
the third settles it by pouring water from
the nose of a watering-pot. Although soft at

first, the soil in a iew liom's dries and
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hardens sufficiently to hold firmly the newly-
set roots. An additional stiffening, if

needed, may be given by encircling the
st^m with a small temporary monnd of
earth.

In transplanting roses and some other small
shrubs, sufficient pruning of the top is rarely
given. Climbing roses and those generally
ivhlch throw up rapid and vigorous shoots
will make a better growth by autumn, by
cfiLttJcig down a few good buds when set

out, than by leavinn^ a long portion of stem
and branches, which indeed not uiifre-

quently dra*v so hard upon the roots as to]

cause the death of the plant. On the o'her
hand, we have seen shrubs transplanted in]
wet weather with entire success, after liav-

ing Igrown six inches, by taking up full!

roots, and drenching the soil well with:
water, at the same time very freely shorten-
ing back the shoots and lopping most &£ the
leaves.

HINTS WORTHY ATTENTION.

Truth,-—There is no crime more infa-
mous than the violation of truth. Men can
be sociable beings no longer than they can
believe each other. When speech is em-
ployed only as the vehicle of falsehood,
every man must disunite himself from
odhers, inhabit his own cave, and seek prey
onily for himself.

Virtue.— lie that would govern his
a<Jtions by the laws of virtue, must regulate
hi« thoughts by the laws of reason ; he
mast keep guilt from the recesses of his
Ibtart, and remember that the pleasures of
fancy and the emotions of desire are more
(dangerous as they are more hidden, since
tthey escape the awe of observation, and
operate equally in every situation, without
tthe concurrence of external opportunities.
Industry.—Whatever busies the mind

without corrupting it, has at least this use,
that it rescues the day from idleness

; and
jhe that is never idle will not often be
vicious.

Opportunity.—To improve the golden
moments of opportunity, and catch the good
that is within our reach, is the great art of
life. Many wants are suffered which might
once have been supplied, and much time is
lost in regretting the time which has been
lost before.

Employment is the great instrument of
intellectual dominion. The mind cannot
retire from its enemy into total vacancy, or
turn aside from one object, but by passing
to another. The gloomy and the resentful
are always found among those who have
nothing to do, or who do nothing. AVe
must be busy about good or evil, and he to
whom the 2^resent offers nothing will often
be looking backward on the past.

Old Age.—He that would pass the
latter end of his life with honour and de-

cency, must, when he is young, consider that

he shall one day be old, and remember,
when he is old, that he has once been:

young.
lliciiES AND Understanding.—Many

can discover that a man is richer than
themselves ; superiority of understanding
is not so readily acknowledged as that of

fortune ; nor is that haughtiness, which the
consciousness ofgreat abilities incites, borne
with the same submission as the tyranny of
affluence.

Comparison between Riches anb
Power.—Power and wealth supply the

;

place of each other. Poioer confers tb e
ability of gratifying our desires without X) ^e

consent of others

—

wealth enables us to

obtain the consent of others to our gratif .ca-

tion. Poicer, simply con-idered, what ever
it confers on one, must take from anot> ^er

—

ivealth enables its owner to give to ' jthers
by taking only from itself. Poioer t jleases
the violent and the proud

—

wealth r ielights
the placid and the timorous. Yout' q^ there-
fore, flies at power, and age grov els after
riches.

Daily Cares and Duties are t' he weights
and counterpoises of the cloc) c of time,
giving its pendulum a true vi>jration, and
its hands a regular m.otion ; a' ad when they
cease to hang upon the wheels, the pendu-
lum no longer swings, the b.ands no longer
move, the clock stan ds still.

Poverty and Idleness.—To be idle
and to be poor have { ilways been reproaches,
and therefore evesy man endeavours with
his utmost care to hide his poverty from
others and his idlea* ess from himself.

Becoming Dress foe a Female.—Let your earrings be atter dion, encircled by pearls
ot rehnement. The diamond of your necklace truth, and th e chain of charity orna-mented with the pearls of gentleness—your finger rings affec tion, set round w'ith dia-
moncls ot industry—your girdle simplicity, with the tassels of go-od humour—your thicker
garb virtue—your, diapeiy politeness—your shoes wisdom^ §e.< ;urcd by siriners of perse-

'
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COLUMNS rOK THE YOUNG.

A NOBLE RESOLVE.
A cliild, twelve j'ears old, liad impor-

tuned his mother many times to permit

liim to attend a temperance meeting; bnt

she, being opposed to the society, \vould

not let him go. At last he nrged her so

closely tliat she permitted hini to go, bnt

charged him not to join; " for it' you do,"

said she, "you shall have notliing but

bread and Avater for three days." The
boy went, and sa^Y that these societies

were tlie ver}^ thing to prevent boys from
becoming driinhards ^Yhcn the}'' grew to be
men. AVhen the pledge, therefore, was
bronght round, he signed :

" And now,"
said tlie noble boj', " I am willing to live

on bread and water three days, or longer,

if necessary." Surely the mother would
liardly have the heart to fulfil her
threat.

NEVER SAY YOU CANNOT.
There never was an instance of a youth

who shrunk back at the sight of diiHcul-

ties having accomplished any great thing.

Drones, or stupid boys and girls, who will

not, or perhaps cannot, exert themselves,

may be got along with ; but those wlio are

for ever tinkering about something, and
•will be constantly trying at this, that, and
tlio other with desperate industry, and
3''et flinch whenever they arrive at some
dillicult}^ they cannot see through—with
such persons we desire no acquaintance.
Give us the lad who, having made up his

mind to arrive at a given point, daunt-
lessly pushes onw^xrds tlirough every ob-

stacle. Beso liltion is the talisman or

charm that forces the floodgate of wealth,

a.nd unravels the mystery of getting rich.

N ever, never say, " I cannot."

LEARNING.
Learning is like a bright star to the

great, and it raises the humble to equal
lustre. If when thine eyes are opened,
thou rcsolvest to fly from evil, it will

teach thcc th.e road to truth. The sciences

enlighten the heart, and guide it to recti-

tude and truth ; they are our sincere st

friends and counsellors.

TIME.

Time is like a creditor who allows an
ample space to make up accounts, but is

inexorable at last. Time is like a verb
that can only be used in the present tense.

Time, well-employed, gives ^ that health

and vigour to the soul which rest and
retirement give to the body. Time never
sits heavily upon us but when it is badly
employed. Time is a grateful friend—use
it well, and it never fails to make suitable

requital. Time is the most undeflnable

yet paradoxical of all things. The past i?

gone, the future is not come, and the pre-

sent becomes the past, even while wo^

attempt to defme it, and, like the flash of

the lightning, exists and expires at once.

Time is the measure of all things, but is

itself immeasurable ; the grand discloser

of all things, but is itself undisclosed.

Like space it is incomprehensible, because

it has no limit, and it would be still more
so if it had. It gives wings of lightning

to pleasure, but feet of lead to pain ; lends

expectation a curb, but enjoyment a. spur.

Time is the most subtle yet the mo:it

insatiable of depredators, and, by appear-

ing to take noliiing, is permitted to take

all—nor can it be satislied until it has

stolen the world from us, and us from the

w^orld. Time—the cradle of hope, but the

grave of ambition—is the stern corrector

of fools, but the salutary counsellor of the

w^ise, bringing all they dread to the one,

and all they desire to tlie other. AVisdom
walks before it, Opportunity with it, and
Repentance behind it. He that has made
Time his friend will have little to fear

from his enemies ; but he that has made it

liis enemy will have little to hope from
his friends.

THE GRAINS OF CORN:
A Hint to Youth.

A FATiiEii had three sons, and he dwelt
with them upon a large island, and nou-
rished them and their children, so that

they never wanted for the needs and com-
forts of life. But when his end ap-
proached, he called his sons to his bed-side
and said to them—" I must now leave you;
the hour of my departure has come, and
you must henceforth provide for your-
selves, as I have hitherto provided for you.

You must no longer dwell together, but
must depart, one towards the east, another
towards the west, and another towards the

north. But take these seeds w^hich I give

you and carefully preserve them, and when
1 am no longer with you let each one

choose for himself a piece of land, and dig

up the soil and loosen it, that it may re-

ceive the sunshine and the rain. When
you liuvc 4oue this, strew in the seeds of
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corn and cover them with earth, and thus

you will reap an abundant harvest for the

sustenance and joy of yourselves and your
lionseliolds.''

The father died, and the sons went as

their father had commanded them—one
towards tlie east, another towards the

M'est, and another towards the north.

When each one had come to the place al-

lotted to him, the eldest took the seeds
which his father had eiven to him, and
said in his heart, ^^ Wherefore should I

burden myself with this toil, and turn up
the bosom of the earth ? The sun will

still warm them and the rain wet them, so

tliat they will bring forth fruit." And he
strewed the seeds upon the hard earth.

But they came not forth, and brought no
fruit. Then the eldest scoffed, and forgot
the gift of his father.

The second son, who went towards the
west, when he came to the place where he
was to dwell, viewed the land and saw
that it was verv pleasant, and thought in
his heart—^' Why should I labour and toil

to dig up the lap of the earth, so long as
the land profters me freely of its abund-
ance ?" And he cast the seeds aside and

(1

I

let them lie unnoticed. But after he had
consumed the fruits of the land, he sowe
the seeds which he had received from hi
father, but they came not up, for the won
had gnawed upon the kernel, and he hac

sowed only empty husks. Then he also

scoffed at his father's ^ift, and forgot it.

But the youngest did as his father had
commanded ; he chose out the most fruit-

ful field, dug it up with care, and planted
a hedge about it, and strewed the seeds in

the eartli ; and the seeds sprouted and
grew, and brought fortli sixty-fold. The
same also did he the following year, and
the grain grew, and the harvest was plen-

teous, so that he and his children and his

children's children had abundance.
After a few years when the two elder

brothers w^ere sunk in misery and want,
and had heard of the riches of the
3'^oungest, they journeyed thither and saw
the fields around covered with ripe ears

and sheaves, and heard the shouts of the
reapers at their labours, for it was the
time of the harvest.
Then the brothers wondered,

to another—^' How foolishone
and said
have we

been to despise the gift of our father 1"

THE OLD AND THE NEW.

Shall it be with a tear or a smile, Old World,
That I bid you farewell for a while, Old World ?

Shall you and I part
With a pang at the heart,

Or in cold-blooded stoical style, Old World ?

In truth, it must be with a tear, Old World,
For muck that is near and is dear, Old World

!

The lingering mind
Looks sadly behind

In doubt and reluctance and fear, Old World.

Yet ever, by land and by sea, Old World,
God helps us wherever we be, Old World

;

My babes He will keep
Awake or asleep.

And happily travel with me, Old World

!

So thus with a spirit of rest, New World,
I seek your bright shores of the west, New World !

With a hearty good will

My work to fulfil,

And do what I do for the best, New World.
Gratefully here for a space. New World,
Shall I bask in the sun of thy face, New World,

Wherever I roam
To feel always at home,

With brothers in every place, New World.
No dignified dulness to freeze. New World,
But cordial kindness and ease. New World,

Invite me to stand
With my heart in my hand,

To give it wherever I please. New World.
[The above beautiful lines were written by Martin F. Tupper, on board the " Asia,"

during his recent voyage to the United States of America.—Ed.]
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A FEW WORDS ABOUT LONDON AND THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

Richard Barker to John Smith.

Dear John,—Once more I am back in Wiltshire ; and even now my head spins with

the thoughts of the grand sights I have seen in London. Let alone the ExliibUion, the

grandest sight of all, I think I shall never forget the look of the streets. I never saw
such a host of people in all my life before—never. Do you know that it's my opinion

that if the Crystal Palace continues open much longer, we shall have no people comini^

to our agricultural shows and ploughing matches this summer—which would be a mighty
pity, would n't it } I see the papers down here are full of the Exhibition, and there's no
tiilk of anything else among the lasses but the Queen and Prince Albert, and the young
princes and princesses visiting the Crystal Palace.

I tell you what, John, the more I think of the absurdity of some people, the more I

laugh to myself; to think, now, of folks admiring the Koh-i-Noor more than the statues

and the fountains, or even more than the machinery. I quite agree with what they say

about it in our paper :—After all the work which has been made about that celebrated

diamond, those who have seen it will not be surprised to hear that many people find it a

difficulty in bringing themselves to believe, from its external appearance, that it is any-

thing but a piece of common glass. In fact, some of the drops for the chandeliers look

much more splendid. Amid all the adventures that have befallen it, there is, perha]is,

none more odd than that its genuineness should now be doubted. Yet so it is. The
fact is, that the ** Mountain of Light" has been shockingly ill-used in the cutting, and
that when placed in the open light of day, without any arrangements to dftiw forth its

brilliancy, it does not sparkle and gleam like other jewels of the kind. To obviate this

disadvantage, and demonstrate to the world that the Koh.i-Noor is a veritable diamond,
it is surrounded with a canopy or tent, the interior of which is lighted with gas, and the

idea is that this develops its beauties, as a gem of the purest water, with certainty and
splendour ; but in this, even, the prophets are mistaken, and the ** Mountain of Light"
does noV sparkle as it ought to do.

Everybody seems to say the same thing, though they differ in their manner kj expres-

sion ; and, perhaps, there never was a greater mistake than was made by the London
papers when they prophesied an immense rush to the Crystal Palace on Whit Monday.
The Great Exhibition seems destined to puzzle everybody. When it ought to be most
crowded, it is most empty ; and when everybody expects it will be empty, it generally

contrives to be very full. When the 5s. admission was reduced to Is., people imagined
that the swarming multitudes would completely overwhelm barriers, and police, and
everything else, and that suffocation and ruination would be the result. It turns out,

however, that people like to pay Jive shillings quite as well as o?ie, and the Crystal

Palace is not one whit more popular with ** the masses" than with the more genteel part

of the community. In like manner we were confidently told that the Whitsuntide holi-

days would make all the difference, and that when last Monday arrived, then we should
see a scene at the Crystal Palace which would perfectly astonish us. The Whitsuntide
holidays were to be the days of triumph for the Exhibition. The excursion trains were
to deluge London in general, and Hyde Park in particular, and serious apprehensions
were entertained for the integrity of the Crystal Palace, and the security of its contents.

The most extensive and cautious preparations were made in anticipation of Whit Mon-
day. New barriers were erected at the different entrances ; reinforcements of police

were provided ; the chief commissioner was on the spot, full of anxiety and precaution

;

the Koh-i-Noor diamond was not only encircled with an iron cage painted yellow, but a

wooden barrier was thrown round it, and a policeman stationed outside the cage ; the

jewellery was very securely guarded : and, in short, if an invading and hostile army of

foreigners were anticipated, greater precautions could not have been taken.

The great and momentous day arrived—the day sacred to trips, excursions, and par-

liamentary trains. The morning of Whit Monday dawned cold, raw, and cheerless.
*' Here's a day for the Exhibition !" was the exclamation of thousands, both natives and
foreigners, residents and excursionists, who always take pleasure in a crowd. I deter-

mined to be early in the field, or rather in the park ; and accordingly I sallied forth a few
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minutes after nine, and deposited myself on the top of one of the numerous omnibuses

bound for the Exhibition. There was nothing calling for particular remark in the aspect

of the streets; nothing to denote that the great ** Exhibition Day" had arrived. The
only unusual feature was the appearance of divers large pleasure vans, filled to overflowing

with holiday visitors from the more immediate neighbourhoods. Groups of pedestrians

of all ages and of both sexes, were observable hastening along Piccadilly, increasing

their speed as they neared the wished-for haven. Among these were noticeable nume-
rous foreigners, talking loud enough for everybody to hear them, and casting anxious

glances at the omnibuses as they passed by. On arriving at Hyde-park Corner, the

scene was a little more animated, and it was quite evident that there was something west-

ward which people were going to see. The passengers and vehicles were all moving in

one direction. The monstrous statue of the Iron Duke attracted some upturned faces,

notwithstanding the rain, which now came down more copiously than agreeably. Some
of the pilgrims turned into the park, while others kept the main road, and many wero

the inquiries addressed to the police for the very nearest way to the Crystal Palace.

The scene was very much like what took place at Greenwich a little later in the day
;

but the multitudes who hasten from the steam-boats to partake of "all the fun of the

fair" immeasurably exceeded in number the more rational visitors to the Crystal Palace.

There was really a greater resemblance between the scene in Hyde Park and the scene at

Greenwich Pair than may at first sight seem probable. Without one moment wishing

to detract from the grace and elegance of the Glass Palace, and with all conceivable

respect to Mr. Paxton, it is an indisputable fact that at the first view of the Palace, as

you approach it from the east, it bears a very palpable resemblance to the exterior of

those tlieatrical edifices which we commonly call " sliows." The Crystal Palace, at the

east end, looks very much like a superior sort of Richardson's Show. Indeed, *' The
World's Show" is the most appropriate title that could be devised for it. If a perfect

stranger who had never heard of the Exhibition were to approach it, he would probably

suppose that some very wonderful tight-rope dancing, or some very melodramatic per-

formances, were going on inside. As the building is approached from the east its mag-
nitude is completely hidden from view. The little flags at the top, quite a la Batty or

Richardson, and the light, unsubstantial, temporary appearance of the structure, half

iron and half glass, are quite enough to create an a priori impression that sawdust and

some very indifferent scenery are the prevailing characteristics of the interior.

Now you must not think that these are entirely my own words ; for I have taken them

nearly all from a newspaper—those reporters have such a happy way of telling a story.

I am told that there are two in London who live entirely on fires, and at least half-a-

dozen on coroners' inquests. I couldn't understand how that could be, till I was

informed that they were employed in reporting those sort of things to the newspapers.

You must not think either, that I am profane in likening the Crystal Palace, seen from

the east, to Richardson's Show. If the outside calls to mind the glories of the Fair, the

first glimpse of the interior dispels all such vulgar ideas. It is, moreover, only at the

east entrance that this effect is produced, and the most usual and fashionable entrance is

at the south. It was the first time I had gone in with the multitude acsoss the Park.

Before ten o'clock on Monday morning a considerable number of people had congre-

gated before the doors, but not at all in such numbers as to cause the slightest astonish-

ment or alarm. A little confusion and some astonishment was created by the regulation

which forbids change to be given at the pay places. This regulation, which was, no
doubt, necessary, on account of the prodigious crush and crowd which was expected was,

in reality, not required. There was plenty of room, and very little crowding. Many
of the visitors were from the country, and it was truly amusing to notice the expression,

both of their countenances and of their feelings, when they found themselves within the

wondrous palace. They soon spread themselves over every part of the building ; every

avenue and every compartment was rapidly filled. The galleries and the floor were alike

occupied, not, however, that there was any extraordinary multitude. The building was

not nearly so full as it has been on several previous occasions. There was no incon- I

venient pressure. Every part of the vast edifice was filled, but not to overflowing. In

fact, in the Exhibtion Palace, as in London itself, there was room enough and to

Spare.—Yours, R. B.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XIX.

FRENCH INTO ENGLISH.

Tout ce qui est fenime detcste un=horamc (1 m.) cffcmine (2 m.). Ettoutce
ddcdcr—to detest efieminate

qui cst=hommc mcprise une ferame (1 f.) riule (2) et grossierc (2 f.). Lc
imprher—to despise rough coarse no cu-t.

malheur fortifie Tame, comme un=oxercis, 1 fatigant 2 (present

misfortune fortijier—to fortify no art.—soul as exercise fatigxia— to fatigue

participle), fortifie le corps. Cclui qui a toujours lutte (pmt participle) contrc

no art.—body who always hUtcr—to struggle ngainst

I'a'lvcrsitG n'imagine pas que I'liomme constammrnt
adversity—in English, no art. wkujuh'v—to imagine constantly

favorise (past participle) de la fortune, ct qui jouit d'unc sante (I) parfaitc (2),

fucoriscr—to favour joiiir de—to enjoy

ait=une idde de la doulcur. Pourtant £ori=cspiit est Ires souvcntplcin d'anxic'^tc'; ; cc

suffering nevertheless mind often anxiety

qui est la plus pc^niblc dc toutes les douleurs.

which painful

The first few Avords form an idiomritic phrase in daily use. Tout ce qui csty

literally, *' all that is"— or, still more literally, '' all that which is.'* (CI?, we liave

before observed, is often employed where we employ that—for instance, ce nrand

Jiomme, *' that great man ;" tout ce qv.i est femme, " all that is woman," or, in other

words, *' every woman worthy of tlic name." For, though this is not said, it Vi

conveyed implicitly by the emphatic nature of the expression. The first sentence,

then, 'may evidently read thus— '* every woman, worthy of the name, detests au
effeminate man." Of course this is not servilely or slavishly close ; but it is

sufliciciit as a translation, because it reproduces not only the exact meaning, but

the spirit of the original, in words as much at homo in our language as those Avhich

they render are in French. One of our students, whom we have had occasion

already to answer more than once with praise among our correspondents—we mean
** Jean"—showed himself, long ago, quite familiar with the right theory of trans-

lation. This is evident from the method which he tells us he has adopted, and
which, indeed, we had recommended previously. He first endeavours to master

thoroughly the real signification of the words as *^they stand in combination, forming

the phrases which we introduce in these lessons. After he has completely satisfied

himself about their meaning and the true drift of the sentence, he considers what
English phrases are as generally current among us. For, be it said again, if, in

order to adhere more closely, as you fancy, to your original, you use English terms

not sanctioned by custom, but harsh, and strange, and inelegant, then you do the

contrary of what you wish—you depart from your original. The object always is,

to produce an equivalent in English for tho foreign passage ; and if the latter, for

instance, be perfectly elegant and easy French, and the former be awkv.'ard,

clumsy, unusual, and unnatural English, the one is most certainly no equivalent

for the other. Nor does it mend the matter to say that, literally speaking, the

meaning is preserved, when the spirit, the beauty/, and the character are lost.

Suppose a Frenchman wanted to translate that most sublime passage in Milton

descriptive of the terrors of Satan's aspect, where, being touched by Ithuricl's

spear in the Garden of Eden, he starts up in his own tremendous form, resolute,

as it seemed, to do battle with the whole legion of angels. Well, the Frenchman
cumes to the concluding words of the famous parley and famous description

—

'' And on his crest

Sat horror plumed."

Suppose he were to translate this by some expression which should signify, " and

horror was sitting down on top of his head," would this, however literally accurate, be a

translation ? We need not dwell further on the subject. The rule we offer our friends is

this

—

vreserve, above all things^ the meaning, hut so as not to lose the spirit.
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Proceeding with the exercise, you find, of course, a necessary and frequent recurrence

of the reversion of our order of adjective and substantive ; and you also see several

instances of the employment of the definite article, where we have no such thing.
^
Con-

tinue to famiUarize the' eye and ear with these little points—little, and yet making the

sum of much gain.

You have already noticed that there are verbs in French which are followed by a

different preposition from that used with the corresponding verbs in English. The

French, for example, say, ** to cover o//' whereas, we say, "to cover with." So in

the present exercise, you perceive they say, " to favour of,*' while our expression is, '* to

favour with," or " by." Thus—" a house covered with tiles," une maison couverte de

tidies; '* a man favoured by fortune," un homme favorise de la fortune : *'a woman
favoured by God," une femme favorisee (/) de Dieu^ &c. They also say, " to sur-

round of."

Lower down is again an example of the de, which must accompany the verb jouir (to

enjoy), jouissant (enjoying), joui (enjoyed). This verb, you perceive, is of the second con-

jugation, through which we are now hastening. You must not confound it with a verb

somewhat similarly spelt, but of a very different meaning, and conjugated according to

the rule of the first conjugation. We mean the \erh jouer '' to play", jouant " play-

ing," joue (m.) jouee (f )
*• played." Jouer d'un violon, means '' to play on a violin ;_"

but jouir d'un violon, would mean **to enjoy, to possess, &c., a viohn." Jouer is

pronounced zhoo -ay ; jouir is pronounced 2'Aoo-ee?\ A few words further on in the

exercise you come to ait, third person singular, present tense, subjunctive mood, of amir.

We have only to remark about it, that the word que, which is employed in the subjunc-

tive mood, is often separated by intervening w^ords from the verb,—as here. Indeed,

there are instances in which it is suppressed, that is, merely understood.

Proceeding onward, we come to plcin d'anxiete: un esprit plein d'anxiete, " a mind

full of anxiety." Take care not to translate this as ** Kappa" might, perhaps, unluckily

do, " a mind in the family way with anxiety." In using plein to mean " full," as it is

here used, you will have the French themselves on your side, with the example of their

l^urest and best writers.

In ce qui, employed in a recapitulatory manner in the last sentence of the exercise,

you have another French idiom. We would say, ** which is the most painful of all

sufferings :" but they say, '* that which is," &c., ce qui est la plus pe'nible de toutes les

douJeurs. The reason la 'is used, and not le, is simply that it refers to douleur, under-

stood, which is feminine.

There is another way of framing such a sentence. You might say, son esprit est plein

de la douleur de Paiixiete {'' his mind is full of the suffering of anxiety") ;
and then you

might go on, douleur qui est, &c. ("a suffering which is"). And, above all, remember

what wc have already pointed out, that whenever a substantive is employed as doideur

is here, in a repetitive or recapitulatory manner, it takes indeed the indefinite article in

English, but never in French. In Lesson XV., at the end of the exercise of French

into Enghsh. we gave our first example of this peculiarity. ** One is guilty of the crime

which is called * oppression of the poor'

—

a crime against the Holy Ghost." Observe

how the a is here omitted in French :—0n est coupable du crime qui sappelle " Voppres-

sion despauvrcs"—crime C07itre le Saint Esprit. This omission invariably takes place

in parallel instances, where terms already used are recalled to stamp them with some

new epithet or character of truth and force. A correspondent, who signs himself

" O. S. O.," says he cannot quite understand why this should be. The why is simj)ly

the mighty reason of universally established custom— the same reason that makes the

Frenchman sdj pere where we s&j father.

The last point in this exercise is, as yet, quite new to our readers, and we beg them to

attend to it well. It is the method of forming the superlative of adjectives ;
and in

teaching this we shall include the way to form the comparative. First of all, lest there

might be some of our readers who do not know the meaning of these terms in English,

we will begin there. There are three ** degrees" in all adjectives; the "positive,"

where they are simply })rcdicated of, or applied to, any object ; the " comparative,"

where they are thus predicated in a greater degree ; the " superlative," where they are

predicated in the highest degree. For example :
'* A powerful writer." . Here you have

I
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the positive degree. " A more powerful writer"—you have here the comparative ;
*' the

most powerful writer." This is the superlative. The French would respectively be

—

Un ^crivain puissant, un ecrivain phis puissant; Cecrimin le plus puissant. Again:

Un grand ecrivain, tin plus grand ecrivain, le plus grand ecrivain.

The general rule tliroughout the whole French language for forming these degrees is to

'pxx.tplus before the adjective when you want the comparative degree, and when you want

the superlative to put ;;Zm.9 (preceded in its turn by the definite article) before the adjec-

tive. " A fine woman, and a fine man, and a fine book"

—

Une belle femme, et un bel

homme et un beau livre ; "a finer woman, and a finer man, and a finer book"

—

line

plus belle femme, et un plus bel homme, et un plus beau livre ;
** the finest woman, and

the finest man, and the finest book"

—

la plus belle femme, et le plus bel homme, et le

plus beau livre.

Beau and bel are both masculine ; only that bel is used before a vowel or h mute, for

the sake of melody. We have introduced the last three examples to show you that in

employing the degrees of comparison, as they are called, you must be just as careful as

on other occasions, to preserve the gender. We may say the same of number. " The

finest women"

—

les plus belles femmes ;
** the finest men, books, &c."

—

les plus beaux

hommes, livres, &c.

Having now given the general rule, we proceed to lay before our readers the most

important exceptions,

English. French. Pronunciation. •

better meilleur nmy-ee-iir

the best lo meilleur Icmmay-ee-ur

worse pire peer

the worst l^ pire leppeer

less moindre mwandr

the least le inolndre lemmivandr

These are evidently irregular ; for as ban means ** good," plus hon and le plus bon

ought to mean " better" and *' best;" but they are never used. It is always meilleur

and le meilleur. With regard to maiwais (bad), it is allowed to say plus mauvais,

instead of pire, and le plus mauvais, instead of le pire. You may take your choice.

Among adverbs (for the preceding are adjectives), the following are, in a similar manner,

exceptions ;

—

English. French Pronunciation.

better mieux
'

meeoeu

the best l(i mieux lemeeoeu

worse pis pea

the worst le pis leppea

less tnoins mooav)

the least le tmim lemwaw
more i^^'w P^^^

the most le 2)liiS leppln

Here again you have the option of saying either jns or plus mal. Before quitting

this part of our subject, let us caution the student to be fully as careful in not confound-

ing the adverb with the adjective, as he has been warned to be in distinguishing the past

participle from the perfect indicative.

We shall not have space this lesson to enter on the rules of the plural and the

singular.

English into French.

Surrounded (past paHiciple) hy a dark (2) storm (I), the

entourer (or) envelopper (or) environner—to surround de ttnibreux (m.) tempete (f.)

tenAhreuse (f.)

ship was stniggling (imperfect, Indicative) against the waves.

navii^e (m.) lutter—to struggle contre flots (p.).

You perceive that *' to surround,*' which in English is followed by ''with" or "by,"

is followed by ** of" in French. ** Surrounded by a crowd"

—

environne D'une foule ,

•* surrounded by the crowds who"

—

environne Dvisfotdes qui.

Here we may observe, for the benefit of those who are competing for our prizes, that
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one word, which luckily occurs twice, contains in one of the jilaces where it occurs an
erratum of one letter. It is the word insouciant, which, in the glossary, is rightly
spelled, but in the exercise, appears erroneously as iasoucient.

We may also as well give other French words for '' to surround^'' in addition to thj

word " entoitre7\^' One other occurs in this Lesson ; they are environner and envelopper
And further, we may caution our readers that though several words in French require dt
to follow them where the corresponding verbs in English require other prepositions such
as '' 1/1//' ''with," &c., and though the genitive plural of the definite article is des, yet
this coincidence should not lead the student to suppose that de cannot be used with a
verb when no definite article is employed. It is often used even with plural substantives,
which do not require the definite article. Thus

—

entoure d'ennemis (p.) (surrounded
by enemies)

;
j^erce de dards (p.) (pierced with darts), &c.

We have not space to continue in this lesson our various lists and conjugations, which
we defer till next week.

TO OUR ''FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.
O. S. O.—Your various queries are all implicity answered in this lesson except re-

specting the erratum oi fr^apjye, already corrected.

W. H. S.—Yes : we think competitors for the prize will do well to send us their real
*names and addresses, for obvious rea,sons.

Y. Y. Y.—On account of the circumstance just mentioned, '* Y. Y. Y." will see
that, besides that he has done himself unnecessary injustice in precipitately sending in
his exercise so long before the requisite time, he ought to reconsider his work, and
despatch it to ns with his own name, &c. The intervening lessons (this among the
number) were meant to help in a general way. Why should he deprive himself of the
advantage by which all ought to profit?—We say the same to "A. U. A.," tn
** C. W"^ Y,'' and to *' C. W. W., and, in fact, to all who have sent in their exerciso!

before they were, or are yet, obliged.

From ''A. U. A.,'' and " T. S. A.," and '' Th—s. K.,*' and '' C. W. W.,*' and
*' C. W—Y," prize exercises have been received.

"A. U. A."—The wish you express to have the French Lessons apart from the other
matter will be gratified when they are concluded, as they will then be bound altogether
and issued in a revisod and complete form. Your assurances of thankfulness and good-
will, as well as those of innumerable others, are extremely welcome.

** C. W^——Y."—Your case w^ll be a reserved point for future consideration. We
have the same answer to give to all those who, having picked up some odds and ends of
French, are in doubt whether they be disqualified for a prize. Let them hereafter state

their case fairly in the Declaration we shall send them to fill, and in the meantime they
can, if they think proper, send us their work.

Q. Q.—You ask, referring to a former lesson, whether par la semaine v/ould not
mean jye;* iveeJc or aweeh^ &c. ? No : butjoar semaine would be perfectly good French.
So would par moiSf par aii, &c. Let all our students remark this, and bear it in mind.

BE ACTIVE.
ii

*Tis industry makes you

—

Remember—be wise

;

From sloth and from stupor
Awake and arise.

You'll live and be happy,
And never complain

Of the blues or the dumps,
Or a dull heavy brain.

--^k
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

•.Wd'Cin-substantive; «. adjective ; ad. adverb

Couch'inG'. s. {in surgery) an operation

on the eye for 1;he purpose of removing
what is called a caturact.

Cotjl'ter, s. th« sharp iron of a plough.

CouN^ciL, s. an assembly for the purpose
of consultation.

Coun'sel, s. an abbreviation of coun-
sellor. In England, a counsellor is a bar-
rister, whose duty consists in giving advice
in questions of law, and in managing causes
for clients.

Couivr^TERFEiT. V. to imitate, to forge, to

'feign.

Cou?;'teii, ad. contrary to. Words having
this prefix mean the contrary of the word to

which they are prefixed.

Couts'tv, s. a shire—as the "county of
Linco^ln," or *' Lincolnshire."

Cot jp-de-grace, s. (French) a finishing

stroke ;.

Co^jp-DE-MAiN, s. (French) a sudden
-enter prise, or stroke.

Co up-d'(Eil, s. (French) a glance of
the e ye.

Co 'irp'LET, s. a pair ; in poetrj/, two verses.

Cc jurant', s. a sprightly dance ; anything
that circulates quickly—as a newspaper, &c.

C< iXJ'iiiER, s. a messengt?r sent in haste or
expi ress; a bearer of despatches.

C ourt-mar'tial, s. a tribunal instituted
for the purpose of trying military and naval
me] 1 for the commission of offences affecting
dis iipline in eiiher of those branches of the
pu' dUc service

.

f JouRT-LEET, 5. a court held by or for

th' fi lord of a manor.

. Cove, 5. a small creek or bay ; a shelter.

Cov'enant, s. a bargain, contract, or

d( jed; a written agreement between two or

n^ iore persons whereby some act is agreed
n > be done, or, upon the happening of some
e vent, some charge or liability is agreed to

bjo borne by some party thereto.

Co'vey, s. a brood of birds ; a number of

iDirds together: a hatch, a company.

,

Co'viNG,s. a projection beyond a building.
' Craniol'ogy, s. the science which pro-
poses to discover the faculties, passions, or

j
character of an individual by the external
appearance of his skull

;
phrenology.

Craniome'ter, 5. an instrument for

• measuring the skulls of animals.

Cra'nium, 5. the skull.

Crakk, s. the end of an iron axis.

; V. verb ; v. a, verb-active ; v.n. verb-setster,

Cran'ny, 8. a chink ; a crevice ; a Irttle

crack.

Crape, s. a light transparent fabric com-
posed of silk, from which, by a peculiar

mode of preparation, all the gloss has been
taken, and which, when dyed, as it usually
is, of a black colour, is worn as the sign of

mourning for the dead.

Crap'nel, s, a hook, or drag.

Cra'sis, 5. temperature, constitution.

Crate, 5. a sort of hamper in which
earthenware, glass, &c., is packed.

Cra'ter, s. a vent, or aperture ; the bowl
or funnel of a volcanp.

Cray'on, s. a sort of chalk pencil ; a
small roll of soft day, white, or coloured
with various pigments, used for drawing
objects upon paper.

Creden'da, s. articles of faith or belief.

Creden'tials, s. pi. letters of recom-
mendation ; letters giving a title to credit.

Creek, s. a small inlet on a low, sandy
coast.

Crema'tion, s. the act of burning.

Cremo'na, s. the name given to a supe-
rior kind of violin, made at Cremona, in

Italy.

Cre'moRj s. a milky or creamy substance.

Cre'ole, s. a word originally Spanish,
and used to designate the children and de-
scendants of European parents who were
born in the South American or West Indian
colonies, as distinct from the resident in-

habitants bora in Europe, as well as from
the offspring of mixed blood, such as the
Mulattos and Mestizoes, born of negro or
Indian mothers.

Crepus'cule, s. twilight, faint, dim light.

Crepus'culum, s, the twilij^ht which be-
gins and ends w^hen the sun is 18 degrees
below the horizon.

Crescen'do, s. (in music) a swelling of
notes.

Cres'cent, s. the moon on the increase
;

a figure resembling the moon in its first

quarter ; the symbol of Mohammedanism.
Cres'set, s. a light set on a beacon.

Crest, s. from the Latin, crista; the
feather or device used as the ornament of

the helmet ; a term in heraldry used for the

helmet itself. Figuratively^ the word is

used to denote pride, spirit, fire.

Creta'cioxjs, a. having the quali(:y of

chalk.
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Creux, s. a term in engraving, meaning
•cut below the surface.

Crib'hlk, s. a sieve for cleaning corn.

Crimf/a, s. a peninsula in the southern
part of Russia ; a part of the Kussian Go-
vernment, Taurida.

Crtn'gle, s, a ring made at the end of a
rope to fasten it to another.

Cri'sis, s. a critical time or turn.

Crite'rion, s. a standard whereby any-
thing is to be judged of; a distinguishing
mark,

Crit'icis^i, s. the art of judging of the
merits or defects of any performance.
Cro'ats, 5. troops natives of Croatia,

a country of Europe belonging cMeiiy to
Austria.

Crocic'ery, s. all kinds of earthenware.
Croft, s. a small inclosed home field.

Crom'lecii, s. a large flat stone raised
upon others, supposed to be the remains of •

altars set up by the Druids.
I

Cro^sier, 5. the pastoral crook or staff
formerly used by bishops and abbots, and
the use of which is retained in the Homish
Church.

Cross -exam'ine, v. a, to examiaii;? -wit-

nesses by putting to them uneripscted
•questions, for the purpose of ascejtsaining
the truth of their evidence.

Cross'trees, s. certain pieces of timber
fastened to the masts of ships.

Crot'chet, 5. one of the notes in music,
equal to half a minim ; a mark in pointing,
formed thus [ ] ; Jigicratively^ the word is

used to signify a fancy, whim, or conceit.

Croup, s, a kind of asthma, ar catarrh

;

a specific inflammation of the air tubes, a
disease almost peculiar to infants.

Croupie'r, s. a person who >7atches the
cards and collects the money at agambling-
liouse.

Crout, Krout, s. a kind of pickJed-cah-
bage, used in Germany as a favourite article
of diet, and at sea as a preservative from
scurvy.

Crow'bar, s. an iron bar, or iever.

Crown, s-. from the Latin cmona ; an
ornament worn on the head which denotes
imperial or royal dignity; the top of the
head ; a silver coin, value 5s. ; regal power

;

a garland.

Cru'cial, a. transverse, running across.
Cru'cible, s. a pot or vessel made of

clay, which will endure the most intense
heat, for the purpose of melting various
metals.
Cru'ciporm, a, having the form of a

cross.

Crude, «. raw, harsh, unripe, undigested.

Crv'et, s. a small via! or bottle U
vinegar or oil.

Cruise, v. a. to sail in quest of an object!

Crum'pet, *. a soft, splTiigy kind o
cake.
Crup'per, s. a leather strap to keep

saddle in its right place.

Cru'ral, a. belonging to the leg.

Crusa'de, Croisa'de, s. the name givei
to certain warlike expeditions against in-

fidels, for the alleged purpose of obtaining
possession of Palestine. Those who en-j

gaged in this enterprise wore on their
breast the figure of a red cross, and hence
the name of Crusaders,

Cruse, 5. a small cup, or bottle-. '

Crusta'ceous, a. shelly, wit'd joints
;

those fish whose shells are in joints, as the
crab, lobster, &c. These are generally
softer than the shells of the testac.'}ous fish,

which consist of single pieces, as- oysters,
cockles, &c.

Crustal'ogy, s. the science- which
teaches the nature, &c., of cru;JtaceouB
animals, or such as are covered with shells.

Cry'olite, s. a pale-coloured mi neral, a

fluate of soda and alumina.

Cryop'horus, s. an instrument fc )r ascer-
taining the freezing quality of th e atmo*
sphere.

Crypt, s, a low, vaulted chamb er, th^

vaulting of which is supported on co diimn*
or the basement walls of a church or cathe-

dral. In some cases they are used as jecep-
tacles of the monuments of the dead.

Cryp'iic, a. secret, hidden.

Cryptogam'ic, a. (in botany) havi. ag the
fructification concealed.

Cryptog'raphy, s. the art of writi "ng ir

ciphers.

Crys'tal, s, amineral, transparent s tone;
a species of glass. In che77nstry, cr} 'stai

express salts or other matters that are
gealed like crystal.

Crys'taline, a. transparent, c

bright.

Crys'taline-humour, s. the sec

humour of the eye, that lies next to

aqueous humour.

Crys'taltze, v. a. to form salts i

small transparent bodies
;
|^o congeal.

Crystalog'raphy, s. the doctrine^ stu
or science of crystalization.

Cue, s. the young of a beast
;
generally 'o:

a bear or a fox.

Cuba'tion, s. the act of lying down.
Cube, 5. a solid body, consisting of s h

equal square sides ; a die ; in arithmetic, .•

number arising from the multiplication ol '•;

square number by its root.
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YOLUME THE SEVENTH.

Attend, Man 1

Uplift the banner of thy kind,

Advance the ministry of raind.

The mountain height is free to climb,

Toil on—Man's heritage is Time I

Toil on !

Work on and win !—
Life without work is unenjoyed ;

The happiest are the best employed ;

Work moves and moulds the mightiest birth.

And grasps the destinies of earth.

Work on !

Work sows the seed ;

Even the rock may yield its flower

—

No lot so hard, but human power.
Exerted to one end and aim.

May conquer fate and capture fame.
Press on !

Be firm of heart

;

By fusion of unnumbered years

A Continent its vastness rears !

A drop, 'tis said, through flint will wear ;

Toil on, and nature's conquest share !

Toil on I

Within thyself

Bright morn, and noon, and nJght sncc(?cd;

Power, feeling, passion, thought, and deed ;

Harmonious beauty prompts thy breast

—

Things angels love, and God hath blest

!

Work on !

Work on and win !

Shall light from Nature's depths arise.

And thou whose mind can grasp the skies,

Sit down with Fate and idly rail 1—
No—onward ! Let the truth prevail

!

Work on

!
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TO QUE HEADERS.

We avail ourselves of the opportunity afforded us, by the completion of
another Volume, to present our cordial thanks to our Readers for their continued
patronage, and to assure them that we shall leave no means untried by which
we may secure increased patronage and recommendation.

This Seve7ith Volume will conclude the present Series. On the 4th of Octo.
her the First Number of a New Series will appear. The size will be altered"
to quarto, for the purpose of introducing beautifully-executed Engravings,
descriptive of the peculiar Costumes, Manners, Employments, &c., of the
People of various Nations of the Earth. This new department of The Work-
ing Man's Friend, and Family Instructor, will commence with a descrip-
tion of - China and the Chinese ;" and the whole series will form an IlhL
trated History of the People of All Nations, At this important period of our
country's history, when persons from all portions of the globe are seen tra
yersmg our streets, it seems highly desirable that we should become more
intimately acquainted with their history, habits, and customs, and the countries
Irom whence they come. It is intended that the future volumes of The Work-
ING Mans Friend shall supply this information. The remaining space will
be occupied as heretofore, with varied and interesting articles, calculated to
entertain and instruct all classes of Readers.

London, 335, Strand.
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NATURE AND ART:
OR SUBSTANCES FOR FOOD, CLOTHING, AND FURNITURE,

EXHIBITED IN THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

Eating and drinking are some of the most important afFaii-s of life—so necessary,

indeed, that we cannot exist without them. If the word vulgar y as the dictionaries

and lexicons say, means common, general, or universal, then the participation of

food and drink is one of the most vulgar things under the sun. The poet eats and

drinks, and cannot always obtain ambrosial viands or celestial ne(itar
; philosophers

and scholars—aye, even lords and ladies—satisfy their hunger and thirst as well as

other people. "We beg pardon ; for, perhaps, we ought hardly to say *' as tvell as

other' people,** because an idle or sedentary life makes the appetite so fastidious that

even dainties become offensive, while labour and exercise are the best sauce ; and

hence yonder hedger and ditcher eats his hard bread and cheese with more pleasure

and greater zest than the sons and daughters of ease participate the luxuries under

\\ hich their tables groan. We refer to this circumstance because we wish our

working friends to see that toil has advantages which could never be compensated

by a life of indolence. The people who do nothing have bad appetites, and generally

after eating suffer from indigestion. Nature seems to say, ** You are no use to the

world, and therefore you shall have a sickly taste, and what you eat shall be con-

cocted with pain." Such are some of the penalties which Providence inflicts on

those who do not employ their talents for the common weal. Happily, the labourer,

the operative, and the artisan, are delivered from these woes, and they chiefly

owe their escape to the fortunate circumstance of being compelled to exert

themselves.

As FOOD is a matter of so much consequence to man, the Great Exhibition has

not passed it by ; and in Class III. we have ** Substances used as Food," such

as agricultural produce, cereals, pulses, oils, seeds, dried fruits ; substances used

in the preparation of drinks, intoxicating drugs, fermented liquors, distilled spirits

from unusual sources ; spices and condiments, starch and sugar series, animal

food, and preparations of food as industrial products.

Here the visitor will receive an immense amount of information. Among its

curiosities, as works of science and art, will be found *' Crystalised Malt made into

Sugar," and also " A Loaf of Sugar produced from Sugar-cane grown in the county

of Surrey." This part of the Exhibition is a fine commentary on the bounty of

Providence and the skill of man. The variety of articles of food show the bene-

volence of the Creator so satisfactorily, that we could not be more convinced of its

existence and constant exercise if it were made visible. To produce a hundred

grains of corn out of one, and to do so before our eyes, and solely for our benefit, is

as great a proof that God is Love as the plan and erection of the Crystal Palace is

an evidence of the skill of Mr. Pax ton. We here mention this fact, because some

of the alarmists of our day have been afraid that religion would suffer from the

Exhibition. We cannot help thinking that the Crystal Palace would be one of the

best places to which one could take an Atheist ; for if, with all the absurdities of

the world, it would be impossible to find a human being so lost to reason as to con-

clude that the least of the works of art in that vast collection made itself, then we

are sure that no one can look at the complicated and benevolent productions of
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nature without admitting that there is a Divine Creator and superintendent. He
Nvho excludes the Deity from the world excludes himself from the rank of a

ihinkino- and intelligent being. It would require more eloquence than any mortal

has yet possessed to persuade a sceptic that the crystal fountain in the transept of

tlic Industrial Palace was made by a horse or an elephant ; and yet a grain of

cQin requires more skill for its production than all thejet d'eaux in the world. We
i\ro not, then, much afraid that religion will be greatly damaged by the display of

the immense variety of substances which Divine benevolence has produced, and is

daily producing, for the benefit of man.

In this class, also, there is a fine example ofhuman skill. Man has been said to

be *' a cooking animal," because he is the only being on the face of the earth that

cuL'-a^^es in any labour of that kind. The animals have no baking or culinary

apparatus. Among them there are no ovens, furnaces, pots, kettles, or kitchen

ran^'es. The fowd swallows his grain whole, the ox crops the grass from the field,

and devours it without boiling, the dog likes his meat raw, and the cameleon and

trie boa constrictor must have their game alive. Brutes neither analyse, cook,

brew, nor distil; they manufacture neither wines, cigars, tobacco, snuff", nor con-

fectionary. They have neither the bodily organs, the mental powers, nor the uten-

sils necessary for such undertakings. The savage also allows his mind to lie

dormant while he tears his prey to pieces with his teeth, eats it raw, or subsists

upon the roots which he digs out of the earth, or the animal food or carrion which

chance throws in liis way ; and such had been our mode of life if science and art

had not been cherished among us, and called forth our talents in this department

of industry. There is hardly an article of our more substantial food but has a

o-icat deal of labour bestowed upon it before it reaches our mouths. What a large

proportion of the population is employed in preparing viands and beverages ! Ifwe

were immediately to return to the paradisaical mode of living, and subsist on

fruits, as our first parents did, millions of people would at once be thrown out of

work. In the Exhibition there is a large display of our culinary and confectionary

art, which, we presume, will be a great attraction to the gourmand and the glutton,

and not less so to those who do not live to eat, but eat to live, and who w^ill go to the

Exhibition to admire the bounty of the Creator, and the art and skill of man as the

vicegerent of the Almighty in this lower world.

But man is not merely a cooking agent ; he is also a carpenter, a tailor, a shoe-

maker, a hatter, a smith, a cabinetmaker, a builder, &c. His facility in turning

his mind and his hand to anything is one of the great wonders of his being. He

has a good deal in his constitution common to him with the animals ; but then he

infinitely surpasses them, and he owes his pre-eminence to his mind. We have

read wonderful narratives concerning the cleverness of pigs, canaries, dogs,

monkeys, and elephants ; but we never heard of a swine being apprenticed to a

cabinetmaker, or of a dog being articled to a printer, or of an ape learning to make

coats or shoes. Common as these occupations are, and simple as they appear, yet

they require not only a human hand, but a human soul to carry them on. Some

of the most remarkable walks, or runs, in the world, are from Stratford to Bays-

water, Ivnightsbridge or the Parliament Houses, Paddington or Highgate, Cani-

berwell or Greenwich. We may challenge the whole earth to produce such

another scene of active and artificial life in such constant succession, and for such a

number of miles, as greets us in either of these streets or roads. We advise all our
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friends wlio come to town to the Great Exhibition to get on the top of a few

oninibuses, and run through London, east and west, north and south. We may U-ll

them there is nothing like the top of an omnibus for obtaining an enlarged view of

the magnitude, the art, the industry, and the people of the great Metropolis. We
believe that all of them will return better than ever satisfied with their native land,

and with the perseverance and industry of their countrymen.

It has been fashionable for some time past to underrate man generally, and

England particularly. Some of our friends can hardly land In Prance, or cross the

Atlantic for a few days, but they seem to imagine our fatherland is one of the most

wretched places upon earth ; and vast numbers, without the least reason, too,

resolve to emigrate. Australia, forsooth. Van Dieman's Land, and the wilds of

America, are far preferable to this worn-out country. We are no enemies to

emi^Tation,—we believe that it is destined to people the whole world ; but still we

know that many have left England without any cause, and in distant lands have

sighed for the hills, the vales, the villages, the towns, the cities, the civilisation,

and the comforts of Old England. During the depression of trade that preceded

the repeal of the corn laws, we said to a mechanic, who was out of work, and

almost starving, " Well, do you think of emigrating ?" ** Oh no," was his replj-,

" I intend to remain and suffer with my country, and assist in working out her

social and political salvation." The man stayed at home, and is now in good cir-

cumstances. Yes, England is a kind of Holy Land among the nations, and is so,

because here liberty, science, literature, art, and religion, have set up their thrones,

and established them upon a sure foundation.

Many of those who profess to despise England, have also a very low opinion of

man. At one time it was fashionable with divines to say all they could in dis-

paragement of our race. They not only condemned our faults, which was very

proper, but they even assailed the physics of our bodies, and the metaphysics of

our minds. They seemed to forget that the crimes of mankind are a proof of

greatness ; and that none but beings who had large souls could be guilty of oliences

of such magnitude. Our sceptics have taken up the same tale ; and they want to

show that we are only a mass of living organism, hardly one remove from the

beast of the field. To live like an animal, and die like a dog, is in some instances

the height of their ambition.

Now, against this depreciation of our country, and of the human race, we

emphatically protest, and the productions exhibited in the Industrial Palace fully

bear us out in our dissent. The vegetable and animal substances chiefly used in

manufactures as implements, or for ornaments, and which are found in Class lY.

in the Great Exhibition, are a striking example of the greatness of manivind.

Here, as in the ample provision for food, we have a wonderful display of the muni-

ficence of the Creator. He knew that we required not merely diet, but clothing,

houses, utensils, &c. ; and what a rich profusion of articles has he laid before us,

and, as it were, invited us to use them for our benefit. In the Crystal Palace a

number of these are classified under the following heads :—gums and resin series ;

oil series ; acids, as acetic, citric, tartaric, oxalic, &c., &c. ; dyes and colours ;

tanning substances ; fibrous substances, including materials for cordage and

clothing ; cellular substances ; timber, and fancy wood, used for construction and

ornament, and prepared by dyeing ; miscellaneous substances. All these are of

Tegetable origin, but there is also exhibited a large variety of animal productions
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used for textile fabrics and clothing ; for domestic or ornamental purposes, or for

the manufacture of implements as agents in the manufacture of various articles;

for the production of chemical substances ; for pigments and dyes. We feel con-

lident that there never was such a commentary on the often-repeated sentence,

that " God has made nothing in vain,'* as will be found in the Industrial Palace.

Gums, resins, oils, acids, dyes, fibres, woods, minerals, earths, &c. &c., are

here shown in their true value, as necessary to minister to the wants, the

comfort, the employment, or the luxury of man.

But as we said of the stuff's consumed as food, so we may add respecting all these

vegetable and animal substances used in the arts for clothing, &c., that they would
be for the most part valueless but for the skill and ingenuity of man. Hence the

Creator and his creatures are here most happily associated together ; he as the

benefactor, and they as the recipients of his bounty. Their art without his muni-
ficence would be useless ; and his providence without their industr^^ and inven-

tions, would, to a very great extent, be lost. To savages gold-dust is not worth

the trouble of gathering, and gems are of less value than a nail or an arrow. They
roll in wealth, and yet are poor, because they know not how to employ their riches

either for their own advantage or for the good of the world. They have the same
talents as we, but their mental powers have never been called forth.

Of course, if the art and skill of man had been universally cultivated, there

might have been a Crystal Palace three or four thousand years ago. There were

minds and materials enough for such an exhibition. But the iron hand of despotism,

the withering blight of ignorance, the want of liberty, science, art, commerce, and

religion, have paralysed the bodily and intellectual energies of the human family,

and prevented such a glorious development of the faculties and skilfulness of

our race.

Every age has had its peculiarities, and every century has been marked by

famines, conquests, revolutions, crusades, reformations, and the rise, the declip.e,

or the downfall of empires. Hitherto, however, the changes have too often been

of a melancholy character, and the succest; of one state has been built upon the

desolation of others. It has been reserved for the nineteenth century, and for

Britain especially, to open to the nations a new path of glory, which all may tread,

and where all may mutually engage in the enterprize, and share the prize. In the

triumph of science, art, industry, liberty, and morality, every one will bo benefited:

the rich and the poor will have an equal advantage ; and the men and women of

all countries and climes will participate the bloodless spoil v/hich the loom, the

plough, the mine, and the laboratory, have placed at their feet.

ExA-LTED Aims.—I would frown on vice; I would favour virtue—favour whatever

could exalt, would adorn character, alleviate my species, or contribute to render the

world inhabited, like the heavens to which I looked, a place of innocence and felicity.

Though I were to exist no longer than those ephemera that sport in the beams of the sum-

mer's morn, during that short hour I would rather soar with the eagle, and leave the

record of my fligbj^and my fall among the stars, than to creep in the gutter with the

reptile, and bed my memory and my body together in the dunghill. However short my
part, I would act it well, that I might render my existence without disgrace and without

compunction.
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THOMAS GRAY.
By Pahsox Frank.

Thomas Gray is one of tnose dainty barcU whose verses seem to carry out the

doctrine of Boileau— (we may quote the criginal now in The Working Man's
Friend)—

'* Hatcz vous leutement ; et, sans perdre courage,

Vingt fois sur le metier remtttez votre ouviage,

Polissez-le sans cesse et le repolissez,

Ajoutcz quelquefois, et souvcnt effacez."

He is one of the most scholarly of poets, English or foreign. It was fitting that

Burns should string together his rural fancies among the banks and braes, the

haughs and woods of auld Coila ; and that Wordsworth should shape his medita-

tions into verse while pacing the hill-side of nature, well pleased to recognise in

nature the guardian of his heart, the soul of all his moral being ; and that Macaulay
should dash off his martial lyrics of old Kome in the War-Otiice ; and that Leigh
Hunt should guide and rein in the caracolings of his " Palfrey'* amid the sun-

shine and shade of Kensington Gardens. And it was fitting that Gray should
poetise, after his kind, in the antiquity-hallowed cloisters and turret-chambers of

an English university. His lines smack of classic atmosphere. There is the re-

pose and regularity of a great library about them. Their rise and fall are redolent

of Cambridge intimacy with hexameters and pentameters, Sapphics and Alcaics.

He is such a man as the Italian classicists of the fifteenth century would have
delighted to honour ; that circle of which Lorenzo the Magnificent was the centre

;

scholars like Politiano and Verini, Giovanni, Pico, and Cassandra Fidelis. His
verses have the air of what Richard West calls a " strange country, inhabited by
things that call themselves doctors, and masters of arts." Oxford would have
suited him still better than Cambridge, inasiruich as he hated mathematics. ** Must
I pore upon mathematics ?" he dolefully asks, in one of his viyacious epistles—"Alas !

I cannot see in too much light ; I am no eagle. It is very possible that two and two
make four ; but I would not give four farthings to demonstrate this ever so clearly

;

and if these be the profits of life, give me the amusements.'' He often abuses

Cambridge in good round terms, but after all his penchant towards her is far more
sincere than his abuse. Nothing was more truly congenial than on

" ' Camus* sedgy side' each realm of art to explore,

And with the ancient blend the modern lore."

If he could only have secured pleasanter society there, and been free from those

persecuting under-graduates, who liked to play pranks on so fastidious-seeming a

gentleman— (one night frightening him out of his propriety and his wits by raising a
false alarm of fire beneath his window, and enjoying the spectacle of his descent by a

rope from his upper storey)—he would have loved Alma Mater as dearly as he did

his own mother, and that was with a love truly tender, solicitous, aud profound. The
locale wherewith to identify Thomas Gray is an oak-panelled loom at Peter-house,

or Pembroke College, duly furnished with " sporting-door" and carefully-ordered

book-shelves ; sprucely-bound copies of Horace andTibuUus on the table, and gay
edi'tions of Marivaux and Crebillon on the sofa ; articles of vertu elegantly arranged

by the taste of a connoisseur (how he would have revelled in the Crystal Palace !)

—

daintily-tended flowers on the window-sill; gold-fish in a vase, ornamented by
China's gayest art, and on the faultless hearth-rug a tortoise-shell cat, *' the pensive

Selima, demurest of the tabby kind," beloved of her bachelor lord and master for

the feline charms (which he would enumerate with as much gusto as ^outhey

himself) of fair round face, and snowy beard, and velvet paws, and ears of jet, and

eyes of emera*ld—purring applause in reply to his panegyrics on the beauties of

Baudrons.
There he sits, one of the most indolent and most industrious of men. Now

tracing a comparison between Tibullus and Ovid, or translating them into polished
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English, JDY inditing a Latin epistle to West, or conversing (aloud, too,) with
Horace, or drinking and singing with Anacreon for a fortnight together, or feeding
sheep with Theocritus; now composing an elaborate ode, and turning rough
Norse into smooth Anglo-Saxon ; now gladdening Horace Walpole, or Ma:son, oi

Beattie, or Warton, with a sheet or two of learned gossip and academic trifling

;

now studying the last French comedy, and varying it with Montesquieu's Esprit

des Loix^ or getting knee-deep in the philosophy of Diogenes Laertius, or reducing
to system a collection of archaeological documents, or collating the merits of the
different schools of architecture, from the Pyramids to Strawberry-hill, or initiating

himself into the mysteries of the Druids, or writing a catalogue, or reading the
*' Peerage Book," or Miller's " Gardening Dictionary," thankful (as he tells Warton)
that there are such, employments and such authors in the world.

The poetry of Gray is more notable for taste and finish than for feeling and
warmth. With a "volition towards enthusiasm," he has an ** under-constitution
of most scholastic coldness.*' As an able commentator says, " Gray, studious and
sitting in the cold, learnt the secret of a simulated and innocent fire—the Greek
fire he might have called it." Lord Jeffrey attributes to him the talents rather of a

critic than a poet, with learning, fastidiousness, and scrupulous delicacy of taste,

instead of fire, tenderness, and invention. Tuckerman says, " The poetry of Gray
is, like his life and character, correct, scholar-like, and reflective. It is singularly free

from all trace of impulse and fervour. Its most striking beauties are verbal, md
the trait which mainly charms us is that of choice expression or elegance of dic-

tion. Art predominates in every line." Certainly, the verses of the accomplished
Cantab are not qualified to set on fire

—

*' The hoary Thames along
His silver-winding way."

But we love not to hear them denounced as the ultima Thule of coldness, the

North-pole of poetry, the ice-creams of Parnassian confectionery. They have
SOME feeling in them after all ; and you must remember, if you please, that Gray
lived and wrote in the eighteenth century, and not in the nineteenth, when passion

is got up on so large a scale and at so cheap a rate, by people, between whose time
and that of Gray the world has had its Byrons and storm and-power men a thousand
and one. Burns thought better of him when he penned the lines"

—

Or pour, with Gray, the moving flow
Warm on the heart.

We doubt whether anyone, unsophisticated as yet in the ways of the world, and
coming to Gray with a heart young, open, and susceptible, suspects him of the hor-

rible coldness often imputed to him. The warmth may be subdued, but it is there

in its own gentle, sincere way—like the warmth of the grasp of an old man's hand,
which may be full of kindliness, though wanting in vigour. Gray was no volcano ;

but it is too bad to make him out a man of snow. There was a heart within that

dapper gentleman's w^ell-brushed vest, as his correspondence proves, if not his

poems. If he never weeps himself, he contrives, notwithstanding Horace's canon,
to squeeze stray tears out of young eyes, by his Elegy and his Ode on Eton College,

Many a man might expend a very superior amount of passion, and yet fail to effect

that. The pulses of life beat beneath much stiff brocade and gold lace. It now
seems fashionable to laugh at Gray whenever he betrays the least symptom of ap-
proach to the pathetic, and to declare with a peremptory air that he has absolutely
no pathos. But we confess to a lingering belief in, and liking for, such lines as the
following, which we are soft enough to be (just a little) touched by ;

—

''Ah ! happy hills ! ah I pleasing shade !

Ah ! fields beloved in vain !

Where once my careless childhood strayed,
A stranger yet to pain.

I feel the gales that from ye blow,
A momentary bliss bestow,
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As waving fresh their gladsome wing,
My weary soul they seem to soothe,

And, redolent of joy and youth,
To breathe a second spring."

And so with subsequent stanzas, which picture merry boyhood sporting on the
green banks of Father Tliames, delighting to cleave with pliant arm his glassy
waters, or urging the flying ball, hitherto untroubled by sense of ills to come, or of
cares beyond to day

—

** Gay hope is theirs, by fancy fed,

Less pleasing when possest;
The tears forgot as soon as shed,
The sunshine of the breast

:

Theirs buxom health of rosy hue,
Wild wit, invention ever new.

And lively cheer of vigour born;
The thoughtless day, the easy night,
The spirits pure, tiie slumbers light,

That fly th'approach of morn.'^

The subject is trite ; but Gray nas invested it with a placid beauty all his own.
This ode was, as one can readily understand, a favourite with Chateaubriand, wha
says of it, in his '* Memoires d'outre-tombe*'— *' Who has not experienced the
feelings and regrets expressed here with all the grace of poetry ? Who has not
felt touched and softened by the recollection of the sports, the studies, and the-
loves of his early years ? But can we restore them to life again ? The pleasures
of youth, recalled by memory, are ruins seen by torchlight."

As for the "Elegy written in a Country Churchyard," that, it seems
(according to certain doctors), is only an artful piece of mosaic—a thino- of
shreds and patches—an omnium gatherum of tit-bits and pretty conceits, collected
from all quarters by the compositor (for, by this showing, author he can hardly
be called). The same kind of microscopic criticism it is which goes to denude
Shakspere himself of positive originality. It makes out even the sublimest
literature of the oratory—the Lord's Prayer—to be a compilation from Rabbinical
litanies and forms of devotion. Grant, however, that Gray's "Elegy" does
embody many thoughts and expressions to be traced to other authors—could one
amongst them all have completed so perfect a whole, or harmonised and fused the
scattered excerpts into so beautiful a unity ? Its reputation as a poem is secure
although poor Gray's reputation as a poet is said to be extinct. It is one of those-
exquisite masterpieces in which every word appears to be the right one, and in the
right place. The metre is sweetly, soothingly elegiac, and the music of th&
rhythm delicious. Professor Wilson contends that Gray had no pathos ; but he^
admits that the ** Elegy" elevates the mind—that the feelings and thoughts flow
naturally—that the language and versification are elegant in the extreme,
scholar-like without being pedantic, in the best sense classical, and free from
flaws, like a gem of purest ray serene—on the whole, an ** immortal elegy."
There are lines upon lines in it which make up, each in its tiny self, a miniature
panorama. The setting sun hardly realizes to us an evening scene more impres-
sively and actually than do the opening stanzas of this memorable elegy. Every
dark bosom is hushed, as the curfew tolls the knell of parting day ; 'the iiha^^e
of the lowing herds, winding slowly o'er the lea, suggests sights and sounds which
present the very hue and tone of eventide. How rich with the associations of
nature aad poetry are the allusions to the ** glimmering landscape," fading on the
sight—the *' solemn stillness'' of the air, broken only by the beetle, as he " wheels-
his droning flight" (is not this word-painting beautiful exceedingly?) and the
drowsy tinklings which lull the distant fold, and the complaint of the moping owl
in the ivy-mantled tower ! Has not the "Elegy" made more holy still that which
we call the holy ground of a churchyard ? Do not these verses rise involuntarily
to our lips, like sighings from the depths of our hearts, suspiria de profu7idis, when
we stand beneath the yew-tree's shade^ and think on the rude forefathers of the
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hamlet -vvho now sleep each in his narrow cell ? Ended their useful toil,

homely joys, obscure destiny, they lie as they lived, far from the madding

crowd's i"-noble strife ;" they have accomplished their quiet mission—their

sole memorial some rustic inscription graved on the stone beneath an aged

thorn, that not in vain implores the passing tribute of a sigh. Every stanza

is instinct with pensive beauty. Every line has, without question, been quoted

again and again by Avriters of every degree—by the M.P. ' on his legs" in

the House—by the sentimental preacher, in lavender kid gloves—by the dashing

essayist, in monthly magazines; by the lover, sighing like a furnace—the poli-

tician, full of *' village Hampdens" and "mute, inglorious Miltons," and the

moralist, who shows how *' the paths of glory lead but to the grave."

Of Gray's perform.ances a la Pindar, eulogy must be more limited. Anyone
further removed from the common ideal of the Pindaric can hardly be imagined.

Gray, astride of such a run-away, mountain-scaling, lion-maned, fiery-hoofed

Pegasus as that^ is like Hotspur's fine gentleman, '* neat, trimly dressed, fresh as a

bridegroom," figuring on a field stained and scarred with battle and death, and

making fiery Percy mad

*' To see him shine so brisk, and smell so sweet,

And talk so like a waiting gentlewoman
Gi' guns, and drums, and wounds (God save the mark !).

Yet with all that seems so finical in the poet's character, he was not without a

certain manliness and sterling strength. Sir Egerton Brydges describes him as

exhibiting the odd contradiction of a manly mind and fastidious, almost effeminate,

manners—acting the petif-mmtre in society, but serious and thoughtful when alone

—a grave, gentle, benevolent, conscientious man. Still he was hardly the stern,

vehement, seer-like being for whom one could predicate success in odes of rushing

headlong impulse. Accordingly his odes are regarded as poor artificial things,

the fire of which is as artificial as that of Vauxhall or Cremorne— *' not fire, only

a picture of fire, at which no soul could be warmed." The poetry of Gray, in the

judgment of Mr. Carlyle—(what a contrast, such a poet and such a critic !)—is a

laborious mosaic, where real and free feeling is sacrificed to pomp and cold splen-

dour, and where, instead of vigour, we have a ** certain mouthing vehemence, too

elegant indeed to be tumid, yet foreign to the heart." "With such traits it seems
in no way feasible to combine the Pindaric element. The eagle must be shorn of

his talons. The lion must eat straw like the ox. The bard, with his eye in fine

frenzy rolling, must be translated into a sedate and polished gentleman of the

Georgian era, Horace Walpole's compagnon de voyage, and item—afflicted with
the gout ! On the whole, the marvel is that such a bel esprit should get on so well

as he does in rough work of this kind. School-boys like •* The Bard," even
though obliged to learn it by heart, and do it into iambics and anapaests, some of

the lines ring in their ears, and find an echo in manhood which has not quite died

out even in old age ; they enjoy the rolling r's in the opening verse

—

" Ruin seize thee, ruthless king !"

And scattered throughout the ode there are bold phrases and touching beauties of

no contemptible order. Fine is the figure of the old man on the rock frowning
o'er Conway's foaming flood ; in his mingled strains we catch something, at least,

of ** high-born Hoel's harp, or soft Llewellyn's lay''—now mourning because

*' Cold is Cadwallo's tongue,
That hush'd the stormy main;"

now bursting into the animated threat,

** Weave the warp, and weave the woof,
The winding-sheet of Edward's race ;"

now melting into a voice *'as of the cherub choir," and hushed into distant
warblings.
Nor are the rest of his odes destitute of fine passages. The " Progress of Poesy"
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is rich in mor^eaxix consecrated for quotation—especially the stanzas in honour of
Shakspere, "Nature's darling," and Milton riding sublime upon the seraph-wings
of ecstasy

—

" "Where angels tremble while they gaze,
He saw ; but, blasted with excess of light,

Closed his eyes in endless night ;"

and Dryden, in his less presumptuous car. The metre of the odes is happily con-
structed, and pleases the ear, if it awakens no deeper feeling.* In musical accent
Gray sometimes resembles Campbell—to whom, also, in fastidious refinement he
bears a strong likeness.

His correspondence ranks deservedly high. Some prefer it to the gossipping
small-talk of Horace Walpole, that prince of easy letter-writers, and to the admirable
fluency and humorous good sense of Cowper. It presents him in an amiable light.

His affection for his mother is as exemplary as that of Pope. He was reserved
and cautious in forming acquaintances, but—in spite of the Walpole quarrel—

a

fact friend if a friend at all. The letters descriptive of his touj: in the Lake dis-

trict are, perhaps, the best of the series. Keswick and Ulleswater and Ambleside
were little known at that time of day, and he depicts their beauties with a warmth
of colouring chat does him honour. What a literature belongs to those regions
since Gray last gazed on the cliffs and islands of Winander, or sauntered along the
banks of Rydalmere, or toiled up the long ascent of Dunmail-raise, or the tall

steep of Silverhow, or the misty crown of Kirkstone ! The ground was all but
unbroken, untrodden, when he visited it, eighty years since.

He was quite a man of the last century, and one of the least earnest of its repre-
sentatives ; a man of constitutional melancholy, which he sought to cure by syste-
matic dilettantism . He is the author of the celebrated line

—

** Thoughts that breathe, and words that burn,"

but few such thoughts and words glow in his pages. Little likeness bears he to
his Theban eagle, *' sailing with supreme dominion through the azure deep of air."

The solemnities of life are almost ignored by him. Had he lived to read Carlyle
and Emerson, how querulously the little man would have shaken his ambrosial
wig ! He would have made queer faces at the rhythm and doctrine of the verses.

f

" So here hath been dawning another blue day.
Think, wilt thou let it slip useless away ?

Out of eternity this new day was born,
Into eternity, at night, will return.'*

* Professor Wilson, who condemns the odes en masses as cold and clumsy
concerns, says, *' We love to read them for the sake of the mere sound, which is

rushing and river-like ; and sometimes we think we hear the sea— sullen, afar off—or
near at hand, in a high tide, and dashing rejoicingly against the rocks."

—

Blackwood's
Magazine, Vol. XXX., p. 482. Mr. Gilfillan says, ••They hover between excellence
and absurdity, sublimity and bombast, darkness and barbaric lustre, and will at last rest
beside all other modern Pindarics, in the shadow of solid oblivion."

—

Letters and Letter-
writers of the Day,

t By Carlyle.

Glass Pearls, though among the most beautiful, inexpensive, and common orna-
ments, for women now made, are produced by a very singular process. In 1656, about
two hundred years ago, a Venetian Lamed Jaquin discovered that the scales of a fish
called bleak-fish possessed the properly of communicating a pearly hue to water. He
found, by experiment, that beads dipped in this water, assumed, when dried, the appear-
ance of pearls. It proved, however, that the pearly coat, when placed outside, was
easily rubbed off, and the next improvement was to make the beads hollow. The making
of these beads is carried on even to this day in Venice. The beads are all blown sepa-
rately. By means of a small tube, the insides are delicately coated with a pearly liquid,
and a wax coating is placed over that. It requires the scales of four thousand fishes to
produce a half pint of the liquid, to which small quantities of sal ammonia and isinglass
are afterwards added.
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ABBREVIATED WRITING.

]\Ir. Editor,—You have given us from

time to time a number of valuable hints

and advices as to reading and study. You
have recommended us to read the best

autliors, and to make extracts from them.

Now tlie work of transcribing from
printed works, especially if the quotations

desired be lengthy, is one which occupies

considerable time, and also considerable

space. It is true that—now paper is

so cheap—5pac6 is not an object

of great importance ; but yet time is an
item of great value, especially to a man
who has to labour hard and long to obtain

a decent competence for himselfand family.

Much time may be saved by the use of
short'hand, and the art of short-hand is

now so gi'eatly simplified as to be com-
paratively easy of acquisition. But short-

hand has its disadvantages. Constant prac
tice alone can make one master of it ; and
if the notes and memorandums be not
transcribed while the subject is fresh on
the memory, the work of transcribing will

be very difficult. I have for some years
adopted a mode of abbreviation which
enables me to take all the leading points,

and many of the literal sentences, of most
ordinary speakers, and which enables me
also to majj-e extracts from books, news-
papers, &c., in a short space of time, and
on a small space of paper. My system
has this further advantage, that it can be
read with ease at any period, however
distant from that in which the extract is

made without the trouble of first tran-
scribing it.

My plan is to omit most of the vowels,
many needless consonants, and those words,
or parts of sentences, which the common
fsense ofthe writer will enable him to sup-
ply, whether he reads from his notes or
copies them out at length. In some cases—especially where a leading word occurs
frequently—a single letter will suffice to
express that word. If, for instance, I

were transcribing a description of the
Crystal Palace^ I should think it quite
enough, having given it in full once, to
express it afterwards by the letters C. P.
But my system will be best explained by
a few examples :

—

1. Prlmntry Rfrm.
** Mr. CoBDN sd, he hd tkn ths th 1 oprtnty

f aprng at a R. mtng—aftr th rent dclrtu
md by th Prm Master, tht h wld b prprd nxt
ses of Par to intrde a msr of R—to dclr
tht h cnsdrd ths qstn whch th assctn hd in
hnd as th mst prctcl qustn tht pltcns hd to

dl wth ; & tt dng so, he wld sy to hs frnds

vry whr thrght th cnti^—to all th-^ wh^
wr prctcl mn, & wth whm h hd th hnr of
cmbtng on othr qstr^s—tht thy wld frft thr
chrctr as a prctcl ppl, nlss btwn nw nd nxt
sprng thy thrw thmsivs nto ths qstn of P R
n a wy tht wld prv to wrld tht th Engppl ; d
nt 1st tht old attrbt f th ntn tht thy knw hw
to sz th prpr tm fr dng thr own wrk in tlir

own wy.''

—

Spch at Lond Tav, May 26, 51.

Copied in full thus :

—

Parliamentary Reform.
''Mr. CoBDEN said he had taken this the

first opportunity of appearing? at a reform
meeting—after the recent declaration made
by the Prime Minister, that he would be pre-

pared in the next session of Parliament to

introduce a measure of reform— to declare

that he considered this question which the

association had in hand as the most practical

question that politicians had to deal with.

And in doing so he would say to his friend-j

every where throughout the country—to all

those who were practical men, and with
whom he had the honour of combating on
other questions—that they would forfeit

their character as a practical people, unless

between now and next spring they threw
themselves into this question of Parlia-

mentary Reform in a way that would prove
to the world that the English people had not
lost that old attribute of the nation—that

they knew how to seize the proper time for

doing their own work in their own way."

—

Speech at the London Tavern y May 26,

1851.

2. PSLM F Lf.

" Tl me nt, n mrnfl nmbrs,
Lf s bt n mpty drm

;

Fr th si s dd tht slmbrs,

And thngs ar nt wht thy sm.

*' Lf srl! ifsrnst!
And th grv s nt its gl;

Dst th art, to dst rtrnst,

Ws nt spkn of th si.

^ Ht ^
** Nt njymnt, & nt srrw,

Is or dstnd end or wy
;

Bt to act, tht ech trnrw

Fnd us frthr thn t-dy.

^ ^fi ^

" Lt us, thn, b up & dng,
* Wth a hrt for ny ft

;

Stl achvng, stl prsng,

Lrn to Ibr &to wt."
Lngflw.

Copied in full thus :

—
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A Psalm of Life.
" Tell me not, in mournful numbers,

Life is but an empty dream
;

For the soul is dead that slumbers,

And things are not what they seem.

** Life is real I life is earnest

!

And the grave is not its goal

;

Dust thou art, to dust returnest,

Was not spoken of the soul.

* * *

** Not enjoyment, and not sorrow,

Is our destined end or way
;

But to act, that each to-morrow
Find us farther than to-day.

* * *

" Let us, then, be up and doing,

With a heart for any fate

;

Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labour and to wait.**

Longfellow.

I add one more example, which your
readers will readily transcribe in full :

—

" Or Fthr, whch rt n hvn, hllwd b thy
nm. Thy kogdm cm. Thy wl b du n rth

as it s n hvn. Gv s ths dy or dly brd. And
frgv us or dbts, s we frgv or dbtrs. And Id

08 nt nto tmpttn, bt dlvr s frm evl : F: thn
is kngdm, pwr, glry, fr vr. Amn."

As I said before, a very little practice

will make perfect in this mode of writin«2f,

and its numerous advantages will make it

pleasant.

With the humble hope that this com-
munication may prove, even in the lensfc

degree, useful to your numerous readers,

I am, sir, yours respectfully,

GULIELMUS.

[We are obliged to our correspondent
for this communication. We have for

years adopted a similar mode of taking

notes of meetings and extracts from
books, and can testify to its great

value.

—

Eds.]

MR. WYLD'S COLOSSAL GLOBE.

When the Great Exhibition of the Industry of All Nations was first projected, it

occurred to Mr. Wyld, the Q,ueen*s geographer, that a representation of the entire

surface of the globe would be desirable. In entering on the arduous and costly v.ork of

producing one, he designed it to have a place in the Crystal Palace ; but subseq^iently a

separate buDding was considered necessary for exhibiting *' the great globe itself," and

accordingly it now invites public attention in an appropriate edifice in Leicester- square.

Our remarks on it we purpose to adapt not only to those who have an opportunity for

its inspection, but to others of our readers who may be denied this pleasure and

advantage.

That the earth is a round body, and isolated in space, is evident from raany and

diversified facts. The nocturnal sky, for example, appears continually to change its

aspect to any one who travels from north to south. The heavenly bodies, indeed, retain

the same relative position to one another, and the points on which the firmament seems

to revolve remain unaltered ; but such a change occurs, that the stars, which, at the

place from whence the traveller set out, appeared to reach their greatest elevation to the

^ufh of the point directly over his head, now that he has changed his position, seem,

when highest, on the north of that point. Now this could not be were he traversing a

fiat surface. On the contrary, here is a clear indication that his path has been a curve,

the convexity or rounded part of which is turned towards the sky.

Other facts lead to the same conclusion. To a passenger in a ship leaving the shore,

low objects at first disappear, then those which are more elevated, and at last the highest

points of the land sink in the horizon. Thus the voyager first loses sight of the

beach ; but after a time building after building recedes from his view, till the top

of the loftiest is invisible ; while, should there be above these any Alpine eminences, one

after another retires, till the blue firmament and the floating clouds alone appear

;

because the direct visible ray from all besides is broken by the interposed curved surface

of the ocean. In like manner, the vision of the voyager's approach to land accords with

that of his departure. The mountain height is first apparent ; then follow in due

succession the buildings, determined in their order by their altitude ; and, last of all, is

seen the shore, v/here, perhaps, are gathered those who joyously welcome his return, and

on whom, could his wishes be gratified, his eyes, even at a distance, would first fall.

To dwell for another moment on the navigator, it is manifest that if he sailed in a
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straight line, the further he went onwards, the greater would be his distance from the

harbour where his course commenced ; while, on the contrary, by continuing to sail in

the same direction he will at length arrive at the same port, having, in the meantime,

circumnavigated the globe. This enterprise has often been undertaken. European
navigators, by sailing always towards the east, or by holding a westerly course, have

thus, in numerous instances, returned to their respective homes. Here, then, is demon-
stration that the surface of the globe is a curve which returns into itself.

Other facts are not wanting to sustain the same conclusion—as the shadow of the

earth in an eclipse of the moon, which corresponds with the globe's rotundity ; but on
these it is needless to enter : that the planet on which we dwell is a sphere, requires no
further proof.

It is true that, on a minuter inquiry, its true figure vrill prove to be somewhat
elliptical, or flattened at the poles, thus resembling the form of an orange ; but this is

so trifling a deviation from the spherical figure, that, as Sir J. Herschel says :
** If a

model of such proportions were turned in wood, and laid before us upon a table, the

nicest eye or hand would not detect the flattening, since the difference of diameter, in a
globe of fifteen inches, would amount only to one-twentieth of an inch. In all common
parlance, and for all ordinary purposes, then, it would still be called a globe, while,

nevertheless, by careful measurement, the difference would not fail to be noticed ; and,

speaking strictly, it would be termed, not a globe, but an oblate ellipsoid, or spheroid,

which is the name appropriated by geometers to the form above described."

A knowledge of the surface of the globe in the earliest times would be extremely

restricted, and of it there would be, therefore, for ages, no representation. Joshua said

to the children of Israel :
*' Give out from among you three men of each tribe, and I will

send them, and they shall rise and go through the land, and describe it according to the

inheritance of them ; and they shall come again to me. And they shall divide it into

seven parts : Judah shall abide in their coast on the south, and the house of Joseph
shall abide in their coasts on the north. Ye shall therefore describe the land into

seven parts, and bring the description hither to me." * There must, therefore, have

been some resemblance, how far we know not, to a map of Canaan ; and the ability to

supply it might have been derived, like much of that displayed by the Israelites, from
the Egyptians.

The geographical knowledge of the Greeks, as it appears from the poems of Homer,
comprehended only a small part of Europe, Asia, and Africa ; and in those ancient

bongs there is no allusion to any mode of representing or delineating the surface of any
country. But, on the wide diff'usion of the Greeks by colonisation, six or seven

centuries before the Christian era, combined with their commercial enterprises, there

must have been a great advancement in geographical knowledge. Anaximandes, of

Miletus, is said to have been the first person who constructed a map of the world, as

known in his time. He was born b.c. 610. Aristagoras, of the same city, is described

by Herodotus, **the father of history," in his interview with Cleomenes, king of

Sparta, to solicit his assistance against the Persians, as appearing before him with a

tablet of copper in his hand, on which was inscribed every known part of the habitable

world, with its seas and rivers. But this has been supposed to have been only an
itinerary of the country between Sardis and Susa.

A great advance was, however, indisputably made, not only in the knowledge,
but the depicting of the surface of the earth, by Eratosthenes, a native of Cyrene, a
distinguished contemporary of Archimedes, about two hundred and fifty years before

Christ. Not only possessing the advantage of the instruments and observations of all

his predecessors, but that of the great library of Alexandria,—containing, most proba-
bly, all the knowledge of the time,—which was committed to his superintendence by
Ptolem^y Euergetes, his map surpassed any that had previouly been constructed. He
introduced into it a regular parallel of latitude, by tracing a line over certain places

whose longest day was observed to be of the same length. This parallel extended from
the Straits of Gibraltar to the mountains of India, passing through Rhodes, and from

* Joshua xviii , 4-—6.
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it8 central position with respect to the principal ancient nations, it became, at this period,

Ja standard of reference. Hipparchus subsequently fixed the construction of maps on
la mathematical basis, and thus enabled the geographer to lay down his latitudes and lon-

fgitudes on definite and certain principles.

The knowledge of the earth's surface, which continued to be much restricted forages,

received an extraordinary increase when a spirit of maritime enterprise arose, of which

there has been so marvellous a display during the last few centuries.f And as our ac-

quaintance with geography surpasses now all previous attainments in this science, so our

maps present to the eye an accuracy and beauty, of which there is but a confused glimpse

in the delineations of former days. Very recently, there has been a special improve-

ment in such representations, by depicting the surface of a city, a county, or a province

in relief, instead of on a level surface.

Geological maps were the first of this kind with which we are acquainted. Some
years ago Mr. Sopwith laid down a method by which the most ordinary workman could

construct geological models, showing not only the position and thickness of the various

strata in a vertical section, but the actual surface and imbedding of the strata lying in

different planes ; so that one tray of the model being taken from above the other, we may
consider that we have the strata in miniature, with every undulation and indentation

upon it.

One advantage of such a mode is, that it makes tl>e Commissioners of Woods and
Forests acquainted with every particle of coal under their forests, so that none can be

wasted or destroyed without their knowledge. In all cases it is adapted to point out

the partitions of mining property, and to prevent any trespass. Mr. Sopwith states his

remembrance of an instance in which such a model would have saved to parties who had
taken a lease of part of a mine a very large sum. A specified condition was that a

guinea should be paid for every square yard of coal taken in trespass ; and it so hap-

pened that the miners mistook their way, working the coal in one direction, while they

supposed they were going in another directly opposite. No fewer than 40,000 yards

were thus worked before the error was detected, and the penalty of a guinea for each

one w^as consequently incurred and paid !

An early effort in representing surfaces is traced to M. Sene, a citizen of Geneva.

He made a sculpture on wood of the chain of Mont Blanc, wdth the forms and cha-

racters of their many peaks and glaciers, valleys, watercourses, chatels, and even their

firs were rendered with great fidelity.

The process has thus arisen of forming a model of any surface, instead of a 7nap,

with all its inequalities and eminences, depressions and depths, adjusting these severally

according to a specified scale, and colouring the various portions with the tints they

ordinarily present to the eye. Here the construction of maps may appear to have

attained its acme, but amidst the astounding products of human skill which we have of

late been permitted to contemplate, who can tell what further improvements in the arts,

as applicable to this branch of knowledge, may yet be devised .'*

With geographical science at a point never yet equalled, and with modes of representa-

tion singularly correct and illustrative, Mr. Wyld has constructed a colossal globe, of

sixty feet in diameter. The visitor looks, however, on its inner, and not its exterior

surface ;—a mode of representation by which much space is saved, but attended with

some disadvantage. On entering the building, he proceeds upwards, by successive

galleries, from the southern to the northern regions of the globe. In each one there is

an attendant to point out the seas and oceans and the portion he has to describe, the

countries, with their mountains or plains, their rivers or lakes, as well as their principal

towns and cities. Scattered over the bosom of the waters are the isles or islets, whether

large as that of Borneo, or small as St. Helena, Corsica, or Sark. The several objects

meet the eye in coloured relief; and as the attendant passes onwards in his description,

the visitor will gaze on many a spot associated with maritime enterprise, commercial

importance, martial strife, despotic power, or gorgeous opulence; or, consecrated by
the progress of civilisation, liberty, or religion.

t See Sailings over the Globe.
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If a visit be made to this colossal globe ia the expectation of pictoi'ial delineation,
with which public curiosity appears never satiated, disappoiatment will be inevitable ;

but if there be a pursuit of geographical knowledge on a scale of magnitude to which
there has hitherto been no approximation, the object of a visit, or rather of repeated
visits, will be amply secured.

WE ARE ALL SCULPTOES.

Little as many of us think about it, or attend to it, we are all like the sculptor, giving
shape to some object, if it be only our own souls ; and happy would it be for us, and our
fellow men, if every exertion of our influence were made with the care and precision of
the artist who labours to produce from the inanimate marble an image of breathing,
moving life. We know not who is the author of the following lines, ia which the thought
just hinted is so finely expressed :

—

" Chisel in hand stood a sculptor boy.
With his marble block before him

;

And his face lit up with a smile of joy
As an angel dream passed o'er him

:

He carved the dream on that shapeless stone
With many a sharp incision

;

With heaven's own light the sculptor shone,

—

He had caught that angel vision.

** Sculptors of life are we as we stand
With our souls uncarved before us

;

Waiting the time when at God's command
Our life dream shall pass o'er us.

If we carve it then on the yielding stone
With many a sharp incision,

• It*s heavenly beauty shall be our own,

—

Our lives that angel vision,"

ENCOUNTER WITH AN ICEBERG.

Foe, ten days we had fine weather and light

winds, but a southerly gale sprung up and
drove us to the northward, and I then found
out what it was to be at sea. After the
gale had lasted a week, the wind came round
from the northward, and bitter cold it v.as.

We then stood on rather further to the
north than the usual track, I believe.

It was night, and blowing fresh. The
sky was overcast, and there was no moon,
so that darkness was on the face of the
Oeep—not total darkness, it must be under-
stood, for that is seldom known at sea. I

was in the middle watch from midnight to

four o'clock, and had been on deck about
half an hour when the look-out forward
surg out, •' Ship ahead—starboard—^hard a
starboard.

"

These words made the second mate, who
had the watch, jump into the weather rig-

ging.
*' A ship !" he exclaimed. ** An iceberg

it is, rather, and — . All hands wear ship,"
he shouted, in a tone which shewed there
was not a moment to lose

(From the log-book of a Voyager.)

The watch sprung to the braces and bow-
lines, while the rest of the crew tumbled up
from below, and the captain and other offi-

cers rushed out of their cabins. The helm
was kept up, and the yards swung round,
and the ship's head turned towards the
direction whence we had come. The cap-
tain glanced his eye round, and then
ordered the courses to be brailed up, and
the main topsail to be backed, so as to lay
the ship to. I soon discovered the cause of
these manoeuvres, for before the ship had
quite wore round I perceived close to us a
towering mass with a refulgent appearance,
which the look-out man had taken for the
white sails of a ship, but which proved in
reality to be a vast iceberg, and attached to
it, and extending a considerable distance to
leeward, was a field or very extensive floe
of ice, against which the ship would have
run, had it not been discovered in time, and
would, in all probability, instantly have gone
down, with every one on board.
In consequence of the extreme darkness,,

t was dangerous to sail either way ; for it
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was impossible to say what other floes, or

smaller cakes of ice, might be ia the neigh-

bourhood, and we might probably be on
them before they could be seen. We there-

foie remained hove to. As it was, I could

not see the floe till it was pointed out to me
by one of the crew.
'When daylight broke, the next morning,

the dangerous position in which the ship

was placed was seen. On every side of

us appeared large floes office, with seve-

ral icebergs floating, like mountains on
a plain, among them ; while the only open-

ing through which we could escape was a

narrow passage to the north-east, through
which we must have come. What made our

position the more perilous was, that ihe vast

masses of ice were approaching nearer and
nearer to each other, so that we liad not a

moment to lose, if we would efiect our
escape.

As the light increased, we saw, at the

distance of three miles to the westward,
another ship, in a far worse predicament
than we were, inasmuch as she was com-
pletely surrounded by ice, though she still

fioated in a sort of basin. The wind held

to the northward, so that we could stand

clear out of the passage, should it remain
open lon^ enough. She by this time had
discovered her own perilous condition, as

we perceived that she had hoisted a signal

of distress, and we heard the guns she was
firing to call our attention to her ; but
regard to our own safety compelled us to

disregard them until we had ourselves got

clear of the ice.

It was very dreadful to watch the stranger,

and to feel that we could render her no
assistance. • All hands were at the braces,

ready to trim the sails should the wind
head us ; for in that case we should have to

beat out of the channel, which was every
instant growing narrower and narrower.
The captain stood at the weather gangway,
cenning the ship. When he saw the ice

closing in on us, he ordered every stitch of

canvas the ship would carry to be ^et on
her, in hopes of carrying her out before

this should occur. It was a chance, whether
or not we should be nipped. However, I

was not so much occupied with our own dan-
ger as not to keep an eye on the stranger,

and tvo feel deep interest in her fate.

I was in the mizcn top, and as I pos-

sessed a spy-=glass, I could see clearly all

that occurred. The water on which she
floated was nearly smooth, though covered
with fuam, caused by the masses of ice as

they approached each other. I looked;
•she had but a few fathoms of water on
ither side of her. As yet she floated un-
Vmed. The peril was great; but the

^'ction of the ice might change, and she 1

might yet be free. Still on it came wi h
terriflc force; and I fancied that I couIa
hear the edges grinding and crushing to-

gether.

The ice closed on the ill-fated ship. Siie

was probably as totally unprepared to res st

its pressure as we were. At first I thougiic
that it lifted her bodily up ; but it was nc^t

so, I suspect. She was too deop in the
water for that. He sides were crushed in

—

her stout timbers were rent into a thousand
fragments—her tall masts tottered and f.ll,

though still attached to the hull. For an
instant I concluded that the ice must have
separated, or perhaps the edges broke wi h
the force of the concussion; for, as I gazed,
the wrecked mass of hull, and spars, and
canvass, seemed drawn suddenly down-
ward with irresistible force, and a few frag-

ments which had been hurled by the force

of the concussion to a distance, were all

that remained of the hapless vessel. Not a
soul of her crew could have had time to

escape to the ice.

I looked anxiously ; not a speck could bo
seen stirring near the spot. Such, thought
I, may be the fate of the four hundred and
forty human beings on board this ship ere

many minutes are over.

I believe that I was the only person on
board who witnessed the catastrophe. M-st
of the emigrants were below, and ihe few
who were on deck were with the crew
watching our own progress.

Still narrower grew the passage. Some
of the parts we had passed through were
already closed. The wind, fortunately, held
fair, and though it contributed to drive the

ice faster in upon us, it yet favoured our
escape. The ship flew through the water
at a great rate, heeling over to her ports

;

but, though at times it seemed as if the

masts would go over the sides, still the

captain held on. A minute's delay might
prove our destruction.

Every one held his breath as the width
of the passage decreased, though we had
but a short distance more to make good be-

fore we should be free.

I must confess that all the time I did not
myself feel any sense of fear. I thought
it was a danger more to be apprehended
for others than for myself. At length a

shout from the deck reached my ears, and
looking round I saw that we were on the

the outside of the floe. We were jubt in

time ; for, the instant after, the ice mc t, uLd
the passage through which we had come,

was completely closed up. The order wa?«

now given to keep the helm up, and to

square away the yards ; and with a flowing

sheet we ran down the edge of the ice fo/

upwards of three miles before we vvtie

clear of it.
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Only then did people begin to inquire

what had become of the ship we had lately

seen. I gave my accoimt, but few ex-

pressed any great commiseration for the

fate of those who were lost. Our captain

had had enough of ice, so he steered a

course to get as fast as possible into more
southern latitudes.

LETTERS FROM CALCUTTA.
{Letter the First.)

The Hindoos are said to be a very religious

people. The truth of this statement is, I

think, doubtful, and certainly depends on

what is considered religious even among
heathen nations ; for, whatever may be the

devotion or superstition of some individuals

among the higher and mure educated

classes, all their festivals and ceremonies,

eo far as the lower orders are concerned,

appear, in Calcutta at least, to be merely

so many pretences for the indulgence of

idleness, excitement, or brutality.

The number of deities in the Hindoo
Pantheon is said by the Brahmins to

amount to 330 millions ; but these gods

and goddesses are only various forms and
names of the three principal ones : Brahma,
the creator ; Vishnoo, the preserver ;

and
Shio, the destroyer : and the three female

deities who were their consorts. Innume-
rable festivals, or poojas, are held in honour
of the numerous characters which these

deities assume ; but the principal, in Ben-
gal, are those devoted to Khalee, or Doorga,
and her husband Shio, two of the most
cruel and sanguinary of the divinities in

this most abominable mythology. Of the

many temples erected to Khalee, the largest

and most popular one is situated about
three miles from Calcutta, at a spot called

Khalee Ghaut. So strangely has a venera-

tion for this deity, or rather demon, seized

the minds of the natives, that Moham-
medons in great numbers present offerings

to her, and many of the Roman Catholic

priests are said to Avink at the infatuated

attachment to Khalee of their converts.

The idol is of black marble, and here, as

elsewhere, Khalee is represented as a black
woman with four arms, one of which holds

a sword, and another a human head sus-

pended by its hair. She is decorated with
garlands of sculls and a girdle of human
liands, and stands on the body of her hus-
band Shio, who appears as a white man. I

could fill my sheet with the vile legends con-
nected with the history and attributes of

these divinities, but with neither pleasure

nor benefit to you ; besides, my purpose now
is to give you some account of the Chur-
ruck Pooja, or swinging worship, which has

been held this week in honour of Shio. It

is probable that you have read accounts of

the ceremonies connected with it in his-

tories of Bengal and in the reports of Mis-
sionaries, with a mingled feeling of pity

and wonder ; but they must be seen to be
imderstood, and even a spectator fresh from
the scene, will fail to give you a right ap-

preciation of its horrors. I shall only
attempt to tell you, in the simplest terms,
what I saw.
Imagine us, then, in an open carriage

starting at the first peep of dawn, about
five o'clock, and proceeding across the

beautiful plain which extends for two miles
to the south of the city. We first enter the

picturesque village of AUipore, with the

early morning breeze rustling amid the

leaves of the peepul, and the graceful stems
of the bamboo. The plantain waving its

vast green leaves, and multitudes of birds

singing in the thick foliage of the mango, or

clustering on the tops of the cocoa and the

fan-leaved palm, while innumerable blos-

soms of shrubs, giant creepers, and forest

trees fill the air with perfumes. Every-
where was freshness, purity, calmness ; and
we could say with Heber

—

** Here every prospect pleases

And man alone is vile 1"

for our tranquillity was soon disturbed by
the noise of drums, cymbals, and other

native instruments, and by the shouts of

multitudes of men and women, who were
issuing from the clusters of huts around,
and rushing down the lanes which led to a

Nullah, or branch of the sacred Ganges,
sadly like a muddy ditch, which flows

through this district. The naked bodies of

many of the men were daubed all over with
spots of white clay to intimate that they
had devoted themselves to the performance
of the hideous ceremonies which signalise

this festival. Others were hung over with
necklaces and garlands of flowers in

token that they had been making offer-

ings at the shrine of Khalee. All were
hurrying with frantic noise and haste to the

opposite bank of the stream. The lofty

and picturesque domes of the great Pagoda
now came in view, towering above the

palm groves by which it is surrounded

—

many other sniall white domes gleamed
through the trees, and beyond appeared
another large temple also with numerous'
domes. We felt ouselves in the very centr

of heathenism, and this feeling was streng^"
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ened as we crossed the bridge and found
ourselves in the midst of the densest and
most fearful crowd I have ever seen.

Thousands on thousands of both sexes and
of all ages crowded the principal road and
all the side avenues as far as the eye could

reach, the men and boys carrying bamboo
poles, long iron rods, crowns of iron spikes,

and other instruments of torture ; some
carried frames of bamboo hung over with

children's toys painted red and yellow, and
of rude and savage shape ; others had trays

of sweetmeats made in the form of idols,

pagodas, &c. In the midst of this dense
crowd walked the separate processions of^

Sunnyasees, or religious mendicants, who
are the heroes of the day.
Tbe first group was headed by a man who

carried a large pan of burning rosin ; be-

hind him walked the so-called devotees
about ** to pass through the fire to Moloch.*'
Each man had two iron ladles full of fire,

the handles of which penetrated his sides,

the bowls being suspended by a string

passed round the neck and the handles
firmly clasped in his hands to keep them
steady. Of course the intense heat of the
burning fluid was rapidly conducted to the
incisions in the side, and must have given
intolerable pain, but no sign was visible

on their faces, I only observed that their

lips were firmly closed and their eyes fixed,

as if determined to restrain all expression
of feeling. They were principally young
men of about fourteen or sixteen years of

age, and were supported on each side by
others who appeared to encourage and
guide them. The next party had ropes
drawn through their sides, and were dancing
backwards and forwards between the ex-

tremities which were held stretched at

full length by the men who accompanied
them.
Then followed personifications of Shio by

men covered from head to foot with white
paint, having their noses and eyebrows of
Vermillion, and on their heads a grotesque
imitation of a mitre. Some were drawing
iron rods through their tongues, others
were stuck all over with pins ; one man had
a number of white rods tipped with red,

arranged fan shape, on his shoulders, and
forming rays round his head : the united
stems appeared to pierce through the flesh

at his waist. Every one was undergoing
some particular torture, and their appear-
ance was ghastly and demoniacal in the
extreme. But the favourite manoeuvre of
all was evidently that of passing iron rods,

bamboos, or live snakes, through the fleshy
part of the arms, and moving them rapidly
up and down, accompanying the action with
leaping and dancing. Many of these men
were talking to each other with the grc atest

coolness, and had even an cxpressicu of

drollery on their faces which led me to

think, either that they have some mode
of preparing the flesh so as to prevent much
pain, or that they were intoxicated; opium
is doubtless very freely used on these occa-
sions. Many other modes of torture are

practised, such as dancing on fire and hold-
ing heated chains in their hands ; but the
worst appears to be an iron band fastened
rouHii the forehead supporting spikes sur-

mounted by cups of fire; the veins appear
ready to burst, and how the pain is borne it

is difficult to imagine. It is sickening to

write all this, to behold it was horrible,

accompanied as it was by the deafening
crash of drums and cymbals, and the savage
yell of Hurree Bol, which is repeated by
the spectators. As we passed on, the walls

and roofs of the rich natives' houses were
crowded with women and children; many of

the former were richly dressed and very
handsome, and were probably Purdah wo-
men, i.e., women of rank who are never
seen by persons out of their own families

except through a Purdah, or curtain.

The throng, which was now absolutely
terrifying, was rendered more impassable
by numbers of native carriages filled with
Baboos, and at one time it seemed impos-
sible to advance, but to retreat was still

more impracticable ; our grooms therefore
walked before to open a path for the horses,

who appeared not in the least startled, while
two others joined us from the crowd and
walked on each side of the carriage. The
predominance of a deep red colour in the
flags and dresses of the nautch, or dancing
parties, the painted faces of the Sunnyasees
whose dark forms were covered with gar-
lands of flowers, while their hair, frizzed to

an immense size, was filled with branches
of red and yellow blossoms—the wild yells

and gestures of the whole crowd, driven to

madness by excitement and intoxication

—

the clash of the most discordant instru-

ments, waving of chowries, or whisks of
horsehair, and the smoke from burning
rosin—all these sights and sounds toge-
ther formed a scene which bafitles descrip-
tion, and which you will find it impossible
to realise.

Passing the institution of the London
Missionary Society, which stands close to

the road, we at length emerged from the
crowd, and in a few minutes came in sight

of the new cathedral of St. Paul, which
stands on the southern edge of the plain.

Here again all was peace, tranquillity, and
beauty; and, as we passed, "the pealing

anthem sv^jelled the note of praise." How
great the contrast with the diabolical scene

we had left ! This festival continues four

days, during the whole of which time there
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i-5 710 cessation of the noise made by the

<Ii-unis, and, consequently, no rest for the

inhabitants of the houses near the principal

sc'^ne of aclicn. On the evening of the

i' urtli day, the ceremony of swinging takes

]<iace. Ihis is the crowning glory of the

icstival, and consists in making two inci-

sions under the shoulders, into which iroo

ho(jks of the roughest kind are in -erted, by
Avhich the man is suspended to a cross beam
on the top of a bamboo pole. One end of

the beam, by the aid of ropes, is depressed
and whirled round by the people, thus
causing the man to describe a circle of about
thirty feet diameter. While suspended, he
throws fruit and flowers to the crowd
below, who eagerly receive them, as con-

veying some supposed benefit. This dis-

gusting ceremony is notnow allowed within

ihe precincts of Calcutta, nor are proces-

sions in the streets permitted ; but in the

suburbs the swinging-masts are very nu-
merous, so as to form a continued line

along the circular road which surrounds
the city, the victims being within sight of

€ach other. The air is filled with the shouts
of the multitude, who regard this as the

most important of all the performances. I

was told that one man had made thirty

revolutions before he expressed a desire to

be taken down. He gave a loud shriek
when his back was pierced, but during the
swinging appeared rather to enjoy it than
otherwise.
On the same day, another rite, called

Jhamp, is observed. Bamboo scaffoldings

are erected, from the different stages of

which the Sunnyasees precipitate them-
selves on knives or iron spikes, which are

stuck in beds of straw at the foot. These
instruments are so arranged as to turn
their points dovvn^vards, yet fatal wounds
are sometimes inflicted. There are other
ingenious modes of torture practised : one
of the most singular is to lie down on their

backs and bedaub their lip3 with mud, on
which mustard seeds are strewn, the indi-

vidual remaining in the same position

without eating or drinking till the seed
germinates. The whole concludes with pro-

cessions to the Ghaut, where the dead are

burnt ; offerings of cooked rice, &c., are
here made through the officiating Brahmins
to departed spirits.

This festival is said to have originated
with one R:^ja Vanoo, who, to prot)itiate

Shio, submitted to all these several tor-

tures^ or self-inflicted penances ; and his

imitators are taught to expect that the god
-wi'l bestow on them some peculiar blessing.

It does not appear at present to be regarded

as a religious festival. None but the lowest'
of the lowest class practise the rites, and
these are all hired by others, either for the
sake of amusement, or to obtain vicariously^
such benefits as they do not choo?e to pro-«
cure for themselves by so painful a process.

The reward seldom exceeds one or two
rupees—a small remuneration, you will say,

for hours of agony and possible dea'h.
Each village sends one or more devotee as

a deputation, according to the amount of

the subscription raised ; and after the rite,

he returns and is paraded through the
streets as a hero, while the people go to the
spectacle as they would to see the ascent of

a balloon, or the performance of a body of
tumblers. Not many years ago the pre-

sence of Europeans was violently opposed,
and supposed to interfere with the efficacy

of the rite ; and some of the missionaries,

who attempted to argue with the people,

were stoned, and narrowly escaped with
their lives : now, they not only invite their

approach, but will even accom.modate them
with chairs, that they may view the cere-

mony at their ease ; and an intimation will

probably be given, that the offer of a couple
of rupees would procure a swinging for

their especial amusement.
It is much to be regretted that the

Government, instead of granting public

holidays as they now do, would put a stop

to these enormities throughout the Presi-

dency. They would be supported by all

the respectable part of the Hindoo com-
munity, who do not attempt to advocate

them, and a little firmness would lay the

Churruck Pooja in the grave, alongside

with the Suttee and the infanticide of other

days. The educated classes of the Hindoos
in Bengal look upon the idol-worship
solely as a means of supporting a certaiti

number of priests, and of preventing the

people from falling into atheism. Chris-

tianity is too pure and self-denying a faith for

them, and, in reality, they believe nothing.

While they approve of idol-worship for the

masses, they profess to denounce the abo-

minations of the Churruck and other festi-

vals ; and yet, to quote their own language
in the native newspapers, they say, ** it is

difficult for them to look without pleasing

emotions on scenes of so much life and ani-

mation, and where the sufferings of the

victims are a proof of the sincerity of their

devotion." At the same time, they know
that the performers at these orgies are in

almost all cases mere mercenary, drunken
wretches, stupified with opium, selling

themselves for a rupee, and without even
the questionable merit of fanaticism.
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r A CONFESSION.

A PRIVATE LETTER FROM DANIEL WINTERCOUGH, ESQ., TO

My dear Friend,—We both of us mads a mistake ; one that is very commonly

fallen into when men talk about what they have not seen and do not understand ;—

the Great Exhibition is not a failure, after all. Anc% do you know, I am almost inclined

to believe what that young fellow said at our last meeting at the club, about the amal-

eamation of ranks and the fusion of interests among rich and poor/ I don t exactly

understand what he means by amalgamation and fusion—I m not fond of hard

^vords—but I begin to see that the rich and poor stand a chance of understanding each

other somewhat better than they did a little while ago.

Now I am not much given to think things better than they are—you know me well

enouc^h to believe that,—but I do think that we might be much happier if we only looked

at life as it really is :—and if we looked at it a little sanguinely, so much the better.

My friend, I am not so bitter against the Prince and the Crystal Palace as I was

and I even think that I could bear to be laughed at by you for this confession. It is a

great peaceful triumph, this meeting of all the world in one building : and if you don c

think so, come up to London and judge for yourself.
-r. , ., ..• -u i. t u n

Mv erand-nephew John and I have been several times to the Exhibition, but I sba!.

not attempt to describe it to you. All about the building and its contents you will

get from the papers, and especially from a weekly magazine called the Illustrated

Exhibitor." „ , . .
-, .r- • t +i „

Do you know, I feel something of a culprit for havmg said anything against tne

affair ; and the more so since I heard what Lord Stanley said at the Merchant lailors'

Hall the other evening. I hope I am above the weakness of giving up my own opinions

in favour of those of any man, at least till I am convinced T was mistaken
;

I am aoove

bein- led away by a lord ; but there was something so honest and genuine m what that

nobleman said at the meeting, that I cannot but say again that we were both o us m the

wronff He looks like a man who knows his own mind, does Lord Stanley, and he spcj.<e

it, too, like an English gentleman, as he is. *' I don't doubt,'' said he, '^ that while this

Great Exhibition will show to foreign countries the marvels of our own industry as u

will show to us the marvels of the industry of foreigners, there will be no dishonourable

rivalry, no hostile feeling, no angry competition excited ; but that there wili be mutual

admiration of each other's peaceful powers, mutual desire to promote harmonious inter-

course and those friendly communications which are kept up by commerce and by the

interchange ofthe miracles of art; and that the result of this Great Exhibition wdl be

to bring the ends of the world together in peaceful and harmonious competition. U

there is one thing in the marvels of art, in the triumphs of industry, in the magmficence

ofthe various productions of various countries, which, to my mind, is more stn/.ing

than another—if there is one thing of which, as an Englishman, I am proud—it is to se.^

that all classes in this great country partake in the admiration and the interest which

is felt in this great congregation of the products of universal industry. It is not a 0!ie

the hi-h—it is not alone the wealthy—it is not alone the great merchant—it is not alone

the powerful in this realm—but it is the hard-toiled mechanic—it is the hard-worked

labourer—the honest sons of toil and industry, who have come to view these marvellous

accumulations of skill ; and as each man returns from viewing these mighty works ot

art, he feels in his mind, and probably says to himself: * And I, too, am one of that ciass

who have contributed these marvels.'

"

, , -, ^i -^

If you had heard the cheers that followed these words—a cheer that made the raiters

rincr again—you would never have forgotten it, take my word for it. He was quite

right, there is advancement and civilisation in this great idea ; and I feel that I was a

brute beast ever to have doubted it.
^ ^

If you were to see the inside of the building, with its sixty-thousand plea>ar..

faces, and its stores of fine things for the refreshment of mind and body— I
t^a. i

am talking to you like a book, as John says,—you would beheve ana think as i a u

glad to say I do. „ , , ^ t i ,\^\ », r

Since I have been to the Exhibition, and since I have walked about London ui.a a./
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nephew, a mist appears to have fallen from my eyes. Where I looked for discontent and
dirt I have found smiling eyes and clean dresses ; and I never go into the great glass

palace—I don't call it a hothouse now, for it is very nice and cool—but I feel that I was
a sinful old man in daring to doubt the good there is in human nature.

I could tell you, my dear friend, a great deal about what I have seen ; and I could

spin out my letter to a great length if I were to go on about the usual topics ; but for

my opinions on the agriculturc^l machines, or even about the general contents of the

Exhibition, I must get you to wait till I come home again.

You will be going to the club, of course. Now, I never felt timid in my life, and I

think, if need were, I could face the greatest danger in the world ; but do not tell them
all at once how changed my opinions are. Break it gently to them ; argufy a little ; tell

tliera you have heard from a friend, and so forth, but do not blurt it out all at once that

Daniel Wintercough, yeoman, and farmer of a thousand acres, changed his mind as

easily as if he had been a young girl instead of an old man.

Let me hear from you, and believe me. Yours, D. W.

I

SHORT STORIES FOR THE YOUNG.

THE BATTLE FOR A VIOLET.

Ruth and Amy were sisters. In early

spring, as the violets began to bloom, they

were playing in a meadow near their father's

house. They both at the same time hap-

pened to see a violet before them. Both ran

to it. Ruth, the elder sister, was first,

and plucked it. Amy was angry, and cried

out, "
I. saw it first—it belongs to me."

" No, it is not yours ; it is mine," said

Ruth, " for I saw it as soon as you did, and
I got it first, and plucked it; so I have got

it, and yuu shall not have it." Amy was
quite furious, snatched at the flower, and
struck her sister. Then Ruth became
angry, and struck Amy. So they fought

about it, and screamed, and beat each other.

Their mother came to see what was the

matter. *' What does this mean ?" she

asked.
" Ruth got my flower,'' said Amy. '*No,

1 did not, mother," said Ruth; " the violet

was mine. I saw it first, and I plucked it."

" But where is the flower ?" asked their

mother. It had been torn to pieces I In
fighting 10 decide who should have it, the

flower had been lost to both.

How could this fight have been pre-

vented, and the sweet violet, and the still

sweeter spirit of sisterly love and afiection,

have been preserved? Though Ruth had
the violet in her hand, she could have said,

•' Sisler, if you think ihis pretty flower is

yours, you may have it. I would rather

have your love than all the flowers that

grow." Would there have been any fight,

or any coldness, or any unkindness, be-

tween the sisters ? They would have saved

their sisterly afiection from so rude a shock,

and their sweet violet too.

Love and kindness we must measure
By this simple rule alone

—

Do we mind another's pleasuie

Just as if it weie our own 1

I GOT A-GOING, AND COULDN'T STOP.

A little boy, named Frank, was standing
in the yard, when his father called him.

''Frank!"
'* Sir ?" said Frank ; and, starting at full

speed, ran into the street. His father called

him back, and asked him if he did not hear
his first call.

'* Yes, sir," answered Frank. '* Well,
then," said the father, ** what made you
run into the street ?"

" Oh," answered Frank, ** I got a'going-,

and couldn't stop."

Thia is the way thr.t a great many boys
get into difficulty ; they get a-going^ and
cannot stop.

The boy that tells falsehoods begirds fir^t

to stretch ihe truth a little—to tell a large

story, or relate an anecdote with only a
slight variation from the facts ; but ihe

habit of enlarging increased—he got a-

going, and could not stop.

The boy that was brought before the
police and sent to prison for stealing, began
by taking little things—pilfering swett-
meats and other nice things, that would be
put away by his mother. Next he began to

take things from his companions at school.

He got a-going, and couldn't stop till he got
into gaol.

Those two boys who are fighting on the

green began by bantering each other, in

fun. At length they began to get angry,

and to dispute, and call each other names,
till words came to blows, and they got a-

going, and couldn't stop.

There is a young man sitting late with his

companions at the gaming-table. He has

flushed cheeks and an anxious look. He
has lost his last shilling. He began by
tossing for halfpence in the streets. He
got a-going, and could not stop.

Fifty young men were, some years ago,
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in the habit of meeting together in a room
at a public-house to eujoy themselves. One
of them, as he was going there one even-
ing, began to think there might be danger
in the way. He stopped and conKidtred to

himself, and then said, " llight about
face !" He turned on his heel, and went
back to his room, and was nerer seen at the
public-house again. He has become rich,

and the first house he built stood directly

in front of the place where he nobly resolve^l
to forsake his vicious course. ISiK of the
young men followed his example ; the
remaining forty-three got a-going, and
couldn't stop till they landed in the ditch,
and most of them in the drunkard's grave.
Beware, then, boys, how you get a-going.

Be sure before you start that you are in the
right way, for when you are sliding down a
hill it's hard to stop.

HUMOROUS SELECTIONS.

A Sly Rebuke.—A wag named Amos
Todd, whose eccentricities often amused
the good folks of Acton, being compelled
by the carriage tax regulation to inscribe

his name, residence, and the description of

vehicle taxed, on the side of his cart,

managed by a clever arrangement of the

letters to raise a laugh at the collector's

expense thus—"A most odd Act on a
Taxed Cart," which might be read cor-

rectly, '* Amos Toddy Acton ; a taxed cart.*'

Strange Admission.—An illiterate per-

sonage Tirho always volunteered to go round
with the hat, but was suspected of sparing
his own pocket, overhearing one day a hin?

to that effect, made the following speech—
*• Other gentlemen puts down what they
thinks proper, and so do I. Charity's a pri-

vate concern, and what I gives is nothing
to nobody. *' This would probably serve as

the measure of many men's charity.

A Load of Property.—Jewellery is

becoming quite fashionable again. A
writer in a INew York journal says, that he
lately met a lady " who had a farm on each
wrist, a four-storey house round her neck,
and at least six life-memberships to the
Bible Society attached to each ear."

A Good Character.—An Irish witness
was recently asked, at one of the county
courts, what he knew of the prisoner's cha-
racter for truth and veracity? " Why, in

troth, yer honour, since iver I've known
her, she has kept her house clane and
dacent."

A Gentle Hint.—A sportsman who,
during the shooting season, had gone to

pass a week with a friend in the country, on
the strength of a general invitation, soon
found, by a gentle hint, that he would have
done better to have waited for a special one.
''I saw some beautiful scenery," was the
visitor's first remark, " as I came to-day by
the upper road." " You will see still finer,"

was the reply, " as you go back to-morrow
by the lower one."

Shrewd. — Douglas Jerrold rebuked
Albert Smih, tthe novelist, who was boast-
ing of his intimacy with Lamartine, the
French statesman. Among other things
Smith said that ** he and Lamartine
were like brothers ; in short that they
rowed in the same boat !" Jerrold scratched
his head saying, *' You may row in the
same boat, but with a different sort of
sculls."

''What may I Eat ?"—A hdy consult-
mg the late Mr. Abernethy on a nervous
disorder, entered into a long, frivolous, and
fantastic detail of her symptoms. Unsa-
tisfied with being referred to his " book"
for instruction respecting the treatment of
her complaints, she persisted in endeavour-
ing to extract further inform?! tion from Mr.
Abernethy. After suffering her volubility
with considerable patience for a while, he
exclaimed, to the repeated " May I eat
oysters. Doctor ? May I eat suppers ?"

I'll tell jou what, Ma'am
;
you may eat

anything but the poker and the bellows;
for the one is hard of digestion, and the
other is full of wind."

A Pretty Scale of Prices.—A fa-

shionable portrait painter, whose name it

would not be fair to his many rivals to men-
tion, when asked what are his terms, inva-
riably answers :

— '* I have no scale of prices.

In fact, I generally leave it open to the
liberality of my patrons. I have but one
rule to guide me in taking likenesses, and
that, to be candid, is ' Handsome is who
Hai dsome does.' "

"I Say'."—Mrs. Jenkins was in the
habit of saying *' I say" to almost every
sentence to which she gave utterance. On
one occasion she rung the bell for her foot-

man, and on his entering she said—" I say,

James, I have been to Mrs. Thompson's,
and heard say that you said that I am in

the habit of saying ' I say* to every word I

sny. Now, if I do say ' I say ' to every
word I say, it does not become you to say
that I say ' I say' to every word I say,

James."
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XX.

We have receivea from one of our correspondents a bit of intelligence which will be

interesting to them all, and, perhaps, surprising to some others whom we do not number
among our students. He will know himself under the signature of *' Z. R.," as well as

we can deci] her a communication more remarkable for its contents than for its calli-

graphy. He began French in these lessons, having previously known nothing whatever

of the language, and nevertheless he was able to sit down and write, the other day,
*' with the assistance," as he says, ** of an old dictionary, and a little perseverance,"

a translation of M. C. Dupin's speech at the Dinner of the Commissioners in London.

Another in the same circumstances writes to us that he is now reading the history of

France in French.

If, in so short a time, such results follow our labours, they are, indeed, of some use ;

and when we are thanked for them by those who thus practically experience the benefit,

we feel richly rewarded for efforts into which we have throwTi all the energy and hearti-

ness of which we were capable—so well rewarded, indeed, that it is we who feel thank-

ful ; cest nous qui vous remercions,

ENGLISH INTO FRENCH.

Do 5 ou wish to be welcomed (past ijarticiple) by all people

yovlQz-'soVi^ (no prejjositlon) accueillir—to welcome tous (i^.) d^. m^t.p, gens

who know how to think ? Be (Imperative niood. See Lesson XJV.) simple, natural,

Sdvent penser simpU naturel

without pretence ; avoid (Imp, mood of first conjugation. See Lesson XIL) flattery

pr^ention eviter—to avoid art. de/., flattene (f

)

which renders (2) you (1) contemptible ; avoid {art. d.) malignity (2), also^ (2),

rend (from rendre) 7nepriscd)le causticite (f.) aussi

and you will be loved (past participle) by everyone.
de toid'le-monde

Of course the past participle of accueillir (being evidently a verb terminating like

bdliVy avertiVf &c., in the present infinitive, and therefore belonging to the second con-
jugation), must be accueilli (m.), accueillie (f.) Both are pronounced ah-kay-yee.
When talking in a general manner—as, for instance, in the remarks made in some trea-

tise, where a counsel is given ** to be good," &c., or a statement of the kind is made, and
where no specific cause exists to determine the gender, the masculine is then used. We
refer here to such expressions as—" be prudent," soyez prudent (m.), not prudente (f.) ;

*' as long as you remain constant,'^ taut que vous restez constant (m.), not constante (f.)

Naturally it becomes a different case altogether, if you are actually addressing some
particular person, instead of people in genersl. If speaking to a woman, then you
would say, in the expressions just instanced, prtidente, constantey &c. So, when a woman
is speaking of herself, she must take care of the genders of the adjectives and partici-

ples which she may have to use in connexion with her own individuality. She would
sa)'^, for example, Je suis ires contente (f.) de vous^ ** I am very satisfied with you,'''

and not *^ content (m.) de vous.^' The feminine is pronounced coantont ; whereas the
final t is not sounded in the masculine, and the word resembles coantaw. In like man-
ner, for '* I am charmed to find" she would say, Je suis charmee (f.) de trouver^ and
not charme (m.) But where there is no special cause to determine the gender, and
where a word is used with a vague, general, and indefinite application, you must use the
masculine gender. As for the phrase ** to know how'^ (to do anything), the French
omit the *' how" altogether, and use no word in its place. They say ** to know to," &c.
"I know how to dance," Jesais danser ; ** they know how to sing," ilssavent chanter ^ &c.
We now beg special attention to the following exercise. The question is, how to put

into French such phrases as these :

—

** it is a terrible lot, v*hen one has few hopes and many troubles."
Now there are several correct ways of turning such a sentence. The French very

often, for the sake of obtaining a more emphatic effect, reverse our construction in order
to finish and close with the more important point ; and the sentence they would thus
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produce, if translated literallv back into English, would read:—''When one Las hut

few hopes" (see Lesson XI., just before the exercise of English into French, for one of

the uses of que) '• and many troubles,—behold a terrible (2) lot (1)/' And the French

of this introverted sentence would be -.—'' Inrsqu on n'a qlve peud'esjjerances, ct qu on

a boaucovp de chagrins, voila tin sort terrible."

The •' quon a " in the second member of the sentence is a repetition beginning wiUi

one of the component parts of the compound word ** lorsgi^e"-—a repetition which is

absolutely necessary, because, as" where the verb ** a" is first used, it is used nega-

tively, so. were it not repeated affirmatively with its nominative ''o??."in the second

member of the sentence, that member would also have a negative meaning—a thing con-

trary, as you perceive, to the scope and intention of the whole passage.

We mav here remark in passing—and it is a very useful point to lay up in one's

memory—that que is also thus recapitulatorily used after other words as well as

2ihevlorsque. Especially is this the case after '
if.'' For example—" if you be unwell

and the doctor do not come," sivous soyezmalade, et auE Icmedecinne viennepas. This

is exactly the same, in point of meaning, as though the si had been a second time u^e.l

w^here the q^ie'is now introduced. And it is purposely, in order to avoid the repetition o^

the si, that this idiom is employed. For we all know that very often the necessity ot

bringing in the same word several times in one short sentence grates upon the ear, ana

produces a harsh and clumsy form of speech. So pretty indeed is the resource tlras

afforded, that some English writers have actually endeavoured to transplant that form

of expression into English. In Lord Chesterfield's letters numerous instances will be

found : we mean such terms as *' if you should go to Vienna, and that you should meet

such a person.'' The effect is not, however, happy in English. Every language is best,

growing up free, racy, and strong, in its native and peculiar idioms. The vine may be a

finer plant than the hop ; but it is better to have good hops than bad vines
;
and he

would be a fool who would substitute the vine for the hop, where the latter now rears its

pretty, its useful, and its flourishing stem in England.

To return to the sentence which we wish to translate into French ; there are several

other good ways. As rof/a means *' behold,'' with reference to something foregone, so

*< 2;ozd " means it with regard to something to come. You might therefore begin by

^^mici unsort terrible.'' Having arrived so far, it would indeed not be absolutely in-

correct to go on literally, " when one has," &c., lorsque'on rCa que. But it would be

very forced. It would be better to proceed at once in this form, ** of to have," eS:o.,

that is **of having," the word *'lot" [sort) being understood; "the lot of having,*'

&c. After all, to begin the sentence with void would not be at all so natural and simple,

as the first form we considered.

In the third place, you might very properly turn it thus—avoir peu de, &c., ending

with voila un sort terrible, " to have few, &c., behold a terrible lot."

Again, with perfect correctness and elegance you might simply say

—

c'est un sort

terrible d'avoir, &c., " it is a terrible (2.) lot (1.) to have," &c. As for the d' before

avoir, it is an idiom which probably originated with the repetition of the substantive

{sort, for instance) before the verb. And now it is as if the word formerly, perhaps,

repeated, were still understood. Thus, " it is a terrible lot, the lot of having," &c.

Finally, though not so elegant as either the first, the third, or the fourth form (and

particularly the third) we have given, you might simply and correctly say, ** cest un sort

terrible lorsqu'on," See. This, in revenge, has the merit of being the most literal version

of the English.
.

As a corollary to our remarks on the third version, we may observe that, stul

preserving that form, it would be quite proper to say, ** n'avoir que peu d'esperances, et

avoir beaucoup de chagrins—^oila, un sort terrible." Doubtless this is the very best.

Still, the introduction thus of the half negative (according to the method explained in

Lesson XI.) is by no means necessary. Avoir peu de is here as clear as n'avoir que

peu de. In either case, the thought is made quite plain. It is the /orm of the sentence,

which form we pronounce the best, and this remains the same with, or without the

ne que, .

Our readers, when they reflect upon it, will not be unthankful to us for this little

analysis. Indeed, we doubt whether any of the many processes embodied in our lessons
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Will afford means so solid of improvement as thus to take the reader by the hand- anaccompany him now and then in the very tasks which, in his own mind, he will'havtf
often practically to perform. And as we are now gradually leaving the elementar^
regions behind us and mounting to higher and finer ground, we will endeavour ti^mtuse, little by little, new characteristics into these instructions.

In addition to those we have already given, the following verbs require the de toprecede any present infinitive following, which each of them may govern—
ENGLISH.

I despair of succeeding
I delay speaking
I tell you to go
I write to him to come
I excuse him for laughing
I pretend to think
I discontinue saying
I try to live

FRENCH.
Je desespere de r^ussir
Je differe de parkr
Je voas dis d\dler
Je lui tcris de venir
Je Vexciise de Hre
Jefeins depaiser
Je discontinue de dire
Je m'efforce de vivre

The following require a in like circumstances :

ENGLISH.
I agree in believing
I stoop to repair
I expect to hear
I condemn you to take
I finish by making
I consist in being
I dispose him to love
I destine him to walk

FRENCH.
Je 7?i'accorde a croire

Je rn'obaisse a reparer
Je iri'attends a apprendre
Je vom condamne a prendre
Xaboutis afaire
Je Gomiste a etre

Je le dispose a aimer
Je k destine d marcher

PRONUNCIATION.
ahuda-sf^sp^trc drayusseer
zhiiddijfare-d parlo?/

zhvoo dee dallau
zhuL wee acreed vncer
zhlexcase dreer

zhfah(n) dponmy
zhudiscoantinued deer
zhmeforce d veevr

rRONUNCIATION.
zhnutccorde aJi a^oo-or
zlinmbbace aJi-rparray

zlwmttons ah approndr
zhvoo coandahn ah prondr
zhahhootees ahfare
zhcoaiiseest ah aytr
zhid dispose ah aymay
zhul desteen ah ma/rshay

There are some verbs—very few—which, in this mode, give indifferently either h or deto the subsequent present infinitive which they govern. We will specify them in dueplace. At present we will resume our conjugations.
The present tense, Subjunctive Mood, of the second regular conjugation, taking the

ENGLISH.
That I may cure
That thou mayst cure
That he may cure
That she may cure
That we may cure
That you may cure

That they may cure

The imperfect tense of the same mood is :

FRENCH.
que je gvA'/isse

que tu yudrisses

qu'il guerisse

qu'eUe guerisse

que nous gueiissions

que vous guerissiez

{quHls gudrissent

qu'eUes giiArisseni

ENGLISH.
That I might cure
That thou mightst cure
That he might cure
That she might cure
That we might cure
That you might cure

That they might cure

FRENCH.
que je guerisse

que tu gudrisses

qu'il guerit

qu'elle guerit

que nous gmrissions
que vous guerissiez

{qiCils guerissent

qu'ellos guerissent

PRONUNCIATION.
" cw" zhugayreess
^* cu*^ tugayreess
Tceel gayreess

Ml gayreess
" cit" 7100 gayreessee oati
" cw" voo gayreessee-ay
keel gayreess

kel gayreess

PRONUNCIATION.
" qu'^ zhugayreess

*'cu" tugayreess
keel gayree
kel gayree
^^ cu" noo gayreessee-oan
" cu" voo gayreeseeay
keel gayreess

-D . i.r .
^" " "•'-"'' kel gayreess

or orXmAre^.^nf"'''..*''
« ''' "' "'' "^'^" P^^'^"^^^' "° '"ff^'^"'^^ ^''^er of sound

meaS™;!,t .1^^ *""'' P*''°" ''"S"''*'-' ^'' I'^'^^ver, the difference of

r dh?Fr.n.l n f''
""" "°"*'^' ""'' determine which the tense is, if you are

'Bellini J^rlV ' r^°" T u"^'"^ ''' ""^''^ '^°=« *» »«e. These Similarities of

mrit h^P ^^lin l^ ?."?' '"'"w.
^''. '^"<='' ^^^^' i° Fre^cli *an they are in English

"nfanofherTn fe^^^^^^^^^
'" the language, wherever the words resembling

endeavn, r..) ^n n ^ff
«"'?'

^'^^f.
'" ^^^^nti^' meaning. In the Fourteenth Lesson wlendeavouied to illustrate, in as hvely and vivid a manner as we possibly could, the

i
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inconveniences, nay, the ludicrous absurdities, to which this inherent imperfection in a
language might lead those who had not thoroughly mastered the principles of true
speaking and true writing. These principles are not a matter of mere pedantry. The
keenest philosopher would be puzzled to point out from what our practical earthly
superiority over the brutes is instrumentally derived, if not from the use of speech—in

which, therefore, he who excels his fellows has, in so far, over them that species of
advantage which they have over the lower animals.

N.B.

—

Propre, in the sense of " own,'' precedes the substantive. Beware of confounding
the conjunction ** that" with the pronoun ** that." When qiie means ** that,*' que is a

conjunction. It net;er means ** that" in the sense of a demonstrative pronoun, nor of
any pronoun, except where we English use the word synonymously with " which," and
then que is, in French, the accusative or objective case of qui. Properly speaking,
therefore, the pronoun que should be translated "which,'' or ** whom;" and thus, on
the other hand, if you want to translate the English demonstrative pronoun " that," que
can by no possibility serve the purpose. Que, in French, may be one of three parts of
speech—a conjunction, an adverb, or a relative pronoun in the accusative case. We will

illustrate these three parts by three examples. '• I think that (conjunction) he is

right"

—

Je pense av'il a raison ;
*' How (adverb) well he speaks !''—au'i/ parle dien !

*' The speech which (relative pronoun ^ accusative case) he has made"

—

Le discours qlv'H
a fait. Remember, also, that the French repeat the preposition where we do not

:

** pierced with darts and arrows"

—

perce de dards et de fleches.

TO OUR "FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.
T. B N.—We continue to receive from different parts of the country requests that

we should enable many who describe themselves as recently become our readers to

have these lessons in a distinct form. It is what we intend. They will, when finished,

be procurable in a revised shape, and collected by themselves.

Jos. C.—We will give the rules of guidance for the use of the imperfect tense., the
perfect definite, &c., in as early a future lesson as possible.

B N H s.— Your English article is good, we are requested to state, and will

probably appear in the next Supplementary Number of Thk Working Man's Friend.
In addition to those already acknowledged, prize exercises have been received from "A

Pupil," from D. D., from El. G—h, from Jean, from Jos. C, from J. T—1— r, from
Jn. Mac—e, from Fr. R., from J. D. K—e, from A. A., of Hull, from T. G. R., from
A. D., of Hull, from J. S—e, from W. N—n, from E. R—e, from " A Struggle for

Light," from C. P. P—e, from W. D—n, from R. T. B., from H. L—e, from G. W.
M—e, from R. P—n, from Js. H—y, and from T. R., Sheffield.

Once for all, we apprise these competitors and all others, that up to the time originally

fixed—that is, the end of the first week in July—we shall consider the last exercise sent

to us by each person as that one which must be subjected to the ordeal of the compara-
tive examination. Therefore after reading the lessons intervening between the publica-
tion of the task and the time for its accomplishment, each competitor may act according
to his discretion till the appointed period shall have elapsed.

We assure one of our correspondents that we are already perfectly aware that it is not
likely that more than a small proportion of our students will send us attempts at the
prize exercise. As it is, however, we shall have quite enough to examine—as manj,
indeed, as will engross our whole attention for a considerable time.

With regard to the doubts entertained by three or four as to their admissibility

among the competitors, let them state their case with precision in the Form ot

Declaration which will be despatched to them. That will afford the most convenient and
proper means for a fair decision.

Germanicus.—You talk of e aient, as words occurring in Lesson XI T. No such
words occur. You must by chance have a copy of the magazine in which the ink has

failed to catch the letter t. Your e aient onght to be etaie7ii^ third person plural of

the imperfect tense of etre, in the indicative mood.
C. P. P E.—In Lesson XVTI. we said that the cardinal numbers vi??fft and cent

were the only numerical adjectives which took an s in the plural. You ask us why then
is there no s in the vingt in quatre vingt quinze millions ? We did not say that vinrjt
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and cent always took an s in the plural ; but that they alone did so ever. The exceptio

when they do not take it is when they are followed by another cardinal number. Yo^
say quati-e tingts bceufs (80 oxen) ; but you must saiy, quatre vingt dix boeufs (9
oxen), &c. &c.

T. R.—When we have despatched the business of the, prizes, we will translate futur

exercises (as well as the separate passages) in the manner which you say is so muc^
desired.

W. E.—You propose that all the competitors should be required to pay 6d. eacl

towards the expense of the prizes ; and you state your own readiness. We have no
thought it necessary to lay your suggestion before the proprietor of this Journal ; for w
know that he would not entertain it. We venture to decline it beforehand in his name
thanking you for the kind feeling all the same.

T. R. B.—Elsewhere we acknowledge the receipt of your prize exercise. You as!

when will the first of the French reading-works which we have promised be publislied

We have not, while giving our attention to the many points connected -with tiies

lessons, forgotten or neglected what will undoubtedly prove the surest means of extend
ing and perpetuating their utility. A considerable portion of the first of the works ii

question is prepared ; and it will be sent to press as soon as it is completed.
R. P N.—In due time, you and others will of course see the exact amount o

merit in your exercises ; for the proper vei;^ions of both French and EngUsh (with th«

legitimate variations), will be given in this Journal.

J. W xs.—You want a French pronouncing dictionary, like Walker's Englisl

one. You forget that Walker indicates the sound of English words by English signs

A French pronouncing dictionary would indicate them according to the rules of Frencl
sounds. What you really desire is a French dictionary indicating French sounds b)

English combinations of letters. We not only know of none such ; but we believe tha

we ourselves have adopted this piincipie in our lessons to a greater extent than it wa:

ever introduced before. W ishing to benefit our readers, we had no option ; otherwise

v.e would willingly have avoided so very difficult an attempt.

A great many other prize exercises have reached us, too late for specific acknowledge
ment this week.

THERE'S NO SUCH WOED AS '' FAIL/'

The sailor 'mid the crashing wreck,
Yv'hile fiercely blows the gale.

Sings as he treads the lonely deck,
'* There's no fcuch word as fail!'*

The soldier, as he storms the height
Where death draws back the veil,

Shouts, as he presses to the fight,
'* There's no such word as fail

!"

Should waves or tempests toss your bark,
As o'er life's sea you sail.

Think, when around you all looks dark,
** There's no such word as fail !'*

If e'er misfortunes cloud your life,

Your losses ne'er bewail.

What if the way 's with danger rife ?

" There's no such word as fail!"

Press onward in your course to fame,
Though cares your path assail.

Remember, would you win a name,
*' There's no such word as fail!"
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

iri s. noun-substantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb ; v. verb; v. a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neuter.

li

I

i

CuBic'uLAR, a. fitted for a recumbent
posture.

' Cu'bit, s. a measure of eighteen inches.

Cucurbita'ceous, a. resembling a gourd
or cucumber.

Cud, s. food reposited in the first stomach
of an animal in order to rumination, or

chewing.

Cuer'po, s, (Spanish) a light thin dress

which shows the true shape of the body.

Cuirassier', s. a soldier partly in armour.

Cul'ixary, o. relating to the kitchen.

Cul'lender, Col'ander, s. a draining
vessel.

Culm, s. a kind of small coal ; the stem
or straw of grasses.

Cul'men, s. the summit, the point.

Culmina'tion, 5. the transit of a planet

through the meridian.

Cul'ture, s. the act of cultivation, im-
provement, melioration.

CuL^^ERiN, s, a species of cannon.

CuL^VERT, s, an arched drain.

Cu'mulate, v. a. to heap or pile up ; to

amass.

Cu'neiform, a. having the form of a

wedge.

CuPELLACTION, 5. the process of assay-

ing and purifying gold and silver.

Cupid'ity, s, unlawful or inordinate de-

sire.

Cu'poLA, s, a dome, or arched roof.

Cup'piNG,s. an operationin blood-letting.

Cu'pREOUS, a, consisting of copper.

Cu'rate, s. a parish priest ; one who
officiates in the room of the holder of the
living.

Cu RATiVE, a. relating to the cure of

diseases.

Cura'tor, s. (Latin) one that has the

care and superintendence of anything.

Cur'few, 5. from CouvrefeUf or cover the

fire. In ancient time a bell was rung about
eight o'clock in the evening, when persons
were required to cover up with an iron pot,

or to put out, their fires—intended, as is

supposed, as a precaution against destruc-
tive fires, many of the houses at that

period being built of wood,

Curiolo'gic, a. represented by hiero-

glyphics.

CuRio'so, s, (Italian) one who is fond of

JoUecting rare and curious articles.

Cur'rency, s. circulation
;

general re-

ception ; metallic coin or paper est ablistit d
as, or passing for, the current money of the
realm.

Cur'rent, a. circulatory, general, popu-
lar; opposed to stagnant.

Cup/ricle, s. a chaise or carriage with
two wheels, drawn by two horses abreast.

Cur'rier, s. a dresser of tanned leather.

CuR^RY, s. a mixture of various eatables
seasoned with hot and pungent spices.

Cur'rycomb, s. an iron comb used for

dressing the hides of horses.

Cur'sitor, s. a clerk in Chancery, whose
business it is to make out original writs.

Curt, Cur'tal, a. brief, abridged. ^

Curta'tion, 5. the distance of a star
from the ecliptic; a term in astronomy.

Curv'ature, s. crookedness ; bent form.

Curve, s, anything bent, or of a winding
form.

Curyet', s. a bound, a leap, a frolic.

Curvilin'eal, Curvilin'ear, a. con-
sisting of regularly bent or curved lines.

Cusp, s. the horns of the moon; a point;
a pointed end.

Cub'xoDY, s. imprisonment, security,
care.

Cus'toms, s. duties or taxes levied, for
the most part, upon goods or produce
brought for consumption from fordgn
countries.

Cus'tos, s. a keeper ; a custos roUiloruni
is a keeper of the rolls and records of the
Court of Sessions.

Cuta'neous, a. relating to the skin.

Cu'ticle, s. a thin skin the scarf skin

;

the external skin of a plant.

Cct'lass, s. abroad curving sword.

Cut'ler, 5. one who makes knives, &c.

Cut'ter, s. a fast sailing vessel.
Cut'water, 5. the forepart of a ship's

prow, that cuts the water.
Cy'anite, s. a greenish blue mineral.
Cyan'ogen, s, the compound base of

prussic acid.

Cy'cle, s, a circle ; a periodical space ©f
time.

Cy'clograph, s, an instrument used for

describing the arc of circles.

Cy'cloid, s. a name given to a curve
which is traced out by any point of a circle

rolling on a straight line ; as any part of a
wheel when in motion.
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Cvclom'etry, d\ the art of measuring

circles.

Cyclopje'dia, s. a body or circle of
sciences, or universal knowledge ; a dic-

tionary.

Cyl'inder, $. a long round body; a
roller. Jn engineering, a cylinder is a long
hollow tube, as a water or gas pipe.

Cylindromet'ic, a. belonging to a scale
used in measuring cylinders.

Cy'ma, Cyma'tium, 5. a moulding (com-
monly called O G), one -half of which is

convex, and the other concave.

Cym'bal, s. a metallic musical instru-
ment, the sound of which is produced by
striking one part against the other.

Cym'ophane, s. a green mineral; the
chrysobery.

Cyn'ic, s. one of a sect of philosophers
accustomed to snarl at the vices of those
around them ; the followers of Antisthenes
and Diogenes.

Cyn'osure, s. the north polar star, or
the constellation near the North Pole.

Cypho'sis, s. a curvature of the spine.

Cyp'rtan, a. belonging to the island of
Cyprus ; 5. a name given to a lewd woman.
Cyst, s. a bag containing diseased matter.

Czar, s. the Russian title of the monarch
of Russia.

D
Da Ca'po, s. an Italian musical term,

signifying that the first part, or strain, is to
be repeated, and to conclude at the sign of
the pause, or at the word Jlne. This term
is abbreviated by the letters D.C.
Dac'tyl, s. a poetical foot or division of

a line, consisting of one long syllable and
two short ones, as gallery.

Dactyl'ogy, or Dactylol'ogy, s. the
art of conversing by spelling words with the
lingers.

Da'do, s. (Italian) the plain part between
the base and cornice of a column.
Daft, a. (a Scottish term) idiotic ; weak

in mind.

^
Daguer're'otype, s. a system of taking

likenesses, or representations of objects, by
the sun's rays ; so called from M. Daguerre,
the inventor.

Dai'ry, s. a milk farm ; a house where
milk is manufactured into butter and cheese

;

a room where milk and butter, &c., are
kept.

Da'is, s. a canopy, or covering.

Dam, s. a mother of brute animals ; a
mole or bank to stop water ; a floodgate.
Dam'ages, s. in law, the compensation

I

that is given by the jury, or assessed by
the Court, to the plaintiff or demandant,
for the wrong the defendant has done him.
Dam'ask, s. linen, silk, or other fabrics

woven into regular figures
; v. a. to weave

in flowers or other figures. Damask
weaving first attained perfection at Damas-
cus, whence the fabric derives its name.
Damaskeen', v. a. to ornament steel with

gold or silver.

Damps, s. fluids generated ; the choke
damp in mines mostly consists of carbonic
acid gas, smd^re-damp of hydrogen gas.

Dan'drifp, $. scurf on the head.

Da'ta, Da'tum, s. a settled, or deter-
mined, or admitted point, or points, from
which any calculation is made.
Date, s. the time at which any event

happened, or a letter is written.

^
Da'tive, s. in grammar, the case that

signifies the person to whom a thing is

given.

Dat'olite, s. a mineral, the siliceous
borate of lime.

Dau'phix, s. (French) the title of tha
heir apparent to the Crown of France.

Dawn, s. the break of day ; figuratively,
the beginning or opening prospect of any
event or thing.

Day'dream, s. a vision to the waking
senses.

Day'spring, s. the rise of the day.

Day'star, s. the morning star, Venus.
Deadweight, 5. a frame of wood made to

keep the water from, entering a cabin
window in a storm.

Dead-reck'oning, s. an account of the
distance a ship has run by the log, &c.

Deals, s. boards of fir above seven
inches in width, and of various lengths, ex-
ceeling six feet; they are imported into

the United Kingdom from Prussia, Sweden,
Norway, and Russia in Europe, and from
the principal British colonies in North
America.

Dean, s. the second dignitary of a dio-

cese.

Death-watch, s. a small insect of the

beetle-kind, that makes a ticking noise;

superstitiously imagined by some to be an
omen of death.

Deaurate, v. a. to gild ; a. gilded.

Debac'chate, v. n. to rage or roar, afi

the manner of drunkards.

Debark', v. a. to leave a ship ; to go o

shore.

Deben'ture, s. a writ, or written instru

ment, by which a debt is claimed ; a cerf

ficate which entitles a merchant exporting

goods to a drawback of duties. ^

1
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BAB CUSTOMS AND THE EXHIBITION.

Having been several times to the Exhibition, and hoping to go several times more,

because of the untiring enchantment of the place, we are exceedingly anxious that

as many of our friends as possible should have the luxury which we ourselves have

participated. Since the Crystal Palace has been open, we have been through

France, Belgium, and a considerable portion of Prussia, and we could not help

pitying the lot of those whom distance from the Metropolis, or poverty, excluded

from this scene of wonders. The world never has had such a display of science,

art, taste, wealth, and magnificence, and perhaps it may be many a year before

there will be such another. Now, therefore, is the period for enjoying it. If we

allow the day to come when the Industrial Palace will close, all will be over. Time

will not roll back its wheels for us. The train that has started will not stop to

take us in. We were rocked the other day for four hours near the Calais harbour,

because the steamer had arrived about a quarter of an hour too late. No mortal

power could recall the tide, and we were obliged to wait for the next flow.

But we seem to hear thousands saying, " Alas ! alas ! we cannot bear the ex-

penser The writer of this article is as poor as most mechanics, and far poorer than

many, and yet he ha5 contrived to see a little of our country and the world ;
and

the secret of his doing so is, that he abstains from a number of the foolish, ex-

pensive, and injurious luxuries of the day. He never, for example, takes any intoxi

eating liquors. He drinks nothing but cold water. This keeps his head cool, his

digestive organs right, and enables him generally to have an odd shilling in his

purse either for charity or an excursion. And further, his wife and his little ones

can generally share his pleasures with him. We heard of a man, the other day, who

asked a doctor to look down his throat. The medical man did so, but declared he

could see nothing. " Well," said the spendthrift, *' that is very strange, for I have

swallowed se^^en hundred a year, beside all my houses and lands, and every penny

of property which my father left me."

We are afraid that some of our readers will swallow the Exhibition and Londpn

to boot. The money spent in drink for the last few weeks would take them to the

Metropolis and back, and show them the Exhibition, on every shilling, half-crown,

or five-shilling day for a fortnight, and bring them home in comfort, and wiser than

Solosnon. It is said of Cleopatra that she dissolved a pearl worth a kingdom and

drank it. Some of our labourers and operatives are, as far as they are concerned,

drinking up the Crystal Palace and all its contents of machinery, gems, jewels, &c.

To how many may we say, '* Only become teetotalers, and you may go to the

Exhibition and take your wives and children with you, and give them a world of

pleasure, and so enchant them that they will have something to talk about all their

days. Perhaps, also, there is a spark of talent in that boy's soul which the Indus-

trial Palace may kindle into a flame, so that he may be the Watt, the Arkwright,

the Stephenson, the Paxton, or Sir Robert Peel, of another day. Depend upon it

that it is penny wise and pound foolish not to go to the Exhibition. A week spent

there is worth more than all the wine, beer, porter, cider, and spuits that have ever

been manufactured from the days of Noah until now.

If this number of The Working Man's Friend should catch the eye of any

tradesman who intends to stay at home, or to go alone to the Exhibition, because
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he is frightened at the expense, we would just whisper to him, * Give up your
tankard and your glass, and you can afford to go, and take that industrious wife

and those charming sons and daugliters. Just look over the beer, the wine, and
the spirit bill for the last six months, and you will find that by abstinence you
can do almost anything for the happiness of your household. Strong drinks are

poisons. This fact is known to every schoolboy ; and if you go on using them
you will have a long doctor's bill to pay, a quantity of filthy physic to take, will

most certainly die before your time, and will, perhaps, rob your family of

the thousand useful and happy thoughts and feelings which might be gained at the

Exhibition.''

Here it may not be out of place to refer to the regulations made by the Commis-
sioners for conducting the affairs of the Crystal Palace as to refreshments. First,

as to DRINKS :
—** The contractor at each refreshment area must su^-plyfreshfiltered

WATER in glasses^ gratis, to visitors." " No wincj spirits, beer, or intoxicating

DRINKS, can be sold or admitted by the contractor." Whatever may have been

the motive which induced the Commissioners to adopt this regulation, we venture

to say that the adoption of it has given them an additional claim to the confi-

dence of the people. Then as to smoking tobacco :—^This has been from the first

strictly prohibited. During the erection, and the arrangement of the various

articles to be exhibited, a notice, written in seven languages, was placed in conspi-

cuous situations, the purport of which was, ** No smoking will be allowed,*' And a

caution against smoking is now to be seen upon several parts of the building, with

an intimation that any person attempting to smoke will be immediately removed

by the police.

This latter regulation reminds us that we have other foolish and destructive

customs among us besides that of drinking poisonous liquors ; and amongst these

is that of taking snuff and tobacco. Some persons take a large quantity of snuj'^.

We heard of two paupers the other day—an old man and his wife—who spent

ninepence a week in snuff. Here is a filthy habit which most assuredly shortens

life. A large portion of the powder goes into the stomach and intestines, and

eventually preys upon the vitals. Snuff is made out of tobacco, and the latter

substance is one of the most fatal poisons. Only think of the real comforts that

are thus crammed into the nose. Some of our poor men and women are actually

spending as much on their olfactory nerves as would take them to London and back

several times ; so that if the drinkers of intoxicating liquors swallow the Crystal

Palace, these snuff-takers have the marvellous wisdom of sending it up their

nostrils. To them a few pflnches of a poisonous powder is worth more than the

Exhibition of all the Arts and Sciences of the world.

But there is another abomination among us, the expense of which will keep

some hundreds from the Exhibition. We refer to smoking, which, we are sorry to

say, is on the increase among us. We trust that before long our working friends

will repudiate this loathsome practice. No person can become a smoker without

committing several depredations upon himself :

—

1. Upon his taste. Tobacco insults the taste. No child ever loved it ; and when
he begins to smoke, that he may be a man like his father, his mouth, tongue, and

throat express their indignation at this cruelty ; and hence, at first, the dose is taken

in small portions. Wholesome food and drinks are not offensive, and even poison

may be made agreeable ; but here is a filthy narcotic which shortens life, and can-
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not be made pleasant to the taste. To say that a man likes it, is only to say that

he has destroyed the healthful palate which God gave him, and produced a vitiated

one in its stead.

hr.2. He commits a depredation upon his stomach. This sensitive part of our frame

expresses its indignation at this violence in no very measured terms. What a deal

of nausea and sickness is at first felt ! Here we have Nature giving her advice

gratis, and uttering a solemn protest against this cruelty. But too often her voice

is unheeded, and the poor victim resists every warning, until at last his faithful

monitor gives him up to his suicidal practice. As soon as any man can smoke

without nausea, he has committed a fatal injury on his digestive organs ;
and when

he has proceeded so far that he longs for the pipe or cigar, he may look on himself

as a murdered man. .

3. The intestines are grossly injured. Tobacco is taken by many as a medicine

They say it is an aperient. But then all artificial aperients are injurious, and, if

habitually taken, destroy our health and shorten our days. Most of them operate

mechanically, and produce irritation. Now, only think of a man's sendmg a quan-

tity of this poisonous juice of tobacco every day, or perhaps two or three times a

day, into these delicate vessels. Every one who will give the matter a moment s

thou-ht must perceive that Nature will eventually give way under such violence.

It is true some smokers live to be old ; but then they had iron constitutions, and

would have lived much longer but for this baneful practice. But, while a few

escape, the majority have to bear their iniquity

.

, . .

4 The nerves and hrava are sadly affected. We are told that the pipe or cigar

is soothin- to the mind, but there is no avenue to the soul except through the

brain Here, then, is a poison which insults the taste, offends the stomach, irritates

the intestines, and flies to the brain. It is a question whether the head is not

relieved by means of the counter-irritation that is going on m the stomach and

intestines ; and thus one mischief is produced to relieve another. The very mental

agitation which tobacco is taken to soothe is a nervous disease which the tobacco

has produced. Those who reject all stimulants will have no nervous excitement,

and need no narcotics.
, . ^ „ . t.

5 Smolcers shorten their days. No man can live out his full time who uses

tobacco Not long since we heard of a youth who was driven raving mad, and

died in a few hours, from a small decoction of tobacco. Belgium is just agitated oy

the murder committed by Bocarme', which is said to have been effected by nicotine,

which is a frightful poison, obtained from tobacco. Now the smoker takes a por-

tion of this poisonous juice every time he smokes, and his premature death is

inevitable. ,, , . ^i -i. j

6 God^s air is polluted hy it. Some say it takes away smells, but then it does so

by introducing a new one, and the smoke which is diffused is a poison
;
so that,

if there was one poisonous effluvia before, the smoker makes it two, and thus he

not only injures himself, but his wife, his family, and his friends A smoker is a

destroyer-general. The man who drinks gin or takes opium confines the mischiel

to himself ; but he who smokes compels you to participate the poison with him

whether you will or no. .,,

7. SmoJcers are generally guilty of a breach of manners. We trust that ^t wiUJon
be a recognised axiom of good behaviour, that no man can smoke ^^ P^^^^"^

a gentlemln. What right has anyone to doom me to breathe a
^--7;^^^^^^^^^

which he has j^i^t sent forth from his oym throat ? How can I tell what lungs
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and stomach he has ? But granted that his breath was as pure as a seraph's, he

has no right to blow in my face. And> besides this, he often fills my eyes with

dust, and covers my clothes with ashes. Here, then, are several breaches of good

manners. The French talk of their politeness, but no one can be polite who

smokes ; we have often been grossly insulted on the Continent by unmannerly

smokers, and we trust that our countrymen will show them an example of decency

and good behaviour by never appearing with a pipe or cigar.

Lastly. The pocket and the family are often robbed by these, filthy practices.

Numbers have smoked themselves into a gaol, the union, and a premature grave.

How many might go to the Exhibition if they would resolve to abandon this poi-

sonous, suicidal, and unmannerly habit. We should think the man a barbarian

who had] set fire to his substance ; but what is the smoker doing ? We know the

deacon of a Christian Church who used to spend a guinea a week in cigars. A
working man told us that he spent in tobacco enough to make himself and his son

freeholders. It is time that the operatives of the land took this matter into serious

consideration. We are sure that when they have brought their plain Anglo-Saxon

common sense to bear on the subject, they will rise as one man against these abomi-

nations, and resolve to be the slaves of neither strong drink, snuf^ nor tobacco ;

and when once these vile customs are execrated, almost, every blessing will be their

happy lot.

PEACE.
The song of Peace—an olden theme

—

That angel-voices sung of yore,

When Eden, in the primal beam,
A face of holiest beauty wore.

No cloud sat frowning on the sky,

Rivers ran ever warbling clear
;

And human heart and human eye

Heaved not a moan, nor shed a tear.

Again the aeriel voices rang
Around the silence-silvered hill,

When Jesus* natal hymn they sang—'
*• Be Peace on earth, to man Goodwill.*'

And shepherds watching, through the night,

Their flocks, on Bethlehem's plains below,

Heard mingling with the starry light,

The blissful tidings, soft and low.

Go listen to the quiet tune

Of stealing winds in leafy bowers,

The murmur of a brook in June
That whispers peace to lowly flowers.

The lulled soul then becomes serene,

And of the melody a part.

And, passing from the outward scene,

Peace dawns a Sabbath on the heart.

Let Love the bosom then expand,
For Peace and Love twin-sisters be-^

Man, warraly clasp thy brother's hand,
Whate'erhis country or degree;

Then Peace shall breathe her healing balm
O'er every heart, o'er every clime,

And thus the an gel-warbled psalm
Will wander on through deathless Time.

m
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THE ARABS IX SPAIN.—No. I.

Under this title we purpose laying before

our re ders a series of short papers on
whiitis, without question, the most interest-

ing and important episode in the history ol

Europe, and yet, perhaps, the one about
which least is popularly known. Only two
or three works, of varied merit, have been
written in our language upon the subject,

and these, from their price, have been inac-

cessible to the great body of readers. Those
who have sought for more extensive know-
ledge, have been compelled to have recourse
to the works of Conde, Mariana, Viardot,
or some of the other continental writers

who have treated of this interesting por-

tion of Spanish history. From these, and
other available sources, we shall endeavour
to give our readers such an account of the
romantic history of the Arab dynasties in

Spain, as, we trust, will show that it is one
of peculiar and surpassing interest. Un-
like the dry annals of most other nations,

it will be found rather a romance of history

from its beginning to its close, than the
mere dull record of ordinary events.

A very brief sketch of the history of the
Spanish peninsula up to the time of the
Arab invasion, may not be an unfit intro-

duction to this first paper. The briefest

outline will be sufficient.

The earliest inhabitants of whom we have
any account were Iberians, a nation of

Asiatic origin. At a date so early that
history does not attempt to fix it, the
Iberians were disturbed in their possessions
by the Celts, a race whose origin is wrapped
in still more impenetrable darkness than
that of their predecessors. After a pro-
tracted struggle for the mastery, they
amalgamated with the inhabitants, and
shared the country in common ; the united
people were thenceforth called Celtiberians.

If we are to believe the Spanish historians,

these brave iDut uncivilised people attained
a high degree of refinement long ages be-

fore the rest of Europe had emerged from
primitive barbarism. This notion, however,
has no more substantial foundation than
national vanity. The next foreign intruders
were the Phoenicians, who, attracted by the
instinct of gain, directed their course to

a country whose fertile plains and valuable
mines promised the highest advantages to

their commerce. At first they sought per-
mission only to build magazines and tem-
ples for the convenience of their trade and
the worship of their gods ; but these soon
expanded into villages, and the villages,

again, grew into fortified towns. Of these
might be mentioned Cadiz, Malaga, Cor-

dova, and some other places of less im-
portance. The successful example of the
Phcenicians induced the Greeks to pursue
the same advan'ages. The earliest ot these
were the lihodians and Phocians, who first

visited Spain, and founded settlements,
about eight or nine centuries before Christ.
After them came the Carthagenians, from
the northern coast of Africa. Conquest,
and not commerce, was the object which
they sought to accomplish. The progress
of their arms against a commercial and
peaceful nation was irresistible. Under
Hamilcar, the father of the renowned
Hannibal, the Carthagenians speedily over-
run the whole of the peninsula. Their pos-
session, however, was far from being undis-
turbed. Tribes who had so long enjoyed
independence would not easily consent to
surrender it. The country was overrun
but not conquered ; many of the mountain
tribes still maintained their freedom amid
their inaccessible fastnesses. These, and a
few of the Greek colonies, whose insignifi-

cance had saved them, secretly applied to
JRome for aid against their African invaders.
Glad of an excuse for interfering in the
affairs of so valuable a country, a Roman
army was speedily sent to the peninsula.
The struggle was long and vigorously main-
tained between the two powerful republics,
but the Romans were at last victorious

;

the Carthagenians were driven out, and
Spain became a Roman province. After
remaining in this condition for more than
five centuries, it fell under the dominion of
the Goths, from the northwest of Europe

—

the last revolution which it was destined to
undergo, till the occurrence of that whose
history and consequences we propose to
trace. The Gothic dynasty, with but little
exception, was a long tissue of civil dis-
turbances and disputed successions. The
simple manners and daring bravery which
had won for their ancestors one of the finest
nations in Europe, gave place to luxurious
indolence, and rendered them an easy prey
to invaders from without. This degeneracy
reached its height towards the beginning
of the 8th century, when Witiza occupied
the throne. His vices and cruelties drew
upon him the indignation of his subjects,,
and lost him his crown. His successor was
Rodrigo—Southey's hero, and the last
OF THE Goths,
In accordance with our plan of intro-

ducing some of the many romantic legends
connected with the subject of these p tpers,

at the periods to which they belong, we shall

here narrate what most Spanish historians
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chronicle as a veritable adventure of Rod-
rigo, shortly after his accession to the
throne.
Not far from Granada, so goes the legend,

was situated an ancient tower, surrounded
by roeks, and inaccessible on all sides but
one, up which a narrow pathway, cut out of
the roek, led to the solitary and dilapidated
building. The tower consisted of a single
chamber, and in the centre of the floor there
was a strong iron grating, fastened with
many locks, and enclosing a large stone
slab, which bore the following inscription,
in the Greek language;—"The king who
raises this stone, and can discover the
wonders beneath it, will discover both good
and evil things." Many of the Gothic
sovereigns had attempted to force the locks
and lift the stone, but in vain; it resisted
^very effort. Soon after his accession to the
royal dignity, Rod eric, who was naturally
suspicious and inquisitive, determined to
j-epeat the attempts of his predecessors, and
solve the mystery. In vain did his courtiers
endeavour to dissuade him from the rash
and useless attempt. Opposition only served
to increase his curiosity and confirm him in
his purpose. Choosing out twelve of the
boldest of his guards, he went to the tower,
and ordered the locks to be broken open

;

but the united strength of his attendants
was unable to fulfil the command. Enraged
by their failure, the too curious king, led on
by his unlucky destiny, pushed them aside
and seized the first lock himself. It opened
as if spontaneously; the others gave way
with equal facility, and the grating flew
back as the last was opened. In like man-
.ner the stone resisted all efforts but his own.
A narrow flight of stone steps led down into
the vault beneath, from which a foul poison-
-ous air rushed up, extinguishing the torches,
.and nearly smothering the first of the at-
tendants who attempted to descend. The
torches were relighted, and Roderic de-
scended, followed by his awe- struck guards
On arriving at the bottom of the staircase,
they discovered a splendid hall, with a hit^h
arched roof; in the middle stood a colossal
bronze statue, grasping a huge battleaxe.
With this it struck the floor so violently,
that the echo of the vault seemed like the
roll of distant thunder. Filled with the
deepest fear, the king fell before the image,
and promised to retire after he Ihad heard
and seen what was promised in the inscrip-
tion on the floor of the tower. Upon this
the statue ceased striking, and pointed
with the upraised battleaxe to an open door
in the opposite side of the hall. Passing
through this, Roderic and his guards entered
another chamber, loftier and more spacious
than the first. In the centre stood a second
image of bronze, but less than the other.

In Its hands were two scrolls of parchment,
with inscriptions likewise in Greek. That
in the right hand had the following:—
*• Unfortunate king, thou hast entered here
in an evil hour. By strange nations thou
Shalt be dispossessed, and thv subjects shall
be shamefully degraded." The scroll in the
left hand had—" I call upon the Arabs—

I

do my office.*' Behind the statue was a
large round vase, from which proceeded the
rumbling sound as of an approaching army,
the hollow noise being varied at intervals,
as it were, by the shrill sound of distant
clarions. They found nothing else in the
chamber. As they returned to the outer
hall, the image again commenced its blows
upon the floor, pointing at the same time
with one hand to the steps which led up into
the tower. Dejected and awe-impressed,
the gloomy monarch re-ascended

; the stone
slab was again placed over the opening, and
the locks refastened. Guards were placed
within the tower, but on the following day
the crumbling building had fallen to the
ground, and buried them in its ruins. Such
is the tale.

Roderic was not free from the vices of his
predecessor—conjugal fidelity was not one
of his virtues. To this last-mentioned fail-
ing is mainly to be attributed his fall. It
was customary amongst the Gothic nobles
to send their children to the caoital, that
they might, by occupying some place in the
royal household, acquire the polished man-
ners of the court. In conformity to this
usage. Count Julian, a noble of the highest
rank, and Governor of Centa, a Spanish
fortress on the African coast, sent his
daughter to Toledo. Soon after her arrival
at court, where she was installed as one of
the ladies of honour to the young Queen
Egilona, Florinda (better known amongst
Spanish writers as La Cava) had the mis-
fortune to meet the sensual monarch alone
in the gardens of the Palace. Her large
dark eyes flashed fire from upder their lono-
silver eyelashes into the heart of the amo"^
rous king

; and, fascinated by her unrivalled .

loveliness, he inwardly determined on sub-
duing her. But the maiden's virtue was i

equal to her beauty, and she indignantly
j

rejected his dishonourable overtures. Fail-
ing in these, he at last triumphed over her
weakness by unmanly violence, and accom-
plished by force what he had been unable
to effect by persuasion. With this indignity
the lady contrived to acquaint her father,
by a secret letter. All on fire at the out-
rage inflicted on his child, the count vowed
to vindicate the honour of his insulted

!

house, and to take terrible revenge upon the
spoiler. Hastening to court, he concealed
his knowledge of his daui^hter's dishonour
and begged the king to allow her to accora!
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panyhim back to Africa, as her mother was

dying, and wished to bid her child farewell.

This request, so speciously urged, was

readily granted. On his return, he de-

ia-yed not to commence the execution of

his vengeance, but speedily entered into

negotiation wiih Musa Ben Nasir, gene-

ral of the Arab array in Africa. This

warlike race, issuing from the deserts of

Arabia, had, in the short space of eighty

years from the death of Mahomet., overrun

Persia, Syria, and Egypt, and in the course

of their conquest had reached the north-

western coast of Africa, where the Gothic

sovereign had some possessions. To the

Arab general Julian proposed to deliver 'dp

Centa and the other military settlenients on

the coast which he governed, and, in addi-

tion, oflfered his aid in the invasion of the

Spanish peninsula. Fired with ambition

at the prospect of so splendid a conquest,

Musa delayed only for the permission of his

[naster the Caliph to undertake the enter-

prise. This was speedily obtained, and
the Mahometan general prepared to carry

his plan of invasion into execution. Though
assured by Lis spies that the chances of'

success were great, the cautious leader re-

solved to hazard but little in the first at-

tempt. A small body of troops, consisting

only of one hundred horse and four hundred
foot soldiers, crossed the Straits of Gib-

ralter under the command of the apostate

Julian, and made their descent upon Anda-
lusia. They found the country as the count

had described it, unprepared and unfit to

resist any attack from abroad, and returned

laden with rich plunder. Satisfied by the

result of this excursion of Julian's fidelity,

and the feasibleness of the scheme, the Arab
general despatched a much larger body of

troops, under his lieutenant, Zarik Ben
Zeyad. He landed near the town of Alge-

siras, early in the year 712. Theodomir, a*

Gothic noble, and one of the most faithful

adherents of Roderic, was at that time Go-
vernor of Andalusia. Finding himself un-

able to resist the tide of invasion,he promptly
sent for assistance from the king. When
the news reached him, Roderic was in the

northern provinces, quelling an insurrec-

tion to which some local oppression had
given rise. Startled at so unexpected and
great a danger, he immediately despatched

a strong body of cavalry to reinforce his

general in the south, and hastened back to

Toledo to collect a still larger force, and
gather round him the nobles of the king-

dom. Theodomir advanced to meet the

invaders with a force much superior in

numbers to their own. In the first en-

counter the Christians were victorious ; but

having burned the ships in which they had
crossed over from Africa, Zarik reanimated

the wavering courage of his troops, and
overrun the whole of Andalusia. In the

meantime, Roderic had collected an army
of nearly one hundred thousand men, and
now advanced against the foe, rashly deter-

mining to stake the fortune of his kingdom
on the issue of a single battle. Zarik had
received reinforcements, and approached to

offer battle with about 20,000 men. Roderic

had encamped in the plain of Xeres, on the

western bank of the Guadalete, within a

league of the white tents of the Moslem
invaders, and on the evening before the

battle was borne about through the ranks

of his troops on an ivory car, drawn by two

snow-white mules, and overhung by an

embroidered canopy, which glittered with

pearls, rubies, and emeralds. He harangued
his soldiers, telling them of the small num-
bers of the foe, and their own certainty of

a speedy and complete victory. Next
morning the sun rose gloriously upon the

embattled hosts. The turbaned warriors of

Mahomet were already marshalled for the

fight, and their red banners flourished

gaily in the morning breeze. The Gothic

cavalry advanced with the shrill music of

the clarion and cymbal, and the fight was

begun. From dawn till sunset did Christian

and Moslem struggle for the mastery, till

night at last put a temporary end to the con-

test. The following day it was renewed

with equal ardour, and continued, as before,

till darkness again separated the combat-

ants. The third day was destined to be

decisive. At first, victory seemed falling to

the Goths; the exhausted Moslems were

beginning to give way before the over-

whelming numbers of the foe, when Zarik

rallied their drooping courage, and, bidding

them follow his example, plunged among
the Gothic squadrons, and retrieved the

fortune of the day. At this critical junc-

ture the brother and two sons of the late

king, Uritiza, suddenly drew off their troops

from the Christian line, and charged their

astonished countrymen, spread dismay

through their ranks, and produced irre-

trievable disorder, a general flight, and tre-

mendous carnage. Roderic escaped from

the fatal field only to find his death in the

waters of the Guadalete. Thus ended the

monarchy of the Goths in Spain.

So great was the panic produced by this

decisive victory, that the Arabs traversed

Spain and subdued it from Gibraltar to the

Pyrenees, with a rapidity almost unex-

ampled in the history of war. A few of

the discomfited nobles endeavoured to

collect their scattered strength, and acknow-

ledged Theodomir as the successor of

Roderic; but the attempt was vain ;
the

victorious foe carried everythin;< before

them. The three chief cUies of the kmg-
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dom, however, Cordova, Malaga, and To-
ledo, made a temporary resistance. Against
the first two, Zarik despatched two of his

lieutenants, giving each of them a third of

the army for that purpose ; with the re-

mainder he invested the capital, and sub-

dued it after a short siege. So rapid was
the victorious career of Zarik, that Musa
was filled with jealousy and envy, and
under the pretext that the army needed
rest and reinforcements, ordered him to

remain for a time inactive. These com-
mands, however, Zarik, by the advice of his

officers, disregarded, and pursued the course

of his triumphs, speciously excusing his

disobedience by pleas which Musa had no
choice but to accept. But the latter gene-

ral resolved to keep away no longer from
the scene of such profitable warfare. Leav-
ing the government of Africa in the hands
of his eldest son, Abdallah, he crossed the

straits with an army of 18,000 men,
secretly resolving to take vengeance on the

man who, by disobedience to his orders,

had reaped so rich a harvest of glory to

his prejudice. Before taking possession of

the conquests made by his lieutenant, he
determined to rival them at least by his

own, and thereby have something to justify

the boast, that it was he who had added a

new kingdom to the vast empire of the

Caliphs. With this view, he hastened to

Ithat part of the kingdom which had lain
out of the route of Zarik, and reduced a
few towns which had not sent in their sub-
mission to the conqueror. The city of-
Merida was the only conquest of import-1
ance which was left him to make. After
the resistance of some weeks it was re-
duced, and no other city of importance
remained to be subdued.
Having effected the reduction of Merida,

Musa hastened to Toledo, resolved to
assert his supreme authority and punish
Zarik for disobeying his commands. But
no sooner did the lieutenant hear of his
approach, than he went boldly forth to
receive him, attended by the principal
officers of liis army. The two conquerors met
at a place in the district of Talavera. Musa
received his victorious officer with haughti-
ness, and sternly demanded an explanation
of his conduct. After some altercation, in
which Zarik attempted to justify his dis-

obedience, the presents, on which he relied

more for his defence than on the profession,

of his zeal, were brought forward, and the
two leaders entered Toledo apparently re-

conciled.

In our next paper, we shall trace the
further establishment of the Arabian mo-
narchy and faith in Spain, noticing such
points of romantic interest as can be fairly

introduced into an historical narrative.

GAS FROM WOOD.

An eminent chemist of Munich has re-

cently discovered a method of obtaining

gas from the fibres of plants, especially of

wood, which may be made use of for

practical purposes with great economy and
advantage. The railroad depot at Munich
has been for some time successfully lighted

with this gas. So much confidence was
felt by the discoverer in its practicability,

that, in connection with four other scien-

tific men, he undertook to prepare the ap-

?aratus at the depot at his own expense,

'he first attempt met with many obstacles,

but the final result confirmed the hopes of

the projectors. It is stated by competent
judges, who have inspected the operation,

that no doubt remains in their minds of

its speedy introduction to general use.

The apparatus at Munich is provided

with only a single retort, but of such di-

mensions as adapt it to the largest gas

establishment, and enable it to deliver a

much larger quantity than is needed at

the depot. It contains a hundredweight
of split wood, and renders in an hour at

least 350 cubic feet of gas in the gaso-

meter. In an hour and a half, or two
hours, one lot of wood is used up, pro-
ducing from 650 to 700 cubic feet, accord-
ing to the quality of the wood. The retort
is heated with turf, at an expense of about
ten kreutzers an hour, but if two or three
retorts were used with the same furnace,
the expense of fuel for each would be ma-
terially diminished. The charcoal made
in the retort is about twenty per cent, of
the weight of the wood ; this is raked out
while yet hot, and placed in closely covered
tin boxes to cool in the open air. The
coal, which is at present from fir wood, is

thoroughly burned, and being more com-
pact than pit coal, is in demand among the
dealers. The gas is conducted from the

retort through the tar vessel, the con-
denser and the refiner into the gasometer.
The establishment obtains from 5 to 7 per
cent, of tar of the best quality. The
amount of light rendered by this gas, ac-

cording to an official measurement by the

directors of the railroad, equals fifteen

and a-half wax candles from one burner,

consuming four and a-half feet'in an iiour.
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This is frreater than tho power of the
Augsburg coal, gas which equals frotrfU
to 13 wax candles (five to the pound).
In Munich, those who have compared

this gas with common coal gas, give it a
decided preference for that vicinity. The
most prominent advantage is the facility
with which it is produced. While a re-
tort gives at most 180 cubic feet of coal
gas in an hour, it will give.360 feet of wood
gas. Onlv half the number of retorts,
accordingly, would be required for light-
ing a city. * The quantity of gas, more-
over, delivered by wood in comparison
with the cost, is of importance. A hun-
dred weight of coal, as it is prepared at
Augsburg and Munich, gives only 500 feet
of gas in the most favourable cases, and
costs one florin and six kreutzers, while
the same • amount of fir wood gives 700
feet of gas, at the cost of less than 20
kreutzers, when wood is 7 florins a cord.
The advantage is no less on the side of the
wood gas in respect to the secondary pro-
ducts, coke and tar.

The wood gas is not so objectionable in

l1 gaj

Itha
a sanitary point of view as the coal
either in its preparation.or its use. It nas
no unpleasant smell; even in its crude
state it contains no ammoniac, nor sulphu-
rated hydrogen, nor carburetted sulpnur

;

nor in burning does it produce a trace of
sulphuric acid.
Ay hen the discoverer announced his

project of obtaining gas from wood, every
engineer and chemist declared it impos-
sible, since all previous attempts had pro-
duced only gas of a very inferior quality.
They accordingly came to the conclusion
that the fibres of wood are incapable of
generating gas. But this idea is effectually
set aside by the Munich experiment.
In an economical point of view this dis-

covery is considered of great importance
in Germany. It has already attracted the
attention or practical men, and the manner
in which we find it spoken of by intelli-

gent judges, shows that it may be wel-
comed as one of the beneficent contribu-
tions of science in the nineteenth century
to the uses of life.

THE LAST DAYS OF COPERNICUS.
A TRUE HISTORY.

It was a still, clear night in the month of
May, 1543 ; the stars shown brightly in the
heavens, and all the world slept in the
little town of Wernica, a canonry of Prus-
sian Poland—all save one man, who
watched alone in a solitary chamber, at the
summit of a lofty tower. The only furni-
ture of this apartment consisted of a table,

a few books, and an iron lamp. Its occu-
pant was an old man of about seventy,
bowed down by years and toil, and his

brow furrowed by anxious thoughts ; but
his eye kindled with the fire of genius, and
his noble countenance was expressive of
gentle kindness, and of a calm, contempla-
tive disposition. His white hair, parted
on his forehead, fell in waving locks over
his shoulders. He wore the ecclesiastical

costume of the age and country in which
he lived : the long, straight robe with
a fur collar and double sleeves, which
were also lined with fur as far as the
elbow.
This old man was the great astronomer

Nicholas Coper7ii(nts, doctor of philosophy,
divinity, and medicine ; titular canon of
Wernica ; and honorary professor of
Bologna, Rome, &c. Copernicus had just
completed his work " On the Revolutions
of the Heavenly Bodies.'^ In the midst
of poverty, ridicule, and persecution, with-

out any other support than that of his own
modest genius, or any instrument save a
triangle of wood, he had unveiled heaven
to earth, and was now approaching the
term of his career, just as he had esta-
blished on a firm basis those discoveries
which 'Were destined to change the whole
face of astronomical sciences.
On that very day the canon of Wernica

had received the last proof-sheets of his
book, which his disciple, Rheticus, was
getting printed at Nuremberg ; and, • be-
fore sending back these final proofs, he
wished to verify for the last time the re-
sults of his discoveries. Heaven seemed
to have sent him a night expressly fitted
for the purpose, and he passed the whole
of it in his observatory. When the astro-
nomer saw the stars beginning to pale in
the eastern sky, he took the triangular
iristrument which he had constructed with
his own hands out of three different pieces*

* Tycho Brahe has preserved to us a drawing of
this instrument, which was the means of ac-
complishing such wonderful discoveries, and which
was sent to him after tlie death of Copernicus, by
John Hanovrius, Bishop of Wernica. It is diffi-

cult for us to conceive how a triangle so rude in its

formation, and so irregular in its movements, can
have supplied, in the hands of this great man, the
place of those infallible telescopes which have since
served to confirm his discoveries.
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of wood, and directed it successively to-

wards the four cardinal points of the horizon

No shadow of a doubt remained, and, over-

powered by the conviction that he had i?i-

deed destroyed an error of five thousand

years* duraiion, and was about to reveal

to the world an imperishable truth, Coper-

nicus knelt in the presence of that glorious

volume whose starry characters he had first

learned to decipher', and folding his attenu-

ated hands across his bosom, thanked his

Creator for having opened his eyes to under-

stand and read aright these His glorious

works. He then returned to the table, and
seizing a pen he wrote on the title of his

book, *' Behold the work of the greatest

and the most perfect artisan : the work of

God himself." And now, the first excite-

ment having passed away, he proceeded

with a collected mind to write the dedica-

tion of his book :

—

" To the Most Holy Father, Pope Paul
III. :—I dedicate my work to your holiness

in order that all the world, whether learned

or ignorant, may see that I do not seek to

shun examination and the judgment of

my superiors. Your authority, and your

love for science in general, and for mathe-
matics in particular, will serve to shield

me against wicked and malicious slan-

ders, notwithstanding the proverb which
says, that there is no remedy against

the wounds inflicted by the tongue of

^calumny, &c.
5 *• Nicholas Copernicus, of Thorn.'*

•; Soon the first dawn of day caused the

'lamp of the astronomer to burn more
dimly; he leaned his forehead upon the

table, and, overcome with fatigue, sank
into a peaceful slumber. After sixty years

of labour he, in truth, needed repose. But
his present repose, at all events, was not

destined to be of long duration : it was
abridged by the entrance of an aged ser-

vant, who with slow and heavy step as-

cended the tower stairs.
' Master,'* said he to the canon, as he

gently touched him upon the shoulder,
*' the messenger who arrived yesterday

from Rheticus is ready to set out on his

return, and is waiting for your proof-sheets

and letters."

The astronomer rose, made up the packet,

which he duly sealed, and then sank back
upon his chair, as if wearied by the effort.

"But that is not all," continued the

servant ;
** there are ten poor, sick people

in the house waiting for you ; and besides,

you are wanted at Frauenberg to look

after the water machine, which has stopped

working ; and also to see the three work-

men who broke their legs in trying to set

it going again."
*' Poor creatures,'* exclaimed Copernicus,

" Let my horse be saddled direojly/'
And with a resolute effort shaking off the
sleep which weighed down his eyelids, the
good man hastily descended the stairs of the
tower.
The house of Copernicus was in outward

appearance one of the most unpretending
in Wernica: it was composed of a labora-
tory, in which he prepared medicine for

the poor; a little studio, in which this man
of genius, skilled in art as well as science,
painted his own likeness or those of his

friends, or traced his recollectionfs of Rome
or Bologna ; and lastly, of a small parlour
on the ground floor, which was open for all

who came to him for remedies, for money,
or for food. Over the door an oval aper-
ture had been cut, through which a ray of
the mid-day sun daily penetrated, and
resting upon a certain point in the adjoining
room, marked the hour of noon. This
was the astronomical gnomon of Copernicus;
and the only ornament the room contained
were some verses written by his own hand,
and pasted up over the chimney-piece.

It was in tbis parlour that the good canon
found room to tend invalids who had come
to claim his assistance ; dressed the wounds
of some, administered remedies to others,

and on all bestowed alms and words of

kindness and consolation. Having com-
pleted his labours, he hastily swallowed a
draught of milk, and was about to set out
to Frauenberg, when a horseman, galloping

up to the door, handed him a letter. He
trembled as he recognised the handwriting
of his friend Gysius, Bishop of Culm. ** May
God^ have pity on us," wrote this latter,

" and avert the blow which now threatens

thee ! Thy enemies and thy rivals com-
bined—those who accuse thee of folly, and
those who treat thee as a heretic—havebeen
so successful in exciting against thee the '

minds of the people of Nuremberg, that

men curse thy name in the streets, the

priests excommunicate thee from their

pulpits, and the university, hearing that

thy book was to appear, has declared its

intention to break the printing-press of the

publisher, and to destroy the work to which
thy life has been devoted. Come and lay

the storm ; but come quickly, or thou wilt,

be too late." '*'~\ '*".i>

Before Copernicus had finished theperusal

of this letter, he fell back voiceless and
powerless into the arms of his faithful

servant, and it was some moments before

he rallied. When he again looked up, the

horseman who had been charged to escort

him back, asked him how soon he would
wish to set out.

*' I must set out directly^" replied the

old man in a resigned tone; "but not for

Nuremberg or for Culm; the suffering
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workmen at Frauenberg are expecting me ;

they may perhaps die if I do not go to their

assistance. My enemies may perhaps

destroy my work—they cannot stop the

stars in their courses."

An hour later, Copernicus was at Frauen-

berg The machine which he had be-

stowed upon the town, which was built on

the summit of a hill, conveyed thither the

waters of the river Bouda, situated at tne

distance of half a league in the valley

below. The inhabitants, instead of sutter-

ing like their fathers, from continued

drought, had now only to turn a valve, anu

the plenteous stream flowed into their

houses in rich abundance.
^ . .^^

This machine had got out of order the

preceding day ,and the accidenthadhappened

very inopportunely, because this was the

festival of the patron saint of Frauenberg.

But at the first glance the canon saw where

the evil lay, and in a few hours the water

flowed freely into the town. His first care,

we need not say, had been directed to the

unhappy men who had received injuries

whilst working in the sluices : he set their

fractured limbs, and bound them up with

his own hands ; then commending them to

the care of an attendant, he promised to

return and visit them on the morrow.

But a blow was about to descend upon him-

self, which was destined to crush him to the

dust. - ., ,

As he crossed the square, whilst passing

through the town on his return home, he

perceived among a crowd a company of

strolling players acting upon a temporary

stage. The theatre represented an astro-

nomical observatory, filled with all kinds of

ridiculous instruments—in the midst stood

an old man, whose dress and bearing were

in exact imitation of those of Coper-

nicus. The resemblance was so striking,

that he directly recognised himself, and

paused, stupified with astonishment. Be-

hind the merry-andrew, whose business it

was to hold up the great man to pubhc

derision, there stood a personage whose

horns and cloven foot designated Satan,

and who caused the pseudo Copernicus to

act and speak, as though he had been aii

automaton, by means of two strings fastened

to his ears—which were no other than asses

ears of considerable dimensions. Ihe

parody was composed of several^ scenes.

In the first, the astronomer gave himself to

Satan, burnt a copy of the Bible, and

trampled a crucifix under foot : in the se-

cond, he explained, by juggling with apples

in guise of planets, whilst his face was

transformed into a likeness of the sun by

means of torches of rosin ; in the third, he

became a charlatan, a vender of pomatum

and quack medicine—he spoke dog Latin to

the passers by ; sold them water, wnich he

had drawn from his own well, at an exor-

bitant price ; and became intoxicated him-

self with excellent wine, in such copious

draughts of which he indulged that he

finally disappeared under the table; in the

fourth and closing act he was again dragged

forth to view, as one accursed by Ood and

man : and the devil, dragging him down to

the infernal regions amidst a cloud ot sul-

phurous smoke, declaring his intention to

punish him for having caused the earth to

turn on its axis, by condemning him to re-

main with his head downwards throughout

eternity.
^ * *

When Copernicus thus beheld the trea-

sured discoveries of his whole life held up

to the derision of an ignorant multitude,

his enlightened faith branded as \mpiety

and his self-denying benevolence ridiculed

as the quackery of a charlatan, his noble

spirit was at first utterly overwhelmed, and

the most fearful doubts of himself, of man-

kind, and even of Providence itself, rushed

upon his mind. At first he hoped that the

Frauenbergians, the children of his adoption,

to whose comfort and happiness he had de-

voted himself for fifty years, would cut

short the disgraceful scene. But alas ! he

saw his defamers welcomed with applause

by those on whom he had conferred so

many benefits. The trial was too much for

his failing strength ; and worn out by the

emotion and fatigue of the preceding night,

and by the labours of the morning, he

sunk exhausted to the ground. Then, tor

the first time, did the ungrateful multitude

recognise their benefactor; the name of

Copernicus flew from lip to lip—they heard

that he had come that very morning to the

town to relieve their distress—m a moment

the current of popular feeling was turned,

the crowd dispersed the actors, and crowded

anxiously around the astronomer. He had

only strength left to call for a litter, and

was conveyed back to Wernica in a dying

state. He lingered, however, still for fave

days—days of trial and anxiety—during

which the lamp of genius and faith still shed

its halo around the dying man.

On the day succeeding his visit to

Frauenberg, a letter from Rheticus con-

firmed the sinister predictions of the

Bishop of Culm: thrice had the stu-

dents of the University made an attempt

to invade the printing-office whence the

truth was about to issue forth. * -Even

this very morning," wrote his friend, a

set of madmen tried to set fire to it. 1

have assembled all of our friends withm the

building, and we never quit our posts,

either day or night, guarding the entrance,

and keeping watch over the workmen—
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the printers perform their work with one
hand, whilst they hold a pistol in the other.

If we can stand our guard for two days the
book is saved ; for let only ten copies be
struck off, and nothing will any longer
be able to destroy it. But if either to-day
or to-morrow our enemies should succeed in
gaining the upper hand"—Rheticus left tlie

sentence unfinished, but Copernicus sup-
plied the want—he knew how much de-
pended upon this moment. On the third
da}' another messenger made his ap-
pearance, and he, too, was the bearer of
evil tidings :

*• A compositor, gained over
by our enemies, has delivered into their
hands the manuscript of the book and it

has been burned in the public square. Hap-
pily the impression was complete, and we
are now putting it into press. But a popular
tumult might yet ruin all.'*

Such was the state of suspense in which
the great Copernicus passed the closing
days of his existence ! Life was ebbing
fast, and the torpor of death, had already
begun to steal over his faculties, when a
horseman galloped up to the door in breath-
less haste, and springing from his horse,
hastened into the house of the dying astro-
nomer. A volume, whose leaves were still

damp, was treasured in his bosom ; it was
the chef d'oeuvre of Copernicus ; this mes-
senger was the portent of victory.
The spark of life, so nearly exhausted

seemed to be rekindled for a moment in the
breast of the dying man ; he raised himself

in his dying bed, grasped the book with his
feeble hand, glancing at its contents with
his dim expiring eye. A smile lighted up
his features, thebook fell from his grasp, and
clasping his hands together, he exclaimed

:

" Lord, let thy servant depart in peace!"
Hardly had he uttered these words before
his spirit fled from earth to return to the
God who gave it. It was the morning of
the 23d May—heaven was lighted with
stars—the earth was fragrant with flowers
—all nature seemed to sympathise with the
great revealer of her laws—and soon the
sun, rising above the horizon, shed its

earliest and purest ray upon the still, cold
brow of the departed, and seemed in his

turn to say: **The king of creation gives the
kiss of peace, for thou hast been the first to
replace him on his throne."

Persecution followed Copernicus even in
the grave. The court of Home replied to

his dedication by condemning his book ; but
the book was the instrument of his own
revenge by enlightening the court of Rome
herself, which at last recognised, although
too late, the faith and the genius of the astro-

nomer ofWernica. Prus8ia,with the ingrati-

tude of a conqueror, has converted the obser-
vatory of Copernicus into aprison, and is now
allowmg his dwelling-house to crumble into

ruins. But Poland, his native land, has
collected some of her last oboles, to raise a
monument to his memory at Cracow, and
to erect a statue of him in "Warsaw.

INFLUENCE OF CLOTHING ON THE HEALTH OF THE SKIN.

It is a fact which must be apparent to
every one, that clothing, in itself, has no
property of bestowing heat, but is chiefly

useful in preventing the dispersion of the
temperature of the body, and, in some in-

stances, in defending it from that of the
atmosphere. This power of preserving
heat is due to the same principle, whatever
form the raiment may assume, whether
the natural covering of birds and animals,
or whether the most beautiful and elegant
tissues of human manufacture. In every
case it is the power which the coverings
possess of detaining in their meshes at-

mospheric air that is the cause of their
warmth.
We have an exemplification of this

principle in the lightness of all articles
of warm clothing, as compared with
•water; the buoyancy, for example, of a
fleece of wool, or the lightness of a
feather. In the eider-duck or the sea-
bird, it is the accumulation of warm air

within their downy covering, that defends

them alike from the temperature of the
water, and from its contact. The furs

from the piercing regions of the north,
which we prize so highly as articles of
dress, are, to the animals they invest, so
many distinct atmospheres of warm air,

and the same principle is carried out in

the clothing of man. Our garments re-

tain a stratum of air kept constantly warm
by its contact with the body, and as the
external temperature diminishes, we in-

crease the number of layers by which the

person is enveloped. Every one is prac-

tically aware that a loose dress is much
warmer than one that fits close,—that a
loose glove is warmer than a light one, and
that a loose boot or shoe, in the same
manner, bestows greater warmth than one
of smaller dimensions. The explanation
is obvious : the loose dress encloses a thin

stratum of air, which the tight dress is in-

capable of doing, and all that is required
is that the dress should be closed at the
upper part to prevent the dispersion of the
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warm air and the ventilating current

which ^vould be established from below.

The male summer dress in this climate

consists of three layers, which necessarily

include two strata of atmospheric air
;

that of females contams more ; and, in the

winter season, we increase the number to

four, five, or six. As the purpose of addi-

tional layers of dress is to maintain a se-

ries of strata of warm air within our

clothes, we should, in going from a warm
room into a cold, put on our defensive

coverings some little time previously, in

order that the strata of air which we carry

with us may be sufficiently warmed by the

heat of the room, and may not be in need
of borrowing from our bodies. Otherwise
*we must walk briskly in order to supply

"heat, not only to keep up the warmth of

the strata of atmosphere nearest our-

selves, but also to furnish those which we
have artificially made by our additional

coverings. When we have been for some
time in the air, if we could examine the

temperature or climate between the

several layers of our dress, we should find

the thermometer gradually falling as it

was conveyed from the inner to the outer

spaces.

These observations on dress have refer-

ence to the number of layers of which the

covering is composed, but they are equally

applicable to the texture of the garment
itself. The materials employed by man in

the manufacture of his attire, are all of

them bad conductors of heat-—that is to

say, they have little tendency to conduct,

or remove the heat from the body ; but,

on the contrary, are disposed to retain

what they receive ; hence they are speedily

warmed, and once warm, preserve their

temperature for a lengthened period, and
convey the sensation of warmth to the

hand. They are also bad conductors of

electricity, and on this account, become
sources of safety in a thunderstorm.
They are all derived from the organic

world, some from the vegetable, and some
from the animal kingdom; for instance,

hemp and flax are the fibres of particular

plants, while cotton is the covering of the

seed of a plant. Silk, wool, hair, feathers,

and leather, are animal productions; of

these materials, the first five are chiefly

employed as articles of clothing, and in

order to be fitted for their purpose, are

spun into threads, and then woven into a

tissue of various degrees of fineness and
closeness. It is evident that this tissue

will have the effect of retaining a quantity

of air proportioned to the size of its

meshes ; hence, besides the strata of at-

mosphere imprisoned between the dilterent

articles of clothing, each article is, in it--

self, the depository of an atmosphere of

its own.
Thick textures are warmer than thm

ones made of the same material, because

the body of air retained in their meshes

is greater, as we see illustrated in blankets

and woollen garments.
To the inhabitants of cold climates,

feathers are a source of peculiar comfort,

but from their bulk, are not easily con-

vertible into body garments.

Linen is a bad conductor and bad radi-

ator. On this account it is that, despite

its excellence in other particulars, it feels

cold when it touches the skin. From the

porosity of its fibre, it is very attractive of

moisture, and when the body perspires, it

absorbs the perspiration actively, and dis-

places the air, which in a dry state is held

within its meshes: so that in place of an

atmosphere of dry air, it becomes the

means of maintaining a layer of moisture.

Now, water is one of the best conductors

of heat, and removes it so rapidly from

the body, as to cause a general chill. But

this is not all; the moisture in the tissue ot

the linen has so great a capacity and at-

traction for heat, that it continues to rob

the body of more and more of that ele-

ment, until the whole of the fluid is eva-

porated. These circumstances have caused

the entire abandonment of linen as a

covering next the skin, in hot climates,

where the apparel must be necessarily

thin. But in temperate and cold climates

we get over the inconvenience by wearing

over the linen a woollen or leather cover-

ing in the winter, and a cotton or thin

woollen in the summer.— Wilsoii,

Book-making in London.—A London journal states that during the year 1850four

thousand and four hundred new publications were issued in London alone. <^t "lese

about five hundred were works of fiction -at the rate of almost one and a halt daily

.

The rest were upon every imaginable subject which it is possible to
^TJ^^Jj'9^f

upon. When the tax is taken off of paper, there will be no clog to the imagmatiou,

and no cessation to the printing press.
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BEAUTIFUL PROVISIONS OF NATURE.

THE LAW OF MUTUAL DEPENDENCE.
If Winter be the death-shroud of nature, Spring is her resurrection- dress. She
comes forth with life and loveliness, and breathes her vernal spirit into every
existing thing. Whether we consider the mysterious process of vegetation which
is being carried on in the hidden parts of the earth, or the verdure that decks the

held, or the flower that sips the morning dew, or the fragrance that scents the air,

or the buds that open to the kindlier beams of yon bright sun, <&r the thousand tints

and hues which beautify all nature ; how true is it that

—

" Fair-handed spring unbosoms every grace ;

Throws out the snowdrop and the crocus first

;

The daisy, primrose, violet darkly blue.

And polyanthus of unnumber'd dyes

;

And yellow wallflower, stain'd with iron brown;
And lavish stock, that scents the garden round,
From the soft wing of vernal breezes shed :

Anemonies, auriculas, enrich*d

With shining meal o'er all their velvet leaves :

And full ranunculus, of glowing red.

Then comes the tulip race, where beauty plays
Her idle freaks : from family difl'used

To family, as flies the father dust.

The varied colours run ; and while they break
On the charm'd eye, th' exulting florist marks
With secret pride the wonders of his hand.
No gradual bloom is wanting ; from the bud.
First-born of spring, to summer's musky tribes

;

Nor hyacinths, of. purest virgin white.

Low bent, and blushing inward : nor jonquils

Of potent fragrance ; nor narcissus fair,

As o'er the fabled fountidn hanging still

;

Nor broad carnations, nor gay-spotted pinks
;

Nor, shower'd from every bush, the damask rose.

Infinite numbers, delicacies, smells.

With hues on hues, expression cannot paint.

The breath of nature, and her endless bloom."

And what spring develops, summer perfects. It is the "manhood of the

year." The sun gives forth the fullness of his light, and heat, and splendour, and
the buds and blossoms of returning spring are ripened into foliage and fruit.

There is a mutual dependence among the seasons. Not more certainly do the

frosts and snows of winter prepare for the outcoming life and loveliness of springs

than spring infuses her vitality into every species of organised existence, and by
this vitality enables that organised existence to appropriate to itself whatever of

the surrounding elements can minister to its farther growth, its higher develop-

ment, and its final perfection. Summer completes the growth of spring, and itself

terminates in the maturity of autumn, when having fulfilled her course, she leaves

nature, to feebleness and decay, that by going down to death she may throw off

whatever is old and effete, and come forth again with renovated life and power.

To these successive and beneficent changes in the season of the year, with all the

life and activity put forth by the various creatures which people the earth, and the

dependence of these creatures, as well as the dependence of the world without

them, on the superintendence and providence of God, the inspired writers fre-

quently refer, and in strains of impassioned fervour. ** He sendeth the springs

into the valleys, which run among the hills. They give drink to every beast of the

field : the wild asses quench their thirst. By them shall the fowls of the heaven

have their habitation, which sing among the branches. He watereth the hills

from his chambers : the earth is satisfied with the fruit of thy works. He causeth

the grass to grow for the cattle, and herbs for the service of man ; that he may
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bring forth food out of the earth ; and vrine that maketh glad the heart of man

a^d oil to make his face to shine, and bread which strengtheneth man's hear .
Ihe

ttees of th™Lord are full of sap ; the cedars of Lebanon winch he hath planted .

He awointed the moon for seasons : the sun knoweth his gomg down. Ihou

SakSrkness, and it is night
:
wherein all the beasts "^ «i%f°"''V?° ""^fP ^"^t

The voun<^ lions roar after their prey, and seek their meat from Ood Ihe bun

ariset They gather themselves together, and lay them down m their dens. Man

goeth forthlnto his work and to his labour until the evening. . . • ^^ese -ait a

unnn thpe that thou mayest give them thetr meat in duo season. That thou gn est

Xm they gaUier ^hou openest thine hand, they are filled with good Thou

hidSt thy face, they are troubled: thou takest away their breath, they die and

return to their dust. Thou sendest forth thy spirit, they are created
:
and thou

rpnewest the face of the earth."
. . . , i-r j

ItTs summer ; and the sun is in his zenith. All nature is instinct with life, and

every vital proc;ss is in the course of development. Now- between the organic and

the fnoiganic world we shall discover the most beautiful harmony. In this season

of growth! an increased degree of heat is indispensable to the perfecting of most of

the^canh's productions, and this is secured by a fixed and immutable U^^. rhe

sun havin.- in early spr ng passed from the south to the north of the equator as he

ascendrthli heavens, he pours his rays more directly on this part of the earth, and

af he remains a longer time above the horizon-say from fifteen to seventeen

hours-hSrfluence cannot but be much more powerful.. Sumn^er heat is thus attri-

butable to two causes :-the height to which the sun rises in the heavens and the

length of thl day. The earth being an opaque and res^ting body, when the rays

of fhe sun fall upon it. not only is light reflected, but heat is genera ed. The

"round becomes warm by conduction, and the atmosphere by reflection; and

Iverv time tZt thlsolar Influence descends, the deeper does it penetrate below

the surfece and the more intensely is it reflected into the already heated atmo-

phere, so tAaTthere is a daily accumulation of heat,
-fJ^-\«^,'J'„«'?,|f^^"^^^

the perfection of organic life, it is continued even aftei the sun has began to

^^llrconnection with the degree and accumulation of heat, we must take into

account the atmorpheric elements. The air, or atmosphere, is said to con am five

tXns. two hundred and eighty-seven billions three ^^-^^^ a"d five miUi^^^^^^^^^^

tons of carbonic acid. This acid is a compound of seven hundred and lourteen

Darts bv weight, of oxygen, and two hundred and eighty-six ol carbon
;
and if

&w7re no? some beneficent arrangement for the removal from the atmosphere

of this tremendous quantity of poisonous efiluvium, which is exclusive of mcalcu-

?aMe ours of the same compound sent forth by the respiration of men

andofSX the processes of combustfon, the germination of seeds, the ripenmg

and decTy^f fruUs.^the putrefaction of organic substances, and other phenomena

Uwould'be impossible for us to exist. But here the mutual dependence of the

animal and vegetable kingdoms comes into view ; for "this carbonic acid, which is

poZ to us! if the food o^ plants, and indeed of the whole vegetable world. Ihey

,

absorb it ilito their systems, and whilst they retain the carbon, they emit the

oxygen aTso feeding themselves, they purify our atmosphere.
' 'l^J'^

decom-

Son tiieveff'ect with a precision and certainty which baffle the efi-ort of the

fn'tXlMW experienced chemist. ^-\'°^r'-''Z^Z^^'
"'

,.r«vi^ w nti thp air we have only to accept the following statement .—

"Tw^lTundred pounds of earth were dried in an oven, and afterwards put mto a

large earthenware vessel 1 the earth was then moistened with rain-water, and a

^Uowtree weTghing fiv; pounds, was planted therein. During the space of five

Tears\re4rThwaT carefully watered with rain water, or pure water
;
the willow

Pew and flourished ; and to^event the earth from being mixed -^^ fresh eanh

Sr dust blown upon it by the winds, it was covered with a metal plate, perto'^ea

with a areat^umber of small holes, suitable for the free admission of air only- Atter

Irowinflntr earth for Ave years, the willow tree was re,„od^ndfo^^^^^^

weigh one hundred and sixty-nine pounds and about three ounces
,

the
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which fell from the tree every autumn were not included in this weight. The
earth was then removed from the vessel, again dried in the oven, and afterwards
weighed ; it was discovered to have lost only about tw© ounces of its original

weight ; thus, one hundred and sixty-four pounds of lignin, or woody fibre, bark,
roots, &c., were certainly produced, but from what source ? Why, the chemist
who made this remarkable experiment in very early days of scientific investigation,

reasonably concluded the tree to have derived the increase of its structure from
water alone, as no other source was obvious ; and the opinion that water was the
sole aliment of vegetables, was entertained by many of the greatest philosophers ; but
as knowledge regarding the powers and properties of matter throughout the crea-

tion became gradually extended by experiment, the air was discovered to be the
source of the solid element, at least, which enters into the structure of the vegetable
kingdom.'*
The atmosphere, which contains this carbonic acid in quantities which baffle all

calculation, is composed of two substances—nitrogen and oxygen—of very different

properties, held together merely by mechanical admixture, and whose combination
and union, in the proportion of two to one, is indispensable to the sustaining of

either animal or vegetable life. Let that proportion be destroyed, even in a slight

degree, and the air which we breathe would be instantly converted into the most
deadly poison. If a lighted taper be introduced into a bottle or jar of nitrogen, it

will be immediately extinguished ; or a small bird put into a vessel filled with this

noxious gas will die in a few seconds. It is wholly unfitted for the support of
life, and therefore we cannot but admire the wisdom and the goodness which has
ordained that, however unequal in the process of combustion, or in the functions of
animal and vegetable being, may be the consumption of these two substances, the
proportion between them is always maintained, and this independently of any
difference of temperature. How the balance is maintained, whether it be by the
alternations of heat and cold, or by any other secret provision, we presume not to

affirm ; but certain it is, that while heat expands them, and cold contracts them,
neitlier can disunite them.
Atmospheric air always contains traces of watery vapour, and this ingredient of

moisture is greatly subject to the action of heat. If the shower, which descends
to water and refresh the earth, is destined again to ascend as vapour into the
atmosphere, this can be effected only by the agency of heat. It is on the principle

of heat that we explain the evaporation of moisture from the earth ; and on the
tem,perature of the air will be the amount of vapour which is taken up. There is

evaporation in winter as well as in summer ; but the temperature of the air in

winter does not admit of the same quantity being held in solution as in summer ;

and it is only when the air has become saturated that the vapour from the earth's

surface ceases, and that rain again falls. Such is the gracious law by which the

processes of evaporation and deposition are regulated—processes so admirably
adapted to the conditions of organic life.

The heat which is given off from any particular surface in the process of evapo-
ration, renders that surface proportionately cold. In eastern climates advantage is

taken of this fact, and by having certain apartments continually sprinkled with
water, the evaporation is such as to reduce the temperature from ten to fifteen

degrees below that of the atmosphere. The same result is secured by putting the
air into motion by the use of fans during the prevalence of hot winds. Even in

our own country, nothing is more common in the extreme heat of summer than to

sprinkle water on the pavement in front of shops and houses, in order to obtain an
artificial and temporary reduction of temperature. Nor is there any one who has
tried this simple experiment who has not been delightfully conscious of a feeling

of relief and even of heightened vitality. More than this. During profuse per-
spiration, let any one apply a cambric handkerchief to the brow, and a certain

degree of coolness is immediately experienced. And why ? Simply because '* the
fine fibres of the cambric have an extremely strong capillary attraction for moisture,
and a great conducting power as regards heat." Cotton has neither the one nor
the other, and hence the application of such a fabric to the skin would give ratlier
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the sensation of heat. Perspiration is conducive to health, as it withdraws heatfrorc

the body and cools it down to its natural temperature of from ninety-six to ninety-

eight degrees. If this perspiration be checked, serious, even fatal, consequences
may ensue. Such is the animal heat of the body, that evaporation takes place

with great rapidity, and hence the danger of remaining in wet clothes, especially

when exposed to a draught of air. The animal heat falls below its natural

standard, the vital functions become inactive, and life itself is endangered.

While the vegetable kingdom is an ever-active though silent agent in sustaining the

balance of the constituents of the atmosphere—while the two elements which constitute

that atmosphere can never be disconnected or their proportions disturbed—while heat is

in all cases required for the conversion of water into vapour, and the vapour must
return again to the earth in gentle, genial, life-giving showers—we must not overlook

the fact that the atmosphere is the medium by which light reaches this our lower world,

and that the agency of solar light, though not required in the earlier stages of vegeta-

tion, is tnily essential at a more advanced season to the development and growth of the

future plant. A healthy plant, excluded from the light for a few days, will become
languid and will be ready to die, because in such circumstances it can no longer derive

those elements which are indispensable to its health and verdancy. '* As long as the plant

is in the light, the leaf decomposes carbonic acid, appropriating the carbon to the

formation of its own proper juice, and returning the disengaged oxygen into the

atmosphere. When light is removed, it has no longer power to imbibe carbon and
disengage oxygen, but, on the contrary, it gives back some of the carbon already

obtained, and absorbs oxygen for the purpose of reconverting this into carbonic acid."

Let but a single ray of light penetrate the gloom in which this plant is situated, and, as

if by instinct, leaf and branch will bend in the direction in which the light is entering.

Everyone is familiar with the brilliant crimson hue of the peach, which is in proportion

to the degree of sunlight that falls upon it ; so also is its sweetness. And yet some
plants, when exposed to the full influence of solar rays, become unfit for food. The
stem or stalk of celery has to be banked up with earth to exclude the light ; otherwise,

it would grow rank and bitter. For the same reason, the lettuce is tied round, and thus

the heart or interior is preserved from that poisonous principle which is appreciable in

the green leaves. There are other phenomena which it is difficult, if not impossible, to

explain. For example : the leaves of some plants are acid in the morning, tasteless at

noon, and bitter at night ; some flowers are white or blue according to the degree of

light under which they are placed ; some will expand their petals to meet the sunshine,

while others will close them against its power ; and there are many fruits which have
different degrees of acidity in the morning and the evening.

Although the atmosphere receives its caloric entirely from the earth, and the earth is

rendered warm by conduction, we are not to conclude that the earth has no heat in

itself. The discoveries and the facts of geology would contradict this conclusion. It is

only so far as he admits the action of a powerful heat in the inner strata of the earth

that the geologist can account for many of those peculiar phenomena which meet him at

every step and stage of his investigations. Is he called o account for the difference

which he finds in the temperature of certain springs of wu^er—springs which exist in

almost every country, in almost every formation—below the level of the sea, and
thousands of feet above it, and in all latitudes ?—he may tell us that the temperature

of the common spring is determined by the heat of the soil derived from the sun ; but

the thermal or warm springs vary in their temperature from a single degree above the

medium of the climate to the boUing geysers of Iceland. Nor this only ; it is an
established fact, that the heat of Artesian wells increases in proportion to the depth at

which they take their rise. So in mines : the temperature increases as we descend.

Besides, if there were no such internal heat in the earth, how could we account for that

volcanic agency of which there are so many indubitable proofs ? We are forced to

admit that the centre of our earth is one great region of excessive heat, and that this

heat gets nearer the surface through those extensive fissures into which the internal

crust of the globe is rent ; and it may be that from this central region of heat will come
up the last purifying fire which is to pass over this our world, introductory to the new
heavens and the new earth.
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" The world of nature and the world of providence are both in harmony, and the

Eternal brings about his decrees usually by the adjustment of general laws to the

purposes of his moral government ; and yet he has reserved to himself the power of

interfering with these laws when he thinks fit, that by doing what he alone could

perform he might bear undeniable testimony to the mission of his Son, or to those

messages which he was from time to time pleased to send by his servants from the

unseen world. In the latter case, the hand of God is discovered by the miraculous

nature of the transaction ; in the former, by the fulfilment of prophecy. If the

destruction of the world by fire, therefore, shall prove to be the result of natural

causes, this will not diminish the evidence of divine agency, for, indei^endent of the

miraculous events with which we are assured it will be accompanied, its very coincidence

tvith prophetical intimations will sufficiently evince the source from whence it proceeds."

INFORMATION FOR YOUTH.

RICE.
What a savoury dish is a nice rice-

pudding ! what a tempting look it has,

steaming on the table ! You may say what
you please about its being only a plain

pudding ; after all, it's just the very
thing that young folks like. But do my
joung friends know where the rice came
from, long before it stood in the grocer's

shop ? how it grew in a strange land ? how
it is only a stranger here } To know all

ubout rice will be something worth remem-
bering ; and, depend upon it, our know-
ledge will never take away our relish for the

pudding.
Rice is, by the learned folks, called Oryza

^ativa, and is a tall strong plant, not unlike
wheat, but larger, and with a greater

number of joints. The main stalk divides

into branches at the top, on each of which
is an ear, each grain being enclosed in a
rough yellow husk. It has been known in

Asia from the earliest ages, and forms the
chief food of the people of India and China.
The rice plant springs from the marshy

ground ; and most likely our young readers
will remember the beautiful words in the
Bible, ** Cast thy bread upon the waters,

for thou shalt find it after many days ;*' and
this was literally the case—it was really

sowing rice in the watery for a wet soil is

necessary ; and the great Valley of the Nile
being every year flooded, became a fruitful

soil for the growth of this kind of grain
;

men cast their seed into the waters,
and in due time the tall, many-jointed
stalks rose up in all their stateliness. There
are at least three sorts of rice—the common
rice plant, which is the strongest and
largest, and needs the most moisture

;

the early rice, which is of smaller size, but
is fit for use sooner than the other; and the
mountain rice, which grows on the sloping
sides of'hills, with very little water.

In America, the rice fields are worked by

the Negroes ; and it is such unwholesome
work that they very soon die, and there is a
fresh demand for slaves. No white man
can live in the low marshy rice grounds
during the sultry heat of the autumn. In
Carolina, in the United States, the seed is

carefully put in regular rows, in trenches
about eighteen inches apart ; the sowing is

generally done by Negro women, and is

finished about the beginning of Meurch. The
water, which till this time has been kept off

by what they cdM flood-gates ^ is now allowed
to flow over the ground to the depth of
several inches, and thus the rice seed is

kept under water for seven or eight days.
During this time the plant begins to grow,
and, the water being taken away, springs
up to the height of three or four inches. A
month passes away, and the ground is again
covered with water for about sixteen days.
By this means all the weeds are destroyed.
It is allowed after this to remain without
further flooding till the middle of July; at
that time water is again permitted to coYer
the whole ground, and so continues until
the grain is ripe, which generally happens
about the end of August. September is

the month of rice harvest, and busy Negroes
are in the fields, reaping with their sickles,
while the Negro women bind up the rice in
sheaves or bundles.

It is not only in America that so much
pains is taken to grow the rice and make
it fit for food. The wonderful Chinese
manage to form their rice fields into ter-
races, one above the other, so that the
water sinks downward, covering one field
after the other, and giving moisture to the
growing grain. In Hindostan they have
large portions of their country made into
rice fields, and rice is as common there as
bread with us, perhaps commoner.

It is also grown in Europe in the beauti-
ful meadows of Lombardy, and in sunny
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Spain; there the water remains on the

ground even during the harvest time, and

reapers wading through the water cut down

the rice, while others followino: carry the

sheaves to a dry place, where the grain is

beaten out of the husks by the treading of

mules.
In Egypt, the largest rice fields are on

the banks of the Nile, and an old traveller

named Hasselguist thus describes the

manner in which the Egyptians separate

the grain from the husk :—" It is pounded

by hollow iron pestles, lifted up by a wheel

which is worked by oxen A person sitting

beside the two pestles pushes forward the

rice when these are rising ; another sifts,

winnows, and lays it under the pestles. In

this manner they continue working until it

is entirely free from chaff and husks.

When it is clean, they add a thirtieth part

of salt, and pound them together, by which

means the rice becomes white, which before

was grey ; after this it is passed through a

fine sieve to part the salt from the rice, and

then it is ready for sale.'*

But this is not the common way of pre-

paring rice ; it is in most countries passed

between a pair of mill-stones placed at such
a distance from each other that the friction

or rubbing will remove the husk without

hurting the grain. Besides the husk there

is a thin inner skin which is removed by
beating the rice in large mortars. The
seed then appears whiter and more pearly

than barley.

Rice is used as an article of food in

very large quantities. Cooked in various

fashions, it is a favourite dish in China. It

forms the chief food of the people of Hin-
dostan, and is very much used in America.
Rice and fish form the principal rations, as

they are called, of the slaves in that

country ; Asia, Africa, America, all know
the value of the rice plant, and though it

is only grown in small quantities in Europe,

it is brought over and sold and consumed
even in England to a very large extent.

We have our fields of waving corn, and
flour is good and wholesome, but we do like

rice, and from the bountiful care of God,
seeing the giver in his gifts, we may learn

a lesson of gratitude to Him who sends his

gifts alike to prince and peasant.

A WORKING MAN'S VIEW OF THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

A LETTER FROM JAMES CARPENTER TO WILLIAM GARDENER.

Dear Will,—You ask me to tell you what I think of the great Exhibition. I

haTe been three times, and I scarcely know how to answer you Of course 1

expected, from the pictures I had seen and the accounts I had read before I came

to London, to find a grand place, full of people and beautiful objects ;
but I never

imagined a place half so grand as it really is, or a collection of the works ot art

and industry anything like so complete and magnificent. The first day i went i

wandered about in a state of complete wonder and astonishment. I was speechless

with admiration ; and as I passed from object to object, as I gazed aloft upon that

stupendous glass roof, a feeling of sadness came over me that I cannot tor the

life of me describe. I wanted a companion to whom to communicate my thoughts.

I felt alone in the midst of a vast crowd. But when I went on the followmg

Monday this feeling was no longer present to me, and I could look about me

with something more of familiarity and ease, though my curiosity was by no

means abated. Indeed, it was not till my second visit that I formed lor myselt

any plan of proceeding ; but soon I discovered that days might be spent m merely

walking up and down the nave and transept. I therefore curbed my wish to linger

amidst the beautiful statuary and elegant fountains in the mam avenue, and,

resolutely determining to make myself acquainted with the Exhibition and its

contents, began at the eastern end, went systematically from country to countrj',

and from state to state, reserving the galleries for my third and last visit. In this

way I passed through the United States—where I probably saw more oi the

manners and customs of our cousins than many who have crossed the Atlantic—

to Russia, Germany, and the Zollverein. I lingered here, absorbed and curious,

and in this spot I learned what to me was a new truth—namely, that the Jingiish

are not at the head of all nations m all things. Prom thence I made my way into

Austria and Belgium, and again I had to take my lesson to heart in gazing upon

the wondrous work of Professor Kiss, of Berlin-the Amazon attacked by a liger.

I passed thoughtfully through Italv and France, and I thought of my old school-
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books as I looked upon the little spot occupied by the contributions of Greece;
lor they have no Phidias now, and so could only send a specimen of the marbleout of which he formed his glorious statues. Switzerland, Spain and PortugalTurkey and Egypt, Persia, Tunis, and Brazil—if I had the pen of the best writerm the world, I should be unable to describe them as they deserre And nextthem, China, the Celestial Empire, unfolds the treaures of her almost unknown
land. I cross the equator, as the transept here is called, and enter India I haveread that, in the old time two voyages to this great golden land were sufficient tomake a captain s fortune. I can quite believe it, for so profuse have the"Company been m their contributions of jewellery and luxurious trappings
that we no longer wonder at the stories we hear told of the "treasures of-W"'and the seas where the pearl-oyster are found. But I never was much in loveTOth gold and jewellery, except'so far as they were useful in providing for thewants of the body and the requirements of the mind; so I could even afford topass by the Koh-i-Noor, and the Queen of Spain's jewels, and Mr. Hope's

de° artment^^
"^ ^""^^ "^ ^ pigeon's egg, and proceed at once into the British

If I were to tell you, WiU, all I saw, I should need a memory like the calcu-lating boy, and a pen as tireless as an engine piston—therefore I -won't make theattempt
;
but you are quite welcome to an insight into what I thought. I lookedaround upon the various objects in stone, wood, and iron ; I passed frotncounter to counter, and I thought how insignificant an animal is material mlncompared with the products of his o^-n hinds! I went into the Ftoe^JDepartment and the Sculpture Court, and I thought that whatever body^mind m«*/ be immortal. I pushed my way as well as I could through the crowdof ladies in he Mediajva Court, and I thought of the grand triumpEs of industryand cmhsation I looked upon models of ships of war, and handled deadivweapons of self-defence, and I thought the time was coming when menwou^dgrow wiser than to use them. I gazed upon tapestry, and the work of delicatewomen in lace and embroidery-some of these, I was^told, made by poor peasantgirls at cottage doors in Ireland-and I thought that the day wouldS Xneven they would benefit by the effects of tfiis great meeting of the nation^ Ispent four hours among the machinery in motion and at rest. I went Hhird

fn^tfdSrhiSf.^^^^''^"^^^ ^-"^ '^"^ "^^-'^ ^'1 --• le^eVS

day ofmy'te'vSf'^'
""^^^ ^ *^°"^''* ''^''^ ^ '"* ^"^"^ ""^ '^^ "^6^* ''^ '^^

^i.'^^^^^J f®^'
^ sensation of pride and gratification in the thoueht that of allthe objects there exhibited, there was not one which was not indebfed more orlet

wo^H
1^°^y .hand of the workman

; and I pictured to myself the condU°Jn of tiie

I^d tC I mZf ""T""' ^TT^."^ '"^ ^^^«« °f ^^°^ a-^d drawer o? wat^And then, I must confess, a little tinge of anger rose up in my thoughts when T

andTowerful
'WW '°^fr'''°- V"

^i^h tLse workLs weJe Sby tle^chand powerful. What, said I, were the diamonds and precious stones the marhlpstatues and nch stained glass, the steam-engines and the chandeUasfthe siS and
theTurr™'T''l'

«il^-»<3 gold, and iron and wood, without the^r^
t^n

.^"^"y""*"' the glass-maker, the weaver, the workers with roueh looks and

he hand'of^tW \- ^°*?S' ^^^•^.^^'^ ''°*i"&
'
^°' *« materials ou ofwWch

*n the dull l^th""^T^-r^^''
utUity and elegance would have remained iSlrt

"tyled " i^i^a u^al ^;oduct^.« " T
'^"''"^ T^^ ^^^*' ^ '^^ ^^^y^'^l I*^a«e' ^eeiyieu. naiurai productions. I was very bitter asainst the rich iuit tlipn -hut

llZt'oHhT^^ltif-'
'" ^ Possessio/and rigit u^e of'capitrily'SwMesecret ot the workman s employment, and consequently his hanniness And T h«Hnot thought long on the subject before I remembered that the Ss ^ tl,^ ri^h

SeriTnfe oThVhTh""^' f°"^
^^^ r« of tbou;, fnd'^tlaTtr: we^'re f^^^

he p Te enlirerv out of Tv dfffl '^f\'''>'
legitimately aspire

;
and, as if to

arrhitP^t nf t^!^ . i%> ^^ difiiculty, I remembered that the designer andarchitect of the Crystal Palace itself was not only no lord, but that hS, Jos5
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Bfaxton, was like you, Will, a working gardener. That he had raised himself out

^of his original position, was honourable alike to himself and the order of workmen
from whence he sprang. One thought begat another, and I was^ not long in

^Remembering a great list of names, all of them mighty in the world's history, of

men who had toiled and sweated at forge and plough, at loom and shuitle, at

furnace door and shop counter, and at last had achieved—more than mere riches

and power can—a reputation that dieth not with the body, but endureth for ever.

You will think me somewhat enthusiastic. Will ; perhaps I am a little. But if

any man can go to that wonderful Exhibition in Hyde Park, and not be touched

by something more than the mere prettinesses of the place—something more than the

mere material beauty of the building and its contents—if he can go and come
away without feelings of a higher and better kind than those of mere curiosity and

excitement—if it teaches him nothing, or if he care not to read its lessons rightly

—

why, then, I pity him.
Remember me to all at home. I have no time or space for more ; and believe

me, yours, J. C.

SONG OF THE LABOURERS.

Holy ^ndpure is the labour sure,

In the rugged path we're treading

;

'T will lead us on till the race is won,
For 'tis ever upward leading !

Then, never shrink, for 'tis bliss to think
Our cause is true and holy

;

Let us persevere in our calling here,

Be our station e'er so lowly.

Labour is love ; and our deeds should prove,

That we're moved by kindlier feeling
;

And labour is light, when the heart is right,

For 'tis only health revealing

:

By toiling hands, the record stands.

Shall come both wealth and pleasure
;

And time will come we shall find our home,
And may claim a fadeless treasure.

In labour^s way there's a sunny day,

And the light of love thence beaming.
We shall stretch our way to a brigJiter day,

Where a richer light is streaming ;

Shall point to heaven, where rest is given
To the pilgrim faint and weary

;

Shall shield from snares in the form of cares,

That beset the soul unwary.

We'll sign the Pledge , as our privilege,

And give the foe no quarter

;

We*ll temperate be, and, completely free,

We'll drink but the bright clear water !

Proud ALCOHOL is doomed to fall,

At the hand of the sons of labour.

We'll cast him down, while we place the crown
On the head of each temperate neighbour.

Labour is life ! in the midst of strife,

*T will banish afar dark sorrow
;

*T will calm the soul when the tempests roll.

And t' will gild the clouded morrow!
'T i» a blessing fair, as our portion here.

In gracious kindness given

—

Midst our life of care, we will labour here,

And seek our rest in heaven.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XXL

ENGLISH INTO FRENCH.

I THINK that you are wrong (fuive toroiig), and that I shall find your father

;;e/wer- to think que trouver—to Jmd

at home at this hour. That book is the book that I have given to

Chez (lui, m. s )
heure (f.) livre (m.) donner—to give

(elle f. s.)

your brother. You have not given it to him. Yes ; I
_
beg your pardon (I you beg

purdon) ; I wished that he might study (imperfect Subjunctive of first conjugation)
etudier—to study (def. art.)

history. You must study (2) it (1) yourself.
.

Ilfaitt que rous vous-m^me.

As there are many words in English which have each several distinct meanings, and as, in

each meaning, the word may constitute a different part of speech, it is of the utmost import-

ance to fix this distinction well in the mind. Otherwise, in translating English into French,

\he most absurd consequences ensue. For instance, an English word, according to its

meaning, and to the part of speech which it forms, may be rendered in French by several

distinct words. It by no means follows that an English word, being in one of its

meanings rendered in French by a certain word, should in its other meanings, because

itself remains the same in sound and spelling, be also rendered in French by the one same

unchanged term which may express the first meaning. Indeed, this not only does not

follow, but it is extremely unlikely ; and when it does occur, it must be the effect of the

merest accident.

In the exercise we have just given, an opportunity occurs for us to illustrate this

obvious but essential caution. Take the English word ** that,'* In some circumstances

it may be rendered in French by que. Whenever it may be so translated, that must

either be a relative pronoun or a conjunction. But that may be also, in English, a

demonstrative pronoun— *
' that man, that kingdom , that idea, " &c. &c. If, in this meaning

of the word, it were to be rendered in French by que^ nothing more preposterous than

the effect produced could be well conceived ; and presently we will try to make this

sensible to our readers by a parallel example in English.

If, again, conversely, the student, finding that cela was occasionally to be turned into

English by that in its sense of a vague demonstrative pronoun (** that is well"

—

cela est

Merit &c.), and were to use cela for the English '* that," either in its force as a relative

pronoun (** the person that I saw,V &c.), or in its meaning as a conjunction ('* I think

that you," &c.), the result would be equally absurd. We are going to translate the

exercise furnished at the opening of this lesson into the proper French. But first let us

endeavour to make the confusion caused by disregarding the parts of speech appear in its

true and appropriate light.

We argue in this manner : If, because that has sometimes, in English, the meaning of

which (relative pronoun), you fancy you can therefore translate it into French when it

means whichy by the word which would be the proper translation for it, when it is used

as a conjunction ;—then it follows that in English you might use whichy the relative

pronoun, wherever you can use ** that," the conjunction. This is evident ; for, in

reality, what you have been doing in French is precisely the same thing. You have been

using the French word which has the force of the relative pronoun for the French word

which has the conjunction's properties. This being so, it would be good English to say,

'* I think which you are wrong, and which I shall find your father at home at this hour.*'

And so on throughout a range of expressions, which would travesty and deform the

whole English language. The peculiarities of the case restrict us from enlarging the

illustration But the consequence is quite as ludicrous in French if you say either, for

instance, **je pense cela vous avez^'' &C;, or '* qu'est bieriy quest vraij*' &c. 'These

phrases are not only nonsense, but would grate upon a Frenchman's ear as inexpres-

sibly harsh.

Now, with regard to the first sentence of the exercise, what we have said will enable

our readers to perceive at once that this is the proper way to translate it :

—
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" Je pense que vous avez tort ; et que je trouverai votre pfere chez lui a cette heure-ci.

This last expression (cette heure-ci) literally means " this hour here ;
and we have

fully shown how it should be used, as well as its converse term, ui a former lesson

Ceri and c./-', celui-ci eind celuUi, celled {(.) and ce«f-/a (f.)..e«,^-" (m. p.) and

ceux.lh (m. p. , celle>-ci (f. p.) and celtes-la (f. p.), are all opposition terms, declimng

thTseyer^ crsis. &c., of '• this" and " that." As ci is a contraction for the ^'ord which

signifief
" her?," so « means "there;" and thus voici and voila literally s.gmfy,

" see here" and " see there."

The rest of the exercise should run thus in French :—
. „,

" Ce livre-la est le livre que {relative pronoun, accusative case, of aut, " which, who )

i'ai donne' a votre frere. Vous ne le lui avez pas donne. Si ; je vous demande pardon ;

le voulais qu'il e'tudiat I'histoire. II taut que vous I'e'tuduez vous-meme.

The future is, of course, je trouverai (I shaU find). AVe have been questioned by one

oflur corespondents as 't'o what is theVrench word for ' shall," &c Now he sorely

can have given the point very little reflection before he asked this question, or he would

have ^membered that shall is not only a word without meaning except m composition

tut that it forms part of the English future tense Indicative of verbs. It is clear,

therefore, that whLver is the French future tense Indicative must express and

comprise and contain within itself, the force of the English shall. Je majerat

me"ns •' I shall eat ;" je danserai, " I shall dance," &c. There is, m fact, no direct

t anslationTnFrenJhfir "shall," which word is fvUly ^"'i Pf«<='

yj^PlfLatin' th^e

eauivalent. That equivalent is the same as m the Italian, the Spanish, the Latm. the

Greek and all classical or classically-formed tongues: it is found m the very nat„e

itself of the future tense Indicative. At a very early stage of these lessons we had to

not ce the parallel circumstance of some other English expletives, equally untranslatable

Xough not'^^nreplaceable, in French. We allude to the word "do," when makmg par

of the present tense ("I do think"), and to the words "did" and "was, when

tlg'^th Tmperfect " I did think,"' " I was thinking") This explanation we ru^

will suffice to prevent our readers from expecting to reader literally •"
P
J[«°^^^(;/l='^^^=

tongue) terms which belong to the partly Teutonic nature of the English l^age We

mult content ourselves with the ample equivalent and do here in language what we

should do in life. At Venice, if you wanted a cab, you could "»' *°d one but you

would be offered a boat, which would serve your purpose, and would take you from one

nart of the city to another, along those canals which are its streets. In the soutn or

France, \f you wanted beer you%ould be offered wine. And thus in a classic language

U you want the English "did" or " shall," we tell you to use the imperfect or the

future tense Indicative, and to be content.

' •
•

. FRENCH INTO ENGLISH.

''''
''\:^day'

'^''^' " ^'^e^V*^^ '^^^^ ----

TeL^r^^ thTe
" "- ^''- '''-' thVtner o=!>n ^'' ' '^^

peutetre au monde. II y a lit aussl la plus grande de toutes (f. p.) les perles

ff"J)!" EUe a deux pouces de longueur; die a quatre pouces et demi ^<^ ^^^^l
it inches length ""

rerence. EUe pese (present Indicative) trois=onces. Puis=il y a une belle opa^e (l)

ference ;Kser-to weigh ounces. Then P

hor,groise (2) qui a presque deux pouces de longueur et un pouce et Uers

Hungarian almost »

largeur. Ensuite, j'ai remarqu^ un saphir qui ^es^it (imperfect Ir,d,cat're) deux cen

breadth. Further' sapphire weighed, did weigh

trente quatre grains. Mais==il y avait=aussi une infinite d'autres beaux b.joux. L
^ °

infinity

extraordinairemcnt beau. J'ai beaucoup de choses a faire.

I have many things to do.
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We will, in the present lesson, translate this exercise, and then we will give as exact

an imitation of the sound of the French as we possibly can by English letters. Let our

students before looking at our translation, make one out for themselves, by help of the

interlineations, and then compare it to ours. This will be satisfactory in many different

points of view.

Before translating it outright, we will make a few remarks about this exercise. We
have already, in a former lesson, told our pupils that the French use the perfect tense

indefinite, Indicative mood, more frequently than we do, and very often where we use

the perfect definite. Now they all know perfectly well that J'ai e/e" properly means ** I

have been ;*' but nevertheless, for the reason just given, we will translate it where it

occurs in the exercise by "I was." With regard to au monde, again, everyone

perceives that it literally means '^ at ^Ae world ;" but as we do not employ such an

idiom, and as it is quite clear what is intended, we will of course turn it by ** in the

world," Once more: such phrases as *' e//e a deux pouces de longueury* like the

phrases J'ai soif, J'ai vingt atis, &c., &c., literally mean, ** it has two inches of

length;" but the sense being obvious, we must naturally prefer the current English

idiom, ** it is two inches long." Finally, the last sentence in the exercise reminds our

readers that avoir ^ when governing another verb in the present infinitive, requires a to be

placed before that present infinitive.

TRANSLATION.
I was yesterday at the Exhibition, and I have seen the jewels (or, I saw^ &c.). Among

them I have examined those of Mr. Hope. It is the finest collection which there is

(literally, *' there may be ;" the Subjunctive mood being always used in French when
referring thus by means of the relative pronoun "which" to a superlative immediately

preceding) in the world. There is there also the largest of all pearls {you must thus

evidently omit the definite article in English). It is two inches long ; it is four inches and a

half {indefinite article not used in French, in such circumstances) in circumference. It weighs
three ounces. Then there is a fine Hungarian (2) opal (1), which is nearly two inches

long, and an inch and a third broad. Further, I remarked a sapphire which weighed
two hundred and thirty-four grains. But there were also an infinity of other fine jewels.

It was extraordinarily fine. I have many things to do.

IMITATION OF THE SOUND.
Zhay ettay ee-air ah lexpo-seessee-oan ; eh zhay vu lay beezhoo. Parmee oeu zhay

exameenay soeu dmosyeu Hope. Sale plu bore kay-ee keel ee ay put-aytr o moand. Eel
ee ah lah oassee lah plu grawnd dtoot lay perl. El ah doeu pooss dloang-gyiir ; el ah
kattr pooss eh dmeed seercoanfayronce. El paze troo-awz oance. Pweez eel ee ah une
bel o-pahl hoangroo-awz kee ah presk doeu pooss dloang-gyur eh tin pooss eh tee-air

dlarzhtir. Onsweet, zhay remarkay un safFeer kee pay-zay doeu son tront kattr grah (n).

Maze eel ee avvate oassee une anf-feeneetay doatr bo beezhoo. Settate extra-oardeenare-

mon bo. Zhay bokood shose ah fare.

This is as close an imitation of the sound of the whole passage as We can effect by
English letters. Two observations will probably make this phonetic copy quite intel-

ligible to our readers. The sounding of certain letters at the end of words is owing to

the vowel or h mute which may follow. And with regard to de^ the e in that word, and
also in le, though theoretically it has the sound of our u in ** dun," ** luck," &c., yet

is really and practically mute. We have therefore dropped it altogether in our

imitation, and endeavoured to fasten the d to the neighbouring word. This is done in

actual conversation.

To return to our conjugations : we may say that we have now gone through exactly

the half of those which are regular ; and the vast majority of verbs belong to them. The
second regular conjugation was finished in the last lesson, since the reader could himself

form the remaining tenses of the Subjunctive mood. They are the perfect and
pluperfect. The former, "that I may have cured," must of course be, in French, que

J'aie guerif &c. ; and the second, " that 1 might have cured," &c., is equally obvious,

que J'eusse gueri, &c. By using the requisite parts of the auxiliary verb thus along

with the past participle of the verb you wish to conjugate, you can always form its

compound tenses. We now, therefore, come to the third conjugation. As the first

regular conjugation is known by the termination of er in the present infinitive, and the

second by that of ir, so is the third known by that of ozr (pronounced oo-or).
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Taking for our example the verb apercevoir—to perceive, apercevant—perceiving,

aperyu (m.), aperpue (f.)—perceived, the present tense, Indicative mood, is

—

ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

I perceive Xapergois r-^happer-soo-aw

thou perceiveat tu apergois tu apper soo-aw

he perceives il apergoU eel apper-soo-aw

she perceives elle apergoit el apper-soo-aw

\re perceive iwus apercevons nooz apper-svoan

you perceive vous apercevez vooz apper-svay

thev nerceive V^ apergoivent eels appersoo-awv
'^ \eUes apergoiveut els appersoo aicv

The imperfect tense of the same mood is :

—

ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.

I did perceive or was perceiving Xapercevais zTiappers svay

thou didst perceive, or wast perceiving in apercevais tu appers svay

he did perceive, or was perceiving ilapercevait eelaj)pers svay

she did perceive, or was perceiving elk apercevait el appers svay

we did perceive, or were perceiving nous apercevions nooz appers svee oan
you did perceive, or were perceiving votis aperceviez vooz appers svee ay

they adperceive, or were perceiving ( "'"^'^'^r''^ , *f
"^P^' """'>

* J ^ f f
i.
6*^ apercevateiii els appers svay

For the formation of the plural of both substantives and adjectives, the French generally

add an s, as we do for that of our substantives ; our adjectives remaining invariable. But
as there are exceptions in English, so are there in French. The plural for man is not
mans, nor for ox oxes, nor for sheep sheepsy nor, in fact, for many other words by the

addition of the s. We shall have more leisure another time to enumerate the exceptions

in French. In the meantime, however, we repeat, that the general rule is like ours, only
more extensive still ; for they add the s to their adjectives and to the definite article, as

well as to their substantives. ** The good vehicle,'' la bonne voiiure (f.) ;
** the good

vehicles," les bonnes voitures; ** the book," /e livre{m.)\ **the books," les livres;
** the charming books," les livres charmants (m. p.) ;

'* the charming vehicles," les

voitures charmantes (f. p.). These examples illustrate the general rule.

It is cheering to us to receive so many letters in French from those who commenced
with us—letters which contain indeed many little errors, but yet evidence a vast amount
of progress.

TO OUR " FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.

Further prize exercises have been received from Un Proletaire, from J. J. S—e, from
T. Wh—e,*from G. W. T— s, from E. P—r, from St. C, from Al. B., from An. F.,

from T. S. A., from Ts. C, from J. M. A. H., from S. C, from W. P. B., from
J. B—n, from W. T—n, from J. R. W., from Jn. B—r, from Cinquante et Vn (a

penman, arithmetician, and musician, in all self-taught, in spite of the little leisure of a

life of toil) ; from Jeune Angleterre (Young England, eh ?), from D. H—s, from
El. Mc—n, from Ja. L—m, from Jos. H— s, from G. H—w, from R. W. F—r, from
Ja. W. Kn., from A. de PAm. ; Rathmines ; from S. G. C—e, from *' Harrison,*'

from W. D—s, from W. G—1, from Emma R— e, from W. I. B—t, from Ja. K—e,

from F. S—t, from An. L—r, from J. K—n, from J. W. K—6, from Jn. D—s, from
A. H., Rochdale; from S. F— r, from Jos. S— 1, from Jn. K. ; from P. D. C; from
G. H—b, from Artie; from S. C, near Leeds; from T. R—n, from J. P—e, from
W, H. W—n, from W. P—t, and from J. D—t, from Jos. V., from F. M—n, from

Jn. Mr—w, from M—1 T—r, from W. M-—rd, from T. B., from Alf. H., from Hen. A.,

from J. M. B., from Jeo. T—r, from Jos. S—t, from Wm. P—e, from T. D., from

E. S. H., from Ben. B. ; from Jn. M. M—s, and from Emma F.

Jn. S—LL.—We have received your courteous letter in the French language, and
have to thank you for your promise to take a hundred copies of our forthcoming French

reading-work ; a book which, while it is destined for the beginner and for young people.
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will not, we hope, be found unprofitable to persons of more advanced age, and of

maturer acquirements. It will suit many purposes in the educational establishment over

which you preside.

T. S. A.—We see no reason why you should not master the language.

Fr. Sw—T.—The Lord's Prayer, in the form which we copied, to satisfy our readers'

curiosity, is that used by the French as a people from time immemorial, and at the

present day. The form you send is newer ; it is the literal word-for-word translation

into French of the form in the English Book of Common Prayer. It is exactly the same
in meaning as the other, but it adopts the second person singular instead of the second

person plural. We have already observed, in one of our lessons, that in French
(contrary to what is the case in English) the second person singular is familiar style. It

is used by the French only to very intimate associates, to little children, and to servants.

It is never employed by French people in speaking to superiors, and consequently is

scrupulously avoided in addressing the Almighty. Hence the difference between the

original French Lord's Prayer and the literal translation into French of the form in the

English book. It shows the inconvenience of being too literal in translating from one
tongue into another. The words at the end, *' For thine," &c., not being in the
*' Vulgate" copy of the New Testament, are not used in the original French form, but
are inserted, of course, in the translation of the English form.

Alf. D.—Your question respecting the way the verb avoir y in all its parts, and the

preposition a, are used together, is answered in the course of the present lesson for the

benefit of all.

When, in reading English works or papers, you meet French words, you must consider

whether they be naturalised in our language or not. If yes, pronounce them in the.

English way ; if no, in the French. Sang froid would thus be song froo -aw ; but
reconnoitre is a naturalised word, and is pronounced in the English fashion.

Erratum.—In Lesson XIII., in the fifth rule which we give for the placing of

adjectives, there is the error of ** former" being used where ** latter" was meant. The
rule should be, that the adjective, when a long word, sounds better after than before a
substantive which happens to be a short word.

A Poet's Opinion of Milton.—Walter Savage Landor has lately published a
pamphlet in which occurs a splendid eulogy of Milton, worthy both of the poet and
of the greatest living master of English. At the close of his tract Mr. Landor entreats

his reader to betake him to that great man's prose work, "by which his heart will be
strengthened, his soul purified, to such a degree, that, if duly reverential, he may
stand unabashed in the presence of the most commanding genius that ever God
appointed for the governance of the human intellect." " He indulges in no pranks
and vagaries to captivate the vulgar mind ; he leads by the light of his countenance,
never stooping to grasp a coarse hand to obtain its suffrages. In his language he nei-

ther has nor ever can have an imitator. Such an attempt would display at once the boldest
presumption and the weakest affectation. His gravity is unsuitable to the age we
live in. The cedars and palms of his Paradise have disappeared : we see the eartli

before us in an altered form : we see dense and dwarf plants upon it everywhere : we
see it scratched by a succession of squatters, who rear a thin crop, and leave the place
dry and barren. Constancy and perseverance are among Milton's characteristics^

with contempt of everytiling mean and sordid. Indifference to celebrity, disdain for
popularity, unobtrusive wisdom, sedate grandeur, energy kept in its high and spacious
armoury until the signal of action sounded, until the enemy was to be driven from
his entrenchment - these are above the comprehension, above the gaze of noisy
drummers, in their caps and tassels. Milton stood conspicuous over the mines of
fuel he accumulated for that vast lighthouse, founded on a solitary rock, which threw
forth its radiance to Europe from amid the darkness and storminess of the British
sea,
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

5. noun-substantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb

Debil'ity, s. weakness, langour.
j

Deb'it, s. money due for goods sold on

credit ; v,a. to charge a person as debtor.

Deb'onaire, a. (French) elegant, civil,

well-bred, gay,

Debouch', v. n. to march out of a wood,

&c., in order to meet or retire from an

enemy.

Debris', 5. (French) fragments or

Grumblings of rocks ; ruins, rubbish.

Debulli'tiox, s. a bubbling or seetKing

over.

Dec'ade, s. the number of ten, as ten

days, or ten years.

Dec'adence, s. a decay, a fall.

Dec/agon, Decahe'dron, s. a figure

having ten sides.

Dec'alogue, s. the ten commandments.

Decah'eb-ON, s. a volume divided into ten

books ; a work the supposed action of which

occupies ten days.

Decam'p, V, n. to shift a camp ; to move
off.

Decan'drian, a. having ten stamens.

Decant', v, a, to pour off gently.

Decan'ter, s. a glass vessel into which

liquor is poured off for use.

Decap'itatb, v. a. to behead, or cut off.

Decar'bonizb, v. a. to deprive of carbon.

Dec'astich, s. a poem consisting of ten

lines.

Dec'astyle, s. an asssemblage of ten

pillars.

Decem'virate, s. a government by ten

rulers.

Decen'nial, a. of or containing ten

years.

Decerpt', a. plucked away ; taken off.

Decid'uous, a. falling off, not perennial

;

falling off yearly, as the leaves of most

trees, &c.

De'cimal, s. a tenth ; a. numbered by

tens.

De'cimate, V, a. to take the tenth.

Deci'fiier, V, a. to explain, unravel, un-

fold.

Deck, s. the floor of a ship.

Declama'tion, 5. a discourse addressed

to the passions ; an harangue.

Declara'tion, s. (in law) the statement

of his case by a plaintiff in an action at law ;

in a real action, it is properly called a coMit.

; V. verb ; v. a. verb-active ; u,7i. verb-neuter.

Declen'sion, s. declination, descent;

variation of nouns ; corruption of morals ;

departure from a right course.

Declina'tor, s, an instrument used in

dialling.

Declivity, s. an oblique or gradual de-

scent.

Decoc'tion, s. a preparation by boiling.

Decolla'tiox, s. the act of beheading.

Decompo'se, v. a. to dissolve or resolve a
mixed body ; to unmix, to analyse.

Decora'tion, s. an ornament ; added
beauty.

Decor'ticate, v. a, to divest of bark or

husk ; to peel.

Decree', s. (in law) the judgment of a

court of equity on any bill preferred.

Decre'ments, s. the small parts by which
a decreasing quantity becomes less and less.

Decrep'it, a. wasted and worn by age.

Decre'tal, s. a book of decrees or edict?

De crescen'do, (in music) gradually

decreasing the sound.

Dec'retory, a, judicial, final, critical.

Decum'bence, s. the act of lying down.

Dec'uple, a. tenfold ; repeated ten times.

Ded'alous, a. (in botany) having a

margin with various windings and turnings.

Dedica'tion, s. consecration ; a compli-

mentary address prefixed to a book.

Deduc'tion, s. an action of the reasoning

power, by which consequences are drawn

from certain principles. In arithmetic, that

which is taken away from any previous

number.

Deed, s. (in law) a contract or bargain

between party and party ; but to secure its

validity it must be signed, sealed, and de-

livered.

De fac'to, s. a thing actually done.

Defalca'iion, s. a diminution, a cutting

off.

Default'er, s. one who fails in pay-

ment, &c.

Defea'sance, v. (in law) the act of

annulling, abrogating, or making v( id any

contract, stipulation, or deed, upon the per-

formance of certain prescribed conditions.

Defeca'tion, s. purification.

Defend'ant, 5. (in law) the party sum-

moned or accused.

Defi'cit, s. want, deficiency.

Defil'ading, s. that part of fortification
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the object of which is to determine the

directions or heights of the lines of rampart

or parapet, according to circumstances.

Defini'tion, «. a description of a thing

by its peculiar properties.

Defin'itive, a. determinate, express,

positive ; s. that which ascertains or defines.

DEFLA'GRABLE,a.combustible,apt to burn.

Deflex'ure, s. a bending down.

Deflux'ion, s. a flow of humours down-
wards.

Defunct', a. dead, extinct.

Degree', s. quality, rank, state or con-

dition of anything ; measure; proportion or

quantity. In natural philosophy ^ it is a

greater or less intenseness of heat ; in

geometry it is the 360th part of the circum-

ference of a circle ; in mathematics y it is the

division of the lines upon several sorts of in-

struments ; in universities y it is a dignity

conferred upon those who have performed

certain exercises required by the statute.

Degluti'tion, 5. the act or power of

swallowing.

Dequsta'tion, 5. the sense of tasting.

Dbhorta'tion, s, dissuasion ; exhorting

against.

De ju're, s, of right.

Deipnos'ophist, 5. one of the sect of

ancient philosophers noted for their learned

discourse at meals.

De'ify, v. a, to make a god of, to adore.

De'ism, s. this term properly means be-

lief in the existence of God, but is generally

applied to all such belief as goes no farther,

and includes a disbelief in revealed religion.

Delagryma'tion, s. waterishness of the

eyes.

Delacta'tion, s. a weaning from the

breast.

Dela'tion, s, a conveyance ; an accu-

sation.

Del cred'ere (Italian), this means a

guarantee, or warranty, as applicable to

factors, who, for an additional premium, be-

come bound, when they sell goods upon
credit, to warrant the solvency ©f the

parties.

Del'egate, s. a deputy, a representative,

a commissioner ; one invested with power
to act for others.

Delbn'da, s. things to be erased or

blotted out.

Dele'te, v. a. to blot out.

Delete'rious,* a. destructive, deadly.

Delf, Delph, s. a kind of counterfeit

china ware.

Deliga'tion, 5. the act of binding up.

Delinea'tion, s. an outline or sketch,

either pictorial or descriptive.

Deliques cence, s. liquefaction by ex-
posure to air.

DELi'auiUM, s. a distillation by dissolving

any calcined matter.

Delir'ium, .s. alienation of mind.

Delph'ic, Delph'ian, a, relating to

Delphi, in Greece, or to its celebrated
oracle.

Del'toid, 5. a triangular muscle arising

from the clavicle, which raises the arm ; a,

triangular, shaped like a trowel.

Dem'agogue, s. the ringleader of a fac-

tion.

Demarca'tion, s. separation of lands or

territories.

Demephitiza'tion, s. purification from
mephitic or fbul air.

Demer'sion, 5. a drowning; act of dis-

solving.

Demes'ne, s. a patrimonial estate.

Dem'i, a. half.

Dem'igod, s. half a god ; a great hero.

Dem'iquaveb, s. (in music) half a quaver.

Demise', s. death, decease ; a transfer

;

V. a. to bequeath, to transfer.

Demi'semiquaver, s. the shortest note

in music.
Demis'sion, s. degradation, depression.

Demo'cracy, s. a form of govermnent in

which the sovereign power is lodged in the

body of the people.

Dem'ocrat, 5. one devoted to democracy,

De'mon, s, an evil spirit, a devil.

Demo'niac, s» one possessed with a
demon ; a. devilish ; related to, or influ-

enced by, demons.

Demonol'ogy, s. the study of evil spirits.

Demonstra'tion, s. an indubitable proof

;

that process by which a result is shown to

be a necessary consequence of the premises

from which it is asserted to follow, on the

supposition that those premises have been
admitted, or that they have been previ-

ously proved. The term *' demonstration"

is often applied to meetings or gatherings,

by the n mber and respectability of the

persons attending which, the utility and ex-

cellence of certain practices or associations

is supposed to be proved beyond all doubt

or question.

Demul'cent,s. any medicine that softens,

soothes, or mollifies.

Demur'rage, s. the money payable to

the owner of a ship, on the part of the

shippers or consignees of goods, as com-
pensation for detention beyond the time

stipulated for her loading or discharge.

\
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THE LAST FOUNDATION-STONE OF ENGLAND'S GREATNESS.

yoME time ago, ^vh.cn visiting Herrford Cathedral^ we perceived that they were

placing an entirely new foundation under the pillars and columns that supported the

tower ; and this was done with such skill that not a stone of the upper part of the

building seemed to be moved or shaken. It appeared that the edifice was all right

except the foundation. The tower is a noble specimen of architectural skill and

beauty. Its exterior commands the admiration of all ; and within, the roof and

the columns are generally admired; in fact, all was correct but the base—this was

imperfect and decaying ; and the anxiety of the worthy Dean was to make it secure

without disturbing the upper part of the cathedral. We are happy to say that he

succeeded.

Now, it has occurred to us that the sanctuary on wliich the pious dignitary

was bestowing so much care might be taken as a type of our country, and that the

example of the Dean is worthy of imitation. The constitution of our empire may be

compared to Hereford Cathedral. It is a social edifice, with the monarch as the

highest pinnacle—with the nobility, clergy, and gentry, as ornamental branches

in various grades downward from the Sovereign—and then, at the bottoni, we have

the people as the broad base.

Our fathers were at a great deal of pains to have our monarchs right, and they

succeeded admirably. The British Scr\'ereign is a constitutional prince, bound to

govern according to the laws. The right to the Crown would be forfeited if the

King or Queen transgressed the statutes of the realm. Here we have a glorious

fact. Most of the sovereigns on the Continent and elsewhere are licentious, and the

laws allow them a large degree of irresponsible power ; but in England it is not so.

Our chief magistrate pledges himself, or herself, to observe those regulations which

have been fixed by the Parliament. Hence the English people now are not afraid

of the Sovereign, nor the Sovereign of the people. We know beforehand what

kind of King or Queen the heir to the throne will be; and therefore, to us, an

hereditary monarch is far better than an elective Prince or President ; for we are

saved all the turmoil and corruption of an election, and the laws of the land settle

how the Sovereign is to act in governing the nation. And as the people have con-

fidence in the monarch, so the monarch relies upon the people. One of the most

interesting sights in the world is the freedom with which Queen Victoria moves

about among her Subjects in the Great Industrial Exhibition. This arises from the

fact that the people know they have a constitutional Sovereign, who will rule ac-

cording to the laws ; and the Queen feels that she has a people who will respect

the institutions which their fathers and representatives have created. It was a

-reat step towards national liberty, prosperity, and happiness, when the preroga-

tives of the Crown were placed within the control of the law, and was quite as con-

ducive to the security of the Prince as to the peace of the people.

But we have gone a step further in the right direction. In many nations the

ARISTOCRACY are little influenced by right, justice, or law. Their licentiousness m

connexion with that of the Crown brought about the first revolution of France, and

will yet keep the Continent in a state of agitation. It is a mistake to suppose tliat

the people have been the originators of civil convulsions The history ot the^

patience of oppressed subjects is one of the most amiable facts m the records of
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nations. ' Oppression," it is said, ** will make a Avise man ir.ad ;** and, until

goaded by almost every injustice and cruelty that Despotism could devise, the

labourers and operatives have never risen against their rulers. With us the power

of the aristocracy is limited by the laws ; and, though much remains to be done

before our nobility will be all they ought to be, yet the statutes of the empire, to a

very "-reat extent, shield the poor from the violence of the rich, and are as just

toward the crimes of the lord or duke as toward those of the mechanic or pauper.

Here then, we have a great point gained, and which adds greatly to the happiness

of the country. The middle and working classes generally have none of those fears

from the insolence, pride, injustice, and oppression, of the aristocracy which haunt

the people of many other countries. A nobility subject to law, and acting worthy

of themselves, instead of being an evil, may be a very great advantage to any

nation ; while the propriety of their conduct is a greater benefit and comfort t«

themselves than to those who are below them in their civil capacity.

A third step in our national progress has been the elevation of the middle

CLASSES. Without these the country never w^ould have risen to its present great-

ness. As at first the barons began to curb the power of the monarch, so the middle

classes followed, and threw the authority of the law around the nobles. And,

further, the enterprise of our merchants, tradesmen, &c., has produced our national

wealth, while their love of liberty has enlarged and secured our rights. We
owe little of our riches or of our freedom to the lords. Our aristocracy is generally

above trade and commerce. They have made their fortune, or their fathers, or

some one else, has made it for them. Hence they retire from the competition of

business. And it is well to have a body of men and women who rather spend than

labour to amass property ; w^e intend, therefore, no reflection when we say that

our nobility do not make the wealth of the country, except in so far as they minister

to it by distributing their own. Were there nothing but an aristocracy, a nation

would stand still. They are generally so content with their possessions, privileges,

and rank, that they rarely make any efforts in favour of the advancement of trade

and commerce. As a body, they are neither the inventors of machinery, nor the

advocates of extensive liberty. We owe these latter efforts to the middle and

working classes. Without these a country would make no progress. There is

very little in the Crystal Palace which has been done by the nobility. A treasury

filled with the proceeds of their toil and industry would not be very rich. The

burgesses of our country, in connexion with their workpeople, have created our

wealth ; and the Great Exhibition is deservedly popular among them, because it is

their own palace, devised by a working man, and built and furnished from the la-

bour and wealth of the people. Had there been no middle class among us, the

suggestion of Prince Albert would have had but a very poor response. We owe,

then, an incalculable amount of our greatness to the middle classes. The elevation

of the burgesses into power, and the creation of a House of Commons, are glorious

facts in the History of England.

We have thus glanced at three notable facts in the records of our country, and

which may be said to be three prominent parts of our national edifice ; but still

these are only the upper departments of the building, and, therefore, we have^

lastly
i
to offer a few words respecting thefoundation. If an empire be compared to

a temple, or a pyramid, then the people—the masses—are the base; and until

these arc in a settled state, all the other parts will y^ck and be agitated. This, at
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present, is the case throughout tlic ^vhole Continent. The monarchs, the nobles,

and the middle classes, where there are any, are all in a fright because of the

people. They know they have not treated them well, and they are afraid that

their injustice will be revenged. Then they have not educated their subjects in

moral force. They have trained them to arms, and the tuition which they have

given in their schools has done little to fit them for their real duties as rational

and voluntary agents. They have boasted that they have taught their subjects all

useful knowledge ; but they have not instructed them to take care of themselves,

or respect the lives and property of others ; hence they cannot trust them, and

everywhere on the Continent you are met with armed men, and you are told that

these are necessary to keep the people in order.

In England matters are different. Here the masses arc moving on faster than

any other branches of the empire. The English operatives begin to see their true

position, and that their elevation is placed in their own hands. They know that

physical force is weakness and madness, and if exerted, would over-

throw their cause. They perceive the omnipotence of moral force
;
and that the

tongue, guided bv truth and equity, is a tv> o-edged sword, which no one can with-

stand. The Newport riots, and the 10th of April demonstration, thrcv/ back the

cause'of popular liberty, and gave its enemies a weapon which they have not been

slow to use against all concession of the rights of the working classes. It is said

that the masses are a dangerous race, and that their violence unfits them for the

enjoyment of their liberties. But we have strong reason to believe that England

w^ill never see another physical-force movement. Beason, right, and truth, will

hereafter be the only weapons, and by these every equitable demand will be ob-

tained. The people are beginning to have confidence in their tongues, in their in-

tellect,' and their moral character, and with these they will prevail. They are re-

solved to use no other arms, and in this determination w^e have X\\q fourth and last

movement for the consummation of our national happiness and prosperity.

We have seen that successful efforts have been made to curb the prerogatives of

our monarchs, to bridle the licentiousness of the nobility, and to call forth the ener-

gies of the middle classes, and the last reformation is the elevation of the

MASSES. Let this be effected, and the last foundation-stone of England's greatness is

laid. But this great and glorious v/ork must be accomplished by the people them-

selves. Government education will not produce it. They have had plenty of

State schools abroad, but these institutions have only riveted the fetters of the

population, or rather taught them to rivet their own chains more closely. It is a

decree, fi^ed as fate, that no men or women shall rise unless they raise themselves.

They must read, observe, think, reason, make themselves moral, industrious, sober,

economical, provident, peaceable, polite, and well-behaved, or they will never ar-

rive at any pre-eminence. Fathers and mothers, teachers, professors, lords, dukes,

crovernments, doctors in divinity, &c., can never give any excellence to a child,

pupil, or subject, who will not improve himself; while he who resolves to rise, and

will use the proper means, needs not the patronage, the diplomas, nor the patents

of those above him. When once the great body of the people shall become en-

licrhtened, and resolve to obey the laws, and shall be emancipated from all political

bondage, as well as from all immorality and vulgarity, the base of the national

pyramid will be firm as a rock.
, ., -x i v *i

We are happy to hear from all quarters the order that has been exhibited by the
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"Working classes in the Crystal Palace, and we trust that this demonBtration of

self-respect and self-government is a sure promise of future peace and prosperity.

THE TEMPLE OF PEACE.
By Miss H. M. Rathbone.

-A LL honour be to those who nobly planned
This world-wide congress in our far-famed land

;

All hail to those whose compreliensive mind
V\'rought out the scheme by Royalty designed

;

And, well deserved, meet tribute pay to all

vV hose skilful toil hath reared the Crystal Hall.

Too oft the land-marks of our country's fame
Have been the fruit of deeds deserving shame,
Save seasons glad and rare, when freedom reigned,
And, right o'ercoming might, new laurels gained

:

Henceforth the gathering in the Ckystal Hall
Shall prove a grander era than them all

!

Stee nations thronging from the West and East,
From North and South, to join the splendid feacst—
Where intellect and labour, hand in hand^
By lofty purpose led, an earnest band,
Have heaped up wonders by their powerful will,

And shall a noble page in history fill

!

Hark ! through the welkin rings Victoria's name,
While distant echoes swell the loud acclaim;
Hundreds of joyous thousands crowd the scene
To greet the entrance of our honour'd Queen.
Trust in her people, courtesy to all,

Her only guards within the Ckystal Hall.

The stately court around the Transept pace,
Then ready take their high appointed place :

And not the lightest sound the stillness stirr'd

Until the solemn words of prayer were heard

—

Prayer that oppression should for ever cease

—

Prayer for a blessing on the shrine of Peace.

Then pealing music and triumphant cheer.
With roar of cannon, burst upon thenar;
A flood of sunshine lit each " long drawn aisle,"

While happy crowds soon filled th' aerial pile,

Exulting in the welcome given to all.

Both rich and poor, within the Ckystal Hall.

And hoary grandsires shall hereafter tell

What in this famous century befell;
Grey time shall clironicle ihe victories gained
Since Mercy o'er the world and Justice reigned

—

Vvliat time the Cky'stal Hall sent forth her dove,
And signed the league of universal love !
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THE AEABS IN SPAIN.—No. II.

The reconciliation of Zarik and his jea-

lous superior was only apparent. The dis-

obedience and rivalry of his lieutenant

rankled in the breast of the gloomy Musa.
Scarcely had he entered Toledo, when, in

an assembly of the Moslem officers, he
openly deprived Zarik of his command,
alter having demanded from him a strict

account of all the riches which he had
gathered in the conquest of Spain. Amongst
these was a wonderful table, possessed of

certain magical powers, which enabled him
who looked upon it to ascertain the truth of

all historic transactions, as well as to fore-

see what should happen to himself. Ac-
cording to the Arabian legend, it had be-

longed to Solomon, and had aided him in

acquiring the vast wisdom for which he was
renowned. If we may believe the same
apochryphal authority, it was formed of one
single and entire emerald, which was
adorned with rows of the most precious

pearls and rubies, and the w'hole was
crowned with an immense centre-piece of

jewels. On obtaining possession of this

marvellous relic, Musa observed that a leg

had been broken off, and questioned Zarik
about the mutilation. He answered that

such had been its condition when it fell into

his hands at the capture of the city Me-
dina Celi.

The assembled o,Ticers-saw their favourite

commander stripppd of his authority in

gloomy silence, which was broken only by
their smothered threats of insubordination.

Zarik kept his passion within bounds, and
only answered in the implied threat, " Since

my victories over the enemies of the Caliph

are my only crimes, my conscience may
"well absolve rae, and I may reasonably ex-

pect the same favour from the justice of

my sovereign.*' Enraged at this laconic

defiance, Musa ordered the undaunted
Zarik to be thrown into prison, secretly re-

solving to rid himself of so dangerous a

rival.

Whilst these disputes were taking place

between the two generals, Abdelasis, the

son of Musa, had been sent in pursuit of

Theodomir and the small band of uncon-

quered Goths who had escaped from the

fatal battle on the banks of the Guadelete.

Taking possession of the mountain passes,

the Christian prince, who was well aware
of the folly of opposing the Arabs in the

open field, succeeded, by the help of his

almost inaccrssihlc position, and his own
skilful manoeuvring, ir?. keeping his pur-

suers at bay for a tinne. This unequal con-

test might have lasted for a considerable

time, had not the Gothic leader yielded to

importunities of his brave but injudicious
sons, and risked a pitched battle in the
plain. The slaughter of his hot-headed
advisers and the greater part of his band,
was the result ; and, with much difficulty,

he succeeded in throwing himself and his

two or three survivinc? followers into Ori-
huela, the only fortified place that now
remained to him. On entering the city, he
found that nearly all its male inhabitants
had fallen in the skirmish ; so, aware of
how useless it would be to hold out against
forces so confident in their numbers, and
flushed by a long series of victories, he re-

solved to have recourse to stratagem to

procure for himself and his discouraged
adherents, favourable terms of capitulation.

He, therefore, caused the women to assume
arms and male attire, and directed them to

cross their long hair under their chins in

semblance of beards ; and then stationed
them along the walls. It was late in the
evening when Abdelasis approached with
his army, and the deception was com-
pletely successful. The surprised Arabs
had expected to find a city without de-

fenders, and were consequently unprepared
for this show of determined resistance.

Availing himself of the success of his

manoeuvre, Theodomir obtained a safe

conduct, and proceeded in the disguise of a
simple horseman to the Moslem camp. On
being introduced to the presence of Abdel-
asis, he said:—"I come on behalf of the

commander of Orihuela, to treat for terms
worthy of your magnanimity and of his

dignity. You perceive that the city is

capable of withstanding a long siege, but
he is anxious to spare the lives of his sol-

diers. Promise indemnity to the lives and
property of the inhabitants, and the city

shall be delivered up to you to-morrow
without a blow ; if you refuse, we are pre-

pared to fight until not a man is left.

Abdelasis was pleased to obtain such easy

possession of a place apparently so strong,

and readily agreed to the terms. As soon
as the treaty of surrender was signed and
sealed, Theodomir discovered himself :

—

'* Behold in me,'* said he, *' the royal

Theodomir, and the Governor of Orihuela."

Flattered by this proof of confidence in

his honour, the Arab general entertained

his Christian opponent wiili ^the utmost
kindness and respect. "

"f.

At the dawn of day the gates of Ori-

huela were thrown open, and the Moslem
troops entered the city, the paucity of whose

real defenders was then discovered. Theo-

d( mir was permitted to retain possession

of the surrounding districts, on his swear-
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ing allegiance, and engaging to pay tribute

to ihe CUiph ; and his territory, which em-
braced the beautiful provinces of Murcia
and Valencia, was known long after by the

Arabic name of its defender, and in the old

chronicles is still designated, " The land of

Tadmir."
Aficr remaining three days in Oiihuela,

Abdelasis proceeded to reduce some other

towns of minor importance, which had not
yet submitted to the dominion of the
Caliph.

In the meantime, things had taken a
turn in Toledo. The news of Zarik's de-

gradation and imprisonment having reached
Damascus, the angry Caliph at once des-

patched a messenger with a letter to Musa,
in which, after severely censuring him for

the course he had pursued, the Commander
of the Faithful ordered him immediately to

reinstate Zarik in his authority. When the

tidings were made known, there was univer-
sal joy throughout the army; the mortified
general did not venture to delay obedience
to the orders of the sovereign, and Zarik
was at once restored to his command. This
reconciliation of the generals, though forced
and unreal, was soon to prove disastrous to

the Christians. The main army of the
Moslems was once more set in motion, not
to rest again till the whole of the Penin-
sula, the mountainous districts of the As-
lurias alone excepted, had been subjected
to the sway of the Caliph. With the
chief division Musa proceeded northwards,
and invested Salamanca, which surirendered

without resistance. From Salamanca he
led his forces to Astorga ; thence turning
up the valley of the Douro, he crossed the
Sierra de Moncayo, and marched down the
banks of the Ebro, till he reached Sara-
gossa, before whose walls Zarik had already
arrived. This city was one of the last

rallying points of the remnants of the
Gothic armies and fugitives from the con-
quered towns, and was defended by men
who had resolved on an obstinate resistance.

When the Commander-in-Chief arrived,
Zarik had already sustained considerable
loss by the determined bravery of the sally-

ing parties of the besieged, and seemed as
far from reducing the city as when he had
first encamped before its walls. But
famine accomplished what the power of
the combined armies of the Moslems
might not have been able to effect. Driven
to the last extremity, the brave inhabi-
tants offered to capitulate, engaging to pay,
besides the ordinary tribute, an enormous
contribution as blood ransom^ in considera-
tion of which their lives and property wcie
spared.
But the limits of these papers will not

allow of a detailed account of each of these

steps in the career of the Arab conquerors,
who carried their victorious arms to the
foot of the Pyrenees. Zarik invested and
took Tortosa, Marviedro, Valencia, Xativa,
and Denia, whilst Musa reduced Huesca,
Tarazona, Lerida, Calahorra, Tarragona,
Barcelona, Gerona, and Auipuxias, and,
according to some accounts, crossed the
French borders and took Narbonne.
Keturning into Spain, he scoured Gallicia
and the plains of the Asturias, passed
triumphantly through Lusitania, and ar-

rived once more in Andalusia, enriched
with the immense spoils of his victorious
campaign.

With these exploits the conquest of Spain
may be said to have been completed. The
mountains of the Asturias were the only
part of the Peninsula which had not sub-
mitted to the yoke of the conqueror. The
remainder of this paper we shall occupy in

recording the fate of the chief actors in this

great historical drama.
Sudden humiliation awaited Musa, in the

moment of his highest triumph. Notwith-
standing their outward reconciliatiin, deep
and implacable enmity continued to exist

between the rival generals, and, in the
midst of their busiest operations and appa-
rent friendship, each was secretly endea-
vouring to prejudice the mind of the Caliph
against the other. Wearied out by these

incessant complaints, the sovereign resolved
to put an end to dissensions which endan-
gered the interests of Islam in the West,
and despatched an envoy to Spain to sum-
mon both generals to make a temporary
transfer of their commands, and forthwith
appear personally before him at Damas-
cus. Zarik at once obeyed the royal com-
mand, and set out for Syria. His supe-
rior, however, was not so prompt in his

compliance. Conscious of how badly he
stood with the sovereign, and loth to resign
the unlimited authority which he exercised
in Spain, to say nothing of the designs of

independent power which he had long
cherished, he hesitated to obey. But
a second messenger, bearing still more
urgent commands, soon after arrived.

Not venturing to incur still further dis-

pleasure where he saw it would be use-

less to resist, he prepared to set out for

Damascus, trusting for his justification to

the enormous spoils which he should be
able to lay before the Caliph. At Cordova
he convened an assembly of the chief

officers of the army and of the leaders of

apostate Christians, and made them do
homage to Abdelasis as the Governor of

Spain during his own absence ; after which
he addressed to them a parting speech, ?^s-

suring them that he would so( n return,

loaded with new expressions of his sove-
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reign's esteem, end enabled to reward them
for their faithful services to the cause of
Islam. He then set nut for the court of

the Caliph, attended by a splendid caval-

cade, which resembled rather the sumptu-
ous pageant of some oriental monarch re-

turning from victory, than the suite of a
general in disgrace going to plead before
an angry sovereign. Besides four hun-
dred youthful cavaliers who accompanied
him as hostages, his train was swelled by a
large number of beautiful damsels, chosen
from the noblest families of the Goths, and
intended to grace the harem of the Caliph.
Then followed a long train of beasts of
burden, laden with the richest plunder of
Spain, and more valuable than the wealth-
iest caravan that ever crossed the burn-
ing sands of Arabia. With this gorgeous
display of trophies and spoils, showing the
magnificence of the land he had conquered,
the confident general doubted not that he
should be able to silence the calumnies of
his foes, and win praise from the Caliph.
As he crossed the valley of the Guadal-

quiver, he often turned and looked back
wistfully on the white palaces and towers
of Cordova. When he reached the last hill

which skirted the valley, he reined in his

steed, and, as a strong presentiment told

him that he gazed upon the city for the last

time, the veteran exclaimed, " Cordova!
great and glorious art thou amongst cities,

and abundant with all delights. With
s^rief and sorrow I part from thee; for sure
I am that it would give me length of days
to abide within thy pleasant walls !" As
he uttered these words, he resumed his

journey ; but his eyes were bent upon the
ground, and frequent sighs bespoke the
heaviness of his heart.

When he reached Afiica, he divided the
Government between his two sons, Ab-
delola and Meruam, and then departed for

Syria, bearing in his train the spoils of the
West. In the meantime, Zarik had reachf d
Damascus, and was graciously received by
the Caliph. The slanders which had been
brought against him were speedily refuted,

and he was hailed by the multitude as
" The sword of Islam, and the terror of

Unbelievers." But not so favourable was
the reception of the treasure-laden Musa.
When he approached Damascus, he was met
by a messenger from Suleyman, the heir-

apparent of the Caliph, who was then on
his death-bed, requesting him to delay his

entrance till the recovery or death of the
Sovereign. Musa, however, paid no atten-

tion to the message, but hastened his march
to arrive before the death of Walid Al-
manzor. The dying Caliph rose from his

couch to receive the Emir, and demand an
answer to the charges which had been

lodged against him. He defended himself
with great eloquence; and pointed to the
immense spoils which he had brought with
him, as proofs of his faithful and inde-
fatigable services. These tangible argu-
ments, as he had calculated, went farther
to secure his acquittal than the eloquence
or soundness of his defence. When he
presented the talismanic table of Solomon,
and dwelt upon its wondrous virtues, Zarik,
who was present, could no longer keep
silence.

" Commander of the Faithful," he ex-
claimed, " examine this precious table, if

any part be wanting."
The Caliph acted upon the hint, and

found that one of the legs had been broken
off.

Turning to the embarrassed Musa, he
asked

:

" Where is the other leg of the table ?"

''I know not," he answered, *'as it is

now such as it was when it came into mj^
hands."
Upon this, Zarik produced the deficient

leg:
'* Behold, Commander of the Faithful!

a proof of the real finder of the table,"
said he ;

" and so it is Mith the greater part
of the spoils exhibited by Musa, as trophies
of his achievements. It was I who gained
them, and who captured the cities in which
they were found. These Christian cavaliers
and Moslem warriers, can prove the truth
of my words."
Musa endeavoured to explain, but the

angry Caliph heeded not his words.
" You have narrated your own achieve-

ments," said he, " but have ~
left un-

mentioned those of others ; nay, you have
sought to debase another who has legally
served his sovereign; the reward of your
envy and your covetousness be upon your
own head."
He then divided the greater part of the

spoil between Zarik and the other chiefs,

but dismissed Musa in disgrace.

The Caliph Walid, died in a few days
afterwards, and Suleyman " reigned in his
stead." The new monarch cherished deep
resentment towards the fallen Emir, for

having entered the city contrary to his

commands, instead of waiting to grace his

own accession by the triumphant display of

the spoils of Christendom. He lent a
willing ear to the enemies of Musa, who
charged him with having appropriated a
larger share of the booty which rightfully

belonged to the sovereign. The unfortunate
general was fined in the enormous sum
of two hundred thousand pieces of gold;

and, being unable to pay it, was cost into

prison, alter having been beaten with rods

and exposed for a whole day to the burning
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heat of the sun before the palace gates.

Kot satisfied with these punishments, the

vindictive and cruel-hearted Caliph resolved

to inflict another, still more characteristic

of Mussulman Government. Messengers

were despatched to Africa and Spain, with

secret orders for the assassination of the

three sons of Musa. The head of Ab-
delasis was brought to Damascus, and
thrown before his broken-hearted father

by the command of the revengeful and un-

feeling sovereign, who asked him, taunt-

ingly,^if he knew it: the old man turned

away his shuddering gaze, and replied :

" Cursed be he who has destroyed a better

man than himself!"
He then left the palace, and retired to

his native place in the deserts of Arabia,

"wheie ne Qiea through grief and want, in

716. Thus ended the life of the Conquerer

of Spain. Of the further history of Zarik

"we have no account.

This legendary chapter in the mediaeval

history of Spain would be incomplete if we
omitted to record the doleful end of Count
Julian. The melancholy fate of the traitor

and his family is the theme of many an his-

toric ballad and traditionary rhyme, which
the traveller may hear sung by the rustic

troubadours of the Peninsula, to groups of

attentive and believing listeners, gathered

of an evening around the door or spacious

hearth of some village inn. The historical

truth of the romantic story cannot be vouched
for on any authority much more trustworthy

than these popular traditions.

The apostate had accomplished the full

measure of his vengeance: the ruin of his

country had atoned for the personal wrong
which he had suffered. Though despised

and distrusted by the Moslems as a traitor,

he held an important station in their army,

and had acquired immense riches from the

downfall of his nadve land. But wherever
he went, he was loathed and hated. Men
Jferywhere refused to hold intercourse with

the man who had gratified his personal

vengeance by the betrayal of the land that

gave him birth. An outcast from his fel-

low-men, he withered under the execrations

which everywhere attended him. Hoping
to find sympathy and kindness in the bosom
of his family, he retired from the active

service of the army, and gathered round
him his wife Frandlna, his daughter Flo-

rinda, and his youthful son Alarbot. But
new, and, if possible, greater, misery awaited

him. Floririda, the daughter of his heart,

for whose sake he had taken such signal

vengeance upon Roderic, was sinking a

victim to its effects. She too was a univer-

sal byeword of reproach and shame. Chris-

tians never mentioned her name without a

curse, and Moslems, the gainers by her

misfortune, spoke of her only by the vilest

epithet they could apply to woman.
But the innocffnt object of this universal

opprobrium suffered more from the r.p-

braiding of her own heart than from out-
ward abuse. She looked upon herself as

the cause of her country's ruin, and in the
height of her frenzied wretchedness deter-

mined to put an end to her sufferings by a
voluntary death. Entering a tower in the
gardens of her father's palace, she ascended
to t-he battlements, and culled forth her last

words of anguish and despair— *' Let this

city be henceforth called Malacca, in memo-
rial of the most wretched of women, who
therein put an end to her days." As she
finished speaking, she threw herself from
the tower, and was dashed to pieces on the
marble pavement below. The city, adds
the ancient chronicler, received the name
thus given it, though afterwards softened
into Malaga, which it still retains, in me-
mory of the tragical end of the unfortunate
Florinda.
The Countess Frandina returned to

Ceuta, accompanied by her infant son,

and taking with her the remains of he-
daughter, for burial in a mausoleum of the

chapel belonging to the citadel. The
wretched Julian betook himself to Cartha-
gena, groaning under the weight of his

aggravated misery.
It was about this time that Omar II., who

had sueceeded Suleyman in the Caliphate,
refusing to recognise Ayub, whom the
army in Spain had chosen to succeed Abde-
lasis, appointed Alhaur ben Abderahman to

the government of Spain. The new general,
who was of a cruel and suspicious nature,
regarded with distrust the renegade Chris-
tians who had aided in the conquest of their

country, but especially the apostate Julian,
** He has been a traitor to his countrymen,"
said the Emir, "how can we be sure that

he will not prove the same to us ?" Influ-

enced by these suspicions, he summoned the
count to meet him in Cordova. The
wretched man excused himself to the mes-
senger on account of his late misfortune,
and begged permission to remain at Cartha-
gena. This hesitation was construed by the
jealous-minded Alhaur into certain proofs of
guilt, and he determined to put the apos-
tate immediately to death. Julian, how-
ever, escaped in time, with fifteen followers,

and took refuge in a strong castle amongst
the mountains of Arragon. The disap-

pointed Emir then turned his thoughts to

the capture of Frandina and her son.
The manner in which the unhappy countess

received intimation of the approaching dan-
ger is not less marvellous than the other
parts of this legendary history. Lost in
gloomy reverie, she was sitting at midnight,
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lookinsj out upon the sea from her chamber
in the stern fortrfss of Ceuta, when sud-

denly the form of her brother Oppas, the

apostate Bishop of Seville, appeared before

her. She was rising to embrace him, but
he motioned her to remain seated, and she

saw that his face was ghostly pale, and that

his eyes shot forth a sulphurous flame.
*• Touch me not," said the spectre, '* lest

thou be consumed by the fire which rages

within rae. Guard well thy son, for blood-

hounds are upon his track. His innocence
might have secured him from the ven-
geance of heaven ; but our crimes have
involved him in our common ruin." With
this warning, he faded from the sight of the
awe-struck countess. The next morning
tidings were brought of the death of the

Bishop in a skirmish with the Christians
of the Asturias, and of the approach of

Alhaur to lay siege to Ceuta. Caring only

for the safety of her son, the anxious Fran-
dina hid him in the vault which contained
the remains of his unfortunate sister, and
then, with the apostate Christians who gar-

risoned the fortress, prepared to resist the

Emir, whose forces were already seen cross-

ing the straits. After a vigorous siege of

three days, a breach was effected in the
walls of the citadel, and the Moslem troops
poured in through the opening. The garri-

son was put to the sword, and the captive
countess was brought before the Emir.
" Where is your son ?" asked the angry

Alhaur.
** He lies buried with the dead," replied

the countess.
** Tell me where you have concealed the

boy," exclaimed the baffled Emir, *'or, by
the Beard of the Prophet, tortures shall

wring from you the secret."
** Emir," answered Frandina, " may tor-

ments, here and hereafter, be my portion,

if I speak not the truth ! My son is with
the dead."
Finding it useless to question her further,

and unwilling to execute his threat upon
a woman, Alhaur ordered the citadel to be
searched from roof to dungeon. The boy
was discovered asleep in the tomb of Flo-
rinda. In vain did the frantic mother sup-
plicate mercy for her child. He was given
to one of the guards, with orders to hurl
him from the top of the citadel into the sea.

He fell upon the jutting rocks beneath, and
his mangled body was washed away by the
ebbing tide. The next morning the wretched
countess was led forth from her dungeon
into the public square, which was alrcad)-

thronged by a crowd of Christian prisoners
who had been spared when the town was
taken. She was fastened to a stake, and
her countrymen were ordered to stone her.

But they shrunk back in horror, exclaiming,
** In the hand of God is vengeance, let not
her blood be upon us." Whereupon the
Moslem general swore that whoever refused
should himself be stoned to death. The
cruel order was then carried into execution^
and the shapeless remains of the once
lovely Frandina shared the same fate as
those of her innocent child. The citadel

was set on fire, and the Moslems recrossed
the straits by the light of its flames.

The death of Count Julian, soon after-

wards, closed the tragic story of his family.

The exact period and manner of his death
are unknown. Some accounts say that he
was taken in his mountain retreat and put
to a lingering death ; others declare that

the castle fell and buried him in its ruins ;

but all agree that his end v?as miserable in

the extreme. In after times, says one of

the chroniclers of his fate, a stone sepul-

chre was shown outside of the castle as the
tomb of Count Julian, but the traveller and
pilgrim avoided it, or bestowed upon it

their passing curse ; and the name of Julian

has remained a bye-word and a scorn in the

land for the warning of all future genera
tions. ^

Pleasures of Contentment.—I have a rich neighbour (writes old Izaak Walton)
that is always so busy that he has no leisure to laugh: the whole business of his life

is to get money, and more money, that he may still get more and more money. lie

is still drudging on, saying that Solomon says, "Tne diligent hand maketh rich."

And it is true, indeed; but he considers not that it is not in the power of riches to

make a man happy; for it was wisely said by a man of great observation, "that
there be as many miseries beyond riches as on this side of them." And yet God
deliver us from pinching poverty, and grant that, having a competency, we may be
content and thankful. Let us not repine, or so much as think tne gifts of God une-

qually dealt, if we see another abound with riches, when, as God know^s, the cares

tliat are the keys that keep those riches hang often so heavily at the rich man's girdle,

that they clog him with weary days and restless nights, even when others sleep

quietly. We see but the outside of the rich man's happiness; few consider him to be
like the silk-worm, that when she seems to play is at the same time spinning her own
bowels, and consuming herself. And this many rich men do, loading themselves

with corroding cares to keep what they had already got. Let us, therefore, be thank-
ful for health and competence, and above all for a quiet conscience.
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WILLIAM COLLINS.
By Parson Fiiank.

It is now well-nigh one hundred years ago, that the frequenters of the cathedral

at Chichester used to mark a solitary figure passing to and fro, at all hours, along

its aisles and sombre cloisters. When the organ pealed forth its solemn music, and
tlie voices of the choii* accompanied it with notes of

** Linked sweetness, long drawn out,"

this pensive visitor would heave groans that rent his bo om almost to bursting, and
the big round tears would course over one another down his cheeks *' in piteous

chase," Music—and such music, in such a place—melted and overmastered quite

this lonely visitant, opening the *' sacred somxe of sympathetic tears," and lapping

his senses in that elysium which is peculiar to the sanctuary of sorrow. Through
the glooms of his spirit the mingled measure stole, and at length

" —A holy calm diffusing,

Love of peace and lonely musing.
In hollow murmurs died away."

It was William Collins—then a poor imbecile, in the prime of life but the wreck
of intellect. Trials and privations and disappointments had quenched the fine light

of his genius ; and the comparatively lucid intervals which allowed him to leave

the lunatic asylum, were spent in thus haunting the cathedral, and accompanying
the strains of chant and anthem with the sobs of his own broken heart.

His monument is to be seen within the temple he loved so well. A figure of the

poet is seen bending over an open volume, on the study of which lie seems mourn-
fully intent ; while neglected lies at his feet a scroll of his own composition, beside

a lyre, symbol of his craft. The volume is the New Testament. Dr. Johnson, we
are' told, met him one day during his irregular wanderings, and observed that a

copy of the sacred volume was his only companion. ** I have but one book," the

poor minstrel said, " but that is the best !" As for his own composition, he had
actually devoted part of a recent legacy to buy up all unsoiled copies, and had com-
mitted them to the flames.

Collins is one of those who may be called the mystics of poetry—not, however,
of the class of double-distilled mysticism which has lately provoked the strictures

of Delta Moir, A hazy spirituality ; a dim religious light—broods over his verse.

It is not the dreamy enigmatical cloudiness of Coleridge and his imitators. There
is no affinity between the Odes of the one and the " Khubla Khun" of the other.

Obscurity tinges the former, however, while in the latter it is a pervading power.

The poetry of Collins has been likened by Wilson* to the "voice of a spirit which
does not feed on the breath of this world, but, as thinly veiled from human appre-

hensions the thoughts and feelings of its own spiritual being, in imagery of that

world which is known to men." He deals much with abstractions, which it is for

him to clothe with vesture ethereal and vaporous ; and this manner distinguishes

him as a spiritualist from the harder, more angular style of his preceding and con-

temporary brethren of the l.yre. His mysticism is not enthralling and impressive

enough to make us cry,

** —Beware ! Beware !

His flashing eyes, his floating hair !

Weave a circle round him thrice.

And close your eyes with holy dread,
For he on honey- dew hath fed.

And drunk the milk of paradise."f

But it is sufficiently of the Clear-ohscure (chiaroscuro) kind to make us feel that we
are higher on the Muses' hill-country, and nearer the clouds, than when piigrim-

* Blackwood's Magazine, Yoi. xxvii, p. 834.

t Coleridge.
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isiii'- in the track of Pope, or Somerville, or Gray. His minstrelsy is more fitful

thaa the uniform measure of his foUows ; it is varied as the ebbing and flowmg ot

his wave-compelling soul.

" And now 'tis like all instruments,

Now like a lonely flute

;

And now it is an angel's song

That makes the heavens be mute."*

His earliest publication consisted of "Oriental Eclogues," during his Oxford

career, and which may be said to have fallen still-born from the press. Those who

dislike even a tendency to the obscure may, however, prefer these eclogues to the

odes subsequently published. But there can be little question that the genius of

the poet is vividly seen only in the latter. The eclogues might have been written

by another ; the odes by none but Collins. Even of the eclogues, nevertheless, it

has been observed bv Campbell, that this pastoral class of poetry, which is *' insipid

in all other En<Tlish hands," assumes in those of Collins a ''touching interest, and

a picturesque air of novelty. It seems that he himself ultimately under-rated these

eclogues, as deficient in characteristic manners ;
but surely, adds Campbell, no

lust reader of them cares anymore about this circumstance than about the authenticity

of the tale of Troy."t The second of the series is deservealy popular—having lor

its subiect Hassan the camel-driver, whom we see passing, in silent horror, o er the

boundless waste. The reality of the scene is brought out with a severe mtensity that

is almost oppressive. rri 4.1 . -^^^

Collins' *' Ode to Evening" is one of the sweetest of his poems. The theme suited

the sad twili^^ht of his mind, and he has adorned it with epithets of especial beauty.

Thus •—" Chaste Eve ;"—" the bright-haired sun sits on yon western tent
;

—

-

*« the beetle winds his small but sullen horn ;"—" thy folding-star arising shows

his paly circlet ;"-- thy religious gleams; ''-- and hamlets brown and dim- dis-

covered spires ;"-*' thy dewy fingers draw the gradual dusky veil
;
--meekest

Eve.:"—*' summer loves to sport beneath thy lingering hght. The versification

of this ode is very beautiful; it is that of one who may well be callea Ime-Ear,

though the name of Ear^Eye may be denied him. T^o the same class belong the

well-known " Dirge in Cymbeline," and the lines on the death of Ihompson,

whose memory was dear to the young minstrel. They are subdued and melancholy

as the chimes of muffled bells. The music is a soft inland murmur—meet, 111 pity s

ear. for the woodland pilgrim's knell. Not in vain had Collins mvoked that divme

simplicity which " disdains the wealth of art, and gauds, and pageant weeds, and

trailing pall;"—her presence is felt m the neighbourhood of iair Fidele s grassy

tomb :

—

*' The redbreast oft, at evening hours,

Shall kindly lend his little aid,

With hoary moss and gathered flowers,

To deck the ground where thou art laid.'*

It is felt in the stanzas on the poet of the seasons, buried beneath the cold turf of

the green hill's side

—

" And oft as ease and health retire

To breezy lawn, or forest deep.

The friend shall view yon whitening spire,;

And 'mid the varied landscape weep.'*

Those addressed -To a Lady," on the death of Colonel
^^f

^t Fontenoy.

are far inferior, but are not without warm admirers. The addresses to

Pity, to Peace, to Mercy, are less fitted for a long life .^"^^^8 ^^^^,^^^^^

classics ; there are tints of Delia Cruscan colouring about them, relieved by bolder

* The Ancient Mariner.

t Campbell's British Poetry, Vol. v., p. 312.

I Of Ilichmond Church, Thompson's burial pUce.
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Strokes than one finds on the scented cardboard and album paper of the Sewards

andHayleys. The Ode to Liberty is spirited ;—freedom is traced out and worshipped

from haunt to haunt—on the bleak mountains of Switzerland—on the willowed

meads of the Low Countries, and on the white cliffs of Albion, •' once hid from

those who search the main."

The so-called ode on the ** Popular Superstitions of the Scottish Highlands"

deals with a mystic theme congenial to such a mind as that of William Collins.

He was one who loved to gaze in reverie on the night-side of Nature, till he could

feel his hectic cheek fanned and cooled by the breezes of the dim border-land

between seen and unseen, natural and supernatural, finite and infinite, temporal

and eternal. ** Filmy visions floated before his half-shut eye—and they were beau-

tiful, but unsubstantial all, and owning remotest kindred with the flesh and blood

creatures of this our living world. He loved to dream of superstitions and en-

chantments, but he was not a sublime seer." He lacks the second-sight of the

Gael—his Ossianic fervour—hLs peculiar and majestic gloom. Accordingly, this

ode is said by a true Scotchman and true critic—one whose love of the heathery

hills and solemn glens of his native land is passionately strong—-to be *' uninspired

by the fears that beset fancy, and only an eloquent and elegant narration of sights

and sounds that, had they been seen and heard aright, would have wailed in rue-

ful and ghastly strains, curdling the blood."* Had Collins been born and passed

his young days amid the mountainous grandeur and impressive solitudes of the

Highlands ; had he, like Colma, wandered by night, alone, on the hill of storms,

listing the wind as it swept athwart the grey steeps, and the dash of the torrent

down the rugged rocks ; had he been nursed on the lore of Fingal, and among the

hoary wastes of Morven ; had his boyhood's remembrances been connected with

spots where the Lady of the Lake listened to the pipes of Clan Alpine,^ or the

Maclvors wont to tremble before the Bodach Glas ; had he roamed as a child amid

such regions

—

*' Late, late in the gloamin', when a' was still.

And the fringe was red on the western hill,"t

then, indeed, might such a spirit as his have dreamed far grander dreams, and

have seen visions more absorbingly real. As it is, he was wanting in those fine

instincts and indefinable associations vt'hich belong only to the fond natives of such

a district. Cowper, excellent as a limner of the level scenery of our home coun-

ties, would have been ill at ease, we apprehend, in a description of Glencoe such as

a Glencoe man would approve ; nor can we quite fancy Leigh Hunt—admirable

though he be on Hampstead Heath or in Kensington-lanes—succeeding wherever
Christopher North has succeeded. Yet there are strokes in the handiwork of

Collins which imply that had he lived in that

** Land of brown heath and shaggy wood,
Land of the mountain and the flood,"

his faculty of translating its symbols into graphic and thrilling verse, would have
ranked with the highest and truest of all.

It is by his *' Ode to the Passions" that he is best known. It has been called the

finest ode in the English language. Like his other lyrics, it was at first neglected ;

but later criticism has awarded it the profoundest homage. Silently and imper-
ceptibly," as Southey remarked, ** it has risen by its own buoyancy, and its power
is now felt by every reader who has any true poetic feeling." Campbell attributes

some degree of its universal repute to the absence of that mystic character which
attaches to most of Collins' poems. " A cloud of obscurity," observes this elegant

critic, " sometimes rests on his highest conceptions, arising from the fineness of

his associations, and the daring sweep of his allusions ; but the shadow is transi-

tory, and interferes very little with the light of his imagery or the warmth of his

feelings. The absence of even this speck of mysticism from the Ode on the

* Professor Wilson.

+ Hogg: " Kilmeny."
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^M^ Passions is, perhaps, the happy circumstance that secured its unbounded popu-
^^B larity.*' Collins here boldly indulges in personification, and enlists the sympathies
^^ of those to whom the abstract is caviare, by turning the abstract into the concrete,

qualities into living agents, passions into dramatis persona?. Fear comes before us,

a shrinking, self-scared form. Anger rushes forward, and strikes the lyre with
one rude clash, the utterance of a pent-up heart. Hope awakens strains of
promised pleasure, bids Echo prolong them, smiles with exultation at the soft re-

sponsive voice, and waves in ecstacy her golden tresses. Revenge peals a blast

through his war-denouncing trumpet, with dejected Pity at his side. An exqui-
site vision follows :

—
" With eyes upraised, as one inspired,

Pale Melancholy sat retired, ,

And from her wild sequestered seat.

In notes by distance made more sweet,
Pour'd through the mellow horn her pensive soul

;

And clashing soft from rocks around.
Bubbling runnels join'd the sound;

Through glades and glooms the mingled measure stole ;

Or o*er some haunted streams with fond delay,

Round a holy calm diffusing,

Love of peace and holy musing.
In hollow murmurs died away."

Then uprises Cheerfulness—whose sprightly tone merges " // Penseroso^' in
'* l*AllegrOf' followed by Joy, *' with viiiy crown advancing," and shaking a thou-
sand odours from his dewy wings. Consummate is the artistic skill which adapts the
musical rhythm and cadences of this Ode to its ever-varying theme. From grave
to gay it fiuctuates, from lively to severe. Now the sea of sound is lashed into

bo sterous agitation, now subdued into tremulous calm ; the wild outburst of some
"stormy wind Eurocyldon" is succeeded by the lullaby of spring-like zephyrs.
The choral tumult subsides into a d.\)lcet pianissimo—as though the " Stone him to

death !" of Mendelssohn's St. Paul were followed by the " Rest in the Lord" of

his Elijah

:

" By turns we feel the glowing mind,
Disturbed, delighted, rais'd, refin'd :*'

the transitions are from low sullen sounds, ** a solemn, strange, and mingled air"

to soft Lydian measures ; from the beating of the double dium with furious

heat to the woodland echoes of Melancholy's mellow horn ; from the soul-

subduing voice of dejected Pity to the brisk pipe and sportive viol of Tempe's festal

shades.
If, however, Collins has not entirely succeeded, even in this Ode, in rescuing

his subject from the unreality which coldly clings to all such allegorical fancies, he
has but failed where failure is, perhaps, inevitable. Nothing wearies us sooner
than commerce with abstractions. It says much for the genius of Collins that he
has made a subject of this ideal character so popular. Elocutionists and amateur
declaimers delight in mouthing this psychology of the Passions, and feel that in

reciting it they are tolerably sure of the sympathy of their audience. Its variety
gives scope. to ** many-sided" expression, and deserves better exponents than
the Young Roscii of boarding-school fame, to whom it is as familiar as household
words.

Collins had a more genial insight into Nature than was common to the min-
strels with whom he is usually classed. He had an eye for the revelations of

this "Cosmos," to the symbols of which so many of us are stone-blind.* The

* As Carlyle says :
** The Universe makes no immediate objection to be conceived in

any way
;
pictures itself as plainly in the seeing faculty of Newton's Dog Diamond, as

of Newton ; and yields to each results accurately corresponding. To the Dog Diamond,
dog's meat, with its adjuncts, better or worse j to Newton, discovery of the System of
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scenes he pourtrays have, indeed, a certain twilight hue, an evening-like sadness,

caught from the pensive spirit of the seer. Not that he gazed on them through the

discolouring medium of green spectacles, sickening all objects into a livid bilious

aspect ; but he watched and loved them best when
** Eve gently takes the daylight by the wrist,

And calmly leads him to her soUmu bowers. '!f

In his poetry, therefore, we have Nature, but Nature seen by Collins. And
when the mood of our own minds is in harmony with his, and we have learned

'* To look on Nature, not as in the hours
(jiflll

Of thoughtless youth,"j ^^H'
we are impressed with the fidelity of his touch, and convinced of his love for that
" autobiography' ' of the world we live in, a few^ at least of v.-hose hieroglyphics he
could decipher so well. Par behind Wordsworth in this science, he was at any
rate far before Pope and \ii?, papal adherents.

I

FOUCAULT'S EXPERIMENTS AND THE ROTATION OF THE EARTH.

The rotation of the earth round its axis has long been admitted as an indisputable

fact. It is true that the evidence of sense appears to oppose it, to attest that the
earth is motionless, and that the sun and stars revolve around it ; but reason is

given us to decide rightly on its testimony. Various circumstances aid our
judgment. Thus, as we sail onwards with a very steady breeze, the land, the

houses, the trees appear to move ; while the vessel in which we are seems to be
motionless. Were the eyes to be closed, we should be absolutely unconscious of

passing onwards ; and we should continue so just as long as the water remained
unagitated ; but only let waves arise by the action of the wind, or some obstacle

impede our progress, and then the difference of our previous circumstances will

be sufficiently palpable. As, then, the rotation of the earth is not impeded, so to

it we are insensible, though its revolution on its axis is, to an inhabitant of London,
at the rate of about eleven miles a minute !

To such a conclusion, many passages of Scripture were, for a long period, sup-
posed by many to be hostile. Thus we read '* the world is stablished that it cannot
be moved ;" and of its Creator, as Him** who laid the foundations of the earth
that it should not be removed for ever/' Again, we read, "the sun ariseth, and
the sun goeth down, and hasteth to the place whence he arose ;" and he brought
the shadow ten degrees backwards, by which it had gone down in the dial of
Ahaz ;

** so the sun returned ten degrees, by which degrees itwas gone down.'*
Once more, Joshua said, ** Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon, and thou, moon, in

the valley of Ajalon. And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed." But to all

these, and similar quotations,."Ht has been satisfactorily replied—the Bible was not
designed to teach men physical science ; it has a far higher aim, and, therefore, it

describes the earth and the heavenly bodies in accordance with ordinary and
general observation.

So far, then, the objections urged from the senses and the scriptures are

neutralised, and it becomes us to form a just and clear conception of the movement
that remains unaffected by their testimony. To employ the precise and luminous
words of Sir J. P. W. Herscher: **A free rotation of the earth round its centre,

if it exists, and be performed in consonance with the same mechanical laws which
obtain in the motions of matter under our immediate control, and within our
ordinary experience, must be such as to satisfy two essential conditions. It must

the Stars.—Not the Universe's affairs at all ; but the seeing party's affair very much, for
the results to each correspond, with exact proportion, to his notion of it." This is but a
ijuaint paraphrase of Coleridge's doctrine

—

*' 0, Lady, we receive but what we give !'*

•f
Dugald Moore, + Wordsworth.
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be invariable in its direction ivilh respect to the sph^^rc itself̂ aud ur.itonn i\\ i's

vi locity. The rotation must be performed round an ajcis^ or diameter of the sphere,

whose j7o/e«, or extremities, where it meets the surface, correspond always to the

same points on the sphere. Modes of rotation of a solid body under the influence

of external agency are conceivable, in which the poles of the imaginary line, or

r.xis, about which it is at any moment revolving, shall hold no fixed places on the

surface, but shift upon it every moment. Such changes, however, are inconsistent

with the idea of a body of regular figure about its axis of symmetry, performed in

free space, and without resistance or obstruction from any surrounding medium or

disturbing influence. The complete absence of such obstructions draws with

it, of necessity, the strict fulfilment of the two conditions above mentioned. Now,
these conditions are in perfect accordance with what we observe, and what re-

corled observation teaches us."
One illustrative experiment, tried at Bologna, by Guglielmini, and afterwards

repeated at Hamburgh, is worthy of notice. On the principle of the earth's

rotation, to say that a stone let full from the top of a high tower, should alight

precisely under the point from which it started, it to affirm that which ought not

to be perfectly true ; and that for the following reason :—The starting point of the

stone being at a greater distance from the centre than the point directly under on the

earth, describes a somewhat larger circle, and moves a little quicker. ^ The stone,

therefore, at the commencement of its fall, has a motion from west to east, a little

more rapid than the under point of the earth. The resistence of the air, though
it exist with respect to the fall of the stone, does not exist with respect to the

motion from west to east, since the air, earth, and stone are carried together ;

consequently, the stone should fall a little east of the foot of the tower.

Now, when a stone was thus le . fall at heights of 241 and 235 (French) feet,

this result actually occurred. In every instance it fell a fraction of an inch to the
east, and never to the west of the point directly under the point of projection.

Had this departure been purely accidental, how could it always have taken place

in one direction ? It is absolutely impossible to account for these phenomena on
ar.y other hypothesis than that of the earth's rotation.

That these phenomena fully accord with the observation of the heavenly bodies, has
been amply and satisfactorily shown by the illustrious astronomer already mentioned.
We take but a fragment, from his pages, of illustration. Were the reader to station

himself, on a clear evening, just after sunset, when the first stars begin to appear,

in some open situation, whence a good general view of the heavens can be obtained,

more and more stars will appear as the darkness increases, till the whole sky is

over- spangled with them. When he has awhile admired the calm magnificence of

this glorious spectacle, the theme of so much song, and so much thought,—a spec-

tacle wliich no one can view without emotion, and without a longing desire to

know something of its nature and purport—let him fix his attention more particu-

larly on a few of the most brilliant stars, such as he cannot fail to recognise again
without mistake after looking away from them for some time, and let him refer

their apparant situations to some surrounding objects, as buildings, trees, &c.,

selecting purposely such as are in different quarters of his horizon. On comparing
them again with their respective points of reference, after a moderate interval, as

the night advances, he will not fail to perceive that they have changed their places,

and advanced, as by a general movement, in a westward direction ; those towards
the eastern quarter appearing to rise or recede from the horizon ; while those which
lie towards the west will be sure to approach it ; and, if watched long enough, will,

for the most part, finally sink beneath it, and disappear ; while others, in the
eastern quarter, will be seen to rise, as if out of the earth, and joining in the

general procession, wdll take their course wdth the rest towards the opposite
quarter.

It is, therefore, on the fact thus amply demonstrated, that the experiments of

M. Foucault have recently cast a new and unexpected light ; and all who have
the opportunity should see them as exhibited by Dr. Bachhofl'ner, at the Polytech-
nic Institution. To the eye is presented o, circular table, sixteen feet in diameter,
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divided as our artificial globes are, into 360 degrees. Suspended from a beam, a
tlie top of the hall, is a pendulum bob, resembling in shape a boy's peg-top ; it i;

composed of iron, and weighs exactly twenty- eight pounds ; and it is by thi:

in motion that we gain an additional proof of the earth's rotation on its axis.
Now, here a difficulty is commonly suggested to the mind. It asks, naturalli '

enough, how can any motion of the earth be determined by such means ? Are no'
the circular table and the pendulum bob alike carried round on its surface r T(
this it is at once replied,—Assuredly they are both acted upon by the earth's mo
tion, but they are not acted upon aMe. Indeed, Dr. Bachhoffner places this beyonc
all doubt

;
for on a side-table he has made an arrangement, by which it is seen thai jj

though it is all made to rotate, the pendulum suspended over it continues the vibra
tion that was given to it when the table was motionless.
The fact demands special attention, that the movements of a pendulum art

entirely dependent on the part of the earth over which it vibrates. For example, sa
the force of gravity is less at the equator—the circle which divides the globe intc
two equal parts—the vibration ofthependulum willbe slower at the equator thanatthf
poles. This was one of the ways in whichthe true figure of the earth was ascertained

;

for after making due allowance for the effect of the centrifugal force which gives
our globe its revolution round the sun, gravity was found to be greater in the polai
than in the equatorial regions, and thus the figure of the earth appeared to br
spheroidal.

^
As, then, the velocity of the vibrations of the pendulum depends or

its length, in order to vibrate at the equator in the same space of time as at the
poles it must be someAvhat shortened at the equator, and at the poles it must be

'

proportionally lengthened.
The following table from the Astronomer-Iloyars treatise on the ** Figure of the

Earth,'* shows the length of the second's pendulum in English inches, at a few oi
the stations where it has been actually determined :—

Station. Latitude. Length of Pendulum.
deg-. min.

Spitzbergen 79 50 N 39 21469
LeithFort ...... 55 59 39-15546
London 57 31 39 13929
Paris 48 50 ...,. 39 12851
3Sew York 40 43 39-10120
Sandwich Isles 20 52 39-04690
Isle of France 20 10 39-04684
CapeofGoodHope 35 55 3907800

It is, therefore, placed beyond all question that the movements of a pendulum
depend on the place where it vibrates, and this is worthy of special remembrance.
Dr. Bachhoffner supplies some mathematical data, illustrative ofthe motions oj

the earth, and also those of the pendulum, for which the reader must be referred to
his illustrative lecture. But now for the experiment :—See ! the pendulum has been
brought to a state of repose, beyond the boundary of the circular table ; and then,
suddenly detached, it vibrates, without any cii'cular motion, along the equatoriat
/ewe, extending from degree 1 to degree 180 ; thus cutting the sphere described
on the table into two equal portions. A quarter of an hour elapses, and does it

vibrate m the same line ? No ! So far from it, it has passed onwards three degrees
;

^^•n V
^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^® passed over twelve degrees

; and in about thirty hours it

will have traversed the whole sphere. And why ? The pendulum moves as it did
at first, but the table has partaken of the motion of the earth, and thus, its rotation
has been rendered visible.

Such, then, is the experiment for which we are primarilv indebted to M. Fou-
cault, and which, we trust, we have rendered intelligible to those who will onlj
read this description of it. Without anv mathematical science, but with a simple
knowledge of the fact, that a pendulum suspended over a circular table, and first
moving in a line which cuts it into two equal portions, and afterwards, without
any alteration of its vibration, has gradually all the lines of the table brought undei
the pendulum, until the one is gained along which it started, renders it palpable
that the table has moved round, because the earth has done so, from its revolving
about an axis passing through its centre.

1
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GLEANINGS FROM MY COMMON-PLACE BOOK.

NO. VIII.—DREAMS AND NIGHTMARE.
^^ all ages the people have had faith in supernatural appearances, and have attributed to

3rtain persons the power of holding converse with the inhabitants of the world of

nrits, or of influencing the destinies of others. Some of these superstitions have been

f a really frightful character, and have taken their complexion very much from the

;mper and disposition of the people. I quoted some years ago, from a work entitled

Scenes and Legends of the North of Scotland,'' the following account of a fearful

pparition which was said to be seen. Here it is, in the author's own words :
—" I have

eard imperfectly-preserved stories of a lady dressed in green, and bearing a goblin

iiild in her arms, who used to wander in the night time from cottage to cottage, when
11 the inhabitants were asleep. She w'ould raise the latch, it is said, take up her place

y the fire, fan the embers into a flame, and then wash the child in the blood of the

oungest inmate of the cottage, which would be found dead in the morning." The Irish

ave a superstition that a well-favoured child is often stolen away, and an ill-favoured

ne left in its place, by the fairies ; but in general the spirits of Ireland are not so cruel

3 the spirits of Scotland. They are, however, more mischievous, and perform feats as

oid of reason or wit as any of the fairy inhabitants of other climes. Hogg, the Ettrick

hepherd, has given, in his contributions to Blackwood^ elaborated by his pen, sketches

f the wild and horrible superstitious which, up to a very recent period, were prevalent

mong the people of Scotland.

In Bennett's ** Specimens of British Prose Writers" a remarkable witch-story is

jlated. I must give it in the author's own words :
— ** On the subject of witches, 1 can

resent the reader with a story which places in a very striking light the possible illusion

f the imagination, under the influence of superstitious opinion. It may be proper to

remise that a tvitch^ in her quality of nightmare, is styled in our popular superstitions

hag ; and that, consequently, a person troubled with the nightmare is said to be hag-

idden.
" About fifty years ago, there lived at a village in Somersetshire an old woman who was

enerally reputed a witch. Her body was dry and bent with age; she supported her

3eble steps with crutches. Her voice was hollow, of a mysterious though hypocritical

olemnity ; and from her eye proceeded a glaring and a piercing light, which fixed the

eholder in silent dread. Around the blazing hearth many a tale was told, and every

ale believed, of goods stolen and cattle slain by more than human means : how she

Tophesied of ill to come, and dire mishaps, and that whatever was foretold in her dark

Drebodings was sure to come to pass : how, often, on the back of a lusty cat or broom-

tick vile, she traversed with lightning-speed the fields of air, to work her witcheries in

oreign lands. No one had doubt she had dealings with the devil.

** A young man of the same village, at the age of one or two and twenty, and in the

all vigour of health, began to receive all of a sudden the visits of the nightmare every

ight, as regularly as he went to bed. The sittings were so weighty and so long

ontinued, that his health was soon materially affected. In the course of three or four

aonths, from a strong and ruddy youth, he became feeble, pale, and emaciated, and

mally exhibited the external symptoms of a person in a deep decline. Neither he,

lowever, nor his neighbours, to whom he communicated his case, had any doubts respecting

he real cause of his suff'erings.

** In spite of the fears of superstition, he was a man of great resolution. He was

esolved to lay in wait for the hag, awake. He resolved and he re-resolved, but

mfortunately was always oppressed by sleep before the critical hour. At length he

ucceeded. "He continued broad awake, when, at dead of night, he distinctly heard on

he stairs the sound of footsteps softly and cautiously ascending. He was all alive,

ile put his hands from under the bedclothes, in readiness to grasp his prey. She

eached the foot of the bed, ascended, and proceeded gradually along either leg.

Advanced beyond the knee, she was preparing to fall with her leaden weight upon his

)reast. In aa instant he leapt towards her, seized her with both his hands by the hair,
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and held her with convulsive strength. At the same moment he vociferated to his 1

mother, who slept in an adjoining room :
' Mother, I have caught the hug ; bring nn.e

a light.' The mother in certain faith flew down stairs for a candle.

** Meanwhile the contest continued with furious violence between the son and the hag,

who dragged him out of bed, and the struggle was then continued on the floor with

unabated rage. The candle was now kindled ; but on the very first glimmer of its rays

on the staircase, the hag, with a supernatural force, tore herself from his grasp, and
vanished like lightning from his eager eyes. He was found by his mother standing on

the floor of his chamber, almost breathless with the efforts he had used, and with both

his hands full of hair.

** On hearing the story, I eagerly inquired for the locks of hair. He replitd, without

the slightest suspicion or embarrassment :
* Ay ! I was much to blame for not keeping

the hair, for that would have identified the person beyond dispute. But in the hurry of

my feelings I let it drop on the floor, and she took especial care I should never see it

more. But I so ovoi^hauled her on this occasion that she returned no more to torment

me. It is curious (said he), that while I had her in my grasp, and was struggling with

her, though I felt assured who she must be, yet her breath, and the whole of her person,

appeared to me like those of a blooming young woman.'
*' The person to whom this very singular story happened is still alive. I have heard

the substance of the story more than once from his own mouth, and can therefore vouch

for the truth of the eff'ect, whatever we may think of the cause."

There can be no doubt that this man was labouring under a delusion, unless, as is

scarcely conceivable, some young woman had been playing him a trick. The absence of

any proof—no hair being retained—is suflicient to show that he was the dupe of a

diseased imagination. I will make a few observations on the philosophy of dreams in a

future article, and attempt to explain the causes of nightmare.

While on the subject of dreams, I may as well give one which I met with in an old

Universal History, and which partakes of the character of the eastern apologues.

Khondemin, an eastern writer, tells us that the Caliph Haroun Al Raschid, saw in a

dream at Rakha, before he departed from that place, a hand over his head full of red

earth, and at the same time heard the voice of a person pronouncing these words :
** See

the earth in which Haroun is to be interred. '^ Upon which he demanded where he was

to be buried ? and was instantly answered by the same voice, "at Tus." This warning
greatly discomposing him, he communicated the dream to his chief physician Gabriel,

the son of Baktishua, who told him that this ought to give him no manner of concern,

as dreams were only phantoms produced by the fumes v.^hich the humours of the body
sent into the brain ; and that the expedition to Khorasin in order to extinguish the

rebellioa of Rafe Ebu Al Seith, he was upon the point of undertaking, had given place

to this imagination. He added that no better remedy could be thought of to dissipate

his melancholy, than to pursue some favourite diversion that might draw his attention

another way. The Caliph, therefore, by his physician's advice, prepared a magnificent

entertainment for his principal courtiers, which continued several days. He afterwards

put himself at the head of his troops and advanced to the confines of Jorjan, where he

was attacked by the distemper, which increasing, he found himself obliged to leave the

army and return to Tus. He sent for his physician, Gabriel Ebu Baktishua, and said to

him :
** Do you remember, Gabriel, my dream at Rakha ? We are now arrived at Tus,

the place according to what was predicted in that dream of my interment. Send one of

my eunuchs to fetch me a handful of earth from the neighbourhood of the city. One of

his favourite eunuchs named Masrur, was immediately despatched to bring a little of the

soil of the place to the Caliph, who soon returned and brought a handful of red earth,

which he presented to Haroun with his arm half bare ; at the sight of which the

Caliph cried out: ** In truth this is the earth, and that the very arm that I saw in my
dream." Hid spirits failing, and his mal-dy increasing, he died three days after this

explanation, and was buried in the same place.
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THE NATIONAL SCHOOL IN HYDE-PAKK.

JOHN SMITH, IN TOWN, TO HIS COUSIN, IN Tllli COUNTRY.
July 12iii, 1851.

My Dkar Jessie,—From the newspapers and the Illustrated Exhibitor you

will learn all about the Queen's visit to the City, with an account of the illmnmations,

Thewches, and other fine doings at the Guildhall on the 9th ;
therefore i shal say

nothing more about them. In writing to you, Jessie, I say what a young man might be

exnec^edto say to a sensible young woman who is likely one day to be his wite, leaving

all matters of love, and so forth, for oral rather than written communication ;
so, it at

anytime my letters should grow prosy and dull, you have nothing more to oo than

to lay them aside and think of our last long walk. I have often heard you say tha you

like to sit just between the lights and have a quiet reminiscent doza—though that was

not exactly the phrase you used. You recollect when we read Longfellow^s poems

together : how beautifully he speaks of that twilight time 1—

*' Come read to me some old poem,

Some simple and heartfelt lay,

That shall soothe this leslless feeling,

And banish the thoughts of day ;

And the night shall be filled -.vith music,

And the cares that infest the day

Shall fold their tents, like the Arabs,

And as silently steal away/'

I have been twice to the Exhibition since your return to Greenside. Just now there

is a movement going on in London concerning the ultimate destiny of the Crystal

Palace and all thi wonders it contains ; and really, when I thmk that a day is coming

when all these glorious objects, this prodigious result of the science, genius, energy and

Mustry ofthe world shall resolve itself into its separate elements and be returned to

Se countries whence they came-when the fairy vision that we gazed on in transept, nave,

and eallerv shall be dissolved, and swept away, and - leave not a wreck behind -when I

relfflhat the Commissioners positively hold an order for the pulling down of that beau-

iffulTouse of iron and glass, at once the most real and imagmative that ever man reared-

a tlSiTorsadLs coies over me that I cannot for the life of me resist The general

LS, that at all hazards the buil^^^^ must be retained ; and as for the pecumary

success of the great speculation, that is past all question. It only remums therefore,

foi The peWle to speak o^^ and, for a winter garden or some such purpose,

fiiA rvvfiital Palace will become the property of the nation.

Yo.7recoIirct J^ ie, that you asked me what was the 'jtiUty of collecUng together so

laree a show of raw materials, miaerals. and natural products ? Just then I cou d not

answer fou at sufficient length ; but since then I have bethought me tow nearly are

all these obiects allied to the comforts, wants, conveniences, and elegances of life. 1

We never as you know, considered the Exhibition as a mere giant bazaar, but have

always looked upon it as a great National School, where all-the rich and poor, the

wtelnd the unfearncd, the stripling from school ^.d the student from coUege-migh

Tather wisdom and instruction, if they only took the trouble of thinking. Now I wil

IndeavruTto show you, Jessie how 1 consider all these apparently unimportant things

become tainortant. You recollect that we stood before a rather unmteresting-lookmg

iserttegaC under the transept, labelled "Imports from Hull," when you asked

thfauestiof and that, at a short distance from it, was another case (close to the model

S Gull ver bound hand and foot by the Lilliputians,) marked " Import, from Liv-er-

nool
" From these two cases, plain as they appear, what a vast store of knu« ledge

may be riean^d ! You will recollect that one was filled with specimens of the hai ad

Itns of vaTus animals, and that the other contaiued varieties of raw produce, oic», and

''Cwy wfbtftuik ourselves for a moment, we shall discover th«r use in the Crystal

P,Le The fibrou cotton and flax are asso'ciated with the finished muslu. g.ru.ent

I^ the rough sU^'s cable, the construction of each of which gave employment to
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thousands ; the beautiful statue is symbolized in the rude unsquared block of marble,

and John Bell's wonderful Eagle Slayer is but the product of those misshapen masses of

metallic ore that we passed by so carelessly. Again, we listen to the strains of music

coming faintly and sweetly on the ear from Erard's grand pianos, and are we not indebted

to the animal world for the string-made melody ? Ths ivory and the pearl, the sponge and
the coral, the cochineal and the floss silk which we there see in their manufactured

states,—do they not at once carry back our minds to dangerous adventures in forest and
ocean, to far-off lands where the white man is even yet a comparative stranger ? There
is bees' wax, a common-looking object enough, which recalls only a memory of polished

tables and chairs ; but if we only go a few steps further, we shall see there the wax in

shape of elegant artificial flowers for the table, and in figures which are to teach the

student the minute construction of the human frame.

Very ordinary-looking things are wool and hair ; and yet, if we think a little, we
shall find that without them we should get on but badly, for there is scarcely a known
animal that does not contribute some part of his economy to the sustenance, comfort,

or adornment of mankind. The wild horse of the American Pampas supplies us with

hair for our sofas and couches ; the sheep of Australia, the llama of the east, the swan
of the north, the oxen and rabbit of the west, supply us with wool and hair for our gar-

ments, and down for our beds. If the hair be useless or deficient, men dry the skins of

many kinds of animals for the purpose of making glue and gelatine ; while even the bones

and fat of vast varieties and tribes of living things light up our houses, lubricate our

machinery, or—through the means of tlie phosphate of lime which the bones possess

—

contribute to the sustenance of millions of civilised men, as manure for our lands.

That one article, oil,—without which, or its equivalents, we could not carry on our

manufactories for another year, for the ceaseless friction of the wheels and cogs would
soon render them useless—that alone finds employment, in the whale fisheries in the

north and south seas, for thousands of brave men, who dare danger and death in a

thousand fearful shapes almost every day of their existence. On this subject how much
might we learn that is not taught in books. Just pausing before the Liverpool

case, we perceive that the superior kinds of fat oil are divided into two distinct products,

stearine and fluid oil,—the former used for candle making, the latter for illumination in

the form of lamps.

And so, Jessie, we might go through the whole Exhibition. There is nothing among
the natural, animal, or raw products which does not tell its own story : even the poor

neglected oyster-shell furnishes us with the material by which we make the artificial pearls

that young ladies adorn themselves with at Christmas times ; and the sand of the sea-

shore and the alkali, associated with tin foil and quicksilver, go to make the mirror before

which you stand night and morning to dress that beautiful hair of yours.

The humblest things in nature are brought into combination for the use of man ; and
if what I have written, Jessie, bears not its own moral, then have I written to you a long

letter in vain. The Great Exhibition is an immense National School, in which all, who
are not either too proud or too idle to learn, may gather something useful and enduring.

Believe me, yours, J. S.

Energy.—We love your upright, energetic men. Pull them this way and the

other, and they only bend, but never break. Trip them down, and in a trice they are on

their feet again. Bury them in the mud, and in an hour they would be out and
bright. They are not ever yawning away existence, or walking about the world as

if they had come into the world with only half their soul; you cannot keep them down
—you cannot destroy them. But for these the world would soon degenerate. They
are the salt of the earth. Who but they start any noble project? They build our

cities and rear our manufactories ; then whiten the ocean with their sail, and blacken

the heavens with the smoke of their steam-vessels and furnace-fires ; they draw forth

treasure from the mine—they plough the earth. Blessings on tliem ! Look to them,

young men, and take courage; imitate their example, catch the spirit of their energy.

Without life what are you good for? and what is your life good for if it is idly passed

away? We should ever measure life by life's employment.
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SAINT SWITHIN'S DAY.
[July 15th.]

** St. Swithin's day, if thou doat rain,
For forty days it will remain

;

St. Swithin's day, if thou be fair,

For forty dajs 'twill rain na mair."

—

Ancient Legend.

The chroniclers of the Church of Rome
tell us that St. Swithin was of noble pa-

rentage, passed his youth in innocent sim-

plicity, in the study of grammar, philo-

sophy, and the Holy Scriptures ; and that

when he was promoted to holy orders, he
was an accomplished model of all virtues.

His learning, piety, and prudence, induced
Egbert, King of the West Saxons, to

make him his priest, and to appoint him
tutor to his sonEthelwolf WhenEthelwolf
succeeded to the throne, he governed his

kingdom in ecclesiastical matters by the
{)rudent advice of his former tutor, whom
le caused to be elected bishop of Win-
chester.

William of Malmesbury says, " Though
this good bishop was a rich treasure of all

virtues, those in which he took most de-

light were humility and charity to the

poor; and that in the discharge of his

episcopal functions he omitted nothing be-

longing to the true pastor. He built divers
churches and repaired others ; his mouth
w^as always open to invite sinners to re-

pentance, and to admonish those who stood
to be aware of falling. He was most se-

vere to himself, and abstemious in his

mode of living. He delighted in spiritual

exercises, and in conversation would bear
no discourse that did not tend to edifica-

tion."

Of the man who thus adorned and
blessed the church in his generation she
may be truly proud, and if gi-atitude

would suffer his name to be omitted in her
calendar, the interest of religion w^ould
retain it. The name of St. Swithin there-

fore still adorns it,—a monument of virtue,

piety, and wisdom.
He died on the 2nd day of July, S(34, his

body being buried, by his own order, in the
churchyard, in order that his grave might
be trodden by passers-by. Haa the history

of this virtuous and pious prelate here
been closed, justice would have been done
to his memory, and his name been retained
in the remembrance of his countrymen
w4th those feelings of respect to which he
was so eminently entitled. But an over-
strained anxiety to do honour to his
memory, has, by the imputation of incre-

dible wonders to the virtue of his relics,

cast a shade of ridicule upon him ; and he
is now only known among us as a weather-

gage, which is still preserved for its an-
tiquity, and our amusement.
Upon the removal of his body from the

churchyard to the church, or, in the lan-

guage of the monk of Malmesbury, " upon
the translation of his relics," on the 15th
of July, 964, "such a number of miracu-
lous cures of all kinds were w^rought as
was never in the memory of man known
to have been in any other place." Doubt-
less he speaks the truth ; for not only does
the catalogue exceed the powers of me-
morv, but even the stretch of imagination.
The narrators of the traditions relative

to St. Swithin, disagree in their accounts
of the miracles they impute to the virtue
of his relics ; though they vie with each
other in a desire to magnify the import-
ance and to increase the number of the

miraculous performances fabulously im-
puted to him. W^e have, however, the

ibllow^ing imperfect summary in the com-
mentary on his life. "Upon tlie day of

the translation of his relics, a bo}", whose
limbs had been contracted from his youth,
w^as made whole. A woman who
was imprisoned and bound in fetters was
set free. A paralytic person was healed;

a noble matron and tliree other women
who were blind, were restored to sight.

Twentj^-five men afflicted with various
diseases were perfectly restored in one
day ; six and thirty sick persons coming
from different places were cured within
three days; and one hundred and twenty-
four within fourteen."
The virtue ascribed to his relics was

even claimed for his statue ; and further,
the following legend w^as put forth to
show that the miraculous power of^ the
saint w'as not confined to those places
wherein his relics were *^eposited and his

form exhibited.

"A certain woman," says the veracious
historian, ^' sleeping in a house in the city

of Winchester, with her door open, a wolf
took her out of bed and carried her into

a wood, where with dreadful howling he
called other wolves to him. The woman
weak from fasting and age knew not what
to do, but tuj-ned herself to her prayers,

invoked divine assistance, and called loudly
on St. Swithin. No sooner did the wolf
hear this same name than he fell asleep

;

the woman immediately withdrew herself
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from liim, aii<l the animal awaking pursued
her witli his companions, but was incapable

of luirting her whom the mercy of God
and the hoi}' bishop had undertaken to set

free."
How the vulgar notion that St. Swithin

exercised an influence over the weather
originated, it is difficult to say, for the
writers who professed to give his authentic
history, make no mention of the circum-
stance. The legend, however, whatever
be its origin, is as follows :

—

The ciergj^ considering it to be disgrace-
ful that the body of the saint whose
miracles were as innumerable as the sand
upon the sea shore, or as the drops in the
ocean, should lie in the open churchyard,
resolved to remove it into the choir. This
was to have been done with a procession

of great solemnity upon the 15th of July.
The saint, however, by no means approved
of this officious interference, and in order
to prevent such a violation of the orders
given in his lifetime, miraculouslj'^ caused
it to rain so heavily on that day, and for

the following forty days, as to render the
attempt impossible, and it was conse-
quently abandoned as heretical and blas-

phemous.
The circumstances attending this reputed

miraculous interference of St. Swithin,
shows the degree of credit^ and autho-
rity to which tradition is entitled.

^

Legend contradicts legend ; and tlie

'

popular influence of the more recent one
swallows up without reserve a whole host

of predecessors. To believe both is

impossible ; to believe either unwarrant-
able ; and if the cause of truth did not
compel us to reject a guide so fallacious as

tradition here appears, we must do so as

the friends of virtue and religion. The
history of a wise and exemplary prelate

has been defaced, its salutary influence

upon society destroyed; and a record
which was designed to be an example of
lite and instruction in manners is con-

verted into a worse than profitless super-
stition

LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XXIL

H AviNG traversed the chief part of the elementary grounds on which a sure knowledge

of French may be based, and being now desirous to concentrate as much as possible our

attention upon those reading works which will complete the object we have undertaken,

we vnll prepare to close this series of lessons by condensing in the few that remain all

the more important information which our students still require. It would be with

reluctance we should then take our leave, were it (as people say) for good. It is not

eas}7 to write for readers so intelligent, or to answer correspondents so grateful and so

cordial, without fueling keen interest and warm regard for so many scattered and unseen,

but numerous and hearty friends. But these instructions, revised, freed from the

errata which have unavoidably crept in here and there, and collected in a separate and
convenient shape, will still be with them, and will often be referred to in their studies.

We shall, besides, continue to meet our new friends in those little works for the appear-

ance^ of which they are now anxious, in order that they may put their recent acquirement

to profit, and, as the French would say, may practically utilise, in an agreeable manner,

the knowledge just attained. Those works will virtually prove, as it were, the continua-

tion, in a simple yet more advanced form, the enlargement, the improvement, and the

practical exemplification of our lessons.

FUENCH INTO ENGLISH.
Le sept octobre, dix liuit cent huit, imndaM Ventrevue cVErfurty Napoleon etant a table

during interview Erfurth at table

avec une douzaine de i ois, la"Convcrsation (f.) tomba (peifect tense defnite, third person

with dozen conversation tomber—to fall

pAngidar)'<^MX la date (f.) de quelque buUe (1) papale (2). Un ecclesiastique (m.) qui

on date bull papal ecclesiastic

etait present (m ) dit que cetle buUe fut proclamee (f.. past participle) en 1409. Napoleon
pvodamer—to proclaim

le (1) corrigea, (2) f?/5a«i qu'elle avait ete proclamee en 1336, sous le regne (m.)
him corriger—to correct saying it under reign

de TEmpereur Charles Quatre ; I'ecclesiastique avoua que Napoleon avait raison,

lui demandant (present 2)articiple) " comment il se rappelait la date d'une (1)

demander—to i* k how se rappeler—to rememher
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telle (2) chose (3) ; si c'^tait la date d'une bataille (f.), cela serait mollis etoimant.''

such tbicg battle less astonishing.

Napoleon, en presence de tous ces rois, commen9a sa reponsc (f.) par Ics mots

—

words

"Lorsque J'etais lieutenant d'artillerie"— ce qui causa un mouvement tr6i marque
lieutenant artillery movement marked

parmi les illustres convives,

among illustrious guests.

In the last sentence of this exercise you observe once more the " this which" (or
** that which'*) in the recapitulatory member, where we should, in English, have said
** which," or **a thing which." It is well to fix in the memory this manner of using

ce qui. The two last words of the exercise illustrate a remark we formerly made, to the

effect that though the French certainly place the adjective after the substantive far

oftener than we do, yet the usage of their language is growing more and more free in this

respect, and they are enabled almost always to adopt whatever construction sounds best,

and to maintain a continual variety. Another instance in point occurs in tlie prize

exercise. Chateaubriand might there have said, if he had chosen, une providence
adinirabley instead of une admirable providence ; and, as far as the mere French is

concerned, the former would have been quite as much French as the latter. Where,
indeed, the adjective is a very long \Yord, and the substantive a very short one, the

longer word should come last. In the sentence higher up, quelque bulle papale could
not well be changed ; this for other reasons. The adjective-pronoun quelque ^ which
always precedes the substantive, can never itself be preceded by an adjective referring

immediately to the same substantive; nor can quelque (s.) or quelques (p.) be well

divided from its substantive by any other adjectives than those formerly enumerated by
us as, of their own special right, preceding substantives. We allude to such adjectives

a.sjeune, bon^ &c. You would say, quelquesjeuncs hommes, ** some young men ;" but
it would be infinitely better to say, quelques hommes illustres^ "some illustrious men,"
than to reverse this order.

Then you perceive that lieutenant d' artiUerie is used for " lieutenant of artillery;" and
not lieutenant de Vartillerie. The article is not used before a substantive which is

introduced indefinitely, without any specification as to what portion or classification of it

is meant. Thus you would say, un jardin rempli de fleursy and not dv:.s Jleurs ; mean-
ing ** a garden filled with flowers." Here there is no specification. But if you use a sub-

stantive in the widest possible meaning it can bear, that becomes of course one of the

clearest of all specifications ; and the definite article is then employed in French. For
instance, suppose you wanted to render ** flowers do not live long," here you would say

LES fleurs; because the proposition regards flowers in the universal scope of the word,

and as flowers. So, when we say *' man thinks," it is the same as saying that all men
think; you take the whole scope of the meaning conveyed by the w^ord *' man ;" and,

therefore, you would say in French, I'honune. But, we beg special attention to this :

it is quite possible, and even quite common, and a matter of hourly recurrence, to use a

substantive in a vague and general sense, and yet with an individual limitation. For
example, **fl mans voice." In this sentence the word man is used vaguely and gene-

rally, and yet the meaning is limited to some one man—though that one may be any.

In fact, it is the same as saying " some man's voice," or ** some male voice;" and is

fundamentally and essentially different in purport from the phrase '* man's voice." This

last term would refer to the nature of the vocal organ given to our species, and could be

turned equivalently, not like the other into the phrase ^^ some male voice," but into
** THK human voice." Here we have clearly in " man's voice" the word *' man " taken

in the most universal sense it will bear, referring not to any individual (that though

general is not wide enough), but to the very species itself of man. So is the word
** voice" equally universal. Now note how these two terms must be respectively trans-

lated into French. ** A man's voice" must be rendered (our students, r-e say this in

passing, must remember that there is no V with this English eff'ect in Frerwch, and that

it must be turned into the genitive case by ** q/")

—

" a man's voice" then must be

translated thus, ^'une voia; d' hornme ;" vihQveas '* man's voice" would be in French,

LA voi^^ de l' homme.

:>'^.
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Another instance* in which the definite article is not used in French is, after all adverbs

of quantity, excepting one. Thus you would say, beaucoup de chevaux^ not des

chemuxy meaning many horses ; so peu de chevaux ("a few horses.") The exception is

bien when used in the sense of beaucoup ; (of course we do not mean when used in the

sense of tres^ **very.'^ You must say bien des chevaux ('* many horses,'') bien dbs

femmes (" many women,") &c. . But all the other adverbs of quantity are used wij:h de

before the substantive, and no definite article. " How many horses," combien de

chevaux; ** enough cheese," assez dk fromage (not du) ;
*' enough soldiers," assez de

soldais (not des) ; '* as many men," autant d' hommes (not des hommeSy which would

be pronounced daze um, whereas d* hommes is pronounced dum.) So it is, in fine,

with ail these adverbs except bien^ when used in the sense of beaucoup, whether to

mean '* many" or to mean " much." Of the former we have given an example : of the

latter here is an instance :
" much bread," bien du pain (not de), or beaucoup de pain

(not du) :
** much trouble," bien de -la. peine (not de), or beaucoup de j»emc(not de la).

A third instance in which the definite article is dropped in French before the substan-

tive is where ^* 5ome" is meant to be conveyed, when an adjective precedes the substan-

tive. Our readers already have learned long since that *' some" may be rendered in

French by the genitive of the article (du m., de la f., des m., and f. plur.), where no

adjective precedes the substantive. Thus, du pain, **some bread;" de la volaille

" some fowl ;" des,. chevaux, " some horses ;" des cavales, " some mares." But, ** some

good bread," de bonpain; " some good fowl," de bonne volaille ;
*• some good horses,'*

de bons chevaux ; '* some good mares," de bonnes cavales,

A fourth instance in which the definite article is dropped is in similar phrases where

a negative follows :
" I have not any butter," Je rCaipas de bceur ; whereas, for *' I have

some butter" you would say, J'ai du bceur.

In the exercise we have given the reader will observe that sometimes the perfect tense

definite is used, and sometimes the imperfect ; and he will be glad to ascertain, in a clear

manner, under what circumstances he should choose the one ; under what, the other.

The perfect tense definite is sometimes called the historical tense, because it is com-

plete in the past sense which it conveys. The event which it particularizes took place

once for all, and is over, as it were, before more is told.

On the other hand, the past force of the imperfect tense is not so complete. It has a

lingering meaning. It refers often to something that continued for some time to be in

the state it describes or mentions ; and the duration of that state is sometimes measured

by some other circumstances. For that reason it is frequently expressed in English by
** was being," " was doing," ** did," *' used to be," &c. &c.

As for the perfect indefinite, it refers to something done and past in the course of one's

lifetime, or of any lapse of time, a part of which may be supposed to be not yet

expired,—or something done and past without specifying the exact epoch. It is used by

the French oftener than we use the same tense ; and, indeed, is the commonest of all

the past tenses.

Pendant que Tetais a V Exposition, un homme me recommanda d' alter, &c.
** While 1 was at the Exhibition a man recommended me to go," &c.

The first tense is the imperfect, the second the perfect definite, in conformity, as the

reader will find on examination, with the rules just given. Suppose, again, you wanted

to say, '* Howard was a man of the greatest benevolence ;" here you would employ the

imperfect tense, because you do not mean that Howard was at any given epoch such a

man, but was habitually and continually so. You would, we repeat, for this reason,

use the tense which implies the protracted past, the lingering duration :

—

Howard etait

un homme de la plus grande bienveillance.

Thus then, we trust, we have thro?vn some light on a point which has puzzled a great

many of our students. Indeed, it is a perplexity to all beginners in French. If our

students will fix well in their minds what we have said on this subject, and about the use

and suppression of the definite article (much n ore employed in French than in English),

they will assuredly guard themselves from the chance of falling into some of the most

common errors committed by English learners.

The attention we are now obliged to give to the examination of the various prize

exercises (of the number of which the reader may lorm an idea, if, after counting those
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we acknowledge at tlie end of the present Lesson, he look back and add to them the

previous arrivals), renders it impossible to extend our instructions further in the present

chapter.

TO OXTR *' FRENCH '^ CORKESPONDENTS.
Giuseppe.—You say that you did not know, when you fir?t wrote to us, that the

signature of Vhomme i^auvre et petit was objectionable; which is as much as to insinuate

that because we did not give a special answer to some queries in your letter, you have

discovered that we despise your signature. You show a rash and gratuitous readiness,

which we have little deserved, to impute to us motives which we hold in abhorrence, and
which have uever been ours. We have been constantly actuated by very difterent

feelings ; and we are sure that very few of our readers, if any, will be able to understand

such a mode of construing what we do. Giuse})pe should reflect that each signature

inserted in these answers represents a letter, and often a long letter. In the midst of a

great press of business, it is surely possible for us to have made the mistake of a c for an
s in handing so many initials to the printer ; nor is it even impossible for such a trans-

position to occur in the very act of the printing itself. It is really too bad to suppose
that so natural an error should arise from some violent antipathy which we mvst have
conceived against Vhomme jjauvi'e ct petit. If he will be so good as to tell us once

more what information he desires from us, we will try to satisfy him quite as readily,

and, truth to tell, mucl^more readily, than if he were Vhomme le lolus riche de VAngle-
terre.

Additional prize exercises have been received from C. E—e, from Geo. M—n, from
J- H. Mc—n, from Jos. O—y (we know riiothing of the article signed Pauvre Ecolicr)^

from Beta, from R—n S—th, from A—d C—k, from L. M. N., from Otho, from
Jn. T—r, from Jn. M—11, from Wm. E—e, from Wm. G. O—r, from J. K—t, from
Wra. Ch—n, from A. U. A—n, from Ja. R—s, from T. G. R., fiom G. C. R., from
Ch. W—n, from Ths. A—s, from L. B—w, from H. C—11, from Jn. G— r, from
Jos. T—s, from A—w F—s, from Jn. Mi. (again), from Jas. W—d, from W—r M— n,

from J. W. H. S.,from M. O., from S. W~k-n, from W. J. W— s, from Th. H—d,
from Geo. J-^d, from R. S. A—n, from D. H—y, from Saml. A., from E. M—n;
an exercise in a French letter, without any signature, from Hull ; from E. F. S— n,

from S. G—y, from R. T—r, from A. B. P—n, fromAl. P— e, from Jn. L— s., from
Une Filandiere, from J. H. C—d, from R. P—r, from * Macd," from Jn. F. C—n,
from W. S. S S. B., from W. H— d, from B—n H—s, from R. P—r, from H. J. B— y,

from T. St—t, from Anti (in Burnley, Lancashire), from W. H—k, from Jn, Th—n,

Ja. P—e, from Ev. G—ths, from Ja. S—th, from R. G—n, from E. F—r, fiom
E. R—r, from M. P. E., from G, P— tt, from Jn. B—r, from Jean (2), from
Jn. W-—V, from Y. Y. Y. (2), from Hen. M., from H. P. P., from Samuel N., from
Jn. C-—p, fi-omC P. P., from G—n L—s, from W—r P—t (2), fi'om Jos. K—n, from
Geo. R— r, from J. C. E—n, from J. II. B—11; from some one at Glasgow, whose
signature begins with an L; from J. Kn., from Geo. B. C—n, from R. B—s, July 5

(translation of the advertisement almost wholly correct : precis historiqtio, however,

means '* historic summary,*' not *' precise history") ; from T. W—y ; from Guillaume^

apprenti de taiUeur ; from Fred. A—s (who, having begun with us, telis us he can now
make out any French book) ; from T. N. M., from R—h B., from J. \\\ E, W., from
D. W., from Crispin, from J. L—m ; from T—s B—y, from W. L—r; [we do not
remember to have received ** E. P.*s" exercise from Exeter, unless it be identical with

some one of those acknowledged already], from Jos. C—11, July 3 ; from C. W. W.,
July ; from Jn. M—n, Perthshire ; from J. K—n (second) ; from J. D. P— g, from
Essayez, who is inadmissible among the competitors ; from tin Gmyoiiy from J. Y—Is

(second) ; from La Fille d^tui Prolr/taire^ from Jn, B—s, from C. P. B., from ** A
Tyro,' from A. B—r, from J. Y. Pro—y, from Ja. C— d, from B. P—ps, from F. W.
S—o ; from H. W., from W. H. S., from W. G. R—d, from X. Y. Z., from W. S—p,

from S—t S—s, from Wm. H—k, from S. G. K—ly, Stepney ; from T. S. A. (second),

'Oxford; from St. A—n, from R. G. H., from Jn. F—y, Glasgow; from Phil. Anthr,,

from Hen. M., from Jn. G—r, Julv 4; from Jacques L—tte, from W. G—r, jun. ;

from H. C—ge, from H. L— e, July 4, from T. H. N~n, from J. K—n, from Th.

S—^^ ^^m G—s H—r, from J. C, Belfast; from Fr. H—n, from A. C. N. (whose
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English article has been consigned by us to the proper editors) ; from A. H,, July 4 ;

from C. B— d, from J. W—ns, from J. B—y, from J. T—ms, July 4—from Th. H—d,

July 5 ; from James D—d, from Wm. M—t, from Artifex, who is not admissible

;

from R—n Sm., July 5 ; from A. K. E., from R. D—n, from Un Manoeuvre, Nevr-

nastle ; from D—y L—k, from Geo. T—y—r, July 5 ; from — R, from J

—

z V—

t

B y^ from Th. F—g—d (did he begin with us ?) ; from Henri Toujours, from TMi

Jenne Homme^ from Jn. P—t, from J. M—er, July 4 ; from An. R—y, from]

^ St—le, from S—y L—b, from Jn. T—r, jun., July 5 ; from Jn. W—r, July 5
;

from Th. C. G—g, un gargon; from J. S—rt, from E—n L—s, from J. E—ns, from

W. J—s, from E—n B—n, from Geo. H—b, from M—k S—r, from Th. St—11, from

W. P. C. D., July 4 ; from Geo. W—t, from R. M. B—t, from W. P. E. H. D. Y.,

from Wm. N—n (English, July) ; from Ignotus, from Jac. Lav., July 5 ; from E. R.

and J. F., same place, Leeds; from Ed. Stolt, who is, we think, inadmissible; from

S. H—d, jun. ; from *' Short of Time," R. H. ; from E. M—n, from " A Welchman,"
from J. H. A. H., who is inadmissible ; from Wm. C—n, from Alpha, from Alf. D— s,

from Al. D—g, from J. T. S., from Ja. G~y, from J. G. C. M., from Jn. H—t,

from Wm. C, Kilmarnock; from Ch. C—^e, from D—d T—m, from Geo. Fred. B., of

B—n ; from W. Ro—e, Beds, last admissible day ; from Un Garfon^ E. (even justice

will be dealt out to all) ; from Mary {the French only) ; from Anne Louise, from Hen.

H—y, from Fred. Ma., July 7 (du) ; from Geo. Mc. A., from Joseph C. R, from A
Shoemaker, whose surname we cannot decipher, care of Mr. T. S;;—t, Edinburgh ; from T.

K—e, from R. R—es, from John Mi,, last day ; from J. S. B., West of Yorkshire;

from J. H., operative potter, Staff. ; John W—n ; from Alf. Pow., from Th. P. B.,

from Mary, a servant (the English. Can this be the fellow exercise of the above }) ;

from W. H. L -w, from Th. Sp—t, French only, last day; Edward W-~n.
E. E. Br.'^ n.—Thanks for your polite and most appreciating letter. It may seem

hard to you for one person to attend, with the success which happily has marked these

instructions, to the multiplicity of intricate details involved m them. But at least,

unity of design and harmony of effect can be obtained only thus ; and, in his own line,

many a member of the working classes performs wonders quite as great.

Th. S—T.—" Is this," you ask, "the least wonder of this age of wonders, that

possesses a French class numbering some thousands of pupils, who are scattered over'

several hundred miles of country^ taught by an invisible master—one with whose name,

even, w^e are unacquainted—for the small charge of one penny per week each?" It

mav not be '* the least," bul" we do hope that a still greater will be seen in the result ot*

the* works with which we hope to continue in a far larger degree the advantages as well as

the interest of these lessons. We have only laid the foundation ; the superstructure is

to come. We may here, however, remark, as an answer to queries, almost numberless,

which have poured in upon us from all quarters, that, before the first of those books

can appear, we must despatch the business and adjust the various claims and merits con-

nected with those prize exercises which have at the present moment a clear title to our

undivided attention.

Any correspondents to whom we do not directly reply, will surely, in consideration of

existing circumstances, hold us acquitted of all intentional discourtesy.

Plait-il.—We perceive already so much excellence in a far greater number of

e.verciges than we had dared to expect, that the proprietor of the Working Man's
Friknd has determined to enlarge the number of the intended prizes, which will be

awarded, however, in due graduated proportion. Means will also be adopted of acknow-

ledging and of marking the progress of those who, without having entitled themselves to

a prize— a re^vard which would lose its value were it not restricted to the very highest

class of evinced ability—shall nevertheless have proved, even in an inferior degree, that

they have laid solid foundations for their new acquiremeBit.

James D—i).—Elsewhere we acknowledge your prize exercise. There is little

danger of any imposition taking place, for, as you observe (independently of the direct

precautions which we take), the publicity we shall give to the names of the successful

competitors would lead to a subsequent publicity of a less agreeable kind, in case of any

unfair dealing, such as would be surely exposed by people in their own localities.

We have not time now to answer numberless individual inquiries about our forth-

coming reading-work. It will, of course, contain many advantages over these Lessons.
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

s. noun-subfitantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb

Demur'her, s. (in law) a pause or stop
put to any action or suit, upon a legal ob-
jection raised, which must be determined
by the court prior to any further proceed-
ings being had therein.

Demy', s. a kind of paper so called ; the
name distinguishes the size only

;
printing

demy is about 18 inches by 22.

Den'drachate, s. agate marked with the
figures of shrubs or trees.

Den'duolite, 5. a petrified shrub or leaf.

•^ Dendrol'ogy, s. the natural history of

trees.

Dendrom'eter, s. an instrument for
|

measuiing trees. i

I

Den'izex, s. a citizen, a freeman, a/
jnatural born subject ; an alien who obtains

jiotters patent to effect his naturalisation,

;ind thereby enjoys the right of purchasing
aiid devising land. He is, however, ex-

cluded from all offices of trust, civil aiid

military, and is incapable of holding a seat

in Parliament, &c.

Denouement', s. (French) a discovery

;

the finishing or winding up of the plot of a

drama.

Dense, a. close, compact, almost solid.

Den'tal, a. relating to the teeth.

Den'talite, s, a kind of fossil shell.

Den'tate, De^ 'taxed, a. toothed,
notched.

Dentic'ulated, a. having small teeth or

notches.

Dexn'tifrice, s. a powder or composition
fur cleansing the teeth.

Denti'tion, s, the act of breeding the
teeth.

Den'tist, s. a tooth doctor.

Den'toid, a, of the shape of teeth.

Deob'stkt/ent, s. any aperient medicine
;

a medicine which removes intestinal ob-
structions.

De'odand, s. literally ^* given to God,**

rUe term is applied to anything forfeited to

the King ; originally intended to be applied

to pious purposes.

Deox'ygenate, v. a. to deprive of

oxygen.

Depar'ture, s. a nautical term for the

number of miles which a ship has sailed

?ast or west.

Dephlogis'ticate, v. a. to deprive of

phlogiston, or inflammability.

Depict', ?;. a. to paint, to pourtray.

; V. verb; v. a. verb-active ; y.n. verb-neuter,

Depii/atory, s. any an[)lication which
removes hair from the human skin.

Deple'tion, s. the act of emptying out,
or from.
Deploy', v. a, (a military term) to spread

wide ; to extend, in a line of small depth,
an army, division, or battalion, which has
been previously formed in one or more
columns.
Depo'larisf, v. a. to deprive of tendency

to the pole.

Depo'nent, s. a witness on oath ; in
grammar^ such verbs as have no active
voice.

Deporta'tioNj s. transportation, exile.

Depo'ss, v. to degrade ; to divest ; to
attest.

Depos'it, s. a thing laid up as a pledge ;

a pledge ; a security given. The term de-
posits is used in reference to matter lodgf d
in certain places; thus alluvial deposits iiXQ

earths and other matters, carried by the
motion of water and lodged in the beds of
rivers, or imbedded in the earth ; chemical
deposits are the settlements of certain sub-
stances dissolved in fluids.

Deposi'tion, s. the act of giving publ-c
testimony ; depriving a prince of sove-
reignty.

Depo't, s. a place in which stores or otlicr

articles are deposited.

Deputa'tion, s, a person or persons ap-
pointed to represent others, to state their

opinions and wishes, and to act on their be-
half.

Dep'uty, s. anyone that transacts busi-

ness for another ; a substitute ; a viceroy.

Der'elict, a. utterly forsaken ; in law,

goods relinquished by the owner. Land
which the sea has left is called derelict

;

land and ships forsaken at sea are derelicts.

Deriva'tion, s. a tracing a thing from
its original.

Derm'al, a. pertaining to the skin.

Dermes'tes, 5. insects which feed on
leather, and are destructive of the binding
of books.

Der'nier, a. (French) the last, the only
remaining.

Der'vis, Der'vise, s. derwish is a

Pcrsfan word, which signifies poor, indi-

gent; and a dervise is a religious mendi-
cant, hermit, or any one who retires from
social life in order to devote himself entirely

to religious contemplation ; a Turkish
priest ; a fakir.
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Desca-NT', V. 71. to discourse at large.

Descend'ant, 5. the offspring of an an-

cestor.

Descenso'kium, 5. a chemical furnace.

Descent', 5. in English law, is the act by

which, on the death of the owner of an in-

heritance, without making any deposition

thereof, it is cast upon another as an heir.

Deshabil'le, 5. (French) an undress; a

morning or working dress.

Desic/cate, v. a, to dry up, to exhale.

Desidera'tum, s. that which is desirable.

DiiSi'GN, s. in the fine arts a design is a

figure traced in outline, without any relief

expressed by light and shade ; also, a sketch

in water colour, in which the relief, or

shade, is expressed by Indian ink, Sepia, or

Bistre, or clothed in its proper colours, Tlie

term expresses, also, that combination of

invention and purpose which enables the

artist to compose a picture or a group in

clay, or on canvas or paper. An architec-

tural design consists of the plan, elevation,

and section of a building, besides others of

details, or parts at large.

Des'pot, s, an absolute prince ; one that

governs with unlimited authority.

Des'potism, s. absolute power, tyranny.

Desuoa'tion, s. a profuse sweating.

Des'uetude, s. the disuse or discontinu-

ance of iiny custom or practice.

Des'ultory, a. unsettled, unconnected.

Detach'ment, s. a body of troops disen-

gaged from the main body, and sent off for

some particular purpose.

Detail', s. a minute and particular rela-

tion of any circumstance, operation, or de-

sign.

Deten'ebrate, i\ rt. to dispel darkness.

Deter'gent, a. cleansing, purging.

Deteiuora'tion, s. the state of growing
worse.

Deterra'tion, s. the discovery of any-

thing by removal of the earth.

Deter'sion, s. the act of cleansing.

Det'inue, s. (in law) a writ or action

that lies against anyone who has had goods
delivered him to keep, and who refuses to

give them up.

Detona'tion, s. the noise which happens
on mixing fluids that ferment with violence,

or when certain powders explode in conse-

quence of triction or pressure—hence called

detonating po\cders»

Detor'tion, s. a wresting from the true

import.

Detour', s. (French) a turning, a way-

about.
"^<—»jt?'DE, V. a. to thrust down, to lower.

\Detrujs'cate, a. to lop, to cut.

Deuterog'amy, s, a second marriage.*

Deuteron'omy, s. the name given to

fifth book of Moses iu the Holy Bible,

which contains a secoiid account, or r

pitulation of the law, the word being

rived from two Greek words, signify

second and law.

Devel'opment, s. the name given to

process by which any mathematical expre

sion is changed into another of equivaleij

value or meaning, and of more expandn

form.

Devi'ce, s. a contrivance ; in the /,

arts, a device means a motto, emblem,

other mark by which the nobility, gentr

and others, were distinguished at tourn

ments.

Devi'se, s. anything bequeathed by wil^.b

V. to give by will. *

DevoiPw', s. (French) service, duty ;
;

act of compliance or obsequiousness.

Devolu'tion, s. the act of rolling dow

Devotee', s. one greatly devoted
;

t:

term is generally employed to describe i

bigot, or one superstitiously devoted to ar

object.

Dew, 5. the moisture which, when tl

surface of the ground is colder than tl

atmosphere, is deposited from the air,intl

form of minute particles, on the surfaces ^

bodies in contact with it.

Dew'lap, s. the flesh hanging from ti

throats of the ox tribe, seen especially

the Zebu and the Brahmin bull.

Dex'tee, Dex'tral, a. the right, or

the right hand or side, as the dexter po
in heraldry.

Dey, s. the title of a Moorish prince.

Dia'blerie, s. (French) devilry ; inci

tation; hocus pocus. '

DiAC'ONAL, a. of or belonging to t

office of a deacon.

Diacous'tic, a. pertaining to the scieij

or doctrine of refracted sounds.

Diadelph'ian, a. (in botany) having t

stamens united into bodies.

Di'ADEM, s. the frontlet worn by kii

and princes, made of various materials, a

variously ornamented.

DiiE'RESis, s. a disjunction of syllab

where a diphthong occurs.

Di'ADROM, s. the time in which the vib

tion of a pendulum is performed.

Diagnos'tic, s. a symptom by whic

particular disease is distinguished.

Diag'onal, 5. a line drawn to^ the op

site corners of a square, or right lii

figures.
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THE PEACE CONGEESS AND THE WORKING CLASSES.

fHERE has been an idea of very ancient date, that to sustain the lionour of an

ndividual or of a country you must fight a duel or Avage a war. Hence boxing,

isingthe fist, the pistol, the swore?, or the cannon, have long been popular
;
and to

iTive an enemv, or supposed enemy, " a good beating," as it was called, to maim him

l^orlife, or lay him dead on the field, was considered the most glorious of our

ieeds.
' The common bully boasted of it in the pothouse, the squire in the man-

don, and the lord in the castle ; and the country gave its highest rewards to the

linen who had shed most blood. Heroes have always been very expensive articles.

What a deal of treasure and blood Marlborough, Nelson, and Wellington have cost

us. Howard put us to no expense ; so great is the diff'erence between warriors

and philanthropists. We have reason to believe, however, that the nation is

ibecoming wiser, and that people begin to see that there are more honourable things

than bludgeons, bayonets, blunderbusses, broken heads, bleeding carcasses, or

[slaughtered bodies. Christianity told us long ago that to forgive an injuiy was

more noble, valiant, courageous, and godlike, than to avenge it
;
and that if we

wanted to slay our foes, the best way was to kill them Avith kindness, and thus

destroy their enmity, and convert them into friends.

«* Courage" means to " act with heart;" but we never could see anything but

heartless7iess in murdex or revenge, while patience and forgiveness exhibit the high-

est and most godlike courage. In the prayer, *' Forgive us our trespasses, as we

foroive them that trespass against us," we make ourselves, as it were, an example for

the'^Deity to follow, and thus intimate that to pardon ofi'ences is a manifestation of

magnanimity which the Creator may follow, and in doing so would greatly

advance his own glory. We fear that our prayers and our practice have been

strangely at the antipodes to each other ; for while we have prayed many times on

the Sabbath to be forgiven as we forgive, we have shown but little of that mercy

which we have called upon the Almighty to imitate. K the Eternal should only be

as merciful to us as we have been to others, we fear that the destiny of many would

not be very hopeful. We have a great work to do before the true honour and reU-

aion of the nation can be vindicated, and it will require years of mercy and bene-

volence to obliterate the stain of cruelty and blood which our wars have left upon

us as a people who have delighted in the sword. It is one consolation that, while

wa-s are dear, humanity and benevolence are cheap, and literally cost nothing

;

and therefore we have some hope that the national debt which the former have

created, and the national bankruptcy into which the standing armies on the Con-

tinent are plunging the governments, will soon leave them no other choice but the

economy of justice, libertv, philanthropy, and peace. It is a comfort to reflect that

national honour can be sustained and defended without spending a penny. Neither

bayonets nor artillery of any kind are needed. Kindness, mercy, and love-graces

that give rather than take-that enrich rather than impoverish-are the

only powers that we require to ennoble our country and the world.

The *' Peace Conghess," held on the 22nd of July and following days, has

suggested these remarks, and we insert them here because we feel assured that the

question of universal peace must be supported by the masses before it can triumph

As soon as the people take up the cause, and refuse to fight, there will be an end
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of war. If Lord John Russell, Viscount Palmerston, Colonel Sibthorp, Mr. Dis-

raeli, and all the bishops, clergy, and dissenting ministerswho advocate war, had had

to become common soldiers, and to go out and fight the Kaffirs, we should never

have heard of the pranks of Sir Harry Smith. It is because governments calculate

on the folly, depravity, and inhumanity of the working classes, that they venture

to be insolent, unjust, and cruel. They suppose that in our fields and workshops

there is a store of unthinking viciousness and malignity which can at any time be

bribed, demoralised, and sent abroad to slay and be slain, and thus earn laurels

for dukes and lords ! ! But let them once know that those who proclaim war
must themselves fight out the battle ; and cabinets, premiers, and privy councils will

soon become as peaceable as lambs. Instead of negotiating after rivers of blood

have been shed, they will then negotiate Jirsty and thus save all the expense and

carnage of military expeditions.

We have a firm conviction that when this matter is duly considered, our

operatives wdll not only refuse to be the tools of tyrants, to fight their battles, but

will also determine to manufacture no warlike instruments. Depend upon it, that

it is not only a cruel but an unprofitable trade to make swords, daggers, pistols, or

guns. These implements are intended to slay men who might be our customers,

or, if they do not assassinate them, to convert them into implacable enemies.

Before long the manufacturer of a bayonet will reflect upon its use, and become so

shocked at his own cruelty, that he will drop the hammer from his hand, and flee

from such a vile occupation, preferring poverty or exile to the worse than fiendish

employment of constructing the instruments of death. "\Ve can imagine that he

will thus reason with himself :

—

*' For what am I toiling at the forge and the anvil ? What is the destiny of this

piece of steel on which I am bestowing so much labour ? Am I a man, and is it

a fact that, for the sake of a little gain, I am producing a murderous weapon, to

aid the barbarian in his savage rage, the tyrant in his attack upon the rights ofmy
brethren, and the plunderer in his villany in devastating fields and cities, in pil-

laging houses, in making wives widows, children orphans, and in reducing the inno-

cent and the harmless to poverty and want? Is it true that to me tl;e savage, the

despot, the slaveholder, the thief, the cowardly assassin, and, in a word, all the

most cruel, base, inhuman, and malignant of mankind, look with complacency as

the worse than demon who is to aid them in all their hellish machinations against

the property, the persons, the rights, the liberties, and the happiness of their

species ? Am I elaborating an instrument which is to pierce the heart of a brother,

give his body to the dogs, and send his soul unprepared into the presence of his

Judge ? What a cursed occupation is mine ! Heaven frowns on it, Humanity

blushes at it. Justice condemns it, and Mercy execrates it. And shall I—a man, a

Saxon, a Christian—thus sell myself to be the tool of tyrants, the accomplice of

savages, and the auxiliary of thieves and midnight murderers ? No ! Let my arm

drop from its shoulder-blade, let my right hand forget her cunning, let the bread

and water of poverty be my fare, rather than I should hire myself out for such

purposes, or devote my muscles and mental powers to the execrable work of manu-

facturing the weapons of death
!"

Our working men and women have the most powerful motives for setting their

faces against war and standing armies.

I. Wab is the origin of om National DEiiT, Our fathers borrowed money
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that they might have the means of carrying on these wars, and we have to pay for

their folly and cruelty. Here we have a remarkable illustration of the truth of

that text which says that God will ** visit the sins of the fathers upon their children

to the third and fourth generations." This threatening does not mean that the

children have to answer for the crimes of their parents, or that they are actually

punished in the stead of their fathers ; but it assures us that the effects^ or natural

consequences, of the sins of fathers and mothers will remain to scourge their offspring

;

and of this we have an impressive example in our National Debt. Some talk of

the prosperous time which the country enjoyed while we w^ere at war, but they

forget that we were then borrowing money which we have now to pay, the interest

of which costs us twenty-eight millions a year. People that borrow money and

rim in debt may seem to be very affluent and prosperous, but then there is a

reckoning time. Some of our lords and dukes have lived most extravagantly, but

their heirs have had to smart for it. This has been exactly the case with us ; and

the sins of our fathers will chastise their children to the third and fourth genera-

tion, or perhaps very much longer. Here, then, we have a greater lesson on the

evils of military glory than any other nation has ever had. "VVe are made to feel

it in almost everything we buy or sell. We can hardly take a single step but the

tax-gatherer. Excise or Custom-house officer meets us, and demands our money

and impedes our movements : and this occurs because of our ruinous wars. Other

countries are recovering from the mischief we did to them, but our National Debt

remains, and will perhaps remain for ages, and especially burden those who earn

their bread by the sweat of their brow.

II. But for war our taxes would be very trifling. Eighteen-pence or two

shillings 2l head per annum, would amply meet every reasonable expense, and supply

the monarch and all the necessary officers of State with munificent salaries ; but

we now pay annually about £2 12s. each person. These taxes press most heavily

upon the working classes, and rob them of ten thousand comforts. Almost every

quarter of the globe has drunk the bitter cup at our hands ; but it has passed away
from them, and has come round to us as a permanent beverage. Could we esti-

mate all the woes we have inflicted by our wars on other nations, and then calculate

the ills which English men and women have had to endure from the taxes which

war has imposed upon them, it would be found that we have not been less cruel to

oar own brothers and sisters than to foreigners. Ask why the tax on soap is not

removed ? and you are answered with the National Debt. Ask, why knowledge is

taxed, and the same National Debt stares you in the face, or the standing army
manoeuvres before your door ; and inquire into what tax you may, you will have

the same answer. Thus war has been, and still is, the Englishman's scourge.

We seem to have the plagues of Egypt imitated again by our senatorial and political

magicians, for we have crawling frogs, swarming flies, and locusts in abundance ;

while darkness and want, in the shape of taxes on light, knowledge, food, trade,

and industry have slain our first-born by the thousand ; and the greatest wonder
is, that any nation has been able to sustain such aggravated visitations for so great

a number of years. All these inflictions rest most heavily upon the men and women
who make the wealth of the country, who have had nothing whatever to do with

the origination of the wars, and who have participated none of their profits. The
prizes are carried off" by your Marlboroughs, Wellingtons, and their posterity, but

the woes remain to afilict the artisans and labourers of the day.
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We have much more to say on this subject, but we do not wish to make this paper

tedious. We trust that the " Peace Society " will meet with universal sympathy

from the masses. We were delighted equally in Brussels, Paris, and Frankfort to find

tliat several operatives from England were present testifymg their approbation of

ihe movement. Most of them, we found, were Teetotalers, and therefore could

afford the expense. Temperance men and women can live cheaply, can see a little

of the world, and can sanction the benevolent institutions of the day. Let us only

liave the Peace principle in our workshops, and then we may bid farewell to wars,

standing armies, heavy taxation, and the other ten thousand calamities that follow

in the v/ake of the victor's progress and triumphs.

THE SPIRIT OF DISCONTENT.

" I WILL not stay in Lowell any longer ; I

am determined to give my notice this very
day," said Ellen Collins, as the earliest bell

was tolling to remind us of the hourfor
labour.

•* Why, what is the matter, Ellen ? It

seems to me you have dreamed out a new
idea ! Where do you think of going ? and
what for ?"

" I am going home, where I shall not be
obliged to rise so early in the morning, nor
be dragged about by the ringing of a bell,

i;or confined in a close noisy room from
Tiiorning till night. I will not stay here

;

1 am determined to go home in a fort-

night."

Such was our brief morning's conversa-
tion.

In the evening, as I sat alone, reading,
my companions having gone out to public
lectures or social meetings, Ellen entered.
I saw that she still wore the same gloomy
rxpression of countenance, which had been
immifested in the morning ; and I was dis-

posed to remove from her mind the evil in-

fluence, by a plain commonsense conversa-
tion.

*' And so, Ellen," said I, "you think it

unpleasant to rise so early in the morning,
and be confined in the noisy mill so many
hours during the day. And I think so, too.

All thi'S, and much more, is very annoying,
no doubt. But we must not forget that
there are advantages, as well as disadvan-
tages, in this employment, as in every
other. If we expect to find all sunshine
and flowers in any situation in life, we shall

most surely be disappointed. We are very
busily engaged during the day ; but then
we have the evening to ourselves, with no
one to dictate to, or control us. I have
frequently heard you say, that you would
not be confined to household duties, and
that you dislike the millinery business alto-

gether, because you could not have your

evenings for leisure. You know that in

Lowell we have schools, lectures, and meet-
ings of every description, for moral andin-
tellectuual improvement."

" All that is very true,'* replied Ellen,
** but if we were to attend every public in-

stitution, and every evening-school which
offers itself for our improvement, we might
spend every farthing of our earnings, and
even more. Then if sickness should over-
take us, what are the probable conse-
quences } Here we are, far from kindred
and home ; and if we have an empty p'brse,

we shall be destitute of friends also."

"I do not think so, Ellen. I believe
there is no place where there are so many
advantages within the reach of the labour-

ing class of people as exist here ; where
there is so much equality, so few aristo-

cratic distinctions, and such good fellowship,

as may be found in this community. A
person has only to be honest, industrious,

and moral, to secure the respect of the vir-

tuous and good, though he may not be
worth a dollar ; while on the other hand,
an immoral person, though he should pos-

sess wealth, is not respected."

''As to the morality of the place," re-

turned Ellen, " I have no fault to find. I
object to the constant hurry of everything.

We cannot have time to eat, drink, or sleep
;

we have only thirty minutes, or at
most three-quarters of an hour, allowed us,

to go from our work, partake of our food,

and return to thenoisy clatter of machinery.
Up before day at the clang of the bell

—

and out of the mill by the clang of the

bell—into the mill, and at work, in obedi-

ence to that ding-dong of a bell—just as

though we were so many living machines.
I will give my notice to-morrow: go, I

will—I won't stay here and be a white
slave."

"Ellen," said I, "do you remember
what is said of the bee, that it. gathers
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h*o*Hey even in a poi^^onous fiowor ? May
we not, in like manner^ if our hearts are
rightly attuned, find iiimy pleasures con-
nected with our employment ? Why is it,

then, that you so obstinately look altogether
on ihe (lark side of a factory life ? I think
you thought differently while you were at

home, on a visit, last summer—for you
were glad to come back to the mill in less

than four weeks. Tell me, now—why were
you so glad to return to the ringing of the
bell, the clatter of the machinery, the early

rising, the half-hour dinner, and so on ?"

I saw that my discontented friend was
not in a humour to give me an answer

—

and I therefore went on with my talk.
" You are fully aware, Ellen, that a

country life does not exlcude people from
labour—to say nothing of the inferior pri-

vileges of attending public worship—that
people have often to go a distance to meet-
ing of any kind—that books cannot be so

easily obtained as they can here—that you
cannot always have just such society as

you wish—that you"

—

»She interrupted me, by saying, '* We have
no bell, with its everlasting ding-dong."

'* What difference does it make ?" said

I, " whether you should be awaked by a

bell, or the noisy bu'^tle of a farm-house }

For, you know, farmers arc generally up as
eaily in the morning as v»c are obliged to
rise.

*' But then," said Ellen, ** country people
have none of the clattering of machineiy
dinning in their ears."

" True," I replied, *'but they have what
is worse—and that is, a dull, lifeless silence
all around them. The hens may cackle
sometimes, and ihe geese gabble, and the
pigs squeal"

Ellen's hearty laugh interrupted my de-
scription— and presently we proceeded,
very pleasantly, to compare a country life

with a factory life in Lowell. Her scowl of
discontent had departed, and she was pre-
pared to consider the subject candidly. ^We
agreed, that since we must work for a liv-

ing, the mill, all things considered, is the
most pleasant, and best calculated to pro-
mote our welfc're ; that Ave will work dili-

gently during the hours of labour ; improve
our leisure to the best advantage, in the
cultivation of the mind,—hoping thereby
not only to increase our own pleasure, but
also to add to the happiness of those around
us.

—

Loivell Ojfering,

THE CENSUS OF 185 1.

From the passing of the Act of Parliament to take the census, up to tlie time of
its publication, everybody was full of anxiety\ All were impatient to know how
many living souls there were in the land. This anxiety was quieted a few weeks
ago by the appearance of a summary of the census, which tolls the number of the
people, and the number also of houses inhabited by them. In these days of elec-

tricity we are hardly justified in wondering at anything. But the collecting and
publishing the information respecting the x^opulation on this occasion has been per-
formed in such an incredibly short space of tim.e that we are compelled to take
some notice of it. Forty thousand enumerators were employed, each one being
required to deliver a paper at every house in the district where he was appointed.
He had then to collect these papers afid arrange them in some kind of order, pre-
vious to transmission to the local registrar. In the local registrar's hands they
went through some kind of collation, and were then passed on to the superinten-
dent registrars, who carried them to the central office. The census papers were
not in the central office before the Slst of May; and on the 17th of JUnc the
liOndon newspapers published the information. The speed of this transaction is

unparalleled. Fourteen working days were found sufficient to mctliodise and pub-
lish the information gleaiicd from sixty million printed returns ! Nowhere else in

the world could this be accomplished. The last census—1841—was nearly six

months in being published after the information was collected. In France and
America it takes twelve months to perform the same work—wdvich in England can
be done in fourteen days. It has been the habit to say of the Americans, thcy^ are

a *' go-ahead " people. "What shall we say of Englishmen ? The following is the
official return :

—
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HOUSES AND POPULATION.

1851 (31st March).

HOUSES. POPULATION. 1

Inhabited. Uninhabited. Building. Persons. Males. Females.

GreatBritain \

and Islands f

in the Bri- 1

lish Seas , . ;

3,675,451 165,603 29,109 20,919,531 10,184,687 10,734,844

Enf^land and )

Wales , . . , j

Scotland

Islands in the )

British Seas j

3,276,975

876,650

21,826

152,570

11,956

1,077

26,529

2,378

292

17,905,831

2,870,784

142,916

8,754,554

1,363,622

66,511

9,151,277

1,507,162

76,405

Loodon 307,722 16,889 4,817 2,263,141 1,104,356 1,258,785

Note.—The Army in Great Britain, and the Navy, Merchant Seamen, and other

persons on board Vessels in the Ports, are included in the Return for 1851.

T!ie population of Great Britain and the Islands in the British Seas (excluding

Ireland) was, in
^

1841 1851

18,655,981 20,919,531

Showing an increase in the ten years ended 31st March, 1851, of 1,263,550. Wc
have to notice the fact that the rate of increase during the past ten years is less by

H per cent, than in the previous ten, 1831-41—the population in 1831 being

16,960,307. We Avill not at present stop to inquire into the cause of this tendency to

go back, or remain stationary. When all the information respecting our population

is published which the census will furnish us with, we may return to the subject.

Our present object is merely to compare the house room at the command of the

people now with what it Avas in 1841.

On the whole, then, we are inclined to think, whatever may be the circumstance

tending to retard the growth of population, there is some appearance, in the latter

half of the decade at least, that it is not to be attributed to a diminution in the

requirements of the body. The inhabited houses were (allowing for the discre-

pancy in the Scotch returns in 1841) in

1841 1851

3,071,617 3,675,451

Increase in 1851, 603,834 houses.

This shows that in 1841 there were, on an average, rather over six persons for

each house ; in 1851 the number is under 5-| persons. From 1841 to 1844, if the

truth could be arrived at, we should probably find that there were more uninhabited

houses, and those inhabited more crowded than even in 1841, when the census was
taken ; as during those years the oppressiveness of the corn-laws, some ill-advised

political riots, and a number of foolish strikes, unhoused vast numbers— more
especially the coal miners in the north of England—of the population. The abroga-

tion of the corn-laws by Sir Robert Peel, and the security it gave to capital em-
ployed in the wheat trade, together Avith increasing confidence in the Government,
have doubtless been the means to a great extent of adding to the comforts of the

people, and enabling them to diffuse themselves over a wider extent of country.

The removal of the duty on bricks (lately come to" pass), and the further extension

of freehold and building societies, will work still greater good, though their full
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benefits may not be accurately made known before another census is taken. Eng-
land and Wales, as respects house room, are in a more favourable condition than

Scotland and the Islands, as is shown by what follows :

—

The population of England and Wales is 17,905,831 ; inhabited houses, 3,276,975,

being nearly 5i persons to each house : Scotland, population, 2,870,781 ; inhabited

houses, 376,650, being rather more than 7^ persons to each house : Islands in the

British Seas, population, 142,916 ; inhabited houses, 21,826, being rather over 6i

persons to each house. London, taken singly, is precisely the same in this respect

as Scotland, the population being 2,363,141 ; inhabited houses, 307,722, bi'ing

rather over 71 persons to each house. London may be taken as an index of all the

large towns ; it being certain that they are all very much overcrowded, and that it

is only in small towns, rural districts, and the suburbs of large towns, that the

satisfactory scene is presented of only two, three, or four individuals inhabiting a

single dwelling.

Cities and large towns, however, are the foci of every kind of civilisation

;

civilised communities have always a tendency to increase population ; hence we
find that London has increased twice as fast—414, 772 persons in ten years, or about a

third of the entire increase—as the rest of the kingdom, and Liverpool 50 per cent.

The other large towns, when the entire census is published, will doubtless show a

like increase, while it will be seen that many of the rural districts have remained
stationary, and some even receded.
The apipearance of the census is one of the most solemn lessons that a nation can

be taught. In it the people can see their numerical strength, and the social posi-

tion they hold in the country. When a people have a tendency to retardation in

their numbers (as is shown to be slightly the case at present), it is a certain fact

that there is something bad in society, and it is the duty of the people to set about

eradicating the evil. A restricted supply of food is one prime cause of the dimi-

nution in the population of a kingdom. This cause was actively at work in Eng-
land from 1838 almost down to 1848, when corn assumed a reasonable price, at

which it has since continued. And it is during the past three years that most of

the prosperity observable now has taken place ; and possibly duriiig that time the

inerease observable in the population received its greatest impetus, probably to

the extent of three- fourths of the entire increase. The peaceful pursuit of industry,

and moral force in seeking legislative changes in the government, are the best

means to increase the material wealth of the country. And who can doubt these

are also the best means to eleyate the social position of the people ?

For the information of curious people we append the population of the kingdom
from 1801 to 1851, and the increase per cent, between each ten years :

—

Population in Increase per cent.

1801 10,820,400 —
1811 12,386,400 1511
1821 14,353,800 1411
1831 16,960,307 14 90

i841 18,655,981 13 39

1851 20,919,531 1200

Patent Rat-trap.—The journal of the Franklin Institute contains the specifi-

cations of a patented rat-trap. This improved model of body snatching is as fol-

lows :
—" A savoury piece of toasted cheese is suspended on a hook. Enter rat- A

small mirror is so adjusted that the rat sees his shadow in the glass Cjust as Richard
did), and, not recognising himself at first sight, thinks that some other rat is aiming
for the cheese. He rushes in to head off" his rival. The board he treads on is a

deceiver. It is supported by a weak spring, which yields under his weight, and
precipitates him into a lower story of the trap, when the floor flies up to resume its

place. Another rat comes along, sees the reflection of his predecessor as well as his

own, and thinks two rats are fighting for the cheese. In he goes, down he goes, and
so on, toties quoties.*^
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THE SHOEMAKERS.
By WillTTlER.

Ho ! workers of the old time, styled

The geritle crait of leather!

Young brothers of the ancient guild,

Siand forth once more together

!

Call out ag iiu your long array,

In the olden merry manner !

Or. 00 m-re Oii gay St. Crispin's day,

Fling out your blazoned banner !

Kip, rap ! upon the well-worn stone

irow falls the polished hammer!
Hap, rap ! the measured sound has grown
A quick and merry clamour.

Now sliape the sole ; now deftly curl

The glossy vamp around it.

An 1 bless the while the biight-eyed girl

Whose gentle fingers bound it

!

For you, along the Spanish main
A hundred keels are ploughing

;

For you, the Indian on the plain

His 1 isso-coil is throwing
;

For you, def'p glens with hemlock dark
The woodman's fire is lighting

;

For you, upon the oak's gray b irk.

The woodman's axe is smiting.

For you, from Carolina's pine

The resin-gum is stealing !

For you, the dark-eyed Florentine
Her silken skein is reeling;

For you, the dizzy goat-herd roams
His rugged Alpine ledges

;

For you, round all her shepherd homes
Bloom England's thorny hedges.

The foremost still, by day or night,

On moated mound or heather,

Wheie'er the need of trampled riglit

Brought toiling men together;

"Where the free burghers from the wall
Defied the mail-clad master.

Than yours, at Freedom's trumpet call.

No craftsmen rallied faster.

Let fopllngs and let fools deride

—

Ye heed no idle scorner
;

Free hands and hearts are still your pride.

And duty done, your honour.

Ye dare to trust, for honest fame,

The jury Time empanael'?.

And leave to truth each noble name
Which glorifies your annal-"^.

Thy songs, Han Sachs, are living yet,

In strong and hearty German
;

And Bloorufield's lay, ar,d G fford's wit,

And patriot fame of Sherman
;

Slill from his book, a mystic &eer,

The soul of Behmen teaches,

And England's priestcraft shakes to hear

Of Fox's leather breeches !

The foot is yours ; where'er it falls

It treads your well-wrought leather

—

On earthen floors, in marble halls.

On carpet, or on heaiher.

Still there the sweetest charm is found
Of matron grace or vestal's.

As Hebe's foot bore rich nectar round
Among the old celestials !

Rap, rap ! your stout and bluff brogan,
With footsteps flow and weary,

May wander where the sky's blue span
Shuts down upon the prairie.

On beauty's foot your slipper's glance,

By Sara'ioga's fountains.

Or twinkle down the summer dance
Beneath the crystal mountains !

The red brick to the mason's hand
The brown earth to the tiller's,

The shoe in yours shall wealth command,
Like fairy Cinderella's !

As they who shunned the household maid
Beheld the crown upon her,

So all shall see your toil repaid

With hearth and home and honour.

Then let the toast be freely quaffed,

In water cool and brimming

—

" All honour to the good old craft,

Its merry men and women !''

Call out again your long array

In the old timers T)leasant manner
;

Once more, on gay St. Crispin's day,

Flins: cut its blazoned banner I

Bad Books are like ardent spirits; they furnish neither aliment nor medicine;
they are poison. Both intoxicate—one the body, the other the mind. The tiiirst for

each increases by being iedi, and is never satisfied. Both rwm—one the intellect, and
the other the health, and together the soul. The makers and venders of each are
equally guilty, and equally corrupters of the community, and the safeguard ag^ainst

each is the same

—

total ahstine^ice from all that intoxicates mind or body.
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THE WISE MAN'S EYES.
A DISCOURSE* DELIVERED IX EBENEZER INDEPENDENT CHAPEL,

DEWSBURY, JUNE 8, 1851. By EDWARD II. WiiEKS,

Minister of the Chapel, at the requrst, and before the members, of the Dewsbury Di.s'rict

of the National Society of Odd Fellows, and respectfully dedicated to all the ii;embers

of the society.

THE author's PlinWCE.

The following? discourse was delivered, not to get fame, but to do^ood ; it is published

with the same desie^n. It aims to be a clear and common-sense exposition ol' tlio

principles contained in the passage selected as the text. It touches on a variety of

topics that are generally shut out from pulpit addresses, yet topics which tlie writer

humbly tliinks Ministers would do well sometimes to introduce. The sanitary condi-

tion or bodily health—the character—the present comfort and prosperity of the

working men of this country, should not be overlooked by religious teachers. On
these matters he has dwelt a little ; in tlie course of delivery he occasionally ampli-

fied them beyond what is here published. Tlie writer employs "market language,*'

not because he could not with ease have selected high-fiown, eloquent words, but

because these too often tickle the ear, whilst they do not strike the heart, or stick in

the memory; besides, his Master, the Lord Jesus Christ, by simple parables, and
strength of utterance, taught the common people, who heard him gladly ; and his

Master's chief servant, the Apostle Paul, even in the audience of the polished Co-

rinthians, ''used great plainness of speech.'' The discourse, therefore, taking this

ground, neither courts nor fears criticism; it is respectfully dedicated to that class

for whom it was prepared, and all the preacher asks is, that its trutlis, in their popular

and homely dress, may have all the candid attention and close consideration their in-

trinsic merits deserve.

A DISCOURSE, &c.

My Respected Friends,—It affords me much pleasure to meet you ; but before I begin
my address, may I say a word. I take it for granted you love what is fair between man
and man ; if so, I believe you will oblige me with Uco things. First : As I cheerfully

yielded to your request to preach before the Odd Fellows of this district, so you will now
cheerfully and attentively listen : this is but fair, and I ask it, because an afternoon is

often a drowsy and profitless time for hearing. Secondly : As it is not f.iir to jud^e of

the workman's skill on a piece of work till it is finished, so I beg of you not to judge of

my discourse till I have done. Besides, I shall prove what I say from the principles

laid down in your rules— a copy of which was lent me. I shaU speak to you, 7iot as tn

children, hut as to men—shrewd, sagacious, intelligent, and able to judge as well as my-
self; and further, I promise not to keep you here too long.

My text is short, striking, and easily remembered.

Ecclesiastes II., 14th Verse.— '* The Wise Man's Eyes are in his Head."
"Wisdom and knowledge are different things. Some men have much knowledge and

little wisdom. Many have a great deal of Greek and La'in lore, and college learning,
who yet are mere babrs in common business matters. But college learning, or great
knowledge, is not to be despised ; it trains and strengthens the mind. Lord Bacon says

*' Knowledge is power;" and a wiser than he, even Solomon, declared, in this t?ue old
book, the Bible, more than two thousand years before, that, "A wise man is strong

;
yea,

a man of knowledge inc-reases strength." The difterence between knowledge and
wi«dom is like the difference between flour in the sack and bread on the table— bftwceii
gold in the mi.-^e and gold from the mint, in the shape of current coin. The flour must
be baked, and the gold must be coined and used, to do good; so ktiowledge, which is a
capital thing, must be rightly used, and this is wisdom. The wise man Is the man
who rightly uses what knowledge he has got, be it little or much ; and, says Solo-

* A religious ** discourse," or sermon, may seem to some out of place in The "Work-
ing Man's Friend;" but there is so much in the discourse now before the reader,
of a practical character,—so many hints and advices connected with health and comfort,
individual and domestic—to say nothing of higher considerations, that we gWe it a
place in our Instructor without the least hesitation.
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mon, ** The wise man's eyes are in his

head." Now, where else should they be ?

Yet they are not always there—for he tells

•us in the book of Proverbs, ** The eyes of

a fool are in the ends of the earth." Some
men are like moles ; they never see a foot

before them. Some men are like horses

with blinkers on ; they never see anything
but what is in their old line of road ; they

are the same at seventy as at seventeen.

Some men are like hares; their eyes so stand
out, that they see before ih^m., behiiid them,
and all round about them. Some men are

like eagles ; they see a long way above them
with a keen, strong, piercing vision. 1

shall never forget the sagacious remark of

an old minister to me when I was very
young. He said, " Young man, keep
your eyes open in going through the world

;

Fome go through in a mourning coack with
the blinds down—they are never the wiser
when they get to the grave. Some go
through it as in a railway carriage at ex-
press speed—they just get a glimpse of
passing things, but that is all ; they know
nothing thoroughly. But others go lei-

surely through, like outside stage passen-
gers of the olden time, they calmly survey
surrounding objects; they have their eyes,

and use them." The wise man's eyes are in

his head. Now, the wise man is the man
of practical common sense, and common
sense is of all sense the scarcest and most
uncommon. I think you will confess this

before I have done. Then observe ; the
wise man uses his eyes to look after three
things:

—

The rcise man^s eyes are in his
head to look after the health of his body.—
Toivatch over his circumstances.— To take
care of his soul.

I. ** The wise man's eyes are in
MIS HEAD," TO LOOK AFTER THE HEALTH
OF HIS BODY. He no more likes a weak
and crazy body, than he would like to live

in an old. rotten, tumble-down house, that
every wind shook, and every storm flooded.
" A healthy mind in a healthy body" is his
motto. Yet most men are ignorant of the
structure of their body, with its machinery
80 complicated, wonderful, and delicate,
surpassing the utmost efforts of human
wisdom fully to understand, or human skill

to form. The majority of working men
know more of their chests of tools, their
scribbling machines, their power-looms,
their steam engines, than about their bones,
nerves, and sinews, their hands, head, eyes,
and feet. They have great faith in their
doctors, as if the study of that microcosm,
that little world—their bodies—formed no
part of their business, when a few pence
laid out on the purchase of a cheap,
popular, and correct work on Physiology,
and a, few spare hours devoted to its study,

would save them from being at the mercy
of any medical quack, and lead them to
have confidence in clever medical men.

*' The wise man's eyes are in his head"

—

to know that his body requires air, pure
and good, to keep his lungs and his blood
all right ; he will not choose to live in those
filthy holes, and back settlements, and
crowded lanes and alleys, where fever
flourishes, and the cholera has its con-
quests. He knows it is best to pay a higher
rent for an open, healthy place, where the
air, the food of the lungs, is fresh and
wholesome ; and where his family will need
more flour and less physic, for the latter is

the dearer thing of the two.
*' The wise man's eyes are in his head"

—

to know that his body requires toater—
plenty of the sweetest both inside and out,
to keep the blood bright, the pores open,
and the skin pure: cleanliness is not only
next to godliness, but a part of it. The
Bible says, we are to approach God with
*'our bodies washed with pure water," as
well as ** our hearts sprinkled from an evil

conscience."
The wise roan knows his body's health

requires cicemse ; but I need not dwell on
this, for working men usually get their
share, if it be not always of the right sort.

The wise man's eyes look after his cloth'

ing. He knows in this changing climate
of ours he needs to be well clad, lest colds,

consumption, and rheumatism come: and
prefers seeing himself and wife and children
well attired, to seeing the publican's family
dressing smart at his expense.
The wise man's eyes look after \Asfood.

He knows that if working men have plain
food—and that is best—they should have the
best of that ; not the tainted pieces of meat,
the offal, and bones, the fag-ends, which the
drunkard's wife buys up at twelve o'clock
on Saturday nights ; or carries home, hid
under her apron, on Sunday morning.
** The wise m.an's eyes are in his head ;" if

he has but little to eat, he will have it good.
Lastly, here, above all, the wise .man's eyes
are open as to what he drinks. He will not
make his body an ale barrel or a wine cask.
He studies the philosophy oi the thing ; and
a labouring man is a shrewd philosopher.
He asks himself: Is stimulation strength ?

Does a spur in the horse's side do him so

much good as a feed of corn ? He studies,

too, the physiology and economy of the
thing. He asks himself: What reaZ good
will the drink do me ; and what is its cost ?

Just fancy the wise man, with his eyes in
the right place, meditating over a gallon of
sixteenpenny ale. Now, says he, in quantity
here are eight pints ; but eight pints of
what ? Why, seven pints of dirty water,
half a pint of fiery spirit called alcohol, and
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half a pint of thick gluey substance, which,

when dry, looks like cobbler's-wax, and

would make me vomit if I tried to taste.

And how much does this trash cost ? Why,

says he, the publican would charge me six-

tet npcnce, and in this gallon there is not

more than five pennyworth of hops and

barley, together with other stuft, the

brewer's doctor knows what. Now half of

this barley goes for grains to the pigs and

horses. Then, says he, there is about two-

pence-halfpenny duty to the Government,

and eightpence-halfpenny at least the

brewer gets for his profit and trouble. Now,

says the wise man, I am wide awake—I will

not give fivepcnce for twopence woith of

barley, and as for the hops I don't want

them. I will not give elevenpence to the

Government and the brewer for duty, cook-

ing, and profit, when my wife will cook the

badey for nothing. I'll not drink the six-

teen-pcnnyworth of dirty water, in which

there is not two-pennyworth of nourish-

ment. I'll not pay 800 per cent, for the

barley, and throw away the money I have

haidly earned by the sweat ofmy brow. No,

no ! Then, as to the distinctive quality of

the thing; why, says the wise man, this stcfl',

caWedstrony drink, is {diX too strong for me ;
it

is strong enough to make bright eyesbleared

and bloodshot, and steady hands tremble
;

strong enough to make ruddy faces pale,

and powerful limbs weak ;
strong enough

to tumble men into the gutter, to rob them

of reason, and to egg them on to murder,

suicide, and death. Strong enough to curse

England, my country, by causing four-

fifths of all the crimes committed, and

nine-tenths of all the poverty around us;

stroDj? enough to fill our gaols with felons,

and our unions with paupers. No, no ! the

wise man shuns all strong drinks, beer,

wine, and brandy. Says he, I wont put an

cnrmy into my mouth to steal away my
brains, to beggar my family, and bring my
dishonoured body down to the grave ;

and

as ;he wise man looks on the public-house

sign, where, alas ! the widow's name is too

often painted over that of her drunken, de-

parted husband, and as he reads there,

'* Licensed to be drunk on the premises,"

says he, paint the license rightly and thus

you may read :

—

•• Licenfed—to make the strong man weak ;

Licensed— to lay the wise man low ;

Licensed—the wife's fond heart to break,

And cause the children's tears to flow,

»« Licensed—to do thy neighbour h^rni

;

l^icensed— to kindle rage and strife;

Licensed— to nerve the robber's arm ;

Licensed—to whet the murderer's knife.

•« Licensed—where peace and plenty dwell

To bring disease, and want, and woe ;

Licensed—to make this world a Hell,

And send men to the Hell below."

Now, my respected friends, I am glad in

your'* Odd-Fellows' llules" that you say,

"None of the funds are to be appropriated

for liquor-money. " I wish you would

never appropriate any of your private funds

in this way : it would be wise. But you sc«

I have spoken agreeably to your rules. I

only wish you would build a hall, or hire a

room away from public-houses, that the

young—your own children—may not be

tempted there. I am sure you would act

well and wisely were you to do so.

See, then—first : ''The wise man's eyes

are in his head" to look after the health of

his body, and he provides it with pure air

and plenty of water ; with sufficient exer-

cise and suitable clothing; with food that

nourishes, but with none of your strong

drinks, that are strong enough to inflame,

poison, and destroy.

II. "The wise man's eyes are in his

HEAD " TO WATCH OVER, HIS CIRCUM-

STANCES. First, his character ; ihts

is the working man's capital. Many
have nothing else; they have to trade

on their character. So it is with ser-

vants and workmen who fgo from place

to place recommended by their character

for sobriety, honesty, and ability This

good character is a precious jewel—than

^cms and gold more fair. A man stands in

God's sight not by the length of his purse,

but by the true integrity of his character.

" With God," as I read to you just now,

there is no respect of persons." The

really poor man is the base villain, thoiigh

clothed in purple and fine linen, and rolling

in riches, and faring sumptuously every

day. A good character takes some time to

make, and may soon be lost. A reputation

of fifty years' standing may sink in a minute

by forging a bill, or committing a smgle

flagrant crime. Character is a dehcate

plant ; the wise man watches over it—he

does not trifle with it. Fathers ! if you

wanted your daughters to be virtuous, you

would not let them keep company with

harlots ; if you wanted your sons to be

honest, you would not let them associate

with thieves and blacklegs. If we would

keep our character we must shun evil com-

pany ; this fine old book says :
*' He that

walketh with wise men shall be wise, but

a companion of fools shall be destroyed.

There is no place like a public-house or a

beer-shop for blasting the character ;
tap-

room company will never do a decent man

credit. Many a youth has been ruined by

first going to his club at a public-house. In

fact in thousands of cases clubs have done

more fur the publicans than for the niem-

berstbey proposed to benefit; they have

served as capital decoys and baits to bring

custom to the house. Now, if a man goes
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into your mills where they are grinding, lie

must expect to get some of the dust; he
won't come out so ck^an as he went in ; so

of these places. I once beard a speaker
illustrate this by the following anecdote :

—

*' On a very showery Sabbat.h, passing
along the well-ni^h deserted street, he ob-

served before him a little boy seemingly
dressed in a new suit of clothes from top to

toe, and picking his way with the greatest

care ; his caution was amusing, but it did

not last long, he soon splashed his shoes,

and he then began, as you have often seen
boys do, to walk along the edge of the flag-

stones, balancing himself as nicely fs pos-
sible ; but, alas ! his foot slipped, and down
he went over heels and ankles into the
flowing gutter, and before he reached the

end of the street, that boy, who began so
carefully, was trailing through the run-
ning, dirty puddle, with his trousers tucked
up to his knees." So has it happened in

miliions of instances that the first visit to

the ale bench, and the first pint there, has
ended in the total loss of the tippler's cha-
racter.

But *' the wise man's eyes are in his
head." He takes care of his cAarac^er. He
shuns neivspapeys that poison, and books
that poison, and people that poison, and
places that poison. He has no confidence
in pot-house politicians and tap-room
spouting reformers, with ragged coats and
pockets to let; with cupboards empty, and
garrets or cellars naked and bare ; men
whose character is ruined, whose company
is a disgrace, who have never reformed
themselves. Have you ever read the para-
ble of the young man whom the Devil got
in his power, and to whom he ofi'ered the
choice of three sins, either to murder his
father, debauch his sister, or get drunk ; he
chose the last as the least, and when drunk
did the other two. Strong drink is the
mischievous key that unlocks the door for
every crime. Well, now, the wise man
values his character, and, in reference to
this, I have been speaking according to

your rules, for you say, " None are admitted
but those respectable and of proper cha-
racter;" and you also say, that you *' pro-
vide for the morality of your members, by
expelling or punishing any for disgraceful
practices, fraud, &c." I am glad also )ou
oppose holding commit'Cfs on the Sabbath.
No man ever yet prospered in the long run
who did not remember God's command

—

*• Keep holy the Sabbath day." No man
values his character who breaks the Sab-
bath. A merchant in London lately said
to his clerk on the Monday morning,
"SendinMr. B.'s account at once." **Why,
Fir," said the clerk ; ''he is a respectable
man ; are his affairs going wrong ?" ** I

don't know," said the merchant ;
** but as I

passed by his counting-houjc yesterday,

the window shutters were open, and I

caught a glimpse of him working away at

his books. Now, if he robs God of the
Sabbath hours, he'll soon not stick at

robbing me of the sum he owes; send in

his bill, and close the account." That man
is not wise, and has no real regard for his

character v^ho disobeys God's will. •' The
fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom,
and a good understanding have all they
that do his commandments."

Further. " The tvise mail's eyes are
m his head "to look after his circumstances
in business. He watches these well. He
knows the value of character and mojiey
too. Most of the great firms of Manchester
and our manufacturing neighbourhoods
rose from the ranks of the operatives. And
some round about W5, now well-to-do, began
with scarcely a penny; but they w^re frugal

and careful ; their eyes were in their head,
I they kept their characters. Whilst their
' fellow-workmen were drinking, they were

I
thinking—and there is a vast dift'erence

between drinking and thinking—they were
using their wits, whilst others were wash-
ing them out. They kept their heads clear

I

and healthy, not muddled and dull. They
i knew the value of ti7ne. They were broad
awake. Depend upon it, the man who
keeps Saint Monday will never make any-
thing out ; nor will the man who lounges
away his time in useless political talk ; nor
the man whose words are bigger than his

deeds ; nor the man whose money burns in

his pocket till it drops through into the

publican's till. Most of you have heard of

Dr. Benjamin Franklin—mark how he got
on. Solomon says, *' Seest thou a man
diligent in his business ; he shall stand
before kings ; he shall not st^nd before
mean men." So it actually happened to

Franklin: the poor boy became the great
statesman and ambassador ; he began life

with only a dollar, and was compelled to

go on the tramp ; and when he worked in

London, at the hard labour of a printer's

pressman, he did double the work of the

rest of his shopmates, though they drank
strong porter, and atefle>h mtat, whilsr ho
drank only weak water, and was a vegeta-
rian as well as a teetotaler :—his eyes were
in his held. I know merchants in my
native city whose fathers or themselves rose

from nothing, and who were at first charity

boys in the public schools. One died a few
years since—his form is now belore my
mind's rye, as I see him riding followed by
his groom on horseback—his sons are now
members of Parliament, though he began
life very poor; but his eyes were in his head,
about his body, perhaps not about his soul.
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and he left behind him more than a million

in personal property, besides his large

valuable estates.

But ihe truly wise man gets his money
honestly and uprightly ; and he uses ii

well. lie does not give to the landlord

what his wife and children want. lie docs

not spend his surplus money every week in

a spree, thinking he has done enough for

the future in paying a sixpence or ashillin;^

a week to his club. He says: I'll not only

belong to some society, and secure for sick-

ness and my funeral, but I will get a little

freeiiold and have a vote. I'll not wait for

UMi%ersal suffrage; it's a long time coming
;

but I'll be independent, and manage for

myself. Now, how does the wise man
reckon ? Listen to him as he sits on his own
hearthstone, with his blooming wife the

other side of the fireplace, busily knitting.

Why, says he, if I go with disreputable,

jolly company, I shall lose my time^ and my
time is my property ; and 1 shall lose my
character f and my character is my capital

;

and I must drink and smoke, and if I drifik

a quart of stout, that's the price of a quarter

of a yard of freehold land ; and if I smoke
four pipes, there goes in a cloud a dozen

bricks for a cottage. So I'll have the land

and bricks instead, and keep ray time and

character into the bargain. Now is not he

a wise man? Does he not philosophise

well ? Has he not got his eyes about him ?

Why, every pint ofthe best beer costs three-

pence, and every ounce of the best tobacco

costs threepence, and every glass of the

commonest wine costs at least threepence ;

and capital freehold building land can be

had, close round thia town of Dewsbury, out

and out, for threepence a square foot, or

2s. 3d. a square yard. So you who wunt

fr; ehold cottages, aud a vote for the county
;

and you who grumble at ihc landholders,

because of their large possessions, remem-
ber when you have finished your jug (f

ale that you have swallowed a square foot

of capital freehold land
;
yes, 12 inches by

12 inchf^s of GoiT s good ground from the

surface to the centre of our green earth.

Now, " the wise man's (yes are in his

head ;" he looks after his character and cir-

cumstances. He is honest, upright, and

diligent, both in getting 7iioney and in tak-

ing care how he spends it. lie uses it icell.

He does what your society recommends

—

''mutually to relieve each other in sickness

and distress, and to cultivate a spirit of

charity and universal philanthropy."

Above all, he holds himself to be a stew-

ard for God ; he does not look on his cha-

racter or his property, or his iriflueoce, as his

own; but as being in trust. Hence, he

loves to relieve the wretched and iiidigeiit,

the widow and fatherless. He loves to ad-

vance the cause of God— the cause of

righteousness and tru*h—by scattering that

book, the Bible, which alone can bless

mankind, and by sending missionaries and

messengers of mercy into thvjse dark pans

of the earth that ara full of the habitations

of ciuelty. The wise man's eyes are in his

head to watch over his own circumstances,and

the wise man's heart is full of love towards

all mankind.

{To he concluded in the next Number.)

MY FATHER.
As die the embers on the hearth,

And o'er the floor the shadows fall,

And creeps the chirping cricket forth,

And ticks the death-watch in the wall,

I «-ee a form in yonder chair,

That grows beneath the waning light

:

There are the wan, sad features there,

The pallid brov/ and locks of white.

My Father, when they laid thee down,

And heaped the clay upon thy breast,

And left thee sleeping all alone

Upon the narrow couch of rest,

I know not why I could not weep;
The soothing drops refused to roll,

And oh ! that grief is wild and deep

Which settles tearless on the soul.

But when I saw the vacant chair,

Thine idle hat upon tlie wall,

Thy book— tlie pencilled passage where
'JDliine eye had rested l?.st of jiil—

i The tree beneath whose friendly shade

I

Thy trembling feet had wandered forth,

The very prints those feet had made
When last they feebly trod the earth :

—

And thought, when days and months hrid

fled.

Thy vacant seat would vacant stand-
Unworn thy hat— thy book unread—
Eilaced thy footsteps from the sand;

And widowed in this cheerless world,

The heart that gave its love to thee

;

Torn like the vine whose tendrils curled

More closely round the falling tree.

Then, father, then, for her and tlico

G ushed madly forth the scorching tears

;

And oft, and long, and bitterly

Those tears have gushed in later years
;

For as the world grows cold around,

And things put"on their real hue,

'Tis sad to learn that love is found

Alone above the stars with you.
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O B S E 11 V E THE ECLIPSE!

Os the 28tli of the present month there -will be a total eclipse of the sun ; Ave shoul

like as many of our readers as possible to look out intelligently for its occurrence ;

and to aid them in so doing, the following facts in reference to such phenomena
will not be deemed unacceptable.

The groat source of light, as well as heat, to the earth, and all the other planets"

of our system, is the sun. It is no less than 95,000,000 of miles distant from us,

and hence the smallness of its appearance. It has a very dense atmosphere, the

height of which ha^ been estimated at from 1,843 to 2,765 miles. It is supposed to

consist of two regions : that nearest the sun being opaque, and probably resembling

the clouds of the earth ; the outermost emitting vast quantities of light, and form-

ing the apparent luminous globe we behold.'

The moon is, next to the sun, the most interesting of all the orbs of heaven to

us, as the constant attendant of the earth on which we live. Her distance from

our globe is only about 240,000 miles ; and hence she is the nearest of all the

heavenly bodies. She has no light of her own with which to shine ; the lunar

rays we receive are borrowed from the sun and reflected on us ;
*' the greater light

that rules the day *' is therefore reckoned to be more than 300,000 times greater

than *' the lesser light that rules the night."

It is well known that if an opaque body, as a ball, 15e held up before a candle, it

will cast a shadow on any object immediately beyond it; and that whenever
the luminous body is larger than the opaque body, the shadow will gradually

diminish in size, till it terminates in a point. These facts will be found to illus-

trate the phenomena of eclipses.

For the earth and the moon being both opaque, globular bodies, and exposed to

the sun's light, they cast shadows opposite to the sun, like any other bodies on
which the sun shines. Were the sun of the same size as the earth and the moon,
the shadow would be a cylinder of immense length ; and were the sun less than

the earth or the moon, the shadow would be an increasing cone, its narrower end
resting on the earth ; but as the sun is vastly greater than either of these bodies,

the shadow of each is a cone, whose base rests on the body itself, and which
comes to a point at a certain distance from the body. It is found by calculation,

that the length of the moon's shadow, on an average, is just about sufficient to

reach to the earth ; but the moon is sometimes further from the earth than at

others, and when she is nearer than usual, the shadovv reaches considerably beyond
the surface of the earth. The moon, as well as the earth, is at different distances

from the sun at different times, and its shadow is longest when it is furthest from
the sun. When, therefore, circumstances favour the result,* the shadow of the

moon extends nearly 15,000 miles beyond the centre of the earth, and covers a

space on the surface of 170 miles broad. The word penumbra, derived from two
Latin words, joewe, almost, and umbra, a shadow, means, as may be concluded, an
imperfect shadow. The penumbra of the earth is occasioned by the apparent

magnitude of the sun's disc, and is that portion of space behind the earth

within which a body will be illuminated by a part only, and not by the whole of j

the disc. On the other hand, the umbra, or perfect shadow, is the conical space
within which no part of the disc is visible.

The nature of a solar eclipse may now be easily understood. We know that a
very small body may entirely obscure a large one, if the former be sufficiently close

to the eye, just as a fourpenny piece, when thus placed, will cover the disc of the

sun or the moon ; and, accordingly, though the moon does not bear the proportion

to the sun of a common pin's head to a globe two feet in diameter, she can shut
out the light of the solar orb when she is at the point of least distance from the

earth, directly between the sun and any spot on the surface of the globe. On

* These circumstances are when the moon is in perigee, that part of her orbit nearest

to the earth, and the earth is in aphelion, that part of her orbit furthest from the sun.
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either side of this spot only a portion of the sun's disc will be obscured ; and
according to tlie distance from it the obscuration will become less, from the
conical form of the shadow, till it entirely ceases.

In illustration of this, let the following diagram be examined:

—

S represents the sun, M the mooii, and E the earth. The lines drawn from
the edge of the sun's disc, and touching the corresponding edges of the moon's,
meet in a point a little within the earth's surface, and are the borders of the umbra,
the deep shadow produced by the moon ; and wherever it falls there is a total

eclipse of the sun. The lines drawn from each margin of the sun's disc along the
opposite edges of the moon's, however, include, as will be seen, a much larger
space, which is that where the pemwibra, or fainter shadows, will fall, producing a
partial eclipse of the sun. As, then, more of his disc is hidden from those whij^are
near the borders of the nmbra, and less from those who are near the edges of the
2)enumbra, no eclipse of the sun is total over more than a small part of the earth's
surface, but over a much larger space the eclipse is partial. It sometimes happens,
however, that the extremity of the cone of the earth's shadow falls short of the
earth

; the eclipse is then called Annular, in which the sun appears like a brilliant
ring of light around the dark body of the moon. An eclipse of this kind was seen
by the writer, in common with myriads in England, some years ago.
Here, perhaps, the question arises, As the moon goes round the earth every

month, and she must be once, during that time, between the earth and the sun,
how is it that we have not as frequently a solar eclipse ?

Now, to understand this scientifically, it is necessary to conceive aright of the

plane of an orbit . Suppose, for instance, a thin, smooth, solid plane cutting the
sun through the centre, extending out as far as the fixed stars, and terminating in

a circle, Avhich passes through the middle of the zodiac ; and in this plane the
earth would move in its revolution round tlie sun. This, therefore, is called the

p^ane of the eartJi s orbit; and the circle in which this plane cuts the signs of the
zodiac is the ecliptic, the circle in which the sun appears to move. As, then, the
planes of the orbits of the earth and moon do not exactly coincide, but cross oi

intersect each other ; and the moon passes, generally, either on one side or the

other, when she is in conjunction, or in a line, with the sun, she docs not in-

tercept the sun's rays or produce an eclipse. In other words, when the moon is

so situated as to cast its shadow on the earth, we have, according to circumstances,

a partial or a total eclipse ; but as the moon is, in the far greater number of cases, so

situated that its shadow is not thus cast on the surface of the eartli, there is, of

course no eclipse ; since it is only as the moon overtakes the sun just as she is

crossing his path, that she will hide more or less of his disc from us.

As Sir J. Herschel states, according to the peculiar revolutions of the moon :

** eclipses return after a certain period, very nearly in the same order, and of the

same magnitude. For 223 of the moon's synodical revolutions, or lunations as

they are called, will be found to occupy 6585'32 days, and nineteen complete syno-

dical revolutions of the node to occupy 6585*78. The difference in the mean
position of the node, then, at the beginning and end of 223 lunations, is nearly in-

sensible ; so that a recurrence of all eclipses within that interval must take place.

Accordingly, this period of 233 lunations, or eighteen years and ten days, is a veiy

important one in the calculation of eclipses. It is supposed to have been known
to the Chaldeans, the earliest astronomers, theregular return of eclipses having been

known as a physical fact for ages before their exact theory was understood. In thi-i
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period there occur ordinarily 70 eclipses, 29 ofthe moon, and 41 of the sun, Tisible In

some part of the earth. Seven eclipses, of either sun or moon, at most, and two at

least (both of the sun), may occur in a year."
In connexion with a solar eclipse there are many curious phenomena. As the

moon is large enough to cover and surpass, by a very small breadth, the whole
disc of the sun, were tiiere no vaporous atirosphere capable of reflecting any
light about the sun, the sky ought to appear totally dark. But, so far from this

being the case, a bright corona^ or ring of light, is seen fading gradually away,
which, in certain instances, is observed to be concentric with the sun. In the

eclipse of July 7, 1842, this corona was most distinct and luminous. Still further,

three protuberances, of a rose colour, were seen to project beyond the dark body
of the moon. These were supposed by some to be mountains ; but for such masses
to have been visible to the naked eye, their height must have exceeded 40,000
miles, which sufficiently shows the imagination to be unfounded. And to mention
only one more of these phenomena : a kind of fringe of black and white was ob-
served to project beyond the dark body of the moon ; the causes of which, like that
of the corona, still remain to be satisfactorily explained,

Ilurdis savs :

—

*' What time the sun has from the West withdi-awn,
The various hues that graced his cloudy fall,

tjjie recent leaf

Of clover 'gins to sleep, an-], white with dew,
Clones its tender triple-fingered pahn,
Till morning dawn afresh."

The effect of evening's approach on the animal world is equally familiar. But
when the sun is eclipsed in the middle of the day, analogous results arise. The
petals of plants close, while the birds of the field, as well as those v»diich are domes-
ticated, show the Scime disposition to compose themselves to sleep as at the
regular period of sunset.

We say, then, to our friends. Look out for the eclipse ! The opticians are ju'o-

viding coloured glasses for the sight of this sublime spectacle ; but smoked glass

will answer the same purpose. A telescope, worth only a few shillings will also

be of service ; that is, of course, provided that mists and clouds do not unhappily
obscure the glorious luminary. "When George IV. said to the Persian Ambassador,
who became so popular, ** You worship the sun, I believe, in your country !" he re-

plied, with a sly allusion to our foggy atmosphere, ** And so would you, if you could
J'/?./?/ see it." Let us hope, then, for favourable circumstances. The spectacle will

begin at three minutes past two in the afternoon ; and while men of science will be
in full activity to mark attentively its minutest circumstances, multitudes will have
the opportunity of gazing on the same sublime scene, suggestive at once of that
wondrous order wdiich God has established among the radiant orbs of heaven, and
the power with which he has endow^ed the mind of man, which is able to predict
the moment of time in which an eclipse will begin, and with the same certainty tlie

precise instant in which the dark shadow of the moon will retire. A total eclipse

of the sun occasions a more sensible darkness than midnight, from its being imme-
diately contrasted with the strong light of noon-day; and as certainly, the re-

appearance of the sun after an eclipse, is, by the same contrast, of extraordinaiy
splendour. Once more, then, we say, Observe the Eclipse! for many years will

elapse before such another opportunity of doing so w^ill occur.

Dangehous Pleasures.—I have sat upon the sea-shore and waited for its gradual
npy>roacbes, and have seen its dancing waves and white surf, and admired that He who
measured it with His hand had given to it such life and motion ; and I have lingered

till its gentle waters grew into mighty billows, and had well nigh swept me from my
firmest footing. So have I seen a heedless youth gazing with a loo curious spirit upon
the sweet motions and gentle approaches of an inviting pleasure, till it has detained iiis

eye, and imprisoned his iVet, and swelled upon his soul, and sviept him to a swift

destruction.

—

Montague.
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SILVER.
We Iiavc recently funiislied some parti-

culars respecting j^old ; "\ve now furnish
some respecting another of the precious
metals (silver), and sliall probably follow
with some particulars as to those which
are deemed inferior.

Its HisToiiY.—In the earliest records of
the world's history frequent mention is

made of silver as existing in considerable
?uantities, and used in a variety of ways.
t is said to have been so abundant during

the reign of Solomon that '* it was no-
tliing accounted of," and that "the King
made silver to be in Jerusalem as stones
for abundance." There are many passages
in the Greek and Latin authors which
also mention great stores of silver, and
which render it probable that the supply
had been considerably increased. Herodo-
tus speaks of silver mines in Cyprus ; and,
according to Xenophon, the Athenians
liad worked the silver mines of their own
country from an unknown period, and
they acquired a large revenue at one
time from mines in the island of Thasus,
on the coast of Thrace. Pliny relates
that a mine called Bebulo, from its dis-

coverer, supplied Hannibal with 300 lbs.

of silver daily. Silver mines were worked
in Spain by the Phoenicians, Carthagi-
nians, Romans, and Moors ; but, during
the middle ages, the mines of Austria
were the cliief sources of mineral wealth

;

and as the discovery of America drew
away the popular attention from the
European riches, the mines of Spain were
neglected, and, in order to encourage
emigration to tlie new colonies, an order
was issued forbidding the working of the
mines. The mines of the Guadal canal
are supposed to have been discovered
about tlu*ee hundred and fifty years ago,
and report says that in the course of a few
years tliey j^ielded about £330,000, which
was spent in building the great palace of
the Spanish monarchs, the Escurial. In
the year 1598 they were leased to two
brothers, natives of Germany, of the
name of Fugger, who acquired great
wealth by their speculation, and were
afterwards created counts, and built a
street in Madrid w^hich still bears their

name. These brothers were at last dis

covered to have defrauded the Govern-
ment by erecting a coining machine in the
mines, and were in consequence obliged
to quit the country ; but before their

flight they turned a stream of water into

the mines, and the place remained inun
dated till 1728, when the working of it

I

was again undertaken, but turned out a
complete failuic.

In the year 1(J07 a silver mine was
discovered at Hilderston, near Linlithgow,
and the original accounts of the working
are contained in three folio volumes, pre-
served in the General Fegisttr House at
Edinburgh. AVhat the product was, or
when it was given up, does not
appear. The mine of Kongsborg, in
Norway, was in the middle of the last

century the ricliest in Europe. It yieldoti
from the year 1728 to 1708 about 649,270
pounds tro)^ of silver, ec^ual in value to
nearly £2,000,000 sterling.

FuESK.NT 8i)uiiCE8.—The most pro-
ductive silver mines in Europe have been
those of Saxony, Austria, Hungary, North-
ern Russia, and Spain; but, notwithstand-
ing the skill, economy, and industry, exer-
cised upon them, there has of late years
been a very great reduction in the returns.
The richest mines are now found in

Soutli America and Mexico. Humboldt,
in his published works upon those coun-
tries, states his opinion that they will
most probably become nmch more pro-
ductive; that, as the chain of tlie Andes,
including their continuation into I^Iexico,
is so extensive, and the ores of the pre-
cious metal are so generally diffused in
them, there must be many places wiiicli
have escaped the searches of the miners.
And tliere are, besides, several mining
grounds that are as yet worked but a
little way below the surface. Soutli
America yields about nine millions ster
ling per annum. The mines of Potosi
yield about £30,000 worth of silver an-
nually; those in the province of La Paz
nearly £800,000. Silver is also found in
Chili, but the mines are in general not very
productive, and tliere are veins of silver in
several parts of Columbia, but no mines
have yet been found sufficiently produc-
tive to pay ^the expenses of' working
thorn.

The mines of Hungarj^ including those
of Transylvania, and that of Baiinat of
Temeswar, compose four great districts.
From these about 53,125 pounds of
silver are annually produced. Tliere are,
besides, silver mines in the province of
Gozerum, in Armenia, which yield
about £120,(XK) a year. Tlie average
returns are very great ; but were the sys-
tem of mining operations considerably
improved, the increase from that cau.^e
alone would be extensive.

Silver is not only found in its native or
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pure state, but often in combination with
other substances. A large proportion of

the silver in use is obtained from the ores

of other metals, in which silver is a sub-

ordinate ingredient. Thus the silver in

lead ore in England is sometimes a source of

great profit. Some beautiful specimens
are to be seen in the Great Industrial

Exliibition; but the proportion of silver in

English lead is sometimes so small as to

be thought unwortliy the trouble of ex-

tracting it. Some years ago. however,
some Dutch mercliants, with the care and
thriftiness which characterises that people,

purchased pigs of lead in the English mar-
ket, took, them home, extracted the silver

from them, then sent the pigs back to the

English market, where they were sold as

the best lead, with a remunerating profit

to the Dutchmen.
The silver is separated wdth profit when

silver exists only as one grain to half a
pound of lead. The ore called Galena

contains more silver than any other lead

ore. The lead formerly found on Brung-
hill Moor, in Yorkshire, contained about
230 ounces to the ton, while the average
produce is only twelver ounces to the

ton. No return is made of the quantity

thus found to any public office.^ Taking
the produce of all the mines of England
at 50,000 tons annually, and the average
amount to be only ten ounces to the ton,

we have 500,000 ounces; and reckoning
fine silver at 5s. 6d. per ounce, we have a
value of £137,500. With the exception

of silver so obtained, it is now only occa-

sionally found, and that only in small

quantities, in any part of tlie United
Kingdom. Native silver, and several of

the other varieties of the ores, are mcl
with in many of the coppermines of Con|
wall.

Its Value.—The standard price
silver is about 5s. an ounce ; but our Ro]
Mint makes its issues at 5s. 6d. per ount
or £3 6s. per pound. Its fineness

expressed in ounces and pennyweigl
Thus in a pound of our standard sih

there are eleven ounces two pennj^w^eigl

pure silver, and the remaining eighte

pennyweights alloy.

Its Malleability.— Silver leaf can'

reduced to the 170,000th part of an incT

It can be put into plates of which 110,00]

make an inch, so that, in point of mallesj

bility, it is next to gold.

Its Ductility is also very great;

may be drawn out into wire more siem
than the finest human hair, and in tl

way a single grain may be stretched ouj

to 400 feet.

Its tenacity is inferior to that of iroi

copper, or platinum. Wire of the thii

teenth of an inch in thickness will suppoi

a weight of 137 pounds.

In Specific Gravity it is somewbg
lighter than lead. It is elastic, and wli«

hardened by allov is highly sonorous.

in the form of leaf or fine wire, it^

intensely heated by means of electricity

galvanism, or oxy hydrogen blow-pipe,

burns with vivid sparks, and with i

exquisite green-coloured flame, giving: <n

a dense grey smoke.

Its Uses it would be almost impossibi

to specify, connected as they are, in

many various ways, with our arts, science

and manufactures.

MAGNA CIIAETA.

On the 19th of June, 1215, King John

signed Magna Charta. How many
changes have occurred in England since

that memorable day! How diff"erent was

that "good old time" from 1851! The
reigning sovereign was the object of popu-

lar hatred. Discontent had grown into dis-

aff"ection, and disaffection into revolt. The
arbitrary sway of imperious Normans in-

fringing upon public liberty had produced

the system of serfdom, or vassalage, known
by the name of Feudalism. The indignation

of an injured people had been aroused.

The barons were fettered and galled by new
restrictions, and offended with the meanness

of the King in subjecting himself, as he

had lately done, to the authority of the

Pope ; surrendering his kingdom to a

foreign and ecclesiastical power. The

whole of the reign of John—the war idl

France, the quarrel with Rome, and ll

oppression and tyranny exercised over tl

people—had produced in the minds *

nearly all men execration for the monar<

who could thus basely betray himself ai

people.

At a meeting held at St. Paul's Cath

dral, Langton, the primate informed tl

peers and prelates that, before he woui

absolve the King from the sentence of «
communication, he had made him swean
the principles and application of tl

Charter of the first Henry—a charter wh«
would peculiarly afi"ect their present gri^

ances. The barons declared that they woij

sooner perish than resign their claiitw

nearly all the nobility of England joined I

the confederacy.
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[jangton having summoned the barons to

:ethim at the Abbey of St. Edmundsbury,
^y there engaged in a solemn oath to

fi ge war against the King till their demands
jjuld be granted. Having preferred their

tition to the King, he requested time to

isider. This was granted. Meanwhile
th parties appealed to the Pope, and
»an their preparations for war. The
pe espoused the cause of the King, who
used to accede to the lequest of the

ons, saying, he would never grant them
Grties which would reduce himself to

very.

Che confederated nobles, informed of

s answer, proceeded to levy war upon the
iiarch. They besieged the castle of

rthampton, and though repulsed there,

y were welcomed at Bedford and re-

ved without opposition in London,
iding that the nobility were successful,

; King retired to Oldham in Hampshire,
h only seven attendants, and sent a
er to the nobles soliciting a conference,

.'uesday in Whitsuntide, the 9th of June,
3 accordingly appointed as the day on
ich the two parlies should meet to settle

ir diflferences. The place fixed upon
s the plain of Runnemede, or Runny-
ad, a meadow on the banks of the
ames, between Staines and Windsor. On
8ih the King came to Merton, in Surrey,

1 letters of safe conduct were issued to

barons. The meeting, however, was
erred till the following Monday. On the
h of June both parties encamped, apart
tu each other like declared enemies; the
ons came in great numbers, but John
s attended by only a few followers.

Che conference commenced by the barons
senting their demands to the King ; the
uirements being drawn up in the form
preliminary articles of agreement. To
se His Majesty affixed his seal. This
:ument is now in the British Museum.
e seal attached to it is in a much more
feet state of preservation than those
onging to any of the still existing copies
he charter itself. The articles of treaty

re embodied in the form of a charter,

ich is commonly entitled the Magna
nrta Commiiidum Libertatwn, or Great
arter of the Common Liberties, and was
ned on the 19th of June,
'opies of the charter were sent, after its

nature, to each county, or at least to every
cese in England, but of these copies only
eeare now known to exist. Two are in the
tish Museum, having formed part of the

lection of Sir Richard Cotton, by whom
5 of them is said to have been recovered
m the hands of a tailor, who was in the act

proceeding to cut up the parchment for

asures. These copies were slightly in-

jured by a fire, which consumed a part of
the Cottonian Library before it was removed
to its present depository ; the waxen seal
which is attached to one of them having
been partly melted by that accident. The
other has only the slits by which the seal
had formerly been attached to it. The copy,
exposed to public view in the British Mu-
seum has no signatures.
Among the benefits which the Great

Charter conferred upon the nation, may be
mentioned its providing that no scrutage, or
pecuniary compensation for military service,
should be raised but by the general coun-
cil of the State ; its giving the first idea of
a parliamentary representation of the peo-
ple, and directing that the supreme civil

court should be stationary, so that fcuitors

might not be harassed and put to needless
expense by having to follow the King fiom
place to place ; it gave encouragement, also,

to commerce, by securing to foreigners the
liberty of coming to England, or leaving the
realm, without interruption. Itgavetesta-
mentatory power to every individual over
their personal property. It confirmed civic

liberties, enjoined uniformity of weights and
measures, and was, indeed, the great foun-
dation of English liberty. The article

which is to be considered most valuable is

that which declares that "No freeman shall
be apprehended, cr imprisoned, or disseised
(deprived of anything he possesses), or
outlawed, or banished, or in any way
destroyed ; nor will we go upon hiai, nor
will we send upon him (pronounce sen-
tence upon him, or allow any of the judges
to do so), except by the legal judgment of
his peers (or equals), or by the law of
the land. To none will we sell, to
none will we deny, to none will Ave delay,
right or justice." This solemn recognition
of the liberty of the subject at once laid the
foundation of a free constitution. Again,
in declaring that no scrutage, or tax, should
be raised in the kingdom without the con-
sent of the Council of State, the principle
is involved, so dear to every Englishman,
that THE CONSENT OP THE COMMUNITY IS

ESSENTIAL TO JUST TAXATION.
" It is observable,'* says Dr. Lardner,

J*
that the language of this Great Charter

is simple, brief, general without being ab-
stract, and expressed in terms of authority,
not of argument, yet commonly so reason-
able as to carry with it the intrinsic evidence
of its own fitness. It was understood by
the simplest of the unlettered age for whom
it was intended. It was remembered by
them

; and though they did not perceive
the extensive consequences which might be
derived from it, their feelings were, how-
ever, unconsciously exalted by its geniality
and grandeur.
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" It was a peculiar advantage that the
consequences of ^its principles were, if we
may so speak, only discovered gradually
and slowly. It gave out on each occasion
only as much of the spirit of liberty and
reformation as the circumstances of suc-
ceeding generations required, and as their
character would safely bear. For almost
five centuries it was appealed to as the
decisive authority on behalf of the people,
though commonly so far only as the neces-
sities of the case demanded. Its effects in
these contests were not altogether unlike
the process by which nature employs snows
and frosis to cover her delicate gems, and
to hinder them from rising above the earth
till the atmosphere has acquired the mild
and equal temperature which insures them
against blights. On the English nation,
undoubtedly, the Charter has contributed
to bestow the union of establishment with
improvement. To all mankind it set the
first example of the progress of a great peo-
ple for centuries, in blending their tumul-
tuary democracy and haughty nobility with a
fluctuating and vaguely limited monarchy,
so as at length to form from these di^co^dant
materials the only form of free government
which experience had shown to be recon-
cilable with widely extended dominions.

" Whoever, in any future age, or unborn
nation, may admire the felicity of the ex-
pedient which converted the power of taxa-
tion into the shield of liberty, by which dis-

cretionary and secret imprisonment
rendered impracticable, and portions o
people were trained to exercise a la.r
share of judicial power than was •

allotted to them in any other civilised !=

in such a manner as to secure, instea
>f

endangering, public tranquillity
; who r

exults at the spectacle of enlightened
independent assemblies, who, under
eye of a well-informed nation, discuss
determine the law and policy likely to i;

communities great and happy ; whoev
capable of comprehending: -all the effec
such institutions, with all their possible
provements upon the mind and genius
people, is sacredly bound to speak wit:

verential gratitude of the authors ot

Great Charta. To have produced it

have preserved it, to have matured h,
stitute the immortal claim of Englan
the esteem of mankind. Her Bacons
Shaksperes, her Mil'ons and Newt
with all the truth which they have reve<
and all the generous virtue which they \

inspired, are of inferior value when (

pared with the subjection of men and t

rulers to the principles of justice ; if

deed, it be not more true that these mi.
spirits could not have been formed ex
under equal laws, nor roused to full act:

without the influence of that spirit w.
the Great Charta breathed over their f -

fathers."

OCEAN PENNY POSTAGE.

The tendencies of the age in which we live

are eminently progressive. Every idea or
plan which appears calculated to advance
the best interests of the communify is now
welcomed as a friend by the masses. The
people are becoming educated, and hence,
as a necessary consequence of their en-
lightenment, they desire to remedy existing
evils, and to render peace and happiness
the common property of all.

Among the many reforms which have
been effected within the last few years, none
hns proved m.ore beneficial to all classes
of the people than Rowland Hill's Penny
Postage ; and it has especially been a
b'essing to the poorer classes, who, under
the old system, were unable to correspond

j

with their friends at a distance without
j

seriously trespassing upon their scanty
\

funds. I

But there is another reform much
\

needed, which, while it commends itself to
'

the sympathies and co-operation of the
'

commercial man, is yet pre-eminrn?ly a
people's question, and that is Elihu liur-

ritt's proposition of an Ocean Peiiny 1

1

^9^y by which we mean simply thij
'' That the single service of transportin
letter, weighing under half an ounce, f

'

any port of the United Kingdom to
port beyond the sea at which the Bri
mail packets may tjuch, shall be perforin

by the British Government for one penr
Millions of our fellow-countrymen

now scattered in various parts of the woi
and large numbers of poverty-stricken e

of toil are continually leaving the she
of Britain never more to return,
these leave behind loving hearts, aitac
to them by strong ties of affe«J

that neither time nor distance can
and friendships that will cease only
death. How greatly would an Ocean P<

Postage alleviate the sorrow of separatl
enabling, as it would, friends dwelli
apart from each other to keep up afreq
and mutual correspondence, never
how stern the poverty may be which
have to endure! This cheap OceanPo
would, indeed, be a glorious thing t

%
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llj -ly settler on the prairies and in the back •

'i^ids of America, who has been compelled

iij stern , necessity to expatriate liimseif

pa the land of his birth ; or to the emi-

p:it who has crossed a wider ocean of

rersthan the Atlantic, to cultivate the

1 uriant soil of that mighty land of in-

( try, the great Continent of the Pacific,

his cheap means of communication be-

t en our beloved country and lands both

rr us and far away, would serve to in-

c ise and perpetuate those kindly feelings

a fraternal syujpathies which are now
hpily uniting the nations. It would be a

p erful auxiliary in the work of the Bro-
t hood to that great Temple of Industry

ii lyde Park, which is filled with the finest

piucts of the earth, and the grandest
vks ever realised by gioriou-, ennobling
1; lur, and which is destined to do much
t ards annihilating those unnatural
h'edsand jealousies which have so long
e ted between the nations, destroying
t r happiness and sacrificing their true

g itness. The reign of mere nationalities

V soon terminate, and an Ocean Penny
I ^age will do much towards diffusing over
t world those enlightened principles of

c rity and progress which will eventually
.36 all men to act on that sublime truth

nciated by St. Paul up»n Mars Hill—
od hath made of one blood all nations

of men ;" and to exclaim, '' We are breth-
ren, and therefore no longer shall strife and
enmity divide mankind."
The proposed reform would likewise

render important service to the cause of
religion, by assisting missionary enterprise,
and movements of a kindred character,
whose object it is to diffuse the priiiciples

of Christianity and civilisation in distant
lands, which are now for the most part
steeped in ignorance and barbarism, and
which are therefore urgently in need of the
blessings of the Gospel.

It is gratifying to know that the question
of Ocean Penny Postage is now becoming a
popular one. The efturts of Elihu Burritt,
Edmund Fry, and their colleagues, have
been so far successful that Mr. Milner
Gibson is expected to bring forward a mo-
tion on the subject in the House of Com-
mons during the present session ; a -id

doubtless he will be well supported by
petitions from all parts of the country,
signed by commercial men, ministers of the
Gospel, and all who love to see the world
blessed.

Working men of England ! Aid this move-
ment by your sympathies and co-operation,
and cease not your exertions on its behalf
until you have obtained for mankind the
valuable boon of an Ocean Penny P( stage.

F. W. ClIESSON.

DIGGINGS.
'* Small, but Golden, Grains.*'

.S a bird is known by his note, so is a

1 by his discourse.

Ixpcctation is often a more certain plea-

e than possession.
'oubt, in Older that you may believe the
th.

orstant application overcomes the
atest difnculties.

le active, for idleness is the rest of the
id.

'ortune can take nothing from us but
It she gave.
'oolhardiness should never be mistaken
courage.
ndustry is a guard to income, and a bar
emptations.
f jou sow iniquity, you must reap
ery.

'ilence is a gift without peril, and a trea-
e without enemies.
tis better to do well than to say well,

tfen's merits rise in proportion to their

desty.

Joil not the splendour of bright actions
rain glory.

Without frugality none can be rich ; and
with it few would be poor.

Yielding tempers pacify resentment?.
The luxurious live to eat and drink ; the

wise eat and drink to live.

Society is a more level surface than we
generally imagine.
Some poor men are undervalued, because

worth nothing.

j
Raise not the credit of your wit at the

I

expense of your judgment.
i Perspicuity is the garment which go;d
I

thoughts should wear.
One vice is more expens-ive than many

virtues.

Men of talent rise with their company,
and are brought out by the occasion.
Never antedate your misfortunes, for

that is to aggravate them.
Money is a despotic queen, and binds

her slaves with fetters.

Fear nothing but infamy, dare anything
but injury.

Good counsel is above all price.

Deeds are fruits ; words are but leaves.
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THE MAELSTROM.
A CAUTION TO THE "i OrXG.

Some of our young readers may not have
lieard of that tremendous whirlpool near
the western coast of Norwaj^, usually
called the '*' Maelstrom,'' and by sailors
the '• Navel of the Sea/' The water near
it is continually kept in the most fearful
commotion. In it ships of the heaviest
burden are in an instant shivered to atoms.
The whale itself is sometimes overcome by
the power of its suction, and dashed to
pieces in its vortex. Its suction affects
the water to a considerable distance round.
And those who are so unfortunate as to
come within the circle of its influence can
seldom make a sufficiently powerful ef-
fort to escape. They are generally drawn
into its funnel, and perish.
On the sliore, nearly opposite the wliirl-

pool, one fine afternoon in the month of
July, a party of young ladies and gentle-
men agreed to take an excursion that
evening in a pleasure-boat. They were
not much accustomed to ''' the dangers of
the sea." The young men could not ply
the oars as dexterously as many others, but
they supposed there could be no danger.
All nature seemed to smile. The sunbeam
briskly played on the bosom of the ocean.
Calmness had thrown its oily wand on the
billow, and it slept. The water, present
ing a smooth unruffled surface, seemed a
sea of glass. The most timerous would
scarcely have suspected that danger, in its
most terrific form, was lurkingjust beneath
the surface.
The evening came—the young people

assembled on the beach. The mellow
moonbeam would tremble for a moment
and then sleep en the calm, unagitated
bosom of tlie ocean. The pleasure-boat
was unmoored—the party gaily entered

;

the boat was moved from the shore. It
was soon under weigh. It was rapidly
propelled by those at the oars. But they
soon discovered that it would skim gently
over the bosom of the deep when the
motion produced by the oars had ceased,
ihey allowed the boat to glide gently
«/o"g--they felt no danger. All was
thoughtless hilarity. The motion of the
vessel in which they sailed became gra-
dually, and to them insensiblv.more rapid.
Ihey were moved by the iniiuence of the
whirlpool. Their motion was rotary.
Ihey soon came round almost to the same
spot from which they had sailed. At this
critical moment, the only one in which it
was possible for them to be saved, a num-
ber of persons on shore, who knew their

I
danger, discovered them, and insta

I

gave the alarm. They entreated thosi
,

the boat to make one desperate effort i

,

drive it on shore if possible. "NVhent
\

talked of danger, the party of pleai

^

laughed at their fears, and passed al
f withoutmaking one attempt to deliver tit

selves from impending ruin. The \
ruoved on, the rapidity of its motion €
tinually increasing, and the circle aroi
which it was drawn by tlie rotary mc
ment of the water, becoming smaller.
soon appeared a second time to those on
land.

Again they manifested their anxiety
the safety of those whose danger they s
but who, if delivered, must be delive
by their own exertions ; for those on sk<
even if they launched another boat x

rushed into the very jaws of peril, c«
not save them while they were determi
to remain inactive, and be carried by
accelerated velocity of the water r«
tliis mouth of the sea, ready to swalloli
once both them and their boat. Tl
still moved along in merriment. Peal?
laughter were often heard. Sneers IB
the only thanks given to those who wai
with delight, have saved them. Forati
they continued to move round in all tb
thoughtlessness. Presently, however, tJ

began to hear the tremendous roar of •

vortex below. It sounded like the boa
unsteady bellowings of the ail-devour
earthquake, or like the distant sea u
storm. By this time, the boat ever .

anon would quiver like an aspen-leaf,

i

then shoot like lightning through the %
foam-covered sea.

Solemnity now began to banish n^
from the countenances of those in
pleasure-boat. They^half suspected
danger was near. Soon they felt it. Wl
they came again in sight of land, theira
of distress would have pierced the lit
of stone.

*' Oh, help ! for mercy's sake," was n
the exclamation of despair. A thick bis
cloud, as if to add horror to the scene
distress, at this moment shrouded "

heavens. The oars were plied with ev«
nerve. They snapped, and their Is
meuts were hurried into the yawn
abyss. The boat, now trembling, n
tossed, now whirled suddenly round,

if
lashed by the spray, wa^ presently thrc
with violence into the jaws of dei
opened wide to receive it and the imii»
tals whom it carried.
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Tis perished the pleasure boat and all

t -ailed in it. And thus perish thou-

^hi the vortex of dissipation, who a

moothly sailed around it3 utmost

: !?who were scarcely, as they sup-

1 within the sphere of its influence

^ ho would laugh at those who could

'^^^hTul as to warn them of danger^

^ask the young -and especially
' mpn to lav up in the storehouse of

:aSVy the^acc^^^ of the pleasure-

boat and its destruction. Let them re-

member and improve it ^l^^n sinful p ea-

^re beckons them to its soul-killmg bower

and especially when any
<>^%f^'X\thl

the cup which contains, even though it be

but a single drop, of intoxicating liquor

It may, perhaps, save some—may it save

many-may it skve all who read it, from

drunkenness, from a drunkards untimely

death—from filling a drunkard s grave. ,

AMERICAN SLAVERY.

r always a pleasant duty to record pro-

I, And when that progress takes the

tion assigned it by the philanthropists

,enlightenedera,thepleasureisgreatly

ented. We all wish to abolish the

r one man has usurped to hold an-

in bondage. Remonstrance and pe-

/have so far had little effect on the

-holders of America; nevertheless,

ry is on the decline-fast working its

cure. By the American census, lately

to hand, the population ot the United

js, last year, was :—

20,087,909
'

3,179,589
inhabitants,

es

Total
23,267,498

ot many years ago the number of

es almost equalled the immber of free

A slave population is essentially a

onary population. In the United

:es political power is based on popula-

According to a law passed m 1»4A

•y 70,680 inhabitants must have a re-

;entativc. The present number ot

e states is fifteen-free states sixteen,

.se numbers will always continue the

;e until some chance or providence

ishes slavery entirely ; but the number

epresentatives which the several states

entitled to send to Congress is continu-

r varying. This arrangement, accord-

to the new census, will make a differ-

ence of six votes on the slave question,

when it comes on for discussion-threo

votes having been transferred trom tUe

slave states to their wealthier and more

thriving free rivals. If the population ot

the United States keeps on increasing in

as great a ratio as it has done tor tiie last

ten years, it requires small gift of prophecy

to foresee that the slave states will be, by

the time the next census is taken, ma very

decided minority. It is impossible tliau

slavery can hold its ground m a land ot

progress, to which not only the people ot

Anilo-Saxon blood,but themmd of Anglo-

Saxon men, are continually streaming.

Influence in a state is in comparison to tiie

freedom of its people ;
and according to

the present aspect of affairs, America is

destined, if the slave laws be abolished,

to exercise a more potent influence on

European affairs than do-nothing legisla-

tors wish to recognise. However, it in

the course of one ten years the horrid

traffic is not voluntarily abandoned, ^yc

may safely aver that a second decade will

not have passed away before America

will be convulsed to its very core, and its

grand Republican institutions, it not en-

tirely destroyed, at least considerably

shaken. Let us hope they will take time

by the forelock-and, while they wipe a

foul stain from humanity, add another leat

to the laurel that encircles the national

brow.

Jm:Mo. XH. E.™.KTB._We can neve. tMU^^^^^^

m the number of distinct uses which are consolulatea or urn
diffuses smells,

iair supplies the lungs, supports fii^V? ^^J^s ma^nfainins fts i«n inhabitants,

es rain,';?afts ships bears up b>rds. H'-a^er be^'de ma.^^^^
animals-is the

ihe universal nourisher of plants,
«"'l;/^'°"S'i„"'„^„hes their thirst, floats their bur-

': °'^^J^^t^, tSensrUt |^:at%—er of vegetation and life,

lot necessary to the support of both.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XXIII.

PIIEXCH INTO ENGLISH.
Lb virgt huit Juil!et, di.x=lu.it cent cinquante et un, a deux=hcuics et quai.re n>i

af^n '
'' '^ '''"" ""'

"'-'rP'" ^^-^ "^^ '°'"'
'
'*<1"^"« (f-) «"* (future 1,,,;auernoon eclipse which

frome/re) presque totde (f.). Qu'cst ce qn'une eclipse du soldi? QuVst ce r

ca.«^i\^ol^^^^^^
'"^^^^''^ P'"''^' Indicative) une telle eclipse? C'elt^'k lune

(

c'est que la lune s'interpose (from interposer^io interpose) cntre la terre T!''!It IS that interposes (2) itself ^
between earth

^ ^

soleil (m.), detournant (present participle) la lumiere (f.) dr celui-ci. Dans levioux^dttmirmr—to turn aside
-i^au, i^ v k ,ix

temps (m.) on re^ardait (imperfect Indicative) une eclipse comme presage de qU^regarder-io regard ^
as presale

^
'

evenements importants et funestcs. Les animaux (p.) inferieuri ont rth-v.^events (1) important (2) fatal (2) animals ^ ^
lower

^ '

plural, present, of ^iw) toujours peur, pendant une edipse. Dans c.
"

fear

m venir (iiferally goes to come, is gohuj to cor.ie) le moment de Ja plus firnmle c>is about to take place
^^^ j^'tt^i grmine o

te >. N ^ . ,
greatest {[

sera (from ttre) a trois heures et douze minutes du so-r

^11 r

cveLing
Our friends will call to mind, on reading the opening words of this passage tli» rimethod of employing the numbers in dates, and also in speakine of the rWV 1

the latter, it w.U be useful (the subject belonging, so to sa^to "fe nece'^ar ^of cotsaion) to explam m detaU how the French express themselves. " What o'clock^t^ -quelle henre est tl.? ' It is two o'clock"-,/ est deu^ heures. " It s noontwelve o clock m he day)"-i est midi. " It is twelve o'clock at nigl
f '-,7 .mznmt (The last two e.-tpressions literally mean '< midday" and " midnifht ") '

'

wants twenty minutes to seven"-il.est sept heures, moiL vingt minutZ "It i.quarter past one '-tl est une heure et quart. " It is half-past five"-« "S cm« le^et den-ae. " It wants a quarter to eight"-a7 est huit heJes, mains InLji Z
quarTerT'

"'
"

' "' *""''' '"" '"'"' " ^^ ^ <=W "'clock,'mii^

In the same way, you would express " at noon, at two o'clock, at one o'clock at fm,at twenty mmutes to seven, at a quarter past one. at half-post fiie, or in fact a'.n otsuch terois by-a midi, & denx h.ures, a nne heure, h qnalrehZ:XTsZ\t.moms mnijt mimdcs, u mie heure etquart, ii cinq heures et demit t^c
II ou observe here the il est remains always singular in French 'hkp'/Pu ,V Ti'„„i:.i,

matter for the plurality of the hours that f^llow.= You are as™i S'"^/t^eelve," asm saying -'it is cnej' Of course, quelle henre est il UeWtv mens " whour ,s It?-' As to the English term "o'clock." it is a corruption from" of 1.lock;" and no doubt the original query used to be, "what hour ofTe clockabridged into " what of the clock V and then, " what o'clock '"
We will take this opportunity of explainicg a nice distinction, which wouM othersS °. ^' k'*^'''-"' ^f"'™

'' ^""^ ''' ""^ ^ translation for oSr 'Mt'' (chieflSfcIS
)
at the begmning of a sentence. And, first, we r.,ust observe that no nm;^examp e must be deduced from the received idiom in speaking of the clock thaUs .exceptional locution or manner of talking.

^ '

First, then, t7 cannot be used to translate our "it" (before "
is'") where plther

the substantive " book," ' qnalifi^A'V thr'adre^^H-e '' amurngTfolfowr- i:,"":
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e you could not say, .7 est un iivre amusant ; but c est un litre amu^ant would

B-ct So! again, suppose you wanted to say, " it is a book, .t >3 a hon it is a

"
s a pain inl" here, in all these phrases, you have a substantive by which the

iIL \^\{ fol owed in government. Here, therefore, you could not say ./ « «»

^fio«r&" You could, however, most correctly say, c'est un litre, c'esl «« hon.

I chien c'est une peiniure. ., ^

we rnav observe, parenthetically, that though you could not say il est unepein^

a translation of -it is a painting," yet il est une peinture is French, and good

ic French, only the meaning is altogether diflferent. It has precisely the sigmfica-

ay a wie peinture : that is, it means " there is a paintmg,' &c.

we come to the other class of phrases where "it is" precedes an adjective with-

r substantive whatever. Here, in very many instances, you ^^ay use ^^ and m
all instances you may use ce. The il is, however, even preferable, where the

3U wish to express is completed by the rememder of the sentence. For example,

iseful to work :" here merely an adjective, without any substantive
,
follows it

i further, the meaning is completed in the concluding P^^tj)f the phrase to

•

therefore, il est utile de travailler would be the French you should prefer. But,

vmg been once said, and the meaning therefore completed beforehand, suppose

^\o whom you were speaking wished to reply, - yes, it is useful," he ougnt to

i cest utile. And just in the same way if, without any conversation, you are,

n writing or in speaking, referring to something foregone, ce (or, as it may be,

thit") should be preferred to il. The rule, therefore, which we offer o our

:s as the most practical which we could devise on this head is^ tha\^\«^«
J ^^ ./

.^ a substantive to which it refers, you cannot translate the English Phrase by z,

at you may by ce. In the next place, where only an adjective oliows, then you

nslate the English - it " bv il or bv ce ; by il preferably where the sense is yet to

Sted by ce v^here the sense has been completed already. This kind of analysis,

.vfha;eypeatedly introduced on various points, wiU be found by our readers

rofitable and more solidly avaUable than whole volumes:^ lea^^ed and technical

mch as are the deUght of the doctors of grammar.

ae first sentence of the exercise, the student will observe that laqueUe is used for

h
" Now qui would also mean '^ which,'' as our pupils already well know. Why

ive we used laquelle? Because qui, being either masculine or feminme, must.

,iBg to the rulei of syntax and aU principles of style, refer to the last preceding

ative, which in the sentence is soleiL Now it is not intended to refer the ; 'which

il, but to the previous substantive, eclipse. How to contrive this in English would

azzle, and would necessitate an alteration of the construction of the whole sen-

In French, however, owing to the precision with which the genders are marked

more easy to manage. Lequel being masculine and laq^Ue feminme and both

le •* which," it is quite clear that if we use laquelle, it must refer to the last

iL feminine subsUntive in the sentence : that substantive in the present instance

J, which is just what is wanted. Here we-may remark that qui m^j mean either

"
or - which ;" whereas lequel (m. s.), laquelle (f. s.), lesquels (m. ^.), lesquelles

,, mean only *^ which," and are referred in general, not to persons, but to inanimate

'he word \niinaux ('^ animals"), we are reminded to return to the subject of plural

i-ular Adjectives, substantives, and the definite article are, as a general rule,

plural in French by the addition of ans; exactly as substanUves alone are so

in English But, as we observed in a former chapter, there are among French

«ves and adjectives some exceptions to this rule. The more importaiit are :-

LNouns ending in au or ei/., form the plural by taking ^ instead of s. For

V .le : le chapeau Tthe hat), les chapeaux (the hats) ; le feu (the fire), lesfeux (the

» >^' B —Among those ending in om, the following also take the J? in the plural

;

U (the owl), lejovjou (the toy), le pou (the louse), le bijou (the jewel), le ^renow (the

!^lechou (the cabbage), and /e caillou (the pebble). In old works, many others

ig in OM are made also to take the x in the plural ; but no others do so now

ondly.-Most nouns endmg in al, and nearly all, if not all, ending m at/ m the

ilar, change this termination into aux in the plural ; as le cheval (the horse), les
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c/ievaua: (the horses), le travail (the labour), les travaux (the labours) Le vat m\
ever, and a few others ending in al, merely take s in the plural like the great maioriS
French nouns. Le bal (the ball), les ball (the balls).

^ majority!

Thirdly.—All nouns ending in the singular in s, x, or z, are the same in the nlnand smgular
;

as le cas (the case), les cas (the cases), la croix (the cross), les croil- d
crosses), le nez (the nose), les nez (the noses). ^

These are the most important exceptions ; and our readers nov7 know how to form
plural of all nouns in French.
The perfect definite Indicative, in the third regular conjugation, is :—

ENGLISH FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION-.
I perceived J'aper^us zTiappersu
thou perceivedst tu aper^is tu appersu
he perceived u apergiit eel appersfc
she perceived elle apergut el appersu
we perceived nous ajyercames nooz apjyerswne
you perceived voiis apergiUes vooz ajypersuie

they perceived Uls apergurerd eels appersure

\ elks apergurent els appersure
The future is :

—

ENGLISH.

I shall perceive
thou shalt perceive
he shall perceive
she shall perceive
we shall perceive
you shall perceive

they shall perceive

The Conditional :

—

ENGLISH.

I should perceive
thou shouldst perceive
he should perceive
she should perceive
we should perceive
you should perceive

they should perceive

FRENCH.
J^apercevrai

tu apercevras

it apercevra

elle apercevra

nous apercevrons

rous apercevrez

{lis apercevront

elles apercevrojit

FRENCH.
J^apercevrais

tu apercevrais

il apercevrait

elle apercevrait

nous apercevrions

voiis apercevriez

fils apercevraioit

elles apercevraient

PRONCTNCIATIOl

zhappers-svray

tu appers-svrah

eel appers svrah
el appers-svrah

nooz appers-svroan
I'oos apperS'Svray
eels appers-si'roan

els appers-svroan

PRONrNCIATION.
zhappers-svray

tu appers-svray

eel ajjpers-svray

el appers^vray
nooz appers -svree-
vooz appers-svreeay
eels appers-svray

els appers-svray

Of course, when a vowel beginning the next word follows the second person singula
of the future tense, or any of its persons plural, or any person singular or plural of th

conditional, the final consonant is sounded. For an analogous reason we have marke
as to be sounded above, the final consonant in wows, vouSy Us, and elles ; because
vowel commences every tense in Apercevoir,

TO OUR "FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot mention the precise day when the prizes will be announced ; as the varS

exercises will require very careful comparison, and general examination.

Sam. B—N.—We have received your translation of the passage from*' Chateaubri
The other exercise does not accompany it.

rSi'Further prize exercises have been received from Jn. Cr—d, from E. H. L—m, frfeiTl
D— s, from Th. A—ge, from S. S., Dewsbury, from Ed. P—r, from Alex. W— r, free

W. S. S—o, from Sam. N—h, again; from Jeune Ecosse. (We presume ecossaitj

intended). From others who are, we fear, too late, exercises have also been received,
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

i.sub5tantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb

^.ORAM, s. properly, a mithematical

a of aiv kind , but the word is applied,

I'ltionally. and in ordinary lectures, to

f
awing or figure by \Yhich a subject is

ifated or explained.

)x, s. a plate marked with figures, on

i a hand shows the hour of the day, as

ck or watch, or by the shadow of the

, n\, or index, on a sun-dial.

D.LECT, s. manner of expression
;
par-

1- style ; subdivision of a language.

)LEC'rics, s. the art of logic, or right

s.ing; properly, the word signifies

hart of conversation."

)XOGUE, s. a conversation between

> more persons ; alternate discourse.

:. ysis, s. the figure in rhetoric by

1 syllables or words are divided.

Jm/eter, s. the line which, passing

tjh the centre of a circle, divides it

)vo equal parts.

Imet'rically, ad. in direct opposition,

I the two sides of a circle.

Lmond, 5. a precious stone, or crys-

Y gem ; the hardest, most brilliant,

[ ost valuable of all bodies. It is found
\T in Brazil, Golconda, and Borneo.

i.N'DRiAX, a. (in botany) having two

ims.

I.pa'son, 5. (in music) the interval of

ntave, so called because it includes all

jted musical sounds. It likewise sig-

I the compass of any voice or instru-

i; the French employ it to express

\
in England is meant by the term

H pitch.

iiPER, s. a sort of fine-flowered linen.

wPhan'ic, Diaph'axous, a. clear,

lid.

lPH0n'iC3, s. the science of refracted

Is passing through different mediums.

^.phoret'ics, s. medicines which pro-

perspiration.

aphragm, s. a partition ; the name
I to the midriffj a circular muscle

d between the thorax and abdomen,
ng a moveable partition between these

jreat cavities.

aplas'tic, s. an application proper for

ken bone.
aruhce'a, s. looseness of the bowels.

ARY, s. a note book or register of daily

nences.
as'tole, s. the making a short syllable

; the dilatation of the heart.

; V. verb ; v. a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neuter.

DiATES'sARON, s. the four Gospels.

Diaton'ic, s. (in music) proceeding by
different tones in ascending or descending.

Di'atribe, 5. a tedious disputation.

Dib'bling, v. a. planting the seed instead

of casting it in with the hand.

Dichot'omy, s. the distribution of ideas

by pairs.

DiCHOTYLED'oNOUS,a. (inbotany) having

two lobes or divisions.

Dicta'tor, s. a ruler, a Roman magis-

trate.

Dic'tiox, s. style, language, expression.

Dic'tioxary, s, a book explaining words,

facts, or things alphabetically ; a lexicon.

Dic'tum, s. a positive assertion ; an au-

thoritative saying ; any casual or extra-

judicial opinion delivered by a judge.

DiDAC'Tic, a, preceptive, doctrinal ; the

term is generally applied to writings or dis-

courses in which moral precepts are incul-

cated.

Didac'tylous, a. having two toes.

Die, s. a stamp used for striking the

figures on coins, medals, buttons, &c.

DiEC'iAX, s. a plant, the male and female

flowers of which spring from different roots.

Di'es Nox, s. literally " no day,'' that is,

no day for business ; days on which public

functionaries do not sit to transact business.

Die'sis, s. the least tone in music.

Di'et, s. an assembly of princes ; food.

Di'etary, a. pertaining to the rules of

diet.

DiETET^ic, a. relating to diet.

Differen'tial, a. belonging to the

method of calculating by infinitely small

parts.

Dif'ficile, a. difficult, hard, scrupulous.

Diffla'tiox, s. the act of scattering by
wind.

Dif'fluexce, s. an aptness to flow every
way ; not fixed.

Dtges'tiox, s. the process by which food

taken into the stomach is converted into

nutriment ; the preparation of matter by
heat ; the reduction of thoughts or ideas to

a regular plan, after mature consideration.

Diges'tives, s. medicines, &c., which
have power to cause digestion.

Dig'it, s. literally, a finger; a terra em-
ployed to signify any symbol of number
from to 9 ; three quarters of an inck ; the

^x- f- Sf ••. »»e-
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twelfth part of the diameter of the sun or
mon.
Diq'nitary, s. a clergyman advanced to

some dignity above that of a parochial
priest.

DiGRES'siON, s. a deviation, or tempo-
rary wandering from a subject.

Dtlapida'tion, s. decay from want of re-
pairs ; in law, the damage which accrues to
a building in consequence of neglect of re-
pairs ; or the pulling down or destroying
buildings belonging to an ecclesiastical

benefice, or to other than the occupiers.

Dila'te, v. to extend, to widen ; to relate
at length, to expand.

Dil'atory, a. tardy, slow, loitering.

Dilem'ma, 5. a difficult situation ; an
argument consisting of two or more propo-
sitions, so disposed, that grant which ofi^

them a person will, he will be pressed by
the conclusion ; circumstances which render
the choice of one of two difficulties neces-
sary ; a vexatious alternative.

Dil'ettante, s. (Italian) a lover of art
and science. The term is sometimes em-
ployed contemptuously, to describe a lover
of art, who is not satisfied with looking and
enjoying, but who criticises without being
duly qualified for so important a function.

Dil'uents,5. those liquids which are used
to dilute the fluids of the human body, and
thereby modify their nature. Water is the
simplest and generally the best diluent.

Dilxj'te, v. a. to make thin, to weaken.

DiLU'viAN", a. relating to the deluge.

DiLu'viuM, s. a collection of remains of
rocks and strata of gravel, deposited chiefly

by water.

DiN^ARCHY, s. a form of government in
which the authority is lodged in two
persons.

Di'ocESE, s. (literally administration) a
district over which the authority of a bishop
extends; hence a bishop is called a dio-

cesan,
Diop'trics, s, the science of refracted

lights.

Diora.'ma, 5. a Greek word, signifying, to

see through. An exhibition of paintings in
a building so constructed as that various
hues and shades of light may be thrown on
and through the picture, so as to produce
the effects of distance, and change of time
and season.

Diph'thong, s. two vowels joined toge-
ther.

Diplo'ma, s. (literally a double thing)
formerly, a letter or writing of a sovereign
conferring some dignity, or granting some
privilege, of Jwhich a duplicate was kept.
The term is now restricted to a document

by which some university or college cot
some honour, or privilege to praciis
some learned profession.

Diplo'macy, s. the act of conduc
negotiations and arranging treaties betw
nations

; or the branch of knowledge m
regards the principles of that art, and
relations of independent states to one*
ther.

Diplomat'ics, 5 that branch of kti

ledge which ought to be possessed bj
envoy, or ambassador, to a foreign co
The corps diplomatique^ or diplomdtic b«
at any court or seat of Government, im
the body of foreign agents engaged
diplomacy that are resident there.

Dip'piNG NEEDLE, s. a magnetic n#i
that dips or inclines to the earth.

Dip'teral, a. insects having two wi
only, as the common house fly. j

Diradia'tion, *. the diffusion of thei
of light from a luminous body.

Dirge, s. a mournful or funeral poem
musical composition.

Disband', v. a. to dismiss from milit
service

; to separate, to break up, to scati

Disbur'se, v. a. to spend or lay
money.

Disc, Disk, s. the face of the sun;
face of a circular plate ; a thin plate of ;

substance ; a quoit.

Discard', v, a, to dismiss or eject fr

service.

Disci'ple, s. a scholar, a follower.

Dis'ciPLiNE, s. military reg^lat^
order ; education ; training

; chastisen^

Dis'couNT, s. a drawback, an allowai^
a certain sum per cent, deducted from
principal on account of its being paid be!
the usual or stipulated time.

Dis'coRD, s. (in music) a sound whi
when heard with another, is disagrceabU
the ear, unless treated according to the ri

of art.

Discous', a. broad, wide, flat.

ST

R

itt

t.

in

eaniDiscu'bitory, a. fitted to a
posture.

Discqr'siveness, s. progression, ran
of argument.

Dis'cus, s. a quoit; a plate of iron o

circular form, used in games of skiil,

being hurled from the hand.

Discus'siON, 5. examination of a qu
Discu'tient, 5. a repelling medicin

Disembo'gue, v. to discharge int
sea,

Disfran'chise,^. a. to deprive bor
cities, &c., of chartered privileges an
munities.
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[)W TO DECREASE THE AKMY, THE POLICE, AND THE TAXES.

-. one in our day is an advocate for armies or war but as dire necessities. AU

rnit that they are unspeakable nuisances, and would not be tolerated but that

f ;y are intended to prevent far greater evils. It is asserted that the French, and

ileedall foreigners, are such murderers and plunderers, that but for our arms,

lilleiy, and soldiers, they would come over at once and rob us of everything, and

imch the land with our blood. And then it is further added that our own

pple, taken as a whole, are " such a set," that but for oui* troops and police there

\\xLd be no safety for any one in his bed. London, Birmingham, Manchester, and

ir principal towns, would, forsooth, within twenty-four hours, be all in a blaze,

i the people, of course, would commit these and every sort of depredations

the benevolent purpose of increasing the wealth, the happiness, and the liberty

I the country ! It is, indeed, gloried in, and loudly proclaimed from the house-

|)s,that we have the only apostolic church and the only pure religion under

Uven ; but in the same breath it is affirmed that the mass of the people are,

fc-ertheless, such perfect savages at heart, that but for our standing armies they

uld actually destroy themselves, and everybody and everything !

It is granted that the men who defend the nation are not only men, but from the

ssesj'and not always the most educated, moral, refined, or best-paid of the work-

; classes. Foi-merly it was customary to send thieves and vagabonds into the

ny, where they were trained to keep the nation in order ! So that you some-

les had a troop of the most sensual, ignorant, depraved, and disorderly fellows in

3 land sent to guard the peaceable and moral citizens, and keep them from com-

tting a breach of the peace ! Our barrack-towns at the present time do not, in all

stances, exhibit in the officers and soldiers the very finest example of piety,

rity, philanthropy, intelligence, and christian morals ; and yet these gentlemen

d their underlings, who work for little more than a shilling a day, are the guar-

(m angels of the church, the morals, and the order of the land ! We cannot be

arged with cynicism in these remarks, because we are only stating facts which

X advocates of war frequently admit, or which, at any rate, they are at no pains

conceal. The facts we have stated are as clear as noon ;
and we allude to them

re to show that the protection and guardianship of the country is, after all, left to

e care of men who are not the most renowned for moral feelmg, intellectual

quirements, or Christian virtue. Of course the thing is looked at by all thought-

1 people as an absurdity, a scourge, and a curse to the land. But then it is said

at a large portion of our citizens—though hundreds of thousands of pounds are

jiually spent for the avoAved purpose of instructing them morally and religiously—

e such perfect brutes, that, but for these licentious troops to keep them in order,

)thing would be secure. If you go to church or chapel, you will hear both the

ergyman and the dissenting minister pray that the God of mercy will give

mrage to our soldiers ; both seeming to imagine that religion, apart from the sword,

ould not save the country from anarchy. Hence the men in black coats and

lose in red coats are the conservatives of the public weal

!

In these well-authenticated facts and absurdities, we have, without the least

uricature, given the religious and political creed of the majority of our country-

len and countrywomen. Some, as 'they read it, and admit its accuracy, laugh,
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and others are indignant that any one should dare to give their moral poiv*,
seeing it is so ugly ; but all ask, How can the evil be prevented ? WithJ
egotism, we think that we can recommend a remedy which all must approve
allow it to be certain and complete. For, although we are not religious or polit
empirics or demagogues, we positively, and without the least qualm of conscit«
or mental misgiving, proclaim that the social prescription which we are about'
propose, will most certainly succeed. And here, as is our wont, we look to thi
masses. We have no faith in a Prime Minister, that he can remove the evil. Th.
matter does not belong to the Queen. The Universities, too, have hitherto sent on
very poor intellectual and moral doctors. Nearly aU of them desire to be accom
panied by the soldier and the poUceman, and seem to rejoice that the gaol and th<
gibbet are so near to the sanctuary. Well, then, as we have said, we turn fron
all these to the masses, and say to our working friends, " We depend upon yoi
to put do^vn the army, to render a police superfluous, and to lessen our taxes and
national expenditure generally."

And we wish it to be observed, that we ask for no subscription to accomplish
the work. We want no new society formed with an honorary and paid secretary;
president, treasurer, committee, and collector ; all that we propose to be done
must be done without money and without price. And there is, further, no com-
plication in the machinery to be used ; nor have we along string of rules, doctrines,
or articles to bring forward ; all that we ask is, that every man and woman should '

resolve to behave well, and the work is accomplished. And
1. Honest people do not require soldiers, policemen, gaols, judges, nor penal coloniea.

Let the decree go forth—not from the Queen, the Privy Council, nor the Parlia-
ment, but from our workshops and cottages—that not a single act of dishonesty
shall ever again be committed by the working classes ; and then the soldier may
go to the plough

; the policeman to the printing press ; the judge to his books

;

and Australia and the Cape have no more fears respecting the moral pestilence
which arises from the transportation of English vice to foreign shores.

2. Let there be no more violence, cruelty, or disorder, and soon our military and
)

police establishments will appear as unnecessary as the swords and pistols with I

Avhich the gentlemen, two hundred years ago, used to arm themselves. As
lately as the days of Defoe, it was customary for rich people to walk about the »

streets with a sword dangling at their side. But the thing would be laughed at 1

now as a superfluity. The Latin word for gentleman is " Armiger,** a bearer of

arms ; so that gentleness and gentility were formerly associated with weapons of

death. It now remains for the working classes to show that there is as little need
of soldiers and police as there is of pocket-pistols or daggers. And this, as we
have said, must be a purpose, decree, and statute of their own. No man can sin

without determining to do so. Sin is not a substance, but an act ; and the same toill

which resolves to do what is wrong, may resolve to do what is right. Men do not

swear, get drunk, and make disturbances, without a will and resolution to do so

;

and it requires no stronger effort of mind for a man to keep from the gin palace

than it does to go there. It is a physical and theological blunder to say that

people cannot help becoming disorderly. The Newport riots were volunt

actions ; and it was as much in the power of the rioters to abstain as to proce

The 10th of April demonstration, which cost the country nearly a million of mone;

and widened the breach between the working and the other classes, was all do
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^1 design. All was planned beforehand, and the men who engaged in it put

tl nselves to a great expense. It would not have required a farthing to have behaved

^ I, As long as there are rioters, there will be soldiers or police to put them

d 'Q ; but let all be orderly, and the gaols and the barracks may be turned into

^kshops, mechanics' institutes, reading-rooms, or places of worship.

y^e do not want the people to lie down and be crushed. Let earth and heaven

n>und with the cry of their TNirongs. God himself heard the groaning of the

ressed Israelites, and came down to deliver them. The tongues of Clarkson

a Wilberforce did ten thousand times more for the abolition of the slave trade

a: slavery, than a million of swords and cannon could have effected. Tyrants are

g erally pretty well drilled and armed, as far as steel and gunpowder can go, but

ti»' have no moral armour ; and one just and equitable demand, firmly but peace-

a -' uttered, is mightier than all the artillery of the world. Truths and rights and

l\ 'tyy must prevail, but they cannot be taught amidst violence. He who resorts

t< ruelty to correct a national abuse, is as great a tyrant as the despot whom he

« hes to put down. Men armed with pikes are not fit for power—they would

B 5^6 worse tyrants than those whom they dethrone. France has no King and no

ility, and yet the people are now as much in bondage from the people as they

e from some of the worst of their princes. All the revolutions in that country

e been physical, and not moral. America is educated with a compulwry tojs

;

. these Republicans hold tens of thousands of their brethren in bondage because

ir faces are black ! The chief thing in which a Republic may differ from a

jle-headed despotism may be that in the former you may have myriads of

mts instead of one,

lie world wants moralforce exhibited in good behaviour, and then it can go on.

.ustry, honesty, economy, justice, peace, brotherly love—these are the weapons
which oppression is to be annihilated, standing armies put down, police esta-

Eihments lessened, taxes lowered, churches reformed, the franchise enlarged,

le increased, and our own and every other country under heaven blessed with
irty and prosperity ; and the masses in England have it in their power thus to

1 enerate England and the whole earth, and to do so without costing themselves

I enny. Only " behave well," and the work is done.

3ooKS AND Conversation.—A book has no eyes, and ears, and feelings; the best
|! apt every now and then to become a little languid; whereas a living hook walks
|)ut, and varies his conversation and manner, and prevents you from going to sleep,
ere is certainly a great evil in this, as well as a good ; for the interest between a

In and his living folio becomes sometimes a little too keen, and in the competition
i • victory they become a little too animated towards, and sometimes exasperated
kunst, each other ; whereas a man and his book generally keep the peace with toler-
k le success ; and if they disagree, the man shuts his book, and tosses it into a corner
i the room, which it might not be quite so safe or easy to do with a living folio. It is
t inconvenience in a book, that you cannot ask questions ; there is no explanation ;
' d a man is less guarded in conversation than in a book, and tells you with more
pesty the little niceties and exceptions of his opinions ; whereas, in a book, as his
inions are canvassed where they cannot be explained and defended, he often over-
ites a point for fear of being misunderstood ; but then, on the contrary, almost
ery man talks a great deal better in his books, with more sense, more iniformation,
4 more reflection, than he can possibly do in his conversation, because he has more
ue.

—

Sidney Smith
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THE ARABS IN SPAIN.—No. III. 1
After ruling very unpopularly for five

years, Alhaur was superseded in the
goveniment by Alsama ben Melic. At
the head of a large force, the new Emir
crossed the Pyrenees, and laid siege to
Toulouse. Eudes, Duke of Aquitaine,
advanced to the relief of the beleaguered
city, and in the battle which ensued the
Moslem army was completely routed.
Alsama and many thousands of his troops
were left dead upon the field, and the re-

mainder with difiiculty effected a retreat
to Narbonne, under Abderahman, the
lieutenant of the deceased general. Ab-
derahman was elevated to the vacant
viceroyalty, but was soon after replaced
by Ambisa ben Johim, whose short
government of three years was a tissue of
avarice and oppression.
To notice each of the rapidly succeeding

changes in the government would only
occupy space, without interesting the
reader. We shall therefore pass over a
period of thirty years, during w^hich nearly
half as many different Emirs exercised the
viceregal power in the Peninsula. In the
whole of that period there had been but
few intervals of tranquillity; jealousy,
hatred, open revolt, and forced submission,
characterised the different administra-
tions. The affairs of an empire whose
very size threatened to be the cause of its

dissolution, prevented the Caliphs from
paying much attention to so distant and
isolated a province as Spain ; and, under
governors whose tenure of power was so
precarious, it was no wonder that avarice
and oppression should reduce the country
to a state of anarchy and civil war. Such
was its condition at the end of the period
over which we have rapidly passed.
Yussuf was at that time governor of
Spain, but his authority was disputed by
the chiefs of several large and powerful
factions. Aware of the disordered condi-
tion of the Eastern. Empire, these chiefs
resolved to form Spain into a distinct king-
dom, under a sovereign entirely inde-
pendent of the Svrian Caliphs. Eor this
purpose the Sheik, Wahib ben Zair, and
some

^
of the other revolted leaders, were

sent into Mauritania to offer to Abder-
ahman the sceptre of the new kingdom.
This prince was the son of Meruan II.,

the last Caliph of the house of Omeya,
which had been just deposed from the
Caliphate by the rival family of the Ab-
basides. After the battle, in which Meruan
lost both the empire and his life, his two
sons were kept at the court of Damascus

by the new Caliph, Abul Abbas Azefj]
One of them was put to death, and^
brother, Abderahman, would have shaa^l
a similar fate had he not escaped M
Africa. Here he was found, at Tahart, J

Mauritania, by the adherents of his hous
and readily accepted their invitation^
cross over into Sijain.

Having raised a large body of Mooi
troops, he landed in Andalusia early.^

the year of the Redemption. 755. Twc
'

thousand scymitars, wielded by vigoi
arms, were soon at his disposal,
every day brought fresh adherents to
cause. Yussuf hastened, at the head
much larger army, to oppose him.
armies met near Cordova, and Yussu
was driven with immense loss from th

field. The capital surrendered to the con
queror; but the defeated Emir quickl;

repaired his losses, and offered battle ;

second time. He was again beaten, an^

compelled to submit to the authority c

Abderahman. A third and last effort ti

repel the youthful invader was equally

unsuccessful, and Abderahman was recog
nised as the independent sovereignof Spaiu
The seat of the new Caliphate was Cor

dova, from which the sceptre of tlv

Omeyades ruled during near!} three cen
turies over the eight provinces into whicl
the Peninsula was divided.
The reign of Abderahman was one o

the most glorious in the dynasty whid
he founded. The embankments whicli h

raised to restrain the inundations of tli

Guadalquiver, which frequently devas
tated the plains about Cordova, were or

namented with extensive and luxu
riant gardens, in which he plantec

the first palm-tree* known in Spain
He founded also the magnificent Mosqui
in Cordova, which, from the vastnes^

of its extent, the costliness of its ma-
terials, and the beauty of their workman-
ship, cannot be viewed without delight

* As a proof of his affectionate temper anU
love of his native East, the Arabic poets repre-

sent him as addressing^ this first palm-tree thus:—*• Beautiful Palm-tree, thou also art a stranger

here ! But the g-entle airs of the West kiss thy

branches, thy roots strike into a fertile soil, aiw

thy head rises aloft into a pure sky ; but, like

me, thou wouldst weep if thou couldst look

back ! But thou fearest not, as I do, the calami-

ties of Fortune. I wept beneath the palm-treea
which the Euphrates waters before I was driven

from what I so dearly loved. The trees and
rivers have forgotten my sorrows ; but never, ray

beloved country, shall I cease to moura foJ

thee !'*
' ""

J
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ai admiration, even in the remains of it,

w oh are now used as a Christian Church.
Is magnijScent building, we are told,

I

six hundred feet in lengjth, and two
died tmd fifty in breadth. It had
-seven naves, supported by a thousand
ninety -three columns ; nineteen gates,

Ted with bronze of excellent work-
hip, opened to the south ; and the

!e Mosque was lighted by four thou-
seven hundred lamps, continually

; t the reign of Abderahman was far

r : being a tranquil one. The adherents
f le discomfited Yussuf kept the coun-

11 a state of constant disorder ; nor
« it till the Emir himself and the
e. :ts of his faction, had fallen at differ-

i times in skirmishes with the royal
js, that general tranquillity was
)Iished. This, however, was soon dis-

pd'by the approach of a more power-
laemy than nad yet appeared in Spain

1 its occupation by the Arabs. This
foe was no other than the Emperor
lemague; who poured his legions
the Pyrenees into the plains of Uata-
. The energetic Caliph speedily ad-
ed to meet him • and after a few inde-
9 battles, and tne temporary occupa-
of some Spanish towns, Charlemagne
»ssed the mountains, without having
id any advantage to compensate for
OSS of half his army.
orn out by the fatigues of a troubled
mxious reign of thirty-two years, Ab-
hman felt his end approaching; and
Qg summoned the governor of the
inces to Cordova, he named his
igest and best-beloved son, Hixem, his
3SSor. Shortly afterwards, he breathed
ist sigh amid the blessings and lamen-
ns of the people, in the year 787.
ixem, sumamed the Just and Good,
immediately proclaimed Caliph at

ida, whither he had accompanied his

f
father. The early part of his reign
isturbed by the insurrections of his

I' brothers, whom he subdued and
(shed into Africa. With the exception
few inroads into Gothic Gaul, he en-

I din no military exploits worth men-
ding. The greater part of his reign was
p t in the more honourable and profitable

ligements. of encouraging the arts of
iie, in promoting science, learning, and
e^on, and in advancing the welfare of

I people. He died in 796j like his father,

I'^ersally lamented by his subjects, after

jing caused his son Alhiak*emito be re-

I lised as his successor in the Caliphate,
he banished uncles of the new mo

-

tsh no sooner heard of the death of
l:em, thanthey resolvedto make another

effort for the Spanish throne. They were,
however, defeated ; one was slain in the
mountains of Valencia, and the other was
again banished to Tangier. Exclusive of
a desultory but barbarous warfare with
the independent Christians of the Astu-
rias, the reign of Alhakem was unhappily
distinguished by almost uninterrupted re-
volt in the Caliphate ; the suppression of
which was marked by numerous acts of
frightful severity, which entailed upon his
memory the well-merited title of The
Cruel. He died in the year 821, and was
succeeded by his son, Abderahman H.
During the reign of this popular sove-

reign, a new and unexpected eneniv ap-
peared on the coasts of Lusitania. These
were the famous Scandinavian sea robbers,
who, caring little whom they ravaged so as
booty was obtained, appeared with a fleet
of fifty-four vessels, occupied Lisbon, pene-
trated the Guadalquiver,and advancing to
the waJls of Seville, plundered and laid
waste the suburbs. Having secured a
large quantity of booty, they retreated as
speedily as they had come. No sooner
had that storm passed away, and the
damage which the northern freebooters
had done to Seville been repaired, than
Abderahman, afi'ecting to attribute it to
the intrigues of Ramiro, king of Oviedo,
(or the Asturias^, marched with a.vast
army upon the modern provinces of Bur-
gos and Soria, which belonged to the
Christian king. Ramiro promptly ad-
vanced to meet the Moslem forces; the
battle which ensued, is memorable in
Spanish history, on account of its con-
nexion with a longs-enduring superstition.
On the first day of the fight, the hastily-
raised and undisciplined levies of the
Christian army with great difficulty, and
not withoutmuch loss^ .withstood the more
numerous and better-trained warriors of
the Crescent. Alive to the danger of his
position, Ramiro spent the greaSrpcwt of
the following night in preparing ius dis-
couraged troops for combat on the morrow.
The sight of his shattered forces inspired
him with gloomy expectations as to the
result of the renewed conflict; but awell-
timed istratagem firedthe unconquered de-
scendants of the Goths with an. invincible
enthusiasm, against which numbers and
discipline were of no avail;: Waking
from a short sleep snatched on the field,

the king declared to his astonishedy but
believing followers, that he had been
visited by St; lago in a dreamy and that
the apostle had bidden hmt to be of good
eheer, since certain victory should attend
the Christian army on the morrow. The
report of this supernatural intimation
spread rapidly and joyously through- tht

-jUit*.
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lines, and while the fervour of his troops

was still freshly kindled by the marvel-

lous announcement, Ramiro gave the

signal for attack, and led his eager forces

to the charge, under the war-cry which,

since then, has echoed so often through

the hills of Spain—San^to^o y cierra Es-

pana ! (St. James, and close Spain.) No
sooner had the charge sounded, than the

patron saint was seen before the Christian

fines on a white war- steed ; waving aloft a

white banner emblazoned with a cross, he

headed the onset, and carried defeat and

death into the ranks of the turbaned foe.

The issue of a battle under such a leader

need not be told. The Christian army
was everywhere victorious ; sixty thou-

sand Moslem bodies, say the chroniclers,

strewed the ensanguined field ; and two
churches were erected, according to the

same authorities, in Oviedo, in honour of

the militant apostle, out of the spoils of

the discomfited foe.

These losses, however, were fully com-

pensated for by the subsequent successes

of the Moslem arms over both Ramiro and

the Gallic king. Three armies of Franks,

at short intervals, entered Spain, but were

driven back over the Pyrenees with great

loss ; while a Mohammedan fleet ravaged

the. south coast of Gaul, and burned the

suburbs of Marseilles.

Abderahman was a liberal patron of

-literature, and was himself no mean poet.

He Invited to his court, and entertained

iihere with unexampled liberality, such as

had attained distinction by their talents,

whether they were his own subjects or

strangers. " He was conversant," say the

Arabic historians of his reign, "in the

doctrines and ordinances of religion, as

well as in the sciences of philosophy ; and
Ws days were those of wealth and (com-

parative) peace. Palaces he raised, and
formed delightful gardens, to which he

conducted water from the distant moun-
tains. Bridges he constructed ; and, during

his reign, were erected the principal

Mosques in various districts of Spain."

His death, in a.d. 852, afibrds a suitable

-point for a short digression, to look back
^t the history of the Asturian Christians.

A few brief remarks upon this subject will

vConclude the present paper.

Those of the Goths, who, after the

iriumphs of Zarik and Musa, were dis-

satisfied with the submission of Theo-
domir, retired to seek a secure and inde-

pendent asylum amid the mountains of

the north. As the severity of the Moham-
medan sway became more and more into-

lerable, their numbers were gradually in-

creased by fresh arrivals of their country-

men from the conquered south. Feeling

the want of a recognised and efficif \
leader, they proceeded to elect one frc

amongst themselves. Their sufiVages f

upon Pelayo, a Gothic noble, and, as soi

say, a nephew of King Roderic. This"^

in the year 718. Alhaur, who was at tl

time the viceroy of Spain, was absent

Gaul, but one of his generals, Alxam:
accompanied by the renegade Opp
hastened into the Asturias, at the head
a large force, to crush the rising insurr<

tion. In attempting to penetrate the n;

row defiles, the greater part of the Ar
troops were destroyed by the huge mas:

of rock which were hurled down up
them by the resolute band of Pelayo. T
rest endeavoured to escape, but tneir

treat was cut ofi* by well-placed amb
cades, and only a few returned,to tell t

tale of the fearful slaughter. Alxam
and Oppas were amongst the dead. T
results of this and some subsequent v

tories were highly favourable to 1

Christians, who began to build towns, a

lay the foundation of a power which v

destined, though at a distant day, to dr

the invaders from the Peninsula. 1

remainder of Pelayo's reign is unkno'^i

He died in 737, and was succeeded in il

infant kingdom by his son Favila.

Of this prince nothing is known be^

the fact of his brief reign and tra

death. In 739 he was killed by a
while hunting.
Alfonso the Catholic, a son-in-law]

Pelayo, was chosen to the vacant dij

This prince made extensive encr<

ments on the territories of the Arabs.,

^

much so, that at his death in 757#,

Christian kingdom embraced withii

limits nearly one-fourth of all Spain.

The chief event of the reign of Fi

who succeeded, was a battle witht

forces of Abderahman I., in whichJ
Christians were victorious. Fifty th(

Moslems are said to have fallen, and
the spoils taken after the battle Fi

founded the city of Oviedo, as a bul\
for the plain country. It soon becam^
capital of the Spanish Christian king<

which thenceforward is known i

generally as the kingdom of Oviedo
of the Asturias. FYoila was slain

insurrection in A.D. 768.

His feeble successors—Aurelis,

Mauregato, and Bermudo I.—hardlj

serve a record. The last-mentioned pi

was succeeded by Alfonso the Chasi

791. Excepting his wars with the

hammedans, in which the Christians

mostly successful, the reign of this pi

which exceeded fifty years, contains

little to strike the attention. The cht

of San Salvador, in Oviedo, remi
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astly admired monument of his taste and
eligious zeal. In 842 Ramiro I., son of
Jermudo, was elected successor of
ilfonso. His memorable battle with
!ie Mohammedans has just been noticed.
Excepting a few unimportant skirmishes,
; was the only collision which took place

between the forces of the rival kingdoms
during his reign. That of his son and
successor, Ordono, "^ho ascended to the
Asturian throne in a.d. 850, brings us
to the point in Moslem history at which
we digressed.

GLEANINGS FROM MY COMMON-PLACE BOOK.

No. IX.--DREAMS AND PRESENTIMENTS.
CIRCUMSTANCE occurrcd when I was a boy of seven years of age which made a

rcible impression upon my mind, which impression has never been erased. As the
)ungest boy, I very often had to take care of a little sister of about four years, who
as the favourite and pride of the family. One evening, after a day of great enjoyment
the fields, amongst a merry group of children of our own ages, I retired to rest quite

eary, and immediately fell asleep. In the middle of the night I awoke in an agony of
ar, screaming aloud, in a manner that roused the whole household, ** Oh ! dear, I have
st Ann.'* It was some time before I could speak, or indeed realise who were surround

-

f gmy bed. I then recollected my dream, which was strange enough. I dreamt that I
' as playing with my little sister in a beautiful field covered with grass and flowers, and
' 13 laughing at the way in which she ran about from one rich flower to another. I
'med round to gather one which was taller and finer than the rest, as I conceived, and
3LS about presenting it to my sister, when I found that she had disappeared, and was no-

(iiere to be seen. It was in the dreadful fright that succeeded that I awoke. My father

I
id mother soothed me as well as they could, and so much had the dream taken hold of
e that I could not believe it anything but a reality until I was led to my sister's bed,

\ id found her sleeping like a little cherub in the arms of an elder sister. I laid during
\e rest of the night very wretched and unable to sleep.

' In the morning my father attempted to joke with me about my dream ; but I burst into

tars, and I observed that my mother looked very grave, and seemed to chide my father

I

r his levity. She evidently attached more importance to my childish fears than my father

I
d. As the day got on, and the sun shone brightly, we began our play, and the impres-
|3n wore ofi^. About noon some cousins came to see us, and ajfter having an early

I

nner, they invited us to go over to their farm, a distance of two miles, to eat some
I

rawberries and cream. My mother at once consented, and we set oflf in high glee.

1 11 went off well until our return home. We were walking up the side of a stream that

I as generally slow and shallow, but deep in some places, when all of a sudden, without

I

ly apparent cause, I heard a scream, from my little sister, and looking round caught a

I

impse of her form borne down by the stream and floating gently past a corner which
d her from view. I ran round but could not see her, and in the extremest terror

jirieked until I fell into a fit. I never knew how she got in. We had wandered by the
inks of that stream day by day—we had gathered the blue-bells that grew upon its

i

inks—we had washed our feet in its waters. A few moments before she was prattling

md in hand with a cousin of -her own age, and a few hours after was taken from under-
' Jath the bank, cold, dead, and stiff. The child with whom she was talking could give

) account how she fell into the water.

I

I have never been able from that time to ridicule presentiments ; and I have takeaA
eat interest in noting down any remarkable cases that were brought before mem

, ading, or were related to me. A singular instance is related in one of the early volumes of

Le ** Christian Witness," and entitled "A Special Providence." Here it is:
— ** The

(te Sir Evan Nepean, when Under-Secretary of State, related to a friend of his, that

i
le night he had the most unaccountable wakefulness that could be imagined. He was
perfect health ; had dined early and moderately ; had no care ; nothing to brood over

;

id was perfectly self-possessed. Still he could not sleep, and from eleven till two in

.e morning had never closed an eye. It was summer, and the morning bad far
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advanced, and to dissipate the ennui of his wakefulness, he resolved to rise and bi

the fresh air of the park. There he saw nothing but sleepy sentinels whom he

envied. He passed the Home-office several times, and at last, without any parti

object, resolved to let himself in with the pass-key. The book of entries of t

before lay open on the table, and in sheer listlessness he began to read. The first

appalled him— * A reprieve to be sent to York for the coiners ordered for executioii:ii

day !* It struck him that he had no return to his order to send the reprieve, and"

searched the minutes, but could not find it. In alarm he went to the house of the d
clerk, who lived in Downing-street, knocked him up (it was then long past three),

i

asked him if knew anything of the reprieve being sent. In great alarm, the chief dl

could not remember.
" ' You are scarcely awake,' said Sir Evan, * coUect yourself; it must have been sc

** The chief clerk said he did recollect now that he had sent it to the clerk of

crown, whose business it was to forward it to York.
** * Good,' said Sir Evan, *but have you his receipt and certificate that it is gone ?*

**'No.'
** * Then come with me to his house, ^e must find him, though it is early.'
*' It was now four, and the clerk of the crown lived in Chancery-lane. There w«|

hackney coach, and they almost ran. The clerk of the crown had a country house,n

meaning to have a long holiday, was just Stepping into his gig to go to his i|

Astonished at the visit of the Under-Secretary at such an hour, he was still more so ^
he told his business. With an exclamation of horror the cleik of the crown cried, *€

reprieve is locked up in my desk.' Sir Evan sent to the Post-office for the trustiest

i

fieetest express, and the reprieve reached York at the very moment that the unh^
people were ascending the cart."

It was related of the celebrated Lord Lyttelton, that he prophesied the time m
manner of his own death, on the authority of an apparition ; but it has since turnedl
that he had resolved upon taking poison. The old poets, especially Shakspere,

full use of presentiments. The wife of Julius Caesar implores him not to go toJl

capitol.
** She dreamt she saw his statue,

Which, like a fountain with a hundred spouts,

Did run pure bloood ; and many lusty Romans
Came smiling, and did bathe their hands in it."

Shylock portended ill, as he ** did dream of money-bags ;" and Richard the Third,

the eve of the battle of Bosworth-field, has strange dreams and presentiments.

One of the most singular with which I have become acquainted was related to m^
Dr. R— , of Glasgow, an estimable and worthy minister of the Church of Scotland,

enjoyed considerable reputation as an author. Considerably advanced in life, he felli

but the malady was not considered at all dangerous. One night he dreamt that hen
passing along a highway he had never trod before, when an angel stept before him,-^
in solemn tones bade him prepare for death. The warning took hold of his imag^
tion ; and the physician, hoping that a change of scene would dissipate the idea creit

by his dream, and otherwise engage his mind, advised him to go to the Western Islai

Scotland. This, added to the advice of his friends, induced him to make the e

ment. An early fine day was chosen for the trip, and he seemed to enjoy the ride

the Clyde. He landed, and in about an hour after exclaimed, *' This is the strange

and the singular place where the angel of the Lord warned me of death." No indi

ment could prevail upon him to proceed. He returned, took to his bed, and died,

account I had from a member of his family. He declared that he had never
that neighbourhood before, and it seems very strange that the scenery should so

spond with that of his dream.
Among the loose papers of the late Dr. Gooch was found the following on the su'

of dreams :

—

** From the age of fifteen to twenty-one I was an apprentice to a c
surgeon ; and when I had nothing else to do—no pills to roll nor mixtures to com
I used, by the advice of my master, to go into my bedroom, and there, with Ch
before me, learn the anatomy of the bones by the aid of loose ones, together wi

whole articulated skeleton, which hung up in a box at the foot of my bed. It was

I
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le before I overcame the awe with which I used to approach this formidable personage.

first, even by dayliglit, I liked to have some one in the room during my interviews

1 him; and at night, when I laid down on my bed and beheld the painted door, I

^ obliged to make an effort to think of something else. One summer night, at my
iial hour of retiring to rest, I went up to my bedroom. It was in the attic story, and
1 ^rlooked the sea, not a quarter of a mile off. It was a bright moonlight night, the

; was sultry, and, after undressing, I stood for some time at my window, looking out

ii the moonlight sea, and watching a white sail v/hich now and then passed. I shall

kifer have such another bedroom, so high up, so airy, and commanding such a

l}j)spect ; or probably, even if I had, it would never again look so beautiful, for then

ts the spring-time of my life, when the gloss of novelty was fresh on all the objects

Kich surrounded me, and I looked with unmingled hope upon the distant world.

w—but I am rambling from my story. I went to bed : the moonlight, which fell

^ht into my room, showed me distinctly the panelled door behind which hung my
nt acquaintance; I could not help thinking of him. I tried to think of something

3, but in vain. I shut my eyes and began to forget myself, when, whether I was
2ep or awake, or between both I cannot say, but suddenly I felt two boney hands
s^p my ancles and pull me down the bed ; if it had been real, it could not have been
re distinct. For some time, how long I cannot tell, I almost fainted with terror, but
sn I came to myself I began to observe how I was placed : if what I felt had been
sality I must have been pulled half-way out of bed, but I found myself lying with my
d on my pillow, and my body in the same place and attitude as when I went to sleep.

this moment this is the only proof which I have that it was not a reality but a

am.
["his circumstance shows that even the strongest minds cannot resist superstitious

ings and impressions. Dr. Gooch, was, however, capable of reasoning on the sub-

;, and arrived at a common-sense solution of the phenomena. Dreams have been
>wn in many cases to lead to the discovery of murder or lost property, of which in

iture paper.

THE WISE MAN'S EYES.
A Discourse. By E. H. Weeols..:

(Coneludedfrom page 97
.

)

! have already seen—so I trust—that the
sof the wise man are in his headj^r*^,
ook after the health of his body ; and,
mdly, to watch over his circumstances,
bserve

—

?HiEDLY, and lastly,—That " tiie wise
n's eyes are in his head," to take
iE OF his soul. And that in a two-
l point of view.
As regards his Intellect.—This is God's

rlest and distinctive gift to man : his

son, his ability to compare, discriminate,
I judge : his understanding, with its

lacious powers, the faculty that elevates

1 above the brute. But many never cul-

*te their intellect ; they boast of their

ength of body, their manual dexterity,

what they can do in wrestling, running,
dng, quoiting, bowls, nine-pins, and
3ket, but not of the strength of their

in, their memory, their judgment. And
Wi: they become grey-headed, they are
lys-headed, ignorant old fools.

in the present day men cannot get on

without knowledge and sagacity, or practi-

cal wisdom. Look at Cobden, the politi-

cian; at Stephenson and Brunei, the en-

gineers ; and Paxton, the architect of the
Crystal Palace. These men were work-
ing men, are working men ; they cultivated

their intellect, and advanced by little and
little. Their eyes are in their heads. "Whilst

many of their contemporaries, and perhaps
of their early companions, have been spend-
ing their time in building castles in the
air, and discussing reforms as solid as the
smoke from their pipes, these men have
been training their minds. They said

—

'* What has been possible to man, may be
possible to me." They held Napoleon's
notion, *' Impossible is the adjective of

fools." They were not daunted at begin-
ning by little, knowing that the man who
carries the growing calf on his shoulders
every day, will soon be strong enough to

bear the bull.

My friends, many of you will read: let

me recommend you to redd, in addition to
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that king of books, the Bible (which with

the wise man will always have the first and

chief place), publications, papers, and ma-
gazines that will profit. I would urge on

your notice especially, all John CasselVs

working men's publications, as among the

cheapest, best, and most interesting I know
of for the instruction and benefit of the

toiling masses of my native land. " The
•wise man's eyes are in his head ;" he aims

to cultivate his intellect—he remembers in

effect the latin proverb,—*'nw^^ c^ies sine

linea," no day without a line. A little

more light every day he lives.

2. And chiefest of all, the wise man
takes care of his^ heart; not only of his m-
tellectj but of his soul, properly speaking.

He believes, and feels, and acts up to the

feeling, that he has an immortal nature
;

that he is not like the horse, the ass, the

dog, done with at death ; or even not so

useful as they, for their flesh or skin is

good. The wise man is not led astray by

the shallow sophisms, the flimsy argii-

ments, the stale witticims, of the sceptic

and the infidel. If the infidel or atheist

says to him, ** The Bible is all a cheat ;" he

replies, *' Have you ever, like an honest

man, read it carefully through, without pre-

judice, from beginning to end ? or do you,

like Tom Paine or David Huine, on dis-

torted hearsay evidence, rail against a book

you never fairly studied ? Is this honest ?

No, no, friend sceptic, if, indeed, you are

my friend, a book that such men as Bacon
and Milton, as Boyle and Newton and

Locke, and thousands more of towering

and gigantic intellect, read and honoured,

I must honestly and without prejudice

peruse. Brighter geniuses than you have

paid homage and reverence to it, and
staked their eternal all upon it, as the word
of the living God. With all my credulity,

I really cannot believe they were all fools,

even while I will readily grant they were

but fallible men. And if you tell me,"

continues the wise man to the infidel, " that

the Bible is full of mysteries and seeming

contradictions, I ask again, have you read

it, and fairly examined it ? It is not true

that it is full of these, and many apparent

discrepancies, patient and candid investi-

gation can clear up ; besides, I have found

that its doctrines are grand, its precepts

pure, its arguments weighty and invincible,

and the very fact of there being some things

in it above my understanding, is to me a

proof of i's being the book of God. If I

could with the line of my limited intellect

fathom it all, how know I but a fellow man,
no wiser or better than myself, may have

forged it ? but its truths and teachings, that

transcend a human intellect, convince me
that it is the revealed word, and the noble,

worthy, workmanship of God. Ai

says the wise man to the sceptic, " Do y

wish to deprive me of the happy hopes i

Bible brings ? then, can you give me ar >

thing better? Is your doctrine that God :

a Great Perhaps, or that perhaps matter

God, better than mine, that he is an int

ligent, holy, loving Being ? Is your dogo

that death is an eternal sleep, better th

my faith that eternal life and happint

are the gift of God ? You cannot po

tively pronounce concerning the futur

then, on the low ground of a probable sts

hereafter, or even the lower ground of

mere possibility, is not my creed safer a

happier than yours? Don't wish to r

me of my religion unless you can supp

me with a better article, a substitute wor

having in its stead. Don't run away wi

my good dinner and leave me nothing b

your chaff. Don't play the dog-in-tl

manger trick, refuse the Bible yourself, a;

wish to deprive me of its consolatioi

Unless you can bring me a more valual

friend than the loving God the Bible i

veals, I shall, by his help, cleave close

him ; my eyes are in my iiead.''

Now, my friends, this man is -wise, is

not ? Is there any fault in his logic ? Is

not clear and clinching ? This is the log

of the true Christian man; the convert

man ; the pardoned man, whose sins a

washed away by faith in the cleansii.:

blood of Christ; the man who has pea^

with God, and purity of heart ; who tak

care of his soul. I don't mean your me
religious professor, your hypocrite, yo

Pharisaical formalist ; there are too ma
of these who disgrace the name of Chr

tian ; there are many counterfeits amo;

the sterling coin, but if there were

golden sovereigns, there would be no

of the spurious sort, the baser, bras

metal. That man is a fool who would flii

his well-filled purse into the river becau

amongst the silver there was a solita

counterfeit shilling; and that man is equal

a fool who would condemn all Christiani

because some of its professors are wor

than their creed. Your Society profess

to provide for the body when sick, and

secure for it after death a shroud, a windii

sheet, a wooden case called a coffin, a U

pounds if the husband die, and somethii

less should the wife decease. But wh

about the main part, the soulf If you vi

the Great Exhibition this summer, you w

probably look for that magnificent gei

the Kohi'Nooi' diamond, of priceless wonl

now, supposing our Queen, to whom it t

longs, had shown more care for the ca

that contains it, or the setting that holds

than for the precious stone itself, would f '

not judge her conduct as (to speak i^j
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i'dest words), unwise ? How much more

f iish is your conduct if you value the

T.r perishable case, the body, above your

J ;, the gem of immortal price within ;
if

51'care more for your funeral than for

iirfinal state; more for provision against

tiporal sickness, than for security against

irnal death? I hope many of you are

I ;er ; that here also your eyes are open.

' Now," says Solomon, " keep thy heart

1 h all diligence ; for out ot it are the

JLies of life." That is, take care of the

y.l
** For what,^' asks the great Master

iaself,
*' for whatis aman profited if he shall

4 n the whole world and lose his own soul ?

* what shall a man give in exchange for his

hA ?" My friends, God loves your souls.

|L> loves every man's soul. He takes no

iright in the sinner's eternal ruin. His

l3k tells us—** The Lord is long-suffering

r US-ward, not willing that any should

bish, but that all should come to repent-

K/ce." It tells us ** God our Saviour will

ve all men to be saved, and to come to

13 knowledge of the truth." Yea, to show

sincere desire for your welfare and sal-

rtion, he affirms by an oath, ** Say unto

2m, as I live, saith the Lord God, I have

I pleasure in the death of the wicked , but

at the wicked turn from his way and live :

rn ye, turn ye from your evil ways ; for

ly will ye die, O house of Israel ?" God
oves the sincerity of his desire for your

iernal happiness by his deeds. " For God
\ loved the world, that he gave his only

rgotten Son, that whosoever believeth in

\m should not perish, but have everlasting

fe." And Chkist, the Son of God, so

ked our guilty humanity, which had no

I'aims on his compassion, that he humbled

Imself to descend from heaven, to take

lie form of a servant, to teach, to toil, to

luffer, to weep, to bleed imder the pressure

V his soul's deep anguish, and by the tor-

Ures of cruel men whom he came to sa^e

;

l?a, even to die of all deaths the most

Ititter and shameful, that he might procure

y his merits and sacrifice our peace, our

fardon, our eternal joy. And the Holy

^rhost, the Spirit of God, so loves us, that

\e has inspired holy men to write the Bible,

jhe revealed will of God, that by it we

iugbt have instruction and a good hope

'hrough grace; so loves us, that he has

aised up faithful ministers, age after age,

make known his truth : so loves us, that

le employs every suitable means to reach,

o enlighten, and to bless our minds.

See then the true character of the God
)f the Bible. God is the friend and not

he enemy of his fallen creatures—he hates

-heir sins ; but he loves their souls.

But men have wrong views of God and

lis character: these wrong views spring

f.om various sources. Priestcraft, for ex-

ample, limits God's love by narrowing the

channel or medium through which it flows.

Many judge of God from the false teachings

of priests in this country, who call them-

selves his ministers, whilst their prime

object is, by a specious appeal to the Bible,

to make the masses believe that they only

are the authorised teachers of Christianity,

and that they only can savingly dispense

religious ordinances and so-called sacra-

ments. But the wise man, whose eyes are

open, cannot so be caught ; he knows that

every true Christian is a priest of God—
that no Government has any right to con- ^

trol his conscience—that there is no special

order ofmen endowed with saving powers

—

that any man with a converted heart, and to

whom God has given the ability to speak to

profit, may preach the gospel, whether he

be, like Peter, a fisherman, or, like Paul, a

tent-maker—whether he be a carpenter, a

carpet weaver, or a college-bred man :
whilst

he knows, also, that God has appointed

pastors, ministers, evangelists^ and public

teachers y whose work should solely be preach-

ing the gospel, and who should live by the

gospel, but whose labours should not ex-

clude the activities of others on whom God
had conferred gifts that edify.

Again : While priestcraft narrows the

channels of God's love, a false but common
theology limits that love itself. Some have

wrong views of God and Christianity, by

learning their doctrines from the lips of

miscalled Christian ministers. The state-

ments of the Bible have been twisted to

teach that God is partial in his love—that

he is a respecter of persons—that he loves

a few, and thathe has irrevocably doomed the

rest to eternal death. This doctrine is a

libel on the tender heart of God. He invites

all to his favour ; he opens for all his arms ;

he has made for all ample provision ; h-

excludes none from eternal life but those

who madly despise him, and shut themselves

out of heaven.
, j - .

Others, again, are too prejudiced to nsten

thoughtfully to anything about God's love.

They have wrong views of God through

infidel teaching—their mind is brimful of

bitter opposition. They never examine;

they find it is easier to rail and reject than

to scan and search. A Jonathan Martin, a

madman, could burn York Minster to the

ground ; but it would take an architect ot

no mean talent to reconstruct that noble

edifice. It is easy to cavil, pick holes, and

be prejudiced ; but I am sure you will say

it is nobler and more honest sedulously to

search, and diligently and candidly to ex-

amine the divine word.
.

But the main objection of the carnal mind

to the character of God, and the considera-
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tion of his love, arises from the purity and
holiness of God's commands ; the firm,

unbending claims of his righteous law ; and
his steady determination to punish all who
accept not his gospel, his provided remedy.
Men hate restraint—men, in their self-

righteousness, hate to be indebted to free

grace for salvation, even to the perfect

work of Jesus : hence th6 carnal mind is

enmity against God. Men see not God as

he really is ;—not aharsh taskmaster, a stern

and ^vralhful tyrant,—but a kind and loving
Father, who, whilst he maintains the dig-

nity of law, and preserves justice intact,

delights in displaying mercy and compas-
sion. To employ an illustration for the
purpose of exhibiting the love of God in

Christ Jesus to the sinner : Supposing, by a

reckless, profligate course, /had blasted my
character, and beggared my family, and be-

come a bankrupt both in fame and fortune.

Kuined and wretched, the constable was
carrying me off to the common prison,

there, in hopeless solitude, to expiate my
crimes. On the road, one of this congre-
gation stops the constable, and, showing
him my legal discharge, addresses me

:

*' Young man," says he, ** I have, at the

greatest sacrifice to myself, paid all your
creditors, become your surety for the future,

and lodged in the bank to your account a

capital of ten thousand pounds, on which
you may go and trade. Here is pardon,
here is forgiveness for you now ; and as for

the future, I will be your friend. All is

clear for your prosperity in the time to

come." Should I not fall at his feet and
bless my benefactor ? Surely yes. Could
I help loving him and serving him ? Surely
no. Now, Jesus Christ has done much
more for me, for you. I love him, I glory
in him, because, when I was on the road to

hell, he arrested me—his word and spirit

showed me my sin and da7iger—yes, showed
me also that he had suffered in ray place,

that sin was put away, that justice was
satisfied, and God was pleased. I believed
the good news that all that law required
Christ had finished, and finished in love

for me. I was at once free, forgiven, safe,

and happy. I learnt that Christ did not
come to appease an angry God, or to make
a reluctant God ready to receive sinners. I

learnt he came, by his death, to pay the
penalty which a righteous law justly claimed.

Zeleucus, king of the Locrians, passed a

law punishing with the loss of sight any of

his subjects guilty of adultery. The first

criminal convicted was his own son. The
father injudgment passed sentence upon him,
and then, descending from the throne to

the place of punishment, he had one of his

own eyes destroyed, that his son might lose

only one of his ; thus he showed his love

for his country's laws, and his love for hi
guilty child. But God shows greater lov«

to his holy law, and greater love to sinners
than this. All the penalty fell on Chkisi;
that we who believe might be free froi

punishment ; and, says Paul, ** when ym
were yet without strength, Christ died foi

the ungodly. For scarcely for a righteou!
man will one die : yet peradventure for

good man some would even dare to die
But God commendeth his love towards us,

in that, while we were yet sinners, Chris
died for us."
To CONCLUDE.—You have enrolled yoi

names among the Odd Fellows— are yoi
registered in the royal society of heaven
Are your names written in the Lamb's book o:

life ? This is the only record that shall noi

be burnt—the only fraternity that shal
survive and be safe in the world's rapidlj

approaching judgment and doom.
You wear sometimes your society's pecu-

liar paraphernalia. There is a dress ir

which you will do well to be clad—the robe

of the Redeemer's righteousness—that wed-
ding garment, destitute of which, Christ
says, you shall not sit down at his wedding
supper. Then you will be speechless, i

noWj whilst he is ready to give it, you, re-

fuse to take and put it on.

You are not ashamed to meet in this

chapel with your fraternity. Would you be

ashamed to confess Christ, and be num-
bered among his faithful and active fol-

lowers ? A day is coming, and coming
quickly too, when the last thing that wili

make any man blush will be his adherence
to the gospel of God.
You have your pass-words. They admit

you to your rooms here ; they are useless foi

the mansions above. Ko name of friendlj

fraternity, or of religious sect or party, ml]
do there. The only words that will thei

answer are, ** I am a Christian." Let the

life correspond to the natne, and a free

admission will be yours.

You demand an entrance fee from evei

suitable candidate ; but for God's kingdoi
all sinners are suitable, however dark and]

desperate their character ; and there is foil

each a free pardon now, without money and!

without price. God asks ho fee ; eternalj

life is a gift novf ready for you. Chrisi]
having died for you, the unjust, you are ail

welcome to come to God now as if you had!

never sinned. That excellent man, George
Whitfield, was conversing one Monda)
morning with a lady of title at the Countea
of Huntingdon's house. The latter said.

" Mr. Whitfield, this lady wonders at yo^^

language
;
you yesterday told the crowds ii|

the open air that Christ took in the devil^

castaways." Before Whitfield had time vA
reply, a servant came to say that a H
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,man at the door wished to speak ^ith

n. The good man went down. There

)o'd a faded prostitute, worn out in the

ITS of sin, weepini; and wretched. He

iled her into the hall. She said, sobbmg

th grief, " Oh, sir, I am a poor profligate,

,ni out in the devil's service. It seems

if I was neither good enough for men nor

r Satan. But you said last night that

irist took in the devil's castaways. Is

i5 true? Oh, tell me—is this true ?

Tes," said he, **yes ;" and he preacned

hpr a present pardon through the b.ood

Jirsus. She believed the glad tidings,

id like Mary Magdalene, obtained^ by

ith a ffee forgiveness. He returnea to

.eroom, told the lady the scene he had

•tnessed, and her objections to his strong

mguage and his bold statements of CrOD s

Ye°were for ever silenced.

My friends, there is this love for you.

e wise; accept it, rejoice in it. Be wise:

'cpare not only for sickness, for decay, for

d age, for your funeral, but for death,

idgment, eternity. Remember, there is

3 heaven, no eternal happiness, for de-

)isers, for neglecters, for the unprepared,

^member, you may now have pardon,

eace, and purity of heart, as the free gift

f God, bought for you by the blood of

HRIST.

Finally, remember the lessons which the

coat of arms gu the title-page of the Dews-

bury rules may well teach you.
, ., .

There is the eye of Providence ; and that

eye, God's eye,isfixed on you, wherever you

are, whatever you think, whatever yo^^o.

There is Faith, with her cross ;
and faittt

in the cross of Christ, in the work finished

there for you, is the sinner's only safety.

Every wise man glories with all his heart,

like Paul, in the cross of Christ, as the

drowning man would glory in the rope and

the hand that saved him—as the man m the

burning house would glory in the ladder

1

and the friend by which he had escaped^
' There is Hope, with her anchor, r^ow

every wise captain looks after his anchors,

and casts them out to hold on by in the

time of danger. See to it your souls are

well anchored on Chbist the Rock—see to

it you have a good hope through grace.

There is Charity, surrounded with needy

children. Then let your coat of arms re-

mind you to help the ^vidow and the orphan.

And on the top of the arms there is the

open hand of liberality, and not the clenched

fist of the greedy miser. Then open your

hands now generously for the collection,

and make a good beginning for the bene-

volent fund, to found which is one of your

objects of meeting. Amen.

THE PRESENCE OF GOD IN CREATION.

Vhere'er the eye of man is cast,

From the Equator to the Pole,

low glorious are thy works,—how vast

The wisdom that directs the whole.

Hiat brilliant orb that gives us light,

And ripens Nature's vegetation,
^

^nd she that cheers the gloom of night.

Are both the works of thy creation.

Che stars that in the " milky way "^

Like a pure zone of diamonds glisten,

The wonders of thy hand display,

And winds obedient to thee listen.

rhe sun in torrid regions glovirs,

And warms the naked Indians ;
there,

rhy hand dispensing order shows,

That he is not beneath thy care.

If to the frigid zones we go,
. , .

Thou'rt there, upon the mountain s steep;

And livinc things in wilds of snow

Secure m thy protection sleep.

' What need to seek 'neath distant skies

For marks or proofs of thy existence ;

When not a plant before our eyes

Could live without divine assistance ?

There's not a stream that ripples by,

Nor flower upon its margin growing

;

There's not a star that gems the sky,

But the Creator's power is showing.

The fruits that bow the laden trees,

The ripening fields of yellow gram :

The insect floating on the breeze,
^

The natives of the boundless mam.

What beauties may we not behold

At every step, in every creature

;

For thou, God ! hast shaped the world,

And given life, motion, grace, and feature.

The tuneful warblers of the grove.

With songs of gratitude adore thee

;

Shall man, alone, ungrateful prove,

When earth and heaven bow down before

thee?

To earth a sparrow cannot fall
^ ^

Without thy knowledge and permission

;

And shall presumptuous mortals call

Thy works mere chance, thy words tradi-

tion ?

Ye atheists blush, if blushing can

Tear off the veil of self-opinion

;

And learn your inward selves to scan

Before ye question God's dominion.

What, tho' ye challenge to His face.

The Godhead's wisdom, strength, or

power

;

,,

Learn henceforth, oh ! ye godless race.

His mercy spared you in that hour !

Thomas Claeke, Bolton.
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MR. GOULD'S COLLECnoy OF HUMMING BIRDS -^1

of their discoverers and of .fll th! °^'^S^' ^^^t ^Jev have awakened the admiii

plumage. They have be"n describ.l Tl •^'^iwS"*^ ?"."^ splendour ofl

latitudes of Europe A^falndAi?^''^ """'S' f^,?<=««e^ed through the nor^
Holland, severaUy VroduWs 1t,^..T '

'^^ ^''^% '^<'^' ^'"^^o^' and 1

"
"^^xJl®

radiant islands of the East,
Where fragrant spices grow, '^

A thousand, thousand humming-birds
Are glancing to and fro. n

Like living fires they flit about.
Scarce larger than a bee,

Among the dark palmetto leaves.
And through the fan-palm tree.

^"^j^ the wild and verdant woods.
Where stately moras tower—W here hangs from branching tree to treeine scarlet passion-flower.

^^^^^\ on the mighty river banks,
La Plate or Amazon,

The cayman, like a forest tree
Lies basking in the stm. '

There builds her nest the humming-bird.
VVithm the ancient wood,—

Her nest of silky cotton down —
And rears her tiny brood *'

*

ASUnS^adXTLUdt '^ThTlr'^/^ r- r^'^'-^y -'^ed
Florida and the mouths o^he^rioco ^th^tw\„"'VP''i^^,° v°^

^'«« ^^'4
nent until it passes the tropic of C^^ri^™^ ^K

""^^n^^nd of the southern co^
splendid creatures. I^VITLndVn^thf .

.'•^^""''^ ^'^^ *^^« beautifiU and
height are festooned wfth garlands of kvelffl?.™

'"'"''
l^^^ K'^ "^ *^« »"«««'

massive trunks
; nor less abundant ^L?u^ flowers, while others adorn theiB]

this rude magnificence :ndb:autT,a^dw&^^^^ h^„"'''\'''1
succeeded^!

shrub, whUe the hand plucks from Sp Tfw ti^ ? -^ hover about one side of a
throated W-ing-birdTass^/rrt^as^t'^fth^^^^ ^«. ^^J'
like the swallow of our own Innrl r,t^t„T x?-

""^"""^ of Canada, migratuiff.
southern coasts, met wXnumJn,^f-

9''Pt«" King, m a recent survey of thl
in a snow-storm.Telr"ihe sS°: Crian'-'anTdS'^^'^^/r^^' ^^'"^ ^^"^

ileSriell^^.k^'Us-^lXrd ^^^^^^^^^

delightf.. tale of Kobi^srCr^^oV'S^:^"^J^^^^^^ S^L
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ft
Tootka Sound, and another is described by Wilson as having been found breed-

n near the Elk River.
.-u . . /^

n inspecting any of these creatures, v^^e cannot fail to observe tne structure ot

b
- wings, as narrow-pointed, more or less curved inwards, formed of feathers

;£ng a strong and peculiarly elastic shaft, each one having a vane so compacted

ther that the wing may cleave the air at every stroke, as one of whaleboiie

iietal would. The plumage is, in fact, '* thick without burden ; close as fish's

C3s;*' the breast-bone is unusually large; and the pectoral muscles have

niense strength. It is the rapid action of the wing in cutting the air, just as

b sabre would, that produces the humming noise to which the name of the bird

1 tributable.

,ae feet and legs are, on the contrary, small and feeble, and might at once

i;est the conclusion that they are designed for very limited use. The humming-
', indeed, sometimes settles on a twig to preen its plumage, and to arrange the

M and down of its nest, but its element is neither the tree nor the ground, for

ay almost be said to live on the wing. Remaining suspended in the air in a

;e barely sufficient for the motion of their pinions, these birds keep their bodies

^ae air, apparently motionless, for hours together, yet sustaining the humming
hd by a surprising velocity of movement ; and in a lengthened flight, raising

fn selves for some distance, and then falling in a curve, they pass through the

i as when they migrate, in long imdulations ; but the smallness of their size

rents the possibility of observing them further than fifty or sixty yards, without

kit difficulty, even with a good glass.

f Where," says Audobon, the eminent American naturalist, ** is the person who,

i;eeing this lovely little creature moving on humming winglets through the air,

I tended, as if by magic, in it, flitting from one flower to another with motions as

neful as they are light and airy, pursuing its course over our extensive conti-

It, and yielding new delights wherever it is seen ; where is the person, I ask of

, kind reader, who, on observing this brilliant fragment of the rainbow, would

pause, admire, and instantly turn his mind with reverence towards the

flighty Creator, the wonders of whose hand we at every step discover, and of

iDse sublime conceptions we everywhere observe the manifestations in his

nirable system of creation ? There breathes not such a person, so kindly have

I all been blessed with that intuition and noble feeling, admiration."

fLt the exquisite beauty and brilliance of this animated being, the most elegant

I

brm, and most splendid in colouring, Wilson has thus glanced :

—

" While richest roses, though in crimson dress'd,

Shrink from the splendour of his gorgeous breast,

What heavenly tints in mingling radiance fly !

Each rapid movement gives a different dye;

Like scales of burnished gold they dazzling show,

Now sink to shade, now like a furnace glow."

The emerald, the ruby, the topaz, and the precious metals, raised to their utmost

illiance, sparkle in the plumage of the humming-birds ; while often are these

ts combined and blended with a gorgeous resplendence, which utterly eclipses

! most wondrous hues of art.

To quote again the words of Wilson :

—

" When morning dawns, and the bless'd sun again

Lifts his red glories to the western main.
Then, through our woodbines, wet with glittering dews.

The flower-fed humming-bird his round pursues

;

Sips with inserted tube the honeyed blooms.
And chirps his gratitude as round he roams.'*

But the nectar of flowers is not the whole of its diet ; for it takes insects on the

ng, and searches for others in the nectaries of flowers, or wandering over their

tals. The same observer says :
— ** I have seen the humming-bird for half an

ur at a time, darting at those little groups of insects that dance in the air on a
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nne^summer evening retiring to an adjoining twig to rest, and renewin- the atwith a dexterity which sets all our other fly-catchers at defiance." For thiapose the bill is long and slender, and the tongue, consisting of two muscular til
IS capable of being protruded a considerable distance, and is covered wiglutinous saliva, so that the insect adheres to it as soon as it is touched, andjreadily be retracted into the mouth. JOf these birds, Mr. Gould, who has presented to the world not far from tMsplendid volumes on Natural History, adorned by coloured representations wRnave never been surpassed, has formed a most charming collection, which ]recently been added, as a separate sight, to the varied and valuable contents of i

Zoological Gardens.^ Linnaeus knew only a few humming birds, but here nmtnree hundred species appear, about a hundred and thirty of which are newmodem naturalists, admirably arranged on appropriate twigs and foliage in
thirty sexagonal eases, tastefully placed on tables in an elegant saloon at' the
ot the terrace, leading from the southern entrance. Ample opportunity is'aflorded of looking again and again at these most exquisitely formed and riornamen^d tenants of the air; it may be truly said, "they are all but aimand no eftort of imagination is required to suppose that the bird is searching fortood m the long petals of the trumpet-shaped flower about which it hovers! whtne little nests, suspended here and there, so well-compact, so firmly fixed, andsuch a downy softness, cannot fail to excite to highest admiration

A VISIT TO VESUVIUS IN 1851.

By an American.

Naples, Feb. 1851.—With a party of six
others I took the cars to Portici, for a visit
to Vesuvius. It wa5 a dusty, windy day,
and very cold. The snow which had fallen
upon the mountain the night before gave
promise of rather a freezing reception, but
we finally concluded to try it. From
Portici it is about ten or fifteen minutes'
walk to Resin a, where horses and guides
are taken for the ascent.
We had hardly left the cars when two or

three individuals, who seemed to have an
instinctive perception of our object, ac-
costed us, and were most pressing in their
ofiers. We contracted with one of them
for horses and a guide.
An ascending ride, and a verv cold and

uncomfortable one, of httle mere than an
hour, brought us to the Hermitage, the
usual stopping-place for warmth and re-
freshments. After resting here for a short
time werode for about a halfhour longer, until
we had nearly reached the base of the cone,
where we left our horses. A short distance
beyond the Hermitage is an observatory for
meteorological observations, erected by Go-
vernment. Our ride was by a narrow path,
through a plain slightly ascending, over
which heaps of lava were scattered widely
and in every direction. The desolation of
Vesuvius had begun to break upon us. We
had approached near enough to the cone to
see its bleak, dark sides plainly, and how

they were scarred and furrowed, as year aft
year the tides of its terrible passior. li
overflowed. There was no sign of gre«i
ness or beauty. There was no sonj

"

birds, nor the smoke of a single dwell
nor a single hving presence. Yet bel
and below is one of the loveliest count
the sun ever shone upon, and though
had gazed upon it through clouds of dl
and almost benumbed by the chilling wii
it was surpassingly beautiful. And th
contrast between it and the dreariness ani

desolation immediately before and aroi
us was sickening.
Leaving our horses, we walked a lii

further on, and then commenced the asct.
Six 71071 commissioned guides had gone]

before, while we were resting at the
mitage, and now rejoined us. Each
them produced a strap, which he buckl
over his shoulder, and begged us to
hold of. Upon one side of the ascent wt^
large clinkers of lava ; and upon the other,
sand a foot deep. They immediately led us
into the latter, and in proportion as f"
begun to grow tired, grew pressing in th(
ofiers. But we were young and active, aj
preferred climbing Vesuvius ourselves ^

doing it by proxy. Moreover we had ask<
them what they meant by following us, aj

suggested the propriety of tneir staying _

hind in no very mild or measured tenni
and now to use them, after all, would be
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]. ,0 nmch. It occurred to us also to

clicre the sand for the lava-clinkers,

ri< we found made a difference of at least

K the fatigue of climbing. They hung

415 however, most perseveringly until

Ol refused their kind offers over and
j

'^- crain, and they saw there was nothing
i

"^^lade out of us, when they very reluc- '

n turned back, and, judging bvtneir

each carried with him a miniature i

ius of wrath. There was an old
|

1 chair at the base of the cone, of the

ed for carrying ladies up the moun-

vA I saw one fellow approach it, as

it represented us, and kick it

ten feet. It didn't hurt the chair,

rather think it did him.

uvius always looks smaller to a person

climbing it than it does afterwards,

cent of the cone is exceedingly steep,

never did harder work for the time it

. . ^Ve halted to rest when about half

p. Below us was a narrow valley

,td with white sand, upon the other

f which arose a mountain ridge,

:

* one end of which was an extin-

d tjrater,—the one, our guide told us,

_ destroyed Pompeii andHerculaneum.

aid that Vesuvius has the same base

wo other mountains near it ;
and it

:cved by some that all three formerly

i. osed a single mountain, higher than

1 at present, and were separated by

I violent eruption.

':er halting long enough to get slightly

id, we pushed on again, and were i

tly at the summit. At the time of our
I

. the mountain was very peacable, and,

1 now, we had seen nothing but a faint

. d of smoke arising from it. But im-

fciately upon reaching the top, we saw a

he mass arising from the crater, and

|,en so strongly by the wind against the

Item side, as entirely to shut out the

h of that part of it. We followed a path

hling around the e^ge, and there found

it the wind which had tried us so severely

p day, was the most fortunate thing pos-

I e for us. The whole of the vast volume

Cmoke as it rose slowly up from the

Iter, was thrown completely upon the

litem side, leaving the other compara-

t?ly clear. The form of the crater was more

h a huge mill-hopper than anything else

lould think of, and more utter desolation

l.n it presents is seen nowhere. I never

I ore knew what the word meant. I peered

i-ough the smoke, upon the other side, and

iild faintly see how its jagged surface,

:ie perpendicularly out of nobody knows

.at, blackened and torn, and at intervals

atrasting its pitchy hue with the bright

ilow veins of sulphur. Directly before

there was a gradual descent of about a

hundred feet, to where a rock jutted over

the mouth of the chasm. In a still day the

smoke would have filled all parts of the

crater, and made the descent exceedingly

disagreeable, to say the least. But we
found it comparatively easy. When we
proposed to our guide to make it, he imme-

diately dilated on its dangers, and demanded

an exorbitant price for going ;
whereupon

we started off without him, and he imme-

diately followed with a manner most de-

lis:htfully submissive, and was quite con-

tent to conduct the whole party for a little

more than his first price for one. At every

step we went ankle deep in the sand, and

our foot-prints smoked, and were marked

with sulphur. The smell and smoke were

almost sufi"ocating, as we stood upon the

jutting rock, and looked down into the

awful chasm. The destruction of the world

did not seem such a very difficult matter

after all. We had occular evidence that

there was abundance of combustible mate-

rial, audit would only be necessary to close

a few such vent-holes as JEtna ar.d Vesu-

vius, crowd the brimstone a little closer, and

touch a slow match, and we should be flying^

off into asteroids without much ceremony.

Notwithstanding the descent was so easy,

it was a little exciting at the time, and

still more so now that I remember it coolly,,

to think we might have been only treadinj

a cr\ist we knew not how thin, which served

as a lining to an oven seven times hotter

than Nebuchadnezzar's.
We could get no fresh lava, and were

obliged to content ourselves with the

choicest specimens of sulphur we could

find, as relics. Returning, we went a short
'' distance from the crater, where an old man
who had followed us from the Hermitaote,.

awaited us with a basket of provisions. We
made our lunch, the most important fea-

ture of which was an egg cooked mjthe

crater, and returned to our horses. The
descent was as easy as the ascent had been

difficult. We went down upon the sand,.

which was fine and soft, and retarded our

rapid movement by the mere force of

gravity, just enough to make it pleasant

and exciting.

Our horses were left at Resina, and we
started for Herculaneum, which is beneath

it and Portici. It is well known, that owing

to its greater nearness to Vesuvius, it was-

buried to four times the depth of Pompeii,

by sand and gravel, which, mixing with

water, formed an exceedingly hard cement.

It has, therefore, been much less exeava-

vated, and does not compare in interest

with Pompeii, as everything must be seen

by candle-light. Still, you see several of the

gtreets,—which were commodious and paved

with lava, and having foot pavements,—
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some of the private houses, and some of
the paintings in stucco. The chief object
of interest is the theatre, which is of Gre-
cian architecture, having a stage which was
adorned with marble columns, and being
290 feet outside and 230 inside measure-
ment. But the whole was very soon over,
and was tame enough compared with
Pompeii.
After I had taken my seat in the cark;' I

had opportunity to examine myself more
leisurely, and felt highly pleased at the at-
tractive nature of my personal appearance.

A thick coat which I had worn was d'i
brilliant red, having changed colour S
vapour of Vesuvius, like the boiled lo
ofHudibras; a pair of loose thick
were covered with dust, and had so
inside as to be rather a tight fit ; n
and hands were stained and blacken
altogether I was a walking adverti
of the pursuit of Vesuvius under diffi.

Every joint creaked out a *' thank yo
I stretched myself in my bed ; and if
any dreams that night, I forgot all
them before morning.

COLUMNS FOR THfi YOUNG.

A GENTLE BOY.
** Be very gentle with her, my son,'* said

Mrs. Butler, as she tied on her little girl's
bonnet, and sent her out to play with her
elder brother.
They had not been out very long before a

cry was heard, and presently Julius came
in and threw down his hat, saying

—

*' I hate playing with girls ! There's no
fun with them ; they cry in a minute."

*' What have you been doing to your
sister ? I see her lying there on the gravel
walk. You have torn her frock and pushed
her down. I am afraid you forgot my cau-
tion to be gentle."
"Gentle! boys can't be gentle, mother;

it*s their nature to be rough, and hardy, and
boisterous. They are the stuff soldiers are
made of. It's very well to talk of gentle
girls; but a gentle boy—it sounds ridicu-
lous ! I should be ready to knock a fello\fr

down for calling me so I"
** And yet, Julius, a few years hence, you

would be very angry if anyone were to say
you were not a gentle man."
"A gentle man! I never thought of

dividing the word that way before. Being
gentle always seems to me like being weak

—

womanish."
*' This is so far from being the case, my

son, that you will always find the bravest
men are the most gentle. The spirit of
chivalry that you so much admire was a
spirit of the noblest courage and the utmost
gentleness combined. Still I dare say you
would rather be called a manly than a
gentle boy ?"

" Yes, indeed, mother."
" Well, then, my son, it is my great wish

that you should endeavour to unite the two.
Show yourself manly when you are exposed
to danger or see others in peril ; be manly
when called to speak the truth, though the
speaking of it may bring reproach on you

;

be manly when you are in sickness and

pain. At the same time be gentle,
you be with females or with men ; be ge
towards all men. By putting the twosp
together, you will deserve a name wh .

perhaps, you will not so greatly objesMft
*' I see what you mean, dear mother'^

I will endeavour to be what you wisl
gentle-manly boy."

THIEVISH PROPENSITIES
KINDNESS.

CURED SK

r of Frfll
ork, rel4l

dc

bftn »

A member of the Society of F.
Isaac T. Hopper, of New York, rel
little adventure thus :

—

" While residing in Philadelphia, I
in my yard a pear tree, which bore ir

excellent fruit. Between my yard and t

of my neighbours, was a very high fen
with sharp iron pickets upon it. I dc
approve of such things. It was the
lord's work. Well, one year when the.
tree bore very abundantly, there hap
to be a girl belonging to my neighbow
family, who was as fond of pears as I t

myself, and I saw her several times cH;
the high fence, and walk carefully ale

between the pickets, until she came op]

site the pear tree. Then she would rea

over, fill her basket with fruit, and car
away.

*' One day I called upon my young
with a basket of the nicest pears I
find.

** * Rebecca,' said I, * here are so
pears for thee.'

** She did not know what I meant,
plained : * Rebecca, I brought these
on purpose for thee. I wish to make t

present of them, as I see thou art very
of them.'

*'*I don't want them, sir.'
** * Ah, but thou dost, Rebecca ; else

would not take so much pains, almb
every day, to get them.' Ji
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It she would not take the pears, and

a little more eloquence.

Ubecca,' I said, ' tWou must go and

.asket for these pears, cr I shall leave

m the carpet. I am sure thou must

lem or thou would not climb such a

and dangerous fence to get them.

. pickets are very sharp Rebecca ;

Ifthvfeet should slip while thou art

Iff on the fence—and I am very much

thee will—thou would get hurt a

deal more than the pears are worth

hou art welcome to the fruit ; but I will

W-e thee expose thyself any more so

hly But perhaps thou hast taken the

8 so long that they seem to belong to

e as much as they seem to belong to me.

, \o not wish to blame thee any more

fathv conscience does. But look out for

b pickets. They are dangerous. 1

Si have them removed; only 1 am

,i the landlord would not like it. ihou

elcome to the pears though, and i will

' thee a basketful every day.'

rhe little girl did not steal any more

,1. and I venture to say she was sutti-

ly rebuked before the end of the pear

m. for I remembered my promise, and

ed her a basketful every morning.

" FROM MY MOTHER, SIR."

was a crowded court of law : there sat

judge, there the jury, there the pleaders

leir gowns and wigs, there, behmd the

the prisoner; and there, in the witness

a poor boy who was about to give evi-

36 in the case.
. ,

e was a small lad, with shaggy hair, and

onzed character about his head and

neck, for he was a sailor-boy who had seen

many a rough storm in his l^t^l^ hfe^^^f.^

his briL'ht eves gleamed round the court,

^he pr^son:?'^ c^ounsel, doubting whether

he understood the obligation of an oath

asked leave to question him. inis was

frranted, and the counsel asked—
"My lad, do you know what you are

obli%d to do when you have taken an

oath%-'
**Ye8, sir, I do."
" What is the obligation ?"

" To speak the truth, and keep notning

'Right, my boy, where did you learn

this
?"°

* From my mother, sir.
^

The boy spoke with a firm voice, and a

look of pride, which showed how much he

loved and honoured the teachings of his

"^
For a moment there was deep silence in

the court, and then as eye met eye, and

face gleamed to face with the recognition

of a mother's love and moral principle

which had made their fixed impression upon

this boy, it seemed as if the spectators

would forget the rule of the court, and

cheer the mother's teachings and the

mother's care. The lad was sworn and

gave his evidence.

Behold the mother's power. Often had

evil influence and corrupt example assailed

this boy. Time and care, and exposure to

the burning sun and the %yild sea- storms,

had bronzed his face ; but deeply nesJedin

his bosom still lay the lessons ot a mother s

love, which taught him to speak the truth

and keep nothing hid.

mdiscrimmating it is to this aay
,
^^'^'S""* ^ ,

denths of the greatest miuds

, Jgraents of the world o^ t"!"^^^'"
"^ ^udge whether the desire of fame, based upon

preciate he worth of pubUc^^^^^^^^^
^^ .^^^^^^^ .^^^^ „„ti,es to

rquently the latter, as self-conceit usually supplies any deficiency of talent.

' Whatever nature has in worth denied,

She gives in large recruits of needful pride.

ad praise or blame that is not discriminating and just, who would value

.
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THE CRYSTAL PALACE THE TEMPLE OF PEACE.
SAMUEL BROAD TO JOHN WILLIAMS.

Friend --Thou mayst recollect, when I left Lichfield, that^Yt^romlsId tl^eeaccount of those matters which were most interesting to me in my visif to IThou knowest I am an active man, but I tell thee I am but a poor corresnIherefore thou wilt look over any seeming neglect in me if I tell thee not of th- L
affairs of this huge Babylon, but rather speak to thee in another man's wordsthose words are eloquent, for they are they which were spoken by Sir David Bn
fJ^^^/T T-\^T°?^'''?

^^ Exeter.hall, at which I have been present thesadays, and from which I have but this hour returned.
Thou knowest my sentiments on the great question of peace-the question which

'^

this moment uppermost m men's minds. War, they tell us, has been a civUiser

'

times past I grant it has
; but in the present, I think, with Sir David, that the gamIgnorance has been played long enough, and the schoolmaster has buckled on his armto do battle with wrong and prejudice.

Can anything, I ask thee, better express the sentiments of the advocates of peace tlthe words of the Chairman of the Peace Congress >
^

-llie arts of peace," said he, ' will flourish as the arts of war decay. The tal,and skill which have been squandered on the works and on the instruments of destruTt
will be directed into nobler channels. Science and the arts, in thus acSTnmteliectua strength, wil make new conquests over matter, and give new powers to mkScience wi 1 no longer bend a suppliant at the foot of Power. Education, too

"

dispense is blessings through a wider range, and religion, within its own halloasphere, will pursue its labours of love and truth, in imitation of its blessed masterwe have not yet reached this epoch of peace and happiness, we are doubtless rapic

w^'m?
It; and among the surest harbingers of its approach is the Exhibition of t^orld s Industry and the reunion of the world's genius, which now adorn and bonoour metropolis As one of its daily visitors since it was first opened by our beloT.^ueen, I maybe permitted to call jour especial attention to it as the first TempleFeace that modern hands have reared. You have doubtless all seen its magnificei

exterior and its internal splendour—its lofty transept raising its glitterinz ro?f to tlskies-us lengthy nave vanishing in distance and misty perspective—its countleavenues and aisles-its iron corridors-its crystal labyrinths. On the outUne of its waUand from its balconies within, wave the banners of nations—those bloody symbols (war under which our fathers, and even our brothers, have fought and bled They ainow ttie symbols of peace. Woven and reared by the hands of Industry, they hang i

unniffled unity, untorn by violence and unstained with blood, the emblems, indeed, c
strite, but of that noble strife in which nations shall contend for victory in the fields c
science, in the schemes of philanthropy, and in the acts of Ufe. The trophies of sue!
conquests, and the triumphs of such acts, are displayed within. Who can describe tlien'

"^'lu^
* thoughts that breathe, and words that burn?' There are the material,

gathered from the surface, or torn from the bowels of our planet, the productJI
primeval creation, or annual growth, the gift of God to man-the element'
civilisation from which his genius is to elaborate these combinations of scienceand of art which administer to the comforts of life and the grandeur oi
nations. Ihere are the instruments to grasp with the eye the infinitely ereat,
to measure space and time-to charm, to cure, and to kill. These mechanisms,
which have made man a tyrant over matter, cutting, and twisting, and tearing,
and moulding its hardest as well as its tenderest elements-which break and
pulverise the dust of the earth—which lift up its heaviest and most solid strata-
which spans Its rivers and its valleys—which light up our rugged shores-which
transport the riches of our commerce across the deep—and which hurry us
as on wmgs of iron beating the eagle in its flight, and mimicking the lightningm its speed. Yonder are the fabrics which clothe the peasant and the prince;
which deck the cottage and glitter in the palace-the jewels which hang on the neck of
beauty, and which play a part in the pomp of kings—the cup of clay which the hu^
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of the riches that perish, and chasten the extravagance tha l.ves b"t for the pre^enw

"
.nn7minffled with the baubles of wealth and luxury, with what the moth and tae

L,ni^nnTtho«e divine models which record in marble or in bronze the deeos of

l.^7ha't 'time has spared, the glorio^os names which tbe past has tr~tUd to toe

the forms divine of the sage that has instructed and the P^.'™*
*f^ !>;,= ^'^^

- nuntrv imid these proud efforts of living genius, these brilliant fabncs, these

;Housmectensms,we meet the sage, the artist of every clime and of every fa^*^

w t"e productions of each other's country, admiring each other s gerau», and

/na the lessons of love and charity which a con-.mnnity of race and of de=,Uny

:^=fa HO teach The grand truth, indeed, which this lesson involves, is recorded m

'on theW medal\y which the genius of the exhibitors is to "^ rewarded.

'
1 the h aS of Prince Albert, to whose talent and moral courage we owe the E^po-

Lf iSil luid addressed to us in his name, Is the noble sentiment,— Di^ociata in

rc;ncord!'p"ce fgir What space has Separated I have united in harmonious

ost thou not think, friend, that words like these stirred up within thee a dfermina-

i, not to Usten merely, but to act, and Promulgate the doctrines of peace ? ^^ha^^ is

'has be»n more frequently asked than answered ;
" and I hope that there may D- m

» aJmbly," ^Td the Worthy doctor, " some eloquent individual who ha^ seen u in^ts

, t^s and Who is willins to tell us what he has seen. Most of you like myse. ,

fi 'onlyTn poetr7and%omance. We have wept over the epics and the balbds

t h cekblate the tragedies of war. We have followed the warrior m his careei of

'y ^tut trati^igthf line of blood along which he
^'^^ ^^^^^l^Jj^:rJZ;s

led the demi-god in the Temple of Fame, m ignorance of the cruelties and crimen

^Wch he climbed its steep, ^t is only f™-/''Vtt ear T^^ haT heSd it^

..uage of the eye that has seen its agonies, and of the ear that h^^J'^"^ "^

'eks that we can obtain a correct idea of the miseries of war. If Keason

hot for tt^ Revelation is against us. War is by its friends deemed a con-

on of m^ in his state of trial. It has, they allege, been part of the

ine Iv^rament for six thousand years, and it will tl^erefore continue till tha

;^ment has ceased. It is, consequently, as they argtie, wholly Utopian to atte^^^^

Subvert what is a law of Providence, and what f^ms part and pared of our faUea

,ure If the combativeness of man, as evinced m his history, is thus » nece«aY

Motion of his humanity, and is for ever to have its issue m war, his superst»tion t'>

d^r his Lorance, his lust for power, must also be perpetuated in the institutions

which tW have given birth. Where, then, are the orgies, the saturnaUa of ancient

les the gods who were invoked, and the temples where they were
^ff^^'Pf

"^ •,
^I;'*^.

>r! they were the condition of an infant race, and have disappeared in the blaze of

rfn'ottece's^^-.'my friend, that I should lengthen my letter ,
Any words of mine

mid only weaken the effect. Ponder, therefore, over what thou readest, and^beheve

I thiae, _.«__«_^.—

The Mixd -The mind has a certain vegetative power, which cannot be
Jf^^^ ^^^^

: it fs not iSd out and cultivated into a beautiful garden, it will of itself shoot up in

2eds or flowers of a wild growth.
t,^„ ^„ef

Revenge -When the mind is in contemplation of revenge, all i.ts thoughts must

Setortured with the alternate pangs of rancour, envy, l^atred, and mdignaUon;

^d tLy who^^^^^^^^ sweet in the enjoyment of it, certainly never felt the consummate

iss of relonciliaticn At such an instant, the false ideas we received unravel and the

i^ess theS and all the base satisfactions men had m each

k^r'"fIuL'fnT'misfor^ are dispelled, and
^^f^-^^^^^^^J^^l^^^^^^

hiteness, without the least streak of that ^alice or distaste which su^^^^

erhaps those very actior.s, which (when we l^P^^^^/^/^f i^.^^^b^^^^^^^^^^^^
hich hatred doth always see things) were hornd and odious, when observed witn nonesc

nd open eyes, are beauteous and ornamental.
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What a hant..
Quel fw art.).

'^

LESSONS IN FRENCH.-^No. XXIV.

,^, , ,
ENGLISH INTO FRENCH.

improvident people sailors ar! 'W Quelle nmt orageuse

!

3
les marines sonf mp t oTantt 0„fS"''.

-
^"»°y^<=«^, he suffers ! -fl^

beautiful music this fs ' What tyrants th. R
'^^^^Sr^ments rl souffre

!

"J
cettemusi,ue est belle! QuriSirso^-d-- -,

'

'^

JsLS^'fhrhrmour^^^^ "^?«' ^^ -«»'* -« toM
English is given in tSe exercbe

^''''' *""' '^^ '^' '^^ ^«°^« in p|
Thfe^oWtrs'giT^^rtSJ^^^^^^
the purpose. Nevfrtheless tis fittoobse^e that^n"!"'"' ?""* ^^ ^"P'^y**
of any French term, you mky illustrate iSr^Hnf- ^"^ ?' ^^"^ '^"g"* t^*

used at all, by mei^s of phrases 1-^ ^>"^^^^^^^
During the couL of i^:vr^:::\:s^:L'e ZTe.li'::'^^ MW ^V'^T' """V

reserved b; «s for ub'e^uen iUu" raHon
'"

t uT.^
itjMch we in/tanced. one was

''howmany,''or"whatVnumbT^f° TK-
^''''''''^ '* "'^"^ ^'"' " how muc

an exclamation referrin?t: sZt:b:Ltiv?lXr:idetri,^"ah b^
"^^'"'^

rfe immediate y fo lowin? Thn<! /,.« rf« ,a„.
renaered m irench by gue, with

charms this country has^!'- &7Vrv often when
" ^"^' POfede-" what a numbe.

substantive, the phLe is such thalcoUi^Vm^hrhV' ".k*^
*",' ^'^ *" ''^^ ''^^

.
in a similar manner, only with rint™ tive nft a„ 1 f'

T''' '=°"'''*'!^''' ^'^P''^

rjTou\arLsdy-St:r2^^^

These sentences may be thus translated?-
^ •"" '^" '* P"" '""' •"""

^'"^rl
1 ^?^ sff€t it is, when one can (literallv "can 2 if 1"^ f^ ^ * n .v , ?loved 2 object 1 ! How natural it is tn Invi f^^ V ^\*^ /orestall the desires of i
How easy it is to divine (or 'to^iess"\lK.^'^ ""^^

^^"n^f ^ him 1 (or her) juatic^
to him I'useful

!
How i^genious^ one s toVZ ^V '? ^^'"^ ^' ^^^^^^^ 2 hiii^, b^

liim! How eloquent one is to iustffv him a J"'*" ' P""^ ^^^^^^ o^e is to defeiid
eulogy! ^"^^"^ ^^™' ^"<1 to speak (literally, "to make") 1

Many very excellent school-books of French le^vf^ nr. fk. . ^ ., . , •

a substantia chLgeTt el^mirn r:^i„te^rgSn"^yuT^^^^ 4 '^"' ''1?
to an adjective, has nrettv mimh fK^ ^«

^"interrogation, iiut combten alone, appli

..:-S4K:e^f£i:,/aTJ=x .SssJ'o?.^^^^^^
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word is, under any circumstances, employed. Some of those illustrations are of

c rse more elegant and more appropriate than others ; m many instances, too, the

s e meaning can be conveyed by different expressions, in which no que is used. This

taU. Those expressions may be "far, far easier" and "simpler. This being

why have we not given the easier and simpler expressions, instead of those m which

I is forced to bear a part ? Because the very business we then had in view was to

,)duce gi*e in the place which it would occupy if used at all, and not to express the

sie sense in the best French. And if one thing be certain in language, it is this—that

i ou go the round of all the meanings in which any given word is used, some of those

linings are not only capable of being expressed otherwise, but were much better so

stressed, and are very indifferently rendered by the word in question.

in Lesson VIII. we gave some rules for the employment of this word, and especially

/ understanding its employment when met in books or otherwise. We also introduced

liultitude of instances and examples. The rules are right ; but as, in speakmg of the

<;urrence of a verb in the exclamation, we alluded to English phraseology, a confusion

I y arise in the minds of some. This we will obviate in the republication of these

J sons. As for the examples given, que occupies the place and is used in the way which

jvoul'd occupy, and in which it would be used, if introduced in such phrases at all.

;me of them, however, would not be used. There are better phrases current in French.

by, then, introduce these? You maybe shown the mode of using a weapon with

ejects against which no weapon is ever actually used in seriousness. The lunge of the
'

1 is learned against a wall—the aim of the pistol against a target—the sails and spars

a vessel are conned in paper or glass. It is only proper to add, that most of the

..tances adduced by us are actually the very best French that could be employed, as

1 11 as an example to familiarise the ear to the use of que,

tQue vous etes bon I que ce pays est beau / qu'elle est geniille I quHl est agreahle ! que

usm'importunez! quHl est bel homme ! are exclamations in everyway, of unexcep-

.nable French. The wn, as we have already, in a former lesson, remarked, should not

cur before bel homme. In fact, the words bel homme together are used idiomatically

:e a mere adjective. So is the esclaveSy though really a substantive, used with refer-

ee to the Russians. Therefore, the des should not be used before that name;

e occurrence of it would be conceivable if, accidentally, the writer were about to have

ritten dst. poles (tyrants), as in the present exercise, and changing his epithet to slaves,

nitted to erase the first syllable of the other word, which thus appeared accordingly,

et this seems unlikely. As for que vous etes un homme importun, that explanation

ight be better expressed " que vous etes importun." But, at all events, the que is in

iC proper place, and the mode of employing it, when|employed at all, is clearly seen. It

better not introduced when there is a substantive in the exclamation.

FRENCH INTO ENGLISH.

{.C'e8t=tune absurdite de mepriser=un ridicule (1) fonde (2) ; c'est une petitesse

t absurdity to despise ridicule (2) well-founded (1) littleness

';un i<>rt de redouter un ridicule mal fonde. II est possible de dejeiiner aLondres

wrong tJting to dread ill founded possible to breakfast

:; de diner en Irian de, le meme jour.

to dine Ireland same day.

^- Observe here, once more, how the " it" is translated into French under different cir-

amstances.

Before closing these lessons, which will now be soon, we wish to look back over the

round over which our students have accompanied us. A correspondent, who signs him-

elf H., sends us a list of some errors (he makes them since the commencement, about

lalf a dozen), which have occurred in these Lessons. If we do not give him a satisfac-

ory account of this matter, we shall lose, he says, his confidence in our teaching.

In the first place, we are happy to say that several of the malignant giants are but

larmless windmills ; in other words, that his errors are not always errors. We must

ax his bill in amount, as people often do an attorney's ; and even the balance we will in

liis case pay, not as a moral, though as a legal, debt. In plain truth, we can, and we
iball, frame against ourselves a larger table than his ; and a table of real errata. But
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!___ m\

were these more numerous than we shall be ahlp t« «„;„(- .. .1.

~
rectified, and the effect of them, one a^ad all is neutr^Ii?eH 1^ '

f^',
'"°'''

^"^"A
sequent remarks, and by the very course itc'elf of fh!!i T

^"'"^.''^ '^"*'*'««*
''r

ictii';: brL''^ml'^fout%nisto'""t'^^

the^Engllt -1^'' T^eSS/'lhe''''^^*^- of ., 'j „f /a'sftransta^
rulewWch indeed gOTernfrd,i;n.f-/ T^ '7^-'^''* ^^'^ the very essence ^
recurrence; andl^Z™ tk^th frn-th^"''', .'r'^ '"? " ^'"=""°° °f <=»'*

our friend " H " Hp .w7f I 1 ?
™"* *"^^'^'' *" ourselves, that nowhere elu.

P«tiX po"„tinque«o/ N^^^^^
full, or examples so practi^l,'^

our students; aTd^say'tha^ fTom th'/t*' "'.
"'"'^ T '^'^' •"»' '^^ 'P**

only wUl be able to u«e those word?^
the account given by us of ce and il, th«M

that they not Tnly m;it unde«tod thr^'. K T^'^'^^^T l"
*"° ^''^'^ "^^ *» «*

making others undeiSS wt^h i, f*.'^ V .'
"^^"/^f"^* ""^t even be capabh

any and every cSe For wV Z.X *,! ,'"^''''' '"''^ ''*^<^'«=* '''"'I of knowled*
not have enouS to Xe tr.^f ^^^Y"'^-"^^ "'" give, and we may have, ao?
not only possess it bJloJtfA\ '^°'^ "»Pfting sound information, J^
pupils whoS now .!t I! n ?• '"l'^'^*'^

convinces us that we have hundf«l|

circumrtances ber~ vfw ""h'^
exp am how the English pronoun ./should in v3

say. but they kLw 'wg fc eotl'd '"t^T'^ ^k'^
'""""'^ ^°"''' ^^P^^" ^^^

have rendered clea7to thU not bv r;,f.^ ' ?k
°"?"- P,°'°''' ^ '«"« snccessicrt

task of these instmctions^',,? nn 7/^'
''"' '° *e Pnncple

;
not making a mechaJ

memory.
'""'""''"'"S' >>"' »" acqmrement for then- reason much more than for^

ma^et :;rifkti'Tetter'^aLrS^^^^^
in any language

;
there are misj

enough. The formerTr! ~i4»°. /' """^I
'° consequence of not kno«il

of time bytL mTst fi„?,Kf^T«^ .*''?''y^^5^'^"^ ^ •»« committed to the ^
they are the mos faS-^ bv ."* '^"^Z^-'

^''' '""^ '" P"™*^ '^i't wj
pontics, by greaT writer^ U ^ ^""^^ ^^T*^ '» '"«•' ''y S^eat statesmen1
with wonderfSleff^f^d therl'rrr''''T ?!

'^j'^'>'^^^ ^o^x^- Blair expl^
yet it would be e^v ^'J!Zr' ''^P^f*^"? understood, aU the principles of styM

maxims,Zd of tC imXtantX " .'^T' ^ ."""1^ P^^e, violations'^ of his^
his book, the^useleL '^Tt iA^ l^ T.w"''' u^ 'f''*^ ^'^ ^'^-g'y ^"^ so well. 1
or has everXctermori' ' tTlt ?il°° ^^'^J^? -«r been found more use«

^

us the right principles Tuminr<.rj
^.'^'^ncies and to_avoid them ourselves: he g^

Sixth LefsonLthe exe±^wrtrl^V? *''^' '' """^^ "^-^ ^•"'"gl'- lu^
the Exhibition is veryW and 7^^\ b

'.°/'''
*^''t

'vords occur :-" ThI building,

tence we had at first worded thn " "f^^^ °^-^^'^% ^^^ ^^'- '"^'°''» of the Si
effect, omitting thrsubstan«v^"r^-"'*-''r''''^°'^Slass,'^ something to t^l

preseit form.^ Underneath as tVer^l"^
'' ^^^''^''^^' ''^ <^^^Sed the sentence tol

passage but a verstrofso'm" fXt^rdT'S^ °« '?w"^"
translation of jS

term which, though eenerallv i,«p^ ftlv, -1 f/ • I "', ^^ ^^ve placed a FrenJ
"«>," in the mannerTn wh;I" f -M- /'' ''P°' '° '"'^^ *'' ^ substantive foUov^l
The prindple of tSis has been ffltt"^>^f"'"•'''l

'"''^' ^^ "= *° ^"""^ " h|I
reader will perceive thaT after -^ti^n^^^ '''I-l'

"" ^'''"^ ^^"I- Therefore, 31
the FrenchLrrfor" rtoJ !^^^^ °Z l"^^!^

sentence, we ought to have alireS'
call attention to ths error It iheMl f

^
the other French terms. We now beg to

tions, the student could now rt^Hf, 1 .- f/*
^vident that, from our own instrac-

that if required to "ranslal I il-f ^""'f
'''<']' « mistake if placed before him ; ai^

nse of 1, 0, ,°ruSw\riLrtforor '""'='' ^•'^^

-

(and 'hr 're1e:S"win*Kr7?f'

^" ^"<=^
i'"'^

''•«'"^'^- - "^^ l-- -pt i,are several; will be carefully expunged
; several passages will, besidesV^ij
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1 more clear. These lessons will be made more valuable. At present, the

ssons are, in many respects, the key to the earlier ; and this was unavoidable :

i not crowd all the lessons into one. It is extremely difficult to avoid making a

reater number of such errors as those to which we have alluded, in a serial work,

a work none of which is published till all of it is finished. In the latter, the

tion may be withheld till every part is brought into harmony with every other,

m fact is perfect, and revised with leisurely care. But in a serial, and above all a

-]s serial, where the day of publication will not wait, there may, indeed, be more

.] ss and there must be much more adaptation to the wants and wishes of the

, as the treatise proceeds ; but it is not in the nature of things that there should

tl same amount of severe and uniform accuracy. As with other English writers,

?t 3S have occurred also in our English, which for all that, has continued to be useful,

supply the reader's mind with what it required. Yet we have sometimes said, as

tl error already corrected about the place of adjectives, the very reverse of what we

r 'd. We must in these matters look to the main advance effected, the general

>, ss achieved, the aggregate tendencies which, in spite of every little check and

aae, continue to roll visibly onward. Otherwise, neither the instructor could

T t, nor the student profit by, any serial work of an educational nature. But the

. ages of both kinds of publication, the double opportunities, the twofold character,

^ iduated adaptation of the serial and the accuracy of the separate work are com-

le when the various numbers of the former are subsequently re-issued altogether, in

r*, ed and retouched shape, the errata expunged, and the obscurities cleared up and

, ited. Blemishes of that inevitable kind to which we refer are always to be found

jc in the earlier numbers of an educational serial.

T present tense, Subjunctive mood, of the third conjugation is :

—

FRENCH.ENGLISH.
L I may perceive

u thou mayst perceive

he may perceive
. she may perceive

: we may perceive

you may perceive

they may perceive

perfect Subjunctive :

—

^KQLISH.

it I might perceive

t thou mightst perceive

t he might perceive

t she might perceive

t we might perceive

t you might perceive

X they might perceive

,qu€. J apergoive

qtie tu apergoives

qu'il apergoive

qu^elie apergoive

que nous apercevions

que vous aper<^viez

lis apergoivent

elks apergoivetit

(qu'

PRENCII.

quefapergusse

que tu apei^gusses

quHl apergut

qu^elle apergut

que nous apergus»io7is

que vous apergussiez

PRONUNCIATION.
*' zhappersoo-awv

cu' ' tu appersoo-aiw

Jceel appersooaurv

hel appersoo-aiov
^^ cu" nooz appers-svee oan
** cu'^ vooz appers-svee -a?/

keels appersoo-avjv

Jcels appersoo-awv

PRONUNCIATION.
" cw*' zhapper su/ie

^^ cu'^ tu apper-suce

keel apper-su

kel apper-su
" cm" Tiooz appersuce ee-oan

"cm" vooz apper-suce-ee-ay

keels appersuce
Icels appersuce

f quHls apergussent

\qu'ell€s apergussent

e perfect and the pluperfect Subjunctive need not be given in full :
** tliat I may

perceived,'^ &c., que j'aie aperfu, &c. ;
** that I might have perceived," &c., que

9c aperfUf &c.

le Imperative is :

—

ENGLISH.

rceive (thou)
him perceive
us perceive

rceive (you)

them perceive

PRENCH.

apergois

qu'U apergoive

apercevons

apercevez

ils apercoivent

eUes apercoivent

{qu'i
qu\

PRONUNCIATION
upper soo-aw

Jceel apper-soo-awv

appers svoan

appers-svay

keeis appersGO-awv
kels apper-soo-atw

'e have now finished three of the four regular conjugations. It only remains to

a that which ends in the present infinitive with re.
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TO OUR " FRENCH'* CORRESPONDENTS.
A correspondent informs us that there is a French pronouncing dictionary of the

which J. W—Ns wished to obtain. It appears that there are more than one, th
we were unaware of the circumstance, not having had occasion to use such a work
dictionary of this kind, by F. C. Meadows, of the University of Paris, indicaUoi
French sounds by English combinations of letters, exists, the publishers being Tegg
Company. Another was published, it seems, about forty years ago in London. }

author was an Abbe Tarde, as our correspondent tells us ; but he forgets by
house the work was published.

Rt. W—Rs.—As early as may be in August.

James D—de.—Your prize exercise has been safely received.

Cr. S.—The French ois not pronounced like our oo in ** bloom." Its normal sd
is like our o in ** go." The French word for *'and'' (et) is always pronounced like
well-known exclamation. '' eh ;" or, in other words, like the first letter of our alph? t

y H."—You say that in Lesson VI., line 11 (page, we presume, 359), our je n'a
€^e should heje rCy aipas. Refer again to the page and line in question. ** F" is '

i

than once introduced in the proper manner during that lesson. Do you mean thi
is omitted in some place where it ought to appear ? If so, we will rectify that an l

other errata in the revised and collected edition. Meantime, read the present lesi

remembering that you do not prove a term to be wrong by showmg that other termj
right, nor even by showing that they are much better. Almost every line in some of i

most useful literary productions could be proved " wrong'' by such a process.
A Catholic.—^You say you cannot accept a " Protestant version of the Scriptu

as a prize, if you be one of the successful candidates, believing that in that ver
some essential portions of Holy Writ are omitted, and many things twisted from
genuine purport. We do not know under what signature you contend for the prize, (

therefore we cannot say whether or not you be a prize-bearer. If you be, we hav< i

doubt you will be offered the Scriptures in the form which alone you esteem as intei
and truthful.

Charles W—y.—You are quite right; avouez que cela est ainsi means " coufi
that that is so.'* jf

A Late Scholar.—^Your exercise has been received ; but, we are sorry to f
partakes too much of your assumed name ; it is too late.

M. O.—No. De, not des rois; for they may be any kind or class of kings ; no
is specified.

Some communications have just reached us too late for special replies this week.

Errata.—In the little exercise of English into French, in Lesson XVIII., the
•* a^' should have followed the first ** it is'* and the word *' lot,'' should have
introduced after *• annoying." If the reader desires to understand why the omissi(
these words makes the sentence wrong, he will find the reason in Lesson XXIII., ii

remarks on the use of ce and of «7as translations of our ** it.''

Same page, second line of the paragraph after the exercise, for ^^preceding,'* jr

** succeeding."
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fcubsUntive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb ; v. verb ; v,a. verb-active ; v,n. verb-neuter.

Dis'taff, s. (in spinning) a staff, on the

top of which is placed the flax or wool to be

TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

jloca'tiox, s. the act of displacing.

t^nn is usually applied to the dis-

1^ of any joint of the human body by

Sect application of violence, or more

lii causes; luxation, or looseness of

lints.

;patch', s, generally used, in the

!
(Dispatch'es), a packet of letters on

State affair or business, sent express

officer or public messenger.

;fen'sary, *. an institution supported

ally by voluntary contributions, for

ijpply of the poor with medical and

2al advice, and with medicines, gratui-

iPENSA'TiON, s. an exemption ; a dis-

ion; an indulgence from the Pope.

eology, the term dispensation means

try; the Mosaic dispensation meaning

spensation or unfolding of the law by

5 ; the Gospel dispensation meaning the

try, or unfolding of the blessings of the

ii by Christ and his apostles.

jMsn'satory, s. a directory for the

1^ and preparing of medicines ; a

mDopceia.

{1K>e't, s. sport, play, pastime.

iPOSi'TiON, s. order ; method
;

quality

uper of mind ; situation.

jputa'tion, s. a controversy or con-

ly argument.

jquisi'tion, s. an examination or in-

, conducted on the principles of sound

nent.

jSEC'tion, s. anatomy; a cutting in

s ; a separation of the parts of organ-

jodies in such a manner as to display

structure ; a nice and minute exami-

Q.

sse'ize, v. a. to dispossess, to deprive.

SSEM'INATE, V. o. to Scatter, sow,

d.

ssent', s, disagreement ; difference of

on.

ssent'er, s. the general name given

e various Protestant religious sects in

country that differ in doctrine, but

jially in discipline and mode of wor-

from the Established Chiorch.

sserta'tion, s. a discourse, a treatise.

s'soLUBLE, a. capable of separation,

ssgltj'tion, s. a dissolving ; destruc-

; the act of breaking up an assembly.

s'sonance, s. discord, harshness.

ssyl'labi*, 8. a word of two syllables-

spun.

Distem'per, 8. the name given to a
mixture of size, colouring matter, and water,

to be spread on walls, paper, &c., for the

purpose of ornament. PaktUng in distemper

is a kind of painting in which the pigments

are mixed with water and size, and chiefly

applied to scene painting and interior deco-

ration.

DisTENiy, V. a. to stretch out in breadth.

Dis'tich, s. two lines of poetry making a

couplet ; an epigram consisting of on ly two
verses.

Distilla'tion, s, a process of separating

or drawing off a fluid by converting into

vapour the particles of a washed body, and
afterwards condensing the vapour by cold.

In commercial language the term is applied

to the manufacture of spirituous liquors.

This process, as carried on in Great Britain,

may be divided into four general opera-

tions:—!. The masJiing or formation of a

saccharine (sugary) infusion from certain

vegetable matters, as malt, barley, oats, rye,

&c. ; 2. the cooling of this wort, or liquor ;

3. the fermeivtatioriy or process by which the

sugar of the cooled wort is converted into

alcohol ; 4. the sepora^»o» of the spirit so

formed by means of a still and cooler.

Distrain', v. a. to seize ; to lay hold of;

an indemnification for a debt, or for the

purpose of compelling a person to pay some
debt, or to make compensation for some
wrong he has committed. The act is

sometimes called " a distress."

Dithyram'bic, *. a wild song or poem ;

a song in honour of Bacchus.

Dit'tt, s. a song ; a musical poem.

Diur'nal, a. performed in a day; daily.

Divan', s. a senate, or council of state.

Divabica'tion, s. a division of opinions.

Diver'ge, v. n, to bend from one point.

DiYER'siFORM, a. of various forms.

Divert'isement, 8. a diversion ; a recre-

ation ; a dramatic piece of an entertaining

description.

Divest'iture, s. the surrender of pro-

perty.

Div'iDEND, s, in arithmetic^ any quantity

which is to be divided ; in commerce, money
divided among the creditors of a bankrupt

trader out of the amount realised from the

remaining property ; or the part allotted in

division to annuitants or shareholders.
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Divi'ders, s. a name often given to a
pair of com|Ki>tes.

Divina'tion, s. a conjecture or surmise
concerning future events, generally deli-
vered in a pompous or oracular form by its
professors. This is founded upon observa-
tions on the air, the stars, the flight of
birds, the lines of the hand, the position of
the planets, and even the grounds, or sedi-
ment, of tea or coffee.

DiyiN'iNG-R0D,5.a forkedbranch, usually
of bazel, by ^vhich it has been pretended
that minerals and water may be discoveredm the earth, and to which, also, other mys-
terious powers are ascribed.

Div'iNG-BELL, s. a machine for conveying
a person to or from the bottom of the sea,
or any other body of water, in safety.

DociL'iTY, s. aptness to be taught.
Do'ciMACY, 5. the art of assaying metals.
Dock, s. a place artificially formed for the

reception of ships, the entrance to which is
generally closed by gates. Dry docks are
used for receiving ships in order to their
being inspected and repaired; wet docks
are for the purpose of keeping vessels al-
ways afloat.

Dock'et, s. a direction fastened upon
goods- " ^ /• ,, ^

;
a record of the Courts, containing

an entry of payments; " Striking a dockeVm bankruptcy, was formerly a conventional
phrase, meaning that a creditor had taken
the first step to make his debtor a bankrupt.

Doc'TOii, 5. on€ that has taken the
highest degree in the faculties of divinity,
law, physic, or music. In its original im-
port^ it means a person so skilled in his
particular art or science as to be qualified
to teach it.

Doc^TORs' Com'mons, s. the College of
Civilians in London, near St. Paul's
Churchyard, founded for the professors of
civil law. In the Common Hall are held all
the principal Spiritual Courts, and the
High Court of Admiralty.

Doc'uMENT, 5. a precept, instruction, or
direction; written evidence.

DoDEC'AGON, s a figure of twelve sides.

DoDECAHE'DRON, s. a solid contained
under twelve regular pentagons, or figures
with five angles.

DoG'DAYs, 5. the days in which the dog
star rises and sets with the sun—from July
3 to August 12.

^

Doge, s. the title of the chief magistrate
of V enice.

DoG'GEREL, $. verses destitute of poetry
or just measure ; a. vile, mean.
DoG'MA, s. an established principle; a

tenet; a fundamental article of belief.

l)og7nati^ theology is an exposition and
tion of the various articles of the Chri
laith, as founded upon authority acl'ledged by Christians in general, and
tinguished from scholastic theoloo-y -

assumes to establish the truth of Chr
doctrines by argument. The terms
'mcaical and dogmatism are generally en'm reference to a positive, authoritai
rude and overbearing nmnner of asany opinion or doctrine.

Dog' Star, s. Sirius
; a star from

the dog days derive their appellation.
Doi'LY, Doi'LEY, s. a small napkin'

at or after dinner. '

Dol'lar, s. a foreign coin of diff
value, from 2s. 6d. to 4s. 6d.

Do^LOMiTE, s. 2L variety of magii
limestone. ^'

Dome, s. a term applied to the cov<
of the whole or part of a building

; a cu
an arched roof.

DOME'SDAY Book, 5. a record of a sul
of the lands, tenures, and subjects thr<»
out the kingdom, still existing, andj
by order of William the Conqueror. i

DoMi'ciL,,DoMi'ciLE, 5. aprivate dwdj
DoMiN'icAL, a, a term for Sundayt.

nifymg '« days of the Lord." The 1
denoting the Sabbath in calendars is
the Dominical Letter.

DoMiN'icAN, s. a friar of the order o:
Dominic.

DoM'iNO, s. a kind of hood ; a long Aj
Don, 5. a Spanish title for a gentlenw
Do'natiye, 5. a gift, a largess, a ben
Don'jon, s. the strongest tower i

castle.

DoR'ic, a. relating to an order of M
tecture invented by the Dorians, rem
able for its simplicity and strength.
Dor'mar, s. (in building) a beam

sleeper
; a window in the roof of a honsi

Dor'mitory, s. a sleeping room : atft
place.

Dor'sal, a. belonging or fixed to
back—as the dorsalfins of fishes.

Dos'siL, s. a pledget or roll of lint.

Do'tal, a, relating to a portion or dof

DouANiER', 5. (French) an officer

Customs.

Douceur', s. (French) a present ; a ©
ciliating bribe.

Dove'tail, «. a method of joining i

pieces of wood together, one end be
fashioned into the fan-like form of a do'
tail, and let into a corresponding hollow
another piece of wood ; v. a. to join
tenons.
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WATIS -VND STANDING ARMIES A SCOURGE TO THE WORLD,

AND ESPECIALLY SO TO THE WORKING CLASSES.

K^ our periodical, from the first, has been devoted to the interests of the working

classes it is necessary that our voice should again and again be Ufted against the

cSty' the iniquity, as well as the unprofitableness of war, in aU its depavtmente

Td aspects. A brief review of the origin of our miHtary operations would show

aat they have been as reckless and mad as they have been inhuman and destruc-

tive What business had we to interfere with the French because they chose to

change their fonn of Government ? No people under heaven have produced greater

changes in their constitution or dynasties, or given more encouragement to ambi-

tiou" usurpers, than the English; and yet we had the audacity to attack France

for attempting to free itself from despotism, and the folly to spend millions ot

measure in our efforts to dethrone Napoleon ! Some have thought that a heavy

curse is vet to visit us for our sanguinary wickedness. But they seem to forget

that the scourge already lies heavily upon us. Our national debt is a punishment

which we and our children are doomed to bear for a long series of years.

Our victories have cost us so much that a few more would have been our entire

ruin. What a mercv it was that Washington defeated us, and that America de-

clared herself" independent." If the New World had continued a British colony, it

would have been a continued expense to us. We should have made it an asylum

for needv aristocrats, and places, sinecures, and pensions, would have multiphed o

amost expensive and ruinous extent. The " United States" are now worth near y

TBS MiiLioNS A TEAB to us.whilc, as a mere Englishprovince and colony, they would

hardlv have been worth sixpence. Here was a defeat, then, which was more valu-

able than all our victories. We want our operatives to feel that war, m every lorm

in which it can be viewed, is a loss.
, , , , •!•*„.„

I The men who become soxdieks ake LOST.-If we lead them out on military

expeditions, numbers of them die of climate, pestilence, or exposure to aU sorts of

midnight blasts and inclement weather. We have seen the hardy youth, the

flower of the village, with an iron constitution, deceived by that serpent, the re-

cruiting sergeant, taken off to the barracks, exposed to storms and damps by day

and by night, thrown into a consumption, and then hurried to the grave, before he

was five-^d-twenty. We talk of the massacre of the battle-field. But the bar-

racks, the colonies, and home and foreign service, destroy more lives than the

sword or the cannon. Very few of those who serve in the army live to be old.

The bait of a pension is held out, but the chances are a hundred to one that the

poor dupe will never live to enjoy it. And then what a tale of blood the battle-field

unfolds '—and of those who escape, how many return disabled for life ! We thus

take fiom the factory and the fields the best men we can find, both for stature,

form, and muscle, and devote them to destruction. We annihilate them physicaUy,

intellectually, and morally ; we make their existence not merely a blank, but,_ m
too many cases, a perpetual curse ; we tax ourselves enormously for this barbarity,

and then have the blasphemy to invoke a God of love and mercy to grant his smile

and benediction on our worse than fiendish proceedings !

We are sometimes told that the world is in danger of being over-peopled, and

that war is a meroifiil dispensation to prevent us from eating one another. The
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I
man who makes this remark, except to show its folly and wickedness, can hardh
have taken the trouble to open his eyes. Of course he knows nothing of th(

dimensions of the globe, ofits geology, its soils, or its climate. Of art, trade, oi

industry, he must be totally ignorant. The earth over-peopled indeed ! AVith

agriculture in a state of infancy j with myriads upon myriads of acres Ipng fallow;

with all the riches]of our mines, rivers, and seas ; with all the resources of chemistrj

and other branches'of science, art, and invention ; who would talk fcrthe next thou-

sand years of the inhabitants of our planet multiplying beyond the means of sub-

sistence ? Far from tiis, w^e have not a life—no, not a hand, an eye, a foot, a

nerve, or a muscle—to waste on war, or to paralyse in a barrack. We want all

these able-bodied men in the workshop, in the field, in the mart, the docks, andi

the merchant ship. Give us free trade with all the world; let us ofier the comforts

and conveniences of life to the masses ; let us refine their tastes, and give them a

chance of improving their condition, and we shall soon require a vast addition to

the number of the human family ; we shall then see and feel that not a man can be

spared to be idle in the citadel, to be murdered by hard duty, to be slain by
miasmata in inhospitable climes, or shot by the arrow or the cannon. War mas-
sacres our labourers, our artisans, and our customers, and thus impoverishes thi

world, and countermands the divine injunction ''to multiply and replenish thi

earth." Man is the only being that can enrich our globe ; whatever destroys

destroys all.

II. What an ill-paid being is the soldier !—We have often great cot.-

plaints about wages, but for an able-bodied man, the soldier is the worst remune-

rated of any individual in the land. We can hardly think that many of our ope-

ratives are sincere in seeding to better their condition, so long as they sell them-

selves for so small a pittance per day to be shot at. The nation could not aflbrd to

give proper and reasonable wages to a standing army. It would bankrupt us, and

therefore there is no remedy but to abolish the abomination altogether. We may
be toldthatsome persons have good pay ; but with the exception of a few personswho
are highly favoured, or have property, the officers of our regiments are as poor as

church mice. Their habits are so expensive that many ofthem are always in debt,

and when they are promoted, their new rank involves expenses which run away

with all their profits. All sorts of tradesmen and mechanics among us become inde-

pendent, but when is this the case with a naval or military officer ? Poor fellow

!

he is doomed to be a pauper all his days, and live upon a pension. Had his father

apprenticed him to a shoemaker, bricklayer, carpenter, tailor, grocer, or draper, he

might have retired honourably in his old age, and have lived on his means, but

making him a lieutenant condemned him to be a sycophant and a pauper all his

days.

Should any demur that we have said that these gentlemen are not only pensioners

but sycophants, we have only to reply that a man who intends to rise in the arm}

or navy must not be a man. He must not speak out ; he must neither think nor

act freely. The moment he entered the regiment he voluntarily sold his liberty, and

therefore his humanity. How few patriots or public-spirited men are found among

lieutenants, &c. Officers that hope to rise must put their fingers on their mouths,

and become as near like machines as possible. We know of nothing under heaven

so demoralising asan army. Themenare all slaves, and we feel assured thatwhen the

matter shall be duly considered, we shall have another movement to emancipate
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these white vassals ; but to emancipate the soldier wc must break up the military

establishment altogether, because freedom and humanity are perfectly incompatible

with the discipline and requirements of war.

III. The barrack-life of a soldier is a miserable affair.—There are in

many places a hospital and a graveyard attached, and rightly so, for the whole

system leads to disease and death ; and it is well that the young recruit should

early read his doom. Were we in Parliament, we should feel it a duty to ask for

the returns of sickness and death from all our barracks. We do not need an

hospital for the same number of people in our fields and workshops. Let anyone

,
enter the dormitories of soldiers on a morning before the men have risen from their

beds, and he will have little to say about the foul air of our towns and cities. We
grant that much is done to render these places healthy ; but still we believe that

there is a curse in the system of huddling so many human beings together, which,

no sanitary regulations can prevent. Our fathers had no barracks. The thing is

only of recent date, and is one of the scourges which military cruelty has of late years

' inflicted on the land.

And then the soldier in the barracks is to all intents and purposes a prisoner

' and a slave. All his movements are regulated by his master's. His hours of going

but and coming home, the distance he may go, and all other such matters are

fixed by his lord in the most arbitrary manner, and watched over by his brother

spies and minions. Should he express a word of dissent, he will be locked up or

,
flogged. He dares not be a man ; and should he see a comrade act a little inde-

pendently, and not accuse him of presuming to be a free agent, he will be in

danger of being punished for not being an informer. The despotism of a regiment

is the most complete thing of the kind under heaven, and not in any particular

surpassed by the slaveholders of America.

Further, a soldier has no home, " Home ! sweet home !'* he may sing, but

there is no hope for his tasting it. He has to be marched from place to place,

wherever his masters wish. He must be always ready to depart at an hour's

notice, and burst himself from every natural tie. Few comparatively marry ; and

only think of the condition ofa soldier's wife ! Should he leave her at home, she

is a widow with a living husband, whose *' hand is against every man," and who is

hourly in danger of being shot. Should he take her with him, she is doomed to

the outrage of every delicate feeling which God has planted in the female bosom,

and without which a woman cannot be woman. Hence his wife must either be

iiinsexed, or perpetually exposed to the most disgusting torture of her feel-

ings. For the soldier, the soldier's wife and children, there is no home on earth.

On the morals of barracks w^e need not enlarge. The tale cannot be told. The
conversation and actions of one day, if printed, would equally pollute, disgust, and

affiright the country. And not only the men, but the officers would hardly like to

have their sayings and doings published. We know there are exceptions ; but then

the *' Iron Duke" has told us that *' men who have very nicefeelings about morality or

religion have no business in the army.'* And his Grace knows full well that if past

history may be taken as an example of the future, he has little cause to be alarmed

on that'head.

We trust that our operatives wUl soon make wars their study, and then they

will see that armies are a physical, a social, a political, an intellectual, and a moral

curse.
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THE ARABS IN SPAIN.—No. IV.

The reign of Mohammed I., the son and
successor of Abderahman, was not more
free from attempted rebellions and civil dis-

orders than had been those of his predeces-
sors on the Cordovan throne. Shortly after

his accession, a formidable insurrection was
organised by Omar Ben Hafs, a captain of

Andalusian banditti, secretly aided by the
disaffected walis, or governors, of Saragossa
and Toledo. Omar had been an obscure
artizan ; but being of a reckless and dis-

satisfied spirit, committed some offence in

Cordova which compelled him to remove
€rom the city. Having escaped to Torgiela,

he soon after joined the mountain bands
which infested Andalusia, and by his daring
bravery and military tact soon rose to the
command. As his forces increased, he ex-

tended his depredations ; and having seized

upon a fortress on the frontiers of Navarre,
from thence, as a rallying point, he carried

his ravages into Aragon. Encouraged by
the success which attended his forays, he
stirred up the inhabitants to revolt against

the King of Cordova, and allied himself with
Ordono, the sovereign of the Astarias.

-Several of the local governors embraced his

«ause, and openly acknowledged him as

king. Mohammed now advanced to put
down the growing rebellion, the suppression

of which he had at first entrusted to Ali

ben Zayid, one of his generals. Omar, aware
of his own inability to meet the augmented
forces of Mohammed in the field, had re-

course to cunning— an auxiliary not seldom
made use of in Mussulman policy. Sending
messengers to the Caliph, he assured him
that his alliance with the Christians was
only pretended for the purpose of procuring

liim a good opportunity to advance the

interests of his legitimate sovereign. The
credulous monarch believed him, and actu-

ally sent his nephew with a body of Yalen-
cian cavalry to strengthen the treacherous

rebel. On reaching the camp of the insur-

gents, the prince and his followers were
received with apparently the most profound
respect, but were assassinated during the

night following their arrival. On learning

the treachery, Mohammed swore to be
revenged, and hastened with the chief force

of his kingdom to crush the perfidious out-

law. In the action which ensued, Omar
was openly assisted by the disaffected walis,

who were slain upon the field. The insur-

gent forces were routed with great slaughter,

and Omar himself narrowly escaped being
taken. He fled to the Pyrenees, whence he
soon after made his appearance with a
second army, which he had sucieeded in

raising in Navarre, but lost his lile in the

early part of the first engagement which
followed with the royal troops. Though his
son still remained at large in the moun-
tains, meditating and preparing for fresh
disorders, the internal peace of the country
was restored, and no other outbreak oc-

curred in this reign. Like his father,

Mohammed was a liberal patron of litera-

ture, wrote verses, and moralised upon the
cares of royalty and the uncertainties of
human life.

His son and successor, Alhonondir, was
slain in a battle with Calib, the son of Omar,
whose continued successes disturbed the
peace of the next sovereign, and kept the
country in a state of civil war throughout
his reign. A detailed account of these
internal broils would only occupy space
which may be much more profitably
and agreeably taken up with dwelling, as
we proceed with the narrative, more speci-

fically upon points of greater legendary or

historic interest. The new Caliph was
Abdalla, the brother of Alhonondir. Soon
after his accession he prepared, by prompt
and vigorous action, to put an end to a
rebellion which had been so disastrous to

the peace and prosperity of the kingdom
during the reigns of his father and brother.

Calib had fortified himself in Toledo, where
he sustained a prolonged siege, and ulti-

mately forced the Caliph to retire. He even
carried his boldness so far as to appear
privately in Cordova, the capital, after the

return of Abdalla from before Toledo. But
his temerity was nearly proving fatal to him.

The singular manner in which his presence

in the city was discovered is worth beitig

mentioned. One Suleyman, who had been
cadi, or magistrate, of Merida,*" but had
rebelled and been pardoned, wrote a sharp

lampoon against the Caliph. On being dis-

covered, the ungrateful author was brought
into the royal presence. **I greatly fear,"

said Abdalla, **that I have thrown away
my favours on thee; certainly I do not

deserve thy reproaches. I might punish

thee, but I will let thee live. I am even

willing that thou shouldst repeat thy verses

to me whenever I am in a humour to hear

them ; and, to show thee how highly I

value them, thou shalt pay me a thousand

dinars (about £200) for every one_ thou

composest." The poor poet threw himself

at the feet of the Caliph, and, after many
asseverations of sorrow^ for his transgres-

sion, was pardoned. In the first gush of

his gratitude, he revealed the presence of

Caleb in the city, and told where he might'

be found. But the very means taken tq

secure the arch-rebel led to his escape.
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Suleyman was temporarily confined in
'

prison, lest he should repent and acquaint

the outlaw of his danger. The imprison-

ment became known, and excited the sus-

picions of Calib and his friends. He hid

himself till night, and then passed out

through the gates in the disguise of a

beggar. He soon after approached the

capital at the head of a large force ; but

being defeated, he managed to shut him-
self up in Toledo till the death of Abdalla,

in the year 912.

Abderahman III., the son of Mohammed,
who had died in prison after an unsuccessful

attempt lo dethrone his father Abdalla,

succeeded to the vacant throne. This
sovereign was the Haroun Al Raschid of

the TV^'est. During his reign the Caliphate

of Cordova attained its greatest splendour.
Indeed, according to some historians, he
was the first of the Arab kings of Spain who
assumed the title and honours of Caliph and
" Defender of the Faith of God.'' Though
denied by other authorities, this statement
will serve to show how much he surpassed
his predecessors in the glory and magnifi-

cence of his reign. '* So splendid a court

as his," says a writer upon this portion of

Spanish history, '* in comparison with all

sontemporary ones, Europe has never seen

in any earlier or later age ; scarcely, per-

haps, at any time, one so splendid in itself.

Yet this was the monarch who, when he
had reigned fifty years in the height of(

human power, declared, that upon a sober
retrospect of his life, he could only reckon
up fourteen days in which he had been
altogether happy"—one amoiTg the count-
less examples of how little enviable is '* the

head that wears a crown."
"The reign of Abderahman III.," says

another, " has been termed the most bril-

liant period in the history of the Spanish
Arabs. That commerce flourished, and
riches were accumulated in an unexampled
degree ; that a powerful navy was formed
and maintained in full activity ; that the

arts and sciences were cultivated with
ardour, because their professors were re-

warded with princely liberality ; that many
splendid public works were undertaken in

the'principal towns of Mohammedan Spain
;

that the king was the friend of industry, of

merit, and of poverty ; that his fame was
so widely difi'used as to bring even rich

embassies from Constantinople ; are un-
doubted and indisputable facts." Accord-
ing to Conde's account of the first of the

eastern embassies here mentioned, the cre-

dentials of the envoys who conducted it,

were wTitten in characters of gold upon an
azure ground, and the seal by which they
were secured was of massive gold, engraven
on one siie with the likeness of our Saviour,

and on the other with those of the Empe-
rors Leo and Constantino—by whom the
embassy was sent. They were then deposited
in a box of carved silver, and that again was
enclosed in another of gold, embellished with
a portrait of Constantine on stained glass.

The whole was placed in a case shaped like

a quiver, enveloped in cloth of silk and gold
tissue. The style with which the letter

commenced, sufficiently evinced the wishes
of the senders to conciliate the good will

of the Caliph :
—" Constantine and Ro-

manus, believers in the Messiah, the two
Emperors, sovereigns of Rome, to the
great in the rightful possession of glory,

the noble in descent, Abderahman the
Caliph, ruling over the Arabs in Spain,

may God prolong his life !" The almost
fabulous value of the presents brought on
this occasion, and of those which the
Spanish sovereign sent in return, could be
believed only in connexion with eastern

monarchs, whose wealth would seem to

have been as exhaustless as was the imagi-
nation of those by whom it has been de-^

scribed. The foundation of the palace and
town of Medina-Azhara, or City of the
Flower—so named from a slave whom he
passionately loved— sufficiently attested the

ta«te and luxury of Abderahman. The
roof of the palace was supported by more
than four thousand pillars of variegated
marble, whilst the floors and walls were of

the same costly material, and the chief

apartments were adorned with exquisite
fountains of jasper, amid which mimic
swans of gold were seen disporting under
canopies of inestimable gems ; and the^

whole was surrounded by the most magni-
ficent gardens, in the centre of which rose
a pavilion resting on pillars of white mar-
ble ornamented with gold, and command-
ing a prospect of unequalled loveliness and
extent. In the middle of the pavilion
played a fountain of quicksilver, which
threw back in a new and wondrous man-
ner, the glittering rays of the sun. The
whole resembled rather the creations of
genii than the labours of man. Though
the marvellous accounts which the Arabian
historians have handed down of the splen-
dour of this royal residence doubtless par-
take largely of the spirit of oriental exag-
geration, the facts that such statements
were hazarded, avouches Medina-Azhara to
have been a work of consummate magni-
ficence : and yet, so entirely has it passed
away, that not even a ruin, since its demo-
lition duriog a civil outbreak in the year
1008, points the traveller to the place where
it stood. Here again might the moraliser
say, '* Sic irmisit gloria 7mmdi.^'

is or was it on *' The City of the Flower"
alone that the cofiers of Abderahman
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poured forth their measureless, contents.
An aqueduct at Ecija, a noble mosque at
Segovia, a Mihrab, or sanctuary appended
to that of Tarragona, baths, fountains, and
hospitals, almost without number, in each
of the principal cities within his dominions

;

in Cordova a long range of quays, and an
arsenal commensurate with the wants of
the vast military establishment which he
maintained, were lasting and substantial
proofs of the Caliph's attention to the wel-
fare of his people. Nor was he less a
friend of literature than some of his pre-
decessors in the Spanish Caliphate. In his
court were found the most learned men of
the East, invited and supported by his liberal
patronage. Poetry, music, medicine, and
natural philosophy were professed and
taught

; and the germs of that afterwards
celebrated school which within two cen-
turies boasted no less a name than that of
Averroes, were planted and nourished by
the fostering hand of Abderahman. '' To
the dominion of the Mussulmans," says a
late writer upon Mohammedan history,
" Spain is indebted for the culture of rice,
of the fig, and of the sugar-cane; the
choicest plants of Africa and the Levant
were intermingled with those of Europe;
the soil was meliorated, and the unknown
fertility developed by the general practice
of irrigation; so that not a step can be
taken in the rich provinces of Granada or
Valencia, in which the remains of some
canal or watercourse, of some huge basin
or reservoir, or of some subterranean
dramage, do not proclaim the superior skill
and the gigantic labours of the Saracensm agriculture.'*

In his internal administration, Abderah-
man was distinguished for great capacity
of mind, for unbounded liberality, and for
inflexible justice. The fate of his eldest
son Abdalla, was a fearful illustration of
the last characteristic. Several years before
his death, the Caliph had caused his second
son Alhakem to be publicly recognised as

jthe heir-apparent to the throne. This
arrangement very naturally gave umbrage

|

to Abdalla, who entered into a conspiracy
i

of which the object was the assassinati?
or perpetual imprisonment of Alhakei
The plot was betrayed, Abdalla i

arrested, confessed his meditated crii
and was suffocated, notwithstanding
entreaties of his intended victim Alhakei
'* Thy humane request," replied theinflej
ble father, *' becomes thee well, and 11

were a private individual, it should
granted

; but as a King, I owe both to „
people and my successors an example
justice

: I deeply lament the fate of my soi
I shall lament it through life; but neitht
thy tears nor my grief shall save him
The wound which he thus inflicted up(
himself was never healed : a profound
lancholy settled down upon the heart-bro
father for the remainder of his life. Tl
state of his mind was truthfully describe
in some verses addressed to his friend At
Becri—for the Caliph was no mean poet-
who had remonstrated, in verse too, upot
his master's indulgence of painful remem*
brances. He thus gives vent to his irreme^j
diable grief:—**The sorrow of a troubh
heart will vent itself in sighs. Can
enjoy tranquillity while the tempest
roaring } How, then, can I rejoice ov<
the sparkling cup ? Glory crowned my]
youth

; now she abandons me. The sharpL
blast of affliction has withered the roses of
my youth

; and I tremble lest the storm
should blast the lilies of more advanced
age. The brightness of my days has passed
away, and a gloomy night has overspread
me with shadows which no future morning
can ever dissipate." Consumed by this
ever deepening grief, this greatest of the
Arab sovereigns of Spain, went down into
the grave, the victim of his own sternness,
in the year 961.

Without dwelling much upon the details
of the reign of Abderahman, we have thui
noticed at some length, its general features,
inasmuch as in it the reader meets, per-
haps, with one of the best examples to
which he could be pointed of the splendour
and prosperity of the Arab dynasties
during their eventful existence in Spain.

^
Ambition.—There are few men who are not ambitious of distinguishing themselvesm the nation or country where they jive, and of growing considerable among those with

whom they converse. There is a kind of grandeur and respect which the meanest and
most insignificant part of mankind endeavour to procure in the little circle of their
friends and acquaintances. The poorest mechanic—nay, the man who lives upon com-
mon alms, gets him his set of admirers, and delights in that superiority which he enjoys
over those who are in some respects beneath him. This ambition, which is natural to
the soul of man, might receive a very happy turn ; and, if it were rightly directed, con-
tribute as much to a person's advantage, as it generally does to his uneasiness and
disquiet.
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ALEXANDER POPE.
By Parson Frank.

The animosity and party strife to which Pope's character and genius gave rise

luring his life, have continued in various forms, and with various degrees of rancour

n the antagonists, to this very hour. Byron and Bowles fought long enough and
)ravely enough to have settled the question, if it could be settled. Lord Carlisle

ind Mr. De Quinceyhave within this year taken up the cudgels anew, though on
lifferent terms, and with infinitely better temper. But the question is one on
;vhich men must agree to differ, unless it can be shown that poetry admits of a

;trict and absolute definition, and that taste is not among the nil disputanda. As,

iccording to Coleridge (who pilfered the saying, we are told, from Frederick

5chlegel), every man is born either a Platonist or an Aristotelian, so we may aver

hat every man is born with sympathies or antipathies towards Pope— either a

DhUo-papist or a miso-papist—either a French classicist in tendency, or an English

omanticist. Like parallel lines, they can never meet. They can but agree to

liffer. It is as futile to try and convert a Wordsworthian to Popery y as to be

ingry with a man for relishing brown bread instead of joining your infallible self

xi preferring white—and so again vice versa. There wdll always be Campbells,

Byrons, Carlisles, Yoltaires, on the one side, and Coleridges, Cowpe:^, Wilsons,

De Quinceys, on the other. Those who think Corneille the superior of Shakspere,

ivill inevitably prefer the little great man of Twickenham to the patriarch of the

'.akes. We must supply them with new constitutions as well as arguments,

'3re we can change .their opinion. Till then, argument is waste of breath and of

;emper, and illustrates our own short-sightedness and one-sidedness as well as

:heirs. Do we pity them ? The compassion is returned with interest. Two can

play at that game ; and the game, if ended at all, is likely to end (the sooner the

better) in a mutual cry of quits !

Does this imply that I am to have no opinion upon the subject, pro or con ?

N'ot at all ; but only that I am not to marvel at my neighbour's, or challenge him

to a display at fisticuffs, because, forsooth, his taste is pro where mine is emphati-

:ally con I Such a pugilistic encounter may answer the purpose, if my object is

:nerely to exhibit my athletic cleverness and consummate aptitude for the ring

;

Dut if it is to convert my antagonist, I shall but spend my strength for nought, and

be liable to a fresh challenge to-morrow.
To glance cursorily and without method at one or two Papist criticisms-

Voltaire, in a letter from England, dated October, 1726,* calls Pope the * best

poet of England, and, at present, of all the world." " I look on his poem called

' The Essay on Criticism' as superior to the • Ars Poetica' of Horace ;
and his

' Eape of the Lock' is, in my opinion, above the * Lutrin' of Boileau. I never saw

so amiable an imagination, so gentle graces, so great variety, so much wit, and so

refined a knowledge of the world, as in this little performance.'* Dr. Johnson

warmly declares it superfluous to answer the question, whether Pope was a poet,

otherwise than by asking in return, if Pope be not a poet, where is poetry to be

found ? ** Let us look round upon the present time, and back upon the past ;
let

us inquire to whom the voice of mankind has decreed the wreath of poetry ;
let

their productions be examined, and their claims stated, and the pretensions of

Pope will be no more disputed."f Per contra: Aaron Hill, writing to David

Mallet, says :—" I was always grieved to find in Mr. Pope too much of Mr.

Pope. ... I am loth to be content with barren melody. A poet should be

filled with greatness. He should tune his passions to more concord than his

numbers ; and yet these frailties charm, too ! and sometimes so powerfully by the

magic of their expression, that we cannot, without pain, compel ourselves to see

and o-wn that there is nothing but expression in them." J '*! admire Pope, says

Mr. De Quincey, ** in the very highest degree ; but I admire him a s a pyrotechnic

* Quoted in Hartley Coleridge's Essays and Marginalia, Vol. II. p. 89.

t Eoswell's Life of Johnson. Ed. 1827 : p. 443. % Quar. Rev,, Yol. XXIII. p. 431

.
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artist, for producing brilliant and evanescent effects out of elements that have
hardly a moment's life in them."* Excerpts of this kind might be produced manyj
enough to lill a volume, and diverse enough to make it amusing reading. Cer-

tainly, the critics have dressed up their little client in a coat of many colours, of

•which an infinitesimal fraction may be seen in the patchwork specimen just

offered.

For our own part, we side wdth the moderates, the trimmers, the eclectics, who
admire Pope without being thorough-going Papists. "\Ve are neither ultra-

; Protestants in this quarrel, nor ultra-Montanists ; we neither call this "Pope'*
the Man of Sin, nor the Holy Pather, and Infallible head of Catholic Parnassus.

i We account him, in the v/ords of a transatlantic critic,f the poet of wit and fancy,

rather than of fancy and imagination ; his invention is often brilliant, but never

grand ; he rarely excites any sentiment of sublimity, but often one of pleasure.

We read him with a regular pulse. He often provokes a smile, but never call?

forth a tear. His rationality approves itself to our understanding, his fancifulness

excites our applause, but the citadel of the soul is uninvaded. As Mr. D. M. Moir
justly says, the great forte of Pope and his school lay in their acquamtance with
and skilful depicturing of the fashions, follies, and frivolities of polished life,

T/herein art is made in a great measure to supersede nature in subjec!;, style, and
expression. " His imagination never hurries him away on the pinions of inspira-

tion, nor is the music of his verse like that of the old ballad—a simple melody,
that's sweetly played in tune. His taste keeps his fancy in check, and is con-

tinually pruning her wing. He deals not with the great passions of the human
heart—love, jealousy, hatred, remorse, despair ; he is all for parlour-window
ethics, and the niceties of morale. His heroes are beaux, buttered or unbuttered

;

his heroines are belles of the same description ; his levee is made up of courtiers,

generals, gamesters, artists, authors, and men about town. . . . From thet

windows of the house we have a glimpse of nature indeed ; but it consists of shavefll

lawns and clipped hedges and diamonded parterres, beyond which are parlWj

redolent of tame deer, artificial cascades, and Chinese bridges. 1 Such were the|

themes with which,

*'—In this happy isle, a Pope's pure strain
Sought the rapt soul to charm, nor sought in vain.
A polished nation's praise aspired to claim,

And raised the people's, as the poet's fame."§.

But then what a master he was in his own line of things ! Grant that he never 1

soared above the empyrean. Yet what grace of fiight, what strength of w'ing,!

in the sphere to which he limited himself ! insomuch that we incHne to thinly, i

with Mr. Leigh Hunt, that if any living poet, or any one who claims to be thought
a poet, and one of a higher order than Pope, is not fully alive to his merits, or
takes himself for a greater genius, purely because the age has led him into an I

imaginative school, and he ** thinks he's thinking," because he jumbles a heap of]

images together, he is but a dead man already ; sure of that oblivion from whicl
the divine little artist has escaped.H It is next to laughable to class and compart
Pope with Shakspere, the myriad-minded, or with Milton, on the cherub-wings oi

ecstasy ; so, at least, it seems to "us true Britons, " whatever our GaUic
neighbours may think. But then it is more than laughable to degrade Pope below

j

ephemeral poetasters of the smallest conceivable dimensions, who, in their vanity

:

and dogmatism, fly, moth-like, too near the flame of his genius, with the Quixotic
intent of extinguishing it, and very naturally get scorched up for their pains.

Pope is not all that we desire, but he is more than they will ever be. His little

finger is thicker than their loins ; his shallows are deep as their profundities ; his
dark spots clear as their excessive bright. We can fancy the muse addressing these
gentlemen after an old formula, and saying, '* Pope I know, and Dryden I know,

* Tait's Magazine, May, 1851. f. Henry T. Tuckerman.
+ Poetical Literature of the Fast Half-Century, p. 7.

J Bjron: EngUsh Bards and Scotch Reviewers. U Leigh Hunt's Journal, IV.
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but who are ye /'* "Whereupon we suppose they will answer, that it is only an evil

spirit that puts that query.

WTien we talk of Pope as being par excellence an artist, we are apt to conclude

or imply that he did nothing by impulse, but wrote mechanically—the mechanism

being indeed first-rate of its kind, but still subject to the cold laws and unifomi

method imposed on all such operations. Whereas, in point of fact, Pope was the

reverse of this ideal of mechanical verse-making.
*' As yet a child, and all unknown to fame.
He I'sped in numbers, for the numbers came"

of their own accord, and wandered over blank leaves and from letter-paper at their

own sweet will. He was called the young nightingale. Before he was twelve

years old, he wrote bitter sarcasms upon his country schoolmaster ; and after the

emeute which this occasioned, he took his ediacation into his own hands, and, rare

result ! became a conscientiously sedulous student. His temper kept him in hot

water throughout life—the temper of a choleric, independent, impulsive man—at

one time embroiling him with Ambrose Philips, the Whig minstrel, who threatened

to scourge the waspish little Tory at Button*s coffee-house, and whom the latter

mercilessly ridicu'ed as

" A bard whom pilfered pastorals* renown.
Who turns a Persian tale for half-a-crown

;

Just writes to make his barrenness appear,
And strains from hard-bound brains eight lines a year ;"

' at another time provoking him to bandy malicious personalities with Lady Mary
Wortley Montague ; at another assailing Theobald, at another Colley Gibber, at

another Dennis, and always with a determined hostility that made Cowper wonder
how he could write the lines (in his *' Universal Prayer")

—

"That mercy I to others show,
That mercy show to me."

Such a temperament was ill adapted to that deliberate patience in composition,

that slow building of the lofty rhyme, wliich is commonly supposed to have
:
characterised him. And that he did not write slowly and elaborately when in his

best mood and on his most successful themes, we have liis own testimony to show.
"The things," he says, " that I have written fastest, have always pleased the most.

I WTOte the * Essay on Criticism' fast, . . . The *Rape of the Lock' was
* written fast. ... I wrote most of the * Iliad' fast—a great deal of it on
journeys, from the little pocket Homer on that shelf there ; and often forty or fifty

i yerses in a morning in bed."t If, however, he wrote in haste, he corrected and
polished at leisure ; and the correction was so smoothly varnished over, the polish

so cleverly administered, that men said there was nothing but art. As Gifford

says, " all was resolved by Curl and Dennis into a ' knack of rhyming.'
"

There are poets whose poetry is a faithful reflex of themselves. There are others

who make it a veil rather than a mirror. Among the latter, it would seem, we
;
must rank AJexander Pope. The impression he afibrds us of his personal
character in his verses and correspondence differs significantly from that gathered
from external sources. It must be allowed that opinions vary on this question
almost as widely as on that of his poetical genius ; Mr. Bowles, for instance,

accusing him of a sordid money-getting passion, of taking bribes to suppress
satires, of indulging the most rankling envy of Addison, of yielding to the worst
of tempers, of exhibiting duplicity and fickleness of opinion, and of writing the
grossest licentiousness ; v^-hile Mr. Gifford avers that he was kind from his nature,
that his heart was open at all times to the claims of his humbler friends, that he
was adored by his intimates, that he could have no one to envy, and that he was

* These " Pastorals" had been published together with verses by Pope, and praised
by Tickell as the best in the language. Such eulogium fired up the jealousy of Pope,
who proceeded to satirise Philips in " The Guardian." Thereupon Philips launched
forth the threat of personal castigation.

t Spence's Anecdotes of Books and Men.
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no lover of money. Considerable allowance should be made for Pope on the score-

of bodily infirmity. He was deformed in person ; so short in stature, that whei
sitting at table the seat he occupied had to be raised ; he sufiered habitually froi

headache ; one side was contracted ; his legs were so thin that he wore three pairi

of stockings to give them *' form and pressure ;" and for a long period of his life]

these stockings were drawn on and off by an attendant, " for he was not able,"

says one of his biographers, *' to dress or undress himself, and neither went to bed*
nor rose without help." His youth was that of a little old man—his manhood that
of a confirmed and sensitive cripple. Now these calamities, together with
precocious talents, insured him from the first a degree of domestic attention am
sedulous consideration which tended vastly to increase his natural egotism, and t(

make him impatient of opposition, intolerant of the barest approach to disrespect,"!

Vanity was one of his besetting frailties, and we recognise its presence the more"
distinctly from the pains he takes to hide it. It argues no little affectation and
insincerity, even in one who strains so hard to appear perfectly unaffected and
sincere.* That he was fickle in friendship is more questionable, for in most
instances he does appear to have been exemplary in afi'ectionate constancy.

f

There are exceptions, however, and Mr. Bowles complains that it makes the heart'

sick to think how often Pope altered his tone, and that the ** best man in the
world" with him one moment has afterwards '* no heart," as in the cases of
Addison and Rowe. Another ugly charge against him is that preferred by Br.
Johnson—to wit, the contempt he is pleased to pour on poverty, as though to want
money was to want everything—a charge recently renewed, in more caustic terms,

by Mr. De Quincey, whose zeal in opposing Lord Carlisle's recommendation of
Pope to the study of working men is singularly ardent, and who observes that

although Pope felt intelleciually that it was philosophic, and also that it wore an
air of nobility, 7iot to despise poverty, yet morally he felt inversely, since nature
and the accidents of his life had made it his necessity to despise nothing so

heartily. Another unpleasant cliaracteristic attributed to our author, with too

much apparent justice, is his over-fondness of the pleasures of the table. With a
wretched digestion, he would eat, we are told, highly-seasoned meats, and stuff

himself between the courses with biscuits and dry conserves. Dr. Johnson and
others have imputed his death to repletion by eating potted lampreys, which he
had dressed with his own hands in a silver saucepan—an imputation the truth of

which De Quincey is candid enough to doubt ; adding, however, with amusing
slyness, '* but if anything inclines me to believe it, chiefly it is. the fuiy of his

(Pope's) invectives against epicures and gluttons. What most of all he attacked

as a moralist, was the particular vice which most of all besieged him." J If Pope
had been the contemporary of the English opium-eater, what terrible messages
would have been interchanged betwixt Twickenham and Lasswade ! No assailant

had he of equal calibre ; and clever as he was at a malignant epigram, or a stinging

couplet, we doubt whether he would not have met his match in the philosophic

equanimity, the logical acuteness, the piquant humours, the reckless fun, and the

versatile agility, of De Quincey's almost matchless prose.

To return from the man to his writings. Pope's earliest compositions extant

"were chiefly imitations of Chaucer and our elder poets. The ** Essay on Criticism"

* Tuckerman says, there seems little question that Pope was an artful man. He
made use of the mosl unnecessary stratagems to conjpass a simple favour. De Quincey
contends there is nothing Pope would not have sacrificed—not the most solemn of his

opinions, not the most pathetic memorial from his personal experiences, in return for a
sufficient consideration, which consideration meant always, with him, poetic eff'ect.

f One case should never be forgotten—his devotion to his mother.

J The question of Pope's suitableness for the shelves of working-men is discussed by
Mr. De Quincey with characteristic ability and subtle analysis. We think he has indulged
too much in one-sidedness and special pleading; but that, at the same time, he has made
out a strong case, if not against Pope, at least against Pope's adaptation to the busi-

ness and bosoms of English operatives. Here he has, we think, the whip hand of Lord
Carlisle.—See Tait's Magazine for April, May, and July, 1851.
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,vas composed at the well-nigh incredible age of one-and-twenty. It is a model of

.g kind—** the finest piece of argumentative and reasonmg poetry m the Hiiiglish

ian<'uaffe," according to some. It is rich with wit, shrewd discrimination, good

sense lively Hlustration, and rhythmical skill. It criticises the critics in a m^anner

„full of instruction even to this day—for still does the doctrine hold good that—

j]^^
«< In poets as true genius is but rare,

iBP True taste as seldom is the critic's share ;"

—

:ind still may be found those who deface good sense by false learning, and lose

their common sense in search of wit,—who are bold in the practice of mistaken

rules,—whose little learning is a dangerous thing,—who make the whole depend

upon a part,—who are
" Of less judgment than caprice,

Curious, not knowing, not exact, but nice,"

—

who confine their taste to conceit alone, or express all their care for language and

false eloquence, or judge a poet's song exclusively by his numbers, or take offence

at every trifle,—who stickle for nothing but the ancients, or for nothing but the

moderns,—who judge of authors' names, and not their works,—who make them-

selves the measure of mankind,—who judge with spleen and sour disdain, and m
whose laundiced eye all looks yellow and diseased. Soon after the Essay, appeared

the yet more celebrated " Rape of the Lock," founded on an incident m actual

Ufe ; Arabella Termor, a belle of the day, being the Belinda, and Lord Petre the

adventurous Baron of the poem. It is pronounced by Johnson the most airy,

ingenious, and delightful of all Pope's compositions.^ Its fairy region, indeed,

compared with Shakspere's, is '* what a drawing-room is to the universe, * but,

perhaps, we shall have another " Midsummer Night's Dream as soon as another

such bourdoir fairy-land of

—

" Lakes of liquid gold, elysian scenes.

And crystal domes, and angels in machines,"

such a quaintly-disposed congress of living tea-pots, and walking pipkins, and

sitrhing iars, and talking goose-pies, and gnomes and sylphs innumerable.^ The

poem has been compared to the fruits and flowers of precious stones set m the

exquisite pietra-dnra tables of Italy,— *' clear, fanciful, rarely combined, but

unwarmed with any glow of nature."t As for the style, "We doubt, says

Professor Wilson, *• if such a finished style has ever been heard since, from any of

the King Apollo's musicians. Pope's versification sounds monotonous only to ears

of leather.'* And as for imagination, *' we shall continue till such time as that

faculty has been distinguished from fancy, to see it shining in the ' Rape of the

Lock,' with a lambent lustre."t
tt r . . t j »» ^

Next came " The Temple of Fame," the " Elegy on an Unfortunate Lady, and

" Windsor Forest ;" the first exemplifying his classical taste, the second his pathos,

and the third his power, or lack of power, in natural description. In 1716 he

wrote the " Elsisa to Abelard"—his chef-d'ceitvre in emotional verse—a work which

iustifies Christopher North's sarcasm, that they are only critics of '* King Cambyses'

vein" who preach that Pope has no passion. From 1713 to 1725 he was engaged

in his translation of Homer, which brought him in the comfortable sum of £5,000

and upwards ; and in which, clever as it undoubtedly is, the old hero, done into

heroics, looks as little like his ancient self as need be. Pope's version is more

readible than Cowper's, but neither will compare, in fine and family likeness, with

that of Chapman.§ The" Essay on Man" was published in 17 33, and it is against

* Leigh Hunt : Table-talk. f Tuckerman : Thoughts on the Poets.

+ Blackwood's Magazine, Vol. XXX. p. 487.

5 So thouo-ht not Dr. Johnson, from whom we presumptuously differ. WhenBozzy men-

tioned " the vulgar saying, that Pope's Homer was not a good representation of the

original " the doctor peremptorily answered, *' Sir, it is the greatest work of the kind

that has ever been produced." Even that, however^ was not demolishing the vulvar

Spying,
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the '* moral philosophy" of this renowned work, that Mr. De Quincey fights tootl^
and nail. Wilson eulogises with warmth the spirit and sweetness of the verse, the
lucid and vivid expression, the pregnant brevity of the meanings, the marrying ot
ardent and lofty imagings to moral sentiments and reflections, the pious will of the
argument, the strokes of a now playful, now piercing, but always adroit wit, and
the occasional touches of natural painting and of apt unwrought pathos. With
much of this panegyric, De Quincey would probably agree ; but as to the ethical
part of it, he maintains that Pope, in the midst of his surface display, and in
defiance of his ostentatious pretensions, is not in any deep or sincere sense a moral
thinker.* However this may be, the Essay is, and long -will be, read both for its

doctrine and its poetry ; and on the whole, we believe, with as much profit, and
certainly more pleasure, than the majority of didactic poems, be the authors who
they may.
A few words must suffice anent the satires. >To one, we suppose, will denv the

pre-eminent prowess of Alexander Pope in this department. In satire, as' Mr.
W. Savage Laudor puts it,

—

" Dryden's rich numbers rattle terse and round—
And here, almost his equal, if but here,

'"

Pope picas' d alike the playful and severe,"

provided always they were not playfully tortured in the " Satires,'* or severely
smashed in the **Dunciad." He gave no quarter. He lashed right and left lik^
one possessed with legion—yet never with that self-oblivion and blind fury whick
exposes some tempers to fatal reprisals. His indignation was intense rather thaii
clamorous, more caustic than obstreperous, more withering than overwhelming.
It devoured his adversaries rather with the stealthy hiss of the serpent than the
blustering roar of the lion. Occupied as these satires chiefly are with persons and
events now comparatively unknown, they are still attractive from their singular
vigour and condensed irony and epigrammatic point ; and perhaps more than any
other of his waitings develop the poet's personality, and show, not always with
gratifying fidelity, what manner of man he w^as.

* He adds :
—

" The dilemma for aoy working-man who should apply himself to these
{i.e, the moral) sections of Pope's writings is precisely this :—Reading them with the
slight and languid attention which belongs to ordinary reading, they will make no par-
ticular discoveries of Pope's hollowness and treacherous infidehties to the truth, whether
as to things or persons ; but in such a case neither will they reap any benefit. On the
other hand, if they so far carry out Lord Car -isle's advice as to enter upon the study of
Pope in the spirit of earnest students, and so as really to possess themselves of the key
to his innermost mind, they will rise from their labours not so much in any spirit of gra-
titude for enlarged and humanising vievrs of man, as in a spirit of cynical disgust at
finding that such views can be so easily counterfeited, and so often virtually betrayed.'*
We think with the Leader, that this is exaggerating the case, but have quoted the abov©
extract as having special reference to the bulk of our readers.

The Wise Man.—A wise man, by constant observation and partial reflection on
himself, grows very famiUar with himself: he perceives his own inclinations, which, if
bad, he strives to alter and correct—if good, he cherishes and corroborates them ; he
apprehends the matters he is fitting for and capable to manage, neither too mean and
unworthy of him, nor too high and difficult for him ; and those applying his care to, he
transacts easily, cheerfully, and successfully. So being neither puffed up with vain and
overweening opinien, nor dejected with heartless diffidence of himself ; neither admiring,
Lor despising ; he continues in good humour, maintains a sure friendship and corre-
spondence with himself, and rejoices in the retirement and private conversation with his
own thoughts, whence flows a pleasure and satisfaction inexpressible.

—

Barrow.
Pride and Vanity.—No two qualities in the human mind are more essentially

diff'erent, though often confounded, than pride and vanity : the proud man entertains
the highest opinion of himself; the vain man only strives to infuse such an opinion into
the minds of others: the proud man thinks admiration his due ; the vain man is satisfied
if he can but obtain it : pride, by stateliness, demands respect; vanity, by Uttle artifices,
solicits applause : pride, therefore, makes men disagreeable, and vanity ridiculous.
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MR, GOULD AND HIS HUMMING-BIRDS.

iS our last Number we gave a brief account

)f the wonderful collection of humming-
jirds now exhibiting at the Zoological

jtardens in the Regent's Park.
^
We now

subjoin a few particulars respecting John

Grould himself, by whom this collection was

made and arranged. His history furnishes

another pleasing proof of what may be

effected by industry and perseverance, espe-

cially when following the bent of native

taste and talent. It seems that Mr. Gould's

taste for this peculiar department of

forth by his noticing, when young, the

specimens exhibited in what are called

curiosity shops. Some of these he pur-

chased from time to time, as his means
allowed him, till he was able to present a

easeful beautifully grouped according to

his o\\Ti taste, and his ideas of the natural

habits of the birds. To this he continually

he has gradually risen from a mere seller of

stuffed birds to one of the most accom-

plished naturalists of Europe.
It is somewhat remarkable, that Mr.

Gould married a lady as passionately fond

of the science as himself; and while he
was able to write scientifically, his wife was
able to illustrate his writings with accurate

and beautiful delineations of the objects he

described. Their joint work, *' A Century

of Birds from the Himalaya Mountains,'*

is a volume of great beautjr and interest,

natural history was begotten or drawn /ind, though necessarily published at a high

price, hasnow become scarce. His " Birds

of Australia" comprises the labour of ten

years : it is a magnificent work, containing

an account of six hundred species, drawn
and described from actual observation of

their haunts and manners. His wife, who
was the companion of his voyage, had

drawn on stone nearly all the plates of

added, from subjects caught by himself, !

'* The Birds of Europe ;
'but she died soon

from purchases, and from foreign consign- I after their return from Australia m lb4U,

ments, till his collection became worthy the '—-- i--^-'^ >^-- - -^-- ^-^^-a^ nnlipr-fioTi of

attention not only of the curious, but of

experienced naturalists.

leaving behind her a very large collection of

ornithological and botanical drav.ings.

Mr. Gould is now preparing another

In order that his arrangements might be j
splendid work, " The Birds of Asia " The

made in the most scientific manner, he

became a devoted student of zoology. He
began by studying from books ; but his

fame having reached the Zoological Society,

he was employed to collect and arrange

specimens for their museum. The result

jof his assiduous application has ^e§n^ tl^t

first part of a "Monograph of the Tro-

chilidse, or HummiDg-Birds," is already

issued. In this the collection now exhi-

biting in the Zoological Gardens will be

permanently represented, and with a bril-

liancy of colour very nearly approaching

that of the birds themselves.

BE WIDE AWAKE.
'••-.9F

^ That is, when you have right work to do, do it heartily, earliSstly, not as a person who
is nearly overcome with sleep, and can scarcely keep his eyes opeil. ^^i ^^ '

"^ wxa?

awake. . .
'.

Do you want to know why ? "Well, here are six reasons
;
ponder them carefully.-

"

\\
I. This is the way to he happy. A distinguished man said, *' I have lived long enough

to know that the great secret of human happiness is this : never suffer your energies to
stand stiil."

II. This is tlie way to do a great deal. It is really a truth that the busy man has
the most leisure, while the indolent are always in a hurry, and, after all, do very little.

III. This is the icay to he contented. Idle people are always restless and uneasy. The
sleep of the labouring man is sweet.
IV. This is the zcay to keep out of had company. When you see a crowd of great

boys lounging idle at the street corner, depend upon it they are after no good, and will
get none by associating together.

V. This is the way to disappoint Satan. He looks after idleness :

—

«• And Satan finds some mischief still

For idle hands to do."

VI. This is the way to mind what the Bible says:—*'Six days shalt thou labour, and
do all thy work." *' Not slothful in business." ** Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do,
do it with all thy might."
Be about the right thing—do it well—keep on at it—whether it be grubbing up the

roots in your father's garden, or scrubbing your mother's floor on a Saturday, or learning
your lesson for your Sunday class, do it with all your strength. Don't be half asleep—
no, noj awake—be wide awake !
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THE '^LOTUS-FOOTED" CHINESE. I
o

A Chinese lady, with her native attendants, two men and two children of the sas
country, forms, at present, one of the remarkable exhibitions of the Metropolis. Amon «
the personal attractions of her sex at home is a "willow waist;" the eyebrows aj»
frequently removed, that for them delicately-drawn pencil lines may be substituted^
** the cheeks," it is said, *' should be red as the almond-flower ; the mouth, like th?
peach's blossoms; the eyes, bright as autumnal ripples (in allusion to the dancia
reflection of the sun on a ruffled lake) ; and the footsteps like the flower of the lotus o
water-liJy."

The small feet, which are thus described, are considered the chief of these persona
beauties. The origin of the practice by which it is produced is unknown. The traditioi
is, that in the time of the Woo-taCt or five dynasties, Le-how-choo ordered hi
concubine, Yaou, to bind her foot with silk, and cause it to appear small, and in tii.

shape of the new moon. The distortion thus strangely regarded as an attraction is pro-
duced by turning the small toes of the child under the soles of the feet, confining then
in that position by tight bandages, and continuing for years this excruciating torture
till all the parts are wasted, or, to use the native phrase, till '* the whole is killed.'
The term is, however, not accurate, as much anguish may subsequently be endured ii

the lower and more central parts of the foot. Almost every family in China, ever
among the poor, has one daughter with the small feet, or else she could have no hope oj'

becoming a first wife.

The personal attraction which is consequently very highly valued in China, is possessed
by Pwan-ye-^koo, who, with her native companions, has and will be beheld by thousands
of our own people and of our foreign visitants at this unprecedented gathering of the

nations. For several hours in the day she is to be seen, with her attendant and th<

children, on a small stage, where she appears amusing herself with wooden toys, and
occasionally talking with them. She is seventeen years of age, but her mind is evidently
undeveloped, for the women of China, as in all other countries not blessed with the light

of Christianity, occupy a rank in society far inferior to that of the men ; and of school
education the mass of them receive none.
At certain specified times, Pwan-ye-Koo hobbles from her platform (for in walking,

the body of females reels from side to side, so as never to appear upright ; and wbOi
seen in the streets of China, they are generally supported by a little girl, or have the

assistance of a walking-stick), and withdraws to an adjoining saloon, while about her the
rest of the Chinese are placed. Here she sings a native air, accompanying herself on the

Chinese guitar—a very simple and not very musical stringed board, while one of her

male companions adds an accompaniment from a single-stringed Chinese violin, which it

will be safe to describe as the absolute antipodes of that of Paganini. At the close of

these performances the company are invited to inspect '* the lotus feet,'' as they rest on
an ottoman—when it will be seen that they are not three inches long. A wooden modelt

suspended in the former room, shows that the principal part remaining is the great toe,

to which the rest of the foot is narrowed, while the remains of the small toes may bf
observed violently pressed together with the rest of the foot into one rude inaiQi

beneath.
** A foot two inches in length," says Mr. Langdon,* " is the idol of a Chinaman, on

which he lavishes the most precious epithets which nature and language can supply.

But its beauties are altogether ideal, for when stripped of its gay investments it is a

piteous mass of lifeless integument, which resembles the skin of a washerwoman's hand
after it has undergone a maceration in soap and water. Bat fancy has played her part

so well, that this piece of ruined nature, which is seldom or perhaps never seen by men,
is treated as the prime essential of all feminine beauty. * The foot of a native woman,'
said I to a Chinese acquaintance, * is very handsome, so that it is a great pity to spoil

it.' He smiled with much satisfaction at the compliment, but would only allow that it

interfered with the gait. * They cannot walk so well,' was the amount of his concession

in my favour. To show that there is something like masonic secresy about this sm

* Teji Thousaiid Things Concerning China,
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t, I need only mention that on one occasion the servant, when her mistress pro-

dded to unwind the bandages, blushed, and turned her face to the wall/*

Che feeling thus displayed, will appear to the p( ople of this country, in general, very

; ural ; the epithets showered down on a distortion produced by a most revolting and

, el practice, will be pronounced preposterously absurd ; while, perhaps, in some

i
tances, its continuance will invoke on the Chinese the most vehement denunciations

tf the proverb is worthy of remembrance, '* Those who have glass windows should be

leful of throwing s*:ones.'* Among ourselves prevails a far worse practice ; for while

1 Chinese in cooripressing the foot attack no vital part, Englishwomen, aiming at the

tie object, personal beauty, adopt, by their habit of tight-lacing^ the very means of

lious distortion, functional disorders, terrific disease, and premature death. A few

; ts will place their folly and criminality clearly before the mind.

The human body, for instance, has within its frame-work of bones, the vertebrae, or

•k-bone, the shoulder and breast-bones, and the ribs, two cavities: in the upper one
the heart, the great function of circulation ; with the lungs by which we breathe, so

t a change may pass in the blood, which is absolutely essential to its healthy state ;

ile in the lower cavity, are the liver, to secrete the bile ; the stomach, to digest the

;d ; and the intestines, that nutriment may be carried by appropriate vessels through-

( the frame ; the two cavities being separated by the part called the diaphragm. Now,
; these various and indispensable parts for the maintenance of life, there is adequate,

; no superabundant space. To press on any one part is to injure the whole economy ;

if one member, as the lungs, the heart, the stomach, suffers, all the members sufler

h it ; and it is only as the action of the whole is undisturbed, that the body retains its

health and vigour; and this, of itself, were enough to condemn the practice to

ich we now advert. But to impress this more fully on the mind, let the following

narks be remembered :

—

I. Tight-lacing produces personal distortion. There is no more real beauty in a small

hst than there is in a Chinese woman's foot. The idea on which the practice in either

e proceeds, is the product of a most perverted imagination. Let the human body,

ich has grown naturally to its maturity, be considered, and it will appear the very

)0site of that wasp -like state to which fashion has reduced so many of its votaries,

fl
which is imitated by many of humble grade. It would seem, in some instances, as

I little further tightening of the cords would render the separation of the two

rts of the frame complete. An Italian woman would as soon tlunk of applying these

I

ds to her neck as to her waist. And why ? Because the sculptures with which she

Efamiliar give to the female figure its natural beauty. Its violation leads to nature

!
ing its revenge, and that decisively and summarily, in distortion of the ribs, distor-

' 1 of the bones of the shoulders and chest, distortion of the hip-bones, and distortion

the spine

!

I. Tight-lacing is thefruitful cause of disease. Of this there is a sufficient intima-

a when at night the cruel pressure is removed, for the blood rushing downwards from
; diminished resistance to its motion, empties the vessels of the head, and thus ocea-

ns fainting. Hence stimulants are resorted to, and in not a few instances habits of

emperance have been originated by this monstrous practice. But even thefti are far

m constituting the catalogue of evils that arise ; it is thus given by Mr. Coulson,

has written with great ability and intelligence, on ** Deformities of tlie Spine:"

—

.'ains in the eyes, ear-ache, bleeding at the nose, apoplexy, cancer in the breast,

lesion of the lungs to the diaphragm, asthma, spitting of blood, palpitation of the

irt, water on the chest, abscesses in the lungs, rupture, fistula, jaundice, calculi,

eases of the kidneys, and consumption." Mothers, he also shows, entail incalculable

Is on their offspring ; and hospitals might be filled with patients the sufferers from
ht-lacing. Instances of insanity are also attributable to the same cause. We need

•rcely remark

—

3. Tight-lacing brings on premature death. In the year 1839, the Registrar-General

England stated that no fewer than 31 ,090 Englishwomen died of consumption. And
what does he ascribe this dreadful mortality ? Partly to their living so much in-doors,

i partly ** to the compression by dress preventing the free expansion of the chest V
Oo how many tombs then, might the hand of truth write, in consequence of this prac-

s— '• A Suicide."
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*'THE ARTISTS' TOURNAMENT."
By Miss H. M. Rathbone.

Arthur Lord D'Arcy was the representa-

tiTC of one of the oldest Roman Catholic

families in England, and in the year 1840 he
had led to the altar one of his own faith,

Lady Winnifred Talbot, the only daughter
of Viscount Haggerstone ; and immediately
after the ceremony had taken her abroad
on a tour of inspection through all the

noblest galleries of painting and sculpture

which Europe aiforded, and even persuaded
her to venture on a pilgrimage to the hal-

lowed ground of Palestine. Warmly at-

tached to the religious opinions of their

ancestors, mutually enthusiastic in the

progress of ecclesiastical architecture, and
desirous to enlist the fine arts in the service

of their church, the young couple were
enraptured, when staying at Smyrna, at the

discovery of a very ancient and perfect MS.
copy of an illuminated New Testament,
belonging to the third century, and which
the cupidity of its possessors, an unworthy
community residing in one of the Levantine
monasteries, enabled them to purchase.
Tradition related that it had once belonged
to St. Augustin ; and they were still more
delighted when, in addition to this valuable
missal, they found, ia the near neighbour-
hood of Mount Calvary, a piece of wood
which, though rotten in appearance and
texture, they believed to be a portion of the

vera crux. How to dispose of these trea-

sures was a frequent subject of discussion

between them on their homeward route

;

and on reaching their country residence of

Whitby Priory, in the county of Durham,
and even before the Lady Winnifred had
seen the costly preparations made by Lord
D'Arcy in honour of her arrival, they sought
the private chapel, which stood in a grove
of pines, cedars of Lebanon, and feathery

yew-trees, and which communicated with
the Priory by an underground passage, in

the fashion of former ages. The door of

the sanctuary stood open, and the interior

had been swept and garnished in readiness

for their inspection ; but as they had not
been expected until a later hour, the offi-

ciating priest and two or three of the
Tillagers were engaged v.ithin, admiring a

monument of Chantrey's workmanship,
which had been recently erected in memory
of the late Lady D'Arcy. Winnifred and
her husband remained silently apart for

some time, near the altar, for the place
seemed to them holy ground ; and at no
previous moment had they felt so com-
pletely united in heart and mind as now,
when for the first time they stood together

in the peaceful home chapel, where they

trusted that they should be daily pen
to worship side by side for many yet
come.
At last Lord D'Arcy spoke : ''We

have a new altar-piece, my Winnifred-
more in unison with the chaste beau!
our little church ; and it seems to mei
a well-conceived shrine might be cont
to hold our relics, which could stand h
carved recess behind the altar, and
which might be hung the most appro]
pictures which we can obtain. Speal
darling, and tell me frankly what is

opinion."
'* I think," replied Winnifred, tii

*' such a shrine would indeed be admil
fitted to the purpose, if we could onlj

artists who so loved and reverenced
work that their execution would equal
lofty conceptions which could alon<

justice to the holiness of the place.^'
" And are there none such to be foi

broad England?" said the Earl, "U
ask father Conroy, who I see is waitii

be introduced to you ;" and, turning
the altar. Lord D'Arcy presented his

to the priest, and both bent their

while the venerable man pronounced a
vent benediction upon their union, and
return to Whitby Priory.

The villagers, who had lingered in he]

of receiving some mark of recognitf

were then kindly noticed, and Wiimif)
struck with the bearing of one drei

somewhat less plainly than the ruddy^
men, who seemed to be his compai
asked her husband what was the you]

name, and on learning that he was ca

Francis Hepburn, and had attained 8(|

eminence as a skillful, but indolent a|

she smilingly said she thought he
prove capable of nobly executing the si

commission which they had been discus

Lord D'Arcy's eye followed Winniffel

and though he had seen Hepburn
times before his continental tour, wit

having been peculiarly attracted by himj
now thought his wife had augured rii

as he attentively regarded the young artij

feeling and thoughtful countenance,
remark caused the immediate introdudl

of the subject to Father Conroy, ll

beckoning to Hepburn not to leaTCil

chapel, entered into his pa'ron's views t||

the devout ardour natural to his charaq(|

while encouraged by the Earl, the y4

artist joined in the conversation ; ai

the largeness of his view, the evident

and discriminating taste which he displ

greatly increased the MjU estimate o|
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which Wiunifred had from the first

disposed to assign to him.
months later, printed circulars were

d, describing the private chapel of

^/, and inviting the best artists to

•etc for the prize offered by Lord
cy, for a new-altar piece and shrine in

1 to enclose the relics from Palestine,

artists, three of whom were London
li and the fourth from a neighbouring

it
-Durham—accepted the challenge

;

go the surprise of both Winnifred and

1 Earl, the name of Hepburn did not

iM, and Lord D'Arcy went to call on

J
the next day and ask him why he re-

j: to execute a commission which he

B seemed to understand so well. The
arsation which then passed between the

ng, modest young man and the Earl,

made the latter still more earnestly

e that one so disinterested in his love

t, and possessing such noble ideas of

iioundless power, to express the highest

J ions of the soul, should make the

|iapt to carry out his own excellent con-

sons on this occasion. Encouraged by
(Carl's evident sincerity in his delicate

e of Hepburn's talents, and his rever-

for everything appertaining to religion,

rtist's timid doubts of his own capa-
es, gave way, but then he demurred as

(rms ; and after some hesitation, said, " I

I5ure that I could not, my lord, paint an
lopriate altar-piece with the single-

jtedness necessary to render it worthy
is sacred destination, if I was influenced

I

he paltry ambition of trying to win a
|; from my fellow men, or the desire for

iey."

[ respect your scruples," Lord D'Arcy
ed ; "but you do wrong to look upon
competition as degrading : it is simply
arnest endeavour on my part to obtain
best design and the best executed
i that I can, to fulfil its holy purposes
temple dedicated to religious worship,
are not invited to engage in vain strife

ttain pre-eminence over other artists,

to produce a suitable shrine to further,

s far as outward aid can do so, the
ts of frail mortals to worship their

itor at the appointed season."
epburn owned that he had not before
ed at the subject in this light, and the
i continued, with a grave kind smile

:

i to the money part of the affair, you
1 be quite at liberty to refuse the remu-

neration due to your toil or to accept it,

when the time comes ; so I beg you will let

me have the pleasure of telling my wife

that you will do your utmost to help us in

our good work." The artist agreed, and
Winnifred expressed herself well pleased
by his having eritered the lists.

Six months had been allowed for the
execution of the shrine, and the different

artists came to Whitby more or less fre-

quently to study the peculiarities of the
chapel, in order to render their work as

appropriate as possible ; but none came so

often and stayed so long as Hepburn. He
came, too, at the times when he was most
sure of finding it empty, haunting it early

and late, besides attending the various ser-

vices held within its walls as regularlyasTa-
ther Conroy himself. On these occasions he
sometimes found Lady D'Arcy there, draw-
ing from the sculptured ancestralmonuments
or carved images of the saints which adorned
the aisles. At such times she often entered
into conversation with him, and learnt tho-

roughly to appreciate the young man's up-
right, self-controlled character, and his fer-

ventj devotional love of whatever was pure,

holy,andbeautiful. She learnt, also, thecause
of his|melancholy looks, in the early and mys-
terious disappearance of his young and only
sister, who had been confided to his care by
their dying parents, and on whose affection

to himself he relied so implicitly, that he
preferred to believe her to be no longer
living, since eight years had passed since

her disappearance.
The first of September drew near, and

from distant counties came many noble
Catholic guests, who were to aid the earl

and countess in balancing and deciding

upon the different handiwork of the five

artists ; and to avoid all possibility of par-

tiality, no hint had been allowed to get

abroad of the designs of any of them, and
the one selected was to be chosen without
the judges knowing by whose hand it was
wrought. On the appointed morning each
artist arrived with his performance, and each
was in turn conducted to the fine old picture-

gallery, where the shrines were to be dis-

played. Each production was ticketed with
a figure, whose duplicate, and the name and
address of the artist, lay on a -small centre

table, in a sealed envelope, and all were
covered up with large white linen cloths,

which were not to be withdrawn until the

earl and his guests had taken their places.

(To he concluded m the next Number.

J
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CURIOSITIES OF NATURAL HISTORY.

The Gamboge Tree.—Although gam-
boge has been known as an article of

European commerce for nearly two centu-

ries and a half, the tree -which produces it

is still unknown to botanists. Since 1836,

three species of Gercinia have been de-

scribed, respectively found in Ceylon,
Western Mysore, in Birmah, and in North-
eastern Bengal, and all producing varieties

of gamboge differing slightly in chemical
composition from each other, and from that

of Siam. Recent information renders it

probable that some specimens taken from
two trees cultivated at Singapore by Dr.

Almeida, and by him stated to have been ob-

tained" direct from Siam," do not, in reality,

belong to the gamboge tree of that country.

Careful examination of their construction

leaves no doubt of their being a distinct

species from any already known.

The Upas Tree.—Some curious parti-

culars respecting a upas tree, situated a

little below Bruni, in Borneo, are given by
a recent traveller. It is described as a

magnificent tree, about two feet or more in

diameter, and rising sixty feet without a

branch ; at that height it spreads with a

dense foliage. The trunk is smooth, and
of a dirty silvery colour. Upon wounding
it a milky secretion rapidly exudes. This

is mixed with other juices, and used as a

poison for arrows. Except when taken

internally, or thrown into the circulation

through a wound, it is perfectly harmless.

The leaves are obtained by shooting at the

branches.

Californian Pearl Fisheries.—The
shell fish producing the pearl occurs abun-

dantly in the Gulf of California, adjoining

both American and Mexican territory. The
pearls are of excellent water, but generally

irregular in form. The vessels employed
in the fishery are from fifteen to thirty tons

burden, and generally owned by individual

adventurers, and commanded by them.
There is on board of each vessel a working
crew of sailors, and an equal number of

Indian divers, technically called Btisos.

The ships are generally ill supplied with
provisions, and upon their arrival in the

gulf at once commence business. The
BusoSj armed with pointed staves, plunge
into water four or five fathoms deep, and
when they find a pearl-bearing oyster, rise

to the surface and deposit their prize in a

sack hung to the vessel's side ; thus plung-

ing and reappearing on the surface with

fresh treasure until their strength is ex-

hausted, or their lime of labour is over.

When the latter is the case, they all

collect around the owner, or armcy
who divides the gains in the following i.

portion, namely, two for the Governn *

two for himself, and one for the Buso
share, however, of the Buso is gene
taken by the armador, who contrives to J

•

in his debt for extra allowances, outfit,

all his crew. In 1831 one vessel

seventy BitsoSj another with fifty, two
thirty, and two with ten each, sailed ii

the coast of Souora. One of these broi

home in two months forty ounces of pe;

worth about £1,200; another, twenty
ounces, worth about £600, and the res

proportionate quantities.

The Californian Soap Plant.—'".

plant grows all over California, on 1;

hills as well as in the valleys. The le;

make their appearance about the middl
"November, six weeks after the rainy set

has set in ; the plants never grow n
than one foot high, and the leaves

stalk drop entirely in May, though
bulbs remain in the ground all the s

mer without decaying. It is used to w
with in all parts of the country, and,

those that understand its useful quali'

is preferred to soap. The method of u^

it is merely to strip off the husk, dip

clothes in water, and rub the bulb on th

It makes a thick lather, and smells

new brown soap. The botanical nam(
the plant is Phalangium po7naridian

Besides this plant, the bark of a tree, (

laria sapcmaria^ is used in South Ame
for the purposes of washing. Several ot

plants have been used in various count

as a substitute for soap.

Nest-building Fishes.—The gem i

disbelief with which stories of fishes iik
'

care of their young have been received,

been somewhat shaken by the recent te

mony of a celebrated naturalist. W
engaged in collecting insects along

shores of Lake Sebago, in Maine, he

led to observe the action of a couple of

«

fish, which at his approach left the sb

suddenly, and returned to the dee

water. This movement being repeated,

was led to a closer observation. The p€

liar black appearance of the place which

fishes had left first attracted his partici

attention. Examining more closely, a u

was discovered, in which were raovini

number of little tadpoles. These were

first supposed to be the tadpoles of frtt

and to test the attachment of the old fi|

to the spot, some pains were taken to"*

perimentalise upon them. The fishes wo
return slowly and cautiously, looking

^

':j
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toward the nest to see if it had been ' estimates as equal to 363 millions of the
bed. They would approach to within ' largest of the Egyptian pyramids, and dis-
' eight feet. Large stones cast at ' placed beneath the surface of the earth an
or into the nest, only served to amount of matter that could not be iraplaced

en them away for ten or fifteen ' by all the sediments from the Ganges in

2S. They would then return, evi- ' 1600 years. A single eruption of the yoi-

seekingthe protection of their young. ! canic mountain of Jokul, in Iceland, threw
est was formed amongst the water- ,

out a stream of lava 90 miles long, and, on
I an average, 15 miles broad, and 150 feet

EBNAL Fires and Fears.—From ' deep, and would have covered to the depth
ations made in more than three hun- '

of 40 feet 7,000 square miles. As a cor.-

laces in diflferent portions of the globe, ' elusion from these, and many other like

jund that the degree of internal heat ! facts, Mr. Lyell states that the earth thus
ses as you descend, at the rate of I undermined must ultimately cave in. If
cue degree of Fahrehheit to about

j

the earth, then, be a great vo'canic pile,

45 feet. Supposing it to increase in I feeding its own fires by chemical decom-
rne ratio, at the depth of twenty»four I

position, and the water of the ocean is

the heat would be sufficient to melt decomposed into its own elements cf
r any known substance. And this ' oxygen and hydrogen, when the final con-
:J heat, be the cause what it may, is

' flagration comes it will only be the result

urceof all the great changes occurring of agencies which are now at work in the
r surface of the earth, and sufficiently earth; and Mr. Lyell might well exclaim,

xiats for the volcanic strata which are in the words of Pliny, that it is a wonder a
id 3,000 feet above other rocks on the single day should pass without a universal

I of mountains. The mountains thrown conflagration.

q-y volcanoes in South America, Lyeil

,

TiVI OF THAT BAND THAT TILL THE LAND.

I'm of that band that till the land
And draw from earth her store

;

Right happy indeed 's the life we lead

While our days are passing o'er.

Many there are, in riches far

Surpassing the farmer's purse.

While other pursuits may yield more fruits,

But often produce much worse.

We envy not the statesman's lot,

Still clamouring for his class

;

Nor his that fights for glory's rights

At some redoubted pass.

No risk have we on boisterous sea,

Nor fears lest tempests whelm
All we possess without redress.

While labouring at the helm.

The fruitful field its bounties yields,

—

A rich reward for toil

;

Be ours the trade to ply the spade,

And deeply plough the soil.

We walk abroad o'er carpet sod.

And flow'rets kiss our feet.

Whose odours rise to scent the skies

—

A tribute pure and meet.

To all who give the means to liv?,

As brother shares with brother,

And thus fulfil the holy will

That bids us love each other.

Oh ! life secure from guile, and pure,
To thee my life clings ever.

With all its might and fond delight,

—

To change from thee—oh, never

!
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MECHANICS. I
Why ! is the subject not exhausted ?

No, nor will it while there are cities to

rear, mines to explore, and oceans to tra-

verse. The idea is now^ pretty v%-ell

exploded, even among the sillv ones, that

a man is less to be respected than a name;
and with the sensible portion of the

masses a profession cannot cover a multi-

tude of sins. We cannot think why the

term *^ mechanic*' first came into oppro-

brium ; since it is certain that toil wliich

bends the manly brow and wears the ath-

letic frame, received the sanction of God
in the beginning ; and

** Working^ men, what e'er their task.

To carve the stone or break the sod.

They wear upon their honest brows,

The'royal stamp and seal of God."

What is oftener said of the Deity than

that he is the framer of worlds ; the great

architect of the universe ? He conde-

scended to make perishable things, for the

earth was destined to destruction. The
Almighty constructed the first temple ; a

human habitation, a dwelling for the soul.

He took clay and made man after his own
image ; conibining Divine skill with infi-

nite perceptions of taste and beauty in his

glorious productions; does not that give

dignity to physical labour ? Not only will

and sinew are essential to the success of

the well-skilled mechanic, but mind,

talent, and discrimination ; and that many
hard-working men have won imperishable

names, is proof that intellects of no com-
mon order bend over the fashioning of such

things as the necessities of life demanded,
whether soldering the little porringer for

the tiny child, forming the delicate slipper

for the maiden's foot, or moulding the huge
ship from the heavy timber of the forest.

The mechanic enters upon his allotted

task of acquiring a trade as seriously and
with as high motives as one who studies

for a profession. In order to make a good
w^orkman, he must commence in j^outh,

and devote much time to the consumma-
tion of his purposes.

I

The professional man, after years
I plication to his favourite science, ^

I

course be wholly unable to compc
a mechanic in his particular line ofj
ness. He could never, it is to
sumed, bend his energies, after
has fairly set in, to the making of

I

ticular edifice on mechanical prii><

I

and yet it is a masterly undertz
construct a perfect building, a gr<
complishment.
But give to tlKJ strong mind

mechanic initiatory principles of ii

tual study, and he will master it

further aid ; wake up his sluml
imagination, and you have roused a]
that vrill uproot mountains from
caverned beds to give material]
thoughts. He will rise to eminencf
will be a doctor, a lawyer, a pre!

whatever you please. The fires

forge shall gild some bethumbec
tattered lexicon with lustre brighter
that of shining gold; and while the stil

of his heavy hammer bend the angryl
the pliant machinery of his wondl
mind shape the strange hieroglyphics]
foreign language into gems of pric

worth and images of beauty. ^len
have the physical strength to wield
anvil and shoulder the heavy beam wi
evince superiority in mental power
those who early wear out the freshne
life and soul by the too intense applicj

of but one set of faculties. It seems tha

former, when they devote themselv<
science, have wide scope for fancy, a i

vigorous and healthy imagination,
them many of the peculiarities of s<H

are unveiled ; they see all classes^

keenly discern the hoUowness and ei

ness of etiquette. The facility with w
they construct gives them sprightlines

wit, while the inventive faculties w
new improvements constantly put inn
sition, by their electric influence upoi

intellect, call forth originality as we.

versatility of genius.

Live for Something.—Thousands of men breathe, move, and live—pass off the si

of life, and are heard of no mere. Why ? They did not partake of good in the xrc

and none were blessed by them ; none could point to iheni as the means of

redemption. Not a line they %Yrote, not a word they spoke, could be recalled, aai

they perished: their light went out in d^irkness, and they were not remembered

than insects of yesterday. Will you thus live and die, man immortal ? Li¥€

something. Do good, and leave behind you a monument of virtue that the storm:

time can never destroy. Write your name by kindness, love, and mercy, on the he

of thousands you come in contact with, year by year, and you will never be forgot

No, your name, your deeds, will be as legible on the hearts you leave behind, as the 8

on the brow of the evening. Good deeds will shine as brightly on the earth as the si

of heaven.—Dr. Chalmers. __

-J
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A FIRST VISIT TO THE EOYAL ACADEMY.
LETTER FHOM JESSIlK SMITH (lATE PRIMROSF), A VISITOR IN TOWN, TO HER

OLD FRIEND AND SCHOOLFELLOW IN THE COUNTRY.

j

July 29, 1851.

I
Dear Annie,—I suppose I ought to write in quite a matronly style, now that I

t
married. John is so kind: dear fellow ! he takes me everywhere. We have been

5»e Crvstal Palace a great many times ; but I do so wish that they would keep it open

1 he winter ; it would look so beautiful by gaslight ! And now, you know, that John

I

business for himself, he does not like to spare too much time ** gadding about, ^' as

I ills it ; and we should be able to get away after tea, for John is a firm supporter of

5'arly closing system. Having seen the evils of late hours—I heard him say these

r words at a public meeting, Annie, and you can't think how proud I felt of him

—

ud determined that, now he was himself an employer, that no person working for

i
should undergo the sufferings, or be exposed to the temptations, which he had

uienced. And so, you know, we regularly close the shop at seven in the evening,

h allows both our young men and the new apprentice to take a long walk in the

jitry, or attend the classes and lectures at the literary institution. lam so glad,

ie, that my little fortune has enabled my dear husband to go into business for him-

I am sure we shall succeed ; that is, if perseverance and probity—John's w^ords

1—help folks forward in this world.

meant to tell you all about the grand places I have seen—the Exhibition, the

•amas, the Colosseum, the Zoological Gardens, and the Opera ; but I find myself

f moment putting down on paper the words of my husband instead of my own.

husband, Annie ! Well, do you know that ever since I have taken to serving in

shop (I have the lace and ribbon department all to myself), and feel that I can assist

and worthily do battle by his side in the great life-contest going on around us

—

since I have taken part in the actual business of life, I have grown more satisfied

my own exertions, and more assured of my dear John's confidence and regard.

at, bless me, if I go on in this way, you will take me for the most egotistical little

T that ever wrote a word about herself. Don't show my letters to anybody, for I

k. folks would laugh at them. Not that I am ashamed of loving and admiring my
)and—of course not, but that there are some things which cannot well be said except

'een such friends as you and I, Annie.

jesterday John took me to the Royal Academy. When he talked about going to see

jUery of pictures, I must say I did not anticipate much pleasure ; but when we got

!y there, I was enchanted. Oh, you never can conceive what a delightful thing it is

ok upon all these fine paintings—there are about, twelve hundred and fifty separate

i^s, all in gold frames—besides the sculptures, which are in a little, dark, cold

iQ, all by themselves, as if the managers of the Royal Academy were ashamed of them,

'refore you will not expect me to tell which I liked best ; indeed, I don't knov/

elf. John was quite enthusiastic, for he is a great admirer of pictures, and poetry,

music, and all those sort of things ; and when he repeated a line out of Dry den,

;h says that ** the pencil speaks the tongue of every land,*' then I began to under-

d the feeling that draws so many w^ell-dressed ladies and gentlemen to the picture

bitions in Trafalgar-square.

midst so many beautiful paintings, I can only recall some two or three. John has a
h better memory than I have for such things, though I don't altogether understand
t he means by the education of the eye and the improvement of the taste in all that

tes to fine art. I asked him when we came home, and he told me that in matters of

J and vertu much depended on a proper knowledge of what had been performed by
ancients, who were to be regarded as the masters of art. Now I could not under-
d why that should be, for I am sure I could understand and appreciate Mr. Linnell's

are of '* Job," who stands all fearfully and woe-begone when the messenger arrives to

him of a fresh calamity, ** and I only am escaped alone to tell thee"—just as well as

knew all about Raphael and Correggio. But I did not dispute with John about that,

we talked of Sir Edward Landseer's ** Scene from the Midsummer Night's Dream,"
re Titania is in love with Bottom with the ass's head ; and y;q spoke of the won-
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derful painting of Mr. Grant's, in which Queen Esther accuses Haman in the presei
King Ahasuerus— ** We are sold, I and my people, to be destroyed, to be slain, ai

perish .... and the adversary and the enemy is this wicked Haman." John says,4
this picture is sure to be engraved.
You recollect, Annie, that when we were reading ** Pepys' Diary " together, we (

not help laughing at the old courtier being fascinated by the beautiful Nell Gw}
whom he had always reviled so ; well, here he is pictured on Mr. Egg's canvass, act

kissing the charming actress. Oh, that deceitful Pepys ; and before his wife,

Only think how he could write in his gossipping way about the court :—" 23d.

—

TY,

to the King's house, and there saw • The Humourous Lieutenant,* a silly play, I tb

only the spirit in it, that grows very tall, and then sinks again to nothing, having
heads breeding upon one ; and then Knipp's singing did please us. Here, in a

above, we spied Mrs. Pearce : and going out they called us, and so we staid for th

and Knipp took us all in, and brought to us Nelly, a most pretty woman, who actet

great part of * Coelia ' to-day very fine, and did it pretty well ; I kissed her, and sc

my wife, and a mighty pretty soul she is. We also saw Mrs. Ball, which is my i

Roman-nose black girl, that is mighty pretty ; she is usually called Betty. Knipp r^

us stay in a box and see the dancing, preparatory to to-morrow, for ' The Goblin
play of Suckling's, not acted these twenty-five years, which was pretty. And so 2

thence, pleased with this sight also, and specially kissing of Nell."
I could tell you, Annie, of a great many beautiful pictures—for there are some

descriptions, from an immense frame that would fill up the side of our parlour at h
to a little miniature that you could hide in the palm of your hand,—but that my j) ^
is exhausted, and I expect John home almost immediately,—it is just eleven ; he has

j

to a Temperance Demonstration at Exeter Hall. My next letter, therefore, mm
more full of matters less egotistical. BeUeve me. Yours, Jessie. .

P.S.—My husband has just come home ; he sends his love with mine.
. ^

================= ^m
SINGULAR PROPERTIES OF THE FIGURE NINE.

Multiply 9 by itself, or by any other of the digits, and the figures of the prod
added together, will amount to 9, The component figures of the amount of
multipliers (viz., 45), when added together, make 9.

The amount of the several products, or multiples of 9 (viz., 406), when divided b;

gives a quotient of 45 ; and the component figures ot either the dividend or quoti
added together, make 9,

Multiply any row of figures either by 9 or by any other of the products of 9 multip
by one of the digits, as by 18, 27, 36, 45, 54, 63, 72, or 81, and the sum of the figure

the product, added together, will be divisible by 9.
'

Multiply the nine digits in the following order—1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—by 9, or hf
one of the products of 9 mentioned in the last paragraph, and the product will come
all in one figure, except the place of tens, which will be an 0, and that figure will bfri

one which, multiplied into 9, supplies the multiplier : that is, if you select 9 as

multiplier, the product will be (except the place of tens, all ones : if you select 18,

twos ; if 27, all threes ; and so on. Omit the 8 in the multiplicand, and the will

vanish from the product, leaving it all ones, twos, three, &c., as the case may be.

The Power of Small Beginnings.—A grim lion obstructs the paths of ar«

benevolence in its desire to lesson the monster evils of society, and constantly r«R

** Impossible ! impossible!" Well disposed affluence surveys the encroaching wave
destitution and crime as they roll onwards, spreading their dark waters over the fac

society, and folds its hands in powerless despair—a despair created by a false notioi

the inefficacy of individual or limited action. ** Who can stem such a tide ?" it exclai
** We must have some great comprehensive system. Without that single eff'orts

useless." Upon this untrue and timid premise many a purse is closed, many a genei

impulse checked. It is never remembered that all great facts, for evil or for good,

an aggregate of small details, and must be grappled with in detail. Every one
hath and to spare, has it in his power to do some good and to check some evil; ar

all those to whom, the ability is given were to do their part, the great ** comprehene
system" which is so much prayed for would arrange itself. The hand of charit

«

nowhere so open as in this country, but it is paralysed for the want of b eing well dire*
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LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XXV.

' tjresent chapter, which will prove not the least instructive of our Lessons, wiJ

ed to an analysis of the best method of translating our prize exercises, t(

OUR PRIZES.
will be

^ __ _.._ ^ ^
to an

mcement of the names of the successful competitors, and to an explanation of the

- which have entitled them to what is unquestionably a real and a brilliant honour.

en we first proposed a prize exercise for our students, we thought that twelve

ia would be amply sufficient, and that it was extremely unlikely that more would

-erved. In order that, among our students, even that number might obtain the

1, we determined to redouble our own exertions, ever since the Ninth Lesson, to

these instructions more really and practically serviceable than tracts of the kind

mes are. And had even but twelve realised in their performance that perfection of

we wished to render them capable, we should still have considered our labours

, compensated, and a very great result achieved. For what are these lessons,

V considered ? They have appeared once a week : they have been hitherto four-

i, ^enty in number. Now, would it be a logical or accurate description of the course

i idy which these Lessons have enabled our students to pursue, if you were to speak

V mgh the ^tudy itself had lasted four-and -twenty weeks ? Most assuredly not. The

ns, indeed, could not have appeared more rapidly, for they belonged to the pages of

• kly magazine. But each lesson might well be mastered in a single day, by any one

rl ad adequate leisure and average abilities. Indeed-, we have no doubt whatever that

3. a reader will study them successfully and completely within less than one month,

collected in a separate form ; and that, though totally ignorant of French before

n ng on that perusal, he will be able, in the limits of the brief period we have men-

\r. \, to derive a lasting and solid advantage in the acquisition of all the information

: the whole course contains. Knowing, then, that for our students (though

IS y-four weeks have elapsed since the First Lesson appeared) as yet only a month's

p 'ation to French has been secured, we should have been proud and delighted if but

IF e out of them all had merited a prize by the correctness and the spirit with which

II aad performed che proof exercises.

our hopes have been signally surpassed. Instead of the twelve names which we

B rusted (not without some tremors) that we might be able to cite, we have to record,

I ! present chapter, upwards of sixty. And these sixty names are but a selection from

ch larger number, which, after long hesitation, many doubts, and much careful

) arison, we have at length reluctantly put aside. In some cases, almost a comma
a een sufficient to decide the preference. Positive excellence in a high degree belongs

) my of those performances which we have rejected merely for comparative inferiority.

Li 1 example and proof of this we call attention to the first name on our fourth list in

c of merit. That name stands no higher ; although in the translation of the passage

R Lord Bacon into French (an exercise more difficult in its nature than the converse

p lation from French into English) there was but one error ; and that one error con-

pg of but one letter. In talking of the kings being ** surrounded," the competitor

i )ut the past participle of the French in the singular instead of the plural. He had

!:ed the " s." He had written entoure {or environne), instead of entoures. And, of

;e, as it referred to a plural nominative, "kings,'* and as the participle was used

^etre, the plural environnes {m. p.) or entoures (m. p.) ought to have been employed,

^aently, correctness being equal, the superior elegance or the greater tasteful simpli-

I jf some one version has borne away the palm from another.

Lrat, we will now proceed to translate the passage from Chateaubriand, premising that,

I ng as the sense is preserved, there may be other terms equally good. The very

I es through which we have attentively gone show what endjess variety of expression

Mch old mother-tongue supplies.

fc birds' nests.

k I admirable Providence manifests itself in the nests of birds. It is impossible to

f fmplate without emotion that divine goodness which giVes industry to the weak and

3 sight to the careless. ^
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]So s.oner have the trees put forth their blossoms, than thousands of artificer^their labours These carry long straws into the hole of an old waU-tho.e conibuildings at the windows of a church-others purloin a hair from some steed

^

shred of wool which the sheep has left hanging to the thorn. There a^ewood^who interlace branches in tiie top of a tree
; there are spinners, who gather the^the tlustle A thousand palaces arise, and each palace is a nest. Each nest irit-charming changes :-a gUttering egg ; then a Uttle one, clothed in down This^Sassumes feathers

;
his mother teaches him to raise himself upright on his coucl^^he^ perches himself on the edge of his cradle, whence he cafts a fi7sc gknce

Of course, '' witliout being moved," or '' without being affected," would be br
as 'without emotion.'^ So, ''silk on the thistle," or "silk from the thistle"were to us as acceptable a turn as that in the text. We need not add that'**
steed IS not literal

; but U7ie is used in that vague sense which justifies our traod
It by any term which may appear most vividly to reproduce the author's Dleasint
simple picture. Jf we say - horse" or " steed," it is merely to avoid the jinglXmare"

One correspondent asks us, how can a " horse-h&ir" be stolen from a " mare "
" horse ' were not the generic term for that whole class of animals ? Another 4it
less logic than he himself supposes, says he cannot understand the expression '»

foresight to the careless ;" for as it is the essence of carelessness to want foresikt
can the quality be predicated of those who have it not? Why, it is not predicatethem! It is stated to be conferred—an altogether different idea. By a parkleasonmg, our correspondent would see an absurdity in the expressions " to eive fixthe hungry, to give drink to the thirsty, to give clothes to the naked, to give refoethe harboui'less." For clothes cannot be predicated of the naked, &c.
An objection has been made, in a very similar spirit, by one of our corresponden

a point in the sketch of Turenne's character, contained in the Eighth Lesson Jmentionmg some exceUent qualities, it is observed that there are many worse persor
the world. ISow, argues our friend, you cannot have the comparative " worse " wi^
supposing the positive -bad;" and nothing bad had been previously predicate
lurenne In a geometrical demonstration, or in any scientific argument, such an obiec
w^ould ho d good

;
but here the objection is levelled against one of the commonest ft

uiVf^^u^'""
^""^

^P'^^'J^
^^""'^ °^ rhetoric^irony. It is as though it had been

If, after this, we allow Turenne to be bad, what name shall we resen^e for the
bad, who nevertheless abound among the respectables of the world >" Thus npeople find themselves in some particularly pleasant position, after counting m
advantages they enjoy, they might conclude (and often have we heard similar expriused m this manner), " we might well be worse off."

^

With regard to the passage from Lord Bacon, it may be turned into French in var
correct ways. The following is one :—
N'ayoir que pen de choses a desirer, et avoir beaucoup de choses a craindre voiU

D?nl\.r-r'^^?''f'
^^' Kf'^^C ^^ P^^^^^^^ ^'^'^ (^^ ^'^^ ^«) 1^ sort ordSe des IDe plus, lis sont entoures d'ombres et de perils. Les Saintes Ecritures declarent

cotTp^t^^^rprVprcl^^^^^ ^^ '^''^ ^^^-^ - ---^ P- Cor, l^.J^,

craindre"^''
&"£

^^'"^ ^^^'"^
'

'' ^^^^P^^ ^ glioses a desirer et beaucoup de chos^

You could further turn it-'' C'est une condition malheureuse de I'ame d^avoh-.ttw
choses a desirer, et beaucoup de choses a craindre," &c.

morP tllT^A
^'^''''

^^^?u^^ K^'Z''^^
'^'^^"" °^ ^^« ^°gl^«^' ^rom which it was SOi»

rj.Ln^«f[ "'^?^^^^''^^>^^ ^^'' ^'^^ *^^ preceding form are altogether.!

S^choIe^'Tc^^ ^^^""' '^ """"^ condition malheureuse," &c.
;

^^ lorsgu'^

Again
:

it would pass to reverse this, and to say, " Lorsqu'on a peu de choses," A
c est une condition, (or) voiLi une condition," &c. .

It would be as correct to say etat mallJureux as cGndition maVieurev^e ; norJ?»
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sential inaccuracy result from placing the adjective before either of those substan-

lUy, we may remark that though entoures de jt;eW/5, &c, , is far the best expression

•nronnes dej?er'ils)f yet entoures par les perils vfov^Aht understood, and would not

a any solecism.

h regard to the English version of the passage from Chateaubriand, we have

id a great many more than a hundred correct translations ; but several of the

5 are thrown out by the other exercise. We have been obliged to strike a balance

rit between the two performances. Among the incorrect versions of the orni-

ical passage, it is curious how many have erred in one and the same little point,

lis : in the second sentence, on ne pent contempler has been referred by these corn-

's to the immediately preceding words which conclude the first sentence, *' the

)f birds ;" and thus the word ** them'^ has been inserted after the word '* contem-

—an error which has thrown out several. If ** contemplate' ' had referred to

1,^' the French would have run

—

on ne pent les contempler.

)re proceeding to announce the names of the successful competitors, we have still

:r remark to make. It is, that he who has merited the first prize has not given the

ilegant English version of Chateaubriand. But it is perfectly correct, and cor-

S3 is the great essential ; and, taking all the merits of both themes into account, he

\le princeps.

last thing to be said is this : "We will produce here the French of three of our

, for the whole world to examine ; and in examining that French, let it be borne in

hat it is not such as they were able to choose for themselves, but a translation of

Bacon's English, and therefore not likely to drop of itself into the idioms of a

1 language.

: twelve best performances of each theme, in about the following order of merit,

leen received from

"homas Dow, W, G. Reid, Thomas A. Newman,
lamuel North, James Phizackerley, Arnold de Lamoure,

Lndrew Forbes, Thomas Speight, William Pope,

Vm. Sharp, Benjamin Harris, James Knox,

ise are the first prize-bearers. The next dozen prize-bearers, the earlier-mentioned

>m are but vei7 slightly separated from the foregoing, are :

—

ohn Mitchell, Thomas Fitzgerald, James Hannah,

^ y. Y. J. Gaukrager, C. P. Price,

teorge Taylof, J. Pieace, John Grainger,

Libert Pope, H.Preston, Alexander Weir.

:t in merit come the following thirteen, who are in many respects but a shade

r to the prize-bearers :

—

oseph C. R. J. Gartner, En. Lucas, Joseph Hemingway,
oseph Timms, J. S. Lov/e, **Jean,'*

oseph Veals, Edward Palmer, S. Watkinson,

'itus Berry, William Nettleton^ S—y L—b.

'rederick Atkins,

the head of the fourth class stands John Watkins, whom we are prevented from

g higher simply because he omitted to add an s to the past participle of his French

for ** surrounded,*' referring as that participle did to the plural nominative,

;s,'' and being conjugated with etre {sont).

er him come—John Tomlinson, Andrew Leiper, Emma Francis (who has translated

assage from Chateaubriand not only in correct prose, bnt in very pretty verse

;s) ; Joseph Sandell {Vhomme pauvre et petit), Benjamin Brown, Thomas Wheble,

't Brooks, Guillaume (app^enti), James Wood, John Brown, Joseph Campbell,

^. (of Goswell- street), F. W. Shiliitto, W. G. Oliver, James H. McGowan,
lam Howard, J. Miiner, J. S. B. (West of Yorkshire), J. Keeton, Walter Pettit,

5 Duguide, George Plackett, Samuel Allen, Thomas C. Guenning, W, James,

ockdale, and Alexander Doig.
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There are still many, many others, whose merits have surprised us. In select

comparatively best, we have rejected much positive excellence.

Benjamin Harris's version of the sentences from Lord Bacon runs thus :

—

N'avoir que peu de choses a desirer, et avoir beaucoup de choses a craindre—vc

condition malheureuse de Tame ; et pourtant cela est (c^est) le sort ordinaire desro
plus, ils sont entoures d'ombres et de perils. Les Saintes Ecritures declarant '

cosur du roi est inscrutable." En effet, lui-meme il ne connait pas son propre cob

After this exercise, the competitor remarks in his letter to us :
—** / beg leave i

my readiness to sign any Declaration^ however solemn, inasmuch as I knew not «

word of French before these Lessons j nor have I had any help whatever fro
other source,*'

William Sharp's version runs :

—

Avoir peu de choses a desirer et avoir beaucoup de choses a craindre, voila u
dition malheureuse de Tame, et pourtant cela est incest) le sort ordinaire des rois, I
ils sont environnes d'ombres et de perils. Les Saintes Ecritures declarent que " 1

du roi est inscrutable." En effet, lui-meme il ne connait pas son propre coeur.

Samuel North's version is :

—

C'estun etat malheureux de I'ame quand on a peu de choses a desirer, et beau©
choses a craindre ; et pourtant cela est (c'esi) le sort ordinaire des rois. De plus, eux, 1

entoures d'ombres et de perils. Les Saintes Ecritures declarent que **le coeur da
inscrutable." En effet, lui-meme il ne connait pas son propre coeur.

To give their respective English versions of Chateaubriand would occupy mon
than we can command.
We now beg those whose names we have published to send us, each of thei

declaration, signed by the sender :

—

** I declare, honestly and truly, that I never made a regular study of French •

made it in the lessons published in The Working Man's Friend, and that the

lations I have sent in competing for the prize proposed in that Journal have b-

own work only." (Name.)

Errata.-—Lesson XXIV. p. 134, for natural read naturel ; and p. 135, for di

read despotes,

TO OUR * FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.
Giuseppe.—The instance in question is very peculiar {je parte d'une epoqu

You might there use the perfect tense, qui preceda, or even the present tense,

even the present tense, because, though it is now 1851 of the Christian era, yet

true to-day, and will to the end of time be as true, that year 1, for example, p
year 2, as it was during the course of the first year itself. Thus you migl
** Harold's reign precedes William the Conqueror's." If, in such circumstance

use the perfect tense, you get rid, as it were, of the year to which it refers, ai

cease to speak of it. If, on the other hand, you use the imperfect tens-

transport the reader back to the epoch in question, which you suppose, for th

of narration, not to be yet expired. The present tense would, rhetorically, ha

same eflect.

With regard to the other point, Cobbett's assertion is perhaps too sweeping,

may make words signify almost anything by the context. For example, ** to

does not signify, in its more natural use, *' to be of importance ;" and yet a person

say, ** there is a meaning in that," or ** that means something,'' to convey the s

** that is important."

Thomas Dow.—Nous vous remercions de votre lettre. Si vous avez ajoute i

theme une analyse des mots, &c., alors c'est Thomas DoWy et non pas Thomas Do
a gagne un prix. Nous vous prions de pardonner I'erreur.

Robert and George.—The French o before two n*s frequently takes the so:

our u in dun ; and the French e before two r's, that of our a in hare.

Notice.—Our next Lesson will conclude the course ; and, at the request of n
our pupils, we have to state that we intend immediately issuing the whole of the I

in a separate pamphlet, with title-page, &c., at a charge not exceeding one

the whole.
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r
TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

r

tt^-substantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb

JBLE enten'dre, 5. (French) a terra

cl to expressions which have a double

ng or intention^ or which admit of more
me construction.

v'ager, s. a widow with a jointure.

f'ER, or Dow'ry, s. a wife's portion
;

w*s jointure ; an endowment ; a gift.

f'LAS, s. a strong, coarse kind of

c'oLOGY, 5. a form of giving glory to

a certain hymn in praise of the Al-

/•

k'co, s. the dragon ; one of the old

nations.

LFT, s. a bill drawn on another for

a drawing of men for the army

;

select, or detach.

IG, s. a net, or hook ; a hand cart.

iO'oMAN, s. an Eastern interpreter.

igoon', 5. a horse soldier.

iiN, s. a channel to carry off water.

LINKING, V. in agriculture^ the removal
?xcess of water or moisture from lands
cultivation . In sewerage^ the making
le channels for carrying off water from
3 or streets.

im'a, 5. an action ; the action repre-

1 in a play ; a poem,

iS'Tic, a. powerful, vigorous, effica-

a name given to powerful aperient
mes.

LUGHT, s. the act of drinking ; the

Ity of liquor drunk at once ; a deline-

or sketch; the act of pulling car-

; in pharmacy, a single dose of liquid

me.

lw'bace:,5. money paid back on goods
ted.

i.'w'iNG, s. in its strict meaning, is

rt of representing objects on a flat

e by lines describing their forms and
5 alone, independently of their colour

m shadow ; but the term is applied

) such representations in their more
d or perfect state.

iw'iNG-ROOM, s. a room into which
18 may withdraw, or in which persons
ble at Court.

^"W'-TVELL, s. a deep well from which
has to be drawn by puUies and

»cts.

I i-Y, s. a carriage used by brewers on
i: to carry barrels, &c.

I '.DGE, s. a kind of net used to drag up
s s from the bed of a river, &c.

; V. verb ; v. a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neuter.

Dredg'ing-machine, s. an engine for

taking up mud and gravel from the bot-
toms of rivers.

Drench, v. a. to soak, steep, or fill with
drink.

Drill, s. an instrument to bore holes
with; V. to exercise troops.

Drill-kusbaxdry, s. a mode of sowing
land by a machine.

Drill-plough, s. a plough for sowing
grain.

Drop'sY, s. an unnatural collection of
watery fluid in different parts of the body.

Dross, s. the scum of metals; refuse;
dregs.

Drown, t\ a. to suffocate in water ; to

overwhelm in water ; to immerge ; to bury
in an inundation ; to deluge.

Druce, s. a cavity in a rock where the
inner surface is covered with crystals.

Drug, s. a medicinal simple ; the word is

used metaphorically to describe a thing of

little value or worth, or with which the
market is overstocked.

Drug'get, s. a slight kind of woollen
stuff.

Dru'id, s. an ancient British priest or

bard.

Drum, s. an instrument of military music

;

the tympanum of the ear.

Drunk'enness, s. the excitement occa-
sioned by the use of distilled or fermented
liquors, deranging the senses and the will,

and leading to disorderly conduct and to

crime.

Dry'ad, s. a wood nymph; an imaginary
poetic being.

Dry rot, s. a disease affecting timber,

and particularly the oak employed for naval
purposes.

Dry'salter, s. a dealer in salted or dried
meats, sauces, oils, pickles, drugs, &c.

Du'al, s, expressing the number two.

Dub'iety, or Du'bitancy, s. doubt, un-
certainty.

Du'cal, a. pertaining to a duke,

Duch'y, s. a territory giving title to a
duke.

Duct, s. any tube or passage through
which a fluid can be conducted.

Duc'tile, a. flexible, pliable, tractable.

Du'el, s. a fight between two persons
with deadly weapons.
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Duen'xa, s. (Spanish) au old woman
kept to guard a young one.

Duke, 5. the dignity next below a prince.

Dtjl'cet, a. sweet, luscious, harmonious.

Dul'cimes, s. a kind of musical instru-

ment.

Dumb'-bslls, 5. pi, weights held in the

hand, and swung to and fro, for exercise,

especially for expanding and strengthening
the chest.

Duodecen''nial, a. occurring every ten
years.

Duode'cimo, 5. the size of a book, in

which each sheet of paper has twelve leaves.

Duode'xum, s. the first of the small in-

testines.

Du'flicate, s. an exact copy of any-
thing ; a. double; twofold.

Du'ra master, s. the membrane which
lies between the bones of the skull and the

parts of the brAin, and which also divides it

into two parts.

Du'rance, s. imprisonment, continuance.

Duress', 5. imprisonment, constraint.

Dusk'y, a. inclining to darkness ; tend-

ing to obscurity
;
gloomy.

Du'uMViRS, Duum'viri, s. j9?. two Roman
magistrates who held office jointly.

Dye'ixg, s. the art of giving colour to

cloth, silk, and other substances.

Dynam'eter, 5. an instrument for ascer-

taining the magnifying power of telescopes.

Dynam'ical, a. pertaining to stength or

power.

Dynam'ics, s. pi. the science that treats

of moving powers, particularly of the

motions of bodies that mutually act upon
one another.

Dy'a^asty, s. government, sovereignty.

Bynanom'eter, s. literally a measurer
of power; an instrument to ascertain the

force of machinery, or the strength of men
or animals.

Dys'entery, $, an intestinal disease, ac-

companied with severe fluxes, partly of

blood.

Dyspep'sy', 8. a weakness or derangement
of the organs of digestion.

E

Earl, s. a title of nobility, next in de-

gree to that of a marquis.

Earths, s.pl. the substances which form
the dust of the globe ; they were formerly

regarded as simple bodies, but are now
proved to be compounds of oxygen with
peculiar bases.

Eartii'quake, s. a tremor or trei|J,,

of the earth ; the most terrific of all i^.':

phenomena.

Eas'el, s. a wooden frame, fur^
with a set of moveable pegs, or .\

ledge, on which pictures are placecj

being painted, and by means of whic|
are raised or lowered, according 1;

artistes convenience. Easel pictur\
term employed to designate a pictj

small dimensions, such as render iiji

able.

Eas'ter, s. a festival held to com
rate the resurrection of Christ, ceU
on the Sunday following the first full

after the 21st of March.

Eaves, s. the edges of the roof
overhang a house.

Eayes'-dropper, s. a listener

windows.

Ebb, s. a flowing back to the sea;

An ebb-tide is the reflowing of tide wj

Eb'on", Eb'ony, s. a hard, black-co

wood, of much value, the product
climates.

Ebri'ety, s. drunkenness, intoxici

Ebulli'tion, s. tire act of boiling <

bling up.

Eccen'tric, a. deviating from the c

irregular ; incoherent ; anomalous.

Ecchym'osis, s, an appearance <

spots, caused by blood forced out
proper place.

Eccles'iarch, s. a chief or ruler

church.

Ecclesias'tes, s. (the preacher) a

ical book of the Old Testament, place

the Proverbs, and before the Songs
mon.
Ecclesias'tic, s. a clergyman, ap
Ecclesias'ticus s. one of the hi

the Apocrypha.

Echelon', s. (French) a term r

military tactics to express the moven
which each division follows the

Literally, the word echelon means a

Ech'inate, a. prickly, like the

hog.
Ec'ho, s. the reverberation, or rci

a sound.

Echom'etry, s, the art of making
or arches, so as to produce an artificia

Eclec'tics, s. pi. an ancient sect

«

losophers who, without adopting ai

ticular system, professed to sekff.

other systems whatever they conceive

conformable to truth, and fitted the

tached parts together so as to fonn

whole. The term eclectic means eel

choosing at will.
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MILITARY MORALS.

OuB last article contained some remarks on the harracle system. In attending

the Peace Congress in Exeter-hall, we were much gratified to hear this very

subject discussed by Mr. Cobden; and we were the more pleased, because

we had said nothing on the point to Mr. Cobden, nor had Mr. Cobden to us,

so that there was no concert between us ; but the sentiments advanced on both

sides were those of conviction arising from actual observation. The facts we stated

in our last paper were not merely truths, bat truths that had forced themselves

upon us as eye-witnesses of what we testified. AVe believe there is not a place in

the country where there is such a systematic destruction of body and soul as in our

barracks. And in making these observations we do not blame this or that particular

agent. We believe that all the evils which exist are inherent in the system itself.

They are like the confirmed leprosy in the Hebrew house, which could be removed

by no other means than by taking down the building. So the diseases, the vices, and

the immoralities of the barracks can never be remedied until these sinks of iniquity

are abolished. Even the Duke, who thinks that ** men who have a nice sense of

morals and religion have no business in the army,*' has nevertheless stated in

another place, that if you could only make " the English army moral, it would be

the finest in the world." Doubtless it would, my lord duke ; and if " the sky

were to fall we should be able to catch plenty of larks f ' but then the one is as

likely as the other.

Mr. Cobden, in Exeter-hall, spoke especially of the baneful moral influence of

the barracks. He justly stated that wherever they existed there was a blight on

the houses, lands, and population of the neighbourhood. Rents were lowered,

beer-shops, and shops of a more infamous character, abounded; and in fact every-

thing moral and religious shrunk before them. Just after he had done speaking,

we happened to sit near two ministers of religion, who resided in a fortified town,

and on referring to the subject, one of them said: " I was just observing to my

brother minister, that we have constantly before our eyes the most appalling facts

confirmatory of every word that Mr. Cobden has said.'* And, as we have hinted

already, the evils belong to the system. Should any differ from us, the following

considerations will perhaps dissipate the fond delusions they may entertain respect-

ing the possibility of reformingy instead of annihilating ^ these institutions.

1. The meit are, in almost every instance, gathered from the most

IMMORAL PORTION OF THE POPULATION.—^Is there in thefamily a boy more depraved

than the rest, he is the one who goes for a soldier. His moral and pious brothers

never think of enlisting. It is generally the son who sets at nought all domestic

restriction ; who ** despises his father and mother ;" who hates the school, and

plays truant almost daily ; who has no regard for relatives, or home ;
who spends

his evenings in beer-shops, or houses of ill-fame, who becomes the prey of the

recruiting-lergeant. Is there in the Sunday-school a lad whom scarcely a teacher

can mana'ge, and who is oftener breaking the Sabbath than attending his class ? or

is there in the day-school a youth, who hates learning, and is the pest of the master

and of his school-fellows? who throws stones, breaks windows, calls ill-names, swears,

tells lies, and perhaps steals ? This is the very boy for the army or navy. We have

kno^vn many a villain have the offer given him by the magistrate to be a soldier, or
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to go to prison. We lately heard of a young sceptic, who had involved hh
self in debt, being hurried into the army to elude his creditors. This youth preachi

infidelity to large congregations every Sunday, and is now being drilled to sh(

his fellow-creatures. These, then, are the materials out of which the army is c(

structed. It is a kind of common reservoir, into which is drawn a large portion

the moral pollution of the country.

We are grieved and ashamed to say, that some of the ministers of religion stu
preach the doctrines of war ; and are ready, in one breath, to pray that the heath^
may be converted, and in the next that a God of love would give victory to ot

troops. But still, even these men of peace and of blood would hardly advise th(

pious sons, or members of their congregation, to enter the army. We have listened,

to a great many exhortations given to children in Sunday and day-schools, but wd
never heard anyone recommend the lads to enter the army. The man, and espe-l

cially the minister, who did this, would be scouted from society as one who wishMJ
to ruin the young people, and break the hearts of their parents. Thus, then, we
see that regiments and men of war are school, from which we make great efforts tdl

keep everything moral and religious, and into which we draft a large portion of the
vice of the country ; and, therefore, they are of necessity more demoralising than
our prisons or penal colonies, because the young soldier has more latitude to be|
vicious than the criminal.

We may be told that there are chaplains and Bibles in the army. But we all]

know that the appointment of the priest is, in nine cases out of ten, a political job;'
that the religious instruction which is given is often of the most meagre description ;

'

that he is the sport of all the young sceptics and sensualists who have entered the
regiment, not excepting some of the officers. And we know further, that if the
minister of religion were a second Paul, he could not preach the Gospel nor
evangelise his hearers so long as they are taught to be men of blood, and to slay

rather than forgive their enemies. Slaughter, standing armies, and evangelical
religion, are '*as far as the poles asunder;" and, therefore, we maintain that
barracks and regiments must, from the very nature of things, be immoral insti-

tutions.

II. The life of a soldier in the barracks is, in a great measure, am
IDLE life.—It is true he is drilled, and has to march and counter-march, and go
through his exercise ; but then these things occupy his time but very imperfectly.
Who has lived in a barrack to^vn without seeing a number of able-bodied men
in red coats sauntering about, or sitting stiU and doing nothing. Here, then, is a
great violation of the laws of nature, and a grand source of demoralisation. Stag-
nant waters become pestiferous. Vegetables, animals, and men, are physically
healthy, only in proportion as ch'culation goes on. Stop the beating of the heart
and the respiration of the lungs, and death and putrefaction must soon ensue. The
same may be said of our moral constitution. All our mental pov/ers were given
us for useful purposes. Our bodies and souls show that we were made for labour ;."

and we enjoy healthy spirits just to the same extent as we are properly employed ,v,

and therefore idleness is a curse far heavier than the expulsion from Paradise. In
fact, indolence is itself one of the most corrupting things under heaven. Itleads
to every vice

;
and, consequently, a soldier has always some baneful influence

exerting itself upon him. If he is active, he is only active in doing mischief, oi

preparing himself to do it ; and if he is idle, then he is destroying his body an,
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pting his soul. Here, then, you have a number of the most ignorant and im-

>ral portions of the population herding together, and passing a large part of

eir time in doing nothing. Listen to their conversation, their jests, their oaths,

air obscenit)', and who would dream of having virtuous regiments composed of

'. ch materials, or trained in such a school ? If, among these depraved spirits,

[ iie should happen to be a youth who will not ** run to the same excess of riot,"

^ who wishes to blend in his character the heterogeneous elements of the trained

, urderer and the pious Christian, what a life of mockery, derision, and persecu-

' n he has to lead ! Were you to hear their low, foul, filthy, and malignant attacks

I- the Gospel, you might imagine that a legion of incarnate demons had come
: m the bottomless pit to assail the doctrines of the Cross, and drive devotion,

i levolence, and purity from the earth. And yet all this is in perfect keeping

^th the men, and the occupation for which they are educated.

U. The occupation of the soldier is that of slaughter and plunder,
^For these callings he is fed, clothed, housed, drilled, and armed. His destina-

n is the destruction of his fellow-men, the sacking of cities, and the desolation

countries. He is the locust in a human form. *' Before him is the garden of

I
en ; behind him a desolate wilderness." He is the only being we are acquainted

Lh who is trained to desolate the world. Devils are chained, and never use any
ysical "violence, and cannot destroy a soul without its own consent, and its own
)rtfi. Men walk to perdition on their own legs. There are no vehicles or rail-

ys to Tophet. But the soldier is the most ruthless of all beings. Hangmen and
amon executioners only destroy on a small scale, and therefore must swell with

de as they hear the praises of a Marlborough or a Nelson. Calcraft must thank
d that he is not as other men, or even as this Napoleon. The trade of the war-

r is murder and robbery. Lentil he has slain hundreds of his fellows, laid cities

1 towns in ruins, trampled the fruits of the earth in the dust, and committed
(bery on too large a scale for the laws to take cognisance of them, he is nothing

all ; till then, he has seen no service, and not a bard will sing his praise, not a

.der lady will weave a garland for his brow, not a bishop will return thanks

him, not a Government will bestow a pension. He must make wives widows,

I children orphans ; he must retard trade, science, and religion ; he must, though
aptised man, become a brutish barbarian, and alike set at nought every dictate

reason, justice, right, mercy, religion, and humanity, before the umpires, wlio

k on, will award him the crown. The soldier who slew Archimedes has been.

ned with almost universal execration ; but were the man to rise from the dead^

would plead his cause in some such words as these, and he might say :

—

* My occupation is blood. My whole business is to take away life. What has^

Dldier to do with nice sentiments about morality, humanity, science, or philo-

»hy ? According to your modern views, the only science the warrior needs is

.t which enables him to give the keenest edge to the sword, the sharpest point

the bayonet, the surest mark to the artillery, and the most deadly force to the

nb or the grape-shot. The man who has a grain of humanity to feel for the

low or the orphan, who has any feeling of respect for the philosopher, or the

St sentiment of veneration for the temple of religion, is not fit to be a soldier.

3 philosophy must consist in quenching all the sympathies of his nature ; his
''3 ty must be seen in observing his military oath, and in a blind obedience to the
gmand of his general. He must have no God, no religion, no volition, no heart.

I
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no humanity, beyond the -will of his leader. Philosophy and a regard for
p.]

sophers would unfit him for the profession of death. Humane feelings w|

paralyse his hand when about to draw the sword : reason would render his m\

and muscles tremulous, his shot uncertain, and cause him to miss his aim. "\ii

he to fear God or regard man, he must give up his trade ; and therefore, on

own notions of valour, when I slew Archimedes I only acted according to t#e

higher behests of military morality which set science, philosophy, intellec

greatness, religion. Heaven, Earth, and Hades, at defiance."

Is it not strange that men should dream of having our baiTacks rendered ii

lectual or moral institutions, seeing the buildings are the abodes of tra a

assassins. To make a perfect soldier it is necessary that the heart should be

dened ? The man must have no regard for property, for manufactures, for

tecture, for painting, sculpture, or any of the works of art. He must have

sympathy with the farmer, no respect for domestic happiness, no veneration

age, no pity for infancy, no protecting hand for woman ; not even any nat

afiection for his parents, or relatives, nor any love for his fatherland. He nnu
ready at the word of command to slay his father and mother, to devastate his

countiy with fire and sword, and to make the whole earth one scene of desolat

.At this moment, France, Prussia, Austria, Italy, and Russia, are armed aga

themselves. The troops are ready to lay Paris, Vienna, Berlin, or Petersburg^

ashes, if the spirit of liberty should speak out, and ask that men and women
be free, moral, religious, and happy.

But we need not enlarge. War cannot be subject to any of the laws of mora

or religion, because its very essence is murder and robbery. The barracks cai

be anything but vicious institutions ; vicious men chiefly enter the army,

whole system is that of cruelty and injustice. The soldier is fed by injust

clothed by injustice, trained for injustice, and his whole being, powers, tale

life, and energies, are to be absorbed in the one idea of destroying his fellows

And, therefore, it is no wonder if such an unmanned man should give his hour

indolence to sensuality, and thus harden himself by his vices for the more inhui

occupations of his profession, What a burlesque is military morality !

"THE ARTISTS' TOURNAMENT."
By Miss H, M. Rathbone.

{Concluded from page 157.)

As we have already stated, the different

handiworks ofthe respective artists were duly

arranged for the inspection of the judges.

Exactly as the soft musical chimes of the

old hall clock told the hour of eleven. Lord
and Lady D'Arcy, accompanied by their

friends, the five artists, and the three

Catholic priests of Whitby, besides macy
of the gentry of other denominations frcm
the neighbourhood, took their seats, and,

at a sign from the earl, the old steward

removed the covering from the first shrine.

Very gorgeous it appeared, formed of the

richest variegated marbles, while the centre

panels, behind which the relics were to be

concealed, were blazing with jewels and

precious stones set in fine gold ; and al)

these were suspended three pictures, tt

on each side of the middle piece being

constructed as to close over the latter

doors, to protect the surface when necc

Paul Preaching to the Athenians was
subject of the principal painting. On
side of it the Taking of Jerusalem by
Turli s was depicted, and the third represef

the Betrayal of Our Saviour into the ^i
of his Enemies. Great care had
dently been bestowed to choose strik

subjects, and which should display to

greatest advantage rich colouring aud^;

grouping. This shrine was loudll

plauded by the chief part of the gi
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LordD'Arcy allowed it to be a magnifi-

K showy piece of workmanship ; but

^ niiied said nothing until pressed to do

£ y her husband, and then, in a tone

f -h only reached his ear, replied, with a

Uppointed smile :
" I think it would look

( well in the large drawing-room of War-
fi .

Castle, but it is far too ostentatious

1
gaudily-fancied for our chapel."

)rd D'Arcy nodded his acquiescence, and

I red the next shrine to be displayed,

I h at first gave more promise of suiting

i destined purpose. It was well con-

I
d, and appeared to be made entirely of

lately cut stone work, and the orna-

itations of the coffer or chest were in

I jame material, and represented images
[lints, apostles, and the early fathers.

]
quiet sombre hue of the grey stone set

|o advantage the gay colouring of the
ires, which were tolerably accurate
js of the Italian masters, and repre-

jd St. Cecilia on the one hand, the
in Mary Teaching St. Anna to Read on
f)ther, and a large figure of St. Peter
living the Keys of Heaven occupied the

tie compartment. But the first ira-

Ijion of pleasure produced on the mind
iis rather graceful Gothic shrine soon
ofi", giving rise to no emotion of freshly-

led piety, and leaving behind a feeling

iissatisfaction, which was increased

I the examiners found that the sub-
ze which for a few seconds had looked
good stone-work, proved to be made of

iron painted, and the images either of

same material, or else mere casts,

B the copied lifeless paintings com-
;d the impression of the whole having
done by machinery, and of its total

ace of vitality and beauty beyond a
and cheap mode of getting up a light,

;y-looking altar-piece for persons who
cared for transitory and general efi"ect.

there were people present who admired
ich, and thought it the more valuable

jso.jruch of it had been done by ma-
Bry. The Earl and Winnifxed made no
Lik, and, exchanging a mute glance of

olence with each other, signed to the
ard to proceed.
le third shrine might have been made
foil to the first, so cold, and bare, and
rty-stricken did it look. The frame-
: was made in carved mahogany, poorly

and left unfinished wherever the artist

ght the omission would escape observa-

; the pictures bore no traces of study
we of labour for its own sake, and yet
ed marks of talent which betrayed what
.rtist might have accomplished, had he
thought it worth while to take pains,

sen inspired by the sacredness of his

>'s destination.

Few, if any, of the ^spectators cared to
looklongatnumberthree, and the fourth per-
formance was next exposed to view, and
exhibited a florid altar-piece, whose general
effect was almost as showy as the first one,
but it was much more carelessly con-
structed, and bore close examination stili

less favourably, looking as if it had been
designed and executed in undue haste, and
merely to accomplish a given order, at as
small an expense of trouble as possible.
Lord D'Arcywas deeply disappointed, and

half inclined to spend no more time upon
subjects so little deserving his serious
attention, and so ill adapted for the sacred
purpose for which they were destined. He
turned aside, and was amusing himself by
gazing on a fine painting by Corregio,
when an exclamation from Winnifred hastily
recalled his wandering thoughts, and he
beheld in the fifth and last shrine a work
which at once arrested the attention. Yet
its quiet, chastened beauty was not formed
to create any powerful sensation at first

sight ; but all present felt unable to with-
draw their eyes from the striking pictures
now unfolded to their view. The shrine,
too, was composed of exquisitely carved
alabaster, with no adventitious ornament
from other sources—no brilliant marbles,
no sparkling gems, no gaudy gilding, and
no poverty-stricken or careless labour could
be detected. The hand of the artist had
evidently lingered lovingly over every detail
of its beautiful carving, whose luxuriance
and delicacy of finish richly repaid the
fullest examination; while its general
effect of purity and beauty admirably
fitted it to enclose the relics, and to
serve as a communion-table for the most
sacred festival of the Christian's worship.
But the eye could not linger long, even
upon this lovely specimen of art, so
forcibly did the paintings above arrest the
attention, and keep it spell-bound by their
magical influence. No curious cr orna-
meuted carving surrounded these master-
pieces—a rim and outer coating of ebony
alone surrounded the pictures, the former
of which was alone visible, and thus no
external circumstance distracted the mind
from wholly giving itself up to the impres-
sions they occasioned.

It had been one of the conditions insisted
upon by Lord D'Arcy that all the shrines
were to be surmounted by paintings, divided
into three compartments, such as are still

frequently seen in the cathedrals of France,
Italy, and Belgium ; and in this condition
his wish had been duly observed. In the last
performance the right-hand division was
occupied by a touching representation of
the Return of the Prodigal Son, and the aged
father advancing with outstretched arms to
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welcome his penitent child; and well did it

perforin its destined office, in holding out

encouragement to despairing sinners, and
proclaiming the readiness to forgive on the

part of the Most Holy if the sinner will

only return to the paths of duty and peni-

tence. Winnifred could not restrain her
tears, but they fell softly and calmly as she
fixed her gaze on the left-hand compart-
ment, representing the last mournful scene
upon the Mount of Olives, when in un-
utterable agony an angel appeared from
heaven strengthening the sufferer in the

hours of darkness and anguish ; and as she
gazed, she felt her faith refreshed, and able

to realise the truth that to us and to all is

the gospel preached, and that, even in these

days, "blessed are those that mourn, for

they shall be comforted." The middle
division, which was larger than the two
wings, contained a splendid picture of the

Interior of the Temple at the hour of

morning sacrifice, and when the first rays
of dawn fell upon the bright face of the

Virgin Mother, who held the young child

in her arms, in the act of receiving him
after the benediction of the devout Simeon,
Joseph standing by amidst a large audience
with the appointed offering of a pair of

turtle-doves, while the glorious sunshine
illuminated the divine head and fair serious

features of the holy infant with a natural

and most appropriate halo. The unbroken
silence and rapt meditation which suc-

ceeded the uncovering of this last shrine

testified to the depth and sincerity of the

emotions to which it had given rise, and
a burst of glad acclamation greeted Lord
D'Arcy's announcement that so fully were
he and Lady D'Arcy satisfied with this last

performance, that they had quite decided to

accept it for Whitby Chapel ; and then,

breaking the sealed envelopes, Winnifred's
delight was at its height when it was found
that No. 5 bore the name of the young and
comparatively unknown artist, Hepburn.
Lord D'Arcy then addressed the five

competing artists, and while doing justice

to the merits of all, he kindly but clearly

pointed out how the four first viewed-shrines
had failed in fulfilling their mission by their

respective faults—firstly, those of ostenta-

tious ornament, and the doing work for the
sake of applause, without any deep convic-

tion of the hallowed nature of the commis-
sion ; secondly, in the meanness of casting

in executing a work which demanded the

exercise of the highest faculties of the

mind and heart, instead of such mere
mechanical dexterity, which could excite

no ennobling emotion, and could convey no
high lesson that could touch the soul.

Thirdly, he pointed out how the utter

poverty of the next performance, or rather

Its careless, indifferent workmanship, spo
the talent visible in the general but imj
fectly carried out design. There was,
said, no heart-work in it, and therefo;

could not speak to the heart. Of the f(

specimen of handicraft^ as Lord D'
emphatically declared it to be, he said

hasty, superficial, showy workmanship^
only fitted for making drawing-room
boudoir knick-knackeries, and rendere
performance more suited to the shop o
upholsterer than the studio of a thoug'

high-souled artist. Then, turning to

burn's beautiful shrine, he spoke o

great care which its every detail display

the vitality of the smallest part alike M
the largest, thus proving how the artist \

conscientiously and reverently perfo;

his work, doing far more than was absolutj

needed, from his exceeding love of the g/
and beautiful ; and yet how perfectly e

part was kept in due subordination to

general effect. " Long-continued thougl

unceasing labour, a self-denying expen
ture of time, cost, trouble, and mind, W
an unselfish devotion to work for its i6

sake, and a warm love for the beautifoj

art, nature, or character, are absoitit

necessary for the artist or artisan, if

would produce any work worthy of;

admiration of posterity." '*

The Earl concluded by distributing .

appointed sum for the mere cost of \w
and material to each competitor, and wis
allowed all the disappointed candidates
offer their rejected shrines for sale el

where. But to Hepburn he would hs

presented the prize promised to the si

cessful artist, had not the young man, w.

troubled looks, timidly stammered
•' Excuse me. my lord ! I cannot ta

it, for I cannot part with the shrine,

love it as if it were something dinh
and it has become a part of my very bei©

and though I should be grieved to J
appoint Lady D'Arcy, I hope she will^
give me when I tell her that the painti

of the Virgin so greatly resembles my 1(

sister, that its possession almost seendi

supply her place to me." And he ga|
upon the centre picture as if it w<
indeed the idol of his fondest affectiw

while a murmur of mingled surpi^
sympathy, and contempt ran round
spectators. Lord D'Arcy paused,
plexed what step to take next, when t

great astonishment, Winnifred asked
burn if he would relinquish his beau
performance, provided his long-lost s

were restored to him ?
'^'

•'Surely, lady!" he replied, ia mtL\

agitation. And Lady D'Arcy, leaving Hi

apartment for a moment, returned leadil

in a young girl, an attendant of her

1
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:o -vvhom she was fondly attached. The ; their mutual rejoicing, and that intense
^ular resemblance between her features

|
happiness natural in two lonely orphans,

d" those of the Virgin-Mother struck all
;

long and hopelessly separated, thus restored
"to each other's love.

The very next day ^vitnessed the solemn
service and joyful inauguration of Hep-
burn's shrine in the ancient chapel of
Whitby, which read a severe and just
lesson to the low-motived, nnenthusiastic
artists whose attempts had so signally
failed.

'sent, and Hepburn, after a pause of
jathless surprise and doubt, caught her
his arms, exclaiming, ** Millicent, my
ter ! my dear, dear sister ! is it possible

it you are yet living to bless me ?" A
Dut of mingled applause and congratula-

n arose, and, at a signal fiKtm their

stesSj the stately company quitted the

)m, and left the brother and sister to

EDWAED YOUNG.
By Parson Frank.

:e literary divines of these islands make up, on the whole, a gallant company,
nong our poets, historians, philosophers, and essayists, great is the comp.any of
^ preachers. Thus we have Robert Langlande, who -ssTOte '* The Vision of Pierce
DUghman," before Chaucer's time ; John Barbour, a Scottish archdeacon, who
ig of Bruce and Bannockburn in the same (fourteenth) century, and his fellow-

imtryman Andrew Wyntoun, who, early in the following one put into verse an
)riginal Chronicle of Scotland;" John NVickliffe, a laborious student as well as

.^rgetic reformer ; William Dunbar, author of allegorical and comic poems—very
iphic, lively, and not always too decorous—a poet, however, whom Sir Walter
ott considered to be unrivalled by any that Scotland has ever produced ; John
elton, the satirical, out-spoken rector of Diss ; Bishops Fischer and Latimer,
th martyrs to religion, the one for his Romanism, the other for his Protestantism ;

an Foxe, of the "Acts and Monuments," or " Book of Martyrs ;" John Leland,
i antiquarian ; Dean Wilson, who, for his *' System of Rhetoric " (1553), has
an called the first critical writer upon the English language ; John Donne, one
our most eminent sermon-writers, and the leader of our metaphysical poets ;

)us Bishop Hall and witty Bishop Corbet ; Phineas and Giles Fletcher, both
ciples of Spenser, and retaining, says Campbell, *' much of his melody and luxu-
nt expression ;" '* holy George Herbert," that true model of the country parson
centuries since ; Robert Herrick, who figured so much more creditably in the

ical than the clerical department, and entered with such keen zest into the say-
's and doings of Ben Jonson and his boon-companions, *' at those lyric feasts

ide at the Sun, the Dog, the Triple Tun," where Ben's gi*eat overplus of wit and
rry verses

'' Outdid the meat, outdid the frolic wine."

en, again, we have to enumerate William Cart^vright another of rare Ben's pro^
es ; Richard Crashaw, a devout, imaginative, and musical poet ; Hakluyt and
jTchas, historians of travel ; Robert Greene, author of the "Pinner of Wake-
Id" and other dramas ; Robert Burton, that quaint, amusing, pedantic, bilious

1 Trojan, whose "Anatomy of Melancholy" was the only book that ever took Dr.
hnson out of his bed two hours sooner than he wished to rise ; Usher the scholar,
ivlin the partisan, Chillingworth the polemic ; Jeremy Taylor so notable for his

)q-uence. Hales for tolerance, Fuller for sagacious humour, Cudworth for meta-
ysics, Barrow for copious thought, Tillotson for clear good sense. South for
ry declamation, Baxter for fervent piety, Owen for ponderous prolixity, Burnet
homely shrewdness ; Parnell, the friend of Pope, and author of " The Hermit;'*

•ift, the caustic, clever, energetic, unamiable dean of St. Patrick's ; Berkeley, the
aevolent enthusiastic propounder of philosophic idealism ; Samuel Clarke, quite
home with abstractions, and Charles Leslie with controversies, and Whiston with
)tchets, and Doddridge with expositions, and Watts with hymn-making, and
ison with politics, and Percy with ballads, and Churchill with theatricals, and
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Robertson T^ith history, and Blair with sermon- writing, and Butler with naf

theology, and liardner with the Christian eyidences ; and so we come down to

days of James Grahame, author of " The Sabbath ;" George Crabbe, unriyalle(a

his own line, as an accurate, minute, observant, but seyere painter of humble ^

middle life in England ; William Lisle Bowles, whose tenderness and pathos r

moyed the public so sincerely ; P^eginald Heber, author of "Palestine," and m
a saintly lyric ; Charles Wolfe, immortalised, it would seem, by one brief exquJ
poem, " On the Burial of Sir John Moore ;" Pollok, whohas traced so finely the co

oftime ; Croly, who has done good service to our belles leiires, by his rhetorical p
and elegant yerse ; Milman, the classic author of "Fazio," and "The Fa
Jerusalem ;" Cary, the able translator of Dante; Maturin the dramatist ; Ling
the historian ; Sydney Smith, the reviewer ; Samuel Parr, the scholar ; Paley,

moral Philosopher ; Robert Hall, the orator ; John Foster, the essay-wri

Thomas Chalmers, the preacher and practical man ; Gilbert White, the nat^

historian ; Malthus, the political economist ; Buckland, the geologist ; the Miln
Wordsworths, and Palmers of chui'ch history, &c. &c. From a host of contempoi
names, of widely diversified merit, but all celebrated for something or another
some class or other, may be added those of Whately, Pye Smith, Thomas Am
Julius Charles Hare, Connop Thirlwall, William Whewell, Edward Pusey, J

Keble, John H, Newman, Renn D. Hampden, John Harris, Csesar Otway, "

goldsby" Barham, G. R. Gleig, Alexander Dyce, James White, Archibald Alb
Thomas Price, Robert Yaughan, Samuel Davidson, Frederick Maurice, R.
Trench, Henry Stebbing, Robert Montgomery, John Sterling, Charles Kingsley,
George Gilfillan. In citing the clerical celebrities of the past five centuries,

have probably omitted more than one bright particular star, and perhaps insei

more than one erring comet, or even Will-o'- the-Wisp. One luminary of the t

magnitude, whose name is hitherto suppressed, we have now to examine mori

leisure—Edward Young.
The life of Young was a busy but unhealthy one. Neither as man nor as cler

man does he win his way to our hearts, or to much of our respect. It was ;

until the sober age of fifty that he took orders ; and the reason of doing so at

seems to have originated in the blighting of his prospects as a layman. He wa«
adept in tuft-hunting as well as in blank verse, and could m.anufacture a perso

compliment and a sonorous couplet with equal facility. For more than sixty

of his long life of fourscore and four years (1681-1765), he played with spirit t

parts that are properly incompatible—the severe and sublime moral poet, and
adroit, plastic, agile flatterer of great people. Reverend doctor—our " guide, p
losopher, and friend !

"—these things ought not so to be. Thou wert a gay yw
man about town at the commencement of thy career,—the friend and travflB

companion of that profligate nonpareil, the Duke of Wharton ; and though tolil

the close of thy days thou didst take up thy parable and say, " Yanity of yaiH|
all is yanity,

'

' and didst become quite ascetic in thy doctrines, quite mercile«
thy anatomy of human folly, yet we fear it was rather because the world had di

with thee than thou with the world.
Bom at his father's rectory, TJpham, in Hampshire, Edward Young was fi

cated at Winchester school, till of age to matriculate at Oxford. At that unif
sity he was a member first of New College, the college of Bishop Kerr (a]|^

Winchester boy), of Bishop Lowth, the commentator on Isaiah, of Sir Efai

Sidney's father, of George Herbert, of Somerville the author of " The Chase,"
Sydney Smith the wittiest of Edinburgh or other Reviewers, and of Dr. Craj

the composer of " Palestine." Thence, however, he migrated to Corpos Chri

College, which in its turn can boast of having on its boai'ds the illustrious nan
of Cardinal Pole, Bishop Jewell, Richard Hooker, Hales, Buckland, and otheri

Haying finished his Oxford course, he looked out for patronage and popularity
dint of speaking smooth things and writing poetical ones. In both he v

tolerably successful. The Duke of Wharton took Young to Ireland with him, a

* He subsequently enjoyed a law-fellowship at All-Soul's, thanks to the good office

~

Archbishop Tenison.
,,
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; rwards persuaded him to resign a tutorship he held in the Burghley family, on

i
promise of more substantial emolument. The Duke—to whom he dedica-:ed

] tragedy of "Revenge "—^put him forward as candidate for the representation in

rliament of the Borough of Cirencester, presenting him with a bond for

ral hundred pounds to clear off election scores. But alas, poets are not infal-

\' successful, dukes are not certainly immortal, nor the promissory notes of

,h dukes invariably good. Thev/orthy and independent electors rejected Young.
th had an appointment to keep with Duke Wharton that could not possibly

put oif. The Court of Chancery shook its bewigged head at Duke Wharton's
id, and left the accounts of Edward Young, poet and courtier, quite in the

lus sign. So v^hat could he do but turn virtuous, and abuse cakes and ale, and
i against all the first-born of Egypt, and publish a satire on " The Love of Fame,
the Universal Passion,'* and, last, not least, take orders in the Church. As a good
<tor, and with characteristic reverence for the powers that be, v,*hat more natural,

'

table, exemplary, and promising, than to write a panegyric on His Most Gra-
ns Majesty George, by the Grace of God King, Defender of the Faith, and

:
varder of supple courtiership ? Young was right. He was appointed one of the

yal Chaplains. He could now write, with much complacency, " An Apology
Princes, or the Reverence due to Government," compelled, as Swift malici-

;ly insinuated, to
" Torture his invention

To flatter knaves, or lose his pension."

t the court was not to be v/heedled into any extraordinary generosity. Young
ained a college living, Welwyn, in Hertfordshire ; but the Government disre-

ded his hints for a bishopric, and wickedly pretended to think that his poetical

)tures about retirement from a noisy world were sincere, and equivalent to a re-

nte, primitive, humble-minded Nolo Episcopari. Poor Young, he had his crosses

bear up Hill Difficulty, after all—and sorely he bent under them, while he kept
tall in Vanity Fair. His marriage, in 1731, to the daughter of the Earl of Lich-
d, has something also of a tuft-hunting look ; but it was a happy one—an ex-

)tion to the cases of Dryden, Wycherley, and Addison,* whose titled ladies

n-ought them much annoy," or suffered it themselves. Young was the fondly
ached fatherf of two children, both of whom he lost at a tender age. The death
his wife filled his cup of sorrows, and he cried

—

" Insatiate archer ! could not one suffice ?

Thy shafts flew thrice, and thrice my peace was slain."

nee came " The Complaint." The gloom of affliction found utterance in

Tight Thoughts." He was now sixty years old, but none too old for poetry, and
3try of a very high, if not the highest, order—nor, we fear, t*o old for tact in

;king and enjoyment in obtaining preferment. Four years before his death he
s appointed (being then eighty) clerk of the closet to the mother of George III. ;

Dryden manied (1665) Lady E. Howard, the daughter of the Earl of Berkshire.
w their union prospered may be imagined by ihe following illustration :—The lady
I day exprpssed a wish to be a book, that so she might enjoy more of Glorious John's
npany ; whereupon he made answer, " Then be an Almanac, my dear, that I may
mo;e you every twelvemonths." As for Wycherley, his alliance with the Countess
Drogheda resulted in most despotic petticoat government; the Countess was, in

icaulay^s words, "ill-tempered, imperious, and extravagantly jealous. The unfor-

jate wit was, indeed, allowed to meet his friends at a tavern opposite to his own
ase (in Bow-street). But on such occasions the windows were always open, in order
it her ladyship, who was posted at the other side of the street, might be satisfied that

woman was of the party."

—

(Macaulay*s Critical Essays, Vol. III.) Addison wedded
} Countess-dowager of Warwick, 1716, and but too literally

** Married discord in a noble wife."

" Stepfather only. He had one son by Lady Elizabeth ; but these two were her off-

Ung by a former marriage with Col. Lee.
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and an extant letter of his to Archbishop Socker, proves that Avhen full of yea
and sorrows and •' Night Thoughts," he had still a keen relish for preferment, aa
could plead for it in a very business-like way.

Little regard is now paid to Young's performances in the lyrical and dramat'
province. The lyrics are out of sight, out of mind, and nobody the loser. H
tragedie?, however—three in number—were once of high repute, especial]
** ilevenge," a Moorish story, with something of the plot of *' Othello;" somi
thing, too, of its passion and intensity; but, unlike "Othello," disfigured wil

some family likeness to the " Bombastes Furioso" of apast, or the transpontine mel(

dramas of the present era. The '* Paraphrase on Part of the Book of Job" i

like all rhymed modem versions of the grand old Hebrew, a lame affair, labou
ing throughout under all the disadvantages necessarily suggested by comparisc
with the simple but sublime original, even in our English rendering. The " Lo^
of Fame, the Universal Passion," in seven characteristical satires, is undoubted^
vigorous and biting in its way, and has been called the *' nearest approach we ha-

to the polished satire of Pope." The poet was heated into earnestness when 1

wrote it, by personal disappointment and disgust, so that he could feel quite since

in the aspiration

—

*'0 Juvenal! for thy severer rage !

To lash the ranker follies of our age ;"

and could cordially appeal to

** Instructive Satire, true to virtue's cause —
The shining supplement of public laws !"

as demanded by the flattered crimes of a licentious epoch, when Law showed
teeth, but dared not bite, when the South- Sea Bubble was a great fact, when
flew from bailiffs into Parliament, and when the love of praise reigned more!
less corruptly in every heart. Young could satirise sharply enough, but n«

abvays with discrimination, or according to a proper scale of desert in the differei

objects of his Avrath. As Professor Wilson says, "he hammers vice well whe
laid on the anvil, but he is not expert at hitting the right nail on the head; ac

often, when wielding his mace against a fly sticking to the wall, merely shatte:

the wainscot.* In such flourishes, his satire, to adopt his own words, resembles

" Ocean into tempest tost,

To waft a feather, or to drown a fly !'*

The ** Night Thoughts," if not absolutely a great poem, contains some of Q
finest poetry in our language.f There is no harmony or connexion of plot
spinal column, as it were, to support the overgrown structure, a deficiency fa^

to its interest as a whole. It can only be read in parts, and, so read, it is general!

admirable. We are inevitably impressed with the poet's shrewd sense, read
wit, impassioned fervour, magnificent diction, florid fancy, and comprehenaii
intellect. True, there is something artificial felt to pervade the work, if you rea

it all continuously—not that Young merely aped the emotions he utters, for at tk

time he must have been deeply affected by them, or he could not have expresse
them so intensely : but his life was not moulded by the sentiments of stoici

morality on which he thus insists, and he appears somehow to let this fact escaf
in his verses, so that his eloquence has the warmth rather of excited rhetoric tha
of a vital, consuming passion. His Lorenzo wants reality—wants human the'

and sinew—wants form and pressure. Campbell,J comparing our poet wit'

* Blackwood's Magazine, Vol. XXIII. p. 836."
+ Mr. GilfiUan says, *' It is worth many * Ramblers' as an expositor of the vanity

of human life, and of those strings which in every breast point to a future existence
and never before did the night find such an interpreter of its grandeur, its silence, it

mystery, its religion, its gloom, and its unutterable joy."

—

Gallery of Literary Pot
traits, Jlrst series f p. 267.

J Specimens of British Poets. ff*

i
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!owper, remarks that while Young's works are as devout, as satirical, and some-
mes as merry as Cowper's, and unquestionably more witty, yet their wit and
lelancholy do not make up to us the idea of a conceivable or natural being ; he
as sketched in his pages the ingenious but incongruous form of a factitious mind,
rhereas Cowper's soul speaks from his volumes. Other critics complain of un-
?ality in the most serious and touching passages of the " Night Thoughts."
efifrey, * for instance, calls them rather ingenious than pathetic, and more cha-
acteristic of a gloomy imagination than of a feeling heart. Leigh Hunt, alluding

a' his mother's fondness for them, says, "Young deluded her with his groans
^inst the world, and his lamentations for his daughter. She did not know that

^ was a preferment-hunter, who was prosperous enough to indulge in the luxury
f woe, and to groan because his toast was not thrice buttered.*'t This poem is

Jcewise marked by singular combinations of styles and vacillations of purpose.

i is sometimes versatile as a harlequinade, a mosaic of odds and ends ; as erudite

hd eccentric as Southey*s "Doctor." Pun and epigram are liberally intermixed
rith these " Night Thoughts.''

** In meditation deep, and dense perfumes,
Beneath the starry sky, mid garden glooms,
Young's cassock was flounced round with plaintive pun."J

le travelled out of his way to be witty. He would sacrifice good taste and serious
seling to the saying a smart thing. He has been called the •* prey of his own
pigrammatic genius, that would never let him rest in ordinary speech, but kept
•ointing every line as it came up, often at the wrong end/*§ He is too often, as

iandor says (by the mouth of one of his imaginary dialogists), "fantastical and
dvolous ; he pins butterflies to the pulpit-cushion ; he suspends against the
lating of the charnel-house coloured lamps and comic transparencies, Cupid, and
he cat and the fiddle ; he opens a store-house filled with minute particles of
eterogeneous wisdom and unpalatable gobbets of ill-concocted learning, contri-

tttions from the classics, from the schoolmen, from homilies, and from farces.

Vhat you expect to be an elegy, turns out an epigram ; and when you think he is

ttrsting into tears, he laughs in your face. Do you go with him into his closet,

repared for an admonition or a rebuke—he shakes his head, and you sneeze at the
Owder and perfumery of his rebuke."

||

Yet, with all its faults, the poem contains, as we have said, plentiful redeeming
i^sages of surpassing beauty. When Young surrenders himself awhile to the gran-
ieur and gloom of his topic, forgetful of the art of cramming his lines with piquant
Ad trenchant things, he stands forth in his majestic attitude, and employs the large

ilterance of the true poet. His figures of speech smite the ear with awe—the night
iioughts of the wandering wind, whose whence and whither thou canst not tell.

I|>eaking of Young's metaphors. Sir Bulwer Lytton (a stanch admirer of the doctor)
ays, "What wonderful metaphors they are; sometimes trite, familiar, common-
Jace—sometimes exaggerated and fantastic—but how often inefiiibly sublime

!

tfilton himself has not surpassed them. But Young is not done justice to, popular
a he is. He has never yet had a critic to display and make current his most em-
(liatic and peculiar beauties. He is, of all poets, the one to be studied by a man
^ho is about to break the golden chains that bind him to the world ; his gloom
hen does not appal or deject, for it is a gloom that settles on the earth we are about
leave, and casts not a single shadow over the heaven which it contrasts."^ Cer-

ainly, when he conjures up visions of immortality, revelations of heaven's eternal

ear, he is animated and elevated by the height of his great argument. No longer

* Critical Essays.

f Autobiography of Leigh Hunt, Vol. I.

+ W. Savage Landor (Works, Vol. II. p. 639).

§ Professor Wilson (Blackwood, 1828).

Jj
Imaginary Conversations : Southey and Poison.

m The Student.
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*•' Involved in palls of gloom,
He haunts, with footsteps dread.

The murderer's midnight tomb, .«

And calls upon the dead,"*

but he lifts up his ej^es unto the hills whence cometh his help—the everlasting hiL's

of the great I Am, who saith to the dead, " Return ye children of men, return from
the dust of mortality : because I live, ye shall live also ! After all that has been
'frritten on the theme oi" man's imperishable existence, ** this poem," says Gilfillan,

^* is the most conclusive and sublime pleading for the immortality of the soul. You
hear in it the soul itself rising up in its majesty, 'like thunder heard remote,' and
spurning the base idea of annihilation. Thomas Brown has not approached its

depth, or touched the hem of that gorgeous garment of eloquence which surrounds
it star-inwrought."t The Night Thoughts are illuminated by joy that cometh in the

morning from the east, " Eothen," the morning land, ^^f

*' Where seraphs gather immortality.
On life's fair tree, fast by the throne of God."

* Macnish (A Modern Pythagorean),

t Gallery of Literary Portraits. .iTl

LETTERS FROM CALCUTTA.—No. II.

In delightful contrast to the scenes which I

described to you in my last letter, are those

which I have since then witnessed in the

public profession of Christianity by two
Brahmins, and their baptism by the mis-
sionaries of the London Missionary Society.

These young men, who are between the

ages of seventeen and twenty, have been
for several years students at the society's

institution for the education of Hindoos, at

Bhowanipore, near Calcutta ; where, while
passing their various studies, they have
been led to believe in and to embrace
Christianity as the true religion. It appears
that several of these students have lately

been thinking much on the subject, and con-

versing with each other unknown to their

teachers ; and at length five of them de-

termined to renounce Hindooism, and to

apply for Christian baptism. They accord-
ingly left their homes, and went to the
residence of one of the missionaries, to

whom they revealed their feelings and
desires. Now, the profession of Christianity
here involves far greater sacrifices, and
requires a far higher degree of moral
courage than can be imagined in England,
A convert, in becoming a Christian, has to

renounce everything which to a Hindoo
makes life desirable.—An ancient but cruel
faith professed by his ancestors for a hun-
dred generations, proclaims him an out-
cast. He cannot return to the home which
he would defile by approaching—he has no
longer either parents or brethren, but is

regarded by them as though the grave had
indeed closed over him. His former friends
and acquaintances not only refuse any

longer to recognise him as one of their'

body, but pursue him with an intensity of
scorn and hate which is almost incon-
ceivable. In the present instance, all these
and more were at stake, two of thescj
inquirers after the truth having been Koc
leen Brahmins of the highest caste, and^
also holders or proprietors of the temple at
Kalle Ghant. The missionaries seem
have impressed on them the losses whiclfc^

they must sustain in embracing Christi-

anity ; but they were found steadfast to

their purpose ; and, having satisfied their

teachers of the intelligence and correctness
of their views, it was determined to baptiae
them on the morrow. The missionarietflj

then wrote to the relatives of the young
men, acquainting them with what had taken
place, and urging them to see the converts

j

and ascertain the facts for themselves.
During the whole of Saturday and Sunday
morning, the house of the missionary, at

which they had sought a refuge, was wit-

ness to the most exciting and affecting

scenes. Mothers, bathed in tears, em-
braced the feet of the teachers, and be-

sought them to dissuade their sons from
such a step,—fathers mingled threats with
entreaties, and with their brothers employed
every possible argument which it was sujp-

posed might induce them to relinquish their

intentions. Yet, it is remarkable that

nothing was said by any one against Chris-
tianity ; its superiority as areligion was even
admitted by many, but all the arguments
used were founded on the antiquity of the
Hindoo faith, the dishonour of denouncing
caste, the disgrace of their families, and the

ii
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OSS of station and property consequent
hereon. To the youngest of the converts

noney was promised, wine to drink, and
sweetmeats to eat if he would return. At

li.ength he was told that his mother was in

1
1 dying state, and wished to see him once
nore. His brother, who had formerly been
i student in the institution, appealed to his

[teacher for the truth of his assertion, and
[3aid :

** I am a Christian in heart and do not
Inish to influence him ; I only wish him to

[gee his mother once more ; he shall return

[on Monday."
The young man was at length induced to

1^0 ; but, as was expected, the promise has
been broken, and he has not returned. On
Sunday two others were induced to go home,
in order to see their female relatives, where,
it is supposed they have been since de-

tained. The remaining two remained firm,

and declined any further discussions on the
point, saying

—

**We have made up our minds—^why

subject us to further trials ? We love our
relatives very much, but we must follow

the dictates of conscience, and serve God."
They were baptised in the evening, at the

^nion Chapel, by Mr. Storrow, one of their

teachers. The scene was a very pleasing
one. In front of the pulpit stood the can-

didates for baptism, enveloped in folds of

muslin of snowy whiteness, and gracefully

arrayed according to the native custom.
They replied toMr. Storrow's questions in a
most intelligent manner, and stated that of

their own free choice, and from conviction

they were perfectly willing to give up all

things that had once been dear to them.
They then underwent rather a strict exami-
nation as to the tenets of Christianity, with
which they showed a fair acquaintance. The
points which had had most influence seemed

' to be the reasonableness and purity of

Christianity, (in these respects the absolute
converse of Hindooism) and the fact of its

oflering an atonement for sins committed,
and teaching universal love and charity to all

mankind. Nothing resembling this exists in

the Hindoo Shafterv^!, which permit the
violation of as many of the moral duties as

they enjoin the performance of. They were
then asked

:

"Do you repudiate the Vedas, the Pu-
ranus, and idol worship ?"

** Yes, we give them up ; idols are only
wood and mud, and some are straw.'*
" Will you take the Bible as your guide

through life."
" Yes !"

*' Do you not still love your friends ?"

" Oh yes ! but they are not our
friends if they wish us to do wrong."

*' Will you deliver to me your Poitas ?"

true

"Yes, here they are.*'

The Poitas, which are the insignia of
Brahminhood, and the loss of which is an
absolute renunciation of caste, are slight
cords composed of six cotton threads worn
loosely over the left ehoulder and passed
under the right arm. The investiture,
which generally takes place at six or seven
years of age, is an important religious cere-
mony. Having given up these, they were
baptised and pronounced Christians. So
great was the determination of their rela-
tives to prevent their being baptised, that
it was necessary to escort them to and from
this chapel by two of the native police ; nor
did their opposition end here, for on the
next day Mr. Storrow was summoned be-
fore the magistrate on a charge of abduc-
tion. The accusers appeared, accompanied
by a number of witnesses ready, as is usual,
to affirm anything the case required, and
bringing horoscopes to prove the minority
of the youths, which were so evidently
forged that the magistrate threw them
aside, remarking that the papers looked
very clean to have been kept so long. This
kind of exposure produces no effect upon a
native ; when a fraud is discovered, he
quietly puts it aside with a smile and a
salaam, and tries something else—he is

never ashamed or non-plussed. The inti-

mation of the magistrate prevented any
further evidence being offered, and the
charge fell to the ground. The young men
were then proved to be of age, and to have
acted from their own free will, and were
told they were at liberty to go where they
chose. The relatives retired apparently
satisfied that all they could do had been
done, and the converts retired with the
missionaries. The excitement against them
is, however, so great that they will hardly
venture to appear in public till some weeks
have elapsed, or without a sufficient guard.
They fear being carried off, and either kept
in confinement or sent to a distant part of
the country, which is known to have been
the case with many suspected of similar in-

tentions.

The issue of the trial has discouraged the
natives exceedingly ; they see that if their

sons choose to become Christians they have
little power to prevent it, and that the law
protects the converts. Some ofthem during
the trial expressed their conviction that ere

long all would become Christians; and one
aged Brahmin said, " When we are dead
our sons will forsake Hindooism." It is

well known that there are hundreds at this

moment who believe in Christianity, but
cannot make up their minds to renounce
caste, which is the great obstacle to every
change and improvement in this land. As
in the days of our Saviour they wait for
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examples, and say, " Have any of the rulers

believed ?'* If those who are actually

Christian in opinion would corae out from
heathenism in a body the work would be
done. We hope that the noble conduct oi

these two Brahmins will decide many to

follow their example. Already another of

the students has declared himself, and was
baptised on the succeeding Sunday. The
statements he made were extremely inte-

resting, as he entered at some length into

the nature of the idolatry which is prac-
tised here, and its effect on the people. He
is twenty-one years of age, and has been
in the institution almost from its commence-
ment.

I have mentioned that one of the two
who were first baptised is a Holdar, and you
will like to know what this means. About
200 years ago a Brahmin of this name
erected the celebrated Pagoda at Kalee
Ghant, which I mentioned in my last letter

as the spot where the abominable cere-
monies of the Churruck Pooja commence.
His descendants have ever since been en-
titled to the offerings that are daily brought
to the temple, which are numerous, and
frequently of considerable value. They
officiate by turns, some being entitled to

several days in a year, some to only a few
hours, some to a few minutes, accord-
ing as the different branches of the
original families have increased in num-
ber. This young man was entitled to

ten days, and his income would have been

very large. It is, of course, all given ujfii

arising from ** things offered to idols." p
this case even the act recently passed,wl|
insures to a Hindoo convert his inherital

does not assist him.
You will imagine that those Holdari %\

have had their turns so subdivided
officiate only a few minutes at a time, li^l

not much chance of realising a subl
tence ; but the thing is managed in t|

way :

—

Suppose a wealthy Rajah declares his
tention ofmaking an offering of20,000 rup<|

to Kalee, as is not unfrequently the cal

He first consults the Gooroo, or househj
priest, who professes to act according to

rules of astrology, or as the horoscope nl
point to lucky or unlucky days. Amol
his acquaintance the priest reckons somej
the officiating Brahmins. An arrai

ment is come to that the stars shall point"

some particular minute on the dial of tfa]

as the most propitious for the offering to

laid on the altar of the goddess. On tbl

precise moment the procession, with tl

devotee and his offering, are sure to arrii

and the officiating priests share of course,
the plunder.

I hope ere long to be able to give y^

description of the temple, and the wors
carried on there. But at present the pri<

are too much incensed at these conversiorl

from among their number to justify

appearance of Christian strangers amc
them.

Z
GLEANINGS FROM MY COMMON-PLACE BOOK.

No. X.—A TRAGEDY OF THE WAR IN SPAIx^.

Although historians and poets have from all tinies depicted in glowing colour's

horrors of war, yet few persons have any adequate conception of the social

domestic misery it produces, particularly in the countries which are the scene cl

campaigns. The following dreadful history is taken from a valuable work-
** Memoirs of the Duchess D*Abrantes"—and presents a view of the dreadfiij

passions called up even in the breasts of women, and the ruthless acts perpei

trated by a marauding soldier}'. The account is given in the words of th«i

authoress :

—

A regiment was sent from Burgos against a guerilla party, under the Marquii

of Villa Compo, and ordered to treat the Spaniards with the most rigorow

severity, especially the inhabitants of Arguano, a little village near the famoui

forest of Covelleda, whose deep shades, intersected only by narrow footpaths,

were the resort of banditti and guerillas. A principal feature of the whole Spa-

nish war was the celerity with which all our movements were notified to the insur-

gent chiefs, and the difficulty we experienced in procuring a spy or guide, whilE

these, when found, proved almost uniformly treacherous. The battalion had tc

march through a frightful country, climbing rugged rocks, and crossing frozen

torrents, always in dread of unforeseen and sudden dangers. They reached the
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»ge, but perceived no movenaent—heard no noise. Some soldiers advanced,

saw nothing—absolute solitude reigned. The officer in command, sus-

ting an ambush, ordered the utmost circumspection. The troops entered the

set and arrived at a small opening, where some sheaves of wheat and Indian

tj and a quantity of loaves, were still smoking on the ground, but consumed to

inder, and swimming in floods of wine, which had streamed from leathern

U that had evidently been purposely broached as the provisions had been

lit, to prevent their falling into the hands of the French.

fo sooner had the soldiers satisfied themselves that after all their toils and
gars no refreshment was to be obtained, than they roared with rage—but no
geance was within reach ! All the inhabitants had fled into the forest.

uddenly cries were heard issuing from one of the deserted cottages, amongst
xjh the soldiers had dispersed themselves in hopes of discovering some food or

ty. They proceeded from a young woman holding a child, a year old, in her

m-, whom the soldiers were dragging before their lieutenant.

Stay, lieutenant,*' said one of them ;" here is a woman we have found sitting

;de an old one, who is past speaking : question her a little."

^e was dressed in the peasant costume of the Soria and Rioja mountains, and
bale, but not trembling.

Why are you alone here ?** said the lieutenant.

I staid with my grandmother, who is paralytic, and could not follow the

to the forest," replied she haughtily, and as if vexed at being obliged to drop

Old in presence of a Frenchman ;
** I staid to take care of her."

Why have your neighbours left the village ?" "^

he Spaniard's eye flashed fire; she fixed on the lieutenant a look of strange

ort, and answered

—

You know very well ; were they not all to be massacred ?"

he lieutenant shrugged his shoulders.

But why did you burn the bread and wheat, and empty the wine skins r"

That you might find nothing. As they could not carry them off, there was no
mative but burning them."
X this moment shouts of joy arose, and the soldiers appeared carrying a num-
of hams, some loaves, and, more welcome than all, several skins of wine—all

-overed in a vault, the entrance to which was concealed by the straw the old

nan was lying on. The y^oung peasant darted on them a look of infernal ven-
nce, while the lieutenant who had pondered with anxiety on the destitute and
Ling condition of his troops, rejoiced for a moment in the unexpected supply.

; the recent poisonings of several cisterns, and other fearful examples,
ting him on his guard, he again interrogated the woman

—

Whence come these provisions r"

They are all the same as those we burnt ; we concealed them for our friends."

Is your husband with yonder brigands r'*

My husband is in heaven !" said she, lifting up her ej'^es ; "he died for the
d cause—that of God and King Ferdinand !"

Have you any brother amongst them ?"

I have no longer a tie, except my poor child ;" and she pressed the infant to

breast. The poor little creature was thin and sallow ; but its large black eyes
tened as they turned to its mother.
Commander," exclaimed one of the soldiers, "pray order divisions of the
ty, for we are very hungry and devilish thirsty."

One moment, my children. Listen," said he, eyeing the young woman with
picious inquisition ;

*' these provisions are good, I hope r"

How could they be otherwise," replied the Spaniard, contemptuously ;
" they

•enot for you."
Well, here's to thy health, then, Demonia," said ayoung sub-lieutenant, opening
of the skins and preparing for a draught ; but his more prudent commander
f^strained him.
*^ne moment. Since this wine is good, you will not object to a glass."
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" Oh, dear no ! as mucli as you please ;" and accepting the mess-glass o:^

by, the lieutenant, she emptied it without hesitation.
" Huzza ! huzza !" shouted the soldiers, delighted at the prospect of intoxic|

without danger.
** And your child will drink some also,*' said the lieutenant ; " he is so pak|

it will do him good."
The Spaniard had herself drunk without hesitation ; but in. holding the cl

her infant's lips her hand trembled. The motion, however, was unperceived,!

the child also emptied his glass. Thereupon the provisions speedily disappel

and all partook both of food and wine. Suddenly, however, the infantl

observed to turn livid, its features contracted, and its mouth, convulsed with ^\
gave vent to piteous shrieks. The mother, too, though her fortitude suppi

complaint, could scarcely stand, and her distorted features betrayed her suT
" Wretch !" exclaimed the commandant, *' thou hast poisoned us !"

"Yes," said she, with a ghastly smile, falling to the ground beside here]
already struggling with the death-rattle. " Yes ; I have poisoned you. I

you would fetch the skins from their hiding-place. Was it likely you would l\

a dying creature undisturbed on her litter r Yes—yes—you wiU die, and d]

perdition, while I shall go to heaven !"

Her last words were scarcely audible, and the soldiers at first did not c(

hend the full horror of their situation ; but as the poison operated the Spal

declaration was legibly translated in her convulsed features. No power g|

longer restrain them. In vain their commander interposed—they repulsed
'

and dragging their expiring victim by the hair to the brink of the torrent, tl]

her into it, after lacerating her with more than a hundred sabre strokes,

uttered not a groan. As for the child, it was the first victim.

Twenty-two men were destroyed by this exploit, which I cannot call otherl

than great and heroic. The commander himself told me he escaped by mirac]|

The persuasion that the bed of death would be disturbed in search of booty,

indeed holding us as savages ; and such was the impression produced by the
:j

who could command ** Let no sanctuary deter your search." By such dk]

were the populace from the beginning exasperated against us, and especialb]

the oppressions of General I) . If the inhabitants of Arguano had
received information that they were to be massacred, they would not have
the lead in massacre.
Such were the people amongst whom I dwelt. When this tale was rel

me, on the eve of my departure from Burgos, I shuddered in contemplatiiq]

the murderous war of people against people. I trembled for the first time* a:]

my entrance into Spain. I was become timid. Alas! it was aot on my i]

account—but I was again approaching the great crisis of maternity—and am|
what perils, good God ! was my child destined to see the light.

.

THE SIEGE OF ANCONA.
Although war has been the trade of men, we have several accounts of worj

who have braved its dangers and its terrors, and distinguished themselves by i

display of courage and fortitude. Our readers will recollect the heroic Joan of -A]

and the Maid of Saragossa named in Byron's ** Childe Harold." In the hist]

of the Venetian wars we meet with many anecdotes of heroic women,
following incidents are related as having happened at the siege of Ancona. Tj

siege was undertaken about the year 1167, by Christian, Archbishop elect

Mayence, whom Buoncompagno, the historian, denounces as a vile and cruel mffij

*' On one occasion, while an attack from the Germans occupied the attention of

whole garrison, the Yenetians also effected a landing on the opposite quarter, i\

were advancing towards the city, when, by a vigorous charge, not only of regti

troops but of such inhabitants as lived nearest the shore, they were repulsed i\

driven in confusion upon their military engines. Rallying under these, they w
protected by a sheet of stones and arrows, which appeared to forbid the eager h<

of their pursuers, who at first threatened to fire the beleaguermg works. But -

m
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was not of long continuance. Heckless of all danger, and as if bearing a

:ed life, a woman, widowed, perhaps, during the siege (her name deser^ns

librance, it was Stamura), rushed forward with a lighted torch. Her peril

harcely less from the ^veapons of her oWn countrymen than from those of her

es ;
yet, amid both, unconcerned and uninjured, she set fire to a lofty

m tower, nor quitted its base till the flames had gained such a height as made
fjtniction certain. The conflagration spread rapidly along the lines, and the
train of engines, the formidable but unwieldy artillery of those ages, was

Imed to ashes," The following extract shows the extremity to which the
itants were reduced, and gives two touching anecdotes of the heroism of

n:

—

Ittcona indeed had little prospect of escaping from his grasp. The misery to which

I

IS reduced may be estimated from the returns made by Commissioners instructed

rch for food, in order that it might be applied to the public service. Their utmost

UnSf after carefully exploring the most secret hiding-places in which the avarice of

night be supposed to treasure up its hoards, produced no more than five pecks of

|j grain ; yet the city at that moment contained no less than twelve thousand souls

its circuit. Food, the most disgusting at other times, had been greedily coveted,

las exhausted. Even the skms of animals whose very flesh is commonly rejected as

in, the wild herbs which grew on the ramparts, the sea-weed which was reputed

lious—all these had been tried, and all had now failed. Whatever may be the

[incy of his endurance, there is still a limit to the physical powers of man ; and it

t be a matter of wonder if nature sometimes gave way under this accumulated and
r-increasing wretchedness. A sentinel, worn with hunger, fatigue, and watching,

Imk upon the ground at his post, when a young and lovely woman, of the noblest

in the city, bearing an infant at her breast, observed and rebuked his neglect. He
d that he was perishing from famine, and already felt the approach of death.

ten days,' answered the more than Roman matron, * have passed, during which my
as been barely supported by loathsome sustenance, £md a mother's stores are

aing to be dried up from my babe. Place your lips, however, upon this bosom,
if aught yet remains there, drink it, and recover strength for the defence of our
ry!' The soldier, shamed and animated by her words, and recognising and
3ting the dignity of her birth, no longer required the proffered nutriment. He
g from the ground, seized his arms, and, rushing into the enemies' lines, proved
gour by slaying no less than four combatants with his single hand.

)ne other, and a yet more touching instance of the self-devotion of female affection,

be produced in striking contrast with the unnatural deed recorded of the frenzied

er of Jerusalem, under circumstances of similar destitution and horror. A woman
icona, heartbroken by the exhaustion of her two sons, and hopeless of other relief,

id a vein in her left arm ; and having prepared and disguised the blood which
d from it with spices. and condiments (for these luxuries still abounded as if to

the cravings of that hunger which had slight need of any further stimulant than its

sad necessity), presented them with the beverage; thus prolonging the existence of

hildren, like the bird of which similar tenderness is fabled, even at the price of that

)f life by which her own was supported."

TEND TO YOUR OWN BUSINESS.—A man who had become rich by his own exertions
sked by a friend the secret of his success. *'I have accumulated," replied he,

ut one half my property by attending strictly to my own business, and the other

y letting other people's alone."

Something.—Don't be a drone. You may rely upon your present possessions, or

ur future prospects, but these riches may fly away, or hopes may be blighted ; and
ihave no place of your own, in such case, ten to one, you will find your path beset
thorns. Want may come upon you before you are aware of it ; and having no pro-
m, you find yourself in anything but an enviable condition. It is, therefore, im-
mt that you should be something. Don't depend upon fortune, for she is a fickle

B3rt, which often fails when you lean upon her with the greatest confidence. Trust
> ur own exertions.
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^ THE POPULATION OF IRELAND. olr

Ix Number 82 we made some observations on the census of Great Britain, t

those remarks were written the Irish census has been published. Ireland has
been, and still is, a mystery in the world ; at least so say philosophic sta
Nay, more, that she is an anomaly. But why a mystery and an anom
If we read history correctly, and the world aright—and the world of _
nineteenth century has long said that such mysteries and anomalies a5

Ireland presents to our gaze are but the ordinary results of progress,—

t

is neither mystery nor anomaly in the matter. In Ireland, and in the B
lands of Scotland, Celtic romance, Celtic love, and Celtic bravery, were ni.

through all their stages, from puny childhood to silly old age. And t

the mandate of Progress went over the world— when the well-being of man
demanded that instead of Druidical superstitions and follies, instead of
romances of the harper, and the unsettled life of the freebooting Celt, hencelj
stern realities, that lead to useful purposes and holy ends, should be the guid
nations and the themes of historians, Avhat was there left for men than to folio

the track, or lag behind and perish.?

The origin of the Celtic race is not accurately known. But in whatever cou
they have been planted, their habits and tendencies have always remained
same. America may be an exception to this remark ; as it has been noticed
as soon as a Celt mixes among the children of Brother Jonathan, he immedi
casts aside his old world notions, begins anew the race of life, and becomes ori

them. In Europe, hitherto, they have been a separate people. In their day,
race was more warlike. The prowess of their arms gained them territory in air

every kingdom on the Continent ; and they would doubtless have become an
iluential people had not their thirst for dominion, and their consequent migra'
habits, scattered them in small sections over many lands.
What we do knoAv of this people, however, is only through sources that in tl

days we are not inclined much to rely on. However, it is asserted by the ear]

writers on this subject, tiiat the Celts had arrived at a considerable degret
civilisation, and professed to some extent poetry and music. They were rem£
able for their hospitality—a striking feature among them even in the present da
tQ which were added honesty and docility. With all these virtues they might h
risen to be a great nation. But there was one fault sadly against their advar
ment

—

exclusiveness. They met frequently in public assembly, but no stranj

even if permitted to be present, was ever allowed to speak. They thus nurse
kind of national exclusiveness that has proved their destruction.

The facts concerning the population of the British empire, lately published,
the tale that the Celt, like the Indian in the Far West, aye, even his romances ;

his songs, even his spirit and his memory, are doomed to perish from the fac<

the earth. There can be no doubt much of this mournful but inevitable trutl

attributable to the inflexible, unbending pride of the people, their love of clanni
ness, and their want of commercial energy. Much, also, of the evil is to be laic

the doors of some of the large landed proprietors, who in Ireland and the nortl

Scotland have of late effected such merciless clearances on their estates—raz

houses to the ground innumerable, and driving the unfortunate people homd
and desolate on to the heath and the highway. But one fact in figures will teflj

etory better than all the eloquence of a poet's speech.
In Ireland, according to the recent census, there were :—

In 1841. In 1851.

Houses inhabited 1,328,839 1,047,735

Showing a decrease in ten years of two hundred and eighty-one thousand, <

hundred and four houses ! We heard of the clearances as they were going on, 1|

we are sure the most vivid imagination could never dream a tale like this !

When the fact of such a decrease in the number of houses is known, people A

I
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urally exclaim—How the population must have diminished ! And so it has.

& census tells us there were :

—

In 1841. In 18.51.

FamiUes 1,472,287 1,207,002

Persons—Males 4,019,576 3,176,727
Females 4,15o,o48 3,339,067

^

i^

Total inhabitants 8,175,124 6,515,704

>wing in 1851 a decrease of 1,659,330 souls, or at the rate of twenty per cent,

^population was in 1821, 6,801,187; in 1831, 7,767,401; in 1841, 8,175,124; in

1 it is 6,515,794, being fewer persons by upwards of 286,000 than in 1821. The
ierence between 1821 and 1831 was an increase of rather more than 14 per cent.

;

tn although a famine in 1823 greatly retarded the growth of the population;

ween 1831 and 1841 the increase was just a trifle over five per cent. ; and be-

^^ ^jen 1841 and 1851 a positive decrease of twenty per cent. ! The satisfaction

^ { might feel when reading that the population of Great Britain had increased

jlve per cent, must be considerably cooled when he looks on the Irish return,

I adding it to that of Great Britain, sees that the population of the British

inds has increased only 604,220, or about 2i per cent.

lowever, as it is in Ireland alone that the decrease is perceptible, it would be
U worth the while, if other duties did not interfere, to inquire fully into the

ises of it. The chief cause, we have no hesitation in affirming, is emigration
;

leing certainly known that about 1,200,000 people have left Ireland, chiefly for

lerica, &c., though some few thousands have taken up their abode in Scotland

I England. Secondly, we may set it down that the "clearances" have had a

isiderable share—at least a half—in the rest of the deficit. Thirdly, a cessation

3 marriages. Fourthly, the sterility of women in the lower order of life : this

t has elicited some surprise the last few years among learned people. But when
«e who wonder much at it will prove to us that the apple-tree can bear fruit in

nty without proper nourishment, and think it nothing strange, we will clear up
ir mvstery for them. Fifthlv, the delicacv of the children bom. If the mother

•^ ire not sufficient sustenance, how can her child be reared in health r

iVe have thus sketched, imperfectly we admit, a few facts relative to the popu-
Lon of Ireland. It is easier to chronicle facts than to account for them. We
fe, in performing the easier part of the task, attempted a little of the more diffi-

t-part. The causes are all natural enough

—

Faiey we are sure, has nothing to

with the matter—and need only natural remedies. Ireland, we ai'e told, has
rays been an ill-fated nation. But the inertness of her Celtic race has done
re to demoralise her than ever fate could do. True, like the Scottish High-
.ders, her restless though clannish spirit, has always involved her in broils ; and
tory tells us how a Tudor, a Stuart, Cromwell after the "Rebellion" in 1641,

i the Prince of Orange, scoured the country with their military hordes, laid

ste the cities and villages, and covered the earth with human gore ; yet from all

jse reverses the island rose, though chiefly from the infusion of Saxon energy
.ong them, and in 1841 had prospered so far that her people numbered upwards
eight millions. But in 1851, after a more terrific visitation than even the sword
the conqueror—clearances, famine, and fever combined—Ireland's numerical
ce is reduced by upwards of a million and a-half. Nevertheless, there is yet
pe for Ireland—although we fear the still clannish Celt Avill not participate in
? coming good. Our space is exhausted, or we might show from returns recently
?sented to Parliament, that the condition of the people of Ireland, and of the
itish Islands generally, is infinitely better than for many years past—and that
it condition shows vigorous signs of even yet greater extension.

rhose of our readers who feel an interest in the manufactures and trade of Ire-
id, and who would wish to know the prospect she has of becoming great in the
lie of nations, will find in No. 9 and succeeding numbers of The Ixlustrated
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Exhibitor, some interesting particulars resi^eciing them—facts, indeed, which s,

who have Ireland's welfare at heart ought to be acquainted with.
In the article on The Census of 1851, in No. 82,—on page 90, for 1,263,550, rea,

2,263,550 ; and on page 91, for about a third, read about a hfth. The populati
of London by the new census is 2,363,141.

IMPOKTANCE OF LITTLE THINGS.

" Behold how great a mitter a Uttle fire kiadlcth."

Never despise trifles. There is nothing
unimportant in the world. Great events
are produced by apparently insignilicant

causes. The spring that leaps from the

E
arched ground widens into the deep
road river, to bear upon its bosom the

commerce of the earth ; the acorn, which
by some hasty footstep is pressed into the
sod, becomes the lofty oak, spreading its

gnarled branches over the rich green
sward. So is it in the history of the
world. Take a few instances:

—

It was a mere trifle that prevented
Oliver Cromwell and several others who
afterwards distinguished themselves as his

associates^ from emigrating to the colonies

of the New World some time before the

first steps were taken in that revolution
which cost the monarch of England his

head, expatriated his family, and elevated
Cromwell to the seat of highest authority
in the nation. Cromwell and his friends
had engaged their passage to America,
and were only awaiting the signal to em-
bark, when, by some caprice of the Court,
they were prohibited from leaving the
country. Had any accident occurred to
delay the order of the Court until after

they should have commenced their voyage
to the American colonies, who can tell now
different might have proved the course of
events, and how different might have been
the aspect of affairs over all Europe at the
present hour. It is far from improbable
that the destiny of the English nation and
of Europe hung upon that single event,
the arrival or non- arrival of the Court
courier before the change of wind to
favour Cromwell's embarkation. The life

of a monarch and the destinies of a proud
nation hung upon the speed of a horse.
Another striking illustration of the in-

fluence of little things is found in the his-

tory of the Negro race. The celebrated
Bartholomew de las Casas, a Spanish pre-
late, who accompanied Columbus in his

second voyage to Hispaniola, and on the
conquest of Cuba settled there, moved by
compassion for the sufferings of the native
Indians who were worked as slaves in

the mines by the Spaniards, conceived the
idea of sparing this feeble race, that were

fast passing away, by substituting Negroe
a much more athletic race, and that the
were to be obtained from the Portugues
settlements on the coast of Africa. ASU
petitioning the Spanish government, sm
cessively under Ferdinand, the Regen
Cardinal Ximenes, and then Charles "V

he succeeded.
^
In 1503 a few Negro slave

had been sent into St. Domingo, and aftei

wards Ferdinand allowed the importatipi
of large numbers. The labour of one Nt,

gro was foimd equal to that of four Iij

dians. Ximenes discouraged the traflSc

Charles V. revived it, and conferred tb

privilege, as a monopoly, on a Flemifc
favourite. In 1518 the right was sold t

some Genoese merchants, who reduced tk
trafiic to a regular system. The Fre
obtained it next, and retained it till it

yielded them a revenue of nearly five m
lion pounds. In 1713 the English securer

it for thirty years. For the last four o

these years, Spain purchased the Englisl

right for £100,000. Thus, through tb:

mistaken benevolence of a Spanish pri

a measure was set on foot, which the ci|

pidity of Christian Europe turned into

system of fearful cruelty—a system by
operation of which the commerce of
world and the aspect of all civilised

ciety has been affected—a system, whidl
seems likely, in God's overruling Prw
dence, to convulse one of the mighti^
nations on the globe, and eventually ti

return light and peace, civilisation

Christianity, on the eighty millions of
African tribes. Hoio great a matter a li

fire kindleth I

Another instance. In August, 1799, ,

French artillery officer, named Bouchard,
when digging near Rosetta, in Egypt, foi

the foundation of a military worK, came
upon a huge block of basalt, marked with

various strange characters and hierogly-

phics. These characters were founa to

exhibit three inscriptions, inthree different

characters, one of which proved to be tht

Greek. This was the celebrated Rosetta

stone, now in the British Museum, which
has been the subject of diligent investiga-

tion by learned antiquarians of every na-

tion in Europe ; and this stone, under the

I

Jll
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|;nious labours of Young, and Champol-
, yielded, by a comparison of the Cha-

lmers found in tlie different instructions,

Uy to unlock, the treasures of ancient

\aomt shut up for so many centuries

lerthe hieroglyphics of Egypt,
'he discovery of a small obelisk on the

lof Philoe, in the Nile, in 1816, by
lllaud, the French traveller, on which

a Greek inscription containing the

laes of Ptolemy and Cleopatra, greatly

ed Champoliion in unravelling the

stery. Thus, as the result of the seem-
ly trivial event of finding an old broken
ae at Rosetta, and a little obelisk years
[Brwards at Philoe, the industry of an-
g2irians was set to work, and that in-

[;try has been crowned with astonish-
snccess.

LTie inscriptions found on the decaying
[nnments, and on the frail papyri of
kpt, are now quite intelligible; the
:ient records of Egyptian dynasties are
•idly opening to the inspection of all

n. Thence the infidel is drawing
gely his materials for renewed assault
the records of revelation ; and the
ristian is patiently awaiting the issue
a finished discovery among these old
nnments, perfectly confident that the
ith of human records, once fully made
i, will fall naturally and inevitably into
{ train of the handmaids and supporters
revelation.

Liittle did the French artillery-officer

3am, when the men working under his
•ection first heaved up that dark and
itilated block near Rosetta—that around
it old stone, and over its mutilated in-

•iptions, the friends and enemies of the
cient Jewish Scriptures would rally for
long and arduous, and possibly a final

oflict, as to the truth of revealed reli-

>n. How great a matter a little Jire
ridleth !

And often it is seen that some unlooked-
rand seemingly trivial event, bafilesthe
resight of men, frustrates their plans,

defeats their most important enter-
ises. A sudden tempest will sometimes
atter and destroy a numerous and well-
)pointed fleet. The fate of a battle on
hich are hanging the destinies of empires
ill sometimes be decided by a thick

mist, a driving storm, or by a random shot

which cuts down an experienced leader,

and spreads a resistless panic through his

whole army.
In private life, also, results of greatmag-

nitude follow from causes apparently
insignificant. The flight of a bird, the
fall of an apple or an acorn from the tree,

the course taken by a flash of lightning,

the swinging of a lamp suspended from
a ceiling, or the singing of a tea-kettle

over a fire, may give birth to a train of
thought in the mind of some quiet ob-
server, that shall lead to conclusions little

anticipated, elicit new discoveries in

science, and open the way for improve-
ments in art, of the first importance to

commerce and to the practical business of
life, and diffuse incalculable benefits among
millions of our race.

Again, the accidental meeting of two
entire strangers may lead to an acquaint-
anceship that shall ripen into friendship

strong and enduring—throw an entirely

new aspect over the emotions, the senti-

ments, the pursuits and character of both,

and send its influence, healthful and cheer-

ing, or the reverse, over the whole life

;

aye, and over the immortal interests of
both—possibly even of others with them.
Many a well-disposed youth has been led,

by the influence of a cherished com-
panion, into scenes of gaiety and pleasure,

of dissipation and vice. His mind has
been poisoned, his principles perverted,
his character degraded. While others, by
the kind counsel, the cheering influence,

and the gentle force of consistent example
in a faithful friend, have been strengthened
in virtue, habituated to what is good and
honourable, and taught to seek the pearl
of great price. ^' He that walketh with
the wise man shall be wise, but a com-
panion of fools shall be destroyed." And
it is often the merest accident, apparently,
which determines whether a youth shall

be the companion of wise men or of fools

—

whether he shall be honourable and good,
or base and worthless—whether he shall

be saved or lost for ever.
Every reader may call other instances

to mind, and found upon each a profitable

meditation.

Hopefulness.—True hope is based on energy of character. A strong mind always
)pes, and^ has ahvays cause to hope, because it knows the mutability of human affairs,
id how slight a circumstance may change the whole course of events. Such a spirit,
0, rests upon itself ; it is confined to partial views, or to one particular object. And
at last all should be lost, it has saved itself—its own integrity and worth.
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A ''POOR M E M O R YJ'

A TALE FOR THE YOUNG.

Cheerful midsummer had come round
again^ and the j'^oung folks were home for
the holidays. And what a merry time it

was ! There is something very pleasant
in the happy home at Christmas, to gather
round the blazing fire, or to join in all the
Christmas fun ; but if I were called on to
give a preference, I think I should give
that preference to midsummer, when the
fields are green and beautiful, the gar-
den is full of sweet-smelling flowers, and
the bright sunshine is over them all.

Alice Manby had come home for the
holidays, and, what is pretty sure to be the
case, was being asked a great many ques-
tions about what she had been learning at
school.

" I learn geography and arithmetic,"
said Alice; "and I have now begun to
study English history."

'*' Then 1 suppose you can tell me," said
Aunt Mary, " when the Normans con-
quered the English, and William of Nor-
mandy became King of England?'

Alice looked puzzled, but at length she
said she believed it was in 1666.

" Oh, no, Alice," said her sister Ellen,
who was sitting near ;" that w^as the year
of the great fire which burnt all London.
You are four hundred years wrong—it was
in 1066."
" Can you tell me at what time Charles

the First w^as beheaded?" Aunt Mary
asked.

" In 1720," said Alice, with the air of
one who had drawn a bow at a venture,
and hoped the arrow would hit the mark.

*' Wrong again, Alice ;" it was in
1649."

" I can't remember all tliose hard names
and dates," said Alice; " it is out of the
question to suppose I can, I wish I had
got a good memory ; but I can't help it."

" This is very sad," Aunt Mary said,
" that such a bright-looking girl as you
should have but a poor memory. To have
no memory—not to be able to recollect the
many pleasant, useful things which we see
in all the world or read in our books,
and to forget the story of the past, and all

we hear from day to day—is a very sad
misfortune."
The conversation was here interrupted

;

but when the family circle met again in
the evening. Aunt Mary asked

—

"Do you remember, Alice, when it was
that we went down to Gravesend? It

was in the autumn, last year, 1 think?"
"It was last year, aunt, but not in the

autumn," Alice said. " It was ai

weeks after midsummer."
" How are you so sure about the til
" Why, I had my green silk fro(j

purpose to wear that day, and my tt|

bonnet, with the cherry-coloured
bands ; and don't you remember,
that Jane Walters came with a beaul
bracelet, and I kept w^ishing that ^|
body would give me one just like

" What time did we start in the iti

ing?"
"About twenty minutes before

for the boat left the pier at nine, anc
were only just in time."

" Do you remember what sort of a!

we had ?"

''Oh! it was a bright, sunshiny a
but there was a little rain, very littl

only a few drops—as the boat pa]
Greenwich, and we were so afraid it w*]

turn out wet. And what a fine nig
was when we came home—what a.
sight it was to look at all the great 4]

in what the captain called the pool."

"It relieves my mind," said Aunt Ml
"to find that, after all, Alice has agj
memory sometimes. I thought, ifr

memory was so poor as she said it^

this morning, it was avery great misforti]

But, my dear, if you can remember,
particulars of what occurred so long i|

how is it that you fail to remember uiil

which you have read and learned ats(9]

a much less time ago ? If I were td

you to repeat the story which I relate]

you last Saturday afternoon, would
not be able to do it?" ^
"I think I should, aunt. I recolleBl

well ; it was so very interesting, 1 mI
not forget it."

" The difilculty is, when you study
j]

endeavour to attend to two things
once. You try to understand, to pay
tention, and to retam what you

j
taught ; but, all the time, you are thii!

ing about something else."
" But how shall I become intereste4j

my studies ?"

"By giving them all the energies

your mind. Is there not something
teresting in knowing the situation a

extent of countries, or the number
size and motion of the stars ; or to ui

stand how the flowers grow in the gar^

or the names and nature of birds

beasts and fish ; above all, is there''

something interesting in knowing'
history of your own country—how

ing Iow i

J
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ms conquered the ancient Britons

—

j

—to trace the gradual advancement of our
those they called the Picts and Scots country until we see it what it is. All
led Britain when the Romans left— this is very interesting. Do not charge a
the poor Britons obtained help from fault upon your memory of which it was
axons, and how the Saxons soon be- never guilty ; but rather say, * I bestowed
their masters—how Danes and Sax- so little attention upon tlie subject, that I
jugbt together till the Normans came cannot recollect.'

''

LESSONS IN FRENCH.—No. XXVI.

English into French,

rGLE (1) inconsiderate (3) step (2) can cost the repose and {def. aHkile)

il (m.) inconsider^ (m.) demarche (f.) peut couter repos (m )

ill€(f.) inconsideree (f.)

ness of a (2) whole life (3). It is impossible {of) to be at tlte same time

jur (m.) tout (m..) vie (f.) Il impossible d'etre en meme temps
toiite (f.)

ly charitable and really unhappy That is of no consequence.
ent charitable malheureux. Cela ne fait rien (or) cela ne signijierien.

jorrespondent (VHomme pauvre et petit) calls our attention to an assertion of

etfs to the effect that the verb signifier in French is never used to imply *' being of

quence." Cobbett is wrong. It is so used. Cobbett was a roan for whose
ful mind and undoubted genius we have every respect, but beyond a thorough
ledgdtof the grammar, he was by no means a finished French scholar,

the exercise given above, we have purposely used the phrase ** can cost'* where
j^ cost" would be the more usual English. We wished to show that *' may" in

sh is often convertible into another word, and not always the sign of the Subjunctive

, This mood is so called because it is subjoined to members on which it is

dent, and not absolute and direct, like the Indicative, in its import. The sign of the

mctive mood is generally ''that," or ** if,"* whether expressed or understood;
'may" is sometimes convertible into "is able to, is enough to," &c., and is then

lated into French by the irregular verb pouvoir (to be able), which requires any
verb that it governs to be in the present Infinitive, without any preposition between
wo verbs. In the second sentence another example is given of the manner of

lating "it" into French. " It is impossible to—something," Here the sense being

leted in the remaining portion of the sentence, and no substantive being used after

the "it" is rendered by il : ce would here be wrong. You perceive, also, that

rench say " it is impossible o/io be, possible of to do," &c.
meme temps—" at the same time." No article : an idiom useful to learn,

tse of constant occurrence.

th regard now to the gender of nouns, the only very important point on which it

ns for us to enlighten our students, there are indeed many treatises written for the

)se of laying down rules to distinguish the masculine from the feminine by their

nations, &c. These rules are very incomplete, because scarce one of them excludes

•tions ; and the consequence is, that they do not effect their purpose. Thus it is to

nfessed that a knowledge of the genders of French nouns is ever best derived from
ice and experience. Read with attention, refer often, when in doubt, to your dic-

ry, and by degrees you will grow familiar with the subject. The knowledge will

almost insensibly. The ear and the eye will supply what no universal rule can

ctly answer.

the meantime, however, we mention a few little signs which will facilitate and
en the labour.

ftST.—As a general rule, substantives derived from the Latin are in French
uije, if in Latin they were feminine ; and if in Latin they were either masculine or

T^ are in French masculine. Thus ame, corrupted from the Latin anima^ feminine,

V is feminine in French; incendie^ from the Latin incendiumj "a fire, a con-
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flagration," neuter in Latin, becomes masculine in French. Genitts (m.) gives in Freij
genie (m.).

Secondly.—Almost all substantives ending in e mute, and a great many ending i

accented, are feminine.

Thirdly.—The majority of substantives ending in ion are also feminine.

Fourthly.—All substantives ending in a are masculine, as le panorama ^ un opera.

Finally, as to adjectives, many of them form the feminine by adding e to the temii

tion of the masculine, but often doubling the preceding consonant :

—

bon (m.), bonn^ii

gros (ra.), grosse (f.) ; nul (m.), nulle (f.) ; beau and bel (m.), belle (f.).

Others insert a h for euphony before the added e '.—franc (m.), franche (f.).

The termination eux changes into euse ; as heureux (m.), heureme (f.), &
heureux (m. p.), heurexises (f. p.), &c.

The termination eur changes sometimes into euse^ sometimes into eresse, and sometai

into rice. As un homme trompeur (m.)— ** a deceitful (2) man (1) ;" une feu
irompeuse (f.)—'* a deceitful (2) woman (1).*' Vn paysage enchanteur (m.)—*

enchanting (2) landscape (1);" une voix enchanteresse (f.)
—**an enchanting

voice (1)/' Un gouvernement persecuteur (m.)— ** a persecuting (2) government (1)

une loi persecuirice (f.)—** a persecuting (2) law (1)/'

Adjectives, the masculine of which end in ff change the f into ve in the femink

neuf{m.)j neuve (f.)
—''new," &c.

These are the most important rules we can lay down. They will help the task

observation, which must do the rest.

It remains now to learn the fourth and last regular conjugation, ending in re in i

present Infinitive. Let us take, for example, rendre (^' to render," or •*to l^stoBC' ^j,

rendantj rendering (f.) ; rendu (m.), rendue (f,), restored, or rendered.

Present Indicative :

—

French.
je rends

tu rends

U rend
eUe rend
nous rendons
vous rendez

{lis rendent

elks rendent

English.
I render
thou renderest
he renders
she renders
w^e render
you render

they render

Pronunciation.
zhurron
tu ran
eel ran
el ran
noorondoan
voo ronday
edrond
drond

Imperfect :

—

English.
I rendered, or did render
thou didst render
he did render
she did render
we did render
you did render

they did render

Perfect Definite :

—

English.
I rendered
thou renderedst
he rendered
she rendered
we rendered
you rendered

they rendered

Future :—

French.
je rendads

tu rendais

U rendait

elle rendait

nous rendions

ixms rendiez

{ils rendaient

eUes rendaient

French.
je rendis

tu rendis

il rendit

elle rendu
nous rendimes

fxms rendites

iHs rendirent

\ elks rendirent

Pronun CIation.
zhurronday
tu ronday
eel ronday
el ronday
7100 rondee oan
voo rondeeay
eel ronday
el tvnday

Pronunciation.
zhtir-rondee

tu rondee

eel rondee

el rondee

TWO rondeetn

voo rondeet

eel rondeer

el rondeer

]
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English.
I shall render
thou shalt render
he will render
she will render
we shall render
you shall render

they shall render

French.
je rendrat

tu rendras

il rendra
elle rendra
nous reiuJrons

vcnis rendrez

Pronunciation.
zhur-'Tondray

tu rondrah
eel rondrah

el rondrah

noo rondroan
voo rondray
eel rondroan
el rondroan

{Us rendront

elles rendront

[rhe following tenses need not be given in full ; our students know enough of avoir to

able to conjugate them already:

—

Perfect Indefinite, /'at renduj &c. ; Pluperfect,
\nfais rendUf &c. ; Perfect Anterior, J' ens rendttj &c. ; Fitttjre Anterior,
Turai rendu, &c. ; Past tense of the Conditional Mood, J'aurais renduj &c. ;

rfect Subjunctive, Que faie rendu, &c. ; Pluperfect Subjunctive, Que
isse rendu, &c.

[nie present tense, Conditional mood :

—

English.
I should render
thou shouldst render
he should render
she should render
we should render
you should render

they should render

Fhi=:nch.

j€ rendrnis

tu reyulrais

il rendrait

elle rendrait

nous rendrions

vous rendriez

{ils rendraient

dies rendrakM

[Present tense, Subjunctive mood :

—

English,
That I may render
that thou mayst render
that he may render
that she may render
that we may render
that you may render

that they may render

Imperfect Subjunctive :

—

English.
That I might render
that thou mightst reader
that he miHht render
that she might render
that we might render
that you might render
that they might render

Imperative :—

•

English.
Render (thou)
let him render
let us render
render (you)

let them render

French.
que je rende

que tu rendes

qiCil rende

qtCeUe rende

que nous rendions

que vous rendiez

fqiCUs rendent

Xqu'elles rendmt

French.
que je rendisse

que, tu rendisses

qu'il rendu
qu'elle rendit

que nous j^endissions

que vous rendlssiez

quHls rendissent

Pronunciation.
zliur-rondray

tu rondray
eel rondray
el rondray
noo rondree-oan

voo rondree-ay

eel rondray
el rondray

Pronunciatiox,
" c?f" zhurrond
** cu" tu rond
keel rond
Icel rond
^^ cu^* noo rondeeoan
"C!i" ivo rond^-ay
keel rond
kelrond

Pronunciation
** cm" zhurrondeess
** cu^* tu I'ondxess

keel rondce

kd rondee

"cm" noo rondeessce-oan
** cii'' voo rondeessee ay
ked ro7uleess

Pronunciation.
ro?i

ked rond
rondoan
ronday
ked jvml
kd ivnd

French.
rends

qu'il rende

rendons

rendez

S qu'ils rendeat

\ qu'dles rendeni

The reason why, in the pronunciation, we have given ron as the nearest approach to

iC sound of rends, whereas we have given rond as the sound of rende, is, that the final

msonants are mute ; but a vowel following, whether in the next word or in the word
self, makes a consonant audible. With regard to the sound of je, we have been
3Commended to denote it by jM; but our pupils to whom prosody is strange would
poncunce those letters in a way to rhyme with bee. New the sound of je is like what
le first three letters of our word 5^?^dder would be, if for the s you had a z. Of course
e admit it is only a likeness, but the likeness is close.
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-Your exercise is too late. We cannot depart, for your sake, frot

^

C. V LL.

regulation v.hich has hindered others from bettering their translations.

Harrison.—Your letter is, on the whole, remarkably good ; but you have forgot

that je is first person, and therefore that it should be followed by ecrivis and serai,

by ecrivit and sera. Again : the French never end a letter by any phrase exactly^ 1

*• yours truly.'' They say, *^ voire tres devoue serviteur,^' &c. jj

How otherwise'

John K—e.—Your exercise has been received and examined.

Ux aui AiME LA. Justice.—Send names in making a charge,

we, by any possibility, be guided by what you say ?

E—N E—LY says :
— ** Your correspondent has made a trifling mistake in the na^ai

the author of the pronouncing dictionary of the French language. The Abbe Tarjj

the name, and not ** Tarde." I speak from experience when I say it is a very excel]

work. I have an edition before me published by Messrs. Longman and Co., in 1&

price 6s.'*

A PLEA FOR ART-EDUCATION AMONGST ALL CLASSES.

We extract the following remarks, on the

influence of Art upon the community at

large, from a lecture recently df livered by
Mr. J. A. Hammersley^ of Manchester :—

*' Everything which surrounds us is an

influence. VVe are surrounded with beau-

tiful things in the world, and it is our duty

to make our houses look as beautiful as pos-

sible. Everything we have in our houses

—

every glass and jug, every painted door and
table—is an influence, an association, out of

which the mind receives its instruction,

even more than that which the pedagogue
conveys in the school. Therefore, art is

nothing more nor less than the recognition

of the example set us by God. I should be

sorry to limit art to a mere canvas and
statuary exposition of it. The basis of all

good art— of painting, and statuary, and
architecture, and the ornamentation of

domestic vessels—is a constant acknow-
ledgment of the beauty of the external

world, out of which can only come good
art. The craving for this art is perfectly

universal. The savage who carves his

spear and war instruments, and paints his

body, evinces a leaning towards things that

are beautiful. The commonest hind who
cultivates his small plot of land with flowers

is declaring an inward and conscious sense

of the beauty alluded to. Therefore, the

manufacturer, the designer of every class,

and the workman, instead of working from
the thought that he is merely catering to a

Ivixurious feeling, should labour rather with

the consciousness that he is labouring to

cultivate and raise that which in the human
mind is a natural instinct. To the designer

IL

m

—and house painters and architects

amongst this class—a true sense of ar

indispensable—that he should think.* i

himself, and not be continually reproduti
what has been done before. Take the^
nary house painter : a man thoroughly jy

cated for his business would, for Ss.^^

make a cottage an arena of excellen

Shop-fronts, and signs, and all these thhl

are influences. But supposing the desi

of every character were perfect : the

would be thrown away upon us with
educated workmen. If the design be
realised by the workman, it must lose dl\

vitality and beauty. We are continiu
talking of our inferiority to France a

Germany in designs. In these countiri

every man has received an education in«
from the designer to the lowest clasi u

workmen, to enable him thoroughly
understand and to love the work to be a9l

3;:

In Lyons I have seen workmen bring U
their shops quantities of flowers and ^ ^

them, merely for their beauty, not becftp ^,

they were obliged to do so. These are i
''•

men to make work beautiful, and to ;'

justice to the designer. But even suppo^) *

the designer and the workman to be ir '^

educated, it is no less important that! ^

user of a thing should be able to apprecia "

it too. 'People in this country,' say man
facturers, * are not in a position to tellgoi

things from bad ones.' I have no belief

the statement that the people fi^c i
prepared for beautiful things in art. Tfi

they want education in art, I reauily*

mit ; but that they have an ins'inctive vr

for it, 1 f^Uy believe."
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR

gabstantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb

CB'Cissement, s. (French) an ex-

n or clearing up of any doubt.

T, s. (French) splendour, show, re-

•sa'reon", 5. an instrument for ex-
the phenomena of eclipses.

^8E, s. an obscuration of the sun,

fcc, from the intervention of some
dy ; V. a. to cloud, to disgrace.

'tic, s. the apparent orbit of the
called because eclipses take place

3UE, s. a pastoral poem ; so called

Virgil named his pastorals

m'ic, Econom'ica.l, a. frugal,

prudent expenditure of money,
„, or the greatest effect with the
ins.

m'ics, s. what applies to the
lent Oi household affairs.

CY, 5. excessive joy, rapture, en-

*AL, a, taken from the original.

5. a turn of the water; a whirl-
whirling ; V. a. to move circularly.

TE, 5. a stone of a light grey

TAXED, s. deprived of teeth.

VISE, ad. in a direction of the -edge.

E, a. fit to be eaten, eatable.

, s. a proclamation, an audience.

OE, s. a building, a fabric.

s. the title of a Roman magls-

Ott", s. the whole impression of* a

s. the act of growing
heat by intestine mo-
rapid formation of air

repairsR, 5. one who revises or
iry work fur publication.

'tion, s. the word is derived from
;o bring forth, to draw out ; it is

understood to mean the instruc-
liidren—that is, the teaching them
writing, and arithmetic; but true
1 includes much more than this

—

:he drawingforth their latent powers,
Waximig of them physically, intel-

and morally, so that they may
ad the duties of life, and fulfil

a manner consistent with their
as rational, intelligent, and ac-
2 beings.

8, v.a. to bring out, to extract.

30RATE, r.G. to swccUn ; to purify.

; r. verb ; v. a. verb-active ; r.n. verb-neuter.

Ef'fable, a. that may be spoken ; ex-
pressive.

Effe(/tiox, s. (in geometry) a problem,
or proxis, drawn from a general proposition.

Effect's, s,pl. goods, moveables, furni-
ture.

Efferves'cence,
hot

;
production of

tion ; fermentation

;

bubbles.

Effec't, 5. (in art) the impression pro-
duced on the mind at the sight of a picture,
or other work of art, at the first glance, bo-
fore the details are examined. Effect is

also the result of all the peculiar excellencies
of the true master ; the ensemble^ which is

brilliant and striking.

Ef'fete, a. barren, worn out.

Ef'figy, s, the literal representation or
image of a per>on, whether by painting, or
in stone, wood, wax, &c. The word is

usually applied to the sculptured figures on
sepulchral monuments, and to ihe heads of
monarchs, &c., on coins and medals.

Effla'te, v. a. to fill with wind, to puff
up.

Efflores'cence, s. in botamj^ this word
means the production of flowers ; in medi-

cine, the breaking out of some humour in

the skin ; in cliemistry, the formation of a
white, powdery substance on the surface of

saline crystals.

Ef'fluent, a, flowing from, issuing out
of.

Efflu'via, Effltj'vitjm, 5. vapours ; \\\^.

particles which are continually flying off

from bodies, and, in most cases, rendered
perceptible to the sense of smelling.

Ef'flux, s. an effusion ; a flowing cut.

Efful'gence, s. lustre, brightness, splen-
dour.

Effu'me, v. a. to breathe or puff out.

Effu'se, v. a. to pour out ; to spill; to
shed; a. wasteful, dissipated, extravagant.

EgeiVmixate, v. to buJ or spring out.

Eges'tion, s. throwing out digested
food.

Eglom'erate, V, n, to unwind itself.

Egg, s, the seed or germ of feathered
animals and various kinds of insects, &c.,
from which their young are produced; the

j
shell is composed of phosphate of lime and
water ; then is a thin membrane ; then the
white, or albumen ; and then the yolk,

which con£i:sts of fat oil and serous matter.
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E'gotist, s. one who talks much of him-
self.

Egre'gious, a. remarkable, eminently

bad.
E'gress, Egres'sion, s. the act of going

out of any place ; departure.

Egret'te, s. an ornament of ribbands,

&c.
Eidoura'nion, 5. a mechanical exhibition

of the heavenly bodies and their motions.

Ejacula'tion, 5. a short fervent prayer,

dictated by the feelings or circumstances of

the moment.
Eis'teddfod, s. (Welsh, from eidecld, to

sit) a meeting, or assembly. The term was
more especially used as ihe name for the

session of the bards or minstrels which was
held in Wales for many centuries. It is

still used to describe the festivals or gather-

ings held in Wales, in which the peculiar

music of that country is a principal feature.

Eject'ment, s. a legal writ by which any
inhabitant of a house, or tenant of an estate,

is commanded to give up possession.

Elab'orate, a. finished with great ex-

actness and diligence
;
performed with great

labour ; studied.

Elas'tic, a. having the property of

springing back or of returning to its ori-

ginal form and tension.

Ela'te, a. flushed with success, haughty.

Elec^tion, s. the act, or power, of

choosing or selecting.

Electioxeer'in'G, s. the practices used
at the election of a member for Parliament.

Elec/tive fran'chise, s. the power or

privilege of voting for a member of Parlia-

ment, &c.

Elec'tric, s. any substance capable of

exhibiting electricity ; a non-conductor

;

-^ pertaining to electricity.

Electri'city, 5. the science which ex-

plains the laws that govern the phenomena
of a peculiar element called electric fluid.

This fluid is diffused through all bodies, but,

being invisible, it presence is only known
by the effects it produces. There are two
kinds of electric bodies; first, those which
are excited by means of friction; and,
secondly, those which receive their elective

power by communication with the former.

Electro magnet'ic, a. pertaining to

magnetism as connected with electricity.

Elec'trotype, s. the process by which
works in relief are produced by the agency
cf electricity, through which certain metals,
such ; s gold, silver, and copper, are preci-

ptta'ed from their solution upon moulds in
eo fine a state of division as to form a co-

herent mass of pure metal, equal in tough-
ness and flexibility to the hammered metals.

Electrome'ter, s. au instrumdl
measuring the electricity in any elc]

body.
Elec/tuary, 5. a soft compoun£j

cine.

Eleemos'ynary, a. living upon c

s. a gift of charity,

El'egy, s. a mournful pathetic
j^

dirge.

El'ement, 5. a constituent priB
anything

;
proper habitation, &c.,

thing ; rudiments of science. *JS

elements, according to the Aristot(^

loaophy, are earth, fire, air, water/*

Element'ary, a. not comfi
simple.
Elexch', s. an argument, a sopbi

Elephant'iasis, s. a species of l«

Eleusin'iax, a. belonging to thi

rites of Ceres.

Ele've, s. (French) one broug'

protected.

Elf, s. a fairy, an imaginary
spirit.

Elic'it, v. a. to bring to lig

out.

Elim'ixate, v. a. to open
lease.

Elis'ion, s. the act of cutting i
ration.

Elix'ate, v. a. to extract by

Elix'ir, s. the liquid extract- ti

essence.

Ell, s. a measure of one yat(

quarter.

Ellip'ris, s. an oval figure
;

chasm. ^^
Ellip'sograph, s. an instifi

measure.

Ellip'soid, s. a solid elliptical% b
Eloctu'tion, 5. eloquence ; fli

speech ; speech delivered witli 8ui|

phasis and gesture.

El'ogy, Eu'logy, s. praise, pill

Elon'gate, v. to lengthen, draw '
off".

El'oquence, s. speaking wiik
elegance, force, &c.

Elucida'tion, s, an explanation

tion.

Elucta'tign, s, the act of buwti

Eld'6I0N, s. artifice; the actof ij

Elutria'tiox, s. the separatio

substances from the pure by pulve]

washing and straining off.

Eluxa'tiox, *. dislocation, pti\

joint; loosening of joints,

Ely'sian, a. pleasant, excee^i'l

lightful.

|ii
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IE PEACE CONGRESS AND THE SYMPATHIES OF THE MASSES
OF ALL COUNTRIES.

was our privilege to attend the Peace Congress at Brussels, in Paris, in Frank-
t, and, more recently, in London ; and it has been no small pleasure to watch
5 progress of this glorious movement. Ingoiag to Brussels, one vessel was suf-

ient to carry the pilgrims of peace. "When we went to Paris we required two ;

4 two steamers were needed when we crossed the channel and navigated the

er for Frankfort. But the interest has increased every year, and the late as-

obly in Exeter-hall would have demanded four or five vessels to have carried its

mbers to any foreign shore.

tVe were also struck with the appearance on the platform and in the body of the

11 of a number of those individuals who never show their faces in any public

;erprise until it is getting popular and there is danger of public odium if they

J any longer behind. These personages have the organ of cautiousness very

gely developed. At the commencement of any great undertaking they always

k a-head, and if there is the least prospect of any opposition, they keep very

^\j at home, and, perhaps, even join with the mockers who treat the scheme

h. derision or scorn. But as soon as the pioneers have gained a little way, have

ived their foes, and passed the storm, these timid souls look behind, and, to

4d the indignation which is now following them, they take refuge in the trium-

int society of the philanthropists ; for it should be observed that as the tempest

» changed sides, so its fury is about to vent itself on a different class of victims.

irst threatened those who went in the van, but now it pursues those who are

inhering in the rear. Few thanks are due to many of these new-comers, seeing

y are stimulated rather by fear than by love. It is the danger rather than the

nciple of benevolence that influences them. The odium of going before, or of

ying behind, is the mainspring of their conduct. Well, we are glad to see them

ierany circumstances, and, although their time-serving timidity is so un-English

i unchristian, the ark of peace has room enough for them all, and, in accordance

h the great doctrine of universal charity, can forget past unmanliness or tergi-

sation. None but the guilty can be offended at these remarks, which we would

t have made here but, in the firstplace, to warn these over-cautious folks of the

nn that is behind them ; and, secondly^ to encourage our friends with the thought

it, as they have now all fair weather and sunshine before them, and the storm has

jinged sides, they may calculate upon some four or five millions of adherents, who,

escape from public censure, will soon be found in their ranks.

Ilie last Peace Congress in Exeter-hall would afford matter for a volume, and

srefore but little justice can be done to it in this short paper. There were more

m a thousand delegates, and we are certain that, by a very little effort, it would

<re been just as easy to have made them^ve or ten thousand. We know numbers

towns and locahties which would have sent representatives if the matter had only

en laid before them. The question of universal peace is so just, so humane, so

nevolent, so Christian, that, with the exception of those who fatten upon slaughter

d its plunder, all who hear the principle announced must admit its reasonableness.

1 the other hand, war is so expensive, so destructive to trade, so desolating to the earth,
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SO cruel, so merciless, so inhuman, that one shudders at its name. Now there]

no persons in the country so much interested in the cause of universal peace as;

working classes, nor are there any who can so effectually stay this direful scouj

As soon as our labourers and operatives shall resolve to be duped no more by
|

recruiting sergeant, and shall leave the fighting of battles to those who stir ug

proclaim war, we shall have military expeditions brought to an end. It s^l

strange that renowned warriors should encircle their brows with garlands won]

common soldiers. And we are pretty sure that many of the heroes who have g

large pensions as the price of blood, have after all never killed a single huij

being ; and, further, we have a strong impression that some hundreds!

officers never would have bought commissions if they had thought that the

work of murdering the French, &c., was to be done by themselves. Not tha^j

have any objections to blood, because they well known that until they

wreaths steeped in human gore, they can have no military glory, nor until til

will this Christian country lavish its wealth upon them ; but still, should it ogl

to the crisis that they must with their own daggers drain the blood which is I

dye their crowns, from the heart of a brother, and, at the same time, run the rifiil

being killed in the fray, we believe that they will seek a safer, a more honest, *aj

humane profession than the army presents.

Would that we had a pen of iron with which we could engrave this truth ufj

the inmost souls of our operatives. We want them to feel that they^ and tl

alonCi yield the sinews of war. Even the money is chiefly drawn from ^|
pockets ; and the nerve and muscle which perform the fighting are theirs. Tfcl

must stand in the thickest of the battle, they must shield the gentlemen's sons "wj

are to wear the glory and pocket the pensions which will be drained from tl

earnings of the widows and orphans of the men who fell in the combat. From tl

ranks of labour must come the victims who are to interpose their heads for tl

shot and their hearts for the bayonets which otherwise would have slain the offioel

and yet after this vicarious sacrifice of the masses, these very heroes will go m
Parliament, and vote away the rights and money of the poor fellows who woii^|

victory. And farther, the supposed enemies which are slain are,

all, our customers. There is not a man of them but might have

a mechanic, an artist, a farmer, a merchant, a scholar, or a philanthro^j

he might have enriched us, we could have enriched him. While alive you cow

have made anything of him, but as a corpse he is useless. Heaven has thus taug

us to value life. Man is only valuable when alive, and intelligent, moral, and fri|

Oppress him, impoverish him, disable him, maim him, corrupt him, slay him, and)]

is good for nothing. War is therefore the most desolating of all fiends. Its whole aji

and trade are to take away life, and thus rob the world of the healthiest of-her son)

and then rob these sons of life, and consequently of the only jewel that rendaj

man valuable.

Again we say to our working people, set yourfaces against war ; this is a game

which you can have no hope of gain. Of whatever may be won, you will have
|j

share. The paltry pension held out to the common soldier is not worth havini

Any able-bodied man can obtain twice as much by labour, temperance, au]

economy, and without the humiliation of military slavery. We are happy to knj

that not only here, but on the Continent, the masses are beginning to open tl

eyes to these truths. One of the most touching speeches at the Peace Congresj

Exeter-hall, was that of an Austrian, who bewailed the ills to which war

Jl
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Led his unhappy country, and under which the people especially groaned..

'n sorry," said he, " that my country is so poorly represented in this meeting,.

'au may depend upon millions of absentfriends in Austria. Yes, I repeat it^

\)ns offt-iends—for, with the exception of a few proud and ambitious natives,,

reat mass of the 35,000,000 of its inhabitants are friends of universal peace."

^w'ords of this patriot might be taken as representing the feelings of the people

lie larger portion of the globe. Man is not naturally blood-thirsty, he must

'Jide cruel and savage by education; and even then the ills of fighting are a

It'drawback. The cost, and a thousand other evils, will maka him loathe what

liother taught him to love. For we may safely aver that the chief calamities-

IftT are not at the time of the struggle ; the woes that follow the victory are the

In part of the affair. England has bled daily, from the Battle of Waterloo until

Land will do so for years, if not ages to come. And we are certain that when
fliasses pay a little more attention to this subject, there is nothing they willi

Ij heartily execrate than wars and standing armies. Talk, indeed, of England's

fig any of her greatness to her military- achievements ! Why, the main thing,

has retarded her progress has been her troops, her heroes, and the debt which .

been incurred in their prosecution.

[srhaps it may not be amiss, in closing this paper, to sum up a few of the bless—

, or curses, which our working people owe to military glory.

The common soldier is the most abject slave upon earth. He must quench,,

ly manly sentiment that may have glowed in his bosom, and become, as far as

bible, a mere machine, to be used in plundering and slaughtering his fellow-

itures. He must sink below tigers, wolves, or demons, because these do not

one another. He cannot be a soldier and at the same time a man. He is a

ig of which there is no type in heaven, earth, or the bottomless pit. Nothing,

should suppose, could be more harmless than a " temperance society ;" but these

not be admitted among our troops. Eor on one being formed in the Indian

ly, an order from the Horse Guards came to put it down ; and the reason

igned was, " That every organisation but the regimental is contrary to the discipline

^he service.'^ It is added that, ^^ within a month from this veto^ one medical man
in his regimentforty cases of delirium tremens,'' Let every young man, then,

J consider that in entering the army he is about to sell every vestige of liberty

1 humanity, and to sink far below the slaves of America.

T; The common soldier is most miserably paid. It is true he obtains enough to

and drink. As for his clothing, that may be bright and flashy, but it is of the

irsest texture. It is a kind of blanketing ; and there is scarcely an operative

) would go to the mill or to a place of worship in such a pauper dress. In.

lodgings, too, he is huddled together with a host of others, many of them as

ly and disagreeable as can well be imagined. One might write a host of

Jays on a soldier's pay ; a soldier's dress ; a soldier's lodgings ; a soldier's wife ;

.

loldier's children ; a soldier's home. We beg pardon ; a soldier has no home,..

is a homeless wretch, and his occupation is to make the world homeless.

He is exposed to all winds y weathers^ climates^ hardships, pestilences^ diseases, and'

2th, He must be ready to sleep on the bare ground, or not sleep for nights

jether ; to live in the midst of all sorts of malaria, with death every moment
iring him in the face ; to go for days together without food or drink, and continuer

5 journey through marshes, over mountains, under the pelting rain, the scorching:
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sun, or across the freezing snow. There is no poor wretch in the worldtHa!

such a miserable, horrible prospect before him as the common soldier. The
gj

with which he is decked is less than the shadow of a shade. He will die no
knows where, and his grave will probably be the maw of a\^ture, of a shark,!

wolf, while his bones will be left for manure. His name will be buried in oUvl
or, should it be remembered, will be covered with the infamy of those hSI
Here he has no hope, and in eternity he has to face the accusing spirits of thoij

slaughtered.

4. His children and children's children will have to suffer for his folly,

not only have they no father nor home, bu: they must be taxed for years, and!

the trade of their country to a great extent paralysed in consequence of waj]

that he bequeaths a curse to his relatives and posterity. He may have desoll

other plains, and slain the citizens of other countries, but the chief scour.ge i

on his own home and kindred.

5. Military government must be despotic ; and we generally find that calal

and other officers, when they enter Parliament, bring their arbitrary not

with them into the house, and have little sympathy for the masses. Our mili^

and naval senators are for the most part the bulwarks of all our national coQJ

gam, m retunj^Jtions. This is a part of the reward which poor relatives

having lost a father, a husband, or a brother in the field.

The working classes, then, both men and women, have no interest in war. I|

their bitterest scourge ; and we do not wonder that an Austrian should tell us t|

in the masses of Germany we have millions of friends, who in heart were

eace Congress, and who sigh for universal peace. 4f i

T>

RHYMES FOR WORKERS. M

Would'st thou win a noble name
In the coming ages ?

Would'st thou earn a future fame
In historians' pages ?

Listen, then, and thou shalt hear
How thou may'st attain it

—

Bravely working many a year,

In the end thou'lt gain it.

Enter boldly on the fight,

Good with Bad is waging.
In the sacred cause of right

All thy soul engaging.
Care not though the world may frown
On thine earnest striving.

Error must be overthrown

—

Truth is ever thriving.

Heed thou, lest a bigot's zeal,

Thwart thy good intentions
;

Mix not up the simple truth
With dim obscure inventions,

Have a faith in man and God,
Pure and ardent burning

;

In thy chosen pathway plod,

From it never turning.

Live not for thyself, but others
By thy working cherish

;

Round thee thou hast many brothf

Who, neglected, perish.

Sisters erring, weak and frail,

Whom, by kindly teaching.
Thou may'st raise within the paj
They despair of reaching.

Striving with a noble purpose.
Still thy path pursuing,

To retrieve thy fellow-mortals
From a course of ruin.

Do but this, whate'er thy station,

Priest or politician,

Poet, teacher, or mechanic,
Thou'lt fulfil thy mis-ion.
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THE ARABS IN SPAIN.—No. V.

death of Abderahman, his son,

m II.; succeeded to the Caliphate,

cessors could have been found
aaply qualified to continue, and

crease, the benefits of his father's

this prince. The fifteen years
ign were spent in the tranquil

ce of the noble projects which
man had begun, and in the ad-

lent of literature, his owti ruling
Calib, after successfully resisting

s of Abderahman, and the Ca-
aself, had died a natural death at

^ shortly before Alhakeni's acces-

the throne, and the peace of the

ID was no longer disturbed by
or internal enemies. The only ex-

. to this general tranquillity was an
made by the Gallicians upon the
of the Cordovan kingdom, early

w Caliph's reign ; but it was re-

>y Alhakem in person, who invp.ded

ritory of the Count of Castile, and
taken and razed St. Estevan,

his hostile neighbours to sue for

The remainder of his reign was
irbed, and spent in the cultivation

arts of peace amongst his people

—

blest occupation of a sovereign,

impulses were given to agriculture,
r a general diffusion of useful la-

11 orders were made to contribute
well-being of the State ; and those
id been accustomed to wield only
ord or the lance, were instructed in

re profitable and honourable occu-
of agriculture or the useful trades.

isly promoting everything which
idd to the morality, the knowledge,

ti prosperity of his people, Alhakem
! ; uiet, unostentatious, and happy life.

: is for this very reason that his life

> hardly any incidents of romantic
-it. One instance of the equity of

I vernment, however, may be cited
he many which the chroniclers of

IIm have handed down. Wishing to
be the gardens of his palace at Me-
lt zhara, Alhakem had offered a liberal

t for some adjoining ground ; and
h hstanding the refusal of the owner
ft with a patrimony to which he was
1$Y attached, the agents of the Caliph
by occupied the plot, and erected on
I vilion. The rejected proprietor ap-
^. to the Cadi of Cordova : and that

S:rate going at once to tne palace,
mule and an empty sack, prostrated

* f at Alhakeni's feet, and begged
'5sion to fill the sack with earth.
c:h surprised at the request, the Ca-

liph readily granted the desired leave;
and when the sack was filled, he was again
asked to assist in placing it upon the mule.
Smiling at the supposed jest, the good-
natured Alhakem tried to raise the sack,
but staggered under its weight, and was
thus addressed by the Cadi in a tone of
severity :

—
" Commander of the Faithful,

that sack which you are unable to lift

contains but a very small portion of the
ground which you have unjustly appro-
priated from another. How will you be
able to support the burden of the whole
field when you stand before the judgment
seat of Allah?" The sublime moral lesson
contained in these few searching w^ords,
was received with the gratitude w^hich it

deserved; the field was restored to its

rightful owner, and, in order to atone for
the brief wrong which had been done him,
he was presented with the pavilion which
had just been built, together with its costly
furniture.

But his ardent devotion to literature,
and the success with which he laboured
to promote a taste for it amongst his people^
were chief among the glories which shed
their abiding lustre upon the reign of the
son of Abderahman. The impulse which
he gave to learning helped in no small
degiee to prepare the way for its revival
in Europe three centuries later ; and far
as were the followers of the Prophet in
advance of the other nations of the Euro-
pean Continent in science and art, during
the middle ages, the reign of Alhakem II.

may be justly termed the golden age of
Arabian literature in Spain. '• His
library," says the learned author of " Mo-
hamedanism Unveiled," ''according to
original authorities, conveys an idea of
the state of this art (Bibliography) among
the Arabians in the 10th century, which
may well moderate the pretensions of the
most scientific modern collector. Even in
the lifetime of his father, the great Ab-
derahman, Alhakem maintained agents
in Africa, Egypt, Syria, and Persia, whose
sole office it w^as to purchase for their
royal master the best books in every
branch of learning. Men of letters, from
all countries, frequented his palace of
Mervan ; and these, also, he engaged by
the most liberal promises and rewards,
to procure copies for him of the most rare,
curious, and instructive works within
their Tc-ch or knovvledge. He wrote
himseii \.o all tlie more distinguished
authors of the age, desiring copies of their
works, for which lie paid with his wonted
generosity. At the same time he em-
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ployed the most accomplished copj^ists to

transcribe for him such books of price as

lie could not otherwise obtain. In the

arrangement and classification of the
splendid collection formed by these

-worthy acts, Alhakem displayed no less

taste and judgment than he had before dis-

covered zeal and munificence in tlieir ac-

quisition. With his own hand he cata-

logued and classed his library, which was
skilfeilly subdivided into various compart-
ments, each several compartment contain-

ing the books which treated on some par-

ticular science. Each book-case, each
shelf, was furnished with its table of con-
tents; and these particular tables, again,

were incorporated into one general cata-

logue ; which, according to Ebu Hayan, a
•<jontemporary writer, in its unfurnished
.state, occupied forty-four volumes of fifty

^.pages each. In this seemly an/l scientific

order was disposed the Royal Library of
Cordova ; a collection which, in the reign
of Alhakem II., already comprised all the
standard treatises on the arts and sciences;
all the then known works on Eloquence
-or Poetry ; and a rich accumulation of
liistories, both ancient and contemporary."

This benevolent monarch died of
. apoplexy, in the palace of Cordova, in the
year 976.
Hixem IL, the son and successor of

.Alhakem, mounted the throne of Cordova
in his eleventh year, and the regency was
conferred by his mother, Sobecha, on Mo-
iamraed ben Abdalla, famous in Spanish
history by the name which he soon ob-
tained of Almanasor—the Victorious.
The wars of this Emir w^ith the Chiis-

:.tian3, which proved so fatal to them, oc-
*cupy the most prominent place in the his
tory of his administration. He was the
Campeador, the " Great Captain," of the
Spanish Moors, and the most formidable
-enemy with whom the rising kingdoms of
Leon and Navarre, and what was then
the country of Castile, ever had to con-
tend. The first act of his administration
was to break the peace which Alhakem
had so sedulously maintained with the
Spanish Christians, and to declare per-
petual war against them, with the inten-
tion of not leaving an independent "infi-

;^del" within tlie limits of Spain. His de-
% structive inroads into the Christian terri-

tories are said to have occurred twice
every year during the greater part of his
life. It is said that he knew the person
and name of every one w^ho served under
him ; those who distinguished themselves

_ in battle he invited to his table, and after
every victory he gave a feast to his whole

; army. Regarding his battles as religious
\Works, after every action he shook the

K.

dust from his garments, and had it 4|

fully collected and deposited in a cell

which was always carried with the -m
valuable part of his baggage,—that ^
the dust thus gathered in the servid
the Prophet he might be covered in

,

grave. After storming Zamora, hei
entered Cordova, preceded by 9,000 sl»
his own peculiar share of the booty ; 4,

had fallen to the second in command^!
half that number had been put i»

',

sword in an attempt to escape. Berm
II., who then occupied the throne of Le
alarmed by the announcement of this?
lamity, stripped his capital of all hm
able treasure, disinterred the bodies of
royal predecessors, and removed
with the relics of the saints, to the
tains of the Asturias, once morefixinjr
seat of tlie Christian goverumem
Oviedo. Nor was tliis precaution isjk

cessary; for the victorious Almanp
speedily appeared before the waS
Leon, where, how^ever, he was unexp<
edly confronted by a small army of fre*

raised troops, under one of the 1^

generals of the Christian king. The
'

count given by the chroniclers of an ii

dent which occurred before the battle

not unworth repeating. Looking db
upon the small army of the Cliris

from the eminence on w'hich his ten
pitched, the confident Almanasor t
to his lieutenant, who stood beside
and inquired

—

" How many good soldiers dost tJ

think we may number in this army^
ours?" i

*' Thou should'st know thyself," repli
Mustapha. t

" I do not," said the general: "D|
thou think there are a thousand ?"

" A thousand ! nothing like the
ber."
" Are there five hundred?"
"No!"

^.T^r

of a!

KC.

ill E5

candidly,"
would not vouch

answered 4

for UK
i

V

"Fifty?"
"To speak

lieutenant, " I

than three !"
^

Almanasor, in great surprise, demaaid:

an explanation, and soon received /

According to the heroic manners of i

times, a Christian knight had ji

presented himself at the camp of 1

Moslems, and challenged any one
single combat. Two accepted it, a

were successively deprived of life a
armour by the victor. As no third o
nent appeared, he cried out with a
voice

—

J

" Why do ye loiter? Come all, on*
one ; and if that does not please

j|j

come two at once
!"

21!

was

-ithfc]

t\
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4e Christians applauded ; the Moslems
filled with indignation, until an An-
ian horseman spurred his charger

I

f the Arab ranks to encounter the

mger. But his fate was no better

ithat of those who had gone before

, mortal wound laid him on the

(id. Amid the loud hurrahs of the

tians, the victor mounted a fresh

), and returned to challenge the whole
)f the misbelievers. Almanasor, who
Uitnessed the last feat, ordered no
lo leave the ranks, and, turning to

lapha, exclaimed

—

fhou art right; I had, indeed, but
men of valour among my common

hrs ; listen to the insulting bravadoes

[3 infidel ! I can bear them no longer

;

[f thou wult not fight him, I will send
[)n, or go myself."
Leave tlie business to me," quickly

lied Mustapha. " Dost thou perceive

peautiful tiger-skin which covers his

? It shall soon be thine!"

ay, conquer and keep it thyself,"

lAlmanasor, as his general advanced
•ds the Christian. The knight keenly
[his fourth antagonist, and with all

ride of ancestry and chivalry de-

lled-

T'^ho and what art thou ?"

1 ere is my nobility !" replied the

hm, shaking his lance,

e combat immediately commenced,
Iras long maintained with vigour ; but
b end the Mussulman, who was better

Iited, succeeded in unhorsing his an-

[list, and, leaping to the ground, speed-
[ispatched him with his sword. He
I returned, amid the exultant shouts
e Moslem army, with the head and
[skin of the slain knight to Almana-
who received him with open arms,
e battle which followed, the Moham-
,ns were completely victorious, and
jity was soon after stormed. Alma-

• himself was the first who sprang
the ramparts, with a sword in one

, and the red banner of the Crescent
le other. The fall of Astorga and
lelona speedily followed ; and tlie vio-

las general, carrying his army onward
]
Gallicia, sacked Compostella, and,
lithstanding the miraculous light

111, say the Spanish historians, burst
the tomb of Santiago, carried off'

ells of tlie Apostle's Church to be
hd into lamps for the famous Mosque
prdova. During these brilliant ex-
Is in Spain, Almanasor, by his son Ab-
lelic, suppressed a dangerous revolt
e Caliph's territories in Africa ; and,

lig terminated the dynasty of the Ed-

rissites, annexed their territories to the
Cordovan crown.

It was about this time that he partici-
pated in a tragical incident which has
afforded a favourite theme to the chro-
nicles, romances, and traditions of Spain;,
and which, therefore, will not be without -

interest to our readers.
,

The nuptials of King Velasquez, lord'-

of Barcelona, with Lambra, a near rela--
tive of the Count of Castile, were .cele-

brated with unusual splendour during
five weeks' continued feasting, and among
the most distinguished guests were seven^
nephews of the bridegroom, the Infantes
of Lard. In a chance quarrel at a martial^
sport, between one of these youths and a
kinsman of her own, Lambra conceived,
herself to be insulted; and, in revenge,.,

she instructed a slave, a few days after-

wards, during a hawking party, to fill

a gourd with blood, and to fling it in the
face of the young knight from whom she
had received the fancied slight. The
brothers, indignant at so gross an affront, .

pursued the slave, and slew him at his

mistress's feet, where he had taken
refuge, staining her garment with his
blood. Lambra indignantly represented-
her wrong to her husbana, and he pro-
mised to execute a terrible vengeance oil'

the offending family. Concealing his

resentment, he engaged Oonzalo Gustio,
the father of the youths, to undertake a^

mission to Almanasor, with whom he was
connected in bonds of friendship—an in-
tercourse not unfrequently maintained
during these singularly romantic times
between individuals of the two nations so
dissimilar in faith, and so constantly op-
posed in war. A Moor was employed to^^

write a letter in his native tongue, of

'

which Gonzalo was to be the bearer ; and,.-

lest the scribe should betray that its con-
tents enjoined Almanasor to put the
messenger to instant death. King Velas-
quez struck off the slave's head as soon
as he had finished writing the letter.

Almanasor, too generous to stain his
hands with the blood of a defenceless
and confiding guest, spared Gonzalo's
life, but committed him to prison ; and a
Moorish damsel of high birth—probably a-
sister of Almanasor himself—deeply in-

terested by the captive's misfortunes,^.

consoled him by her love. A second part,

however, of Velasquez's request was
more strictly complied with. Some Arab
troops were placed in ambush at a spot
agreed upon for the capture of the in-

fantes, and their treacherous uncle be-
trayed them into the snare. The seven
brothers, after a gallant defence, were
slain, and their heads conveyed as tro^
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phies to the palace of Almanasor in Cor-

dova. According to the old Christian

chronicles, upon wJiose unsupported au-

thority the whole story rests, Almanasor
visited the captive father in his prison,

and informed him that in a skirmish with
the Castilians seven Christians had been
slain, with whose features Gonzalo might
perhaps be acquainted. He was accord-
ingly brought out to a chamber of the
pnson, in which the seven heads were
arranged on a white linen cloth; and
when the old man recognised his mur-
dered sons he fell to the ground as if

dead. Recovering from his swoon, he
said that they were his children, and,
taking up the heads one by one, he talked
wildly with each, and recounted their

good deeds. Then, overwhelmed by the
fury of his grief, he snatched a sword
from a bystander, slew several Moors
aear him, and implored Almanasor to put
an end to his miseries by death. Deeply
affected by the wretchedness of the un-
happy father, the Moslem was filled with
contrition for the part which he had taken
in the tragic affair, and released his pri-

soner ; but, on his return to Castile, the
bereft Gonzalo was much too weak,
through the miseries he had suffered, to
aHempt the punishment of his guilty
kinsman. Many years rolled away, when
a youthful Moorish knight appeared with
a brilliant escort before the gates of
Gonzalo's castle, and, on being admitted,

£resented to him as his voucher a well-
nown ring, which had passed as a love-

token between the former captive and his
Cordovan mistress. The young knight
announced himself as Mudarra Gonzalez,
tiie issue of that amour, and declared his
intention of avenging his brothers' death
and his father's imprisonment. King
Velasquez fell by his hand; Lambra is

said to have been stoned by the indig-

nant populace ; and Mudarra,
jured Mohammedanism, w^as
adopted into the family of Gonzfn©
became the restoring stem of the
trious house of Lara.

,

Almanasor at last resolved upon a
final blow, which should at once ai

ever extinguish the Christian power
Peninsula, and for this purpose prepi

more formidable armament than ba
assailed the Asturian monarchs.
pelled at length to settle their n
quarrels, these monarchs, for the fire

during tlie administration of Alma
united their powers to resist their

mon enemy. The Mohammedan ar.

two formidable bodies, ascendec
Duero, and encountered the Chri
in the vicinity of Calat Anosor, a
between Soria and Medina CoelL
battle commenced at the break oj

and was maintained with unexa
obstinacy until darkness separate
combatants. Overcome with fatigi

anxiety, Almanasor retired to his i

await the customary visits of his gei

When they appeared, he learnec

night alone had saved the followers
Prophet from complete destruction
burning with shame at the news,
dered a retreat. The Moslem arm
only reached the borders of Castilo
Almanasor sunk under the weif
his despair in the sixty-fifth year
age. They buried him like a M uss

martyr, in his bloody garments, as

had borne him from the field, am
covered his grave with the dust
fifty campaigns.
With the death of Almanasor w<

pause, reserving for our next pap<

remainder of the reign of the im
Hixem, who still continued to occn
throne, a slave to the indolent am
vating pleasures of his harem.

but

ierp!;

THE CAVES OF CANGO.

The famous Cango caverns^ in the district of George, on the western coast of.l

are said to be far superior to the caves of Eiora and Elephanta, both in extej
ffrandear. They are wholly natural, and are among the stupendous wonders of or I

I'he following particulars, by a recent traveller, may be interesting to our readers

immensely swollen, the stream M
dangerous and impassable. At ^
of our visit it was most obligingly 9)

seldom exceeding two feet in depthj
due caution we crossed it, without ot

or accident ; but from ils extremely f

tine course we had to cress it thirty

The scenery is magnificent. The c

sions have been fearful. Many of ih
arc thrown up perpendicularly. Ma

** The read along which we had to pioceed
forms the ' Pcort,' or * Pass* of the river
Grobbelaar ; it is a gorge, or defile, between
two ranges of lofty and precipitous moun-
tains. The river winds most coquettishly
along the bottom, now gentle, placid, and
inviting, then abruptly dashing aside, frown-
ing, threatening, and concealing its course
amidst the dense umbrage of the jungle.
In rainy seasons, when the torrents are

and

Nof

Ilitli

;
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into wild and awful forms. They
ithe most part covered with vegeta-

^i^ong the course we took the prin-

•ecs are mimosas, with their long and
I horns; where an equestrian with a

(-buttoced leather jacket has far less

of interruption and laceration than
lad in the flowing costume of an
1. These mimosas are interspersed

lousands of beautiful crimson gera-

large and splendid plants of palma
, and a kind of strong-scented lilac,

broceeding about five miles through
prge, we came to an open space, and
[ly reached the residence of Mr.
a farmer who has lately purchased

Iperty, including the caverns. It was
fed in the afternoon when we arrived,

j! farmer expressed a little reluctance
lifoing in so late ; but as my time was
[s, we pressed it, and having taken a
tea, which the hostess soon provided,
mted our horses, and at a mile's

[ecame to the entrance of the caverns,
[side of a lofty limestone mountain,
(trance is vast and imposing, exceed-
»fty and spacious—a porch befitting

jubterranean and * crystal' palaces,

[was kindled, and we were provided
(ng bamboo canes, spiked, not with

but with cai^dles. On entering
jrns, we descended into a dark and
passage, implicitly following our
whose lighted candles, however.

Hi we could distinguish. We were
m arrested, by reaching the brink of
ing precipice, and * darkness visible'

it. Down we descended, by means
Ldder placed there for the purpose,
jich is drawn up again every time it

used. With due precauion, hold-
steps of the ladder with one hand,
friendly candle with the other, we

jached the lower regions, say thirty

im the top of the descent ; and we
rommenced our subterranean pil-

e, and proceeded to inspect one
18 apartment after another, all the
I.Ued with awe, wonder, and admira-
[lifany of the rooms are very lofty,

forty, fifty, sixty feet high. Their
cannot be seen at one view, nor
of any of them, unless, perhaps, an

[je number of torches were placed in
bm. Even then, I suspect, only the
kould be seen in the distance, and

objects themselves. Many rooms
led with millions of stalactites, de-

scending in all forms from the ceiling, and
meeting their kindred stalagma on the
ground. Many of them retain only the
grandeur of their forms ; they are vast,
magnificent, and exceedingly diversified.

Others retain beauty as well as colossal
dimensions, consisting of fluted columns,
towering to amazing heights, and resembling
at some distance, immense cathedral organs.
In other instances they stand like primeval
trees, such as I have seen in the quarries of
Portland. Some of the specimens were of
a remarkably white and glittering character,
and some perfectly transparent. Here were
niches, columns, cornices, fretted-work roofs
in all variety of form and of beauty, far
beyond verbal description. The detail

would be insufferably tedious, but the im-
pression of it as a whole is most effective..

You feel at once transported into a region
where you stand amidst the silent work of
untold ages, perhaps thousands of ages.
You have nothing in nature above ground
to compare with it, and nothing of the
work of man that can compete with it. The
process of crystallization is still going for-

ward, but not in all places. The crystal
palace advances, though without the magic
hand of Paxton. The stalactite is still

gradually forming in innumerable places;
in others it has ceased, and the slow progress
of decay and disintegration is going for-

ward. It seems an established law that it

must live and increase ; or else, in becoming
quiescent and stationary, it decays. The
exterior becomes first moist and clammy,,
then the crystals are destroyed ; the adhe-
sion ceases, and they crumble to powder.
One room, called the * Sand-room,' is

strewn with fine sand—the decayed crys-

tals of decomposed stalactites. Part of

this is beautifully white, and part beauti-

fully red ; the colour of the latter occa-

sioned, no doubt, by the presence of iron,

which may be found in the vicinity of the

limestone rock, through which the water
had oozed, carrying an oxide i« solution

with the lime.

"We left the caverns at five o'clock, and
returned to the farmer's residence, where
we again found a cup of tea refreshing

;

and in about an hour and a half we had
supper with the family, and shortly after

retired to rest; the ultra sober hour of

seven o'clock in the evening being the usual
time when the family separate for the
night's repose."

ITJRAL History is no work for one that loves his chair or his bed. Speculation
h pursued on a soft couch, but nature must be observed in the open air. But the
|ii8t must collect materials with indefatigable pertinacity. He must gather glow-
in the evening and snails in the morning ; must watch the daisy close and open;

lie owl shriek at midnight, and hunt insects j;» the heat of noon.
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THE CAPTUEE OF ELECTRICAL EELS.

The eye of the visitor to the Poh'teclmic Institution should dwell attentivel|

vthe electrical eel which is now swimming about in one of its tanks—the only s|^

men of the kind at present in Europe. An extraordinary interest attaches to^
tribe of animals. When full-grown, they measure between five and six fee|

length. Their colour varies with age, and the nature of the water in which
'

dwell; but generally it is of an olive-green, with the underpart of the hea
yellow tint mingled with red. The upper surface of the one now referred to^

a brownish hue. The skin is lubricated by a slimy fluid, secreted by m
glands, from which there are small openings from the head to the tail of th^j
having also, the same blended hue. It has a wide mouth ; and the intericft

far as the gullet, has rows of small teeth, set very closely ; the tongue is fleshji^

covered with papilla?, or small teat-like substances. Its most surprising prop^
ds that arising from the possession of a natural electrical or galvanic apparatus^
'W^hich it can give a shock resembling that of a common electrical machine,
charged Leydenjar.
A similar power is possessed by the torpedo ; and hence the phrase has

*' a torpedo-touch," to denote an advance which is instantly and determinaj
.repelled. It is singular that, though the ancients knew nothing of electri

i itself, they supposed the torpedo, with which they were familiar, to be gifte

a curative power. One of them, Scribonius Largus says :
—" Pain in the

'however inveterate and severe, is immediately taken away, and effectually C"

by the application of the black torpedo alive to the affected part, which ma4t|^^

rxetained there until the pain ceases and a sense of numbness succeeds ; the reffl*!-

Tinust then be removed, lest the sensibility of the part be injured. It is, how^^f
necessary to have several of these torpedos in readiness, because it sometii*

jequires two or three to effect a cure ; or in other words, to produce the numbi
which is the sign of the remedial effect." There are other instances in which .

ancients allude to the healing power of the torpedo ; and when we are told,

reference to what is considered a modern practice, that " there is nothing i

under the sun," it must be admitted that the first i:)ractices of medical electric!

are of a very remote date.

Several other fishes besides the torpedo have the same extraordinary endowm*

.

Only two of them, however, inhabit fresh waters ; the Silurus electricus, whic «

found in the Nile, and very abundantly in the river Senegal; and the Gymn^^
-electricus, or electrical eel, which is extremely common in the small rivers and p '

over the immense and generally arid plains which separate the northern banH
the Orinoco from the Cordillera of the coast of Yenezuela. The shallower tl

'

pools or meres are, the more easily are these animals captured ; in the larger ri

of South America, as the Meta, the Apure, and the Orinoco, this task is on i

far greater difficulty, from the force of the current, as well as the volume and de i

of the water. The inhabitants of Guiana, in swimming over the places where >

^ymnotus abounds, often experience its injurious effects, though the crea e

escapes their sight. One road, formerly much traversed, hasbeen utterly abandoi •

irom its leading to a ford in a river which it was necessary to cross, and in wl ^

many mules, stunned by the shocks received from these fishes, were annu -

-.drowned.
This part of the country was visited by the celebrated traveller Humbolc ^

-and by every species of encouragement he could offer, he urged the Indians to
;

cure for him living specimens. He did so in vain ; dead ones in abundance ^*

brought ; but though the natives pretended that they were unaffected by ^

electric shock while holding tobacco in the mouth, it was evident they were < *,

scious of falsehood. He therefore determined to repair to the places where*
eels were numerous, and personally to engage in their capture. The Indi'i

* See Footprints of Travellers.

J
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c rdingly, conducted him to a basin or large pool of muddy water, which he
leribes as encircled by an enchanting belt of vegetation, adorned by flowers of the
i( jst colours and the most delightful fragrance. Here the water teemed with
li ric eels ; there was, therefore, no disappointment as to the objects of the
h e ; the only question was, *' How can they be taken alive ?"

umboldt now heard to his great surprise, that the Indians were about to answer
t, y going to collect thirty of the half- wild horses from the adjacent Savannah, a
5Ct which appeared to him bordering on the ridiculous. To fish by means of
es and mules might well appear strange, but one of the practices of the
>le unravelled the mystery. It is termed emharhascar con caballos, to make

!!fS^^ by means of horses ; the word barbascos signifying the root of various
Dnous vegetables, which, when cast into the water, so stupifies the fish where-
its influence extends, as to cause them to float on the surface of the water,
1 intoxicated or. dying condition. And as the horses driven up and down in
ol producedthe same eff'ect on its terrified inhabitants, the natives, confounding
cause and the effect, give the same name to both these modes of capture.
The Indians," says Humboldt, ** had made a sort of battue in collecting the
es and mules, and surrounding them on all sides, forced them to enter the
. Imperfectly can I point out the interesting spectacle which the battle of the
and the horses presented. The Indians, furnished with long canes and har-
18, placed themselves round the pool ; some mounted the trees, the branches of
ch stretched over the surface of the water ; and all, by their long canes, and by
ring loud cries, prevented the horses from gaining the bank. The eels, terrified

he noise of the horses, defended themselves by the reiterated discharge of their
trie batteries, and, for a long time, had every appearance of gaining a complete
xy. In every direction were seen horses or mules, which, stunned by the
e and repetition of the electric shocks, disappeared beneath, the water, floun-
jd up, and in spite of the vigilance and activity of the Indians, gained the bank ;

then, exhausted with fatigue, and with their limbs benumbed through the vio-
jc of the shocks, they stretched themselves at full length on the ground.**
t must have been, indeed, a strangely exciting scene. Here were groups of
ians surrounding the pool ; there, the horses, with bristling manes, and eyes
iming with pain and terror, were struggling to escape the storm which had

ortakenthem; while yellow and livid eels were swimming like large aquatic
fjents on the surface of the water, and vigorously pursuing their enemies, **I

I member,** says Humboldt, " a fine painting representing a horse entering a cave,
*

I starting back in affright at the sight of a lion : such was the expression of
ror which we saw in these horses during this unequal combat."
t appears singular to speak of a combat between an eel and a horse as unequal

;

such is the absolute fact. The eel glides under the belly of its antagonist, and
harging its electricity, benumbs at once the heart, the yiscera, and the great

J xus of gastric nerves. The horse, therefore, if not killed, falls powerless or
ji.iargic, and disappears beneath the water, while, as other horses and mules pass
%}r it, it speedily perishes. In less than five minutes of the combat described by
€imboldt, two horses were drowned. Others became rapidly victims in the
Juggle, untU, as he saw that the majority were so, he began to fear for the rest.

mX he was assured by the Indians that the same force would not be continued :

lid so it proved ; the muscular movements of the eels being vigorous, but the elec«
' cal power suffering great diminution.
V.

it When the combat had lasted a quarter of an hour, the mules and the horses
ttpeared less terrified ; they no longer bristled up their manes, and the eye ex-
Jessed less pain and affright. They were no longer seen to fall ; and the eels

fcimming halfout of the water, and, avoiding the horses instead of attacking them,
'* ide for the bank. The Indians stated that, when for two successive days horses
i^Q forcedinto a pool full of these eels, no horse is killed on the second day. These
•'"hes require repose and plenty of food, in order to the production or accumulation
" a great quantity of the electro-galvanic fluid.

** When the eels came towards the bank, they were very easily taken; little
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harpoons attached to long cords were thrown at them, and two were some.—
caught at once, and that without a shock being felt, the cord being very dryj
of considerable length. In a few minutes five large eels were landed, and mi
might have been taken had they been needed. Most were only slightly woani
in the tail." They were then transferred to little pits filled with fresh water, whi
had been made on the bank to receive them.
Few of the visitors to the Polytechnic Institution have imagined such advent*

to be passed through to capture* the object on which they have gazed : but li
various questions arise as to the electric power of the eel, and to its identity w
the fluid with which we are familiar in widely different circumstances ; some
which we propose to answer in an early paper.

C O I N S,

In describing coins different terms are used,

with which it is necessary to be acquainted.

For example, take up a shilling or half-a-

crown of the present date : the whole of its

surface, on either side, is called the '' field ;"

the side bearing the likeness of the Queen
is called the '* obverse ;" the other is the

"reverse." The letters on the field are the
** inscription," and those round the edge are

the ** legend." That part divided by a line

at the bottom is the " exerque ;" and where
several letters are joined together so as to

form but one character, it is called the
** monogram."
The word coin is derived from the Greek

term ** kinos," which means common, or

from the Latin word *' cuneos " a wedge,
small wedges of metal being at one time
current amongst merchants, and paid by
weight. "Abraham was very rich in cattle

and in silver and in gold ; " and ** he
hearkened to Ephron, and Abraham weighed
to Ephron the silver which he had named in

the audience of the sons of Heth, four hun-
dred shekels of silver, current money with
the merchant."
The Jews began to use stamped money

during the time of the Maccabees, and they
generally impressed it with familiar objects,

emblematic or commemorative of some im-
portant event. There are a few of these
still preserved in the British Museum, some
of which bear a cup on the obverse, sup-
posed to resemble that in which the manna
was preserved ; and on the reverse the
branch of an almond tree in blossom, to

commemorate the budding of Aaron's rod.
It must have been a great comfort to the
Jews to be allowed the use of such coins, as
previously they were obliged to buy and sell

with those engraven with the images of the
heathen deities. Yet those very coins,
though they were abomination to the Israel-
ites, because regarded by the heathen as
objects of worship, are of inestimable value
in the eyes of Christians, for the testimony

they bear to many of the truths of the H<
Scriptures. Many of the ancient coins

India, Egypt, Greece, Mexico, and vark
other countries, are impressed with 1

image of the serpent, man*s first enen
and represent him under circumstaiM
which leave no doubt that man's fall a
God's promise of a Messiah are the sabje
intended to be delineated. For ipstam
in India there was a coin, many hundi
years old, found in the temple of Chrishi
which represents the goddess trampling
the head of a serpent ; and in Mexico, wh
it was first discovered by Europeans, col

were found which represented a man a

woman in a garden, with a serpent m
them ; and others on which were the figiu

of a man and woman sailing over the faoa

the waters on a huge raft. Ought not
coins to be valued, not alone by the tt

lectors of curiosities, or the learned Jb

torians, but by the children of God, w
find in them incontrovertible illustratifl

of the precious truths of the Gospel ?

Compared with the British coins of %

present day, these ancient moneys wej
very rude workmanship ; indeed it

be difficult to imagine anything of the
more highly finished or more perfect

our present gold and silver currency,

machinery, too, is particularly beantii

and is admirably adapted to the varif

purposes to which it is applied ; but th<ni(

in all its parts simple, yet, as it woid^-
difficult to give an intelligible descriptic

it unaccompanied by plates, we shall conj

ourselves with making a few extracts

Mr. Luke Herbert's account of melt
milling, and stamping.

** The interior of each furnace is circi

30 inches deep and 21 in diameter,

bottom is a grate of cast-iron bars,

able, for the purpose of admitting
When the furnace covers are closed,,

current of air whiefetr enters at the

ascends through the body of the fi
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causes the fuel, which is coke, to burn
vi\ great intensity around the melting-pot.

1 degree of heat is accurately regulated

a damper, fixed in the flue of each
fiace. When the furnace is put to work,
lighted by some ignited charcoal being
upon the grate and round the pot (for

»elting-pot is always in its place before

fflre is lighted) : upon the charcoal about
» inches in depth of the coke is placed,

cover is shut, and the damper is with-

Iwm about two inches. "When the coke
gnited, a similar quantity is added, and
continued until the furnace is filled with
hted coke. The object of this precaution

p prevent the cracking of the meltirg
IjcI by being too suddenly heated. Before
silver is charged, the pot is heated to a
i^t red ; it is then carefully examined,
ftscertain if it has successfully withstood
action of the furnace or cracked in the

[ration. The silver is then placed in the

I,
accompanied by a small quantity of

rsely-grained charcoal powder, which, by
ting the inner surface of the pot, pre-

\,ta the silver from adhering to it. When
jrilver has attained the fusing point, the
Itity of charcoal is increased, until

it half an inch thick, on the surface of

silver, which preserves it in a great mea-
from the action of the atmosphere, and

rents that destruction of the alloy which
found so great a difficulty in the earlier

jsses of coining. When the silver is

ipletelyand properly melted it is stirred

|:h an iron stirrer, in order that the whole

[y be of one standard quality. The vessel

[itaining the molten silver is then lifted

rin the furnace by means of a powerful
[9ie, and brought over the pouring ma-

"wher^ it can be raised so as to pour
h metal by means of the lip or spout in

|e[«dge of the pot into the ingot moulds,
of these moulds are placed in a car-

[gtj and screwed tightly together, at the
time resting on a plate, which can be

sd or lowered as the difference in the
of the moulds may require.

'The next process to which the silver is

jected after being taken from the mould,
lat of flattening, rolling, or laminating

At rolling mill. For the purpose of fa-

litating this process, the bars, or plates of

il, are heated to redness, by which a

loich greater degree of extension is ob-

;d by the same amount of power than
>lfld be otherwise accomplished. Gold

do not require to be so treated, they
'emg rolled out while cold with great ease,

) the thinness of half a sovereign, without
le least symptom of cracking: this is

ftsily accounted for by the diflerence in the
Dnstituent particles of the two metals

—

old and silver. The rolling mill is put in

motion by a powerful steam-engine, which,
by a judicious and beautiful arrangement
of mechanism, causes the rollers to revolve
in opposite directions, and then their adja-
cent surfaces will move together, between
which the silver to be rolled or flattened
is introduced.**

The flattened silver is then taken to the
" cutting press," where it is cut into pieces
of certain dimensions, which are then car-
ried to the ** sizing-room," where each indi-
vidual piece is adjusted to its standard
weight. The light pieces are selected for

remelting, and the heavy ones, if not con-
siderably beyond weight, are reduced to
their proper standard by rasping their sur-
faces with a file. They are next heated to
a cherry red in a reverberatory furnace

;

after which they are boiled in dilute sul-

phuric acid, which makes them very clean
and of a white colour. When dried either
in warm sawdust, or ever a very slow fire,

they are in a fit state for the two next pro-
cesses, which are the milling and stamping.
The operation of milling is performed

round the edges of pieces of money to pre-
vent their being clipped or filed, which was
a fraud commonly practised upon the ancient
money, made before the introduction of
milling or lettering round the edges. The
construction of the milling machine is

simple but efficacious. It consists of two
rulers or steel bars, which are accurately

cut or fluted, and, by the aid of a simple
combination of mechanical contrivances,

so placed that although the lower one is

immovable, the upper has a horizontal mo-
tion, carrying the piece of money with it,

which is placed edgeways between the two,
the grooves, or flutes in the steel bars,

forming corresponding indentations on the
edge of the coin.

The next and last operation is that of

stamping the effigy, or impression upon the
hitherto blank pieces of silver. This^ is

accomplished by the coining press, of which
there are eight in the Royal Mint, They
are worked by a steam-engine, which com-
municates its power from an adjoining

room, by means of connecting mechanical
arrangements. Both sides of the piece of

money are stamped by one stroke of the

press. The blank piece of metal being
placed upon the lower die, which is im-
moTuble, is then forcibly struck by the

upper die, which at one stroke produces the
impression. The piece of blank coin is

contained within a steel ring, or collar,

whilst being stamped, which preserves its

circular figure. There is likewise con-

nected with this machine, a beautiful

arrangement ofmechanical power, by which,

;when one piece of metal is struck, it will be
iremoved and replaced by another.
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MARK AKENSIDE.
By Parson Frank.

The tradesmen of Britain have, in their own persons or those of their child!

contributed their quota to Britain's native literature. They have shown the C;

patibility of classical fame with plebeian birth—an alliance that once seeij

impracticable to silver-fork philosophy, and sounded monstrous to ears poij

Michael Drayton, the contemporary of Shakspere, and lively author of

"Polyolbion,"* was the son of a Warwickshire butcher. Shakspeare's peeij

self was the son of a Warwickshire wool-comber. Kit Marlow—renowned fori
** Life and Death of Dr. Faustus," the " Jew of Malta,*' &c.—was the son
Kentish shoe-maker. Cowley was the son of a London grocer ; Isaac Barrow
London draper ; Tillotson of a Yorkshire clothier ; Pope of a mercer in Lombf

I

street ; Lillo of a jeweller ; Defoe of a butcher. Bunyan was a tinker, an

tinker's son. Gay was apprenticed to a silk-mercer in the Strand. Allan Ran)

was a hair-dresser in " Auld Reekie." Collins was the son of a hatter; Falocj

of a barber ; Michael Bruce of a weaver ; Blacklock of a bricklayer ; Bloomfiel-

a tailor ; Johnson of a bookseller ; GifFord of a painter and glazier ; Kirke Whitj
a butcher. To these we may add Mark Akenside, who, like the first and the

of the worthies in the brief list just detailed

—

(i. e., Drayton and Kirke Whitij
came of butcherly birth. And good cause had Mark to remember the shop and
ungentle implements ; almost cause enough to have made him a Vegetarian, an

stern recusant from beef- eaters and all their ways; for while he was yet a 1

one of those ugly edged-tools yclept a "cleaver" fell on his foot, and lamedJ]
for life. Every limp the doctor made in after days might remind him of
paternal vocation at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and defy him to separate the ill

"Pleasures of Imagination" from certain associations with the real prose o^

slaughter-house, and block, and hatchet, and steel, the odour of defunct *' muttw
and the shrill chant of " What'll ye buy ? What'll ye buy r" Possibly Card
Wolsey might have been a happier and better man had one of his sire's elesM

fallen on hU foot in early days, and left there a perpetual memento of the butchj

shop at Ipswich.
Akenside was sent to Edinburgh, like Thomson, to be educated for the offiol

the Christian ministry ; and, like Thomson, renounced this design, the expe^j

of which were defrayed in part by the society of Dissenters ; and, retumingil

sums advanced, he betook himself to the study of medicine, obtaining his M
degree at Leyden in 1744, during which year he published the " Pleasure

|

Imagination," and was applauded to the echo by his contemporaries, just as

other " Pleasure" poets—Rogers, the laureate of ** Memory," and Campbell I

** Hope"—have been in later days. The*medical profession affords few name
greater celebrity in literature and the "faculty of verse" than of Dr. Akensjj

Yet it can boast of Sir Samuel Garth—'

" The best good Christian he,

Although he knew it not" j*

—

"who wrote "The Dispensary," and fought the battles of the College of Pt^l

cians ; and of Sir Richard Blackmore, sadly satirised by Dryden and Pope ; i{

of Mandeville, the lively but unsafe author of the "Table of the Bees ;" andl

Arbuthnot, Queen Anne's physician, to whom we owe the witty Tory "Histon
John Bull," and the chief portion of " Martinus Scriblerus ;" and of Oliver Goj

smith, who once felt languid pulses and examined furred tongues among the flj

folk of Bankside

,

"Peregrine Pickle
and of Smollett, renowned for " Roderick Random" i

rather than for his scanty practice at Chelsea ; and of All

* A poem descriptive of England, divided into thirty books. It was published earl;|

the seventeenth centur^'.

f Pope.
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strong, author of the *' Art of Preserving Health"—a i>oem that would mightily

iminish the demand for M.D/s and apothecaries and black drav.ghts, were its

precepts more regarded ; and of Darwin, who once enjoyed such popularity for

lis "Botanic Garden" and ** Loves of the Plants ;" and of Wolcot, »* Peter Pin-

iar," the reckless, boisterous satirist of Boswell and Sir Joseph Banks and King^

icorge ; and, to quote but one recent example, Moir of Musselburgh, the tender

md graceful ** Delta" of ** Blackwood's Magazine." The gratulations of the critics

neited Akenside to love literature more and the Pharmacopoeia less. His publisher,,

he well-known Dodsley, had consulted Pope upon the merits of the ** Pleasures

if Imagination," for the copyright of which the large sum of £120 was demanded by
ts young unknown author ; and Pope bade the bookseller ** make no niggardly offer,,

ince this was no every-day writer." Pope's anticipation was correct. The poem was
*velcomed at home, and translated into more than one foreign language. Elated with
-uccess, Akenside next appeared in print with a denunciation of Pulteney
"Epistle to Curio"), followed by a rapid succession of odes, with which he wound
ip his career. These works characterised him, in the words of Dr. Aikin, ** as a

a'alous votary of Grecian philosophy and classical literature, and an ardent lover

)i liberty." The somewhat pedantic enthusiasm of his taste in these respects ex-

posed him to the ridicule of less dignified scholars. Readers of Smollett will remem-
ber a farcical, and, we must saj', irresistibly ludicrous description in " Peregrine

Pickle," of a physician's banquet **in the genuine old Roman taste," whereat the

lospitable but crotchety doctor entertained his guests with a variety of

lishes of truly problematical composition and eccentric odour, himself being

the only person present whose organs were not discomposed—the dinners

being painfully placed on couchetteSy in imitation of the ancient triclinia,

md the bill of fare including a ** boiled goose, served up in a sauce com.-

sed of pepper, lovage, coriander, mint, rue, anchovies, and oil ;" soup com-
unded with "parsley, pennyroyal, cheese, pinetops, honey, vinegar, brine, eggs,,

cumbers, onions, and hen-livers ;" ** a loin of veal boiled with fennel and cara-

ay seed, on a pottage composed of pickle, oil, honey, and flour, and a curious-

ash of the lights, liver, and blood of a hare, together with a dish of roasted
jigeons." When Pallet unceremoniously disgorges his mouthful of the soup, and
replies to the doctor's inquiry as to this " mdecent phenomenon," that he would
ther swallow porridge made of burning brimstone, the perplexed host, in his own
indication, assures the company that, " except the usual ingredients, he had
mixed nothing in the soup but some sal-amoniac, instead of the ancient nitrum,.

i^rhich could not now be procured;" and subsequently plumes himself on in-

ducing to them two pies, " one of dormice, liquored with syrup of sweet pop-
s," and the other "composed of a hock of pork baked in honey."* The-

loctor, in this burlesque entertainmQjit, is said to be meant for worthy Mark Aken-
^e, who loved to edify his guests with discourses on the cooker)^ prescribed and
)scribed by Galen, the tit-bits relished by voluptuous Heliogabalus, the manner

of dressing lampreys adopted by Caesar, and eulogised by Horace, and the epi-

cureanism of that emperor, who ordered the brains of six hundred ostriches to be
compounded in one mess. Akenside was devoutly interested in the associations
of classical antiquity,

'/' " He, with a pious hand,
The reverend scene delineates—brokrn fanes,

'^^ Or tombs, or pillar'd aqueducts, the po-np
Of ancient time ; and haply, while he -.us

V The ruins, with a silent tear resolves
The fame aad fortune of imperious Rome.''-f'

The extent to which he indulged this penchant involved him in the satirical carica-
tures to which all men with a hobbyor a crotchet are more or less liable. But it

* Peregrine Pickle.

t Hymn to the Naiads.
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does not appear that he was so exclusive or excessive a worshipper of antiquity
laudator temporis acti, as to deserve the extravaganza devised at his expense b'

the caustic waggery of Tobias Smollett.

Smooth and void of incident was Akenside's professional career. At one tim
he practised in Northampton ; but, making no way there, he removed to Hamp
stead, a place distinguished as the home of other notable literati, such as Stee
Arbuthnot, Byron, Joanna Baillie, Keats, Leigh Hunt, Shelley, J. D. Morell, &c»
from whence he retired to London, becoming anF.R.S., Physician to St. Thomas!
Hospital, Fellow of the College of Physicians, and finally one of Her Majestjc*

physicians, a post to which he was raised partly by the friendly interventioa4
his fellow-collegiate, Jeremiah Dyson (who made him an allowance of £300 yearly'

and partly by the reputation he won by his medical treatises. His death (177rf

at the age of 49, was the sudden result of a putrid sore throat. His remains lie j

the church of St. James's, Piccadilly, where also repose, among other illustrioi;

dead, Charles Cotton (the friend and fellow-angler of Izaak Walton), the faiil

tious Tom D'Urfey, Arbuthnot, James Dodsley, Gillray, the caricaturifit, andB
John Malcolm.
The elevated tone and somewhat severe dignity of Akenside's poems is in keei

ing with his personal character. He came of a Puritan stock, aud had been, 13

Milton, early imbued with the characteristic principles of his kindred. In his ji

Tenile " Hymn to Science" his prayer is that his life may be formed, and his wi

ruled, by the law of duty—that his passions' fires may be cooled, his desiies su]

jected to judgment, his heart to reason :

—

" Raise me above the vulgar's breath,
Pursuit of fortune, fear of death,

And all in life that's mean
;

Still true to reason be my plan,

Still let my actions speak the man,
Through every various scene."

in
His magnum opuSf the "Pleasures of Imagination," seems to have taken its ci|

in a considerable degree, from the papers on that subject in the Spectator, grouni
on the fact that though we cannot have a single image in the fancy that did n
make its first entrance through the organ of sight, we have yet the power of retai

ing, altering, and compounding those images, which we have once received into {

the varieties of picture and vision that are most agreeable to the imagination
which faculty a man in a dungeon is capable of entertaining himself with scexj

and landscapes more beautiful than any that can be found in the whole compass
nature.* A lofty theme this, and demanding lofty treatment, with rather nu
imaginative genius than we think Akenside possessed. However, he essayed
with sanguine earnestness ;

—

" Still unsung »^

Lay this prime subject, though importing most ,r^

A poet's name

—

^^^

" Fruitless is the attempt,
By dull obedience, and by creeping toil,

Obscure to conquer that severe ascent

Of high Parnassus. Nature's kindling breath
Must fire the chosen genius." f

While, therefore, not unconscious how delicate and doubtful was the task

imposed on himself—to blend high poetry with deep philosophy, " to paint 1

fijiest features of the mind, and to most subtle and mysterious things give colo

strength, and motion"—he felt the love of Nature and the Muses bid him explor

and he saw that

re

nr

* ^ectator, No. 411.

t Pleasures of Iniagination, book i.
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" Through secret paths, erewhile untrod by man,
The fair poetic region, to detect
Untasted springs, to drink inspiring draughts,
And shade his temples with unfading flowers,

CuU'd from the laureate vale's profound recess,

Where never poet gain'd a wreath before." *

lie ** pleasures" of which he professes to treat are those proceeding from natural
ects, ** as ffom a flourishing grove, a clear and murmuring fountain, a calm sea
moonlight, or from works of art, such as a noble edifice, a musical tune, a
iue, a picture, a poem." Ilis philosophy is akin to that expounded wdth such
[ttisite skill by the late Lord Jeflfrey, in his famous treatise on " Beauty,"
>inally a re\*iew of Alison on Taste. Beauty, he teaches—that is, the sense of
»ty—varies with the culture and character of the individual mind. To the very
le material object some are Argus-eyed and some stone blind. The same
erse, as Carlyle so graphically illustrates, is very differently regarded by

PTton and by Newton's dog Diamond—an illustration already quoted in our
»er on Collins.

** Thus doth Beauty dwell
There most conspicuous, even in outward shape,
"Where dawns the high expression of a mind.

« * * *

Mind, Mind alone (bear w.itness. Earth and Heaven!)
The living fountains in itself contains

Of beauteous and sublime." t

he doctrine is that of Coleridge's line,

" Oh lady, we receive but what we give r
5 to adopt GilfiUan's exposition of the arch-critic's " Edinburgh Review," that
or own soul is the urn which sprinkles beauty upon the universe—that flower
. star are lovely, because the mind has breathed upon them—that the imagina-
i and the heart of man are the twin beautifiers of the creation—that the
ailing of beauty is not in the light of setting suns, nor in the beams of morning
•s, nor in the waves of summer seas, but in the human spirit—that the universe
ut a great mirror of the mind of man—that in contemplating the fairest scene,
are ourselves more than half creating its beauty." J To reduce the meta-
sical abstractions of this and cognate theories into a shape available for readers
poetry was a hard enterprise, and one in which a large success—the success of
opular poem—would seem wholly out of the question. The subject, relatively

utiful as it might be, appears absolutely "harsh and crabbed," and in no wise
3ulated to become " musical as is Apollo's lute," when put into heroic verse.
yertheless,"* Akenside did gain popularity. His poem rapidly passed through
eral editions. If he had relieved his treatment of it with a larger admixture of
se topics which afford scope for human sympathies and enlist human interests,

aust have been far more relished by the public, and have enjoyed a more
liliar reputation than is its present destiny. Now-a-days it is occasionally

>ted, seldom read, and when read at aU, only in paragraphs, not in extenso,

t5omplish-ed critics will frankly confess that, although admiring Akenside, they
rer read him through. That is a feat practically equivalent to reading through
ohnson's Dictionary," or the ** Encyclopaedia Britannica,'' or the integral series

Mr. Anstey's {plus Mr. TJrquhart's) parliamentary speeches. Probably the
stolary criticism passed by the poet Gray on the "Pleasures of Imagination,"
the time of its appearance, embodies as nearly as may be the average judgment
our living critics. *' You desire to know what character the poem ofyour young
md" (he is writing to Dr. Wharton, 1744) " bears here. ... To show you
*~I am a judge as well as my countrymen, I will tell you, though I have rather

Hned it over than read it (but no matter, no inore have they), that it seems to me

* Pleasures of Imagination, book i.

t Ibid. } Gallery of Literary Portraits, p. 8.
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•above the middling, and now and then, for a little while, rises even to the be.*

particularly in description. It is often obscure, and even unintelligible, and t

much infected with the Hutchinson jargon. In short, its great fault is, that

"vvas published at least nine years too early.*' * Johnson, the critic and biograph
of poets, placed Akenside above Gray and Mason, but magnanimously allow

.

that he could not peruse him. Says Boswell : Akenside's distinguished poem
his *' Pleasures of Imagination ;" but for my part, I never could admire it so mu-;

as most people do. Johnson : Sir, I could not read it through. Boswell : I ha
read it through, but I did not find any great power in it.'* f Bozzy might boast

two unparalleled exploits—that of taving written the best biography on recor

and that of having read Akenside through ! In the former triumph he may ha-

been neai'ed by Moore, Lockhart, Twiss, and one or two others ; but in the lattt

who pres,umes to emulate him ? If any, speak I for him have I offended.
^

The classical predilections of Akenside, so prominently, not to say obtrusivel!

developed in his poetry, give further ground of objection to readers. But thi

were not affected in his case. His enthusiasm in this respect is evidently genuin

And then again, the introduction of classical allusions was lamentably the mode

;

that period. It has been remarked that two lines in one of Pope's "Winds.

Pastorah (save the mark !) contain three Greek divinities, three Greek localise

and hutfour English words ;

—

*' Celestial Fem« haunts Jc?a/m'5 groves,

Diana Cyyithus, Ceres Hybia \oYes.'*

This mania for classicism has been compared to a story of the pedant Isaac Yossiu

who desired that his hair might be combed by the rules of prosody : certa

heaven-born barbers and bath-men, he tells us, could, in combing the h*l

** imitate iambics, trochees, dactyls, from whence there aro«e to me no small delight.*

We have seen how Akenside ** caught it" (*'27" being no/ the classical mania, iSji

the penalty thereof ) at the hands of Smollett, for indulgence in a similar pw
pensity.

The blank verse of our poet is generally allowed to be fine. Sometimes it a]

proximates in pomp and sustained melody to that of Milton himself, and raw

rank before Thomson's in symmetrical dignity, while it is free from Cowpei
colloquialisms and slipshod intervals. In lyrical fl.ights Akenside was but ill i

ease. His pinions were dull, inert, of the earth earthy. If ever he becaq

animated in a lyric—and what is a lyric without animation !—it was when he^^
vent to his native w^higgery ; as where, in the Ode to Bishop Hoadly, he coti

assail that " Right Reverend Benjamin's" assailants, and sing how
** Truth, by Hoadly's aid,

Shone through Imposture's solemn shade.

Through kingly and through sacerdotal night :"^

anc2 how
" On high.

To William's ear with welcome joy

Did Locke among the blest unfold

The rising hope of Hoadly's name,
Godolphin then confirm'd the fame

;

And Somers, when from earth he came,
And generous Stanhope, the fair sequel told."

Never was Akenside happier than when protesting against any and every asp6<

of ** monkish craft," "the tyTant's claim divine," "synods by the Papal genii

taught," or " St. John's§ spirit loose, or Atterbury's rage." If not in every nen
a poet, he was every inch a Whig—and, may we not add, a patriot and an hone

man.

* Works of Thnmas Gray (1851), p. 260. W
t Boswcll's Life of Johnson : a.d. 1772. «

Athenaeum, 1839, p. 826.

§ Lord Bolingbroke.
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"]S^0 ONE'S ENEMY BUT HIS OWN.'

I

Poor fellow ! So he's gone at last !

'ell, he was no one's enemy but his own !"

lis is the exclamation uttered over many
I individual brought to an untimely grave

-.rough his love of strong drinks. Is the

.'Bertion true? And if it be true; is \twise

lus to speak of a destructive vice in terms
hich border upon eulogy ?

"No one's enemy but his own."—
ideed ! why he was ahusband. And did

is wife suffer nothing from his frequent
)sence—his return at unseasonable hours
-his clouded countenance—his sullen dis-

Dntent—his noisy murmurings— his mo-
jseness—his ungrounded upbraidings—his

gleet— his harshness—and, in some fatal

ies, his brutal violence f Was he not her
Ihosen companion — her sworn friend ?

paght she not to have enjoyed all the ad-

jantages of his company—his counsels—his

jupport—his protection—his example—his

ke ? Was he not indeed her enemy ?

'*No one's enemy but his own."—
[jwleed ! why he was a parent. He had
hildren whom it was his duty to feed, to

l^lothe, and to instruct, to *' train up "—to

;!iide aright—both by precept and by ex-
[imple. But through his tarrying long at

litrorg drink, they grew up ill-fed, half-

ilothed, ignorant, expi sed to innumerable
temptations, miserable to themselves, and
li pest to those around them. His precepts

I—if he uttered any — were confused and
merless ; his example Wcis that of a con-

innaed sot ! Was he not the enemy of his

{children f
** No one's enemy blt his own."—

llndeed! why he was a master. Had his

iintemperance no influence on the conduct
lof those in his employ ? Did he set them a
praiseworthy example as to punctuality

—

[assiduity— diligence—skill ? Will no ap-

|in!<entice have to curse the day when in the
liouse of his deceased master he acquired
that appetite for strong drink, his indul-

gence of which has made him a drunkard ?

Wiil no mechanic, or artisan, or servant, or

inmate, have to regret, that by following
the customs of the house or workshop, those
habits were confirmed which have deeply
injured them in body, soul, and substance.
Was not the drunkard the ene^ny of his de-

pendents ?

*' No one's enemy but his own."—
Indeed ! why, was he not a servant, an ar-
tisan

f
or a labourer? And did not his love

of strong drink palsy his nerves— enfeeble
his muscular powers—impair his intellect

—

and injure his reputation ? Was he indus-
triouSf punctual, careful, skilful, vigilant,

trustworthy ? Did his employer never

suffer from his intemperance ? Was he not

occasionally reproved, suspended, or dis-

charged ? Were none of his fellow-servants

or fei low-workmen injured by his prcfii-

gacy ? Was he not an enemy to his co?n-

panionsf
" No one's enemy but his own."—

Indeed ! why he was a neighbour. And
did the " golden rule " regulate his general
conduct ? Were not his fellow-lodgers and
persons in the adjoining hou^^es oiten dis-

turbed by his return at late hours—by his

boisterous mirth — his mad pranks — his

family broils ? Were not their persons ex-

posed to jeopardy, and their property to

danger, in consequence of his negligent

and reckless conduct ? Was he not an
enemy to those around him?
"No one's enem? but his own."—

Indeed ! was he not a citizen— a member of

the community ? And did not his drunken-
ness often interfere with the discharge of

important duties ? Could he say with the

Moor of Venice, "I've done the state some
service, and they know it?" Or rather,

were not heavy taxes imposed upon the

public, including the strictly sober, in con-
sequence of his inebriety ? Because he and
his like were so frequently *' drunk, dis-

orderly, and incapable," was not the county
put to considerable expense for police, for

stretchers, for stations, for magistracy, and
for prisons ? Was he not a ** dead weight"
on society, a traitor to his Queen, and difoe

to his country?
" No one's enemy but his own."—

Indeed ; was he not also an enemy to moral
and religious institutions? Is not the Sab-
bath appointed to be kept holy } And did

he not desecrate many of its hours ? Are
not places erected throughout the land that

men may *' hear of heaven and learn the
way ;" and did he not either turn his back
upon those edifices, or attend upon their

ordinances with listlessness and unconcern ?

And as to institutions for instruction in use-

ful knowledge and other benevolent pur-
poses, did not the drunkenness of his class

render the majority of these necessary, at

the same time that it materially impeded
their operations, or rendered them alto-

gether nugatory ? Verily the drunkard is

a7i enemy of all good. He is neither a
Christian, a philanthropist, nor a patriot.

He is an integral portion of the community;
he cannot, therefore, be his own enemy
without being at the same time the enemy
of his race.

But admitting for a moment that the
drunkard were an insulated being ; that he
was, indeed, '• no one's enemy but his own;"
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the question intrudes itself—Has he any
right to be his own enemy ? First, does it

consist with his duty as a rational and ac-

countable creature ?

Has the drunkard any right to injure his

own body? It is '' fearfully and wonderfully
made "— a monument alike of the skill and
power of the Great Creator. And if he
wulfully sows within that body the seeds of
disssolution, and plunges it before the ''ap-

pointed lime " into the grave, will he not
have to render a strict account ?

Has the drunkard any right to impair or
derange his intellect—to dim the lustre of
this "candle of the Lord"—to injure that
*' understanding" which is the effect of
divine " inspiration ?" That the use of

strong drink does injure the human intellect

—that it deadens alike the inclination and
the capacity for improvement—evidence is

continually afforded ; and it would be easy
to prove that, with respect to the majority,
it is their /ai<^^, and not their misfortune.
Has the drunkard any right to waste his

property f Money rightly applied will ob-
tain the necessaries, and many of the luxu-
ries of life ; but drunkenness is a quicksand,
greedily swallowing up and burying all that
is cast into it. Who will contend that any
man has a right to choose beggary and rags
in preference to a decent competence ? Yet
how many have been cast down from the
heights of affluence by their wilful indul-
gence of a depraved and sensual appetite ?

That ** woful want " which is seen to over-
take many drunkards with all the violence
of '* an armed man," is, in almost every in-

stance, the result of his own '' wilful waste."
Has the drunkard any right to squander

away his timef "Was not time granted him
for the fulfilment of great and important
duties ? Can he, with impunity, waste the
precious hours of the Sabbath, beside a
portion of every day of the seven ? Has
not every day its appropriate and peculiar
duties } And will not the wasted hours,
days, weeks, months, and years of the
drunkard rise up in judgment and con-
demn him, when it is proclaimed throughout
the universe, that ** Time shall be no
longer."

But, SECONDLY, is it Consistent with the
HAPPINESS of the drunkard to be his own
enemy ? He wilfully disorders his body,
and the result is disease pain, premature
old age, infirmity, and death ; he wilfully

deranges his intellect, and the result ig^

confusedness, idiocy, or madness; hewil^
fully destroys his property, and the re&ul^
is want, beggary, and dependence ; he vfilt

fully squanders away his time, and the re*
suit is ignorance, exposure to temptation^
and confirmation in evil habits and prac-
tices ; and the result of the whole is—

^

Misery. But God designed that all his
creatures should be happy ; he has ptoj
vided abundantly for their physical an^
social enjoyment ; and the man who seek^
misery and death in the error of his waTi.
subverts the purposes of the Most High^
who, most assuredly, will not ** hold Moar
guiltless."

Away, then, with the maudlin sympathj^
which leads men to use soft terms in refer-*

ence to a vice so foul, so complicated!
Robert Hall once said, *' Call things b;^

their right names ;" and he called brandy
and water "liquid fire and disitilled damnar
tion." We will use similar expres?ion8,
and call the drunkard a suicide and a mur-^
derer ; the destroyer of his own body and
soul ; the murderer of the peace and pros--

periiy of others ; and, to sum up all in one
word, ^A€ ** Enemy of God;" and *• who-
ever hardened himself against God and
prospered ?"

i

Let the Drunkard awake to a sense of |

his fearful responsibility, and turn from his

evil ways, before he sinks into irretrievable

ruin.

Let Moderate Drinkers—those who
use the smallest portions of strong drink,

tremble at the danger to which they are
exposing themselves, and adopt the total

abstinence as the only certain and effectual

preservative.

And let Teetotalers determine, with
greater diligence and zeal than ever, to

admonish both drunkards and moderate
drinkers against ih.^ folly of drunkenness

—

against the sin of being their own enemies
and the enemies of others.

Hand.—The word " hand " in Scripture is variously applied. To pour water on any
one^s hand signifies to serve him. To wash the hands was a ceremony made use of to

denote innocence of murder or manslaughter. To kiss the hand was an act of adoration.
To fill the hand signifies taking possession of the priesthood, and performing its func-
tions. To lean upon any one's hand was a mark of familiarity and superiority. To give
the hand signifies to grant peace, swear friendship, promise securiry, or make alliance.

The right hand was the emblem of honour and respect amongst the Greeks and Romans

;

it was customary for inferiors to walk on the left hand of emperors, that their right hand
might be ready to afi'ord protection and defence to their left side, which was on account
of the awkwardness of the left hand, more exposed to danger.
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BENJAMIN WEST, THE PAINTER.
A Memoir for the Young.

Os the 10th of October, 1738, Benjamin
West was born in the town of Springfield,

Pennsylvania, America. His parents and
neighbours looked for wonderful things

from him, for a famous preacher of the

Society of Friends, Quakers as they are

called, had foretold that the child should
be one of the most remarkable characters

that had appeared since the time of William
Penn, the founder of their sect. On this

account the eyes of many people were j&xed

upon this boy. Some of his relations, long
since dead, had won great fame in the
old wars of England and France ; but the
Quakers did not expect that the child would
become a soldier ; they thought, perhaps,
tfcat he would be a successful preacher of

their mild and peaceful doctrines. Farmer
West and his wife were thought to be \ery
fortunate in having such a son.

Little Ben lived to the age of six years
without doing anything that was worthy to

be told in history. But one summer after-

noon, in his seventh year, his mother put a
fan into his hand, bidding him keep the
flies away from the face of a little babe who
lay fast asleep in the cradle. As the boy
watched the peaceful slumbers of the child,

the idea occurred to him, what a pity such
a beautiful look would not last for ever.

Nobody had told him of the wonderful art

by which the look, which appears and
vanishes in a moment, may be made to last

for hundreds of years. The boy approached
a table on which lay pens and paper, and
ink of two colours, black and red. He took
a sheet of paper, and, kneeling down, began
to draw a likeness of the infant. While
thus employed, his mother returned, and
was overjoyed to see that her dear child had
already begun to show that he was one day
to be a great man.
As Ben grew older, he was observed to

take vast delight in looking at the colours
and forms of nature. For instance, he was
greatly pleased with the blue violets of
spring, the wild roses of summer, and the
scarlet cardinal-flowers of early autumn.
In the decline of the year, when the woods
were variegated with all the colours of the
rainbow, Ben seemed to desire nothing better
than to gaze at them from morn till night.
The purple and golden clouds of sunset were
a joy to him. He was continually endea-
vouring to draw the figures of trees, men,
mountains, houses, geese, ducks, and tur-
keys, with a piece of chalk, on barn doors
or on the floor.

In those old times the Mohawk Indians

were still numerous in Pennsylvania, Every
year a party of them used to pay a visit to
Springfield, because the houses

—

wigwams
they called them—of their fathers had for-

merly stood there. These wild men grew
fond of little Ben, and made him very happy
by giving him some red and yellow paint,
with which they had been accustomed to
adorn their faces. His mother, too, gaye
him a piece of indigo; so that he had now
three colours—red, blue, and yellow—and
could make green by mixing the blue and
yellow together. But all this time he had
no brushes—he could not buy them without
sending many miles from home. He made
up his mind to make paint brushes for him-
self. With this design he laid hold upon

—

what do you think ? Why, upon a respect-
able old black cat who was sleeping quietly
by the fireside. Our young folks may
imagine Ben saying in his own mind, ** Puss
pray give me a bit of fur from the tip of thy
tail," and how, though puss resisted, having
no great zeal for the fine arts, the boy dex-
terously clipped off fur enough to make a
paint brush, and found it of so much use to
him that he applied to Madam Puss again
and again, until her warm coat of fur be-
came quite thin and ragged. Poor thing !

she was forced to creep close into the chim-
ney corner, and, with a rueful face, eye
little Ben, who seemed to consider it more
necessary that he should have paint brushes
than that Puss should be warm.
And now the house began to present

quite a different appearance from what it

formerly had done. The parlour was orna-
mented with drawings of Indian chiefs, of
birds with beautiful plumage, and of the
wild flowers of the forest. Nothing of the
kind had ever been seen before in the house
of a Quaker farmer.
About this time a merchant of Philadel-

phia, named Pennington, came to visit his
friend West, and was much surprised to

learn that little Ben had painted all those
beautiful pictures. When he returned
home, he sent a colour-box, paint-brushes,
various cakes of colour, several squares of
canvas—such as artists use for painting
pictures upon—and, in addition to all these,
some beautiful engravings, the first pictures
that Ben had ever seen except those of his
own drawing.
What a joyful event was this for the

little artist; for many succeeding days he
was busily employed copying portions of two
of the engravings, and making one picture
of both,—the bky, the grass, the trees, the
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houses, all painted in their natural colours.

This picture was preserved for many a long

year.

Benjamin was sent to school at Phila-

delphia. Not long after his arrival, he had
a slight attack of fever, which confined him
to his bed. The light, which would have
disturbed him, was excluded from the cham-
ber by means of closed wooden shutters.

At first, it appeared so totally dark that

Ben could not distinguish any object in the

room. By degrees, however, his eyes be-

came accustomed to the scanty light.

He was lying on his back, looking up to-

wards 'he ctiling, when suddenly he beheld
the dim apparition of a white cow moving
slowly over his bed ! Ben started, and
rubbed his eyes in the greatest amazement.
The white cow disappeared ; and next came
several pigs, who trotted along the ceiling

and vanished into the darkness of the cham-
ber. Ben was much surprised at this ; and
when the people of the house came to see
him, he told them what had occurred. But
they thought he must be out of his senses.
Hovv could a white cow and a litter of pigs
be seen on the ceiling of a darkened room ?

Ben, however, had great confidence in his

own eyesight, and was determined to search
the mystery to the bottom. For this pur-
pose, when he was again left alone, he got
out of bed, and examined the window shut-
ters. He soon perceived a small chink in

one of them, through which a ray of light

found its passage and rested upon the
ceiling. Now the science of optics teaches
us that the pictures of the white cow and
the pigs came into the dark chamber
through this narrow chink in the shuttf-rs,

and it is greatly to Benjamin's credit that
he saw and understood this, and by means
of it constructed a camera obscura out of a
hollow box, which was of great advantage to

him in drawing landscapes.
Well, time went on, and Benjamin reached

the age when it was thought proper that
he should choose a business for life. His
father and mother were in considerable
perplexity about him; for, according to the
ideas of the Quakers, it is not right for

people to spend their lives in occupations
that are of no real and sensible advantage
to the world. And what advantage could
the world expect from Benjamin's pictures }

This was a difficult question ; and in order
to set their minds at rest, his parents de-
termined to consult the leading men of
their society. Accordingly they were all

assembled in the meeting-house, and dis-

cussed the matter from beginning to end.
They finally came to a very wise decision.

It seemed as if God meant Benjamin to be
a painter: the abilities which had beengiven
him would be lost in any other business.

A beautiful picture might benefit the heai
as much as a good book or a wise discours
and turn out as useful as tilling the groun
or any branch oftrade or manufacture. Th'
resolved not to oppose his inclination. Tl
old men laid their hands upon Benjamir
head and blessed him ; the women klsE<

him affectionately ; they committed hi

to the charge of God, being well assurt

that he best knew what was the lad's prop-

sphere of usefulness. All consented ib^

he should go forth into the world and leai

to be a painter by studying the best pi

tures of ancient and modern times.

So our friend Benjamin left his oldhomi
his native woods and streams, the goc)

Quakers of Springfield, and the Indiai
who had given him his first colours,—le
all the places and persons whom he kiti

hitherto known,—and returned to theio,^
more. .n

I

He first went to Philadelphia and aftei

wards to New York, painting portraits, aiii

copying everything that was likely to mak
him more fit for his profession. Havia
raised money enough to undertake a voyag
to sunny Italy, he quitted in order to seeth
beautiful paintings of those that are caU$|

the old masters. At Rome, the arrival of ai

American Quaker to study the fine art

caused an astonishing sensation. He wa|
introduced to Cardinal Albani, and throu^
him to the most distinguished persons i

Rome. But how different was the nois

and gaiety of that great city from the quie

seclusion of his old home in Pennsyl
vania. West was seized with a dangerou
fever, from which the doctors said he coul'

only recover by being removed to a mor
quiet scene. He passed eleven months a

Leghorn, and having by that time perfectl;

recovered his health, began again to pain

and study, still preserving all the simplicit;

and sobriety which he had learned amonj
the Quakers. It is related of him tha

when he was presented at the Court of th<

Prince of Parma, he kept his hat upon bii

head, even while kissing the prince'!

hand.
In 1763 he took up his abode in London

and established himself as an artist. Ii

due course of time he acquiried great fame

by his pictures, and was made chief paintei

to King George III., being introduced t(

His Majesty by Dr. Drummond, Archbishop

of York. On the foundation of the Roya
Academy of Painting, he became a mem-
ber; and, on the death of Sir Joshua Rey-

nolds, he succeeded to the office of president.l

When the Quakers of Pennsylvania heard

of his success, they felt that the prophecy oJ

the old preacher as to little Ben's futuri

eminence was now accomplished. It ii

true they shook their heads at his picturei
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battle and bloodshed ; such as the death
General Wolf, at the siege of Quebec,

—

inking that these terrible scenes should

t be held up to the admiration of the

>rld. But they approved of the great

intings in iwhich he represented the

racles and suffering of the Redeemer of

ankind. King George employed him to

orn a large and beautiful chapel at

indsor Castle, Tvith thirty-six pictures

wND the Bible. He likewise painted a

'flfcjnificent picture of Christ healing the
jk, a copy of which he presented to the
o^pital at Philadelphia. It was exhi-

:ed to the public, and produced so much
ofit that the hospital was enlarged for the
commodation of thirty more patients. If

-njamin West had done no other good
ed than this, yet it would have been
ough to entitle him to honourable re-

embrance. At this very day, there are

irly poor people in the hospital who owe
I their comforts to that same picture. The
iginal picture was exhibited at the Royal
cademy in London, where it covered a

space, and displayed a multitude of

ires as large as life. On the wall, close

ide this admirable design, hung a small
faded landscape. That landscape w^s

fesame that little Ben had painted in his

icr's garret after receiving the paint-

box and engravings fioai good Mr. Pen-
nington.
One of his latest great works was a repre-

sentation of *' Death on the Pale Horse,"
from the Book of Revelations. He painted
or sketched about four hundred pictures.
Most of his works are well-known through
the beautiful prints which we have of them.
He lived many years in peace and honour

;

but in 1817 he lost his wife, an American
lady to whom he had been married more
than half a century. He survived her about
three years, dying March 18, 1820, at the
good old age of eighty-two. He was buried
with great state in St. Paul's Cathedral,
where his monument may now be seen

;

but better than this, we can see a fine
portrait of him, painted by Sir Thomas
Lawrence, in the Vernon Gallery.
The story of his life is almost as' wonderful

as a fairy tale ; the little unknown Quaker
boy, in the wilds of America, becoming one
of the most distinguished of our English
painters. Let us learn a lesson from his
life, to make the best use of our natural
abilities as he did of his, and with God*s
blessing we shall arrive at some good end.
As for fame, it but little matters whether
we acquire it or not ; it is always better to
be good than great ; and all can be good if

they only try to be so.

t:
'•i' WOXDEKS OF THE UNR^ERSE.

lT mere assertion will make any one
ive that in one second of time, in one
of the pendulum of a clock, a ray of

^gbt travels over 192,000 miles, and would
lerefore perform the tour of the world in

bout the same time that it requires to

iuk with our eyelids, and in much less

:ian a swift runner occupies in taking a

ingle stride ? What mortal can be made
1 believe, without demonstration, that the

an is almost a million times larger than
he earth ? and that, although so remote
romus, a cannon-ball shot directly towards
', and maintaining its full speed, would be
wenty years in reaching it, yet it affects the

arth by its attraction in an appreciable

nstant of time ? Who would not ask for

lemoDStratlon, when told that a gnat's

ving, in its ordinary flight, beats many hun-
ired times in a second ; or that there exists

nimated and regularly-organised beings
nany thousands of whose bodies laid close

ogether would not extend an inch ? But
vhat are these to the astonishing truths

vhich modern optical inquiries have dis-

posed, which teach us that every point of

a medium through which a ray of light
passes, is affected with a succession of
periodical movements, regularly recurring
at equal intervals no less than five hundred
millions of millions of tiroes in a single
second r That it is by such movements com-
municated to the nerves of our eyes that
we see ; nay more, that it is the difference
in the frequency of their reeurrence which
affects us with the sense of the diversity
of colour. That, for instance, in acquiring
the sensation of redness, our eyes are
affected four hundred and eighty-two
millions of millions of times ; of yellowness,
five hundred andforty-two millions of millions
of times ; and of violet, seven hundred and
seven millions of millions of times per
second. Do not such things sound more
like the ravings of madmen than the sober
conclusions of people in their waking
senses ? They are, nevertheless, conclu-
sions to which any one may most certainly
arrive, who will only be at the trouble
of examining the chain of reasoning
by which they have been obtained.- Her'
scheL
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USEFUL DISCOVERIES.

Glass Coating for Iron Articles.—
Some specimens of iron manufacture coated
with glass have recently been exhibited.

The process by which this coating is given
is thus described. The article is first

cleansed in an acid solution, and then co-

vered with a glutinous preparation, over
which is laid a coat of glass, ground to a
fine powder. The article is then placed in

a furnace of peculiar construction, in which
the glass is fused, and the intermediate
glutinous matter being evaporated, the
glass fills the external pores of the metal,
and becomes firmly united to it. In orna-
mental dinner-plates, foliage and designs
are given in relief, executed by a kind of
stencilling ; one colour being put on, it is

transferred to the kiln and fixed ; when
cold, another colour is added, and so on.

New Process of Tanning.—A patent
has lately been granted for an improved
process of tanning. The hides or skins
during the process of tanning are submitted
to electric or galvanic agency by placing a

plate of lead, and a plate of zinc on oppo-
site sides of the pit, and connecting them
by a metal strap above the level of the
water. The skins are suspended in the pit

for a week, in water, which is gradually
converted into ooze, or tanning liquor, the
strength of which is gradually increased
until the tanning operation is completed.

Method of Hardening Objects in
Piaster of Paris.—Take two parts of

stearine, two parts of Venetian soap, one
part of pearlash, and twenty-four to thirty

pounds of a solution of caustic potash. The
stearine and the soap cut into slices, mixed
with the cold lye, and boiled for about half
an hour being constantly stirred. When-
ever the mass rises, a little cold lye is

added. The pearlash, previously moistened
with a little rain-water, is then added, and
the whole boiled for a few minutes. The
mass is then stirred until cold, when it is

mixed with so much cold lye that it be-
comes perfectly liquid, and runs off the
spoon without coagulating or contracting.
Before using the composition, it should be
kept for several days well covered. It may
be preserved for jears. Before applying it

to the casts, they should be well dusted,
the stains scraped away, and then coated by
means of a thick brush with the wash, as
long as the plaster of Paris will absorb it,

and then left to dry. The coating is then
dusted with leather or a soft brush. If the
surface has not become shining, the opera-
tion must be repeated.

Bronzing Plaster Casts.—A brownish
green bronze for plaster figures may be very
easily obtained by adding a mixture of

sulphate of iron and sulphate of copper to

a solution in water of palm-oil soap. This
furnishes a brown green precipitate, the

colour of which may be altered at pleasure

by the addition of a greater or less quantity
of one or the other of their salts. The
precipitate, after being washed and dried, is

redissolved in a mixture of good varnish of

linseed-oil and wax, and with this the

figures, having been previously heated, are

coated. On drying, they will be found to

possess the colour of bronze. Perhaps.

%

better result is obtained by employing at

solution of the salt of iron only, instead of

the mixed solution of the sulphates.

LiauiD Leather.—Dr. Berrland, of

Larria, in Germany, is said to have di»^

covered a method of making leather out ot
a certain refuse and waste animal substanc^
He has established a manufactory neerf

Vienna ; no part of the process is e»
plained ; but it is stated that the substance
is at one stage in a state of fluidity, and
may then be cast into boots, shoes, &c.

Re-sharpening Old Piles and Rasps
BY A Chemical Process—By the follow^

ing cheap and simple process, old files and
rasps may be made nearly equal to new
ones. First boil them in soap lye, or &
mixture of slacked lime and soda in water;
this done, wash them in water, and directly

throw them into a tub full of diluted sui*

phuric acid, one part acid and six parte
water. Let them remain there for some
time, the cgcact period being easily ascer-

tained by taking out a file and observin|f
whether the nicks appear sharp or not. Ai
soon as the desired sharpening is effected^

the file must be taken out and washed iai

another tub containing a solution of soda^
about one ounce of soda to a pail of water ;>

by this means the sharpness of the file op
rasp will be restored. i

Transparent Cement.—An excellent
transparent substance, particularly useftij

when a transparent joint is required, hail

recently been invented by Mr. S. Lenher,
Small glass boxes for microscopic objects
have been exhibited, the glass being united
by this novel cement. The composition ii^

stated to be caoutchouc, fifteen grains i

chloroform, two ounces ; mastic, half atf

ounce. The caoutchouc and chloroform are^

to be first mixed. After the gum is dis^i

solved, the mastic is added, and the whol^
allowed to steep for a week. The convcni-J
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•nee of its application with a brush, cold,

U]fcommends it for approval. .

Water Gas in France.—A correspon-

lent of the Journal of Commerce writes

rom Paris tkat the problem of making gas

rom water has been solved in that city, and
hat pure hydrogen can bs evolved with

)erfect ease and the greatest economy by

il0 inyention to which he alludes. In order

to make the gas luminous, the flame of the
burner is surrounded with a thin filagree
hoop of platina, about three quarters of an
inch in length, which becomes intensely lumi-
nous with a white light. The gas has been
used in cooking meats, heating rooms, &c.
Its manufacture has already been com-
menced on a large scale. The writer says
that it must work an important revolution
in the whole matter of f?;el and light.

HUMOROUS SELECTIONS.

JL Good Definition.—A definition of

Uistachio was recently given as the
' upper-lip gone into mourning for the loss

f the brains.'*

Stirring Appeal.—The following ap-

€al appears in a Michigan paper :
— *' De-

IQcrats of Iowa ! If you are asleep

—

^ke ! If you are awake

—

move ! If you
removing

—

walk! If you are walking

—

/ If you are running—̂ y to the

Groundless Compliment.—*' I am
sppy, Ned, to hear the report that you

e succeeded to a large landed property."
*** I am sorry, Tom, to tell you that it is

nundless.*'

Taking it Easy.—A clergyman dwelt
I a quiet rural district where laziness is

pt to grow upon a man. One day his

scellent spouse remarked to him at break-
i8t: •* Minister, there is a bit o* butter on
our neckcloth." "Weel, weel, Janet, my
ear," slowly responded the worthy pastor,

when I get up it'll fa' off."

Copyright.—Major Jacob Downing, an
.ppierican editor, says his countrymen
B^erstand the copyright to aaean the right

)Copy.

Well, it won't hurt 'em.—A Boston
temporary tells the following :

— ** On
le steam-boat St. Louis, not long since, a
iw Hoosier came on board. At night the
[oosier turned into his berth with his boots
a. The steward seeing this, said, * Sir,

ou have laid down in your boots.' The
uw one raised his head, and, looking down
i the boots, innocently replied, ' Well, it

onH hurt 'em: they ain't the best I've

One Shilling Each.—An attorney in

ondon having died exceedingly poor, a
ulling subscription was set on foot to pay
le expenses of his funeral. Most of the
ttorneys and barristers having subscribed,
ae of them applied to Toler, afterwards
ord Chief Justice Norbury, expressing a

hope that he would also subscribe his shil-
ling. *• Only a shilling ?" said Toler, '' only
a shilling to bury an attorney ! Here is a
guinea

;
go bury one-and-twenty of them.

Newspaper Controversy.—The Li-
quiver thus judicially terminates a contro-
versy between two correspondents whose
respective noms de guerre were *' Sigma"
and " Tau:"—" We are obliged to stop the
controversy between Sigma and Tau, lest
the remainder of the alphabet should wish
to join in it."

Ready Reply.—'' Sire, one word," said
a soldier one day to Frederick the Great,
when presenting to him a request of a brevet
of lieutenant. " If you say two," answered
the Prince, "I will have you hanged."
*• Sign," replied the soldier. The Monarch,
surprised at his presence of mind, immedi-
ately granted his request.

A Clear Definition.— *' Papa, I've
spilt the butter all over the new table-cover."
Papa :

" Rub the soiled portion briskly with
some woollen fabric, ray dear."—Juvenile :

*' But what good will that do, Papa ?"—
Papa (clearing his throat) :

** Why, friction
generates caloric, which volatilizes the
oleaginous particles of the stearine matter !"

A Lesson in Arithmetic.—Teacher :

John, suppose I were to shoot at a tree
with five birds on it, and kill three, how
naany would be left.?—John : Three, sir.

—

Teacher: No, two would be left you igno-
ramus.—John: No there wouldn't, though
—the three shot would beleft, and the other
two would be Jlied away.—Teacher : Take
your seat, John.

''I Saw Thee Once."—A poet address-
ing some verses to a lady, commencing '' I
saw thee once," the lady said in reply,
** I will take good care he shall never see
me again."

No Chance of a Settlement.—** I'm
glad this coffee don't owe me anything,"
said a financier at breakfast.—" Why ?*'

asked his wife.—*' Because I don't think it

would ever settle,''
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An Ukdentable Alibi.—A Mr. Hardy
having been accused of keeping a gambling
shop in San Francisco, his " friends,'* na-

turally feeling hurt at the imputation, re-

butted it by stating that he was in the gaol

at Lockport for bigamy !

A Prize.—An American paper says :

—

*' If any man from Maine to Georgia, will,

on the first trial, say 'six slim slick sap-

lings,' without making a blunder, and
speak fast as he goes over the words, he
shall have the ' Crocket Almanac' sent him
for six years. It must be done on a cold

frosty morning."

ike nTSo Young, so Wise.—The Duke
M , of pompous notoriety and parsii

nious celebrity, superintends personally
produce of his dairy, and not unfrequeij
sells the milk to the village children n\

his own hands. One morning a pretty lii

girl presented her penny and her pitcheij

his Grace for milk. Pleased with the
pearance of the child, he patted her on
head, and gave her a kiss. '* Now," ^1

he, " my pretty lass, you may tell, as Iti

as you live, that you have been kissed b]

Duke." "Ah! but," replied the chj
** you took the penny, though !"

MUD AND DUST OF LONDON.

The 300,000 houses of London are interspersed by a street surface, averaging abouti

square yards per house, and therefore measuring collectively about 13 1-4 million squj

yards, of which a large proportion is paved with granite. Upwards of two hundred th|

sand pairs of wheels, aided by a considerably larger number of iron-shod horses' feet,

constantly grinding this granite to powder, which powder is mixed with from two to

cart-loads of horse-droppings per mile of street per diem, besides an unknown quanj
of the sooty deposits discharged from half a million of smoking chimneys. In
weather these several materials are beaten up into the thin, black, gruel-like compoul
known as London mud ; of which the watery and gaseous parts evaporate, during si

shine, into the air we breathe ; while the solid particles dry into a subtle dust, whii|

up in clouds by the wind and the horses' feet. These dust clouds are deposited on
rooms and furniture ; on our skins, our lips, and on the air tubes of our lungs. The cl(j

stable-like smell and flavour of the London air ; the rapid soiling of our hands, our linj

and the hangings of our rooms, bear ample witness to the reality of this evil, of wh]
every London citizen may find a further and more significant indication in the dark l|

of the particles deposited by the dust-laden air in its passage through the nasal rcij

ratory channels. To state this matter plainly, and without mincing words, there is

at this moment a man in London, however scrupulously cleanly, nor a woman, howej
sensitively delicate, whose skin, and clothes, and nostrils are not of necessity more or

'

loaded with a compound of powdered granite, soot, and a siill more nauseous substacj

The particles which to day fly in clouds before the scavenger's broom, fly in clouds beij

the parlour-maid's brush, and next day darken the water in our toilet-basins, or

wrung by the laundress from our calico and cambric.

•^

TO OUR "FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.

We had intended, as our readers are aware, to hold a meeting for the distiilj

tion of our prizes to the successful candidates. Finding, however, that but feii

them could make it conyenient to visit the Metropolis at the same time, and t|

considerable delay would be occasioned, we have judged it best to abandon

project, and we have accordingly forwarded the prizes to their respective desti|

tions. Our course of French Lessons is now terminated, so far as the WoaK:]

Man's Friend is concerned. Our readers and pupils will receive, through t

medium, due notice of the time when the first of our proposed reading works y\

be ready.
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

onn-substantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb

U.TS'iU]vf, s. in the heathen mythology,
|

jplace appointed for the souls of the i

uous afier death ; the word is used !

ratively to describe any pleasant place

Ute.

^mac'erate, v. a, to waste, to make
t.

MA'ciate, r. to lose flesh, to pine, to

te.

3k£AC/uLATE, a. clean, pure, free from
: or stain ; innocent.

m'anate, v. to issue from something

mana'tion", s. the act of issuing orflow-

from any other substance ; that which

mancipa'tiox, 5. a deliverance from
ery or servitude ; restoration to liberty,

mar'ginate, Emar'gixATE D, a. notched
'^iidented at the edge ; truncated ; v.a, to

» away the margin.

Mbalm', v.a. to imprrgnate a body with
aatics, that it may resist putre''action.

m'bassage, Em'bassy, s. a public mes-

;

mbar'go, s. the word used to denote the

by which the public authorities of a

itry lay an arrest on ships to prevent
r leaving its ports.

mbay', v. a. to enclose in a bay ; to

le.

31'ber'weeks, s. those weeks in which
Eviherdaijs fall. The word Eniber is sup-
d to be derived from the Saxon word
orting a circuit or course ; so that these

5, being not occasional, but returning
•y year in certain courses, may properly
aid to be Ember-days, because fasts in

•se. The Ember-days are the Wed-
lay, Friday, and Saturday, after the first

day in Lent.

mbez'zlement, 5. (from the French
d, embesleTj to filch) the fraudulent ap-
)riation, by servants and others, of

ley and goods entrusted to their care,

eceivcd by them on account of their

loyers.

Mbla'zon, v.a. to adorn, or blazon with
orial ensigns ; to set ofi" pompously ; to

t.

m'blem, s. a moral device ; a figurative

"Mentation ; an allusive picture ; a sym-
Cal figure or composition which conceals
oral or historical allegory.

k'blements, s. pi. the produce of land
: has been sown or planted.

; r. verb ; v. a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neuter.

Em'bolism, s. time inserted out of the
common order ; or the addition of a day^ as
in leap year.

Emboss', v. a. to engrave with relief,, or
rising work, by way of ornament.

Embrasu're, 5. a battlement ; an aper«
ture in fortifications for cannon.
Embroca'tion, s. a fomentation, a lotion ;.

the application of medicinal liquids by rub-
bing or fomenting the part diseased.

Embkoi'dery, s, variegated and tasteful

needlework.

Em'bryo, Em'bryon, s. the animal in the
womb before it has its perfect shape ; any-
thing unfinished ; a. not yet ready for pro-
duction.

Emed'ullate, v.a, to take out the
marrow.

Emexda'tiox, s. a correction, an altera-

tion.

Emer'gency, 5. the act of rising from any
surroundii g element ; any sudden occasion,

or unexpected casualty,

Emigra'tion, 8. a removal of inhabitant*
from one country to another.

Em'issary, 5. a secret agen*^.

Emis'siox, s. the act of throwing of
shooting out.

Emol'lient, a. softening, suppling ; a
medicine applied externally, for the purpose-

of relaxing the fibres.

Emol'umext, s. profit, advantage, gain.

Emo'tiox, s. disturbance of mind ; vehe-
mence of passion ; a sudden motion.

Empan'nel, v.a. the writing and entering
the names of a jury on a parchment sche-

dule, or roll of paper, by the sheriff, which
he has summoned to appear for the per-

fermance of such public service as juries

are employed in.

EMrAR'LANCE, 5. a petition, a conferenc^^

Em'peror, s. a monarch superior to a.

king.

Em'phasis, 5. a remarkable stress laid on
a word or sentence by the speaker.

Em'pkysm, s. a light puffy humour,
yielding to pressure, but iasiantly rising

again.

Em'piric, s. a pretended physician ; a
quack.

Empo'rium, s. a place of merchandise ; a
mart ; a commercial city,

Empyk'eax, s. the highest heaven

;

I
a. aerial, heavenly.
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Empyreu'ma, s. the taste and smell

produced by the burning or boiling of

animal or vegetable oily matter.

Empyko'sis, 5. a conflagration, or general

fire.

Emdla'tion, s. rivalry ; envy ; conten-

tion.

Emul'gent, a. milking or draining out.

Emul'sion, s. an oily softening medicine.

Enam'el, 5. a peculiar preparation of

glass, to which different colours are given,

sometimes preserving, sometimes depriving

it of its transparency. Enamel painting is

painting upon metal previously covered

with a glazed ground.

Enarthro'sis, 5. the insection of the

round end of one joint in the cavity of ano-

ther.

Encaus'tic, a. belonging to the art of

painting with a wax medium which is im-

pregnated or fixed upon the canvas by the

aid of heat ; burnt in ; a style of painting

superseded by the use of oil, which is a far

better medium.
Enchrid'ion, 5. a small pocket volume.

Enco're, ad. (French) again, once more.

Encyclope'dia, $. a dictionary ; a com-
plete circle of the sciences ; a general sys-

tem of instruction.

Encyst'ed, a, enclosed in a bag or

bladder.

Endec'agon, 5. a figure of eleven sides

and angles,

Ende'mial, Endem'ic, a. peculiar to a

country or place, as applied to general

diseases.

Endor'se, v,a. to superscribe ; to accept

a bill.

Endowment, s. wealth given ; a natural
or acquired accomplishment.

En'ergy, 5. power, force, efficacy.

Enfeoff', v.a. to invest with possessions.

Enfil'ade, s. a straight passage; v.a.

to pierce in a straight line.

Enfran'chise, v.a. to na#ke free, to

liberate.

Engineer'ing, s. the art of constructing
machinery ; also the formation of harbours,
docks, bridges, and roads, or similar works.

Engra've, v.a, to cut characters on cop-
per, brass, or other metals.

Engro'ss, v.a. to copy writing in a large,
clear, or law hand.

Enharmon^ic, a. applied to music that
proceeds by small intervals.

Enig'ma, 6'. a riddle, an obscure ques-
tion.

Ennea'qon, 5. a figure of nine angles.

En'nui, s. (French) lassitude, wearit

Eno'de, a. destitute of knots or joint

Ensem'ble, «. the general effect.

En^siform, a. resembling a sword.

En'sign, s. a flag or standard of aii
ment ; the officer who carries it ; a sign

Entab'lature, s. the architrave, frir,

and cornice of a pillar.

En'tail, s. an estate so settled tha o

subsequent possessor can alienate it ; :.

to fix inalienably.

Enterol'ogy, s. a treatise on the inte 1

parts of the human body.

Enterplea'd, v.n. (in law) to discus i

accidental point arising in dispute be

;

the principal cause can be decided.

Entbr'prize, s. an hazardous unu
taking.

ENTHr'siASM, s. a transport of the mi

;

a state wherein the imagination is gre
/

excited, or powerfully directed to one -

ject.

En'tity", s. a real being, a real existei

.

Entomatog'raphy, s. a discourse r

treatise on the nature and habits of inse.

Entomol'ogy, s. that part of nat 1

history which treats of insects.

Entremets, s.pl. (French) small pl;s

set between dishes at table; dainty dish

Entrepo't, s. (French) a magazinu
warehouse.

Enun'ciate, v.a. to declare, to proclai.

Envel'op, s. an outer case, or coverii

Envi'bon, v.a. to surround, to enci|

pass, to invest, to encircle ; to besiege. J

En'virons, s. places adjacent, neighbc •

hood.

En'voy, s. a public minister sent from ?

power to another; in dignity below an*-

bassador ; a public messenger.

Eo'lian, Eo'lic, a. denoting one of ;

five dialects of the Greek tongue.

Eo'LiAN HARP, s. a musical instrum<

,

the sounds from which are produced by ;

action of the wind.

Eol'ipile, s. an instrument used in •

draulic experiments.

E'PACT, 5. the eleven days by which ;

solar year exceeds the twelve lunar moni

Ep'aulet, s. a shoulder-knot of lace, .

Epaul'ment, 5. in fortification, a si

work of earth thrown up, or bags of

gabions, fascines, &c.

Epenet'ic, a. bestowing praise, lau

tory.

Epenthet'ic, a. insulated in the mid<

II

1
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TAXES ON LIFE AND HEALTH.

We have lately directed attention to the v/liolesale slaughters committed by the

agents of war, as well as to the enormous expenditure attendant thereon. But

passing over this host of slaughtermen, with the expression of our hope that

men may soon cease to "delight in war," we refer briefly to the heroes of the

ExCHEQrER.
The lives which have been sacrificed by taxation would fill an incredibly large

catalogue. "We cannot, of course, here stop to expatiate on every impost which

has been fatal to the lives of our countrymen, but we may for one minute glance at

the ** WixDOW-TAx." We once read on a pane of glass— *' God gave us light,

but Pitt took it away." If this be true, should not he have had a monument as

well as our " men of blood r'

'

It is well kno^-n that light and air are essential to health and life, and to admit

to our dwellings these invaluable gifts of heaven, is the chief design of windows.

Plants shut up in the dark become sickly, and never put forth all their energy,

and the same may be said of animals, and especially of man. It has been found

by much observation that those who are confined to dark room.s or dwellings have

their strength materially afiected and their lives shortened. Who has not felt a

thrill of pleasure pervading his body and mind on coming from a dark room or a

close chamber into the sunshine ? If it were possible under such circumstances to

render both body and mind transparent, so that we might see the effect of light on

the heart, the lungs, the intestines, the circulation, the stomach, the muscles, the

nerves, the brain, and the soul, what an animated scene would present itself ! We
should find every corporeal and mental energy and faculty quickened into new
life. It would seem as if fresh vigour had come to us immediately from heaven.

On the contrary, who has not felt the withering influence of a dark November
day r Ourjoints appear to be almost loosened, and our hearts die within us. Indeed^

at any time, a few dark days in succession will most seriously depress our minds. It

has been said that more persons lay violent hands upon themselves in autumn

than at any other season of the year, hence November has been called the

*' suicidal month." Now, the effect of the window-tax has been to make all the

year November to thousands of our countrymen. ^lany, doubtless, have been

driven to despair by this cruelty, many have fled to the pot-house, the gin -palace,

or the tavern, and thousands have died long before their time. We believe that

Pitt and the other advocates of this life- destroying impost will be able to count a

great number of slain, as v/ell as Wellington or Napoleon.

And then the question of air and ventilation is a still more serious affair.

Without a good supply of fresh air, the blood cannot be purified, the body cannot

be nourished, its waste carried off, and the health sustained. But, alas ! the same

opening that admits the atmosphere admits light ; and the *' window peepers" have

been especially observant of any orifice which might permit the sunbeams to cheer

our dwellings. It is amazing how sharp-sighted these men have been, and how well

they have aided their brother destroyers in this matter. They have most impera-

tively demanded that these openings should be paid for or substantially walled up,

so that they might be rendered light-proof and air-tight at the same time. The
want of light has slain myriads, but the exclusion of air has been far more destruc-
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tive, and, consequently, as killing mankind is the sole claim of the warrior to fame
and glory, it is a piece of gross neglect to pass over their brother window-
peepers, senators, and others, who have originated or maintained a tax which has
been more fatal than the sword and the cannon.

While we are on this subject we could show that these taxing heroes have, in

other respects, been among the most successful desolators of mankind. Who can

calculate the deaths occasioned by the hread-tax ? The tax on leather no doubt kept

some thousands shoeless, threw them into a consumption, and sent them prema-

turely into eternity. The tax on soap also, to use a military phrase, is " a glorioiLS*

tax ; for, as our readers know, there is nothing " glorious" in war but plenty of

deaths ! Now we as firmly believe as we do in our own existence, that multitudes

die every year for want of cleanliness, and a large portion of this mortality is in-

duced by the tax on soap. Ought not, then, every member of Parliament who
supports these life-destroying taxes, to have a crown, a title, and a pension ? All

these men are the brethren of Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar, and Na-
poleon.

Our space will not allow us to expatiate on the taxes on knowledge. This we
have done at length in former papers, and have shown that ignorance is the de-

struction of millions both in body and soul. So that the patrons of these imposts

are heroes who may boast with Samson that they have slain, and are still slaying,

" heaps upon heaps ;" but we must leave this topic ; and, in conclusion, we wish

our readers to observe and write upon their heai't of hearts these truths ; namely,

firsti that the people are sacrificedby taxation ; and, secondlyyihdX the money which

is raised is spent in destroying mankind. Death, death, is written on the whole

system ; and as all this is carried on by the Commons, every man who does not

labour to obtain the sufirage that he may have a vote and do something to abolish

these abominations is a sharer in the guilt which they involve.

Thanks to the pressure from without, one of the most odious of these imposts,

the Window-tax, has received a death-blow ; though, as if it were a sin to leave

poor John Bull free from burden, a portion of the tax has been removed to his

dwelling-house. This partial success, however, should encourage to renewed

exertion, and a very considerable enlargement of the elective franchise will, no

doubt, hasten the desired consummation.

Courage.—Have the courage to tell a man v;hy you will not lend him your money;
he will respect you more than if you tell him you can't.

Have the courage towear your old garments till you can pay for new ones.

Have the courage to make a will, and, what is more, ajust one.

Have the courage to pass the bottle withoi t filling your glass, and to laugh at those

who urge you to the contrary.

Have the courage to discharge a debt whi'e you have the money in your pocket.
Have the courage to speak your mind when it is necessary that you should do so,

and to hold your tongue when it is better that j^ou should be silent.

Morality and E-eligion.—Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political

Ipropperity, religion and morality are indispensable supports. In vain would that man
claim the tribute of patriotism who would labour to subvert these great pillars of human
happiness, these firmest props of the destinies of men and citizens. A volume could not

trace all their connexion M'ith private and public felicity. And let us with caution

[indulge the supposition that morality can be maintained without religion ; reason and
jexperience both forbid us to expect that national morality can prevail in exclusion of

Ixeligious principle.
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GOOD LUCK AND BAD LUCK.

• Nancy has succeeded, AVilliam ; the

doctor will exert himself on your behalf.

We shall soon be in Manchester, and tlien

we shall have Nancy to live with us ; and
it will be our own fault if we don't get

^ That's a piece of good luck, at any
late," replied rs^ancy's husband, William
Drake ;

" and, for my part, I think it time
something of the sort came.''

'' Nay, love," rejoined Mrs. Drake

;

**the best piece of good luck I have
known since our marriage was your turn-

ing teetotaler. Since then, though your
wages are small, how well we have got
on. Why, besides redeeming the things
from the pawn-shop, we have bought this

chest of drawers and this clock, as well as

two pairs of sheets and your new clothes.

Aye, my lad, those clothes were the best
of all. I do like to see you in them. Will

;

and. you going regularly to church, too."
" Yes, yes, Fanny ; I have always said

that you were made for a lady."
" Why, as to that, I've laid out nothing

on my own back. My pride is to see you
and the bairns neat, though I don't deny
I shall be glad when we have money
enough to buy me a new gown and bon-
net, for I begin to be ashamed of the best
I have ; and should Dr. Wyse get you a
place in JManchester, Will, 1 never shall

have the face to go and thank him unless
I am decently dressed. I know he looks
at these things ; for once, when he came to
visit my poor mother in her last sickness,
he said to me, as he left the house

—

' I am glad to see you have got every-
thing neat and clean for 3'our mother, and
that sweet child too ;' and he took the
child cut of my arms, Will ; it was little

Jane. She was only six months old then.
Yes, he took Jane, tossed her up and
down, and kissed her ; and when he gave
her back to me he said, ' That's a very
pretty cap Jane has on, and her blue spot-

ted frock I like very much.' Oh, I do so
like good Doctor Wyse ! He has always
been very kind to our family. Why,
when we first came to Manchester we
Wire very poor. Aly father had just
died ; ind as mother could get no work
or no aid in Ireland, she was compelled
to cotf j^over into this country ; and, now
you are sober, Will, I am glad she did
come. Oh, sometimes I lie awake for

hours at night thinking over what we had to

go through at first. There were five of
us, besides mother, and when we reached
Manchester we had only eighteenpence

left. We girls got work, one after the
other, and Tom got work too ; but, some-
how, Tom, you know, never did well."

'' Yes, Fanny, Tom had bad luck."
'* Well, whether or not it was bad

luck, poor lad, he suffered sadly for his
goings-on ; and I do believe his sickness
and death brought poor mother to the
grave before her time. However, what
I meant was that, all through our trials,

it was that good man^ Doctor Wyse that
kept the family on its legs. I don't refer
to the money he gave us, though that was
not a little ; but all of us were brought
up in his Sunday-school ; and if we have
anything good in us, Will—we girls, I

mean—why it's all owing to Doctor and
Mrs. Wyse. No, no ! they are none of
your proud ones. Why, wouldn't they
come into our poor cottage, just as if it had
been a proper parlour, and sit down and
talk over matters like old. friends, as,

indeed, they were !—and, when mother
grew a bit fretful, was it not they that did
what they could to cheer her up ? Y^es

;

they used to bring her nice little things to
eat and drink, just as the gentlefolks have.
Don't you remember that Tuesday even-
ing ? Oh, how I did blush when the doc-
tor saw you there. Will ! I say, that
Tuesdav before you went to Williams's
works, Doctor Wyse came, and brouglit
mother a nice chicken, and said I must
broil a bit or two of it for her, and make
her some broth with the rest

—

"

How long Mrs. Drake would have gone
on, had she not been interrupted by her
husband, we are literally unable to say.
Interposing, however, he at length asked
his wife for Nancy's letter.

^' There, take it, and read every word,''
she said ;

'* and just mark that part
where Nancy told the Doctor that you
were a sober man ; and remember, Will,
that the Doctor declared that he believed
her word, and would do all he could to
oblige her ; but that, from experience, he
knew it was useless to try to serve drunk-
ards."

About a month after this conversation
took place, Nancy Napier one evening
entered her brother's house unexpectedly.
After the expressions of surprise and wel-
come were over, she told her relatives
that she had come in order to talk over
with them the oflfer of a situation which
Doctor Wyse had procured for William.
"Besides," she added, ''as the Doctor
was very particular about it^I thought
I would come and see with my own eyes
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t;\^1iether j^ou had really and wholly given
up drinking, Will. And now,'' she added,
" I don't want you or Nancy to say a word
about it; for your house is so well fur-

nished, and you all look so happy, that
I'm sure it's ouite right. And so I'll tell

you at once wnat the place is. I told the
Doctor that you'd rather give up the
block-printing because the work is so un-
certain."

'• Uncertain, indeed!" interposed Mr.
Drake ;

" why I've played me nearly half
this year."

'' The greater your credit that you have
kept sober."

*' Don't I know that, Nancy ; and will I,

do you think, ever take to drink again ?

But what's the place?"
''It's— it's—oh, I forget the name ; but

you'll have to carry notes and messages for
the mayor and corporation."
''And the wages?"
" At first, sixteen shillings a week."
" That's a piece of good luck !" ex-

claimed Will; "why, taking the year
round, I havn't made more than nine shil-

lings a week since I came to Clitheroe.
Well, when shall we flit?"

'• You're wanted immediately."
" It was very kind of 3^ou, Nancy, to

come up and bring us news of this good
luck."
"1 don't know much about that. I

wanted Fanny and the children to be near
me. I've been very solitary. Besides,
your talking of going to America cut me
to*the heart ; and then, you see, I've had
a companion."

" Who ?" both husband and wife asked
at tlie same time.

'* Henry," was Nancy Napier's reply.

'*OhI oh!" exclaimed Mr. Drake; "so
thpn, his father has not been able to break
oifthe connexion?"
^*No, William; and I don't think the

cpnnexion will ever be broken off. I am
very sorry that Mr. and Mrs. Marshall take
the matter so ill. Henry, I know, is above
me in station'; but we have knov\'n each
otlier a long time—we seem like one. I

think I should not make Henry a bad wife :

I am sure he will make me a good hus-

band. Oh, we have had such a delightful

journey !"

*' Why, how did you come ?"

"By "the railway to within about four

miles of Whalley. Then we walked to

Whalley, where, after having taken break-

fast, we went to inspect the abbey and the

church. I am very, fond of old places,

William; and I have had to-day a treat

which I shall never forget. Vv^Jiat beau-

tiful carved screens are those in the

church, and under the seats of the stalls

they showed us carved figures and words.
of the most curious description. But I adJ
mired the ruins of the abbej' most ; only I|
think it is too bad for such places to be'
private property, and become abodes of
rich people, who, with what they call
improvements, spoil many a fine relic of
antiquity. However, from Whalley wa
went to Stoneyhurst, which lies on a hiU
on the other side of the valley—the beau-
tiful Vale of the liibble. Henry hired a
conveyance, and so we had time to look
through the house and gardens of the
Jesuits' College at Stoneyhurst. And well
repaid we were for our trouble. After
all, the greatest pleasure v/as our walk to
this place."

" Yes, yes," said Mr. Drake, interruptf
ing his sister-in-law; "love makes steps
light, and long distances short."

So unexceptionable was William Drake's
conduct in his new situation, that within
three months he was made an inspector of
the Smithy-door Market, with a salary of
twenty shillings a week, and a prospect of
increase. Unhappily, he took lodgings in

a sister's house, who in character wiis the
very reverse of Nancy Napier. Mrs.
Brixton—such was her name—had been
a light-hearted girl, who never seemed
to have a concern for anything, content
to get through each succeeding day as
easily as possible. Like all her sisters,

she worked in a factory. When tlie day's
labour was over she considered her duty
done ; and, without rendering any aid in

household affairs, she would put on her
best shawl and bonnet and go out, either
for a gossip in a neighbour's house or for

a walk, now in the town, now in the coun-
tr5\ By degrees she began to frequent a
neighbouring music saloon, where sh.e be-

came acquainted with her husband, the
son of a master joiner and builder, wlio
was well-to-do in the w^orld. The
parents at first set their face against

the marriage ; but finding oppdisitiou

useless, they acquiesced, and advanced™
a sum of mone^^ to set their sou
up in business for himself. Mr. Brixton's

education had been neglected. He Avas

fond of gay society. He soon came to find

his wife's pretty face very unmeaning,
and her society unattractive. A firm be-

liever in good and bad luck, it was, he de-

clared a year after Iiis marriage, the worst
luck he ever had, his meeting with his

future wife one evening at the Casino in

Lower Mosley-street.
" Had you not been there yourself,"

said Nancy Napier, " you would not have
met Eliza."

Soon, however, did Mr. and Mrs. Brix-

ton run through the property which had
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•een put into their hands. Not tut the

fife was very desirous of discharging her
ia^. She was, however, too fond of out-

f-ooor pleasures ; nor did she kiiov/ how to

lake her home comfortable. At first she

.epta servant, but the servant had her own
ray, and did little else than add to the

onfusion of the liouse. It was a piece of

•ad luck, Mrs. Brixton said, that she had
Ycr taken such a girl into her house.

.Tiere, however, the girl remained several

lonths, for her mistress was too much oc-

npied with pleasure-taking to find time
nd will for making a change. !Mean-
(hjle the afiections of her husband were
•eing estranged. And scarcely can we
fonder at the fact. A more comfortless

ome than his can hardly be conceived.
|

lis breakfast was nearly always half-an-
j

iwir too late. His dinner was scarcely
:

ver ready ; and, when set on the table,
'

lie potatoes were boiled to a kind of jelly,

;

nd the meat was for the most part
|

^*raw. Then the plates were not
tean, and the table-cloth, after being
wice ii^ed, was as rumpled and nntidy as

f it had served for a week.
*' Unluckily,'' said she to her husband
ne day when they were just sitting down
6 dinner with three guests, to whom Mr.
Jrixton wished to sliow marked respect
-^'unluckily, the gu*l has forgotten the
almon, and the plum-pudding has broken
he ' Mnd is ail abroad in the pot.'^

J. , y unlucky was Mrs. Brbvton her-
elf, who, in uncorking a bottle of wine
sj)ecially provided for the occasion, had
rst let tlie decanter fall, and then spilled

alf of its contents.
\^*ant of housewifery at liome, and ex-

f^vagance abroad, soon broug:ht the Brix-
ORs into a very low condition, so that

en Mr. and Mrs. Drake came to Man-
ster they were most anxious to have
ir relations for lodgers. To such an
angement Nanc}^ gave a quiet but
ided opposition. It was in vain.

" A'/ell, here's a piece of good luck, at

aiy rate," said x.Ir. Brixton to his tvife.
* Drake will pay our rent, so we shall

ie all right with the landlord ; and who
mows but after this our luck w-ill change
-it's a long lane that has no turning.''

Brixton thought it probable that Drake
Sight in some way be of service in aiding
liiia to procure a situation, for his owti
)BBiness he was compelled to relinquish,

ixton, therefore, paid court to Drake
;

~ of course he did it in his own way.
ccordingly he took Drake into company,

made as much as he could of him at
own home.

At this juncture of things Brixton had
91 a legacy of £50, which he designated

as " a rare bit of good luck." "With this
money he greediTj" indulged himself in
low gratifications, always taking care to
have Drake for a companion. In a short
time both men had become regular drink-
ers. Not a night was there that either
went to bed sober, and frequently one-
half the Week was spent in loose company.
As a natural consequence, Drake lost his
situation^ which was in a measure one of
trust.

This event seemed of a sudden to opeil
Brixton's eyes. He now saw that Drake
would render him no aid, and, as he was
neither able nor willing to support Drake
and liis family, he ordered him to quit his
house.

'•'Oh ! Nancy, this is kind of you : here
in your rooms we are well off. Will sees
and acknowledges his folly: and, now
tliat Drake has behaved so ill, he wiil, I do
think, become a .sober man. He has gone
out to look for a job, and said he would be
in by breakfast ; I wish he would come."'
The sisters and the children sat down

to a comfortable meal. Nancy had given
up her bed-c!iamber to Drake and his
family, intending to sleep in a press-bed
in her sitting-room. Neat and well-
furnished were the apartments, for to
a strong mind Nancy Napier added
pure tastes and excellent thrift. Every
article of her furniture was good of its

kind. The whole was kept in admirable
order, tliough, even to her washiug, she
did all the household work herself. The
longer leisure afibrded her on Saturday
afternoons when the mills closed early,
gave her opportmiities for fetching up ar-
rears of work which might have accumu-
lated dm-ing the week. No arrears, how-
ever, were ever allowed to pass from one
week into another. Beautifully clean was
every part • how white'the little linen she
had, and that, too, in so smoky an atmo-
sphere as the atmo.sphere of Manchester.
W hile flowers could be had, flowers were
always on her mantel-piece, and on the
little round mahogany table that stood in
the middle of her room. Her wiildows
were filled with plants—geraniums, roses,
fuchsias, of a very fine kind. With all her
work, Nancy had Sunday to spare, and
every Sunday she spent at least two hours
in the Sunday-school, for, as she said,
having been taught there, she ought to
teach others the little that she knew. That
little, however, was a good deal, if by
knowdedge is meant our knowledge of
duty and the way to a happy life.

Yes, Nancy Napier w^as a happy gu-1.

This you saw in her glistening eye, the
bland expression of her comely features,

and her soft, liquid, lively voice, She had
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but one source of serious anxiety—Henry
Marshall; but things began to look
brighter in that quarter.

" Why, what, Fanny, do you think I

dreamt about last night ? I dreamt that I

Avas a bride. Yes ! all the difficult}'- was
over, and I was Henry's wife. Henry liad

taken tlie Vine Cottage near the Broughton
Priory—you know it's a pretty spot—and
furnishea it so nicely. And then I was so
delighted because he had, of his own
accord, allowed me five shillings a week for
what he called my " Poor's Purse," and I

thought that with such a sum I could do so
much good. There's old Kitty Evans, that's

94 years, and her daughter of 71, they
were to have a shilling a week, for they
don't like going to the workhouse ; and
Will Eccleston's poor orphan boy, I

thought I could get him a home and a little

schooling; and"

—

" I wish our Will would come," said
Fanny, interrupting her sister ;

" I don't
like his being out of my sight long."

*' Well, the cofi*ee is cold, and as this is

a holiday, I must clear away and get to
sewing. When he comes, you must get
him something comfortable. ! I tell

you what I want you to do ; Dr. AVyse
and his lady are coming here to take tea
this evening; just make us some oven-cakes,
your cakes are so nice, particularly since

you lived at Clitheroe. And, Fanny, I'll get
the Doctor to give Will a word of advice

;

I am sure that will confirm him in his good
resolutions."

Agreeably to their promise, Dr. and Mrs.
Wyse came and spent two hours with the
sisters. The visitors were preparing to

leave, when, of a sudden, a bounce was
heard against the street door, as if arising

from the fall of a heavy body. Fearing
the worst, Fanny opened the door, when
her husband fell into the room in a state of
beastly intoxication. The dismay of both
sisters may be imagined. Quietly the
Doctor and his lady bade their entertainers

good evening, for they knew that nothing
but distress couldcome from any attempt to

soothe Nancy and Fanny.
In the morning it appeared that Wil-

liam Drake had pawned his watch.
"How could you part with it?" asked

his wife, bought as it was out of my own
savings before we were married ; even in

your mad fits at Clitheroe, you didn't get

rid of the watch."
^' It was because you kept it," replied

the husband. ^' I really am sorry," added
he ;

" but yesterday 1 had such a bit of

good luck, that I couldn't help giving him
a glass or two."
"Hinj! whom?"
"Why, Dick IMasters, the foreman at

Clitheroe , he's come to Manchester to sJ
up on his own account, and he asked m
if I would go partners with him ; so noy]
Fanny, our fortune is made."

" I fear it's lost, all lost ; I never like
that man ; and you know well how muc
he had to do in leading you into evil
Clitheroe."

" Aye, but he's all right now ; he Hi
had a fine bit of luck—a fortune, . my las
of £500, and I'm to be his partner."
His companion William Drake di

become. And in a few months Drake ao
Masters spent everything they had
could procure. Oh ! painful was it to sc

poor Nancy's furniture go bit by bit. \

order to aid in procuring food for Drasj
wife and children. In this crisis Nami
fell ill, and was unable to attend to hj
work. Depression of mind, acting on
somewhat delicate frame, brought diseaj

in her legs, too much tried and ovej

wrought in the factory. She became vei
ill. Her sole source of income was closeii

Her remaining furniture was her onl f:

means of subsistence. Ere long, her roon
were very nearly bare.

Hef absence from her class in the scho<

brought Dr. Wyse to her house. "VVha m
w^as his amazement, when he entered tl igti

lower room ! and tears'trickled down h
cheeks as he saw the poor girl lying, p^U

and thin, on a bed of straw\
'* Yes," said he, in his kindest mannei
I see it all ; and this has come from yoi

W

own good nature ; had you not prevaile

with me to get Drake a place in this towi
you would have been at your ease as usua
and probably in good health. Nancy,
pity you; from my heart I pity you; "bii

you have done jowt duty ; nay, you lia|

acted as a Christian ought to act, and Qq
will give you support and comfort. Herpij
take this, it will help you to get back son)

of your furniture, and I will allow you tc

shillings a week until you can retiu-ii i

your employment."
That evening the postman brought tl

following letter :

—

'' Dear Nancy, — Your brother-in-la^

Drake was yesterday committed at th

New Bailey on a charge of burglary, ^i

father and mother insist on my giving u

our connexion. I feel obliged to compl;

though I can never cease to love you.

hope you are better, and that you will r<

ceive the inclosed as a parting gift from-

Yours truly, *' Henry Marshall."

" Fanny," said Nancy, after reading tlj

letter; "be so good as to |fet change <i

this sovereign which Dr. Wyse left, ani

buj^ mc a sheet of paper, a pfen, and soBi

;tiii

}•

w
ion

iff

II
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|{^ With these materials Nancy wrote

rDear Henry,—This is a cruel blow,
It I will try to bear it. I am not alto-

;her unprepared, for your visits have
m very rare of late. I cannot accept

I J ten-pound note.—Yours as ever,

"Nancy Napier."

[rhe kind attentions of Doctor and Mrs.
lyse in time restored Nancy to health

[1 strength. She returned to the Mill

;

|» arrears of rent were discharged, and
apartmentsbegan to smile again. Great,

Iwever, was her sufferiag at Drake's
Iminalitj''. The evidence against him
Is clear, and he was "transported. His
fe and sister visited him in prison
heatedly. Through the intervention of
I. Wyse, they had peculiar facilities

Imted them, and they did all that their

[aty means allowed to alleviate his lot.

Tnis," said Drake to them, '^is the
Irst luck I ever had ; but I'm cured

I'
If you are cured, William, it will, I

;e it, be good luck, not bad. What
[I've called good luck has been bad
[mgh for me, the children, and dear
(jicy who has kept us from perishing

;

into the Union I never would have
lie. God grant that your bad luck may
|o turn out to the contrary, and prove a
lefit to 3^ou."

r I believe it will, my poor lass. Why,
[lO do you think I had here yesterday ?

f.
AVyse ; he was here an hour and a

if tallcing and reading to me. He also

[lyed for me, and, at parting, gave me
blessing. ! he is a good man and a

|i,l Christian, that Dr. Wyse. What a
•1 I have been ; and how kind of him to

Ine and see me (he has been three times
[s week) after the return I made him.
Lt I'm now determined. Please God
live, Fanny, to come back, you shall have
fmore reason to complain."
|3hortly after her return to the factory,

icy had an offer made to her, through
Wyse, of'becoming a companion to a
whose health was very infirm. With

lew to facilitate her acceptance of the

[ipir, Mrs. AVyse procured from friends a
of money, in order to put Fanny into

lall way of business.

^You can now," said that amiable lady,

we your sister in comfort—for with

your furniture,—you will not want it, you
know, if you accept this offer—and the
little subscription, Fanny will, I have no
doubt, procure a comfortable living."

Nancy became the companion of Mrs.
Lidyard, who was the widow of a physi-
cian, and, we scarcely need say, did far

more than perform all the duties that
were expected of her, for she carried in
her own character the elements of useful-

ness and success. No believer in the silly

notions prevalent about '^ good luck and
bad luck," she did her duty as well as she
could in all circumstances, and putting her
trust in divine Providence, was prepared
alike for adversity and prosperity, assured
that what men call good and ill, are only
different ways in which God chastens and
improves those who love him.
Nancy had reached her five-and-twen-

tieth year when, one morning, she re-
ceived a letter, which ran

—

'^ Dear Nancy,— I have suffered the loss

of both my parents. They died nine
months ago. I am now at liberty to offer

you my hand. Say you will accept it, and
1 will consent to any conditions you may
require. I have never ceased to love you
most tenderly.—Your affectionate

" Henry."
Miss Napier replied that much as she

loved Mr. Marshall, she would not leave
Mrs. Lidyard ; besides, she had fully made
up her mind never to marry Henry unless
she possessed some small property.— Her's
was a becoming pride. Nor was she
wholly without a hope. Out of a salary
which at first was only £20 a year, she
had, in seven years, saved £120, and that
sum she felt confident she could double
within three years more, for now she re-

ceived £50 a year.
At this juncture, however, Mrs. Lid-

yard died. In her will she bequeathed
£500 to her "good, kind, self-denying
nurse, Nancy Napier."
Miss Napier, a twelvemonth afterwards,

became Mrs. Marshall.
Mrs. Drake has joined her husband in

New York, and they are now on their

way into the interior of the country, with
fair prospects of domestic happiness and
worldly prosperity • for Drake has ceased
to depend on gooa luck, and learned to
depend on good character. His motto
now is

—" A good character is the best

[jfooD IN" Everything.—In the condition of men it frequently happens that grief and
kiety lie hid under the golden robes of prosperity, and the gloom of calamity is cheered

secret radiations of hope and comfort; as in the works of* nature, the bog is some-
les covered with flowers, and the mine concealea in the barren crags.
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THE MYSTEEIES OF THE STAMP-OFFICE.

*' I'll never believe it/' said Mr. Boodle.
" Well, my dear sir," replied his nephew,

" I $av/ it v.'ith my own eyes."
" What! saw a. piece of paper creased,

folded, and gummed, so as to form a perfect

envelope, by the aid only of machinery ?"

" I did sir, I assure you ; and more than
that, if you can spare an hour or two to-

morrow, I will not only introduce you to

Messrs. Delarue, the patentees of the in-

Tention, but, if possible, take you over the

stamping department of Somerset-house it-

self."
*' You will, Tom ? Well, you are a won-

derful fellow, youappear to know everything
and everybody. How can you possibly gain
admission to the sanctum of the govern-
ment ofuces ?"

'* I>[ever ask impertinent questions," re-

plied Tom, with a sly laugh.
" Ail I can say is," replied the uncle,

'' that I have lived in London these twenty-

five years, and never yet got further into

the secicts of State than can be discovered
l;y any ordinary person ; and, as for know-
inp; about the management of the Stamp-
ofnce, I declare, Tom, that knowledge is

entirely of an almanack character."
" Well," said Tom, " we shall see what

my influence will do ;
' There's a good time

coming,' and"—

-

" Hadn't we better * wait a little longer,'

Tom ?"

" Only till noon to-morrow," replied the
nephew, '* and then, as the men at the fair

say, we shall see what we shall see."
Punctually as the clock struck twelve,

Mr. Boodle entered the outer gates of

Somerset-house, accompanied by the in-

domitable Tom, and, without waiting to

make any remarks on the architectural cha-
racter ot the building, or even to notice the
watch-face in the wall, or the crowd of well-

fed pigeons in the court-yard, giown too
familiar with the presence of strangers to

exhibit the slightest appearance of fear,

they proceeded at once to the door at the
south-east corner of the quadrangle, over
which was a dull, tinae-worn inscription,

which inform.ed them that within was the
office of the stamps and taxes, and, with
about a dozen other people, made their way
into the presence of a burly attendant in

the government; red livery—quite a model
beadle.

" Now, uncle," said Tom, " there's no-
thing like beginning at the beginning, and,
as we are to have the mysteries of the
Stamp-office revealed to us, we may as well
go through the regular process."

*' I don't understand it at all, Tom, lYi
quite in your hands."

'* Well, then, if v/e go through this not

overlight passage, we shall come lo tlu

office where the money for the stamps i

paid ; but first, if they were deeds to b»

stamped, we should have to go up-stairs tc

the solicitor's-room."
*' Up stairs, down stairs, and in my

lady's chamber," suggested Mr. Boodle.
" Just so; and get a clerk there to afBx

in pencil the proper amount to be paid fcr

the stamp on the instrument."
** Parchment, you mean."
*^ Yes ; and then we should come dowp,

as we see these gentlemen do, to the lie-

ceiver-General's Office, where we should pjy^

the proper sum, and receive, in return, 4
warrant to enable us to get the necessary
stamp affixed"

—

•' To the parchment?"
** Exactly ; but in the case of the stamja|l:

on newsyjapers or patent medicines, tit

blank warrants are, you see, hanging on the

walls, and only require proper filling up bot'

fore paying the money."
*' Well, uhat then, Tom r"
*' You shall sec presently, uncle. Now,

notice that gentleman ; he requires so many
thousaiid stamps to be affixed to his paper
before it is entitled to be called a 7ieios^

paper. He fills up the form, puts th«

money dowtj on the high counter to the
clerk behind,. who, when he has leisure,

reads the paper, receives the money, sign*

the warrant, and puts it in a tin box, where
it remains till a messenger takes it awiyi

and carries ii down to the Stationery-office.''
*' They don't appear to hurry themselves

here," said Mr. Boodle.
'* No; and then, when the warrant ha»

been examined by the proper officer below,
he passes it to the head stamper, who again

examines it, and gives the necessary orders

for getting out the paper from the ware-

house,—and twelve hours afterwards th/?

stamps are ready for delivery."
" And must the money be paid always,

Tom, before any stamps can be delivered ?"

" Oh yes ; they give no credit here—not

even to the Times. But let us get on."
" What ! down these stairs outside ?"

" Yes ; we are going now% uncle, to the

stamping-room—the sanc^z/w sanctorum to

which the public are never adm.itted.
** But you hav'nt told me, Tom, how yoT\

got permission to penetrate the veil of thq

temple."
•* Don't be irreverent, uncle, but follo^'

me."

m:
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" Well, not so fast, my lad, where do
^'^se stone passages lead to ?'*

*' You'll see, presently ;" and with that

c led Mr. Boodle through a doorway, at

:T:d of which v/as a half-docr, with a

. . mxed to the wall, and the word '

' super-

.60i" written over it. A stout puH soon
lought a civil-looking, elderly man from
.e inner apartment, who inquired their

isiness ; and Mr. Boodle could not help
inking that he looked as if he thought

..ev had no business there at ail.

"'Is Mr. Hill within?" inquired Tom,
kir.^ his card-ease out of his pocket.
" Which Mr. Hill, sir r" said the attend-

nt.

" Mr. Hill, senior/' replied Tom, pre-
''nting his card.
" Public or private business, sir :"

" Private."
The messenger glanced first at Mr.

ioodle, and then at the card ; then opening
.e hatchway, *' Please to v/-alk this way,

_jentlemen," said he.

Following the civil attendant, they passed
hrough a series of passages and warehouses,
md came quickly to Mr. Hill's own little

bom, where that gentleman himself soon
oined them.

'^ My uncle, Mr. Hill."
" I'm glad to see you, gentlemen," said

he latter, shaking hands.
"We've come, sir," began Tom, ** in

>ursuance of an old threat of mine, to in-

«de the secrets of your stamping depart-

nent.'*
** We have no secrets, indeed,^' answered

he old gentleman witii a smile ;
" but what

keie is to see, i'm sure I shall be glad to

{how you."
; There was so much frank cordiality

dioutthe principal manager of the stamping
lepariment, that Mr. Boodle was at his

jase in a momtnt.
Frc-m the manager's private room they

Jasscd at once into the apartment where
ite stamped all deeds, parchments, and
nrpers connected with the legal profession.

Sere on both sides of the room they saw
nen sitting at large square tables, on which
iBie fixed instruments something like copy-
Dg machines in appearance, but having a

anali tapering foot instead of a wide platten

)eneath the motive power.
' " I suppose those are the stampers and
;be machines ?"8aid Mr. Boodle.
^* Yes; this instrument is the stamping

fiachine, and in these boxes you perceive

^e various dies required for the difi"erent

iieds. The die is fixed in the foot of the

I

machine by means of a screw, and by one
mm of the loaded handles we obtain a
Jorrect impression. We have twenty-four
aachines in this room."

*' What is the highest stamp you have ?"

inquired Tom.
" Well, I think fifty-two thousand pounds

is the highest; that is the sum paid for

legacy duty should a person worth a milliou
of money die intestate."

The manager then showed them the die
in question, a venerable-looking piece of
steel with a dull face about as large as a
crown piece. '' This, you see," said he,
" is for twenty-six thousand pounds—that
is for a legacy of a million ; but in the^a-e
of such a sum being left without a will, we
affix two of these stamps."

*' Makes a considerable difference to the
heirs,though—twenty-six thousandpounds"
—observed Mr. Boodle,

** Yes, indeed," replied Tom. ** I sup-
pose, Mr. Hill, you have very little neces-
sity for this twenty -sixer r"

*' Why, no; people don't often leave a
million."

A workman passed over a paper into the
hands of the messenger.
**Ha!" said he, "here we have an ap-

pointment on a ten-pound stamp, with the
Queen's sign manual."

*' Bless me !" exclaimed Mr. Boodle

;

** well now, really, and is that her Gracious
Majesty's own haadwridng r AVell, to be
sure ; I never saw it before. She writes a
nice hand, Tom

;
quite bold, is'nt it ?"

*' It is," said Tom, laughing. " I should
reckon the owner of that appointment valued
her auio^raph after paying ten pounds for

it."

**Ha!" said Mr. Boodle; "I dare gay,

now, you wouldn't mind paying the money
yourself for its fellow ;

" and then they
smiled in concert.

" This," said Mr. Hill, " is the ordinary
receipt-stamp; all the dies are locked up
every evenirg with three keys, one of

which is in the possession of the commis-
sioners of stamps and taxes, one in that of

the receiver-general, and one in mine. You
understand, sir, that though the receiver-

general is an officer of the treasury, he has
the authority to receive all moneys taken
here."

*' You mean his clerks have ?" suggested
Mr. Boodle.

*' Exactly ; he has a staff of clerks here,

into whose hands all pa-yments are made."
** But what do those extra marks on the

parchments mean ?" inquired Mr. Boodle.
'* Oh! those," said Mr. Hill, *' are what

we call hand-marks. Their purpose is to

prevent collusion between the stamp distri-

butors in the country ; before they were in

use it was possible, by passing the stamps
from one place to another, to defraud the

revenue ; but now, as each distributor has
the stamp marked with the name of his
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town and the date of the day, week, and
month, collusion becomes almost impos-
sible. Step this way, gentlemen, and 1

will show you one plan ot altering the dates
and places of the hand-marks."
And then the manager led his visitors to

the end of the room, where, on a large table,

he showed them the various dies for the
hand-marks, arranged in a sort of box like a
mineral case. ** Formerly," said he, " we
used merely to chance the date on the
stamp, but now the Government have so
multiplied the number of distributors, that
it was found necessary to make anew hand-
mark. You perceive that this stamp is

made of a rim, in which moveable pieces
are fitted with such nicety that the whole
forms one solid mass. This one, for in-

stance, shows us that it is intended for Bath,
and that it was issued on the 20th of the
8th month and the 51st year, while this
extra letter is a further precautionary mea-
sure against forgery."

*' See, uncle," said Tom, '* this is a good
contrivance for lifting out the separate
pieces of the stamp ;" at the same moment
placing the little brass instrument on a
wooden frame, with certain projecting
ledges, which pushed up the loosened pieces
of which it was formed.

" It's a capital fit," said Mr. Boodle.
But what are these people about, sir ?"

'* They are fastening those little pieces of

green paper and tin to the deeds, because
parchment will not readily take the impres-
sion of the die. And the plan has this
further advantage, that, by being pressed
beneath the stamping machine, the little

piece of tin takes the impression as well as
the paper, and thus becomes itself part of
the stamp, which renders it extremely dif-

ficult of detachment, as it has sometimes
happened that stamps have been taken from
one deed and placed on another."

" Ah ! I don't wonder that people try to
cheat the Government," said Mr. Boodle,
sotto voce.
" And besides," continued Mr. Hill, ** the

little tin-fastener serves to keep the stamp
secured to the parchment, as the heat of
tropics is apt to injure the paste with which
the paper label is attached."

** But then you know, uncle, that they
sometimes relent, and send sums of money
to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, which
are duly acknowledged in the 2mp5," ob-
served Tom.

" We will now pass to the newspaper
Btampiug-room," said their conductor, lead-
ing them through a doorway to the apart-
ment in question.
Here a different scene altogether awaited

them. Seated at different tables were some
forty or fifty men, each with a large heap of

printing paper before him, all busily en-

gaged in stamping, as fast as their hands
could go, with the oirdinary stamp and
inking pod.

** So," said Mr. Boodle, ** these are the

newspapers being stamped."
** The very same, uncle ; and, possibly

the very paper for the stamps on which we
saw the money paid above-stairs may be in

hand now."
*' What paper was it?" inquired the

manager.
** The Sun, I think."
" Oh ! well, here there is a man engaged

in stamping the Sun. Observe—he takes

a quire, and, what we call, opens it—that

is, he finds the centre, and, making a double
fold in the corner, which leaves a kind of

hill in the paper, you see he lifts up each

sheet successively with the fingers of hi*

left hand, and with the right he goes oa
stamping. In this way he can stamp eighl

thousand newspapers a day. You will per-

ceive he has a small piece of Fponge attached
by a ring to the thumb of his left hand,
which facilitates his work amazingly." J

" Were newspapers always stamped it

this way, sir ?" ^
*' No ; formerly we were in the habit of

spreading the ends of the paper and passing
them beneath a sort of lithographic press;

but, as newspapers increased in size and
quantity, the plan was found inoperative,

and a machine was invented which was used
for some time ; but as even that did its

work imperfectly, the hand process was
again brought into operation. The corners

of the paper, too, had to be wetted as they

do in letter-press printing; and it was found
that when we had perfected the stamps
by hand that had been spoiled by the ma-
chine, no time had been saved."

" Machinery does not always answer,

then ;" said Mr. Boodle.
** Why, no, not always ; but we still hope

to do this work by the aid of steam ; and I

have a little machine of my own in hand
which, I think, will eventually conquer the

difficulty."
" Hum !

'* said Mr. Boodle, in a doubting
way.

" I suppose, sir, the Times are your
best customers ?" said Tom.

*' Oh yes ; they print almost as many as

all the other morning papers put together.

But there are some weekly papers whose
numbers exceed that of the Times itself."

" Indeed !" said Mr. Boodle.
They were now shown the combination I

presses at which stamps on the backs of coun-

try bank-notes, and the labels for patent me-
dicines are worked; and Mr. Boodle had it

explained to him how, by means of a double Ji;

set of rollers, and inking-tablfs, and dupli

li^

|[

11
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cate plates or surfaces, fitting one into the

other with the greatest exactness, two co-

lours could be worked by one machine.
** When you get home, uncle, you can

examine the label round your box of univer-

sal medicines, and so keep in mind the mo-
dm operandi of the machine," said Tom. ^

But being warned that if they were not

expeditious they would not be in time to

see the postage-envelope stamping machine
at work, they speedily followed their polite

conductor through various narrow passages,

and up and down stairs that were quite a

puzzle to Mr. Boodle, till they came into

the room where the machines were at work.
" And so," said Mr. Boodle, after care-

fully examining the operation, " this is the

method of stamping the Queen's head on
the postage envelopes ? But I do not alto-

gether perceive the principle on which the
machine works."

*' Well sir, said the superintendent po-
litely, it consists of a simple embossing
machine, with an inking apparatus at-

tached ; but the peculiarity of it is, that

by a kind of hammer and hand process,

much time is saved.**
" And do you never find any loss by ab-

straction or waste ?" inquired Tom.
*i Very little," replied his informant

;

*'for such is our exact plan of proceeding
that we should immediately discover any
loss by fraud. By a very simple set of ac-

counts, we are enabled to take stock daily.

Thus you see (opening a large book) that

the quantities of envelopes given out to be
worked are accounted for day by day. Each
machine produces about forty reams, or

twenty thousand impressions daily ; but the

average number is about 19,500."
*' Bat one machine, I perceive," said Mr.

Boodle, pointing with his finger to the

figures in the book, ''worked a larger num-
ber than the other yesterday ; I suppose it

is quicker ?"

"0 dear, no; that is occasioned by a

system of punishment we adopt to prevent
waste. You see, by reference to the pre-

vious day's work, that there were a large

number of envelopes spoiled; well, we have
a multiplication table, by which we reckon
the number to be worked the next day in

addition, by way of punishment."
. "A capital plan, I should say," said

Tom ;
** but where are the adhesive postage

stamps, the Queen's heads, worked ?"

.
** They are printed by contract by Messrs.

Perkins and Bacon, of Fleet-street. There
^s nothing novel in the process, however.
The original die has been multiplied a great
'oumber of times, and a copper plate con-

taining two hundred and forty impressions
Df the Queen's head is worked at an ordi-

ijiary copper-pUte press. The sheets of

stamps are sent m from the contractors

printed and gummed at the back as you see

them in the shops, and the only precaution

necessary to be observed is to see that the

hands employed by the contractors do not
obtain surreptitiously impressions from the

plates. But there, as here, the precautions

taken against fraud are so many and so exact,

that its successful commission is almost
impossible. There are daily issued as many
stamps as would, if placed end to end, reach,

from London to Oxford, and about twelve

miles beyond."
'* But what about the folding machine ?"

inquired Mr. Boodle.
'* Oh that." said the superintendent, '' is

at work at Messrs. Delarue's, the contract-

ors, in Bunhill-row ; and most of the

postage envelopes are folded by it now. I

think you said you were going to see it in

operation ?
"

'* Yes, sir," said Tom ;
" and now that

we have seen nearly all, I don't think we
will detain you any longer."

The superintendent then led them
through the various warehouses where
were stored vast piles of unstamped paper,

and pointed out the stamped newspapers in

reams ready for delivery. Mr. Boodle re-

cognised the name of his own favourite

journal, and watched closely as the bundles
were hoisted, with others, from floor to floor,

and finally, by means of an endless chain,

were dragged up through an aperture in the

exterior wall, and deposited in a cart which
was waiting to receive it on the outside.

Meanw'hile, great reams of paper came
sliding down through another opening, and
were received by porters, who piled them on
tram-carts or trucks, and wheeled them
away to where they in their turn would be
stored ; to be again unstored, stamped, and
delivered, and so the process is going ou
continually.

Wishing the superintendent a polite good
day, Mr. Boodle and the redoubtable Tom
made their way to Bunhill-row as fast as a
Hansom cab would carry them. Our friends

were there introduced to the heads of the
establishment, who accompanied them
through their excellently-appointed premises
to the room where the envelope-folding
machines, nine in number, were at work.
And then Mr. Boodle was astonishedindeed

;

for he saw with his own eyes a machine
worked by steam no bigger than a kitchen
table, with a couple of twisted arms con-
stantly moving up and down, attended only
by a single boy, which went on folding,

creasing, gumming, and packing the post-

age envelopes at the rate of forty-five a
minute. It is difficult to describe machinery
without the aid of diagrams ; but the fold-

ing machine at work at Messrs. Delarue's,
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the joint invention of Mr. Hill and Mr.
Walter Delarue, may be understood to con-
sist of a moveable bed or platten, with a
pair of boxes the exact size of the envelope
desired, v.orking above, and a series of four
rollers, 'vith fixed wings or flaps in shape cor-

responding to the liaps of the paper en-
velope. A sheet of paper, cut and fashioned
like an open envelope, is placed on the
platten, when one of the boxes descends and
creases itj the other box working inside it

immediaiely following, which leaves the en-
velope in the condition of a paper box with
raised disjointed sides. Concurrently with,
or rather immediately following, this action,
the rollers make a single revolution, an arm,
with a gum-feeder attached, passed over the
edges of the paper, and the flaps fold down
the v/hole, and so form a perfect envelope,
folded and gummed ready for use.

"But observe, sir," said Tom to Mr.
Boodle, " the ingenious manner in which
the envelopes, when perfected, are taken
from the folder and deposited by two India-
rubber fingers in a place by themselves ;"

and then Mr. Delarue explained how that
part of the invention had proved extremely

troublesome ; and that, though the whpIiQ

appeared very simple, it had been the worl^

of much thought and labour ; so that, jft

last, Mr. Boodle was compelled to acknow-
ledge that machinery had performed aj^

operation he could never have given it credi^

for had he not seen it with his ov/n eyes.

He saw further that, by the economy oi

labour, anindefinite number of those usefuj

little articles, envelopes, can be produced aj

the very cheapest possible rate ; the paper^

instead of the labour, being the greatest

item of the expense.
*' Well, Tom," said he, as they walked

home. " I am sure I never guessed that ther|

was half so much industry inside Somerset
House. Why, what with the stamps on th^

parchments — the stamps on the news?
papers—the stamps on the patent medi?
cines-rthe stamps on the bank notes, aad
the stam.ps on envelopes and letter paper,

my mind's in quite a haze."
" Then, sir, I should advise you to go

home and study the statistics of the stampr
ofiice, by way of clearing the haze away."

G. P.P.

it

A DIInNER PAHTY at WINDSOR CASTLE.

great in-

To those who v/ere never present, and are
never likely to be prcv'^ent, at a royal table,

to see the Majesty of Great Britain eating,
drinking, and moving, the foHowing sketch
of life in a palace may not be uninteresting.
The details are quite true :

—

<' Mr. , a gentleman of

telligence, and associated in a work of much
interest connected witli the ancient Scrip-
ture Plistory of India, arrived a short time
since in this country, and his arrival, toge-
ther with some observations on the work in
which he was engaged, appeared in the
London papers. A few days afterwards he
was surprised to receive at his hotel, through
the Lord Chamberlain, an invitation, or
perhaps we should rather call it a command,
to dine at the Palace at Windsor—an
honour which somewhat surprised him, as
he was only just arrived from India and
had never been presented at court. He
determined, of course, to comply with the
august and agreeable command, and as the
invitation intimated he was to come in court
dress, or words tantamount to that, he pro-
ceeded to his tailor, who dressed him in the
usual adornments befitting the high com-
pany amongst whom he was about to ap-
pear. At the Castle he presented himself
on the appointed day, and was received by
the tall magnificent footmen in scarlet

liveries, one or two of whom stood on each

landing, and silent as mutes, but more
gorgeous, pointed their fingers in the direct

tion he was to take. PoUov/ing up the grand
staircase the course this line of brilliant

finger-posts pointed out, he entered one
ante-room, where he was received by some
high officer, and mutely directed to another,

and at length found-himself in one where
some gentlemen similarly attired as himself

were waiting in a group. He had little
:

trouble, as soon as he composed his sensesr,

after the unusual scene through which he
had passed, in perceiving that they, like

himself, were invited to dinner ; and he

presently recognised one of them, an emi-

nent historian with whom he was slightly

acquainted. Here they remained convers-ij|

ing for a few minutes, when suddenly ihe*

foiding-doors at one end of the room were
thrown open, and her Majesty, leaning o

the arm of Prince Albert, appeared, an

without pausing to take any notice of he:

guests, passed quite through the room i

which they were, and out through corre

spending doors which led to the dining ot\

banqucting-rosm on the other side— th

company, amongst whom was Mr.
falling in the rear, and silently following.

They took thtir seats. Prince Albert next
her Majesty, and the other guests down the

table, which was not large, the dinnerrl

party being a limited one. There was n<
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iLeral conversation ; the guests spoke in

Ibdued tones to each other, her Majesty
lAe to none, and the Prince only let fall a

W words to some one near him, until at

ligth the few words gradually grew fewer.

liis, however, was not so awkward as a

lent dinner-party might seem under other

jxjumstances, as the magnificent band of

\p Coldstream Guards were playing the

nest airs in an adjoining apartment, and
|»od music is any day better than indif-

[rcnt conversation. Nevertheless, it was
Itfier a chilling scene, and as soup, fish,

[id flesh, were handed round by the ' tall

lUows' in crimson, some no doubt thought
ley would prefer, as a general rule, less

randeur knd more cordiality. Dinner
laicluded, her Majesty remained a short
[Ee, then arose, and bowing slightly to the

rince, again preceded by the officers of

U'te, returned to the drawing-room, as I

jippcse we may call it, never having
lioken all the time to her company. The
Irince's mood, however, became more

irty as soon as her Majesty had left, and
le ]ed in a general and lively conversation
(a antiquarian subjects, in which he dis-

llayed large reading and great intelligence.

I^^hile they were thus pleasantly and intel-

pctually engaged, it was announced that

jer Majesty expected their presence to

loffee, and they proceeded to the drawing-
bom, where the Queen, with her ladies-in-

.'aiting, was sitting. Here matters again

I

relapsed into the same splendid state-silence

I

as iu the early part of the dinner. Coffee

j
was handed round, and each guest mutely

I
sipped his cup, regarding Majesty, if one

i might so speak, from a distance. "While
Mr. was wonderino^ when siQ;nal

to depart should be given, the grand-chara-
berlain advanced and quietly informed him
that her Majesty had given orders that ho
should be presented ; he therefore came
forward to where her Majesty was seated
in the same room, and, with as much form

I
as though he had not met her at dinner, he

j

knelt and touched with his lips the hand
I

that was offered, and this ceremony gone

I

through, again retired, fully expecting that

j

this was an end of a stately but some^v-hat

I

dull day. But it was not so ; for a quarter
i of an hour afterwards he was informed that
her Majesty, who had retired to a kind of

alcove or recess, about as deep as an em-
bayed window, wJFhed to converse with
him ; he accordingly presented himself be-

fore his sovereign, who, no longer in formal
state, immediately entered with vivacity

and intelligence into conversation on the
particular and interesting, and, in many
respects, learned subject in which he had
been engaged, showing in all her inquiries

and observations, a well-stored, clear, and
cultivated mind. When her Majesty had
conversed for seme time, she rose, and Mr.

retired ; and soon after he and the

other guests departed."

TEIFLES.

A cloud may intercept the sun,

A web by insect-workers spun,
Preserve the life within the frame,
Or vapours take away the same.
A grain of sand upon the sight

May rob a giant of his might

;

Or needle-point let out his breath,
And make a banquet-meal for Death.

How often, by a single word.
The heart with agony is stirred

;

And ties, that years could not have riven.

Are scattered to the winds of heaven ?

A glance^ that looks what lips would speak,
"Will speed the pulse and blanch the cheek

;

And thoughts, nor looked, nor yet express'ti.

Create a chaos in the breast.

A smile of hope from those we love
May be an angel from above

;

A whispered welcome in our ears,

Be as the music of the spheres.
The pressure of a gentle hand.
Worth all that glitters in the land.
Oh, trifles are not what they are,

But Fortune's ruling voice and star.
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LITERARY GEMS OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

It was well that the trustees of the British Museum should throw open to the inspectio.

of the people of England and its numerous visitors some of the literary treasure

entrusted to their care, and we should recommend all who have the opportunity at one

to improve it.

The art of producing and multiplying impressions by means of lines and figures <m

on wood or metal may be traced to a very remote antiquity. In the tombs of anciea

Thebes stamps which might have been thus used have been found, and one of them o

the date of a Pharoah, who lived at the time when the Israelites resided in Egypt. It ii

also conjectured that the arrow-headed characters impressed on bricks which have beei

brought from the ruins of ancient Babylon, and supposed to be the most ancient speciei

of inscription now extant, were produced in the same way. A similar process gave ria(>

to the first books, which appeared in the early part of the fifteenth century. They wen
printed from engrayed blocks of wood, on which the first artists represented scripturaj

subjects, formerly pourtrayed by the limners of the monasteries, in rich colours and

gilding, on the walls of their institutions or on the missals and other books which theyperi:

were in the habit of copying. Biin

Of* these block-hookSf the memorials of the first step taken in the art of printing,pp

several specimens may now be seen in this literary treasure-house, and particularlypi da

*' The Poor Man's Bible,'* a sort of catechism for the young and the humbler orders ol

the people. It consisted of about twenty pages, each of which was cut on a separate

block of wood, and represented various figures of Christ, angels, and prophets, with

texts or sentences in abbreviated Latin, by way of explanation.

The next step taken in this wondrous art was that of using metal types, which is

ascribed to John Guttenberg, who, aided by John Fust, produced, to the astonishment of

western Europe, the earliest printed book known ; and in theMuseum the eye may fall upon

it. It is '* The Mazarine Bible/' in which there are no fewer than six hundred and forty-

one leaves. With this most, precious relic of former times various specimens of" the

earliest printing in types will be observed—a spectacle of extraordinary interest, andfetra

giving rise to the liveliest emotions of admiration and gratitude.

Amidst the deep ignorance that prevailed at the time when this art arose, whatever

effect could not readily be accounted for was generally attributed to the exercise of

supernatural power. To obtain this it was supposed that persons " sold themselves to

Satan ;" and accordingly, when the people foimd that books, having the appearance of

being written, were produced with far greater rapidity than human hands could copy

them, they ascribed such results to " the black art," and originated the story—reprinted

again and again, to a very recent period—of ** the Devil and Dr. Faustus." The ino

astonishing in this instance, as well as in many others, was, however, entirely due to the

diligent thought and the practical skill which still so frequently amaze and delight us.

Passing onwards from the first products of the printing press, the visitor enters a

magnificent room 300 feet long, 41 feet in width, increasing in the middle to nearly 60

feet, and 30 feet in height, entirely filled with the ** Royal library," collected during a

long course of years by King George III., and presented by his son and successor to

the nation. We know not where in this country such another sight can be enjoyed.

No fewer than 80,000 volumes are thus presented to the eye, while it is gratifying to

know that they are all easily accessible to our literary men and women, who may render

them subservient to their personal and public objects. Some of the earliest printed

classical and mathematical works may here be noticed, in glass cases, with others in the

languages of Continental Europe.

And now a different class of objects will ask for attention—a very valuable collection

of autographs ; a series of letters written by the sovereigns of Britain, from the days of

William the Conqueror ; the great seals of our country, from the time of Edward I. to

that of Queen Anne ; a letter of Oliver Cromwell ; others of foreign potentates, the most

distinguished statesmen and philosophers of England, and of the great leaders of the

Reformation. Thus we may examine the very hands they wrote, and the statements they

actually made, while we may indulge in conjectures as to the feelings under which such

varied documents were penned.
j

1

r.^
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the middle of the room there is another case, filled with eastern manuscripts,,

ag the variety of the materials used in writing them, as the leaves of the talipot tree,.

ivory, silver, and gold. Against the wall stands an upright case, containing a-

manuscript of the Bible, long supposed to have been preserved by Charlemagne.,

site to this are two rolls of the Hebrew Scriptures, and close by are other manu-
3 of inestimable value. One of these is the Alexandrian manuscript, or " Godexs:

ndrinus,'* consisting of four folio volumes, and written in Uncial, or capital letters,.

Htains the whole of the Greek Scriptures, of which it is the most ancient copy-

t. Another attracts the eye by its pre-eminent beauty and richness. Its 'MUu--
ions,'' as they are called, are exquisitely drawn, and the colouring is exceedingly

It is a splendid manuscript of Valerius Maximus.
o objects, not far apart, appear in decided and striking contrast. One is the bull.

»pe Innocent III., before whose legate King John knelt, as he placed the crown in:

iiids, surrendering England and Ireland '*to God, St. Peter, St. Paul, and the:

ff, and his successors," while by this very document the Pope receives the kingdom,
from the abject and wretched sovereign, and confirms the act by his golden seal..

ither is the Great Charter, which Langton, Fitz Walter, and other illustrious ment
ted from John at Runnymede—the basis of the noble edifice of England's liberty,.

he germ of all subsequent improvements in its state. "Well may the eyes of itsi

ind daughters dwell upon it with unutterable feelings. As Sir James Mackintosh^
"To all mankind it set the first example of a great people for centuries, ini

ing their tumultuary democracy and haughty nobility with a fluctuating and vaguely--

id monarchy, so as at length to form from these discordant materials the only fornix

;e government which experience had shown to be reconcilable with widely-extended
aions. However any future age or unborn nation may admire the felicity of the

lient which converted the power of taxation into the shield of liberty, by ^ich
itionary and secret imprisonment were rendered impracticable, and portions of thes

a were trained to exercise a larger share of judicial power than was ever allotted^ t<f?

in any other civilised state, in such a manner as to secure instead of endangering^

c tranquillity—whoever exults at the spectacle of enlightened and independejat
iblies, who, under the eye of a well-informed nation, discuss and determine the
and policy likely to make communities great and happy—whoever lis eapabde of
)rehending all the effects of such institutions, with all their possible improvements,
. the mind and genius of a people—is sacredly bound to speak with reverential
tude of the authors of the Great Charter. To have produced it, to have preserved
3 have matured it, constitute the immortal claim of England on. the esteem of
kind."

issing onwards, the library is entered which was bequeathed by Sit Joseph Banks

;

iisists of 16,000 volumes. The books succeed which were includ'ed in the British
L-um when it was first founded, or have been added since, b^ gift, purchase, or

i
right. It is one of the privileges of the Institution to demand a copy of every
:• published at Stationers' Hall—a royal grant which makes ara addition yearly of
tt 20,000 volumes. To it are bequeathed from time to time, lar^e and valuable col-

leons of books ; of this there is an instance in a handsome room, which opens out of
lall on the right hand side, and which, though 73 feet long by 33 feet wide, is occu-
by those which form the bequest of the Right Hon. Thomas Grenville, whose

li s appended to many of the books are demonstrations of his great an.d varied intel-
li ice, while their possession by the nation is no less so of his most praiseworthy gene-
ra ;y. According to a recent estimate, the total aggregate in the British Museum, is.

Kg than 460,000 volumes.

ad we space, we might particularise many more of the literary gems which are now
p ented to the popular gaze ; but we can only just glance at the volucoes which exhibit
tl successive stages of the Book of Common Prayer ; at those in whi ch we may tracer
a entire history of the Enghsh Bible, from the edition of Tyndale to the authorisedi
r ion of James I. ; at the varied productions of Caxton, England.' s first printer s
a /ell as those of Wynkin de Worde, and others of his successors ; at the singularly
ii resting products of the foreign press, often presenting to ^iew the earliest of them
I and now we must pause, however reluctant to do so ; only rema jrking that those
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who are able should look on these literary gems at once ; and that tliose who are

can only judge from so brief a paper of the aggregate they enrich, as they might fr<

few ears of a large field ready for the harvest.

Ever must such a spectacle be regarded, by the intelligent of ever}^ grade, witi

liveliest interest. As Lord Bacon says :—
*' The images of men's wits remain

maimed in books for ever, exempt from the mjuries of time, because capable of

petual renovation. Neither can they properly be called images, because they cast i

seeds in the minds of men, raising and producing infinite actions and opinions in

ceeding ages ; so that if the invention of a ship was thought so noble and so woncj^

which transports riches and merchandise from place to place, and consociates the i

distant regions in participation of their fruits and commodities, how much naott

letters to be magnilied, which, as ships passing through the vast seas of time, c(p

the remotest ages of wits and inventions in mutual traffic and correspondence !"
wx

WILLIAM S H E N S T N E.

"By Parson Frank.

At the name of Shenstone, forthv.ith one is reminded of ** The Leasowes,"
cannot help thinking what a happy fellow he ought to have been in so pleasai

place. The Leasowes is distant some half-dozen miles from Birmingham, on
road to Kidderminster, in the parish of Hales Owen, Shropshire. Descen
long and steep hill, a shady lane leads you to the Leasowes, and, as Mr. Howi
scribes it, "in some degree partakes of the character of the place ; winding'
tinu.ally, yet still presenting a beautiful archway of trees, of nearly all descriptft

From this lane you enter the Leasowes ; and crossing a bridge, pass on to the la

On your left lies a beautiful piece cf still water, overshadowed with evergreens,

;

conveying the idea of infinite depth. This is nearly the lowest part of the grouij

which here begin to ascend towards the house, commanding, not an extensive, bi

beautifully condensed prospect. Going round the house to the right, and s

ascending, you gain another prospect equally fine, yet different, and in both c^

must be surprised by the skill which presents to the eye the artificial depth of foi

•which there strikes it." * This estate Shenstone inherited from his father

—

h.

whose death he proceeded, with marvellous zeal, to devote his time, talents, \

money to its adornments and improvement ;t or, as his biographer, Johnson, u
** to point his prospects, to diversify his surface, to entangle his walks, and to w
liis waters ; which he did with such judgment and fancy, as made his little dpm

,t,;

the envy of tiie great, and. the admiration of the skilful ; a place to be visited,

travellers and copied by designers." j What a pity that into this Eden the sei^fttj

of gloom trailed its baleful path—that this " ruial Paradise" was to its disappoi^:

moody denizen no better than a Paradise Lost

!

Shenstone was horn on the spot he afterwards rendered so celebrated, in they*

1714. The dame-school to which his father, an unlearned ** gentleman fanoe
sent him, supplied his Muse with the original of his far-famed and admirably <

picted Schoolmistress.
** In every village marked with little spire,

Embowered in trees, and hardly known to fame,
There dwells in lowly shed, and mean attire,

A matron old, whom we schoolmistress name
;

Who boasts unruly brats with birch to tame."

S

r.

* Homes and Haunts of the British Poets. Vol. I.

t ** England has produced many greater poets than Shenstone, but she never prodiH
a greater landscape-gardener." See '* First Impressions of England and its Peopl
by Hugh Miller ; whose detailed description of ttie past and present Leasowes is »

tetter than Mr. Howitt's,

% Lives of the Poet?.
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l^austing the didactic capabilities of the worthy old lady who taught the

[Sea of Hales-Owen how to shoot, a.nd gathering fresh instruction from other

ire advanced professors of academAc lore, Shenstone was entered, in his

J

nth year, at Pembroke College, Oxford. This was the college at which Samuel
a had been entered as a commoner four years previously (in 1828), and of

ie used with chuckling triumph to say, as he enumerated the poets and
ers who had belonged to its society, ** Sir, we are a nest of singing-birds."

IS the college of that unenviable histoirical celebrity, whose name is illumi-

|or all time (with lurid colours enoug h) by the fixes of Smithfield, Bishop
—also, to cite a pleasant contrast, th e learned and singularly eloquent Sir

Is Browne ;—here, too, were educated the notable John Pym, and Blackstoue,

^at lawyer, and Southerne, the author of " Isabella," and Hawkins, the pro-

bf poetry, and Archbishop Newcome, the biblical critic, and George Whit-
|ie prince of field-preachers. Here Shenstone joined himself to a literary

of under-graduates, whose practice it was to meet at even-tide in one
|r*s rooms, and read together the classics of their mother-tongue. As a ne-
conseqnence, he tried his hand at poetry, and in 1737 published anony-

I'
a small volume containing his early efibrts in that line, which, however,

|)St *' juYenile poems'* was rather cavalierly ignored by a " discerning public.'*

leaving Oxford, and, by the death of his father and his elder brother, bc-

|;
proprietor of the Leasowes estates, he led the life of a lomiging dilettante;

; the spas and wells then in fashionable repute, and sentimentalising about
id poetry to the top of his bent ;

" composing elegies and celebrating Phyllis,

he liked better to praise than marry ; as, Johnson says, he might have ob-

the lady if he had chosen. In this manner life glided away, and satiety and
irept on the solitary poetical dreamer.'** His visit to London made him
nted with Dodsley the bookseller (w^lio, like the Edward M.oxon of our day,

poet as well as publisher of poets), once a footman, now an influential patron
beUeslettreSf who printed Shenstone's ** Judgment of Hercules,*' a work de-

I'to Lord'Lyttleton (ivhose property, Hagley Park, adjoinecl the Leas6wes),
ards *' The Schoolmistress,** and to Dodsley's friendship ou:i' poet was mate-
ndebted in other ways, for the worthy bibliopole. indited an elaborate de-

onof the Leasowes—which was paying homage to Shenstoxie's hobby—and
ains to give the world a complete and well-arranged edition of the Shen-

Opera Omnia, prose and verse. Dodsley's description oX the Leasowes,
sterly in its way a^ one of George Robins's magniloquent advertisements,

irowds of tourists to inspect a scene so picturesque, where the owner had
Jttled down, and in the beautifying of which consisted his ruling passion,

mt so much on the grounds, that he could aiford nothing to keep the house
iir. "Hence,** said Dr. Aikin, **he lay continually under the pressui-e of

V circumstances, which preyed upon his spirits, and rendered him by no means
)y inhabitant of the little Eden he had created. '*t Mr. Chambers remarks
n unfortunate attachment to a young lady, and disappointed political ambi-
onspired, with his passion for gardening and improvement, to fix him in his

y situation:—*'he became querulous and dejected, pined at the unequal
f fortune, and even contemplated with a gloomy joy the complaint of Swift,

e would be forced to die in a rage, like a poisoned rat in a hole.'^J He sor-

rily experienced that to fly the world is not to escape the spirit of worldliness.
II m applause was essential to his comfort. " Poor man !*' said Gray; "he
i."^ Iways wishing for money, for fame, and other distinctions ; aiid his whole
i ophy consisted in living against his will in retirement, and in «i place which
3te had adorned, but which he only enjoyed when people of note came to see

- ommend it.'* This is, perhaps, rather hard upon poor Shenstone, who, ait

* Johnson's Specimens, p. 305.

t British Poets.

+ Cyclop SDdia of English Literature, Yol. II.
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fond, was a kindly-hearted and lovea' ble js ort of being ; but there can be litt

that his life* was disquieted by an uiaeasy and unhealthy craving for renov

" 'Tis true 'tis ^hy ; \ )ity 'tis 'tis true.*'

Many a fine nature has been miserably sx >oilt by that craving, in its morbii
Goldsmith truly says that

—

" Praise too dearly Ic .ve.-d, or warmly sought,
!Enfeebles all inter nal strength of thought

;

And the weak soul , within itself unblest,
Leans for all pleas ure on another's breast.
Hence ostentation here, with tawdry art,

Pants for the vulgi ir praise which fools impart

;

Here vanity assum et her pert grimace
And trims her robe cf frieze with copper lace

;

Here beggar pride def/auds her daily cheer,
To boast one splemi ia banquet once a year

;

The mind stiH turnf i where shifting fashion draws,
Nor weighs ihe soli d wortfe of self-applause."t

Carlylej admirably describes the T.nar i who lives in misery (and it is a c«

case) because he does not shine above others—who goes about pruriently anx
to his gifts and claims—as one of the wretchedest sights seen under th

Unless you will look at him, wor.der at him, write paragraphs about him, he
live. A melancholy example ol thi;-, we have in the immortal Bacon—for,
caulay pungently phrases it, " the difference between the soaring angel
<;reeping snake, was but the tvpe of 3 iaco-a the philosopher and Bacon the Att
General—Bacon .seeking for Truth arid Bacon seeking for the Seals." '.

crowded galleries of Whitehall therf^ -<vas *' no man equally qualified to rende
and lasting service is to mankind, 'tjut in all that crowd there was not a hear
set on things whi( jh no man ough t to suffer to be necessary to his happiness.'
scientific glory, hi s grand influe' ace over human progress, all ** availed him nc
while some quibbl mg special r jieader was promoted before him to the Be
while some heavy country gf ^Atleman took precedence of him by virtue of i

chased coronet
—

• v^'hile somr . pander, happy in a fair wife, could obtain a
cordial salute froi nBucking' ham—while some buffoon,versed in all the latest s<

of the court, coul d draw a louder laugh from James." § Goethe observes with
that the man wh o cannot

^ enjoy his own natural gifts in silence, and find h
ward in the exer cise of ' chem, but must needs wait and pine for their being }

nised and appreciated \ yy others, will generally find himself but badly off, In

men are notorl ously T^iggard of their applause, loving to mingle alloy with pi

And even if a : .nan o'/ letters Jo^^reap a large harvest of renown,—what then
he necessarily the V^etter for it, essentially the happier, intrinsically the gri

Chateaubriand, rer aarks that there are many dreams which pass before the mi
the first intoxi cat' ion of renown, and the eyes gaze with transport on the

which shines a xb und one's path ; but should this light be extinguisfiedy it leare

to grope in m( nti. utter darkness ; and should it last, the habit of seeing it

renders you in (fc Terent to its glare.^ As to its effect on others, what can be

* There seems 1 ;o be a local tradition that his life was shortened, indeed cut shoj

the pangs of disa] ppointed love. Mr. Hugh Miller held converse at the Leasow'
Lisos as the na-tiv< 3s pronounce it), with a middle-aged female peasant, who assurct

the " Lisos were i much thought of long ago, in Squire Shenstone's days ; but they I

all ruinated now . Squire Shenstone was a poet," she added, *' and diedfor love" '

as Mr. Miller re? jaarks, ** was not quite the case: the Squire, who might have marrij
Phillis had he 7 jot been afraid to incur the expense of a wife, died of a putrid fe^

the sober age c f forty-nine."

—

First I?npressions of England.

f Goldsml th's Traveller. J Heroes and Hero-Worshij

§ Macaulay's Critical and Historical Essays, Vol. II.

II
Goethe's Autobiography, Book XV.

V ^ Chateaubriaud's Meraoires d'outre tombe, Book IV»
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lor,

ir— ——:

lej^more transitory ! Geofirey Crayon's meditations in a dusty library are

too truthful—as where he says, ** How much has each of these volumes, now
t Qside with such indifference, cost some aching head ! how many weary days!

jaany sleepless nights ! How have their authors buried themselves in the solitude

(is and cloisters ; shut themselves up from the face of man, and the still more
hd face of nature ; and devoted themselves to painful research and intense

tion ! And ail for what ? To occupy an inch of dusty shelf—to have the

)f their works read now and then in a future age by some drowsy churchman
Uual straggler like myself; and in another age to be lost even to remem-

I'-e."* Well known are Byron's verses on the glory and the nothing of a

'* I stood beside the grave of him who blazed
The comet of a season, and I saw
The humblest of all sepulchres, and gazed
With not the less of sorrow and of awe
On that neglected turf and quiet stone,

With name no clearer than the names unknown
Which lay unread around it."f

we must quote and digress and moralise no longer lest we offend Shenstone's

», and, which is more material^ our readers' patience. Shenstone's frettings

wearyings for very vanity are over now. In his fiftieth year he was cut off by
rer (1*763), "and died in solitude a votary of the world.":]: The Hales-Owen
rchyard is his quiet resting-place. Several among those who loved him and his

ry—and these were not few—erected tablets to his memory. Ever and anon
me is contributed to the " cairn" by some good-natured critic, or magazine
yist ; or his tombstone epitaph is just freshened up a bit by some *' Old Mor-
y" literary vagrant, neither critic nor reviewer, essayist nor biographer, but of

anonymous nondescript order, such as ''Parson Frank."
.'ost deservedly is ** The Schoolmistress" a generalfavourite withEnglish readers.

§

; written in imitation of Spenser—with a liberal dash of the humorously-quaint
mock-heroic. The Spenserian diction, simplicity, and gentle sentiment, are

jopied ; an original sense of the ludicrous, and a Wilkie-like vivacity of detail

superadded, and the sum total is a delightful unique, Shenstone's school-

le is his own, in more than one sense. Cowper would not have described one so

ning, primitive, and artless. Crabbe would have indented her cheeks with
)idding furrows, and knitted up her brows into a perennial frown. Words-
:th would have made her a phoenix of self-culture, addicted to dram- drinking
netaphysics, and the author of an unpublished tractate on National Education,
mstone makes her a good old soul of the very sort Nature had made her before

1, We love the portrait of the dame, sitting and eyeing her fairy throng as she

?s her wheel ; with her cap whiter than driven snow, and apron {not

kings, look you) blue as the field hare-bell, and that russet kirtle of home
nufacture :

—

** 'Twas simple russet, but it was her own

;

*Twas her own country bred the flock so fair,

'Twas her own labour did the fleece prepare
;

And, sooth to say, her pupils ranged around,
Through pious awe, did term it passing rare

;

For they in gaping wonderment abound,
And think, no doubt, she been the greatest wight on ground.''

* The Sketch Book : Washington Irving,

t Byron's Lines on Churchill's Grave. + R, Chambers.

J
We submit that "The Schoolmistress" deserves exemption from the general

Hticism of Hugh Miller, where he says, in his *' First Impressions ofEngland:"—"There
e many poets that require to be known early in life, if one would know them at all to

vantage. They give real pleasure, but it is a pleasure which the mind outgrows; they
long to the * comfit and confectionery-plum' class, and Shenstoneis decidedly one of the
imber. " Yes, if the " Pastoral Ballad" is meant, still more if the *' Elegies,'' But if

ir old gossip the ** Schoolmistress" is implicatedj—No, no I
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The adjuncts of the picture are well filled in. The birchen tree near herl

shed, which supplies a perpetual stock in hand for the venerable proprietresi

l^atch of grass on which the younglings gamble out of school-hours ; the iin|l

ing-board at the door, to confine weakly wights of smaller size ; the one a|

hen which occasionally trespasses within the seminary walls, with her »i|

chickens, much to the delight of yawning scholars ; the little garden

—

" Where no vain flower disclosed a gaudy streak

;

But herbs for use, and physic, not a few"

—

basil and thyme, and cheerful marigold, and lowly gill, and plingent f
j

and sweet marjoram, and trim rosemary, and lavender, to be duly
'* and crown her kerchiefs clean, with mickle rare perfume." You'll hel

decent body of a Sunday Evening, " hymning such psalms as Sternhold
did mete," on the summer bench of her garden, dr see her poring ovtj

favourite Book of Martyrs. At school-time she occupies a worm-eaten e?

chair, monarch of all she surveys. They call her goody, good-woman, gJ

n'aunt, or dame, and she is tenacious of the respect implied in these titles—

*' For never title yet so mean could prove,

But there was eke a mind which did that title love.'*

She is a skilful tactician in managing the various dispositions collected undei]

roof ; she knows exactly how to thwart the proud and to prompt the diffident

to entice with honied words, and to correct with her birchen sprays—aye, ail

preserve order during her tem]3orary absence, or interregnum of despotic powe]
forewarning them that

ii If little bird their pranks behold,

'Twill whisper in her ear, and all the scene unfold."

Equally graphic is the sketch of her scholars, horn-book in hand, and c

exciting the interest of the urchin's misdoing and summary chastisement

subsequent sulkiness, while the others are gladdened with sugared cakes and
gingerbread from the dame's v/ell-known chest. The figure of the naughty
sorely smitten, scarlet-faced, and deeply blubbering-—frowning askant from!

station in the corner at the mild-visaged preceptor—is a perfect study, suel]

Webster and Mulready love. In the stanza which speculates on the possibilitl

genius lying latent in som.e of those curly heads and fair chubby faces, Sheiwi]

has forestalled Gray's famous verse* about the mute inglorious Miltoni
village Hampdens of the Country Churchyard. Thus,

*' A little bench of heedless bishops here,
'*

Or there a chancellor in embryo, ^l
Or bard sublime, if bard may e'er be so, m&
As Milton, Shakspere—names that ne'er shall die ! W
Though now he crawl along the ground so low,

iSTorweeting how the muse should soar on high,

Wisheth, poor starveling elf ! his paper kite may fly."

The *' Pastoral Ballad," depicting the feelings of the amorous swain under fd

experiences—to wit, Absence, Hope, Solicitude, and Disappointment— is p:i

nounced by reputable judges the finest English poem of its class. Undoubte(|

it contains genuine touches of feeling, which with the musical peculiarity of t

versification, appeal to the heart, in spite of objections of the head. The staBMJ

Lpres

ailei

ku^i

*• ** The palm of merit, as well as originality, seems to rest Avilh Slicnstone ; for

more natural and just to predict the existence of undeveloped powers and great
nence in the humble child at school, than to conceive they bad slumbered through'

in the peasant and the grave. Yet the conception of Gray lias a sueet and toucW
pathos that sinks into the heart and mtmoiy.'*

—

Chcanbers's Cyclojocedia of Eng>
Literature f Yol. II. p. 36.

1
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'* I prized every hour that went by
Beyond all that had pleased me before

;

Biitno^.v they are past, and I sigh,

And I grieve that I prized them no more"

—

fher yviih the two following ones, was highly thought of by Johnson, who
ned that any niind incapable of sympathy with them could have no acquain-

3 with love or nature. ,Shenstone's pastoral world is, indeed, that of artifi-

tj and Louis Quaiorze Arcadianism ; such genteel Corydons and modish nymphs
r existed except on paper or chinniey ornaments. " Shenstone," observes an
Mgent critic, " was a PFfl^^eaw pastoral poet ; his sheep are bedizened with top-

s, and washed every day with scented soap, like duchess's lap-dogs ; hi?;

ions press their hearts with three finger-tips, and his Daplmes hold ivory

ks between two. Still he loves nature, though best when laid out like a

scape garden."* In reading the " Pastoral Ballad" we must suppose oiir-

2S passing through one of the languid stages of a ** Midsummer Night's

Im^" and surrender ourselves to the unreality ofthe scene, f just as we do in

(mg allegory or fairy-tale ; we must let the well-dressed shepherds and shep-

lesses talk, in their own affected dialect, about pipe and crook, flame and
lin, Paridel and Phyllis, and other rural felicities. We must allow them to use
auch antithesis and sententious dialogue as they please. There is some heart

ftature in tliera after all, or they could not retain the power they still exerciso

I- tender and unsophisticated readers. Critical tastes vary A\'ith the age, but
[tionis one in all ages. Shenstone was thought too simple in his ot^ti ;J ours calls

too aflected ; but both his and ours can be moved by his occasional pathos.

If the latter quality a certain degree is observable also in his " Jemmy Dawson"
ballad on the unfortunate Jacobite whose tragical story is so well known—and
''•Eiegy," beginning

—

"Why mourns my friend ? •why weeps his downcast eye ?''

|iemory of

*' Jessie floating on her vratery bier."

[[is other elegies are insipid. Xor are his versified comicalities fit to sustain

ft credit for shrewd *' pawky" humour which is evidenced in the " Schoolmis-

's." She is the mainst-ay of Shenstone's fame. With her he will stand or fall.

* Athenaeum, 1839, p. 826.

The reader -who would see a vehement and amusing philip[)ic against the ^inrealUij

:his school of poetry should read the first of Mr. de Quincey's reviews of Schlosser's
atary History in TaiVs Magazine for 1847.

Thus,
ure
veh
^m's Memoirs of Gray^ p. 346. Ed. 1821.

Moderation.—Let your desires and aversions to the common objects and occur-
aces in this life be but few and feeble. Make it your daily business to moderate
ur aversions and desires, and to govern them by reason. This will guard you
<^st many a rufile of spirit, both of anger and sorrow.

feiDicULE.—Ridicule, which chiefly arises from pride, is but a selfish passion at
st, a gross pleasure, and too rough an entertainment for those who "are highly
lushed and refined.

ftiNEVoLENCE.— There cannot be a more glorious object in creation than a human
:Hig, replete with benevolence, meditating in what manner he might render himself
ost acceptable to his Creator, by doing most good to his creatures.
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THE MA^SIMOTH CAVE IN KENTUCKY.
it.*'

This cave is, without question, to be

ranked among the very first of the world's

natural wonders. It is one of the few far-
;

famed sights which immediately fill the
'

anticipations of the beholder. You do not
|

need, as even at Niagara, to wait for ap-

preciation to take the place of extravagant
expectation. You will not say when you
stand in the vestibule of the Mammoth
Cave—a vast apartment 200 feet long, and
150 wide, with a ceiling 60 feet high—that

this is less than you anticipated. But you
will be overwhelmed wiih the grandeur and
strangeness of the scene, as you gaze in

mute admiration on the works of God.
This cave is situated inEdmonson county,

Kentucky, half-a-mile from the Green
Hiver, and e qui- distant from Louisville and
Nashville, or about 100 miles from eitler

city. When the contemplated railroad shall

have connected these two places, the cave

will be much more accessible than at pre-

sent. I approached it from Nashville.

Leaving this city at four o'clock in the

morning, I arrived at ten o'clock, p.m., at

Bell's Hotel, a very home-like and well-

kept house. This is the point at which we
diverge from the stage route in order to

reach the cave. Resting here over night,

the extra was ready for us by half-past eight

o'clock the next morning. The party

consisted of three gentlemen whose ac-

quaintance proved very agreeable, though
formed in the extra. From Bell's to tbe

mouth of the cave, a distance of about

eight miles, the road winds over a succession

of low and rugged hills, well wooded with

oak, hickory, and chesnut. We were
upwards of two hours in going this short

distance, a rate of travel which ill accorded

with the hurrying pace of our excited curi-

osity.

At length we suddenly emerged from the

woods into a pleasant opening of meadow
land, in the centre of which appeared the

Cave Hotel. It was delightful to know by
these indications that we had arrived. The
hotel is one of the pleasantest places at

which to pass a week that can be found.

The landlord behaves as if he sought more
the comfort of his guests than their money.
The charges are not unreasonable, while

the means of enjoyment are abundant. The
house is built low, being only two storeys,

but stretching along the ground with a

rectangular piazza of nearly four hundred
feet.

Reaching this place at eleven o'clock,

and learning that we were within 200 yards

of the mouth of the cave, we were unanimous
in our determination to enter immediately,

^

notwithstanding our host's advice tha
wait until after dinner. We though
could not survive a two hours' delay tc

already rampant curiosity. A chicken
broiled, and lunch prepared, and soo
guide summoned us to go. Each o
party carried a lamp, and the guide
armed with his lamp, a vessel of oil

over the back by a strap, a box of
and the basket of provisions.

We walked down a lovely ravme
descends gently to the Green River,
path is overhung with a thick shai

forest trees and gigantic wild grapes.
Passing by the ruins of saltpetre fuma

and large mounds of ashes, we soon reaci

a spot at which our guide suddenly tui

to the right, saying, " Here, gentle:

the entrance." He had no sooner s

than a cold blast of air swept by us,

which we recoiled. A deep pit now d

before us, its sides covered wiili grass

shrubs, while over it a shelving rocjt
j

jec:ed about half way. A limpid spij

dripping from this table rock filled a tr^:

below with a refreshing drink. Tht"]

pearan ce of this pit was not at all forbidaiL

until descending some 30 feet by rude slfe

steps, we were under the cover of an o-
hanging rock. We now saw a gloc|Fr:

cavern, whose portal contrasted strangfr.^

with the light and verdure upon which «r

had turned our backs. Lighting our lair^-;

we continued to descend gradually
we reached a narrow passage, thi

which the wind blew a gale. Ahhou
held our lamps as instructed by ihe g
some of them were extinguished, and
to be relighted. Condnuing our coui^.^

the wind soon died away, and we foi;,,,

ourselves in a perfectly uniform tempej-,

ture of 60 degrees. This is the unvaryii.^

state of this subterranean climate. The *.,

is overcharged with oxygen, which mal

it exhilarating : so that between the co

ness, the purity of the air, and the exci

ment of curiosity, we walked in this c;

twe7ity-six miles with very little fatigi

Ladies can endure without injury t .

toils of exploration, and persons in delicj.

health will wonder at their power to wi

in these wonderful avenues. The exc(

of oxygen in the cave is explained by t

younger Silliman, by supposing that much,

the nitrogen of the atmosphere is consum
in forming the nitrate of lime, thus leavi

disengaged free oxygen. The air of i

cave is nowhere stagnant or unwholeson

In the deepest pits which have been e

:sefi:

which lamps have been

down, there is found no carbonic acid
tered, or into
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i|b )us gases, but respiration and com-
Ijli en are perfectly free, A smoke made
ai]iiiiles from the mouth of the cave, will,

tre ere told, find its way to the entrance.

11^ n the outward atmosphere ii warmer
f^ that of the cave, there is always a

l^mtof air rushing out; and when the

0^ is reversed the current is inward. If

f
thermometer stands at 60 outside, the
2nt dies away, and an equilibrium is

)lished. Sometimes visitors encounter
le in their faces on entering, and to

urprise, find on coming out, that the
has changed, and the air as if on a

ing tide, is pouring into the cave. It

III ferred from this that the cave has only
(jiintrance, and that the air flows out or

5 it is forced by the law of liquids to

orm to the varying pressure of .the out-

1 atmosphere. From the fact that the
Dsphere of the cave is unaffected by the
uations without, it is believed that the
me of air contained in its galleries

t be immense, and also that the cave
have but one mouth. '* For if the cave
two openings at different levels,'* says
author before named, " the temperature
Id not be uniform, and there would be
currents discernible."

he cave abounds in beds of nitre, from
3h large quantities of saltpetre were
lufactured during the last war. For
lit a mile-and-a-half from the entrance,
•e are seen the vats in which the natural
erial was soaked, and the wooden pipes
Thich the solution was conveyed to the
ith. Vast heaps of stone are also seen,
ch were piled up by the workmen in

^ing for the nitre. These works were
*ied on from about 1808 to 1814. During
year of the war, the contract for salt-

re from this cave amounted to twenty
usand dollars. It is probably owing to

antiseptic properties of the earth which
unds in this part of the cave, that these
es appear almost as sound and perfect as

y could have been forty years ago.
.0 attempt a description of this cave, with
many and peculiar wonders, seems so

sumptuous that I have almost regretted
1 undertaking. Language can convey no
't conception of the strangeness, the
'iety, and the grandeur of the objects

e beheld. There seem to be no analogies
comparisons by which these strange
ngs may be described. Here are two
ndredand twenty-six avenues, forty-seven
nes, eight cataracts, twenty-three pits,

1 several rivers. Here are vast halls,

)ssing, meeting, inosculating in all direc-

ns and at all levels. The intricacy, the

1

Jtent, the vastness of these avenues, are

I

H^h, that after travelling twenty-six miles

I their profound retirements, I felt that I

had seen as little of the Mammoth Cave as

1 had of the West, after a journey of over
throe thousand miles beyond the AUe-
ghanies. Here are apartments whose
grandeur is utterly beyond description ; here
are halls whose ceilings are fretted and be-
spangled with adornments which have no
rivals in the palaces of kings ; and here are
pits, and splashing rills, and awful chasms,
which fill the beholder with surprise and
dread. What can language do at the task,

either of describing these objects or of
conveying the impressions which they
awaken !

If the reader will follow me in imagina-
tion through a hasty survey of my route,
he may gain some idea of the effect of these
wonders upon the beholder. I have already
mentioned the enormous dimensions of the
vestibule, in which the visitor at once bows
his mind in reverence and awe. The ceil-

ing of this apartment, as of many others, is

white and smooth, as if it had been finished
with a trowel. Going on, we found our-
selves in what they call the Main Cave or
Grand Gallery, which stretches on for four
miles like one continuous church, having
an average height and width of fifty feet.

Here we Avere shown the cliffs of Ken-
tucky river, which are so called from their
resemblance to their namesakes. It is

impossible to doubt that the sides of this

avenue, as of all, have been formed by run-
ning water. The marks are as plain
throughout the cave, as are the traces of the
chisel on the finished block of granite. Vast
volumes of water have gradually worn their
way through the solid limestone, corroding
away its particles, and searching out invisible

lines of structure and strata. Ages and
ages ago, a mighty river must have rushed
foaming, dashing, gurgling amidst these
stupendous solitudes. Everything looks
like this. The attrition of the walls, the
deposits of sand and pebbles, the regular
and vertical sides of every pit, as smooth as
if made with the chisel and plummet, all

indicate the aqueous formation of these
caverns. Moreover, the halls through
which rivers now flow resemble in every
respect those which are deserte'd of waters,
and dry.

About half a-mile from the entrance is a
hall, somewhat circular in form, one hun-
dred feet in diameter and sixty-three high.
This is called The Church. Religious
services have often been held here. A eolid

projection of rock, about fifteen feet from
the floor, serves as a pulpit ; while in the
rear of that there is a recess, as if designed
for an organ loft.

At the Gothic Gallery, a splendid apart-
ment or section of the main cave, we
branched off' to the right, and entered Go-
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ihic Avenue by a flight of stairs. This
gailery is two miles long, forty feet wide,

and fifteen feet high. Two mummies were
found here in 1813, in a good state of pre-

servation. One of Lhem was that of a

female, with her wardrobe and ornaments
lying by her side. It was five feet ten

inches long, and weighed only fourteen
pounds. It was in an erect sitting pc stiire,

perfectly preserved, the hands laid on the

bosom and fastened by a cord around the
wrists. It was wrapped in two deerskins,

dressed in a manner now unknown. The
hair of these skins was cut off very near the

surface, and ornamented with imprints of

vines and leaves, sketched with a substance
perfectly white. Outside of this coverirg
was a large square sheet, woven of the inner

bark of trees, after the manner of the South
Sea Islands cloth. Besides these mummies,
the saltpetre manufacturers found many
human skeletons in making their excava-
tions in other parts of the cave.

Continuing our walk in Gothic Avenue,
we passed a huge stalactite stretching like

an icicle from the roof to the floor ; the
guides have named it Postoak Pillar from
its peculiar form. lL\\e First Echo Chatn-
ber next appeared — then another very
singular stalactite called Hercules' Pillar

—

then a sombre apartment, formed of black
rocks, which they call the Blacksmith's
Shop—next a complete armed-chair, of

stalactite formation, in which we all by
turns took our seats. After seeing many
interesting things which I cannot mention,
Ave ended our ramblings in Gothic Avenue
atNiipoleon's Dome, a magnificent chamber
worthy of the Emperor.

lieturning to the main cave we v.ent on
to the Grand Arch, which is one of many
perfect and beautiful arches which the God
of Nature has thrown across these avenues.
We came next to the Giant's Coffin and the
Ant Eater—a spot of most solemn gran-
deur. An immense rock, shaped something
like a sarcophagus, stands on an elevated
ledge in a vast hall. The ceiling is beauti-
fully variegated with black and white; and
immediately over the head of the cofiinisan

rimage of the Ant Eater, who seems %\

gazing upon the mighty dead below, jj

passing this spot four times, I felt an
sistible awe coming over me at the s

of it.

Diverging into another passage, we o.

to an excellent spring, of which we dra:

and here I may remark that the wat^
the cave are potable and limpid. Evea
river, which at its lowest stage is thirty

deep in places, contains transparent wfi

in which we were able to see the ejre

fish fur which the cave is celebrated.

Near Mary's Bower is a bitter sp)

containing die sulphate of magnesia,
salt of which is abundant in the cave.

'

guide aiked us once to taste of the stc

which formed a part of the cave, and to

surprise we found it to be nothing else ts

the sulphate of magnesia, or Ej:>so?n Sitl

Passing by Side-Saddle Pit, whiftfc

made us shudder to look into, and thread

our way through the Windirg Labyrii
we came to Gorin's Donie, which is perh
the most stupendous sight in the cave,

ovoidal chamber here rises to the heighj

thice hundred feet from its base ! %
domes are formed with a very thin ] ti*

ofrock between them. A part of \...o

tition, about two feet square, being re

by natural means, we found a w
looking from the avenue in which we yi\

into this awful chasm. The openint

about one hundred feet below the top of iil!^^?'^''

dome, and nearly opposite to a vaststalac

»

rock which seems, almost unsupported,r,—
overhang the abyss. To add to the grand* ^'

'^'^

of the scene, a spring drips from the r(

I

£13 11

fterei

met

and falls in drops and dashing sprayjy ^'p-

the water below. As I stood l0^Hl'''1^.

through this natural window, I coulfflM'^tif:

detain my thoughts from returning tothfiwiiifl

remote ages whenthe mighty rush of watP so c;

filled the place we occupied, and canl^^oita

with such exquisite finish this stupendiiRo'

dome. I was overwhelmed at the sight, j^Ksalt.

I called to mind the language ofthe heave Janjtli

song, *' Great and marvellous are thy>¥or||^isroi

Lord God Almighty !"

(Tb he concluded in the Next Nzwiber.

m
KxowEEDGE.—Valuable knowledge can be attained only by personal eff'ort. Everv <

must traverse the hills and valleys for himself, and it is only by unremitting applica: .

and perseverance that the attempt v.'ill be crowned with success. But to the devo^jiSiiiire

persevering seekers success is certain. The state of mind is such as to insure iho^ iforrr

use being made of any accessible helps, and of the exercise of ingenuity and applioM '

in surmounting diflicuHics even in the absence of all foreign aid. Whatever may Ih^f' K

present deficiencies and disadvantages, the person—especially the young person-^t(i tr

is so sensible of the value of knowledge as to apply his heart to understanding—to«^li|-.j^

for it as for silver, and search for it as for hid treasures—assuredly shall not seek(^.
j;^

vain. Knowledge is the prize of lipplication. %

I
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SHORT STOPwIES FOR THE YOUNG

JUST MY LrCX.

,
you had better cut up the fire-

the morniug," said Mrs. Forsyth
[oil, who had become deeply inter-

a book he was perusiiig.

[; a minute, mother ; I want to finish

). I am right in the middle of it

:otlier did wait, and although she
lliing, yet she was deeply grieved.
shad read that page through, he
? should lose the force of it if he
|idej''t^^ then. And what difference

make if the wood was brought in

[lies later ? Mrs. Forsyth allowed
ike his own time for it, so it was
[lark before he thought of ieaving

Then he went at it in a great
Ind in splitting some kindlicg he
|i his hand very badly; and when
entered the neat little sitting-room

\i» mother was at work, he was
lid complaining bitterly.

dear ! oh dear ! I was splitting

|od, and a great stick flew up and
jiiand 60. You know it's just my

e and sit down by me, James ; I

I

talk v.ith you a little. You think
[Yery unlucky, don't you r"
T do, mother. I am always getting
(i it isn't my fault either."

it not your fault to-night, my

|r, no. How should I know the
|s going to hit me ?"

but if it had not been so dark and
|i vould not have been in such a
id so careless. I spoke to you in

p do it all by daylight, but I let you
your own way to see what would

[result. I have noticed lately that
r anything is given you to do, * wait

\i* is your almost constant reply."

1], what difference does a minute
lay way?"
it would your father say, if, because
|i to finish anything I was doing, I

|>ut off breakfast till dinner-time ?

lie like it?"

7, 1 suppose not."
besides, the excuse which is good
minute is equally as good for the
d for many more. And as a conse-
of procrastination is crowding the
of an hour into a moment's space,

V.ty through with everything, only
ig it ; so you are always complaining
Ick. Now this very fault of yours
ause. Tso doubt it seems hard to

k ff from a thing in the midst of it

;

but recollect, if you do everything promptly
and in its proper place, you will have more
time to do with."

" I don't see but that is reasonable,

mother," said James, looking earnestly and
thoughtfully in her face, *' and I will try

and do better for the future."

"That is right, my son. You will find

it far easier, after a little while, to do things

in their order, than to leave all to a leisure

moment. And I think you will not have

so much ill luck to complain of hereafter."

And now, my dear young friends, I have

only to say, in conclusion, that James
Forsyth ^«s'reformed, and is a much hap-

pier and much better boy. Go tkou and
DO LIKEWISE.

THE GOOD RESOLUTION.
" Mary," said a little boy to his sister, who
had been some time sitting at work by his

side, while he was very attentively perusing

his little ** News," " I have cften thought,

when I have been reading about little boys

and girls who are said to be so very good,

and who do such extraordinary things,

whether it can really be all true. We kuow
many boys and girls, and do you think so

much could be said of them with truth ?"

" My dear William," replied Mary, '* I

wish you would talk to papa about these

thing's : he could tell you better than I.

Many of the little boys and girls we know
may possess many amiable qualities, and
have delicacy and modesty enough not to

display them, which you know papa is con-

tinually telling us to avoid. * Retire and
meditate' is always his advice to us. Now,
if a lady or gentleman were to discover any
one amiable quality in a little boy or girl,

which their delicacy and modesty had en-

deavoured to conceal, could not enough be
said about it, without violating truth, to

make it interesting and. worthy of imita-

tion ? But what made you think of such a
thing just now ?"

*• Why," said William, " I have just

been reading, in the News, an account of

a little boy who resolved to have a money-
box, and notwithstanding many tempta-
tions—for he seems to have been a very
anxious and impatient boy—he resolutely

kept his word, and when the time came to

break open his box, he found a good deal

more money in it than he had ever put in

;

and of course he Was very much pleased,

and so should I, and I think anybody else

would, if they were in the same situation ;

but do you think that if I were to have a
money-box, and put in it all the. money I

could get, that when I opened it I should
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be so agreeably surprised as this little boy
was ? For I think, when we all do as well

as we can, we should meet with equal en-

couragement."
** I cannot pretend to say," replied his

sister, " what you might find in your box,
over and above what you put in it, but you
would have the satisfaction of having saved
all the money that had been given to you
since you resolved to have a money-box, and
that in the course of six months is not a
trifle, we all know ; and I think the amount
would very much surprise you if you were
to see it altogether, and perhaps you would
feel but little occasion to regret that nobody
but yourself had put money in your box.

We are not to expect, as papa has often told

us, that precisely the same train of cir-

cumstances will happen to us, as have hap-
pened to others who have resolved to do
what they felt to be their duty, and wlio

have humbly depended on God's blessing
;

but that we shall feel a secret pleasure in

doing our duty, and avoid many troubles

and anxieties, and be ultimately happy, I

have not the least doubt."
'* Well," said William, "I did not see it

in that light before, and I am very much
obliged to you. When I read about this

little boy I was very much interested, and
particularly that part of it in which he
speaks of his regret in spending hia money
in fruit and useless toys. This was just as

if some person was relating my own feel-

ings,—but then I used to say to myself, *0,

never mind, I shall soon have some more
money given to me ;' and when I had more
I spent it, and made these regrets come
again. I never thought of putting a stop

to these regrets by saving my money, and
perhaps I never should if I had not read
this account."

'* And do you really resolve to save your
money, William ?" inquired his sister, very
archly.

*' 1 do, indeed," said William earnestly.
** Then I think we can soon obtain you a

money-box, but we have no old tea-caddy,

remember ; and if we had, you know papa
^ft'ould not approve of this kind of imitation.

I will mention the subject of our conversa-

tion to papa in the evening, who will, I

think, give you one, if you satisfy him that

"ou are really in earnest in making proper

use of it."

The evening arrived, and Mary very
prettily introduced.the subject to her papa,

with much fairness and candour to her

brother, and it soon became evident, by the

increased interest her papa took in the

affair, that she would be a successful

pleader.

As soon as Mary had told her papa what
they had been talking about, he called Wil-

i.i

liam to him, and asked him how loi

he had resolved to commence san
money ?

*'Why, papa," said William, *'

often regretted that I have spent my
in any trifle that came under my
and I read an account of a little boy
feelings were much like my own

;

solved to savehis money, and was sue
and 1 hope to do the same." *

His papa then said

:

*' It would give me much pleasure
you economical and prudent, and \

purpose the carpenter shall immi
make you a money-box ; but, my df
what advantages do you expect to

from this resolution ? A kind Pro
has prevented the necessity of your
your money to buy clothes, as was t

of this little boy whose example ii

respects you very properly detern
imitate. You enjoy many superior
tages to him, and your duty is incrc

assist others just in the same propo:

you possess these advantages. Pre
yourself proper objects to accompli
by humbly seeking His assistauc

whom proceedeth the riches both of
and knowledge, you will rise sup*

the little temptations which will

themselves in your way. What ob
think are worthy of your regard ?"

William modestly replied

:

" The little boy of whom we ha^

speaking, has poinf»4 out several,

am not ashamed to acknowledge ar
worthy of my attention, and I hope
tribute something annually out of

'

which you have been kind enough
me, towards some of the benevolent pn, «,

tions of my country. I have long bee

ing an electrifying machine, a mici

and a case ofmathematical instrumelfii;

,

perhaps by this resolution I may
icovifj

them ; at least I think I shall not no
my money in trifles, while these
possess in my mind so many attract

His excellent sister, who hadbeci
ing to the whole proceeding with t

intense interest, and whose feeiinj

now worked up to the highest :

emotion, burst into tears in an ec

joy, as she witnessed hownobly ha
had acquitted himself. William'a
no less affected ; he took him by
and, with an encouraging and affe

smile, addressed him in these word
*' Cherish these noble sentimci

dear boy, to the latest period of

they will lead you to advantages
ness which you never contemplai

you first determined to adopt
Resolution.^

"

piar.e

iioodv

i 'mv,

U:

a star

Hi of J
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR*

abstantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverl

>NE, 5. pi. (French) an ornamental
a large glass dish, with branches,

i'beal, a, lasting only for a day ;

;d.

i'bris, 5. an account of the daily

md situations of the planets.

), s. a short upper garment of

en, resembling a gown -without.

or-n by the Levitical priests ; thai;

gh priest was richly embroidererl.

i, s, one of the five magistrr xtes
jd by Lycurgus to balance the
'er.

3. a narrative; heroic; s. ai^ jpiP
poem.

DE, s. a funeral discourse or song.

, a. common to both sexes..

jSfc'AN, a. luxurious, contributing
ijr; 5. a follower or disciple of

JLE, s. a little circle *whoso centre
[ircumference of a gt^ater..

I'loid, s. a geomet fieal curve.

Il'ic, s. a generally- prevailing dis-

l/Mis, s. the ouVei skinof the body.

J'tric, a. relatiag to a branch of
[rtery, or uppet part of the abdo-

TM, s. that part ot"" the orbit in
planet gomes nearest to the

[•li'Tis, 5. the thin moveable carti-
covers the aperture of the wind-

llM, s. a short pointed poem.
[iPH> 5. a title, an inscription.

|»SY, s. a convulsion of the whole
the body, with loss of sense.

UuE, *. a speech at the end of a

|!I0N, s. a song of triumph.

Iom'etry, s. the mensuration of
Ut stand on the same base.

liNY, s. a festival in commemora-
[ir Saviour's being manifested to
by a star ; the twelfth day after

Ipal, a. relating to a bishop.

?a'lian,'5. an adherer to the Esta-
iurch of England.

JE, 8. a narrative or digression in

; v» verb ; v. a. verb-active ; v.n, veri?-neiit^.,

a poem or other piece, separable &om the

main plot.

Epis'tolary, a. relating to* tetters

;

transacted by letters ; suitable to fetters.

Epis'trophe, s. several sentenses, each
of which concludes with the same words.

Ep'itaph, s. an inscription for a monu*
ment or tombstone.

Epitha'lium, s. a marriage song or

poem.

Ep'ithet, s, an adjective denoting a;

quality.

Epito'me, s, an abridgment, an abstract,

Epit'rope, s. a rhetorical figure of con-

cession, in order to obtain an advantage.

Epizoot'ic, a. relating to animalremains,

E'POOH, Ep'ocha, s. the time from which,

lates are numbered, or computation begun.

E'PODE, s, the third or last part of an.

le.

E'quarle, a. equal to itself, even, um-
for '^•

•^ qxjanim'ity, s. evenness of mind.

jE' auANT, s. an imaginary circle in asr-

tronc '"^y ^sed to determine the motions ofi"

the p Janets.

]^^Q^ TACTION, s. bringing things to an

equalil T* ^^® difference between the ap-

parent ^^^ mean motion of the sun.

Equa 'tor, 5. an imaginary line round the

earth th ® circle through which the sun. ap-

pears' to i
^o^'^> a^^ 0^ ^he arrival ofthesua

at which t
^® ^^y ^^*^ night become equal;

on which a ccount it is sometimes called the-

equinoctial "^*^»

Eq^uerri ' *• ^^® ^^° ^^^ ^^® ^^^^ of thff

horses belong '^^S ^° ^ ^^^S ^^ prince.

EauES'TEjA ^>^* pertaining to a herse*-

man; belongin S to the Roman knights-;^ *;

a rider on a hoi

oc

•se.

Equilate^ra*
Equilib'rium,

E'quine, a perl

Ea'uiNOx, s. the
sun enters the eqL
day and night; equa.

Eq'uipage, s. att
carriages ; a woman's
Equip'ment, s^ the

fitted out ; the act of eq
Ea'uiTY, 5. jjustice, r.

in laWy the correction of
law (by reason of its uiL
ficient.

, a. having all sides eqnalt.

s, equality of weight,

aining to horses,

precise tirae when the
inoctial, laakinig eapial!

Uty ; even, raf asurc
endance;. l^Jrses andl

watch and trinkets.

thing, equipped or
nipping.

ight, impartiality;

that wherein the

wersality) is de^
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Equivoca'tiox, s, ambiguity of speech
;

delusive words ; double or doubtful meaning;
the using of words of double meaning for [

the purpose of deception.

Ea'uivoauE, s. a quibble ; equivocatiou.

E'p.A, 5. an epoch, a point of time.

Era'diate, vm. to shoot like a r?.y.

Erad'icate, v.a, to pull up by the roots.

Er'emite, 5. a hermit, a retired person.
Erep'tiox, s. taking away by force.

Er'go, ad. consequently ; therefore.

Erg'ot, s. disease in grain.

Eriom'eter, 5. an instrument for mea-
suring the fibres of wood, &c.

^
Erts'tical, a. controversial ; conten-

tious.

Eroga'tion, s. a giving or bestowing.
Ero'siox, s. the act of eating away.
Erpetol'ogy, 5. the natural history of

reptiles.

Er'rantry, s. a roving or rambling
about.

Erra'ta, s. (Latin, plural of erratuiB
)

errors made in printing, &c.
Errat'ic, Errat'ical, a. wanderir ,cr

irregular. °'

Erse, s. the language of the Highlanr lers
of Scotland.

Erubes'cent, a. somewhat red; b' msh-
ing.

Eructa'tion, 5. a sudden burst of ^ind.

^
Erudi'tiox, s. profound learning, exten-

sive knowledge.

Brxj'ginovs,.?. copperish, rusty, *

brassy.
Erup'tiox s. an issuing or breaking

tort h with violence; a pustule; a .humour.
Erysip'elas, s. often called iS'^. 'Anth&ny's

^ire ; an inflammation of the skir occasion-
ing a spreading redness, which occupies a
broad surface, on which are fr )rmed small
blisters, preceded by, and accompanied
with fever.

Escala'de, 5. (French) f
walls

; v.a. to mount and Pixf

ladders.

ae scaling of

er by means of

he irregular mo-

part of a clock or

Escapa'de, s. (Fr-enoh) f

tion of a horse.

Esca^pemext, 5. thai t

watch that regulates, its n^ovements.
Escarp'mext, s. a „i^v,„ ^^ .f«o« ^«

scent. ^ °^^' ^ ^^^P ^

EscHARST'ic,«.bur' ^'„ «o«of;« c^<.^:r.r*> • -* ^ii^gj caustic, searing.
Eschea't, 5. an ob' ^ ^« • ^v

, .
a, i^jv

^truction m the course
lands become forfeited.

voy, a guard to a place.

a kind of desk upon

of descent, whereby

'

Es'coRT, 5, a COH

EsCRITO'IR, Si

ilrawers.

uponaa

I

Escula'pian, a. pertaining to t

cal art ; from Esculapiws, the fathel

cal science.

Escutch'eox, .5. a shield with i

Es'culext, a. eatable ; good £b

omething fit for food.

Esote'ric, Ex'oteric, a. secrcj

ious ; terms applied to secret
mong the ancients ; esoteric ap
hose who were admitted into thesi:

xoterie, to those who remained in

ourt.

Espal'ier, s. a dwarf tree Irai

a trellis or rail, instead of nailing

walls.

Es'pioxAGE, s. (French) the act
ing and furnishing intelligence j

matter by means of spies.

Esplajj'ade, s. the ground bet
fortifications of a citadel and thoifr '-'^^

town to which it belongs ; the
given also to a public walk facing

Esqui're, 5. (from the French
or shield-bearer) the next title of (

that of knight. The title is given
tesy, to gentlemen of property,

sional gentlemen, and occasionally'

who have not in strictness any
as a distinct title or dignity.

Es'sat, s. a trial, an endeavoui
periment, an attempt.

Es'sence, 5. that which consti

nature, substance, or being of ath
name is given to certain peifumea
because they contain the substance

liar properties of the herbs, &c., fr

they are prepared.
Essextia'lity, s. first or coftk

principles.

Essoign's, 5. in law, an excuse
appearance by a person summon
swer an action at law, or to perfor
at a court baron.

Estaca'de, s, (French) a dyke cOi: i^

with piles in the sea, a river, or B
oppose the entrance of an enemy.'

Estaffet'te, s. (French) a

courier or messenger.

Esta'te, 8. in law, signifies t

interest which a man has in 1

raents, hereditaments, or othe

fortune ; rank, condition in life^T]

Es'timate, s. a calculation ; a

value; computation ; assignme^

Es'tival, a. relating to the s

EsTOP'PEL, 5. in law; a bar or'

to a right of action, caused by a

act.

EsTo'VERS, s, in law, supplij

ance.

I e idea
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COMPETITION.

lel

HEBB is a world of thought in this one little word, and there are few things to

hich we are more indebted than the principle which it expresses. Man is eyi-

pjitly a competing being. He is naturally disposed not only to imitate his brother,

ic Jit to surpass him. There is a progressive element within us all, which, when

ily cultivated, leads us to seek after something better than we have yet attained,

ven Christianity teaches us " to provoke one another to love and to good works,"

id to be always pressing on towards perfection. Where there is no competition

lere is no advancement. Savages and barbarians never bring this principle to

jar upon anything but mere feats of physical strength and deeds of cruelty ; and,

a consequence, they remain in the same state from age to age. In China there

little competition, and mind is stereotyped. The Japanese are now what they

ere a thousand or two thousand years ago, because nothing new or foreign is

Imitted among them. In several despotic governments every motive for emula-

Dn is taken away, and there caste is perpetual. The nobles are nobles, the

•iests are priests, and the slaves are slaves, from age to age.

We are sorry to iiad that some of the professed friends of liberty and of the

orking classes in our day are lifting their voices against competition, and con-

jmning it as a most vicious and destructive principle ; and yet these very gentle-

en, by their writings, books, and lectures, are trying to compete with the rest of

eir countrymen, and are putting forth their utniost efforts to rival every man and

oman who differs from them in any particular. Now there seems to us a strange

.consistency in this ; for if it is a crime for one man to endeavour to surpass ano-

LQr, then it is as wicked for a Liberal to labour to rival a Tory as it is for a Tory

} seek to rival a Liberal. In fact, everything ought to remain just as it is, because

you begin to change you may let loose this horrid spirit of emulation !

The idea of revolution and equality is one of the wildest visions that has ever

itered the mind of any dreaming enthusiast. If all the land and property of the

Duntry were equally divided to-day, there would be an immense disparity in the

Tcumstances of the population before to-morrov/ evening, unless those who un-

ertook the matter should also limit the expenditure ofevery person, by constructing

tariff of household economy, by imposing pains and penalties on its non-

bservance, and ordaining a number of government officials to detect and punish

fifenders. There must be a financier at every house to inquire how much each

idividual spends, or else one will lay out and another will lay up more than his

tother or sister, and the grand beau ideal of equality will be infringed on and

verthrown. But the institution of such a system of espionage and restraint

'ould overtop any tyranny of which we have ever heard or read. The idea which

Dme entertain of a nation of Communists involves in it the utmost despotism. As
ion as an industrious man obtains a sixpence more than his lazy neighbour, he

Hist give it up, or have it taken from him, that the indolent miscreant who does

ot like to exert himself may share a part of it. We have been extremely sorry for

)me years to find how many individuals of apparently philanthropic sentiments

ave been led away by the delusion, that by restraining persons from obtaining

'«alth and independencyyou would cutup every evil root and branch, and completely
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provide for the whole population. With morality, liberty, and wealth in tl

lips, they strive to render virtue impossible by converting every human being i

a machine ; to abolish freedom in labour, buying, and selling, by transform

every man, woman, and child into a slave ; and to banish all prosperity

reducing each person into a penniless pauper. The history of the ancient j

modern kings of France is the record of one continued series of wrongs and oppi

sions ; but whatever may be said of despotic princes, nobles, and priests, would
a thousand-fold outheroded by the establishment of Communism or Socialism,

Our readers know that we are, in the broadest sense of the word, the friendi

liberty, and therefore the unflinching opponents of every sort of dominati

whether exercised by a crowned head, a president, a priest, a master, or a den

crat. "We have never been blind to the evils that exist among us from Whig s

Tory misrule ; but, bad as that iron sceptre may have been, it has been mild t

gentle compared with a government which would prohibit every man from cc

peting wuth his neighbour, which would restrain every effort to rise and advan

and which would rob every one of every penny that he may earn more than

idlers who prefer being fed at the expense of others, and live upon the fruite

the industry of their fellow-countrymen. Paupers are paupers, whether tJ

wear coronets or are dressed in rags and covered with vermin ; and we must U

care, in striving to correct the vices and destroy the licentiousness of the form

that we do not, after all, establish on a large scale the very evil which i

limited fonnhas been so pernicious.

It is impossible to raise people, or better their circumstances, by making them i

infants or slaves. The oak and the cedar thrive by having liberty to spread abn

their roots in the earth, and their branches in the heavens. Each tree, shrub, s

flower is an individual, and must do something for itself which no one can do

it ; and were we to regulate or restrain its roots and branches by Acts of Parliamc

we should never have the benefits which we now derive from vegetation, "k

and women also are individuals, and must, to a great extent, be left to themseh

There is an amount of voluntary liberty which cannot be infringed on withe

injury to the people, and without the exercise of tyranny on the part of the rule

The most complete and perfect Government is that which does the least for
•

citizens, and leaves all classes to advance their own interests to the utmost of th

power ; which exhibits no partiality to any rank or sect ; which leaves educati

commerce, and religion alone ; and merely watches over the persons and prope

of its subjects, by enacting and enforcing wholesome laws for the preservation

both. To make men rich, or restrain them from becoming rich by parliament!

regulations, is an equal act of despotism. To tell a man he shall only have

many shillings in his purse ; so many loaves in his cupboard ; shall only eat

many ounces of meat a day ; shall only butter his bread to a certain thicknes

shall not labour but so many hours ; shall not do his work better than his neig

hour ; nor invent a single thing ; nor possess a shirt, or a coat, or a pair of stoc

ings more than the lazy, indolent, careless, minion whose highest ambition ifl

live on charity, is a species of despotism Avhich the Pharaohs and Neros of antiqui

never dreamt of; and yet this is the new fangled tyranny of which the men drei

who would put down competition by legislative enactments I

If we allow men and women to be free, and consequently to be men

women, there will most certainly be competition, inequality, and a thoui*

C:
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her differences of opinion, pursuits, and circumstances. England owes her

•reatness in no small degree to competition. We have from a very remote age

•esolved not only to raise ourselves, and to rise above one another, but also to

mtdo foreign nations ; and here has been one great secret of our progress. The

>ystal Palace, with all its prodigies of labour, art, taste, Avealth, and splendour,

3 the result of competition. Here we have a noble rivalry which is healthy and

)eneficial to all, and ^vhich has put forward the world's science, prosperity, happi-

1^3, and religion a hundred, or perhaps we should speak more nearly to the

ruth, if we said a thousand years. We shall all now take a new start in calculat-

rig the arts of industry, peace, charity, and universal brotherhood. Competition,

js by a miracle, has matured the infant into a giant, and given humanity a stride

owards perfection which overwhelms us all with wonder.

Volumes might be filled with the benefits which the world has derived from

mulation. Our arts, our sciences, our literature, and even the sacred cause of

eligion, have been incalculably advanced thereby. How many an idle youth has

»een quickened into activity by the industry and rivalry of his class-mates ; and

alents, which would have remained dormant for ever, have been elicited, and in

he end have become of infinite advantage to truth, science, liberty, and Christianity,

f some demon in former years could have quenched the spirit of emulation which

^e Creator himself has implanted in our bosoms, he would by that one act have

estroyed the greater part of the patriots, philosophers, and philanthropists, which

.ave blessed our country, and conferred unutterable benefits on mankind. We
annot open our eyes, move a step, read a book, write a line, enter a field or a room,

it down in a cottage or a palace, put on a garment, eat a meal, or take a journey,

dthout being reminded of the advantages of competition.

But we are told that much evil has resulted from this rivalry ; and so we maybe
emirided that thousand ills have sprung from eating and drinking, and therefore

liat an appetite is a bad thing ; or that human hands have done so much mischief

hat it would have been good for the world if men had been created without them.

Vicked men abuse everything, and would do as much damage to their species

mder any other system as that of competition. But the abuse of a thing is at the

ery antipodes to its use. There may be an honest, a noble, a christian rivalry,

.'here is no reason why a man who competes with another, should be unjust or

ppressive. Competition does not necessarily produce low wages or selfishness,

''ar from this, we are persua-ded that the working classes owe inniuneiable blessings

this very emulation which some are so loudly condemning. Low wages arise

ot from competition, but from the want of sufHcient employment. Remove
estriction from commerce, abolish war, open trade with all the world, and let the
•eople practise economy, and it will not be in the power of any man to oppress the
lireling in his wages. There will be such a demand for labour as will raise its

)rice to the highest equitable standard.

Divisibility of Matter.—A remarkable instance of the divisibility of matter
seen m the dyemg of silk with cochineal, where a pound of silk, containino" eight

icore threads to the ounce, each thread seventy-two yards long, and the whole re'achinff
ibout 104 miles, when dyed with scarlet doos not receive above a drachm additional
weight

;
so that a drachm of the colouring matter of tlie cochineal isactually extended

through more than 1(K) miles in length, and yet this minute quantity is suflficient to
Jive an intense colour to silk with wliicli it is con»J>iiied,
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A CUMBEHLAND LEGEND. ^

By Miss H. M. Rathbone. **

The turreted castle of Allonby
In the soft red light of the sunset gleamed,

And the night so balmy, so calm the sea,

An Eden, unclouded by care, it seemed

:

But grief respecteth not station, I ween,
She invadeth alike both hut^and hall,

And hath shrouded many as fair a scene
In sable sorrow's funereal pall.

And the Lord of Allonby' s only child,

Young Edith, the heir of that proud domain,
Now passeth her days in moanings wild.

Like a wounded deer in its hour of pain :

The skill of the wise man in vain is tried,

And overwhelmed by the desolate blow,
The lone parents, alas ! have both defied
Those comforting thoughts which could aid bestow.

Grave look the serving maids, pages and all,

As avv'estruck they murmur beneath their breath,
And foretell the fate of the ancient hall,

Should its young heir meet with an early deatV..
*' On !

" hoarsely then mutters an aged crone
Who hath witnessed a hundred springs or more ;

While so well her magical por^-crs are known,
That her words the sweet h'ght of hope restore :

—

" Procure me a purse full of gold,'* she said,
*' With a sturdy nag ; and in six days hence,
The lovely lady shall lift up her head.
And with doctor and nurse's help dispense."

Over hill and o'er dale she rideth fast.

The charm to discover of troth preserved
By one who through manifold trials hath passed.

Yet ne'er from the vow of constancy swerved.

Her talisman first she essays to seek
In a frail girl's small dainty chamber neat

;

But vile rouge adornelh the damsel's cheok.
And sighing, the crone is forced to retreat

;

Eor too many tokens she sees around,
Erom fond hearts encouraged and then betrayed ;

While one hath even been dropt on the ground
By the beautiful yet deceiving maid.

In a large sea-girt town she searcheth next,

—

Where Mammon amidst his worshippers dwells,-—
Then tries she her soul-searching scales, perplex'd
While probing in turn the heart's secret cells ;

For their love-gifts, so called, weigh light as air,

And soon these gold-craving wooers reveal
The unworldly spell must be sought elsewhere,
Which erst cait accomplish young Edith's weal.

*
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O'er hill and o*er dale the crone rideth fast,

And sorel}^ her poor withered bones are aching ;

For a second brief day hath well nigh past,

Yet ne'er dreameth she of her task forsaking.
The tall spires of London at length appear,
Hope kindles afresh on seeing the throng,

—

Whose thousands, uncounted, forbid the fear

That no faithful lovers to them belong.

The golden purse proves a quick sesame.
It openeth the dwellings of rich and poor ;

But no pledges of charmed fidelity

Here belong to hearts from selfishness pure ;

Some tokens are tainted by pique and pride.

And some by the mania for pomp and show
;

"While others, who once temptation defied.

Are defaced by vanity mean and low.

From London, the aged crone wends her way,
Her ill-luck causing her many a sigh,

Until at the close of this troubled day.
When pausing beneath the unclouded sky.

The dear thought of her childhood's home conies back
;

And, as a young bu-d returns to its nest.

When wounded the hunter pursues its track.

Of her native village she starts in quest.

Over hill and o'er dale she rideth fast.

And soon greets the scene of lier early years,

V»Tien the gates of " merry Carlisle'^ once passed,
Her youth's calm haven her sad spirit cheers.

The howling blast roars, she heedeth it not.

As a child's her slumber that night is sweet

;

And the terrible storm is all forgot.

Whilst raging billows 'gainst the wild cliffs beat.

But above the thunder loud shrieks arise,

And in trembling haste is a life-boat launched,
On vainly to reach the vessel it tries

;

And every spectator's lips are blanched,
As the noble ship strikes the rock-bound shore.

And her brave crew sink in the dark blue main
;

Their dying groans lost in the tempest's roar,

For only one lives dry land to regain.

But kind hands are waiting aid to afford,

—

Ropes are flung out to the poor struggling boy ;

And the breathless victim is soon restored
To his good preservers' unbounded joy.

Once more the tired villagers seek their rest,

Save the crone, who the sufiering youth attends

;

Whose hand, firmly clasp' d, ne'er moves from his breast,

And his nurse o'er his sick couch anxiously bends.

Then gently unloosmg his feeble grasp,
Her old heart beats high with the welcome sight

Of a withered flower in the youth's fond clasp.

By a soft ribbon bound of bhie^md white.
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Through manifold dangers thus safely brought,
This long-treasured gift, "vvhen truly weighed,

She knows is the charm she so long hath sought,
And her glad success hath all toils repaid.

Over hill and o*er dale she rideth fast,

And veiled in the mist of the rose-nr^antled dawn.
The lodge gates of Allonby chase are passed,
And her speed disturbs every sleeping fawn.

Soon is she standing in Edith's dark room,
"Where the delicate mother her watch still keeps.

All day and all night in its quiet gloom.
While the gray-headed father exhausted sleeps.

The old crone approacheth the maiden's bed,
And places the flower on her young warm heart

;

Then stealthily moving with noiseless tread,

She mutters the speUs of her magic art.

And lays the small hands o'er the precious charm,
"\^^ile smiling she sees a bright flush arise

;

And raising herself on one fragile arm.
The sick girl opens her swol'n heavy eyes.

Ah I well doth fair Edith the token know,

—

For that faded flower in Allonby grew
;

She gave it in troth in the parting hour
To one who swore unto death to be true.

She hears the good news that St. Clair is near,

And the tidings bring back that waning life,

Which, sinking beneath the pressure of fear,

Had well nigh expired in long hopeless strife.

Oh, ne'er shall you gaze on a flrer pair,

When in Allonby' s chapel, side by side.

There stood the true lover—the brave St. Clair

—

With Edith, the fair-haired and long-loved bride ;

Her loveliness deepening each happy hour.

As a rose-bud unfolds in the sun's warm rays ;

Her innocent beauty, her richest dower,
Thus fed by the dews of love's sweetest praise

TRUE KNOWLEDGE.
What is true knowledge ?—Is it with keen eye

Of lucre's sons to thread the mazy way?
Is it of civic rights and royal sway,

And wealth political, the depths to trj' ?

Is it to delve the earth or soar the sky

—

To marshal nature's tribes in just array

—

To mix and analyse and mete and weigh
Her elements, and all her powers descry?
These things who will may know them, if to know

Breed not vain glory ; but, o'er all, to scan
God in his works and word shown fortli below

—

Creation's wonders, and Redemption's plan

—

Whence came we—what to do—and whither go :

This is true knowledge, and the ^' whole of man,"
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THE MAMMOTH CAVE IN KENTUCKY.
{Concluded from Page 248.)

lEAViNG Gorin's Dome, we retraced our
eps until we came to a vast hall, which
called the Deserted Chamber. Here

|e crossed the Bottomless Pit by a nar-

w bridge of plank. It is impossible for

lie who has not visited the spot, to con-

ive of the awful effect produced by the
enery of this part of tlie cave. The path

Ijs along the brink of a precipice which
I
ems to extend in almost every direction.

^e kindled a fire of paper, and threw it

I'er ; down, down, down it settled, until

lighted up the deep abyss, and made us
coil from the brink. AV hen first disco-

hred. it was supposed that this pit had no
>ttom which could be found: but it is

»w ascertained to be about one hundred
id fifty feet deep. Passing several mag-
'ficent chambers, we came to the Acute
ngle, a point at which the cavern makes

,

sudden turn, leaving a sharp point of
I

l.tting rock. The Cottages of Invalids
|

hxt attracted our attention. We had now i

•turned to within about a mile of the
i

outh. Here are the remains of a num-
|

In* of houses which were built in the cave
yr the residences of consumptive patients. .

he air being uniform, elastic, and dry. it

as supposed that tlie consumption might
;

[e cured by living here. A temperature
|

f 60 degrees in the winter season, and
|

lat perfectly secure from cliange, was
lore inviting to the invalid than the dark- :

ess and solitude were repelling. It w'as I

)und, however, that cur^ were not
|

ffected. One or more patients died liore,
i

ad the houses were abandoned. I could
'

lot but wonder at this token of our tena-
ity of life—that persons should be w^illing

;

|) entomb themselves alive, and not to see ^

ray of daylight through the long winter,

:

U their desire to resist disease and live, j

We next visited the Star Chamber and
|

llie Hall of Floating Clouds. The ceiling
|

If these apartments iias a groundwork
\

oloured dark, like an evening sky. On
his there are formed small crystals of

{

;ypsum, which, by a certain arrangement !

•I the lamps, are seen like so many stars i

mangling the heavens. At first but few
|

tars appeared ; but soon one after another I

«emed to pierce the ether, until it was
j

(lifficult torealisc'that we were not looking ;

ipon the open sky. Among the stars there i

s a well-defined comet, with a long tail.
I

[Phe appearance of clouds is formed in the I

l^me way, and the illusion quite as com-
j

lilete. You seem to look upon a sky half
i

bovered with floating clouds, which are

perfectly white. From this delightful
illusion we returned to the mouth of the
cave, and ended our first day's journey.
We walked about eight miles, and felt no

I

fatigue. As we ascended the rude steps

j

by which we entered, and passed from the

j

air of the cave into the hot atmosphere of
a June afternoon, we experienced a change

I

which astonished us as much as anything

I

we had seen. The change so suddenly
' made from a temperature of 60 to one of
90, was oppressive beyond endurance. We

I

could not stand in it. It was like the hot
! breath of a Sirocco. We feared to leave
the cave until we had gradually accustomed

;
ourselves to tlie air, which before entering

;

the cave we thought quite tolerable. The
sense of smell was very acute under the

' influence of this sudden change ; it seemed

I

as if we could almost analyse the odour of
1
every flower.

i

Our second day's exploration w^as more
extensive than that of the first. We
started, after an early breakfast, with a
journey on foot before us of eighteen
miles ! Tiie longest route leading to what
is called the end of the cave is nine miles
in length. This was our day's work. We
were favoured in having the services of the
guide Stephen, who is himself quite a cha-
racter. He is a slave belonging to the
estate on, or rather under which, the cave
is situated. He is a smart, intelligent fel-

low, interesting and instructive in conver-
sation, and quite a singer. He has him-
self made most of the recent discoveries.
He first crossed the river of the cave.
From the conversation of scientific tourists
he has gathered a good fund of informa-
tion, which tlie visitor finds very service-
able. He reads and writes, forms theories
on geological subjects, makes sketches of
cavern scenery, and proposes to make a
book !

Passing over a part of the same route
which we had taken before, w^e went
through an avenue having a very low
ceiling, wliich obliged us to stoop, hence it

is called the Valley of Humility. Then
we had to thread our w^ay through the
serpentine channel of an extinct stream—
a most singular and ludicrous operation.
The path was a continuous letter S ; the
rocks on either side came about up to our
waists, wliile the low ceiling required us to
stoop. This is called the W^inding Way,
or Fat Man's Misery. Immediately after
this we came to a wider and higher pas-
sage, called Oreat Relief—an appropriate
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name, for even men of slender proportions

are glad to emerge from this tortuons path
into a comfortable room. We soon found
ourselves in River Hall, a grand gallery^

Avide and lofty. In a sort of recess wo
were shown a cluster of singular stalac-

tites, "\vhich a Cincinnati pork mercliant
would have taken for a fac simile of his

hams and shoulders hanging up for cure.

They call this Bacon Chamber, and the
resemblance is surprisingly strong.

Our path now led by the side of an
awful chasm, partly filled with water—
the Dead Sea—wl)o?e solemn stillness was
only broken by the pattering of some
dripping spring.

We next crossed the River Styx, by a
natural bridge. The river seemed to flow
in a lower gallery, which crossed diago-
nally the one in which we w'ere walking.
The guide hurled a stone into the water,
which, after a descent of several seconds,

returned a deep sound of splashing water.
A little further on, we came to another

portion of water, called Lake Lethe.
Crossing this by a boat, we traversed the

Great Walk, and soon reached the Echo
River, on vrhich we travelled in a boat
about three-quarters of a mile. Coming
to a sand bar, w^c had to get out and walk !

across to another boat. \Ve now floated
|

on a river 30 feet dee]), through a gallery,
|

at one time so low, that we had to bend
j

our heads forwards, and even then we
j

caught a few bumps against the roof. Then
|

the avenue would change to a vast gal-
|

lery 150 feet high, whose lofty arch, and !

deep-worn sides, inspired emotions of the

sublime. I shall not attempt to describe

the feelings with which I was borne along
upon this subterranean river. We were
more than 3(X) feet below the surface of

the earth. The scene exceeded in strange-

ness, grandeur, and awfulness, anything
wliich I remember to have witnessed. The
effect of our lamps as they lighted up this

profound abyss, the reflection from the

limpid waters and the walls, the echo
which came back, as if from remote
caverns, in answer to the songs v/hich
Steplien sang, the thought that we were so

hidden from the eye of men, and the deep
and unusually powerful conviction, that

God was here— tiiese all, with other re-

flections which crowded themselves upon
the mind, produced an overwhelming im-
pression. I was never sq transported with
emotions of awe and wonder, nor did I

ever behold the v>'orks of God when they
f:eemed to convey so emphatic a lesson of

the power of their Original.

This river is connected by some hidden
pa^^sage with the Green River, which is on
tlie fame level. A rise in the Green River

err H

h'lTk

1:1 or i

produces a corresponding rise in this. ]

the Echo River has other resources,
sometimes rises very suddenly after ra
Visitors have been prevented from retu
ing the way they went. Boats are kep
certain places with a view to facilit

escape in such a case. There i.s, moreoi
a passage running along the side of
River Avenue, which they call Purgato
because it affords an escape when the ot'

passage is closed. I am told that to
through this place, you have at one spot
lie down and creep tlirough w^ith so;

thing of a squeeze, from which I ima^i
the name is not badly chosen. This rii

rises to an immense height. I saw a b<

lodged on a ledge of rocks 50 or 60 fn

above the level of the water, as it s

when I was there. Other boats
wrecked on lower rocks. At these tin:

of freshet, they are not able to visit tlu

parts of tlie Cave which lie beyond t

river. This was the case when Jenny Li
was at the Cave last spring. We saw ej

less fish in the river, and caught some wi
a net. They are nearly white, and ve
small. I saw none as large as my liti

finger. One variety of these fishes reseml «

the lobster in form, though not in size ; th i

call it the crawfish. Sometimes fish a
caught in these subterranean waters whi
have eyes. These are supposed to ha
found their way from the Green River in

this gloomy prison.

Having landed beyond the river, % u

walked about seven miles before w^c we 4

at the end of the Cave. Silliman's Av
nue, one mile and a-half long, a statelij Ya3

well-arched hall, led us to Cascade-lu sjuve

and Dripping Spring. We next pass*
[jrx)r,

through an awful section of the Avenu
jjag q^

where darkness seemed doubly visible, ai jj^^^^

the path appeared to terminate in a dai j^^j^^

abyss, although it went on by a gradn ^j^
descent. This place they call the Infem u

Regions.
^

^

The Great Western Steam-ship is a hm .

mass of rocks strikingly similar to tr
^

stern of a steamer. Passing through 0. ^

Bull's Concert-hall, to which the greJ
jj

violinist gave name by playing here, "^^

entered the Pass El Ghor, a wild passag '..,

of several miles, through a lofty but nai

row avenue. ^V'e noticed sometimes

sort of second story, of which the floe

had not all been worn away, or, rather on

avenue rmming exactly above auothe:

sometimes lying open, and at other tinit

separated by a horizontal floor of rod

We could here see how the river had se;

tied down from higher to lower beds, as i

gradually searched out avenues, and wor

a new passage for itself. It would thei

fall into its lower bed, leaving the hall v

ih
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|ich it flowed for ages, ii spacious cave.

other evidence of the same process we
nd in the cavernous sound which our

t produced, showing that there were
•"erapartments towhich we hadno access.

*as^5ing the Black Hole of Calcutta,

icli lies so near the walk that we were
.tioned not to step into it, and drinking
Hebe's Spring, we ascended a perpen-
ular hole some twenty feet, and found
•selves in Martha's Vineyard. The
fcs were liung low, almost reacliing our
ids, and they were covered with sta-

tite f«>rmations of the shape and colour
grapes. A most singular place.

vhe Snowball Room is one of the

st gorgeous apartments. The ceiling is

; very high, but it is covered with
mations of white gypsum on a ground-
rk of dark limestone, so tliat there is

t the appearance of a roof which has
m pelted with snowballs. It is an ex-
jdingly beautiful spot.

^eaveland's Avenue, which we next
jsed throuoh, is three miles long, and
5 gem of tlie whole Cave. The roof is

jrned with the most exquisite coronets,

'^'^•svers, and gems, composed of gypsum,
the sulphate of lime, combined with
iter. One part of the roof is called

immary Ceiling, from the peculiar shape
its decorations. As we held up our
ops to the low ceiling, we were amazed
the gorgeous beauty which God has
iden in these caverns. It is impossible
describe them, or even to conceive their

auty, when language has done its ut-

)st. Vast quantities of these decora-
•ns have fallen off, and lie in heaps upon
3 floor. We tarried as long as we could,

ming over these beautiful things, and
ling our pockets with them. Many
licli we should have been happy to take
ray were so frail that thej'^ would hardly
ar handling. You cannot imagine with
:iat eager curiosity we searched for
'ange and beautiful things. Stephen,
0, who has almost lived in the Cave for

any years, was as eager as any of us,

td left the place as reluctantly as w^e, to
horn it was all new. One of the most
tautiful things we found, though not in

is apartment, was a sort of fibrous gyr.-

m, resembling asbestos, or spun glass,

laring an exquisite gloss of a pure white
iour, and composed of the most delicate
reads.
Near the end of the Cav« we had to

OSS the Rocky Mountains, an ambitious
ime at which we smiled, until v/e
ached the place, and found that it was
orthy of its name. A vast vault 200
€t across, and perhaps 150 feet high, con-
ins a heap of rugged rocks, some oO feet
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high. The ascent is difiicult, and the path
the roughest I ever trod, excepting only
my ascent of Mount Vesuvius, over its

lava rocks. We could not doubt that these
masses of stone had fallen from the roof,

as appears to have been the case in many
apartments. Nor could we help remark-
ing what a grand dome would be there, if

these
^
rocks could be removed, and tho

magnitude of the rotund chamber well
displayed.
Descending the steep sides of these

rocks, we saw bej^ond them, at the foot of
a deep and difficult declivity, the last, and
perhaps the best, tiling in the Cave. It is

the Chapel of the Holy Sepulchre, a re-

cess about 12 feet square, though of no
regular form. Over the front of it there
has been let fall an exquisite stalactite

drapery, folded in the most regular plaits.

Water is still trickling over the walls and
drapery of this apartment, and as the
light of our lamps fell upon it, the whole
place seemed to glisten with a most fasci-

nating silverj' brilliancy. We were
unanimous in the opinion that this alone
was worth the nine-miles' walk which we
had taken, and were now to retrace.

We were three liours in making the
journey out of the Cave, walking rapidly
all the time when the path would permit.
It was difiicult to pass the places at which
we had felt so much wonder and delight,

without pausing for another view. But
we had engaged our passage in the next
stage, and we had no time for delay.
When we first saw daylight, after a day
in the Cave, the effect was indescribably
beautiful. The light was so softened by
distance as to appear exactly like moon-
light.

Although the reader has followed me
through this narration, he will be able to

form but a verj'^ inadequate idea of the
Cave and its wonders from what I have
said. My two days, and my twenty-six
miles, have not shov»'n me the Cave. Some
of its most spacious apartments were ofl:'

from our route, and passed by.

We did not go within several miles of
the Temple, or Chief City, where is a
dome W'hicli rivals St. Sophia's and St.

Peter's. It is 120 feet high, and covers an
area of two acres. Our guide told us
that we might spend a month in the Cave,
and be seeing new things all the time, and
that he believed we might travel 150 miles
in a thorough exploration.
Notwithstanding all the pits and rivers,

and other awe-inspiring things in the
Cave, it is not known that a life w^as

ever sacrificed in visiting it. The guide
who has been familiar wdth the Cave for
many years, never knew a rock to fall, or
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auy disaster to occur, except that one man i from alarm. But with ordinary preca
strayed from his party on the 4th of July,

|
tion, there is no danger in visiting tl

1838, and wa^s lost for forty-two hours.
\ Cave.

When found, he was nearly deranged

GLEANINGS FROM MY COMMON-PLACE BOOK.

^
P

No. XI.—EASTERN ALLEGORIES AND HEBREW TALES.

The Eastern writers delight in parables. Some years ago I remember quoting froj

a popular work the following beautiful fable, extracted from a work entitled '• Tl
Wonders of Nature," and which is preserved in the Royal Library at Paris. It

given as the narrative of Khidhz, an allegorical personage :

—

*' I passed one day by a wondrously populous city, and asked one of the inhabitan

how long it had been founded.'' * It is indeed a mighty city,' replied he. * We kno
not hoNv long it has been founded, and our ancestors were as ignorant on this subject I

ourselves.'
** Five centuries afterwards, as I passed, I could not perceive the slightest vestige of tt

city. I demanded of a peasant who was gathering herbs upon its former site how \o

it had been destroyed ? * In sooth, a strange question !' replied he. * The ground hei

has never been different from what you behold it.' * Was there not, of old,' I said, *

splendid city here ?' * Never,' answered the man, ' so far as we have seen, and nev(

did our fathers speak to us of such.'
** On my return there 500 years afterwards, I found the sea in the same place, an

on the shores were a party of fishermen, of whom I inquired how long the land had bee
covered with water .' * Is this a question,' said they, * for a man like you .'' This sp
has always been what it is now.'

** I again returned, 500 years afterwards, and the sea had disappeared. I inquin

of a man who stood alone upon the spot how long this change had taken place, and h|
gave me the same answer as 1 had received before.

I

*' Lastly, on coming back again after an equal lapse of time, I found there a flourishing tn
city, more populous and more rich in beautiful buildings than the city I had seen th b::

first time; and when I would fain have informed myself concerning its origin, th< fi:

inhabitants answered me, ' Its rise is lost in remote antiquity. We are ignorant hov I,oti

long it has existed, and our fathers were as ignorant on the subject as ourselves.'
"

ic::

This is an admirable lesson on the mutations of human affairs. The following
^''

\s taken from Hurwitz's " Hebrew Tales'' :

—

** Compelled by violent persecution to quit his native land, Rabbi Akiba w^anderecti

over barren wastes and dreary deserts. His whole equipage consisted of a lamp, whicl

he used to light at night, in order to study the law^ ; a cock, which served him instead oJ
j

a watch, to announce to him the rising dawn ; and an ass, on which he rode.

" The sun was gradually sinking beneath the horizon, night was fast approaching, and

the poor wanderer knew not where to shelter his head, or where to rest his weary limbs.

Fatigued, and almost exhausted, he came at last near a village. He was glad to find U
inhabited, thinking w'here human beings dwelt, there dwelt also humanity and compassion;
but he was mistaken. He asked for a night's lodging—it was refused. Not one of thfl

inhospitable inhabitants would accommodate him. He was therefore obliged to seeil

shelter in a neighbouring wood. * It is hard, very hard,' said be, * not to find afe:

hospitable roof to protect me against the inclemency of the weather ; but God is jtistt

and whatever he does is for the best. He seated himself beneath a tree, lighted his

lamp, and began to read the law. He had scarcely read a chapter, when a violent

storm extinguished the light. * What,' exclaimed he, * must I not be permitted even to

pursue my favourite study .'' But God is jvst, and whatever he does isfor the best,'

"He stretched himself on the bare earth, willing, if possible, to have a few hours'

sleep. He had hardly closed his eyes, when a fierce wolf came and killed the cock.
' What new misfortune is tijis ?' ejaculated the astonished Akiba, * My vigilant coa^M
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wrji

lion is gone. Who, then, will henceforth awaken me to the study of the law ?
' But

id is just ; he knows best what is good for us poor mortals.' Scarcely had he finished

; sentence, when a terrible lion came and devoured the ass. * What is to be done

w V exclaimed the lonely wanderer. * My lamp and my cock are gone—my poor ass,

)f is gone—all is gone ! But, praised he the Lordy whatever he does is for the best f
'

} passed a sleepless night, and early in the morning went to the village, to see whether

could procure a horse, or any other beast of burden, to enable him to pursue his

imey. But what was his surprise not to find a single individual alive

!

'* It appears that a band of robbers had entered the village during the night, killed its

'5'iMiiabitants, and plundered their houses. As soon as Akiba had sufficiently recovered

f(l"j|rm the amazement into which this wonderful occurrence had thrown him, he lifted lip

voice and exclaimed, * Thou Great God, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, now
know by experience that poor mortal men are short-sighted and blind ; often con-

ering as evils what is intended for their preservation ! But thou alone art just, and

yJIJid, and merciful ! Had not the hard-hearted people driven me, by their inhos-

ality, from the village, I should assuredly have shared their fate. Had not the wind

languished my lamp, the robbers would have been drawn to the spot, and have

irdered me. I perceive also that it was thy mercy which deprived me of my two

aapanions, that they might not by their noise give notice to the banditti were I was.

aised, then, be thy name, for ever and ever
!'"

The following I have taken from the same work. It professes to relate tlie

ventures of Alexander the Great :

—

** Pursuing his journey through dreary deserts and uncultivated ground, Alexander
me at last to a small rivulet, whose waters glided peaceably along their shelving banks.

J smooth unruffled surface was the image of contentment, and seemed in its silence to

f—this is the abode of tranquillity and peace. All was still ; not a sound was heard
ire those soft murmuring tones which seemed to whisper into the ear of the weary
iveller, * Come, and partake of nature's bounty!' and to complain that such offers

ould be made in vain. To a contemplative mind, such a scene might have suggested

thousand delightful reflections. But what charms could it have for the soul of an
Lexander, whose breast was filled with schemes of ambition and conquest—whose eye

IS familiarised with rapine and slaughter—and whose ears were accustomed to the clash

arms—to the groans of the w^ounded and the dying ? Onward, therefore, he marched.
st, overcome by fatigue and hunger, he was soon obliged to stop. He seated himself

I one of the banks of the river, took a draught of water, which he found of a very fine

ivour, and very refreshing. He then ordered some salt fish, with which he wasiwell.

•ovided, to bs brought to him. These he dipped in the stream, in order to take off the

iny taste, and was very much surprised to find them emit a very fine fragi*ance.

Surely,' said he, * this river, which possesses such uncommon qualities, mu£t flow from
tme very rich and happy country. Let us march thither.' Following the course of the

ver, he at length arrived at the gates of Paradise. The gates were shut. He knocked,
id, with his usual impetuosity, demanded admittance. * Thou canst not be admitted
3re,' exclaimed a voice from within, this gate is the Lord's.' * I am the Lord—the

ord of the earth,' rejoined the impatient chief—* I am Alexander the Conqueror. Will
3U not admit me ?

' * No,' was the answer. * Here we know of no conquerors, save

ich as conquer their passions ; none but the just can enter here.' Alexander endea-
3ured in vain to enter the abode of the blessed ; neither entreaties nor menaces availed,

eeing all his attempts fruitless, he addressed himself to the guardian of Paradise, and
lid, * You know I am a great king—a person who received the homage of nations.

ince you will not admit me, give me at least something, that I may show an astonished

nd admiring world that I have been where no mortal has ever been before me.' * Here,
ladman !

' said the guardian of Paradise, * here is something for thee. It may cure the
lAladies of thy distempered soul. One glance at it may teach thee more wisdom than
lou hast hitherto derived from all thy former instructors. Now go thy ways.' Alex-
nder took it with avidity, and repaired to his tent ; but what was his confusion and
urprise to find, on examining the received present, that it was nothing but the fragment
*a human skull! 'And is this," exclaimed Alexander, Uhe mighty gift that they
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bestow on kings and heroes ? Is this the fruit of so much toil, danger, and care

Enraged and disappointed, he threw it on the ground. * Great king, said a learncj

man \\ho happened to be present, * do not despise this gift. Despicable as it appear!

in thine eyes, it yet possesses some extraordinary qualities, of which thou mayst soon bl

convinced, if thou wilt order it to be weighed against gold or silver.* Alexander ordered

it to be done. A pair of scales was brought. The skull was placed in one, a quantit

of gold in the other ; when, to the astonishment of the beholders, the skull overbalancet

the gold. More gold was added, still the skull preponderated. In short, the more goh
there was put in the one scale, the lower sunk that which contained the skuU
* Strange !' exclaimed Alexander, * that so small a portion of matter should outweigh s(

large a mass of gold ! Is there nothing that will counterpoise it}' * Yes,' answere^l

the philosophers, ' a very little matter will do it.' They then took some earth, covere^l

the skull with it, when immediately down went the gold, and the opposite scale ascendei
* This is very extraordinary !' said Alexander, astonished. ' Can you explain thi^

strange phenomenon ?' * Great king,' said the sages, * this fragment is the socket

a human eye, which, though small in its compass, is yet unbounded in its desire. Tim\

more it has, the more it craves. Neither gold nor silver, nor any other earthi

possession, can ever satisfy it. But when it once is laid in the grave and covered wif

a little earth, there is an end to its lust and ambition.'
"

DEKIVATION OF NAMES OF PLACES, &c.

t

Chelsea.—In a Saxon charter of Edward the Confessor, it is written '* Cealchylle.'' t^

In the reign of Henry VIII. Sir Thomas More lived on his manor and village on tMi
banks of the Thames, and dated his letters from Chelcith, ** It is so called," says

Lysons, " from the nature of the place, whose strand is like the chesel {cevsel, or cesol)

winch the sea casteth up of sand and pebble-stones, thereof called Cheselsey, briefly

Ckelsei/t as is Chelsey {Selseij) in Sussex.''
^

Porridge Island was a paved footway, strange to tell, near the church of Su
Martin's-in-the-Fields, filled with cooks' shops. It was evidently a cant name. In the

World, towards the close of 1753, we read of *'the fine gentleman whose dinner is

served up under cover of a pewter plate, from the cook's shop in Porridge Island." It
jjj

was destroyed when the great improvements were effected in the neighbourhood in 1829. 1.

Piccadilly.—This part of London was named after a hall, called Piccadilla Hall, a -
place of sale for piccardillieSy or turnovers, a part of the fashionable dress which

appeared about the year 1614. It has, unlike many other places, preserved its name
uncorrupted. Gracechurch-street, sometimes called Gracious-street^ was originally

Gra'os-street, from a herb market there. Billiter-tane is a corruption of Bellzetter'^ |
lane, from the first builder or owner. Garlick-hill was Garlichc-hithe, or Ai»e, where *

garlic was sold. Newington was New Town. MincingAane was Mincheon4ane, from

tenements belonging to the Mincheons, or nuns of St. Helen's, in Bishopsgate- street.

But Barnabe Rice, in his " Honestie of the Age," speaks of ** the body- makers that do

swarm through all parts, both of London and about London. The body is still pampered

up in the very dropsy of excess. He that some fortie year sithens should have asked

after a Pickadilly, I wonder who would have understood him, or could have told what a

Pickadilly had been, either fish or flesh !"

Charing Cross is one of the crosses raised to the memory of Eleanora of Castile,

by her sorrowing widower. Every time Charing Cross is mentioned, a tribute is paid

unconsciously to the virtues of Edward the First's beloved queen, for the appellation is

derived from the King's own lips, who always spoke of her in his French dialect as the

chere reine, the dear queen. Thus the words Charing Cross signify the " dear queen

cross," an object which was always seen by Edward in his egress and regress from h

Palace of Westminster. Although Edward and his father spoke English readily, ye|

their conversation in domestic life was chiefly carried on in French.

Cranbourne-alley took its name from the Cecils, Earls of Salisbury, an

Viscounts Cran-bourne, of Cranbourne, in the county of Dorset. The paved thorough

fare for foot passengers, s« called, was begun in 167i». At the Gold«n Angel, in Cran
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|ume-alley, lived Ellis Gamble, the goldsmith, to whom Hogarth was apprenticed, to

irn the art of silver-plate engraving. Cranbouffne-alley was long a resort for cheap
•aw-bonnets and millinery, to the purchase of which the passers-by were invited by
Ijendants called " barkers.' ' The whole south side has been taken down nearly twenty
[ars, and the alley has been thrown into a new carriage-way.

Copenhagen House.—The name of this house is said to be derived from a Danish
[ihce, or a Danish ambassador, having resided in it during a great plague in London

;

other representation is, that in the beginning of the seventeenth century it was opened
a Dane as a pl^ce of resort for his countrymen. " Copenhagen'* is the name given

[it in the map in Camden's ** Britannia," published 1693.

LuDGATE-HiLL—This name is supposed to be derived from King Lud, who lived and
fmrished before the first invasion of the Romans into Britain. King Lud was the

[ifother of Cassiveilanus.

GiLT-spuR-STREET and KNiGHT-RiDER-STREEr derived their names from the prac-

fae of the knights, who wore golden spurs, riding by that way to the joustings, or

jmmaments, which w^ere formerly held in Smithlield.

SiMiTHFiELD.

—

Smith signifies smooth in the Saxon ; the first name of this place,

'lerefore, of which ours is a corruption, was Smoothfield. It may consequently be

aced to a very early date. In Fitz- Stephen's account of London, written before the

velfth century, it is described as a plain field, both in name and reality, where *' every

j'riday there is a celebrated rendezvous of fine horses, brought hither to be sold. Thither

pme, to look or buy, a great number of earls, barons, knights, and a swarm of

itizens. It is a pleasant sight to behold the ambling nags and generous colts proudly
rancing." It is not a little remarkable that Smithjield should have continued a market
pr cattle for more than six centuries, with only the change in its vowels.

Lombard-street derived its name from its being the residence of the merchants
|rom Lombardy, who dealt in gold, silver, jewellery, &c. One chief source of their

'rofit, however, arose from money which they were in the habit of lending upon pawns
T pledges. The Lombardy arms, or three balls, is still retained by our pawnbrokers.
Bucklersbub-y, according to Stowe, was a manor and tenements pertaining to one

|3uckle, who there dwelt and kept his courts !

Curious Signs.—To what can the s'gn of the Goat and Compasses be traced ? To
It corruption of the motto, '* God encompasseth us." Other conniptions are worthy of

liotice, as the Boulogne Mouth into the Bull and Mouth ; the Bacchanals into the Bag
W Nails , the Sivan with Two Nicks into the Swan with Two Necks ; the Mercuriiis

\8 der Goden Boode of a Dutch legend, into the Goat and Boots ; and Bottoms Inn into

{^loismns Inn.

An Appeal on behalp of a Slaye.—The following eloquent appeal was delivered
lloring one of the trials for the Shadrach rescue at Boston. Mr. Hale, the pleader, had
[read from the English reports, from ihe civil law, and from the Massachusetts reports
[anmerous decisions to the efi'ect that slavery is against the law of God, the law of nature,
jind the laws of England and Massachusetts. He also read from the laws of Virginia
and other southern States, to show that a person of Shadrach's colour (not a Negro) is,

even there, presumed to be free, and cannot be proved a slave except by evidence of
descent from an African slave-m.other, and that possession and holding as a slave did not
afford a presumption of slavery. Mr. Hale proceeded:— '' Now, gentlemen, it appears
that there is r.o slavery by the law of England, by the law of Massachusetts, by the law
of nature, and these old judges say—mind, your Excellency, /do not say this, it would
be treason, so unequivocal a recognition of the Higher Law would be treason in me,—
but these old jud{iss say^ that it is against the law of God ! Against all these laws,

against all this evidence, against all these presumptions, comes one John de Bree from
Norfolk, Virginia, and says that he owns him! This is all the evidence! The mere
breath of the slave-catcher's mouth turns a man into another man's chattel ! Suppose
John de Bree had said that he owned the moon, or the stars, or had an exclusive right

to the sunshine ; would you find it so by your verdict ? But, gentlemen, the stars shall

fade and fall from heaven ; the moon shall grow old and decay; the heavens themselves
shall pass away as a scroll ; but the soul of the despised and hunted Shadrach shall live

on with the life of God himself! I wonder if John de Bree will say that he owns him
thejiT The outbreak of applause was hardly checked by the efforts of the Court and
marshals.

—

Commonwealth.
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THE ARABS IN SPAIN.—No. VI.

Almanasor was succeeded in the regency
of the Cordovan kingdom by his son
Abdelmelic. This minister promised to

tread in the steps of his illustrious father;

his administration, both in Africa and Spain,
was characterised by great spirit and valour,
hut he obtained no signal victory over the
Asturians during the seven years of his

regency. He died suddenly, not without
suspicion of poison, on his return from a
predatory excursion into Estramadura, in

the year 1009. On the death of Abdel-
melic, his second brother, Abderahman,
took up the reins of power ; but, less pru-
dent than his illustrious predecessors, on
his return from his first expedition against
the Christians, he prevailed upon the child-
less Hixara to adopt him for his successor.
This rash act hastened his ruin, and helped
to ripen those germs of civil dissension
which were soon to prove fatal, not only to

the Orameyadan dynasty, but eventually to

the Mohammedan power in Spain. The
race of the Ommeyas, however, was not
extinct, and Mohammed, a prince of that
house, resolved to punish the invader of
his family rights. He hastened to the
frontier, collected partisans, and returned
to Andalusia, where his army was rein-

forced by considerable numbers. Abder-
ahman, who was not deficient in courage,
and whose pretensions had gained him
many adherents, left Cordova to crush the
dangerous rebellion. Avoiding a battle
with the royal forces, Mohammed rapidly
marched on the undefended city, forcibly

seized upon the palace and the king, and
proclaimed the deposition of the regent.
The latter furiously returned, and attempted
to enter the city. A severe struggle took
place in the streets; he was dangerously
wounded, made prisoner, and crucified by
the barbarous victor. *' This," says the
Moorish historian, '* was the fate of Ab-
derahman, the son of the great Almanasor,
the brother of the illustrious Abdelmelic

;

and yet there are those who trust in the
ungrateful and inconstant people."
On the death of his minister, Hixem was

privately removed to an obscure fortress

;

an individual somewhat resembling him in
person was conveyed to the palace by night,
sufFof-ated, and placed in the royal couch.
Rumours of Hixem's increasing illness were
spread abroad ; and when the chief officers

of state, in comp iance with the pretended
will of the dying Caliph, had acknowledged
Mohammed as his heir, the death of the
monarch was publicly announced. But the
usurpation was of short continuance. In-
censed against the African guard, which

had supported the cause of Abderahn
he dissolved that formidable body ; I

though banished from the city, they^i
together, and proclaimed Suleyman, of li

royal blood of the Ommeyas, the succesr
of Hixem. But we need not dwell upon t

details of the civil wars which follow*

Mohammed was at last forced to ta

refuge in Cordova, and trust his crown a

life to the successful resistance of a siej

At this juncture Wadha, the chamberui
of Hixem, drew his master from his col

cealment, and exhibited in the royal seat

the chief mosque a prince whom his

nished subjects had long numbered wi
the dead. Astonishment gave way
transport, and transport, as usual, to

cesses. The caliph, recalled to new e

ence, was borne on the shoulders of tl

enthusiastic citizens to his palace, ail

seated once more upon his throne ; Mohn
med was dragged to its steps from a hidini

place where he had sought protection, WH
beheaded, and his head thrown over
walls into the camp of Suleyman. TliJ

latter prince next turned his arms aga:

the restored Caliph. He besieged and t

Cordova, and Hixem, whose exact fate

unknown, disappeared for ever from tli

stage of royalty.

These revolutions shook the Caliphate i

Spain to its foundations. Cordova no long*

maintained her supremacy. Suleyman
warded the chiefs of his adherents by
gift of hereditary fiefs, thus laying tbi

foundation of the numerous independeriifir

petty sovereignties whose mutual quarrel ir

eventuated in the ruin of Mohammeda fti;

Spain. Almost constantly in the fielc u;

Suleyman maintained himself during fov iv.

years on his ill-established throne, aqj i;

perished in the end, after a hard-fougb m
battle near Seville, by the sword of thr ija

executioner. m
Ali, the leader of the victorious partf

was raised to the throne, after an ine^W
tual search for Hixem, in whose being alifi

many still believed. The crown, however
was not destined to sit more lightly on tht

head of Ali than on that of his predecessors

The governors of Seville, Mesida, Toledttjfc

and Saragossa, refused to acknowledge hire/"

and united their forces to place upon tht

throne some one of the immediate descend

ants of the great Abderahman. The fickle

multitude began to feel some afi'ection for

their ancient kings ; or rather, to contrast

the advantages once enjoyed under their

rule with the anarchy, the' desolation, and

the misery of the present condition of the

kingdom. Abderahman Almortadi, the
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|»vernor of Jaen, was proclaimed king in

at city, and measures taken to depose the

ligning usurper. For a time, however,
le arms of Suleyman were triumphant

;

it he found an enemy where he least

npected one. While taking a bath in the

[ilace at Cordova, he was stifled by his

ilavonic attendants, and the report eir-

ilated that his death was natural. But
\q gladly hasten over the obscure, unin-

resting, and sanguinary annals of the few
lllowing years, all stained alike with blood

[id treachery, in quarrels between chiefs

10 coveted a diadem whose possession
enjoyed for a time at the ultimate

kpense of its wearer's life. Five years

tkei the death of Suleyman, we find the

prdovan throne occupied by Abderah-
an v., the first of the many aspirants

I'ter power in those turbulent times whose
rtues made him worthy of the transient

fgnity he enjoyed. His first object was to

•form his guards, whose disorders had been
Ing unrepressed, and whrse worst atrocities

|)ne of his immediate predecessors had
fired to punish. They became discon-

nted, and, instigated by Mohammed Ben
Ibderahman, cousin of the king, mutinied.

|i the silence of the night the palace was
irced, and the soldiers on guard put to the

kord. The king awoke, but before he
id time to escape, his bedchamber was
itered, and he was pierced with a thou-

md wounds, after a reign of only forty-

[jven days. The conspirators, displaying

keir poinards, red with the blood of the

liurdered king, ran tumultuously through
lie streets of Cordova, and proclaimed their

[mployer as Mohammed II.

While Mohammed w^as thus successful,

Tahia, nephew of Suleyman, was preparing

[) assert his own right to the throne.

[Caving received large aid from Africa, he
lid siege to Xeres, where an uncle of his

Iwn, who was likewise an aspirant to the
pyal dignity, had fortified himself. His
[ause was soon espoused by several of the

[^ovincial governors. Mohammed's exac-

ins had already excited an insurrection

jainst him in Cordova, and in a panic of

ir he fled from the capital to XJcles, in

|he province of Toledo, where, in a few
fcys, poison ended his guilty life, after a

jpicable reign of seventeen months.
Fahia, of course, mounted the vacant

Ikt'one, but only to meet with a fate no
lietter than that of those who had immedi-
Ltely gone before him. Mohammed, the
powerful and ambitious governor of Seville,

||9fused to do him homage, and persuaded
reral of the other governors to imitate his

imple. Yahia marched on Seville to

Imnish the rebellious wali, but fell into an
unbuscade in the vicinity of Honda, where

after a desperate struggle, he perished,
** on the seventh day of the moon Mohar-
ram, a.h. 417" (Feb. 28, a.d. 1026).

Hixem III., whom the next turn of the

wheel of fortune placed upon the Cordovan
throne, was the brother of Abderahman
Almortadi. This prince, warned by the

fate of his immediate predecessors, most
unwillingly accepted the off'er of a crown
which had destroyed so many of its wearers.

The earnest persuasions of the citizens of

Cordova at length induced him to abandon
the retirement which he loved, and take

upon himself the duties of government.
But knowing well the inconstancy of the

very people who called him to the throne,

he proceeded, not to Cordova, but to the

frontiers, to repel an invasion of the Chris-

tians. It was indeed time to repel an enemy
which, during the recent troubles, had re-

duced a large part of Lusitania, and much
even of New Castile. The kings of Leon
and Navarre, and the Count of Barcelona,
seemed by tacit agreement to have sus-

pended their own animosities, and resolved
to share the spoils of their falling rival.

For three years, however, Hixem remained
on the frontier without obtaining any de-

cided success. A few predatory excursions
into the territories of the allied Christian
sovereigns were nearly all that he accom-
plished. At the end of that period the mur-
murs of his subjects, who insisted on seeing
their king, compelled him to return to Cor-
dova, where he was received by the ever-

changing populace with rapturous rejoic-

ings. He applied himself to everything
that could benefit his subjects, redressed
their wrongs, encouraged industry, admi-
nistered justice with impartiality, relieved

the poor, and repressed the exactions of

the local magistrates. But all his virtues

were not sufficient to procure him a peaceful
reign. The provincial governors, impatient
of a central ruler, resisted his authority.

To reduce them to obedience he reluctantly

took the field ; but though at first victori-

ous, he soon found that the insurgent walls

were too .powerful for him, and he was forced
to treat with open rebels. His failure

excited first the murmurs, and then the
open insurrection, of the crowd which had
lately extolled him as the best of sovereigns.
His friends advised him to retire for a time
to his fortified palace of Azhara, but he
refused to believe that danger was to be
apprehended from a people whose happiness
he had laboured so zealously to promote.
Unhappily, his confidence was misplaced.
During the night of the 29th of November,
1031, a licentious mob paraded the streets

of Cordova, and loudly demanded the depo-
sition of their late favourite and true bene-
factor. Hixem did not wait the effects of
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their violence ; with unfeigned satisfaction
he went back into the retirement from which
he had unwillingly come forth to govern a
people who were unworthy cf his rule. In
private life he passed, undisturbed, the re-
mainder of his days.
With Hixem III. ended the Caliphate of

the West, and that illustrious race which
for nearly three centuries had swayed the
sceptre of Moorish Spain. It is true that
one Qmmeyadon more was still found who
expressed wishes for a crown, long placed
upon the brows of its possessor but as the
symbol of approaching death. *' Crov/n me
to-day, and kill me to-morrow, if my stars
will have it so !" was bis desperate excla-
mation to those who would have dissuaded
him from an ambitious course, which could
end in nothing but his speedy destruction.
Bat thus he replied to their advice, and after
that day he was heard of no more.
Thus the dominion and the fortunes of

the Ommeyades passed away. *' Happy are
they," says the Arabian historian, " who
have done righteously, and praise be to
Him whose kingdom hath no end !" From
this period (a.d. 1031) to the establishment
of the kingdom cf Granada, in a.d. 1238,
there was no supreme chief of Moham-
medan Spain, if we except the fleeting
conquerors who passed over from Africa,
and the fabric of whose dominion was as
suddenly destroyed as it was erected. The
grand Caliphate of the West was never re-
established

; and henceforth, till the feeble
remains of Mohammedan power took their
last stand in Granada, the portion of the
country free from the progressive ap-

,

proaches of the Christian sovereignty was
j

governed by petty kings, whose muti
jealousies and wars rendered easy the su
sequent subjugation of the entire peninsi
by the Christian arms.
Having brought the reader thus i

through the annals of The Arabs
Spain, we cannot do better than close tl

period of their eventful history with i

words of the best modem English histori;

of Spsin :
** Vicious as is the constitutii

of all Mohammedan governments, and d

j

structible as are the bases on which th

! are founded, the reader cannot fail to ha
:
been struck with the fate of this gre

! kingdom. It can scarcely be said to ha^

I

declined ; it fell at once. Not thirty yea
have elapsed since the great Almanasi
wielded the resources of Africa and Sp
and threatened the entire destruction
the Christians, whom he had driven into 'a

obscure corner of this vast peninsul
Now Africa is lest; the Christians hoi!

two-thirds of the country ; the petty bt

independent governors, the boldest of whoi
trembled at the name of Almanasor, openl
insult the ruler of Cordova, whose authorit

extends little further than the walls of h
capital. Assuredly so astounding a cataj

trophe has no parallel in all history. Otht
kingdoms, indeed, as powerful as Cordovj
have been as speedily, perhaps, deprived (

their independence ; but if they have bee|
subdued by invading enemies, their n|,

sources, their vigour, and to a certain extend
their greatness, has long survived the los

of thai blessing. Cordova, in the very fullj,

ness of her strength, was torn to pieces b;

her turbulent children." r

CURIOSITIES OF AMERICAN LITERATURE.

MR. AND MRS. DOUBLEDAY.
I HAVE been frequently reminded of one
of Johnson's humorous sketches :—A man
returning a broken wheelbarrow tq^ Quaker,
with, * Here I've broken your rotten wheel-
barrow, usin' on't. I wish you'd get it

mended right off, 'cause I want to borrow it

again this afternoon." The Quaker is made
to reply, " Friend it shall be done ;" end I
wish I possessed more of his spirit.

But I did not intend to write a chapter
on involuntary loans ; 1 have a story to tell.

One of my best neighbours is Mr. Philo
Doubleday, a long, awkward, honest, hard-
working Maineman, or Mainiote, I suppose
one might say

; so good-natured that he
might be mistaken for a simpleton : but
that must be by those that do not know
him. He is quite an old settler, came in

four years ago, bringing with him a wiife

who is to him as vinegar-bottle to oil-cruet

or as mustard to the sugar, which is used

to soften its biting qualities. Mrs. Double-
day has the sharpest eyes, the sharpest

nose, the sharpest tongue, the sharpest

elbows, and, above all, the sharpest voice,

that ever ** penetrated the interior'* oi

Michigan. She has a tall, straight, bony
figure, in contour somewhat resembling
two hard-oak planks fastened together and
stood on end; and, strange to say! she
was full five-and-thirty when her mature
graces attracted the eye and v/on the affec-

tions of the worthy Philo. What eclipse

had come over Mr. Doubleday's usual

sagacity, when he made choice of his Polly,

I am sure I never could guess ; but he ifi
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Itainly the only man in the wide world

I?
could possibly have lived with her;

I he makes her a most excellent hus-
id.

}he is possessed with ?4 neat devil ; I have
|)wn many such cases ; her floor is

ored every nigh% after all are in bed but
unlucky scrubber, Betsey, the maid of

TTork ; and woe to the unfortunate '*in-

ie," as neighbour Jenkins says, who first

\s dirty boot on it in the morning. If

n come in to talk over road business, for

4lo is much sought when '* the public"

[5 any work to do, or school business, for

it, being very troublesome, and quite
roid of profit, is often conferred upon
file, Mrs. Doubleday makes twenty er-

lids into the room, expressing in her
age all the force of Mrs. Raddle's in-

[iry, *' Is thera wretches going ?" And
en, at length, their backs are turned, out
lues the bottled vengeance. The sharp
[;s, tongue, elbow, and voice, are all in

[jtant requisition.
* Fetch the broom, Betsey ! and the

Irub -broom, Betsey ! and the mop, and
(it*ere di^h of soap, Betsey ! And why
earth didn't you bring some ash?s ?

[)U didn't expect to clean such a floor as

[;S without ashes, did you ?"— *' "What time
h you going to have dinner, my dear ?"

[fs the imperturbable Philo, who is getting
[idy to go out.
1" Dinner ! I'm sure I don't know ! there s

time to cook dinner in this house

!

'thing but slave, slave, slave, from morn-
Ig till night, cleaning up after a set of
ksty, dirty," &c. &c.

I"
Phew!" says Mr. Doubleday, looking

his fuming help-mate with a calm smile,
.t'll all rub out when it's dry, if vou'll

lly let it alone."

p Yes, yes ; and it would be plenty clean
uough for you if there had been forty
)Tses in here.''

fPhilo, on some such occasion, waited
I his Polly had stepped out of the room,
[id then, with a bit of chalk, wrote, on the
[oad black walnut mantel-piece :

—

" Bolt and bar hold gate of wood,
Gate of iron springs made good ;

Bolt nor spring can bind the flame,

Woman's tongue can no man tame ;

"

lid then took his hat and walked off.

This is his favourite mode of vengeance,
-"poetical justice,'* as he calls it; and,

[jhe is never at a loss for a rhyme of his

m or other people's, Mrs. Doubleday
ands in no small dread of these efforts of

pnius. Once, when Philo's crcny, James
prter, the blacksmirh, had left the print

?his blackened knuckles on the outside of
j

|ie oft-scrubbed door, and was the subject .

ttme rather severe remarks from the

gentle Polly, Piiilo, as he left the hou*iL'

with his friend, turned and wrote, over th^
offended spot :

—
* Knocii not here !

Or dread my dear.—P. D."

and the very next person that came was
Mrs. Skinner, the nicrchani's wiie, ail

dressed in her red merino, to make a visit,

Mrs. Skinner v.ho did not possess an un-
usual share of tact, walked gravfly round
to the back door, and there was Mrs.
Doubleday up to the eyes in soap making.
Dire was the mortification, and point blank
were the questions, as to how the visitor

came to go round that way
; and when the

warning couplet was produced in justifica-

tion, we must draw a veil over what fol-

lowed, as the novelists say.

Sometimes these poeticals came in aid of
poor Betsey ; as once, when hearing a crash
in the little shanty-kitchen, Mrs. Doubleday
called, in her shrillest tones, " Betsey !

what on earth's the matter ?" Poor Betsey,
knowing what was cominc?, answered, in

a deprecatory whine, "The cow's kicked
over the buckwheat batter!"
When the clear, hilarous voice of Philo,

from the yard where he was chopping, in-

stantly completed the triplet;—
" Take up the pieces and throw'm at

her !" for once the grim features of his

spouse relaxed into a smile, and Bitsey
escaped her scolding.

Yet Mrs. Doubleday is not without her
excellent qualities as a wife, a friend, and a
neighbour. She keeps her husband's house
and stockings in unexceptionable trim. Her
emptiiis are the envy of the neighbourhood.
Her vinegar is,—as how could it fail ?—the
ne plus ultra of s\\a,rpness] and her pickles
are greener than the grass of the field. She
will watch night after night with the sick,

perform the last sad office for the dead, or
take to her home and heart the little ones
whose mother is removed for ever fiorn her
place at the fire-side. All this she can do
cheerfully, and she will not repay herself,

as many good people do, by recounting
every word of the querulous sick man, or
the desolate mourner, with added hints of
tumbled drawers, closets all in heaps, or
awful dirty kitchens.

1 was sitting one morning with my neigh-
bour, Mrs. Jenkins, who is a sister of Mr.
Doubleday, U'hen Betsey, Mrs. Doubleday 's

'' hired girl," came in with one of the
shingles of Philo's handiwork in her hand,
which bore, inMr. Doubleday's well-known
chalk marks,

—

*' Come quick, Fanny !

And bring the granny;
For Mrs. Double-
day's in trouble."
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And the next intelligence was of a fine, new
pair of lungs, at that hitherto silent man-
sion. I called very soon after to take a peep
at the "latest found;" and if the suppressed
delight of the new papa was a treat, how
much more was the softened aspect, the
womanised tone of the proud and happy
mother. I never saw a being so completely
transformed. She would almost forget to
answer me, in her absorbed watching of the
breath of thelittle sleeper. Even when trying
to be polite, and to say what the occasion de-
manded, her eyes world not be withdrawn
from her tiny face. Conversation on any
subject but the ever-new theme of "babies,'*
was out of the question. Whatever we be-
gan upon, whirled round sooner or later to
the one point. The needle may tremble,
but it turns not with the less constancy to
the pole.

As I pas.'i for an oracle in the matter of
paps and possets, I had frequent communica-
tion with my now happy neighbour, who
had forgotten to scold her husband, learned
to let Betsey have time to eat, and omitted
the nightly scouring of the floor, lest so

I

much dampness might be bad for the bab
j

We were in deep consultation, one mornin
on some important point touching the we

,

being of this sole object of Mrs. Doubli
I

day's thoughts and dreams, when the vei

I

same little lanthe Howard, dirty as eve
I presented herself. She sat down and stare

;

awhile without speaking, a Vordinaire^ an
then informed us, that her mother " want€
Mrs. Doableday to let her have her baby f(

a little while, 'cans Benny's'*....—but sb
had no time to finish the sentence.

" Lend my baby ! ! I"--and her utteranAuc
failed. The new mother's feelings were foi

tunately too big for speech, and lantb
wisely disappeared before Mrs. Doubledaj
found her tongue. Philo, who entered o{

the instant, burst into one of his electrify
ing laughs, with

—

•• Ask my Polly,
To lead her Dolly !~"

and I could not help thinking, that onj

must come " West," in order to learn

little of everything.

—

Caroline M, Kir^\
land.

DEATH OF THE BIG BEAR.
I TOLD my neighbours, that on Monday
morning—naming the day—I would start

that BAii, and bring him home with me, or
they might divide my settlement among
them, the owner having disappeared. Well,
stranger, on the morning previous to the
great day of my hunting expedition, I went
into the woods near my house, taking my
gun and Bowie-knife along, just /rom/iait^,

and there sitting down also irom habit,

what should I see getting over my fence,

but the bar ! Yes, the old varmint was
within a hundred yards of me, and the way
he walked over that fence—stranger, he
loomed up like a black misty he seemed so

large, and he walked right towards me. I

raised myself, took deliberate aim, and fired.

Instantly the varmint wheeled, gave a yell,

and walked through thefence like a falling

tree would through a cobweb. I started

after, but was tripped up by my inexpres-
sibles ; and before I had really gathered my-
self up, I heard the old varmint groaning
in a thicket near by, like a thousand sin-

ners, and by the time I reached him he was
a corpse. Stranger, it took five niggers and

ma

|jr(

il

myself to put that carcase on a mule's baeli n

and old long-ears waddled under his load it

as if he was foundered in every leg of hi | Id

body ; and with a common whopper of a bar

he would have trotted off, and enjoy^
himself. 'Twould astonish you to kno«
how big he was ; I made a bed-spread of /d
skin^ and the way it used to cover my bar

mattress and leave several feet on each std«

to tuck up, would have delighted you. I

was in fact a creation bar, and if it ha(

lived in Samson's time, and had met him
in a fair fight, it would have licked him iia^.*

the twinkling of a dice-box. But, stranger
^i^^

I never liked the way I hunted him, o/Mi
|t;

missed him. There is something curiouj
^j;

about it I could never understand,—and ] , ;

never was satisfied at his giving in so eai%^ ^
at last. Perhaps, he had heard of my pw*

J,

parations to hunt him the next day, so he
j^,,

just come in, like Capt. Scott's coon, to
^^

save his wind to grunt with in dying ; but*

that ain't likely. My private opinion u^

that that bar was an unhuntdble bar^ o^n^hg^

died when his time come.'^T. B. Thorpe.
^

..<
•

•' -.

.ti i

ii

I

J
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Ir*.

THE MARINER'S COMPASS.
liV

ier''i

lierl
i

*' Then man no longer plied with timid oar
And failing heart along the windward shore ;

Broad lo the sky he turned his fearless sail

—

Defied the adverse, woo'd the favouring gjjle

;

Bared to the storm his adamantine breast,
Or soft on ocean's lap lay down to rest

;

While free as clouds the liquid ether sweep.
His white-winged vessels coursed th' unbounded deep

;

From clime to clime the wanderer loved to roam

—

The waves his heritage, the world his home."

IE the originators of many other use-

inventions, the inventor of the mari-
s compass is unknown. Some writers
e named Flavio Gioja, who lived in

thirteenth century
;
yet Guyot de Pro-

5*» a troubadour, or Proven9al poet,
J lived a hundred years before, speaks
the loadstone as useful to navigation,
. as called the Mariner's Stone. Others
ribe the invention to the French, others,
in, to the English, while the Chinese
said to have been acquainted with it

ch earlier than any other people in
world.

Ir. T. S. Davis has elaborately investi-

ed the history of the compass, and he
erts that itwas used bv the Chinese, under
name of the Tche-chy (directing stone),

mt 2604 years B.C. It passed from
TA through the Arabs, and was first

>d in Europe after the crusades. The
i^^er of the loadstone to act on iron, not
'} polaritv, was known to the Greeks.
nchoniatho ascribes to Chrouus the in

ition of " Batulia, or stones that moved
having life." Clironus lived about 2800,
i, if so, the discovery passed from
estern Asia into China.
The mariner's compass is an object not

!y of great curiosity, but also of great
portance, when considered with regard
the interests, the security, and the
ints of mankind. In the old time the
feeks would not venture out into the
en sea ; the ships coasted along the
ore, it being necessary to remain in

jht of land. Some island or some
ountain height served them as guides in

c day-time, and when the night came on,

(e position, rising, and setting of the
8trs answered the same purpose. But
f the aid of the compass the navigator
m now range the most distant and un-
equented seas with perfect security as
» his course, and with certainty that he
lall in due time arrive at the place of his
estination.

Before describing the mariner's compass
, is necessary to explain a few of the
feenomena of magnetism, from which
ts power and usefuln^^ are derived.

The only natural magnet with which we
are acquainted is the loadstone, a mineral
of a dark iron-grey colour, approaching to
black, found in great abundance in the
iron-mines of Sweden, in some parts of
the East, in America, and sometimes,
though rarely, among the iron- ores of
England. There is a property peculiar
to this substance—namely, that of attract-
ing iron, which it draws into contact
with its own mass, and holds firmly
attached by its own power of attraction.
A piece of loadstone drawn several

times along a needle or small piece of iron
converts it into an artificial magnet. If
this magnetised needle be then carefully
balanced, so as to move easily on its centre,
it will voluntarily turn round, until one of
its ends points towards the north ; and, if
removed from this direction, will, when
left at liberty, invariably turn to the same
point. The magnetised needle also pos-
sesses the power of attracting iron, and of
communicating this power to another
piece of iron or steel similar to that of the
loadstone itself, in proportion to the in-
tensity ofthe magnetic property which has
been imparted to it.

The magnetic power can also be im-
parted to iron or steel, without the inter-
vention of either a natural or artificial
magnet. If a bar of steel or iron is held
in a slanting direction, thus

the upper end of the bar S leaning to the
south, and the other end N to the north,
and while in this position it is struck
smartly at the lower end with a hammer,
the bar itself resting against an anvil or
other piece of iron, it will be found to
possess the properties of a magnet, and if
nicely balanced upon its centre the endN will swing round until it points to the
north.

Another very curious property is this.
It the end of a needle pointed to the
north be brought near to the end of a
second needle pointing in the same direc-
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tioD, they will move away from each
oilier: but if the iiortli end of one is

brought near to tlic south end of the other
they will be mutually attracted and ap-
proach each other. That end of the mag-
net which points to the north is said to be its

north-pole, and the opposite is called its

south pole.

The magnetic power can be given to
either iron or steel : iron receives it more
readily, but very soon parts with it ; steel,

on the contrar}', is not so easily magnet-
ised, but when once that end is gained
it becomes a permanent magnet. The
powers of either a natural or artificial

magnet may be destroyed in several ways
—by a red lieat, by a stroke of lightning,

or even by being laid in an injudicious
position.

Tliese are a few of the principal laws of
the power called magnetism, but tiie cause
of this power we may never be able to
discover. The most plausible theor3' is

tiiatthe earth itself contains, or is in fact,

an enormous magnet ; that one of its

magnetic poles is situated somewhere in

the north, and the other in the south. The
principle on which the mariner's compass
is formed may from a knowledge of the
above facts be easily understood.
A magnet made like the hand of a

clock, with that end which points to the
north shaped like the head of an arrow,
is carefully balanced on a steel point, and
placed inside a circular box, and to this is

attached a card on which the divisions of
north, south, east, and west (or, as they
are called, the points of the compass) are
printed, and which is made to go round
along with the needle. By simply look-
ing at the position of the needle, the mari-
ner can see the direction in which the
vessel is sailing, and regulate his steering
accordingly.
About the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury it was discovered that the needle
not point directly to the north, but
its direction was somewhat to the ea*

that point, and this has since been ca
the variation of the compass. To accc
for this it was supposed tliat the magn
pole of the earth did not coincide v
tliat of the axis on which the globe it

turned. Subsequent observations app
to have confirmed this theory, and
northern raametic pole is supposed to

situated in the north-west extremity
Baffin's Bay.
Captain Parry, in his voyageof discov

to the North Seas, discovered that wl
he had passed to the north of a certi

spot, to the westward of Hudson's Str;

the needle, w^hicli had previously hi

varying to an extreme degree, absolutij

went half round the compass away fi

its proper direction towards the nort

that is, the north pole pointed due sou
and this continued to be the case until

had sailed considerably further nor:

Whether this powerful local attracti

had any reference to the real magnd
pole, fui-ther observations will perha
determine.
A very remarkable circumstance at ten

the variation of the compass, and the cau
of it has hitherto eluded the researc*

of philosophers.

AVhen it was first noticed, the magnet
needle in London pointed some degree&i

the east of the true north. This variatki

gradually became less, till at length,!

the 3^ear 1660, it agreed with the nort

pole of the earth ; it then gradually bega
to vary to the west, till in the year 182

the variation amounted to nearly twent}
five degrees. Since that time it has w
creased, being at present about tweu^
four degrees of a circle of three hundp^
and sixty.

I <jpl

rj':

si:

COAL A GEOLOGICAL PROOF OF THE DIVINE BENEVOLENC|

If a created and intelligent being
from some other sphere had alighted

on tliis globe during that remote
period when the vegetation now dug
out of the coal formation covered the sur-

face with its gigantic growth, he mi^ht
have felt as if here was a v.aste of creative

power. Va^t forests of sigiilaria, lepi-

dodendra, conifer^e, cycrda) and tree

ferns would have waved over his head
with their imposing though sombre foliage,

while the lesser tribes of calamities and
cquisetacese would have filled the inter-

vening spaces; bnt no vertebral animal

would have been there to enjoy and e||

liven the almost universal solitude. W*
then he must have inouired, is there s ,

a profusion of vegetable forms and such
colossal development of individual planti

To what use can such vast forests be

applied ? But let ages roll by, and tliat

same being revisit our world at the pre-

sent time. Let him traverse the 3itt]<-

island of Britain, and see tliere fiftecu

thousand steam-engines nioved by
dug out of the earth, and produced
these same ancient forests. Let him
tliesa engines performing th« work
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^liet;

2^0115
Ji

titremii

tlie

millions of men, and moving maclii-
ijT which accomplishes what would
Liire the unaided labours of three or

r hundred millions of men, and he
Id not doubt but such a result was one
the objects of that rank vegetation

lich covered the earth ere it was fit for

residence of such natures as now dwell
:.n it. Let him go to the coal-fields of

ler countries, and especially those of
United States, stretching over one

[idred and fifty thousand square miles,

taining a quantity absolutely inex-

listible, and already imparting comfort
fiiillions of the inhabitants, and giving
and energy to every variety of manu-
ture through the almost entire length

f:hi3 country, and destined to pour out
ir wealth through all coming time, long

fer the forests shall all have been level-

'—and irresistible must be the convic-

|q up^i his mind, that here is a beauti-

example of prospective benevolence on

the part of the Deity. In those remote
ages, while yet the earth was unfitted for
tlie higher races of animals that now
dwell upon it, it w"is eminently adapted
to nourish that gigantic flora which would
produce the future fuel of the human race,
when that crown of all Grod's works
should be placed upon the earth. Ere
that time those forests must sink beneath
the ocean, be buried beneath deposits of
rock thousands of feet thick. But during
all that period all those chemical changes
which are essential to convert them into
coal would be accomplished, and at last

man would find access, by his ingenuity
and industry, to the deep-seated beds
whence his fuel might be drawn. Nor
would these vast repositories fail him till

the consummation of all things. Surely
there was no waste, but there was a far-

reaching plan of benevolence, in the pro-

fusion of vegetable life in the earlier

periods of our planet.-

ALMANACKS IN OLDEN TIMES.

£E almanack of our ancestors was completely sui generis ; it v/as not sufficient for

e to know the seasons, weathers, and predilections of man and beast, but dive

must into the coming political events. It was necessary that the whole chain
events should be laid before him, as far as the combined systems of prophecy
uld accomplish the work. Since, therefore, modern prophecy is so closely

nnected with the et cetera of almanacks, it may not be irrelevant to malce a few
nervations on this curious and interesting branch of inquirj'.

The pretended source of foreknowledge was generally through the agency of

mjured spirits. The following is translated from the Clavicula Solomonis^ of
hich there is a manuscript in the Sloanian collection in the British Museum.
** The first spirit is Bael, ruling in the East over sixty-six legions of angels ; his

incipal power is to make mortals invisible. The lamen^ when known, is a sufficient

reservative against his influence. The Solomonic spirits are seventy-two in number.
he chief kings may be bound between nine and twelve o'clock in the morning, and
cm three o'clock till sunset ; marquises, from three o'clock till nine in the evening,

cm nine o'clock at night till sunrise ; dukes, from sunrise till noon, in fine weather
rily

;
prelates, any hour of the day ; and knights, from the dawn of day till sunrise,

ad from four o'clock p.m. till sunset."

This is circumstantial enougli. We take an example, in pure jargon, from
aether MS. in the British Museum :

—

** O you great, mighty, and pov/erful King jVmaimon, who bears rule by the power of

be supreme God Elover, all spirits, both superior and inferior, of the infernal order,

a the dominion of the East, I invocate and comcnand you, by the especial and true

lame of God, and by God that you w^orship, and by the seal of your creation, and
»y the most mighty and powerful name of God Jkhovah Tetragrammaton, who
ast you out of heaven, with all other infernal spirits, and by all the most powerful and
;reat names 'of God, who created heaven, and earth, and hell, and all things contained

a them, and by their powers and virtues, and by the name PrixMeUxVIaton, who
flbmmandeth the whole host of heaven, that you cause, enforce, and compel the spirit N
to come unto me here before this circle, in a fair and comely shape, without doing any
iarm unto me, or any other creature, to answer truly and faithfully to all my requests,

Jiat I may accomplish my will and desires in knowing or obtaining any matter or thing
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which by office you know is proper for hiiu to perform or accomplish, through the p<

of God Elover, who createth and disposeth both celestial, aerial, terrestrial,

infernal
!"

The prophecies of Ambrose Merlin "wcrs those which obtained the gred

celebrity in the middle ages, and were interpreted by different writers with van
degrees of ingenuity, but with equal satisfaction and agreement. The followB^-^]

prophecies cannot, however, but be regarded as most remarkable coincidences :- '

** But a young lion he at length shall tame,

And send her empty back from whence she came.
Much trouble shall be made about the crown.

And kings soon raised, and as soon put down :'*

which is said to refer to the contest of the rival roses at the commencement of

fifteenth century. The next one is a most singular account of the murder of
princes by Richard :

—

** From the Herculean lion lately sphered,

And in his orb Jove himself endeared,

Shall shine two stars, without eclipse or cloud ;

But they, as to some sacred offering vowed.
Shall perish on the altar ere they grow
To that full splendour which the world they owe,

A hunch-back'd monster, who with teeth is born.

The mockery of art, and nature's scorn

—

Who from the womb preposterously is hurl'd,

And with feet forward thrust into the world

—

Shall, from the lower earth on which he stood.

Wade every step he mounts here deep in blood.

He shall to the height of all his hopes aspire,

And, cloth'd in state, his ugly shape admire.

But when he thinks himself most safe to stand,

Fi'om foreign parts a native whelp shall land.

Who shall the long divided blood unite,

By joining of the Red Lion with the White.'

*

But this is not much more remarkable than the following, from the propheci
of Michael Nostradamus :

—

** The blood of the innocent shall cause want and misery at London,
Burnt down to the ground in the year which is sixth after sixty

;

Such a fall will the old matron have from her high seat. ^
Then shall a great many of one and the same sect be killed :"

^y T'

or than tho following, which also relates to the Great Fire of London, and wh||
,

was written in 1652 :

—

*' Shall London, after this, be burnt, sir ? Where
Will the fire first begin ? At Westminster,

Or at Pi/e Corner^ sir, among the cookes ?

If starres can't tell^ou, pray, what say your bookes ?"

As, however, Westminster and Pye Corner were the two extremities of ife n^

Metropolis, this is not so marvellous.

The following prophecy is stated to have been found in an old almanack :

—

'* By the power to see through the ways of heaven,

In one thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven

Will the year pass away without any spring,

And on England's throne shall not sit a king." ^

The following are amongst some of the most curious early printed almanacks :

*' 1. Pronostycacyon of Mayster John Thybault, Medycyner and Astronomer of tik

Emperyall Majestic, of the year of our LordeGod, MCCCCCXXXIIJ., comprehendi

the iiij. partes of this yere, and of the influence of the mone, of peas and wane, and

the skynesses of this yere, with the constellacious of them that be under the vij. planet

and the revolueions of kynges and princes, and of the eclipses and comets. 4to."

^
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^J^Wjg. An Almiuacke and prodigious premonstration, made for the yeare of grace,

5. By Michael Nostradamus. 12mo. H. Denhara."

3. A Prognostication made for the yere of our Lorde God, 1579; wherein the

ige of the weather is briefly set foorth, and the rysyng of certayne notable starres,

, referred to the meridian of the citie of Chester. By Alexander Mouaslowe. 12mo.

hard Watkins."

4. The Kalender of Shepardes, fol. Richard Pynson."

"he following hints to husbandmen are sensible :
—

** Peers, go thou to the plough, and take with thee thy wife,5

Delve and drawe, sowe barly, whete, and rye ;

Of one make ten—this is a parfyte lyfe,

As sayth Aristotyle, in his philosophy.

<im Thou nede not studye to know astrology,

For if the wether be not to thy plesaunce,

Thank ever God, of his devyne ordenaunce/*

5. A Prognostication everlasting of right good effect. By Leonard Digges. 4to.*'

The editions of this work are very numerous, and are scarcely worth par-

ularising.

Che following extract is given in explanation of their methods of judging the

ather :

—

" Now ensue extraordinary tokens 'for the knowledge of the weather,

J
^ Some have observed evil weather to follow when water-fowls leave the sea, desiring

id ; when the fowls of the land fly high ; the crying of fowls about waters, and making
|»fr noises with their wings ; also the seas swelling with unusual waves. If beasts eat

Ijedily, if they lick their hoofs, if they suddenly move to and fro making a noise,

[sathing up the air with open nostrils, rain will follow. And the busy heaving of moles,

appearance of worm?, hens resorting to the roost covered with dust, declare rain.

lie ample working of the spinner in the air, the ant busied with her eggs, the bees in

jr weather not farre wandering, the continual prating of the crow, show tempest.

[hen the crow or raven gape against the sun in summer, heat followeth. If they busy
[emselves in washing, look for rain."

iT. Raynold printed the prognostication of Jasper Laet, " Doctor in Medycyne,**
[r the year lo24. In this we have specimens of weather predictions :

—

" The Disposiiion of the Summer.
" The summer of this year shall be dark at first, and sometimes fair weather, with
uch rain, tempest, thunder, and hail ; the mists that will certainly fall will be very
langerous for man's body. Moreover, the unhappy fire shall be marvelous dangerous,
'hereof every man make take heed. Many thieves shall reign this year, the which shall

[o great mischief.'*

" The Disjwsition (f the Harvest,
*' The harvest of this year shall be good in the beginning, and temperate, with thunder

fnd tempests of wind, after that changing with wind and rain, and much perilous for the
|ands and towns lying near the seaside, and especially Holland and Zealand.''

Of the nonsense with which almanacks of a sf)mewhat later period were filled, we
[nay instance the following couple of stanzas, from one of the year 1739 :

—

** A lawyer once thought surely he should die,

And ordered for a will immediately.

Quoth he
—

' My wealth, e'en all I have to leave,

I unto Bedlam freely do bequeathe.'

" His friends, uneasy, ask'd why so he did ?

* Perhaps,* said he, * the reason's from you hid.

I got it of madmen ; the case is plain :

Then 'tis but just I leave 't to them again.'
*'

Or the following, in MS. Harl. 5937, where we find the following singular
'sddress :—

-
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*' To all that buy Almanacks.
** Gentlemen : A good new year to ye ! and I believe you wish the like to us too,

that is but manners. But this is not all I have to say to ye. Do you think these shI

were printed for nothing ? No ; the bookseller swears, that if he thought you wcj

not have bought um, he would never have published um ; and he swears further, if I

don't buy um now, he will never print um again. Thus you see it is in your po
either to vex or please him. Do which you will, and so farewell.'*

Thus were the various tastes of almanack-buyers attempted to be satisfied.

WHAT IS POETRY? spot

cJ St

? WO

Many definitions have been attempted, and perhaps none is quite successful. " It it

says Aristotle, "imitation. ** It is,'' says Johnson, "the art of pleasing." *'Itk
says Elliott, ** impassioned truth." Were we asked the question, we should reply (i

as a definition, but a description), it is love—pure, refined, insatiable affection—for i

beautiful forms of this material universe, for the beautiful affections of the human sei|

for the beautiful passages of the history of the past, for the beautiful prospects wM
expand before us in the future : such love burning to passion, attired in imagery i''

speaking in music, is the essence and the soul of poetry. It is this which mdk
personification the life of poetry. The poet looks upon nature, not with the philosophf

as composed of certain abstractions, certain ** cold material laws ;" but he breathes upt

them, and they quicken into personal life, and become objects, as it were, of persoB

attachment. The winds, with him, are not cold currents of air, they are rcesseng6i

they are couriers—the messengers of destiny, the couriers of God ; the rainbow is not

mere prismatic effect of light, but to the poet, in the language of the son of Sirach, **

encompasseth the heavens with a glorious circle, and the hands of the Most High ha*^^

bended it ;" the lightning is not simply an electric discharge, it is a barbed arrow i

vengeance, it is winged with death ; the thunder is not so much an elemental uproar, ;

it is the voice of God ; the stars are not so much distant worlds, as they are eyes lookfeu

down on men with intelligence, sympathy, and love ; the ocean is not a dead mass «

waters, it is ** a glorious mirror to the Almighty's form ;" the sky is not, to the pdC ^-

a *' foul and pestilent congregation of vapours," it is a magnificent canopy, ** frett(

with golden fire ;" nay, to his anointed eye every blade of grass lives, every flower ht

its sentiment, every tree its moral, and -ifc

'' Visions, as poetic eyes avow,
Hang in each leaf, and cling to every bough."

This perpetual personification springs from that principle of love which teaches tl

poet not only to regard all men as his brethren, the whole earth as his home, butt
throw his own excess of soul into the dumb, deaf, and dead things, and to find even i' [1

them subjects of his sympathy and candidates for his regard. It was in this spirit ttt| ^
Sterne said, that were he in a desert he would love soriie cypress. It was in this spiri

that poor Burns did not disdain to address the mouse running from his ploughshare a f^

his *' fellow-mortal," and bespeak even the ill-fated daisy, which the same ploughshfll it

destroyed—say rather, transplanted into the garden of never-dying song :

—

til

*' Wee, modest, crimson-tipped flower,

Tiiou*st met me in an evil hour,
And I maun crush below the stoure

Thy feeble stem
;

To spare thee now is past my power,
Thou bonnie gem.

" Alas ! iu's no thy neebor sweet.
The blythesome lark, companion meet,
Bending thee 'mang the dewy weet,

Wi' speckled breast.
While upward springing, blythe to greet

The purpling east."

So long as love and the personifying principle springing from it exist, we are u
afraid for the decline or fall of poetry.

—

Eclectic Review.
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COLUMNS FOR THE YOUXG.

^*WHEN 1 AM A MAN."

tic boy sat on a rounded stone,

|i the eve of an April day,

[bat by his side he had carelessly thrown,
bile he wiped the sweat away,

jsoft hair floated in glossy curls,

|idhis eye was an eye of blue,

his Toice was that of a merry girl's,

hhe spoke of the days in view.

ooked at the sky, and he fondly thought i

[lat life was as pure and bright,
j

the golden flush that his vision caught
lied his mind with a child's delight. |

rich array of the countless flowers i

[e saw with a brightening eye, [hours
j

he wondered how soon his boyhood's
j

['ould be over, and manhood nigh. I

[«w a fine house with.its spreading lawn,
Ind the coach as it rolled to the gate,

(which the old squire on his visits was
drawn,

[•"ith the footman to listen and wait.

[I ho saw a gay throng as it passed aloi^g,

nd he thought of some boyish plan,

|1 he cried in a voice that was ringing and
strong,

I will have one, too, v.hen I am a man !"

" I'll have a fine house,
And I'll have a fine coach, [man ;

|i I'll have all fine things, when 1 am a
I'll ride all the day.
And have money to pay,

[i I'll do what I like, when I am a man I

'* I'll go round the world,
And I'll see all the things

I

be seen in the world, when I am a man !

Oh, I wish time would go.

For to me it's so slow

—

I want to know when I am a man !

"

[e blue-eyed boy wished, as he caught up
his hoop,

|.Vhich had fallen right down by his side,

d he hurried to look at a marching troop,

[Chat trod with a martial pride.

:d he went to his home, a cottage near by,
IW^here his mother was watching the door,

|id she looked with delight at his beaming
eye,

l^s he told her his plans o*er and o'er.

it she told him of things that were better

rhau the world and its seeming joy, [far

id pointing his eye to the Evening Star,

ppoke sweetly of Heav'n to her boy.

id when he laid down in the arms of sleep.

She knelt by his side in prayer, [to keep
hd she thought that the angels c?me down
Her bov as he slumbered there.

WANTED. AN HONE:=>T, INDUSTRIOU.« BOY.

We lately saw an advertisement, headed as

above. It conveys to every boy an impres-
sive moral lefson.

''An honest, industrious boy" is always
wanted. He will be suught, for : his services

will be in demand, he will be respected and
loved ; he ^vill be fpoken of in terms of high
commendation ; he will always have a home ;

he will grow up to be a man of known worth
and established character.

He will be wanted. The merchant will

want him for a salesman or a clerk; the
master mechanic will want him for an ap-

prentice or journeyman; those with a job

!
to let will want him for a contractor ; cii-

I

ents will want him for a lawyer
;
patients

for a physician; religious congregations

I

for a pastor; parents for a teacher of their

children, and the people for an officer.

I He v.ill be icanted. Townsmen will want
;

him as a citizen ; acquaintances as a neigh-
; buur ; neighbours as a friend ; families as

: a visitor ; the world as an acquaintance

;

i
nay, girls will want him as a beau, and

i finally as a husband.

I

An honest, industrious boy ! Just think

!
of it, boys ! will you answer this description ?

i Can you apply for thii situation ? Are you
! sure that you will be wanted ? You may
• be smart and active, but that does not fill

the requisition—are you lionest f You ratiy

be capable—are you indAistriotis ? You
may be well dressed, and create a favour-

1
able impression at first sight—are you b.;tli

*' honest and industrious ?'* You may
apply for a gocd situation—are you sure

j
that your friends, teachers, acquaintances
c=^n recommend you for these qualities? No
readiness or aptness for business will do
it. You must be honest and industrious

—

must work and labour; then will your ap-

plication for places of prufit and trust Ge

almost certain to succeed.

WORK ! WORK I

I HATE seen and heard of people who
thought it beneath them to work—to em-

j

ploy themselves industriously in some u?e-

;
furiabour. Beneath them to work ! Why,
work is the great motto of life; and he
who accomplishes the most by his industry

is the most truly great man ; aye, and is the

most distinguished man among his fellows,

too. And the man who so far forgets his

duty to himself, his fellow-creatuies, and
his God—who so far forgets the great busi-

ness of life as to allow his energies to

stagnate in inactivity and uselessness, had
better die ; for, says holy writ, *•' He that
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ivill not work, neither shall he eat." An
idler is a cumberer of the ground ; a weari-
ness and curse to himself, as v/ell as to
those around him.
Beneath human hemgs tov:orkl Whv,

\vhat but the continued industry that brings
forth the improvement that never allows
man to be contented with any attainment
he may have made, or any work he may
have effected—what but this raises man
above the brute creation, and, under Provi-
dence, surrounds him with comforts,
luxuries, refinements, and physical, moral,
and intellectual blessings ? The great
orator, the great poet, and the great scholar,
are great working men. Their vocation is

infinitely more laborious than that of any
handicraftsman. And the student's life has
more anxiety than that of any other man

;

and without the perseverance, the attention
of real industry, he never can succeed.
Hence the number of mere pretenders to
cholarship, of those who have not the
irength and industry to be real scholars,

but stop half way, and are mere smatt
a shame to the profession.
Beneath human beings to voork ! Loo

the artist's studio, the poet's garret, ^

the genius of immortality stands rea
seal his works with her ineffaceable si

and then you will see industry standh
her side.

Beneath human beings to work !

had rather a child of mine should
regularly at the lowest and meanest ett
ment than waste its time, its body, u
and soul in folly, idleness, and usele
Better to wear out in a year than
out in a century.
Beneath human beings to work ! \

but work has tilled our fields, clothed
bodies, built our houses, raised _

,

churches, printed our books, cultivated ^'

rninds ?—and, without work—work of
right sort and persevered in,—how f

man obtain a fitness for a better stat

existence ?

1

TO OUR " FRENCH" CORRESPONDENTS.

Tin

The terms of satisfaction and gratitude in which our Correspondents express th( -

selves as to the practical "Lessons" we have furnished, and the rewards we Jli|fm

bestowed on their laudable industry, amply repay us for the pains we have ti

and the unusual methods to which we have resorted for their benefit and j

couragement. Many of the prizes have by this time reached their destination,

others are waiting for more definite directions. We feel proud of our pupils ; {

they "will, no doubt, feel an honest pride while reading the important Volume
have presented to them, or while exhibiting it to their friends. Let them per |P

vere in the study of the language and in the study of that Volume, and they,'

well as ourselves, will have every day additional reason to rejoice that '* Easy L

'

sons in French" ever appeared in the Working Man's Friend.

One correspondent, however, who signs himself " GriLLAUME,'* ventures to e

press doubt as to the integrity of the transaction in reference to the prizes, and ev

goes so far as to insinuate that the names we furnished at the close of our 25

Lesson, or at least a portion of them, are fictitious. The terms in which he h

addressed us are uncourteous in the extreme ; we will, however, assure him th

if he had happened to have called in at our office a few days since, he wou
have seen two long rows of very neatly-bound French Bibles, duly pack(

and labelled with the names and addresses of the successful competitors. Whi
** Guillaume" doubts, some score or more of these competitors are rejoicing

absolute certainty.
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

loun-substantive ; a. adjective ; ad. adverb

Sstrapa'de, s. the rearing and kicking
[an ungovernable horse.

ISstra-y', s. any valuable tame animals
|md wandering at large within any manor
lordship, and whose owner is unknown.

ISsTREA^T, s, a true copy of an original

iting ; v.a. to take from by way of fine.

IBs'tuary, s, an arm of the sea ; a frith.

Estua'tion, s, a boiling, an agitation, a

[(nmotion.

[Es'urine, a. corroding, eating, con-

Iming.

[Bta't-major, 5. (French) a specific

mber of officers belonging to the same
Irps.

[Etch'ing, s. a species of engraving. The
[pper-plate is coated with a peculiar var-

lih ; the design is next scratched or etched
. the metal by means of a species of needle,

pointed tool of steel ; a border of wax is

|en placed round the plate, and the work
" bitten in " the required depth with

[uafortis.

Et'esian, a, relating to such winds as

pw at stated times of the year.

IE'ther, s, pure air ; a pure element ; in

lemistry^ ether is a volatile, fragrant, in-

[immable, and intoxicating liquid, obtained
[r distilling a mixture of sulphuric acid and
cohol.

Ethe'real, a. heavenly, refined, pure.

'Eth'ics, s. ^/. the science which relates

our mental affections, especially as they
f'e virtuous or vicious, right or wrong

;

iorals.

'Eth'nic, a. heathenish; s» a heathen;
|ie who has no faith in revealed religion.

I

]5thnoi/oqy, s, a treatise on nations.

Ethol'ogy, s. a treatise on morals, or the
Idence of ethics.

Etiola'tion, s. the operation of whiten-
|ig plants by excluding the sun from them.

Ettoi/ogy, s. an account of the causes of

[aything ; an account of the causes of a
[isease.

Etiquett'e, s. ceremonious form.

Etui', Etwee', 5. a case for pocket in-

[k*uments, as scissors, knife, &c.

Etymol'ogy, s, the original, or deriva-
[ton of words ; the science which explains
ke nature and meaning of words by point-
jag out how they have been formed.

Et'ymon, s. an original, a primitive word.

Ex^'CHARiST, 5. the act of thanksgiving •

; V. verb ; v.a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neUter,

the sacramental act called ** the Com*
munion," or the "Lord's Supper."

Euchol'ogy, .9. a formulary of prayers.

Eu'CHYMY, s. a good state of the blood.

Eu'cRASY, s, a good habit of the body.

Eudiom'eter, s. an instrument to deter-
mine the salubrity of the air.

Eu'geny, s, nobleness of birth.

Eulo'gium, Eu'logy, s, praise, enco-
mium.
Eu'nomy, s, a constitution of good laws.

EuPEP'sY, s. good and perfect digestion.

Eupho'nious, a. sweetly sounding
;

musical ; agreeable.

Euroc'lydon, s. a tempestuous north-
east wind,

Eu'rythmy, s. harmony, symmetrical
measure.

Eu'thanasy, s. an easy death.

EvANEs'cEXT, a. imperceptible, vanish-
ing.

Evaxgel'ical, a, agreeable to the Gospel
of Christ.

Evan'gelism, s, the propagation of the
Gospel.

Evan'gelist, s. a messenger of good
news ; a writer or preacher of the Gospel,
the good news of salvation.

Evan'ish, V, to escape from perception.

EVAPORa'tion^, s. the process by which a
body i^ converted into vapour, and so car-
ried o.fF.

Evaporom'eter, s. an instrument for
ascertaining the evaporation of fluids.

Evec'tion, s. exaltation ; a carrying out.

Eventila'tion, s. a fanning or winnow-
ing ; a sifting out ; an examination.

Ever'sion, s. the act of overthrowing.

Evic'tion", s. a proof, evidence, convic-
tion ; the act of dispossessing or turning
out.

Evin'cible, a. capable of proof or de-
monstration.

Evo'ke, v. a. to call out, summon, in-
voke.

Evola'tion, s. the act of flying away.
Evol've, v.a. to unfold ; to disentangle

;

to throw off in vapour.

Ev'olute, s. an original curve.

Evolu'tion-, s. the act of imfolding

;

manoeuvring of troops. See,

Ew'er, s. a vessel in which water U
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brought for washing the hands ; a water-

Exa'cerbate, v.a. to embitter ; to ex-

asperate.

Exag'oerate, v.a. to hoichten, to ag-
gravate; to enlarge or amplify; to heap up.

Exa'men", s. the needle of a balance.

Exanthem'ata, 8. eruptions, pustules.

Ex'arcii, s, a dignitany of the Greek
Ciiurch ; the title of the governor of Italy
under the Byzantine emperors.

EXCAXDES^'CEXCE, EXCAXDES'CEXCY, S.

the state of growing hot
;
Jigurativcly, the

state of growing angry.

Excava'tiox, s, a hollow formed ; a
cavity.

Ex'cERPTS, 5. a passage selected ; an ex-
tract.

Excha'nge, s. the act of bartering ; the
placa where merchants meet; the balance
of money of different nations. A Bill of
Exckrmge is a note ordering the payment of
money at a certain time. Exchange brokers
are those who negotiate the purchase or sale
of foreign bills of exchange.

^.xCHECt'uER, 5. the pub'ic treasury. The
.E ccheqiier Court consists of two divisions :

one exercises jurisdiction in all ca'-es re-
lating'to the customs and excise, and over
revenue matters ge'.erally. The other divi-

sion is subdivided into a court of common
law, in which all personal actions may be
brought, and a court of equity, where suits

in equity may be commenced and prose-
cuted. Excli-iquer Bills form the principal
part of the unfunded debt of this country.
The=e bills are issued, under the authority
of Parliament, for sums varying from £100
to £1,000, and bear interest.

Exci'se, ,9. a tax levied upon commodi-
ties. Excise duties^ is the name given to

taxes or duties levied upon articles of con-
sumption which are produced within the
kingdom.

Excis'ivOX; s. cutting off; extirpation;
destruction.

Exci'tant, 5. a Siimulait ; something
which rouses, excites, or stirs up.

Excoct', v.a. to make by boiling.

Excommunica'tion, s. exclusion from
the communion of the Church ; the highest
ecclesiastical censure which can be pro-
nounced by a spiritual judge.
Exco'riate, v.a. to strip off the ?kiu.

Excortica'tion, 5. a pulling the bark off

any'hrng.
ExCREb'CEXCE, s. a tumour ; superfluous

flesh, &c., growing out of any part of the
body.
Excke'tiox, 5. the ejection, or casting

out, of any animal substance.

I

aer

01'

lioK

tlie'

ExcRu'ciATE, I'.rt. to torture, to torn

Excuba'tiox, s. the act of watchiDf
night.

Exculpa'tiox, 5. the act of clearing 1

alleged blame.

Excur'sive, a. rambling, digrcFi

wandering.

Execra'tiox, s. a curse ; an imprecat

Execu'tiox, s. a performance ; in la-

seizure ; death inflicted according to fc

of law ; capital punishment ; slaughter.

ExEC'uTiVE, s. bodies not legislativ

having power to act, as committees,

ExEC/UTOR, 5. one entrusted to p
the will of a person deceased.

Exege'sis, s, an explanatory discoufii

Exem'plar, s. a pattern, a copy, ati

ample.

Exen'terate, v,a. to take out
bowels.

Ex'EauiES, s. jil. funeral rites ; the ce

mony of burial.

Exercita'tion, s, exercise, practice, u

Exep/gue, s. the plain circular space j
within the edge of a medal.

Exe'sion, v.n. eating through.

Exfolia'tion, s. a process by whicli

corrupted part of a bone separates fr

the sound part.

Exhala'tiox, s. evaporation, fo^L
vapour.

Exiiaus'tion, 5. the act of drawing c

or draining.

Exhuma'tiox, s. the act of unburyiu
or removing out of the.grave.

Exig'uous, a. small, diminutive, slcndi

Ex'ile, s. banishment; a person ]^
ished.

Ex'iT,5. a departure ; a going out of ai

place ; death.

Ex'mixister, s. a late minister ; e

pre5idcn^, ear-treasurer, ea:-secretary, *A<

is used to denote one who has fill:d the o:

of pre/ident, &c., but who has rcsigne

or been removed from it.

Ex'oDUS, s. a going forth, or joumeyfujiif

from a place ; this name is given to

second book of Moses, in th(" Bible, becaol

it contains the narrative of the journey'^

the Israelites from Egypt.

Ex'oGENS, s. pi. the largest primary cb^

in the vegetable kingdom; so named i

consequence of their woody matter bcin

augmented by additions to the outside '

that which is first formed near the centre.

Exon'eratr, v.a. to unload; to ui

burden ; to free from any charge or respo^

s ibilitv.

L.
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THE SESSION OF PARLIAMENT AND THE RECESS.

NGLAND stands at the head of the nations : not that she is free from abuses, but
lat her citizens have the power of redressing them all, and preventing their

jcurrence. In other countries the people groan under all sorts of corruptions and
ppressions without the means of exerting themselves, except at the risk of life,

ft their overthrow. On the contrary, we, with very little effort, and with
jarcely a single loss, can correct, if not everything, yet much that is wrong in the

tate or the Church. In this work we need no other weapons than our tongues

nd our pens. This fact is well known to the patrons of arbitrary power, and
ierefore they occasionally employ agents to advocate violence, or resort to arms,

lat they may create an uproar, and frighten the wealthy portion of the community
gainst any concession to the working classes. "We are thankful to know that,

1 England at least, the masses are beginnmg to see that the best sword is the

mgue, and that when this is tempered, sharpened with truth and equity and
eace, there is nothing can stand before it.

In this country we do everything that is done well and effectually by talking ;

nd perhaps it was out of deference to this truly English and Christian mode of

roceeding that our houses of legislation were called Parliament Houses, that is

talking houses ;*' for we need scarcely tell our readers that the word " Parliameiif

omes from the French ** parler, to speak, or talk,'' Some smile at the appro-

riateness of the name, because they say that too many of our senators ^re mere
alking machines, a *^ vojc et prceterea nihil;" ** a voice, and nothing else;" and

hat in them is fulfilled the old saying, *^ Multum eloquenticSy sapientim parum ;'*

•plenty of words, little -wisdom ;'* but still though these men often talk much and
little purpose, yet we must not condemn a good thing because it is abused or

lot used at all. The idea is good ; tyranny, injustice, slavery, vice, and irreligion

.re to be talked out of the world ; and the reign of liberty, virtue, and happiness is

o be talked in. Wickedness, whether in the court, the senate, the mart, or the

workshop, is of such]an ethereal character, that swords, bayonets, cannon-balls, and

ucifer matches can never reach it. The tongue and the pen are the only things

hat can grapple with it. You must talk or write it down, or it will live in spite

)f all fines, gaols, and tortures.

Well, our Parliament men have had another session of talking, and, unless the

lewspapers are very great calumniators, have talked a great deal of small talk

ttdeed. They have sat one hundred and sixteen days, and have continued talking for

^ht hundred and eighty -sia; hours, being at the rate oi seven Aowr* a day ; the

iumber of words they have used during that time would be a curious calculation, and

particularly so if we went from addition to the second rule of arithmetic, and sub-

tracted the useful from those which were of no use at all. However, they have

worked sometimes long after midnight, and have two hundred and twenty-six times

been so di-sdded in opinion as to come to a ** division." It must, therefore, be con-

fessed that there has been a good deal of work, of some sort or other, done, for

there have been no fewer than one hundred and six bills which have received the

^royal assent. But after so many hours occupied and labour bestowed, our working

' friends may ask how much they or the country have gained from all this toil ? and

if we omit the abolition of the Window-tax, we fear that they might consume a
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period equal to the whole session without finding anything that can advance the

happiness or prosperity of the nation. Still we have the assessed taxes in various

forms injuring the country, and interfering with the comfort of the people. The

taxes on knowledge still remain to prevent the people from having cheap books,

The duty on papery on advertisements, and the stamp duty, are a burden which lies

heavily on the operative by robbing him of labour ; which prevents the sale ol

property to the amount of some millions annually ; and which also excludes

thousands from the acquisition of useful knowledge in every department of infor-

mation and learning. Still church-rates remain, and the great military and naval

expenditure continues with little reduction ; enormous pensions for the rich, who

have no claim to them, are still wrung from the hard earnings of the poor ; the

Income-tax, with its inequalities and enormities, is saddled on us for another year,

and the franchise, with a large number of other rights, are still withheld from a

large portion of the working classes. In political affairs there is an Augean stable

to be cleansed, and we liave scarcely a dozen men out of six hundred who are

willing to do justice to the whole population, by ridding the country of the abuses

that to this moment thrive under the sanction of the laws.

Such then has been the session and its fruits, if fruits we can call them, when

there is hardly any worthy of notice. We are now come to the recess, and the

question is—What can be done ? Our rulers have left Parliamentary- and Finan-

cial Reform just where they were when they commenced their first sitting ; and as

no constitutional change can take place without the consent of the Lords and the

Commons, what must now be adopted to produce the necessary reforms ? Our

reply is easy. There is an influence outside the walls of St. Stephen's which has

again and again made its senators submit. And, perhaps, we may say that, gene-

rally speaking, every measure has to be discussed and carried in our public meet-

ings, workshops and families, before it becomes the law of the land. The people

in this country are a Parliament to which all Parliaments are compelled to bow.

The questions of Slavery and of the Corn-laws were thus settled by the public long

before there was a majority in their favour in either of our houses of legislation.

And should the present recess be employed as it ought to be, 1852 would be as

profitable as 1851 has been useless. All we have to do is to begin to sit now the

Parliament has risen. We must all, both men and women, belong to the People's

Parliament, There must be incessant talking about these matters. By our fire-

sides, with our husbands and wives, and with our sons and daughters ; in the fields

and the workshops, with every mechanic, operative, and labourer ; and in public

meetings there must be plenty of outspeaking, though no treasonable language.

It must be borne in mind that it is not the Constitution which is to blame, and

therefore we need not breathe a word in favour of revolution. The Monarch, also,

is not to be condemned, and must not be assailed. England never had a more

patriotic Sovereign, or one more disposed to subject herself to the laws, and rule

according to their letter and spirit, than Queen Victoria. There is not only dis-

loyalty and treason, but injustice and cruelty, in attacking a Monarch for govern-

ing according to the statutes which have been enacted, or are upheld, by the men
\

whom we have sent to Parliament to legislate in our name and stead. Nor is it

fair to lay all the guilt at the door of the nobility, because without the Commons

they are powerless. And, finally, we need not condenm all, because some things

are wrong. A man would be wors^ than][a common simpleton who should empty his
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"whole purse into the street and make an hour's speech against all sorts of money,

because he has been duped with a few bad sixpences or sovereigns. And the

counterpart of this is the proposition of some of our would-be reformers ; for, be-

cause we have many corruptions among us, they would fain destroy everything,

and sweep all that is good away. They are like the man who cut off his hand be-

cause he had two sore fingers ; or like the Goths and Vandals of the dark ages,

who spared nothing that came in their way. Not only the people who withstood

them, but the innocents who were ready to serve them, and the statuary and archi-

tecture which would have adorned their churches and palaces, they devoted to de»

Struction.

The age for Gothic reforms and barbarian revolutions is gone. We are begin-

ning to discern between *• good and evil," and thus are proving that we are growing

out of the dotage of childhood. Hereafter, we intend to act like the fishermen,,

who placed the wholesome fish in their vessels and cast the unwholesome away.

We have ten thousand valuable liberties and privileges as Britons, which it would

be sacrilege to touch. These we must rally round and preserve as our dearest

birthright ; and hand them down as heirlooms to the remotest posterity ; but then

we must beware that we are not dazzled with our greatness and advantages so as

to overlook the political and ecclesiastical corruptions that still pollute the land*

On these let our wrath and vengeance centre. Let us resolve to spare nothing

that is wrong or unjust. It is one of our highest national privileges that we may
speak out and condemn abuses ; and it is a glorious consideration that we can talk,

and argue, and shame them down. As we have said above, we want no other

weapons than our tongues. With these we can conquer and regenerate the land.

All other kind of arms have been tried, but they have failed, because swords cannot

reason, cannon-balls cannot legislate. They may chastise, but they cannot correct,

tyrants and despots. Were the next six months to be employed aright, and all

the injustice of our laws and taxes to be properly exposed, and the people to make
a reasonable, a bold, a firm, a united demand for their rights, the Parliament of

1852 would not assemble as mere idle, childish, twaddling talkers, but would

apply themselves vigorously to abolish the monster abuses under which we still

groan.

THE AEABS IN SPAIN.—No. VH.

In our last paper we brought the history of

the Arabs in Spain down to the end of the

Oiameyan dynasty. With it ended the

glory cf their power in the Peninsula. It

only remains to trace their decline, and
•hronicle the closing scenes in their ro-

mantic- history. To narrate many of these

in detail, would neither interest nor in-

struct the reader ; we shall therefore only

dwell upon such as occupy a somewhat
prominent place in their eventful annals.

After the dissolution of the Cordovan
Caliphate, most of the local governors
asserted their independence, and assumed
the title of kings. The chiefs, however,

who exercised the shattered relics of autho-

rity in the capital were unwilling thus

suddenly to permit this piecemeal sever-
ance of the empire ; and resolved to elect a
sovereign who should subdue the rebel
walls, and restore the ancient splendour of
the Cordovan kingdom. Their choice fell

upon Gehwar ben Mohammed, a chief of
great prudence, and of considerable enter-
prise. Aware of the arduous nature of the
government to which he was called, he
surrounded himself by a council chosen
from amongst the most distinguished citi-

zens, and without the advice of which he
did nothing. Cordova thus resembled rather
a republic than a monarchy. By wise and
judicious measures he reformed long-con-
tinued abuses, and introduced a degree of
tranquillity and of commercial activity un-
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known since the days of the great Almana-
sor. But the same success did not attend
h s eflforts to restore the supremacy of Cor-
dova. The insurgent governors maintained
their independence, and established their

usurped authority upon a firm basis.* To
recount the perpetually-recurring struggles
for ascendancy between these self-made
kings, their alliances, their transient
successes, or hopeless failures, would un-
profitably occupy more space than can be
given to these papers. All the purposes of
interest and instruction, however, will be
answered by our noticing such events as
were either signal in themselves, or exer-
cised more than a passing influence on the
condition of the Mohammedan portion of
the Peninsula.
The encroachments of Alphonso YI.,

King of Leon, and at last his capture of
Toledo, in the year 1085, induced the Mo-
hammedan princes to lay aside their mutual
jealousies, and unite in the adoption of
measures for the protection of their threat-
ened independence. Mohammed invited
the other princes of his faith to send their

representatives to Seville, to deliberate
upon the best means for warding off so
imminent a danger. The invitation was
readily accepted, and the chief cadis and
other officers of the different states as-

sembled in Seville. The suicidal cha-
racter of the dissensions in which the
Mussulman chiefs had indulged, then be-
came evident ; the inability of their united
strength to resist the arms of Alphonso
was seen, and foreign aid was acknowledged
to be their only hope. With this convic-
tion in their hearts, two of the most influ-

ential cadis proposed an appeal to Yussef
ben Taxin, the celebrated African con-
queror, whose arm alone seemed able to
preserve the faith of Islam in the Peninsula.
Abdalla ben Zagut, the Governor of Malaga,
alone perceived the danger of such a course,
and had courage to oppose the embassy
to which the rest of his colleagues agreed.
"You mean to call in the aid of the

* Mohammedan Spain was thus divided :

—

Gehwar reigned in Cordova; Mohammed ben
Ismail ben Abid, who was the first to assume the
powers of royalty, swayed the sceptre of Seville

;

Edris ben Ali g-overned Malaga with equal inde-
pendence; Algeziras also had its king; Habus
ben Maksan ruled over Elviia and Granada;
Valencia, which soon included Almeria and
Denia, was governed by Abdelasis Abul Hassan ;

Abdalla Muslema ben Alaftas was sovereign of
Badajoz, and acknowledged head of all the con-
federated governors of Algarve and Lusitania ;

Toledo was subject to the powerful Ismail ben Dy-
luun, who, like the King of Seville, secretly
aspired to the government of all Mohammedan
Spain ; Huesca and Saragossa were likewise sub-
ject to rulers of their own.

Almoravides !" protested Abdalla. " Are
you ignorant that these fierce inhabitants of
the deserts resemble their own native tigers?

Suffer them not, I beseech you, to enter th^
fertile plains of Andalusia and Granada!
Doubtless, they would break the iron
sceptre which Alfonso intends for us ; but
you would still be doomed to wear th^
chains of slavery. Do you not know that
Yussef has taken all the cities of Almagreb
—that he has subdued the powerful tribes

of the east and west,—that he has every-
where substituted despotism for liberty and
independence ?'*

The aged and patriotic son of Zagut
warned in vain. He was even accused o£
being a secret partisan of the Christian
king; and the embassy was decreed. His'
voice, however, was not the only one which
was raised against it. Al Raxid, the son of
Mohammed, shared the same prophetic
feeling, and, after the assembly had broken
up, warned his father of the catastrophe
to which the invitation would inevitably

lead.
** Anything, " answered Mohammed,

" rather than Andalusia should become the
prey of the Christians ! Dost thou wish the

Mussulmans to curse me ? I would rather

become an humble shepherd—a driver of
Yussefs camels than reign dependent on
these Christian dogs ! But my trust is in
Allah."

** May Allah protect both thee and thy
people," replied Al Raxid mournfully, who
saw that the die of fate was cast.

Yussef, the celebrated and dreaded war-
rior to whom application for aid had been
decreed, was the successor ofAbu Bekir, the
founder of the new African Empire of

Morocco. Shortly before the letters of

Mohammed reached him, he had completed
the subjugation of Fez, and made himself
master of all the wide-spread regions of

north-eastern Africa. Omar, the King of

Badajoz, had previously sought his help
against the Spanish Christians, but he re-

fused to interfere in the affairs of the Pe-
ninsula, as he had not then sufiiciently

consolidated his newly-formed empire at

home. When the embassy, however, from
Mohammed reached Morocco, he was in the
possession of a peaceful and extended em
pire, and readily acceded to undertake an
expedition, from which he resolved to

obtain greater benefits than the friendship

and gratitude of the Peninsular princes of

his faith. The unsuspecting Mohammed
readily consented to entrust him with the
fortress of Algeziras, and the artful Moor
soon after crossed the Straits of Gibraltar
at the head of a mighty armament. When
he landed in Andalusia, Alfonso was besieg-
ing Saragossa. At the head of all th«

i
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fiorrces he could muster, the Christian prince

adyanced to meet the African, whom he
encountered on the plains of Zalaca, be-

tween Merida and Badajoz. Victory at

first seemed to incline towards the Chris-

tian arms ; but the advance of Yussef, at

the head of a large reserve, turned the

fortune cf the day, and gained him the

battle, at the cost, however, of 24,000 men.
After a few unimportant \ictories, gained
for the Arab princes, he openly threw off

the mask, and commenced his career of

subjugating the Peninsula for himself.
Abdalla ben Balkin, the King of Granada,

vras the first victim of African perfidy. His
brother Timur ben Balkin, the sovereign
df Malaga, was in the same manner de-
spoiled of his territory. The too-trustful

Miohammed was the next who fell. Though
idvised by his son to form an alliance with
the King of Leon, he refused to do so
flntil that alliance could no longer avail

aim. His mind became filled with gloomy
presentiments of his approaching downfall,
nrhich he is said to have foreseen in his

dreams.
** One night," says an Arabic 'historian,

'* he heard in a dream his ruin predicted
i)y one of his sons: he awoke, and the same
rerses were repeated :

—

** Once, Fortune carried thee in her car
of triumph, and thy name was by renown
spread to the ends of the earth. Now, the
same renown conveys only thy sighs. Days
and nights pass away, and like them the
enjoyments of the world : thy greatness
has vanished like a dream !"

But, though superstitious, he did not
submit without resistance. It was in vain,
aowever, to oppose the fierce and countless
myriads of the perfidious Yussef. City
ifter city fell into his hands ; Seville itself

Bras forced to open its gates. The unfor-
tunate monarch was loaded with chains

;

md with his family was •onveyed to Agmat,
in Africa, to be confined in a fortress.

There he survived the loss of his crown and
liberty for four years, which he passed in
:he utmost penury—his daughters being
compelled to earn his subsistence and their

3wn by the labour of their hands. After
:he fall of Mohammed, the remaining
princes of Andalusia were, with little diffi-

2iilty, brought under the yoke of the African
5onqueror. The King of Saragossa suc-
ceeded in obtaining an alliance, on con-
ditions of vassalage ; the others were
rtripped of their dominions, and were either
imprisoned or banished to Africa.
" Thus," says the historian, '* ended the

bttty kingdoms of Andalusia, after a stormy
existence of about sixty years, and thus

commenced the Dynasty of the Ahnora^
vides,^'^

For some years after the establishment of

the Moorish dynasty in 1094, peace appears

to have subsisted between the Mohamme-
dans and the Christians in Spain.^ Yussef
was unwilling to renew the war with those

whose prowess he hadso,fatally experienced

in the subjugation of his new kingdom

;

whilst thousands of the best warriors in

Christian Spain were yearly setting out for

the Holy Land, to engage in the crusades

which were then draining Europe of her

bravest inhabitants. Yussef died at

Morocco in the year 1106 ; and was suc-

ceeded by his son Ali in the government of

his African and Spanish dominions. To
trace the decline of the latter, however,
would uselessly occupy space, and help to ex-

tend these historical sketches beyond their

intended limits. The dominion of the

Almoravides was never agreeable to the

Spanish Mohammedans, whose internal

peace required the constant and active pre-

sence of a large army ; this, added to con-

tinued contests with the Christian princes,

rendered the tenure of the Moorish con-

quests a matter of no small difficulty, and
tended to accelerate the fall of the new
d3masty. The cause, however, which more
than any other menaced its existence, and
which was destined to change the whole
face of Western Africa and Mohammedan
Spain, originated, like the power of Yussef
ben Taxin, in the deserts bordering on
Mount Atlas. Mohammed ben Abdalla,

the son of a lamp-lighter in the Grand
Mosque of Cordova, was distinguished for

great curiosity and an insatiable thirst for

knowledge. He had journeyed to Bagdad^
and there studied under the famous Abu
Hamid Algazali, one of the most celebrated

doctors of that capital of the Mohammedan
world. On his return from Bagdad to

Mauritania, he wandered from place to

place jealously teaching the doctrines which
he had embraced. At Tremecen, he
allied with him a youth named Abdelmu-
men, whom he persuaded to share his

chequered fortunes. At Morocco the two
friends succeeded in gaining so many con-

verts to their opinions from amongst the

ignorant populace, as encouragedthe fanatic

Mohammed to excite an insurrection which
caused their expulsion from the city. Out-

side the walls, in a public cemetery, they

built a hut amongst the graves, to which
vast crowds daily flocked to hear the pre-

tended revelations which Mahommed de-

* Or ** persons devoted to the service of God," a
title assumed by the ]Moori«h tribe Lamtuna, from,

which Yussef was descended.
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clared himself commissioned to make. Al

at that time occupied the throne. Becoming
justly alarmed by the bolder tone and in-

creasing success of the fanatics, whose de-

nunciations were chiefly directed against

himself, he resolved to rid himself of their

presence by the summary means usual with

Mussulman princes. Before he had time,

however, to carry his intention into exe-

cution, Mohammed openly declared him-
himself the great mehedi* and the founder

of a new people. He instituted a regular

government, appointing Abdelmumen his

hagib, or prime minister, with nine asso-

ciates, but reserving the supreme authority

to himself. He soon found himself at the

head of an army of 10,000 horse, and a far

greater number of foot, with which he
marched upon the city of Agmat just as Ali

returned to Morocco from Spain. The
African monarch now found that his for-

midable rival—for Mohammed was nothing

iess—meditated battle. The two armies

met near Agmat ; and, in the battle which
followed, the Almohades, or party of Mo-
hammed, were completely victorious. In a

second engagement, the imperial forces

were again defeat- d ; but in a third, in

which Ali personall, commanded, the rebels

were completely routed, and Mohammed be-

took himself with the shattered remains of

his army to the desert, to await a favourable

opportunity for again trying the fortune of

war.
In the meantime the Moorish power in

the Peninsula was fast tottering to its fall.

Alfonso of Aragon had seized upon some
of the most important cities on the borders

of Andalusia, and from thence carried on a

system of petty warfare which gradually

lessened the territories of Ali, and corre-

• This title was applied to the Mohammedan
Messias, whom they expected as confidently as

the Jews did theirs.

spondingly increased the power of his

enemies. Such was the state of things in

Spain when Mohammed again appeared in

the field at the head of an army of 30,000
cavalry, and more than double that numbei
of foot. A battle fought under the walls ofthe]
African capital ended in the entire destruc-
tion of the imperial forces, and the vast

augmentation of the Mehedi's power. But
four days afterwards he died, having pre
viously nominated Abdelmumen as his suc-

cessor. The new general was soon after

raised, by the chiefs of his party, to the
imperial dignity. The whole country, from
the mountains of Darah to Sale, all Fez and
Feza, submitted to his spiritual and tem-
poral yoke ; and the authority of tlie once
mighty and dreaded Almoravides was ac-

knowledged only in a few of the principal

cities of the African empire. The death of

Ali, and the accession of his son Taxfin to

the vacant and tottering throne in the year
1142, hastened the final downfal of the
house of Yussef. Tremecen opened her
ports to the forces of the new Caliph, and
her example was speedily followed by
Timmal, Oran, Fez, and all the other unsur-
rendered cities of the African empire, ex-
cept the capital, Morocco. This city the
vigorous Abdelmumen speedily invested

;

sending, at the same time, his general,
Abu Amrain, to invade Andalusia. The
African capital was soon taken, and the

power of the Almoravides in Africa was
extinct : in the Peninsula its end was
speedily to follow. When Abu Amraia
landed in Spain, he found the greater
part of the Moorish governors there already
favourable to the cause of the Almohades.
Cordova and the other principal cities, sub-

mitted without a blow, and Abdelmumea
was proclaimed sovereign of all Mohamme*
dan Spain.
Thus was set up the third, and, properly

speaking, the last Mussulman dynasty ia

the Peninsula.

LETTERS FROM CALCUTTA.—No. IIL
''I

Housekeeping in London is verv un-

like housekeeping in Calcutta ; and though

the accomplisned housewife will not find

her education entirely thrown away, yet

she will have so many habits to unlearn

and customs to lay aside, that she will for

a great length of time despair of ever

turning her lessons of thrift and good
management to any profitable account. Of
course she has been accustomed to make
her own purchases, and prides herself on

lier knowledge of the best and cheapest

shops where all the wants of her family

can be supplied ; nor (notwithstanding a

little sighing over fatigue, distance,

crowded streets, &c.) is she insensible to

the pleasure of selecting her own stores,

and of exchanging civilities with her

tradesman, who comes smiling from his

desk to express his hope that she meets

with perfect satisfaction. Nay, she even

finds pleasure in an occasional interview

with the butcher, rosy and rejoicing amid
the show of Christmas beef or Easter

lamb. But here she must forego such de-

lights. The bazaars, as the markets ar^

h
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called, are far too filthy, and the dealers
too expert in roguery, to render her per-
sonal visits to them desirable, even if she
were not deterred by the enervating effect

of the climate, and the custom which for-

bids an European female to be seen walk-
ing in the streets. Necessity, therefore,
as much as the usage of the country,
45ompels her to delegate the purchase of
all provisions to her chief domestic, ^who
dignifies himself by the title oikhansaman^
or steward, and whose chief business ap-
pears to be to fill his own purse at the
expense of his master. This man, who
considers himself the head of the esta-

blishment, claims " the power of the keys,"
and generally carries them at his girdle as
a mark of his condition and office. He
has an important air when moving among
his fellow-servgftits, or arranging his own
affairs, but he is a very different being
when he comes before the " mem sahib,"
with folded hands and gentle voice assur-
ing her that his bills are very moderate,
and that no other family is so well and
so cheaply served. After which, being a
good Mussulman, he prostrates himself
before the setting sun, and probably re-

turns thanks to Allah for the amount of
that day's pilferings.

Another point of difference arises from
the existence of caste^ which is in reality a
kind of universal trades' union. There
are no maids of all work in Calcutta ; no
active and smart little errand- boys, who,
having cleaned the boots and knives, are
ready for any odd job that the mistress
or the kitchen-maid may require ; no
good-natured cook, who, in addition to
keeping her own department in order, will
attend to the doorsteps and the bell-

handles ; and no smiling housemaid, who
will occasionally dress her mistress's hair,

and employ a leisure-hour in plain sewing.
All labour is here kept distinct. Certain
families, arrogating to themselves the
name of castes, will do certain things, but
on no account will one do the work of an-
other; and thus small families who in
England would be well served by two, or,

at the most, three servants, are compelled
to keep a staff that would suffice for a
millionaire. Perhaps I cannot better ex-
plain this to you than by relating the man-
ner in which my household was first

gathered round me.
Being entirely ignorant of the language

spoken by the servants, and of the customs
of a place where, of all others, it is most
necessary to follow the adage, "Do at
Rome as Romans do," a kind friend
transferred to me his khidmatgar ^ which
is the name given to that class who
attend to all matters connected with the

table. This man could speak very tolerable
English, was quick and clever, and
undertook to discharge the duties of the
khansaman, in addition to his own, and
also to instruct me in mine. He
commenced by assuring me that I might
trust him in all things, as his master would
be very angry if he deceived me.

" You my father and my mother ! I no^
bad mans. You not know anything—I ]

teach you."
j

So saying, he bowed his turbaned head ;

to the ground, and proceeded to set dinner 1

on the table.
I

I saw no one else that night. My
bedroom was prepared, by whom I knew
not. No female appeared—in fact, I had
not seen one since my landing in Calcutta.
But in the morning a series of most sin-
gular introductions began. A strange-
looking being with flowing beard, and a
red cloth round his waist, and bending^
beneath the weight of a large sheep's skin^
which was strapped across his back, was
led into my dressing room. I was informed
that this was the bheestie, whose business^
it would be to supply me with water, at
the rate of four rupees per month.* He
was followed by a tall, handsome fellow,
with sparkling eyes and well-trimmed
moustache, whose dress also consisted ofa
single cloth round the waist, bearing in his
hand a large birch broom. This was the
mehtur^B. namev^^hich literally means prince,
but is here used to designate the sweeper,
whose office it is to cleanse the floors and
walls ofthe house, to remove all impurities
from the outhouses and gutters, and, in
short, being ofthe lowest caste, to do what
no other servant will do. His wages are
generally five rupees per month. In the
course of the morning I was informed by
my headman that he had hired a cook for
me at eight rupees per month: also a
mussalchee, or scullion, at five, observing,
with an important air—
" I n»t wash plates—this man do that

business."
But these were not all. I was required

to hire a beazor to make the beds, dust the
furniture, trim the lamps, and, if required,
to act the part of valet to the master ; a
miyte -bearer to pull the punkah, and be, in
fact, the other's slave; and an ayahy or
w; iting-woman, who will do nothing but
at end at her mistress's toilet, of the
duties of which she is generally profoundly
ignorant. She is idle, too often dishonest,
totally uneducated, and almost useless, so
great is the degradation of the lower class
of women in India, yet, being the only
female in the establishment, she is a ne •

* A rupee is worth about two shillings.
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cessary appendage to a lady. Then
came the dirzee^ or tailor, an equally indis-

pensable appendage; and a dii'ioan, or
doorkeeper, closed the list.

You will perceive that I had no choice

in the matter. The division oflabour ac-

cording to caste makes the number neces-

sai-y. The rate of "wages is fixed among
themselves, and they will not serve you for

less ; and, as their characters are all more
or less indifferent, it was quite as well to

take the first that offered on the responsi-

bility of the individual who brought him.
They generally possess certificates, but
these are scarcely to be trusted, as they
can for a very small sum induce a native
writer to give them any statement they
desire ; besides that, there exists here a
pernicious habit of giving written certifi-

cates to your servants when they leave,

which are, to say the least, too lenient

towards the bearers of them to be very
trustworthy.
Here^ then, were ten servants—exclusive

of the washerman, coachman, syces or
grooms, and out-door dependances—to

wait on two persons, and to do the or-

dinary business of a small establishment

;

and, with your knowledge of the capabi-
lities and willingness of most English
domestics, yon will imagine me leading a
life of ease, having assistance always
within the call, and never needing to rise

even to fetch a book from a distant part of
the room. Not so. In their estimation
their service is a bargain by which they
give a portion of their time to do certain
things, and attend at certain hours, be-

tween which periods you may in vain
look for them ; and, as one man will not
touch the work of another, if you require
anything at an unseasonable moment you
must do it yourself. For instance, I one
day spilled some ink on the floor. It

was the duty of the mehtur to remove it,

but it was not the proper houi' for his

attendance ; and, as no one else \^uld do
it, I, rather than allow the stains to re-

main, wiped it up myself. Again I had
occasion to send to the washerman, but
was puzzled for a messenger. The bearer
would not take a table-cloth, though
perfectly willing to carry his master's
linen, the khidmatgar was too great a
gentleman, and the plate-washer was the
only person who would consent to take the
parcel.

Of course I am writing of a moderate
household. In the large establishments,
where severaLof eacli class are kept, there
will always be a sufficiency of attendance
constantly at hand, although I have heard
ladies who keep at least twenty servants
complain of the same thing. The more

they are in number, the greater is theirl

idleness and their love of congregating!
together for smoking and gossip, and they
spend half their time squatted on the
ground in groups, or stretched at full

length before the door of the cook-room,
looking, in the almost nudity of their
undress, more like black animals than
human beings. The length of time
required for their meals is another nui
sance. As the Hindo must cook his own
food, scour his own utensils, wash a part of
his own clothes, and perform certain cere-
monial ablutions, he requires from two
to three hours for his principal meal,
which he calls his "khana.'' * This is

apparently the gi*eat event of the daily
life, as nothing will willingly be done till

after khana, and it is considered quite a
sufficient answer for delSy, absence, or
neglect of orders, that such a one is gone
to khana. All these habits are so different
from those of our English servants, that at
first the inconvenience is almost unbear-
able.

There are many other points of differ-

ence which are at first hard to endure, but
which are incurable while their present sys
tem is unchanged. Economy is unknown
to the poorest of them, and the coolness
with which they will throw away food
sufficient to sustain a poor labouring family
for a w^eek, is startling and more than
vexatious; for, however great the pro-
fusion, they act according to the rule,
" Let nothing remain till the morning." I
believe the greater wisdom consists in
interfering as little as possible, giving
reasonable orders and always enforcing
obedience. An occasional visit to the
kitchen may be desirable, but I doubt if

it is productive of any good efiects ; and
the habits of the natives are so opposed to

our ideas, that " ignorance is bliss."

The kindness and consideration with
which we are accustomed to treat our
servants is thrown away on the Hindoo.
Injustice wiU of course be avoided ; but
compulsion and some degree of severity
must be employed, or his natural slothful-

ness and want of principle will triumph,
and you will be deceived by the very man
to whom you have shown the most indul-
gence, and of whom you thought most
highly. It is therefore necessary to give
the control of the household to the head-
servant, who is responsible for the conduct
of the rest, and who, though generally
a rogue himself, will not if possible allow
the others to rob you. It seems to be a
received axiom here that, as you must
suffer yourself to be a little cheated, it is

better to allow one rather than all to do it.

Thus a lady-housekeeper's principal busi-
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Bess is with the khansaman or head khid-

matgar. To him she gives her orders, and
over him she exercises as strict a surveil-

lance as circumstances and the amount of

her knowledge will permit. At first she

will be sadly cheated. Not contented with
the profit of two pice in the rupee always
allowed him, and which is called custom^

he takes advantage of her ignorance,

charges treble the true price for every
article, uses unheard-of quantities of such
materials as can be consumed by the na-

tives, and assures her that a variety of

things are done by the " Sahib logue—i.e
,

the Europeans—which are entirely false,

but tend to his own profit.

Very soon hearing that the common
articles of daily consumption are cheap
in Calcutta, and that truth is a virtue un-
known to the Hindoo, she begins to in-

quire among her more experienced ac-

quaintances, learns facts and prices, takes

a new man, who at once perceives that
" the mem" is growing wise, and by dint
of perseverance she will in a few weeks
reduce her bills at least one-third. This
has been my case, and is, I believe, the
experience of every new-comer. The great

obstacle in the attainment of this desirable

end is ignorance of the language spoken
by the servants, and the fact that those

who speak a little English are generally

the greatest rogues. There is no difiiculty

in learning how to express your daily

wants, and they are clever at interpreting

signs; but it is long ere one can com-
prehend the torrents of words they pour
forth in answer to a question, and ere one
can obtain the power of sustaining a
lengthened conversation, and of calling

them to account in a manner satisfactory

to oneself. I have more to say on the

peculiarities of these singular people, but
must reserve it for another letter.

MATTHEW PKIOR.
By Parson Frank.

Mat Prior ranks with those select gentlemen of the lyre whose experience it was
to combine the sweets of pudding and praise. By a collected edition of his poems,
published by subscription, he realised the sum of four thousand pounds. For an

edition of 1,300 copies of " Paradise Lost'* Milton received from Simmonds the

sublime aggregate of—five pounds ! If he had been speculating on material recom-

pence for his seven years* labour, or pecuniary consolations—such as they could be

to one of his mould—here was a cheap refutation of his error—here was his Para-

dise lost with a vengeance ! But Prior belonged to a class of poets who, by their

personal position iu society, as well as the style of their verse, enjoyed, almost as

a matter of course, the smiles of fortune. Pope was Master of the Ceremonies,

and whoso threaded the mazes of the dance after the fashion he approved, and with

the distingue Qxr and polished demeanour of the maestro^ was recognised by ** the

town,'* presented with ** its freedom," and could laugh with pursy hauteur at the

distresses of Grub-street and the " Dunciad."
Speaking generally of that generation of authors, an Edinburgh reviewer says

that, as poets, they had no force or greatness of fancy—no pathos, and no enthu-

siasm ; and, as philosophers, no comprehensiveness, depth, or originality : sagacious

they were, no doubt, neat, clear, and reasonable ; but, for the most part, cold,

timid, and superficial. Adopting, as they did, " a tone that was peculiar to the

upper ranks of society, and ^\'Titing upon subjects that were almost exclusively in-

teresting to them, they naturally figured as the most accomplished, fashionable,

and perfect writers that the world had ever seen, and made the wild, luxuriant,

and humble sweetness of our earlier authors appear rude and untutored in the com-
parison." They wrote for the upper circles, and by the upper circles they were
read, applauded, and—paid. They selected and succeeded in themes suitable for

boudoir dilettanti—dear to fine gentlemen and ladies—appreciable by Belindas at

their elegant toilet, amid ** puffs, powders, patches, Bibles, billets-doux;" and
by Sir Plumes

" Of amber snufF-box justly vain,

And the nice conduct of a clouded cane."

Thus VQ^Q,facile princepsy sang the *'Rape of the Lock"— a poem so perfect and
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unique in its dainty way, that one may apply thereto (a little distorted) one of hig
own couplets :

—

" If to its share some Pope-ish errors fall,

Look on its style and you'll forget them all.**

Thus Swift versified ** The Journal of a Modern Lady : in a Letter to a Person of
Quality," and Gay " The Art of Walking the Streets of London." The muse had
taken to living within doors—was afraid of the mud that might adhere to her glass
slippers if she walked in the country, and of the cold she might catch (especially
in her then consumptive state) if she ventured out except in a plethora of. drapery.
Pope, indeed, it has been remarked, had access to the haunted ground of imagina-
tion, but then it was not his favourite or ordinary walk ; and others were content
with humbler worship, with propitiating a minister or a mistress, reviving the con-
ceits of classic mythology, or satirising, without seeking to reform, the fashionable
follies of the day.* A French taste had set in, which taught the streets to scowl
defiance at the old green lanes, and, as it were, abetted the " manufacturing in-
terest" against the "agricultural."
France is perhaps incomparable in the delicacies, and refinements, and ingenuities,

of art and artificial life ; but France is certainly deficient in that appreciation of
iS'ature and natural beauty upon which we *' Britishers " have some little cause to
plume ourselves—and this it was which French influence was tending to suppress
and discourage amongst us in the eighteenth century. There are those who contend
that nations of Teutonic origin alone seem fitted to understand and love Nature.
Moliere, Pascal, La Bruyere, Boileau, Bossuet, and Racine, appear completely, says
a writer in " Fraser's Magazine," to have overlooked the picturesque in their works ;

and we must come down to the days of Bernardin de St. Pierre and Rousseau for
the first traces of that love of nature which we find more or less in every German
-and English work.f One anti- Gallic critic we remember, who maintains that
Frenchmen are seldom good poets, because seldom lovers of nature.J They prefer
he says, a floor in town to a castle in the country, vaudevilles delight them more than
sylvan pastimes, the chattering of pet parrots than wood-notes wild ; and a Boule-
vard set with half-naked poplars is the neplus ultra of their rural excursions. They
have a passion for flowers, but made up into bouquets ; they dote upon the seques-
tered scenes of Pere la Chaise, amidst which they can at once hold converse with
the mighty dead, and the petty, and each other." Hence, according to this point
of view, artificial existence furnishes almost all tYie materiel of composition to French
verse-writers ; hence they become satirists, ethicists, like our AnnidLii authors, but
«till less than these—poets.
The present generation demurs to the justice of calling the "Annian" reign the

Augustan age of our literature, if by that epithet is meant its most advanced, vigor-
ous, and palmy age. If, however, a consummate degree of art is meant—such a
classical refinement as distinguished the Latin poets who were contemporary with,
and were fostered by, Maecenas—the style and polish, for instance, which may dis-
tinguish Virgil in epic verse from Homer, and Horace in lyrical verse from Pindar—then there is some truth in the application of the epithet. For, however we may
hold that the Pope fraternity were wanting in that susceptibility to natural impulses
which marked the Shaksperean era, and which has revivified in our own, yet must
we acknowledge in them an amount of talent, finish, and skill, in their own line
of things, such as neither a preceding or later age can equal. Because they were
deficient in one faculty, we must not deny their excellence in another. If they were
poor in depicting fine scenery, and cold in impersonating himian passion, on the
other hand they were tasteful in design, careful in filling up, and complete in effect.

If they could not have written so much that is deep in emotion, and daring (not to,

* Chambers,

t See Fraser's Magazine, May, 1851.

J See Athenajum, November, 1839, p. 827.
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;ay flighty) in imagination, as interests us in the "Festus** of Mr. P. J. BaQey,
icither could they have been guilty of the errors in judgment, and *' splendid sins"
jf diction, and defiance of artistic harmony, Tvhich characterise that singular poem.
Few indeed, in any stage of literature, are they who combine the elements of natural
jenius and disciplined taste—who are at once, like Campbell, true poets and great
wtists, warm and correct, not only a power but a law unto themselves, not only
exercising what is dynamically creative, but what is mechanically critical—the one
being inborn and the other inbred, and both requisite to the making up a real poet

;

30 that the one cannot say to the other, I have no need of thee, but must rather
confess saying, I without thee cannot be made perfect.

The gi'eat forte of Pope and his school lay, according to the late Dr. Moir,* in
their acquaintance with, and skilful depicturing of the fashions, follies and frivoli-

ties of polished life, wherein art is made in a great measure to supersede nature in
subject, style, and expression ; whereas in the first great era of our national literature

—that of Shakspere, and Spenser, and Milton, and Taylor, and Browne—we dis-

cover that their materials were found in great first principles, in the grand and
overboiling emotions of the heart, in the passions whose display stamp character,

in the heroic as to action, and the tender as to feeling, Matthew Prior is a notable
member of the Pope-ish hierarchy. He illustrated its principles and practice by
inditing ballads, epistles, odes, moral and metaphysical poems, epigrams, and epi-

taphs, after the manner of his order. His life was of that public and social kijid

which provided him with abundant means of observation of men and manners, and
threw him amongst coteries whose courtly associations permanently affected his

career as a man of letters. Educated at Westminster School, he was thenceremoved
to an inn at Charing-cross, to assist his uncle, the landlord, in the department of
"licensed victualling"—the labours of which Mat was wont to lighten by dipping
into the pages of his old friend Horace, whom he woidd reverently consult on the
qualities of well-seasoned Massic wine (veteris pocula MassiciJ, or the several kinds
whereof he pressed Maecenas to partake, Sabine and Ccecubian, Palernian and For-
mian—contrastingprobably in his own mind the dust and din of a London taveminthe^
days of Charles II. with the Roman poet's carousals, myrtle-cro^Nmed, insomeviny

I

arbour of the Sabine farm, the air rich with perfumes and blythe with music—and
greatly admiring Horace's epicurean philosophy of life, and his advice to pensive
friends to cease fretting about possible mishaps, and to join him under plane or pine
tree, to deck themselves like him with rose garlands, to anoint their grey hairs

with Indian ointments (Assyrdque nardoj^ and to quaff beaker after beaker of
Falernian wine duly cooled in the rivulet whose ripple murmured serenely close

by them. In this study of the pleasure-loving, wine-inspired lyrist. Prior was one
day discovered by the popular and liberal Earl of Dorset (Charles Sackville) , a
cordial patron of literature—witness his adulation by contemporary writers, who
vied with each other in panegyrising f his graceful but frivolous verses. The Earl
redeemed Matthew from vintners' daily work, and sent him to St. John's College,

Cambridge ; subsequently procuring for him the post of secretary to our ambassa-
dor at the Hague—a post which Prior discharged with such merit that the King
(William III.) made him one of his own ** Gentlemen of the Bedchamber," and
afterwards appointed him Ambassador to the French Court, and one of the Com-
missioners of the Board of Trade. His apprenticeship to politics had been favoured
by serving in four secretaryships successively—to the commissioners for the Treaty
of Ryswick, to the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, to the Earl of Portland, and to the
Earl of Jersey. In 1701 he ** took the oaths and his seat in the House," as M.P. for

the borough ofEast Grinstead ; soon8fter which he turned tail on his patrons theWhigs,
andrattedto the risingTory interest, joining in the impeachment of Lord Somers (for

counselling a treaty in which Prior himself had been employed as agent), and in

* Sketches of Poetical Literature, p. 7.

t Prior himself went so far as to protest that there was a lustre in the EarPs verses

"like that of the sun in Claude Lorraine's landscapes."
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the systematic attack upon the Duke of Marlborough. With Bolingbroke he wen!

to Paris in 1711 to settle articles of peace, and there continued some years enjoyinjj

the dignity and emoluments of an ambassador,* and the personal favour of thJ

Grand Monarque. But his return in 1715 was the signal for an impeachment on i\

charge o*f high treason, as having intrigued with the French Government—the im-j

peachment being made by Walpole, the chairmanof a committee for examining intc]

the late negotiations for peace, who also included Bolingbroke in the charge.

f

I

Prior was imprisoned for the space of two years—after which he was liberated,!

without a trial, and ended his days (1721) in retirement. The Earl of Oxford had!

added to the four thousand pounds realised by a subscription edition of Prior's]

verses an equal sum—which, together with his income as a Fellow of St. John's,!

secured him from penury in the decline of life. It was at the Earl's seat at Wim-|
pole that he breathed his last.

Prior's more ambitious performances in verse—as ** The Nut-Brown Maid" and'
*< Solomon"—are those in which he is least striking. He is not distinguished by

j

imaginative power, by descriptive pathos, by fertile invention, by noble enthusiasm,

or other such qualities as are essential to the felicitous treatment of such themes.
His versification is fluent and correct, his diction that of a masterly and experienced
writer, his imagery classical but not pedantic, his style animated and pleasing, often

graphic and pointed ; but he seldom touches the heart, nor ever ** opes the sacred

source of sympathetic tears." He carries us smoothly, glidingly, pleasantly along,

but startles us by no grand thought, thrills us with no divine apocalypse, moves
us by no deep sentiment. The covenant between him and us is superficial in

character and temporary in duration. He is amusing and witty, and we are forced
to be complaisant ; and so the entretien ends. His ** Nut-Brown Maid" is a far less

attractive damsel than the simpler one of the fifteenth century, of whose rustic

features she was meant by Prior to represent an amended copy, a new edition, en-
larged, revised, and every way improved. The He and She of the old version are
a more genuine, if they are a ruder, couple than the Henry and Emma of the
modem. ** Bright Cloe*s" desire to renew acquaintance with the ** Nut-Brown
Maid" was, it seems, the occasion of Prior's rechauffe:—

" Wilt thou with pleasure hear thy lover's strains,

And with one heavenly smile repay his pains ?

No longer shall the Nut-Brown Maid be old

;

Though since her youth three hundred years have roU'd.
At thy desire she shall again be rais'd.

And her reviving charms in lasting verse beprais'd."

Hoiv lasting ? Not so lasting, Matthew, as the original which you considered too

homely for Chloe. Pity 'tis that you expended so much ** pains" on decking out
the ancient beauty in modern weeds—laying the scene

" "Where beauteous Isis and her husband Tamey
With mingled waves, for ever flow the same"

—

and telling us such a deal about " Great Venus," and " Hymen's choicest gifts,"

and " smiling Cupid," and "Henry's pain," and Emma's reception of "his pre-

sent flame," and the " nymph's obliging care" in leaving upon a spreading beech-
tree a *' frequent wreath for Henry's hair," who shows to '* each swain the mystic
honour," and writes back billets-doux ** which Venus dictates," and discourses to

the Nut-Brown Maid about Cynthia and her train, and appeals to solemn Jove and

* Though without the title; the proud Duke of Shrewsbury, says Aikin, having refused

to be joined in commission with a man so meanly born.

f It was when Walpole sat down, amid general excitement at his bold stroke, that

Lord Coningsby redoubled the sensation by rising and exclaiming :
" The worthy Chair-

man has impeached the hand, but I impeach the head ; he has impeached the scholar,

but I the master ; I impeach Robert Earl of Oxf(;rd of high treasoii, and other crimes

and misdemeanours."—See Smollett's History of England. Book 11. Chap. 1, § 16.
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«anscious Venus* ; and we are informed that during the midnight interview
lietween the devoted nymph and the anxious youth, beneath the spreading beech-
tiee—

*' While thus the constant pair alternate said,

Joyful ab ve them and around themplay'd
Angels and sportive loves, a numerous crowd;
Smiling they dipt their wings, and low they bow'd:
They tumbled all their little quivers o'er

To choose propitious darts, a precious store ;"

and did sundry other propitious and precious things, quite in character with angels
and sportive loves, according to the traditionary habits of such little personalities.

We value their evolutions, however, neither as a Midsummer Night's Dream, nor
as a Winter's Tale ; and wish that Mat had left the rechauffe to some cook and
confectioner of inferior pretensions—as Mat serves it up with little of that
** charming ease" which, according to Covvper, adorned all his poems.
More to our mind, however, is *' Solomon on the Vanity of the World." As

** Henry and Emma" suggests unfavourable comparison with the artless version of
the old English *' Nut-Brown Maid," so, to some extent, does *' Solomon" with the
Book of Ecclesiastes in holy writ. But Prior is here less trammelled by the
pseudo-pastoral affectations and artificial conceits which spoil his love-story. " So-
lomon" contains many^ passages of sustained beauty, and is pervaded by a dignified

moral tone appropriate to the subject. We observe the royal preacher in his series

of experiences in science and philosophy, in wealth and greatness, in libertinism

and idolatry, in moral reflection and religious speculation. At each stage of his

life-history we have the renewal of the mournful conviction, " All is vanity, vanity
and vexation of spirit ;" and at the close, we have a paraphrase of that grand
ethical epitome which concludes the sayings of the preacher in the Hebrew of three
thousand years since. The most admired portion of this poem is the episode of
Abra, the beioved of Solomon, who

*• Before the rest affected still to stand,

And watch'd his eye, preventing his command.'*

There is real beauty and power in the monarch's description of his hand-maid
(quite in Dryden's manner) :

—

" Abra, she so was called, did soonest haste

To grace my presence ; Abra went the last
;

Abra was ready ere I call'd her name
;

And, though I call'd another, Abra came."

And, again, in Abra's avowal of attachment,where she sighs that the prince was not
bom some simple shepherd's heir, or that sTie was not of royal parentage. The
success and fatal close of this attachment are narrated with considerable effect,

marred at intervals by the mannerisms, not so much of the poet, as of the poetical

school in which he shared the first form. Book III. is somewhat tedious—parti-

cularly by contrast with the terse and tragic emphasis of the actual eastern

Solomon, which conveys twenty times the meaning in a twentieth part of the
space.

* There is much in'* Henry and Emma" to bear out Mr. De Quincey's wrathful strictures

on the state of society in Anne's days—its extreme artificiality, its sheepish reserve upon
all the impassioned grandeur of human nature. " In their odious ver>es," he says, in

his humorous, sweeping fashion, *' the creatures of that age talk of love as something that

hums K\itvci. You suppose at first that they arc discoursing of tallow-candles, though
you cannot imagine by what impertinence they address i/ow, that are no tallow-chandler,

upon such painful subjects. And, when they apostrophise the woman of their heart (for

you are to understand that they pretend to such an organ), they beseech her to ease their

pain. Can human raeainess descend lower? As if the man, being ill from pleurisy,

therefore, had a right to take a lady for one of the dressers in an hospital, whose duty it

would be to fix a burgundy-pitch plaster between his shoulders." See De Quincey's

review of '* Schlossen's Literary History of the Eighteenth Century."— (Tait, 1847).
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The serious is not Prior's forte. He can be serious, and for a long period more-]
oyer—for there are, we suppose, between seven and eight hundred lines in " Henry;
and Emma,'* and between two and three thousand in ** Solomon.'* But these pro-l
ductions are heavy in more senses than one, and Prior's talent lies in what is!

sportive, light, and airy ; in a wittily- told tale, a colloquial satire, a IyvcIj piece de\

circonstance, Q. fragment of sprightly badinage. His ** Alma, or the Progress oi I

the Mind,'* written during his two years' imprisonment, which extends to three
I

long cantos, and is properly if not profoundly metaphysical, is more readably
notwithstanding its subject, than either of the preceding poems, from tha
buoyant sallies and illustrative pleasantries which relieve it. We are entertained
with a treatise on psychology and mental philosophy, conducted throughout in a
vein as little as possible akin to that of Kant and Fichte, Hegel and Schelling
We study the various theories of the sages concerning the mutual relations of

mind and matter, expressed gaily but faithfully in Hudibrastic verse ; we are intro-

duced to

" The commentators on old Ari-
stotle, who in judgment vary ;*'

i

to Gassendus and Lucretius,—to the advocates of materialism, and of spiri-

tualism,—to

" Simplicius, Theophrast, Durand,
Great names, but hard in verse to stand,
Theodoret and Origen,
And fifty other learned men,"

whose systems and doctrines touching ideas, forms, substance, and accidents, have
set philosophic Europe by the ears. And quite consistently with its philosophical
character, **Alma'* ends in a very undecided and unpractical way—a conclusion
wherein nothing is concluded, unless it be that of " Solomon," that all these
things are but vanity and vexation of spirit. Prior's friend and auditor, Dick
Shelton, who winds up the inquiry in so Horatian a temper, is as little favourable
to the progress of metaphysical speculation as Auguste Comte, or Mr. G. H,
Lewes, or any other living disciple of the *' Positive" philosophy. Clever and
characteristic, however, as **Alma" is, and well-adapted as it is to illustrate its

author's powers in thought and fancy and lively diction, the nature of the topic

repels ordinary readers. It is by such pieces as the epitaph on *' Jack and Joan,"
*'The Cameleon," the ** Thief and the Cordelier," the "Female Phaeton" and
other of his songs, ballads and tales, that Prior is best known and esteemed. He
almost (though far from always) rivals Swift in dashing oflf a story with ease and
point ; and he is superior to Swift in good humour, in charity, and in agreeable |

archness. His satire is not scolding or saturnine ;* his irony is not scowling and
"

misanthropic. When he laughs, it is not on the wrong side of his mouth—as with
the moody Dean of St. Patrick's. One grave fault there is in Prior's "Tales,"
that of an indecent tone—a fault denied indeed by so correct a moralist as John-
son, who, in contradiction to Boswell, called Prior " a lady's book," but one
which may and ought to make husbands and fathers pause before they commit
some of these "Tales" to the hands of their wives or children. Not at all a lady's
book. Doctor.

* Dr. Moir draws a paral'lel between his satirical genius and that of Thomas
Moore. The resemblance in thought, st3de^ and manner, is asserted by this critic to

be sometimes so strong, that whole pieces from either writer might be transposed,
without much chauce of the barter being detected.

«
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EIGHT DA^' RAMBLE IN NORTH WALES.

By John Alfred Laxgford, Birmingham.

[(jsgsRTONE whose heart is susceptible of the grand, the picturesque, and the

[eautiful, must have felt the desire to visit scenes which partake of either of the

(aaracters named above. In some minds this desire will brood until it almost be-

jijpies a necessity of their being to do so. Under such inflaences many of the

[aest spots of our lovely land have I visited. To a working man this is possible,

[lidustry and economy being the necessary preparatives ; the cheapness and speed
It transit, with good pedestrian powers, the means by which such a desire may be
laBlised. Long had I wished to visit North Wales : its mountains, lakes, rivers,

[ad waterfalls, had for years wooed my thoughts and filled my fancy. At length

a opportunity occurred ; and, having laid up the little store necessary for such a
\jid, I resolved to embrace it. The folloA\ing will record the result.

On Saturday, July 19, I80I, accompanied by two friends, I left Birmingham for

\lurk. We had resolved that this should be the starting point of our tour, which
'as to be pedestrian. We arrived at Chirk about six o'clock in the evenings
'hence we walked to Llangollen, a distance of about eight mUes. We took as

ttle luggage as possible "vvith us, and with this strapped on our shoulders we
ralked merrily along. The road firom Chirk to Llangollen is extremely beautiful,

ad we were very fortunate in not having to go by the turnpike-road all the way»
carcely had we left Chirk before we met a Welshman, of whom we asked the way,
[e said he was going to Llangollen, so we followed in his track. He went a shorter

Nad than the usual one, passing over what are called here Craig Wen, that is, the
Hiite Rocks. It was a rare beginning to our journey. The day was showery,
ad our walk was in and above the clouds. Below us were deep ravines of iron-

x)ne rocks, along which the rainy clouds passed—black, dense, and ^vildly beautiful.

he river Dee was rolling its bright waters along, some hundreds of feet below our
ath, and as the sun occasionally shone dimly forth, we had views of surpassing
>veliness. There were the mighty hills, some of them bare, some of them thickly

)Iiaged even to their summits ; there were the clouds above and below and round
bout us ; the river, singing in its course, bounding like a heart that has no thought
f sadness to temper its keen enjojTnent; the lovely wild flowers blooming under
or very feet ; and the birds chirping and hopping around us as tame as robins in
'inter. Thousands of scenes are grander, but few can be sweeter, than the walk
•om Chirk to Llangollen.
We reached Llangollen about half-past eight o'clock. We left all examination

f the place till the morrow, when we were sufficiently rewarded for any expense
ttd toU we had incurred. The vale richly deserves all the fame it has acquired.
t is a sweet place. You enter it over the old bridge of four arches, from which,
oth up and down the Dee, the view is very picturesque ; the clear waters dashing
ver the rocks which fill the river's bed, and the view being bounded both waj-s by
ently-ascending hills, on the summit of the loftiest of which stands the ruin of
Jastell Dinas Bran, We paid a visit to this ancient place. The ascent towards
he top is very steep ; and we were overtaken by a heavy shower of rain, which
retted us through in a few minutes. The sun and the wind on these heights, how-
ver, dried us almost as rapidly. As we neared the top the rain beat against us
sarfully ; so making a furious charge we soon reached the summit, where we found
rough but welcome shelter. The Castell is in a most ruinous condition ; but in

ts days of splendour it must have been a magnificent place. Nothing is known for

ertain either of its erection or destruction ; so that its antiquity must be very
;reat. We climbed the highest point of its ruins accessible, and the view of
^iangollen and the Dee beneath was very fine. We remained some time at the top,
^ hen, turning from this dwelling-place of some great imknown, we proceeded to
':dle Ci-ucis Ahhey^ also a ruin. But, oh, what a contrast I As its name imports, it

s situated in a valley, and is a ** gem of purest ray serene." The guide-book tells
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au*

us *' it is situated at the foot of a hill called Bronfawr, two miles north-west
Llangollen. This abbey Avas a house of the Cistercians, dedicated to the Yin
Mary, founded about the year 1200, by Madoc ap Gryffydd Madoc, Lord of Dir
Bran and Bloomfield, grandson of Ovren Gweynedd, Prince of Wales. It was c
lolished in 1535." The ruins are beyond imagination delicately sv/eet. At the fro

• ?i *' beautifully ornamented arched doorway, with three lancet-shaped windon
%nd a small wheel-window piercing the gable.'* Miss Costello well describes ^
lovely ruin. ** This exquisite relic of a past age is finely situated in a secludBr'^
spot, surrounded with hills, and embowered in trees. Its east and west ends, aiP^'*'
the south transept are tolerably perfect, and numerous delicate pillars, with grac
fully ornamented capitals, are scattered in beautiful irregularity over the groun
The branches of several fine ash trees bend over the ruined arches, and ivy, not t(

luxuriant to conceal the beauties it adorns, climbs amongst the clustered column
making them still more charming to look on. One fine circular arch is filledwith thn
delicate lancet windows, each surmounted with a rose, the tracery of which is st!_
preserved. So frail appears the wall which supports them, that one fears the galtf "

of winter will not spare them long, even in the sheltered position which the
occupy. There is still a great deal left of the abbey, and some parts are singular!
strong and firm, defying time and the elements."

Standing in these ruins, the mind could easily recall the past, filling thee
m.orc deserted cells with their ancient possessors. Again we may see tli

monks moving in procession with crozier and mitre and cassock, singing thei
grand old hymns, and chaunting the fine liturgy. All the paraphernalia of thja

gorgeous ceremonialism which marks the Roman Catholic worship is before us, an'

we bow in silent reverence to that Power, which then, as now, " searchcth the heart
of men and knoweth us altogether." That past, though beautiful and picturesqu
in its outward forms of piety, though sincere and earnest in the practice of it

faith, we cannot regret, but rather thank God that we live in other days amf*^
worship under other forms. For us the monks and their ceremonies are gone f6T
ever. We mourn not their loss, but greet their memories with a heartfelt requiW^'
escat inpace ! pck

In a field a few minutes walk from Valle Crucis, stands a single stone columiPil*
called Eliseg's Pillar. It is about seven feet high, but was originally twelve. I^
stands on a plinth, about five feet square, and was erected to the memory of Eliseg^

father of Brockmail, Prince of Powys, by Corcen, or Corgen, his great grandson
It is curious and unique. It stands alone in the midst of a field, which, when we
visited it, was filled with hay-cocks. Thus modern life and ancient memorials
blend together. On the pillar is. an almost entirely effaced inscription, a puzzle tc

antiquarians, for they have just deciphered enough to make the remainder more
mysterious. The pillar was thrown down and broken during the civil wars. A
gentleman named Lloyd has caused its re-erection, and has proclaimed the fact di

tolerable latin, which mayibe read, though the ancient inscription be illegible-;

Eliseg fell at the battle of Chester in the year 607. No one who visits Llangollen
should forget his pillar. In the parish churchyard is a triangular shaped tomb-
stone sacred to the memories of the eccentric ladies, Elinor Butter, Miss PonsonbyjBstf

(whose unattractive charms may be seen in every print-shop window throughout"^"'
Wales), and their faithful domestic. Their charities are still remembered with
gratitude, and we forgive people retiring from the world to *' swear eternal friend- \}\

ship," when they heighten up their solitude by deeds of kindness and beneficence.
'"'

As one of their own sex has said, they seemed vain and prosperous, but accom-
plished and intellectual, and were a strange compound of wisdom and folly, pride
and condescension.
The visitor will not be content to visit only the lions of Llangollen, for the valley

abounds in sw^eet walks, of which none can surpass those along the banks of its

canal. It is the prince of canals. It runs through a lovely country ; its banks are

lined with trees, and on its off'-side bare rocks in some places descend perpendi-
cularly to its waters ; in others, the low-bending trees awake gentle ripples as the

breezes play among their branches. Altogether the valley is a delightful plac©

;
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He beauty of the surroundings making ample recompense for the miserable yillage

rhich they enclose.

Fourteen miles lay between us and Corwen^ our next resting place. The morning
ms glorious when we left, with fond regret but heartful hope, the lovely valley of

Jangollen. The sun shone in its brightest July splendour. Nature put on her

ayest dress to receive and welcome her lord. All creation was full of joy. The
iver flowed more musically between its rocky channel. The trees wore a deeper,

brighter, green, and sung a sweeter lullaby to the passing breeze. The birds

woke a jubilant hymn of praise to the Most High. Insects of every form and hue
itted before us ; while on every mossy bank thousands of ants were pursuing their

ibours, drinking in the glory of the sun, whose rays, reflected from their mail-

overed bodies, revealed the finest metallic hues. Flowers were blooming on every
edge-side, in every nook or cranny. It was a beautiful walk. Our thirst was
joenched and our hunger appeased by a luscious feast of wild strawberries, and
ar bodies refreshed by a bathe in the sacred waters of the Dee. This life pleased

IB. It was natural, primitive, and joyous. The soul was in harmony with her
urroundings ; and only those who have lived in large towns, who have struggled

in amongst the throngs of men," and participated in the turmoil and strife of the
lighty contests of humanity, can feel how sweet it is for some little time to be
way from all, and lie in the ever-open bosom of Nature, receiving her benediction

nd peace

!

After a few miles' walking we left the turnpike road and descended to the banks
f the river, along which we rambled for some hours. This is the great advantage
f pedestrianism. You are unfettered. Besides its health-giving power, you have
» pure freedom. You can walk or rest ; clamber up a hill, or circuit round its

ase ; seize every point of view, and exhaust its beauties ; shout with joy, and leap

dth exultation ; or quietly yield to the influence of the senses, and silently praise

le Maker of silence, or sing in thanksgiving to Him who gave the tongue its

/"ondrous power of utterance. We availed ourselves of all the advantages our
lode of travelling oflered ; and stepping from stone to stone in the bed of theriver^

jQ chose a large one in the midst of the stream on which we sat, and, Quaker-
ike, let the spirit of the place descend into our hearts. It was a delightful hour,
his river's reverie—one never to be forgotton. Its results will endure through life.

The country through which we were now rambling is famous as having been the
eat of the notable deeds of the Welsh chief, Owen Glendower, who united his
Drees with Percy, the celebrated Hotspur, and gave our Henry IV. so much
rouble. The country is still rich in traditions connected with his name, and his
.welling places are still pointed out by the guide books. The people themselves
eem to know little and care less about their traditions, and from all that I could
ee there is little to preserve their memory. On one only subject could we raise

he enthusiasm of the Welsh, and that was their language. Of this they are pas-
ionately fond. All to whom we spoke, children and old people, were equally
tvarm in its beauty and its strength. Perhaps they concealed their feelings in
espect to their traditions ; for we could elicit nothing from them concerning the
xistence of legend or tale. What is more, most of them were surprised when told
hat such an event had occurred at such a place, and that that was one of the reasons
vhy we paid it a visit. But of this enough for the present.
We reached Corwen about four o'clock p.m. The name means the ** white

hoir," and the town is situated at the foot of the Penwin hills. It is a neat place,
>ut small. The Dee flows in front of the town, on the western bank of which is

fine hill called Caer Drewyn. On the summit of this hill exist the ruins of a
brtification erected by the famous G^vynedd when resisting Henry II. Owen
jlendower also retreated here before the forces of the fourth Henry. It is a high
liU, but not of very difiicult access. AVe climbed it, and had a fine view from the
»p, commanding a large extent of country, and including the magnificent Cader
[dris, and the cloud-piercing Snowdon. The fortification, w^hich consists of a belt
if stones encircling the whole cone of the hill, is still very perfect. In places
Bost open to attack the wall is about twelve feet in thickness, and encloses a space
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of about 300 yards in diameter. It must have been a formidable place in the c!

days of war and rapine. Here Owen and his followers encamped, and it irl

curious to take a retrospective glance at that past, and to think that now thrJ
strangers, unopposed, unquestioned, were treading the same ground, and beanil
away, as a memorial of their visit to Owen Glendower's camp, a spray of moj
gathered from its topmost stone ! Verily, times are changed, and man is prl
gressing ! From the summit of the camp is to be seen, on the opposite cliff, a rue!

heap of stones called Glendower's Seat. The walks round Corwen are Teil

beautiful. Here we have
** Hedge-rows, hardly hedge-rows—little lines

Of sportive wood run wild ; and pastoral farms,
Green to the very door ; and wreaths of smoke
Sent up in silence from among the trees"

—

making a poetic whole of sweet and picturesque beauty that will haunt the minj
long after its visible presence becomes a thing of memory.
Who has not heard of Bala Lake ? Much has been written and sung in praisl

of its silver waters. It is in truth a SAveet place. The road from Corwen to Balk)i
is rather uninteresting, though w^e took the best, passing through the little villagj

of Llandrillo, by which we obtain a view of the fine vale of Edeyrnion, whos]
fame " equalleth any in the land." The scenery round Bala is also flat and tame]
until we reach the lake itself. At that sight all the weariness occasioned by
walk of thirteen miles, immediately vanishes. The loveliness of the lake, th
music of its waters, the gentle breeze sweeping over its surface, the "grand oli

\\

hills*' in the distance, fill the soul with gladness, and renew the fading strength q p,

the limbs. On the north-west of the lake the gracefully shaped hills of Aral i

'

Fowddry and Arreneg Vawr reflect themselves in the pellucid waters, and throi
a charm over them of surpassing beauty. The town itself is of little attraction ^
and few travellers would be induced to stay there but for its lake, which will eve
be a rich source of attraction.

(To be continued.)

WE ALL MIGHT DO GOOD.

t

it

4:

r.

We all might do good ''•

Where we often do ill

—

There is always the way
If there is but the will

;

Though it be but a word
Kindly breathed or suppressed,

It may guard off some pain \
Or give peace to some breast. Lj,

We all might do good _ ^

In a thousand small ways— J
In forbearing to flatter,

Yet yielding due praise
;

in spurning ill rumour.
Reproving wrong done,

And treating but kindly
The heart we have won.

We all might do good,
Whether lowly or great.

For the deed is not gauged
By the purse or estate.

If it be but a cup /"

Of cold water ihat*s given,
Like the widow's two mites

It is something for heaven.—A. U. r*.

itt

iH

I
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A LETTER FROM A SCOTCHMAN.

Editor,—On Monday, the fourth day of August, I left the railway station in

|iburgh along with some friends, in an " excursion" train, for London. The
jngements made by the " philosophic spirits *' of venerable Reikie for securing

I
comfort of the passengers were excellent. Every ticket had a certain letter of

[alphabet printed on it, and this letter corresponded with ditto painted on a
jiage—it being an understood thing when the tickets were taken that each
lirsionist should seek out the carriage lettered the same as his ticket. Thus
es were taken comfortably and noiselessly, and everything got pleasantly into

|)er trim ere the engine, puffing and screaming, whirled us away. In respect to

'ease with which we secured our places, Edinburgh presented a great contrast

fiOndon on the night of our return—two weeks after. The platform at Euston-
kre was all bustle and confusion—every one had to get a seat where and how he
; could—the railway people could give no information—porters kept hurling
;ks here and there to the infinite danger of"toes and limbs, and the shouting,

ling, and running about were truly terrific. I thought it the happiest moment
ly life when, an hour and a half after the advertised time of starting, the shrill

[.stle gave the signal to be off, and the huge Metropolis began to disappear in

ance and the darkness of the night. But I did not intend to find fault with the
jway folks for bad arrangements or being behind time, although, truly, they
lid be none the worse for having this ever-recurring fact not only placed before

fir eyes, but punched into their heads, for the nine hundred and ninety-ninth
e!

[Ve, Mr. Editor, were a party of five, two gents and three ladies—all genuine
pts—everyone of us possessed of the solemn phiz and indomitable will of the
s ofthe afore-named Auld Reikie. We also fancied that we had, each of us,

|.t peculiarly Scotch quality that defies the artifices of every swindler—and yet
were done! done as brown as ever poor sinners were, in that dreadful London

Iyours.

I

Jnfortunately for us, a friend of ours—at whose house we located—who is up to

the rigs of London life, was in the midst of a hurry of business, and could pay
no attention whatever. We had calculated, do you see, on having him in our
:tropolitan perigrinations, and had actually brought the additional lady with us
order to provide our London friend with a beautiful Scotch belle— and she in

|r turn with a handsome Cockney beau. The unfortunate circumstance alluded
though it did not diminish the warmness of our London cousin's reception,

lide sour, during the whole of our stay in the Metropolis, the at any time not over-
reeable temper of the lady above referred to. She could see nothing in London.
le Great Exhibition—whose marvels have brought admiring philosophers, peace-
ring philanthropists, and even the horny-handed sons of toil, from nearly every
ngdom on nature's convexity—she pronounced unworthy of a visit—all the
and stone buildings and brick houses, unsightly and unseemly. What does it

ktter to ill-nature that admiring generations—those who have gone before, as well
the present—have accorded to Sir C. Wren and the other immortals in archi-

[cture, unbounded praise and deeply-cut niches in ** the temple of fame" for the
.during monuments they have raised of their own and their nation's grandeur ?

must have something to vent its spleen on ! and why not these ? But more than
lis, the people were light-headed and stupid, too much given to gay sports ; there
Eis no solemnity in the churches or chapels (the London folks having no reverence
r the Gospel)—the water was filthy—the butcher-meat putrid—in fact, London
as a great nothing. Nowhere that one wanted to walk to, but was such a dis-

nee off that one was tired to death in going—or else charged five times more
lan the legal fare for riding in a cab. I don't chronicle these things because I am
bachelor. Lideed, to tell you the truth, Sir, I am on the look-out for a kind-
'jarted wife. But who, think you, would take to his home and his bosom, a lady
horn so slight a disappointment made the torment of herself and our party
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during a fortnight's residence in the greatest city in the world? If your si

Mr. Editor, would allow, I should like to preach a homily on ill-nature asj

trasted with evenness of temper and loveliness of soul.

But I have wandered a little. I was just saying we were done. It was the!

time in my life, and I shall take care it will be the last, at least so far as I anil

sonally concerned. Just the day after our arrival in '* town,*' as we were-l

whole five of us—marching along the Strand between St. Clement's and Chaij

cross, we observed a cabman making friendly signs to us. I looked rather kil

ingly at him ; and, to tell you the truth, he had the appearance of a cab-dii"!|

have seen in the streets of Edinburgh. I said to our male friend, '* GeorgH
you know this cabman ?" *' I dinna ken," answered he. We had not much
for parley, however, as Jehu was at our side in a moment, cab and all. " Wl
are you going, gents r" said he. '* O," I replied, ** we are just having a look abo
** You had better get into my cab." I looked at George, and George looked at I

and then we both looked at the ladies ; and without more ado we all got in. 'Wj

we were as comfortably seated as five could be in one of these London cabs,

were driving along at a pretty pace, George looked at me, and says, " Raw1|
(such is the vile pronunciation he gives the respectable name of Robert) , I tli|

that chap maun ken us, an' am share auv* seen him in Edinburgh ; but tl

better than walkin' at ony rate.'* I kept my own counsel, still trying to recoil

where I had seen our very obliging cabman. "We had been driving about, I dil

know where to, for nearly half an hour, when the horse and cab came to a sta.1

still, and the driver appeared at the door, with " Where do you want to goj^^i^

gents? for," said he, "it's no use a-drivin' the oss an' goin* nowhere." '* Tl
true," I said ;

'* and I think we'll walk the rest of the way." And so out we all

I was a little astonished to find ourselves at exactly the same place where we got i]

the cab. We had been taken to Trafalgar-square and back again. I made no remal
hov/ever ; but was just on the point of tendering my thanks to Mr. Cabman for .1

drive, when he bawls out— ** Four- and- six." I recovered my senses just in til

to pull out my purse and pay. I saw we had been victimised. As the cabmj
mounted his box, there was a chuckle playing about his mouth, but I'll fori

him if he ever takes me in again. The girls laughed at us for a pair of boollfcftot

declaring they knew all the time what the end would be. I couldn't bear to thi[

of this affair again while I remained in London. I enjoined the strictest secrefciw

on all our party, and wouldn't let it out now, only for a warning to others. The]

is an old proverb that says something about being once bit ;
1*11 keep that foij

motto.
It would perhaps be too much like " a thrice told tale " to go circumstantiallJ^J",

over or through all the sights of London. These must be familiar to the readers
The Working Man's Friend,—as excellent descriptions of London and Lond||
manners and amusements have appeared from time to time in its pages. And a8;[

the Exhibition, everyone is acquainted with that. I'll be bound for it, the mei|

of people who have not paid a visit to that Crystal Monitor of international civil

sation are as familiar with what is there to be seen as those who have paid

weekly visits with their season tickets. K they are not, they have reason to I

ashamed ; for England, Scotland, Ireland—nay, the whole world is fiilled with it

history, and teeming with descriptions of its contents. Mr. Editor, this gene

ration—with the wars of sects for domination, and the struggles of the people :

every land for freedom—and generations yet unborn, shall pass from this scene c

commotion and toil—the actions of men and their influence shall disappear witl

the actors ; but as long as time shall last—from the memorable 1851 down to th

latest ages of posterity—the benignant influence of the World's Temple of Peaci

will be felt and seen in the heart and soul of immortal men. Old systems of ex-^
clusiveness and pride have already received through it their death-blow ; and en

nfe

many years be gone by, the beauty of that universal peace of which it is the inaiigi^ Bi:i

ration and type shall shine resplendent o'er the world. > fit:

London is not to be seen in a fortnight ; I therefore intend to have another weei fc:

or two. Why, to see the Museum woiild take a week ; and the Nineveh sculpturalura «!
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je are worth three days of it. Besides the Museum, there are St, Paul's, West-
later Abbey, and crowds of other historic buildings, in which are to be read

fi more truth than in a book the history of men who have lived and died—with
deeds of kings, the feats of warriors, the writings of historians and poets. Every

H can supply a little of these ; but London is, par excellence^ the city which
tains most of intrigue, romance, and history. It is without doubt the greatest

r in the world. When I visit it again, I may perhaps give you another letter,

ij!:/;
-^ Scot.

[pi;: _«_.««.«_.-«__
4* ~~~

CUEIOSITIES OF AMERICAN LITERATURE.

THE PRAIRIES.
IE smaller prairies, or those in which the

[fti and woodland alternate frequently,

the most beautiful. The points of
[jdland which make into them like so

[ly capes or promontories, and the
|ves which are interspersed like islands,

in these lesser prairies always suffi-

[atly near to be clearly defined to the
i, and to give the scene an interesting

[iety. Ave see plains, varying from a
If hundred acres to several miles in ex-

it, not perfectly level, but gently rolling

U undulating, like the swelling of the

Ian when nearly calm. Tlie graceful
Ive of the surface is seldom broken,
pept when here and there the eye rests

[)n one of those huge mounds which
so pleasing to the poet and so per-

Jxingto the antiquarian. The whole is

hrspread witli grass and flowers, consti-

ling a rich and varied carpet, in which
l^round of lively green is ornamented
th a profusion of the gaudiest hues, and
[aged with a rich border of forest and
cket. Deep recesses in the edge of the
liber resemble the bays and inlets of a
:e ; while occasionally a long vista,

inning far back into the forest, invites

) eye to roam off and refresh itselfwith
J calm beauty of a distant perspective.
Irhe traveller, as he rides along over
)se smaller prairies, finds his eye con-
inally attracted to the edges ofthe forest,

|d his imagination employed in tracing
beautiful outline, and in finding out

Ijemblances between these wild scenes
d the most tastefully embellished pro-
lictions of art. The fairest pleasure-
[ounds, the noblest parks of European
blemen and princes, where millions have
en expended to captivate the senses
lih Elj^sian scenes, are but mimic repre-
latations, on a reduced scale, of the
auties which are here spread by nature

;

r here are clumps and lawns, groves and
jenues, the tangled thicket, and the soli-

ry tree, the lengthened vista, and the
eluded nook, and all the varieties of

scenic attraction, but on a plan so exten-
sive as to offer a w4de scope and an endless
succession of changes to the eye.
There is an air of refinement here that

wins the heart,—even here, where no
human residence is seen, where no foot of
man intrudes, and where not an axe has
ever trespassed on the beautiful domain.
It is a wilderness shorn of every savage
association, a desert that " blossoms as the
rose." So different is the feeling awakened
from anything inspired by mountain or
woodland scenery, that the instant the
traveller emerges from the forest into the
prairie, he feels no longer solitary. The
consciousness that he is travelling alone,
and in a wilderness, escapes him ; and he
indulges in the same pleasing sensations
which are enjoyed by one who, having
lost his way, and wandered bewildered
among the labyrinths of a savage moun-
tain, suddenly descends into rich and
highly cultivated plains, and sees around
him trie delightful indications of taste and
comfort. The gay landscape charms him.
He is encompassed by the refreshing
sweetness and graceful beauty of the ruml
scene ; and recognises at every step some
well-remembered spot, or some ideal para-
dise in which the fancy had loved to

wander, enlarged and beautified, and as it

were retouched by nature's hand. The
clusters of trees so fancifully arranged, the
forest outline so gracefully curved, seem to

have been disposed by the hand of taste

for the enjoyment of intelligent beings;
and so complete is the illusion, that it is

difficult to dispel the belief that each ave-
nue leads to a village, and each grove con-
ceals a splendid mansion.
Widely different was the prospect exhi-

bited by the more northern and central

districts of the state. Vast in extent, the
distant forest was either beyond the reach
of the eye, or was barely discernible in

the shapeless outline of blue faintly im-
pressed on the horizon. As the smaller
prairies resembled a series of larger and
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lesser lakes, so these boundless plains re-

mind one of the ocean waste. Here and
there a solitary tree, torn by the wind,
stood alone like a dismantled mast in the

ocean. As I followed my guide through
this lonely region, my sensations were
similar to those of the voyager when his

bark is launched upon the sea. Alone, in

a wide waste, with my faithful pilot only,

I was dependent on him for support, guid-

ance, and pi-otection. With little to diver-

sify tlie path, and nothing to please the

eye but the carpet ofverdure, which began
to pall upon the sense, a feeling of dreari-

ness crept over me—a desolation of the

spirit, such as one feels when crossed in

love, or when very drowsy on a hot after-

noon after a full dinner. But these are

feelings which, like the sea- sickness of the

young mariner, are soon dispelled. I began
to find a pleasure in gazing over this im-

mense, unbroken waste, in watchim|
horizon under the vague hope of mec]
a traveller, and in following the deer •

my eyes as they galloped off—their j

forms growing smaller and smaller as
receded, until they shrunk into nottl

Sometimes I descried a dark spot ail

immense distance, and pointed it out tol

companion with a joy like that of the :l

man who discovers a sail in the disi

speck which floats on the ocean. Wl
such an object happened to be in tlie dil

tion of our path, I watched it with i|

rest as it rose and enlarged upon
vision—supposing it at one moment to|

a solitary horseman, and wondering
manuer of man he would turn out to

at another supposing it to be a
animal, or a wagon, or a pedestrian

;

after it had seemed to approach for ho;i

I found it to be a tree.

—

James Hall.

GLt^

[12.8S<

PIERRE BLONDO'S FIRST SIGHT OF A PRAIRIE ON FIRE.

The shades of night had begun to close,

when they again ascended one of those

elevations which swell so gradually that

the traveller scarcely remarks them until he
reaches the summit, and beholds, from a
commanding eminence, a boundless land-

scape spread before him. The veil of night,

without concealing the scene, rendered it

indistinct ; the undulations of the surface

were no longer perceptible ; and the prairie

seemed a perfect plain. One phenomenon
astonished and perplexed him : before him
the prairie was lighted up with a dim but
supernatural brilliancy, like that of a dis-

tant fire, while behind was the blackness of

darkness. An air of solitude reigned over

that wild plain, and not a sound relieved

the desolation of the scene. A chill crept

over him as he gazed around, and not an
object met his eyes but that dark maid, who
stood in mute patience by his side as wait-

ing his pleasure ; but on whose features, as

displayed by the uncertain light that glim-

mered on them, a smile of triumph seemed
to play. He looked again, and the horizon

gleamed brighter and brighter, until a fiery

redness rose above its dark outline, while

heavy, slow-moving masses of cloud curled

upward above it. It was evidently the

intense reflection and the voluminous
smoke of a vast fire. In another

moment the blaze itself appeared, first

shooting up at one spot, and then at

another, and advancing until the whole line

of horiron was clothed with flames that

rolled around, and curled, and dashed up-

ward like the angiy waves of a burning
ocean. The simple Frenchman had never

heard of the fires that sweep over our wide

iconste!

iitandini

prairies in the autumn, nor did it en
into his head that a natural ciuse cot

produce an effect so terrific. The wh
western horizon was clad in fire, and, as

as the eye could see, to the right and le

was one vast conflagration, having the i

pearance of angry billows of a fiery liqii

dashing against each other, and foamis
and throwing flakes of burning spray in

the air. There was a roaring sound 11

that caused by the conflict of the waves,

more terrific sight could scarcely be cp

ceived ; nor was it singular that an unp|||

tised eye should behold in that scene a wl
scene of flame, lashed into fury by some i

ternal commotion.
Pierre could gaze no longer. A sudck

horror thrilled his soul. His worst fea

were realised in the tremendous landscap

He saw before him the lake of fire prepan
for the devil and his angels. The existent

of such a place of punishment he had nerdij^^^g

doubted ; but, heretofore, it had been tjf .

mere dogma of faith, while now it appeared.,

,

before him in its terrible reality. H«li
thought he could plainly distinguish g*F^
gantic black forms dancing in the flamei'^-'

throwing up their long mis-shapen armi .

and writhing their bodies into fantas'i teed

s

shapes. Uttering a i.iercing shrifk, bfrntdu

turned and fled with the swiftness of
IJJ||k)T(

arrow. Fear gave new vigour to the

cles which had before been relaxed

fatigue, and his feet, so lately lieavy, noi

touched the ground with the light ail<i

springy tread of the antelope. Yet. to him^

self, his s'eps seemed to linger as

heels were lead.

—

James Hall,

thai

ilini

der.''

lisei

tried

'^\

if
\.\

1
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GLEANINGS FEOM MY COMMON-PLACE BOOK.
iiier m NO. XII.—CIRCUMSTANTIAL PROOF.

former numbers I haye given some extraordinary cases of conviction upon cir-

'^"'"Jastantial proof. The following are two very remarkable cases quoted from

tile m'^*^ Sixty Curious Narratives :

—

aD, onathan Bradford kept an inn in Oxfordshire, on the London-road to Oxford,
ntlieBjie year 1736. He bore an unexceptionable character. Mr. Hayes, a gentleman
witijfortune, being on his way to Oxford, on a visit to a relation, put up at Brad-

d's ; he there joined company with two gentlemen, with whom he supped, and,

conversation, unguardedly mentioned that he had then about him a large sum

5Jmoney. In due time they retired to their respective chambers—the gentlemen

a two-bedded room, leaving, as is customary with many, a candle burning in the

mney corner. Some hours after they were in bed, one of the gentlemen, being

^j'Mtike, thought he heard a deep groan in the adjoining chamber, and this being
»eated, he softly awaked his friend. They listened together ; and the groans in-

jasing, as of one dying, they both instantly arose, and proceeded silently to the

Dr of the next chamber, from whence they heard the groans ; and, the door
ing ajar, saw a light in the room ; they entered, but it is impossible to paint

nr consternation, on perceiving a person weltering in his blood in the bed, and a
ui standing over him, with a dark Ianthorn in one hand and a knife in the other,

ie man seemed as petrified as themselves, but his terror carried with it all the

rror of guilt ! The gentlemen soon discovered that the person was the stranger with
lom they had that night supped, and that the man who was standing over him
is their host. They seized Bradford directly, disarmed him of his knife, and
arged him with being the murderer : he assumed by this time the air of inno-

nce, positively denied the crime, and asserted that he came there with the same
imane intentions as themselves ; for that, hearing a noise, which was succeeded
a groaning, he got out of bed, struck a light, armed himself with a knife for his

5fence, and had but that minute entered the room before them.
These assertions were of little avail ; he was kept in close custody till the
orning, and then taken before a neighbouring justice of the peace. Bradford
ill denied the murder, but, nevertheless, with such an apparent indication of

lilt, that the justice hesitated not to make use of this extraordinary expression,

1 writing out his mittimus :
** Mr. Bradford, either you or myself committed this

urder.*'

This extraordinary affair was the conversation of the whole county. Bradford
•as tried and condemned over and over again, in every company. In the midst of

U this predetermination came on the assizes at Oxford ; Bradford was brought to

rial : he pleaded not guilty. Nothing could be more strong than the evidence of

ie two gentlemen ; they testified to the finding Mr. Hayes murdered in his bed ;

Sradford at the side of the body with a light and a knife ; that knife, and the hand
rhich held it, bloody ; that, on their entering the room, he betrayed all the signs of

guilty man, and that, a few moments preceding, they had heard the groans of the
leceased.

Bradford's defence on his trial was the same as before the gentlemen : he had
Leard a noise ; he suspected some villany transacting—he struck a light—he
Hatched a knife (the only weapon near him) to defend himself ; and the terrors he
liscovered were merely the terrors of humanity, the natural effects of innocence as

fell as guilt, on beholding such a horrid scene.
This defence, however, could be considered but as weak, contrasted with several

towerful circumstances against him. Never was circumstantial evidence more
trong. There was little need left of comment, from the judge, in summing up the
nridence. No room appeared for extenuation, and the: jury brought in the
Prisoner guilty, even without going out of the box. Bradford was executed shortly
ifter, still declaring he was not the murderer, nor privy to the murder of Mr,
layes ; but he died disbelieved by all.

||
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Yet were those assertions not untrue ! The murder was actually committed ;<fflH

Mr. Hayes' footman ; who, immediately on stabbing his master, rifled his breec

of his money, gold watch, and snulF-box, and escaped to his own room ; wl'

could have been, from the very circumstances, scarcely two seconds before Br
ford's entering the unfortunate gentleman's chamber. The world owes this km
ledge to a remorse of conscience in the footman (eighteen months after the exe
tion of Bradford) on a bed of sickness ; it was a death-bed repentance, and by t

death the law lost its yictim.

It is much to be wished that this account could close here ; but it cannot. Br.

ford, though innocent, and not privy to the murder, was, nevertheless, the m
derer in design. He had heard, as well as the footman, what Mr. Hayes had (

clared at supper, as to his having a large sum of money about him, and he went
the chamber with the same diabolical intentions as the servant. ' He was stn:

with amazement !—he could not believe his senses !—and in turning back the b*

clothes, to assure himself of the fact, he, in his agitation, dropped liis knife o

bleeding body, by which both his hand and the knife became bloody. These
cumstances Bradford acknowledged to the clergyman who attended him after 1

sentence. Soft
The next case, taken from the same Narratives, is as follows ;

William Shaw (says our authority) was an upholsterer at Edinburgh, in t'

year 1721. He had a daughter, Catherine Shaw, who lived with him. She e:

couraged the addresses of John Lawson, a jeweller, to whom William She
declared the most insuperable objections, alleging him to be a profligate youi

man, addicted to every kind of dissipation. He was forbidden the house ; but tl

daughter continuing to see him clandestinely, the father, on the discovery, kej

her strictly confined.

William Shaw had, for some time, pressed his daughter to receive the addresscE

of a son of Alexander Robertson, a friend and neighbour ; and one evening bein}

very urgent with her thereon, she peremptorily refused, declaring she preferred

death to being young Robertson's wife. The father grew enraged, and the daught^

ter more positive ; so that the most passionate expressions arose on both sides, ani
the words, barbarity^ cruelty, and death, were frequently pronounced by thf
daughter ! At length he left her, locking the door after him.
The greatest part of the buildings at Edinburgh are formed on the plan of th(!^

chambers in our inns of court ; so that many families inhabit rooms on the sam
floor, having all one commpn staircase. William Shaw dwelt in one of these, an(

a single partition only divided his apartment from that of James Morrison, a watch-

case maker. This man had indistinctly overheard the conversation and quarre

between Catherine Shaw and her father, but was particularly struck with tlu

repetition of the above words, she having pronounced them loudly and emphatically!

For some little time after the father was gone out, all was silent, but presently

Morrison heard several groans from the daughter. Alarmed, he ran to some oi

his neighbours under the same roof. These, entering Morrison's room, and listen^Ju

ing attentively, not only heard the groans, but distinctly heard Catherine Shaw»
two or three times, faintly exclaim—*• Cruel father, thou art the cause of my
death r Struck with this, they flew to the door of Shaw's apartment; they

knocked—no answer was given. The knocking was still repeated—still no answer.

Suspicions had before arisen against the father ; they were now confirmed : a con-

stable was procured, an entrance forced ; Catherine was found weltering in her

blood, and the fatal knife by her side ! She was alive, but speechless ; but, on

questioning her as to owing her death Xo her father, she was just able to make a

motion with her head, apparently in the affirmative, and expired.

Just at the critical moment, William Shaw returns and enters the room. All

eyes are on him ! He sees his neighbours and a constable in his apartment, and
seems much disordered thereat ; but, at the sight of his daughter he turns pale,

trembles, and is ready to sink. The first surprise, and the succeeding horror, leave

little dpubt of his guilt in the breasts of the beholders ; and even that little is done

_

Ci!

.e^
awa^n the constable discovering that the shirt of William Shaw is bloody.
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[» -vras instantly hurried before a magistrate, and, upon the depositions of all

jLes, committed to prison on suspicion. He was shortly after brought to trial,

0, in his defence, he acknowledged the having confined his daughter to prevent
intercourse with Lawson ; that he had frequently insisted on her marrying
(ertson ; and that he had quarrelled with her on the subject the evening she
found murdered, as the witness Morrison had deposed : but he averred, that

lift his daughter unharmed and untouched ; and that the blood found upon his

It was there in consequence of his having bled himself some days before, and

jt;
handasre becominoj untied. These assertions did not weigh a feather with the
^•, when opposed to the strong circumstantial evidence of the daughter's ex-
[isions, of "barbarity, cruelty, and death," and of " Cruel father, thou art the

je of my death ;**—together "svith the apparently affirmative motion with her

i, and the blood so seemingly providentially discovered on the father's shirt.

these several concurring circumstances, was William Shaw found guilty, was
puted, and Avas hanged in chains, at Leith Walk, in November 1721.

[ras there a person in Edinburgh who believed the father guiltless r No, not

! notwithstanding his latest words at the gallows were, *' I am innocent of my
[ghter's murder." But in August 1722, as a man, w^ho had become the pos-

or of the late William Shaw*s apartments, was rummaging by chance in the

mber where Catherine Shaw died, he accidentally perceived a paper fallen into a

[ity on one side of the chimney. It was folded as a letter, which, on opening,

[tained the following:—" Barbarous Pather, your cruelty in having put it out of

power ever to join my fate to that of the only man I could love, and tyrannically

Isting upon my marrying one whom I always hated, has made me form a reso-

|on to put an end to an existence which is become a burthen to me. I doubt
I shall find mercy in another world ; for sure no benevolent being can require

It I should any longer live in torment to myself in this ! My death I lay to

[tr charge : when you read this consider yourself as the inhuman wretch that

nged the murderous knife into the bosom of the unhappy

—

-Catherine Shaw."
?his letter being shown, the hand-writing was recognised and avowed to be
;herine Shaw*s by many of her relations and friends. It became the public

£ ; and the magistracy of Edinburgh, on a scrutiny, being convinced of its

ihenticity, ordered the body of William Shaw to be taken from the gibbet

i given to his family for interment ; and, as the only reparation to his memory,
i the honour of his surviving relations, they caused a pair of colours to be waved
a: his grave, in token of his innocence.

FACTS IN NATURAL HISTORY
FOR THE YOUNG.

3eylon Leeches.—There is a species

l^ech which infests in immense numbers
3 woods and swampy grounds of Ceylon,

rticularly in the rainy season, to the

eat annoyance of every one who passes

rough them. The leeches of this species

RVfiry small, not much larger than a pin,

d are of a dark-red speckled colour. In

eir motions they do not crawl like a worm,
like the leeches we are accustomed to

e in Europe, but keep constantly spring-

by first fixing their head on a place,

„ then bringing their tail up to it with a

iden jerk, while at the same time their

lad is thrown forward for another hold.

. this manner they move so exceedingly

lick, that before they are perceived they

ntrive to get upon one's clotii^s, when

they immediately endeavour by some aper-

ture to find an entrance to the skin. As
soon as they reach it they begin to draw
blood ; and, as they can effect this even
through the light clothing worn in this

climate, it is almost impossible to pass
through the woods and swamps in rainy
weather without being covered with blood.

On our way to Candy, in marching through
the narrow paths among the woods, we were
terribly annoyed by these vermin, for when-
ever any of us sat down, or even halted for

a moment, we were sure to be immediately
attacked by multitudes of them ; and be«
fore we could get rid of them our g[loves

and boots were filled with blood. This'was
attended with no small danger ; for if a
soldier were, from drunkenness or fa^ue,
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to fall asleep on the ground, he must have
perished by bleeding to death. On rising

in the morning I have often found my bed-
clothes and skin covered with blood in an
alarming manner. The Dutch, in their

marches into the interior at different times,

lost several of their men ; and on our setting

out they told us that we should hardly be
able to make our way for them. But, though
we were terribly annoyed, we all escaped

without any serious accident. Other ani-

mals, as well as man, are subject to the

attack of these leeches. Horses in par-

ticular, from their excessive plunging and
kicking to get rid of these creatures when
they fasten upon them, render it very un-
safe for any one to ride through the woods
of the interior.

The Shrew Mouse.—The shrew mouse
seems to form a shade in the order of

diminutive animals, and to fill up the in-

terval between the mole and the rat, which
though they resemble each other in size,

differ materially in form, and are a totally

distinct species. This animal is smaller

than the common mouse, and in its snout,

which is much longer than the jaw-bone, it

resembles the mole ; its eyes are black and
larger than those of the latter animal, but
they are in like manner concealed, and
much smaller than those of the mouse. It

has a short bare tail, small rounded ears,

two upper fore teeth of a singular construc-

tion, having a small barb on each side,

almost imperceptible, and five claws on each
foot. The colour of the shrew mouse is, in

general, of a reddish brown, but some are

of an ash colour, and all of them are white

under the belly. The shrew mouse does

not seem to exist in America, but is a native

of most parts of Europe. In Great Britain

it generally resides in barns, stables, hay-

lofts, and on dunghills ; sometimes it is

found in the woods and fields, beneath the

roots of trees, or under heaps of fagots or

leaves, where it frequently forms a little

burrow. The female produces as many
young at a time as the common mouse, but
not so frequently. This little animal does

not ramble far from home, its sight being

very imperfect, and its pace slow ; so that

it may be caught with very little difficulty.

It feeds on grain, insects, and roots, and,

when it can be found, on putrescent flesh.

"When chased or ensnared, it utters a cry

more sharp and piercing than that of the

mouse. It has also a strong and offensive

smell, owing to which most cats reject the

flesh, or, if they eat any part of it, are sub-

ject to sickness afterwards. They will,

however, pursue and kill it whenever they

have an opportunity. It is a remarkable
but^MBll-authenticated circumstance, that

there is an annual mortality among tl

little animals about the month of Aud
during which they are found dead in gl

numbers in the roads, woods, and fij

without any appearance of violence on,
bodies.

Carrier Pigeons. — The practi
conveying intelligence between distant
tions by means of tame doves has been 1

used in the East. When, during the
sades, Acre was besieged by the Chr
forces, Saladin kept open a correspon
for some time with the besieged by
of these winged messengers ; but one ha»
been accidentally brought to the ground
an arrow before it reached the city,

stratagem was discovered, and the cd

munication which would have animated
courage of the besieged by the announ
ment of speedy succour being thus betrajEfconni

to the Christians, such measures were tas .

as compelled the surrender of the ph ^

before Saladin could arrive to relieve f'^

According to Sandys this custom is of 61 ,/

earlier antiquity, for he records that Ti ^

mostones, by a pigeon stained with purp ^

gave notice of his victory at the Olympi Sipec"

Games the same day to his father in T^lMP'^^
Russell, in his " History of Aleppo," ssMtriT
" The pigeon in former times was employtpiy
in the English Factory, to convey int<

uiyto

ligence from Scanderoon to Aleppo, of tl
^

arrival of the Company's ships in that poi ^^
>

The name of the ship, the hour of-her a .

rival, and whatever else could be comprise '

in a small compass, were written on a sli
"^'^*

of paper, and secured under the pigeon ^^•

wing so as not to impede her flight—Ik Eifo'?

feet were bathed in vinegar to keep thei|f:
•

cool, and prevent her being tempted by thr
sight of water to alight, whereby delat^;.

might be occasioned or the billet lost. Th
pigeons have been known to perform th

journey in two hours and a half, the die

tance being between sixty and sevent;

miles in a straight line. The messenger
bird had a young brood at Aleppo, and wai

sent in an uncovered cage to Scanderoon
from whence, as soon as set at liberty, sh(

returned with all speed to her nest. It was

then usual, at the season of the arrival oi

the ships, to send pigeons to be ready at

the port ; but if the bird remained more
than a fortnight, she would forget her

young, and could not safely be trusted.

The pigeons, when let fly from Scanderoon,

instead of bending their course towards the

high mountains surrounding the plain,

mounted at once directly up, soaring almost

perpendicularly till out of sight, as if to

surmount at once all obstacles intercepting

their view of the place of their destination.**

hi
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

)un-substantive; a. adjective ; ad. adverb

XOR'bitant, a. excessive, extravagant. I

XO'kcise, v. to divine ; to practise I

;ic; to use forms by which, it is pre- ,

led, evil and malignant spirits may be !

en away.
I

XOk'di'JM, s. a preface, or introduction
|

-discourse. i

xoter'ic, a, public, open, external. j

xot'ic, o. foreign ; s, a foreign plant

;

lant reared in an atmosphere made, by
ficial means, to resemble that in which
plant originally grew.

.XPAJi'siVE, a. extensive, spreading.

Ixpa'triate, v,a, to banish from the

ive country, or to leave it voluntarily.

Sxpec'toRANTS, s, (from ex, out of, and
tus, the chest), medicinal agents which
der the act of coughing more easy, and
ich cause matter to be more easily thrown
from the breast.

jX'pedite, v.a. to facilitate, hasten,
patch.

ix'piATE, v.a. to atone for.

ix'PLETiVE, 5. a word or syllable used
rely to fill up a vacancy j a supplemental
rd.

Sxplo'de, v.a. to reject or cast out with
lence and noise.

3xplor'e, vm. to search into ; to ex-
ine. >.

ixro'xENT, s. the number that points
tthe ratio of any two or more quantities.

Ex'ports, s. pi. goods sent to a foreign
irket.

Exposi'tion, s, an explanation ; situ-

on.

Express', s. a courier, or special mes-
iger, or mode of conveyance ; a message
at.

Expul'sive, rt. having power to expel.

Expur'gate, V, a. to expunge ; to purge
?ay.

Ex'sCRiPT, s. a copy, an extract.

Exsic/CATE, v,a. to dry, to dry up.

Exsuda'tion, s, a sweating, falling in
ops, as in distilling.

Exsus'ciTATE, V. a. to rouse up ; to

ir up.

ExTEii'poRE, ad. without previous study.

Exten'sok, s. a kind of muscle of the
iman body.

Exten't, s. (in law) a writ of execu-ion
jainst the property of a debtor ; also, the
t of a sheriff or officer upon the writ itself.

; V. verb ; v.a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neuter.

Exten'uate, v.a. to lessen, to palliatCj
to diminish, to soften.

Exter'mixate, v.a. to root out ; to drive
away.

ExTER siox, s. the act of rubbing off.

Extilla'tion, s. the act of falling ia
drops.

ExTiNc'Tiox, $. the act of quenching or
extinguishing ; suppression ; destruction.

Extor'tign, s. unlawful exaction ; op-
pression.

Ex'tra, (Latin) a word often used, mean-
ing over and above, extraordinary ; as extra-
labour, &c. ; or, beyond, as ex^ra-judicial,
&c.

Ex'tracts, *. (in medicine) preparations
of vegetable principles, obtained in various
ways.

Extra'neous, a. foreign ; not exactly to
the purpose.

Extravasa'tion, s. the forcing of any of
the fluids of the human body out of their
natural vessels, in consequence of weak-
ness, or a blow.

Ex'tricate, r. a. to disentangle ; to dis-
embarrass ; to clear away ; to bring out of
a diflScuIt position.

Extrin'sic, a. external, outward, not
intimately belonging to.

Exu'berant, a. overabundant ; luxu-
riant.

Exuda'tion, s. a sweating out
;

perspi-
ration.

Ex'uvi.iE, s. pi. skin or shells cast off by
animals ; also the scum, the refuse.

Eyre, s. (from the French eyre^ a
journey) the court of itinerant or travelling
justices ; so called from their going the
circuits, and holding assizes.

Ei'ry, Ei'rie, s, a place where birds of
prey build ; the nest of an eagle or hawk.

Fa', s. the fourth sound in the scale of
music.

Faea'ceous, a. having the nature of a
bean.

Fa'ble, s. a feigned story, intended,
generally, to illustrate and enforce some
moral precept ; the series of events which
constitute a poem,
Far'ric, s. a building, an edifice; a

system, .
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Fac^ade, 5. (French) the front of a large

building.

Fa'cet, 5. a small irregular surface.

Face'te, a. gay, cheerful, witty.

Face'tije, s. ph (Latin) humorous com-
positions.

Fa'cial, a. pertaining to the face—as the

facial artery, vein, &c. Facial angle, in

anatomy, is the angle contained in a line

drawn horizontally from the middle of the

external entrance of the ear to the edge of

the nostrils ; and another from the nostrils

to the ridge of the frontal bone on which

the eyebrows are placed, serving to measure
the elevation of the forehead.

Fa'cile, a. easy, pliant, flexible.

Fac-siim'ile, s. an exact copy or likeness.

Facti'tious, a. made by art, in opposi-

tion to what is made by nature.

Fac'tor, s. an agent for another; a

deputy.

Facto'tum, s, an agent or servant em-

ployed alike in all kinds of business.

Fac'ulty, s. the power of doing any-

thing
;
power of the mind—as imagination,

reason, memory ; in physics, faculty means
a power or ability to perform any action,

natural, vital, and animal ; faculty in an
university denotes the masters and profes-

sors of the several sciences.

Fac'und, a. eloquent; of ready speech.

Fje'ces, s.pl. excrements, dregs, dross.

Fje'cvla, s. the dregs, settlement.

Faints, s. pi. the gross fetid oil remain-
ing after distillation ; or a weak spirituous

liquor that runs from the still in rectifying

low wines after the proof spirit is drawn ofl".

Fatr'y, s. a kind of imaginary being.

Fa'kir, or FA'auiR, s. a Mohammedan
religious itinerant; a sort of hermit.

Fal'cated, a. hooked, bent like a scythe.

Fal'chion, 5. a short-crooked sword ; a

scymetar.

Fal'conry, s. the art of breeding and
training hawks and falcons.

Fald'isdory, s. the throne, &c., of a

bishop.

Fald'stool, s. a stool placed at the

south side of the altar, at which the Kings
of England kneel at their coronation ; the

chair of a bishop, enclosed within the rails

of the altar ; a folding-chair.

Faler'nian, a. the wine made at Faler-

nus, a fertile mountain and plain of Cam-
pania.

Fal'lacy, s, a sophism ; a deceitful argu-
ment.

Fall'ing-star, s, a -^b^hious meteor,

suddenly appearing and darting thron]

the air.

Fal'low, a. unsowed; ploughed, buti
sowed ; unploughed

;
ground left to r

after the years of tillage.

Falset'to (Italian) s. in music, afeig^r.

voice.

Fal'sification, s. the art of counte:

ing anything, so as to make it appear
it is not.

Fam'ilism, 5. the tenets of a sect calj:

thefamily of love, formed in the reign

Queen Elizabeth.

Fanat'ic, s. an enthusiast ; one v
entertains wild religious notions.

Fan'cy, s. imagination ; the power
which the mind forms to itself images a
representations of things or persons ; tas

caprice, humour, inclination.

Fandan'go, s. a lively Spanish dance.

Fane, s. a temple ; a place consecrat|

to religion ; a weathercock.

Fa:n'faron, s. a bully, a hector, a blii'

terer.

Fan'light, s, a window in the form
an open fan, generally placed over a dooi

Fanta sia, s. a kind of air in music,^,

which all the freedom of fancy may'i
allowed.

Fantas'tic, Fantas'tical, a.irrationa

imaginary ; humorous ; unsteady.

Fantocci'ni (Italian) 5. an exhibitioa
puppets.

Farce, s, a comic or ludicrous dramat
exhibition.

Far'cin, or Far'cy, s. a disease of horse

and sometimes of oxen.

Far'del, s. 2i bundle, a little

v.a, to make up in bundles.

Fari'na, s. the fine dust found in flowe:

starch ; meal or flour.

Farina'ceous, a. resembling meal,
flour.

Farra'ginous, a. made of different

gredients.

Farra'go, s. a medley of several thi

ideas, &c.

Far'riery, s. the practice of trimm
the feet of horses ; also, the art of heal
horses when sick.

Far'row, s, a litter of pigs; v.a.

bring forth pigs.

Fas'ces, s, an axe tied up in a bundle
rods and staves, and which was borne b"'

fore the Roman magistrates as a badge
authority.

Fa'scia, s. a fillet, a bandage ; a range
stone-work to divide a building.

i'^
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ENGLAND AT THE HEAD OF THE NATIONS.

We have been extremely sorry of late to hear many persons speak of Old England

aa the most enslaved of all nations ; and some are so disgusted with their father-

land that they are about to emigrate, and desert it for ever. Now, without being

blind to our faults, abuses, oppressions, and corruptions, we have, nevertheless, a

•trong conviction that there is not a country under heaven where there is so large

an amount of liberty, where art, science, and religion so triumphantly abound, or

where so great a degree of independence and happiness can be enjoyed. Some
persons have an idea that a republican government is essential to freedom and

prosperity ; but this great delusion, of late years, has been to some extent exposed.

There were Grecian and Roman republics, and yet the masses were slaves. In.

America a large number of questions are burked ; and there are some parts of the

coimtry where if you condemned slavery you would be executed without judge or

jury. And those who have been fascinated with the French republicanism would

hardly like to exchange the English sceptre for that of the French President. We
shall devote this paper to the consideration of a few of the advantages which we
especially enjoy.

I. Liberty.—Under this head we are not going to assert that we are perfectly

free. There are many rights of which we are deprived ; but stiU we possess more

liberty than any nation under the sun ; and, what is more, we have full power to

obtain our full share of social, civil, and religious freedom, and perhaps are better

ofi than if we had all that is due to us ; for the activity' that is called forth in seek-

ing our constitutional rights is of immense advantage in awakening the minds of

the people, and preparing them to enjoy and properly use what they gain by their

own efforts. Political or religious stagnation is as unfavourable to national growth

as the stopping of the circulation of the body would be to its health. In the

liberty to denounce what is wrong, and demand what is just and equitable, we
possess all that we can desire.

We were amused the other day in listenmg to the conversation of a gentleman,

and a barber who was cutting his hair :

—

** Your whiskers, sir," said the latter, " grow faster, in proportion, than your

Dther hair."

Gentleman. ** Yes ; they grow very fast, indeed,"

Hairdresser, " The reason is, sir, they have more freedom, because they are not

confined under your hat."

Gentleman, " Freedom is necessary for other things as well as the hair."

Hairdresser, "Nothing, sir, can grow without liberty."

Here the conversation stopped ; but in these few words there was a volume of

political and moral philosophy. " Nothing can grow without liberty'—why, the

lentence is a truism ; and yet it contains a profound truth which our statesmen and
lectarian doctors in divinity have too often forgotten, and therefore they have been
bitterly disappointed. Were a young cedar planted under a diving-bell, and this iron

jover made so fast to the earth that the energy of the tree could not lift it up, no
me would feel surprised that it did not vie with those trees which for ages have
jeen the glory of Lebanon. We none of us wonder at the smallness of the feet of
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Chinese women, seeing everything is done to prevent them from growing to tht

proper dimensions. The fact is, growth is increase, and requires room. Ever

thing, therefore, which makes any progress must have liberty. And in this respec

the soul or the mind requires even more latitude than the body. It must hay

freedom, or it will be a dwarf. Hence, in other countries you cannot had

full-grown men and women. The soul cannot ripen, if we may use such a term,

:

Italy, Egypt, Turkey, and many of the continental states. The governors sons

times wonder that their subjects are so stupid, false, and immoral, forgetting thi

under their iron sceptre true mental and moral greatness is impossible. Every

of promise is destroyed at once. Every branch that shows the least luxuriance

lopped. They employ thousands of spies and other functionaries to give notice

the least appearance of growth, that it may be instantly checked.

The same thing is true in religion as well as in politics. The design of all sec

tarians is to entrammel the soul by creeds, rites, and formularies, and thus entire!

hinder its moral and spiritual development. It is the wish of many modern seci

that, instead of arriving at the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ, w||t

should arrive at the intellectual and religious dimensions of Knox, Luther, Cal

Fox, Wesley, &c. &c. We grant that all these worthies were eminent in their da]
|<

and, for moral courage, deep and fervent piety, and indomitable labour, thro"

most ofthe present professors of Christianity into the shade ; but then these fad

by no means imply that we are to allow them to be our spiritual lords, and supei

sede the headship and example of Christ. To make every Christian a John Knoa

or a Martin Luther, would be to put religion back for nearly three hundred yeaH

On the Continent men are still fettered, both politically and religiously ; ani

therefore their energies are not permitted to reach maturity ; but in England th

social, the political, or the religious man, is placed in such circumstances, that i

he choeses he can burst every bond, and in the freedom which he enjoys he ma^

attain to his true and legitimate moral stature. Liberty to write, to talk, to agitate

to call public meetings, to pray, to preach, to travel, &c. &c., is the glory of Eng

land; and in it we have promise of the perfect emancipation of our country, an(

the power to accomplish it as soon as we please.

H. Freebom of the Tongue and Pen.—^These are advantages which it ii

impossible to overrate. We may boldly assert that the arms of the warrior havi

never, even indirectly, effected any good which might not have been done a thou

sand times better by the employment of reason and argument ; and we may nov

predict with unerring certainty that among us the deeds of the swor(

and of physical force are come to an end. Henceforth the Tongue auc

the Pen are to sway the sceptre and settle the destiny of the nation ; and therefore

to be able to use these weapons freely is one of the greatest privileges we ear

enjoy. One reason why foreigners are so mute, or spend their time in almost

incessant smoking, is that they dare not speak out. They are surrounded witt

spies. They must not tell their minds. To complain of the injustice under whicl

they groan would expose them to imprisonment, or, perhaps, death . They ai^||

afraid of one another. You cannot travel over France or the Continent without'

perceiving that both the men and women are sullen, and have grievances within

their bosoms which they must not reveal. In America we are assured that the

idea of the respect due to the sovereignty of the people, and of the States having'

arrived at perfection, is carried so far that the severe criticism which in England

•t

t

r.

i

\

c
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igsails everybody and everything would be by no means allowed, nor would any

)|ie be considered safe who should indulge in it.

But with us in England the tongue and the pen are free. Everything is sifted,

jxamined, and brought to the bar of public opinion, or rather to the tribunal of

truth and rectitude. Where men cannot speak because they are fools, or must not

ipeak because they are slaves, or will not speak because they are too proud to

ook at their own defects, their progress will be slow, or entirely impeded ; but

where every word and deed has to undergo an almost fiery ordeal, there improve-

mentmust succeed and prosper. One glory of England is that we are not ashamed

» confess our faults, nor too ignorant, idle, or haughty to stoop to redress them.

Reform for ages has been our motto, and is our watchword still ; and with a free

>ress and freedom of speech we can go on to perfection.

III. Popular Knowledge.—^There never has been an age so rich in knowledge

as ours ; nor is there a country in which you have such a store of all kinds of

information as in England. Here the poorest boy can, if he likes, make himself

acquainted with every topic interesting to man, or in any way connected with his

physical, domestic, social, scientific, political, or religious advancement. We
flatter ourselves that the volumes of The Working Man's Friend already com-

pleted contain, in an abridged form, an encyclopaedia of information such as can

scarcely be found anywhere else. And we may add that the press teems withpro-

^ ductions adapted to all ranks and circumstances ; so that among us the mind may
' feed and grow until it has arrived at its perfect stature and energy. We never

think of our stores of knowledge without pitying the emigrant, and longing for

the time when colonisation shall be conducted on a more rational plan, and when
railroads and steampackets shall secure to our brethren abroad all the advantages

of English literature in all its forms and varieties.

IV. Peace.—In this one word we have volumes. War interferes with every-

thing. When the sword overhangs a people, despair sits on every countenance

;

and is even felt by the mattock, the plough, the loom, and all kinds of machinery.

What use is it to cultivate the ground, if the warrior is to trample on our toil ? Why
drive the shuttle, or prepare goods for market, when hordes of men, trained only to

earn laurels from the desolation of their fellows, threaten us with destruction?

England is at peace. She has no fear from internal strife or foreign aggression ;

and the Crystal Palace is her monument, and one of her most glorious temples.

The Exhibition is the offspring of peace, and tells us that under the olive branch
of peace mankind can advance not only hopefully and successfully, but that there

is no limit to their progress. 1851 will hereafter be celebrated as the jubilee of

the arts, of science, of industry, of universal brotherhood ; for while the dogs of

war are howling at a distance, we have made ready a world's festival ; so that we
may, in an accommodated sense, adopt the language of the Psalmist— *' Thou pre-

parest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies ; thou anointest my head
with oil, and my cup runneth over." We owe all these blessings to peace ; and
woe to the man who shall breathe a sentence or shall perform an act that shall

disturb this domestic and foreign amity and concord.

Y. Religion.—Among us religion is free, or rather we may say, that every one
is free to be of what religion he pleases. In England, too, religion can be viewed
under every phase. We have all sorts of systems, from Atheism and Deism up to
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that purest of all creeds which teaches us that Deity is perfection itself, and thai

real godliness consists in avoiding everything that is wrong, and in doing every-

thing that is right. We have Christianity mixed and unmixed ; trammelled and

untrammelled ; working in chains, and moving at liberty in her own nature,

majesty, and energy ;
yoked to the state as a political slave, and, on the otheil

hand, sitting on her own throne of truth and equity, and speaking to t^Tants and

oppressors with a voice which makes every modern Felix tremble, while she

"reasons of righteousness, temperance, and judgment to come." Now, man is a|

religious being, he must have a religion, and he must be free to choose what re-!

ligion he pleases ; and in England he has full liberty to refuse the evil and select'

the good, and consequently has ample scope for the full development and growth

of his moral nature. Here men may be men, and women may be women.

Lastly.—Among us all who wish may rise. We never yet saw a being in-

England sunk so low that he could not better his condition. All may elevate them-

selves physically, socially, intellectually, and morally, if they please. This is the

case with the poorest and the lowest. Moral power is next to omnipotent ; indeed,

as it has God on its side, we may say that it is omnipotent. Faith can remove

mountains. The worm Jacob can thresh . the mountains, and reduce them to

powder, and drive them away like chaff. To the youno of both sexes, England
holds out a glorious prospect, such as no other country ever exhibited, nor as any

other nation can at present exhibit.

But to enjoy these advantages, all must resolve to help themselves^ and to wrk
out their own salvation ; otherwise tliey may be born, live and die in a land at the

head of all peoples, and yet be little the better for their privileges.

THE AEABS IN SPAIN.—No. VIII.

In the annals of the few stormy years
d'lring which the dynasty of the Almohades
held the reins of Mohammedan power in

the Peninsula, the reader of Spanish his-

tory meets with but little that is interesting

or instructive. The chronicles of that tu-

multuous period are filled with the harsh
records of internal wars, and furnish to the
lover of romance but little to repay the
trouble of their pernsal. We shall, there-

fore, best consult the pleasure, without
lessening the profit of our readers, by pass-
ing over the history of the Almohades in

Spain, and of the short period which imme-
diately followed the extinction of the
dynasty they founded

;
giving merely a

brief catalogue of the successive sovereigns,
for the sake of continuity in our narrative.
Abdelmumen, the first of the Almohades,

shortly after the death of Alfonso of Arra-
gon, in the year 1161, proclaimed the
alhigedy or holy war, against the Spanish
Christians ; but after levying troops in all

the provinces of his African empire, from
Tunis to the ocean, and from the Great
Desert to Ceuta, died before he could carry
his projects of conquest into execution.

tned Almansor,
'. The greater I

inc3, who wa'i, 11

and best of the ^

Yussef Abu Yacub, his son, succeeded, and
dismissed the vast armament which his

father had assembled at Sule. He was
slain, AD., 1187, at the siege of Santarcm,
and his son, Yacub ben Yussef, from his

victories] afterwards surnaraed Almansor,
was declared his successor
part of the reign of this prin

beyond doubt, the greatest and
Almohades, was spent in successful strug-

gles against his Christian neighbours,
which resulted, however, in but little per-

manent benefit to the cause of Islam in the

Peninsula. Ris eflfeminate son and suc-

cessor, Mohammed Abu Abdalla, after

losing a splendid army of 150,000 men in

one campaign against the kings of Leon,
Arragon, and Navarre, fled to Morocco,
and spent the remainder of his inglorious

life in the enjoyment of the licentious plea-

sures of his harem. The reign of his son,

Yussef Abu Yacub, was a scene of conti-

nued troubles, which his death, in a.d
1223, rather increased than diminished

Abul Melic Abdelwahid, succeeded to th

unquiet inheritance, and after a stormy

I
reign of eight months, was assassinated by

I
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the friends of Abdalla Abu Mehammed,
whom aa equally violent death hurried from
the stage of royalty, in favour of his

brother, Almanum Abu Ali, the governor
of Baeza and Jaen. The chief event which
occurred in the reign of this prince, in ad-
dition to the uninterrupted civil commo-
tions which had marked his reign in com-
mon with those of his predecessors, was his

destruction of the two councils instituted

by the mehedi, and mentioned in the last

paper. Having summoned the sheiks of
whom they were composed, to the court-
yard of his palace in Morocco, like an
Egyptian prince and his Mamelukes of

later times, he ordered them to be massa-
cred in a body, and their heads to be hung
around the ramparts. These bloody execu-
tions were followed by the abrogation of the
laws of the rnehedi, whose very name was
expunged from the public prayers, and even
from the coins and monuments. During
these events in Africa, the Spanish posses-
jioas of Almanum were the scene of ruinous
lostilities between his own partisans and
those of two rival competitors for power.
Their names were Yahia ben Alnasir, and
Aben Hud. In the midst of the disasters
esulting from the civil wars occasioned by
he claims of these aspirants to the regal
iignity, Almanum died, in the year 1231.
vVith him expired the dynasty of the Almo-
lades. By the sanguinary wars of the few
.ucceeding years, during which three rival

overeigns contemporaneously governed
he Moorish provinces in the Peninsula, the
inal extinction of the African power was
iccomplished. In this deplorable situation
•f Mohammedan Spain, when the various
tates were all but disorganised by their
•wn cont-ntions, and when help could no
onger be hoped for from Africa, against
he Christian princes, the followers of the
rophet cast their eyes upon Mohammedan
Lben Alhamar, whose benignity and jus-
ice, as governor of Arjona and Jaen, had
:ained him great popularity. To him all

ooked as the only hope of Islam in the
*eninsula.

From the uninteresting history of the
roubled times which have occupied the
resent paper up to this point, we gladly
ass to the more peaceful and romaniic
nnals of the only Mohammedan State

—

lat of Granada—which survived the wreck
f the African empire ; which, in a degree,
sstored the palmy days of the great
imansor, and, for more than two centuries
nd a half, successfully resisted the hostile
ttacks of its Christian neighbours. With
le history, legendary and aijthentic, of the
jlebrated kingdom of Granada, and of its

lagnificent princes, the remainder of these
apers will be occupied.

Mohammed Aben Alhamar, the first

sovereign of the new kingdom of Granada,
had qualities of a high order. " Intrepid
in war," says an historian of his reign,
" yet averse to engage in it unless necessity
demanded ; vigorous in his internal admi-
nistration, yet mild and conciliating

;
pos-

sessed of great foresight, and therefore
seldom surprised by the ordinary chances of
human afi'airs

;
prudent in his measures,

comprehensive in his views, and magnifi-
cent in his habits, fond of power, but still

fonder of popularity ; he was excellently

adapted to rule over a people like the An-
dalusians."
He entered Granada, in the year 1238,

amidst the enthusiastic welcomes of the
multitude, and was immediately proclaimed
king with every demonstration of joy. His
reign was such as to render him a blessing
to his subjects. A vigilant police was or-

ganised, and rigid and impartial rules for

the administration of justice established.
He erected hospitals for the blind, the
aged, and the infirm, and visited them in
person frequently, to inform himself, by
actual observation, of the treatment of the
inmates, and the conduct of those appointed
to administer to their relief. In like man-
ner he founded schools and colleges for the
instruction of youth. He constructed aque-
ducts and canals which brought abundant
streams of water from the Sierra Nevada
to irrigate the plains, and supply the mag-
nificent baths and fountains which he
erected within the city. By these and
similar means, prosperity and abundance
prevailed in Granada ; its gates were
thronged with commerce, and its ware-
houses filled with the luxuries and mer-
chandise of every clime and country. But,
n^t long after his accession, while ruling
his fair domains in prosperity and pea^ce,

Aben Alhamar was suddenly threatened
with the horrors of war. Profiting by the
dismemberment of the Moslem power, the
Christians were rapidly regainiijg their
ancient territories. The marriage of Fer-
dinand the Saint with a French princess
had for a whole year suspended the hos-
tilities of the Castilians ; but now, wheii
the marriage fetes were concluded, the
saintly monarch appeared once more in the
field. Conscious of his own inability to
carry on a war with the potent Ferdinand,
Mohammed adopted a resolution, extra-
ordinary indeed, but conformable with the
chivalry of his character. Kepairing pri-

vately to the Christian camp, he made his
unexpected appearance in the presence of
King Ferdinand, announced his name,
ofi"ered to become the vassal of the Cas-
tilian crown, and kissed the king's hand in
token of homage. Ferdinand determined
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not to be outdone in generosity. He raised

Mohammed from the earth, and treated him
as a friend. Nor would he accept the

wealth which he offered, but received him
as a vassal, leaving him sovereign of his

dominions, on condition of paying a yearly

tribute, attending the Christian Cortes or

parliament as one of the nobles of the em-
pire, and serving him in war with a certain

number of horsemen.
Not many months elapsed before Mo-

hammed was summoned to march to the

camp of Ferdinand, with a body of five

hundred horse, to aid in the famous siege

of Seville. In melancholy mood the Moor-
ish king engaged in the humiliating service

which compelled him to draw his sword
against his brethren of the faith. After the

capture of that city, in 1248, Mohammed
returned, sad and full of care, to his domi-
nions. He saw the gathering ills which
menaced the Moslem cause, and uttered an
ejaculation often used by him in moments
of anxiety and trouble

—

*' How sraitened and wretched would be
our life if our hope were not so capacious
and extensive !"

When the melancholy conqueror ap-

proached Granada, the people thronged
forth with impatient joy to greet their

favourite. Arches of triumph had been
erected in honour of his martial exploits,

and wherever he passed he was hailed with
acclamations of *' El Ghalib !" or the con-

queror. Mohammed shook his head when
he heard the acclamation, and exclaimed,
" Wa la ghalib iia Allah !" (" There is no
conqueror but God 1") From that time he
adopted this exclamation for his motto.
He inscribed it on an oblique band across

his escutcheon, and it continued to be the
motto of his descendants.

Soon after his return from the siege of

Seville, Mohammed Aben Alhamar com-
menced the splendid palace of the Alham-
bra, whose mouldering towers are even yet
an eloquent memorial of their founder's
magnificence and glory.

So long as Ferdinand lived, a good un-
derstanding subsisted between him and
Mohammed. . When the renowned sove-
reign of Castile died in Seville, in 1252, the
Moorish king sent ambassadors to condole
with his successor, Alfonso el Sabio, and
with them a gallant train of a hundred
Moslem cavaliers of distinguished rank,
to attend, during the funeral ceremonies,
each with a lighted taper, the royal bier.

This grand testimonial of respect was
repeated by Mohammed, during the re-

mainder of his life, on each anniversary of
the death of his feudal superior, when the
hundred Moorish knights repaired from
Granada to Seville, and took their station,

ii

with lighted tapers, in the centre of th
sumptuous cathedral round the cenotapl
of the illustrious dead.
The peace which had subsisted betwe

Ferdinand and his vassal was disturbs
after the accession of Alfonso. In 1262 thi

Castilian and Moorish forces met neai

Alcala Heal, when the latter were signalh
defeated. A brief peace followed, but il

v^as soon interrupted by a renewal of hoft

tilities. This time, however, the opponent!
of Mohammed were three rebel wa
Though in the seventy-ninth year of hii

age, the vigorous king took the field, ac- E

companied by the flower of his chivalry, i'

As the army sallied forth from Granada, one
of the principal guides, who rode in the van-

guard, in passing under the archway, neg-
lected to lower his lance, which was shi-

vered in his hands. Alarmed at the cmi-

nous accident, the king's counsellors urged
him to return, but in vain. He proceeded
on the expedition, and at noontide the omen,
say Moorish chroniclers, was fatally fulfilled.

Mohammed was struck with so sudden and
severe an illness that he nearly fell from
his horse. He was placed on a litter, and
borne back towards Granada, but that fair

and beloved city he was fated never to re-

enter. So rapidly did the violence of hit

disorder increase, that they were obliged t9

pitch his tent upon the plain, where in a
few hours he expired. Don Philip, the
brother of Alfonso, and the Castilian nobley,

surrounded his dying couch, and showed
him proofs of sincere regard. His body
was embalmed, enclosed in a silver coffin,

and buried in the Alhambra, in a sepulchre
of precious marble, amidst the unfeigned
lamentations of his subjects, who bewailed
him as a parent. Such was the first of a

long line of kings who exemplified in their

characters and actions the highest phases
of the romantic chivalry of the East, and
reproduced in their reigns the brightest

glories which shed their lustre upon the

palmiest days of the Arab domination in

Spain.
Mohammed II. followed worthily in the

steps of his able father. His first object,

after ascending the throne, was the reduc-

tion of the rebels of Malaga, who had occa-

sioned so much trouble to his father. This

he speedily accomplished with the aid of his

Christian friends, Don Philip and the Cas-

tilian nobles, who had fled with him from
the presence of Alfonso. The nominal
peace which Mohammed I. had entered

into with the King of Castile was again

broken, and vast preparation was made on
both sides for a renewal of hostilities. Mo-
hanmied entered into alliance with Aben
Yussef, the sovereign of Morocco, from

whom he obtaiHed a force of 17,000 Afri-

—L.
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MOis, which enabled him to combat the

Sasti.iaii monarch with considerable suc-

;ess. These wars, however, between Moors
id Christians, resulted in no permanent
tjenefit to either party. As if wearied of a

itruggle which injured both sides, and pro-

ited neither, the hostile sovereigns, in the

frear 1277, mutually suspended operations.

[n the short interval of tranquillity which
followed, the King of Granada greatly aug-
mented and beautified the palace of the

Alhambra, which his father had commenced,
and which, by the labour of succeeding
kings, was destined to become the wonder
of Spain. He encouraged literature and the

arts, and, by his magnificent taste and pro-

fuse liberality, rendered Granada the favou-

rite abode of science and the muses, and by
far the most cultivated city of its time, not
in Spain only, but in Europe. From these

peaceful and enlightened pursuits, however,
he was soon summoned to the scarcely less

congenial ones of war. Hostilities were
renewed and carried on with greater vigour
than before. The death of Alfonso, how-
ever, and the accession of his son Sancho
to the Castilian throne, in a.d. 1284, once
more established peace between the follow-

ers of the Crescent and the Cross. The
remaining portion of Mohammed's reign
pre^^ents little worthy of being mentioned
in this brief epitome of the history of

Moslem Spain. He died in a.d. 1302, and
was succeeded by his son, Abu Abdalla, as

Mohammed III.

This prince had many of the talents,

without the good fortune of his father. In
his reign began those intestine disorders
which were destined to effect the ruin of
Granada, and transfer the sceptre of this

last stronghold of the Mohammedan power
in Spain from the dynasty of Beni Nasir to

the sovereigns of Aragon and Castile. En-
couraged by the mildness of his sway, several
of his provincial governors refused to do
homage, and endeavoured to establish their

own independence in the states which they
governed. The Aragonese and Castilian
kings gladly took advantage of these occur-
rences, and compelled Abu Abdalla to pur-
chase their forbearance by the restoration
of several important towns, and large pecu-
Biary bribes. He then pursued the reduc-
tion of the rebel walis, but was recalled to

his capital by a still heavier misfortune—

a

conspiracy to dethrone him. On reaching
Granada, he was greeted by the mob with
shouts of " Long live Nassir Abul Geiox !"

—the name of his rival brother. The ex-
cited populace broke into the palace and
murdered the Prime Minister in presence
of his sovereign, whom they compelled, by

^ thieats of a similar fate, to resign his

throne. The weak monarch obeyed, and,

after making a solemn act of renunciation,
retired to Almunecar, where he ended his
days.

The usurper found his new dignity a
'* bed of thorns." Ismail ben Ferag, sur-
naraed Abul Walid, a prince of the same
family, had long aspired to the Crown, and
now resolved to gratify his ambition. Pos-
sessed of immense wealth—a power seldom
ineffective upon a mob—he soon managed
to place himself at the head of a numerous
party. The vigorous government of Nassir
helped to render him unpopular, and added
to the partisans of his secret rival. The
arbitrary and capricious conduct of his

Minister increased the public discontent to

such a degree, that the party of Ismail be-
come more and more strengthened. Seizing
on a suitable opportunity, the latter prince
advanced, at the head of a considerable
force, upon Granada ; the gates were opened
by the mob, and Nassir was compelled to

resign the throne to his victorious kinsman,
after a stormy reign of four years.

The reign of Ismail ben Ferag, like those
of his immediate predecessors, was disturbed
throughout by conspiracies and civil broils.

Like them, too, it was marked by frequent
collisions with the sovereigns of Aragon and
Castile. From the latter prince the King
of Granada took Baza and Mart©s. The
capture of this last-mentioned town proved
the ruin of its conqueror. Amongst the
captives taken at its surrender was a Chris-

tian maid, of surpassing beauty. The Mus-
sulmans, into whose hands she first fell,

disputed who should possess her, and, to

end the quarrel, were preparing to cut her
to pieces, when Mohammed, a prince of the
royal house of Granada, flew to her rescue.
** Love at first sight" took possession of
him on beholding the fair object of dispute,

but the king, coming up at the time, was
not less violently enamoured. In spite of

the entreaties of Mohammed, the fair Chris-

tian was immediately consigned to the
royal harem. The disappointed lover

secretly swore to be revenged. On the re-

turn of the king to Granada, Mohammed
assembled his friends, and the death of
Ismail was resolved upon. The following
day the conspirators took up their station

at the entrance of the Alhambra, to await
the egress of the king for his daily ride on
the Vega. Ismail soon appeared, attended
only by one of his officers. Mohammed ap-

proached, as if to salute him, and stabbed
the unsuspecting monarch to the heart.

The other conspirators despatched the offi-

cers, and then all fled from the city. A
few were taken in the pursuit, and were
torn to pieces by the enraged mob. Mo-
hammed, the son of the murdered king, was
proclaimed his successor.
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With but few variations in detail, the

reign of this prince was the counterpart of

his father's. Internal dissensions, alter-

nated by Christian invasions, filled up the

eight stormy years of his reign, which came
to a bloody termination in ad. 1333. He
was waylaid and killed, while hunting nrar
Q-ibraltar, by some of the chiefs of that

fortress, whom he had reproached for in-

adequately defending the place during a

late siege by the sovereign of Morocco.
Yussef Abul Hegiag, the brother of Mo-
hammed, was raised to the perilous throne.
The personal appearance and mental

qualities of the new sovereign were such as

to win all hearts, and to awaken confident
anticipations of a beneficent and prosperous
reign. Nor were these hopes disappointed.
During the interval of hostilities which oc-

curred soon after his accession to the throne,
Yussef employed himself in reforming the
administration of justice, in promoting the
interests of religion and morals, and in

finishing the great architectural works com-
menced by his predecessors, and erecting
others, of almost equal magnificence, on
his own plans. The Alhambra, which had
been founded by the good Aben Alhamar,
was now completed. Such was the refined
and delicate taste in archi'.ecture which he
encouraged amongst his people that the
robles of Granada, imitating the elegant
and graceful taste of their sovereign, soon
filled the city with magnificent palaces, the
halls of which were paved with mosaic, the
walls and ceilings wrought in fretwork, and
delicately gilded and painted with brilliant

and enduring colours, specimens of which
even yet excite the admiration of the tra-

veller as he gazes upon them after the lapse
of several centuries. Such was the splen-
dour of the Moorish capital that, to use
the beautiful simile of an Arabian writer,
** Granada, in the days of Yussef, was as
a silver vase filled with emeralds and
hyacinths.'*

When the long truce which had succeeded
the battle of Salado expired, the irruptions
of his hereditary foes recommenced. In
the battle of Tarifa, according to the extra-
vagant hyperbole of the Spanish Christian
writers, the loss of the Moslem forces
amounted to 200,000 men ; but, notwith-
standing the grossness of this exaggeration,
the number of Mohammedans left upon the
field was admittedly great. The conse-
quences of this battle would have been even
more disastrous to the interests of
Islam in Spain, had not Alfonso, when
preparing to profit by his successes, fallem

a victim to a contagious disease which
broke out amongst his troops while laying
siege to Gibraltar. The conduct of Yussef,
on hearing of the death of Alfonso, was

.

another illustration of his generous magna
nimity. Instead of manifesting exultatioi

he called to mind the great qualities of th
deceased, and was touched with a nobl
sorrow. ** A^as!" cried he, "the world ha
lost one of its most excellent princes

—

sovereign who knew how to honour merit
whether in friend or foe !"

Yussef did not long survive the formidabl
rival whom he had so generously deplorec
In the year 1353, as he was one day engages
at prayers in the royal mosque of the Al
hambra, a maniac ru?hed in and stabbe«

him in the back ; he was carried out alive

but expired in the arms of his attendant
before reaching the royal apartments. Th
murderer was cut to pieces, and his limb
burnt in public to gratify the enraged popu
lace. The body of the king was interred in

a superb sepulchre of white marble, anc

his virtues were recorded in a long epitaph,

in letters of gold, upon an azure ground.
To use the words of his elegant historian,

the mosque still remains which once re-

sounded with the dying cries of Yussef, but
the monument which recorded his virtues

has long since disappeared. His name,
however, remains inscribed among the orna-

ments of the Alhambra, and will be perpet-

uated in connexion with this renowned
pile, which it was his pride and delight tQ
beautify.

Mohammed V., the eldest son of Yussef,
succeeded his father. A few months after

his accession to the regal dignity, a con-
spiracy, of which his mother was at the
head, was formed to place his brother
Ismail upon the throne. On an appointed
night the palace of Mohammed was scaled,

but in the melee the king managed to escape

He fled to Guadix, and the imbecile Ismail
was placed upon the throne. In less than
a year this phantom of a king was himself
dethroned to make way for Abu Said, the
instrument of his elevation. Ismail was
assassinated, and his head dragged through
the mire by the applauding populace. Abu
Said soon after shared a similar fate at the

hands (f King Pedro the Cruel, of Castile.

He had accepted an invitation to a banquet
at Seville, and, during the entertainment,
at a given sign from the king, he and his

attendant nobles were butchered on the

spot. His head was sent to Mohammed,
who had hastened to Granada as soon as

the news had reached him at Guadix, ?nd
in return he sent twenty five of his best

horses, richly caparisoned, as Many scy mi-

tars adorned with precious stones, and
the Christian prisoners in his possessio

He was restored to his unstable thron
which he occupied till his death, in A.

1391.

For the next six years the Moorish scept
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* His death, like that of Hercules of old, was
said to have been occasioned by a poisoned shirt.
Bent him by the King of Fez.

was swayed by Yussef II., the son of the
last sovereign. Similar conspiracies and
iaternal disorders to those which had em-
broiled the kingdom during the reign of his

father, disturbed the peace of his own. He
died young,* and was succeeded by his

second son, Mohammed YI. This prince
began his reign by renewing the peace which
his father had contracted with the Chris-
tians. It was not destined, however, to

remain long unbroken. Hostilities were
recommenced, and equally suicidal scenes
to those which had just been enacted were
again repeated in Granada. Foreign in-

vasion and domestic plots were fast hasten-
ing the ruin of Granada, and rendering easy
its final overthrow, ninety years later, by
the arms of Ferdinand and Isabella. The
closing scenes in Mohammed's history cor-
responded with the rest of his stormy and
unprincipled life. With the view of securing
the crown to his son, he wrote to the governor
of Salobrena, ordering him to send the
head of his brother Yussef by the officer

who carried the letter. When the mes-
senger arrived at Salobrena, the prince was
engaged at a game of chess with the
governor. The dreadful intelligence was
broken to the intended victim, who merely
begged for a few hours' respite to bid fare-
weii to his family. This the officer was
compelled to refuse, as his orders obligedhim
to have the head of the prince in Granada at a
certain hour. Yussef then begged that he
ud the governor might be permitted to

finish their game. Before it was concluded,
two horsemen arrived at full speed from
Granada, entered the apartment, announced
the death of Mohammed, and saluted the
doomed prince as the new sovereign.
During the first four of the fourteen

years which he reigned, Yussef III. unwil-
lingly continued the hostilities which his
brother had carried on with the Christian

i'ereigns. At the end of that period,
however, peace was established and re-
mained undisturbed till his death, in a.d.
1424.

The accession of Mohammed VII., sur-

named El Hayzari^ or the ** Left-handed,"
was the signal for fresh commotions, foreign
and domestic. During the course of his
chequered and turbulent reign, this un-
popular prince was thrice driven from his
throne. On the first of these occasions he
with difficulty effected his escape from
Granada in the garb of a fisherman, and
reached the court of his kinsman, the sove-
reign of Tunis. The enraged populace,
whom even less than his oppressive govern-
ment would have roused to rebellion, placed
his cousin Mohammed El Zaquir on the
vacated throne by the title of Mohammed
VIII. ; but the deposed sovereign returned
soon after at the head of an African army,
stormed the Alhambra, in which his cousin
had taken refuge, and put the usurper to
death. Not so easily, however, was Yussef
ben Alhamar, the second disturber of Mo-
hammed's peace, overcome. This aspirant
to the regal power was a descendant of the
first kings of Granada. Having obtained
the aid of Juan of Castile, he encamped at
the foot of the mountain of Elvira with
eight thousand men, within sight ofGranada.
Aben Zeragh, the general of Mohammed,
off'ered battle and was signally defeated.
The victor marched upon the capital, and
was joined on his way by multitudes of
adherents. Seeing that resistance was
hopeless, Mohammed collected his treasures
and his women, and fled to Malaga. Yus-
sef entered Granada, and was received by
the populace with every demonstration of
joy. He died, however, after six months'
reign, and the fickle mob recalled the exiled
monarch to occupy the throne. But it was
written in the book of destiny, as an ortho-
dox Mussulman would say, that the sceptre
was to be torn a third time from his un
worthy hands. A respite of some years,
however, was allowed him before his final

degradation. Untaught by experience, he
continued during that period the same op-
pressive administration, and rendered his
last dethronement by his nephew, Moham-
med ben Osmin, even easier than his former
ones. The unfortunate El Hayzari was
consigned to one of the dungeons of the
Alhambra, and thus, in a.d. 1445, disap-
peared for ever from the stage of history.

African Accountants.-—There are kings in the Camaroons and Bonny river&
whose ledgers, kept by themselves, would grace any counting-house in this country

;

and whose minds, expanded by education, have made them bold enough to declare
that the old superstition of the Eboe should no longer exist, setting the example of
l>€coming Christians.—i^or^es '5 Dahomey,
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EIGHT DAYS' RAMBLE IN NORTH WALES.
By John Alfred Langford, Birmingham.

(^Continued from page 298.)

I

On leaving "Bala we bade adieu to the Dee, a river along whose banks v/e had
had such exquisite strolls, and from whose beauty we had derived such intense
delight. "We will not bid it farewell without a few words at parting. The rivei

was sacred to the ancient Britons. Its name is derived from Duw^ " divine." We
are told that when. *' drawn up along its banks, prepared to engage m deadly con-
flict with their Saxon foes, every soldier bowed down, first kissing the earth, and
then devoutly drinking a small portion of its sacred waters," What a change \

The Saxon and the Cimbri now meet in amity and peace upon its banks, and the
waters flow through fertile valleys, bringing fertility and gladness in their

course. The Cimbrian spear, and the Saxon battle-axe are now preserved in mu-
seums of antiquity ; where, let us hope that, ere long, the yet remaining instru-

ments of death will take their abiding place for ever.

The stream has been a favourite with our poets, Spenser says of it in his *' Mar-
riage of the Thames"

—

" And following Dee, which Britons long ygone
Did call divine, that doth by Chester tend."

He likewise makes it the residence of the sage Timon : he says

—

*' His dwelling is full low in valley green,

Under the foot of Bawraw's mossy hore,

From whence the river Dee, as silver clean,

His tumbling billows roll with gentle rorCv"

Milton says :

—

'* Where Deva spreads his wizard stream."

It is worthy of all the poets have sung in its praise ; and one is loth to part witn so

sweet a companion. But " to fresh fields and pastures new" must be our motto
here. So, having exhausted Bala, we set out for our next ramble, which was to

take us through the famous mountain pass of Bwlch-y-groes, or Pass of the Cross,

to Dinas Mowddwy, a distance of eighteen miles. We walked along the banks ol

the beautiful lake, which is said to be four miles and a half in length. We passed

through the little village of Llannwch. At this place we obtained the only good
direction which we could obtain throughout our rambles. I cannot say whether thq

people intentionally deceive, or whether they are ignorant of the places by which
they are surrounded. We have asked, experimentally, the way to a place froni

which we were not distant more than a mile, and people who had lived within thai

distance the whole of their lives could give us no information whatever. We were
four miles and a half from Maenturog, and inquired ofa Welshman, coming thence,

how far we had to go ; he answered, Six miles. We smiled, and walked on for

about a mile and a half farther, repeated the question to another native, who, after

countings his fingers, replied between six and seven miles ! So regularly was this

the case, that we always felt the nearer we were to a place, the farther we were off—

-

a thing rather paradoxical to an Englishman, but, seemingly, perfectly natural in

Wales. Miss Costello accuses them with intentional deception, but let us rather

hope that they are really ignorant of distances, or have no true conception of the

nature of a mile. However this may be, such is the fact. We could obtain no

direction from the Welsh, and had we not had the Ordnance maps, without w^hieh

let no one travel inWales,we should often have been reduced to strange extremities.

At Llannwch, however, we had the village schoolmaster—a fine, genial, mellow-

faced man, who come out with spectacle on brow, and gave us a real, direct, and

understandable direction, easy to follow, and worth the following. This was
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almost the only one we got in Wales.* Seven miles from Bala, on the road to

Dinas Mowddwy, is the beautiful river Twrch, a mountain stream that comes
bounding, foaming, dashing, and laughing over its rocky bed, forming the most
exquisite cascades in its course. Trees grow to the water's edge, and their foliage

hangs over the river in beautiful variety. "We turned from our path, and leaping

from stone to stone ascended a considerable distance up the stream. Such digres-

sions are one of the peculiar advantages of foot-travelling, and we always availed

ourselves of them. A mile further on is another mountain stream almost equal to

the Twrch, We rambled up this also, and

*' Drank of its waters so cool and clear,

For thirsty and hot were we ;'^

and resting on its banks a little time, enjoyed the dolce Jar niente on a couch of
Nature's own providing. Having eaten our biscuit and drank of the spring water,

we resumed our journey, and in a little time entered the celebrated pass. Here
commenced the grandest scenery we had yet had. It is a perfect mountain pass.

Pennant describes it as the most terrible in North Wales. For miles you walk on
a narrow path, with rocks, rough, jagged, and precipitous, above you ; and rocks,

almost equally rough, jagged, and precipitous, below. On the highest part of this

road, about 2,000 feet, we saw enormous stacks of peat, which is used in these parts

for coal. Some of the stacks are in the form of hay-ricks, others of hay-cocks. It

seems very rich in this fuel. The descent is, if anything, finer than the ascent.

From one spot we counted ten moimtain peaks. Few things can be grander, and
the effect it produces on the mind is astonishing. At a small cottage here we got some
good buttermilk—the best we had in Wales—the people in general making it

excessively salt. We had some difficulty in making ourselves understood, the
man—by far the finest specimen of a mountaineer we had yet seen—exclaiming,
with sparkling eyes, and in tones of great satisfaction, to all our interrogatories,
** No English—plenty Welsh !" We had scarcely left the cottage before it began
to rain, as it only can rain in hilly countries ; and long ere we reached Dineu,

Mowddwy we were completely saturated. Emerson somewhere remarks that Nature iv

beautiful in all her moods, and walking over a common covered with pools of wate»
on a dark rainy night, he almost felt afraid to say how glad he was. So with us.

The rain had no power over our minds. In the midst of the thickest showers we
would pause and look at the majestic scenes around. It was glorious. Down the
sides of hills which we had just passed, and which were then quite dry, unnum-
bered little channels of water were now flowing in unimaginable beauty. Nature
must be seen under all circumstances to be rightly appreciated ; and to open hearts
she is, as the philosopher says, always beautiful.

The guide-book says that JDinas Mowddwy, though formerly a market town, is

now a dirty miserable village, composed of a few wretched dirty cottages. From
such a description we had anticipated a further journey of ten miles to Dolgelly, a
prospect by no means pleasant, considering that, besides turnings off and rambles
lip rivers, we had eighteen miles of hard walking, and tl at it rained in torrents.

Put not your trust in guide-books. We foimd here, for iU; size, as clean and neat ,^

place as any we had seen in Wales, and were lodged at as neat and clean an inn, a<
which we changed our garments, gave ourselves a good lubbing, had a first-rate

tea, and felt fit for another twenty miles* march, had it been necessary. We were,
however, very willing to rest here for the night. Though the village be nothing of
itself, and have no lions to boast, the scenery around it is very fine. Opposite the ina
window is the fine hill Arrany and everywhere aroundus are hillsandmountain streams
of the loveliest kind. We had much talk with some Welshmen here, but could not
make them understand how it was that, for the sake of the scenery, we left our
own homes, strapped our luggage on our backs, and performed the arduous task of

* From this charge I must except the Bala postman, who was our village school-
master, more largely developed. To him we were indebted for much good advice in
respect to our route, and the things noticeable therein. May his shadow nerer
grow legs

!
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walking over the most diffi.cuU mountain passes their land has to boast. But so it

is. The delight of one mind is the wonder of another ; and where one finds food
for his most anxious crayiiigs, another sees nothing but barrenness and desert land.

After which bit of philosophy we will resume our joxirney.

From Dinas Mowddwy to Dolgelly the distance is ten miles. The road is some-
what similar to that we traversed the day before from Bala to Dinas Mowddwy. The
great difference is that it can scarcely be called a pass. The hUls are ftirther oS us,

and we have thus a broader view, a more extensive landscape. They are spread out
before us in the form of an amphitheatre. On the hills we saw a little of primitive

life. A shepherd-boy with his dogs was collecting the scattered sheep together.

His voice sounded strangely on our ears, as he uttered his words of command, en-

couragement, or deprecation, to his dogs. His voice rung such clear wild notes

through the hills as one but rarely hcvirs. It was a rare sight to see the instinct

of the dogs. At the slightest word they paused in their swiftest speed, took a fresh

course, left one sheep and pursued another, returned to the boy, and ran to the very
summit of the hill. The labour and fatigue that these invaluable creatures save

the shepherds must be wonderful. We paused for some time watching this bit of

mountain life. I should not like it. Toilsome, lonely, and arduous, it must be. I

felt then that we town people have much to be thankful for, though we have cause

at times to grumble. To make a raid like ours into these out-of-the-way places is

very beautiful ; but to live here must be fearfully monotonous, and, with my intense

love of mingling with men, maddening.
The last three miles before reaching Dolgelley is more lovely than grand. The

road lies through a very fine wood, on the banks of which we gathered gome fine

wild strawberries. Dolgelley itself is a mean and shabby place. In nearly all cases

one is perfectly astonished at Welsh towns. The people seem perfectly apathetic.

In tills place where assizes are held, and where on the day we entered the high-

sheriff was processioning, to the awe and wonder of the gaping populace, whom
the magnates of the staff were pushing rudely away from coming * between the

wind and ^^e£r nobility," the streets are rugged, narrow, and dirty; the houses

ditto ; the people rude, inquisitive, and, alas ! drunken. In this town, whose
name is so poetical, meaning the vale of the hazel, the first thing we saw on enter-

ing it was two drunken men fighting on one of the loveliest greens in the world,

and in scenery the most beautiful in England. The women were setting them on—
a thing you seldom see in the worst towns of England. I may say, and I say it

with sorrow, that in comparison to the size of the places, I saw more drunkennees

than in any place in England. In the town of Llangollen we counted on Saturday

night before ten o'clock seven or eight men quite drunk. This is \ery lamentable, and

will go far to explain the cause of the poverty of the Welsh, of which we heard a

small farmer at Dinas Mowddwy complain.

A minute's walk from the town affords you a splendid view of the glorious fine-

peaked Cader Idris ; next to Snowdon, the finest moimtain in the country. It

overlooks Dolgelley from a height of 2,914 feet. There is a legend in connexion

with its name. Cader, or Cadair, means a seat or chair, and Idris is the name of a

reputed giant, whom the old bards represent as a poet, astronomer, and philosopher,

great in mind as enormous in stature. Cader Idris is, therefore, the chair of this

renowned giant, who is said to have made the mountain summit hi& observatory.

We did not climb it, as we reserved ourselves for Snowdon. A tourist who did so

thus speaks of the view thence obtained :
— '* To the north, Snowdon with its

dependencies shut up the scene ; on the west, we saw the whole course of the Bay
of. Cardigan, bounded at a vast distance by the Caernarvon mountains, and nearer

the ocean dashhig its white breakers against the rocky coast of Merioneth. The
southern horizon was bounded by Plinlimmon, and on the east the eye glanced over

the Lake of Bala, the two Arrenig mountains, the two Arrans, the long chain of

the Fermyn mountains, to the Bredden hills, on the confines of Shropshire, and

dimly in the distant horizon was beheld the Wrekin rising alone from the plain

of Salop." Such a view would be worth the climbing, and but for Snowdon we
should have made it.
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From Dolgelley to Maentwrog Ave had to walk another eighteen miles, the

most wearisome and least rewarding we walked in all Wales. Up and down, in

short ascents and descents for almost the whole way, is this toilsome path. Some
of the distant hills are very fine, and the day being clear we had a good view of

them; otherwise, there is no ch-incje, no variety. You can see the terrible road

for long distances before you, pursuing I ts ceaseless undulations, making the legs

ache at the very sight. Notwithstanding all this monotony of the road, the

entrance to Maentwrog is very beautiful. The place itself is not seen until you are

close upon it ; and the descent which leads thereto is very steep, and ver3^ fine. The
village itself is small, and nothing superior to any we had seen in Wales. It is

situa'ted in the vale of Ffestiniog, equal to, if not surpassing, Llangollen. The
beautiful river Dwynyd winds its silver course through the richest meadows we
had yet seen. The' inn is a pretty place, and the hostess gave us tickets to visit

Tan-y-Bwlch, the seat of Mrs. Oakley, who thus liberally throws open her grounds
to the public ; an example we are happy to say being now somewhat numerously
followed. The name signifies Below the Pass ; and no residence could be in a

more charming spot, or command finer views. Miss Costello says of it :
— '* The

space is wide and open, and the mountain range of Merionethshire does not close

in too suddenly ; woods rise above woods ; the whole glen seems a garden, and,

far as the eye can reach, the sparkling sea is seen, with Harlech Castle on its rock,

as a guard to the far-spreading Fraeth, whose fairest features alone are distin-

guished.*' The trees here seemed higher and more luxuriant than is usual in Wales,
and the whole aspect of the country gave an idea of greater richness and a more
flourishing growth. Tired as we were we visited this sweetplace on the same evening,

and enjoyed the view which it commands during a most beautiful sunset, whose
mellow tints thrown over the scene added an indescribable charm. Lord Lyttleton

says that in such a spot, with books at command, and the woman you love near,

a man mi^ht spend a happy life at Tan-y-Bwlch.
Before oreakfast on the following morning, we sallied out to visit the two fine

waterfalls which are near to Maent'VM'og. Our "boots** stared when we announced
our intention of going without a guide, and stared more when, notwithstanding his

eloquent representation of the impossibility of our finding them alone, we carried

our resolution out by departing and leaving his narrative for some other more leisure

hour. He told us the o^vner of the lands in which the waterfalls are situated was
rather savage, and might resist our unaccompanied ramble over his grounds. We
silenced this by showing him our three goodly sticks, and stout arms to wield them.
He then told us that the gate was locked, and that the guide kept the key. We re-

moved this objection by telling him we would climb over. He was seeking for

another difficulty, when we cut him short by a " Good morning, we shall be back
to breakfast about ten,*' and so set out.

The falls are about two miles from Maentwrog, on the Harlech road. We had
no difficulty in reaching them. The first, which is named Rhaiadr Ddu (the

Black Torrent), from the black rocks over which the water falls, is of surpassing
beauty. The river which forms them runs through a wood, and is so hidden by
the trees that until you are close at its side you cannot see the fall. There are

three falls, and the whole descent is about forty feet. In order to see the two
lower falls, which are on a level with each other, we had to descend a difficult,

and somewhat dangerous, path, and to clamber over some far-apart and slippery

rocks in the bed of the stream. The reward was a sufficient recompense for the
labour and peril. We sat on a large stone right in front of the two lower falls, and
felt the spray dash in our faces. We sat here for some time, diinking m, as one
of my friends observed, the beauty of the scene. The other fall is a quarter of a
mile below the Black Torrent, but is not quite so fine ; the waters fall over six

shelving rocks, and form a succession of sweet cascades. The bed of the river is

very rocky, and when full of water, must be a fine sight.

(
To he concluded in the next Number.)
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JEALOUSY EEFUTED.
By Miss H. M. Rathbone.

William Compton and his pretty wife
lived in a small cottage at Hampstead,
vrhose numerous coaches enabled the
former to attend to his daily business in
London without difficulty. He was a
draper, and earned sufficient to support
his^ family in simple comfort, besides
laying by a certain sum every year to form
a reserved fund for unforeseen emerg-
encies. Young andhealthy, intelligent and
well-principled, and possessing a devoted
wife, he surely would have been singularly
happy, had not his strong constitutional
tendency to jealousy interfered with his
daily enjoyment, until he often fancied
himself the peculiar victim of adverse
fortune. When only a girl of sixteen,
Fanny Norton had been much attached to
a cousin with whom she had been brought
up ; and, although this early expansion of
two very youthful hearts was soon after-
wards entirely overcome—at least on the
lady's side, where the softer sentiment
had taken no deep root—Compton had
never been able to surmount his jealous
dislike to the idea of his wife ever having
loved anyone but himself. So happy as
she was in all other respects, and though
naturally gay and sprightly in manner—while her behaviour after her marriage
was ever scrupulously modest, and her
best powers ever put forth solely for her
husband's entertainment—she yet fre-
quently suffered severely from William's
foolish fancies respecting herself, and the
numerous unpleasant conversations which
were the inevitable result.

One fine May morning they had taken
their usual earlywalk before breakfast,and
every mutual feeling seemed in harmony
with the sweet influences around them.
Fanny returned to the house with a light
heart, and then sat down to breakfast.
The post-bag was brought in at that mo-
ment, and she asked her husband if the
daily paper was come, to which he replied
in the affirmative, by handing it to her in
its customary envelope; and, opening it,

as he thought, somewhat eagerly, she
glanced down the first page, and then,
taking her scissors, cut out one of the ad-
vertisements, whilst he was reading his
letters. It was one of Compton's chief
annoyances if on any occasion his wife
seemed to bemuch interested in the public
papers, though why it was so she never
knew; and putting the paper down as
soon as she had found what she wanted,
he appeared relieved, and the talk went

on merrily until he took it up in his turn.
She saw his colour rise as he read some-
thing in it ; and when he perceived the
blank space left by the scissors, he hastily
looked at her with an expression of fear
and distrust only too familiar, but which
she returned with a glance so open and
affectionate, that the suspicious inquiry
hovering on his lips died away in shame
at himself. But the feeling was not there-
fore eradicated, and his manner wholly
changed. He became reserved, gloomy,
and silent, and his parting embrace was
so cold that blinding tears filled Fanny's
eyes as she watclied him get into the
coach.
To her surprise, when she was sitting

down to her usual solitary one o'clock
dinner—for the little baby on her knees
could hardly be called societj^—Compton
came in, which he seldom did atthat time of
day, and said he had returned to dine with
her. She wai'mly expressed her pleasure,
and went into the kitchen, with willing ala-
crit3% to procure some addition to the
small repast. But, in spite of her gaiety,

'

her affectionate welcome, and thoughtful
care for his comfort, Compton's brow
remained clouded, and he soon forced
poor Fanny to engage in one of their pain-
ful conversations upon the past, which she
disliked particularly because of their
effects upon her husband, for she had no
other cause to dread them. After up-
braiding her in no measured terms for
ever having liked her cousin, and accused
her of wishing that she had married Mr.
Damer instead of himself, now that the
former had gained a rich office under
government, but of which she had, in
truth, never heard until Compton himself
mentioned the fact, he again went off

to town, leaving her more miserable than
in the morning.
At seven o'clock Compton came back,

and their evening meal passed over in

gloomy silence, which continued unbroken
until after sunset, when a ring at the bell

told of a visitor, and Compton again glared
upon his wife, as if he thought she knew
that some one whom he disapproved was
at the door.

But Harry Dawson, an intimate friend

of both parties was announced, and Fanny
breatlied more freely, for she hoped that
he might set matters to right, as he had
done more than once before, by his hearty
laugh and well-timed ridicule at such
times, which her husband could not bear
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when directed against himself, and 'Wiiicu

had often had the effect of quenching many
of his absurd fancies.

Dawson perceived directly that his

friends were out of spirits and out of tune

;

and when Fanny happened to leave the

room, he asked Compton what was the
matter.
Half reluctant, and yet half glad to give

vent to his vexation, Compton, in glowing
terms, related all his causes of suspicion

against his wife, dwelling most urgently
on her unaccountable eagerness to obtain
the newspaper, and her having cut out a
piece from it before he had even seen it.

*' Have you asked her why she did so?'*

Dawson inquired.
'*' No," his friend replied ;

*' I was
ashamed to show what I feared at the
time, and since then I am afraid of some
terrible disclosure, which might ruin my
peace for ever.''

" Have you any doubt of her truthful-

ness?'' asked Dawson.
"None whatever," was the emphatic

reply. "Whatever her faults may be, she
never conceals or equivocates : and, there-

fore, feeling as I do so certain of her
having some secret, I cannot bear to

question her, for fear of what she might
then communicate."
*'Bat you will allow me to ask her why

she abstracted this piece of newspaper
without telling you her reasons at the
time ?"

" Oh, by all means : the truth must be
known sooner or later," said Compton
gloomily; and he would have continued
the conversation, onlyFanny re-entered the

apartment ; and in a few moments after-

wards Dawson said to her

:

"My dear Mrs. Compton, j^our husband,
I have no doubt, is making himself very
unnecessarily uneasy respecting a simple
circumstance' which took place this morn-
ing, and which, I dare say, you will

easily clear up. May I ask you for what
purpose you cut out a piece of Compton's
daily paper at breakfast time ?"

" My dear William !" Fanny exclaimed,
in unfeigned amazement ; and, turning to-

wardshim her clear, confiding gaze, she said

to Dawson :
" We have long been desirous

of giving our two excellent, hardworking
servants a holiday treat,and last night Wil-
liam and I fixed that they should go this

evening to the exhibition of fireworks in

the Zoological Gardens ; but, not knowing
what time they should set oft', or the price

of admission to the fete, I cut out the ad-

vertisement of the proprietor from our
morning paper to-day, as soon as it came
in ; and I did not mention my motive at

the moment simply because we had to-

gether agreed that we should take this

step the previous evening ; and as Wil-
liam was busy reading his letters, I did not
speak to him until he had begun to eat his

breakfast."
Dawson could not help laughing long

and heartily, while Compton lookea
dreadfully confused and vexed at him-
self, colouring deeply, and wished he had
not made such a fool of himself, although
evidently relieved ; and then, determined
to satisfy himself fully, he asked his wife
if she really had not read the news of her
cousin's appointment on the same page ?

'^ No, indeed, I did not, dear William,
and was much surprised when you after-

wards mentioned it. Oh, my dear hus-

band, 1 trust you will never so needlessly

make yourself unhappy again."
" Perhaps there are hopes that he will

not," said Lawson, " when I tell him that

your cousin, who despises you both as his

inferiors, is on the point of marriage with
a wealthy heiress, which piece of informa-
tion I came here to-night for the purpose
of communicating to you by his desire."

'* I should be glad, only that it will pre-

vent my proving to Fanny that such a step

was unnecessary to produce my reforma-
tion," Compton remarked, as he put his

arm round his wife's waist, and took his

seat beside her on the sofa.

"You forget that you have been jealous

of others as well as Mr. Darner," returned
his friend.

^' I did ; but am fully resolved to con-
quer these foolish feelings; and so, if 1

find myself again indulging in them, I

shall inflict the worst penalty upon myself

I

that is in my power, by absenting myself
I for a day and a night from my home upon
I each occasion."

" Oh, William, but that will punish me
as well," said Fanny, ^* which I protest

against."
" That, my love, will be only an addi-

tional incentive to me to avoid incurring
and inflicting such pain on us both, and 1

trust it will never be necessary. When I
am tempted I shall remember the Zoolo-
gical Gardens, and this unfortunate day,''

" Fortunate rather, I should call it,"

replied his wife, while tears stood in her
e3'^es, which Compton silently kissed
away.

Such, however, is mortal frailty, that
Compton, though he wished, could not all

at once overcome his besetting sin ; but
too conscientiously inflicted separations
from his wife of four-and-twenty hours
each, and Fanny's extreme distress each
time finally cured this mental disease,

and domestic peace thenceforth presided
over the Hampstead Cottage.
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THE KOH-I-NOOR, OR ''- MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT.''

A VAST number of these who have visited
the Crystal Palace have directed their steps
to the ''Mountain, of Light" as the first

object of attraction, and in nearly every
case have been greatly disappointed. A
great deal of this has been owing to the
exaggerated reports which were circulated
regarding its value, size, biilliancy, &c.,
since it was brought over from ' India.
Many believed it was worth one, and some
even two millions of money, and we our-
selves heard aYorkshireman pointing out the
large piece of rock crystal which is placed
on a pedestal near the portrait of Piince
Albert, to his friend, as the veritable dia-
mond about which there has been so much
talk. Its real value according to one cal-

culation is £468,959, and according to
another, the highest that can be made,
^622,000. Besides this, no contrivance that
has as yet been suggested can make it

dazzle any one, or even sparkle as well as
many other diamonds in the Exhibition of
half the value. At one time it was placed
in the sunshine, enclosed in a glass case,
and surrounded by a gilt cage, and it is now
removed inside a hoarding covered with
crimson cloth, the daylight being excluded
from the interior, and its want supplied by
a row of gas jets standing over the gem,
and around it are placed a range of metal
reflectors. We may add, that the effect is

very little better than ever. The conse-
quence of all this has been that all the
sightseers have been railing against the
Koh-i-Noor for the last four months and
deriding its pretensions to either beauty
or value. But a romantic history has often
made up for the want of both one and the
other of these, and *we venture to say, it

will go far to do so in the present instance
also. Before entering upon it, however,
it may interest some of our readers to know
that the Koh-i-Noor, and every other dia-

mond is but carbon or charcoal, after all,

and that chemists find nothing easier than
to reduce them to their elements. To make
diamonds out of charcoal was a problem
which the ingenuity of chemists was long
unable to solve ; but a paper was recently
read at the Royal Institution, on the arti-

ficial production of the ruby and other
precious stones, when ?»I. Ebelmen, of the
Sevres AVorks, near Paris, was present,
with various specimens of the mineral which
he has produced artificially. Mr. Faraday
stated the process and results generally. The
process consists in employing a solvent which
shall first dissolve the mineral or its consti-
tuents, and shall further, either on its re- •

moval or on a diminution of its dissolving
powers, permit the mineral to aggregate in a
crystfiline condition. Such solvents are
bnracic acid, borax, phosphate of soda,
phosphoric acid, &c. The one chiefly em-
ployed by M. Ebelmen is boracic acid. By
putting together certain proportions of alum-
ina and magnesia with a little oxide of chrome
or other colouring matter, and fused boracic
acid into a fit vessel, and enclosing that in
another, so that the whole could be exposed
to the high heat of a porcelain or other
furnace, the materials became dissolved in the
boracic acifl ; and then as the heat was
continued the boracic acid evaporated, and
the fixed materials were found combined and
crystalised, and presenting true specimens of
spinel. In this way crystals having the same
form, hardness, colour, specific gravity,

composition, and efi'ect on light as the true
ruby, the cymophane, and other njinrral

bodies were prepared, and were, in fact, iden-
tical with them. Chromates were made, the
emer?ld and corundum crystalised, the pe-
ridot formed, and many combinations as yet
unknown to mineralogists produced. Some
of the crystals of spinel of recent production
which JI. Ebelmen exhibited had facets the

eighth of an inch or more on the sides.

But to return to the Koh-i-Noor. This
diamond was found in 1550 in the
mines of Golconda. The kingdom of this

name constituted one of the five Mohamme-
dan States which, towards the close of the
fifteenth century, had been formed in the
Deccan. The diamond mines which have
rendered it so famous in story, were situated

at some distance to the east of the capital

city, near the present station of Condapilly,
and are now in our possession, though they
have long ceased to reward or invite the
labours of treasure-seekers. When the
Mogul princes extended their pretensions
to the sovereignty of the Deccan, Kootub
Shah, then King of Golconda, was brought
into collision with Shah Jehunn, the reign-

ing Emperor, and father of the great
Aurungzebe. Kootub Shah's prime minister
at this period was the famous Meer Jumla,
a statesman who, to political abilities of

unusual excellence, added a singular know
ledge of precious stones. He had, in fact,

been at one time a diamond merchant,
and was therefore peculiarly competent to

appreciate the treasure of Golconda. It

happened, too, that Shah Jehunn himself
was a connoisseur of scarcely less skill, in-

somuch that when, at a later period, he had
been dethroned and imprisoned by his

father, and a doubt had been created re-
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specling the Yaluc- of a certain ruby in the

imperial treasury, the gem Tvas actually

transmitted to the deposed prince for his

inspection and decision. Two such charac-
ters xvere well fitted for the transaction

which ensued. Shah Jehuun took up the
cause of Meer Jumla against his Sovereign,

and the Koh-i-Noor passed froai Gokonda
to Delhi.

While in the possession of the Moguls it

was first seen by the French traveller, Ta-
vanier, in 166(5. Tavanier, as an act of in-

dulgence on the part of Aurungzebe, was
allowed to examine it minutely ; and from
the account which he gave of it, it has
since been known as the Diamond of tl.e

Great Mogul. The Great Mogul sat on his

throne of state, while the chief •ieeper of

jewels produced his jewels for inspection on
two golden dishes. The magnificence of

the collection was indescribable, but con-
spicuous in lustre, esteem, and value, was
the Koh-i-Noor. Sometimes worn on the
persons of the Moguls, sometimes adorning
the famous peacock throne, this inestimable
<?^:{ii was safely preserved at Delhi, until, in

1793, the empire received its fatal blow from
the invasion of Nadir Shah. Among the
spoils of conquest which the Persian war-
rior carried back with him in triumph to

Khorassan, and which have been variously
estimated as worth from thirty to ninety
millions sterling, the Koh-i-Noor was the
most precious trophy.

It did not long, however, remain the spoil

of the victors. Nadir Shah was assassinated

Dy his subjects, and the diamond was borne
away by a party of Affghan soldiers, under
Ahmed Shah, to their own country. It

seems as if the Koh-i-Noor carried with it

the sovereignity of India, for the conquests
and power of Ahmed soon became as exten-
sive as that of his predecessors, and gave
to him the control of Hindostan.
At the beginning of the present century,

the treasures and power of Ahmed were
Tested in the person of Zemaun Shah, sub-
ject to the incessant assaults of the kins-

men. One of these at length proved suc-

cessful, and in the year 1800, Zemaun Shah
found himself a prisoner at the disposal of

his brother Shah Shuja, the identical puppet,
forty years later, of our famous Cabul expe-
dition, so that we are now brought down to

modern times and characters. Shah Shuja
presently ascended the throne of his brother,

but the treasury of Cabul was wanting in

its most precious ornament, till at length,

ingeniously secreted in the wall of Zemaun
Shah's prison, was discovered the Koh-i-
Noor. It was eight years after this, while
the Doorannee monarchy was still formi-
dable enough to inspire the powers of the
East with uneasiness, that Mr. Elphinstone,

accredited by Lord Minto to the Affghan
Prince, betook himself to what was then
the rernotG and unknown town of Pesha-
wur, where, at his state reception, the
Koh-i N or again flashed, after an interval

or so many years, upon the dazzled eyes of
a European. Shah Shuja, afterwards the
client and pensioner of the East India Com-
pany, was dressed on this occasion in a
green velvet tunic, fitting closely to his

body, and seamed with gold and precious
stones. On his breast was a cuirass of dia-

monds, shaped like two flattened ^ewrs-cfe-
lis, and in a bracelet on his right arm blazed
the priceless jewel of Golconda. The Prince
gave a gracious audience to the Ambassador,
and Mr. Elphinstone retired; but the Koh-
i-Noor was not fated long to continue in the
divided and tottering family of the once
powerful Abdallees.
Hardly, however, had Mr. Elphinstone

left the court, when the Shah was expelled
from Cabul, carrying away the far-famed
diamond concealed about his person. Alter
many vicissitudes of exile and contest, he
at length found a temporary refuge amcng
the Sikhs.

The embassy had scarcely recrossed the

Indus, when Shah Shuja was expelled from
Cabvl, though he contrived to make thisfai-

famed diamond the companion of his flight.

After many vicissitudes of exile and contest,

he at length found an equivocal refuge under
the protection of that powerful chieftain who
had now consolidated the dominions of the
Sikhs into a royal inheritance for his own
family. Runjeet Singh was fully competent
either to the defence or the restoration of

the fugitive, but he knew and suspected the
treasure in his possession, and his mind was
bent upon acquiring it. lie put the Shah
under strict surveillance, and made a formal
demand for the jewel. The Doorannee
Prince hesitated, prevaricated, temporised,

and employed all the artifices of Oriental

diplomacy, but in vain. Runjeet redoubled
the stringency of his measures, and at

length the 1st of June, 1813, was fixed as

the day when the Moguls should be surren-

dered by the Abdalee Chief to the ascendant
dynasty of the Singhs. The two princes

met in a room appointed for the purpose,

and took their seats on the ground. A
solemn silence then ensued, which continued

unbroken for an hour. At length Run-
jeet's patience overeatne the suggestions of

Asiatic decorum, and he whispered to an
attendant to quicken the memory of the

Shah. The exiled prince spoke not a word
in reply, but gave a signal with his eyes to

an eunuch in attendance, who, retiring for a
moment, returned with a small roll, which
he set down upon the carpet midway be-

tween the tt^o chiefs. Again a pause fol-
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lowed, when, at a sign from Runjeet, the
roll was unfolded, and there, in its match-
less and unspeakable brilliancy, glittered
the Koli-i-Noor.
After this time it remained with the Sikhs,

until the late insurrection, when it was

labour, was fined 10,000 rupees, for hia
wastefulness by the enraged Mogul.
Such is the history of the extraordinary

jewel, which, according to one description
of it, " scatters its beauty in dazzling
showers of prismatic glory into the very

seized by the English Government. In this I eyes of the beholders." In virtue of con-
way did the " mountain of light " pass in i quest and sovereignty, it has passed into the
the train of conquest,— the emblem of do-

j
possession of England. It was prudently

minion,— from Golconda to Deltis, from
|
secured among the few remaining valuables

Del lis to Mushed, from Mushed to Cabul, i of the Lahore treasury at the commence-
from Cabul to Lahore, from Lahore to ment of the last insurrection, and although
England. When first given to Shah Jehaun even its nominal value would be an inade-
itwasstilluncut, weighing nearly 800 carets, quate compensation for the cost of the
which were reduced by the unskilfulness of

|
Sikh wars, we may look upon its acquisition

the artist to 279, its present weight. It was
j
as a fitting symbol of that supremacy which

cat by Hortensio Borgio, a Venetian, who
\
by those wars we have won.

instead of receiving a remuneration for his
|

«

THE PEOPLE AND THE PARLIAMENT.

**The Pkople and the Parliament!" we think some of our readers will say.
" Pray, have they not, nearly ever since Parliament was a Parliament, been fighting

against each other?" We answer in the affirmative ; and say more than that. The
Parliament has always had the wealthy squirelings of the country on its side

—

has managed to create and monopolise for its own use a huge army of fighting soldiers

and sailors with which it has always kept the people at bay, and moulded them, to

its will. But this should not be. The people had their status in the island
long before parliaments were thought of. The English Parliament commenced its

career in 1256. Members of Parliament in the *' good old times" were selected

by the townspeople out of doors, in public meeting assembled. Polls were counted
then

—

eve7y man had a voice in the matter. And it was not till the reign of Henry
VI. that this righteous mode of electing representatives to look after the national weal
was abolished. The reason given for its abolition was, that " poor people " generally

managed to return those men as representatives who were obnoxious to the King and
his lordling sycophants—that is to say, men who insisted on passing measures that

would benefit equally the king and the people. Thesemen, of course, could not be tole-

rated. The king and the aristocracy were linked together for the purpose of en-

chaining freedom, for the purpose of enriching themselves and impoverishing the

people. As showing what our " glorious constitution " is. Sir Kichard Phillips

remarks :
—" It cannot be denied that the English constitution is one of property

and money ; and hence power is too much enjoyed by hereditary imbecility, avari-

cious accumulations, and grinders of the middle and poor classes. The main
scheme and design is good ; but in practice, industry, virtue, and genius are

obliged to yield to avarice and the factitious possession of wealth." Had the people

retained in their hands the right of returning members this could hardly have been
the case. As it is, the effects of that iniquitous enactment are visible in the present

day.
But for that, every man would now have had his own house over his head, and

his own garden to cultivate. But for that, the law for restricting the people's food

would not have steeped the country in starvation and crime, and have received its

death-blow only in the present day. But for that, the game laws, with all their

attendant evils—their midnight poachings and their daylight murders, their im-

prisonments, convictions, and hangings—would not now be a blot on our national

escutcheon, and a curse to the land of our birth. But for that, priestcraft and its

overflowing purse would not be seen—and the results of that priestcraft would be

unknown—England would be, what it has been unthinkingly named, ** the pride of
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'the world. '* But for that^ the duty on paper, and its hindrance to the diffusion of
'knowledge, would long ago have been only remembered as a thing of the past.
Paper and printing together are two of the greatest civilisers we possess. The aim
and end of printing, in our day, as it has been, with few exceptions, since its dis-

covery, are to sow the seeds of peace, inculcate the moral precepts of Christianity,
and scatter its beauties over the world. Yet the tax on paper was inflicted on Eng-
land in the days of Queen Anne, in order that men might be hired and paid the
handsome sum of sixpence per day, to accompany the Duke of Marlborough in his
mission of slaughter and murder. The tax on newspapers was also imposed during
the same reign for the same benevolent purpose : thus making the chief civiliser in
the world a means of destroying its own labours. We cannot think on these things
without indignation. How often is the question to be put to the people—How
long will you endure such abuses ? The Universal Press—from the thundering
voice of the ** leading journal " to the squeak of the smallest halfpenny pamphlet
•—tell us the people have the government in their own hands. Why, then, do the
people not insist on the abolition of some of these vile laws ?

" Let our voice but be heard in the legislative chamber," they say, *' and we will
soon work out our own redemption." Well, then, there is promise of hope. Lord
John Russell announced last session that he intended bringing before the notice of
the Commons a bill for giving the franchise to " large numbers " of the people.
What could be plainer than his promise ? Can we depend upon its performance ?

Even were Lord John willing, it would be too much to expect the House of Com-
mons, as at present constituted, to sanction it. It is too corrupt. Were a complete
measure of reform carried, more than half of the sitting members would be un-
seated. Unless the people bestir themselves betimes, and insist on having their

way for once, it is very likely the reform of the Reform Bill will be foro:otten next
session, or a measure passed that will probably add to the number of the electors
only one in five hundred or a thousand.
We must, then, have meetings of the unenfranchised in, and petitions from, every

part of the country. And in order that some deference be paid them by the powers
that be, the meetings should be as enthusiastic, and the petitions as emphatic, as
possible. There is time enough to do all that requires to be done ; but in order
that it be done well, it should be commenced at once—and agitation carried on
imtil the parliament meets.
We venture proposing a small form of petition—which can be altered to suit

circumstances or places—to be numerously signed, and got ready for presentation
to the House of Commons soon after the opening of the session :

—

To the Commons of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland in Parlia-
ment assembled.

The petition of the undersigned, unrepresented inhabitants of [name of placed
whose names and occupations are hereunto appended,
Humbly Showeth,

That it has been announced by the Eirst Lord of the Treasury, that it is the inten-
tion of the Government, this session, to bring in a bill for the Extension of
the Franchise ;

That your Petitioners trust your Honourable House, in the extension of the privilege
which is the right of every man who has to uphold, by means of abstractions
from his income—however indirectly taken—the Crown and the Government,
will not fail to remember that the great mass of the people in the Kingdom have
no voice in the national councils, although, as your Honourable House must
be aware, the unrepresented have to bear the most onerous burdens of the
State

;

That in the opinion of your Petitioners—after the high hopes excited in the breast
of the nation—anything short of [Jiousehold suffrage^ universal suffrage^ or just
as the case may be] will greatly disappoint the majority of non-electors, and
beget feelings of distrust and discontent, which might be dangerous to the
safety of society

;
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That your Petitioners trust that this, their claim for justice, will receive that duel^
consideration which the faii*ness of the demand, and 'the promise of Hef'
Majesty's Prim3 Minister lead them to expect

;

And your Petitioners will ever pray.

THERE'S WOPvK ENOUGH i'OR ALL.

There's work enough for all indeed,
If each performed his part;

There's moral work, and social work,
There's work for mind and heart

;

«

There's work for sage philosophers,
With their huge fund of lore

;

There's even work for simpletons,
For rich as well as poor

—

There's work enough for all.

There's work for men of intellect,

Fair knowledge to diffuse
;

If Providence hath given power,
It is for us to use

;

The light beneath a bushel hid,

Is burnt in waste, I say;
So move the bushel, that mankind
More clearly see their way.

—

There's work enough for all.

The senator hath work to do,

And if his soul be right

He'll work to crush the knowledge-tax.
The tax on heaven's light;

He'll spurn the bribe with honest scorn.
On honour's service bent

;

He'll never sell his influence.

But fairly represent.

—

There's work enough for all.

The preacher following the course
His Lord and Master gave,

Despising wealth as filthy dross,

Should work men's souls to save
;

Nor count with keen expectant eye.

O'er livings bought and sold :

Religion is not merchandise
To chop and change for gold.

—

There's work enough for all.

There's work enough for all, indeed.
For small as well as great

;

And if we only work aright,

We must improve our state.

There's work for sage philosophers.

With their huge funds of lore
;

There's even work for simpletons,
For rich as well as poor,

—

There's work enough for all.

[The above lines are taken from a little work recently published, entitled, ** Echoes of

the Heart,'* by John G. W^atts, who, in his preface, says, the poems were written in

moments which might have been employed in much less honourable pursuits—the greater

part of them having been penned after his return from daily toil—from a consciousness

that ** There's work enough for all," no matter how humble or exalted.]
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MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

WHAT IS THE ORIGIN OF PLEDGING A PERSOn's HEALTH ?

This practice is traced by some to the time of the Anglo-Saxons. It is said that
the Danes, being addicted to treachery, were accustomed to inyite the Saxons to
their feasts, and stab them while in the act of lifting the vessel to drink. At last
the Saxons would neyer drink in company unless some one present pledged them
that they would receive no hurt. Strutt says that the old manner of pledging each
other was for the person who was going to drink to ask one of the company near
him whether he would pledge his safety. If the person so appealed to answered in
the affirmative, he held up his sword or knife as a guard to his friend while in the
exposed posture employed in drinking. To pledge sigiufies in ojd French to promise
or guarantee ; and it has been suggested that the original signiftcation of the term
employed in this sense was, that persons, who at the banquets did not feel them-
selves able to reply to numerous challenges addressed to them, might choose some
one as a pledge or promise for them to drink in their place.

WHO ARE THE INMATES OF THE CHARTER HOUSE ?

Tlie pensioners of the Charter House, in the neighbourhood of Clerkenwell,
is limited to eighty. They are nominated by individual governors. They are fed
and lodged, and have a cloak towards their clothing, with an allowance of £^9 a
year for pocket-money. The class in society from which they are taken depends
entirely on the discretion of the governor who gives his nomination. They must
be, however, of decayed fortunes, because they are to declare their poverty on ad-
mission, and also that they have been housekeepers. ** It is a grand and affecting
sight,** says Malcolm, "to seethe majestichall, decorated evenfor royalty, with tables
arrayed with shining metal, supported by a large loaf to each plate, and covered by
dishes smoking with excellent viands excellently cooked, and 80 ancient, respectable,
venerable men, seated, partaking of the bounties of the immortal Sutton—a bounty
of nearly two hundred years' standing. If we follow these men to their apartments,
we find them furnished with every necessary to make them comfortable. Their
age is such as to preclude a wish for excesses, nor are such permitted.** The yearly
expense of the house in 1815 was about £18,000, including all outgoings. A school
18 also connected with this institution, of which the number is forty-two. The
scholars wear the academic cap, with a black gown, jacket, and breeches. They
are generally the sons of gentlemen who have large families and moderate fortunes.

WHO WAS THE INVENTOR OF THE STOMACH-PUMP?

Mr. Head, the son of a Kentish farmer, and brought up to the same employment.
Led to consider the best means of distributing water for agricultural purposes, he
soon effected an improvement in the small engine that is usually employed for
watering plants. But now the question arose,—If water could so easily be removed
from one vessel to another by a common syringe, why not liquid poisons from the
stomach ? By modifying the syringe then in use, and attaching to it a long elastic
tube intended to be passed into the stomach, Mr. Read successfully answered this
important question. The death of the Bishop of Armagh, which occurred in 1822,
from taking laudanum by mistake, had stimulated Mr. Read in carrying out his ex-
periments, and Sir Astley Cooper, on being shown the instrument in its perfect
state, exclaimed, ** Had you brought me this three weeks ago, I could have saved
the life of a young lady, who died from taking laudanum. I sat hour after hour by
her side, watching her progress to dissolution, without being in the least able to
avert her fate !'*

WHY is A SMOKET ROOM UNHEALT7IY ?

The act of breathing is to inspire atmospheric air. Oxygen gas, of which thi*
air is in part composed, is essential to the purification of the blood from carbon.
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But if we confine a few cubic feet of air in a sitting-room, and by means of an iil-

constructed chimney diffuse smoke, which is a form of carbon, throughout the
apartment, we compel the lungs to breathe more of the very substance with wliich
the blood is already saturated, and which it is the function of the lungs to remove.

HOW IS IT TIEAT THE WATERS OF THE THAMES AUE DRANK "WITH COMPARATIVE
IMPUNITY ?

Used as they are for domestic purposes ia London, they are not so injurious as
they might be supposed to be, as it has been calculated that the volume of the
Thames exceeds by 10,100 times that of the streams of impurities which are daily
discharged into its bed. But during the warmer months the water dissolves a
much larger proportion of its putrid contents, and is therefore more unwholesome.

WHAT IS MAUNDAY THURSDAY?
It is the day preceding that called Good Friday. It was a custom both in this

and other countries, for the kings and queens, persons of high estate, and abbots
of religious houses to perform their Maunday ; that is, to wash the feet of a certain
number of poor people, frequently twelve, in superstitious imitation of our Saviour's
"washing the feet of his disciples. The kings and queens of England, indeed,^
increased the numbers and usually washed the feet of as many persons either
they themselves were years old, or had reigned. They afterwards gave theih^
meat, clothing, and a little bag of small money. After Cardinal Wolsey had
washed and kissed the feet of fifty-nine poor men, he gave each one twelve pence
in money, three ells of good canvass to make them shirts, a pair of new shoes,
a cask of red herrings, and three white herrings ; and one of these had two
shillings*. Royal gifts are stUl made on this day ; but, happily, the superstitious
practice has long been terminated.

WHAT IS THE MEANING OF DINING WITH DUKE HUMPHREY ?

This phrase is said to have arisen from part of the public walks in Old St. Paul's
called Duke Humphrey's-walk, where those who were unable to defray their ex-
penses at a tavern were accustomed to walk, in the hope of obtaining an invita-

tion. It means, therefore, to go without dinner.

WHAT IS PUDDING-TIME?

Just in time, or, as we say, **in the nick of time," at the beginning of dinner.

It was formerly usual to begin with pudding, as it is still in humble life.

WHAT IS A POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION ?

The word " polytechnic **
is formed from two Greek words

—

polus and iechne,

and means ** many arts." A Polytechnic School was founded at Paris in 1794, by
a decree of the National Convention. Its object is to instruct young persons in

the mathematical, physical, and chemical sciences. The lists of its professors have
included the illustrious names of Lagrange, La Place, Berthodet, &c, and from the
ranks of its pupils have proceeded, almost without exception, all the mathematicians
and philosophers of France who have attained to eminence during the last half-

century. Our own institution in Regent- street, where so many arts are exhibited,

is therefore properly named.

HOW DOES A CANAL LOCK. ACT?

A single lock is generally an oblong chamber, about seventy or eighty feet long,

seven or eight feet wide, and lined with brick. It has a gate at each end, which,
when open, connects it with the upper and lower "pounds," or perfectly level

portions of the canal ; but when closed, cuts off this communication. Let
it be supposed that a barge is about to pass upwards through the lock.

In order that the barge may enter the lock, the following conditions must be ob-
served :—l»t. That the u/iper gate is shut ; 2nd. That the lower gate is open ; and
3rd, as a necessary conseouence of the second, That the water in the lock is on the
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same level as that in the lower pound. These being the conditions, the barge is

floated into the look, and the lower gate closed ; water is then admitted through a
valve from the upper pound, till the lock is filled to the level of the upper pound.
As the water rises so does the barge also ; and when the lock is filled, the upper
gate is opened, and the barge emerges from the lock, thence to pursue her journey
along the upper pound of the canal. If, on the contrary, the barge is about to

descend, the conditions must be thus :—1st. The lower gate must be closed ; 2nd.

The upper gate opened ; and 3rd. The water in the lock must be on the same level

as that in the upper pound. The barge enters the lock, and the gate is closed

behind it ; then a valve is opened by which the water flows out of the lock into the
lower pound, until both are at the same level. The lower gate"then opens, and the

barge is floated out. This operation is called '' locking'down the canal ;" whereas
the reverse is that of *' locking-up,*'

CURIOSITIES OF AMERICAN LITERATURE.

SCENE WITH A PANTHER.
[The following is from a novel entitled ^' Edgar Huntley." One of the characters

in the novel, Clithero, the sleepwalker, has become insane, and has fled into one of
the wild mountain fastnesses of Norwalk,
retreat:—]

I PASSED through the cave. . . . At
that moment torrents of rain poured from
above, and stronger blasts thundered
amidst these desolate recesses and pro-
found chasms. Instead of lamenting the
prevalence of the tempest, I now began
to regard it with pleasure. It conferred
new forms of sublimity and grandeur on
the scene. As I crept with hands and
feet along my imperfect bridge, a sudden
gust had nearly whirled me into the
frightful abyss. To preserve myself, I

was obliged to loose my hold of my bur-
den, and it fell into the gulf. This inci-

dent disconcerted and distressed me. As
soon as I had effected my dangerous pas-
sage, I screened myself behind a cliff, and
gave myself up to reflection.

While thus occupied, my eyes were
fixed upon the opposite steeps. The tops
of the trees, waving to and fro in the wild-
est commotion, and their trunks, occa-
sionally bending to the blast, which in
these lofty regions blew w^ith a violence
unknown in the tracts below, exhibited
an awful spectacle. At length my atten-
tion Was attracted by the trunk which lay
across the gulf, and which I had con-
verted into a bridge. 1 perceived that it had
already somewhatswervedfrom its original
position, that every blast broke or loosened
some of the fibres by which its roots were
connected with the opposite bank, and
that, if the storm did not speedily abate,
there was imminent danger of its being
torn from the rock, and precipitated into
the .chasm. Thus my retreat would be
cut off, and the evils from which I was

Edgar Huntley endeavours to discover hi:

endeavouring to rescue another, would be
experienced by myself.

• • • .

I believed my destiny to hang upon the
expedition with which I should recross
this gulf. The moments that were spent
in these deliberations were critical, and
I shuddered to observe that the trunk was
held in its place by one or two fibres,
which were already stretched almost to
breaking.
To pass along the trunk, rendered slip-

pery by the wet and unsteadfast by the
wind, Avas eminently dangerous. To
maintain my hold in passing, in defiance
of the whirlwind, required the most
vigorous exertions. For this end it was
necessary to discommode myself of
cloak and of the volume.

my

- - " «

Just as I had disposed of these encum-
brances, and had risen from my seat, my
attention was called to the opposite steep,
by the most unwelcome object that at this
time could possibly present itself. Some-
thing was perceived moving among the
bushes and rocks, which, for a time, I
hoped was no more than a raccoon or
opossum, but which presently appeared
to be a panther. His grey coat, extended
claws, fiery eyes, and a cry which he at
that moment uttered, and which, by its
resemblance to the human voice, is pecu-
liarly terrific, denoted him to be the
most ferocious and untameable of that
detested race. The industry of our
hunters has nearly banished animals of
prey from these precincts. The fastnes-
ses of Norwalk; however, could not
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feut afford refuge to some of them. Of
hite I had met them so rarely that my
fears were seldom alive, and I trod with-
out caution the most rugged and soli-

tary haunts. Still, however, I had seldom
been unfurnished in my rambles with the
means of defence.

The mifrequency with which I had
lately encountered this foe, and the en-
cumbrance of provisions, made me neglect
on this occasion to bring with me my
usual arms. The beast that was now
before me, when stimulated by hunger,
w^as accustomed to assail whatever could
provide him with a banquet of blood. He
would set upon the man and the deer with
equal and irresistible ferocity. His saga-
city was equal to his strength, and he
seemed able to discover when his anta-
gonist was armed.
My past experience enabled me to esti-

mate tlie full extent of my danger. He
sat on the brow of the steep, eyeing the
bridge, and apparently deliberating whe-
ther he should cross it. It was probable
that he had scented my footsteps thus far

;

and should he pass over his vigilance
could scarcely fail of detecting my
asylum. . .

Should he retain his present situation,
my danger was scarcely lessened. To
pass over in the face of a famished tiger
was only to rush upon my fate. The falling
of the trunk, which had lately been so
anxiously deprecated, w^as now with no
less solicitude desired. Every new gust
I hoped would tear asunder its remaining
bands, and, by cutting off all communica- I

tion bet\\'een the opposite steeps, place me
j

in security. JSIy hopes, however, were '

destined to be frustrated. The fibres of i

the prostrate tree were obstinately tena-
cious of their hold, and presently the
animal scrambled down the rock and pro-
cee«ied to cross it.

Of all kinds of death, that which now
menaced me was the most abhorred. To

^

die by disease, or by the hand of a fellow-
j

creature, was lenient in comparison with
j

being rent to pieces bv the fangs of this ,

savage. To perish in this obscure retreat,
b}^ means so impervious to the anxious !

curiosity of my friends, to lose my portion
j

of existence by so untoward and ignoble a
j

destinj', was insupportable. I bitterly
|

deplored mj'' rashness in coming hither .

unprovided for an encounter like this.

The evil of my present circumstances
;

consisted chiefly in suspense. My death
was unavoidable, but my imagination had
leisure to torment itself by anticipations.
One foot of tlie savage was slowly and
cautiously moved after the other. He

struck his claws so deeply into the bark,
that they were with difficulty withdrawn*
At length he leaped upon the ground. We
were now separated by an interval of
scarcely eight feet. To leave the spot
where 1 crouched was impossible. Behind
and beside me the cliff rose perpendicu-
larly, and before me was this grim and
terrific visage. 1 shrunk still closer to the

I

ground, and closed my eyes,

!

From this pause of horror I was aroused

I

by the noise occasioned by a second spring

I

of the animal. He leaped into the pit in

I
which I had so deeply regretted that 1 had

,
not taken refuge, and disappeared. My
rescue was so sudden, and so much beyond
m}^ belief or my hope, that I doubted for a
moment whetlier my senses did not de-
ceive me. This opportunity of escape was
not to be neglected. I left my place and
scrambled over the trunk with a precipi-
tation which had liked to have proved
fatal. The tree groaned and shook under
me, the wind blew with unexampled vio-

lence, and I had scarcely reached the op-
posite steep when the roots were severed
from the rock, and the whole fell thunder-
ing to the bottom ofthe chasm.
My trepidations were not speedily

quieted. 1 looked back with wonder on
m}' hair-breadth escape, and on that singu-
lar concurrence of events which had
placed me in so short a period in absolute
security. Had the trunt fallen a moment
earlier, 1 should have been imprisoned on
the hill or thrown headlong. Had its fall

been delayed another moment, 1 should
have been pursued ; for the beast now
issued from its den, and testified his sur-

prise and disappointment by tokens the
sight of which made my blood run cold.

He saw me, and hastened to the verge
of the chasm. He squatted on his hind-
legs, and assumed the attitude of one
preparing to leap. My consternation was
excited afresh by these appearances. It

seemed at first as if the rift was too wide
for any power of muscles to carry him
in safety over ; but I knew the unparal-
leled agility of this animal, and that his

experience had made him a better judge
of the practicability of this exploit than I

was.
Still there was hope that he would

relinquish this design as desperate. This
hope was quickly at an end. He sprung,
and his fore legs touched the verge of the
rock on which 1 stood. In spite of vehe-
ment exertions, however, the surface was
too smooth and too hard to allow him to

make good his hold. He fell, and a pierc-

ing cry, uttered below, showed that no-
thing had obstructed his descent to the
bottom.—C/mr^5 B, Brown,
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FACTS IX NATURAL HISTORY

FOR THE YOUNG.

Stbuctuee of Animals. — When we
stoop forward, as in reading a book which
lies on the table, we may feel a ligament
extending from the projecting part of the
spine, between the shoulders, to the back
part of the head. It suspends the head,
and relieves the muscles. But as man
generally carries his head erect, this liga-

ment is not to be compared in strength to

the corresponding part in quadrupeds,
^here, from the horizontal position of the

ppine, the head always hangs. It is long
and stroug in the horse ; and the admirable
thing is, the accurate adjustment of the
elasticity of this ligament to the weight ?.nd

position of the he^d, which is balanced by
it as on a steel-yard. "With this circumstance
in our mind, let us observe the peculiar

form of the elephant. One of the grinders
of the elephant weighs seventeen pounds,
and of these there are four ; the jaws must
be provided to give socketing to such teeth,

and must hnve space ?nd strr ngth to give

lodgment and attachment to muscles suffi-

cicRt for moving this grinding machine :

the animal must have its defence too. Now,
each of the tusks sometimes weighs as

much as 113 pounds. To support this

enormous and heavy head, the seven ver-

tebrie of the neck of this animal (the same
number that we find in the giraffe) are com-
pressed in so remarkable a manner as to

bring the head close upon the body, making
it, as it were, a part of the body without
the interposition of a neck. But the animal
must feed, and, as its head cannot reach
the ground, it must possess an instrument
like a hand to minister to the mouth, to

grasp the herbage, and lift it to its lips.

This instrument we see in the proboscis or

trunk. Let us now see how the neck and
head are accommodated for feeding, when
there is no proboscis, and when the animal
has a short neck. The elk is a strange un-
couth animal, from the setting on of its

head. The weight of the horns is enormous

;

and, if the head and horns were extended
forwards from the body on an elongated
meok, they would overbalance the body.
"When we observe also the want of relation

between the length of the fore-legs ar,d that

of the neck, it becomes an interesting cir-

cumstance to find that the animal feeds ofi"

the sides of rocks, and does not browse
upon the herbage at its feet. A remarkable
proof how unable this animal is to feed in

the common way was afforded by an acci-

^9jit which befel a fine specimen in the
Zoological Gardens. His food having been

unintentionally scattered upon the ground
he was obliged, in order to reach it, to ex-
tend his fore-legs laterally ; in this position
his foot slipped, he dislocated his shoulder,
and died of the accident.

Quantity op Blood in Animals.—
Those who have not considered the subject
must be surprised at the quantity of blood
which is propelled through the heart of any
moderately- sized animal in the course of
twenty-four hours. In man the quantity of
blood existing in the body at any given mo-
ment is probably from 30 to 40 pints. Of
these an ounce and a half, or about three
table-spoonfuls, are sent out at every stroke,
which multiplied into 75 (the average rate
of the pulse) give 1,125 ounces, or 7 pints

in a minute

—

i. e., 420 pints, or 255 gallons
in an hour ; and 1,260 gallons, or nearly 24
hogsheads, in a day. Now, if we recollect

that the whale is said to send out from his
heart, at each stroke, 15 gallons, the imagi-
nation is overwhelmed with the aggregate
of the quantity that raust pass through the
heart of that leviathan of the deep in twenty-
four hours. It is a general law that the
pulse of the larger animals is slower than
that of the smaller ; but even if we put the
pulse of the whale as low as 20 in a minute,
the quantity circulated through the heart,
calculated at 15 gallons for each pulfation,

will be 432,000 gallons, equal to 8,000 hogs-
heads, in twenty-four hours. The considera-
tion of this amazing quantity is, however,
a subject of mere empty wonder if not ac-

companied with the reflection, that, in order
to produce the aggregate amount, the heart
is kept in constant motion, and that, in fact,

it is incessantly beating, as it is termed, or
throwing out the blood in the arteries, from
the first period of our existence to the mo-
ment of our death, without any sensation of
fatigue, or even without our being conscious
of the process, except it be interrupted by
corporal or mental agitation.

The BrsH-ROPEYiNB.—A vine calledthe
bush-rcpe by the woodcutters, on account of
its use in hauling out the heaviest timber, has
a singular appearance in the forests of Deme-
rara, in South America. Sometimes you see
it nearly as thick as a man's body, twisted
like a corkscrew round the tallest trees, and
rearing its head high above their tops. At
other times, three or four of them, like

strands in a cable, join tree to tree, and
branch to branch, together. Others, de-
scending from on high, take root as soon
as their extremity touches the ground, and
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appear like shrouds and stays supporting
the mainmast of a ship : while others, send-
ing out shoots in all directions, remind you
of what trayellers call a matted forest.

Oftentimes a tree, above a hundred feet

high, uprooted by the whirlwind, is stopped
in its fall by these amazing cables of nature

;

hence you see trees with their trunks in-

clined Yery far from the perpendicular, not
only vegetating, but sending forth vigorous
shoots, their heads remaining firmly sup-
ported by the bush-rope ; many of their
roots soon refix themselves in the earth
and frequently a strong shoot will sprout
out perpendicularly from near the root of
the reclining trunk, and in time become a
fine tree.

Gigantic Teses in Van Dieman's
Land.—-We have been to-day to see the
Giants on the bank of the Emu River,
below the confluence of the Loud "Water,
and on the Hampshire Hills side. Though
we did not find a tree of 70 feet actual girth,
there was one of 55 feet at four feet from
the ground, carrying up its magnitude to a
surprising height. Others, wUhin a few
hundred yards, measured 48, 43, 40|, 38,

37, 32, and 28 feet, all of them fine trees of
about 200 feet in height. None of them
urere much decayed at the bottom, though

in general a little broken at the top. Oa
the base of one of them was a tumour, or
carbuncle, [measuring 12 feet across and 6
feet high. Amongst them was a fallen tree

22 feet at the base, and 19 at 110 feet up :

a limb ofl32 feet sprung from it at 90 feet

of elevation, and at 120 feet two other large
limbs ; at 150 feet the general head com-
menced ; its total height, as measured, was
213 feet. By its fall it had uprooted
another 168 feet long, which had brought
up a ball of earth 20 feet across. These
trees were all Stringy Barks. When we
returned from Emu Bay, four miles up the
road, I measured a Stringy Bark in a state

of decay, 196 feet to the branches ; and
near to it a White Gum 30 feet round ; and
on the Lopham road, two of 35 and 33 feet,

their height probably 180 feet. The loftiest

Tree Ferns were 30 feet in the trunk, 12
feet fronds ; the largest circumference frj

feet. I have also measured, at the Hamp-
shire Hills, a broad-leaved Swamp Tea Tree
(Leptospermum Lanigerum) 70 feet by 7;
a Silver Wattle, 60 feet by 11 feet 2 inches,

spreading 60 feet ; and a Sassifras, 140 feet

by 6 feet. The largest Myrtle I have mea-
sured was 28 feet, but I think they may be
found exceeding 30 feet.

—

Extract of a Let-
terfrom the Hampshire Hills ^ Van Dietnan's
Laiid.

KING COAL AT THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

They drew me forth from my darksome den,
Where for ages I dwelt with night

:

They bore me up, and with shouts of men.
They welcomed me into the light.

O'er hill and o'er vale, by steam and by rail,

They conveyed me eafe and whole;
They placed me in state at the Palace gate,
And there I reign, King Coal.

For 'twas mine these walls, with their silvery sheen,
To prepare in their crystal sea

;

And the forest of pillars that tower within,
Were molten and shaped by me.

Yon engine that proudly lifts his beam.
The spindles that merrily roll,

The circling wheel and the moving steam,
Are all set to work by King Coal.

The rulers have kept King Coal without

—

Within it is Gold that reigns
;

But with me there is peace and labour stout,
Whilst Gold gathers care with his gains.

In the Palace are beauties to charm the eye,
And riches to tempt the soul,

And canopied couches where kings may lie;

But their costliest bed of state cannot vie

With a bed of the dark King Coal. J.

I
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TECHNICAL EXPOSITOR.

s. noun-substantive; a. adjective ; ad. adverb ; v. verb ; v. a. verb-active ; v.n. verb-neuter.

Fascic'ular, a. united in a bundle

;

^resembling a bundle of rods ; in botany j the

term is used to describe those roots of the

tuberous kind in which the knobs are col-

lected in bundles, as the peony, &c.

Fas'cine, s. (in fortification) fagots, or

small branches of trees, mixed with earth

to fill up trenches, or to make up a parapet
for protection.

Fast'ness, 5. a strong place ; strength
;

security.

Fa'ta-Morga'na, s. a name given to a
very striking optical delusion which has
been noticed, chiefly in the Strait of Mes-
sina, between the coasts of Sicily and
Calabria. The images of men, of houses,
&c., are occasionally seen from the coast,

sometimes in the water, and sometimes in

the air, or at the surface of the water.

Fa'talibm, s. the doctrine that all things

happen by inevitable necessity.

Fates, s.pl. (in mythology) the Destinies
;

goddesses supposed to preside over the
birth and life of man. They were three in

number, Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos.
The first was supposed to hold the distaff,

the second to draw the thread of human
life, and the third to cut it off.

Fa'thbrland, s. the land of our ances-
tors.

Fath'om, s. a ^measure containing six

feet, being taken from the space a man can
reach with both his arms extended ; v,a. to

penetrate into, to sound, to ascertain the
depth of anything.

Fatid'ical, a. having the power to

foretell events, &c.

Fatu'ity, s. foolishness, weakness of
mind, idiocy

Fau'cet, s. the pipe inserted into a vessel
to give vent to the liquor, and stopped up
by a vent or spigot.

Faun, s. a sort of inferior heathen deity,

pretended to inhabit the woods ; thence
called sylvan deities.

Fav'illous, a. consisting of ashes.

Fat'osite, s, a genus of fossil zoophytes.

Fe'alty, s. homage, loyalty, submission

;

duty due to a superior.

Feas'ible, a. practicable ; that may be
done.

Feat, s. ian act, a deed; trick or sleight

;

a, neat, quick, ready.

Feath'er-edge, s. the name given to

boards or planks that have one edge thinner
than another.

Feat'ly, ad. neatly, nimbly, readily.

Fea'ture, s. the cast or make of the
face ; any lineament or single part of the
face ; the chief point in any plan, object, or
undertaking.

Feb'rifuge, s, any medicine serviceable
in a fever.

Fe'brile, a. relating or belonging to a
fever.

Fe'cit (Latin) s. a word used by artists

to indicate the designer, sculptor, or en-
graver of any piece of art.

Fec/ula, s. the green matter of plants
;

the extract of vegetables ; starch.

Fec/ulence, s. muddiness, lees, dregs.

Fe'cund, a. fruitful, prolific, rich.

Fed'eral, a, relating to a league or con-
federation.

Fee, s, a reward ; wages
;

payment
claimed by persons in oi'fice ; reward to
physicians or lawyers ; in law, all lands and
tenements that are held by any acknow-
ledgment of superiority to a higher lord,
calledfee simple when unconditional.

Fe'line, a. belonging to or resembling a
cat ; the name given to a class of animals of
the cat kind, which, though differing iu
size and colour, are nearly allied to each
other.

Fell'monger, s. a dealer in hides or
skins of beasts.

Fe'lo-de-sb (French) 5. one who com-
mits self-murder ; a suicide.

Fel'loe, 5. the circumference of awheel,

Fel'low, s. a companion, an associate,
an equal ; a mean person ; a member of a
college

; fellow is also used as a compound
word in many cases—as felloio-citizcn, fel-
low-servant,fellow-commoner, &c.

Fel'lowship, s. companionship
;

part-
nership ; an establishment in a college,
with share in its revenue ; in arithmetic^
that rule of plural proportion whereby ac-
counts are balanced depending between
divers persons who have put together a
general stock.

Fel'on, s, a criminal ; one who has com-
mitted a capital offence or crime,

Fel'spar, s, a crystalised mineral com-
pound of silica, alumina, and potash, one
of the constituents of granite, softer than
quartz, and harder than glass—-generally
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white, greyish, or reddish, and convertible
into clay.

Felt, 5. a kind of cloth, the particles of
which are united without weaving; ; used in
making hats, &c.

Feluc'ca, s. a small open beat with six
oars.

Fem'me Couve'rte (French) s. a mar-
ried v.oman protected from personal liabi-

lities. Fern!me sol'e, an unmarried woman.
Fem'ixinb, a. belonging to a female

;

soft, tender, womanish.
Fem'ora.l, a. belonging to the thigh.

Fex, s. a marsh, a moor, a bog ; soft
moist ground.

Fence, s. a guard, enclosure, mound,
liedge.

Fen'cixg, s. the art of defence by
weapons,

Fenes'tral, a. belonging to windows.

work in the form of a wreath or garland of
flowers or leaves twisted together, thickest
at the middle, and suspended by the two
extremes, whence it hangs down perpen-
dicularly.

Fes'tucous, a. formed of straw.

Fet'ich, Fet/ish, *. an idol worshipped
by certain of the African negroes.

Fet'id, a. stinking ; having an offensive

smell ; rancid.

Fet'lock, 5. a tuft of hair that grows
behind a horse's leg, in the space between
the joint next to the foot and the hoof.

Feu'dal, a. dependant ; held by tenure
of a superior lord.

Feu-de-joie (French) a bonfire; firing

of guns on any joyful occasion.

Feu'illage, s. a bunch or row of leaves.

Fe'ver, s. a disease in which the body is

violently heated, and the pulse quickened,

Fe'odatary, .?. one who holds an estate °' ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^* ^^^ «°^^^ P^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^•

under tenure of service, &c., to a superior
lord.

Feoff'mext, 8, (in l-iw) the act of grant-
ing possession.

Fermexta'tion, 8. an internal and
spontaneous motion of the small particles
of a mixed body, caused by the operation
of seme active acid matter. Chemists
have distinguished fermentation into five

kinds :—1. The saccharine fermentation, by
which starch and gum are converted into
sugar. 2. The alcoholic, or vinous fer-

mentation, by which sugar is converted into
alcohol. 3. The viscous, or mucilaginous
fermentation, which converts sugar into
slime or mucilage instead of alcohol. 4. The
acetous fermentation, by which alcohol is

converted into vinegar. 5. The putrid
fermentation, or putrefactionj which is ex-
hibited in its most marked form in the
putrefaction of animal substances.

Fern, s. a plant growing on heaths, &c.

Fer'reous, a. made of iron, or contain-
ing iron.

Ferrical'cite, s. a species of calcareous
earth, or limestone, combined with about 15
per cent, of iron.

Ferrig'inous, a. partaking of iron.

Fer'sulb, *. an iron ring put round any-
thing to keep it from cracking ; an instru-
ment of chastisement used in some schools.

Fer'ry, Fer'ryboat, s. a boat for con-
veying passengers across rivers, creeks, &c.

Fer'vid, a. vehement, zealous, burning.

Fbss'e-point, s, the centre of an es-
cutcheon.

Fes'ter, v.n. to rankle, to corrupt.

Fjsstoon', s. an ornament of carved

Fi'bre, *. a small thread or string ; the
first constituent parts of bodies.

Fib'ula, s. the outer and lesser bone of

the leg,

Fic'tile, a. moulded into form ; manu-
factured by the potter.

Fic'tion, s. a story or thing feigned or
invented ; a falsehood.

Ficti'tious, a. imaginary, false, not real,

allegorical.

Fid, s. a pointed iron with which seamen
entwist cords.

Fidu'cial, a. confident, undoubting.

Fief, s. a fee ; a manor
;
possession held

by tenure of a superior.

Field'-marshal, s. the oflScer of

highest military rank in England.

Fiend, s. an infernal being ; an enemy.

Fie'ri fa'cias (in law), 5. a judicial writ

for him that has recovered in an action of

debt or damages, to the sheriff, to command
him to levy the debt or the damages.

Fig'ment, s. a fiction; an invention.

Fig'uratiye, a, not literal ; represent-

ative ; metaphorical.

Fig'ure, 5. shape; external form; re-

semblance ; a statue, an image ; a repre-

sentation in painting ; in arithmetic, a cha-

racter denoting some number ; in tlieology^

a type ; in rhetoric^ the change of a word ii

a trope^ and any affection of a sentence a

figure.

Fil'ament, 5. a slender thread, a fibre.

File, s. a steel tool to rub down promi-
nences ; a wire for papers ; a line of sol-

diers ; a catalogue ; a roll ; a series.

Fil'ial, a. pertaining to or becoming a
son.
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GRUMBLING, OR FREE CRITICISM, THE GLORY OF OLD
ENGLAND.

It is said that English is a mongrel tongue, made up of one can hardly tell what.

So it maybe ; but still we would not change it for any modern or ancient language

of which we have ever heard or read. We have the advantage of expressing our-

selves in almost any dialect we please. We can speak plain Saxon, heavy German,

musical Italian, polished French, or learned Greek ; so that in speech we can be-

come all things to all men. " Grumbling" and " Grumbler" are good old words,

which, in their very sound, seem to speak their own sense ; but still they are not

considered very polite, and hence we prefer "criticism" to *' grumbling.'^ A
grumbler is supposed to be no better than he should be, but, of course, a critic is a

learned personage and a gentleman ; and yet the words are not very unlike in their

signification. To grumble is to find fault, and to find fault is considered one main

part of criticism—so much so, indeed, that, if a book is reviewed, without having

any part condemned, the writer of the critique generally makes an apology for not

having practised this important branch of his avocation.

In England, grumbling, or rather criticism, is practised by everyone. It is no
small portion of our Magna Cliarta. It is quite amusing to see an Englishman enter

a train just after he has settled his bill at the hotel where he has spent the last two

or three days and nights. He has hardly dismissed the porter who has put his

carpet-bag under the seat and touched his hat to him, before he begins :—The charges

are most outrageous ; the bread was sour ; the butter rancid ; the ham rusty ; the

coifes abominable ; the tea no better; the eggs addled ; the meat spoilt in cooking,

or too tough and hard to be eaten ; the fowl was twenty years old ; the soup nothing

but coloured water with some filthy seasoning in it ; and the beer, porter, wine, and

spirits, no one conid drink without being ill ; and, as a proof of this, the gentleman

himself has been taking physic for the last fortnight, and is not yet recovered from

aliments brought on by the horrid food and drink which he had to pay for at so dear

a rate. And he now suspects that the drugs he has used were adulterated, or that the

stupid chemist gave him the wrong medicine. And, as to going to bed, why you
liad better stay up than sleep in such miserable and wretched rooms, where either

the curtains suffocate you, or the want of them brings on such dreadful attacks of

;;oothache and rheumatism. And as for the beds, they were so soft that you were
3uried, or so hard that your bones were sore. Our friend has travelled through
England and the Continent, and can tell you the most doleful tales, also, about the

iortures inflicted by the railway carriages. In the first class you are melted with
leat, from the lining and padding ; in the second, rubbed raw by the hard boards ;

md in the third, thrown into a consumption by draughts. On a porter, the other

lay, asking for a sight of the railway ticket, at Bristol, " That," said an angry gentle-

nan, *•' is the ninety-ninth time between this and London." Poor John Bull, the

vhole world sets on him to do him some wrong. He is an Ishmaelite, and has every
nan's hand against him, and, were it not that he can use his own rather adroitly,

«rould soon be fretted out of his life. His own country has hardly a good thing in
t, and in other lands matters are ten times worse.
We can assure our readers that haying travelled a little through England aad on
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the Continent, we have heard not only all the complaints here recorded, but

enough to fill volumes ; so that we always expect when we meet with a country-

man that we shall hear him find fault. Perhaps some of our readers will be ready

to say that the remarks given above are proofs that we—the writer—are no better

than others ; and, therefore, we stop to assure them that we pen these observations

without one drop of bile in our pens or our temperament. Having for a long time

given up all stimulants, we are never bilious, and therefore we have never any gall

to pollute our pages with ; and as a proof of this we are first going to show that

one of the finest traits in John Bull's character is his disposition to grumble. A
Frenchman is too polite to find fault, and bows most gentlemanly to everything

and everybody. Politeness is all in all to him. He would rather have his morals,

his judgment, his taste, his anything, suspected than his politeness. An Ameri-

can—a real Yankee—has already arrived at perfection ; and to breathe a whisper

unfavourable to anything American is to wound him to his inmost heart ; and

therefore you never hear Brother Jonathan saying one word in disparagement of

himself or his country. There everything and everybody ^^ goes a-Jiead'' It is

true our brother lays rather hardly on other people, and especially on the " Bri-

tishers,'* but you never find him speaking otherwise than well of himself and the

States. Even Slavery, a learned American doctor told us a week or two since,

must be treated kindly. We should remember that it is American^ and, therefore,

should not be criticised too severely.

Now, there is nothing at all of this about John Bull. He is so rough, or has, in

spite of his impoliteness, so keen a sense of the true, the right, and the beautiful,

that he spares nothing, whether foreign or domestic, which in his judgment falls

short of perfection. Hence, no man in England expects the least mercy to be

shown to his faults and imperfections. Rank, royalt}^, wealth, literature, art,

trades, science, private character, and even religion, are all examined and criti-

cised with the utmost freedom. It is no use to say the thing is English, is home-
made, &c., &c. ; those very words would make a real Anglo-Saxon the more severe.

Everyone and everything have to go under the ordeal of his critical eye, but none

are examined so unmercifully as the English and English productions. A Scots-

man will be forgiven ; an Irishman or Welshman may pass without much diffi-

culty ; and a foreigner, notwithstanding John's reputed boorishness, will have

many allowances ; at the lofty gait of an American, John Bull laughs aloud, and is

too merry to be over severe ; but when he has hold of a real Englishman bred and

born, there is no pity. Everything that he says or does is picked to pieces,

and the poor victim finds there is no help for him in these critical junctures.

Some may suppose that the result of all this is very 5fldf,^but, far from this, the

nation owes no small degree of its pre-eminence to these grumblings or criticisms.

A real Anglo-Saxon, like the Spartan youth, v»^ho was bleeding under the scourge,

would be ashamed to cry out, to ask for mercy, or even shov/ a distorted look. He
imagines that a thing which cannot bear a little rough handling is of too ginger-

bread a character to last long. It is amusing to find how obsequiously some

authors, authoresses, and others, will supplicate for gentle treatment, and their plea

is seldom refused, though John is generally wicked enough to remark that as they

are too frail to be even looked at, why he will pass them by. Nothing is more

amusing to an Englishman than to see the care with which almost every thijig, in

gome countries, is protected from public gaze and popular breat^i, What a delicate
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thing is royalty on the Continent, and even Presidents are now geftiiig as tender

and frail as kings ; they act as if a mere zephyr would blow them all away.

Monarchs, nohles, bishops, priests, senators, manufacturers, generals, &c., &c., seem

to be made of wax-work in other land, and therefore not a breath must be heard

except in their praise. What fragile things the Pope, the King of Prussia, and the

Emperors of Austria and Russia must be, if we give credit to their various modes

of defence, from even the slightest attack.

Among us, on the contrary, everything which is good has born6 the storms of

ages. The oak is justlj^ sacred to British hearts. The king of the forest only stands

the firmer, and has struck its roots the deeper for having had to endure the blasts

of a thousand winters, or the heat of a thousand summers ; and whatever among us

is based in truth and right, is equally bold and strong. Here monarchy is not

squeamish, nor tottering, because it has allowed itself to be examined and freed from

its oppressions. Our aristocracy and prelacy also have the advantage of being called

to the bar of public opinion, and by timely reform or improvement may secure

respect. Our language, science, literature, arts, and religion, make progress because

they are every day sent to the national school, and are periodically examined.

And this latter operation is no " little go^'* as they say at Cambridge. There is no

respect of persons by our grumblers, alias critics ; but every one who blunders or

trips is sure to be plucked.

Xow, we owe almost everything to this finding of fault, and these inquisitions of

public opinion. Yonder magistrate knows if he does not judge justly and rightly

he will be in the pillory of the Press before mid-day to-morrow, and will, perhaps,

have to hang there for the next seven, or seventy, or seven hundred years.

Jeffries is being gibbeted now, and will be so until time shall end. Being sus-

pended a few hours like Archbishop Leighton's father, or Defoe, is child's play

compared with this. What is the reason that yonder lordling has to get his tea or

his coffee made more than usually strong this morning, and has taken a glass of

brandy to boot ? Alas, alas ! the Times newspaper is lying on the table, along

with other journals, and he made a speech yesterday at a public meeting or in

Parliament, and it is not only reported, but, ten to one, it is commented upon. The
grumblers have been at work. See how the noble senator's colour comes and goes,

and yet what is the use of it ? He has been in the inquisition and now is in the

pillory. *' Literascriptamanet," Thousands of copies expose his folly. His logic,

his English, his rhetoric, which cost him days and nights of labour, are torn to

tatters and scattered to the winds never to be gathered up again. Does he not

wish himself a Turk, and bless the empire of Nicolaus of Russia, the Pope, or the

President of France, under which the press is gagged ? But it is no good ; oaths,

curses, libels, blustering, letters of explanation, all, all fail, and the only thing

left him is to learn a lesson from his folly, and resclve to mend, or to hold his

tongue.

One, perhaps, of our most exquisite grumblers or critics is Punch. Those who get

into his power feel themselves as it were in the grasp of one who, v^hile he professes

to tickle, positively tortures, and the more anguish he inflicts the more loudly he
laughs, and never more so than when he gets a monarch, a lord, a bishop, or any
gentleman in black in his hands. There is a good deal of true John BuUism in

all this. For, after all, he means no harm. There is real philanthropy in all. He
wants all men, and especially Englishmen; to be p erfect in knowledge^ manners,
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arts, and religion ; and hence lie can, notwithstanding his seeming cruelty, be as

good-natured as an angel to all those who take his advice and learn to excel.

What monuments he has erected for Milton, Howard, Newton, and others ! Eng-
land has risen because she has had critics, and has allowed them freedom of

speech. But for the men who have pointed out her faijlts, she would still have
been a barbarian nation, and should she ever become so vain or besotted as to

silence public opinion, from that hour her sun will go down.

THE ARABS IN SPAIN.

{Concluded.)

Immediately after the imprisonment
of his uncle, Aben Osmin was proclaimed
Mohammed IX. by his own partisans.
His possession of the Moorish sceptre
however, was not long undisputed. Ano-
ther claimant, whose pretensions were
supported by Abdelbar, the hagib of the
late king, and a large body of the nobles,
appeared in the person of Mohammed ben
Ismail. To narrate in detail their con-
tentions for the tottering throne of Gra-
nada would be tedious and iminstructive,
and would occupy space which may be
more agreeably and profitably taken up
in this closing sketch of the history of the
Mohammedan power in Spain. Alter-
nately aided in their suicidal strife by
Juan of Castile, the common enemy of
both, they w^asted energies which should
have been employed in building up the
relics of their doomed and fast-falling

kingdom. Gradually the party of Aben
Ismail gained the ascendanc3\ Finding
that all hopes of successfully continuing
the struggle were at an end, Aben Osmin
resolved to signalise his fall by an act
truly characteristic of a Moorish prince.

Under the pretext of consulting the safety

of the city, which was closely beset by the
forces ofhisrival,he calledtogether the chief
citizens of Granada, such especially as he
knew were favourable to the cause ofAben
Ismail, and as they successively arrived at

the door they were seized and executed
by the soldiers of the guard. He then
secretly left the city, plunged into the
mountains, and w^as never heard of
more.
On the disappearance of the son of Os-

min, the gates of Granada were opened
to Aben Ismail, who was proclaimed king
as Mohammed X. His brief reign of two
years was disturbed throughout by the
continual irruptions of Enrique IV., the
new king of Castile. In vain did the
Moorish sovereign apply for a truce, and
even offer to hold his narrowed dominions,

which were now bounded between the
mountains of Elvira and the sea, as a fief

of Castile. The additional condition of
an annual tribute of twelve thousand pis-

toles was insisted on, and at this cost was
it that he purchased a brief peace before
his death, in a.d. 1467-
The days of Moorish • power in Spain

were numbered in the Book of Fate, and
the destined period was fast hastening to

a close. Few more fitting instruments
could have been found to accomplish the
adverse purposes of fate than Ali Muley
Abul Hassan, who succeeded his father.

The first three years of his reign were passed
in comparative peace, but the flames of in-

ternal war were again lighted by the re-

volt of the Governor of Malags. In
vain did Abul Hassan attempt to regain
the allegiance which had been transferred
to Enrique of Castile. For more than six

years he ineff'ectually carried on a desul-

tory but destructive warfare, wdiich raged
almost without intermission, making
lamentable havoc among the best soldiers

,

of his kingdom. In a.d. 1474 Enrique
died, and was succeeded by Ferdinand
and Isabella. From them Abul Hassan
obtained a truce, which procm'ed him a
temporary tranquillity from without.
But, if free from foreign invasion, he w^as

harassed by the scarcely less ruinous dis-

cord which reigned within the walls of

Granada. The Sultana Zoraya, mother
of Abu Abdalla, heir-presumptive of the

throne, entertained a deep hatred against

another of his wives, a Spanish lady, and
mother of two princes. The chief affection

of the king was placed on the latter,

whose interests and those of her children

were espoused by a large number of th^
Moorish chiefs, whilst a still more numeJM
rous but not more influential portion ad-

hered to the cause of Zoraya and her son.*

* In some accounts of the civil wars which arose

out of these disputed claims, Zoraya i9 said to
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How fatal these internal disorders
proved will soon be seen. In 1478 the
truce with Castile expired, and Abul Has-
san applied for its renewal. The Chris-
tian sovereigns, who were too busily en-

gaged in their own domestic wars with
the partisans of the Princess Juana, con-
sented, resolving at the same time to at-

tempt the final overthrow of the Moorish
power so soon as the rivalry with Juana
had been brought to an end. Aware of

this, Abul Hassan paid but little respect
to the provisions of the treat5^ In 1481
he crossed the frontiers of Andalusia, and
arrived before the fortress of Zahara,
vv'hich he knew to be feebly garrisoned.
The opportunity w^as highly favourable to
the assailants. The night was dark, the
wind high, and the rain descended in tor-

rents, circumstances which inspired the
inhabitants with a fatal security, and thus
rendered easy the capture of the fortress.

Aided by the darkness, the liloorish sol-

iiers silently approached the walls, which
;hey scaled, and took possession of the
Dlace before the surprised Christians could
iream of defence. Having placed a strong
irarrison in the place, and strengthened
he fortifications, Abul Hassan returned
.riumphant to Granada. His joy, however,
vas of short duration, for a similar and
qually successful attack was made by a
letermined band of Christians upon *A1-

ama, one of the bulwarks of the capital
tself, though distant from it about fifteen

eagues. The intelligence spread the
reatest consternation through Granada,
iaving assembled a large army, the king
narched hastily to recover a place of such
mportance ; but, hearing of the approach
f Ferdinand to its relief, he as hastily
etired. A second effort was made for its

ecovery; but Abul Hassan was recalled
Granada, in the middle of his besieging

perations, hj the intelligence that a con-
piracy to dethrone him was active in the
apital. On reaching the Alhambra, the
ing was not surprised to hear that his
/ife, Zoraya, and his son, Abu Abdalla,
rere the prime movers of the rebellion.
le speedily consigned both to the tower
jf Comares, one of the ataH^^as or watch-
)wers of the Alhambra, and would have
ived himselfany further trouble from his
:i, by the summary aid of the executioner,

!

ad not Zoraya effected his escape. Having
ribed the keepers, she introduced her

avs been the Spanish lady, whilst Ayxa la
orra is given as the name of the mother
Abu Abdaila. The account given above seems

' be supported by the best authorities. The
ere question of name, however, is of little im-
^?rtance.

women into the tower, and, by means of
their veils and tunics tied together, low-
ered the prince in the niglit from the
battlements to the foot of the tower,
where a number of trusty horsemen were
prepared to receive him. Plis partisans
immediately proclaimed him in the city,
amidst loud cries of " Long live the kinsr
Abu Abdalla !;'

To relate in detail the commotions
consequent upon this disastrous rivalry
between father and son would only be ta
weary the reader by a repetition of similar
disorders to those which have latterly oc-
cupied so much of these papers. An out-
line of the most prominent facts must
suffice. Abu Abdalla seized upon the
Alhambra, and compelled his father to
retire to Malaga. As might be expected,
whilst Granada was thus being torn asun-
der by the contentions of its rulers, its old
hereditary foes were not slow in taking
advantage of circumstances so favourable
to the invader. Anxious, however, to
establish his o\yii power in the capital,
Abu Abdalla offered but little opposition
to the arms of the Christians, whose irrup-
tions were chiefly repelled by the forces
of his father. In two consecutive actions
between isolated detachments of Chris-
tians and Moors, the latter had the
advantage, but in a third Abu Abdalla
himself, who had advanced as far as
Lucena, to share in the war, was defeated
and made prisoner. A heavy ransom,
however, soon after obtained his liberation
and sent him forward to renew a contest
which was to be the last in the history of
Granada as a Mohammedan state. In the
meantime a third party had arisen, who,
dissatisfied with the father because he was
infirm with age, and with the son because
he was the reputed ally of Ferdinand and
Isabella, resolved to exclude them both
from the throne. Abul Hassan was easily
persuaded to give up a struggle which was
fast hastening the downfall of the state.
Not so, however, with Abu Abdalla. He
declined to surrender his claims upon the
Moorish sceptre, and prepared to assert
them in opposition to the prince whom the
new party had put forward. Their choice
had fallen upon Abdalla el Zagal, the
wali of Malaga, and brother of the abdi-
cated sovereign. El Zagul was not im-
qualified for the station to which he was
thus unexpectedly raised. -By his valour
and experience he had successfully
defended the frontiers of his province
against the Christians, and had obtained
some advantages over them in the isolated
contests which continually raged between
the two people. A vivid idea of the man
and of the age may be given by a record
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of the fact, that when he entered Granada
a hundred Christian heads liiing from the
saddlebows of his escort. These he had
obtained in his passage througli the moun-
tains from !>Ialaga to the capital, where
they lielped to secure him the boisterous
welcome of the mob.
Ferdinand's ready espousal of the cause

of Abu Abdalla confirmed the suspicion
that the latter had consented to hold Gra-
nada as a fief of the united crowns of
Aragon and Castile. The Christian mo-
narch took the field in person, under the
pretext of succouring his vassal, but in

reality for the purpose of securing to him-
self some of the chief fortresses to tlie

north and west of the capital. In 1486 he
caused Ronda, Marbella, Cahir, and Car-
tama, to be invested at the same time.

These important places were speedily
reduced, and Moclin, Velez-j^ialaga, and
Loxa, were next besieged. Tliis formid-
able progress of the Christian arms
awakened the alarm of the inhabitants of
the capital, who perceived that if the
last-mentioned towns were taken little

would be left them in that direction
beyond the limits of their own ramparts.
The two rival kings were reluctantly
induced to suspend their shameful conten-
tions, and turn their united arms against
the common foe. This they did, however,
with little success. El Zagal succeeded in

relieving Moclin, but failed in endeavour-
ing to raise the siege of Velez -Malaga,
which was compelled to open its gates to

the blockading army. On his return to

Granada, the inhabitants, incensed at his

failure, refused to admit him, and he
retired to Guadix. In the meantime Abu
Abdalla had thrown himself into Loxa, but
was compelled to submit to the general
of Ferdinand, by whom he was again
received into allegiance, and permitted to

revisit Granada. But the walls of that
capital now embraced nearly the whole
of his kingdom, for Almeria, Guadix, and
Baza acknowledged El Zagal, while the
Christians successively obtained possession
of the fortresses they had invested.
The city of Malaga became the next

object against which their victorious arms
were directed. Fortified by nature and
art, and defended by a strong garrison
well supplied with provisions, this coveted
stronghold continued for some months to

baffle the eff'orts of Ferdinand in person,
and even of Isabella, who repaired to

the camp of her husband with the de-
termination of remaining there until the
city opened its gates to the besieg-
ing army. During the siege an act strik-

ingly in harmony with the Moorish charac
ter, was attempted by a Moor named

' Abrahen Algerbi, who aimed at reviving
the Mohammedan cause by the as.-assina-

I
tion of the two sovereigns. He was a

I

native of Tunis, which he had left to settle

in a village near Guadix, where the gravity

I

of his deportment and the austerity of his

i life had gained him the reputation of

I

a saint. The man himself believed that

!
he was commissioned by heaven to raise

i the siege of Malaga ; and, under the pre-

] fence that he had received a direct su-

pernatural injunction to this effect, he
induced four hundred men to aid him in

the object of his mission. Two hundred of
them succeeded in gaining an entrance
into the besieged city ; the remainder, who
ventured to attack the Christian outposts,

were cut to pieces. The fanatic Abrahen
himself was with the latter division, but
was taken alive, and brought before one of
the Christian generals. To the questions
which were asked him he refused to give
any other reply than that he had an im-
portant communication for the king and
queen, which he would deliver only per-
sonally to themselves. Ferdinand had
retired for his siesta after dinner ; and as
the Queen refused to see the Moor alone,
she ordered him to be removed to an
adjoining tent until the king should awake.
In the tent to which Algerbi was intro-

duced were a Portuguese nobleman and two
ladies. From the magnificence of their

dresses and the splendid furniture of the
tent, he concluded that he was in the pre-

sence of the king and queen ; and,
instantly drawing a poinard, he mortally
wounded the cavalier, and had almost
murdered the principal lady when one of
the queen's officers entered and disarmed
him. Other Castilians hastened to the

tent, and the assassin fell beneath their

swords. His mangled body was thrown
into the cit}^, where, notwithstanding the
failure of his enterprise, his remains were
reverently washed and interred. ]\lalaga

soon after surrendered; the mercenary
soldiers, bj'^ whom it had been mainly
defended, were made slaves : such of the

inhabitants as had obstinately opposed the

capitulation were expelled from the city,

the mosques '^re immediately purified,
j

and, as usual, converted into Christian

teniples.

Having now gained possession of the

western fortresses of the kingdom, Ferdi-

nand turned his attention to the reduction

of the eastern strongholds also. Velez el

Rubio, Vera, Mujacar, and several other

towns in tliat part of the ]\loorish domin-
ions, opened their gates on the first sum-
mons ; but trie Christians failed before

Huesca, Baza, and Taberna. In 1489,

however, Ferdinand again hastened to the
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field at the head of 50,000 foot, and 12,000
horse, 'resolved to complete the subjuga-
tion of the Moorish territories. The better

to conceal his designs, he first laid siege to

the towns which still held out for El Za-
gal. Xucar and Baza, the most important
of these, were speedily invested and
taken ; the downfall of the remaining
towns followed soon after. Ferdinand
generously bestowed ample possessions

upon £1 Zagal ; but tired of living pri-

vately where he had ruled as a king, in

tlie following year the Moorish prince
.sold his domains and retired to Africa.
AVith the retirement of Abdalla El

Zagal from the field of rivalry with his

nephew, and the consequent accession of
the latter to the sole sovereignty of what
remained of the kingdom of Granada,
opens tiie last brief act in this historic

drama. The Moorish power was now
almost literally confined to the walls of

the capital, into which Ferdinand sum-
moned his impotent vassal to admit a
Christian garrison, and on his refusal he
proceeded to invest it with an army of
50,000 foot and 10,000 horse. During the
early part of the siege, the Christian host
suffered greatly from the sallying parties

of the besieged, whom fanaticism and
despair had inspired with all but invin-

cible courage. These partial actions

proved so injurious to his array, that Fer-
dinand at length forbade them, and to

protect his camp against the daring irrup-

tions of the Moors, he surrounded it with
thick walls and deep ditches. Convinced
that Ferdinand was now resolute in the
reduction of the place, Musa, the Moorish
general, a man of great valour and ability,

. resolved to make a last effort to storm the
Christian entrencfiments. The besiegers

anticipated the purpose of the Moorish
troops as they stealthily issued from the
gates of Granada, and advanced to meet
them in the space between the camp and
the city walls. Conscious that they were
making a final effort for their faith and
liberty, the Moors fought with the despe-
ration of men whose all depended upon
victory. But '^ Allah in his eternal decrees
had resolved the destruction of Gra-
nada ;"' the superior numbers and steadier

courage of the Christians prevailed, and
the Mussulmans were driven back into the
city with fearful slaughter. These suc-

cesses, however, were dearly bouglit by
the troops of Ferdinand, and to prevent
the useless loss of soldiers which they in-

volved, he turned the siege into a block-
ade, resolving to await the inevitable

effect of famine. All communication with
the mountains, whence the besieged de-
rived their sustenance, was cut off, and

the city surrounded by a strong cordon of
troops. To convince the inhabitants of
Granada of his unalterable determina-
tion, and of the fate which awaited their
city, he built and fortified the new city of
Santa Fe, about two leagues west of Gra-
nada, as a permanent camp, and a security
for his arm}^ and court against the possible
despair ol the Moors.
The privations to which the besieged were

subjected, caused them to murmur, and to
threaten their imbecile ruler with destruc-
tion. In this emergency, the hapless Ab-
dalla summoned a council of his chiefs, to
consider what should be done. They all

agreed that resistance was hopeless, and
that the condition of the mob rendered it

imperative than an attempt should be
made to procure favourable terms of ca-
pitulation from the Castilian sovereign.
The hagib, Abul Cassem, a venerable old
man, was forthwith sent to the Christian
camp, and on the 25th of November, 1491,
the following conditions of surriender were
agreed upon :

—
" That the city should be

given up in two months, unless relieved in
the interim ; that the ]\Ioorish king, his
wasirs and sheiks, should swear allegiance
to Ferdinand and Isabella, and that all the
inhabitants should transfer their homage
from Abu Abdalla to the victors ; that
Abu Abdalla should be provided with
domains and estates sufiicient to support
him in becoming splendour ; that every
Mussulman should have entire liberty, and
preserve their present property ; that they
should be allowed the free exercise of
their religion, their mosques, their alfa-

quis, and even their own laws and judges

;

that during three years they .should be
exempted from taxes, and that afterwards
they should pay only what they had paid
to their own kings ; and that they should
deliver up five hundred hostages for the
faithful performance of these stipulations.''

When these conditions were laid before
the Moorish council, they regarded them
with mournful solemnity. The gloomy
silence was first broken by Musa, the
brave general who had striven so zealously
to sustain the courage and hopes of his

fellow-citizens during the siege. He
raised his voice in earnest expostulation,
and advised them rather to perish than
surrender the last stronghold of their
faith in Europe to the Christian foe. The
silence which followed his appeal, told
that it had been made in vain. He then
left the council-chamber, took his horse
and arras, issued from the gate Elvira,
plunged into the mountain.s, and was
heard of no more. After his departure,
the king and council, with mournful
unanimity, agreed to the proposals of Fer-
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dinand. The disordered state of the
populace, whose fanaticism would probably
have buried the city in ruins, compelled
the unfortunate Abdallato entreat Ferdi-
nand to take possession of the city even
sooner than had been stipulated. Tlie
Christian sovereign readily complied with
the request.
On the 4th of January, a.d. 1492, the

sun had scarcely forced his first rays over
the wliite sumfiits of the Sierra Nevada,
•ere the mother and household of the
^loorish king issued from Granada, by the
Tuerta de los Molinos (Gate of the Mills) :

while Abu Abdalla himself, accompanied
ty an escort of fifty horsemen, rode out to
a small Moorish mosque, on the b.mks of
the Xenil, and now converted into the
•chapel of San Sebastian, where the Cas-
tilian sovereigns awaited him to receive
the keys of the city. Abul Cassem made
a formal surrender of the place in liis

sovereign's name : the Christians entered,
and, for the first time for more than seven
centuries, the standards of the Cross
waved over the towers of Granada. The
fallen prince joined his family, and i\\e

mournful cortege took the road to the Al-
puxavras. Wending their slow and melan-
choly way across the Vega, they reached
the chain of barren and dreary heights
which form the skirt of these mountains,
and from the summit of one of them, the
unfortunate sovereign uttered his last sor-
rowful exclamation, and took his farewell
look at Granada. The place is still called
*'El ultiino suspiro del Moro" (the last
sigh of the Moor). As the disconsolate
prince turned away his tearful eyes from
the magnificent towers which he beheld
for the last time, his mother reproached
him in the words which history has ren-
dered memorable :

" Weil mayest thou
w^eep like a woman,'' said she, scornfully,
^' over what thou hadst not the courage to
defend like a man !" They descended the
mountain, and Granada was lost for ever
to their view. Abu Abdalla did not re-
main long in Spain; like El Zagal, he sold
his domains, and retired to Africa, where
he found death upon the battle-field,
defeuding the throne of his relative, the
king of Fez. Thus closed the splendid
drama of the Moslem domination in Spain.
Having now, we trust, in some degree

redeemed the pledge given to the reader
in the first of tliese papers, we shall close
the series with a few brief remarks upon
the literature and ai*ts of the remarkable
people whose European history we have
cursorily sketched.
The glory of the Spanish-Arabian lite-

rature appears to have commenced in the
10th century. Up to that time, the early

1
Cordovan sovereigns, whether owing to
the novelty of their situation, or to the
troubles which frequentl}^ distracted their

realm, seem to have done little for the ad-
vancement of learning. On the accession
of Alhakem II., however, an academy was
founded in Cordova, and public schools

were established in all the great towns of
the empire. The most learned men of
the age—whether native or foreign—were
invited to the Cordovan court, where some
were employed in writing the annals of
Spain, others in the cultivation of poetry,
others in the various branches of literature

and science, and all were rewarded with
princely liberality. The library collected
by this prince is said to have contained
600,000 volumes. The example of Alhakem
was worthily imitated by the great Al-
mansor ; and, after this general, by the
succeeding kings, not only of Cordova,
but of the sovereignties which were esta-

blished on its ruins, so that at the close

of the 11th century, Mohammedan Spain
could boast of 70 public libraries, of a
university in the capital of each province,
and of colleges in the other cities of the
kingdom, m the year 1126, these libraries

contained the works of 150 writers of
Cordova, 71 of Murcia, 53 of Malaga. 52
of Almeria, 25 of Portugal, with a great
number from Seville, Granada, and Va-
lencia, omitting all mention of the bound-
less collection of foreign literary treasures
which had been amassed. In fact, ko great
was the literary reputation of the Spanish
Arabs, that when the Egyptian caliph
desired his splendid library to be arranged,
and indexes of them to be made, it was to

two individuals of that nation that the
diflicult task was confided.

At no period were the Mohammedans of
the Peninsula eminent for historical com-
position. In poetry, however, they far

excelled all the contemporary nations of
Europe taken together. In fact, from the
king to the bondsman, this delightful

branch of literature was the universal
passion. Their compositions were of a
light character, such as odes, elegies, epi-

grams, and satires ; the epic or dramatic
muses being never invoked. In grammar,
oratory, rhetoric, and the severer studies

of mathematics, astronomy, and philo-

sophy, whether moral or natural, they
equally excelled, and at a time too when
many of these sciences were wholly neg-
lected by the other nations of Europe.
In their knowledge of botany, medicine,
and chemistry, they were not less in ad-
vance of their western contemporaries.
For their skill in the last-mentioned and
then hidden branch of philosophj^, they
were especially eminent. In mathe-
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rnatics, as we have remarked, and the
sciences dependent upon them, they were
almost equally distinguished. To them
we are indebted for most of the improve-
ments in algebra which have been made
sinse the time of Diophantes, and for the
.nritlmietical computation by numbers.
The same may be said of optics, and in a
still greater degree df astronomy.

Agriculture, horticulture, plantation,
and the other useful arts of life, were no
less cultivated by the inhabitants of Mo-
hammedan Spain. "The delicious gar-
dens," says Masden, a Spanish historian,
" which Abderahman 1. planted in his

court ; the advantage which the inhabi-
tants of Cordova and Seville derived from
the Guadalquiver, whose waters were on
every side made to irrigate the soil and
preserve in activity the mills ; the prodi-
gious amenity and fertility of the gardens
of Granada, which contained 130 mills

and more than 300 pleasure-houses ; the
excellent agricultural works composed by
our Arabs,—all these are convincing
proofs of the affection with which the
Moors regarded agriculture after their

establishment in the Peninsula." Nor
were the mechanical arts and manufac-
tures neglected. Their splendid orna-
ments of gold and the other metals, both
for men and women ; their magnificent
habits of silks and furs ; the abundance of
plate m the houses of the rich ; the extent
to which wool, cotton, and flax were
wrought in the loom, prove, beyond dis-

pute, the industry, no less than the inge-
nuity, of the Spanish Arabs.

It was b}^ them, too, that the use of
writing-paper was introduced into Europe.
Their historians assign the original inven-
tion to the Chinese, from whom the use
passed to the Persians, and from them to
the Arabians. In the library of the Es-
curial there are MSS. of linen paper as
old as the 11th century. In the fine arts

they less excelled; painting was almost
unknown, and sculpture was but inconsi-

derably cultivated. Their skill in archi-

: tecture, however, is sufficiently attested

by the mosque of Cordova, the alcazar of
Seville, and the Alhambra of Granada,
whose massive towers yet stand as land-
marks of other times, proclaiming the

skill of founders whose hands have long
since forgotten their cunning in the grave.

Such were the Arabs in Spain ; a nation
whose whole existence is now as a tale

that is told, and which forms one of the

most anomalous yet splendid episodes in

the history of the world. Potent and du-
rable as was their dominion, they have
passed away. Their mission is accom-
plished, and they are gone

;
yet leaving

behind them a thousand records of them-
selves andoftheir ministry dimly shadowed
forth in the language and character and
manners and history of modern Spain.
Their career of conquest, says an elegant
writer, from the rock of Gibraltar to the
cliff's of the Pyrenees, was as rapid and
brilliant as the Moslem victories of Syria
and Egypt. Nay, had they not been
checked on the plains of Tours by the
arms of Charles Martel, all France, all

Europe might have been overrun with the
same facility as the empires of the east,

and the crescent might at this day have
glittered on the fanes of Paris and of
London. Once established in the Penin-
sula, they loved the land which they con-
sidered given them bj'' Allah, and embel-
lished it with everything that could
minister to the happiness of man. Laying
the foundations of their power in a system
of wise and equitable laws, they gradually
formed an empire unrivalled for its pros-

perity by any of the other nations of

Christendom, and, in the midnight of
mediaeval darkness, opened up the light of
Oriental learning to the western world.
Their cities became the resort of Christian
artisans, who crossed the Pyrenees to gain
instruction in the useful arts. Their uni-

versities held out to the pale student
from other lands advantages which none
of the other nations of benighted Europe
could supply. But severed from their
neighbours in the west by the impassable
barriers of faith diid manners, and sepa-
rated by seas and deserts from their kin-
dred of the east, they were an isolated

people. Their empire was but a brilliant

exotic, which took no permanent root in
the soil it embellished. Children of the
desert, they came from another clime,
conquered, ruled, and passed away. Sic
transit gloria mundi !

- Rule to Guaiid against Anger.—It is said, concerning Julius Csesar, that upon
any provocation he would repeat the alphabet before he suffered himself to speak, that
he might be more just and calm in his resentment. The delay of a few moments has
set many seeming affronts in a juster and kinder light ; it has often lessened, if not
entirely removed, anger and violence.
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EIGHT DAYS' RAMBLE IN NORTH WALE S.

By John Alfred Laxgford, Birmingaam.

(^Concluded from page 321).

After breakfast we again buckled to, and set out for Beddgelert—a ten miles
march. The road for the most part is wild beyond description. Rocks, bare to

their very summits, were all around us. There was scarcely any herbage on them ;

not even enough to feed sheep, for we saw scarcely any durmg the whole day. It

was curious to note what windings the road was sometimes made to take in order
to preserve a little patch of cultivable land. And this, wherever it occurred, seemed
cultivated with great care. A mile and a half from Beddgelert is Pont Aberglaslyn,
one of the most glorious scenes in the country. The Pont, or bridge, is of a single

arch stretching from rock to rock. Aberglaslyn, or *' fall of the blue waters," is a
river which runs the whole mile and a half between precipitous rocks of about 700
feet high. Professor Buckland and other geologists have called attention to the
nature of these rocks, evidently marking a volcanic origin to the ravine through
which the river flows. They are striated, and on both sides exactly correspond.
Much of the rock is like pumice-stone, and lava is said to have been obtained
here ; all of which indicate volcanic action. There are still copper mines here,

but, from what we could learn, are worked with little energy or spirit. The walk
through this ravine was one of continual pauses, in order to get different points of
view, and that we might linger longer in a scene of such exquisite grandeur. On
one of the highest points of the rocks an old Welsh bard, with a most unpronounce-
able name, is said to have sat and composed his songs to the murmurings of the
waters below. He had a fine eye for th.e beautiful and sublime. A finer study it

were impossible for man to have. If his songs were not full of the mens divinior,

the fault was in the man, and not the place. Our friend Lavengro should trans-
late them if still extant ; he might perhaps now find a publisher.
On entering Beddgelert, we were struck with its spacious, fashionable, bustling

hotel, which we shunned, and sought a more modest domicile for our resting place.

"We found this in the Saracen's Head, I think it was called, the oldest inn, we were
assured, in the place. Nothing can be said of the town itself; like all we had seen,

it is a miserable collection of a few stone houses, without order, cleanliness, or
beaut)'. But for its proximity to Snow^don, and its affording an intermediate
station to so many places of interest, it would be rarely visited. There are som^
very beautiful walks here, as well as round every town which we visited in the
principality. There is also one object of peculiar interest. In a meadow adjacent
to the church, is a.rude stone, overhung by a tree, and surrounded by rails ; this is

Gelert's grave, concerning which is the following lei^end :—Geiert was the favourite

greyhound of Llewellyn the Great, who married Joanna, the daughter of King
John, from whom he also received as a gift the hound, which was of great beauty
and of a rare breed. Geiert accompanied his master everywhere. In hunting he
was always with him ; in rambles' over his grounds the dog was ever at his side

;

in a word, he was his inseparable companion. One day, however, as he was going
to hunt, he observed Geiert lagging behind. In vain he called him, and used all

the terms of endearment to induce obedience ; the dog would not come. Llewellyn
surprised and angered, rode on, leaving his self-willed favourite behind. On his

return Geiert was the first to meet him, and lavished on his master every sign of

canine fondness. The prince repulsed his fawnings, and in doing so saw the dog's

jaws were covered with blood, and on looking round there "svas blood on the floor

and walls. A wild fear filled Llewellyn's heart, and rushing to the room in which
his infant son usually slept, found the cradle overturned, the child gone, and blood
flowing on the floor. Without a moment's pause, the prince drew his sword and
slew the dog ; at the same moment he heard a cry, and turning over the cradle,

found his infant child alive and unhurt, playing with the mangled corpse of a dead
wolf: the faithful hound had killed the monster and saved the child, His master
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was seized with remoi\se, buried the dog, and erected the monument over his

remains, recording his fidelity and trust, that it might for all posterity " point a

moral, and adorn a tale."

Of course, modern criticism has proved this a legend, and it remains for each

reader to accept or reject the narrative, as he or she may deem fit. Por myself, I

can only say, that I have stood on Gelert's grave, have seen the stone, and plucked
a spray from the tree that overshadows it. If this be not enough to extinguish

scepticism, I have only to ask the intelligent reader what is ?

From Beddgelert we ascended Snowdon, the description of which ascent must be
reserved for a separate paper ; suffice it that we crossed the summit of the moun-
tain, descending on the Capel Curing side into the beautiful valley of Nant
Gvvynant ; a vale, in point of beauty, yielding to none in Wales. We spent a
night at thePen-y-Grwyd Inn, at the foot of this monarch of Welsh hills, and on
the next morning resumed our rambles by turning our faces towards Llanberis.

This is a walk of great magnificence
;
you are right in the midst of the Snowdonian

range. On the left you pass the Blaen-y-Nant, the Cwm-glas, and the mighty
Mur-Maur. On the right iiie Llyn-y-Cwm-fi'yrmon, the Pont-y-gromlech, and the

Tyn-y-fiymron. The pass of Llanberis has ever been celebrated for its wild

beauties. It is called Cwm-glas, or Blue Vale, and, when we passed, richly

deserved its title. The day was of quiet calmness, the sun in one of his mildest

moods. The mists were very thick on the mountain tops. On the day before they
had been much more so, and these, condensed by their contact with earth, tumble
down the bare hills in numberless channels, which at a distance look like silver

threads running along the dark mountain sides, forming one of the finest sights on
which the eye could dwell. For four miles we were walking amidst such scenes.

Miss Costello well describes this walk :
—"This part of Wales, indeed, cannot be

seen to advantage by persons who merely depend on the wheels of a carriage ; and
all the time we were in the neighbourhood, I heard, with envy, of excursions on
foot to wondrous and glorious scenes, such as I had no means of reaching, and
where even the mountain ponies could not safely convey a timid traveller. The
lover of wild nature would do well to fix his head-quarters in one of these valleys,

and pass a whole summer exploring their beauties at his leisure.'* Even then
methinks he would fail in exhausting them.
Immediately on passing the little place called Llanberis, you reach the first of

the two Lakes Llyn-Peris, an exquisite scene, at the end of which, on a hill close

to the junction of the two lakes, are the ruins of Dolbadarn Castle. It is a single

dark tower, and its builder is unknown. It was here that Owen Goch, or the Red,
was confined by his brother Llywellyn, the last Welsh prince. The unfortunate
man was a prisoner for upwards of twenty years. The cause of his confinement
was, that he endeavoured to obtain sole sovereignty of the principality of which
they were joint possessors. Had he been successful, there is little doubt but his

fate had been Llywellyn's; for in those marauding days might became the
synoyme of right, and the ties of relationship had little weight when power was in

the opposite balance. Our occupancy of the ruins was under very difierent con-
ditions. Three pretty Welsh girls followed us with some specimens of copper ore

from the Snowdon and Llanberis mines, which they sold us at a penny and twopence
each. After concluding theu' trade transactions, they informed us that they could
sing Welsh and English songs. On having permission to do so, the three little

brown-faced, sparkling-eyed children sang in both languages ** Hail, smiling morn,"
followed by a Welsh song, and I must say that, as sung by them, the language
seemed much softer and sweeter than we could otherwise have believed. We
asked one of them, a girl about ten years of age, which language she liked best ?

her bright eyes flashed more brightly as she w^armly answered, "Oh, Welsh!"
On leaving our young songstresses, we crossed the little bridge between the two
lakes, and walked along the sides of the beautiful Llyn Padarn, on our way to

Bangor. This lake is much the larger or the two, and is of great depth. On
the right of the smaller is the famous slate quarry Dinorwyg, from which
a railway runs within about three miles of Bangor. We walked along
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this for some time, then left it to our left. The walk hence to Bangor
is very fine. On the right we haxe the Welsh hills all the way, and on
the left the quiet meadow lands, with their sweet hedge-rows, so peculiarly

English. The contrast is exceedingly refreshing, and we exclaimed inToluntarily,
" Oh the sweet hedge-rows of Old England !" "SVe reached Bangor time enough
to see the lads dirry their noses in looking through smoked glass at the world-
renowned eclipse. That which in other parts proved a complete failure was here a

'•great fact," as the day was bright and beautiful.

From Bangor we took a cab to Menai ; the first bit of riding we had had since we
left the railway at Chirk ; I thus paid my second visit to the wonders of the world,

the suspension and tubular bridges. After tea we had a row in the Straits as far as

Beaumaris and back ; this was a fine conclusion to our day's ramble. The sea, at

all times glorious, is to me peculiarly so at that sweet hour when
" In the sky the stars are met,
And on the wave is deeper blue,

And on the leaf a browner hue,
And in the heaven tHat clear obscure,
So softly dark, and darkly pure,
Which follows the decline of day.

As twiiight melts beneath the moon away.''

Our next and last day from home, was one of riding. We went by steamer to

Liverpool, then crossed the Mersey to Birkenhead, came by rail thence via Chester

and Shrewsbury to Wolverhampton, and reached Birmingham at half-past twelve

o'clock on Tuesday night, having been absent eight days, in which time we walked
one hundred and sixty -six miles, and visited some of the finest places this beautiful

earth has to boast ; and the thought of which wiU be a glory and joy as long as me-
mory endures.

Note.—For the advantage of some ofmy fellow-workmen who may feel desirous of

visiting some of the fair spots of creation, yet are scared at the probable cost, it

may not be out of place to give here the table of our expenses. It will then be

seen how far a little money may be made to go :

—

From Birmingham to Wolverhampton
„ Wolverhampton to Chirk - - - -

,, Menai to Liverpool - - - - -

,, Birkenhead to Wolverhampton - - -

„ Wolverhampton to Birmingham
Hotels, guide, and aU other expenses . - _

Total - - £3 3 9

On this route there are no temperance honses. Teetotalers, however, will find

no difficulty in carrying out the abstinent principle. They can, as we did, order

tea with their dinners, and if they need any other liquid, soda-water, lemonade,

and pure spring water are to be had ad libitum. The way we did, was to have a

good meat breakfast before we set out, ramble all day, eat a dry biscuit, and drink

from the springs, then have a substantial meal about seven p.m. Thus two meals

a day were amply sufficient for all the claims which the stomach made upon our

purses. One thing is worthy of note, as showing the way in which railroad

companies manage affairs. At the Wolverhampton station were large placards an-

nouncing the fare to Llangollen—five shillings, second class. On asking for tickets

to Chirk, four miles nearer, the clerk said 6^. 2d. ; we took 5s. tickets for Llangollen,

and got out at Chirk, thus saving Is. 2d. Why this is, no reason could be given,

but that it was so. A novel mode of making charges, not by the distance, but the

nlace.

£ s. d.

1 9

5
2

6

1 6

2 6

Gentleness.—Cultivate gentleness. Offend not the lowly, for it is cowardly to hurt

the feeUngs of those who have no power to resist ; offend not the good, for it is shameful

tJ provoke those who deserve your esteem ; oftend not the bad, for if you rouse their

resentment you will incur their hatred and ill-will as long as they live.
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JAMES TH03IS0N.
By Parson FiLL?rK.

The first half of the eighteenth century cGirpr:5e5 the lirth, life, v^orks, and death

of James Thomson. Bom in its opening year, he had S^isiied the cLarge aiioned

to him, and had run the race set before him, in its forty-eighth autumn—^meet time

of decease for the gentle poet of the seasons. He was thns nearly of the same age

with Robert Blair, the authOT of " The Grare ;
" and John Dyer, best known by

his *' Grongar Hill ;
*' and Richard Savage, Johnson's nnhappy friend ; and DaYid

Mallet and William Hamilton, two distinguished Scotchmen, one for ** William and
Margaret," the other for the pastoral and pathetic " Braes of Yarrow ; "—all poets

indeed, but none of equal rank with Thomson hiihself. The impression which he
deserredly made upon the world of letters insured him a conspicuons place among
the established celebrities of an elder generation of bards—^the Popes, Swifts, Gays,

—

who continued to publish verses contemporaneously with the young genius fromthe
CheTiot-hills. Tnus, "The Seas<His," or most of them, had the start of Pope's

"Dunciad," Swift's witty epitaph on hfmitelf, and Gray's "Beggars* Opera," and
other productions of renowned Queen Anne's men. The son of a Roxburghshire
parish minister, Thomson is said by some to hare been intended and educated for

the same serious office—but the intention soon came to an end, and the education

of Edinburgh University was exchanged for litoary adTentureship in the g;reat

world of London. Dr. Aikin's account of the affbir is, that the explanation of a
psalm haying been required from Thomson as a probationary exercise, he performed
it in language so splendid that he was reproved by his professor for employing a
diction which it was not likely that any of his future audience could comprehend

—

which admonition completed the disgust he felt for the profession ; and thus,

having connected himself with some young men in the university who aspired to

literary eminence, he readily listened to the advice of a lady, his mother's friend, at

whose suggestion he made a descent—like so many other Scotchmen, onwhom the
Great Bear of Lichfield played his rough pranks of sarcasm—upon the golden
streets and loadstone society of famous London town.

Here, in 1726, he published the winter quarter of his ** Seasons," at the insti-

gation of his countryman and ancient crony, David Mallet, who, among other
helpful offices, introduced him to the all-iniluential Pope. He afterwards took a
travelling: tutorship, his charge being the sen of Lord Chancellor Talbot, with
whom Thomson visited France and Switzerland, and lingered on the classic

ground of Italy ; the Tibur of Horace, inspiring content, poetic ease, and rural joy,

and the Tusculum of Cicero, and the *' fields where Tirgil gathered his immortal
honey." On his return, the poet was made happy with a sinecure post in connex-
ion with the Court of Chancery, which, however, he lost on the death of the
Chancellor, simply, it is asserted, from his lethargic n^lect in fSailing to apply for

a continuance of the office. His indolence was, in fact, proverbial. "A literary

lady," says Tuckerman, " invited him to pass the summer at her country-seat ; but
instead of flattering her intellectual propensity by sage conversation, he preferred
to sip wine with her husband, and so lost the favour of a countess. He was once
seen to bite out the sunny side of a peach with his hands in his pockets. A lover
of music, he did not fatigue himself with blowing a flute or flourishing a fiddle-bow,
but kept an JEolian harp in his window, and listened to the nightingales. He
courted the great for patronage, rather than seek " toilsome grains " by the indus-
trious exercise of his powers. He neglected his private concerns, until want or
friendship goaded him to exertion."* He knew all the halls and bowers, the turrets

and " passages that led to nothing," of his own Castle of Indolence. His portrait,

by Lord Lyttleton, describes him in that poem with candid good nature :

—

* Thoughts on the Poets.
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" A bard here dwelt, more fat than bard beseems

;

Who, void of envy, ^uile and lust of gain,

On virtue still, and Nature's pleasing themes,
Pour'd forth his unpremeditated strain :

The world forsaking with a calm disdain,

Here laugh'd he careless in his easy seat;

Here quafi'd, encircled with the joyous train,

Oft moralising sage ; his ditty sweet
He loathM much to write, ne cared to repeat." *

You would not gather from the "Seasons" that its author was so susceptible

to the charms of good eating and drinking, and could at any time surrender the
indulgence of sentiment for that of wine and walnuts. Trust not to seeming.'
Easily as one of his *' Seasons" merges in another, w^ould his graceful morality
and sublime meditation glide down into the somewhat greasy track of after-dinner

good-fellowship. If he felt pleasure in inditing a panegyric on healthful temperance
and personal activity, no less did he in stocking his cellar with Scotch ale and
foreign wines, and in sitting on his garden-wall eating its pendant fruit. Dr.
Johnson, with his wonted prejudice, seems to have had a strong distaste for

Thomson's private character. *'He allowed," says Boswell, "high praise to

Thomson as a poet ; but when one of the company said he was also a very good
man, our moralist contested this with great warmth, accusing him of gross sen-

suality and licentiousness of manners."f Boswell himself says of his illustrious

countryman—" M}^ own opinion is, that Thomson was a much coarser man than
his friends are willing to acknowledge. His * Seasons ' are indeed full of elegant

and pious sentiments ; but a rank soil—nay, a dunghill, will produce beautiful

flowers. '':j; The loss of his situation under the Lord Chancellor might hive hin-

dered the morbid development of Thomson's lazy and sociable qualities, and thus

forced him to habits of a more industrious and> abstemious kind ; but Lord Lyttle-

ton j)rocured for him an annual pension of £100 from the heir-apparent to the

throne, and soon afterwards he was appointed Surveyor- General of the Leeward
Island, a situation which he could discharge by deputy, and the yearly salary of

which was the agreeable sum of £300. Thus enriched, Thomson could laugh and
grov/ fat—could emulate Sir Toby Belch's unvirtuous propensity to cakes and ale

;

and, with Sir Hugh Evans, could* anticipate with quiet gusto, during each length-

ened repast, the prospect of " pippins and cheese to come." The tragedies he com-
mitted to paper werenot inspired from any befitting emotions ; they had not, like

Dante's divine comedy, made him lean for many years. How came such a bard,

"more fat than bard beseems," to take up a subject for tragedy already appro-

priated, in the strictest sense, by Shakspere himself—the story of Coriolanus ?

His proper theme was the " Castle of Lidolence," and great was the glory thereof.

It was just the vision to dawn upon the half-closed eyes of the poet in his cozy,

well-garnished " rural domain" near Richm.ond—"the scene of social retirement

and lettered ease." Let our readers think of it and him next time they visit that

picturesque spot,§ and consciously fulfil the prophecy of Collins :

—

" Bemembrance oft shall haant the shore.

When Thames in summer wreaths is drest

;

And oft suspend the dashing oar,

To bid his gentle spirit rest

!

" And oft as ease and health retire

To breezy lawn, or forest deep.

The friend shall vie^ yon whitening spire,
||

And 'mid the varied landscape weep.H

* Castle of Indolence, Canto I.

t Life of Johnson, a.d. 1768. J Ibid, 1777.

§ Thomson's Residence was in KewMane.

ll
He was buried in Richmond Churchyard.

^ Ode on the Death of Mr. Thomson.—It may seem too much, at this time of day,

to ask Richmond holiday-makers to " weep" for the Druid who lies there. But they can
" remember" him and his works.
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Unquestionably the " Seasons'* is one of England's great poems. Its author
came forth -with the fresh glowing health and strength of youthful genius—de-
scribing things as they appeared to his undistorted vision, following no leader ia
art, but building up a temple of fa.me from his own resources. He was the first who
attuned his harp to the" large utterance" of any such theme as the rolling year, its

seasons forming a harmonious whole,
" Whether the blossom blows, the Summer ray
Russets the plain, inspiring Autumn gleams,
Or Winter rises in the blackening east.*

Cowper followed in his wake—asking as he does

—

'* What prodigies can power divine perform
More grand tlian it produces year by year,

And all in siofht of inattentive man !

Familiar with the effect, we slight the cause.
And in the constancy of Nature's course,

The regular return of genial months,
And renovation of a faded world,
See nought to wonder at.

All we behold is miracle ; but seen
So duly, all is miracle in vain.f

Both these poets read Deitj' in Nature's progress, striking the key-note of the
fugue so elaborately played in later days by ^Villiam "Wordsworth. As Cowper
taught that Nature lectures man iii heavenly truth, evincing, as she makes the ii;rand

transition, that there lives and works a soul in all things, and that soul is God,X
so Thomson sang that the Seasons as they change are but the varied God.
His beauty it is which walketh forth in the pleasing spring ; His tenderness and
love W'hich flush the fields far and wide ; His the glory which lights up the sum-
mer months ; His the voice of their thunder showers ; His the bounty vv^hich in

autimm spreads a comm.on feast for all that lives ; and His the awful majesty of
winter's clouds and storms, when, on the whirlwind's wing,

*' Riding sublime, He bids the world adore,

And humbles nature with His northern blast."

That poem must be great, which, as a great critic says, was the first to paint the
rolling mystery of the year : *'the idea was original and sublime; and the fulfil-

ment thereof so complete, that some six thousand years having elapsed between
the creation of the world and of that poem., some sixty thousand, we prophesy,
will elapse between the appearance of that poem and the publication of another
equally great, on a subject external to the mind equally magnificent." § The
constitution of the poet was essentially poetical ; his eye burned as it gazed with a

quiet enthusiasm on liills, and dales, and flowers, which to the Peter Bells of

creation had no beauty that they should be desired, no significance teeming with
moral suggestion and elevating trains of thought. His was the eye which, as

Johnson remarks, is bestowed only on a poet, the eye that distinguishes, in every-
tlimg presented to its view, w^hatever there is on which imagination can delight to

be detained, and with a mmd which at once comprehends the vast, and attends to

the little. The doctor once said to Boswell, " Ever^'thing appeared to Thomson
through the medium of his favourite pursuit. He could not have view^ed those two
candles burning, but with a poetical eye."

|1
He was thus fitted for that place

which he assuredly occupies in the van of the English poets of nature—in the ad-

vanced guard of those who aided and abetted in the re-action from Popish practices.

Hartley Coleridge, who calls the Diyden school " Legitimates,' and the re-action-

ary poets " Revolutionists," assigns Thomson a forw^ard post among the latter,^

* Hymn on the Seasons,

t Cowper's Task, Bof>k VI. % Ibid.

§ Professor Wilson, in Blackwood, Sep. 1831.

jj
Life of Johnson, a.d. 1763.

l! H. Coleridge's Essays and iSIarginalia.
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adding that sometimes, to be sure, he took up with the cast finery of the Legitimates;
but this was the fault of his age ;

" He is a perfect reservoir of natural images ; a man
with Thomson in his pockets, may write pastorals and Georgics within the rules of the
Bench. None did more to weaken the sway of legitimacy, though he still con-
tinued in nominal subjection to its decrees." This is just and true, although we
must add that the " nominal subjection" Avas real enough to mar many a pretty
passage in the ** Seasons." Campbell complains with reason that amid the feeling
and fancy of this poem, we m.eet with interruptions of declamation, heavy narrative,
and unhappy digression—with a parhelion eloquence that throws a counterfeit glow
of expression on common-place ideas ; as w^hen he treats us with the solemnly-
ridiculous bathing of Musidora ; or dra^vs from the classics, instead of Kature ; or,

after invoking Inspiration from her hermit seat, makes his dedicatory boAv to a
patronising countess or Speaker of the House of Commons.* Thomson is not
himself, at least his better self, when he is apostrophising Miss " Amanda," of the
downcast eyes and demure look, and bidding her mark how the fervent bee operates
on the fiower,

'' And, with inserted tube,

Seeks its pure essence, its ethereal soul;"

or when he tells us how, after St. Yalentine's-day,
** The bull, deep-scorched, the raging passion feels ;"

or how the broad monsters of the foaming deep (may not an oyster be crossed in
love ?) flounce and tumble in unwieldy joy, or the manner in which the untamed
mammalia ** growl their horrid loves !

" from whose disreputable company he
turns to " Lyttleton the friend," courting the muse in a ramble through
Hagley-park. Tediously verbose and magniloquent, too, are some of Thomson's
descriptions ; he might have used the pruning-knife wdth advantage to the
orderly growth and sappy vigour of his " Seasons ;" some of the flowers of
which are faded and artificial, and the fruitage occasionally flavourless. At an
evening party at the house of John Hoole (of Tasso and Ariosto celebrity), Johnson
defined Thomson's great fault to consist in sometimes raising such a cloud of words,
that the sense can hardly peep through, and related an account of his once reading
aloud a large portion of the '* Seasons" to a literary gentleman, whom he then asked :

Is not this fine ? The gentleman having expressed the highest admiration, '* Well,
Sir," said Johnson, " I have omitted every other line."t Campbell's remark is, that
so long as Thomson dwells in the pure contemplation of nature, and appeals to the
universal poetry of the human breast, his redundant style comes to us as something
venial and adventitious—it is the flowing vesture of the druid, and perhaps to the
general experience is rather imposing ; but when he returns to the familiar nar-
rations or courtesies of life, the same diction ceases to be the mantle of inspiration,

and only strikes us by its unwieldy diflerence from the common costume of ex-
pression.J The blank verse of the "Seasons" is easy and fluent—its current of

sound moves on without the solemn music of Milton, or the slow dignity of Aken-
side, or the harmonious rippling of Cowper, or Wordsworth's stately beauty (in his

more impressive moods)—^but it is pleasant to the ear, and clear to the eye ; and
only at rare intervals do we come to breaks and locks, that suggest uncomfortable
associations with an artificial canal system.

It is not unusual to hear Thomson compared with another of Nature's poet-
laureates, William Cowper. If there are pbints of comparison, there are no less

salient ones of contrast or distinction. Coleridge observed that the lov6 of nature
seems to have led Thomson to a cheerful religion, and a gloomy religion to have
led Cowper to a love of nature :—the one would carry his fellow-men along with
him into nature; the other flies to nature from his fellow-men. " In chastity of

diction," adds the author of Christabel, *'and the harmony of blank verse, Cowper
leaves Thomson immeasurably below him

;
yet, I still feel the latter to have been

* Campbell's British Poetry, Vol. Y.
t Life of Johnson.

X British Poets, Vol, Y.
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the bom poet." Campbell also contrasts the pomp of Thomson's diction with the

manly and idiomatic simplicity of Cowper's—a contrast unfavourable to the former,

whose poetr^^, however, is pervaded by a spirit and feeling more bland and delightful.

** Thomson seems to contemplate the' creation with an eye of unqualified pleasure

and ecstacy, and to love its inhabitants with a lofty and hallowed feeling of reli-

gious happiness ; Cowper has also his philanthropy, but it is dashed with religious

terrors, and with themes of satire, regret, and reprehension. Cowper's image of

nature is more curiously distinct and familiar. Thomson carries our associations

through a wider circuit of speculation and sympathy. His touches cannot be more
faithful than Cowper's, but they are more soft and select, and less disturbed by the

intrusion of homely objects."

The best and best-known (not necessarily a tautology, thai,) of Thomson's other

poems, are "Liberty"—(suggested by what he saw and heard during his conti-

nental tour—a "poetical vision," wherein we see a comparison of ancient and
modern Italy and Greece, republican Rome, and constitutional Britain—rather

prolix and discursive, and overdone with a certain pedantic tendency to classical

allusion) ; a few " Odes," of secondary or tertiary merit ; and the inspiriting

strains of "Rule Britannia." His tragedies, " Sophonisma," "Agamemnon,"
"Edward and Eleonora," and " Tancred and Sio;ismunda," obtained (some of

them) a trial on the boards of Drury-lane, but sufE.ce it to say that Drury-lane is

ignorant now-a-days of their very existence—and that both the frequenters of

theatres and the closet-students of dramatic verse have tacitly agreed to consign

them to the tomb of all the Capulets. The " Castle of Indolence" is considered by a

few to divide honours with the " Seasons," to which it is confessedly superior in

polish, taste, and artistic finish. But it is for the "Seasons " that its author is so

widely known, so popularly loved. Its popularity is European ;
yet the cause of

it is almost exclusively English, or Anglo-Saxon. The landscapes, the figures, the

incidents, the sentiments, the treatment, are English, and appeal to " generous

Britons " who " venerate the plough." This is the work of which Coleridge found
a tattered copy on the window-sill of a poor man's cottage—whereupon he justly

exclaimed. This is true fame ! To be studied by the people, till your pages become
somewhat dusk and unctuous, and the backbone of your binding gives symptoms
of paralytic decay,—what literary glory, O poet, surpasses that ^ Think of Gold-

smith's joy at hearing his own ballads sung in the streets of Dublin—of poor

Tannahill's (the Paisley weaver), at hearing a peasant lassie in a neighbouring

field sing to herself his own bonny verses, "We'll meet beyond the dusky glen, on
yon bumside." This is true fame. And there are those living—^neither Thomsons,
nor Goldsmiths, nor Tannahills, nor anything of the sort—who feel a tiny share of

kindred pride, in knowing that they too, in their obscure way, find a weekly
entrance and perhaps a hearty welcome to the homes of the people, in the form of a

Working ^Ian's Friend. There's a peroration, reader I

THE FIRST NIGHT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.

From Lamartine's recently published work, " The French Revolution of ^Forty*

Eighty'* we extract the following animated sketch. The fighting is over, and the

mob has collected in wild tumult around the doors of the Hotel de Yille, within
which the revolutionary leaders have installed themselves.

" A fresh explosion appeared imminent, i to the charge, spread through the upper
Men devoted at once to the cause of order 1 storeys and the : corridors, uttering impre-
and of progress, leaders of the combatants, 1 cations, breaking the windows, forcing the
accredited journalists, municipal officers, doors, and vociferously calling for the
mayors s)i Paris, and students of the
schools, strove to restrain and to repress
it. The multitude accumulated, retired, or

dispersed at their voice, and theUj excited
afresh by the address of some other orator,

rushed again into disorder and returned

provisional government, in order to depose
and turn them out of the palace. During
these hours of confusion and trouble, pro-
digies of civil courage and physical force

were performed in resisting these scattered
bands of insurgents, and in forcing them
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back to the lower storeys by verbal remon-
strance, or by that opposition which the
breasts of the small number of defenders
of the provisional government incessantly
opposed to them.

" Lagrange, who had installed himself as

governor of the Hotel de Ville in the name
of a section of the insurgents, wandered
abc'Ut with his sword in his hand and with
pistols in his belt, amidst the waves of this

multitude, undecided as yet as to the nature
of the government which be could recognise
and cause to be respected. In him they re-

cognised the type of their protracted suffer-

ings, of their triumph, and of their excite-

ment. With the fire of courage in his eye,

and the disorder of his thoughts manifested
hy his extravagant gestures, his dishevelled
hair, and his hoarse and hollow voice, he
harangued the crowds which surrounded
him, like a spectre from a dungeon. In all

his addresses, at once impetuous and sooth-

in^r, he recommended a temporising policy
and a truce on the part of the populace,
rather than respect to the newly-created
government. They saw that, hesitating

himself, and on the strength of another com-
mission, he delayed an entire submission.
He was rather prepared to see a govern-
ment established than to obey it. Never-
theless bis addresses, and the expression of

his countenance, breathed the sentiment of
fervent charity for the combatants and pity

for the wounded, horror of bloodshed, and
a wish for reconciliation between the classes

—a kind of apostle of peace with arms in

L'is hand. Thus did Lagrange appear,
haranyue, and gesticulate, during the night.

" Flocon, incessantly varying from action

to addre>^s, and from address to action, made
generous efforts to calm these suspicions

and these ebullitions of fury.
'* Indifferent as to the share of the govern-

ment which would fall to his personal part,

provided the republic triumphed, his stoic

coolness amidst the turmoil never suffered

his eye, thought, or word, to deviate from
his object. His iron voice rang with me-
tallic notes, like the butt-ends of muskets
on the pavement. His manly paleness, the
concentrated firmness of his features, the
bearing of his head, which he shook, his

connexion withthemostundaunted soldiers

of-the revolution, who had known him under
fire, his dress open, torn, and stained with
smoke and powder, gave a sovereign ascend-
ancy to his counsels ; but now, exhausted
by three days and three nights of vigil,

fighting, and sickness, his voice was less

commanding than his will.

" Louis Blanc, attended by Albert, went
about and took his part in haranguing the
crowd. At this time his name was ex-

tremely popular. 5e combined in himself

the twofold, pj'estige of the extreme political

party with which his connexion with the
Reforrne invcs'.ed him, and of his Socialist
doctrines on combination. These theories
excited the working population to madness,
by the prospective advantages which they
supposed they should eventually realise
from them at the point of their bayonets.

'* Albert foliowed Louis Blanc. A working
man himself, he remained silent behind his
master ; but his determined expression, his
pallid countenance, his abrupt gestures, and
his quivering lips, strongly expressed a
fanatical trust in an untried experiment.
Without speaking a word, he was the con-
ductor of that mental electricity with which
Louis Blanc wished to charge the people,
in order to shatter the old system of labour.

"Louis Blanc and his friends preached to

the people neither anger nor bloodshed.
Their doctrines and their speeches were, as

far as mere expressions were concerned,
pacific. Louis Blanc strove with an elo-

quence replete with images, but cold at

heart, like all ideal eloquence, damp on the
fire, to disaim the hands of the insurgents
by dazzling their imagination. He only in-

sinuated to the people to take pledges of the
government by introducing into it their

own friends. He meant himself, while he
pointed to Albert. He was admired and
applauded, rather than obeyed. Ilis dimi-
nutive person was engulfed in the crowd.
The populace were surprised at so powerful
a voice and gesture from so feeble a frame.
The multitude, by an irresistible instinct,

confounds power and greatness of character
and principles with the stature of the
speaker. Apostles may be slight of frame

;

but tribunes of the people must strike the

eye with an imposing presence, and be able

to govern the public assembly with their

brow. The sensual multitude measures
men only with their eyes.

"The tumult increased, and the insurrec-

tion became aggravated. Repeatedly they
thundered at the doors of the apartment in

which the provisional government were
sitting, threatening to turn them out, and
refusing all submission to their decrees.

At first Creraieux, and subsequently Marie,
had succeeded, by means of firmness, com-
bined with skilful supplications, in driving

back these mobs to the outer courts of the

palace, and by this conquest had secured
afresh the moral authority of the govern-

ment. Seven times since nightfall Lamar-
tine had dropped his pen, and rushed, fol-

lowed by a few faithful citizens, into the

corridors, to the landings, and even to the

staircases of the Hotel de Ville, to meet at

the hands of these disorderly masses either

obedience or death. Received in each in-

stance with murmurs and curses, he had
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ended by forcing aside, right and left,

sabres, daggers, and bayonets, brandished
by the hands of the intoxicated and the
wild; by making a tribune of a window, a

balustrade, or a landins^ ; and by causing
their weapons to fall, their cries to subside,

their applause to burst forth, and tears of

enthusiasm, and reason to flow.
" The last time, a fortunate expression of

cool courage and boldness, which involved
a reproach in a jest, saved his life. An irri-

tated throng crowded the avenues of the

Hotel de Ville. Reports of musketry
against the windows threatened destruction

to the feeble posts of volunteers who op-

posed this new invasion, which was about
to fill the palace to suffocation. All voices

were wearied to silence, all arms exhausted,
and all remonstrances given up in despair.

They went in search of Lamartine, who
came cut once more. He advanced to the
landing of the first floor, where a few na-
tional guards, with some students of the

Polytechnic School, and some intrepid

citizens, were struggling hand to hand with
the invaders. At the name and appear-
ance of Lamartine the struggle for an in-

stant subsided, and the crowd opened. He
saw the steps of the principal staircase

covered with combatants, who formed a

hedge of hteel down to the outer courts and
the quadrangle. Some, friendly and re-

j-pectfal, shook him by the hand, and covered
liim with benedictions ; but the greater
number, irritated and suspicious, filled with
doidbt and distrust, received him with threat-

ening gestures and half-uttered expressions
of resentment. He feigned not to observe
these angry indications, and descended to

the level of the great inner court, where the
dead bodies had been deposited, and a forest

of steel waved over the heads of thousands
of armed men. There a wider flight of steps
leads down on the left hand towards the
great gate of Henry theFourth, which opens
on the Place de Greve, where one half of

the populace was engulfed. It was here
that the influx of the invaders, meeting the

tide of defenders, produced the greatest

amount of confusion, tumult, and shouting.
'Lamartine is a traitor!' * Do not listen

to Lamartine !' * Down with the beguiler V
* To the lamp-post with traitors !' ' Hang
all traitors on the lamp-post!' * Lamar-
tine's head! Lamartine's head!' cried a
number of ruffians, whose arms he elbowed
aside as he passed them. Lamartine stopped
for a moment on the first step, and look-
ing around on the shouting throng with a
steady eye, and a slightly sarcastic, but by
no means provoking, smile, said, ' My head,
fellow-citizens ? Would to God you all had
it at this moment on your shoulders ! you
would be calmer and wiser men, and the
work of your revolution would go on far

better.' At these words their imprecations
were changed into bursts of laughter, and
the threats of death into shakinor of hands.
Lamartine vigorously pushed aside one of

the leaders who opposed his addressing the
people on the Place de I'Hotel do Ville.
' We know,' said the young man, with a
seductive figure and tragic gestures, ' that

you are a brave and honourable man. But
you are not the man to cope with the people.
You would hush their victory to sleep. You
are only a lyre : go and sing elsewhere.*
* Leave me alone,' replied Lamartine, with-

out the slightest irritation at this address,
* the people have my head as their hostage.
If I betray them, I betray myself first.

You shall see whether I have the soul of a
poet or a citizen.*

'* Violently disengaging the collar of his

coat from the hands which detained him,
he descended the steps and harangued the
people in the square, brought them back to

reason, and excited them to enthusiasm.
The plaudits from the Place de I'Holel de
Ville reverberated through the arched roofs

of the palace. The cheers of ten thousand
voices intimidated the insurgents within.

They saw clearly that the people were in

favour of Lamartine. He returned to the
hotel, and re-ascended its staircases amidst
the applauses and embraces of the very men
who clamoured for his head when he de-

scended."

All was now quiet for a brief space. Bat after a stormy meeting in the Hall of
St. Jean, the crowd, invited by the harangues of some demagogues, again returned
to the Hotel de Ville.

*' Here, upon a raised chat's, converted into
a tribune, by thelight of lamps and lustres,

lit up as in the theatre of a real drama,
speakers, each surpassing his predecessor
in violence, succeeded one to another. They
were discussing the question of the choice
of government. * Wlio,' cried they, ' are

these men, unknown to tho p'?ople, who
have just slunk away from a conquered
chamber, and placed themselves at the head
of a victorious populace ? Where are their

titles and their wounds ? What names do
their hands show ? Are they blackened
with gunpowder like yours ? Are they rough
ened by handling tools like yours, my brave
fellov.'-worknicn ? By what right d:j they
dra\v up decrees? In tiie name of what
principle and of what government do they
promulgate them ? Are they republicans }

and if so, to what class do they belong ?

Are they ace mpiices of the monarchy in

disguise, introduced by it into our ranlr
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to frustrate our righteous vengeance, and
to lead us back reduced and chained to the
yoke of their despotic society ? L6t us send
these men back to whence they came. They
wear different clothes, speak a different
language, and adopt different manners from
ourselves. These working -dresses, and
these rags of destitution, are the uniform
of the people. It is from among ourselves
that we should choose our leaders. Let us
go and expel those whom a sudden surprise,
and perhaps treachery, has forced upon us.'

Others, more moderate and more numerous,
gaid, * Let us hear them before we judge
and proscribe them. Let us summon them
hither, and allow them to explain their in-

tentions.'
*' These opposing motions were answered

by indescribable tumults, both within and
without the hall. The Hotel deVille seemed
to be threatened with an explosion.

** Already bands detached from the cen-
tral focus of agitation had rushed to the
staircases. They had knocked down the
sentinels and trampled them under their

feet, driven back the guards, and invaded
the narrow corridor which led to the double
door of the apartment occupied by the go-

vernment. A few intrepid citizens, who
freely risked their lives for the preservation

of order, had anticipated them, and come
to apprise the council of a danger which
it was impossible to allay. But Garnier
Pages, Carnot, Cremieux, Marrast, and
Laraartine, assisted by a few secretaries

and citizens, among whom figured in the

first rank the imperturbable Bastide and
the impetuous Ernest Gregoire, barricaded

the door. They placed against it sofas and
heavy pieces of furniture, in order to in-

crease the resistive force and weight of a

number of men who stood upon the chairs

and ottomans. All the bystanders set their

shoulders sgainst this feeble rampart, in

order to sustain the assault and the weight

of the assailants.
*' Scarcely had these desperate precau-

tions been taken, when they heard the

tumult, the vociferations, the cla.shing of

arms, the shouting of names, the impreca-

tions, the noise of footsteps, and the deep

sound of the advancing column in the outer

corridor. Those who defended it were thrust

aside or trampled uudcr foot. The butt-

ends of muskets, the hilts of swords, and
blows from the fist, echoed against the outer

door. The panes of glass above it rattled,

broke, and crashed upon the pavement be-

tween the two doors. The cracking of wood
indicated tlie irresistible pressure of the

throng. The outer door yielded, and was
burst into pieces ; the inner one was about

to be forced in the same way. A low and

hurried conversation took place between the

assailants and the members of the govern-
ment. 3Iarie, Cremieux, Garnier Pages
their colleagues and friends, obstinately re-
fused to comply with the commands of tho
invaders. A sort of capitulation was made,
and the furniture partly withdrawn. Ernest
Gregoire, a man well known by both parties,

half opened the door, and announced that
Lamartine would come forward immediately
to the people, address them, and convince
them of the intentions of the government.
"At the name of Lamartine, which at that

time had a magic influence over the people,
imprecations were changed into acclama-
tions of affection and confidence. Lamar-
tine immediately followed on the steps of
Gregoire and Pages, and delivered himself,
half-stifled by the crowd, to the ebb and
flow of this multitude. It subsided, and its

convulsions were gradually stayed as he
approached. His tall stature allowed Of his
head rising above them. They were calmed
by the serenity of his countenance. Before
his voice and his gesture they opened and
drew back ; but a counter current set in,

and carried him away through the dark, and
to him unknown, labyrinth of corridors and
staircases down to the hall, where the popu-
lace were holding their meeting. The pro-
visional government, thus rescued from a
temporary danger, closed their doors, placed
guards and sentinels, and fortified theni'

selves against fresh assaults, uncertain
whether Lamartine would return to them
victorious, or remain vanquished in his

struggle between two parties of the popu-
lace and two contending governments.

*' The hall overflowed with crowds and
tumult. A dismal light and rushes of hot

air emanated from this human furnace,

mingled with shouts, sometimes inarticulate

and sometimes vehemently audible. It was
long before Lamartine and the group that

surrounded him could penetrate the mass.

At the entrance he heard the voices of a
tew speakers, who announced him by name
to the multitude. Sometimes these an-

nouncements were drowned in applause,

and sometimes opposed by expressions of

defiance, of anger, or of scorn. * Yes, yes !'

'ISo, no!' 'Let us hear Lamartine!'
' Don't hear Lamartine !' * Lamartine for

ever !' ' Down with Lamartine !' These
cries, accompanied by the fluctuations and
gesticulations of the crowd, with the stamp-

ing of feet, and arms raised above their

heads, and with the rattle of the butt-ends

of muf^kets on the floor, contributed in about

equal proportions to the turmoil of the as-

sembly. Amidst this tumult Lamartine

made hi« way with difficulty across the

throng which beset the door. He was car-

ried forward by the arms of some powerful

men to the foot of a little flight of steps
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which led to a sort of dais, serving as a kind
of tribune, from which to address the people.

The darkness of the night, partially dissi-

pated by a fev/ lights in the centre of the

hall ; the smoke of lamps which were lighted

beneath his feet, which choked the atmo-
sphere ; the fumes of-gunpowder from the

muskets, which had been firing all day in

the streets below, and which had filled the

hall through the windows ; the species of

mist which rose from the feverish respira-

tion and the gasping breath of a thousand
men, pervaded the hall, and prevented his

clearly discerning, and have ever since

obstructed his distinct recollection of this

scene. He only remembers that he stood
above an agitated crowd, whose counte-
nances, pallid with emotion and blackened
with powder, were only rendered visible by
the foot-lights, and directed towards him-
self with varied expressions. With the ex-

ception of two, all these countenances were
unknown to him. The one was a face deeply
marked by resolution—the face of the old

aide-de-camp of Lafayette. This was Sar-
rans, at once the writer, soldier, and orator

of liberty. The other was that of Coste,
formerly the editor of the journalXe Temps

^

with whom Lamartine had been previously
acquainted at Rome. His countenance,
after ten years, wore the aspect of an im-
passioned auditor in a new forum, and be-
low these new rostra. Beyond these front
rows of standing spectators, the lights,

which became gradually dimmer, only al-

lowed an indistinct glimpse, on the floor

below, and on the rising seats towards the

walls of the hall, of immeasurable and rest-

less shadows, moving about in the gloomy
twilight. The blades of swords, the barrels

of muskets and bayonets, which reflected

hither and thither, by the polished surface

of their metal, the glare of the lamps, flashed

like fireworks over the heads of the multi-
tude at every shuddering motion of the
auditory.

** Contradictory, feverish, and frantic cries

broke forth at every movement of these
thousands of mouths. It was a perfect

tempest of men, each mental blast of which,
pervading the multitude, caused a roar of
voices to issue from each succeeding wave.

" Lamartine. thrown as it were upon the
raised platform as on a headland in the
midst of the surge, looked down upon it

uncertain whether it would bear him on its

surface or engulf him in its depths. A
number of orators crowding around him on
his right and left, and even on the steps of

this quasi tribune, with voice and act strove

to oppose his speaking. They addressed to

the audience, in a confused manner, brief,

hasty, and incendiary ejaculations. La-
martine, however, succeeded in setting aside
these competitors by his words, his hands,
and his shoulders ; and at length appeared
isolated and unencumbered before the gaze
of the populace. A silence broken by mur-
murs, vociferations, and bitter apostrophes,
was at length established, and he delivered
that memorable address, by which he suc-

ceeded to re-establish order, and to secure
the confidence of the people and the unity
of the provisional government."

ACEOSTIC.
By H. Driver, Tenderden.

T he man of toil and constant care
ZZ as now a trusty Friend,
S ager his hopes and fears to share,

IV ishing those fears may end.
n ! hardy sons of toil, no more

R egard yourselves forgot

;

Kind hearts there are your state deplore,
1 n hope to mend your lot.

N ot now, as heretofore, have you
G reat cause to be in fear

;

M uch has been done, more will ensue,A 11 hearts alike to cheer.

W ever, till now, have Working Men
S een prospects half so bright

;

P ear not, the time is present when
R are scenes arrest your sight I

*

I NDUSTRY, long our nation's pride,
£ ach hardy Briton's boast

;

N ow calls on nationsfar and wide,
** D ESPiSE NOT Britain's boast !'*

* In the (freat Industrial Exhibition,
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PROGRESS—PERFECTION—THE PEOPLE.

OxE of the sorrowful conclusions invariably arrived at, after a carefuljand attentive
•mrvey of human nature, is, that perfection is not to be found in the world. Some
01 your cynics, too, just on account of this unfailing deduction, will not lend a helping
hand to a falling brother, nor give to the '^'orld the benefit of any little observation
they may have made. Happily, however, all the world are not cynics ; and the
progress we have been enabled to make in all the known departments of literature,
science, and art, bears witness to the unwearied zeal, the indefatigable industry, the
intense application, of their various professors.

Had a persevering spirit not been instilled into the brave teachers of our race,
who, like the venerable Copernicus of Thorn, had to struggle against many adverse
circumstances—such as opposition from hierarchical power, the sneers of rival
professors, and the outrage of an ignorant populace—we should, in this nineteenth
century, have been groping about among the superstitions of the darkest ages of the
world. Had the discoverer of the power of steam and the inventors of machinery,
when they saw their works in embryo, folded their hands complaisantly across their
breasts, satisfying themselves they had made discoveries that would, if apphed,
revolutionise the locomotion and industrial habits of mankind, what would have been
our condition now? England would not be, as she is at present, a carrier for all the
world—would not, as she now does, stand first on the list of manufacturing pro-
ducers—her Press would not be, as now, the best in the world, and the boldest and
most independent, as well as the fountain-head of civil and religious freedom.

Perfection has not been reached in any department of science or art ; but so
much progress has been made as compels us to assert that still greater achievements
will be ours. Men will never stand still. They desire to be perfect, and progress
alone is the way to reach it. New wants are continually arising, and new applica-

tions of ingenuity are continually being made to satisfy those wants. New applica-

tions of ingenuity are further steps in the path of progress. Progress is the destiny
of man. Perfection is the dream of visionists ; it may never, it can never, be
humanity's lot. In perfection, we know, lies true happiness ; and the further we get
in that direction, by so much do we benefit our own condition and that of our race.

It is only by grasping perfection that we attain to a complete state. Nevertheless,
in the pursuit of a great end, we niust, if in earnest, immensely narrow the chasm
between us and it.

Working Men of England ! perfection is your goal, how far have you pro-

gressed in the way ? It is not he who sits idly down by his dim hearth's blaze, and
cries out that his single arm is powerless against a destiny so big, but he that

pushes obstacles out of his way and knocks impossibilities on the head, whose
struggle will add strength to his muscles, whose battle will be short, and whose rest

will be sweet. In your aspirations after completeness, remember that Nature alone

is perfect and true, and make her your guide and example. If we look abroad on
the face of Nature as portrayed on the green fields of our own beautiful England, we
see sufficient there to assure us that the inspirations of our Thomsons and our Grays
are as full of holy beauty in our times as in theirs—that the lovely aspect of the

earth in the different changes and seasons of the year—that the solemn grandeurs of

the churchyard and the tomb, are yet rife with the glory of heaven, and beaming
with the brightness of the Almighty's eye—that Nature's face is not the evanescent
vision of a day, but the everlasting picture of Jehovah—the undying reflex of his

own shining abode.

Progress in the arts of peace is as necessary to the happiness of man as progress

in other matters. The world in past times has been filled with the terrors of war,
8 'id the homes of men, instead of being the abodes of contentment and joy, have
open deluged with each other's blood. In time to come, this must be changed. And
we have that assurance at the present time. The victories of the men of war will

in future be replaced by the victories of the men of peace. In England we have
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teared a temple that tells more unerringly the aspects of the times tlian did the

temple of Janus of old. Splendid names have been won, great honours have been
gained, illustrious ''houses" have been founded, through the " pomp and circum-
stances" of w^. But the Crystal Temple we have dedicated to Peace tells us that in

her service mankind have yet to gather their greenest laurels and achieve their most
glorious victories.

Both as units and as a class, worl^ing men have an immense influence ; they are
powerful for good ; the well-being of the country is in their hands. The ministers
of the state, not less than the ministers of God, dwell with anxiety on their actions.

Parliament frames its legislation in accordance with their wishes, and bows in

deference to their will. For how much, then, are they accountable I What a
responsibility is theirs ! The People ! what an embodiment is there in the word !

the sinew of the nation ! the wealth of the kingdom ! In England we call the
working classes the people. Some aristocrats disdain the name ; others, more wise
or more fearful, perceiving the omnipotence of labour, foreseeing that it must
ultimately absorb all classes, forsake their ca^tej and beg to be received into the
ranks of the people. And the people are not ungenerous ; they never turn the
applicant from their door ; he is hailed with acclamation, and made a pioneer in the
work of civilisation. The people are gainers, too ; for thus they obtain experienced
and influential leaders, their path in progress—the way to perfection—is made more
smooth, their toil is diminished, at the same time that it is sweetened.

In the progress of ideas, in the dissemination of opinion, in the battle of life, to
conquer a position in the world, by the working man friendless and alone it can
seldom be accomplished. But in these days there is no lack of a helping hand. The
men of England have a world-wide press, and a literature that penetrates the darkest
veil of ignorance and superstition. These are the cliief helps of our a"-e. In the
humanising work, we have—we hope we may say it without egotism—played no
insignificant part. Our aim has been, and still will be, to elevate the mass for whom
we write, whose progress we endeavour to assist, whose burdens we labour to lio-hten,

whose homes we strive to make happy, whose social position we wish to elevate, and
whose liberty, when these are attained, is sure to be consolidated.

Olr First Fault.—Our first fault, like all the faults of our after life, produces many
seeds. The wind wafts them away, and we know not where they fall, nor where tbev
may rise ; but this we know, that they meet us at every step upon the path of life, and
strew it with plants of bitterness.

Economy.—Mere parsimony is not^ economy. Expense, and great expense, may be
an essential part in true economy. Economy is a distributive virtue, and consists, not
in saving, but in selection.

A Maxim of Washington.—"Labour to keep alive in your breast that little spark
of celestial fire, ccnsciencc,'' vras one of a series of maxims which Washington framed
or copied for his use when a boy. His rigid adherence to principle, his steadfast dis-
charge of duty, his utter abaiidonmeut of self, his unreserved devotion to whatever
interests were committed to his care, attest tiie vigilance with which he obeyed that
maxim. He kept alive that spark. He made it shine before men. He kindled it
into a flame which illumined his whole life. No occasion was so momentous, no cir-
cumstances so minute, as to absolve him from following its guiding ray. The marginal
explanation in his account-book, in regard to the expenses of his wife's annual visit
to the camp during the revolutionary war, with his passing allusion to the "self

guarantee of the quality and quantity of any article to which'it was affixed—supplies
a not Jess striking proof that his exactness was everywhere miderstood.
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INDOLENCE.

Indolent ! indolent !—yes, I am indolent

:

So is the grass growing tenderly, slowly,

—

So is the violet fragrant and lowly,

Drinking in quietness, peace, and content,

—

So is the bird on the light branches swinging,
Idly his carol of gratitude singing,

Only on living and loving intent.

Indolent ! indolent !—yes, I am indolent

:

So is the cloud overhanging the mountain,

—

So is the tremulous wave of a fountain.

Uttering softly its eloquent psalm,

—

Nerve and sensation in quiet reposing.
Silent as blossoms the night dew is closlnpr,

But the full heart beating strongly and calm.

Indolent ! indolent !—yes, I am indolent,

If it be idle to gather my pleasure
Out of creation's uncoveted treasure.

Midnight and morning,—by forest and sea,—
Wild with the tempest's sublime exultation,

Lonely in autumn's forlorn lamentation.

Hopeful and happy with spring and the bee.

Indolent ! indolent !—are ye not indolent,

Thralls of the earth and i':s usages weary,

—

Toiling like gnomes where the darkness is dreary.

Toiling, and sinning, to heap up your gold,

—

Stifling the heavenward breath of devotion^

—

Crushing the freshness of every emotion,—

-

Hearts like the dead, that are pulseless and cold ?

Indolent ! indolent I—art thou not indolent,

Thou who art living unloving and lonely.

Wrapped in a pall that will cover thee only,

Shrouded in selfishness, piteous ghost?
Sad eyes behold thee, and angels are weeping
O'er thy forsaken and desolate sleeping;

Art thou not indolent ?—Art thou not lost ? A. W. H.
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